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agencies for supporting the efforts to stage and run this annual conference, and for
bearing the costs and inconvenience incurred in completing this important endeavor. Your
commitment and professionalism are greatly appreciated.
--Adrian Hooke, ITC 2003 General Chairman
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WELCOME

WELCOME TO ITC/USA 2003
Ch k B hh i
High-Performance Telemetry
Internetworking:
Adapting to the Internet Age

Adrian J. Hooke

Lawrence C. Freudinger

ITC/USA 2003 General Chairman
Interplanetary Network Directorate
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

ITC/USA 2003 Technical Chairman
Research Engineering Directorate
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

On behalf of the entire ITC staff, we wish to welcome you to the 39th annual
International Telemetering Conference (ITC/USA 2003). This year's theme is "HighPerformance Telemetry Internetworking: Adapting to the Internet Age," and we have
put together an outstanding program that we hope will highlight the great changes
that are sweeping the community as we move toward a future where remote systems
operating in stressed wireless communications environments become integrated with
the fabric of the Internet.
This year, we have 13 outstanding one-day short courses, including a brand-new class
on the "Basics of Telemetry Networks." The technical program for the conference
features over 130 advanced papers broken into three broad theme areas: sensing
applications that make remote measurements, networks that let them intercommunicate, and high-performance links that interconnect remote vehicles and the
ground. We are delighted to see the technical community respond so vigorously to
the conference theme, collectively providing a body of knowledge sure to influence
and guide future efforts.
To emphasize the changes that are occurring, this year's conference begins with a
"Back to the Future" icebreaker on Monday evening. It's free and open for attendees
to renew old acquaintances and make new ones in a relaxed social atmosphere. Our
technical program opens on Tuesday morning with the theme "Networks, Sensors, and
Computing," and features a distinguished Blue Ribbon Panel discussing how future
remote sensing systems will become intimately bound to new data processing and
communications platforms. We've added a special "History of Telemetry" luncheon on
Tuesday, where some of the legendary figures from the early days at White Sands will
spin yarns about their experiences to help us stay rooted in our rich past. Then, on
Wednesday, we will go to warp speed as our Keynote Luncheon speakers tell us about
"Networking the Solar System: the Interplanetary Internet."
Once again, we have an outstanding set of over 100 technical exhibits that will give
you the chance to learn about the latest technology and services. These companies
and organizations all enhance the conference program by exhibiting and by their
generous support through the sponsorship program, as well as by providing the allvolunteer ITC planning staff. Remember, this is your conference and people like you
have put it together. We ask you to join us in thanking the ITC staff for their
professionalism and for a job well done.
– Adrian Hooke, NASA-JPL, ITC 2003 General Chairman
– Larry Freudinger, NASA-Dryden, ITC 2003 Technical Chairman
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Chuck Buchheit

Board President
International Foundation for Telemetering
This is my fourth and last opportunity to provide an IFT welcome message in the ITC
Show Guide. It's a good thing too because, frankly, I've about run out of superlatives.
It's also my 18th year of ITC involvement and every year I've seen the conference
improve. As you know, each year we appoint new general and technical chairs to head
up our standing ITC committee, and each year results in an outstanding conference.
The marriage is ideal — the standing committee knows how to get the job done, and
the annually appointed chairs bring in new ideas and make sure the conference
continues to meet the needs of the telemetering community.
Well, from what I have observed in watching this year's conference develop, I think it
will meet or exceed the level of excellence established by all previous conferences!
We tried Wi-Fi last year and spent a lot of time trying to make it work. This year, it
will become a major conference adjunct. We wet our feet with online registration last
year, and this year we have expanded and improved that capability. Our compilation of
Technical Proceedings has grown dramatically this year and now consists of a two-CD
set that includes all previous conferences back to the first conference in 1965. And
our short course program has continued to grow and take on even greater
importance as a major conference feature.
In all respects, thanks to our exceptionally dedicated conference committee, the
support of the companies and organizations they represent, the support of our friends
in academia, and the continuing support of conference attendees throughout the
world, this should be an outstanding conference!
I know I've said this before, but I think it bears repeating. Working with this
conference, most notably with the individuals who work so hard and with such
inspiration and dedication to make it happen, has been one of the highlights of my
career! Thank you one and all. And to our exhibitors and attendees, I hope you enjoy
the conference as much as we enjoy putting it on.

– Chuck Buchheit, IFT Board President
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SHORT COURSE ABSTRACTS
39th International Telemetering Conference
Las Vegas, Nevada
BASIC SYSTEMS CONCEPTS
Instructor: Mr. Norm Lantz, The Aerospace Corporation
This course is designed for the individual who wants to understand the basics of telemetry system design.The design of a
telemetry system is addressed from the system perspective, starting with the sensor/requirements, progressing through the
PCM formatting and frequency division multiplex systems, to the RF link design considerations and performance
evaluations. A brief discussion of the CCSDS packet telemetry and bandwidth efficient modulation is included. This
course is intended as a comprehensive introduction to the design of the telemetry system.

INTERMEDIATE CONCEPTS
Instructor: Mr. Tim Gatton, Veridian Systems
This course is designed for the somewhat experienced user. It includes a discussion of technology covering the entire
system including signal conditioner, encoder, radio link, recorder, preprocessor, computer, workstations, and software.
Specific topics include 1553, CCSDS Packet, the Rotary Head Recorder techniques, Open System Architectures, and
Range Communications.

OVERVIEW OF TELEMETRY
Instructor: Dr. Jim Means, SRI International
This course introduces telemetry systems. The course is intended for professionals with a need for a basic understanding
of telemetry systems. The course will use the Defense Test and Evaluation Professional Institute (DTEPI) CD-ROM on
telemetry and will cover basic theory and applications.

CCSDS TELEMETRY AND COMMAND
Instructor: Mr. Siragan Ozkan, Avtec Systems
This course addresses the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) recommendations for packet
telemetry and command systems. Topics include packet telemetry, telemetry channel coding, packet telecommand, and
command operating procedure (COP-1). Case studies will be presented exploring current CCSDS satellite and ground
system architectures. The course will also provide an overview of the Space Communications Protocol Standards
(SCPS).

INTRODUCTION TO GPS
Instructor: Mr. Karl Horton, Metric Systems Corporation
This course provides an introduction to GPS. Participants will get a fundamental understanding of GPS/Navigation
Message, and the direction GPS is going for the new millennium. The course will include a basic overview of Inertial
Aided GPS Systems and Differential GPS in real-time systems.

FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS FUNDAMENTALS
Instructor: Dr. Stephen Schultz, BrighamYoungUniversity
This course covers the basics of fiber optic systems and components. The fiber optic components that will be covered
include: optical fibers, light sources, detectors, and optical amplifiers. This course also covers the impact of these various
components on system performance including their affect on data rate, power transmission, and link distance.

IMAGE COMPRESSION WITH JPEG 2000
Instructor: Dr. Michael W. Marcellin, University of Arizona
JPEG2000 is the emerging second generation standard for image compression, and brings a new paradigm to image
storage and communication. Any image quality or size can be extracted and transmitted from a single compressed codestream. Five different progression options are available for transmission over slow bandwidth links. Extractions can be
performed entirely in the compressed domain to accelerate the delivery of useful imagery. The course will begin with a
half-day overview of image compression fundamentals, followed by a half-day overview of JPEG2000.Numerous
examples and demos will be included.

PERFORMANCE-BASED SENSOR SELECTION: GI-GO
(Garbage In – Garbage Out, or Good Input – Good Output?)
Instructor: Mr. Jon Wilson, The Dynamic Consultant, LLC
This one-day tutorial is intended for engineers, program managers and technicians who want a better understanding of
transducer characteristics and specifications. Participants will learn how to interpret transducer specifications, define
performance characteristics for specific applications, and select the best transducer for their applications. Topics will
include basic transducer mechanisms, performance characteristics, and environmental effects, cabling and
interconnections, and signal conditioning.

MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATION AND SHOCK FOR TELEMETRY ENGINEERS
Instructor: Dr. Patrick L. Walter, Endevco Corp./TexasChristianUniversity
Members of the telemetry community generally recognize the importance to their work of the accurate measurement and
characterization of vibration and shock. This one-day program defines and distinguishes between vibration and shock,
describes both the physics of the transducers and the requirements for the instrumentation systems used to measure these
phenomena, provides guidelines for the assessment and validation of the acquired data, provides insight into the
importance of these data and their utilization, and concludes with an overview of emerging instrumentation technologies
that will benefit telemetry system designers in future vibration and shock measurement endeavors.

MODULATION & DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR TELEMETRY I
Instructor: Dr. Steve Horan, NMSU
This course is directed towards beginning technical personnel or telemetry personnel with limited experience in
communications and modulation systems.The course will cover basic concepts necessary to understanding the data
communications process within the telemetry system. This will include signal descriptions, the Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) process, concepts of analog and digital modulation and demodulation, and signal bandwidth
representations.Emphasis will be on graphical representations with minimal mathematical requirements.

MODULATION & DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR TELEMETRY II
Instructor:Mr. Terry Hill, Quasonix, LLC.
This course, directed toward technical personnel with some telemetry background, describes, analyzes and compares
modulation techniques currently employed or proposed for telemetry. The material covers the legacy PCM/FM
waveform, SOQPSK (an Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Tier I waveform, and also specified in the Flexible
Interoperable Transceiver (FIT) standard), and Multi-h CPM, proposed as the ARTM Tier II waveform. Demodulation
techniques for these waveforms are addressed, with particular emphasis on synchronization techniques and performance.
Extensive graphical representations of waveforms, signal constellations, eye patterns, spectra, and bit error probability
curves provide an intuitive understanding of how these representations are related.

PRINCIPLES OF TELEMETRY GROUND STATION ANTENNAS, POSITIONERS AND
CONTROLLERS
Instructor: Mr. George R. Blake
Rotating Precision Mechanisms Inc. This short course is intended for those who want a layperson's understanding of the
elements of a Telemetry Tracking Ground Station. Participants will be given insight into various RF Feeds and Optics,
Positioners with their feedback controls and transducers, the Controller with their electronic and software conversions
from AM Modulation to Servo Error, and other elements as required. Various technical handouts will be given that
expound the subject areas covered.

BASICS OF TELEMETRY NETWORKS
Instructors:Mr. Eric Travis and Mr. Fred Brosi, Global Science and Technology, Inc.
This course introduces networked telemetry. Participants will get a fundamental understanding of Internet protocols and
how they can be used in telemetry systems. The course will provide a brief review of current telemetry communications
practices, and then present approaches to improve performance using modern networking techniques. Participants will
gain an understanding of the barriers to using ground protocols in telemetry systems, and the available approaches to
overcoming those barriers. Finally, issues in selecting the right protocol profile for particular applications will be
discussed.

Networks, Sensors, and Computing
Blue Ribbon Panel Discussion
Tuesday, 21 October , 2003
8:00 – 11:00 am, Grande Ballroom C/D
Explore the growing impact of networks and computing technology on the test and evaluation communities

Just over thirty years ago, the first digital fly-by-wire aircraft was introduced, exploring the integration
of sensors, digital computers, and effectors to increase vehicle performance, safety, and reliability via
active control. Today, innovators again seek to leverage advances in computers and sensor technology
to improve performance and reliability. This time, the vision is toward adaptive and intelligent, manned
and autonomous vehicles and complex, interoperable, collaborative, embedded, network-enabled
systems. These complex systems can be viewed as sensors and computers connected over networks.
The vision unfolding for the next 30 years suggests a need for the communities that develop and use
telemetry and instrumentation to identify and pursue goals that enable sensors and computers to be used
to their maximum advantage with regard to situational awareness. Enabling situational awareness to
support tactical and strategic decision-making is a key goal. New, network-centric approaches to test,
evaluation, and operations activities will accelerate the pace of testing and enable better management of
complexity in a trustworthy manner.
Wireless networks and the service layers supporting sensor webs in dynamic and constrained
environments are the foundation on which many of these future complex systems will depend. How do
we get there? Where are some of the challenges and opportunities? What are the next steps? Our blue
ribbon panel will explore these questions and offer insight into challenges that lay before us in
leveraging the power of complex networks of sensors and computers.

Moderator: Lynette I. Millett
Program Officer
Computer Science and Telecommunications Board
National Academies

Lynette I. Millett is a program officer and study director at the Computer Science and
Telecommunications Board of the National Academies. Millett is currently involved in several CSTB
projects including a comprehensive exploration of privacy in the information age, a study on
certification and dependable software systems and a project on biometrics. She is also exploring possible
study options for CSTB with respect to the issues of information management, open source software and
policy, and identity theft. She recently completed a CSTB project that produced the reports Who Goes

There? Authentication Technologies and Their Privacy Implications and IDs--Not That Easy: Questions
about Nationwide Identity Systems. Ms Millett was also the study director for the project that produced
Embedded, Everywhere: A Research Agenda for Networked Systems of Embedded Computers. Before
joining CSTB, she was involved in research on static analysis techniques for concurrent programming
languages as well as research on value-sensitive design and informed consent online. She has a M.Sc. in
Computer Science from Cornell University along with a B.A. in Mathematics and Computer Science
with honors from Colby College. Her graduate work was supported by both an NSF Graduate
Fellowship and an Intel Graduate Fellowship. She is a member of the ACM and Phi Beta Kappa.

Panelist: Dr. Ernest A Seglie
Science Advisor
Operational Test and Evaluation
Office of the Secretary of Defense, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Ernest A. Seglie is science advisor, Operational Test and Evaluation, Office of Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C. He provides scientific and technical guidance on the overall approach to Department
of Defense evaluation of the operational effectiveness and suitability of major weapons systems;
provides technical review of test reports, and serves as chief technical advisor to the Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E). In a recent ITEA Journal article, Dr. Seglie outlined the
factors that drive the near-term and far-term future of test and evaluation. His Ph.D. is in theoretical
physics. Dr. Seglie previously worked at the Institute for Defense Analysis, and has done research and
taught physics at RPI and Yale.

Panelist: Dr. Jim Waldo
Distinguished Engineer
Sun Microsystems

Jim Waldo is a Distinguished Engineer with Sun Microsystems, where he is the lead architect for Jini, a
distributed programming system based on Java. Prior to Jini, Jim worked in JavaSoft and Sun
Microsystems Laboratories, where he did research in the areas of object-oriented programming and
systems, distributed computing, and user environments.
Before to joining Sun, Jim spent eight years at Apollo Computer and Hewlett Packard working in the

areas of distributed object systems, user interfaces, class libraries, text and internationalization. While at
HP, he led the design and development of the first Object Request Broker, and was instrumental in
getting that technology incorporated into the first OMG CORBA specification. He edited the book "The
Evolution of C++: Language Design in the Marketplace of Ideas" (MIT Press), and was the author of
the Java Advisor column in Unix Review's Performance Computing magazine.
Jim is an adjunct faculty member of Harvard University, where he teaches distributed computing in the
department of computer science. Jim received his Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of
Massachusetts (Amherst). He also holds M.A. degrees in both linguistics and philosophy from the
University of Utah. He is a member of the IEEE and ACM.

Panelist: Mr. Larry Mittag
Vice President and Chief Technologist
Stellcom, Inc
Larry Mittag has more than 25 years of technical and strategic expertise with wireless systems
integration and embedded systems design and development. His depth and breadth of technical and
business expertise in systems integration and IT challenges ensures a thorough understanding of how
wireless technologies integrate within an enterprise to deliver a broad range of mobile solutions that
drive financial savings, improve productivity and create competitive advantages.
A leading expert in the field of wireless computing and embedded Internet, Mittag is a frequent guest
lecturer and consultant to enterprises in the U.S. and abroad on a variety of technical and management
topics, including how to implement the right mobility solution that aligns with business objectives. He
has authored several white papers including “The Data Wireless World” and two wireless primers,
“What Every Senior Executive Needs to Know about the Wireless Future” and “What Senior Executives
Can Do Today with Mobile Computing.”
Mittag is a frequent speaker at leading international industry conferences such as Internet World
Wireless, CTIA, Wireless Developer Conferences and Embedded Systems Conferences. He has also
chaired executive wireless forums with leading Gartner analysts. He is a contributing editor for
Embedded Systems Programming, authors a monthly column for Communications Systems Design, has
written articles for leading business and technology publications and is frequently quoted in publications
for his perspective on how wireless will impact the business landscape.

Panelist: Mr. George Studor
Senior Project Engineer
NASA Johnson Space Flight Center

Mr. George Studor is a Senior Project Engineer for the Structural Engineering Division at NASA
Johnson Space Center.With a vision for “fly-by-wireless” system architectures, George is working to
guide manned spaceflight systems toward reduced weight with increased reliability and redundancy.
George has developed and conducted numerous on-orbit tests of new technologies for use in operational
troubleshooting on the Space Shuttle and International Space Station, including standalone, low power,
spread-spectrum based wireless data acquisition networks. He leads instrumentation technology
assessments and coordinates data requirements for future manned space vehicles and habitats.
George helped pioneer the original periodic Shuttle inspection requirements as a USAF Major detailed
to the NASA Shuttle Program Systems Integration Office. He lead the Shuttle Program Plan for returnto-flight after the Challenger accident and subsequently lead the Space Station Freedom International
Verification Program out of NASA Reston. He is currently participating in testing of wireless
instrumentation and scannerless LADAR video systems for their unique and effective application to the
Columbia accident investigation and the Shuttle’s return to flight. He has co-authored a number of
technical papers and patents. George received his Master’s degree in astronautical engineering from the
Air Force Institute of Technology and is a C-130 pilot with 2000 hrs of global all-weather tactical and
strategic airlift operations experience.
Panelist: Ed Baroth
IVHM Sensor Oversight Lead,
Next Generation Launch Technology Project
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Edmund C. Baroth has been at JPL since 1981. He holds a bachelor's degree from City College of New
York, master's and doctorate degrees from University of California, Berkeley, all in mechanical
engineering. He is part of a NASA-wide team to investigate concepts and technologies for an integrated
vehicle health management (IVHM) system for reuseable launch vehicles. He is the IVHM alternate
lead for OSP (Orbital Space Plane) Project and is the Sensor Oversight Point of Contact for the NGLT
(Next Generation Launch Technologies) Project.
Ed has a background in instrumentation, measurement system integration, graphical programming,
optics, holography, and holographic interferometry. He has written chapters in two books and a series
of articles for magazines reviewing hardware and software products. He has received two patents. He
has also worked as a part-time faculty member at California State University, Northridge (CSUN) and
California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA).

History of Telemetry
Special Luncheon
Tuesday 21 October, 12:00 Noon
Come and enjoy a luncheon that will entertain, educate and enlighten. And
perhaps even contain a tall tale or two? The speakers are a truly notable group,
consisting of Bill Pickering, Austin Vick, Larry Rauch, Tom Potter, Don Meyer and
John Casani as Master of Ceremonies. These speakers’ reminiscences will
range over subject matter from telemetering in the very first U.S. jet-engined
flight program through adventures in the New Mexican desert (and may be the
streets of Juarez). They are all folk who were active participants in the “Old Days”
- before The Space Act of 1958 - before the ICBMs and IRBMs actually worked
and when White Sands Proving Ground was the center of U.S. rocketry and far
more of the architecture of today’s space and missile planning and structure was
accomplished than is generally known.

The Speakers

Bill Pickering
William Pickering (left, with James Van Allen and Wernher von Braun after the
launch of Explorer 1, the first US satellite) is a legend of the space age. When

the launch of Sputnik in 1957 forced the United States into the space race, the
Americans needed to show the world that they too could launch a rocket into
space - and they had to do it quickly. Less than three months later Explorer 1
was launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida. The man behind it was Bill
Pickering; once he and his team conquered the earth’s orbit, the sky was,
literally, the limit. He was born in Wellington, New Zealand, in 1910 and by 1936
he had received a Bachelor of Science, two Masters of Science and a Ph.D. in
Physics from Caltech. During World War II, he conducted research on the
absorption properties of cosmic rays with Dr. Robert A. Millikan and investigated
Japanese balloon warfare techniques for the Army Air Corps. He was invited to
JPL in 1944 on the basis of his experience designing telemetering devices, was
named chief of JPL's Remote Control Section and by 1949 headed the Corporal
and Sergeant missile programs. In 1954, he began a 22 year tenure as JPL
Director and under his leadership the Ranger missions brought back the first
close-up high resolution pictures of the Moon, several Surveyors soft-landed
there, missions were sent to Mercury, Venus and Mars, gravity assist was used
for the first time, Viking Orbiters were designed and plans for Voyager's Grand
Tour were underway. Bill retired from JPL in 1976 and although over 90 years
old, he is very active and continues to receive national and international
recognition.

Austin Vick
Austin is a consulting engineer performing services for several major commercial
firms engaged in the operation, maintenance, and management of
instrumentation systems at various test facilities. He a graduate of New Mexico
State University and is an elected member of the Academy of Civil Engineering
and a Distinguished Alumni at NMSU. He was a pioneer in the application of
optical instrumentation for the collection of flight test data on rockets and
missiles. At his retirement from White Sands Missile Range, he managed an
organization of more than 900 contractor and government employees engaged in
the operation and maintenance of technical instrumentation systems such as
radars, optical systems, specialized electronic systems and telemetry systems.

Don Meyer
Don served in the U.S. Marine Corps from 1947 to 1952, and is a veteran of the
Korean War. He joined JPL in 1952 as an Instrumentation Technician on the
Corporal Guided Missile System, at White Sands Proving Grounds, NM, and
continued there until 1954. He remained with JPL until his retirement in 1995,
excepting only a period from 1956 to 1958 during which he attended the
University of California, Berkeley, and obtained a degree in Physics. At JPL, in
addition to his time at WSPG, he held positions of Telemetry Engineer at the
Goldstone Tracking Station; did mission planning and support for the Deep
Space Network; was the Space Flight Operations Facility development Project
Engineer; was Station Director of the Madrid Tracking Station; and was the
Space Flight Operations Facility Operations Manager. In addition, he performed
Flight Project support for numerous projects, and was the NASA Operations
Manager for the Ulysses Project.

Tom Potter
Tom joined the Navy in 1944 and served in the Pacific Theater. He then attended
the North Dakota State University and obtained his BS in 1950. His first field
assignment was in Los Angeles where he programmed and maintained IBM
punched card equipment and In 1953, IBM offered him an assignment at the

White Sands Proving Ground in New Mexico, where specialized in the card
programmed calculator system. He later accepted a job offer from JPL and was
assigned to the Missile Electronics group, which helped prepare and launch the
Corporal and later the Sergeant guided missiles. In 1958 he was transferred to
Barstow, CA where he worked at the Goldstone Tracking Station, later becoming
Station Director of the MARS Station 14. He continued at Goldstone until his
retirement in 1984.

John Casani
John “retired” in 1999 after 43 years with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. He
spent the bulk of his career in project management and system engineering on
historic missions of space exploration. He served as project manager for the
Voyager mission to the outer planets, the Galileo mission to Jupiter and the
Cassini mission to Saturn. He also held project positions in JPL's early Explorer,
Pioneer, Ranger and Mariner space missions. After a short period of retirement
John returned to JPL as a full time employee and has worked intensively on a
number of short-term assignments. Today, he is project manager of the newly
initiated Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter mission, an element of NASA’s Project
Prometheus Program. He has received a variety of NASA's highest awards,
including the Distinguished Service Medal for the Galileo mission, and the Medal
for Outstanding Leadership for the Mariner 10 and Voyager projects and NASA's
Exceptional Achievement Medal. John received a BSEE and an Honorary Doctor
of Science degree from the University of Pennsylvania and an honorary degree
in Astronautical Engineering from the University of Rome. He is a Fellow of the
AIAA and is a member of the National Academy of Engineering and the
International Astronautics Academy.

Larry Rauch
Larry is one of the early pioneers in the field of aerospace radio telemetry. He
received the doctor’s degree from Princeton University in 1949 and supervised
the research and development of the first electronic time-division multiplex radio
telemetering system. This system was first used in the high-speed flight tests of
the first US jet aircraft in 1944-45. In July 1946 at the Bikini Atoll atomic bomb
tests of Operation Crossroads he was in charge of radio telemetry for the Able
(first) test. He contributed to the radio telemetry of the Atlas, Thor, and Titan
rockets and was a member of NASA’s Research Advisory Committee on
Communications, Instrumentation, and Data Processing from 1963 to 1966. In
1954 he and Professor M. H. Nichols published the book "Radio Telemetry"
which was translated into Japanese (1958) and Russian (1958). He was also
Program Chairman of the First International Telemetering Conference in London,
England, 1963. In 1977 he joined the Electrical Engineering Faculty at the
California Institute of Technology and became the Chief Technologist of the
Telecommunications Science and Engineering Division of the NASA Caltech Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. He retired from these positions on 1985 and has acted in
a consulting capacity since then.

Networking the Solar System:
The Interplanetary Internet
Keynote Luncheon
Wednesday 22 October, 12:00 noon
Listen to the grand vision for the future as new advanced telemetry networking expands
human intelligence and presence into deep space.

Guest Speaker: Dr. Vint Cerf
Vinton G. Cerf is senior vice president of Architecture and Technology for
MCI. Cerf's team of architects and engineers design advanced networking
frameworks including Internet-based solutions for delivering a combination
of data, information, voice and video services for business and consumer
use. Widely known as one of the "Fathers of the Internet," Cerf is the codesigner of the TCP/IP protocols and the architecture of the Internet. In
December 1997, President Clinton presented the U.S. National Medal of
Technology to Cerf and his partner, Robert E. Kahn, for founding and
developing the Internet. Vint Cerf serves as chairman of the board of the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and was
founding president of the Internet Society.

Guest Speaker: Lt. Gen. Gene Tattini
Eugene L. "Gene" Tattini was appointed Deputy Director of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in August 2001. Prior to his retirement from the Air
Force and his appointment as JPL Deputy Director, Lt. Gen. Tattini was
commander, Space and Missile Systems Center, Los Angeles Air Force
Base, California. He was responsible for managing the research, design,
development, and acquisition of space launch, command and control, and
satellite systems. He was the Air Force's designated acquisition commander
for the Air Force Satellite Control Network, the Space Lift Ranges, the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, the Space Based Laser Program,
and the Atlas, Delta, Titan and Inertial Upper Stage families of launch
vehicles that provide assured access to space.

About the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT)
The International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
serving the professional and technical interests of the "Telemetering Community." The IFT was
confirmed as a nonprofit corporation in accordance with the applicable laws of the State of
California on May 11, 1964. Our "Articles of Incorporation" are on file with the State of
California.
The basic purpose of the IFT is the promotion and stimulation of technical growth in
telemetering and its allied arts and sciences. This is accomplished through sponsorship of
technical forums, educational activities, and technical publications. The Foundation endeavors to
promote unity in the "Telemetering Community" it serves, as well as ethical conduct and more
effective effort among practicing professionals in the field.
All activities of the IFT are governed by a Board of Directors selected from industry, science,
and government. Board members are elected on the basis of their interest and recognition in the
technical or management aspects of the use or supply of telemetering equipment and services.
All are volunteers who serve with the support of their parent companies or agencies and receive
no financial reward of any nature from the IFT.
The IFT Board meets twice annually--once in conjunction with the annual ITC and, again,
approximately six months from the ITC. The Board functions as a senior executive body that
hears committee and special assignment reports and reviews, adjusts, and derives new policy as
conditions dictate. A major Board function is that of fiscal management, including the allocation
of funds within the scope of the Foundation's legal purposes.
Participation in the IFT and the ITC does not require membership in the traditional sense; dues or
membership fees are not required.
The IFT sponsors the annual International Telemetering Conference (ITC). Each annual ITC is
initially provided working funds by the IFT. The ITC management, however, plans and budgets
to make each annual conference a self-sustaining financial success. This includes returning the
initial IFT subsidy as well as modest earnings, the source of funds for IFT activities such as its
education support program. The IFT also sponsors the Telemetering Standards Coordination
Committee and the International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum.
In addition, a notable educational support program is carried out by the IFT. The IFT has
sponsored numerous scholarships and fellowships in telemetry-related subjects at a number of
colleges and universities since 1971. Student participation in the ITC is promoted by the
solicitation of technical papers from students with a monetary award given for best paper at each
conference. The IFT has established and continues to support programs at New Mexico State
University, Brigham Young University, University of Arizona, University of Missouri – Rolla,
and University of California Santa Barbara.
The Foundation maintains master mail and email lists of personnel active in the field of
telemetry for its own purposes. These lists include personnel from throughout the United States
as well as from many other countries since international participation in IFT activities is invited
and encouraged. New names and addresses or corrections can be added to these lists by visiting
the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org. The web site also provides information about the
ITC and other telemetry and IFT related activities.

About the International Telemetering Conference (ITC)
The International Telemetering Conference (ITC) is the primary forum through which the
purposes of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) are accomplished. It is the only
nationwide annual conference dedicated to the subject of telemetry. The conference generally
follows an established format which includes presentation of tutorial courses and technical
papers, and exhibition of equipment, techniques, services and advanced concepts provided, for
the most part, by the manufacturer or the supplying company. To complete a user-supplier
relationship, each ITC often includes displays from major test and training ranges and other
government and industrial elements whose mission needs serve to guide manufacturers to
tomorrow's products.
Each ITC is normally two and one half days in duration preceded by a day of tutorials and
standards meetings. A Keynote Technical Session, to which all conferees are invited, is generally
the initial event. A Moderator and Panel Members prominent in their respective fields form the
Keynote Technical Session which addresses a particular theme and is also available for questions
from the audience. The purpose of this event is to highlight and further communicate future
concepts and equipment needs to developers and suppliers. From that point, papers are presented
in four half-day periods of concurrent Technical Sessions that are organized to allow the attendee
to choose the topic of primary interest. The Technical Sessions are conducted by voluntary
Technical Session Chairmen and include a wide variety of papers both domestic and
international. Additionally, the program offers a Keynote Luncheon featuring a distinguished
speaker who will discuss a topic of direct interest to the telemetry community.
Each annual ITC is organized and conducted by a General Chair and a Technical Program Chair
selected and appointed by the IFT Board of Directors. Both chairmen are prominent in the
organizations they represent (government, industry, or academia) and are generally well-known
and command technical and managerial respect. Both have most likely served the previous year's
conference as Vice Chairs. In this way, continuity between conferences is achieved and the
responsible individuals can proceed with increased confidence. The chairs are supported by a
standing Conference Committee of over twenty volunteers who are essential to the conference
organizational effort. Both chairs and all who serve in the organization and management of each
annual ITC do so without any form of salary or financial reward. The organizational affiliate of
each individual who serves not only agrees to the commitment of their time to the ITC but also
assumes the obligation of that individual's ITC-related expenses. This, of course, is in
recognition of the technical service rendered by the conferences.
Those companies and agencies that exhibit at the ITC pay a floor space rental fee which provides
the major financial support for each conference. Although the annual chairs and the standing
committee are credited for successful ITCs, the exhibitors also deserve high praise for their
faithful and generous support.
A major feature of each annual ITC is the proceedings in CD-ROM format. The CD contains
proceedings and technical papers from multiple prior conferences as well as the current
conference and is included with a paid regular conference registration. The CD is also is
available for purchase after the conference through the IFT/ITC web site, www.telemetry.org.

About the Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC)
The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) is chartered to serve as a focal point
within the telemetering community for the review of standards documents affecting telemetry proposed
for adoption by any of the various standards bodies throughout the world. It is chartered to receive,
coordinate, and disseminate information and to review and coordinate standards, methods, and
procedures to users, manufacturers, and supporting agencies.
The tasks of the TSCC include the determination of which standards are in existence and published, the
review of the technical adequacy of planned and existing standards, the consideration of the need for new
standards and revisions, and the coordination of the derivation of new standards. In all of these tasks, the
TSCC's role is to assist the agencies whose function it is to create, issue, and maintain the standards, and
to assure that a representative viewpoint of the telemetering community is involved in the standards
process.
The membership of the TSCC is limited to 16 full members, each of which has an alternate. Membership
of technical subcommittees of the TSCC is open to any person in the industry who is knowledgeable and
willing to contribute to the committee's work. The 16 full members are drawn from government activities,
user organizations, and equipment vendors in approximately equal numbers. To further ensure a
representative viewpoint, all official recommendations of the TSCC must be approved by 10 of the 16
members.
Since its beginning, a prime activity of the TSCC has been the review of standards promulgated by the
DoD Range Commanders' Council (RCC)--formerly those of the Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) and later, those of the Telemetry Group (TG). These standards, used within the Department of
Defense, have been the major forces influencing the development of telemetry hardware and technology
during the past 30 years. In this association, the TSCC has made a significant contribution to RCC
documents in the fields of Radio Frequency (RF) telemetry, Time Division (TD) telemetry, Frequency
Modulation (FM) telemetry, tape recording and standard test procedures.
As the use of telemetering has become more widespread, the TSCC has assisted international standards
organizations, predominately the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In this
relationship, the TSCC has reviewed standards for telemetry channel coding, packet telemetry, and
telecommand.

INTERNATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR TELEMETRY SPECTRUM
The frequency spectrum allocated for telemetry purposes is increasingly at risk of
reallocation to other purposes. For the aeronautical and astronautical communities, the
main present threats are from the mobile satellite services (MSS), the personal
communication services (PCS) and the digital audio broadcast satellite services (DBS).
Other safety critical telemetry applications, such as missile termination, launch vehicle
command/destruct, bio-medical and industry use are also under threat from terrestrial
broadcasting applications.
For the users, the application of radio telemetry is safety-critical or mission critical to the
development and sustainment of the economic and security imperatives of many nations.
But the importance of telemetry is little known or understood outside the user,
engineering and test community. Strong political backing is not existent and a cohesive
advocate group at regional and world radio-communications conferences is lacking.
Currently, the impacts of potential spectrum losses to the telemetering community are not
adequately considered, consolidated or represented. This needs to change.
Therefore an international group has been established to help consolidate impact
statements and to advocate the protection of spectrum that is critical to continuing
telemetry application.
The initial steps taken to establish the International Consortium on Telemetry Spectrum
(ICTS) were presented at a special workshop of the European Test and Telemetry
Conference (ETTC) in Paris on 10 June 1999 and this was followed by a special
workshop of the European Telemetry Conference held 30th May 2000 at GarmischPartenkirchen in Germany. The Charter and Bylaws were formally accepted and
approved by the International Foundation for Telemetering Oct 25, 2001. The IFT at that
time became the ICTS sponsoring organization.

University of California, Santa Barbara
Telemetry Center Report – Fall 2002-Fall 2003
Faculty Advisors: Ronald A. Iltis and Hua Lee
{iltis,hualee}@ece.ucsb.edu
Website: http://telemetry.ece.ucsb.edu/
Overview
The Telemetry Center at UCSB was initiated in 1999 with funding from the International
Foundation for Telemetering. IFT support has primarily been used to construct a wireless
testbed for various telemetry and wireless communications-related projects. IFT support
has also complemented government and industry-sponsored projects in radiolocation and
communication networks. Projects completed and underway in the Telemetry Center
include:
1. Terrestrial radiolocation using direct-sequence (DS) spread-spectrum signaling.
(DARPA and IFT.) 10/01-2/03.
2. New synchronization algorithms for DS-CDMA and GPS applications. (NSF and
ONR.) ONR project completed 12/02, NSF continuing through 12/03.
3. Smart antenna algorithms for frequency-hopping communications. (Cubic Defense
Systems, continuing through 8/03.)
4. Development of an ad-hoc frequency-hopping wireless network using the TI TRF6900
radios. (Cubic Defense Systems.) Fully programmable radios based on the TRF6900 and
PIC µ-controller have been fabricated in UCSB-designed PCBs. (Two-board radio.)
The major hardware purchased for the testbed is as follows.
1. Two Pentek 4291 Quad-DSP boards with A/D and D/A converters. These boards each
provide 4 GFLOPs (pipelined).
2. Pentek 6250-300 FGPA board (interfaces to the 4291). This includes two 3 million
gate Xilinx Virtex devices.
3. Two TI 6201 EVM one TI 6701 EVM boards. These boards interface to the TRF6900
radios for implementation of frequency-hopping and medium access control.
4. Four TRF6900 ISM-band transceivers plus PCB fab for programmable FH radios.
Specific research topics are now described in more detail.

Telemetry Learning Center at
University of Missouri– Rolla
On-Campus Education
The Telemetry Learning Center (TLC) at the University of Missouri –
Rolla (UMR) seeks to develop new courses directly related to telemetry
applications, and to introduce telemetry problems and projects into the
existing curriculum. Since the IFT funding began, new courses have been
created in the areas of telemetry systems, communications electronics and
real-time digital signal processing for communications. Modifications have
been made to other courses, including advanced communications,
electromagnetic compatibility and capstone design. Over 30 students have
benefited from IFT support of their research and design projects. These
projects cover a wide range of telemetry applications, including structural
health monitoring of civil engineering structures, health monitoring and
performance analysis of composite materials, telemetry for autonomous
vehicles, solar powered automobiles, and SAE formula racecars.
Distance Education
Faculty from a broad range of disciplines participate in the TLC,
specializing in communications, image processing, electromagnetic
compatibility and power distribution. To support distance education, these
faculty have developed web resources for telemetry applications, EMC, and
real-time digital signal processing. A distance education curriculum has
been developed at UMR in cooperation with the University of Southern
California and the Boeing Company to offer a Master of Science degree in
Systems Engineering to non-traditional graduate students. Using the world
wide web, and other means of electronic delivery, students from across the
U.S., and throughout the world, can participate in selected courses taught on
the UMR and USC campuses.
Laboratory Development
The IFT funds are being combined with funding from industry, the
National Science Foundation and the State of Missouri to improve
laboratories to allow more students to design and test hardware prototypes.
The equipment being purchased includes high frequency sources, scopes and
spectrum analyzers, printed circuit board fabrication equipment, SMT
assembly and rework stations, and assorted test equipment.

Radiolocation (Sponsors: DARPA and IFT)
This project involved radiolocation based on handshaking DS-CDMA protocols. The key
problem is estimation of signal time-of-arrival (TOA), which establishes ranges between
nodes. Due to the near-far effect, the estimation of TOAs from multiple reference nodes
(radios) cannot be accomplished by conventional matched filters. UCSB developed a
novel Generalized Successive Interference Cancellation (GSIC) technique for multiuser
channel and TOA estimation in this application.
The GSIC algorithm for flat-fading channels was implemented in the Pentek 4291
processor.
A more sophisticated GSIC algorithm for frequency-selective fading
channels was subsequently implemented in the 4291, and will eventually use the Pentek
6250-300 FPGA board for faster processing.
Recently, distributed Kalman filtering algorithms for positioning in sensor
networks have been developed. This work exploits the “Information Graph” for optimal
fusion of sensor measurements and prior estimates. This distributed estimation research
will be combined with the radiolocation work for an upcoming NSF ITR proposal on
sensor networks.
This DARPA/IFT-sponsored work resulted in numerous publications, including
the following in refereed journals:
[1] R. A. Iltis and S. Kim, “Geometric derivation of expectation-maximization and
generalized successive interference cancellation algorithms with applications to CDMA
channel estimation,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, Vol.51, pp. 1367-1377,
May 2003.
[2] S. Kim and R. A. Iltis, “A matching pursuit/GSIC-based algorithm for DS-CDMA
sparse channel estimation,” To appear in IEEE Signal Processing Letters.
Frequency-Hopping Wireless Networks
This project consists of two components (a) fabrication of fully programmable slow
frequency-hopping radios and (b) development of smart antenna algorithms for FH
communications. The newest radios fabricated are based on the TRF6900 evaluation
board connected directly to a UCSB-designed PCB incorporating a PIC µ-controller. The
PIC controller sets the hopping frequency pattern and will eventually implement a
UCSB-designed adaptive FH MAC protocol. This testbed will be the focus of an
upcoming proposal to the NSF ANIR program.
The smart antenna algorithm for FH permits receive beamforming without prior
knowledge of transmitter position. Furthermore, the beamformer can lock onto a slow
FH transmitter solely based on knowledge of its hop pattern and coarse synchronization.
The beamformer jointly perform fine synchronization, demodulation, and antenna weight

updating. This work has been submitted to the journal Signal Processing for possible
publication.
Synchronization Algorithms for DS-CDMA and GPS (ONR, NSF and IFT)
New synchronization and beamforming/anti-jam algorithms for GPS were developed
based on the extended Kalman filter. The EKF algorithm for GPS is notable in that it can
jointly compute desired signal angle-of-arrival, GPS code delay, and channel fading,
while simultaneously spatially and temporally rejecting jammers. Synchronization
algorithms for DS-CDMA were the focus of the NSF-sponsored work. Most recently, a
new Sequential Monte Carlo Kalman Filter (SMC-KF) was developed for DS-CDMA
code tracking and channel estimation. These projects have resulted in the following
journal publications which also cite IFT support.
[1] S. J. Kim and R. A. Iltis, “Space-time adaptive processing for GPS receiver
synchronization and interference rejection,’’ To appear in the IEEE Transactions on
Aerospace and Electronic Systems.
[2] R. A. Iltis, “A Sequential Monte Carlo filter for joint linear/nonlinear state estimation
with application to DS-CDMA,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, Vol. 51, pp.
417-426, Feb. 2003.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL and COMPUTER ENGINEERING
The University of Arizona
TELEMETERING PROGRAM - STATUS REPORT
May 2003

Personnel
Dr. Larry Schooley has retired from the University of Arizona. Dr. John Reagan is stepping down as
department head to return to teaching and research. He will serve as interim International Foundation for
Telemetering Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering for the coming year. The IFT Fellow for
academic year 2002-03 was Shawn McKitrick. He resigned at the end of the fall semester and was
replaced by Andrew Eatchel, a Ph.D. student interested in remote sensing. Steven Prochazka is the fellow
for 2003-2004. The undergraduate scholarships for 2002-2003 were awarded to Roberto Bringas,
Andrew Crites and Michael Kiefer. Awards for 2003-2004 will be made in the fall.
Several of our younger faculty have become involved in activities related to telemetering. Dr. Hugh
Barnaby is involved in the CubeSat radiation effects experiment. Dr. Michael Marefat continues to
mentor students on the computer vision and artificial intelligence aspects of the robot soccer project. Dr.
Hal Tharp has mentored the CubeSat power team. Dr. Chris Walker is mentoring a senior project team
developing next generation radios for future CubeSats. Dr. Michael Marcellin has developed a short
course in image compression that was taught at ITC/USA 2001 and 2002.
Recent Activities
Many of our students are involved with interdisciplinary campus wide projects that utilize telemetering
systems. These include the University of Arizona Student Satellite Project (uasat.arizona.edu) and the
University of Arizona Solar Car Project (www.solarcar.arizona.edu).
The student satellite project has successfully completed preflight testing of two CubeSats named Rincon
and Alcatel. CubeSat Rincon will comprise a test of several engineering systems that will support other
scientific payloads on future CubeSats. Its solar panels will generate approximately 1 watt (average) of
power, and current measurements from panels on the six cube faces will provide an indication of attitude
to analyze tumbling. Eighteen other voltage, current and temperature measurements will provide
engineering data about the satellite systems. The telemetry downlink and command uplink will utilize
amateur radio frequencies at 436.870 MHz and 146.0 MHz. This satellite will also carry a beacon with
low rate telemetry capability as an independent backup system.
CubeSat Alcatel will carry an experiment to provide radiation dose and dose rate information as well as
threshold voltage values from which the performance of developmental semiconductor devices can be
determined. Unfortunately our contract for launch from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, in November 2002 was
first postponed to May 2003 and then cancelled. We are currently investigating other launch
opportunities.

A team of 4 senior students designed and built a new telemetering system with higher data rates for next
generation CubeSats. A second team designed and built a new power supply system featuring optimum
use of 1 to 6 solar panels, high efficiency voltage regulator and battery charging circuits, and lithium ion
batteries.
The University of Arizona Solar Racing Team was founded by a group of University of Arizona students
in 1997 to develop a solar powered racing vehicle for Sunrayce 99. Two years later, Daedalus went on to
qualify as the best rookie car in the ten-year history of Sunrayce and finish as the best new team in the
event. During the next two years, the team developed an all-new solar powered vehicle, Monsoon,
incorporating the lessons learned from Daedalus. Monsoon won the stock class in the American Solar
Challenge, a 2300-mile journey from Chicago to Los Angeles, in July 2001.
Work on a third generation solar car, Turbulence, is nearly complete.
Four senior project teams successfully constructed robot soccer players. In an internal competition, Argus
defeated DP5 and Pele, while Heavy Metal was forced to withdraw due to failure of its drive motors.
ECE485/585 was converted to a web offering and successfully completed in that format by 16 students
this semester.
Future Activities
Participation in the student satellite project will continue. Future plans include sending CubeSats to study
atmospheric conditions on Mars.
Turbulence will compete in the open class of the 2003 American Solar Challenge and World Solar
Challenge.
New teams of senior students will design and build next generation robot soccer players as well as small
robots capable of working in teams.

BYU Telemetry Laboratory
424 Clyde Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT 84604
Michael Rice
mdr@ee.byu.edu
The BYU Telemetry Laboratory was established in 1997 through contributions from the
International Foundation for Telemetering and the College of Engineering. Subsequent support
from the IFT and donations from individuals and corporations form the IFT Endowment Fund
which funds the Jim Abrams and Anita Schiller Professorship. The revenue generated by the
Endowment Fund complements the research funding provided by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research, the Air Force Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program, The Air Force
Science and Technology Program, NASA, and the National Science Foundation. This year, the
lab supports 5 PhD students and 3 MS students pursuing research on multipath mitigation for
advanced spectrally efficient waveforms, space-time coding, and software radios. The funding
also supports a number of undergraduate activities related to telemetry.

Jim Abrams and Anita Schiller Professorship
Professor Michael Rice was named the first recipient of the Jim Abrams and
Anita Schiller Professor in Electrical Engineering. This professorship is a
partnered relationship between the Abrams family and the donations received
from the IFT, individuals, and corporations to support projects in telemetry.
Together the donations and the Abrams professorship constitute a one million
dollar endowment fund.

Undergraduate Design Competitions
Undergraduate activities related to telemetry include the
robot soccer and software radio design competitions and a
variety of undergraduate research opportunities. In the robot
soccer competition, student teams design and construct
soccer-playing robots that compete in an end-of-the-year
soccer competition. The robots are autonomous. The
controlling program uses images captured from a video
camera placed over the playing field and sends maneuvering
commands to the robots over a wireless link. The
maneuvering commands are based on each teams game
strategy – some work better than others! IFT funds are used to purchase supplies for the

competition and the award money. Six teams competed in the Spring of 2003. Micron, the US
Air Force, and Raytheon provided additional support. In past years, the soccer tournament was
one-on-one. This year, the competition was expanded to two-on-two play.

In the software radio competition, teams of four
students each design and RF front end and program
a DSP evaluation board to act as a
receiver/demodulator system. The RF front ends are
constructed using a combination of Mini-circuit
surface-mount parts and custom designs. The DSP
evaluation board is equipped with a dual channel
A/D converter and a software development
platform. Bit error rate test sets are used to monitor
the demodulator output. For the competition, the
team
that
maintains a bit
error rate less than
10-4 with the lowest transmitter power is declared the winner.
The competition was held in the Spring of 2003 with the robot
soccer competition. Five teams competed in a QPSK project.
L-3 Communications, Communication Systems-West and L-3
Communications, Telemetry-East provided support for the
competition.
The robot soccer and software radio design competitions were
part of a larger department open house held on 4 April 2003.
The open house features other senior design competitions,
tours of the department, and demonstrations of the research
capabilities. All are invited to the next open house which will
be held on Friday, 9 April 2004.

Telemetering and Telecommunications Program Activities:
New Mexico State University
Stephen Horan, Telemetering and Telecommunications Program Chair
Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
I.

Faculty Status

Dr. Stephen Horan continues as the holder of the Frank Carden Telemetering and
Telecommunications Chair at New Mexico State University with Dr. Phillip DeLeon
continuing as the Associate Director of the program. Drs. Deva Borah, Charles
Creusere, and Raphael Lyman continue as faculty with the program. Dr. Sheila Horan
has recently joined the Telemetry Standards Coordinating Committee’s coding and data
compression subcommittee.
II.

Scholarship Program

The IFT-sponsored scholarship program continues to support students at the
undergraduate and graduate levels at NMSU. The scholarship program awards three
scholarships each year to students in the electrical and computer engineering program
and one scholarship to a student in the computer science program. The four winners of
the 2003-2004 academic year scholarships will be presented at the ITC in October.
III.

ITC Participation

During 2002, Stephen Horan was the General Chairman for ITC/USA 2002. For 2003,
two faculty technical papers and three student papers were submitted to the
Conference.
IV.

Educational Programs

Dr. Stephen Horan has been elected to a three year term as part of the Universities
Space Research Association (USRA) Science and Engineering Education Council. This
council assists the USRA management in directing association educational activities for
the association membership.

During the 2002-2003 academic year, the
Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer
Engineering offered a senior capstone
design class supported by the IFT. The IFT
support provides for construction materials,
electronic and mechanical supplies, and a
teaching assistant for the class. This
design class will continue for the 2003-2004
academic year.

NMSU robot soccer playoff.
The Telemetering and Telecommunications program continues to provide technician
support for the New Mexico Boosting Engineering Science and Technology (NM-BEST)
program run by Dr. Sheila Horan. This program is part of a national effort to stimulate
interest in science, mathematics, and engineering in pre-college students. The BEST
program has the students in the schools form teams to build a robot to meet a specified
challenge problem. The school robots then compete against each other to determine
the winner who then proceeds to the regional and national competitions.
V.

Program Enhancements

The NMSU faculty of the Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering, and Physics successfully competed to
win funding to produce a nanosatellite prototype under the University Nanosatellite
Program sponsored by the Air Force and NASA. This satellite is being designed to
measure near ultra violet radiation from the earth’s atmosphere. The satellite will be
designed and constructed as part of the senior capstone design classes over the next
two academic years. The Web page for the satellite is
http://telemetry.nmsu.edu/Nanosat3_page.html.
The NASA Telemetering Center research grant, which had been in place for over a
decade, ended on 30 April 2003. There are two current NASA research grants with the
group that started in May 2003: satellite communications research under sponsorship of
Goddard Space Flight Center and planetary radio frequency modeling and planning
under sponsorship of Glenn Research Center. The satellite communications research
is looking at the design of an autonomous reconfigurable receiver for the Space
Network and protocols for automatic cluster network configuration. The planetary
modeling research is looking into applying link-planning techniques for radio system
design for rovers on Mars.
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ICTS Overview
Background. Spectrum encroachment is becoming an international issue as a result of
increased commercial interest. It is important that we, the telemetry user and provider
community, better protect and defend our spectrum to ensure its future availability for future
telemetering. In response to this need, the International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum
(ICTS) was chartered under the sponsorship of the International Foundation for Telemetering
(IFT). The IFT exercises oversight responsibility and authority of this consortium and
provides administrative, policy, and programmatic approval.
The ICTS was formed in response to the need for an international coalition of telemetry
practitioners who share a common goal of ensuring the availability of electromagnetic
spectrum for telemetering. Under no circumstances shall the ICTS publish, present, or in any
other way represent a position on spectrum issues. However, the information shared within
the ICTS will enable telemetry practitioners to effectively respond to spectrum issues within
their respective organizations. Examples of shared information maybe a database that
contains a list of frequency allocations assigned to individual nations and regions for
telemetering, data on telemetry technology development, technical reports and studies, and
sharing of national positions on related issues. The ICTS will also publicize to members any
planned or proposed changes to international spectrum allocations affecting telemetering.
The ICTS is structured, as an international organization comprised of telemetry practitioners
from government, industry, and academia. Regional Coordinators representing the three
regions defined by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) — Region 1:
Europe/Africa, Region 2: Americas, Region 3: Asia/Australia. The consortium shall be open
to individuals or organizations that support the goals of the ICTS and have a business or
professional stake in the use of the telemetry spectrum. The ICTS needs to produce and
exchange information that would be useful in developing a united front.
Charter and By-Laws. The IFT approved the charter and by laws (available at
www.telemetry.org/icts.htm). An overview of the history of the consortium and an expression
of the importance and benefit for information exchange, meeting announcements, minutes,
as well as other information will be posted on the website.
2003 Meetings. The ICTS host meeting bi-annually; Fall in the United States, Spring in
Europe. The ICTS recently held meetings in October 2002 (San Diego) and June 2003
(Toulouse). The October meeting was held in conjunction with the International Telemetry
Conference (ITC) and the June meeting was held in conjunction with the European Test and
Telemetry Conference (ETTC).
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ICTS Newsletters
The Region I activities comprise the creation of the group’s Newsletters; circulation of
newsletters To date 18 Newsletters have been published. The circulation of the Newsletter is
intended to reach for two kinds of receivers:
1. ICTS members (already accepted or candidates) following the ICTS charter and bylaws approved Oct. 25 2001 by the International Foundation for Telemetering
2. Guests from national frequency institutional managers like INTA in Spain or ANFR in
France. This does not induce modifications to the ICTS charter and by-laws.
2003 Newsletters cover topics including;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radio communication study group news
Inaugural meeting of European Telecom Regulator Group
Presentation of WRC’03 item 2.12 preliminary agenda for WRC’07
Detailed year planner with ICTS related dates and events until 2005
National meeting in Germany for WRC’03 item 2.12
Summary report of Air Traffic Frequency Management 30.31 January Toulouse
Call for item 2.12 contributions of WRC’03 for the WRC’07 agenda with a new item
2.12 proposal including “aeronautical telemetry”
Next CPG (Conference Preparatory Group) meeting announcement of CEPT (
European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations ) in
Madeira on 28 April-2 May
Meeting at EADS Manching, Germany, 12 March 2003, on item 2.12 of WRC’03
ICTS statistical evaluation of the effective spectrum availability
UK realignment of the 450-470 MHz band

Newsletters backs are available at http://www.see.asso.fr/main.php/ICTSR1newsletter.php/

US FCC Part 15 Interference
Mr. Ryan had an article published in both the “EMCAP News” and “NARTE News” warning
of the threat to telemetry receivers by the worldwide proliferation of Wireless/Unlicensed
Devices. These low-power, unlicensed devices are a threat to telemetry equipment (Part 15
covers digital/electrical devices, computers, unlicensed transmitters, and any other “generic”
device that might generate RF in the normal course of its operation). They are not to interfere
with licensed devices. Typically, many users of this device are unaware of their status in the
band and file complaints with the authorized users. This is the first time that telemetry
spectrum conflicts involving Part 15 devices have been documented. Mr. Charles Glass of the
National Telecommunications & Information Administration (NTIA) stated he received over
300 E-Mail messages complaining of the “inflammatory” nature of the article by Device
manufacturers.

Global Telemetry Use Matrix
Region II members maintain the Global Telemetry Use Matrix for the ICTS. A recent addition
to this database is China. The Global Use Matrix details how each country uses the telemetry
bands.

CINCPAC Frequency Management Conference
A formal ICTS presentation at the in Hawaii in August 2002 in which over 24 countries were
represented. Region III is having difficulty enlisting members and providing information for
inclusion in the Global Use Matrix. Australia has also elevated telemetry spectrum
harmonization as an agenda item for the Combined Communications and Electronics Board.
The ITU Administrative Circular covering the need for additional spectrum in the 3-30 GHz
band has been collated and submitted to Working Party 8B. It was noted that only two
countries responded yes; six countries said no.
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Statistical Evaluation of the Effective Spectrum Availability
Pierre Fuerxer (France) reported on the Statistical Evaluation of the Effective Spectrum
Availability. The general request for extended frequency bands supposes that several users
will share common channels. Better, system behaviour and a final user-oriented strategy are
proposed as long-term solutions.

Telemetry Operations Above 3 GHz
ICTS WG 1 was established to prepare a report on the technical challenges of conducting
telemetry operations in the 3-30 GHz region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The report is in
response to the International Telecommunications Union's proposal to consider the allocation
of a new telemetry band in the 3 to 30 GHz region of the spectrum (World Radio
communication Conference (WRC03) Agenda Item 2.12). A preliminary draft study is
available and can be obtained electronically from the ICTS Secretary. Input on operations
across weather fronts and high multi-path environment, as well as information of the
Advanced Range Telemetry channel studies are pending.
The Working Group was asked to prepare a report on the economic benefits of aeronautical
telemetry. This report will allow ICTS members to communicate the importance of telemetry
to their national authorities. The report will be presented in the ICTS General Session
(Session 2) at the ITC. The technical report will be continued once the economic report has
been completed.

US Support for 3-30 GHz Augmentation
Region II provided an affirmative response to the ITU-R 231-1/8 Wideband Aeronautical
Telemetry Augmentation Questionnaire (“Aeronautical Telemetry Requirements for
Frequencies <3 GHz”) concerning World radio Conference (WRC) Agenda Item 2.12.
Contributors included the Telemetry and Frequency Management Groups of the Range
Commanders Council (RCC), Department of Defence (DoD) Program Executive Offices, and
the National Aeronautics and Space Agency. The Director, OSD/Operational Test and
Evaluation (DOT&E) sent a memorandum to ASD/C3I requesting support for the Agenda
Item. The RCC too sent a similar memorandum to the National Level DoD Frequency
Management Offices. In addition, the Brazilian Representative (also an ICTS Member) to the
Inter-American Telecommunication Commission and ANATEL confirmed their support. Also,
Mr. Ryan and Mr. Darrell Ernst (MITRE Corporation) met with the Assistant Defence
Cooperation Attaché at the French Embassy in Washington DC (May 2003) to brief on the
importance of French support for WRC Agenda Item 2.12. at the upcoming WRC 2003
Conference in Geneva, Switzerland.

US Agreement on 1710-1755 MHz Band
In July 2002 the Federal Communication Commission, the DoD and the NTIA, with direct
participation from the ICTS Region II Coordinator, reached an agreement concerning
spectrum reallocated required to support Third Generation Wireless Telecommunications
Services (3G). The 1710-1755 MHz band, which was still being used by several Ranges
across the country for aeronautical telemetry, was one of the two bands chosen. To
compensate the Ranges for their eventual migration (NLT December 2008) from this band:
-

The 2385-2395 MHz band was returned to the DoD for aeronautical telemetry,
An NTIA provision prohibiting aeronautical telemetry in the 1755-1850 MHz band
was deleted in January 2003 and
The Deputy Secretary of Defence directed ASD/C3I to lead a Spectrum
Relocation and Compensation Working Group to detail the impacts and costs
involved with the Ranges moving from the 1710-1755 MHz band. A fund of $2.5
billion this being budgeted for this migration. The Working Group’s Final Report is
due 1 March 2004.
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US 1755-1850 MHz Band Survey
In April 2003 the USAF Frequency Management Agency (FMA) proposed the newly-available
1755-1850 MHz band serve as the wideband aeronautical telemetry band originally proposed
in WRC Item 2.12. We compiled a study/survey detailing USA-usage of the proposed band
(see Figures II-1/2 below; the complete eight-page survey is available if needed). In a meeting
at the FMA in May 2003 Mr. Ken Keane (Legal Council AFTRCC & OSD/DOT&E), Mr. Ernst
& Mr. Ryan briefed the results of the survey, which demonstrated that the band was a poor
candidate for future USA wideband telemetry requirements. After the ICTS trio showed that
this band is already dedicated to 3G in ICTS-heavy Europe, the FMA threw its support behind
WRC Item 2.12.
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Advanced Range Telemetry project.
Mr. Jim Tedeschi of the United States keeps the ICTS current on the status of the Advanced
Range Telemetry (ARTM) project. This project is being funded through a US Department of
Defence joint investment program, the Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program
(CTEIP), which is managed by Mr. Derrick Hinton, an ICTS sponsoring member. The ARTM
project is investigating spectral efficient technologies in the area of channel management, onboard data management, efficient bandwidth modulation, multipath mitigation and advanced
antenna design. ARTM is also sponsoring various studies to include a study on C-band
Hybrid Telemetry and network enhanced telemetry architectures.

Spectrum Augmentation Research in the US
Mr. Saul Ortigoza of the United States provides information to the ICTS on the Spectrum
Augmentation initiative that is being funded through the Department of Defense’s Test and
Evaluation/Science and Technology program. The purpose of the Spectrum Augmentation
initiative is to investigate technology components and capabilities that will enable Department
of Defense flight and ground test telemetry operation in the SHF band. The current primary
frequency bands under consideration are 4.4-4.9 GHz, 5.4-5.9 GHz, and 7.125-8.175 GHz.
The initiative looked at eight technical areas: channel characterization, transmit/receive,
antennas (transmit), mitigation techniques for adverse channel, modulation and signal
techniques, antennas (receive), mitigation of Doppler shift impact, and auto spectrum
management and control techniques.

World Radio telecommunications Conference 2003
The ITU is the organization that convenes the WRC. Two WRC-03 agenda items could affect
the worldwide telemetry community. One agenda item pertains to the allocation of the 15181525 MHz band for mobile satellite service (MSS) in Regions I and III (Europe, Asia, and
Africa) and the other pertains to wideband telemetry. In Region II (North and South America),
1492-1525 is allocated for MSS, but is not used in North America due to US allocation for
flight-testing. There is concern that this proposal would cause interference to flight-testing in
the United States. They are investigating solutions to protect the telemetry. Concerning the
wideband telemetry effort, the United States is seeking up to 300 MHz on a shared basis (not
an exclusive allocation) for emerging technologies requiring telemetry bandwidths of 20 MHz
or more per flight.
The ITU question ITU 231/8 (WRC-07 Agenda item 2.12) proposes an allocation for wideband telemetry in the 3-30 GHz part of the spectrum. A ICTS report, provided by the Mitre
Corp, on this question is available to ICTS members via regional coordinators. We were very
pleased to be informed that the WRC has approved the telemetry augmentation agenda item,
as well as the accompanying US Resolution. The item as adopted tracks the proposal relative
to the 3-16 GHz band, including the reference to "allocations," and adds the 16-30 GHz band
as well (but limited to existing Mobile bands in this upper range). Include in the language was
inclusion of the word "associated" with "telecommand" in the text of the agenda item itself.
The agenda item states that it is to be implemented "in accordance with the Resolution," and
the Resolution makes it clear that telecommand is to be "associated with" telemetry.
The WRC resolution considers the spectrum required to satisfy justified wideband
aeronautical mobile telemetry requirements and associated telecommand above 3 GHz and
the proposal to upgrading to primary, secondary allocations to the mobile service in the
frequency range 3-16 GHz for the implementation of wideband aeronautical telemetry and
associated telecommand. It also addresses possible additional allocations to the mobile
service, including aeronautical mobile, on a primary basis in the frequency range 3-16 GHz
for the implementation of wideband aeronautical telemetry and associated telecommand,
taking into account considering d) above. This may lead to possible designate existing mobile
allocations between 16 and 30 GHz for wideband aeronautical telemetry and associated
telecommand. It asks the ITU to conduct, as a matter of urgency, studies to facilitate sharing
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between aeronautical mobile telemetry and the associated telecommand, on the one hand,
and existing services, on the other hand.
These studies will be presented at the WRC 07 conference for a decision on TM spectrum
augmentation above 3 GHz. The ICTS will endeavour to coordinate and share information on
these studies in member countries.

Summary
The work of the ICTS is in full swing. We have excellent membership numbers from regions I
and II and are getting the message out to the international community through the IFT, the
International Test and Evaluation Association, and the Society of Flight Test Engineers.
More publicity is needed. Members need to regularly offer papers at technical conferences
that bring the ICTS and its mission forward. Articles need to be place in trade journals and
newsletters. Many national bodies are still unaware of the threat and the issues. Members
need to make a concerted effort to inform their national regulatory bodies and ITU
representatives of the Telemetry encroachment issue.
With the WRC03 approval of the TM Augmentation Study, ICTS members will be fully engage
in preparation for WRC07. The ICTS will stand ready to be a conduit for information exchange
as each nation studies this critical topic. The ICTS will distribute studies and technical reports
to members in support of this agenda item.
Encroachment Continues. The ICTS closely monitors work in ITU Working Parties 8B and 8D
with regards to telemetry spectrum encroachment. Commercial interests such as mobile
Satellite Communications, Digital Audio Broadcasts, and Personal Communication Services
will continue to seek additional airwaves for their services. We need to prevent further
erosion and interference from these services to protect vital telemetry capability.
The next several years will be very busy for the ICTS and its members.
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ABSTRACT
The quantity T&E data has grown in step with the increase in computing power and digital storage.
T&E data management and exploitation technologies have not kept pace with this exponential
growth. New approaches to the challenges posed by this data explosion must provide for continued
growth while providing seamless integration with the existing body of work. Object Oriented Data
Management provides the framework to handle the continued rapid growth in computer speed and
the amount of data gathered and legacy integration. The OMEGA Data Environment is one of the
first commercially available examples of this emerging class of OODM applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Moore's Law states that the rate of technological development in the semiconductor industry doubles
every 18 months. Technology roadmaps predict that Moore's Law will continue for at least another
10 years, offering another 100-fold improvement in computer speed as shown in figure 1. A similar
progression has held for hard-disk storage—in fact, the rate of progression in disk storage over the
past 10 years has actually been faster than for semiconductors.
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Figure 1.
Parkinson’s Law states that data expands to fill the space available for storage.
Wood’s Law states that if it is possible to measure, image, or capture a data point, we will.
Johnson’s Law states that the time it takes to find a critical piece of information is the square of the
amount of data gathered multiplied by how urgently the data is required.
Murphy’s Law states that by the time new technology is delivered through standard procurement
cycles, the technology will be at least one generation obsolete.
Executives, managers, and researchers are witnessing the convergence of these laws at an
accelerating pace. Technology has delivered to our doorstep gigahertz notebook computers,
gigabytes of mass storage in credit card size packages, megabytes of memory on a stick, and highresolution displays less than half-an-inch thick—super computer power at appliance prices.
For these reasons, high performance computing has become pervasive. And with the advent of the
Internet, the expectation of instantaneous and accurate access to selected information has grown
accordingly. In parallel, the expectation of virtually limitless storage, either locally or over
networks, has become the bedrock of our information infrastructure.

OMEGA Data Environment
Implications for Test and Evaluation
This growth in computing power and deep storage has transferred directly to test and evaluation
(T&E). In the twenty years since the introduction of the PC, clock rates and the size of the average
PC hard drive have grown by six orders of magnitude. In that same period, the amount of data
gathered per hour of flight test has grown by seven orders of magnitude. The growing body of
evidence suggests this order of magnitude gap between the commercial sector and T&E will be
sustained and will perhaps widen over the next twenty years.
The key challenges for the T&E community associated with absorbing this explosive growth in
information volume fall into three categories:
•

Storage and Infrastructure—Maintaining physical storage and related infrastructure

•

Data Management—Managing, formatting, and processing data

•

Data Exploitation—Locating specific data elements within the enterprise data superset

Implications for Test and Evaluation
The world produces between 1 and 2 exabytes of unique information per year, which
is roughly 250 megabytes for every man, woman, and child on earth. An exabyte is a
billion gigabytes, or 1018 bytes.1
This area is perhaps the simplest for the T&E community to address. An adoption of commercialoff-the-shelf (COTS) standard hardware and software enables the entire community to ride the wave
of innovation created by the billions of dollars of commercial research and development (R&D).
The overall market for T&E-related storage and infrastructure accounts for a fraction of a percent of
the overall global market. The expectation that unique T&E-related R&D will deliver a better return
on investment than the commercial sector is no longer valid. The technical requirements of the T&E
sector are no longer significantly different from the commercial sector with regards to bandwidth,
data integrity, and density. Significant differences arise only regarding in situ environmental test
conditions and are handily met by specialized packaging. Analysts forecast that disk shipments as
measured by storage density will continue to grow by a compound annual growth rate of over 60%
in the foreseeable future. In 2002 the global demand for storage for just enterprise software
applications was over 80 Petabytes. Other markets including personal computing, digital appliances,
engineering, and scientific research increase this figure by almost an order of magnitude. The result
is that over 36 billion gigabytes of new digital information will be created over the next two years
that will require storage.
The Internet and enterprise computing will continue to drive the demand for increased bandwidth at
an unparalleled rate. From 1996 to 2001, available network bandwidth in the U.S. grew by roughly
1

www.sims.berkeley.edu/research/projects/how-much-info; senior researchers Peter Lyman and Hal R. Varian

two orders of magnitude.2 The result is a robust private and public infrastructure that the T&E
community can leverage. Industry is responding to the demands of enterprise storage and
infrastructure. By adopting enterprise standards in these areas, T&E can leverage billions of dollars
of R&D.
Data Management
Traditionally the T&E community has responded to information technology (IT) management
challenges with domain-specific T&E solutions, which include:
•
•
•

Standards (IRIG)—T&E unique standards ranging from file formats to hardware
specifications.
Nonrecurring Engineering (NRE)—One-time, task, or program-specific solutions to solve
a point problem.
Synthetic Enterprises (SE)—NRE that transitions from a point solution to an internally
funded entity in order to recoup sunk cost by marketing a point solution to other T&E users.

One needs to look no further than his or her own organization to find unique file formats, software
applications, and data management solutions. Interestingly, the degree to which an organization
attempts to market its unique solution to other organizations via a synthetic enterprise is directly
proportional to the amount of money invested in the solution. Doing so results in organizational heat
loss as personnel focus on recovering costs at the expense of their core T&E competency.
The result is a landscape of independent point solutions that long outlive their useful lives.
Contemporary budgets and technology demand a re-engineering of this approach. They demand
applications of IT solutions from general industry to solve these IT problems. This preserves capital
and provides more effective use of scarce and expensive human resources.
As enterprise-level computing continues to obey Moore’s Law, unique point solutions become less
compelling. Moreover, as budgets become constrained, focus on noncore activities becomes
virtually impossible. Specifically, the problems facing T&E today require pervasive IT solutions
from industry, not unique one-of-a kind domain specific T&E solutions.
Data Exploitation
While numerous commercial vendors are addressing the challenges of data storage, infrastructure,
and management, the challenge of data exploitation is just beginning to appear on the technology
horizon. Data exploitation in the context of binary data sets, or binary large objects (BLOBs), has
three components:
•
•
•

2

Finding the Data—locating one or more specific pieces of information out of hundreds,
thousands, or even millions of binary data sets across distributed computing environments.
Presenting the Data—reconstituting the data with the appropriate and properly versioned
processing and visualization engines and their associated support files and information.
Sharing the Results through Collaboration—creating resultant data products, retaining their
associations with the spawning data set, and sharing the resultant output.

NRC-CRC Information and Telecommunication Technology Briefs; http://cisti-isist.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/ittb/2000-01e.html

Finding the Data
Industries facing this task include not only T&E but genomics, proteomics, and imagery.
Specifically, how does one find, review, and share the golden needle in so many haystacks?
Once again commercial technology leads the way. Commercial search engines such as Google,
Yahoo!, and MSN enable users to casually search terabytes of globally distributed text documents
located in heterogeneous computing environments.
The resultant subset enables users to quickly drill down to locate information of value. Returns can
be culled by the iterative fine-tuning of queries. Unfortunately, BLOBs do not lend themselves to
the type of indexing and easy retrieval that commercial search engines employ. And because of the
unique nature of BLOBs (size, format, symbology), it is unreasonable to expect that commercial
vendors will build BLOB-specific indexing and search technologies.
The solution to the BLOB search challenge lies in another family of emerging technologies centered
on XML. XML metadata can provide a framework enabling BLOB consumers to build
programmatic bridges between raw data and text representations so that commercial search
technologies can be used for search and retrieval functions.
Presenting the Data
After the data of interest is found, it must be reconstituted via processing and visualization engines.
Significantly, these engines often require applications, variables, and associated files to be present in
order to control data presentation, data definitions, and parameter processing. Specific subroutines,
libraries, and text loaders may also be required. Hence the second challenge of data exploitation is
the holistic association and delivery of all relevant digital elements associated with the core binary
data set.
Object Oriented Programming (OOP) offers a suitable solution model. Encapsulation of related
applications, files, and variables within a common framework or object model provides
comprehensive integration and access to the data elements. Abstraction of the raw data and support
elements utilizing this object model yields an elegant set of methods and properties. These methods
and properties then provide standardized programmatic interfaces to the raw data, processing
engines, and support elements based on their high level class definitions irrespective of the
underlying structures.
Sharing the Data
The third step, which follows reconstituting the data, is to create data products in the form of data
slices, reports, and analysis. Often resultant data products are separated from the original source
data and negatively impact the extended enterprise’s ability to leverage the efforts of all users in the
extraction, collaboration, and exploitation of the raw data. Anecdotes have users writing essentially
the same report multiple times against a single set of data or repeating test points because of the
difficulty in finding historical data of interest.
Most reports are created with COTS tools including Microsoft® Excel®, Word®, and MATLAB®.
Inclusion of these documents in the object model enables users to view, review, and collaborate on
the efforts of other extended enterprise participants.

Object Oriented Data Management
OODM is a new application class that combines text-based indexing and search capabilities with
standardized interfaces. OODM provides a solution set that enables standard search technology to
find and return data objects, coupled with an underlying object model that allows legacy and future
data formats and processing engines to be accessed via standardized interfaces.
At the core of OODM is the data object. Data objects are the collection of necessary and sufficient
data and support elements required for any given raw data set to be self-describing and selfinstantiating . Data objects are accessed via published methods and properties allowing standardized
programmatic access to the underlining data, processing engines, and resultant output elements.
Because data objects and services can be instantiated on either the client or server, they lend
themselves to enterprise-wide distribution using web services technology.
OMEGA Data Environment
OMEGA Data Environment (ODE) is one of the first applications designed from the ground up to be
Object Oriented Data Management (OODM) compliant. It is designed to provide a contemporary IT
solution to the challenges presented by Moore’s Law in the test and evaluation (T&E) community.
By leveraging proven architecture and technologies from the commercial sector, it offers a robust,
scalable solution to the problems associated with managing and exploiting the exponentially growing
volume of T&E data. ODE assumes that contemporary storage and infrastructure methods can be
employed to store, manage and exploit data.
ODE is comprised of three entities as shown in Figure 2:
•
•
•

OMEGA Publisher
OMEGA Data Objects
OMEGA Client

OMEGA Publisher
The OMEGA Publisher allows users to aggregate and interrelate the data elements used to generate
OMEGA data objects. As a server side application, it uses the OMEGA Data Object Model
(OMEGA DOM) to provide OMEGA data object assembly, formatting, versioning, and publishing
services.
OMEGA Data Objects
OMEGA Data Objects (ODOs) are composed of three components:
•
•
•

XML Metadata
Standardized Interfaces
Data Elements

OMEGA Data Object Metadata is an XML wrapper that describes in detail the ODO elements,
interfaces, and sub-element specifics for the elements included and referenced by a given data
object. ODO metadata provides a searchable index of data elements and sub-elements within ODOs
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Based on an Object Oriented
Programming class model, ODO interfaces
are the programmatic framework exposed
by the OMEGA Data Object model for
access to, and interaction with, the data
elements contained within the data object.
The interfaces consist of a series of
methods and properties that control I/O
and the manipulation of the encapsulated
elements. (Figure 3)

ODO Metadata

ODO Interfaces

OMEGA data object elements are the
specific files, loaders, executables,
ODO Elements
documents, tools, and raw data sets that
are required for an ODO to be selfdescribing and self-instantiating. These
Data Element 1
Data Element 2
elements are attached to data objects by
By Inclusion
By Reference
inclusion and by reference. If an element
Data Element n
is attached by inclusion, it is held local to
the data object and has a static link to
current object instantiation. If an element
is attached by reference, a logical path is
Figure 3
held internal to the ODO as a pointer to the
element with a dynamic link. Both methods have implications for object size and integrity.

ODO elements are divided into four groups:
•
•
•
•

Source Elements
Processing Elements
Output Elements
Variables

Source elements include raw data and baseline reference data sets for processing elements. Source
elements can be local or remote. Processing elements include processing, visualization, output, and
formatting engines. Processing elements can be local or remote.
Output elements are the products created by users as a consequence of interaction with source
elements via processing elements that are deemed worthy of retention. Output elements can be local
or remote. They typically consist of the documents and files accessed by postprocessing
applications such as Microsoft Word, Excel, Acrobat, Probe, or MATLAB.
Variables are the data used to vary the settings in processing elements as well as properties of ODOs.
Variables are held locally and are exposed as part of the ODO DOM via the metadata XML schema.
OMEGA data objects are dynamic. Specifically, the OMEGA Publisher creates the first instance of
a data object. The object is subsequently accessed by one or more users via browser or other user
interfaces utilizing one or more of the included processing elements. During interaction, users may
create additional output elements, source elements, or revised variables.
Examples of new output elements might be revised reports and templates relating to the source
elements. New source elements could be slices of the source data in the time or frequency domain,
data versus data, reprocessed data, or even decimated data.
OMEGA Viewer
The OMEGA Viewer is a web service rendered on the user’s desktop. The viewer enables users to
peruse all available OMEGA data objects within their network horizon. ODOs are accessed via
named paths or are located using queries and COTS search engine technology.
Queries are run against the ODO metadata contained within the ODO XML wrapper that is indexed
by the search engine. A list of matching ODOs is returned to the user that is instantiated by parsing
selected ODO XML tags through Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). See
figure 4.
Using the OMEGA Viewer, ODOs of interest are located and called. Another page is rendered with
a more exhaustive visualization of the ODO XML metadata representing the elements contained
within the ODO. ODO elements are presented in a well-structured, logical fashion for ease of
navigation and instantiation.
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Elements that are called from the viewer can be run on the client, on the server, or both depending
on the element type. For example, if a user wants to replay a raw data recording of a telemetry
downlink archive, the raw data source element, which may be hundreds of gigabytes in size, would
remain on the server and a replay processing element (not unlike Adobe Acrobat Reader) would be
called from the ODO and instantiated using just-in-time processing. This replay element would
stream raw data from the server and render data visualization locally on the client.
To create an Excel export file of selected parameters over a specified time slice, a user would use the
local instance of the replay processing element to export the data to a local Excel file. This local
Excel file would be reviewed using a local copy of Excel, and the user would have the option to add
that file to the ODO by inclusion or by reference. The resultant file is then available for review by
others who might access the same ODO in the future. This is collaboration in its most basic form.
Collateral Benefits
Legacy Integration
OODM provides standardized open interfaces to the underlying data elements. These data elements
can include legacy and future file formats, applications, and output templates. OODM mitigates the
challenges associated with legacy integration by providing common programmatic interfaces for all
underlying data elements regardless of the data’s heritage. This abstraction of underlying data
elements specific to a common object model with open interfaces allows users to continue to
leverage their existing investment while building scalable systems for future growth.

Historical Perspective
As users interact with ODE data objects, they have the opportunity to add information to those
objects. The information resulting from these interactions is captured in the object metadata, which
is indexed and made available to other users. This organic growth of data objects through user
interaction provides a powerful vehicle for enterprise-wide collaborative knowledge growth. The
result is a heretofore unrealized ability to leverage the collective knowledge of the enterprise
enabling users to learn from history rather than unknowingly and unintentionally repeating it.
Time to Results
As the pace of commercial product development continues to accelerate, T&E customers will
demand results in less time and for less money. Because technology is moving so quickly, and
because of the amount of time it takes to procure and develop custom solutions, the T&E community
is virtually guaranteed that its customers will not be satisfied with the results produced by those
systems. OODM offers a solution to this problem by offering a standardized framework for
information management and exploitation using (and reusing) COTS tools. This allows testers to
focus on performing quality testing instead of building one-of-a kind tools and technologies.
Centers of Excellence
OODM is collaborative at its core. This iterative interaction with the enterprise knowledge base
provides for the emergence of centers of excellence within the enterprise. Enterprise dynamics are
Darwinian in nature. As each group of users interacts with the enterprise knowledge base and its
underlying data elements, groups will emerge as de facto centers of excellence. Some will excel at
building high performance, real-time rendering engines; others as posttest, output tool creators. The
actual function is immaterial. What is impactful is that OODM provides a platform for the enterprise
marketplace (via individual users) to select the best in class through data element use and reuse.
Information Pull versus Data Push
The information universe is changing from push to pull. A few years ago banks sent monthly hard
copy statements to customers regarding their bank accounts — push. Today’s user logs on 24/7 via
the Internet to see the real-time status of their accounts — pull. T&E customers expect the same.
They expect at any hour to have access to their data, processing engines, and output formats from
any machine. They also expect to see meaningful interaction with the information by other team
members. OODM provides the mechanism for this to happen.
CONCLUSION
While this huge increase in data acquisition bandwidth, storage depth, and processing bandwidth has
the potential to produce increased fidelity in test results, it also presents a rapidly mounting
challenge regarding how data is stored, distributed, managed, and exploited. The OMEGA Data
Environment is one of the first OODM applications available for commercial consumption. By
utilizing XML metadata to expose native data elements, it provides a rich framework for
programmatic search and interaction. It also provides a solution set for the incorporation of legacy
data while extending a flexible coupling to future data types.Because ODE encompasses all data
element types, from raw data to end results, collaboration is enhanced and meaningful results are
generated in less time and with less effort.

WINGS CONCEPT: PRESENT AND FUTURE
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ABSTRACT
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) of NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) is
facing a challenge in meeting the technology demands of future flight mission projects. Rapid growth in
technology for aircraft has resulted in complexity often surpassing the capabilities of the current WATR
real-time processing and display systems. These current legacy systems are based on an architecture
that is over a decade old. In response, the WATR has initiated the development of the WATR
Integrated Next Generation System (WINGS). The purpose of WINGS is to provide the capability to
acquire data from a variety of sources and process that data for subsequent analysis and display to
Project Users in the WATR Mission Control Centers (MCCs) in real-time, near real-time and
subsequent post-mission analysis. WINGS system architecture will bridge the continuing gap between
new research flight test requirements and capability by distributing current system architectures to
provide incremental and iterative system upgrades.
KEY WORDS
Telemetry Ground Segment Network, Real-time Data Acquisition and Processing, Real-time Data
Distribution
INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth in technology of aircraft systems has resulted in complexity often surpassing the
capabilities of the current WATR real-time processing and display systems. The WINGS concept is to
provide the capability to support this growth in flight test technologies with a modular and extensible
architecture. The current legacy systems are based on an architecture that is over a decade old. Due to
the age of the technologies this architecture was based on, the current systems are difficult, if not
impossible, to maintain and upgrade. The technical approach for WINGS is based upon an open
distributed architecture consisting of standards-based functional components. These components will be
integrated into a system in various ways to meet evolving research flight test data processing
requirements.
WINGS will acquire data from a variety of sources and process that data for display and analysis to
Project Users in the MCCs and off-site locations in real-time, near real-time and subsequent postmission analysis. WINGS will provide enhanced situational awareness through a display and analysis

capability designed to increase the confidence of the engineer in making test point clearance decisions
within the MCC environment. WINGS will allow the engineer to achieve this confidence level by
providing a real-time display capability along with a simultaneous near real-time processing capability
consisting of both time domain and frequency domain analyses. WINGS architecture is planned from
the start to be responsive to the dynamic nature of research flight test.
Several key items were established early in WINGS architecture development. First, a development
strategy was selected. A phased/evolutionary development strategy was considered to be the best
framework for WINGS development, allowing the system to evolve while still accommodating the
immediate modifications needed by the flying projects. and a set of system goals was established. A set
of system-level decisions was made to implement these goals. Finally, a Phasing Plan was developed to
establish the road map for the phased evolution from the current legacy system to WINGS.
WINGS GOALS
The goals of WINGS are to improve the following: Cost Effectiveness, Extendibility, Robustness,
Scalability, Flexibility, Usability, Data Accessibility, Maintainability, Testability, and Security.
WINGS must reduce the cost of ownership; this includes both initial and sustaining costs (Cost
Effectiveness). In the current legacy WATR systems, equipment maintenance costs often exceed the
cost to replace the equipment. In addition, some equipment of the current system the vendor no longer
supports (or in some cases the vendor no longer exists). Today’s technology provides an increase in
performance for a dramatically reduced cost. The challenge is to design WINGS with the ability to
easily incorporate technology advances without dramatic impact on the system design, both hardware
and software (Extendibility, Robustness). WINGS hardware and software must always stay current;
too large a gap will result in significant additional costs to upgrade to newer technology.
WINGS will be required to support a wide range of customer needs, ranging from a single display to
multiple control rooms (Scalability). The goal will be to consolidate a segment of WINGS onto a single
computer to support real time operation within a cockpit configuration. WINGS architecture will
support the ever-increasing project-unique requirements (Flexibility).
One of the primary goals of WINGS will be ease of use by the research engineer (Usability). WINGS
will provide user access to data the way they need it. This includes providing multiple data interfaces
(Real-Time: local, remote; Post-Mission: web, network) to WINGS, supporting tools (WATR, third
party, project specific) and many data formats (DFRC, CSV, MATLAB, …). WINGS will make all of
the project’s required data available to the user the way the user needs it (Data Accessibility). This
higher fidelity of data will allow more in-depth analysis to be performed in near real time. After the
mission, WINGS will make available all of the data to the engineer at their desk.
WINGS must be easy to use and reconfigure by the operator (Usability). WINGS will allow the
operator to monitor, control and fault identify to a subcomponent level from the operator console,
including function-level fault isolation (Maintainability). WINGS will be designed so that each
function will be instrumented to provide complete end-to-end validity and intermediate point monitoring
(Testability). WINGS shall also insure the system produces consistent data. During playbacks the
answer will be the same as in real time (Repeatability). In addition, WINGS will provide support for a

project’s needs to handle sensitive and secure data. From time to time a project may require special
handling of their data which may require restricted access. These requirements will be handled on a case
by case basis. WINGS will have the ability to be deployed into a customer’s facility or a secure
environment (Security).
WINGS CHARACTERISTICS
To meet WINGS goals, a set of system level decisions has been established for system design
constraints. These decisions will drive WINGS to have the following characteristics and benefits:
•

•
•
•
•

Uniform components within the system architecture. These include: Single platform (Intel),
Single OS (Microsoft Windows), Single Development Environment (Microsoft Visual Studio),
Single Network Architecture (packet-based), and Consistent user interface (Microsoft Windows,
Web Browser)
Use of the Web as an access tool throughout all mission modes (Pre-mission, Mission, PostMission).
Use of COTS components where appropriate
Data driven real-time distribution
Use of Industry Standard interfaces (IRIG, XML, TCP/IP, UDP, CSV, …)

Table I shows the mapping of system goals to the system characteristics.
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Table I: Goals vs. Characteristics
These characteristics have shaped WINGS architecture. Figure 1 depicts the overall Operation Concept
for WINGS. WINGS consists of three primary segments: Pre- Mission, Mission and Post-Mission.

The Pre-Mission Segment will consist of four functions: Definition, Validation, Management, and
Export. This information created in the Pre-Mission State will be used to configure the Radar
Information Processing System (RIPS), Facility assets, Telemetry Acquisition, Data Processing, Data
Display, Data Recording, and Data Archival Systems. These data will contain instrumentation
configuration information, calibrations, on-board data system configurations, project-specific algorithms
and computations, processing routines, display pages, and display workstation configurations and
personalities.
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Figure 1 – WINGS Operational Concept Diagram
The Mission Segment primary functions will be: ‘Startup & Configuration’, ‘Acquisition, Processing &
Collection’, and ‘End of Mission Clean Up’. The execution of the mission with real-time, playback or
simulated data will be supported without significant impact to the operators or customers. Real-time
data processing will consist of all activities associated with the gathering of project specific data from
various sources, including: RIPS, Telemetry, and Facility assets. Simulated data processing will consist
of receiving data from either a simulation asset located in the WATR or in the Research Aircraft
Integration Facility (RAIF). Sources of data may be the RIPS system, telemetry system or a simulated
telemetry system containing aircraft avionics and sensor data. The ‘End of Mission Clean Up’ activities

will consist of performing an orderly shutdown and termination of all subsystems utilized during a
mission activity.
In the Post-Mission Segment, processed data files, complete set of the instrumentation parameters and
calibrations, and history logs will be migrated from Real-Time storage subsystems to near term storage.
Users of WINGS can be categorized into three primary groups: Customers, Operators and Maintainers.
Customers consist of Project Engineers, Range Control Officers (RCO), Range Safety Officers (RSO),
Instrumentation Engineers, and Test Information Engineers (TIE). Operators consist of Software Techs
and Hardware Techs. Maintainers consist of Hardware Techs, Testers and Range Sustaining Engineers.
WINGS has three primary focuses. First and foremost is supporting the Customer needs by providing
the information needed for monitoring the vehicle under test to assure safety and mission success.
Second is providing a means for collection and analysis of mission data by the Project Engineers. Third
is providing an environment that can successfully be operated, maintained, and modified by the
Operators and Maintainers. The success of WINGS will be measured by how well it supports each of
these focuses. Figure 2 shows the general workflow for users of WINGS.
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WINGS PHASING AND STATUS
The WATR has chosen to implement WINGS in a phased and evolutionary set of releases. The phases
are divided into major and minor releases. Major releases contain significant modifications to WINGS
architecture, while minor releases are generally restricted to modifications to meet specific project
requirements. To this date, there have been two major and three minor releases of WINGS. WINGS 1.0
was the first major release in May 2001. This release was developed to support the requirements of the
Hyper-X (X43A) project and consisted primarily of the replacement of the Telemetry Processing (frontend) System and upgrades to the workstations in the MCC. WINGS 1.5 was the second major release in
October 2002 in support of the Advanced Aero-elastic Wing (AAW) project. The primary modification
to the system was the introduction of Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS) into the system.
In addition to these two major releases, there have been three minor releases of WINGS: WINGS 1.6
(March 2003) to support the STARS project, WINGS 1.7 (August 2003) to support the UCAV project,
and WINGS 1.8 (September 2003) to support the X43A project.
Four additional major releases to WINGS are included in the current WINGS Project Plan. WINGS 2.0
is scheduled for release in February 2004 and will include a common display platform (PC-based) and a
simplified network architecture. WINGS 3.0 is scheduled for release in November 2004 and will
implement data-driven distribution and complete the PC migration. WINGS 4.0 is scheduled for release
in June 2005 and will implement a common set of displays, interfaces and utilities. WINGS 5.0 is
scheduled for release in December 2005 and will implement data access through web-based
applications.
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Figure 3 – WINGS 2.0 System Architecture
Figure 3 shows the functional elements for WINGS 2.0 Mission Segment Architecture. The elements of
WINGS are deployed throughout two areas of the WATR, the Telemetry and Radar Acquisition and
Processing System (TRAPS) area and the Mission Control Center (MCC) area. The primary WINGS
elements at the TRAPS include redundant telemetry processors (Omega Servers), the IADS data server,
and the data distribution server. The primary WINGS elements in the MCC include the display
workstations, the Global Real-time Interactive Map (GRIM) display stations, and the stripchart servers.

Telemetry data are introduced into WINGS at the TRAPS. After the data have been processed, the data
are forwarded to the display stations in the MCC for further processing and display. The data are
transmitted across a single physical network, WINGS Integrated Network (WIN). However, as shown in
Figure 3, there are many functional data paths that are implemented within the WIN structure.
CONCLUSIONS
The WATR is in the process of upgrading its current data acquisition and processing systems to better
support the needs of current and future flight research projects. An architectural approach has been
established with goals to provide additional capability to the user while reducing the system complexity
and the cost of building, operating and maintaining these systems in the future. A phased and
evolutionary development has been initiated to implement this new system, WINGS, in a series of
releases. Several releases of WINGS have already been used to successfully support flight missions at
NASA Dryden. Although the long-term system configuration is far from a full implementation at this
point, the success of these releases has validated both the system decisions and the development strategy
which have been selected by the WINGS architectural team.
The primary concept of WINGS is to develop a system that is highly adaptive to the ever-increasing
technology challenges being put forth by research flight test programs. Through WINGS phased
implementation and distributed architecture, the future needs and requirements of these programs will be
addressed.
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TRUE UNMANNED TELEMETRY COLLECTION
USING OC-12 NETWORK DATA FORWARDING
Bill Bullers
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ABSTRACT
The cost of telemetry collection is significantly reduced by unmanned store and forward systems
made possible using 622MHz OC-12 networks. Networks are readily available to telemetry system
architects. The in-band control of remote unmanned collection platforms is handled through a Java
browser interface. Data from many telemetry channels are collected and temporarily stored on a
digital disk system designed around the OC-12 network. The I/O, storage, and network components
are configured, set, and initialized remotely. Recordings are started and stopped on command and
can be made round-the-clock. Files of stored, time stamped data are delivered at the rate of OC-12 to
a distribution center.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry Data Networks, Range Data Collection, Data Storage with Long Haul Networks, FC over
SONET, FCIP, FCIP over SONET, and FC over ATM
INTRODUCTION
For many years telemetry data produced as part of missile launch activity and similar exercises has
been collected and stored using magnetic tape recording equipment. Recorders are designed to
continuously capture the analog and PCM signals generated by various sensors and instruments
without incurring interruptions, delays and dropouts where data is lost. Tape is a very convenient
and affordable media to store and distribute data to analysis centers. Tapes are easily duplicated and
can be readily exchanged between agencies involved in the analysis process.
Tape recording by nature requires on-site operators to load tape, check equipment for proper
operation, start and stop the recordings. Remote control interfaces common on the recording
equipment, allows fewer operators to operate several recorders but the activity is typically a manned
operation to insure that the single opportunity of the Range event is not lost due to equipment
malfunctions and errors for which tape recorders are notorious.
Recently telemetry recording equipment that uses computer hard drives is being used more and more
to record telemetry signals. The recording equipment has become very ‘computer centric’ with
network capabilities and resources. The data rate that can be continuously recorded without
interruption has increased as computers, busses, memories and disks have gotten faster and faster.

Computer based recording equipment is considerably more reliable than tape equipment and unlike
tape recorders requires almost no operator intervention and maintenance.
Computers are designed to attach in networks that can be used to communicate and transfer data
over long distances. The need to make tapes for exchange and distribution is diminishing and will
soon be replaced with the desire to transfer data electronically on-demand using high-speed network
technology. The need for operators at the collection site is also diminishing as systems become more
network capable.
TELEMETRY DATA COLLECTION
A CHANGING PARADIGM
Telemetry data collection applications have a wide variety of requirements. Signals may need to be
recorded from a few sensors or from many sensors. The signal characteristics vary but analog signals
and PCM digital data streams are the most common in use today. Sensor equipment is also becoming
more ‘computerized’. Soon data produced by some sensors will be encapsulated into packets and
frames before reaching the recording equipment. The paradigm of telemetry data recording is rapidly
changing as compute power and networks are integrated with telemetry applications.
Telemetry recorders that are being used today record several signal channels simultaneously and
handle multiple signal types and frequencies. Analog signals are sampled and converted to digital
data and multiplexed with digital data from other channels in the recording equipment. In tape
recording equipment the data is multiplexed from each channel into a single data stream to be
written on the tape. In disk based recording equipment some channels may be recorded on one set of
disks while other channels are simultaneously recorded on other sets of disks. The composite data
rates recorded by a single set of equipment typically range from a few megabits per second to
several hundred megabits per second. Computer disk based telemetry recording equipment with
varying capabilities is now available from a number of manufacturers.
Fibre Channel (FC) has become the protocol standard for high performance data storage systems. FC
is structured to ensure a very predictable and dependable quality of service (QoS) level. QoS
requirements of data storage include predictable low delays, zero data loss, and high throughput.
The Sypris Data Systems Silver Phoenix recording system is designed to simultaneously accept
many continuous, streaming telemetry signals of different types and frequencies and record the
signals along with a standard IRIG timecode signal – A, B, or G – to computer disks configured in
RAID sets. The RAID units are 2 gigabit Fibre Channel (FC-2) devices. One or more RAID units
can be structured into a system and can be interconnected using a FC network switch The number of
signals to be recorded, frequencies of the signals, and storage capacity can be openly expanded by
adding more circuit cards and more RAID units. Systems of many hundred megabits per second and
multiple terabytes of storage are made possible by the system architecture.
A typical telemetry data recording system using RAID devices for storage includes one or more tape
devices that can be used to make tapes by offloading stored data. Tapes are usually made during
periods when collection is idle but can be made interactively while recording in systems configured
with sufficient bandwidth. Tapes support archive, exchange and distribution of data in a manner

consistent with the familiar paradigm. Systems designed to operate with this paradigm require highspeed RAID storage at the collection location, tape devices integrated with the system and operators
on-site to record, change and forward the tapes – see Figure 1. Almost identical systems are required
at the analysis center to accept and upload the data from tapes so that it can be separated into the
several signals that were recorded and played back at real-time data rates.
UNMANNED OPERATION
REAL-TIME DATA DISTRIBUTION
A more cost affective implementation is one where the equipment used to record the sensor signals
has data storage capacity on-site sufficient for reliable collection but only to the extent needed to
make transfers over a network immediately as it is collected. Instead of relying on magnetic tapes for
data distribution and archive, the data is collected and electronically delivered to a remote location
for storage. The collection equipment implementation can be operated from hundreds to thousands
of miles away and be completely unmanned. The data is stored in a large capacity archive only at the
remote analysis center. The hardware requirement is reduced, the maintenance is reduced, and the
system labor is reduced.
Recording technology and equipment available from Sypris Data Systems and other suppliers is
designed to operate connected in a real-time network that can make data available at a distant
location far from the collection site. Archive, analysis and distribution can operate with ‘fresh’ data
at geographically dispersed centers away from the site where telemetry gathering takes place.
The Silver Phoenix Technology is designed to operate in a configuration where the FC data is
transferred to a distant location at near real-time data rates. In this configuration the ‘local’ FC
storage capacity at the collection location is limited to an amount essential to accomplish a reliable
transfer without lost data or unwanted interruptions to the incoming signals. The local storage
capacity must be sized sufficiently to accommodate whatever disruptions might be encountered with
the network. This configuration is ideal for collection applications that are difficult to support with
operators and available resources.
In-band-signaling control of the system equipment and software adds to the reliability and efficiency
of a true network-connected system. This means that the Operation, Administration, and
Maintenance (OA&M) functions important to the equipment and its operation share in the same FC
network used for data exchanges. The OA&M processes share bandwidth with the data processes
and extend over the same networks used to exchange data. Long distance system control and
monitoring can take place from the archive center or from any connected location using an Ethernet
connection supported through a Java and HTML or XML browser. Long distance operation,
administration and software maintenance is a non-issue.
DATA NETWORKS
Fibre Channel is structured to provide for the loss-less transfer of data where data frames arrive at
the destination in the identical order they left the sender. This performance seems like it should be
expected of any network but is not necessarily the case. Fibre Channel uses a credit buffering
mechanism to control congestion on the network and manage data flow control. The receiving

switch controls the data flow by issuing credits back to the sending switch. The sender speeds up or
slows down the flow of data based on the rate it receives buffer credits from the receiver. The data
flow-rate is managed by the receiving switch to maintain a steady, high rate data flow. If the receiver
starts to become congested it stops issuing buffer credits which the sender needs to continue to send
data.
Switched FC fabrics at Range data collection sites establish a natural configuration for easy
connection within a ‘long haul’ communications link to provide rapid, secure, data transfer.
Equipment is available today to make the necessary connections and enable the implementation.
The three predominantly used metropolitan area network (MAN)/WAN service structures are:
•
•
•

IP/Ethernet
Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM)
SONET (Synchronous Optical NETwork)

SONET is the only service structure of the three that provides long distance networking with a
reasonable QoS level. SONET is implemented as a private network operated in a direct point-topoint connection. Several private SONET channels can be multiplexed into a single connection. Four
OC-3 private networks can multiplex on one OC-12 SONET connection. Sixteen OC-3 connections
can occur simultaneously on one OC-48 connection. OC-3 operates at approximately 155Mbits/s
OC-12 runs at 622Mbits/s, and OC-48 is 2.488Gbits/s. (OC stands for Optical Carrier. 3 means that
three DS-3 transmissions can be multiplexed to a single OC-3 connection. 84 DS-1, T-1 connections
can be handled by an OC-3).
IP/Ethernet has far-reaching coverage but applies transmission control protocol (TCP) to retransmit
packets that are regularly dropped during data transfers. IP packets are independently transmitted
from one IP router to another. Separate packets in the same data transfer may be travel through
several different paths before arriving at the intended destination. Packets frequently arrive out of
order and some packets never make it to the destination. This is corrected by mechanisms that are
included in TCP to reorder packets and request that dropped packets are resent. The performance of
the IP layer severely degrades the achieved QoS level making IP not well suited for sustained
uninterrupted real-time data transfers necessary in data storage systems. Even so, IP is quite
acceptable for use in transactional business processes where data exchanges can be stopped if faulty,
reloaded, and retransmitted in acceptable near-real-time operations.
DWDM on the other hand achieves a high service quality level but at the expense of restricted
transmission range – about 70 km – which is the result of a required complete acknowledgment
between the sender and recipient that every transfer was successful before the next transfer can
occur. A phenomenon termed ‘Fiber Channel Droop’ occurs as the result of the buffer credit
mechanism applied by FC to insure zero data loss in the FC network. The buffer credit system
enforces a strict transfer process where messaging between the sender and recipient confirms
successful error free data frame transfers. Buffer credits are allocated between sender and receiver in
2 Kbyte FC frame increments. The sending and receiving equipment is designed with built-in FC
buffers to implement the buffer credit system. The message passing propagation delay that occurs in
networks longer than about 70km causes FC frames to be exchanged at a reduced rate and slump
below the specified FC operating tolerance.

SONET is the best choice available for a long distance data storage network. SONET OC-3, OC-12,
and OC-48 distributed across millions of kilometers of FC cable connect every major metropolitan
area and are used to enable all types of data transfer and communications between locations around
the world. SONET is a reliable and efficient data transport service that can be used with higher-level
data framing formats and packet protocols. SONET can be used as the carrier for FC as in FC over
IP (FCIP) and for ATM, Frame Relay, and a variety of other stacked protocols. FC frames can also
be directly encapsulated into SONET data frames.
SONET OC-12 operates at 622 Megabits per second and should have sufficient bandwidth to
accomplish the transfer rate required in most Range telemetry data collection applications. The
integration of OC-12 with the FC-2 RAID network of Silver Phoenix or any FC network is
straightforward and readily achievable. There are choices that must be made however that affect the
selection of the network hardware. Several companies make gateways or routers or switches to
connect FC to SONET. There are three favored approaches:
•
•
•

FCIP or FC encapsulated on IP encapsulated on SONET – packet over SONET (PoS)
FC over ATM over SONET
FC on SONET

FCIP was developed by the IP Storage Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), as a method to encapsulate FC frames into IP packets that can then be formatted through
TCP/IP and PoS. The implementation of FCIP significantly improves the performance and QoS level
of IP/Ethernet by managing the TCP/IP layer to achieve reliable data delivery and recovery. The
added complexity results in five protocol layers between FC and SONET. Each layer is managed
independently resulting in processing delays and operational overhead – see Figure 2. As a result of
the complexity the hardware is expensive and requires a significant amount of software for the tight
integration of FC to SONET.
FC frames can also be broken into ATM packets and carried by SONET. Figure 2 shows this as a
four-layer stack of protocols. Approximately 15% of the bandwidth of the network is devoted to the
encapsulation overhead. Equipment for this implementation is also expensive.
FC on SONET is a ‘thin protocol’ as shown in Figure 2 and is less costly to implement but is a more
custom implementation and not yet a standard. It does have lower added overhead than the other
implementations but requires an additional out of band control path between the sender and the
recipient.
Sypris Data Systems has not determined which of these choices will be selected in the Silver
Phoenix system architecture. To help make the choice a test bed is being setup to evaluate the cost,
reliability and limitations of each implementation. The end-to-end test bed configuration is shown in
Figure 3 and takes advantage of the Silver Phoenix capability to simultaneously record and play at
data rates over 2 Gigabits per second. The test bed uses a powerful high-speed bit error test
capability and simulates data transfer distances to over 10,000 kilometers. System control will be
implemented in-band and included in the simulated transfer distance tests. The test bed will be
operational in Q4 of 2003. Work with equipment providers is currently in process to implement each
of the described FC over SONET methodologies.

One of the three methods will prevail as the most desirable for long-haul exchange of high-speed,
real-time data. It is not a matter of if or even how the implementation can be accomplished. All the
methods that have been described are presently available. The questions that remain to be answered
are:
•
•
•
•

Which approach can be used to confidently implement an unmanned high-speed data
collection center?
What data storage capacity is required at the collection center to handle network
anomalies and exceptions with zero data losses during 7 X 24 operations?
Which approach produces the most cost affective solution including the cost of the leased
secure network resources?
Which method is best for Sypris Data Systems and our data collection customers?

ON-SITE DATA STORAGE
Some amount of data storage is required at the site where telemetry is collected even in a
configuration where collected data is rapidly forwarded from the collection equipment to the remote
data center. The storage time may amount to a few seconds or to many minutes. An unmanned data
collection operation should include primarily electronic and software components with zero or very
few active mechanical mechanisms. RAID disk configurations are designed to allow uninterrupted
operation without degraded performance even if one of the disks becomes sluggish or fails.
Nevertheless, high data storage capacity requirements translate to many disk drives elevating the risk
of an outage and increasing the possibility that data can’t be recorded or recovered without some
manual intervention. Mechanical failure risk will be avoided if the need for on-site storage is a
minimum and the data is forwarded over the network as its being recorded. Options for on-site
storage may be economically and sufficiently satisfied by high capacity DRAM memory with RAID
backup only used in the event of a network outage or slow down.
The required recording time, the maximum aggregate data rate from all channels and the need for
longer term backup must all be taken into account when designing a telemetry collection system that
will operate totally unmanned.
CONCLUSION
Multiple options have become available and have proven successful to connect FC data storage
networks to long-distance OC-12 carriers. Each option has positive and negative features but there is
no question that the capability to collect and forward high-speed real-time data from one geographic
location to another exists and can be implemented. There is no argument that the cost of data
collection will be reduced as the switch is made from magnetic tape equipment to digital disk
equipment. Reduced or zero man hours expended at a collection site is one preferred way to control
costs and make more dollars available for new equipment and for upgrades needed in other parts of
system operation.
The prevailing telemetry data collection paradigm will undergo considerable change as system
designers and users are exposed to methods that make unmanned collection operations feasible.
They will need to develop high confidence that there is very little risk in the unmanned collection
scenario. The test bed being developed at Sypris Data Systems will answer many operational

questions and provide data and information that can be used by telemetry collection system
designers as they explore ways to reduce the need for manned telemetry collection sites.
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ABSTRACT
A vital part of all satellite development is the ground system that will be used to process the satellite
downlink. To support the High-Rate Data (HRD) Downlink satellites planned for launch by the
NPOESS Preparatory Project (NPP), GSFC has developed a Single Chassis System (SCS) solution,
which provides data processing from RF to data product using leading-edge hardware components.
The SCS is a hardware solution that meets and exceeds this rate requirement. In realtime, the SCS
autonomously processes and delivers Direct Broadcast data from NPP satellites. An objective of the
HRD System development was that it be an integrated processing element housed in a single
commercial off-the-shelf PC capable of exceeding the near-term requirements of NPP and moving
towards the mid and far term needs of NASA.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, there are no processing elements available that ingest and process telemetry data at high
rates in real time. To fill this vacuum, telemetry ASIC development by NASA GSFC
Microelectronics and Signal Processing Branch has to date resulted in faster solutions than any other
chips identified by research for this paper. The application of these technologies, together with
standardized telemetry formats, has made it possible to build systems that provide high-performance
at low cost in a short development cycle. The SCS validates NASA’s push towards faster, better and
cheaper.
The SCS system architecture is based on the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus and
VLSI Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). The heart of the system is a set of two cards,
namely the High Rate Digital Receiver (HRDR) Card and the Return Link Processor Card (RLPC).
The ASICs on the HRDR perform analog-to-digital translation and demodulation; and the ASICs on
the RLPC perform frame synchronization, bit-transition density decoding, cyclic redundancy code
(CRC) error checking, Reed-Solomon error detection/correction, data unit sorting, packet extraction,
annotation and other CCSDS service processing. The SCS can autonomously acquire, decommutate,
correct and de-packetize Direct Broadcast data from NPP satellites in realtime, while providing
remotely accessible monitoring test points and indicators. The system generates data quality meta-

data information on a pass basis (Level-0), and converts the raw instrument data file into a compliant
format (Level-0) in real-time. The HRDR demodulates the received RF signal and the RLPC level-0
processes the demodulated data stream at sustained rates of up to and greater than 100 Mbps per
channel. The data output from the HRDR and RLPC, is a stream of packets that are processed by the
software element on the SCS to be output as Production Data Sets (PDS).
The SCS can be configured as a two-channel system, one stream for weather data and the other for
conventional CCSDS telemetry. The weather data stream “return link” data processing solution is
capable of ingesting weather satellite telemetry and performing frame synchronization with CRC
and/or Bit Transition Decoding. The conventional CCSDS data stream “return-link” channel ingests
CCSDS satellite telemetry and performing Reed-Solomon error detection/correction and CCSDS
AOS Service/Conventional Telemetry processing in Real-time. This system has been prototyped and
demonstrates the next generation autonomous high performance telemetry acquisition and level zero
processing system at one fifth the cost and size of current COTS-based systems. This paper will also
describe the concept of autonomous system operations, which allow non-expert users to acquire and
process data. The prototype project was to validate the technology and commercialize the HRDR
and ASICs to allow NASA to procure low cost/high performance ground acquisition systems for
future space and earth science missions. The SCS will be validated using TERRA, AQUA and POES
satellites, demonstrating the real-time acquisition of data downlinks at 30 Msymbols/sec (15 Mbps).
SCS combines the entire framework from data acquisition through to the level 0 data product
generation into a single desktop box. This includes an infrastructure that allows for future
performance and functional upgrades. The SCS is based on a commercially available platform and a
standard PCI bus. Principal elements are the HRDR Card and the RLPC, and each card has
associated software. The HRDR uses specialized processing techniques implemented in VLSI
CMOS ASICs to provide receipt of modulated RF signals at rates up to 150 Mbps and beyond. The
RLPC includes functions for frame synchronization, Reed-Solomon error correction, and service
processing at rates over 300 Mbps. The service processing includes all CCSDS-defined services
(VCDU, Insert, VCA, bit stream, path packet, and encapsulation) at rates over 200,000 packets per
second. These functions were implemented in high-density ‘system-in-a-chip’ ASIC components.
The software components of the system are made up of two elements. The first, referred to as the
Internal Control Software, is the control and monitoring system, which configures the two PCI cards
prior to a data downlink session, enables the ingest and processing of telemetry, and monitors the
progress of the processing. The second, referred to as the Level Zero Processing System Software,
manipulates the stored frames and/or packets files output from the RLPC, and produces data
products that adhere to the mission control documents. In the case of Terra, the data products are
PDS files, which consist of separate files sorted for each Application Identifier (APID) in the case of
Packet Data, or Virtual Channel Identifier in the case of CCSDS Frames. The weather data files
produced for the end users will follow the format specified by the respective control documents.
NPOESS APPLICATION
The SCS system used in an NPOESS-type application is shown in Figure 1. The science data is
acquired by an orbiting satellite, which downlinks to a ground-based antenna. The received analog

signal is then transmitted to the SCS, which is composed of a hardware component and a software
component. The main elements of the SCS are (1) High Rate Digital Receiver Subsystem (2) Return
Link Processor Subsystem (3) Internal Control Subsystem (4) Level Zero Data Products Subsystem.
Science Data
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SCS – SW Subsystems
• Internal Control
• Level Zero Data Products

Antenna
Data
SCS – HW Subsystems

• High Rate Digital Receiver
• Return Link Processor
Figure 1.

LAN/WAN

High Rate Data Downlink with SCS as Ground System
SYSTEM DATA FLOWS

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed SCS, with the HRDR ingesting a down-converted
QPSK telemetry signal. The figure shows the extracted I and Q data streams, transferred to separate
RLPCs in the system. The extracted data units, frames or packets are written into a standard file
system on the SCSI disks, where they are processed into PDS products for transmittal to the enduser.
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Recent advances in signal processing made it possible to accomplish the demodulation process with
all of its sub functions using parallel processing where the clock rate of the processor is then less
than the data rate. This requires a serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial converter operating at the
A/D clock rate. The output of the receiver is a digital baseband frequency output as differential data
and clock, which feeds I directly to the front-end of the telemetry processing equipment, which in
this case is the RLPC. Figures 3 and 4 show the data flow for BPSK and the special case for the
AQUA spacecraft respectively. The data from the direct broadcast from AQUA is re-interleaved into
a single 15 Mbps data stream to be processed by the RLPC.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE:

The SCS architecture is shown in Figure 5. The HRDR Subsystem ingests telemetry, and the
extracted base-band data is streamed through the RPLC Subsystem. Extracted packets and/or frames
are then written into files on the storage device. Post-session or in Real-time, the data products are
created by the LZDPS Subsystem and delivered to the end-user via LAN/WAN distribution.
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The HRDR Subsystem is made up of two elements: the HRDR Card and the HRDR Software. The
software includes an NT Device Driver and Application Program Interface (API) for the HRDR
Card. The HRDR subsystem is capable of ingesting external analog telemetry through the external
IF Telemetry Input Interface. The processed data is a bit-synchronized, convolutionaly decoded
digital telemetry data and clock, which is output through an external interface on the HRDR Card.
HRDR Card: developed at NASA GSFC in conjunction with NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), implements the entire digital demodulation architecture in an ASIC with minimal analog
processing used to condition the intermediate frequency, IF, from the satellite prior to A/D
conversion.
HRDR Software: consists of the Windows NT kernel-mode device driver and Application Program
Interface (API) for the HRDR Card. Before the card can be accessed by a software program, the
driver must be installed an enabled which allows the NT operating system to recognize the card and
communicate with it. Typically this only has to be done once, when the card is first installed into the
system. This driver is based on the unmodified version of the driver that comes with the 9050 SDK
development kit, and the following steps describe the process used to install the driver. Note that an
<.inf> file is not used in the installation process. The HRDR Card must be set up before the card can
flow data. In order to insure that the data is correctly processed and that the different subsystems do
not loss synchronization with each other, the Card must be setup in a sequential manner.
The RLP Subsystem consists of the RLPC and the RLP Software. The RLP Software provides a
Microsoft Windows NT kernel-mode device driver and API for the RLPC. The RLPC provides three
primary functions that correlate to three custom integrated chips that are installed on the card: 1) the
Parallel Integrated Frame Synchronization (PIFS) Chip provides data ingest and synchronization; 2)
the Reed-Solomon (RS) Chip accepts data from the PIFS and performs Reed-Solomon error
detection and correction; and 3) the Service Processor (SP) Chip receives input from the RS Chip
and performs CCSDS Protocol (path, frame, etc) processing.

RLP Card: The PIFS chip on the RLPC is capable correlating to a frame synchronization marker up
to 64 bits in length, with error detection from 0 to 4 bits. The strategy used by the PIFS chip follows
the traditional processing requirement to perform search/check/lock/flywheel frame synchronization
with check and flywheel frame tolerances from 0 to 15 frames, and has the ability to provide NRZ-L,
NRZ-M, and NRZ-S differential synchronous data decoding, whilst checking the frame Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) (16 bit) coding. The RS Chip performs error detection and correction.
The RS provides error correction of Reed-Solomon encoded (255,223) frames, with CCSDS
recommended interleaves ranging from 1 to 5, and with code words from 33 bytes to 255 bytes long.
The SP chip provides CCSDS protocol processing, and it can process telemetry from up to eight
Spacecraft at any one time. The SP chip can be set up to extract packet quality information based on
Packet extraction errors. Types of packet errors include packet structure and format errors, packet
service data, and packet quality data. The SP Chip can also extract VC data quality counts, based on
frames received, number of errors (sequence, invalid headers etc.), and packets received per VC,
number of packet errors (invalid APIDs, etc). Finally, the SP chip also provides overall frame status
such as the total number of rejected/deleted frames if the frames were received with CRC errors
and/or Reed-Solomon errors that cannot be corrected. To enable the level-zero process to create data
products, the user can configure the SP chip to annotate the output data, be it packets, frames,
rejected packets or frames, with quality information. This annotated output data is stored in file
format on the local storage device.
RLPC Software: can run on any hardware platform supporting Revision 2.1 of the PCI Local Bus
specification. Since an application that needs to communicate with the RLPC may be running under
a variety of operating systems, the RLPC Software API provides a well-documented and consistent
RLPC device driver interface to an application, regardless of the operating system. This eliminates
the need to change the application software when porting from one operating system to another. The
RLPC API consists of a set of low-level and high-level API functions. The low-level functions
encapsulate Windows NT-specific IOCTL calls and provide the basic read and write capabilities.
The high-level functions use the latter to perform useful tasks.
The Internal Control Subsystem (ICS) is the controlling entity for the SCS. It is a Java based
software system that offers the user access to all contained subsystems for configuration, setup and
operational control of both hardware and software activities. This system has also been developed to
allow remote access to its control functions, data products and status information via the external
network interface. The ICS software is object-oriented, cross-platform compatible, and able to be
compiled under Windows NT and Digital Unix that is supported by the Java class library. For local
control of the subsystems on the SCS, the ICS provides a simple mechanism to insert status
information into the status database, and display this information to the user via a graphical
monitoring system. In addition the ICS also has a mechanism for a user to specify and load
configuration/setup information needed for an activity session, via a graphical user interface.
RLPC Internal Control System: is an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI). The architecture,
which is written in JAVA, allows the GUI to be adaptable to future enhancements in the system.
Essentially the GUI is made up of two elements. The first element is the GUI for creating, editing
and modifying a set of configuration parameters for the system. This GUI element in Figure 6,
referred to as the Editor, will create a configuration file that will save the parameter values that have

to be loaded in the registers to enable the card to ingest, monitor, correct and process a telemetry
session from a specific satellite.

Figure 6.

Editor; and Configuration & Status Monitoring Graphical User Interfaces

The second GUI element is the Configuration and Status Monitoring subsystem. This GUI selects
the configuration file to be loaded, selects the RLPC on to which it will be loaded and finally enables
the card to receive and process data. The processed data is directed to a file created prior to enabling
the RLP card. Once data starts flowing through the card, the counts of frames received and the
processing are incrementally displayed in the GUI window. The GUI has an interactive interface in
that the counts of the individual frame stream and packet streams as identified by their VCIDs and
APIDs respectively can be displayed. Figure 6 also shows the Status window.
HRDR Internal Control System: is a set of GUIs that allows the configuration and monitoring of the
Demodulator ASICs, processing elements and interfaces on the HRDR. The setup and configuration
GUI basically allows you to set up the parameters for the I & Q Channel Demodulators, I & Q
Channel Viterbi Decoders, the data rate, carrier frequency and Doppler Offset.

Figure 7.
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Figure 7 shows the main menu of the HRDR setup and configuration GUI. The Demodulator GUI is
selected to set up the parameters for selecting the mode of demodulation and the selection of the
Master Controller. When the Master Controller has been selected the parameters for the I-channel
and Q-channel are entered. Some of the values are from pre-calculated tables based on data rates,
mode of demodulation and transmission characteristics.
The Demodulator GUI is selected to set up the parameters for selecting the mode of demodulation
and the selection of the Master Controller. For a specific spacecraft, the values for the decoding
algorithm are known and hence the settings are pre-specified. These values are entered in the setup
page and once saved in a configuration catalog. For debugging the default values can be changed.
The final display, also depicted in Figure 7, is a top-level indication of the setup of the HRDR.
The Level Zero Data Products Subsystem (LZDPS) is software that resides on the host platform. The
subsystem will parse the Packet and/or Frame data files output from the Return Link Subsystem and
stored on the storage disk array. Each data unit in the files has prepended annotation that provides
quality and accounting information. Based on this information, the LZDPS will create a quality file
for each set of data units; order the sorted data units in separate files identified by the data unit
identifiers. The LZDPS is written in C code and on a 450 Mhz DEC Alpha Workstation, processes a
Data Unit file of 5 Gigabytes in 20 minutes, producing 8 separate PDS files. The code has since been
optimized to achieve even greater processing speed.
SINGLE-CHASSIS INTEGRATION CHALLENGES
Integrating hardware components into a single chassis was one of the greatest challenges faced by
the SCS designers. The HRDR uses the PCI bus to exchange set-up information, power, ground
connections and non-intrusive status and monitoring data. Power requirements on the platform had
to meet the needs of the HRDR and the RLPC and implemented by a relatively low-noise, highperformance power supply. The RLPC uses the PCI bus extensively. The bus is used to set-up and
monitor the system and to provide a real-time data flow across the bus through the memory on the
control platform out to the Storage device. When the RLPC was housed in the same chassis as the
host CPU, the traffic on the PCI bus caused performance degeneration by a factor of two. It was able
to process data in real time and send it to the host memory at rates in excess of 200 Mbps, but when
the data was to be sent back across the PCI bus to the storage device, the rate fell.
Two buses were used to decrease the conflict on a single system bus and improve overall
performance. The separate chassis accommodated the higher capacity power supplies, and also made
the two buses somewhat separate. Figure 8 shows that extracted data units are transmitted via the
PCI bus into the virtual memory of the Host system. The Host CPU then transfers the data units into
a flat file on the storage system. The transfer of data units from the Host memory to the storage
device occurs, limits the performance of the PCI bus and hence slows down the throughput from the
RLPC to the Host system. Greater the I/O capability and write capability of the storage system,
greater the throughput. Initial tests done on the HRP using a DEC Alpha 4100 with two PCI buses
and a RAID peripheral system, demonstrated a file write capability of 200 Mbps sustained. A similar
configuration using a state of the technology PC, demonstrated a throughput of only 30 Mbps.
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Single Platform HRP Configuration

Figure 9 shows a configuration 900 MHz-PC, using a Fiber Channel adapter and interface to a RAID
system. The Adapter interfaced via a Fiber Controller to a RAID with three 36 GB disks.
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Figure 9.

Single Chassis RAID Storage Solution

The configuration in the laboratory, achieved raw reads of 120 MB/sec and raw writes of 80 MB/sec.
The evaluation demonstrated a single telemetry stream ingested at over 200 Mbps, with extracted
data units transferred to the Host and subsequently to the RAID system via the Fiber interface as a
single file. A separate chassis that holds two RLPC cards, on an extension of the PCI bus from the
Host system. The telemetry is ingested by the RLPC on one chassis and the extracted data units are
transferred to the Host platform via the extension and subsequently transferred into a file format on a
storage device. With two high-speed, internal LVDS SCSI disks, laboratory tests achieved data
throughput in excess of 100 Mbps. The current configuration, Figure 10, using a 900 MHz PC, with
a single PCI bus, achieved sustained throughput rates of over 100 Mbps for CCSDS VCDU service.
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Figure 10.

Single Chassis System Internal Disc Drives Solution

CONCLUSIONS
The SCS is the low cost, high-speed solution to in-situ processing for high-rate telemetry downlinks.
The SCS is capable of producing and providing access to data products within 20 minutes of a
session, and for selected data stream, capable of providing a near-real time data stream for
immediate higher level processing and display. The image, shown in Figure 11, is a near-real time
display extracted and processed from a direct broadcast from Terra.

Figure 11.

Near-Real Time Image of the Gulf of Mexico
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ABSTRACT
Unmanned Telemetry Ground System (UTGS) was implemented in Defense System Test Center
(DSTC), Agency for Defense Development (ADD). The components of UTGS are Antenna, NPS
(Network Power Switch), RCB (Receiver/Combiner/Bit synchronizer) and microwave link.
We have installed RCB which is composed of receiver, combiner and bit synchronizer. RCB can
be controlled and monitored by RS232 serial communication and microwave network. NPS
controls its power supplies. UTGS sends PCM stream to local site using E1-class HDSL and
microwave link. This system is possible the signal acquisition and reduction of man power at
remote site. The usability and performance of UTGS was proved in flight tests. This paper
describes the hardware, software design and an implementation of UTGS.

KEYWORDS
Unmanned Telemetry Ground System(UTGS), Receiver/Combiner/Bit synchronizer(RCB),
Network Power Switch(NPS), microwave link, HDSL

INTRODUCTION
Modern flight test facilities require automated telemetry ground system with limited man power
[1]. General telemetry ground system is composed of auto-tracking antenna which needs a well
trained operator. However, fixed omni-directional antenna system can be installed at remote site
and operated by local site operator.

DSTC/ADD installed UTGS at an island. UTGS has functions that control remote power, set-up
system initial value and transmit PCM data to remote site.
This paper describes the components of UTGS. Operation of UTGS was checked with real PCM
data communication test.

UNMANNED TELEMETRY GROUND SYSTEM
The UTGS, shown in figure 1, contains remote (A and B) and local site(C and D). The remote
and local site is connected by M/W (microwave) link. A-B area (1km) and C-D area (0.2km) is
connected by copper cables for serial communication.
A site receives a RF signal from an antenna, converts RCB video signal into E1-class data signal
and transmits to the B site. Both B and C site has C-band M/W link and communicates the
multiplexed signal. Operator of D site can control power on/off in A site by NPS. Operation of
RCB is controlled and monitored by D site PC.
Antenna
In order to receive RF telemetry signal, omni-directional antenna was used at remote site. Omnidirectional antenna is suitable for the unmanned site because it does not need operation. This
antenna has two outputs (LHCP, RHCP) and horizontal 9dB gain. Two received weak RF signals
are amplified by 25dB gain pre-amplifier and sent to the receiver.
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Figure 1. A configuration of Unmanned Telemetry Ground System
( A,B : remote site, C,D : local site )

Network power switch
NPS manufactured by WTI controls power of the A site UTGS equipment at local D site. NPS
can switch eight power output ports by RS-232 serial communication. Receiver, pre-amplifier,
combiner, bore-sight transmitter and fan are connected to each output ports (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Network Power Switch terminal display
RCB
We used the RCB to receive telemetry signal at remote site A. In figure 3, RCB has the two
receiving tuners. IF output signals of two tuners are sent to the pre-detection combiner and
converted to PCM signal by FM demodulator.
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Bit
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Figure 3. RCB structure block diagram

Interface

The RCB is controlled and monitored by serial ports. Control & monitor display software is
based on Delphi(see Figure 4). It was configured to set up two input channel parameters of RCB.
RSSI(Received Signal Strength Indicator) status bar indicates received signal strength of each
input channel. A phase sync status of tuner, a data sync status of bit synchronizer and GPS lock
status is shown by a Boolean status. Parameters are separated into two major parts: common part
and channel part as below.
Common part : Input frequency, Combiner video bandwidth, Gain, Bit rate, Data format,
Data phase.
Channel 1 & 2 : IF bandwidth, Video bandwidth, AGC time constant, AGC level, Video
gain.

Figure 4. Remote control & monitor display for RCB
We compared a video signal recorded in M/T (Magnetic Tape) with a combined video signal of
RCB to check the performance of RCB. In Figure 5, Bi-phase video signal of M/T sent to RCB
after FM modulation by signal generator [2]. The RF output level of signal generator adjusted to 90dBm which is the lowest sensitivity specification of the receiver. Measured Bi-phase signal has
some degradation by low SNR, but almost maintained original signal waveform (see Figure 6).
There is a 3µs delay time passing by the signal generator and RCB.

Signal
Generator

Divider

RCB

Magnetic Tape
Combined
video #1
CH1

CH2
Oscilloscope

Figure 5. Configuration for M/T and RCB combined video signal test

Figure 6. Comparative result of the M/T (CH1) and RCB combined signal (CH2)
(Bi-phase, 256Kbps)
Transmission
The distance between the NPS system of A and M/W link system of B is about 1Km. Because of
communication distance, RS-232 serial data has to be converted to RS-422 signal. RS-232 serial
data is multiplexed into E1-class data.
A PCM video output of the receiver is transformed into E1-class signal using E1 converter. We
used HDSL modem to transmit E1 data through long distance. HDSL modem can transmit E1
data up to 4.8Km distance without repeater or translator.
M/W link system transmits each serial data and E1-class PCM signal to C site. Separated RS232 signals and PCM signal are transmitted to D site (0.2km from C site). Telemetry data
processing system processes the received PCM stream signal.

We configured the test system to check the performance of UTGS(see Figure 7). The
transmitting antenna of local site sends M/T recorded raw data by signal generator. The UTGS of
remote site transmits the received signal from RCB to local site. The compared results between
bit synchronizer (EMR720) output signal of the local site and output signal of UTGS is shown in
Figure 8. We can see that the UTGS transmission signal of CH2 was reconstructed as the original
signal CH1. A delay time of CH2 increased to 12us. The delay time below 100µs in telemetry
communication has no problem in real time data process and display.
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Figure 7. Configuration for UTGS communication test

Figure 8. Measured waveform of UTGS communication test
(CH1 : Local bit synchronizer output(EMR720), CH2 : UTGS transmission signal)

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described the configuration and operation of UTGS. The performance of UTGS
was evaluated by real data communication test. Recorded real flight test PCM data was used to
evaluate the performance of UTGS. We can control and monitor the unmanned remote site
system in local site. The measured performance of UTGS demonstrates the potential for flight
test application. Additional study is required to operate a high directive gain auto-tracking
antenna in remote site.
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ABSTRACT
With the high-speed development of IT, the managing method of the vendor has been changed from
the manpower management into the network management .The paper discusses the structure of
vendor managing system based on Internet. And it introduces the important constitute part of the
system in detail, which is called interface module, including the design scheme of hardware and
software.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of electric technology, vendor appears and has been widely used all over the
world. However there are a few vendors in china, which are always placed in business area. Because
of all kinds of reasons such as complex environment outdoors and security, the machines often
appear failure. And the managing method is very behindhand, which always adopts the manpower
management. There are many problems existed, including the failure can not be removed, the sale
information can not be known about at once and so on, which confines the application of the vendor.
At present the high-speed development of Internet make the network management of the vendor turn
into reality.

THE INTRODUCTION OF SYSTEM
The vendor managing system based on Internet mainly comprises three parts: 1.Interface module, 2.

Communications network including GPRS backbone network and Internet, 3. Control center, as
described in Figure 1.
The control center is made up of web server、database server and display terminals. The interface
module is fixed inside the vendor, including MCU and GPRS wireless modem. It is connected with
the master controller of the vendor through Molex interface, and the communication between them
conforms to MDB protocol. It receives the predefined information data with the MDB bus, which
includes alarm information, device information, sale information and other relevant information. It
processes the information data and stores them in FLASH memory, and then packets them to IP data
packages. Finally they will be encapsulated to PPP data packages and sent to the GPRS wireless
modem through serial port .The GPRS wireless modem can access GPRS network. Through which
the data will be sent to the corresponding GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node). GGSN equals a
router, which selects the route for them according to the IP Address encapsulated in the IP packages
and finally transmit them to the control center through Internet. The control center will store the data
under the support of MySQL database, which is to be easy to query in the future. The authorized
users are able to know about the sale status and the system manager can transmit the control
command to the interface module through GPRS network and Internet. In case the interface module
receives the control command from the control center, it will verify whether the command is
available .If being available, the command will be sent to the master controller of the vendor. The
master controller will control the vendor according to the command received to accomplish the aim
of long-distance control.
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THE HARDWARE DESIGN OF INTERFACE MODULE

Cent er

The interface module is the import constitute part of the vendor managing system based on Internet,
the hardware of which approximately consists of some parts as follows: MCU, GPRS wireless
modem, FLASH memory, Real Time Clock and power module. The connection between these parts
is described in Figure 2.
MCU
The MCU is the core of the interface module, which takes charge of assorting with the work of each
part. The performance of the MCU can affect the function of the module directly. In order to satisfy
the demand of having more serial ports, equipped with large capacity FLASH memory and being
convenient for debugging, we select the chip C8051F023 made by Cygnal firm in American, which
has 51 inner core.
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The Structure of The Module Hardware

GPRS wireless modem
The GPRS wireless modem is the bridge of connecting the interface module and GPRS network,
which is connected with the MCU .The communication between the modem and the MCU keeps to
PPP. The modem can access GPRS network and utilize which the link between the module and
GGSN can be built up. The accessing course of GPRS network is called attachment course. In the
course of attachment the modem registers its identification information in SGSN (Service GPRS
Support Node). The course of building up connection, called the course of activating PDP (Packet
Data Protocol) context, seems to the course of dialing the phone number of ISP to connect Internet.
The course involves many network protocol used in Internet and some protocol, which belong to
GPRS network particularly, as described in Figure 3. Only after building up the channel with GGSN,
the information data just can be sent to the center in the form of IP packages. At present there are

many kinds of GPRS wireless modems manufactured by different companies, such as the G18 made
by Motorola, the WISMO2D made by WAVECOM and so on. We select the product produced by
WAVECOM, because it has the better characteristics of small volume, easily operated and so on.
FLASH memory
The Flash memory is used to store the data, which also ensures the data will not be lost when power
is broken off suddenly and GPRS network appears failure sometimes. We select the FALSH chip
SST39VF512 according to the practical needs.
Real time clock
It is concerned that the data package about sale information transmitted should include real time
information, so the real time clock is needed. We select the chip made DS12C887 by DALLAS
company.
Power module
The power module is essential for the module, which decides the status of each chip. The power
module can be divided into two parts. One part is converting 24 volts D.C.from the MDB bus into 5
volts D.C. to supply power for the real time clock, the other part is converting 5 volts D.C.to 3.3
volts D.C.to supply power for the MCU, the GPRS wireless modem and the FALSH chip. There are
many power modules for conversion .we select LM1086.
Interface part
Except for these parts mentioned above, the interface module also contains some interface. The
interface is made up of three parts. One is MDB bus interface, which is used to connect MDB bus. In
order to avoid the interference between the master controller and the module, we use the optocoupler
to separate the bus interface; the other is RS232 interface, which is used to connect the computer for
modifying the system parameters stored in the FLASH memory, another part is JTAG interface,
which is connected with the serial port of the computer, used for downloading and debugging on line.
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THE SOFTWARE DESIGN OF INTERFACE MODULE
The software of the interface module is accomplished by C programming language, which is stored
in the FALSH memory of the MCU. It mainly comprises five parts: 1.Initialization module,
2.Interrupt serving module 3.data processing module, 4 Data transmitting module, 5.Parameter
modifying module.
The first thing should be concerned is how to accomplish MDB protocol when completing the
software of the module. MDB is a kind of serial bus interface for vendors. The interface is a 9600
baud Master-Slave arrangement where all peripherals are Slaves to a Master controller. One byte
transmitted includes one start bit, eight data bits, one mode bit and one stop bit. Each peripheral is
assigned a unique address and command set. The master will “poll” the Bus for peripheral activity.
That is, each peripheral is asked for activity, and responds with either an acknowledge (ACK), or
specific data dependent on its current activity. If a peripheral does not respond within a predefined
time, (t-nonresponse as defined in the peripheral sections) it is assumed that it is not present on the
bus.
The mode bit differentiates between address byte and data bytes. Address bytes must be read by all
peripherals, data bytes are only read by the peripheral that is active. An active peripheral is defined
as a device that has successfully established a communication session with the Master. The mode bit
is set (logic one) to indicate an address byte, and not set (logic zero) to indicate a data byte. The
mode bit must be set on the last byte sent when data is sent from a Slave to the Master.
A communication block for Master-to-Slave transmission is defined as an address byte, optional data
bytes, and a check (CHK) byte or an ACK byte. A block is limited to a maximum of thirty-six bytes.
The upper five bits (MSB) of the address byte will be used for addressing. The lower three bits (i.e.
2,1,0) of the address Byte will contain peripheral specific commands.
There are some work modes described as follows:
A. The diagram below represents a typical transmission when a peripheral is idle.
VMC:
ADD*
CHK
Peripheral:
ACK*
B. The diagram below represents a typical transmission when a peripheral has data to return.
VMC:
ADD*
CHK
ACK
Peripheral:
DAT
DAT
CHK*

C. The diagram below represents a typical transmission when the VMC has data to send.
VMC:
ADD*
DAT
DAT
CHK
Peripheral:
ACK*
*Indicates mode bit set
The software design must conform to MDB protocol. It is needed that the serial port of the MCU
must be set Master-Slave work mode and the data frame includes nine bits. When the module send
the control command to the master controller, it should calculate the CHK byte and set the ninth bit,
that is to say the mode bit should be set (logic one). When the module receives the data information
from MDB bus, firstly it should verify the Address Byte received. If it is same to the address of the
module assigned beforehand, secondly the module will also calculate the CHK byte according to the
optional data bytes and the address Byte. If the CHK byte calculated equals the CHK received, the
module will send ACK byte to the master controller, or else it won’t. If the master controller doesn’t
receive the ACK byte, it will retransmit the data frame after some time.
Except for the accomplishment of MDB protocol, several problems must also be concerned.
1. How to assure the reliability of data transmission;
2. How to assure the security of data transmission
3. How to assure the stability of communications
4. How to make the module software run normally and stably.
On the side of ensuring the reliability of data transmission, we select the mechanism of storing data
before which is sent, and we adopt the hand-shaking protocol when transmitting data. After receiving
the data frame from the module, the control center should send the acknowledge information to the
module within definite time promised in advance. If the module doesn’t receive the acknowledge
information during the time promised beforehand, it should not stop continuing sending the same
data frame until it receives the acknowledge information. On the side of ensuring the security of data
transmission, we take the measures of encrypt and authentication. The sender (the interface module
or the control center) should calculate the authentication bytes according to the arithmetic promised
and add them behind the original data frame, and then encrypt the new data frame according to a
certain encrypting arithmetic. On the side of ensuring the stability of communications, the module
should send the test data frame to test whether the channel is good. If the control center receives the
test data frame, it should also send the acknowledge information at once. If the module hasn’t
received the acknowledge information for several times, it must cut off the current connection with
GGSN immediately and build up the connection with GGSN again. On the side of making the
module software run normally and stably, we use the watchdog timer in the MCU to make the
software restore when the software runs abnormally.

CONCLUSIONS
The interface module talked about above has been put into practice, and which has been highly
praised for its high performance. So it is verified that it is a success. With the development of
communications technology, the rapid evolution of Internet, the system must have a better
foreground; we will certainly see the genuine convenience brought by the vendor.
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International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum
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Spectrum encroachment is becoming an international issue because of increased
commercial interest. It is important that the telemetry user and provider communities
protect and defend our spectrum to ensure its future availability for telemetering. The
International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum (ICTS) was chartered in response to the
need for a global coalition of telemetry practitioners who share a common goal of ensuring
availability of electromagnetic spectrum for telemetering. Information shared within the
ICTS will enable telemetry practitioners to effectively respond to spectrum issues within
their respective organizations. This special session features technical briefings and open
discussion.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TELEMETRY AND ITS ESSENTIAL
ROLE IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Carolyn A. Kahn, MBA
The MITRE Corporation

ABSTRACT
This paper shows the economic implications associated with the allocation of spectrum for
aeronautical telemetry. It explores both the economic implications of aeronautical telemetry
spectrum and its flight testing application. The overall importance of telemetry to the economy,
including applications of telemetry beyond flight testing, is also examined. An understanding of the
economic implications of telemetry is crucial to the consideration of World Radio Conference
(WRC) 2007 Agenda Item 2.12 that is proposing the allocation of additional spectrum for wideband
aeronautical telemetry in the 3-30 gigahertz (GHz) band.
KEYWORDS
Aeronautical, Economic, Flight Test, Spectrum, Telemetry
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to show the economic implications associated with the allocation of
spectrum for aeronautical telemetry. Aeronautical telemetry is used for flight testing, and this paper
explores both the economic implications of aeronautical telemetry spectrum and its flight testing
application. The overall importance of telemetry to the economy, including applications of
telemetry beyond flight testing, is also examined. An understanding of the economic implications of
telemetry is crucial to the consideration of World Radio Conference (WRC) 2007 Agenda Item 2.12
that is proposing the allocation of additional spectrum for wideband aeronautical telemetry in the 330 gigahertz (GHz) band. The study was requested by Mr. Derrick Hinton who represents the office
of the Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E), which reports to both the Secretary of
Defense and Congress.
RF spectrum is a finite resource that is becoming saturated with new and more demanding
requirements. Multinational telecommunications companies generally view spectrum as a revenuegenerating resource. Aerospace organizations, on the other hand, tend to view spectrum as a cost
that needs to be minimized. As a consequence, telecommunications companies are much better
organized to provide persuasive influence on the future global use of spectrum. Furthermore, the
aerospace and defense sector is a low growth industry with low margins, unstable revenue, and a
capricious major customer – the government. Without a significant change in the business model,

the future of the aerospace industry – critical to national economic and homeland security – is
uncertain and at risk.1
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The amount of telemetry spectrum now allocated for aeronautical telemetry is not sufficient to meet
commercial and military needs. The availability of aeronautical telemetry spectrum is decreasing at
the same time as the number of users and their bandwidth requirements are escalating. This
disparity between aeronautical telemetry supply and demand is growing rapidly, as illustrated in the
following figure.
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Figure 1. Aeronautical Telemetry Supply and Demand

The aerospace industry and government are making every effort to develop new technologies that
increase bandwidth efficiency. However, there is a high level of risk associated with the
development of many of these new technologies and, if the new technologies were effectively
demonstrated beyond the lab environment, their application would not satisfy the increasing demand
for telemetry bandwidth. The following figure illustrates three bandwidth efficiency scenarios.2
Tier 0 represents the bandwidth efficiency realized today. Tier 1 shows the bandwidth efficiency
that is just becoming available due to the development of a spectral efficient technology called
shaped offset quadrature phase shift keying (SOQPSK). It cost approximately $10 million to
develop Tier 1 technology, and its level of efficiency was difficult to achieve. The aerospace
industry is not yet widely using it because the manufacturer has not been able to meet purchase
requests for the new technology. Tier 2 characterizes the bandwidth efficiency that could be realized
in the future. High technical risk exists for Tier 2, and it will cost an estimated $10-20 million to
further develop. Tier 2 technology shows potential in the lab environment, but technological
challenges may make it difficult to attain this level of spectrum efficiency.

1 “Final Report of the Commission on the Future of the United States Aerospace Industry,” Aerospace Commission,

November 2002.
2 Ernst, Darrell, “ Projected Growth of Bandwidth Needed for Telemetering at US Test Ranges,” The MITRE

Corporation, Working Note, April 2003.
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Figure 2. Bandwidth Efficiency Scenarios

Therefore, it is generally recognized by test and evaluation professionals that, increasingly, the
amount of spectrum that is now allocated for aeronautical telemetry is not sufficient to meet many of
today’s commercial and military needs, and that requirements have been steadily growing. Using
the best modulation technology, still in development in government laboratories, a single high-datarate flight test in the year 2020 will require 400 MHz of radio spectrum for the telemetry link.3
Therefore, US support for the allocation of additional spectrum for wideband aeronautical telemetry
in WRC 2007 Agenda Item 2.12 is essential to the future of our country.
ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF TELEMETRY
Telemetry is very important and valuable to the economy. The 210 megahertz (MHz) of currently
available aeronautical telemetry spectrum, all below 3 GHz, all unrestricted and accessible across the
US, is valued at approximately $105 billion.4 Telemetry is valuable to many applications –
including land, maritime, and aeronautical – to increase efficiencies in many industries. These
telemetry applications are expected to become dramatically more widespread in the near future. At
the same time, the number of telemetry users is expected to increase rapidly. The Strategis Group
(recently purchased by commNOW) expects total wireless telemetry revenues, including service and
equipment, to exceed $750 million by 2006. Another market research firm, The Yankee Group,
predicts the mobile wireless telemetry market to triple by 2006 to $3.3 billion.5 As illustrated by its

3 Ernst, Darrell, “ Projected Growth of Bandwidth Needed for Telemetering at US Test Ranges,” The MITRE

Corporation, Working Note, April 2003.
4 The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) values 1 MHz of spectrum at about $500 million. In addition to the

210 MHz of spectrum, there are bits and pieces of telemetry spectrum allocated in other bands. However, these
additional bits and pieces of spectrum have not been included in the $105 billion; its high degree of fragmentation
and large number of caveats makes it difficult to quantify.
5 The Yankee Group cited by Dano, Mike, “M2M Business Begins to Gain Traction,” RCR Wireless News, 18 March

2002. The Yankee Group’s projection for the telemetry market is much larger than that of The Strategies Group;
therefore, it can be assumed that The Yankee Group examines the telemetry market from a broader perspective,
incorporating more auxiliary services and equipment, in comparison to The Strategis Group.

large projected revenues and market size, telemetry is expected to play a significant role in the
economy.
Current commercial applications of telemetry – beyond flight testing – include: space (vehicles in
orbit and during launch); weather forecasting; science research; oil and gas pipeline monitoring;
utility meter reading and other applications for gas, electric, and water; security; transportation asset
tracking; and, banking. Potential telemetry application areas, which will likely contribute to the
economy in the future, include: vending, automated teller, and point-of-sale machines; healthcare;
telematics and industrial machine monitoring; heating, ventilating, air conditioning (HVAC)
systems; law and parking enforcement; streetlights; smoke/fire detectors; personal computer printers;
photocopiers; and, advertising.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY TO THE US ECONOMY
The aerospace industry contributes greatly to the US economy. The aerospace industry generates
15% of the US gross domestic product (GDP) and over 11 million jobs. Aerospace products account
for the largest positive balance of payments contribution of any sector of the nation’s economy.
Over 40% of the industry’s products are exported. The largest US exporter is an aerospace
company. The US depends on the aerospace industry to arm the military with superior weapons.
The US relies on air travel to move passengers and products rapidly across the nation and around the
world. Each year, US airlines move over 600 million passengers and many times that number of
pieces of cargo. The US depends on satellites for inexpensive and instantaneous global
communications and navigation. A strong aerospace industry also enables scientific discovery.6 A
high priority should be placed on enhancing the health of the aerospace industry, considering its
importance to the US economy.
TELEMETRY IS AN ENABLER FOR THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
The aerospace industry depends heavily on aeronautical telemetry for flight testing. Wideband
aeronautical telemetry is used to transmit real-time data from the test vehicle.7 It provides data from
the aerospace vehicle to the ground, video of cockpit or project information, command and control
of the vehicle, and monitoring of flight research and test parameters. By displaying and analyzing
data in real-time, flight testers can conduct safe, effective, and efficient missions. This is vital to
both commercial and military flight testing. Aerospace companies would benefit from additional
telemetry spectrum. It would enable companies to increase sales and reduce both costs and risks.
Telemetry spectrum is an enabler to the aerospace industry and must be defended and augmented to
meet future requirements.
6 Walker, Robert S. “US Aerospace Commission Letter to President Bush,” Commission on the Future of the US

Aerospace Industry, 20 March 2002.
7 Real-time implies that the process delay is sufficiently short so that personnel can interact with the test as it happens.

THERE WILL BE SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES WITHOUT SUFFICIENT TELEMETRY
SPECTRUM
This study has found that there will be serious consequences without the availability of sufficient
telemetry spectrum. Flight test missions are sometimes delayed or cancelled due to lack of sufficient
telemetry spectrum. This, subsequently, results in schedule delays, increased costs, higher risks, and
additional test flights. Furthermore, if spectrum is denied or limited to the aerospace companies,
their costs would increase considerably impacting their competitive position in the international
marketplace. Consequently, aerospace companies would likely sell fewer exports.
Based on communication with over twelve aerospace companies, The MITRE Corporation found
that the amount of available telemetry spectrum has a significant economic impact on aerospace
organizations. For example, if telemetry spectrum allocation were reduced by half, the number of
flight tests may increase two- to four-fold.8 If telemetry spectrum were not available at all, many
flight tests could not be conducted. For the remaining flight tests, the testing period may stretch over
5-10 times the planned test schedule and costs may increase over 50-100 times. One delayed or
canceled test mission due to the unavailability of telemetry spectrum may cost in excess of $1
million. Significant resources are devoted to flight testing, including support equipment, people, and
range costs. For a flight test requiring 500 people at the industry’s average labor rate of $100 per
hour, a one-hour delay would cost $50 thousand in labor; a four-hour delay would cost $200
thousand in labor. There are also costs involved to fly labor and other resources to a flight test
facility located in a different part of the country. Furthermore, the delay of testing by one day may
cause a delay of several additional days due to unavailability of all of the required resources and
assets (e.g., chase aircraft, equipment calibration, and range availability) which must be rescheduled. Flight test delays due to insufficient telemetry spectrum impact time-to-market
competition, as some sales are delayed and other sales may be lost to the competition. Time-tomarket competition further increases costs by a factor of ten.9
THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO SUFFICIENT TELEMETRY
SPECTRUM
There is a current shortfall of available telemetry spectrum. At present, the US aerospace industry
incurs an estimated loss of over $1.1 million per week and $55 million per year due to delayed or
cancelled flight tests from insufficient telemetry spectrum. This assumes that Edwards AFB
accounts for 50% of the flight tests using telemetry nationwide and that one relatively large-scale ($1
million) and three small-scale ($50 thousand) flight tests are delayed each week because of the
unavailability of spectrum.10 However, this may quantify only a portion of the direct cost or loss to
8 Based on numerous expert interviews.
9 According to a 1997 company study.
10 Assumptions based on approximate averages reported by experts.

aerospace companies. It does not address indirect impacts such as those caused by delayed
deployment or delivery. The cost and schedule impacts of increasing telemetry demand and
continued reduction in available telemetry spectrum on upcoming commercial aircraft programs and
DoD airborne platform acquisitions are difficult to predict but are expected to be significant.
Furthermore, the telemetry spectrum shortfall is expected to increase, or worsen, substantially in the
future without additional allocation. The reduction in the availability of required telemetry spectrum
can be estimated based on the reduction in relative quality of flight testing, or the number of
simultaneous missions that may be flown in any one location. This data is available in the Appendix
to this paper. Assuming that Tier 2 technology is used in 2006 and beyond, the following table
estimates the relative availability (relative to 1998) of telemetry spectrum through the year 2022.11
Table 1. Relative Availability of Telemetry Spectrum

Year (Y)
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Available
Telemetry
Spectrum
0.98
0.82
0.69
0.58
0.48
0.4
0.34
0.85
0.71
0.59
0.5
0.42
0.35
0.29
0.24
0.2
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05

The following chart illustrates the relative reduction in telemetry spectrum availability.

11 Ernst, Darrell, “ Projected Growth of Bandwidth Needed for Telemetering at US Test Ranges,” The MITRE

Corporation, Working Note, April 2003.
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Figure 3. Relative Reduction in Telemetry Spectrum Availability

Available telemetry spectrum has decreased over 50% between 1999 and 2003, and a reduction of
about 17% per year is projected using Tier 1 technology. Using Tier 2 technology, a decrease of
close to 60% is anticipated between 2006 and 2011. A 90% reduction is projected between 2003 and
2022, based on the use of Tier 1 technology today and Tier 2 technology in 2022.
The current annual estimated loss to the aerospace industry of $55 million can be applied to the
additional telemetry spectrum shortfall expected in the future. With the conservative assumption
that Tier 2 technology will be used in 2006 and beyond, the following figure shows the annual
estimated loss due to telemetry spectrum shortfall between 2003 and 2022. Like in the earlier
analysis, these losses do not address indirect impacts. The effect of increasing telemetry demand
and continued reduction in available telemetry spectrum on upcoming commercial aircraft programs
and DoD airborne platform acquisitions is unclear.
As shown in the following figure, the estimated annual loss due to a telemetry spectrum shortfall is
projected at $104 million in 2020 with Tier 2 technology.
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Figure 4. Estimated Annual Loss Due to Telemetry Spectrum Shortfall

This shortfall weakens US aerospace companies, the aerospace industry, and the US economy. The
shortfall, and its costs to the economy, will worsen in the future as the trend of increasing real-time
data needs versus data capacity continues.

CONCLUSION
Telemetry spectrum is critical to the US economy. It increases efficiencies and revenues and
reduces safety risks in a broad range of aeronautical applications. The health of US aerospace
companies, the aerospace industry, and the US economy depend on the availability of sufficient
telemetry spectrum. Sufficient telemetry spectrum allocation is critical to maintaining rigorous
system testing, essential to meeting requirements. There will be serious consequences without
sufficient telemetry spectrum. WRC 2007 Agenda Item 2.12 and the allocation of additional
telemetry spectrum will help avoid the adverse effects from insufficient telemetry spectrum.
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APPENDIX: RELATIVE QUALITY OF FLIGHT TESTING
The following terms are defined. Let DY = The average bandwidth requirement demand for a
mission in year Y; let BY = Total amount of spectrum available for telemetering in year Y; let MY =
The number of simultaneous missions that can be flown in year Y. Note that if D1999 = 11.6 MHz
B
and B1999 = 265 MHz [the case in 1999], then M1999 = 1999 = 22.8 simultaneous missions, the
D1999
maximum number of missions that could fly at the same time at Edwards AFB in 1999 without
affecting data collection. Let QY = the quality indicator for year Y relative to the year 1999, and
D
MY
B D
define QY as follows: QY =
= Y 1999 . If BY = B1999, then QY = 1999 . Assume that DY, the
M 1999 DY B1999
DY
average mission bandwidth, grows at the same rate as the maximum mission bandwidth.12 The
maximum is a function of the maximum data rate, given by the following equation: RY =

(6.43x10 −151 )(1.194465Y ) ⇒ RY[DY] = (6.43x10 −151 )(1.194465Y −(1999−Y [ D1999 ]) ) .

Bandwidth is a function of data rate and the modulation technology used. In 1999 US test ranges
used Pulse Code Modulation/Frequency Modulation (PCM/FM) which gives a bandwidth of about
2.4 Hz/bps. Tier 2 technology is projected to improve on the PCM/FM technology by a factor of 3,
yielding a bandwidth of 0.8 Hz/bps. The following table summarizes the results of this analysis.
Table A-1. Relative Quality of Flight Testing
Year
(Y)

RY[DY]
Data
Rate

DY Avg
B/W
PCM/F
M

DY Avg
B/W
Tier 2

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

4.9
5.9
7.0
8.4
10.0
12.0
14.3
17.1
20.4
24.4
29.1
34.8
41.5
49.6
59.3
70.8
84.6
101.0
120.6
144.1
172.1
205.6
245.6
293.3

12
14
17
20
24
29
34
41
49
58
70
83
100
119
142
170
203
242
290
346
413
493
589
704

4
5
6
7
8
10
11
14
16
19
23
28
33
40
47
57
68
81
97
115
138
164
196
235

QY
PCM/FM

QY Tier
2

0.98
0.82
0.69
0.58
0.48
0.40
0.34
0.28
0.24
0.20
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

2.94
2.47
2.06
1.73
1.45
1.21
1.01
0.85
0.71
0.59
0.50
0.42
0.35
0.29
0.24
0.20
0.17
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05

12 Ernst, Darrell, “ Projected Growth of Bandwidth Needed for Telemetering at US Test Ranges,” The MITRE
Corporation, Working Note, April 2003.
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Success at the World Radio Conference
A Report to the International Consortium for Telemetry Spectrum
Ken Keane

ABSTRACT
The World Radiocommunication Conference of 2003 ("WRC-03"), which recently
concluded in Geneva, reached a critical decision for telemetry interests and US test
ranges. In particular, WRC-03 approved a telemetry item for the agenda of the next
Conference to be held in 2007; the proposal looks toward the allocation of additional
spectrum for aeronautical telemetry in the range between 3 and 30 GHz. The item is
responsive to the extraordinary growth in telemetry data rates over the past 15 years.
Success at WRC-07 is critical to ensuring that US test programs are not subject to
debilitating delays/cost overruns due to lack of sufficient telemetry spectrum at the
ranges.
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ABSTRACT
There is an increasing desire in many organizations, including NASA and the DoD, to use
constellations or fleets of autonomous spacecraft working together to accomplish complex mission
objectives. At the Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) Space Vehicles Directorate we are
investigating and developing architectures for commanding and controlling a cluster of cooperating
satellites. For many space missions, large monolithic satellites are required to meet mission
requirements. In many cases this results in costly satellites which are more complex, more
susceptible to failure, and which have performance characteristics that are less than optimal due to
realistic physical size limitations. Recently various organizations have begun to explore how
distributed clusters of cooperating satellites can replace their larger monolithic counterparts resulting
in an overall cost reduction, enhanced mission performance, and increased system fault tolerance.
Large clusters of satellites flying in formation are required to have some level of on-board autonomy
in order to: fly within specified tolerance levels; perform collision avoidance; address fault detection,
isolation, and resolution (FDIR); share knowledge; and plan and schedule activities. In addition,
from an operations standpoint, commanding and controlling a large cluster of satellites can be very
burdensome for ground operators. At AFRL we are addressing these issues by development of an
on-board Cluster Management system which will, in essence, provide the capability to treat a cluster
of satellites as a single virtual satellite. A systems level approach is being taken, therefore from a
ground perspective the ground control station must also be able to treat the cluster as a virtual
satellite. [1]
This paper will describe our Cluster Management system, which is the intelligent entity that is
responsible for making cluster level decisions and which enables the satellite cluster to function as a
virtual satellite. The cluster manager functionality can be broken down into the following five areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Command and control
Cluster data management
Formation flying
Fault management
On-board Planning

This paper will contain a detailed description of the Cluster Manager architecture along with its
various modules.

KEYWORDS
Satellite Command and Control, Satellite Autonomy, Satellite Automation, Satellite Clusters

INTRODUCTION
For many missions the payload performance of an individual satellite has a limitation which is a
function of the physical size of the satellite. As an example, for a surveillance type mission,
resolution capability is a function of antenna size with a larger antenna providing better resolution.
For obvious reasons it is not feasible to have an antenna which is on the order of hundreds of meters
across. A method to overcome this limitation is to have a cluster of cooperating satellites which
would in effect result in a single virtual satellite with a large virtual aperture that is much larger than
could feasibly be hosted on a single satellite. The end result of this would be a surveillance system
with much higher resolution capability. Many challenges exist in implementing such a system
including formation flying, distributed payload processing, fault management, and on-board cluster
control. In order to maintain optimum mission performance the cluster of satellites must be able to
fly in formation relative to one another. This includes tight position control with even tighter
position knowledge. Tight position knowledge may be needed because timing may be very critical
in order to process payload data accurately. In addition, some form of executive cluster control is
also necessary in order to handle issues such as redundancy; load balancing; fault detection,
isolation, and resolution (FDIR); and resource optimization. [2]
The high level architecture for the Cluster Manager prototype under development is depicted in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Cluster Manager Architecture

The command and control portion of the cluster manager is implemented using a combination of the
Spacecraft Command language (SCL) from Interface and Control Systems, CASPER which was
developed by NASA/JPL, and TeamAgent which was developed by Princeton Satellite Systems.
Intersatellite communication and communication between the cluster manager and the ground is
implemented using SCL. CASPER is used to break high level commands down into lower level
commands and to help plan implementation of complex tasks. SCL, CASPER and TeamAgent are
all used to generate commands for other spacecraft with the specific commands encoded as CCSDS
packets.
A sophisticated cluster data management system is needed because the cluster must be able to
exchange state of health information for all the satellites in the cluster. The cluster manager must be
able to provide telemetry data to the ground for all of the satellites in the cluster. The SCL database
is used to keep track of all necessary data. Data is exchanged amongst satellites on a periodic basis
with varying periods which are dependent on both importance and change frequency.
The formation flying part of the cluster manager is responsible for maintaining the cluster formation
and for reconfiguring the cluster whenever necessary. The algorithms necessary for formation flying
are implemented as agents within the TeamAgent architecture. The inputs needed by the agents are
provided by both other agents and by telemetry points which are captured in the SCL database. The
outputs from the formation flying segment of the cluster manager can be either tasking to other
vehicles in the cluster or to other modules on the resident satellite.
The cluster manager will be responsible for identifying and handling cluster level faults. Cluster
level faults are those faults which require action from the cluster in order to be managed. An
example of a cluster level fault is a failure of the intersatellite link in one of the satellites. In this
case, though the spacecraft in question may still be able to function as an individual satellite, it is no
longer able to participate as a member of the cluster and the cluster manager must compensate for
this fact. Cluster level fault management will be implemented using a combination of TeamAgent,
the SCL expert system, and a model-based reasoning system.
CASPER is an autonomous on-board planning tool that takes as input high level goals which are to
be achieved and then develops sequences of spacecraft activities that will meet those goals. To
perform reasoning CASPER contains knowledge of spacecraft state, subsystem models, and
operational constraints.
COMMAND AND CONTROL
For a large cluster it is not efficient or cost effective to command satellites on an individual basis. A
more efficient method is to send commands to the on-board cluster manager and then have the
cluster manager either parse the command string and forward the command(s) to the appropriate
satellite(s) or to make some intelligent decision as to the most appropriate action. In our architecture
two types of ground commanding are possible. The first type involves sending up a sequence of
commands which are intended for specific satellites.
With this scenario, one possible
implementation method is to use a delimiter to separate commands with each command possessing
fields containing the satellite number, command name, value, duration, and time. This description is
simplified to illustrate the point and neglects fields such as a CRC field for error checking. This

command string would be sent to the on-board cluster manager where the cluster manager would
then parse the command string and send commands to the appropriate satellites. [3]
A second type of commanding involves commands which are sent to the cluster without specific
indication as to which satellites in the cluster will ultimately be effected. A hypothetical example
might be to issue a command to “observe region x at time y”. The cluster manager, based on the
status of the satellites at time y, will then determine the appropriate course of action to be taken.
This type of commanding requires more on-board intelligence than in the first scenario and has a
higher level of risk. Because of the higher level of risk, safeguards need to be put in place to ensure
no adverse conditions arise.
To command the cluster of satellites a common frequency is assumed with a spacecraft ID used to
denote what commands are destined for which satellites. The satellites are assumed to be flying in
close enough formation so that they are all within the same beamwidth. All satellites receive the
command but not all will process that command. The operation is somewhat analogous to a TCP/IP
broadcast system.
Telemetry decommutation on the ground requires being able to parse telemetry from multiple
satellites. For a TDM-based telemetry system this scales nicely from how traditional Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM)-based systems operate. Telemetry from different satellites simply gets
associated with specified frames and frame locations. For CCSDS-based systems packets can
contain a field which identifies where they originated.
As the core of our ground system we are baselining the Spacecraft Command Language (SCL) from
Interface and Control Systems. SCL is a Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) software package which
contains an expert system and a command scripting language. It was designed to operate both onboard a satellite and on the ground. This makes it an ideal environment for developing a prototype
which contains the cluster commanding and monitoring capability described earlier. Expert system
rules can be developed and migrated from ground to space as appropriate. Using the rule-based
expert system a fault tree for known anomalous conditions can be developed.
CLUSTER DATA MANAGEMENT
Cluster data management is needed because the cluster must be able to provide state of health
information for all the satellites in the cluster. In addition, it must keep track of data, such as relative
position and velocity, needed to control the cluster. The Cluster Manager must be able to provide
any telemetry data requested by the ground for any of the satellites in the cluster. The SCL database
is used to keep track of all necessary data. Data is provided by the various satellites in the cluster to
the cluster manager on a periodic basis with the update frequency dependent on both telemetry point
importance and change frequency The Cluster Manager maintains a database for each satellite in the
cluster and each database will be periodically updated with the values of all the spacecraft
mnemonics. In addition to the spacecraft telemetry points each database will also have a number of
derived cluster level telemetry points. Of particular importance to our prototype are the following
telemetry points:

•

Relative position

•

Relative velocity

•

Absolute position

•

Absolute velocity

•

Attitude quaternion

•

System time

•

Spacecraft mode

•

Fuel level

•

Reference trajectory

•

Sensor states

Accurate knowledge of the particular mode that a satellite is in is critical in order to make correct
decisions. As an example, it is counter-productive to perform a maneuver, or any other vehicle
maintenance procedure, while a particular satellite is performing a surveillance task. In addition, to
properly assess the health and status of a satellite in an autonomous fashion, it is imperative that the
mode of the satellite be known. The health and status of a vehicle is virtually always determined by
the values of its telemetry mnemonics. A large number of the telemetry parameters have values
which are a function of the space vehicle mode. Attempting to assess the state of health of a vehicle
without knowing what mode it is in is fruitless. The Cluster Manager will have limited capability to
schedule resources on-board to ensure both mission success and optimization of resources.
The Cluster Manager will also have knowledge of the status of sensors across the cluster. This
would include both payload sensors and attitude sensors. To ensure that sensors are operating
properly, their associated parameters can be monitored with the values limit checked. If payload
sensors are malfunctioning, the outputs coming from those particular sensors can be ignored or
compensated for. Another possible solution is to switch to a backup unit. In tasking individual
satellites to perform a mission the sensor states are accounted for.

FORMATION FLYING
The formation flying portion of the cluster manager is responsible for maintaining the cluster
formation, reconfiguring the cluster whenever necessary, and performing collision avoidance. The
algorithms necessary for formation flying are implemented as ObjectAgent agents. The inputs
needed by the agents are sometimes provided by other agents and sometimes obtained from the SCL
database. The outputs from the formation flying segment of the cluster manager are satellite
taskings either to the satellite generating the command(s) or to other satellites within the cluster.
ObjectAgent is an agent-based messaging system and is depicted in figure 2. [4]

Figure 2. ObjectAgent System
The ObjectAgent system is an agent-based real-time architecture for distributed, autonomous
control. [5] Control systems are decomposed into agents, each of which is a multi-threaded process.
Agents are used to implement all of the software functionality and communicate via a flexible
messaging architecture. Each message has a content field written in natural language that is used to
identify the purpose of the message and its contents. Agents may be loaded at any time and have the
capability to configure themselves when launched, which simplifies the process of updating flight
software and removes the complexity associated with software patches. They will automatically seek
out other agents who can provide them with the inputs they need. Decision-making and fault
detection and recovery capabilities are also built-in at all levels.
Agents in ObjectAgent can be used at all levels of software functionality because there is no set level
of complexity for an agent. For instance, a designer could choose to implement the entire flight
software as a single agent, he could use one agent for the software related to each subsystem, or he
could use multiple agents for each subsystem etc. ObjectAgent agents are composed of skills. The
skills that an agent possesses determine its complexity and functionality. However, all agents have
some basics skills to ensure that they can communicate. In addition, agents have self-knowledge and
they can explain their functioning and purpose to other agents and users. Agent communication
takes place solely through messages, there is no shared memory between agents. This ensures that
agents can work together even when they are not located on the same processor.
The TeamAgent system applies ObjectAgent to the problem of controlling multiple cooperative
satellites. [6] Thus, both systems are well suited for use in the command and control of satellite
clusters. TeamAgent enables agent-based multi-satellite systems to fulfill complex mission
objectives by autonomously making high- and low-level decisions based on the information
available to any and/or all agents in the satellite system. The required spacecraft functions for the

multiple spacecraft missions have been identified and the use of software agents and multi-agent
based organizations to satisfy these functions have been demonstrated. Simulations of multi-agent
systems for multiple satellites have been developed using TeamAgent to illustrate collision
avoidance and reconfiguration for a four-satellite constellation. Agents were used to monitor for
collisions, reconfigure the fleet, optimize fuel usage across the cluster during reconfiguration, and
develop a fuel-optimal maneuver for reconfiguration.
FAULT MANAGEMENT
The cluster manager will be responsible for identifying and handling cluster level faults. Cluster
level faults are those faults which require action from the cluster in order to be managed. An
example of a cluster level fault is a failure of the intersatellite link in one of the satellites. In this
case, though the spacecraft in question may still be able to function as an individual satellite, it is no
longer able to participate as a member of the cluster and the cluster manager must compensate for
this fact.
Fault management within our architecture is largely handled at two levels. At one level we employ
the SCL real-time expert system. At the other level we use a model-based reasoning system.
Rule-based expert systems by design are centralized systems where an inference engine makes
decisions based on the contents of a particular knowledge base. This scenario works fine for a single
satellite, however attempting to run an expert system, with a single inference engine, over a
distributed knowledge base is not practical. By design an inference engine is made to operate on a
single cohesive knowledge base.
This does not however preclude the use of expert systems with a distributed cluster of satellites. One
approach to overcome this is to have a hierarchy of rule-based expert systems. Each satellite in the
cluster can have its own expert system with a knowledge base composed of information about itself.
A global knowledge base can be used for cluster level decision making and hence Cluster
Management functionality. The rules within this knowledge base would remain fairly constant, and
developed a-priori, and would in most cases require operator input for modification. The facts
would be dynamic and would be obtained from the various satellites in the cluster. These facts
would contain information regarding the status of the particular satellites. The facts in this
knowledge base could easily be obtained from the expert systems on-board the individual satellites.
The knowledge base on-board the Cluster Manager satellite is periodically updated via the
intersatellite link with the update frequency dependent on mnemonic importance and change
frequency
A model-based reasoner functions by building a model of some subset of the satellite. Given a set of
inputs into the model a theoretical set of outputs will be generated. These theoretical outputs are
compared with the observed outputs and any discrepancy would indicate anomalous behavior
somewhere in the system. Isolation of the fault can be determined by a number of methods but most
of these center around isolating each component and observing it’s behavior on the overall system.

ON-BOARD PLANNING
At the core of our on-board replanning system is CASPER which was developed by NASA/JPL. [7]
CASPER is the on-board instantiation of the more well known ground based planning system known
as ASPEN (Automated Scheduling and Planning Environment). CASPER works by incorporating
spacecraft models, constraints, and objectives into the planning system. CASPER then generates a
sequence of activities which will achieve the desired objectives. Inputs into the planning system
would include data such as the mission profile, projected AFSCN and X-band contacts, projected
target locations, and current and projected spacecraft State-of-Health (SOH). All activity plans
generated by ASPEN are sent to SCL where they in turn are encoded as CCSDS messages. In order
to provide consistency between flight and ground planning systems we are using ASPEN will at
several levels. At a coarse top level it will be used to generate a one year mission profile. At the
next level it will be used to develop two week plans which will be given to the primary operations
center. At the finest level it will be used to generate plans over a 24 hour period. This data will then
be used by the mission operations center to schedule the desired spacecraft activities with the Air
Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN). Figure 4 provides an example of an ASPEN display.
This figure essentially highlights resources along the vertical axis vs. use of those resources along
the horizontal axis.

Figure 3: ASPEN

CONCLUSION
Work has been underway on our Cluster Management system for a little over two years and is
progressing well. The core framework for the system has been developed and ported to the ENEA
OSE real-time operating system running on a cluster of PowerPC 750 single board computers within
the AFRL/VSSW Distributed Architecture Simulation Laboratory at Kirtland AFB. CASPER, SCL
and our model-based reasoning system have also been ported to OSE and are in the process of being
integrated. The formation flying system has been baselined and is operating within the TeamAgent
architecture under the Linux operating system. It is also currently being ported to OSE. Upon
integration of the various components the Cluster Manager will then be tested and validated in a
realistic environment. Following successful testing a flight demonstration is planned.
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ABSTRACT
Sponsored by the Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) under the Director of
Test and Evaluation (DOT&E), the Foundation Initiative 2010 (FI 2010) project is chartered to enable interoperability among ranges, facilities, and simulations in a timely and cost-efficient manner
and to foster reuse of range assets and future software systems. To achieve this vision, FI 2010 has
developed and is validating a common architecture called the Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA), which provides for real-time software system interoperability using the TENA Middleware, as well as interfaces to existing range assets, C4ISR systems, and simulations. The TENA
middleware is being developed using an iterative development process, with functionality being released in four “spirals.” The current software version, Release 3.0, was built upon previous releases
and provides some key functionality enhancements to include multicast transport, vector data types
and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) multicast communication support. This paper will provide detailed information on the current status of the FI 2010 project, the TENA Middleware Release 3.0,
and how the TENA software has been utilized to support test and training events (e.g., Millennium
Challenge 02).
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INTRODUCTION
Joint Vision 2020 (JV 2020), an evolutionary enhancement to the original Joint Vision 2010, provides a roadmap for, over the coming decades, “creation of a force that is dominant across the full
spectrum of military operations—persuasive in peace, decisive in war, pre-eminent in any form of
conflict.” [1] As the demands on the military are being transformed by information technologies, so
are its acquisition processes. Simulation Based Acquisition (SBA) has the goal of substantially reducing the time, resources, and risk associated with acquisition, while producing higher quality
products through adoption of a “model-simulate-fix-test-iterate approach” to acquisition.

These transformations coalesce directly within the Test and Evaluation (T&E) community. While
highly capable, America’s ranges have many “stovepipe” systems, built with different suites of
sensors, networks, hardware, and software. This situation must be changed to allow the military to
make the most efficient use of its current and future range resources (instrumentation, simulations,
hardware-in-the-loop stimulators, C4I systems, display systems, etc.). To support the war-fighting
community, interoperability and reuse of resources within the test community are needed to validate
weapon system performance in a cost-effective manner. Test constraints (e.g., safety, funding,
environmental, or treaty-compliance issues) often limit live testing to the collection of a few critical
data points. Without complementary modeling and simulation capabilities, these limitations may
result in the fielding of war-fighting systems that do not fully meet operational requirements.
Test and training ranges must support implementation of the JV 2020 vision through joint testing,
must serve as an enabler for SBA, must foster integration of testing and training, and must do so in a
way that minimizes future costs of range operations. To accomplish these goals, ranges must become more integrated and interoperable, allowing range assets to be procured and used efficiently, to
be reused effectively and to be combined to create the scale and scope of capabilities required to
meet the challenges of implementing JV 2020. The Foundation Initiative 2010 (FI 2010) project is
the range community’s mechanism for creating the infrastructure needed to meet these challenges.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The FI 2010 solution includes a suite of products that will enable affordable interoperability between
test ranges and facilities as a means of sharing resources and data. The FI 2010 project is developing and validating a common architecture, a common object model, a core set of tools, inter-range
communication capabilities, interfaces to existing range assets, and interfaces to weapon systems,
along with recommended procedures for conducting synthetic test events or training exercises. The
core of the common architecture, called the Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA), is the
TENA Common Infrastructure, made up of the TENA Middleware, the TENA Repository, and the
TENA Logical Range Data Archive. The TENA Object Model defines the common data and
interfaces shared by all range applications. In addition, TENA specifies a number of tools, utilities,
and gateways, enabling many range resources located at geographically dispersed ranges to be
integrated together in a timely manner.
The TENA Middleware is the high-performance, real-time, low-latency communication
infrastructure used by range resource applications and tools during execution of a range event. All
data exchange and control commands between range systems is accomplished by the TENA
Middleware. Most importantly, the TENA Middleware provides range system developers with a
unified application programmers interface (API) to support the real-time exchange of software
objects, messages, and data streams (such as, audio, video, telemetry, or tactical data links).
The TENA Repository contains all the information relevant to TENA that is not specific to a given
test or training event, such as the software library containing the TENA Middleware, standardized
range resource interface definitions, and executable versions of the TENA utilities and tools, along
with related documentation. The TENA Repository is web-enabled and functions, in essense, as a
large database-of-databases, where range event planners can browse and select existing range
capabilities that can be easily configured and assembled to support an event.
The TENA Logical Range Data Archive stores and provides for the retrieval of all of the persistent
information associated with a test or training event. The TENA Logical Range Data Archive must
provide for the collection of data at multiple locations: in data storage devices local to each range
resource application, on data collection systems running on separate computers that capture

distributed range event information, and in a master database system that also contains scenario
information as well as references to all the data collected for the particular event.
The TENA Object Model enables semantic interoperability among range resource applications by
encoding all the information that needs to be communicated among those range applications. It can
be thought of as a range community-wide set of interface and protocol definitions encapsulated in an
object-oriented design. As object definitions are proven to work in real-world range tests, they are
standardized to be reused in future events. This prototype-based, iterative approach ensures that
only object definitions with operational implementations are standardized.
The TENA tools, utilities, and gateways assist the user in creating and managing an integration of
range resources, as well as in optimizing the TENA Common Infrastructure. The core set of tools is
a suite of key software applications for planning, configuring, controlling, monitoring, and analyzing
synthetic and multiple range exercises. These TENA-compliant software tools enhance the productivity of the range engineer so that planning and reconfiguring many distributed range resources for
large-scale synthetic exercises can be accomplished much faster and with higher reliability.
FI 2010 COMMON ARCHITECTURE
An architecture is a bridge from requirements to design, in which the most important, critical, or abstract requirements are used to determine a basic segmentation of the system. These “driving requirements” dictate the structure of TENA and its content. There are driving requirements in the
technical realm (providing guidance on how TENA systems should be constructed), and in the operational realm (providing guidance on what features TENA logical ranges must have). TENA’s
driving requirements are derived from a detailed analysis, based on DoD-supplied source documents, as well as feedback from the range community itself. The most important technical driving
requirements are interoperability, reuse, and composability. These three terms are all related, but
each has a different emphasis. Interoperability is the characteristic of an independently-developed
software element that enables it to work together with other elements toward a common goal. Interoperability is focused on what is common among these software elements. There are many degrees
of interoperability, varying on a continuum. The most important degree of interoperability for
TENA is termed “semantic interoperability,” interoperability built upon the foundation consisting of
a common language and context for communication. Reuse is the ability to use a software element
in a context for which it was not originally designed, and so is focused on the multiple uses of a single element. Composability is the property of a collection of reusable, interoperable elements, so
that systems can be built from different arrangements depending on changing needs.
To achieve interoperability one must have a common architecture, an ability to meaningfully communicate (including a common language and a common communication mechanism), and a common
context (including the environment and time). In addition to these features, reuse requires welldocumented interfaces and composability requires a repository that contains the composable elements as well as metadata about how they can be assembled.
The FI 2010 common architecture (Figure 1), while compatible with the Department of Defense
(DoD) High Level Architecture (HLA), addresses test requirements beyond those supported by HLA
and drastically improves the ability of ranges to interact with simulations. The FI 2010 project is
coordinating with the Range Commanders Council so that TENA objects, standards, and protocols
are reviewed and adopted by the range community as a whole. The TENA Architecture enhances
software interoperability and reuse throughout the Range Community by giving guidance on how to
design range software applications such that they can easily interact with other TENA applications
to support a range event. The architecture also specifies the common TENA Object Model, akin to a

common set of interface definitions, which enables this interoperability through a community-wide
understanding of range-related information.
The primary benefit of the TENA architecture is the ability it gives exercise planners to rapidly
compose TENA-compliant applications into a geographically distributed “Logical Range” for a
range event. TENA applications (also called “TENA Resources”), tools, repositories, and gateways
use the TENA Middleware as their means of communication. A copy of the TENA Middleware
software is linked into every TENA application and is the mechanism for all execution-time
communication between TENA applications.
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Figure 1 – An Overview of TENA

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
To ensure that the TENA architecture satisfies the needs of DoD ranges, it is being developed with
significant involvement from the major ranges. Development Test Cells (DTCs) have been established at representative ranges to provide early insight to TENA performance so that the ranges can,
in turn, give essential, detailed feedback on operational issues. Furthermore, systems engineers from
across the range community participate in the Architecture Management Team activities as well as
the Common Test and Training Range Architecture (CTTRA) workshops to give recommendations
to the TENA managers, architects, and developers.
TENA is being defined and developed using an iterative approach. The first prototypes, created in
1998 and 1999, were part of a series of experiments to address the applicability of the HLA to the
TENA domain. One result of these experiments was to recommend the definition and creation of the

TENA Middleware. Many lessons were learned from the development and testing efforts of the initial software. These lessons were incorporated into a document called the TENA Middleware Statement of Objectives (SOO), which became the basis for the detailed requirements of the 2nd TENA
Middleware prototype. This 2nd prototype was developed, evaluated, released as operational software and named the TENA Middleware.
The current version of the TENA Middleware, Release 3.0, was made available for download to the
user community on 13 December 2002. This software release includes support for Windows 2000,
Windows XP, Linux, and Sun and added the following new capabilities:
Vector Support. Provides the ability to define Object Models with dynamically sized containers that can hold fundamental data types (e.g., long, string, double) or data structures
composed of fundamental data types.
Multicast Support. Augments the existing reliable TCP communication with UDP multicast
communication. The communication transport can be selected on a per object instance.
TENA Definition Language (TDL) Compiler Improvements. Includes improvements to increase the robustness of the TDL compiler to a broader set of Object Model constructs.
The TENA Baseline Report, representing TENA 1997, was a description of TENA at the very beginning of its formulation. The current description, TENA 2002 [3], represents the architecture as it
has evolved based on the first round of development and tests that ended in 2001. The ongoing development and testing will almost certainly have an impact on the description of the TENA architecture. Eventually a new architecture document, representing TENA 2003 or 2004, will be created
based on the results of the development and testing of the software releases.
Requirements for the next TENA development, the TENA Common Infrastructure (TCI), are currently being refined and plans are to begin development in 2003. The design of the TCI is based on
previous test results and current technical guidance from the range (i.e., user) community with regard to achieving the DoD interoperability objectives. The TCI is intended to be the first implementation of the software infrastructure described in TENA 2002. It will augment the capabilities of the
middleware with the new capabilities of the Logical Range Data Archive and the TENA Repository.
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The essential problem addressed by the creation of the 2nd TENA Middleware prototype is interoperability between and among range information processing systems leading to tighter integration,
more software reuse, increased connectivity, and a better ability to create larger, more realistic, and
functional logical ranges. The middleware will facilitate reuse through composable or modular solutions to range problems, and will do this primarily by providing a standards-based object-oriented
Application Program Interface (API) for range software development.
The middleware will support full integration of dynamic range data through a combination of objectand message-based data distribution mechanisms that are applicable across run-time, management,
planning, and analysis applications. The approach will support high-performance run-time data
transfer via a real-time data distribution system derived from the Common Object Reference Broker
Architecture (CORBA). The approach facilitates legacy integration through inclusion of “Gateway
Applications” that bridge TENA and other protocols.
The TENA design draws heavily on object technology, employing object-oriented frameworks to
provide flexibility, extensibility, and modularity to allow TENA developers to tailor the infrastructure to meet their particular needs. The middleware is designed to be as flexible as possible for use
by the range software developer, with support for multiple programming languages and configura-

tions, and with some modules capable of being tailored to meet a specific range event’s unique requirements. The TENA vision mandates that the middleware be designed to embrace change, promote flexibility, and manage complexity so that the range community can work together to build interoperable and reusable systems in as efficient and cost-effective a fashion as possible. The goal is
for the middleware design to be robust enough for the most demanding applications and general purpose enough to meet the requirements of future range event configurations.
The use of object-oriented frameworks provides the technical capability to create a middleware that
is both generic (applicable to any event) and tailorable (customizable to meet the special needs of
any particular event) within a single software architecture and using the same interfaces. The basic
approach in designing the middleware is to create a design that is general enough to meet the needs
of the range community, interoperable enough to present a consistent API to all range systems, and
flexible enough to adapt to distinct needs of a given test mission.
CRITICAL ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
The design of the middleware is based on a number of key architectural elements, assumptions, and
technologies. This section discusses these elements.
Object Model Interaction Mechanisms. There are a number of object communication modes that
need to be supported by TENA and incorporated into the TENA object model. The two primary
modes are:
Stateful Distributed Objects (SDOs). This communication mechanism represents a distributed object paradigm (such as the one used in CORBA) augmented to include dissemination
and local caching of object state information. The distributed object aspect of this mechanism
allows an object’s methods to be accessed independently from where the actual servant object
resides. The client application manipulates a proxy object that “stands in” for the servant object. When the client application invokes a method on its proxy, the proxy invokes the method
on the servant object (wherever it is) and pulls any return information from the servant and delivers it to the client. If the client application merely wishes to access the object’s state information, accessor methods immediately return the values of the appropriate state variables that
have been cached locally inside the proxy. The combination of CORBA-like location transparency with efficient state dissemination and caching is referred to as a “Stateful Distributed
Object” paradigm.
Event Channel Messaging and Data Streams. These communication modes are similar to
more low-level message-based communication in that single messages and data streams can be
sent between applications based on their needs. Support for data streams is intended to provide
TENA applications with native capability to efficiently send and receive audio, video, and telemetry without incurring undue encapsulation and transmission overhead.
Pre-compiled Object Model. An object model that is pre-compiled and linked into an application
yields many benefits including increased efficiency, the ability to support strong type checking, and
the ability to efficiently handle complex object relationships. Since run-time typing of the object
model can lead to difficult-to-find defects in the application—given that both type and value information are supplied by the logical range integrator and are not checked for consistency by the compiler—compile-time definition and typing is chosen to provide increased reliability as well as increased performance.
A mechanism is needed to enable a logical range integrator to create a compilable object model
without impacting the middleware’s generality. The solution to this problem is to use auto-code
generation based on defining the object model in a variant of the CORBA Interface Definition Lan-

guage (IDL) called the TENA Definition Language (TDL). A TDL compiler will compile the object
model for a given exercise or configuration into programming language code such as C++ or Java.
The compiler will auto-code-generate all the software necessary for the object model to be seamlessly linked into the application.
Inter-Architecture Integration Mechanism. TENA must have a mechanism to incorporate legacy
range systems so as to leverage the existing DoD test and training infrastructure. Moreover, TENA
must be able to interface to weapon systems to properly inject (or stimulate) and extract (or collect)
data from the weapon systems under test. Modular, specialized gateway applications allow logical
range integrators to build logical ranges with existing range resources and, more importantly, incorporate weapon systems into a logical range construct. Specific events can use multiple gateways, or
even federated gateways, if needed to meet their requirements.
Performance. The optimization of certain performance parameters is critical for some test events.
Minimal latency and jitter, combined with maximal throughput, are the goals of the middleware program. There are a number of things that can be done to create a middleware that will minimize latency caused by delivering data to, and receiving data from, the network. Incorporating the object
model at compile time will yield significant gains, since the data that needs to be sent over the network can be packaged very efficiently using pre-compiled code rather than code that needs to interpret each attribute before packaging. In addition, a great deal of efficiency is gained using intelligent memory management that minimizes data copying and context switching.
TEST AND EVALUATION
When a version of the middleware has been tested and released by the developer, the FI 2010 team
conducts a series of performance tests. In addition, testing of the middleware services and operational categories of each release is being performed at multiple ranges by future TENA Users. Per
the TENA Test Strategy [2], the Critical Operational Issues (COIs) used for evaluation of the testing
results are as follows:
COI–1. Interoperability. Does TENA provide interoperability to DoD ranges, facilities, and
simulations for test and training purposes?
COI–2. Development and Maintenance of Test and Training Instrumentation Systems.
Does TENA support development and maintenance of test and training instrumentation systems?
COI–3. Cost Effectiveness. Is TENA cost-effective?
COI–4. Reuse. Does TENA provide the capability to reuse existing and future applications at
multiple ranges, facilities, and simulations?
COI–5. Suitability. Is TENA suitable for DoD test and training ranges, facilities and simulations to define and operate new systems, integrate existing systems, and conduct maintenance?
COI–6. Security. Does TENA satisfy DoD test and training ranges, facilities, and simulations security requirements for middleware applications?
Performance Testing. Performance is a vital part of the operational effectiveness of the TENA
middleware. Beginning with Release 2.0, the test team performs a series of test applications to determine each release’s benchmark performance. The performance benchmark provides insight into
the middleware performance measures that are relevant to the user community and tracks performance improvements in the middleware releases. Of particular interest are latency (the difference in
time between an object’s event occurrence and the detection of that event by another object or process) and throughput (the number of events processed per unit of time). Our performance testing
completed to date indicates that the middleware is performing better than expected. The average latency values observed from tests range from 0.5 to 3.0 milliseconds with most updates less than 1.0

millisecond. It is important to note that there has been no performance tuning within the middleware
at this point.
User Testing. The primary testers of the middleware are members of the Architecture Management
Team (AMT). The AMT was designed to formalize the process of reviewing and technically managing TENA for the stakeholders (e.g., DoD Ranges, Facilities, and I&M projects) with a strong interest in using TENA as their technical solution. The AMT members currently involved in the test
and evaluation of the middleware are:
Air Force Air Armament Center (AAC), Eglin AFB FL
Naval Undersea Warfare Center (NUWC), Newport RI
Naval Air Warfare Center – Aircraft Division (NAWC-AD), Patuxent River MD
Army White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), White Sands NM
Army Redstone Technical Test Center (RTTC), Huntsville AL
Army Electronic Proving Ground (EPG), Fort Huachuca AZ
Naval Air Warfare Center – Weapons Division (NAWC-WD), China Lake & Point Mugu CA
The purpose of User Testing is to determine if TENA will be suitable for its intended purpose in a
realistic environment. In addition to each test site performing a determined set of detailed procedures, the AMT members submit operationally realistic scenarios, or Use Cases, to the FI 2010 Project Management Office (FIPMO) for consideration as Test Cases. The Use Cases reflect realistic
range capabilities that reflect the critical operational characteristics of TENA. The Test Cases are
selected based on their ability to evaluate the middleware suitability in meeting the operational requirements at the ranges. The selected test cases cover representative services, test resource categories, domains, mission areas, C4ISR systems, sites, range support assets, computer platforms, and
data types. Some of the Test Cases involve current acquisition programs that have partnered with FI
2010 to take advantage of TENA’s capabilities.
The 1st TENA Middleware prototype was tested at six Major Range and Test Facility Base
(MRTFB) ranges. Tests were conducted at each site to determine whether the prototype could successfully support the introduction of range-specific sensor data, displays, and HLA-compliant simulations (i.e., if software built using the middleware was portable, reusable, and interoperable). Three
different types of tests were performed at each range: (1) Installation Testing focusing on the ability
to install the software, (2) Functionality Testing focusing on using the middleware for range operations, and (3) Experimental Testing focusing on using the middleware to perform unique range experiments. In addition to the testing performed by the six ranges, a DTC-to-DTC Distributed Test
was performed by the AAC and RTTC. Feedback from each of the Final Test Reports was used to
refine subsequent development plans, such as identifying performance issues and concerns for follow-on software releases. TENA Middleware, Release 3.0, is currently being tested at twelve ranges
across the three Services. Insight gained through testing, plus experience by users, will validate the
TENA goals of interoperability, rapid software deployment, software reuse, and, ultimately, the resulting cost savings.
RECENT TENA SUCCESS STORIES
Another important validation of the TENA middleware during development is its implementation by
current Joint Experimentation and direct support to customers. During 2002, the TENA Middleware, was successfully utilized during the Joint Forces Command’s Millennium Challenge 02 exercise and supported critical testing of the Virtual At Sea Training/Integrated Maritime Portable
Acoustic Scoring and Simulator.

Millennium Challenge 02. Millennium Challenge 02 (MC02) was a July/August 02 Joint Forces
Command (JFCOM) Joint Experiment that sought to explore and define a concept known as "Rapid
Decisive Operations" (RDO). This concept is intended to enable Joint Forces to better deal with and
forestall the often unexpected and asymmetric challenges of modern warfare. MC02 is the first such
event to make extensive use of the robust data capabilities of ranges to provide "ground truth" information to the JFCOM "white cell", thus providing a first time ever ability to match the positional,
timing, performance reports of the operational systems with independent, measured information via
the ranges. Achieving such interoperability quickly and affordably presented technical, programmatic and cultural challenges.
Early on in the MC02 planning, the decision was made to utilize the current TENA Middleware version, Release 2.0. The participating ranges modified existing Distributed Interactive Simulation
(DIS) to HLA gateway software to work with the middleware and, in addition, developed a new
gateway capability with their own object model. During the exercise, the TENA middleware performed reliably and served as the conduit for Ground Truth Time, Space, Position Information
(TSPI) data from the Ranges to the Command and Control Systems at the Joint Forces Command
(JFCOM). The gateways enabled real-time operations for 100 Time, Space, Position Information
(TSPI) tracks daily. Joint Experimentation is a relatively new area for both simulation and live assets, yet it is clearly having a major impact on warfighting, acquisition, test and training.
Virtual At Sea Training/Integrated Maritime Portable Acoustic Scoring and Simulator
(VAST/IMPASS). The VAST/IMPASS Buoy System is a mobile range system using at-sea deployed sonobuoys for munitions scoring by underwater location of the water impacts. Under Office
of Naval Research (ONR) and CINCLANTFLT sponsorship in cooperation with the Eglin Range, a
functional demonstration in the Gulf of Mexico was performed 12-15 November 2002. The IMPASS
system consists of a number of buoys operating with acoustic sensors, GPS Time Space Position Information (TSPI), and a radio frequency (RF) communication link to a system controller. The
VAST/IMPASS team suggested that this test be supported in a TENA environment given the diversity in the software applications, computer platforms, and geographical distribution of the participants and stakeholder organizations.
Two test phases were successfully completed. The first phase entailed aircraft from the 46th Test
Wing delivering inert bombs to a target scoring area in the Gulf of Mexico. The target area was sufficiently close to shore to enable scoring by land-based cinetheodolites in order to establish TSPI
truth. Phase 2 demonstrated gunfire scoring for ammunition delivered from a USN ship in the Gulf.
TENA applications were successfully utilized during both test phases for the data display applications and the linking from Eglin Range site A-15 to the Eglin Central Control Facility (CCF) and to
the Naval Coastal Systems Station (NCSS), Panama City, as well as the NAVSEA Facility in Dam
Neck, VA.
This demo was an overwhelming success for TENA, since all test coordination and integration was
performed within approximately three weeks and the software development time was actually 3
days. The 96 Communications Group personnel were able to rapidly implement the TENA software
components required. TENA provided the communications for the exercise, via wired IP and microwave, that was composed of native TENA display applications as well as the IMPASS-to-TENA
and TENA-to-HLA gateways. The TENA OM developed for the Eglin Range Safety Control Program TENA display was used in the implementation of the gateway components.

CONCLUSION
As described earlier, the TENA Common Infrastructure, or TCI, will be the first implementation of
the software infrastructure described in TENA 2002. Initiation of the TCI development is planned
for 2003. The TENA Meta-Model and TENA Object Model provide the common language and the
common context for TENA applications. The TCI will provide a set of standard mechanisms for this
communication. The infrastructure is designed to support communication in all phases of the TENA
event lifecycle, and encompasses the two primary communication paradigms: (1) Communication
between applications that are not running at the same time, and thus need to use some form of persistent storage to store the information about which they are communicating; and, (2) Communication between applications that are running at the same time, and need to exchange potentially voluminous information in a time-critical fashion. The three parts of the TENA common infrastructure
are:
The TENA Repository – This repository contains all information that is not specific to a
given logical range. It contains the TENA Object Model, the executables of TENA utilities
and tools, the TENA infrastructure software, TENA documentation, lessons learned, and any
other information necessary for the TENA mission.
The Logical Range Data Archive – This archive contains all the data necessary to run a logical range, including the scenario, initialization information, data collected during the event,
and summary information. It is the primary means for non-real-time (persistent) communication between applications in a logical range.
The TENA Middleware – This item is responsible for tying the logical range together at execution time by providing high-performance, low latency, real-time communication between
range resource applications during an event. It also provides execution-time access to the
Logical Range Data Archive.
These items will provide all the functionality necessary to enable interoperability during the entire
TENA event lifecycle.
Future warfighting concepts, relying heavily on network-centric warfare capabilities, cannot be adequately tested with today’s test infrastructure. A new, interoperable foundation must be established.
The nation cannot afford to rebuild the entire infrastructure, so a strategy must be instituted to ensure
that needed legacy capabilities are adapted, and future investments are designed, to be interoperable
in support of these future warfighting scenarios. The FI 2010 project is a clear step toward developing this strategy by investigating, developing and coordinating the standards and procedures needed
to achieve interoperability. The overall capabilities of FI 2010 will promote interoperability and
reusability among DoD ranges, facilities, and simulations. Most importantly, once the FI 2010
capabilities are in use by the test and training communities, future inter-range operations, as well as
instrumentation development and sustainment, will cost less and incur less risk. Range asset owners
and acquisition program managers are the key to successful implementation, and the FI 2010 team is
heavily involved in coordinating their activities among all potential stakeholders to ensure success.
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ABSTRACT
The Joint Framework Project (JFP) is an effort to conjoin the software data processing pipeline
frameworks between Lockheed Martin’s Flight Test Data Centers. The JFP integrates the existing
Data Processing Framework (DPFW) with the Joint Enterprise Test System (JETS) data products
concept of pipelines. The JFP is constructed with simple governing concepts of data pipes and
filters, engineered to manage post flight and real time test data for LM Aeronautics Flight Test
mission support, and the results are presented here. The JFP is an Object-Oriented dynamically
configurable framework that supports LM Aeronautics Flight Test programs. The JFP uses the
Adaptive Communications Environment (ACE) framework, an open source high-performance
networking package, to implement the components. The joint framework project provides a real
time and an interactive / background post flight test data processing environment reproducing MILSTD 1553, ARINC 429, Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), Time Space Position Information (TSPI),
Digital Video, and High Speed Data Bus (HSDB) data streams for flight test and discipline
engineers. The architecture supports existing requirements for the flight test centers, and provides a
remarkably flexible environment for integrating enhancements. The JFP is a collaborative effort
consisting of LM Aero Flight Test software teams at Marietta, Fort Worth, Edwards Air Force Base,
and Palmdale. A prototype will be presented of the JFP addressing the data specific treatment of
demultiplexing, decommutation, filtering, data merging, engineering unit conversion, and data
reporting. An overview of the distributed architecture is presented, and the potential for the JFP
extensibility to support future flight test program requirements is discussed.
INTRODUCTION

The Joint Enterprise Test System, or JETS, is an innovative software package used to process realtime as well as post flight test data, specifically MIL-STD-1553 and Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
telemetered data. The package was originally designed to replace the legacy VAX-based systems
with more powerful PC systems that over the last decade have dramatically increased throughput for
high-volume data processing. The system also provides attractive pricing as well as flexibility in
setting up flight test processing centers with smaller systems.
JETS works with raw test data from a data file containing acquired data from various inputs on
board a jet aircraft, including data such as velocity, altitude, and other systems instrumented with
data acquisition equipment. It creates manageable reports used by various engineers throughout the
Flight Test community for further analysis. There are essentially two steps to get from a raw data
file to the prepared reports. First, the data is converted from the raw bits to human recognizable
units of measure (Engineering Units), such as feet for altitude. Second, a filtering process takes
place to reduce the data down to a manageable set of parameters within a defined segment of time,
or a time slice. This allows the engineer analyzing the data to obtain specific results from requested
test parameters.
The post-flight processing for the current incarnation of JETS was originally based on a client-server
system. A database is populated with data containing information expected from the flight tape.
Specialized equipment is then used to extract a file or set of files from the tape onto an NT File
System (NTFS) file for processing with JETS. The flight test engineer then invokes JETS, selects a
DPD, or Data Product Descriptor, from a list taken from the database, selects the acquired file, and
invokes the Data Product generation routines via the interface.
The client side of this process provides a windows-type interface with the standard menus and
Graphical User Interface (GUI) controls, such as button, list and edit controls. JETS provides the
tools necessary for the test engineer to create the specific boundaries for generating data products.
The flight test engineer defines, from within the client, a DPD, a set of time slices, and any possible
overrides to the DPD configuration, such as sample rate. The client communicates with the database
server objects to display information from the database to assist the test engineer in defining the
boundaries for generating the data products. The client also uses data from the database to localize,
or filter, data based on requested parameters and time slices.
The server side of the process interfaces with the database and reads the flight test file or files,
sending valid input back to the client. In some cases, data is regarded as invalid due to several
indicators. These indicators are checked as data is read into the server so that filtering known bad
data can be dropped before it is sent back to the client. This helps to speed some of the processing
and helps to keep invalid information from entering into the resulting data products. The server also
does the work of interacting with the database to convert data to the Engineering Units.
Though the current incarnation of JETS is a client-server based system, it can be, and in fact in some
cases is used on local systems as a complete package. This increases the flexibility of its use in
control rooms and flight test processing labs.

The JETS Solid State Release is meant to be the next logical step in processing flight test data. It is
being designed for use on distributed systems to help expedite throughput as well as flexibility in
how it is configured.
The Joint Framework Project (JFP) is designed and developed to support web-enabled Object
Oriented components to the Solid State Digital Data Recorder Information Technology. The JFP
uses the Adaptive Communications Environment (ACE) framework, an open source highperformance networking package, to implement the components. The JFP provides a real-time and
post flight test data processing system reproducing MIL-STD 1553, Pulse Code Modulation (PCM),
Time Space Position Information (TSPI) Video Data, and High Speed Data Bus (HSDB) telemetry
streams for flight test and discipline engineers. JFP components support the existing Lockheed
Martin Data Processing Framework (DPFW) architecture and provide tools for enhancements to
support unique program requirements. DPFW is a collaborative effort consisting of LM Aero Flight
Test Marietta, Fort Worth and Palmdale.
The purpose of these efforts is to continually minimize the time required to provide a usable data
product. The ultimate goal is to synthesize walk away data from a real-time operation and minimize
turnaround from post flight data sources. Additional attributes of the JFP include data merging from
multiple data sources and data types.
DISCUSSION
Lockheed Martin Flight Test Data Processing’s primary responsibility is to provide low cost, timely,
accurate, and reproducible flight test data reports for use in engineering test and evaluation of
aircraft. To accomplish these tasks Lockheed Martin is moving away from the expensive,
proprietary systems, and moving towards common and compatible software solutions. Reliability,
high performance, portability, low maintenance and ease of extensibility are the key objectives.
ARCHITECTURE
Flight test data is digitized and recorded on the test article, and sometimes sent to a ground station
via telemetry, during the test. This data is most often highly multiplexed into a single signal
(stream) that needs to be de-multiplexed and interpreted before it can be used. The process of demultiplexing and interpreting the data is what we are addressing with this software.
Our goal is to produce a platform independent component framework that will provide a rich toolset
for doing flight test data reduction tasks which include: de-multiplexing multi-stream file formats
(Chapter 10, CCSDS, etc.), PCM decommutation, decoding of specially coded data like IRIG
Chapter 8 MIL-STD 1553 and ARINC 429, applying Engineering Unit calibration and the merging
of dissimilar data types and formats. These components could then be used to work together to do
common data reduction tasks. The Joint Framework Project is the result of this effort.

The Joint Framework Project is built upon the idea of combining pipes and filters with a highperformance multi-threaded framework. The result is a remarkably robust, resilient, and scalable
system.
The notion of treating data streams as pipes has a successful pedigree in UNIX. It is a natural
paradigm for processing flight-test data. Filters provide a mechanism for data transformation. The
system can be thought of as a pipeline: various filters connected by pipes. Raw flight-test data enter
at one end, and engineering reports come out the other.
The plumbing is provided by the ADAPATIVE Communications Environment (ACETM), a highperformance, multi-threaded framework. This is what ACETM says about itself on the ACETM
website (http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~schmidt/ACE.html):
The ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) is a freely available, open-source objectoriented (OO) framework that implements many core patterns for concurrent communication
software. ACE provides a rich set of reusable C++ wrapper facades and framework components that
perform common communication software tasks across a range of OS platforms. The
communication software tasks provided by ACE include event demultiplexing and event handler
dispatching, signal handling, service initialization, inter-process communication, shared memory
management, message routing, dynamic (re)configuration of distributed services, concurrent
execution and synchronization.
ACE is targeted for developers of high-performance and real-time communication services and
applications. It simplifies the development of OO network applications and services that utilize interprocess communication, event demultiplexing, explicit dynamic linking, and concurrency. In
addition, ACE automates system configuration and reconfiguration by dynamically linking services
into applications at run-time and executing these services in one or more processes or threads.
COMPONENTS
The Joint Framework Project (JFP) is a collaborative effort between Marietta, Palmdale, and Fort
Worth flight test software teams to produce reusable components for processing flight test data. The
components are based on processes atomic to flight test data processing.
Within the JFP, the high-level reusable components are called pipe components. Each pipe
component implements a uniform interface that allows it be connected to compatible components.
Flight-test data are processed by constructing pipelines using pipe components. The pipeline
geometry determines how the data are processed. The following figure illustrates the various types
of pipe components.
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Pipe Components as illustrated in Figure 1:
• Pipe Message. This component is a data structure used to pass messages between
components uniformly. All components receive or output pipe messages, except for raw
stream readers, which output data according to stream type.
• Reader Pipe Component. This component reads data from a stream, and outputs pipe
messages to all components registered on a single output channel.
• Standard Pipe Component. This component receives pipe messages from a single input
channel, and outputs pipe messages to all components registered on a single output channel.
Most components fall into this category.
• Multiplex Pipe Component. This component receives pipe messages from multiple input
channels, merges the messages by time in increasing order, and outputs merged pipe
messages to all components registered on a single output channel.
• Demultiplex Pipe Component. This component receives pipe messages from a single input
channel and outputs the message to one or more virtual output channels as mapped by
configuration. The configuration maps messages to output components analogous to
publishing and subscribing.
• Writer Pipe Component. This component receives pipe messages from a single input
channel, and writes data to an output stream.
MERGER IMPLEMENTATION

The merger implementation is two or more input streams merged together to form a single input data
flow into an EU Engine.
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Figure 2 illustrates a typical merged pipeline. It has two input data sources, two measurement maps,
a data merger, an EU engine to apply engineering units, a product distribution map, and two writers
to produce reports. Table 1 defines each of the components of the merged pipeline.
Component Name
1553 Reader

Component Type
Reader Component

Measurement Map

Standard Component

Data Merger

Multiplex Component

EU Engine

Standard Component

Product Distribution

Demultiplex Component

Time History Report

Writer Component

Description
Reads 1553 messages from an input
stream. Each instance of this
component is configured to read a
specific stream such as AMUX or
DMUX.
Extracts selected 1553 command
words, data words, and status words
from 1553 messages.
Merges two or more input streams in
increasing order by time.
Converts raw sample measurements
by applying one or more algorithms to
each input sample.
Distributes measurement samples to
one or more output channels as
specified by configuration.
Formats and writes a time history
report.

Table 1

PIPE MESSAGE TYPES

As messages flow through the pipeline they may be transformed from one type of message to
another. Each Pipe Component must accept the type of message output by a component to which it
is connected. Table 2 describes the possible types of messages.
Pipe Message Type
MILSTD 1553 MSG
MINOR FRAME
ARINC 429 MSG
MEAS SAMPLE

Description
Encapsulates a 1553 message.
Encapsulates a PCM minor frame.
Encapsulates an ARINC 429 message.
Encapsulates a measurement sample.
Table 2

TYPICAL PIPE MESSAGE TRANSFORMATION
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Figure 3 illustrates Pipe Message transformation for the pipeline depicted in Figure 2. The 1553
reader outputs pipe messages of type MILSTD 1553 MSG. The Measurement accepts pipe
messages of type MILSTD 1553 MSG, and outputs pipe messages of type MEAS SAMPLE. All
other components in the pipeline accept and output pipe messages of type MEAS SAMPLE.
ENGINEERING UNIT CONVERSION
The Engineering Units (EU) Engine applies engineering units to raw flight test data received from an
upstream pipeline component, therein converting the raw data. The conversion is accomplished by
executing one or more algorithms associated with measurement sample in a specified order. Each
algorithm operates on the current value of the associated measurement. By judicious chaining of

algorithms, sample values can be synthesized from sample pieces, scaled, or otherwise operated on
mathematically.
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Figure 4 illustrates an algorithm chain within the EU Engine. The EU Engine calls one or more
algorithms in a specified order to calculate a sample’s EU value. The set algorithms called is referred
to as an algorithm chain.
An algorithm chain is associated with each measurement. When the EU Engine receives a sample, it
executes the algorithm chain for the associated measurement. Each algorithm accesses the current
value of the sample, and may modify it. So, generally speaking, the output of one algorithm is the
input to the next.
Sample output from the EU Engine does not occur unless the algorithm OutputSample is in the
chain. Additional functionality is easily added by simply creating a new algorithm and placing it in
the proper order in the chain.
Table 3 shows some of the available algorithms:
Algorithm
Sign Extend
Binary
Linear
Bit Concatenation
Polynomial
nth Sample
Derived Equation
Floating Point

Description
Extends the sign-bit of a measurement sample’s count value prior to
conversion to the measurement’s data type.
Concatenates zero or more measurement sample counts, and converts the
concatenated counts into the measurement’s data type.
Calculates a sample’s value using a linear equation in the form: offset +
X*gain, where offset and gain are scalars, and X is the sample’s count.
Extracts and concatenates one or more bits from a sample’s count.
Calculates a sample’s value using a polynomial equation of arbitrary order in
the form: CnXn + Cn-1Xn-1 + C0, where C represents a coefficient, and X is the
sample’s count.
Restricts output to every nth sample.
Applies a previously compiled equation known to the system as a dll or
shared object.
Converts the measurement sample’s count to the double data type.

Algorithm
Convert
Floating Point
Classify
Output Sample
Trigger

Description
Determines whether or not the sample’s count is a valid floating pointer
number.
Causes the sample to be output.
Causes the algorithm chain for another measurement to be executed using the
current sample’s value as input to the first algorithm in the triggered chain.
Table 3

PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
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Figure 5 is an example of the parallel implementation. It is dynamically constructed at run time to
support varying types of input streams. In this case there are three streams, a chapter 4 PCM stream,
a chapter 8 MILSTD 1553 encoded stream and a video stream.
Data is processed through the above example pipe lines and then stored as merged time histories in a
common flight test data file (HDF5), and a video file, in this case an mpeg file. This is a common
three stream setup; pipes are dynamically added and subtracted to the configuration as data request
requirements change. The Product Distribution files (HDF) are used by second step analysis tools
that support interactive and high quantity (background) 2nd and 3rd generation analysis and
processing (air data, thrust deck, user derived parameters, frequency analysis, data file conversions,
report quality plotting, etc.).
DATA PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT
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Figure 6 illustrates the relationships in the Data Processing Environment.
Lockheed Martin Flight Test Data Processing packages its pipelines as Jobs. A Job is a predefined
collection of data products. All the information necessary to construct, configure, and execute a
pipeline to produce the data products are housed in an Oracle database.
The user schedules jobs through web or desktop applications. These applications initiate the job by
making appropriate entries in the database. A continually running service, called the Job Manager,
monitors the database for submitted jobs.
The Job Manager constructs a pipeline to implement the job, and then starts the pipeline. When
execution completes, the Job Manager updates the job status in the Oracle database.
CONCLUSION
The Joint Framework Project has produced a platform-independent framework of reusable
components for processing flight test data. The architecture is based on combining pipes and filters
with a high-performance multi-threaded foundation. The result is a remarkably robust, resilient, and
scalable system.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design and implementation of a large fleet management system, which is a
true convergence solution of GPS, web-based GIS, GSM, GPRS and Internet technologies. The Short
Message Service of the GSM is used to substitute the GPRS where GPRS is not available. A protocol
stack including TCP/IP and PPP is implemented in vehicle unit to transmit data via Internet. A
communication gateway is designed to distribute the location and control messages. The system tests
confirm that the proposed scheme can perform a reliable management service for large fleets at low
operating and maintaining costs.
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INTRODUCTION
There is a large potential market for large fleet management, such as taxis, delivery vans,
ambulances, buses, and lots of other applications. The objectives of managing a fleet of vehicles are
to minimize response time, lower fuel bills, increase transport efficiency, eliminate theft, monitor
speeding, reduce accidents, identify unauthorized vehicle use, etc. All these objectives can be met, if
and only if, one has total knowledge and control over all his vehicles. Therefore, the realtime
location and physical condition of any given vehicle must be known continuously and the control
messages can duly reach the driver. That means an efficient and reliable data communication
network is a key factor in the determination of the performance of a fleet management system (ref
[1]).
The Internet has become indispensable to business for it allows organizations to conduct electronic

commerce, provide better customer service, reduce communications costs and access needed
information rapidly. The development of the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and the
web-based Geographic Information System (GIS) presents a feasible solution to integrate the fleet
management systems with the Internet, for they permit the vehicle communication units and GIS
servers become the nodes of the Internet.
As GPRS is newly implemented as a logical functional overlay on the Global System Mobile (GSM),
its coverage area is smaller than that of the GSM. GSM is the most widespread wireless network
today and covers almost all of the metropolitan area and even higher population areas, so the Short
Message Service (SMS) of the Global System Mobile (GSM) could be used to substitute the GPRS
where GPRS is not available. Although not advanced as GPRS, SMS also provides packet-based
wireless data communication with high quality, reliability and low cost (ref [2,3]).
Based on these technologies, this paper presents the design and implementation of an Internet based
fleet management system, which uses the Global Positioning System (GPS) to perform the
positioning function. In order to manage large fleets, a communication gateway is designed and
implemented to distribute the location messages and manage the alternation of GPRS and SMS. The
system performance verification and tests are demonstrated to support the proposed scheme.

SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE
The purpose of this study is to take the advantage of the popularization of GSM/GPRS networks and
Internet to design a fleet management system with the client/server architecture.
The proposed fleet management system includes three parts: vehicle unit, wireless segment and a
monitoring unit as shown in Figure 1.
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save maintenance, but also can expand his fleet
scale more easily because of the large capacity of the public network.
Fleet monitoring unit connects to the GSM/GPRS network with a communication server, which is

also the communication server of the system. The communication server distributes the
communication data from all of the tracking vehicles to relevant motoring workstation. Then a
web-based GIS server will process the data there. The control and response messages can also be
sent back through the communication server and GSM/GPRS network to the vehicle units.

WIRELESS SEGMENT
1. The GSM Network
The main elements of GSM are divided into three parts: Mobile Station, Base Station System and
Network System as shown in Figure 2.
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The Mobile Station (MS) is the mobile terminal
used by the final user to access the GSM network
and to make use of its service. The Base Station
System (BSS) is the network element converting
the radio signals from the mobile terminals into
signals for the fixed network. The Mobile
Switching Center (MSC) is the primary element of
the Network System. It routes and retransmits the
data all through the network.
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Figure 2. GSM Network Infrastructure

The flow of data in the network uses two different logic channels: traffic channel for the transport of
the coded voice signals and for the user data; signaling channel for the transport of control and
synchronization information between the base station and the mobile terminal.
The GSM system was designed to be compatible with ISDN services. This makes it compatible with
the digital evolution of the fixed networks and telephonic system.
2. The Short Message Service (SMS)
The Short Message Service allows the transfer of binary data (with a maximum of 140 bytes)
between two mobile systems. All the short messages are transmitted through the Short Message
Service Center (SMSC). SMSC performs two functionalities: one is the provision of interworking
capabilities between the mobile network and the local public fixed network; the other is offering a
store and forward mechanism for each message when the destination mobile station is off-line.
The user node (e.g. monitoring units) can connect to the SMSC by the TCP/IP protocol as shown in
Figure 3. To communicate with a specific SMSC, the user should use a suitable interface protocol,
such as SMPP, EMI, CIMD, and so on.
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Figure 3. SMS Architecture for Data Transfer
vehicle location and control information can
be transmitted by a large number of users without having to increase the mobile network resources.
3. The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
GPRS is implemented as a logical functional overlay on GSM, and does not use any of GSM
circuit-switched resources. It greatly improves and simplifies wireless access to packet data networks,
e.g., to the Internet. It applies a packet radio principle to transfer user packets in an efficient way
between GPRS mobile station and external packet data network (ref [4]).
GPRS Support Node (GSN) is the major functional extensions to the existing GSM network. A
Serving GSN (SGSN) keeps track of the location of the mobile stations, performs security functions
and user data packets to the mobile stations within its service area using the Gateway GSN (GGSN)
if necessary. GGSN provides the necessary address, routing, and packet transfer functions to send
user data packets to the specific SGSN for the destination
mobile station. It also provides the appropriate
SGSN
BSS
interworking functions with external data networks. MS
Figure 4 illustrates GPRS network architecture.
GSM
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GPRS supports GSM style roaming and all the GSM
security features. With GPRS the mobile user can profit
from data rates up to 170 kb/s today. The capability of
billing per volume is probably the biggest advantage of
GPRS that will drive acceptance of the mobile Internet.
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Figure 4. GPRS Network Architecture

4. Comparison of SMS to GPRS
While the Short Message Service (SMS) of GSM does support packet mode data transfer over
signaling channel and has advantages in transmitting the positioning data (ref [3]), substantial delay
variance is unavoidable. The reasons are: the signaling channel is shared by signaling and user data,
and SMS is designed as a storing and forwarding architecture. Therefore, the congestion can be
problematic during peak periods. However, due to dedicated timeslots for GPRS services on GSM

networks and small message size “instantaneous” delivery is assured, a position report by GPRS
takes only approximately 2 to 3 seconds to be received and handled. This is much faster than that of
SMS, whose average delay from a mobile station to SMSC is around 3 seconds (ref [5]).
Another attractive feature of GPRS is that its service is billed based on the volume of transmitted
data. At present, the cost of using GPRS is at least 3 times cheaper than that of using SMS in fleet
management systems.
The only reason that we still keep using SMS is that its coverage area is much larger than that of
GPRS currently. Using SMS where there is no GPRS service, we can make a real-time tracking
system work in a much wider area and keep in a comparatively low cost.

VEHICLE UNIT
The vehicle unit can be divided into three parts: Positioning Subsystem, Control Subsystem and
Communication Subsystem as shown in Figure 5.
1. Positioning Subsystem
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are elected for positioning function. The advances in the
use of GPS and the dramatic price reduction experienced
Control
by GPS products over the last few years has turned GPS
Display
Penal
into a affordable and effective technology. It provides the
most accurate and reliable method for the fleet
GPS
Antenna
management systems.
Power
Position accuracy and position availability are two most
important design parameters for GPS-based positioning
systems (ref [1]). They can be enhanced substantially by
Differential GPS (DGPS) and Dead Reckoning (DR)
technologies.
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Figure 5. Vehicle Unit Infrastructure

2. Control Subsystem
The control subsystem is designed to integrate and control all elements of the vehicle unit, including
control buttons, display screen, GPS receiver, GPRS modem, etc. We choose a single-chip
microcontroller (SCM) as the main element to build the control system. Four RS-232 ports are
designed to connect to GPRS modem, GPS receiver, physical condition sensors and other
equipments. We use C language to write the control algorithms and communication protocols
program code.

The control subsystem also controls the communication mode switching between SMS and GPRS
according to the services availability. GPRS mode has service priority.
3. Communication Subsystem
Using GPRS and SMS as wireless media is their lower maintenance and wider coverage comparing
with radio modem. GPRS modem is elected as the mobile communication device. In order to support
the SMS service, the modem should provide SMS
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service function as well.
FAIL

FAIL

SUCCESS

In the GPRS communication mode, we use the
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), one of the dial-up
CLOSING
Terminate
Network
remote access protocols, as the base communication
protocol. PPP is a set of industrial standard protocols
Figure 6. PPP Link State Transition Diagram
that provides a standard method for sending network
data over a point-to-point link. Figure 6 is its simplified link state transition diagram. A complete
communication protocol stack is composed with PPP and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP). In the Intranet of GPRS Network, a private IP is distributed when mobile station
dial-up to connect to the GPRS Network. By using the private IP, the data can be transmitted through
TCP/IP in Internet.
Three interface protocols have been defined for the transfer of SMS short messages between a
terminal equipment and mobile station via an asynchronous interface: block mode, text mode and
PDU (protocol data unit) mode. According to the characteristics of positioning and control data, we
use text mode as the short message submission protocol. It is a character-based protocol base on the
AT command set modified for GSM. This mode is suitable for unintelligent terminals or terminal
emulators, and for application software built on command structures.
The positioning and control data are packed in our positioning packet format.

MONITORING UNIT
The monitoring unit, illustrated in Figure 7, is a computer network system central to collating and
displaying information for the purpose of ultimately controlling the fleet. A communication server
connects to GGSN of the GPRS, SMSC of the SMS and the distributed management centers, and it is
configured as a host computer in the GSM network for using SMS and as a host computer in Internet
for using GPRS. The management center may be either stand-alone or networked based on the fleet
size it managed. Web-base Geographic Information System (GIS) is used to map positioning data
onto visual friendly display via the Internet if necessary.

1. Communication Server
A communication server is designed to connect to the SMSC through a dedicated line and to the
GGSN through Internet. To be a host node in Internet, the communication server should have a fixed
IP address of the Internet. The communication server performs three main functions: protocols
conversion, data packet switching, and
DGPS
DGPS correction data distribution.
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Figure 7. The Monitoring Unit Infrastructure
Data packet switching here means one
routing function in each direction. In the
direction from vehicles to monitoring unit, the data packet should be routed to appropriate
management center, for several management centers are needed in large-scale fleet management
systems. In the opposite direction, the communication server forwards packets to GGSN or SMSC
according to the communication mode of the destination vehicle unit. The vehicle unit’s
communication mode is recorded every time when the communication server received its packet.

If necessary, the communication server collects the DGPS correction data every 3~8 seconds and
distributes them to the connecting management centers by its packet switching module.
2. Communication Protocols
In GPRS mode, a vehicle unit is connected to the communication server through an IP based GGSN.
TCP or UDP may be elected as the transport protocol. We defined an application layer protocol
called GIP. The GIP is designed based on SMPP (ref [6]), which will be described next. Some
improvements (e.g., packet format and response method) have been introduced in order to be more
efficient and reliable.
In SMS mode, the communication server connects to SMSC by TCP/IP protocols. Over the TCP/IP
network, there are many protocols have been designed to provide flexible data communications
interfaces for transfer of short message data between the SMSC and the External Short Message

Entity (ESME), such as SMPP, CIMD, UCP, TAP, etc. Each SMSC provides one or several of these
submission protocols. To be used in various SMS networks, the proposed communication gateway is
equipped with the realization of SMPP, CIMD and UCP protocols.
3. Fleet Management Center
A large fleet management center consists of a network, including web-based GIS servers and
monitoring workstations as illustrated in Figure 8. The GIS server provides GIS databases, GIS
services, and vehicle positioning data for the
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Monitoring Monitoring
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workstations via the WWW.
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Internet
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phone Integration
operators’ command. With this service,
Figure 8. A Fleet Management Center
operators can even do their management works
via the Internet. Clients with single or few vehicles can avoid investing on management center by
leasing this system to monitor their vehicles. What they need is only a vehicle unit installed on their
vehicles and a computer that can login to the web site of the GIS server via the Internet.
Fleet customers may send their business request to the management center via Internet, mobile phone
or telephone. The operators process these requests and store them in the dispatch server. With the aid
of the dispatch software, they scheme out dispatch and control messages, which will be sent out to
the corresponding vehicles through the communication server.
The fleet management center might connect to the communication server by LAN, leased dedicated
line, or the Internet. If DGPS correction is needed, the GIS server computes the positioning data with
the correction data matching on the time before using or archiving it. Positioning data is archived at
the GIS server for documentation and purposes as well as later play back. Virtually every
transmission from all of the vehicles is stored. This archive of data allows operator to recall vehicles
tracks for analysis of situation or for historical or liability reasons.

CONCLUSION
The proposed system may be used to manage large-scale fleets anywhere the GSM/GPRS networks
covered. After the implementation, it has been tested for a long time and also been used in several
projects. With the aid of the communication server, our simulation system can manage more than

3500 vehicles, and up to 64 management centers. The transmission delay is less than 3s in GPRS
mode. It varied in SMS mode with the service load from less than 2s to more than 10s, but in most
cases, less than 5s, which might match the requirement of most fleet management. We have received
GPS accuracy of about 20 to 30 meters without DGPS, and this accuracy might be acceptable to the
long distance systems. With a DGPS, the positioning accuracy can be improved to less than 10
meters, and this accuracy might be acceptable in short distance systems, for example, buses and
taxies.
As public GSM networks provide both GPRS and SMS, therefore, the maintenance of the whole
system is lowered to as a small or middle scale mobile LAN.
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ABSTRACT
Vehicle Monitoring System (VMS) has being introduced into the world marketplace with the hope
that it will help alleviate traffic congestion and the associated environmental pollution. In this paper
we give an overview of system composition and principle of the VMS and several communications
link solutions in China. We review technologies and focus on the key technological issues about the
integration of VMS with the GPRS wireless mobile network and the Internet.
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INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion is a serious problem in China and in metropolitan areas around the globe. Because
of large costs and limited rights-of-way, it is impractical to rely on new roadway construction or
widening of existing roadways to increase system capacity.
In concert with this philosophy of making our highway systems more efficient, China has launched
its Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) program. ITS is a set of enhancements to existing
transportation systems, which is a collection of technologies, systems, and transportation
management concepts that collectively aim to make surface transportation more efficient and safe.
Vehicle Monitoring System (VMS) is an important component of Intelligent Transportation System,
providing powerful technical support for traffic departments, enterprises, institutions and individual
users in their realization of vehicle management modernizations. Making use of integral combination
of Global Positioning System (GPS) technology and Geographic Information System (GIS)
technology and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) mobile communications network as well can
solve the issue of how to enhance utilization efficiency of mobile targets in all industries and

professions related with urban transportation, which is beneficial for establishing an integrated
monitoring system with scientific management, coordinated operations, security and prevention.

COMMUNCATIONS LINK SOLUTIONS OF VMS
According to the present situation of mobile communications in China, communications solutions
adopted for vehicle monitoring system are mainly the following: regular or trunked radio solution,
satellite communications solution, GSM network solution and GPRS network solution.

I.

REGULAR OR TRUNKED RADIO SOLUTION

The simplest vehicle monitoring system is to adopt regular communication solution, namely
establishing a management center with several users sharing one or multiple channels, once such
system is set up, all users can perform data transmissions only using their own channels. The
effective range of vehicle location system based upon regular communications networks is mainly
related to wave bands of channels, antenna height of central stations, transmitting power and other
factors. Data transmission rate operating in this mode can be freely selected from 1.2 Kbps to 9.6
Kbps. The disadvantage of such system is that it does not adopt multiple base station technology,
being unable to roam over a larger range, which is only suitable for a small system over a rather
limited range.
As for analogue trunked system utilizing centralized control mode more widely applied presently, its
signaling standards can be MPT-1327 standard or non-public standards. Vehicle location data
transmission can be performed in signaling channel or in voice channel for the system based upon
MPT-1327 standard signaling; while vehicle location data transmission can only be performed in
voice channel for those trunked systems adopting non-public signaling standards. Accordingly,
digital information of vehicles must be modulated before it can be transmitted in voice channel. The
disadvantage of this mode is that it is high in system construction costs, low in channel utilization
ratio and has some limitations in capacity expansion.

II. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SOLUTION
Using satellite communications as the data transmission mode of VMS is applicable to those vehicles
that require national or even global coverage. Because of the far-reaching capabilities of satellite
communications, it may appear reason able to rely upon satellites to fulfill all ITS communications
needs. However, the cost of designing, constructing, and launching these complicated satellites raise
the expense of the entire network, and those expense must be recovered through higher service fees.

III. GSM NETWORK SOLUTION
Today there are in GSM networks two ways of handling packet data that can be adopted in VMS:
SMS and GSM bearer services.
Short Message Service (SMS) provides a connection-less transfer of message with low capacity (160
bytes in each message) and low time performance. The message is stored and forwarded by an
SMS-service centre and it takes around 3 seconds to reach the mobile. The short messages are
transported on the signaling links. The usage of SMS for packet data applications would load down
the GSM signaling network.
GSM bearer services for packet access provide a circuit switched connection that interfaces the
public data network. This means that a connection will be used for the total duration of a session,
even when no data is sent. This is a waste both for the operator, who will use up scarce radio
resources, and for the user who has to pay for the durations of the call instead of based on the volume
of data sent.

IV. GPRS NETWORK SOLUTION
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a new service designed for digital cellular networks. It
utilizes a packet radio principle and can be used for carrying end user’s packet data protocol (such as
IP and X.25) information from/to a GPRS terminals to/from other GPRS terminals and/or external
packet data networks.
1. GPRS NETWORK NODES
Enabling GPRS on a GSM network requires the addition of two core modules, the Gateway GPRS
Service Node (GGSN) and the Serving GPRS Service Node (SGSN). As the word Gateway in its
name suggests, the GGSN acts as a gateway between the GPRS network and Public Data Networks
such as IP and X.25. GGSN also connect to other GPRS networks to facilitate GPRS roaming. The
Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) provides packet routing to and from the SGSN service area for
all users in that service area. In addition to adding multiple GPRS nodes and a GPRS backbone,
some other technical changes that need to be added to a GSM network to implement a GPRS service.
2. KEY NETWORK FEATURES OF GPRS
PACKET SWITCHING
With GPRS, the information is split into separate but related "packets" before being transmitted and

reassembled at the receiving end. Packet switching can be compared to sending a letter by mail, a
page at a time. The letter is first separated into individual pages at the origin, mailed, and then
reassembled at the destination. In the terminology of networks, a message is broken into data packets,
the packets are then sent across the network perhaps following different paths depending on the link
congestion, and finally the packets are collected and reassembled. The Internet itself is another
example of a packet data network, the most famous of many such network types.
SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY
Packet switching means that GPRS radio resources are used only when users are actually sending or
receiving data. Rather than dedicating a radio channel to a mobile data user for a fixed period of time,
the available radio resource can be concurrently shared between several users. This efficient use of
scarce radio resources means that large numbers of GPRS users can potentially share the same
bandwidth and be served from a single cell. The actual number of users supported depends on the
application being used and how much data is being transferred. Because of the spectrum efficiency
of GPRS, there is less need to build in idle capacity that is only used in peak hours. GPRS therefore
lets network operators maximize the use of their network resources in a dynamic and flexible way,
along with user access to resources and revenues.
INTERNET AWARE
For the first time, GPRS fully enables Mobile Internet functionality by allowing interworking
between the existing Internet and the new GPRS network. Any service that is used over the fixed
Internet today will be as available over the mobile network because of GPRS. In fact, many network
operators are considering the opportunity to use GPRS to help become wireless Internet Service
Providers in their own right.
Because it uses the same protocols, the GPRS network can be viewed as a sub-network of the
Internet with GPRS capable mobile phones being viewed as mobile hosts. This means that each
GPRS terminal can potentially have its own IP address and will be addressable as such.
3. KEY USER FEATURES OF GPRS
SPEED
Theoretical maximum speeds of up to 171.2 kilobits per second (kbps) are achievable with GPRS
using all eight timeslots at the same time. This is about three times as fast as the data transmission
speeds possible over today's fixed telecommunications networks and ten times as fast as current
Circuit Switched Data services on GSM networks. By allowing information to be transmitted more
quickly, immediately and efficiently across the mobile network, GPRS may well be a relatively less
costly mobile data service compared to SMS and Circuit Switched Data.

IMMEDIACY
GPRS facilitates instant connections whereby information can be sent or received immediately as the
need arises, subject to radio coverage. No dial-up modem connection is necessary. This is why GPRS
users are sometimes referred to be as being "always connected". Immediacy is one of the advantages
of GPRS (and SMS) when compared to Circuit Switched Data.
BETTER APPLICATIONS
GPRS facilitates several new applications that have not previously been available over GSM
networks due to the limitations in speed of Circuit Switched Data (9.6 kbps) and message length of
the Short Message Service (160 characters). GPRS will fully enable the Internet applications you are
used to on your desktop from web browsing to chat over the mobile network. Other new applications
for GPRS include file transfer and home automation.
Compared with other communications means, GPRS is characterized strongly as its fast
communications rate, small data delay, flow based billing, very low costs in system operations, very
large system capacity, browsing online and making telephone calls can be conducted simultaneously
and free switchover can be allowed because it adopts IP protocol for transmission, which is very
suitable for applications in large scale urban transportation systems.

THE REALIZAITON OF VMS BASE ON GPRS
I.

COMPOSITION OF SYSTEM

GPRS based vehicle monitoring system mainly consists of three main segments, namely vehicle
mounted segment (including GPS receiver, control system and GPRS module), GPRS
communications segment and monitoring centre segment (including GIS network server, monitoring
terminals and so on). In such system, sending and receiving of positioning information and control
information between mobile targets and the monitoring center can also be divided into two subparts,
GPRS network is used between mobile targets and GPRS gateway while Internet is used between
GPRS gateway and the monitoring center as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 System simplified diagram

II. PRINCIPLE OF THE SYSTEM
Global Positioning System (GPS) was a US$10 billon program pioneered by the Department of
Defense to provide worldwide position, velocity and time data to military forces around the globe. It
has been so successful a program that it has changed the way we navigate and determine location
forever. GPS consists of a constellation of 21 satellites with three in orbit spares deployed in a
10,000 N mi circular orbit with a 12hr period. Four satellites are located in each of six planes

inclined at 55°to the plane of the earth equator. By knowing where each satellite is at any given
instant, the GPS receiver can determine the distance to each satellite, and through simple coordinate
geometry it can determine its own terrestrial location. At least three satellites must be visible to the
receiver to obtain latitude and longitude; to obtain elevation a fourth satellite is required.
As shown in Figure 1, the location information output by GPS receiver is sent to GPRS mobile
network in IP protocol by wireless GPRS Modem. The information of the moving target received by
GPRS mobile network will be transmitted to the monitoring center through GPRS backbone network
and Internet, and processed with computer before matching with digital map at the monitoring
terminal and displaying correct location of the moving target in map, consequently enabling the
monitoring center to visually know dynamic location information of the moving target. When the
moving target is in case of emergency, it can send its location, alarm information and other data to
the center, and then precise location and alarm information of the moving target in emergency will be
displayed in digital map. Meanwhile the user database can be opened to query original records of the
user, which will be reported to public security and traffic control for timely processing.
III. KEY TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES
Due to constraints in the current GPRS network performance, virtual IP address after the mobile
station activates IP protocol does not remain unchanged, and it is unable to realize point-to-point data
communications between different modules. With regard to this case, the following measures should
be taken so as to establish the communications link between the moving target and GIS network
server: GIS network server must access to Internet in fixed and independent IP address; mobile
station must take the initiative to report its IP address after activation of IP protocol each time, of
which the specific process of establishment is as follows:
After MCU in GPS vehicle mounted segment finishes system self-check, it will control GPRS
module to activate IP protocols and establish PPP communications link between MCU and GRPS
module. After the link is established, PPP data frames embedded in UDP datagram transmitted from
MCU will enter GPRS network through GPRS module, GPRS network will then forward the UDP
datagram through GGSN to transmit in Internet. After GIS network server in the monitoring center
receives such UDP datagram, it will extract and store IP address and port number of such mobile
station, timely update the corresponding table between new vehicle identity and IP address. The
software of the monitoring center through such corresponding table can transmit control information
downwards to the mobile station in UDP protocol, consequently establishing both-way
communications link between the monitoring center and the GPS vehicle mounted system.

CONCLUSIONS
The development trend of mobile communications is to realize high-speed interconnections with

Internet. Many new concepts are under investigation and development with the objective to provide
advanced communications and navigation services in order to operate transportation more safely and
efficiently. Vehicle monitoring system can make full use of the advanced mobile communications
technology, reduce operational costs and serve urban transportation domain much better.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to add the information access capabilities to enable user’s mobile terminals in a
wireless small satellite telemetry system. The cellular phone-centric mobile network architecture
provides wireless communication link; telemetry information is provided to users in a highly
personalized form according to the end-user’s range.
We choose a reference system-level model of network architecture and compare its performance
with common small satellite telemetry network link; evaluation results derived using a known
analytical model. The result of original hypotheses, network architecture’s prototype includes
both analytical performance evaluation and simulation techniques, are discussed in detail.
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INTRODUCTION
The anticipated earth networking of future small satellites for earth observing creates significance
of one telemetry network supports many user terminals to telemetry: LAN based-pc, phone, WAP
mobile terminal, IP-telephony [1], [2]. Telemetry users want instant access wherever they are
located, whenever they need the telemetry information, especially when fixed satellite telemetry
system lacks immediate data deserve. But telemetry devices lack the display capabilities that
users deserve from PCs, and the user interface is unhandy at best, hence leaving these devices
inconvenient for telemetering information access [1]. On the other hand, more capable and
user-friendlier telemetry information appliances lack mobility. Accordingly, the key need here is

calling for a kind of network, with true wireless capability having much greater adaptability to the
resources available and to the traffic and service needs.
Wireless access technology, by providing ubiquitous and tetherless network connectivity to
mobile users, has to some extent already realized the vision of anytime anywhere access in two
specific domains [1], [2]: cellular telephony and wireless data networks. [3] Provides a cell
phone-centric mobile network architecture and access method developed to add the envisioned
information access capabilities to any enabled consumer electronics device or vehicle. [4] Shows
a good estimate of travel time from cell phones used as probe vehicles, analyses traffic volume
data and call volume data observed from the cellular network, etc.
In this paper, we discuss the network architecture by which earth station telemetry users can use
the existing cellular phone network to connect to an LAN-based PC’s line for telemetry data
purposes. Connections will be made only when the telephone network's line is idle. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system scenario. In Section III we
discuss the problems of telemetering system architecture, then we discuss the conclusions and
further work in Section V.

CHARACTERISTIC OF SYSTEM SCENARIO
Satellites are unique components of communication systems that possess singular properties. The
cellular phone-centric mobile network architecture and access method developed to enable such
ubiquitous access to information. As figure 1, system is comprised of many different terminals
and a server.
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Figure 1 System Scenario
The client is a wireless communication device such as a cell phone, connected to a user device
such as a FAX. The user device either has built-in support for the system by having a physical
interface to the wireless device. The client gets personalized information services and content
from such link server through the mobile link. Alternate delivery channels enable high bandwidth
content such as pay-per-view telemetry data through cable when using HITLink on a mobile
phone. The small satellite telemetry system described here was designed to satisfy the

requirements for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite. For this access in particular, satellites telemetry
systems offer substantial function that can support transmission at wireless environment.

SYSTEM NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
1. The Small Satellite Ground Telemetry System
HITlink cellular phone-centric mobile wireless network for LEO small satellite telemetry takes
part of IMT2000/CDMA2000 as reference to describe the required network extensions. The
whole system is an integrated solution that utilizes existing LAN and wireless cell phone digital
communications technology infrastructure, as shown in figure2. It essentially consists of two
main elements: a Ground Segment (GS) and a Space Segment (SS). The SS relates to the
satellite’s characteristics and the type of orbits used by the satellites. The GS consists of User
Mobile Terminals (UMT), Earth Stations (ES), the internetworking with the fixed network, Public
Land Mobile Networks (PLMNs); PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network; STP: Signal
Transfer Point; RNC: Ratio Network Controller; MSC: Mobile Switched Controller; GGSN:
Gateway GPRS Support Network;
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Figure 2 HITlink Small Satellite Telemetry System Ground Segment
2. Network Architecture Supporting and Identifying Mobile Terminals
A mobile cell-phone centric network can generally be compared with a fixed infrastructure
consisting of network elements that allow mobile users to access network services through idle
telephone network channels. Wireless telemetry network that provides building blocks and
technology underpinnings for the deployment of intelligent industrial process control systems
will promote the long-term goal of increased energy efficiency in the industrial sectors.
The process of transferring the telemetering information to a mobile terminal involves complex
interactions between the network and the terminal, both in terms of initially finding the most
suitable mode given a number of options (mode negotiation) and subsequently ensuring that the

terminal functions properly after identification is completed. Whereas it is important to bear in
mind that small satellite telemetry information achieved and transferring are closely related when
cellular phone network is idle, as the former is a means for achieving the latter. Mobile terminals
and local terminal procedures must be supported by network architectures and their use.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The proposed architecture has been evaluated using the response time, which measures the
duration of the process. The response time is defined by the interval between the time when
downlink telemetry data gets to earth station controller and the time when the mobile or fixed
user terminals receives the information. The response times of the two architectures are obtained
by queuing theory and simulation, respectively. As for the LEO small satellite telemetry link load,
data measurements are shown for our statistical average case scenario, plotted as the frame of
targeted CCSDS telemetry data. As figure 4.

Figure 4 Reponse Time for Telemetry Data Size
In figure4, the response time is gradually increasing with size of the telemetry data adding, and
the response difference between cellular-centric network and common satellite telemetry link is
nearly a constant. However this comes to no surprise when we suppose the transmission is ideal
wherever no multichannel interference and the mobile users are nearby. Under ideal channel
environment, in the average case scenario, the expected value remains the optimized mobile
users’ compared with fixed terminals’ reach. The location of the network elements, due to
physical limitations, cannot always be optimal. That is a fundamental limitation, which prevents
the feedback of such network architecture. Hence, cellular centric network architecture overall
response time is always higher than that of the common satellite telemetry link.
The possible multichannel effect will bring the situation that in cellular centric network
architecture, the path diversity, copies of the same telemetry frame are forwarded along different
routes to provide redundancy against uncertain interference conditions and network connectivity.
Also, in multiuser diversity, each telemetry frame is sent along only one route to take advantage
of the closeness of the relay node, thus is the view of a little different from the traditional
technique of fixed ground telemetry network.

CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES
In this paper, we have examined cellular-phone centric network architecture used in wireless
small satellite telemetry system. We exploit a network architecture for mobile telemetry user
terminals, which is best visualized in figure 3. Focusing on the statistically LEO satellite
telemetry data, the central problem we face in the work is whether the cellular network delay
tolerance on applications can be usefully exploited in a centric wireless telemetry network as
compared with fixed ground telemetry network. This system has been embodied in earlier fixed
ground telemetry system, which are not designed for delay-tolerant data applications. We showed
through simulation and implementation measurements to get the result that our cellular phone
centric network schemes perform well under the ideal channel relay tolerance environment in
terms of response time. In our telemetry transmission, data overhead and the additive channel
noise is efficiently and spatially limited. However, our cellular-phone centric wireless telemetry
base earth station cannot really provide ubiquitous coverage, but only allows mobile users to get
telemetry information when the mobile user number is not too large. The future design goals of
our wireless telemetry network architecture are efficient routing, limited disruption, QoS support,
and reliability.
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ABSTRACT
The NMSUSat is part of the AFRL/NASA University Nanosatellite program. The constellation will
consist of a main microsatellite that will have a command link from ground and a telemetry link to
ground while a picosatellite will act as a sensor reporting data to the microsatellite. Innovative
command and data handling will be incorporated at low cost and greater accessibility. In this paper
we present the necessary communications and control architecture for the space segment and the
ground segment of the nanosatellite.
KEYWORDS
Microsatellite, Picosatellite, satellite communications, Automatic Position Reporting System
[APRS].
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the approach taken by the NMSUSat team in designing and developing a
ground communication system utilizing amateur radio communications technologies. It will outline
the mission objectives, the system requirements and theory of operation. The hardware, software,
communication protocols and equipment specifications will be described. The extensive use of
commercial off the shelf (COTS) components for lowered cost and shortened development time is
emphasized.
The first satellites were small mainly due to launch capacity. As time went on launch capacity grew
and so did satellites. Building larger satellites meant higher complexity, larger budgets, long
development and manufacturing time, large user communities, and lower risk. The space industry
became a highly bureaucratic environment and money flowed furiously. The cost to put a satellite in
space today is between 10k and 100k dollars per pound [2]. The need for less expensive, shorter
development time, more dedicated mission objectives, smaller communities of users and
implementation of new technologies with higher risks has brought the need for smaller satellites to
the forefront.
Of all these drivers, lowering the cost of the mission is the highest priority [1]. Small satellites
lower the cost substantially through their feasibility of launching as a piggyback system or shared

launch while still being capable of containing high performance payloads. Through integration of
technologies and efficient power control, small satellites can be highly functional despite their size.
Microsatellites, those in the 10-100kg range, have over the past 20 years proven to reduce the cost of
space missions, therefore further research and development in this area is needed to enhance their
use and effectiveness in accomplishing a full range of missions from scientific to commercial.
The NMSUSat concept consists of a microsatellite and an associated picosat as illustrated in Figure
1. They are to be constructed by New Mexico State University [NMSU] students as a joint program
sponsored by, Air Force Research Laboratory and National Aeronautics and Space Administration
[AFRL/NASA]. It is expected that the microsatellite will be released at a 370km altitude on a 51
degree inclined orbit by the ICU deployment system using the Space Shuttle as the primary launch
vehicle [3].
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Figure 1. NMSUSat Concept

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The communications system must provide a crosslink for status information from the picosat,
forward/return links for health and welfare data checking and command uploads between the ground
and the microsatellite, access to the microsatellite at times other than when it is visible from a fixed
ground station and data transport of telemetry. The proposed ground station will consist of a

basestation transceiver, a terminal node controller [TNC], and a PC. Commands will be sent to the
microsatellite with telemetry sent back to ground. The microsatellite communication system will
consist of a TNC, i.e. a modem, components of a handheld radio, and a PC104 based flight
computer. The information will be sent by packet utilizing the Automatic Packet Reporting System
[APRS]. The amateur radio bands allocated for the NMSUSat are in the 2m and 70cm bands (Table
1) by the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) [11] .
Table 1: Frequency allocation for Amateur Satellites
Band wavelength
Frequency Range (MHz)
2m
144.000-146.000
70 cm
435.000-438.000

Band frequency
145 MHz
435 MHz

Due to the visibility time of the Low Earth Orbit [LEO] microsatellite, the average time the satellite
is visible from the ground station is approximately 15 minutes several times per day. The antenna
for the microsatellite is expected to be a VHF/UHF omnidirectional antenna, therefore a high gain
antenna for the ground station is required. The Yaesu G-5400B antenna mounted on the roof of the
Thomas and Brown Electrical and Computer Engineering Building at NMSU will be used as the
ground station antenna.
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN
For both the ground station and the microsatellite, the transceiver sends and receives radio signals to
and from the antenna and passes audio signals back and forth between itself and the TNC. The TNC
translates audio signals into digital information and vice versa and performs a number of controls
and information storage functions and communicates digitally with our computer. The computer
communicates digitally with the TNC and enables viewing messages recieved from the transceiver
or stored in the memory. The computer is used to send data to, and receive data from other stations
via the TNC and the transceiver and controls the operation of the TNC.
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Figure 2. TNC, Radio, PC hardware configuration for Ground Station model.

The Kantronics KPC-9612 was chosen as our TNC due to the capability of allowing “keyboard to
keyboard” communications with the ability to send and receive files, store and retrieve data, and
provide TCP-IP support.
The CPU board chosen for the system is from Diamond Systems Corporation, Prometheus, a high
integration embedded PC/104 CPU with three circuits; a CPU, an Ethernet, and an Analog I/O [7].
This is a commercial off the shelf unit that meets the specifications of low cost and lightweight
needed for our mission. The Prometheus runs on embedded Linux software. The input power for
the Prometheus is supplied through an external supply consisting of solar cells and NiCd batteries.
We chose APRS as our packet communication hardware and software system. Developed by Bob
Bruniga [6] in the 1990s as a digital equivalent to simple voice nets; APRS was intended for local
tactical real-time communications of digital information. APRS is a global digital simplex
communications channel different from conventional packet radio. APRS integrates maps and data
displays, uses a one-to-many protocol for updating everyone real-time, and uses generic digipeating
allowing those without prior knowledge of the network to access the messages. The advantage of
real-time messaging is realized in emergency situations. APRS can be used over great distances but
the protocol is optimized for short distance real-time crisis operations [9]. APRS will enable the
satellite ground communication over a much wider area as eventually other authorized users may
pick up data from different points on different continents and relay that data back to the original
groundstation. Since the microsatellite will only be visible from our NMSU ground station for
approximately a ten minute time frame several times in a twenty-four hour period, the idea of having
many ground stations around the world to collect data and relay it back via the APRS system is
invaluable. To have an virtually unlimited access to our satellite data as the spacecraft orbits the
earth has far reaching applications at minimal cost. The only caveat here are the security issues
involved with having unlimited access to our spacecraft. This is an excellent area for further
research.
On the hardware side, the APRS operation requires an Amateur Radio station, a packet radio
terminal node controller, and a computer to run the software. APRS requires only one successful
packet reducing channel congestion on the uplink [9]. The first APRS system was used on the Space
Shuttle STS-35; the second was on the space station MIR.
The Kenwood TH-D7A was chosen as the transceiver as a commercially available unit having VHF
and UHF capabilities and having shown in the previous NMSU 3 corner satellite mission to meet
space qualifications [8]. The TH-D7A interfaces via RS 232 to a PC for communications control,
has standard GPS interfacing, a built in modem, and built-in APRS messaging capabilities, although
the latter two capabilities are to be covered by the Kantronics TNC which has greater operational
characteristics [4]. The TH-D7A also meets the power system goal. Data rate options are 1200 and
9600 baud for the crosslink and 9600 baud for the forward and return link communications.
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Figure 3. Microsatellite communications system model.
TEST PROGRAM
For testing purposes a sensor bed will be developed with thermistors, potentiometers, and other to be
determined sensors, these devices will simulate those that will be needed to monitor the health and
welfare status of the microsatellite as well as serving as a model for the picosat acting as a sensor.
The sensor bed will be used to test the communications system in verifying the accuracy of what is
sent and to is ultimately received.
Initial testing involved the desktop PC – TNC – TNC –PC configuration of Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Testing the concept, cabling TNC-TNC.
Initial testing has been performed using the Hyper Terminal Program acting as a simple user
interface along with the cables , the PC was set for the 9600 baud operation in the following way:
• Transfer Rate (TNC<->Computer): 9600 bps
• Data Length: 8 bits
• Parity Bit: none
• Stop Bit: 1 bit
• Flow control: Xon/Xoff
A connection test was then run by entering the following:

•

MYCALL (will show current settings) or to set the call sign enter MYCALL and the call sign
you wish to use
• PORT (this command will verify what port you are currently using) or to set port enter PORT
and the number of the port.
• HBAUD (will show current status) Should be (1200/9600) for Port 1 and 2 respectively
C callsign (this is the connect command to connect to other PC/station)
This test allowed us to verify that the PC (satellite) was connected through the TNC (satellite) to the
TNC (ground station) and PC (ground station). After booting the system, a telemetry packet [10]
was saved as a txt. file in notepad, this telemetry frame was designed for later use in the APRS
format to APRS packet specification [13], the first row shows the type of data (in the example it will
be coming from the Thermistor sensor number 1), with the second row showing the number of bytes
per frame, see Figure 5.
Therm 1
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Figure 5. Telemetry Packet
The test was then repeated with the radios ICOM (ground station) [5], and Kenwood THD7
(satellite), included and the message was again sent and received accurately see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Satellite to Ground station model.
Further testing is to be performed to prove the sensor bed can be read into the A/D converter of the
PC/104 board and that data sent via the satellite TNC and transceiver to the ground station.
CONCLUSION
This paper described the approach taken by the NMSUSat team in designing and developing a
ground communication system utilizing amateur radio communications technologies. The the

mission objectives, the system requirements and theory of operation were discussed. The hardware,
software, communication protocols and equipment specifications were described. We are currently
continuing the modeling of the communication system described in this paper as a low cost highly
user accessible medium for small satellite communications.
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ABSTRACT
Modern aircraft and space vehicles routinely sense and record vast quantities of information relevant
to assessing the vehicles’ health. However, limitations imposed by the bandwidth of telemetry and
network connections prevent real-time transmission of the complete data set to central stations for
analysis. An
online health-management system suitable for bandwidth-limited network
environments that enables interrogation of the full data set by ground-based operators is described.
The system uses distributed objects organized in a data processing hierarchy linked by a buffered
data-management subsystem. Reduced health information is routinely transmitted, but dynamic
reports may be requested on demand from any object.
KEYWORDS
Vehicle Health Management, Condition-Based Maintenance, Networks, online Monitoring, XML
INTRODUCTION
Vehicle or machinery health management involves the use of sensed information from multiple
sources to support decisions regarding safe or efficient system operation. Today’s online networked
infrastructure has the potential to revolutionize the field of health management, increasing system
safety while reducing maintenance costs. However, the widespread application of online health
management (OHM) systems is limited by the lack of tools for building systems capable of
processing the vast quantities of data that are available from modern vehicles. Lack of highbandwidth network connectivity to moving vehicles presents another challenge. In this paper, a
network-centric approach to OHM system design and implementation that overcomes these
challenges is described. Aircraft health management in the commercial aircraft industry is used as an
example, but the approach described is relevant to a wide range of vehicle and machinery health
management applications.

Health management applications can be divided into real-time and long-term time frames. Each
serves different but complementary goals. Long-term trending information serves a goal of
condition-based maintenance (CBM), where sensor information is used to observe slowly changing
system properties from which the remaining useful life of components may be tracked and
appropriate maintenance scheduled in a manner that minimizes aircraft or system downtime. For
these purposes, sensor data are typically downloaded in intermittent blocks, such as at the end of a
flight and processed some time later at a central location. The considerable savings that may be
realized through such systems have prompted some industry action. Boeing is developing a
prognostic and diagnostic Airplane Health Management (AHM) service [1]. Delta Airlines has just
invested in a SmartSignal predictive maintenance system for engine health monitoring [2]. The
length of modern flights and the rapid nature of current turnarounds make in-flight telemetry
attractive even for long-term applications. However, it is in the time-constrained “real-time” role that
in-flight telemetry and processing become critical.
Performance optimization and catastrophe avoidance both depend on the development of situational
awareness within an adequate window of opportunity. On a short time scale, from seconds to hours,
a health-monitoring system fulfills a safety role by detecting and reporting system anomalies and
failures. An effective system goes beyond cockpit caution lights and processes and delivers
situational awareness information to on- and off-aircraft personnel. These personnel are then in a
position to make timely decisions and take appropriate action. The value of this real-time role is
dependent on the quantity and quality of information that can be transmitted from the aircraft.
Current air-to-ground communications in commercial aviation are effected through the Aircraft
Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS). This is a VHF service provided by
ARINC that transmits character-based messages at a low data rate. A digital link (VDLM2) is also
available, which supports digital data rates of 31.5 kbps [3]. Boeing’s Connexion system, recently
introduced on Lufthansa aircraft, is a Ku-band satellite relay delivering network data rates exceeding
1 Mbps [4]. However, this system will also be utilized for cockpit data and passenger emails so only
a reduced subset of the bandwidth will be available for condition monitoring. As with developmental
test applications, the wireless data link remains constrained relative to potential uses. Value-added
processing must be enabled on the aircraft to improve the quality of information exchanged with the
vehicle.
The key goal of an OHM system is to get the right information to the right people at the right time.
As the nature and context of each failure is different, the data set required to correctly diagnose a
failure will vary on a case-by-case basis. This implies a need to enable more flexible and more
comprehensive diagnostics and prognostics than are currently employed. In an ideal implementation,
a remote troubleshooter alerted by the health-management system would be able to access the
complete onboard data set in order to rapidly identify the problem. This is the goal of the approach
we have taken to online health management.

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE OHM SYSTEM
An effective OHM system should meet certain key requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Combine information from a large number of sources over a distributed network.
Analyze both historical and current data in real time.
Implement system-specific decision-making models for prognosis and diagnosis.
Report alerts to remote users.
Allow scaleable investigation of the analysis and underlying data by remote users.

Prognostic and diagnostic algorithms will come increasingly from component manufacturers and
from different research groups using various development environments. Sensor information and
health-checking algorithms, which verify sensor performance, will come from the sensor
manufacturers. Maintenance history and life information will come from the system manufacturer
and the system operator. Furthermore, the capabilities of the health-management system itself will
evolve over the life of the vehicle. Such a complex system-of-systems integration challenge can be
met with an open, extensible, and collaborative OHM environment. Open standards are required to
address the common needs of multiple organizations. An extensible approach is needed to allow
operators to modify the OHM system as trends change, new information becomes available, and
systems are upgraded. A collaborative environment is required as the resolution of specific failures
may require the use of various experts with their own preferred application software. Finally, the
next generation of the Internet will go beyond simple formatted presentation of data to incorporate
semantics. In this semantic web, the meaning of information is conveyed through metadata (data
about data), allowing software to perform increasingly adaptive processing. The expectation for
OHM systems is to facilitate ever-increasing situational awareness in support of decision making.
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES FOR AN OHM SYSTEM
Significant interest in CBM and OHM has resulted in the creation of a number of industry groups
and emerging standards. One working group has developed the Open System Architecture for
Condition-Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM), a seven-layer model CBM architecture encompassing
data acquisition through to decision support and presentation layers, along with defined interfaces
for each layer [5]. This work evolves from previously proposed standards including the MIMOSA
CRIS and IEEE 1451. The aim is to move away from proprietary systems toward interchangeable
modules with the associated benefits of reduced development time and more adaptable solutions.
online systems rely on middleware technology to provide communication services among objects
distributed over a network. Recent middleware technologies include CORBA, DCOM, and Creare’s
Ring Buffered Network Bus (RBNB®). Of these, the latter technology was developed around the
requirement for buffering data at various points in the network, a critical requirement for real-time
telemetry and an important attribute for an OHM system [6]. Another applicable technology is XML,
an extensible markup language that can be used to describe the data in a system in a form that can be
interpreted by a range of programs and intelligent agents. Finally, a system with distributed
processing capabilities requires a method to configure and initiate remote algorithms. RMI, SOAP,
and XML-RPC are a few technologies that offer this capability. With such systems operating over
networks, security is also a key concern to be addressed.

IMPLEMENTATION OF AN OHM APPROACH
System Overview
Creare has developed an OHM implementation approach that meets the requirements outlined
above. The OHM software enables configuration of health-management systems using objectoriented sensor and algorithm components via an intuitive graphical user interface. Objects are
connected in a multi-layered hierarchical data processing structure, which may be distributed across
a network. The data and data structure are described by a relational metadata schema. As a result,
health reports may be dynamically generated from data at the system, subsystem, or sensor level.
Furthermore, reports and data may be viewed online with a standard Web browser. The software is
built upon RBNB middleware software, which provides local data buffering and enables online
processing, communication, and administration of current and historical data in real time. An
example implementation is depicted in Figure 1. The ability to configure and initiate remote
algorithms that can consolidate raw sensor data into relevant health information at each level of the
hierarchy significantly reduces network bandwidth requirements. Simultaneously, the data
accessibility is increased through distributed data buffering and Web-based report generation.

Figure 1. Buffered Data and Dynamic Reporting Ensure Telemetry and Network Loads Are
Minimized During Prognosis and Diagnosis of Vehicle Health.
System Configuration
The OHM implementation involves two main software tools: the Object Configuration Tool (OCT)
and the Online Reporting Tool (ORT). An example configuration is shown in Figure 2. The OCT
provides a graphical workspace in which sensor and algorithm objects can be connected to form a
distributed data-processing structure. Sensor objects represent sensor data channels on RBNB
servers. Algorithms are programs configured to process data from sensors or from virtual sensors
(other algorithms), and to write the results back as other RBNB channels. XML-RPC messages sent
over the RBNB network are used to configure and start the algorithms via the Algorithm Factory, an
RBNB plugin utility. When the system configuration is complete, the data-processing structure is
executed causing data to start flowing through the structure. The OCT then generates an XML
metadata file completely describing the hierarchical data-processing structure.

The second tool, the ORT, provides a reporting capability that can be accessed with a standard Web
browser. It is located in the DMZ outside the secure data acquisition network and interfaces through
the installed security system. The tool uses the XML metadata generated by the OCT to provide a
navigable graphical representation of the data-processing structure in HTML Web pages. Users may
drill down to any level of the structure and view system-, subsystem-, or even sensor-level pages.
These pages are compiled by the ORT using data from onboard RBNB servers and graphics
generated by onboard utilities. With this as-required approach, remote users can access the entire
data set and associated analyses without unnecessary network traffic. This bandwidth-conserving
design feature aids scalability. Each of the components is described in more detail in the following
sections.

Figure 2. Example OHM System Configuration. RBNB Servers form the backbone of a
data-processing structure containing sensor and algorithm objects. A system designer
configures the system with the OCT. Remote users access the data via the ORT.
RBNB Network
The RBNB network is the backbone to which the various OHM modules interconnect and
communicate. Sources such as sensors “fire and forget” data to the RBNB network; i.e., they do not
directly send data to particular clients (sinks). Data sinks access content from the RBNB network
buffers, not directly from the sources. Historical information is buffered in the network itself, such
that origin sources have no responsibility to ever retransmit data, and individual sinks need not
continuously monitor and locally store data. Plugins are “smart” virtual channel data sources, in that
they process other data channels on demand. Critical storage and bandwidth resources are managed
with great flexibility and efficiency via the placement and topology of the interconnected RBNB
servers.
Object Configuration Tool
The OCT facilitates the configuration of an OHM system by providing a graphical workspace, in
which objects can be dragged, dropped, configured, and connected. Figure 3 shows the OCT user

interface. On initiation, the tool executes a discovery of the RBNB network and identifies the
hierarchical structure of the nodes and the available sensor and algorithm resources. These are
displayed in a resource library (left frame) where objects can be organized by type, IP address,
RBNB router, etc. Such different views help the system designer gain a picture of where resources
are located in the network, so that potential networking and data-processing bottlenecks will be
avoided. Resources can be dragged onto the workspace and connected to form a logical data flow
diagram. This diagram gives the designer an intuitive picture of the flow of data through the objects
in the system. Objects include sensors, algorithms, and alerts. Sensor Objects represent sources of
measurement data from physical systems. Algorithms represent data-processing elements that take
one or more input data streams (from sensors and/or algorithms) and generate one or more output
data streams. Alerts are a form of algorithm representing data consumers, to which the high-level
outputs of algorithms are pushed immediately, rather than queried using the ORT. For example, this
may represent personnel who are paged or emailed when critical information is generated, or other
personnel who receive routine reports. Objects can be configured in a multi-layered hierarchical
structure by selecting a set of objects and grouping them and their interconnections as “subsystems.”
The subsystems are then accessed in a separate Subsystem Decomposition Window (lower frame).
The hierarchy of objects is depicted by a directory tree in the right upper frame. Finally, the XML
metadata associated with a selected object is shown in the lower right frame. Although the metadata
is shown in the raw XML format, it may be formatted by including an XSD style sheet. These
metadata assist the designer by describing the object and the data it represents. Specific objects may
be located by searching for their associated metadata.

Logical Data Flow Diagram

Object
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System

Subsystem
Object
Metadata

Figure 3. Graphical Interface of the Object Configuration Tool

Remote Algorithm Configuration and Initiation
When configuring a system with the OCT, algorithm objects are selected from an Algorithm
Factory, which is loaded onto remote machines before configuration begins. The factory is an RBNB
plugin, which acts on instructions containing XML-RPC commands to invoke, configure, and then
start algorithms. Early prototypes of the OHM used Remote Method Invocation (RMI) to implement
this function, but the XML-RPC approach provides a more efficient solution as all communication
occurs over the RBNB network. Once the system has been completely defined, the designer initiates
its execution from the OCT. At this point, the remote algorithms are started and data starts flowing
through the system. The OCT also writes an XML file completely describing the data processing
structure.
Online Reporting Tool
The ORT tracks the failures and status messages generated by the system and reports a ranked list of
messages on a separate Web page. This is equivalent to the standard reporting capabilities of current
OHM systems. However, the ORT also delivers a powerful level of flexibility to the OHM system.
With typical data-pipeline type systems, the user is limited to the data set supplied at the end of the
pipeline. However, the ORT provides remote users with the ability to browse through the data
structure and drill down to any level of information, from high-level status inferences to low-level
raw sensor data. It does this by drawing on the metadata created by the OCT, which fully describes
the data-processing structure, including the logical diagram graphics, the network nodes, and the
channel names of each object in the structure. The ORT uses this information to dynamically create
Web pages as users click down through the structure. As shown in Figure 4, each page shows the
logical data flow for the particular system or subsystem being investigated. The full hierarchy is
shown in the frame on the left. When the user reaches sensor or algorithm levels, plots of the output
data are presented. Complex reports of different levels of a system are compiled using the shoppingcart type form at the base of the screen. These forms are saved with other individual user information
in the RBNB. Data sets can be downloaded in a similar manner.

Remaining Useful Life
Indicated by Colored Border

System
Hierarchy
Failure Indicated by
Red Cross
Form for Generating
Reports or Data Sets

Figure 4. Web Page Published by the Online Reporting Tool

Health and Status Tracking
Each health-management system will contain specific health-checking algorithms to report on the
health of subsystems and components. The output of these algorithms includes a pass/fail channel
and a remaining useful life (RUL) channel. A list of these algorithms is included in the metadata
produced by the OCT when the system is configured. The ORT monitors these channels and
compiles a ranked list of system status and failure events. These are reported on a top-level web
page. Failed objects and the higher-level objects containing failed objects are also indicated in
system and subsystem pages by a red cross on the object in the logical diagram and by red text in the
hierarchical tree (Figure 4). The RUL of objects is indicated by colored borders about the object,
which progress from green to red as the object’s life is used up. The life of a higher-level object is
equal to that of its subsystem with the shortest life. RUL is useful for planning maintenance, whereas
failures are more emergent actions that must be addressed for safety reasons. For example, a tire may
be bald (RUL = 0%) or a sensor may be two months away from its annual calibration (RUL = 16%),
while still not having failed. However, a sensor may fail while still having significant RUL.
System Security
Security is an important component of any trustworthy OHM system. The current implementation
described here employs Web-standard Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology to authenticate users
and encrypt data as it traverses the network between the ORT and the remote browser and to prohibit
direct access to the underlying RBNB network. SSL support is built into all client browsers,
minimizing the burden on users while maintaining strong security. The RBNB network and the OCT
are designed to reside on a private network protected by a firewall. In situations where this private
network needs to be distributed over two or more sites, a Virtual Private Network (VPN) may be
used. To enable secure, outside access, the ORT and companion RBNB will be installed outside the
firewall, with an RBNB routing connection across the firewall. The companion RBNB will be
configured to allow connections only from the ORT and machines inside the firewall. Hence, the
only access external users have to OHM data will be via the ORT. This configuration was shown
schematically in Figure 1. This approach uses standard, commercially available security products
(e.g., firewall, VPN) to protect the OHM system and ensures that an OHM installation can be
configured to meet site-specific security requirements.
THE KEY ROLE OF METADATA
The Semantic Web
Today’s Internet is limited by the capabilities of its markup language, HTML. This language only
describes how to format data for presentation; it does not describe the data itself. The next
generation Web will use semantic metadata (data about data) to describe its contents. When data is
accompanied by metadata, intelligent processors or agents can interpret the data and make decisions
based on the content. This revolutionary development will be enabled by systems that generate
metadata along with data content, and by processes that can interpret and act on this metadata. The
use of standard metadata formats will allow for scaleable and collaborative applications with
independent designs that are able to share data. The OHM Software implementation described here
is an early example of such a system.

XML
The OHM design relies on XML, which is a markup language that encompasses each piece of data
content in tags that describe the actual content. XML metadata is used to describe the sensor and
algorithm objects and also to describe the hierarchical data-processing structure itself. It is this
metadata description that enables a designer to locate, connect, and configure sensors and algorithms
and a user at a standard Web browser to navigate through the data flow structure. As a result,
specific metadata formatting is required.
Schema
Metadata formats or structures are known as schemas. A schema defines the type of data that may be
associated with a particular tag and the relationships between nested tags. The schema may be used
to check XML documents for conformity prior to processing. As mentioned earlier, there have been
a number of attempts to define schemas for sensors and data acquisition applications. Two relevant
attempts are SensorML developed by OGC for earth-sensing applications [7] and the OSA-CBM
schema developed for health-monitoring applications [5]. Our challenge in adopting these schemas
is to identify the elements with the specific structure we require.
OHM Schema
We have defined an OHM-specific schema for the data-processing structure as it is specific to our
application. However, the open nature of the schema and associated metadata will allow other
programs to interrogate the data-processing structure. We have also defined a schema for the sensor
and algorithm metadata. This is a minimal schema containing only those elements required to
manage the data. Elements in a broader schema may be used if one emerges as the industry standard,
or translation algorithms may be employed to identify the OHM-specific elements in other assorted
schemas. An important difference between our approach to metadata and that presented in some of
the current schemas is that we store the data and the metadata in separate channels (or files). The two
are linked by naming conventions or by reference in the metadata. Other schemas insert the data into
the XML document. Our approach is necessitated by the need for real-time buffered data. Such time
series data are continually being generated and old data are archived or lost once the buffer is filled.
On the other hand, metadata are typically static or slowly changing relative to data. Separating the
two forms of data increases processing speed and reduces memory requirements.
EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION
An example implementation of an OHM system could be the aircraft health-management scenario
depicted earlier in Figure 1. Each aircraft is configured with an RBNB data server containing data
from the aircraft bus and from specific health-monitoring sensors. Each data channel has an
associated metadata channel. The metadata are generated from the transducer electronic data sheet
(TEDS) as defined by the IEEE 1451 standard or from other standard sources. The OHM system
designer would use the OCT to perform an initial discovery to locate the server and its available data
channels and algorithms. The designer would then configure the system, using onboard algorithms to
process the data into health information, and then ground-based algorithms for long-term trend
information and fleet comparisons. He or she would set up alerting algorithms for time-critical
warnings and routine algorithms for maintenance information. Finally, the designer would execute
the system, at which point the data would start flowing through the processing structure. The system
design could then be loaded onto other planes in the fleet. An engineer, alerted by a vibration health-

checking algorithm, would use a Web browser to access the system health Web page published by
the ORT. He or she could then inspect a report listing the system failures and drill down to the level
of the component experiencing abnormal vibration. The failure might have been generated by a
specific FFT algorithm processing data from a particular accelerometer. The engineer could inspect
the FFT trace and also the raw signal trace from the accelerometer. The intermittent nature of noise
on the accelerometer, indicative of an electrical fault, might be enough to convince him or her that
an emergency landing is not required. This scenario illustrates the advantages of the flexible nature
of this OHM implementation. It would be impossible to transmit all of the information that was
required to make this diagnosis to the ground in real time with current or even next-generation
aircraft data links.
CONCLUSION
An approach to online health monitoring of vehicles or machinery that overcomes telemetry and
network bandwidth limitations was described. This approach provides remote users with access to
the full sensor data set in near real time. Distributed objects are organized in a data-processing
hierarchy and linked by a buffered data management system. Reduced health information is
routinely transmitted, but dynamic reports may be requested on demand from any object. The
approach remains open, extensible, and collaborative through the use of RBNB middleware and
XML metadata. The RBNB middleware provides a data buffering capability and dynamic file
servers that may be accessed by any programs. The XML metadata, used to describe the dataprocessing structure and the raw and processed data channels, can be interpreted by other programs.
Key requirements of access to real-time and historical data and flexible reporting are also met
through the use of these two technologies.
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ABSTRACT
A particular engineering aspect of distributed sensor networks that has not received
adequate attention is the system level hardware architecture of the individual nodes of the
network. A novel hardware architecture based on an idea of task specific modular
computing is proposed to provide for both the high flexibility and low power
consumption required for distributed sensing solutions. The power consumption of the
architecture is mathematically analyzed against a traditional approach, and guidelines are
developed for application scenarios that would benefit from using this new design.
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INTRODUCTION
Much of the research focus in the area of distributed sensor networks has been devoted to
developing power aware or power conservative wireless networking[2], operating
systems[1],[8], or application software.[8],[9] The hardware aspects of these systems have
been largely overlooked, yet many potential benefits may be derived by considering the
node system as a whole including both software and hardware components. Furthermore,
implementation of distributed sensor networks can be highly application dependent, and
this realization provides a new systems perspective for engineering generalized solutions.
Only two system level design approaches have previously been made regarding node
hardware. One approach has been to develop highly optimized, low power, and inflexible
systems that are specific to a single application. The other approach has been to engineer
non-optimal, high power, yet extremely flexible systems that can be adapted to many

different applications. These approaches are unsatisfactory to produce programmatically
efficient, deployable sensor systems. The inflexible systems become one time solutions
that cannot be adapted and are thus programmatically expensive, yet the flexible systems
consume large amounts of power and resources and hence require frequent attendance
once deployed. The remainder of this document will discuss and analyze an architecture
developed to strike a balance between the flexibility, optimality, and power consumption
of these two previous approaches. The architecture is specifically designed to satisfy the
needs of event-driven sensor networks. A brief comparison of metrics of this architecture
to a more standard architecture will be given in order to point out the tradeoffs associated
with each design. Finally, a comparative mathematical analysis of the power
consumption of this new architecture with a more standard architecture will be shown.
PROPOSED NODE ARCHITECTURE
There are several key features that an ideal sensor network platform would have. It would
be low power, robust against failure, extensible and adaptable to many applications,
upgradeable as components are advanced, and have capabilities for complex
computational requirements. These features are primary motivations for the idea to
develop a task separated, modular, decentralized architecture.[4],[5] The modularity will
immediately allow better extensibility and upgradeability in comparison to more
traditional centralized approaches, since adding or changing components is as simple as
adding or swapping modules. As will be shown in the Power Analysis section below, the
modularity also decreases the total power consumption of the system for certain
applications.[6], [7] Furthermore, modularity leads to better robustness and survivability
since it eliminates single point of failure issues, to which centralized approaches are
inherently susceptible. Finally, since the system is flexible and can adapt to many
different possible applications, developing via the modular approach could give a lower
long term programmatic cost. (For more detail on these issues, see the authors’ previous
paper in Reference [3], “A System Level Hardware Architecture for a Distributed Sensor
Network Node.”) Several partially modular but inflexible architectures include the Sandia
HERD nodes, the Berkeley Wireless Research Center picoRadio test beds, the Berkeley
MICA motes, and the Rockwell WINS and Infocube platforms. The architecture
proposed in Figure 1 is a series of operationally disjoint modules connected by a central
bus, and satisfies many more of the desired system attributes than previous systems.

Figure 1: Node System Architecture

Each of the modules attached to the central bus acts as a stand alone component. The
sensor modules each have their own data pre-processors (either low power general
purpose processors, DSPs, micro-controllers, or FPGAs depending on level of
computational complexity required) and data storage (either internal or external to the
data pre-processor depending on memory requirements) as shown in Figure 2. This
allows a higher power general purpose processor module to remain in a low power sleep
mode for the majority of node operation. A general purpose processor is kept in the
system in order to allow complex algorithms and node operations to occur when
necessary thus providing a flexibility improvement over the application specific systems
previously implemented. In order to reduce the processing requirements of the general
purpose processing module further, the wireless networking module will handle all
network routing when wireless messages simply need to be hopped on to other nodes.

Figure 2: Module Architecture
The purpose of the sensor module data pre-processor will be two-fold: it will acquire and
process the raw sensor data into a standard format, and it will act as an event detector.
The advance event detection service that the pre-processor performs will take a first pass
look at the data from the sensor to determine if an event has occurred. This first pass will
likely take the form of threshold monitoring, envelope detection, or something similarly
undemanding. When an event is registered, the sensor module will send a request to the
general purpose processor module for verification. The processor module will gather the
buffered data from the sensor module, fuse it with other relevant sensor data, and analyze
it using higher-level computationally intensive algorithms to verify the event. If the event
is verified, the general purpose processor could then pass along this high level situational
information to other wireless nodes.
In order to make this architecture viable, each module must also have a separate hardware
or software intra-node (inter-module) networking section, labeled as the Intra-Node
Network Connector (INNC) in Figure 2. The INNC will be able to power on or off the
module back-end and act as a gateway to the intra-node network. The INNC also protects
the module from the heterogeneity of the back-ends of other modules, and allows for the
extensibility and reconfigurability of the system. The INNCs are the only sections of the
system which are required to be continuously powered and ready to receive interrupts.
This requirement necessitates they be very low power and have the capability to enter
interrupt ready sleep modes to conserve energy.
POWER ANALYSIS
In order to derive the power requirements of the decentralized architecture proposed, an
abstraction of it must be made and a mathematical analysis must be performed. Let each

module have three states: a standard state, a wait state, and a transacting and processing
state. The standard state is the state in which the module resides when it is not interacting
with any other modules. In the standard state, a module may be collecting sensor data and
pre-processing it for event detection, may be in a deep sleep power saving mode, or may
be carrying out some other action depending on its specific system function. The wait
state occurs when a module requests service from another module that is already busy
processing a different request. The requesting module is assumed to immediately
transition from its standard state into a wait state until the requested module is ready for
the transaction. Finally, the transacting and processing state occurs either when
transacting a request for service to or from another module or when processing a request
from another module. After any transaction and processing state, a module is assumed to
immediately transition into its standard state. When transitioning from a standard state to
a transaction and processing state, a module is assumed to require a short start-up time
before transactions can occur. Aside from this transition, however, all other transitions
are assumed to be instantaneous. Finally, for purposes of generality, since all modules
will be on a central communications bus, let each module be able to request service from
any other module except itself. Based on this abstraction, Table 1 illustrates the ten
decentralized system parameters.
pi
wi
si

oi

rij
ui
aij

xij
tij

average power consumed by module
i while transacting or processing a
request
average power consumed by module
i while in a wait state
average power consumed by module
i while in a standard state – i.e. not
transacting and processing requests
or waiting to make a request
(pi ≥ wi ≥ si)
average power consumed by module
i when transitioning from a standard
state into a transaction and
processing state
rate at which module i requests
service from module j
average time it takes for module i to
transition from a standard state into
a transacting and processing state
average wait time experienced by
module i when requesting service
from module j (aij > wake-up time of
module j)
average time of a processing request
transaction from module i to module
j
average time it takes module j to

m

process a request from module i
number of modules
Table 1: Decentralized Architecture System Parameters

There are five main operations of each module for which the power must be analyzed:
transitioning from a standard state to a transacting state, transacting a request to or from
another module, processing requests, waiting for another module to be available when
requesting services, and being in a standard state.
First, define an interval of length T. In this time period, requests will be made of module j
at rates rij. The average number of requests from module i during time period T will thus
be rijT. For each request, module j will require oj average watts during its transition from
a standard state to a transacting state. The total power consumed by module j in a time
period T from requests issued by module i will thus be rijTojuj. The average power is
derived from taking the total power and dividing by the length of the interval, T, and
summing over all modules, thus the average power consumed by module j in
transitioning from a standard state to a transacting state will be:
m

∑

i =1,i ≠ j

(1)

rij o j u j

Module j will need to transact requests with other modules. This will happen in two
different ways, either module j will be the requesting module or it will be the requested
module. If it is the requested module, the total amount of power expended during
transactions from module i in a time period T will be rijTpjxij. If it is the requesting
module, the total amount of power expended during transactions to module i in a time
period T will be rjiTpjxji. Thus the average power consumed by module j during
transactions will be:
m

∑

i =1,i ≠ j

p j ( rij xij + rji x ji )

(2)

There is also power consumption associated with the actual processing of a request.
Using the same reasoning as above, the power consumed by module j while processing
requests made by other modules will be:
m

∑

i =1,i ≠ j

p j rij tij

(3)

When module j requests another module that is already busy, it must remain in a wait
state until the requested module becomes available. Using the same reasoning again, the
average power module j consumes while waiting will be:
m

∑

i =1,i ≠ j

w j rji a ji

(4)

Finally, there will be periods during which module j will be operating independently of
all other modules. This will only be during times when it is not processing requests,
waiting for requests to be accepted, transacting requests, or transitioning from a standard
to a transacting state. The cumulative amount of time during a period T during which the
module will not be occupied will thus be:

T−

m

∑

i =1,i ≠ j

 rij ( u j + tij + xij ) + rji ( a ji + x ji )  T



(5)

During this time, the module will be consuming its standard power sj. Thus, the average
power consumed in a standard state by module j will be:
m


(6)
1 − ∑  rij ( u j + tij + xij ) + rji ( a ji + x ji )   s j
 i =1,i ≠ j

Term (6) will never be negative since it is not possible for a module to be busy for more
than time T during a period of length T. Combining (1)-(6), the total average power of the
modular system, Pm, will be:
m 
m

Pm = ∑sj + ∑ rij xij ( pj − sj ) + tij ( pj − sj ) + uj ( oj − sj ) + rji xji ( pj − sj ) + aji ( wj − sj )  (7)
j =1 
i=1,i≠ j

From equation (7), it can be seen that if the power consumption of the modules never
fluctuates from its processing power consumption, pj, i.e. if (pj=sj=oj=wj), the total
average power of the system will simply be:

(

)

Pm

p j = s j =o j = w j

m

= ∑ pj

(8)

j =1

If the modules never go into standard or wait modes, the total average power of the
system is simply the sum of the average power of each of the modules. This is similar to
the case of a centralized system that never goes into a sleep state.
Another apparent result from Equation (7) is the benefit of reducing processing times,
transaction times, waiting times, and transition times of the modules. Similarly, reducing
the rate at which modules request service of each other also seems to reduce overall
power consumption. This may not be the case, however, and this is precisely where the
tradeoffs of the modular system start to occur. At this point, it is beneficial to simplify
Equation (7). Since it is likely that a ji , tij >> xij , x ji , u j and w j ≈ s j , Equation (7) can be
rewritten as:
m
m


(9)
Pm ≈ ∑  s j + ∑ rij tij ( p j − s j ) 
j =1 
i =1,i ≠ j

Equation (9) represents the fundamental simplified power equation of the decentralized
modular system, and minimizing this will lead to a minimum power system. This
simplified power equation captures two fundamental tradeoffs for this architecture. First,
for any single module, as tij is reduced, pj will likely increase. It requires more
computational capability to process the same amount of data in shorter periods of time,
and more computational capability generally leads to higher power consumption. (This
observation is violated if moving to a DSP from a micro-processor since a DSP may be
better suited to perform a calculation. This change would reduce time and power.)
Second, for the system as a whole, as the request rates, rij, are reduced, the power
consumptions of each module, pj, will likely increase. If modules are more self-sufficient
and request the service of other modules less, they must also be more competent to
handle computational tasks on their own, and this generally requires more power as well.

A precise analytic relationship between rij, tij, and pj may be impossible to determine, thus
numerical simulation is generally preferred.
In order to compare a standard centralized architecture with the decentralized one
presented, a similar mathematical development must be made for the centralized system.
Assume that all components of the centralized system are attached to a single central
processor that has two modes, a processing mode and a sleep mode. Whenever the
processor is not servicing a component or analyzing data collected from components, it is
in sleep mode, otherwise it is in its processing mode. Assume the transitions between the
two modes are close to instantaneous. Based on this abstraction, Table 2 illustrates the six
centralized system parameters .
c

ti

time required to service component i
and analyze resulting data
rate at which component i must be
serviced
central processor active power
consumption
central processor sleep power
consumption
component i power consumption
number of components
Table 2: Centralized System Parameters

c

ri

c

pp

c

sp

c

pci
n

First, the total processing power, cp, and standby power, cs, of the centralized system
must be calculated:
c

n

p = c pc + ∑ c pci and

c

i =1

n

s = c sc + ∑ c pci

(10)

i =1

Following a similar derivation to those above, the average power that the centralized
architecture will spend in its processing mode will be:
n

∑ rt
i =1

i i

c

p

and the average power spent in its standby mode will be:
n


1
rti t  c s
−
∑

 i =1 
Combining these two equations, the total power for a centralized system will be:

(11)

(12)

n

Pc = c s + ∑ c ri cti ( c p − c s )

(13)

i =1

Using Equations (9) and (13), Figure 3 was generated for power comparisons. The
parameter ranges simulated were based either on what was determined to be reasonable
given likely sensor network applications or on what current commercially available
components provide.
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Figure 3: Centralized Versus Decentralized Power Comparisons
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In order to generate meaningful comparisons, the parameter values used for all of the
plots in Figure 3 were kept constant unless the parameter was used as the independent
variable. The parameter values used are shown in Table 3.
Centralized
Central Processor Standby Power,
c
sp
Central Processor Processing Power,
c
pp
Number of External Components, n
Component Sampling Rate, cr
Sample Servicing Time, ct
Component Power, cpci
Decentralized

(All components are identical)
100uW
250mW
4
5Hz
10ms
5mW
(All non-GPPM modules are
identical)
100uW + 1mW = 1.1mW

General Purpose Processor Module
(GPPM) Standby Power, s1
GPPM Processing Power, p1
250mW + 15mW = 265mW
Number of Modules (Including
4+1=5
GPPM), m
Rate Each Module Requests GPPM .4Hz
Validation (i.e. Event Rate), ri1
Validation Request Service Time, t1j 100ms
Non-GPPM Module Standby Power, 5mW + 1mW = 6mW
si
Non-GPPM Module Processing
5mW + 15mW = 20mW
Power, pi
Table 3: Simulation Parameters

There is a wealth of information captured in Figure 3, but space permits only a few key
features to be noted. First, given different parameter values, either the centralized
architecture or the decentralized architecture is lower power. For example, as shown in
Figure 5E, for module event rates below about .5Hz, the decentralized system is lower
power, but above .5Hz, the centralized system is lower power. There is no single best
architecture; instead, different application spaces are targeted by each. Second, as single
parameters are varied, the centralized and decentralized plots cross-over only once within
the regions of interest. This implies that there are certain parameter thresholds above
which one system will always be lower power. Finally, and most importantly, Figure 3
can be used to give general characteristics of systems for which either architecture would
be better suited. For example, for systems with many low power components, or systems
that require a very high power general purpose processor but expect low event rates,
Figure 3 shows that the decentralized system would be favored.
Although useful general guidelines can be derived from Figure 3, the determination of
which architecture would be preferred must be made on an application specific basis.

Also, since the simulations performed do not take into account heterogeneous
components or multiple parameter variations, future research is needed using more
realistic system models. Furthermore, it is possible that hybrid centralized/decentralized
systems would be beneficial under certain conditions, but this possibility remains to be
researched as well.
CONCLUSION
A novel decentralized modular architecture for event-driven, distributed sensor network
nodes was presented. A motivation and analysis of this architecture was given, and
several general application areas were identified for which the new architecture would be
better suited than a standard centralized architecture. Furthermore, the decentralized
architecture was argued to be more robust, extensible, and upgradeable than a standard
centralized architecture, and developing systems via the decentralized approach was also
argued to give a lower long term programmatic cost.
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RUGGED AND RELIABLE COTS STORAGE SOLUTIONS
FOR DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT
Due to the rotating mechanism in mechanical disks, they cannot provide the top-level
reliability required for operation in harsh military environments. This paper describes
three COTS alternatives to mechanical disks: ruggedized mechanical disks, solid-state
flash disks and stacked PC Cards. It discusses their cost-effectiveness and aspects such as
environmental specifications, endurance and data reliability. It highlights several methods
used by flash disks to enhance endurance and reliability, as well as flash pricing and
density trends. It presents data security requirements in actual emergency situations, and
how flash disks can meet these requirements. It concludes with a feature-by-feature
comparison of ruggedized disks, flash disks and stacked PC Cards.
KEYWORDS
Solid-state flash disk, NAND flash, SCSI, IDE, Sanitize
INTRODUCTION
Reliable data storage is a major concern for engineers designing military data acquisition
systems in equipment such as data recorders, telemetrics and reconnaissance. All of these
systems must operate under harsh environmental conditions. Although rotating
mechanical disks provide very high storage capacity of more than 200GB and are priced
at less than $500, inherent design limitations make them unsuitable to operate reliably
under environmental extremes.
Their mechanical design, based on spinning platters and head-arms that read/write the
information from/to the disk platters, cannot insure data integrity. In addition, mechanical
disks do not operate reliably in temperatures outside the range of +5°C to +55°C.
Military applications must guarantee reliable performance within the industrial
temperature range of -40°C to +85°C. Another drawback of mechanical disks is their low
tolerance for shock and vibration. They operate under maximum shock levels of 125G for
2.5” IDE/ATA disk (common for laptops) and up to 65G for SCSI disks (common for
servers/desktops), and maximum vibration levels of up to 1G. These shock and vibration
levels do not comply with MIL-STD requirements for tracked and wheeled vehicles, nor
do they meet MIL standards for airborne and shipboard use. To overcome the limited
reliability of mechanical disks, COTS solutions have been introduced to the marketplace.

RUGGEDIZED MECHANICAL DISKS
A rotating mechanical disk can be ruggedized by sealing it in a rigid cartridge. This
cartridge encompasses the entire disk mechanism, including electronics, protecting it
from high humidity and altitude fluctuations. Advanced sealed cartridges are used for
embedded closed-loop servo systems, automatically compensating for temperature
variations to ensure reliable head positioning over the entire operating temperature range.
Ruggedized mechanical disks are available in capacities of up to 160GB, and deliver
sustained read/write performance rates as high as 40MB/s. The cost of ruggedizing
mechanical disks ranges from hundreds to thousands of dollars, depending on the
ruggedization level required.
Although a sealed cartridge improves the ability of mechanical disks to withstand high
altitude, humidity and higher level of shocks and vibrations, additional factors need to be
considered. Sealing a mechanical disk doubles and sometimes even triples the size of the
unit, in addition to adding excessive weight. A larger and heavier unit for airborne
applications within helicopters and fighters translates into a high dollar premium, which
is measured per square mm.
In order to improve the shock and vibration specification of a ruggedized mechanical
disk, some designers mount it on a shock absorber. If the casing is insufficient to meet the
required operating temperature range, a heating and cooling device is used. But the
addition of these two components add weight and size, while consuming more power and
making the total solution more costly. Based on current pricing for high capacity disks of
more than 30GB, ruggedized mechanical disks are cost-effective. But for smaller
capacities, the cost of ruggedization is too high per MB/GB to make them a viable option.
SOLID-STATE FLASH DISKS
Flash disks are solid-state with no moving parts, thereby eliminating seek time, latency
and other electro-mechanical delays inherent in conventional disk drives. Since flash is a
non-volatile memory technology (vs. volatile memory technology such as DRAM and
SRAM), it retains data when power is off, as do mechanical disks.
Flash memory has become an ideal solution for replacing mechanical disks where
reliability is a key requirement. For flash disks to provide true “drop-in replacements” for
mechanical disks, they have identical dimensions, the same mounting holes and the same
interfaces. The most common flash disk form factors are: 2.5” (laptop size disk) with
IDE/ATA and Narrow SCSI interfaces and a 3.5” (desktop size disk) with Narrow SCSI
and Wide SCSI interfaces.
Flash disks operate in the harshest environmental conditions, as defined in MIL-STD
810F. They are used as rugged data storage within military and aerospace systems,
delivering significantly higher reliability and a maintenance-free solution as opposed to
traditional mechanical disks that are susceptible to mechanical failures and performance
degradation in harsh conditions. Solid-state flash disks operate within -40°C to +85°C
temperature ranges, absorbing shock conditions at 1500G and random vibrations of 16G
at 80,000 feet altitude.

Table 1: Mechanical Disk vs. Solid-State Flash Disk
Category

Mechanical Disk

Solid-State Flash Disk

Operating
Temperature Range

+5°C to +55°C

-40°C to +85°C

Non-Operating
Temperature Range

-40°C to +70°C

-55°C to +95°C

Operating Shock

20G - 25G

1500G

Operating Vibration

1G (22-500Hz)

16G (20-2000Hz)

Humidity

5%-90%

5%-95%

Operating Altitude

15,000 ft

80,000 ft

Acoustics, Idle/Ready

2.9 (Bels)

0

Environmental
Standards

Shock and Vibration
MIL-STD 810F

Does not comply

Complies, MIL-STD 810F

Reliability

Actual/Fielded MTBF

<70,000

>700,000

Performance

Average Seek

7.0-3.0msec

0.5-0.02msec

Average Latency

5.0-2.0msec

None

Sustained Read Rate

15.0-50.0MB/sec

2.0-30.0MB/sec

Sustained Write Rate

10.0-40.0MB/sec

2.0-20.0MB/sec

Power Idle

5.0-0.8 Watts

1.0-0.035 Watts

Power Read/Write

10.0-5.0 Watts

3.0-0.325 Watts

Security

Delete disk data in
emergency without
retrieving the data

Does not comply,
requires degaussers or
total destruction

Complies with:
- Fast Secure Erase
- Sanitize (Purge)

Capacity

3.5” Form Factor
2.5” Form Factor

40GB-200GB
20GB-60GB

128MB-100GB
128MB-40GB

Cost

Procurement

$70-$600

<$600/GByte

Environmental
Specifications

Power

Figure 1: Solid-state flash disk based on SCSI or ATA controller, Error Detection and
Correction Code and a CPU, enabling the disk read/write operations to the flash array.

Figure 2: Solid-state flash disks operate within -40°C to +85°C temperature ranges,
absorb shock conditions at 1500G and random vibrations of 16G at 80,000 feet altitude.
CHOOSING THE RIGHT SOLID-STATE FLASH DISK SOLUTION
Choosing the right flash disk is much more complicated than simply choosing the right
storage interface (IDE/SCSI/Wide-SCSI/FC) and the required disk capacity (in
MBytes/GBytes), or evaluating the product that will deliver the best disk performance
(sustained read/write rate). Since NAND flash technology has some inherent limitations
that affect reliability, the right flash disk must overcome these limitations to meet the
extremely high reliability requirements of mission-critical applications.
Addressing the issue of reliability requires understanding how flash works. Flash is non
re-writable and must be erased before it can be written to again. Flash is erased in blocks
(typical block size is 4 to 64 KBytes), which are much larger than disk sectors (512
bytes). In addition, flash has a limited number of erase cycles of 100,000 to 1,000,000
(flash has no limitation for read operations). NAND flash can accumulate up to 2% of
bad blocks during the manufacturing process, as well as additional bad blocks during

flash operation. The number of bad blocks also accumulates due to the write/erase
operation, during which electrons are captured in an oxide layer and create internal
electrical stress. The stress is created when only one block is accessed repeatedly by an
erase/write operation, while the remaining blocks are untouched. This stress increases
the bad block accumulation rate during flash erase/write operation.
ENHANCING SOLID-STATE FLASH DISK ENDURANCE
Some flash disk manufacturers incorporate methods to enhance endurance. One of the
most common techniques is called erase before write or counter wear-leveling. This
method implements a counter for every flash block to count the number of write cycles.
Every new write operation is preceded by an erase operation to the block where the data
will be stored, and the block counter is updated. When the specific counter reaches the
flash erase cycle limit, the block is marked as a bad block. Although the data in that block
can be read an unlimited number of times, it cannot be written anymore. When the
application tries to execute a new write operation to such a block, the new data is stored
in a different block taken from a pool of spare blocks, and a pointer points to the new
location. The “erase before write” algorithm intensively wears out the flash over time, as
the whole erasable block is erased every time even though only part of the block is
updated. If the application executes write operations to the same location over and over
again, these blocks will reach the erase cycle limit, decreasing the total flash disk
capacity available for write operations.
A more advanced method to enhance flash disk endurance, while keeping the entire
media size available for write operations without a decrease in capacity over time, is
called TrueFFS® (True Flash File System). TrueFFS technology uses dynamic wearleveling, virtual mapping, garbage collection and bad block mapping-out (BBM)
algorithms to optimize flash usage.
The dynamic wear-leveling algorithm guarantees that all blocks in the flash disk are
erased the same number of times, preventing the application from repeatedly writing to
the same location until flash blocks wear out. Dynamic wear-leveling enables the entire
available capacity of the flash disk to be used for write operations. TrueFFS performs
virtual mapping of logical sectors to physical blocks, transparent to the user’s application.
The TrueFFS garbage collection process eliminates the need to erase the whole block
prior to every write. This process accumulates data marked for erase as garbage, and
performs a whole block erase as space reclamation in order to re-use the block for the
next write operation. Once a block becomes problematic, the BBM algorithm marks the
block as a “bad block” so that TrueFFS no longer uses it. Large pools of spare blocks, up
to 4% of the flash disk capacity, are used to increase disk endurance.
IMPROVING DATA RELIABLITY IN SOLID-STATE FLASH DISK
Some flash disk manufacturers use a volatile DRAM/SRAM data buffer to increase disk
performance. Powering down when the disk is written, or when data resides in the cache,
causes an incomplete write sequence. A DRAM/SRAM cache buffer also causes disk
performance to decline when the cache buffer is full (during write operation) and when
data does not reside in the cache (during read operation). Using a flash disk without a
volatile data cache increases disk reliability under unstable power conditions, and also
provides sustained read/write performance that is undisturbed by cache status.
Even if no volatile caching is used, power cycling may cause data corruption. It is
important to verify that the flash disk does not tolerate “in-between” data states caused by

a power failure, during which the data is only partially written to the disk during a write
operation. To prevent this, the flash disk should use the following sequence: perform the
write operation, verify that all data was written, and only then update the mapping
information. Mapping must always reflect the correct status of the write operation. Only
after the success of this sequence should the flash disk update the mapping as “block was
successfully transferred”.
Since flash disks are designed to operate in mission-critical systems for many years,
removing them to perform status checks is unacceptable; hence, remote monitoring is
needed. One example of remote monitoring is SMART (Self-Monitoring, Analysis and
Reporting Technology). When SMART is activated, the disk performs internal
monitoring and reports back the test results, indicating the disk status. SMART is
commonly used in mechanical ATA/IDE disks to test, among other things, the reliability
of the mechanical disk spinning mechanism. Since flash disks have no moving parts but
accumulate bad blocks over time, SMART was converted by some flash disk
manufacturers to analyze the flash disk bad block status. SMART calculates the total
number of bad blocks accumulated after manufacturing relative to the total capacity. This
result provides the user with an indication of flash disk reliability and expected life span.
STACKED PC CARDS (PCMCIA ATA CARDS)
Some solid-state flash manufacturers provide hybrid designs that incorporate several
units of PC Cards (PCMCIA ATA Cards) to compose a single solid-state flash disk. This
hybrid design is less expensive for small capacities that use one or two units of PC Cards,
since it uses standard PC Cards available in the marketplace for non-military
applications. A solid-state flash disk with higher capacities using three or more units of
PC Cards is more expensive than standard solid-state flash disks. With each additional
PC Card, there is an additional payment for the PC Card casing, the PC Card internal
controller and the adapter mounted within the disk.
Some hybrid PC Cards designs can cause reliability problems under high shock and
vibration conditions, due to their Lego-like structure. This issue needs to be address
closely, especially in airborne applications.
PC Cards support the ATA/IDE command set. For a SCSI interfaced solid-state flash disk
based on PC Cards, there is a need for “on the fly” protocol conversion. ATA/IDE must
be converted to SCSI during read operations, and SCSI to ATA/IDE during write
operations. The conversion time can lower the disk read/write performance. If the
conversion is not smooth, abnormal disk operation may result.
Since PC Cards were originally designed for industrial applications and not specifically
for the military, they do not provide Secure Erase and Sanitize. In addition, they must
manage bad blocks, an inherent flash limitation, to verify that bad blocks that contain
confidential information are completely erased.

Table 2: Stacked PC Card Design vs. Solid-State Flash Disks
Category

Stacked PC Cards
(PCMCIA ATA Cards)

Solid-State Flash Disk
(not using PC Cards)

1. Fast Secure Erase & Sanitize
2. Partial (Selective) Erase
3. Auto-resume erase during
power cycling
4. Erasing confidential data
from bad blocks

Does not comply, must be
solved externally

Complies, supported internally
by some solid-state

5. MIL-STD 810F Shock and
vibration

Must to be addressed due to
Lego-like design

Complies

6. SCSI commands

Requires on the fly translation
from IDE to SCSI and back

Complies, has direct SCSI
controller

7. Wear-leveling
8. Bad block mapping out

Does not comply, must verify
support

Complies, supported internally

9. Removability

Complies

Complies with:
- 80-pin SCA Ultra Wide SCSI
- Mounted in removable
cartridge

10. Cost

Cost effective for 1-2 units of
PC Cards (small capacities)

Cost effective for > 2 PC Cards
are needed (higher capacities)

SOLID-STATE FLASH DISKS TRENDS
In the past, cost was a real barrier to solid-state flash disks deployment, but the flash
industry has its own version of Moore’s law that overcomes this barrier. According to
this law, the density of the flash component doubles within the same silicon footprint size
every 12 months, enabling double the capacity every year in the same casing size while
sharply reducing flash cost.
Limited capacity and very high flash costs prevented designers in the past from using
flash disks. But leading flash manufacturers such as Toshiba and Samsung have
improved their processes over the past four years by using less silicon, reducing costs and
increasing flash capacity. In 1999, solid-state flash disks were being sold at $5 per MB
(1GB for $5,000), while in 2000 the cost came down to $3 per MB (1GB for $3,000). In
2001, it dropped to $2 per MB (1GB for $2,000) and in 2002 it dropped even more to
$1.2 per MB (1GB for $1,200). During 2003, the cost has declined yet again to less than
$600 per GB. This trend should continue in the future.
Solid-state flash disk performance has also improved dramatically. Until 2000, Narrow
SCSI sustained read/write rates were only up to 3MB/sec. In 2001, Ultra Wide SCSI
solid-state flash disks were introduced, increasing sustained read/write rates to more than
20MB/sec. This performance enables the storage of video applications and high
resolution images.

SECURITY IN EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
On April 1, 2001, a US Navy surveillance plane (EP-3E ARIES II 156511/PR-32) was
forced to make an emergency landing in China after what officials described as a "minor"
mid-air collision with a Chinese Navy Shenyang F-8-II "Finback" fighter. The incident
occurred over the South China Sea when two Finbacks intercepted the EP-3E ARIES
during what the U.S. Navy described as a “routine” patrol flight.
The EP-3E crew's procedures for handling classified materials would have involved
erasing data and software from computer hard drives and destroying CD-ROMs, floppy
disks and key pieces of equipment, including cryptographic systems that encode the
electronic signals gathered by the aircraft. The crew had between 12 and 20 minutes in
the air to destroy all classified material before making the emergency landing. They had
approximately another 12 minutes after landing and before emerging from the aircraft to
complete what they probably began while airborne, according to reports. U.S. officials
said that in the final moments before the spy plane landed, the crew may have been trying
to destroy the hardware with hammers and axes.
Just how much the crew was able to destroy is not clear. However, the potential damage
to the collaborative intelligence effort is clear. If the Chinese were able to access the
aircraft's top secret equipment, they were able to discover what the Pentagon knows  and
doesn't know about their communications and operations. This information would enable
them to change their methods and develop countermeasures, thus depriving Americans of
a powerful advantage in wartime.
Cryptographic keys, databases that maintain U.S. intelligence information on Chinese
systems and classified computer codes are of far greater value to the Chinese than the
hardware systems alone. However, electricity is required to degauss, or erase, crypto
systems and other hard drives. Damage to the aircraft could have hampered the crew's
ability to take such actions.
CLEANING, SANITIZING AND DESTROYING PROCEDURES
Security agencies in the US define several levels of “erasing” sensitive data for various
storage media type, such as tapes, magnetic disks and optical disks. These levels were
originally set by the DoD (Department of Defense) 5200.28 and by the NSA (National
Security Agency) CSS 130-2, Media Declassification and Destruction Manual. In 1995,
the DoD published the 5220.22 NISPOM (National Industrial Security Program
Operating Manual). This manual was issued in accordance with the National Industrial
Security Program (NISP) and was developed in close cooperation with the industry. It
prescribes requirements, restrictions, and other safeguards to prevent unauthorized
disclosure of classified information and to control authorized disclosure of classified
information released by the US.
Each US military force has compiled its own internal version, drawn from the DoD/NSA
instructions as described by the US Air Force AFSSI (Air Force System Security
Instruction) 5020, the US Army 380-19 Information Systems Security (ISS) and the US
Navy NAVSO P-5239-26 INFOSEC (Information Systems Security).

Since “erasing” is an ambiguous term, several others terms are used. These terms are
applied to magnetic tapes, magnetic disks, optical disks and various other types of
memory devices (such as DRAMs, EEPROMs and SRAMs):
•

Clearing: Clearing is the process of eradicating data on the media before it is reused
in an environment that provides an acceptable level of protection for the data
previously stored on the media before clearing.

•

Sanitizing (also called Purging): Sanitizing is the process of removing data on the
media before it is reused in an environment that does not provide an acceptable level
of protection for the data previously on the media before sanitizing. Sanitizing
mechanical disks and magnetic tapes requires the use of a degausser or otherwise
destroying by means of disintegrating, incinerating, pulverizing, shredding or
smelting the disks and tapes.

•

Destroying: Destroying is the process of physically damaging the media to make it
totally unusable as a media, thereby making it impossible to retrieve data.

Declassification is a separate administrative process, whereby classified data stored on a
media is deemed to no longer require protection as classified information.
Various procedures have been set forth by the DoD to meet these “erasing” and
declassification processes. For the disposition of unclassified DoD mechanical hard
drives, the DoD issued special instructions. Software packages can be disposed of after
undergoing six passes of special overwriting procedures. These procedures meet the
minimal security standard, but are not authorized for use to sanitize classified data.
Damaged mechanical hard disks with sensitive data that cannot be sanitized must be
degaussed or destroyed. For declassification, degaussing procedures are used to reduce
the magnetic flux on the media virtually to zero by applying a reverse magnetic field.
NSA approved special degaussing equipment to declassify magnetic tapes, mechanical
disks and optical disks (as within the NSA L1-MTC-4A testing procedure). This
equipment is available in several levels indicative of its magnetic field strength, each with
a different Oersted (Oe) rating. Each type of magnetic media is distinguished by the rate
of coercivity required to return it to its zero state.
Some solid-state flash disks comply with the NSA, DoD, Air Force, Army and Navy
sanitization processes for flash NAND EEPROM, which require disk erases, character fill
and random data fill in a specific sequence. Therefore, such solid-state products do not
require degaussing or destruction.
ENHANCED DATA SECURITY IN SOLID-STATE FLASH DISKS
Solid-state flash disks use NAND flash technology (non-volatile EEPROM) as opposed
to NOR flash technology for mass data storage. NAND’s high density and capacity (256
and 512MByte memory chips) and lower price per MB make it more attractive as a mass
memory solution. NAND flash memory writes zeroes in page size (512 to 2048 Bytes)
and erases them to ones in block size (one block equals 32 pages).
Some flash disk vendors provide attractive features for data security in emergency
conditions. None of these features requires degaussing or disk destruction to ensure that
what has been erased remains permanently erased. This makes the procedures quicker,
easier and more cost-effective. Some solid-state disks provide features described below.

Fast Secure Erase enables the user to erase the entire disk contents in a matter of
seconds, between 10 to 60 seconds, depending on the disk capacity. The very nature of
NAND flash technology, whereby data is “burned” into the silicon to perform both
read/write and erase operations, ensures that erased data cannot be retrieved. In addition,
there is no indication of the number of erase cycles that have been performed since a cell
was programmed to zero. In contrast, magnetic technology continues to retain some of
the original level of magnetic data, even after being overwritten more than 20 times. Fast
Secure Erase can be activated by a software or hardware interrupt locally or remotely.
Selective Fast Secure Erase enables the user to erase only part of the disk, for example,
only sensitive data but not the operating system. This ensures disk readiness for the next
mission without reinstallation, saving valuable time. The user can partition the disk into
up to 8 different areas, and decide which to designate for fast erasure.
Usually during emergency conditions, the power supply is unstable, preventing the
completion of special security processes to erase sensitive data. In such cases, AutoResume Security Erase ensures that a Fast Secure Erase that was halted before
completion, due to lack of power, will automatically be completed as soon as power is
restored. Auto-Resume Security Erase is supported by the flash disk internal processor,
which guarantees Fast Secure Erase completion, regardless of the host.
The Sanitize (Purge) process for NAND flash (in the NSA/CCS 130-2, DoD 5220.22
NISPOM, Air Force AFSSI 5020, Army 380-19 and Navy NAVSO P-5239-26) require
sanitizing NAND flash with disk erase, same character fill and random data fill, using the
specific sequence specified in each of the above procedures. Bad blocks must be
repeatedly erased (“strong erasure”) to guarantee total disk sanitization.
CONCLUSION
Mechanical disks continue to be the weak link in total system reliability under harsh
environmental conditions. As such, solid-state flash disks are being designed as true
“drop-in replacements” for data storage in mission-critical applications. Solid-state flash
disks provide top data integrity under harsh environmental conditions of extreme shock,
vibration and humidity, and meet industrial temperature requirements. Cost is no longer
an insurmountable barrier in using solid-state flash disks in mission-critical applications,
since flash prices have declined dramatically over the past two years, a trend that experts
expect to continue.
Securing confidential data in emergency situations is essential. Sanitizing mechanical
disks and magnetic tapes is an arduous process, requiring special degaussers, stable
power conditions during the process, and ample time, all of which may be lacking during
an emergency. Solid-state flash disks can sanitize the disk in seconds with Fast Secure
Erase and Sanitize procedures. In addition, once Fast Secure Erase has been activated,
Auto-Resume Secure Erase guarantees successful completion of the process.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the development of a compact mobile telemetry system using commercial-offthe-shelf components. The personal computer-based systems support microwave pulse code
modulation and serial spread-spectrum radio modem telemetry. The mobile ground station provides
data display and archiving of test activities, air-ground communications between experimenters and
the flight test crew, and acts as a flight test Differential Global Positioning System base station. The
success of the systems indicates that functional telemetry capabilities can be established for small
flight test programs at modest cost.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry, Helicopter Flight Test, Radio Modems, Commercial-off-the-shelf systems, Global
Positioning System (GPS)
INTRODUCTION
With the transfer of NASA flight test assets from Ames Research Center (ARC) to Dryden Flight
Research Center in 1997, telemetry (TM) facilities previously used at Ames became too costly for
the programs conducted by the U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (AFDD) and the
Army/NASA Rotorcraft Division. To support development and testing of the JUH-60A Rotorcraft
Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL)1, which required high data rate
transmission of a large number of engineering parameters, and aerodynamics flight test programs
using AFDD’s EH-60L helicopter, engineers without significant TM expertise were tasked to
develop a compact mobile air-ground telemetry system.
Literature and product searches showed a wide range of products were available. However, most
were designed for highly dynamic applications (e.g., missiles, ordnance, high speed aircraft), were

costly, and were tailored for use on large test ranges. AFDD’s helicopter test requirements involved,
in contrast, relatively low dynamics and short ranges; high data throughput was more critical. At
that time, new generations of PC-based telemetry systems were being marketed that showed the
promise of providing good TM performance for relatively low cost even when integrated and used
by non-experts. The systems chosen, integrated, and operated by AFDD and ARC engineers, have
demonstrated good performance and effective test support. The success in integration and use of
these small TM systems demonstrates that high rate remote data acquisition can be accomplished
effectively by small teams with limited resources (e.g., university researchers, small commercial
enterprises).
This paper will present the technical architecture of the two TM systems, a high data rate microwave
pulse-code modulation (PCM) system for RASCAL and a spread-spectrum radio modem serial
system for the EH-60L, used in AFDD flight test programs. Observed performance of the systems
will be discussed, and costs and performance differences will be compared.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
OVERVIEW AND REQUIREMENTS
As a result of the literature and product searches conducted by AFDD and ARC engineers, it was
decided to develop a TM system based on generic Intel-based personal computers networked
through Microsoft Windows NT running commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) TM hardware and
software. The ground station was to provide engineering data display and archive while providing a
facility for program managers, test directors, and investigators to monitor the progress of flight tests
and communicate with the flight test crew. The display system in the TM ground station was to
provide experimenters with near real-time views of aircraft system, state, or performance
parameters; these views were to be customizable to display any of the parameters transmitted over
the air-ground TM link, in various formats (e.g., virtual strip charts, cockpit instruments, etc.),
limited primarily by the size and resolution of the monitors installed in the ground station. The
archive capability ensured that test data would be available for post-test analysis in the event of an
aircraft system malfunction. Under normal conditions, the data recorded on the aircraft are
considered “truth,” since those data are not subject to the signal degradation inherent in radio
frequency (RF) TM transmission. The mobility provided by installing the ground station on a truck
nominally allowed operations away from Moffett Federal Airfield and/or optimization of line-ofsight between the aircraft and ground station in the test area.

Figure 1: Telemetry Ground Station Exterior Figure 2: Telemetry Ground Station Interior
MOTOR VEHICLE PLATFORM
The ground station is installed in a 1985 Chevrolet truck (figure 1). The gross internal dimensions of
the ground station are 4.1 meters (13 feet, 6 inches) long, 2.3 meters (7 feet, 6 inches) wide, and 2.1
meters (7 feet) high (figure 2). Descriptions of the various telemetry systems installed in the ground
station are provided later in this paper.
JUH-60A RASCAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
The RASCAL airborne telemetry segment uses a Motorola PowerPC microprocessor-based
computer running Wind River Systems’ VxWorks to pack a critical subset of aircraft 1553 bus data,
pass them to an SBS/Berg 4422 VME bit synchronizer/commutator, and transmit them through the
air-ground TM link to the mobile ground station. All available aircraft sensor data are recorded onboard the aircraft on an Iomega Jaz removable hard drive cartridge on the PowerPC computer. To
monitor rotor system loads real-time, analog and digital strain gauge information is taken from the
rotor and telemetered from the rotating platform on the main rotor head to the fixed aircraft receiver,
designated the Remote Measurement Unit (RMU). The RMU packs rotating platform data with
additional fixed platform data to a PCM stream and passes it to the PowerPC computer where it is
combined with aircraft 1553 bus data.
The RF link between the RASCAL aircraft and the TM ground station (figure 3) consists of an
Aydin Vector T100L RF exciter (5 watts at 1.4525 GHz) feeding, through a signal splitter, two
TECOM 101002 omnidirectional antennas mounted on the nose of the aircraft. At the ground
station, the RF signal is received by a manually-steered TECOM 401020R antenna (12 dBi gain, 35°
beamwidth at the –3 dB points) mounted on a photographic tripod and a Miteq AMF-1F-012016-0710P low noise amplifier (LNA) (16 dB gain, 0.70 dB noise figure). The path analysis in figure 3
demonstrates that with the 16 dB gain of the LNA between the receive antenna and the receiver

board, performance was predicted to be satisfactory over a 37 kilometer (20 nautical mile)
transmission path; in-flight signal strength measurements at various locations in the test area confirm
this prediction.

Figure 3: RASCAL Air-Ground Radio Frequency TM Link
The ground station receiver architecture is shown in figure 4. The ground station uses two
networked generic Pentium II computers, the “TM Server” and the “TM Client,” using Windows
NT. The TM receiver, an SBS/Berg 4487-PL (sensitivity of –85 dBm for a 10-6 bit error rate and a
10 dB noise figure), is an ISA board mounted in the TM server computer. In turn, the 4487-PL feeds
a SBS/Berg 4422 Bit Synchronizer/Decommutator card, also installed in the TM server computer.
Together, these boards provide the detected and decommutated TM data to the SBS DataXpress
software system. In addition to receiving and processing the data provided by the 4487 and 4422
cards, DataXpress also controls the configuration and operation of these boards. DataXpress is
further described later in this paper.

Figure 4: Ground TM Receiver and Computer Systems
As mentioned above, the TM server contains the receiver, bit synchronizer, and decommutator
hardware, hosts the DataXpress software, and displays data selected by the user. The TM client
computer, which also has DataXpress installed, acts as an additional display driver, taking data
received from the server and displaying them on a separate monitor. The operator/experimenters at
each display can set up independent formats to meet their needs. In addition, an additional computer
is used to record the data stored in the DataXpress archives on an Iomega Jaz cartridge or CD-R
and, through a Datum bc637 time and frequency processor, distributes GPS-based IRIG-B time to
the telemetry computers.

Figure 5: DataXpress Data Flow 2
The major functions of the TM ground station are provided by DataXpress, a software package that
provides network data acquisition, data archive and playback, limit checking, alarm generation, data
conversion, derived data processing, and graphical data displays. DataXpress consists of a number
of interconnected modules (figure 5). In Project Manager, the user defines a project by entering the
hardware settings for the 4487 receiver and 4422 bit-synchronizer/decommutator cards and defines
the data words of interest. The hardware setup and data word definitions are stored as a
configuration setup and saved to the Configuration Database. Prior to a specific test operation, the
user selects the appropriate project from among the defined projects; the System Controller then
loads the necessary settings from the Configuration Database and activates the hardware to begin
receiving telemetry. During operation, the PCM stream enters the telemetry server through the 4487
receiver and is decommutated at the 4422, under control of the Device Server. The received and
decommutated data are placed in the Current Tag Table (CTT) and become available for
DataXpress applications. In the System Controller, hardware status can be monitored and
adjustment to hardware settings can be made, along with control of the data archiving functions.
The Tag Explorer is used to convert the raw data into engineering units and display the contents of
those words in real-time.
Displays in the ground station (figure 6) currently include flight instruments (attitude indicator,
airspeed, altitude, heading), engine and transmission instruments (engine speeds, rotor speed, and
fuel flow), control positions, system discretes, RF signal strength, modulation deviation, and
electronic strip charts showing engineering data of interest.

Figure 6: Ground Station Displays

Figure 7: Serial Telemetry Display

EH-60L SERIAL TELEMETRY SYSTEM
A different telemetry system, also using COTS hardware and software, was developed and
implemented to support aerodynamics (e.g., gust rejection, tail boom strakes, and slung loads) and
partial-authority modern control law development flight tests on AFDD’s EH-60L helicopter. To
further minimize development time and reduce costs, AFDD and ARC engineers designed a data
acquisition system (the Airframe Data System (ADS)) that feeds a spread-spectrum radio modem
link between the aircraft and the mobile ground station. The ADS computer, a generic Intel-based
PC, accepts data from sensors and the 1553 bus on the aircraft; these 150 data elements are
processed on the aircraft and displayed to the airborne system operator by National Instruments’
LabView graphical data acquisition and display program. A subset (50 data elements) is converted
by LabView into an RS-232 serial data stream which is passed to a FreeWave DGR-115W radio
modem, operating in spread-spectrum mode in the license-free 902 – 928 MHz band, 1 watt output
power, radiating through a half-wave stub antenna. The signal is received at the ground station by a
full-wave vertical antenna and another DGR-115W radio modem, and is processed and displayed by
a generic Intel-based PC, running Windows 2000 and LabView. The serial TM system transmits
50 16-bit data words, 50 frames/second, at 115.2 kilobaud.
In operation, dual displays in the ground station (figure 7) can show any combination of data
displays that the investigators require, selected from the 50 transmitted data elements. All aircraft
flight data are recorded on the aircraft; capability for recording the transmitted subset is available,
but not installed, in the ground station.

OPERATIONAL RESULTS
The PCM telemetry system demonstrated its capabilities during the development and testing of the
RASCAL RFCS, through the milestone first in-flight engagement of the control system on August
31, 2001, and in flight tests supporting development of advanced model-following control laws and
Runway Independent Aircraft Operations (RIAOps). During RASCAL flight test programs, PCM
telemetry performance has been satisfactory throughout the test area (five mile radius of Moffett
Federal Airfield). The range is limited by the ability of the antenna operator to visually track the
aircraft in flight. However, received signal strength measurements indicate a reception range of 37
kilometers (20 miles) is attainable if automatic tracking is implemented. In addition to range
constraints, line-of-sight between the aircraft transmitting antennas and the ground station receiving
antenna has affected system performance. For example, loss of RF link, increased data dropouts, or
both, have been noted when the aircraft was banking toward, or climbing tail-on away from the
ground station. In these conditions, the transmitting antennas are partially shielded by the body of
the aircraft. Since test data are not normally taken in these conditions, these limitations have not
adversely affected the conduct of RASCAL flight tests.
For the serial TM system, range tests using text files transmitted between the aircraft and the ground
station using HyperTerminal have indicated a dependable transmission range of over 28
kilometers/15 nautical miles. Flight test telemetry has been completely dependable throughout the
test area, currently the Moffett Federal Airfield Class “C” airspace (i.e., 9 kilometer/5 nautical mile
radius).
The success and responsiveness of the TM operation have expanded the projects supported and the
data provided. The mobile ground station has been equipped to act as a local-area differential GPS
(DGPS) base station, both Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM)-standard
and carrier phase/real-time kinematic, for performance measurement during RIAOps landing
approach development and aircraft handling qualities tests. To improve support, several upgrades
and additional functions are planned, all adhering to the concept of using relatively low-cost, simple,
and easy-to-use COTS systems. These include upgrades of the computer motherboards to support
current commercial processor speeds, upgrades to the operating systems to more recent versions of
Windows, GPS-based trajectory displays, and development and installation of a video downlink to
permit ground-based investigators to monitor pilots’ display symbology.
COMPARISION OF PCM AND SERIAL TELEMETRY SYSTEMS
The two telemetry systems used by the AFDD helicopters were developed to satisfy different
requirements. Table 1 presents a comparison of some germane technical metrics between the two
systems. To support development and flight test of RASCAL’s full-authority fly-by-wire control
system, specifically monitoring control servo behavior and aircraft response at the ground station in
real time, high data rates are required; with the PCM system, throughput is 272 frames of 262 16-bit
words per second (i.e., 1.15 Mbits/sec). The aerodynamic tests flown by the EH-60L helicopter do
not require monitoring the number of data elements at the ground station; the data rate permitted by
Federal Communications Commission rules for license-free spread-spectrum operation in the 902

MHz band is adequate to transmit all required data between the aircraft and the ground. A wider
selection of display elements are available using the PCM system.
PCM System3

Serial System4

Carrier Frequency

1452.5 MHz

Modulation

Bi-Phase L

900 - 928 MHz
Spread Spectrum
GFSK

Bit Rate (bps)

1,150,000

155,200

Loopwidth

0.50%

N/A

Bits/Word

16

16

Words/Frame

262

50

Receiver Sensitivity

-85 dBm*

-108 dBm*

Range

37 km/20 nmi

28 km/15 nmi

* Specified for a 10-6 bit error rate
Table 1: Comparison Between PCM and Serial Telemetry Systems
Operationally, the serial TM system has been easier to use than the PCM system. The PCM system
requires manually tracking the aircraft with the microwave receiving antenna during tests, whereas
the serial system uses an omnidirectional receiving antenna that does not require tracking. Besides
the resulting reduced workload, received data quality has, subjectively, been better using the serial
TM system; data/signal dropouts caused by unfavorable aircraft/ground station aspect angles have
not been noted during EH-60L flight tests. In addition, only one computer in the ground station is
required for EH-60L serial TM vice the two required for dual display RASCAL/PCM operations.
This is the result of using Windows-NT (which lacks support for dual monitor video cards) as the
operating system for the PCM system; planned upgrades of this system will correct this problem by
migrating to Windows 2000, and a current-generation motherboard and microprocessor.
Software complexities are of similar magnitude between the two systems. For the DataXpress
PCM system, software development is concentrated on programming the 1553 data bus devices to
properly format system data into messages and pass the messages to the PowerPC computer on the
RASCAL aircraft; in the ground station, graphical user interfaces in DataXpress make
configuration of the receiver, decommutator, and displays fairly straightforward. For the LabViewbased serial TM system, programming and configuration of both the airborne and ground elements
require solid LabView programming expertise; changing configuration on-the-fly is difficult at
best. For both systems, software development has been a critical task in the successful
implementation of the TM capabilities.
From a cost perspective, although both systems use COTS components, the PCM system was more
expensive to develop and install than the serial TM system. The PCM system required procurement
of a microwave transmitter, a receiver card, two bit sync/decommutator cards, two microwave blade
antennae, a microwave receive antenna, low-noise amplifier, and software suite; total cost was
approximately $45,000. On the other hand, the serial system uses two radio modems, two antennae,
and two licenses for LabView; total cost was approximately $6,000. It is to be emphasized that the
PCM system has a great deal more actual and potential capacity in terms of throughput than the
serial system as currently installed. Both systems are well-tailored to their flight test requirements:

the serial system does not have sufficient capability to support RASCAL flight tests, whereas the
PCM system has far more capacity than the EH-60L flight test programs have required up to now.
CONCLUSION
Two different telemetry systems have been developed to support helicopter flight test programs at
Moffett Federal Airfield. These systems have performed well in support of their respective flight
test programs. Capabilities and costs of the two systems are significantly different, with PCM
telemetry having higher capability at higher cost than the serial telemetry system; however, both
systems have been developed with specific test requirements in mind and are well-tailored to each.
The successes of these systems show effective telemetry systems can be developed, fielded, and
operated for appropriate flight test programs at moderate costs using COTS hardware and software
by engineers without specific telemetry expertise.
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ABSTRACT
M/A-COM has developed a chip set designed specifically for miniaturized ballistic telemetry
applications. One key component of this chip set is a dual port voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).
This device allows for independent optimization of both modulation and tuning parameters at the
chip level. In the dual port architecture, the modulation port of the VCO may be tailored for the peak
(frequency) deviation requirements of each system, while still permitting the device to tune over
entire SLOWER band. Additionally, M/A-COM has developed S band power amplifiers (PAs) for
medium power (500mW, 1W and 2W) telemetry applications. These new PAs are very efficient,
(>45% PAE) when operated in saturation. This improved efficiency means these components may
be integrated into transmitters with a miniaturized form factor. The excellent thermal performance
of these new PAs allows them to be packaged in commercial plastic packages which are robust in
high shock/high vibration applications. This paper reviews the design of each MMIC device and
presents system performance data.

KEY WORDS
Transmitter, telemetry, munitions, high-g,
voltage controlled oscillator, power amplifier

INTRODUCTION
M/A-COM has produced a family of very rugged, small, low cost transmitter modules for ballistic
and industrial telemetry applications. The transmitters utilize an architecture of direct frequency
modulation, which aids miniaturization of the system. This small form factor allows retrofitting
existing munitions with on-board measurement systems, in addition to embedded instrumentation
solutions.
This paper briefly reviews the architecture for the family of transmitters, and details advancements
made on the VCO and PA subsystems. The resultant performance of an integrated transmitter
module is then presented.
TRANSMITER MODULE REVIEW
A block diagram of the M/A-COM miniature transmitter family is shown in Figure 1. This type of
modular architecture allows the telemetry engineer to optimize the transmitter based on the system
requirements. The module can be configured to operate in either free running or phase locked mode,
for L or S band operation, and can be configured for 10mW, 100mW, 250mW, 500mW, 1W or 2W
output powers. The operating voltage range of the module is 2.85V – 3.3V. Information on all the
initial component offerings, including the crystal oscillator, can be found in references [1,2,3].
For free running operation the VCO is coupled directly with a PA. This inexpensive configuration
can be used for extremely limited volume applications. The Army Research Laboratory at Aberdeen
Proving Ground has implemented this type of configuration on modules less than 15mm in diameter
for kinetic energy (KE) and small caliber projectiles. In free running mode, stability of +0.005% is
met after the system has been allowed to warm up for approximately 5 seconds.
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Figure 1. Transmitter Block Diagram

The phase-locked configuration uses the same VCO coupled with PLL and STATEK reference
oscillator. In this configuration, the +0.002% stability requirement is easily met, and modulation
bandwidths of over 12MHz have been demonstrated. Turn-on time is predominantly determined by
the loop filter; for a 10kHz loop filter, turn-on times of the order of 0.5ms are typical. Both free
running and phase locked configurations have been successfully flight tested by the U.S Army’s
HSTSS program on numerous platforms [4,5,6].

For the M/A-COM implementation of this chip set, the data stream is modulated directly onto the
voltage controlled oscillator. It is clear that the modulation performance of the transmitter is driven
by this device, making the VCO worthy of some examination. Additionally, power amplifiers used
on the output stage on the transmitter play a vital role in battery life and heating considerations of the
transmitter. Both of these key components will be examined in the following sections.
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR OVERVIEW
In the architecture chosen for the M/A-COM miniature transmitter modules, the VCO is modulated
directly. This approach has distinct advantages in miniaturizing the transmitter, by reducing the
number of requisite components. However, in order to satisfy optimum modulation performance
requirements using this architecture, special attention must be paid to the VCO.
To optimize a transmitter for direct frequency modulation applications, certain modifications have to
be made to the VCO circuit. In the M/A-COM transmitter, the VCO chip is configured to allow
separate modulation and DC tune voltage ports, which allows for different frequency deviations on
each port. This is advantageous as the DC tuning and the modulation sensitivities have different
requirements. As a general rule, for PCM/FM modulation schemes, the optimum frequency
deviation is taken as 0.35 * data rate. For direct frequency modulation, the amplitude presented to
the VCO needs to be set for data rate. This can be achieved discretely on the transmitter. The
amplitude calculation takes into account the modulation sensitivity of the VCO.
Ideally, the dc tuning range should allow the device to tune across the desired band, with guard
bands on each side. So, in order to cover SLOWER band with a 3V VCO, a minimum of 30MHz/V is
required, which is a larger frequency sensitivity than is required on the modulation port.
The current solution contains a discrete hybrid implementation. The results of this VCO
configuration are presented in Table 1. For this implementation, the DC tuning sensitivity is 40
MHz/V, resulting in 120MHz tuning range. This allows the device to tune across SLOWER band, with
guard bands on either side to account for manufacturing tolerances. The modulation port has a
sensitivity of 4.2MHz/V, which allows for data rates from 500 kbps to >18 Mbps.
Table 1. Test Results for discrete VCO solution (6 components total)
Parameter
Frequency
Output Power
Phase Noise
Tuning Sensitivity
Tuning Linearity
Modulation Sensitivity
Modulation (AC) Linearity
Supply Current

Conditions
VTUNE = 0 –3 VDC
FOFFSET = 50kHz
VTUNE = 0-3 VDC
VTUNE = 0-3 VDC
VTUNE = 0.5 –2.5 VDC
VMOD = 0 – 3VPP
o
o
TA = -40 C to +85 C

Unit
MHz
dBm
dBc/ Hz
MHz/V
%
MHz/V
%
mA

Min.
2191

3.8

Typ.
2249
13.0
40
3
4.2
35

Max.
2312

Target
2175 - 2325
10 min.
-85
52 min.
6 max.

4.5
1 typ.
40 max.

At the time of writing, a MMIC VCO solution containing the functionality of all 6 chips of the
discrete solution is in fabrication. The simulated results are presented in Table 2. Due to some
proprietary circuit changes, the modulation sensitivity was reduced to 2.6MHz/V, while the dc
tuning sensitivity was increased to 63MHz/V, allowing a tuning range of 189MHz.

Table 2. Simulated Results for integrated die (single chip solution)
Parameter
Frequency
Output Power
2nd harmonic
Phase Noise
Tuning Sensitivity
Tuning Linearity
Modulation Sensitivity
Modulation (AC) Linearity
Supply Current

Conditions
VTUNE = 0 –3 VDC
FOFFSET = 50kHz
VTUNE = 0-3 VDC
VTUNE = 0-3 VDC
VTUNE = 0.5 –2.5 VDC
VMOD = 0 – 3VPP
o
o
TA = -40 C to +85 C

Unit
MHz
dBm
dBc
dBc/ Hz
MHz/V
%
MHz/V
%
mA

Min.
2146
12.6

2.24

Typ.
2249
13.6
-19.2
-108
63
5
2.6
TBD
32

Max.
2335
14.8

2.8
40

Target
2175 - 2325
10 min.
-85 max.
52 min.
6 max.
2.5 typ.
1 typ.
40 max.

The single die containing all functionality is shown below in Figure 2. The size of this die is 985µm x
1050µm. As can be seen, the size of this integrated chip is small, and it is anticipated that it will be
packaged in a 3 x 3mm plastic package.

Figure 2. Integrated functionality die (size 985x1050µm)

POWER AMPLFIER OVERVIEW
The power amplifier stage is a critical part of any transmitter. In addition to consuming significant
current, thermal issues are always a consideration. Due to the influence it has on the transmitter form
factor, mounting and the battery life, the efficiency of the selected PA is a prime consideration.
In the past year, several higher power options with good efficiencies have been added to the M/A-COM
transmitter chip set. The higher efficiencies of these devices mean that they may be implemented onto
smaller form factor than previously demonstrated.
A high efficiency 3V 500mW PA based on M/A-COM’s Multifunction Self Aligned Gate (MSAG)
process has been previously presented [1,2]. This has been implemented onto a transmitter which offers
efficiencies > 40% over temperature in a very small 1.125 in.2 module.
A new 1W PA has been recently developed on M/A-COM’s iHBT process. This is an InGaP/GaAs
HBT process based on a 3µm emitter dimension. The iHBT technology is ideal for longer range
telemetry applications where efficiency, and ultimately battery size and runtime, is of primary concern.
Using M/A-COM’s iHBT process with patented heat spreading layout topology to ensure low thermal

resistance, a very small (4mm2 plastic FQFN-16) microwave packaged amplifier is possible for medium
power applications.
The 1W iHBT PA has been developed and tested. This 1W amplifier requires only a single 3.3V
supply voltage. The amplifier circuit has a digital control line to power down the device for battery
power conservation. Additionally, each stage has a voltage input to the bias network, tuning the bias
network of each stage and allowing the device to be tailored for a specific application. The temperature
operating range of this device is from –40oC to +85oC. The die size is 1150x1200µm, and has been
characterized in a 4x4mm FQFP-16 plastic package, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. 1W PA die (left) and packaged 1W HBT PA (right)

As can be seen in Figure 4, the first generation 1W device saturates at a minimum of 30dBm, over a
temperature range of –40oC to 85oC. The efficiency of the power amplifier is between 40 and 45% when
saturated.
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Figure 4. Measured output power and power added efficiency of 1W HBT PA

At the time of writing, a new 2W PA is being developed on M/A-COM’s iHBT process. This
device is based on the 1W amplifier architecture presented above. The same features of single supply
voltage and “sleep mode” are included. Due to the simulated efficiency and the patented heat

spreading layout topology, it is anticipated that this device will also be packaged in the same small
(4mm2 plastic FQFN-16) microwave package as the 1W device presented above.
NEXT GENERATION TRANSMITTER PERFORMANCE DATA
M/A-COM has previously presented performance data of the miniature transmitter module created
from the initial chip offering [1,2]. This IRIG-compatible transmitter can be configured for 10mW,
100mW or 250mW operation. A new medium power transmitter has been implemented using the
higher power amplifiers presented above. The form factor is now square due to customer
requirements, however the miniature size was maintained. This medium power transmitter (size is
1.125”x 1.125”) module is shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Photograph of medium power transmitter module form factor

The following performance results were obtained from the 500mW output power transmitter
module. The overall efficiency of the transmitter utilizing the 500mW PA is approximately 40%
over a temperature range of –40oC to 85oC. The output power and efficiency performance over
temperature is below shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Power and Efficiency performance of Tx over temperature

This transmitter is designed for use in a PCM/FM system, so the output stage power amplifier
selected is operated in saturation. The power amplifier harmonic content is greater when operated in
saturation. To ensure that the transmitter meets the IRIG standard of –25dBm up to 10GHz, an
output filter has been implemented on the module. Figure 7 shows the typical output from the
500mW transmitter. The IRIG-106 specification is shown as the dotted line, and it can be seen that
all spurious output is below the IRIG-106 specification.
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Figure 7. 500mW Tx module output showing suppressed harmonics

The stability of the transmitter is dependent upon the PLL loop filter. The stability was measured
over temperature using an AT-53310A/1/10/30 modulation domain analyzer, and captured using
SoftPlot™. The resultant histogram is shown in Figure 8. For a loop filter of approximately 1kHz, it
can be seen that the stability of the transmitter is +0.001% over temperature. The stability at a given
temperature was measured to be approximately an order of magnitude better than the IRIG
specification.
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Figure 8. 500mW Tx module stability histogram over temperature

The frequency response of the transmitter has been shown to be 10 kHz to greater than 21 MHz. A
transmitter was modulated with a pseudo-random 12 Mbps NRZ data stream. The modulated
(PCM/FM) carrier was received and demodulated using a Microdyne DR-2000 receiver. Both the
original data stream and received data streams were displayed on an oscilloscope are shown below in
Figure 9. A delay of ~5.5µs due to the receiver can be seen in the output waveform; the reference
points in the bitstream are indicated in the figure with arrows.
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Figure 9. Input (black) and output (blue) waveforms.
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Figure 10. Eye contour for 21 Mbps pseudo-random NRZ bit stream

In communications the eye diagram is used to visualize how the waveforms used to send multiple
bits of data can potentially lead to errors in the interpretation of those bits. An eye diagram is an
empirical measure of the quality of the received signal. An eye opening provides a graphical
indication of the quality of the measured signal by plotting the Eye Diagram for various BER
thresholds.
Figure 10 shows an eye opening taken from the M/A-COM 500mW transmitter, using the 81250A
Parallel Bit Error Rate Tester (parBERT) and a Microdyne DR-2000 receiver. The modulation input
to the transmitter was a 2.5VTTL 21 Mbps pseudo-random NRZ bit stream. The receiver settings for
sample delay and the sample threshold were varied to determine optimal values.
Even at a data rate of 21Mbps, for a BER of 10-6, the parBERT can still measure a clear opening of
the eye. At a high data rate of 21 Mbps, a very low BER (<10-5) can be achieved for a 0V threshold,

even with a sample delay of +0.4 UI. The same low BER can still be guaranteed when the threshold
fluctuates up to +400mV at the optimal sample delay of 0 unit interval.
SUMMARY
M/A-COM continues to provide advancements in components and transmitter modules allowing for
low cost, miniature and rugged telemetry system solutions. Specifically, a dual port MMIC VCO and
very efficient power amplifier have been developed. The VCO has been tailored specifically for this
application: separating modulation and DC tune ports on the VCO allowing each port to be
optimized. Augmentation of efficient power amplifier offerings means that small form factors can
now be realized for higher output powers of 500mW, 1W and 2W, as shown in this paper.
Additionally, overall better efficiency allows other modulation schemes to be considered.
The new advancements permit increased data rates (21 Mbps has been demonstrated) and longer
transmitter range. This allows munition developers to integrate the instrumentation system with the
on-board guidance, navigation and inertial measurement systems, thus providing an embedded
instrumentation system. In addition to munitions testing, the miniature transmitter is ideally suited
for vehicle, airframe, and soldier training applications.
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ABSTRACT
The Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS) provides the test engineer with enhanced testdata processing, management and display capabilities necessary to perform critical data monitoring
in near real-time during a test mission. The IADS provides enhanced situational awareness through
a display capability designed to increase the confidence of the engineer in making clearance
decisions within a Mission Control Room (MCR) environment. The engineer achieves this
confidence level through IADS’ real-time display capability (every data point) and simultaneous
near real-time processing capability consisting of both time and frequency domain analyses. The
system displays real-time data while performing interactive and automated near real-time analyses;
alerting the engineer when displayed data exceed predefined threshold limits.
The IADS provides a post-test capability at the engineer’s project area desktop, with a user interface
common with the real-time system. The IADS promotes teamwork by allowing engineers to share
data and test results during a mission and in the post-test environment. The IADS was originally
developed for the government’s premier flight test programs. IADS has set the standard for MCR
advancements in data acquisition and monitoring and is currently being integrated into all the
existing MCR disciplines.

KEY WORDS
Flight Test, Data Monitoring, Data Analysis, Mission Data, Post-Test Data Analysis, Post-Flight
Data Analysis, Quick-look

INTRODUCTION
The Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS) is being developed by SYMVIONICS, Inc.
software engineers to increase the efficiency of the mission testing process. The mission test
engineers in the Mission Control Room (MCR) primarily monitor data for safety-of-test
considerations and for data quality; the data is later evaluated to determine test vehicle specification
compliance. The IADS provides the engineer with advanced data organization, processing and
display capabilities, both in the MCR and at the office desktop.
Previous real-time analysis systems were very time consuming and limited, so most of the testing
analysis was conducted in a post-test environment. At critical test conditions, real-time clearance
decisions came very slowly by using analysis techniques designed for a post-test environment.
Stripcharts were the main tool for displaying time domain data. An analysis system running on one
independent workstation provided spectral analyzer tools such as real-time power spectral density
(PSD) and Nyquist plots. For loads testing, Stripcharts were used as the primary data display
source. In many cases, loads analysis decisions required the engineer to hand plot peak loads from
the Stripchart time histories onto paper cross-plots containing design load limit envelopes.
The primary source of post-test data for the engineer was analog tapes processed after the
completion of the test mission. This process introduced delays into the test-point clearance process,
ranging from several hours to days. The engineers are now being faced with program objectives
which require much higher mission test efficiency rates than in the past, and these rates cannot be
supported with the previous analysis systems. The engineers need to make quicker clearance
decisions based on more detailed MCR analysis, and analysis results obtained during the test
mission must be made available to the engineer at the desktop within a short period of time after the
mission.
In response to these needs, the test community developed a set of operational requirements for the
next generation of test analysis systems. The IADS has been developed to meet these requirements.
The purpose of the real-time IADS is to provide the engineer sufficient resources within the MCR to
allow enhanced safety-of-test monitoring and advanced near real-time analysis capabilities to
support test-point clearance decisions in a timely and efficient manner. What was once considered
standard post-test data processing is now being accomplished during real-time. Results computed
during a real-time test can also be transferred to the engineer’s desktop and used with IADS in a
post-test environment. In post-test, data for the entire mission can be reviewed an analyzed and
compared to results gathered in real-time. This paradigm provides an integration of real-time and
post-test which reduces overall mission time. In addition, post-test is not limited to a review of the
data, but can simulate an actual playback, allowing the engineer a flexible data environment and
providing a realistic MCR training tool for new personnel.
The IADS allows the engineers to transport selected Engineering Unit test data from the MCR back
to their desktop for use in post-test analysis. The requirement to obtain data from the aircraft tape
before next-mission clearance is no longer necessary. Rather, the engineer will use data collected in
real-time to make timely analysis decision and then transport the data to the post-test IADS for a
final check, for next mission clearance decisions (quick-look) and/or as a means of data archiving.

Aircraft tape data will be used only to supplement the data collected in real-time, and the amount of
data requested from the aircraft tape will be significantly reduced, thus saving time and money.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Efficient data organization within the IADS is essential to support the analysis and display
capabilities described previously and to provide the engineer with the flexibility in what is brought
into and carried away from the MCR. The IADS stores every data point and provides integrated
full scroll back capability. The workgroup may use this storage to transport test data of interest,
user configurations, and other necessary data from the MCR back to their desktop for further
analysis. The post-test IADS provides the engineer with additional data organization and archival,
allowing the engineer access to all of the data accumulated during the entire test program.
As previously discussed, the IADS is comprised of two primary configurations: real-time and posttest. For each configuration, the IADS has an architecture which combines both data-driven and
client/server elements. Each of these configurations provides consistent capabilities through
common software and hardware.
Real-Time
The primary real-time data path through the IADS, from acquisition through display, is data driven.
Data is sent from the Telemetry Preprocessor to the Caching Data Server, where it is stored, and
buffered. The data is simultaneously available to the Display Workstation for presentation to the
engineer. The engineer may also initiate near real-time analysis requests from the Display
Workstation utilizing the stored data. Analysis requests are computed at the Display Workstation.
Data latency is less than ¼ second from the test vehicle to the Display Workstation.
The IADS uses raw telemetered data that has been converted to engineering units. The IADS can
hook to several commercial off the shelf (COTS) data telemetry products.
•

Current COTS Data Source Interoperability.
–L3 Comm. 550 telemetry processor (Telemetry).
–L3 Comm. O/S90 telemetry processor (Telemetry).
–Veridian Omega 3000 telemetry processor (Telemetry).
–NASA Dryden Mission Simulators (F-18 AAW and C-17).
–AFFTC TEMS Mission Simulators (F-16, X-32).

As shown in Figure 1., IADS real-time configuration consists of three major components: Caching
Data Server, COTS Network, and Display Workstation.

Figure 1. The Real Time IADS System Architecture
The Caching Data Server (CDS) provides the data management capability of IADS. The CDS is a
multi-processor high-performance Windows-based computer, which supports both the real-time data
processing needs and post-test data storage needs of the IADS. Only the data being used is archived,
thus saving system space. The IADS records (saves) every data sample it receives. The CDS retains
the information requested by the engineers for future analysis. This data, along with setup
information, is transferred to the post-test configuration via removable media or storage area
network (SAN). This data is then available to the IADS workstation for use in a post-test
environment
A COTS Network provides the distribution of real-time date to the Display Workstations from the
Caching Data Server. The IADS data distribution software is designed such that it may be modified
to use any packed-based technology.
Display Workstations provide the graphics and user interface to perform real-time processing.
Windows NT/2000/XP workstations are used for the both the real-time processing and the post-test
configuration.
Post Test
The post-test IADS processes the stored data files in a client-server fashion. Each IADS Display
Workstation can function as both a client and a server simultaneously (Figure 2). This allows the

engineer to access all data of interest, even if another engineer is viewing that data. The data can be
stored on CD Rom/Jaz Drives or removable SCSI drives, SAN, depending on the storage
requirement of the data. The IADS post-test data server de-compresses the data and places it on
your local Display Workstation’s hard drive. The data is accessed through the same IADS software
interface that is used in real-time.

Figure 2. The Post Test IADS System Architecture
CAPABILITIES
The IADS is designed to support an engineering workgroup concept. In this concept, a group of
engineers from the same engineering discipline share the configuration during a mission. The IADS
provides both group and individual support to the workgroup. For example, digital filtering defaults
are set at the group level, but may be modified by each individual engineer. The IADS organizes the
test data so that each engineer may monitor a specific set of data, but the data is removed from the
MCR at the workgroup level. Each engineer may perform their own data analysis, but all engineers
within the workgroup have access to the entire groups results.
Currently, the IADS is sized to support 50 engineers simultaneously, providing the following
capabilities:

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Avionics
-1553 Bus Monitoring
-Fault Reporting Codes
- Integrated cautions, advisories and warning (ICAW), the ICAW function bit (ICFB)
Loads
-Cross Plots
-Data History Tail
-Capturing Data Load Limits
-Slider Displays
Flutter
-Time Domain
-Noise Reduction Methods
-Frequency and Damping Results
-Time History Curve Fit
-Frequency Domain
-Half Power Damping
-Root Means Square Selective Area Sum/Peak
-Transfer Functions
-Frequency Response Plots
-Nyquist Plots
Data Editing
-Wild Point Editing
- Spike Detection/Correction
- Digital Filtering
Logs
-Thresholds
-Event Markers
- Data Point Selections
- Analysis Results
Dynamic Drawing Package
System Displays
-Stripcharts
-Numeric Displays
-Streaming Video/Audio
Active X Controls
-Custom Displays
AIM-9 Display
Aircraft Models
COTS
-Export to Matlab
-Export to Excel
-Data Views

As described in more detail in the following sections, the IADS provides the engineer with
capabilities in the areas of analysis, display, data organization, and data export.

Analysis and Display Capabilities
The IADS provides capabilities to the engineer at the workgroup and individual level and with a
display tool set optimized to aid in the task of data analysis and data monitoring. The IADS displays
the test data in a format, which allows the engineer to efficiently, and confidently make test point
clearance decisions. This display tool set includes high fidelity time history displays eliminating the
need for strip chart recorders. The engineer can fully interact with the time history display to freeze
and scroll back in time, zoom, annotate/mark events and select data points on which to perform
requested analysis or export data. These interactive capabilities are available through drag and drop,
toolbars, mouse selections, and menus. The IADS analysis capabilities include algorithms for both
time and frequency domain processing, in real-time and near real-time. The engineers may choose
to use the workgroup level settings for the system or may chose to override these with their own
settings, including digital filtering, sample rate decimation, derived equations, data export, parameter
threshold limits, and parameter scaling. The engineer may also change display types, change the
size of an individual display, or drag and drop new parameters into existing displays, all of which
can be performed dynamically in real time. The engineer may perform analysis on real-time data
from the current test-point or on data from previous test points within the current or previous
missions (post-test). The engineers may combine their analysis results with results from others
within the workgroup. The engineers may monitor real-time parameters or they may chose to freeze
a set a parameters and perform more detailed analysis.
Avionics – 1553 Bus Monitoring – The IADS Fault Reporting Codes (FRC) display is used to
monitor failure reporting code data and (to a limited degree) determines vehicle system performance.
The FRC also has a filter file that allows the engineer to setup multiple tabbed displays, filtering
only the data on interest for that FRC. The engineer has the option in real-time to create a log of the
reporting code data that can be transported back to the desktop environment.
Integrated Cautions, Advisories and Warning (ICAW), the ICAW function bit (ICFB) display is used
to monitor the health and status of a test vehicle during a mission. It will show the integrated
cautions, advisories, and warning (ICAW) messages associated with a parameter and bit number,
and the time elapsed since the event was triggered. When a warning, caution or advisory event
occurs, the message associated with that parameter will become highlighted with the appropriate
color as defined in the ICFB input file. Any parameter that shows an ICAW message is forwarded to
the top of the table for easy recognition. A log file is created that records the event and the time that
it occurred. This log file is available for post-test analysis within local applications.
Loads – Cross Plots –The IADS provides a method of adding and displaying multiple envelopes.
Load limit calculation dynamically track the user defined design load limit for the data. Data points
(including a data history tail) can be logged within the IADS or exported to other COTS products
Slider Display, a bar-type display that presents a one dimensional load limit. Changes in the data are
represented by the movement (sliding) of a caret along the bar. Percent and peak Load Limit are
constantly tracked on the display and can be “logged” for later recall and use.
Flutter – Time Domain – The IADS offers several powerful methods to average out noise (leaving
only the transient response) from data and extract frequency and damping results. To extract

frequency and damping information, averaging techniques can be employed to average out the noise,
leaving only the responses modes of interest that have sufficient energy present in the time history.
The IADS offers Randomdec, Pseudo Randomdec and Auto Correlation as a means of averaging out
noise. The IADS automatically logs frequency and damping results for quick recall of desired data.
The IADS uses the following time-domain algorithms to extract frequency and damping for impulse
responses that are dominated by a single mode: The Log Decrement algorithm is used to from a
decaying sinusoidal where one mode is present, The Log Decrement Averaging algorithm is used
from a decaying sinusoidal where one mode is dominant, and the Log Amplitude Picking is used
from a decaying sinusoidal that does not display a clean exponential damping envelope.
The frequency response parameters from multiple modes of data can be obtained by curve fitting
Time History Curve Fit is a method used to calculate frequency and damping from a decaying time
history where more than one mode is present in the signal.
Frequency Domain data are derived from time history data where near real-time calculations convert
the data from the time domain to the frequency domain. These displays are driven by calculations of
real-time time history data, or by calculations made from frozen time history data. Additional editing
functions like adding spectral lines, frequency averaging, and windowing are also available.
The Half Power Damping algorithm is used to extract frequency and damping from frequency
domain data. Sweep response data and random excitation response data can be evaluated with this
algorithm.
The Selective Area RMS algorithm computes the RMS of a parameter over a specified frequency
range. It can be used to exclude static loads from RMS computations (without using filters) and can
help determine the true magnitude of a "leaky" frequency component.
Frequency Response Plot is a dual plot of various properties of the Frequency Response function.
The engineer can create Phase & Imaginary, Phase & Real, Phase & Magnitude, Phase & Gain,
Coquad, and Bode plots. Phase and gain margin are used to evaluate the stability of a system given
its frequency response function. The Nyquist Plot is a rectangular/polar plot of the Frequency
Response function of a system. The real and imaginary parts (rectangular) of the Frequency
Response function are shown directly.
Data Editing – Wild Point Correction – A Wild Point is a data dropout or spike that might adversely
affect the analysis and comparisons of the data to test limits. Wild-Point checking is accomplished
for data loss, data spikes, and loss of synchronization. The lost or bad data is replaced with a default
value that the engineers specify.
Spike Detection/Correction is typically used to automatically correct single spurious data points to
prevent discontinuities in downstream processing such as data filtering. The IADS offers two
detection methods, absolute change spike detection and slope change spike detection.

A Digital Filter is a computational process or algorithm that transforms a discrete sequence of
numbers (input) into another discrete sequence (output) having a modified frequency spectrum. The
IADS offers discrete IIR filters (Butterworth and elliptic) with Low Pass, Band Pass, and High Pass
responses.
Logs – The IADS offers a variety of logs store events and analysis results. The engineer can select
and log single and multiple points of interest within the data and recall these points at a later time.
Each time an analysis is performed the results (along with statistical information regarding the data)
are written to the IADS logs. The logs are flexible enough to allow for manual entries/deletions and
imports/exports.
Thresholds allow the engineer to log statistical data information when a numerical value in the data
is met. Once the statistical information is logged, the engineer can retrieve the data of interest in one
step. This logging of events is an effective means of looking at specific data of interest based on an
exceeded threshold.
Marking an Event of interest is a single button click in the IADS; a visual marker is placed on all the
Stripcharts and Cross Plots viewed by the user or by the group (optional). Statistical information is
logged for each event and can be quickly retrieved in both real-time and post test. The engineer can
move from event to event with a button click. This tool is highly effective for looking at specific
areas of interest within the data.
Individual data point selections can be logged and recalled with a single button click. This gives the
engineer that ability to log a single data point of interest vs. a time of interest. Point selection and
any statistical information regarding the data, i.e., filtering, etc., are logged per display.
Analysis results are automatically logged for each parameter where analysis results are obtained.
These results can then be quickly accessed for further review.
The Dynamic Drawing Package provides capabilities similar to DataViews™, and SL-GMS™. This
drawing package provides many familiar drawing primitives such as text, lines, circles, squares,
triangles, meshes, and pictures. The drawing package has many powerful properties to enhance a
display’s appearance such as rotation, translation, scale, extrusion, outlining, bitmap fill, gradients,
color keying, and transparency blending. The drawing package offers the flexibility of graphically
modeling systems or grouping the drawing primitives to form new displays. The engineer has the
ability to dynamically change any property using the data. As with all IADS displays, scroll back
works with these drawing primitives as well.
System Displays – Stripcharts – The IADS provides Stripcharts that emulate paper Stripcharts in
form and function. The data is represented as a parameter trace. You can create vertically and
horizontally oriented Stripcharts with a simple drag and drop function. The IADS Stripchart has the
capability of presenting the engineer with a variety of options and does not limit the number of
Stripcharts that can be created. Some of the many features include, multiple pens can be added to a
single chart, thresholds can be set, data can be wrapped or the scales adjusted automatically. The
engineer can change the grids, chart speed, paper length and even the paper color.

The IADS also offers several different types of Numeric displays. Annunciators track data
numerically and show color changes when a threshold limit is met. Alphanumeric displays can
represent the data as letters or numbers. The Alphanumeric Table represents data in a table format.
Each of these displays can track data in a variety of ways; minimum/maximum values,
latitude/longitude, etc. The displays can track range of data changes, Boolean equations, table
lookup or interpretation or numerical equations.
Streaming Audio and Video displays allow the user to input video as a file and audio as a parameter.
The audio player currently plays either raw PCM or CVSD data input. The engineer can listen to the
audio and watch the video of a test in both a real-time and post-test environment.
Active X controls are custom displays that the engineer can create or download from the Internet and
use within the IADS application. IADS offers a variety of stock Active X controls; altimeter, eight
ball, heading indicator, horizontal situation indicator, stick force, ADI, various aircraft models (F16, F/A-22, T-50, C-5, C-30, etc.). Active X controls can be dynamically added, so the engineer has
the flexibility to determine which Active X controls will be available. Figure 3 represents various
Active X control aircraft models.
COTS – Matlab/Excel – Both the real-time and post-test IADS provide the flexibility to export data
into various COTS products. The IADS allows the engineer to configure parameters that can be
exported based on any time range the engineer chooses or by setting up a group of parameter to
export. The engineer can also place special editing functions on the data, such as decimation. The
IADS current supports data export to ASCII files, comma delimited data files, Matlab and Excel.
Extensibility – IADS has several techniques to allow end users to extend the IADS functionality
without the need of source code or interaction with the IADS development team. These methods
include; a full-featured derived parameter builder an automation interface similar to many Microsoft
Office products, and ActiveX displays that can be dynamically added to the IADS Display
workstation for use in both real-time and post-test. ActiveX controls can be built in many languages
including C++, Visual Basic, Macromedia Flash, and JAVA.
Data Views screens can be viewed directly in the IADS application. The IADS provides the realtime data back-end so that no modifications to the Data View’s views are necessary in order to be
used in the MCR.
Figure 4 represents a depiction of the Avionics displays
Figure 5 represents a depiction of an analysis window with time history displays, alphanumeric
displays, transfer function (phase vs. magnitude) and power spectral density plots.

CONCLUSION
The IADS is a combination of current state-of-the-art commercial technology (Telemetry
Preprocessor, Caching Data Server, Display Workstations, and networks) and custom software

running on COTS hardware. This system has been developed to provide the engineer with advanced
data organization and processing both in the MCR and at the engineers desktop, increasing the
efficiency of the engineer for point-to-point mission clearance decisions and during post-test
analysis.
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Figure 3. Example of the IADS Active X Aircraft Model Displays

Figure 4. Example of an IADS Avionics Display

Figure 5. Example of an IADS Display
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ABSTRACT
It can be challenging to select the best architecture for DSP filters for a given application.
Design constraints often include both objective and subjective information. This paper discusses
the initial results of an investigation into using expert system techniques to address this problem.
The goal is a system that allows users to specify traditional constraints such as impulse response,
frequency response, stability, SNR, etc., but they may also constrain the filter’s cost, complexity,
or any parameter which can be clearly identified for the specific application.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
There are typically many ways to solve design problems. While some solutions will be clearly
superior to others, there is usually no single, globally optimal, answer. A human expert in the
field will learn the trade-offs of the particular problem, and understand the state of the art enough
to avoid the grossly sub-optimal solutions. However different experts may select significantly
different solutions, based on their experience, amount of effort put into the design, willingness to
accept risk, and a host of other factors. As the complexity of problems grow, and as the amount
of information relating to possible solutions also increases, it becomes difficult for any one
person to remain abreast of all the possible methods for solving a design problem.
If the design constraints are well defined, and limited in scope, the complexity can be managed
through the use of tools such as flow diagrams or other reasonably simple algorithms that will
guide the designer toward the most useful solutions. These tools fail as the number of
constraints increases, the number of options for the design increases, or when the constraints are
poorly defined or not well understood by the designer. This is where a human expert is most
useful. The expert can use his/her experience to help the design prioritize the requirements, and
can fill in reasonable parameters where the designer is unsure of the exact requirements.

Expert systems (ES) is a branch of computer programming, and in particular, part of the area of
artificial intelligence, that attempts to mimic the behavior of human experts. An expert will
make decisions based not only on objective facts (which everyone agrees upon) but also on a set
of heuristics, or “rules of thumb” which seem to work for him/her. Some of these rules and
heuristics will be easy for the expert to identify, but others are so complex or subtle that the
expert themselves may not be able to explain them. Human experts may express discomfort with
particular solutions to problems, without being able to describe exactly what feature about the
solutions makes them uncomfortable. While this discomfort may just be because the approach is
unconventional, it also could be because of a flaw or failure mode that the designer can sense,
but not articulate. Expert systems can use heuristics, so the user can express a preference for a
certain approach or technique, without completely eliminating sub-optimal solutions.
This paper represents an initial investigation into applying expert system techniques to the design
of digital signal processing (DSP) filters. There are experts in widely varying areas all working
on DSP filter design. These designs vary dramatically depending on the nature of the signal
being processed, and the amount of resources that can be used to filter it. Solutions found in one
area, say speech processing, may not quickly propagate to engineers working on areas such as
wireless communications. This is especially true for junior engineers in these areas, who are
often overwhelmed learning about the problem they must solve, that they lack sufficient time to
determine how an approach developed for a radically different problem may benefit them. A
successful ES that performs DSP design may be able to point out how the engineer’s problem is
related to one in a different field.
The area of expert systems is quite broad, with many different programming techniques. In the
following sections we will discuss some of the basic approaches to expert systems, and how
these approaches may be useful in DSP filter design.
INDUCTIVE REASONING
Inductive reasoning is essentially a learn-by-example approach. Human infants routinely learn
how to speak a language by simply listening to others. After hearing enough examples of how
words should be pronounced and associated, they can infer many of the rules of the language,
and produce sentences which are at least understandable, if not always perfectly correct. An
inductive expert system attempts to learn in the same manner. It will need to be supplied with a
large number of good solutions/designs, and ideally a large number of poor designs also. It
enters these designs into a database, then attempts to discover rules which will allow it to find
one of the good designs independently. This area is also known as machine learning.
To see how inductive reasoning might work in the DSP example, consider the difference
between real-time DSP (RTDSP) and non-real-time work. In RTDSP a processor is typically
connected to both an analog-to-digital and a digital-to-analog converter. Sampling rates for these
converters are often in the kHz to MHz range. The latency between the time a signal is sampled
and the output must be produced may be a single sampling time, up to a few seconds. In a nonreal-time-DSP application, the data will be sampled and placed on a storage medium such as a

solid state memory, magnetic disk, magnetic tape, optical disk, etc. At a far later time (compared
to the sampling rate) the data is read from memory, processed, and the outputs displayed or
recorded again.
Suppose we described a number of these systems to an inductive reasoning expert system. We
would need to describe parameters such as the sampling rates, order of filters used, architecture
of the filters, latency between input and output, and the type of processor, algorithm, or
technology used to implement the filter. We may also wish to enter parameters such as the
development time, power, weight, ease of documenting and maintaining the algorithm, and even
an estimate of the number of engineers who have experience with this approach. Many of the
systems which had delays measured in msec would probably have solutions which used
programmable DSP processors, field programmable gate arrays or application specific integrated
circuits. However, non-real-time-DSP applications, which have latencies of days or longer, may
use general purpose platforms such as personal computers, and general purpose programming
languages such as C++ or one of the many excellent numerical analysis software packages
available in the commercial marketplace.
There are good reasons for selecting a programmable DSP chip in a RTDSP application, and a
high level language for stored-data applications. Typically a general purpose computer does not
have the proper bus structure, operating system, and numerical analysis capabilities to keep up
with real-time data. However a C++ solution to a problem is generally easier to create, debug
and document, and is also more portable and scalable than solutions which require the use of a
particular DSP chip.
In inductive ES systems, we do not try to explain these reasons to the program; we simply feed it
a number of examples, each time telling it the latency between input and output, and the platform
and programming language we used to solve the problem. After it has been fed these examples,
the ES hopefully discovers that long latency problems may be handled on a PC, which short
latency (real-time) problems are not. Ideally, the ES would get to the point that it would create
an interview question for the user, asking them to describe the latency between input and output.
A novice engineer might not realize this makes a big difference in the final solution to a problem.
We may even wish to have the ES attempt to bias the user toward stored-data solutions,
especially when the user did not express a preference. The computer could be told that
operations on general purpose operating systems and high level languages are easier to write and
maintain, so if the user didn't specify a preference for latency, the computer would pick the
C++/PC combination over writing a program in assembly for a particular processor. All this
information it extracts from simply examining a number of DSP solutions.
One may wonder if it is reasonable to code an ES just to discover such a simple and obvious rule.
The answer may be yes - because once coded the ES can learn as technology evolves. As DSP
chips become faster, and coding tools improve, the data may show that engineers tend to
implement more complex algorithms on the DSP chips as opposed to FPGAs or ASIC chips. It
might also show a trend toward using C over assembly, C++ over C, DSP code generated by
high-level tools over the others. It might also show a trend toward using DSP chips in non-realtime applications where the DSP board is an integral part of the PC. One might also see where
the line is between ASIC chips, FPGA and programmable processors.

This is one of the goals of this project - to set up the mechanism which allows a program to
discover a rule which we already know. Then if a large number of good designs can be fed into
the inductive data base, we hope the program could discover new rules and relationships which
we did not know, or track how the old rules change with time. Ideally, there would be
correlations or rules which we never knew about that an inductive ES would discover.
A review of the literature has led us to be pessimistic about inductive systems discovering many
significant new relationships that have escaped the notice of human experts. However, being
able to the progress of technology appears to be well within the reach of these systems, if enough
data is provided to the database.
SIMPLE RULE-BASED ALGORITHMS
One problem with inductive tools is that the programmer can only lead by example, the expert
systems has to re-discover many of the rules that are already well known in an area. Inductive
systems have great potential because they may discover correlations, or rules, which the original
designers never knew about, but they typically need a very large number of examples (and some
friendly nudging) to discover these rules. An alternative approach is to feed the expert system
rules, rather than examples. In a simple rule-based algorithm, the ES is fed a series of if-thenelse type rules.
In some ways, a rule-based expert system is similar to a procedural program, flow-chart or
cookbook, which can be thought of as a series of rules or decisions. There is at least one
significant difference - in an expert system one does not describe the order in which the rules
will be executed. It is somewhat like a student listening to an experienced, but highly
unorganized, instructor (similarities to the authors of this paper are purely coincidental). The
student creates a database of such rules, although they are not in any particular order. When the
student faces a design problem, he/she starts looking at the rules one at a time, to determine
which of them apply to the problem at hand. If the data base of rules is sufficiently large, the
student may be able to discover that only a few possible solutions satisfy all the rules that apply
to the problem.
Of course a good student doesn't just copy down rules and file them away - a good student tries
to organize the rules in a manner that makes solving problems quicker. There are at least two
ways to organize these rules, known as forward-chaining and reverse-chaining. In forward
chaining, the student starts by examining the specifications for the problem, and then tries to
figure out which of the possible solutions will meet these specifications. A reverse-chaining
expert system will start by examining possible solutions (essentially guessing at answers) and
then checking to see if the guess will meet the specifications well.
To see how one might use a rule-based algorithm, consider the problem of selecting between
using Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filters. One
might enter a series of rules regarding these filter types into the expert system, such as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

If FIR then filter is always stable
If IIR then filter may or may not be stable (difficult to use if coefficients are adaptive)
If FIR then it is easy to control amplitude and phase response
If IIR then it is more difficult to control amplitude and phase response
If FIR then filter tends to require longer execution times
If IIR then filter tends to be faster
If FIR then it is easy to make phase linear
If IIR then it is easy to make minimum phase

When someone uses a forward-chaining expert system, they may enter the fact that the filter
needs to be linear phase. The forward-chaining expert system scans the rule based, and decides
it should be biased toward using FIR filters for this application.
While forward-chaining seems to be the most straight forward technique, in many ways a
reverse-chaining technique is more useful. An inexperienced DSP designer may not know that
FIR and IIR filters exist, or more likely does not appreciate the design trade-offs involved in
selecting one filter type over another. In reverse chaining the expert system may "guess" the
final design will be an IIR filter. Based on this guess, it may ask the designer if they will wish to
adaptively change the coefficients of the filter, or if the filter must be linear phase. Based on the
response to these interview questions, the expert system may be able to eliminate the IIR filter as
a reasonable design option, or confirm that it is a good choice.
HYBRID / OBJECT ORIENTED EXPERT SYSTEMS
The inductive and rules-based expert systems are in some sense at opposite extremes. The
inductive system accepts only examples and from that tries to infer rules. The rules-based
system accepts only rules, and from that tries to determine good examples of systems. The
hybrid expert system combines these two approaches, typically by exploiting the power of object
oriented programming languages. The expert system uses a series of object, frames or schema
which contain a series of slots. Each of the slots can contain a value, example, rule or another
object. This approach allows the human expert to encapsulate, or categorize, information. One
can also allow objects to inherit information from more general classifications.
As an example, suppose one has a solution for a DSP filter design that uses a particular brand
and model of DSP processor to implement an FIR filter. The decision to use a particular DSP
chip may be because the user has experience using that particular device, support tools are
readily available, or the processor has been qualified for use in a particular application, product
or environment. A very different set of rules where probably used when deciding upon using an
FIR filter. In the filter architecture design decision one may have looked at parameters such as
stability, complexity, flexibility, familiarity, sensitivity to coefficient errors, signal-to-noise
ratios, etc.
An object-oriented expert system allows a human expert to separate the concerns listed above
into classes. For example, there may be a “processor” class, which contains objects for each of
the major DSP chip manufacturers. In each of these objects one may express the available of the

processor, computing power, ease of use, software support, if the processor is qualified for use in
a particular environment, etc. Some of these parameters may be altered by the user of the expert
system. If a particular user is very familiar with the XYZ DSP chip, they may prefer solutions
that use that particular chip, even if other parameters associated with that device make it less
favorable to use.
The object-oriented expert system may have yet another class that is concerned with filter
architecture (FIR, IIR, etc.), where items like complexity and stability are issues, but one does
not care about the platform that will be used to implement the filter.
The final solution to a DSP design problem would be yet another object, which would inherit all
of the properties of the higher level classes which define it. The quality of the final solution
could then be judged by examining all the properties of the solution object. In a reverse-chaining
expert system, many solution objects may be created, and all evaluated to see how well they
meet the specifications of the problem. In a forward-chaining system one would attempt to use
the specifications to select the one best solution from the many choices.
CONCLUSION
It appears that expert systems may be able to assist engineers in designing digital signal
processing devices. They could not only benefit novice engineers, but could potentially assist in
keeping practicing engineers current, and introducing them to results from designers working in
widely different sub disciplines of DSP. To be highly effective, the expert system would need to
have a large number of rules, examples, and in the case of hybrid system, objects. This would
make a detailed design either a formidable task for a small group of engineers, or push the design
toward an open-source model that encourages involvement from a wide range of DSP designers.
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THE NEXT GENERATION AIRBORNE DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEMS.
PART 1 - ANTI-ALIASING FILTERS:
CHOICES AND SOME LESSONS LEARNED
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ABSTRACT
The drive towards higher accuracy and sampling rates has raised the bar for modern FTI signal
conditioning. This paper focuses on the issue of anti-alias filtering. Today's 16-bit (and greater
resolution) ADC’s, coupled with the drive for optimum sampling rates, means that filters have to be
more accurate and yet more flexible than ever before. However, in order to take full advantage of
these advances, it is important to understand the trade-offs involved and to correctly specify the
system filtering requirements.
Trade-offs focus on:
• Analog vs. Digital signal conditioning
• FIR vs. IIR Digital Filters
• Signal bandwidth vs. Sampling rate
• Coherency issues such as filter phase distortion vs. delay
This paper will discuss each of these aspects. In particular, it will focus on some of the advantages
of digital filtering various analog filter techniques. This paper will also look at some ideas for
specifying filter cut-off and characteristics.
KEY WORDS
Aliasing, Digital Signal Processing, FIR, IIR, Butterworth, Bessel
1. INTRODUCTION
When sampling at Fs, any frequencies above the Nyquist rate (Fs/2) will alias back and appear as
signals below Fs/2. In particular, it is impossible to differentiate (and hence remove) these aliased
signals from signals within the band of interest. Consequently, it would be useful to have a filter
that removes these higher frequencies.
The problem is that there are many trade-offs when choosing this filter:
• Too strong a filter may mean too large a delay

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing the filter cutoff frequency causes the aliasing to increase
Is acceptable aliasing ever better than no aliasing?
Some filters types (e.g. Butterworth) distort the shape of the signal
Some filters types (e.g. Bessel) attenuate all but a small band of frequencies
Analog filters are familiar but are power- and real-estate hungry
As ADC resolution increases so does the susceptibility to aliasing
Digital filters can always beat analog filters except the delay may be slightly larger

This paper examines some of these trade-offs, in particular with respect to upgrading from a 10-bit
system to a 12, 14 or 16-bit system.
2. FILTER SPECIFICATION - WITH NO ALIASING
In the past, a reasonable sounding request for a filter might be:
•
•
•

My sensor has a bandwidth (Fm) of 1kHz and I do not want any signal from it attenuated by
more than 1% FSR.
I have a 10-bit ADC and I want any signal aliased to be less then 1 count.
I want to use a 6th order Butterworth filter.

For a 6th order Butterworth Filter, the lowest possible setting for the filter cutoff is approximately
1.4kHz. With this filter, signal attenuation is less than 1% of FSR (87 mdB) up to 1kHz. This filter
will have an attenuation of 1/1024 (60.2dB) at approximately 4.5kHz. Therefore, to prevent aliasing
as specified above, we must sample at greater than 9ksps.
In other words, even for a 10-bit system and 1% attenuation we must sample at 9 times the
bandwidth of interest.
Furthermore:
•
•

For a 12-bit system and 0.1% attenuation from the anti-aliasing filter, we must sample at 14
times the bandwidth of interest.
For a 14-bit system and 0.1% attenuation from the anti-aliasing filter, we must sample at 19.5
times the bandwidth of interest.

For those with bandwidth considerations, the question inevitable arises: is there a better approach?
3. FILTER SPECIFICATION - WITH ACCEPTABLE ALIASING
Acceptable aliasing is the situation where aliasing is allowed but not within the passband. Thus,
revisiting the user requirement stipulated in Section 2:

•
•
•

My sensor has a bandwidth (Fm) of 1kHz and I do not want any signal from it attenuated by
more than 1% FSR.
I have a 10-bit ADC and I want any signal aliased to be less then 1 count.
I want to use a 6th order Butterworth filter.

we have the required attenuation at approximately 4.5kHz. However, to prevent aliasing below
1kHz, we must only sample at greater than 4.5kHz + Fm instead of twice 4.5kHz.
In other words: using this approach for a 10-bit system and 1% attenuation below 1kHz, we must
sample at 5.5 times the bandwidth of interest rather than 9 times. This constitutes a 40% saving in
data bandwidth required.
However, that’s not all – the news gets better:
•
•

For a 12-bit system and 0.1% attenuation below 1kHz, we must sample at 8 times the
bandwidth of interest, constituting a 43% saving in the required data bandwidth.
For a 14-bit system and 0.1% attenuation we must sample at 10.75 times the bandwidth of
interest (a 45% saving in data bandwidth required).

The sampling rate advantages of allowing acceptable aliasing are illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. In
the figure, the metrological band remains the same, as does the filter. However, by allowing aliasing
(outside the metrological band), the sampling rate required is greatly reduced.
0dB

Metrological Band
-62dB (10-bit)
-74dB (12-bit)
-86dB (14-bit)

Fm

Fs/2

Fs

0dB

Metrological Band
-62dB (10-bit)
-74dB (12-bit)
-86dB (14-bit)

Fm

Fs/2

Fs

Acceptable aliasing

Figure 3.1 - Sampling rates required with and without "acceptable aliasing".

4. INCREASING THE FILTER ORDER FROM 6 TO 8
If, in section 3, the anti-aliasing filter was specified as an 8th-order filter, then the resulting sampling
rate would be as follows:

For an 8th order filter, the lowest possible setting for the filter cutoff is approximately 1.3kHz.
Here the attenuation is less than 1% of FSR (87 mdB) up to 1kHz. This filter will have an
attenuation of 1/1024 (60.2dB) at approximately 3.1kHz. Therefore, to prevent aliasing below
1kHz, we must sample at greater than 4.1ksps.
In other words:
•

Even for a 10-bit system and 1% attenuation below 1kHz, we must sample at 4.1 times the
bandwidth of interest (a 55% improvement from section 2 above).

•

For a 12-bit system and 0.1% attenuation we must sample at 5.4 times the bandwidth of
interest (a 61% saving in data bandwidth required).

•

For a 14-bit system and 0.1% attenuation we must sample at 6.2 times the bandwidth of
interest (a 69% saving in data bandwidth required).
5. SELECTING THE FILTER TYPE - IS BUTTERWORTH THE BEST?

There is no analog filter with a flatter amplitude response in the passband than Butterworth.
However, one problem with a Butterworth filter is that, due to its non-linear phase response, signals
of different frequencies are delayed by different amounts. This can distort the shape of a signal.
There is no analog filter with a more linear phase response then a Bessel filter. However, it has such
a poor roll-off that the sampling rate would have to be many times higher than that required for
Butterworth filter, in order to meet the anti-aliasing requirements. Other analog filters, such as
elliptical and Chebychev filters are compromises, and are beyond the scope of this paper.
An eighth order analog filter typically requires 4 op-amps, 8 resistors and 8 capacitors, all of which
are sources of gain error and non-linearity. Eighth order analog filters also require considerable
PCB real estate and power. It is also difficult to have analog filters with programmable cut-off
frequencies, especially with 12 or 14-bit systems. Perhaps the solution is to use digital filters?
6. DIGITAL FILTERS - FILTERING AFTER THE A/D
In a scheme whereby filtering is done digitally, a simple fixed 2nd or 4th order filter is placed before
an ADC which samples at many times the required sample rate. The ADC values are then filtered
using DSP techniques such as IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) or FIR (Finite Impulse Response)
filtering.
There are many advantages to this technique:
•
•

Digital filters require fewer analog components, and so there is considerably less drift with
temperature and time than with analog filters
Fewer analog components are used – hence there is less power required

•
•
•
•
•

Fewer analog components are used - hence there is less PCB real-estate required
ADC white noise is reduced (quantization noise and jitter) because it is spread over the
sampling band and removed by the filtering
Noise above the metrological band causes Dither1 which actually increases the effective
number of bits of the ADC
Because filter cut-off is a function of the digital filter, many different cut-off frequencies are
possible
Digital filter techniques allow for a passband flatter than the flattest possible analog filter
(Butterworth) and with less time distortion then the best possible analog filter (Bessel).

There are two disadvantages to this technique, however:
•

•

Because, for the first time, people can set cut-offs as low as 2Hz, the filter delay is
observable with the human eye. For example, an 8th order Butterworth at 2Hz has a delay of
between 0.4s and 0.5s depending on the input frequency. This is not a disadvantage of
digital filtering it would also happen with analog filters if you set the cutoff frequency to this
value.
The technique is new. Some people don't accept that an 8th order Butterworth filter
implemented digitally is exactly the same as one implemented with analog components.
They argue that the sample they read is not an ADC sample but is something derived from
many ADC samples. In other words, it is not a "true" reading. This is analogous to saying
that asking one person to measure the length of a football field gives a truer reading than
asking 100 people and averaging the results.

Thus, there are many advantages to digital filtering. The disadvantages really become a question of
perception and understanding. As the FTI world moves beyond 12-bit data acquisition and analysis
systems, it is almost certain that digital filtering is the only way forward.
At this stage, it is worth looking at the last advantage of digital filtering as listed above, i.e. that
digital filters can have a better repine than analog filters. Figure 6.1 compares the amplitude
response of one type of digital filter (a 31-tap half-band FIR) with that of an 8th order Butterworth.

1 Dither is low power noise which is added to the system. The literal meaning of the word dither is to tremble or
quiver - a reference to the least significant bits being turned on and off at random.

Figure 6.1 – Amplitude response of an 8th order Butterworth filter and a 31-Tap Halfband FIR Filter

Both filters have roughly the same passband (±10mdB). However the sampling rates required for
each are very different, as illustrated below:
With no aliasing:
• The FIR requires sampling at 8192sps.
• The 8th order Butterworth requires sampling at 14,000sps (70% more than FIR).
With aliasing allowed down to 1kHz:
• The FIR requires sampling at 4096sps.
• The 8th order Butterworth requires sampling at 8,000sps (100% more than FIR).
7. DELAYS AND DATA BANDWIDTHS - FOR COMPLETENESS
The delay of the 8th order Butterworth filter in the example above varies from 440µs (at DC) to
540µs (at 1.8kHz). However the delay of the FIR filter at 4096sps is 1953µs (for all frequencies).
However, if the cut-off point of the 8th order Butterworth filter was moved down so that both could
be sampled at 4096sps, then the graphs would look like those in Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.2, the
bandwidth of the Butterworth filter has halved and the delay has increased to 1282µs.

Figure 6.1 – FIR and 8th Order Butterworth filter with acceptable aliasing at 4096sps.

If 16-bit data is used instead of 12-bit data then there is an automatic 33% increase in the data
bandwidth unless the sampling rate can be reduced.
8. CONCLUSION
As FTI moves beyond 10-bit and 12-bit systems, towards 14-bit and 16-bit systems, care has to be
taken not to increase the volume of data transmitted unnecessarily. The extra data rate required is
not only a function of the extra bits from each ADC sample, but from the faster sampling rates
required to achieve the corresponding reduction in aliasing acceptable for those higher ADC
resolutions.
This paper suggests that "acceptable aliasing" and higher order filters go some way towards reducing
the data rate, but that digital filtering may also hold a vital key, as illustrated in this final example.
For a 14-bit system and 0.1% attenuation beneath 1kHz we must sample at:
•
•
•
•

19.5 times the bandwidth of interest (with 6th order filter and no aliasing)
10.75 times the bandwidth of interest (with 6th order filter and acceptable aliasing)
6.2 times the bandwidth of interest (with 8th order filter and acceptable aliasing)
4.1 times the bandwidth of interest (with a FIR filter and acceptable aliasing)
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ABSTRACT
The advent of a new generation of analog to digital converters (ADC’s) provides the aerospace
signal-conditioning engineer with many design advantages, trade-offs and challenges for their next
generation of signal conditioning systems. These advantages include increased range, resolution,
accuracy, channel-count and sampling rate. However, in order to capitalize on these advantages, it
is important to understand the trade-offs involved and to specify these systems correctly.
Trade-offs include:
• Analog vs. Digital signal conditioning
• Implementation issues such as 12-bits vs. 16-bits (or even 24-bits)
• Topology issues such as multiplexers vs. multiple ADC’s
• Filter-type selection
• Sigma-Delta vs. Successive Approximation ADC’s.
Specification challenges include:
• Total DC error vs. gain and offset (and drift, excitation, DNL, crosstalk, etc.)
• ENOB vs. SINAD (or THD, SNR or Noise)
• Coherency issues such as filter phase distortion vs. delay
This paper will discuss some of these aspects and attempts to produce a succinct specification for the
next generation of airborne signal conditioning, while also outlining some of the lessons learned in
developing the same.
KEY WORDS
FTI, ADC, ENOB, THD, SNR, DNL

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, it is no longer sufficient to focus on DC accuracy as a benchmark for the quality of an ADC
module. The following may help to illustrate this reasoning:
At first glance it may appear reasonable to specify a 6th order Butterworth filter, such that there is
less than 60dB aliasing at the Nyquist rate for a sampling frequency of 1Hz. However because this
popular filter has phase distortion, some components are delayed by 2.5 seconds and some
components are delayed by 3 seconds.
On an old 10-bit system, a cross-talk specification of 60dB might be acceptable. However, on a 16bit system this amounts to 64 counts of noise. Therefore, with this amount of crosstalk in the
system, using any more than 10-bits of resolution is a waste of time.
Older FTI systems (from the 1980’s) have extra circuitry for zero or null insertion or for
multiplexing known voltages into the system ADC’s. These are sold as features, but really only
serve to calibrate the instrument rather than the sensor. Today, this extra circuitry would add more
errors then it would remove.
Finally, this paper argues that a little rigor in the specification of both DC and AC characteristics
considerably reduces confusion and the opportunity for specmanship.

2. AC SPECIFICATIONS - HOW EFFECTIVE ARE YOUR BITS?
AC specifications are often ignored in FTI data-sheets, in particular with respect to noise and
harmonic distortion. Furthermore, there are other terms such as non-linearity and missing codes
that, while important, can be incorporated into other specifications. Table 2.1 shows 15
specifications (for an ADC with B bits) that should, arguably, be quoted in a data-sheet. This paper
suggest replacing all 15 with a single ENOB* specification as defined by the IEEE.
PARAMETER
Resolution
INL / DNL

DESCRIPTION
The average difference
between two consecutive
readings.
Integral Non Linearity or
Differential Non Linearity

FORMULA
(For B-bits)
q = FSR / 2B (V)
The maximum
deviation from and a
straight line
approximation /
maximum step size
= RMS (induced) /
Signal

Cross-talk

Noise induced by a sine wave
in any other channel

Codes / Missing
codes
Quantization
noise power
Jitter noise
power

The number of different
outputs from the ADC
The noise introduced because
of limited resolution.
The noise introduced by
uncertainty (±Tj ) in sampling

= 20 log (π Tj Fs / √2)
(dB)

"DC Noise"

RMS or maximum value of
deviation from average when
DC signal applied

= RMS (Sig. - Mean)
= MAX (|Sig. - Mean|)
(V)

THD

Total Harmonic Distortion

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SFDR

Spurious Free Dynamic Range

SINAD

Signal In Noise And
Distortion
*Effective Number Of Bits

= Sum of power of first
N (8) harmonics of
input signal
= Ratio of signal to all
noise not at DC or
harmonics
= Difference between
signal and highest
power at any frequency
(not DC) (dB)
= 1.76 + 6.02B (dB)
= √(SNR2 + THD2)
=B

ENOB

COMMENTS

Causes harmonic
distortion

Bandwidth of crosstalk signal must be
specified

2B
σ2 = q2 / 12 (V2)
Assuming
bandwidth = cutoff
= ¼ sampling rate
(Fs)
Low RMS does not
mean low MAX (or
high MAX does not
mean low RMS)
If circuit is linear
there is no harmonic
distortion
Is not a measure of
non-linearity
Good SFDR only
means no big spikes
in FFT

Input amplitude
must be specified
Assumes all noise is
quantization noise
Table 2-1: Possible Datasheet Specifications for an ADC Module

Replacing all of these terms with a single ENOB specification has the following advantages:

•
•
•

It is intuitive (ENOB = 14 means the ADC acts like an ideal/perfect 14-bit ADC)
The test is well defined in IEEE 1057 and IEEE 1241. To include the crosstalk specification,
signals can be induced in adjacent channels
It covers other specifications (e.g. high THD => low ENOB and SINAD = 1.76 + 6.02 x
ENOB dB)

3. DC SPECIFICATIONS - SEEING THE WOOD FROM THE TREES
It is extremely difficult to compare analog and digital FTI modules from different vendors due to the
plethora of different (yet valid) parameters that can be specified in the product datasheets. Note that
many vendors offer a secondary (or digital) gain that may amplify certain errors. Table 3.1 shows an
innocent enough looking DC specification.
PARAMETER
Gain error @ 25°C
Gain drift with
temperature
Offset error @ 25°C
Offset drift with
temperature
Excitation error @
25°C
Excitation drift with
temperature
DNL / INL
Crosstalk

DESCRIPTION
Error caused by
assuming the actual
gain is 1
Typical variation of
gain with temperature
Error caused by
assuming the actual
offset is 0
Typical variation of
offset with
temperature
Error caused by
assuming the
excitation is the
correct value
Typical variation of
excitation with
temperature
See Table 2.1

INNOCENT VALUE
0.25% FSR

COMMENT
Should not vary with
digital gain

25ppm/°C FSR

25x10-6 (85-25) =
0.15% FSR
Varies with digital
gain

0.25% FSR

25ppm/°C FSR

25x10-6 (85-25) =
0.15% FSR

0.25% FSRext

Should not vary with
digital gain. If can be
±5V and use ±2.5V
then 0.5% FSR
25x10-6 (85-25) =
0.15% FSRext

25ppm/°C FSRext
1.5 / 8 Bits

For 12-bit system =
0.2% FSR also varies
with digital gain
Noise induced by a
60dB
60dB = 0.1% FSR
DC signal in any other
(can vary with digital
channel
gain)
Table 3-1: Possible Datasheet Specifications for an ADC Module

For this innocent module the DC error, over the full temperature range, with a digital gain of 8 and
half-scale excitation could be as much as 6.8%!
0.25 + 0.15 + 8(0.25 + 0.15) + 0.5 + 0.3 + 8 (0.2) + 8 (0.1) = 6.8% FSR
As a rule of thumb, each analog component (e.g. amplifier or resistor) adds 0.1% FSR error over the
temperature range unless compensation is employed. However, some of these errors will cancel
each other out: for example, the excitation may drift with temperature so as to cancel gain drifts with
temperature.
This paper recommends replacing the specifications given in Table 3-1 with a single specification at
two extremes:
•

Total DC Error from all sources at best gain and excitation over all temperatures (say 0.15%
FSR)

•

Total DC Error from all sources at worst gain and excitation over all temperatures (say 0.5%
FSR)

4. DIGITAL FILTERING - THE ONLY WAY FORWARD
A full discussion on the filtering trade-offs with respect to FTI systems is beyond the scope of this
paper and indeed is discussed elsewhere. However, one interesting observation is that each
additional bit of ADC resolution typically adds another pole to the active filter if the number of
counts of noise must remain constant. For example: if a 4th order active filter was good enough for
10-bits, 6 orders would be required for 12-bits and a 10th order would be required for 16-bits.
These higher order filters introduce more sources of error, require more PCB space and increase
power consumption. Without the higher order filters the "usable" bandwidth reduces or the amount
of aliasing increases.
There are many other technology trade-offs with respect to filters, some of which are discussed in
Table 4.1 below.
Technology
No filters

Advantages
• Smallest delay
• Fewest components

Multiplexers before
filter
Active filters

• Reduces component count
• Less channel to channel variation
• People know Butterworth and
Bessel

Switched capacitor
filters

• Can choose any frequency within
one decade

Sigma-delta (Σ∆)
ADCs

• 1st order filter will do
• No THD
• A must for 18-bits+

Over sampling FIR
filters

• Best roll-off
• Maximum pass-band
• More choices of cut-off
frequency
• No-time distortion
• No drift with temperature
• Reduces quantization noise
• Reduces jitter noise
• Low power
• Less PCB space
• Less computation then FIR

Over sampling IIR
filters

Disadvantages
• Aliasing: A signal at Fs will
look like DC and can never be
removed
• Cross-talk
• Does not stop aliasing
• PCB space
• Power
• Very limited choices of Fc and
hence limited choices of Fs
• Fc varies with temperature
• Too noisy for even 12-bits
• Need to cascade for more then
a decade range of choices.
• Slow (Fs<4k)
• Large DC errors (±0.5%)
• Temperature drift (esp. gain)
• Non-linear time resp. (IIR)
• Delay is typically 2 x
Butterworth filter

•
•
•
•
Table 4-1: Technology trade-offs

Time distortion
Hard to prove stability
Truncation errors can grow
Hard to cascade

This paper suggests that the future of FTI signal conditioning lies in digital filtering. Three common
types are:
•
•
•

Running average filter: A first order IIR to be used on slow (temperature) channels when
processing power is scarce.
Half-band FIR: Low computation overhead and no time distortion
Butterworth IIR: When time distortion or lower delay is required.

For the purposes of this paper it is interesting to note that with digital filters, four more
parameters can be removed from the specification table, as they are typically an order of
magnitude less with digital filters.
These parameters include:
o Passband-ripple
o Fc accuracy
o Fc drift
o Time or Phase Delay variation

5.

CONCLUSIONS

There are many possibilities for the next generation of analog signal conditioning in airborne data
acquisition systems. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

16-bit resolution on ADC’s
>14-bit ENOB
Temperature compensation of gain and offset
Optimum ADC’s for each application
Optimum filtering so as to minimize data rates (not just a limited choice)
Optimum gain and offset settings (not just a limited choice)

Although the technology behind the next generation signal conditioning may be new, the good news
is that there are considerably less specifications for the system designer to be concerned with.
This paper has outlined what parameters may be most important when specifying the next generation
signal conditioning circuits. In particular a rigorous definition of:
•
•

Total DC error (including excitation)
Effective number of bits (as a function of gain and frequency)

and insistence on digital filtering means that different modules from different vendors can be
compared more easily.
The net effect of all of this is to make the following specifications superfluous:
Linearity (DNL, INL), Quantization noise, Jitter, Jitter noise, Cross-talk, Channel-to-channel
matching, Resolution, Missing codes, THD, SNR, SFDR, SINAD, Gain error, Gain drift,
Offset error, Offset drift, Excitation error, Excitation drift, Ripple in pass-band, Filter cut-off
drift, Filter delay variation.
The benefits of this approach are clear.

FFT Bit Templating – A Technique for Making Amplitude and
Frequency Measurements of a BPSK Modulated Signal
Bruce Shockey
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ABSTRACT
In many spacecraft receiver applications, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) provides a powerful tool
for measuring the amplitude and frequency of an unmodulated RF signal. By increasing the FFT
acquisition time, tiny signals can be coaxed from the noise and their frequency measured by
determining which frequency bin the signal energy appears. The greater the acquisition time, the
narrower the bin bandwidth and the more accurate the frequency measurement.
In modern satellite operations it is often desirable for the receiver to measure the frequency of a
carrier which is modulated with BPSK data. The presence of the BPSK data limits the FFT
acquisition time since the signal may switch polarities a number of times while the FFT samples are
being acquired. This polarity switching spreads the signal energy into multiple frequency bins
making frequency measurement difficult or impossible. The Bit Templating Technique, used for the
first time in the CMC Electronics Cincinnati TDRSS / BPSK Spacecraft Receiver, collects the
modulated waveform energy back into a signal bin so that accurate amplitude and frequency
information can be calculated.
KEYWORDS
Bit Templating, Satellite Communications, Digital Signal Processing and Fast Fourier Transforms.
INTRODUCTION
In a coherent BPSK spacecraft receiver, the incoming signal must be heterodyned and/or derotated
from the RF carrier frequency down to 0 Hz. To achieve coherency, the receiver will typically phase
lock to the carrier in order to achieve optimal demodulator performance. Prior to phase locking, the
receiver must measure the frequency of the noisy incoming signal and change the frequency of the
VCOs or NCOs to bring the frequency of the signal to within the capture frequency range of the
PLL. This is difficult for three reasons. First, due to the long distances involved in spacecraft
communications, the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) may be low. In order to achieve phase locking the
loop bandwidth of the PLL must be kept narrow to achieve the critical SNR needed to lock the loop.
Second, the receiver center frequency is subject to variations due to widely varying temperature and

prolonged service life, often in years. Finally, the receiver will experience a constantly changing
frequency shift, both positive and negative, due to the Doppler effect created by the motion of the
spacecraft in it’s orbit relative to the fixed ground transmitter.
In many spacecraft applications, the frequency of the incoming signal (following heterodyning
operations) is measured using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT converts an array of time
domain samples into frequency domain information. The accuracy of the frequency domain
information is directly proportional to the acquisition time. For example, if a 128 point FFT
processes 128 time domain samples that were acquired over a 0.032 second time window, each FFT
bin represents 31.25 Hz providing excellent frequency resolution. If a narrower bin bandwidth
(bin-width) is needed, the acquisition time may be extended. For example, a 0.064 second
acquisition time will produce a 15.625 Hz bin width.
Figures 1 – 3 show a few typical waveforms to help visualize the FFT process. Figure 1 shows 128
sinusoidal samples. Typically, these samples will be complex having both a real and an imaginary
part. Only the real part of the signal is shown in this paper for ease of visualization but in practice, a
complex signal is needed to distinguish between positive and negative frequencies. Figure 2 shows
the same sinusoidal samples scaled by a gain control operation and corrupted by noise. The SNR
shown in this graph is representative of the SNR that would be experienced at the input of the FFT.
Figure 3 shows the FFT output after processing the signal shown in Figure 2. The DC bin is at the
far left of the graph. The positive frequency bins start immediately to the right of the DC bin and are
in ascending order. The negative frequency bins start at the far right side of the graph and are in
ascending order from right to left.
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Figure 1. 128 Sinusoidal Signal Samples
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Figure 2. Sine Wave Incoming Signal With Noise
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Figure 3. Post FFT Processing of the Figure 2 Waveform
The algorithm to determine the carrier frequency is very straightforward:
1. Determine the bin, which has the greatest magnitude.
2. Multiply the bin number (either positive or negative) by 1 / Tacq.
In this case the biggest magnitude is in positive bin 5. The sample time is Tsamp * 128 samples =
0.032 sec. Bin width = 1 / 0.032 = 31.25 Hz. Carrier Freq = 5 * 31.25 Hz = 156.25 Hz.
Problems of Determining the Carrier Frequency with BPSK Data Applied
The ability to resolve an incoming frequency into such fine increments provides a powerful design
tool provided that the incoming signal is sinusoidal in nature – in other words, without BPSK data
applied. When BPSK data is applied, the signal energy which once occupied a single frequency bin
is now dispersed into several frequency bins making it much more difficult to determine the carrier
frequency. The simple algorithm shown above for the sinusoidal case no longer applies. Figure 4
shows a noise free sinusoidal carrier modulated with 4 bits of 0,1,0,1 BPSK data. Figure 5 shows
the FFT analysis of this waveform. Note that the signal energy is spread over several bins. The
question is -- which spectral stick bin represents the correct carrier frequency. The answer is --

NONE! The carrier energy would all fall into frequency bin 5 (156.25 Hz) if the modulation were
suddenly removed.
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Figure 4. Time Domain Samples of Incoming Signal With 4 Bits of Alternating 1,0 BPSK Data
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Figure 5. Frequency Domain Representation of Figure 4 Signal Using a 128 Point FFT
BIT Templating Technique
The bit templating technique attempts to solve the multiple frequency bin problem by flipping the
polarity of the incoming time domain samples until they look like a sinewave again. Figure 6 shows
our now familiar incoming BPSK modulated carrier. First, the incoming signal will be point-bypoint multiplied by the bit template shown in Figure 7. The product of this operation is shown in
Figure 8. Finally, the FFT of the Figure 8 waveform is computed. The result of this computation is
shown in Figure 9. Once again, the signal energy is re-collected into bin 5 and the simple bin
number to frequency conversion can be easily made.
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Figure 6. Time Domain Samples of Incoming Signal With 4 bits of 0,1,0,1 BPSK Data
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Figure 7. Bit Pattern 0,1,0,1 Bit Template
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Figure 8. Product of the Time Domain Samples and the Bit
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Figure 9. FFT of the Point-by-Point Time Sample * Bit Template Product
To extend the bit templating concept to a working design, several additions are needed. First we
need supply a bit template for all of the possible bit patterns. Since there are 4 bits being
represented, we have 16 possible bit combinations.
Some labor saving can be realized by remembering that the FFT is equally happy with a continuous
sine wave that is “right side up” or “up side down”. For example, with the familiar 0,1,0,1 BPSK
incoming signal either a 1,0,1,0 bit template or a 0,1,0,1 bit template will work equally well. Both
will yield a continuous time domain sinewave and an FFT with all the energy collected in a single
bin. The table of bit template patterns required to “straighten out” the 16 incoming data patterns are
shown in Figure 10.
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111

1111
1110
1101
1100
1011
1010
1001
1000

Figure 10. Table of the 8 Template Data Patterns and Their Inverses
Also needed to make the bit templating concept a working design, is the ability to move the bit
template over the incoming signal samples until the bit transitions of the template match the bit
transitions of the incoming signal. This is accomplished by starting the bit template correlation at
various offsets of the array of data samples. The algorithm is to take the bit template product,
evaluate the FFT, and note the biggest bin magnitude. Then move to the next bit offset and repeat.
The bit offset producing the biggest FFT bin magnitude is the “winner”. It is recommended that the
bit offset steps be 1/8 bit or smaller and span over the width of a bit. Larger bit offset increments
have the possibility of dispersing the signal energy into multiple bins for certain bit offset
relationships.

Calculation Engine
For the sample system that we have been discussing, there is a lot of computation that has to occur
during the time that we will be acquiring samples (assuming a ping pong type acquisition/analysis
system). There are 8 bit template patterns and 8 bit offsets to evaluate during the time that the next
128 samples will be acquired – 64 template products and 128-point FFT to compute in real time. In
earlier days, attempting to crunch this much data in so short a time would have been impractical with
microprocessor-based systems. Today, we have large FPGAs in which dedicated FFTs can be
implemented in an endless variety of architectures, which can be adapted to fit any need.
Furthermore, these FFTs can be implemented to execute their algorithms in parallel. This is not a
technology of the future – this can be implemented with today’s FPGAs.
Performance
The bit templating technique has been implemented for the first time in the TDRSS / BPSK
spacecraft command receiver built by CMC Electronics Cincinnati in Mason Ohio. Both the TDRSS
and BPSK operating modes make full use of the bit templating technique.
The bit templating technique used in the TDRSS / BPSK receiver is very similar to the technique
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. The FFT is a 128 point FFT using a single 16-bit multiplier
controlled by a dedicated state machine. The state machine analyses the results of the FFTs and
calculates the resulting frequency offset. The digital design is implemented in a single Actel FPGA.
This part, which is relatively small, was chosen for radiation hardness characteristics.
To demonstrate the capability of the bit template technique two graphs are shown in Figures 11 and
12. Figure 11 shows the probability of successfully determining the correct frequency bin as a
function of signal to noise level with a sinusoidal, unmodulated carrier. Each data point represents
1000 simulated trials. This is the “best possible case”. Figure 12 shows an identical configuration
except that a 0,1,0,1 BPSK data pattern is modulated onto the carrier. A comparison of the two
graphs shows that the difference in performance at low signal to noise ratios is less than 0.1 dB.
This provides the receiver with the capability of acquiring either with or with out command data
with nearly identical performance results.
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Figure 11. Bin Identification Performance Without Command Data
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Figure 12. Bin Identification Performance With Command Data
POSSIBILITIES OF THE FUTURE
While the bit templating technique has been successfully implemented in the CMC Electronics
Cincinnati TDRSS / BPSK spacecraft receiver, there are tempting design ideas for the future. As the
bit template engine runs through the list of templates, one of the “waste by-products” are four bits of
highly reliable command data taken in a very narrow bandwidth. Some possible implications are
listed below.
1. No need to phase lock to the carrier – the command data is a by-product of the
bit template operation.
2. No need to bit sync – bit sync is a by-product of the bit template operation.
3. Accurate receiver center frequency telemetry.
4. Reliable information needed to rapidly determine loss of signal
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Abstract
This paper derives the maximum likelihood (ML) symbol timing estimator for a frequency nonselective multiple-input, multiple output (MIMO) channel assuming linear modulation and known data
and known channel gains. The non-frequency selective fading assumption means the multipath delay
spread is small so that the symbol time delay is the same across all receive antennas. Both a closed-loop
and an approximate open-loop architecture are demonstrated. The open-loop or “batch” estimator is based
on a polyphase filterbank implementation of the derivative matched filter.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of multiple transmit and receive antennas over multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
multipath fading channels has received considerable attention due to its promise of increased channel capacity. In these systems, different data streams are transmitted in parallel over multiple
transmit antennas to exploit the potential increases in capacity offered by the presence of multipath interference. Space-time coding is used to impose structure on the transmitted data streams
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] which is used by the receiver to recover the data from the received signals. The signal processing and channel estimation functions described in these papers work on
the matched filter outputs at each of the receive antennas. The implicit assumption is that symbol
timing synchronization has been achieved.
Underlying the space-time codes is a modulation format that is used to convey the information from the multiple transmit antennas to the multiple receive antennas. Most of the coding
schemes envision the same modulation format operating on all the transmit antennas. The symboltiming problem for MIMO systems using space-time coding was discussed briefly in [7]. This
development assumes orthogonal training sequences and exploits the orthogonality to simplify an
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Wireless Initiative Grant CCR-9979452 and Information
Technology Research Grant CCR-0081476.
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Fig. 1. A d × M MIMO system.

approximate ML error signal. A simple search algorithm is used to find the optimum sampling
instant in an oversampled data stream.
This paper develops the maximum likelihood symbol timing estimator assuming linear modulation with a common pulse shape, frequency non-selective fading, and known data and channel
gains. No assumption regarding orthogonality is required. The frequency non-selective assumption means there is no time dispersion over the channel and the optimum matched filter sampling
time is the same across the receive antenna array. Two implementations of the ML timing estimator
are discussed. The first is the closed-loop estimator suggested by an iterative (or recursive) solution to the ML timing estimate equation. This closed loop estimator takes the form of the familiar
phase-lock loop for symbol timing control. The second implementation is an open-loop process
that is appropriate for “batch processing.” A Q-stage polyphase filterbank is used to produce, in
parallel, error signals for Q different delays. The delay corresponding to the smallest error signal
is the delay to be used to recover the data for subsequent processing.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a d × M MIMO system consisting of d transmit antennas and M receive antennas
illustrated in Figure 1. The d × M MIMO system is characterized by the channel matrix H. For
the case of a frequency non-selective MIMO multipath channel, H is an M × d matrix consisting
of complex valued channel gains αm,i for m = 1, 2, . . . , M and i = 1, 2, . . . , d. Often, the channel
gains are modeled as normalized complex Gaussian random variables [1], [5], [6], [7]. Since the
channel gains do not impose any time dispersion on the received signal, the symbol time delay is
the same across all receive antennas. This feature will be exploited to derive a timing estimator
that jointly uses outputs from all receive antennas to estimate the common timing offset.
A different data stream is transmitted from each of the transmit antennas. Assuming a common
pulse shape across all d transmit antennas, the complex baseband equivalent signal transmitted

from antenna i is
si (t) =

L
X

ai,k p (t − kTs )

(1)

k=1

where p(t) is a unit energy pulse shape spanning 2Lp symbols, Ts is the symbol time (reciprocal of
the symbol rate), and the ai,k are complex values representing the points in the signal constellation
[8].
The d signals are transmitted in parallel over the frequency non-selective MIMO channel characterized by H. The received signal on antenna m (for m = 1, 2, . . . , M ) is
rm (t) =

d
X

αm,i si (t − τ ) + wm (t)

(2)

i=1

where τ is the unknown timing delay to be estimated and wm (t) the additive noise at the m-th
receive antenna and is modeled as a zero mean, complex-valued Gaussian random process whose
real and imaginary parts have power spectral density N0 /2 Watts/Hz. The set of M received
waveforms can be represented by the vector
h
r(t) = r1 (t) r2 (t) · · ·
which can be expressed as


α1,1

 α2,1
r(t) = 
 ..
 .

α1,2
α2,2

···
···
...

αM,1 αM,2 · · ·

iT
rM (t)

(3)


 

α1,d
s1 (t − τ )
w1 (t)

 

α2,d  s2 (t − τ )  w2 (t) 

+ . 
.. 
..

  . 
. 
.
  . 
αM,d

sd (t − τ )

wM (t)

= Hs(t − τ ) + w(t)

(4)

where the definitions for the vectors s(t) and w(t) are implicitly defined. In what follows, it will
be convenient to collect the d data sequences into the matrix


a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,L


a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,L 
(5)
A=
.. 
...
.
 ..
. 
 .
ad,1 ad,2 · · ·

ad,L

III. M AXIMUM L IKELIHOOD T IMING E STIMATION
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the symbol timing delay τ is the value of τ that
maximizes the conditional probability p (r(t) | τ, H, A) based on an observation of r(t) over an
interval of T0 = LTs seconds The solution to this problem is well known for the single-input,

single output (SISO) case [9] and the analysis here follows the standard procedure. The conditional
probability of the m-th element in the vector r(t) is
½
¾
Z
1
2
p (rm (t) | τ, H, A) = C exp −
|rm (t) − sm (t; τ )| dt
(6)
N0 T0
where C is a constant (with respect to τ ) and
sm (t; τ ) =

d
X

αm,i si (t − τ ).

(7)

i=1

R
R
Expanding the integrand and noting that T0 |rm (t)|2 dt and T0 |sm (t; τ )|2 dt do not depend on τ 1
the conditional density function of rm (t) can be expressed as
½
¾
Z
2
∗
p (rm (t) | τ, H, A) = C exp
Re{rm (t)sm (t; τ )}dt
(8)
N0 T0
where the terms that do not depend on τ have been absorbed into the constant C. Assuming
spatially white additive noise, the joint probability density function of r(t) is the product of the
density functions of the rm (t) so that
(
)
Z X
M
2
p (r(t) | τ, H, A) = C M exp
Re{rm (t)s∗m (t; τ )}dt .
(9)
N0 T0 m=1
The log-likelihood function is the logarithm of the conditional probability and can be expressed as
2
Λ (τ ; H, A) = M ln C +
N0

Z

M
X
T0 m=1

Re{rm (t)s∗m (t; τ )}dt.

The partial derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to τ is
(M d
)
L
XX
X
∂
2
∗
Λ (τ ; H, A) =
Re
αm,i
a∗i,k xm (t − kT − τ )
∂τ
N0
m=1 i=1
k=1

(10)

(11)

Z

where

rm (t)p0 (t − kT − τ ) dt

xm (t − kT − τ ) =

(12)

T0

where p0 (t) is the time derivative of the common pulse shape p(t). Using the matrix definitions (4)
and (5) together with


x1 (t − Ts − τ ) . · · · x1 (t − LTs − τ )


 x2 (t − Ts − τ ) · · · x2 (t − LTs − τ ) 

,
(13)
X(τ ) = 
..
..

.
···
.


xM (t − Ts − τ )
1

···

xM (t − LTs − τ )

This is only approximately true for most linear modulation formats. We use the approximation since it simplifies the analysis.

Equation (11) can be expressed in the compact form
©
©
ªª
∂
2
Re trace HAXH (τ ) .
Λ (τ ; H, A) =
∂τ
N0

(14)

The maximum likelihood estimate of the timing delay is the value of τ that forces (14) to zero.
IV. T IMING E STIMATOR S TRUCTURES
A. A Closed Loop Structure
Since there is no closed form expression for the solution for the zero of (14), iterative or recursive
techniques are often used. Typically, the iterations are performed as part of a closed loop system
[9] where (14) plays the role of the error signal e(τ ) as illustrated in Figure 4. The signal received
on each branch of the receiver is filtered by a filter matched to the time-derivative of the common
pulse shape p(t). The M matched filter outputs are sampled simultaneously at the symbol rate.
The resulting M values are weighted by the known data and channel gains to form a composite
error signal. The phase of the symbol-space sampling instant is adjusted to force the composite
error sigal to zero. The loop locks when the error signal is driven to zero.
B. An Approximate Open Loop or “Batch” Structure
Sometimes a batch process is preferable where the timing estimate is derived from that portion
of the received signal corresponding to a training sequence. Once the timing estimate is known, it
is used in the detection of the information-bearing portion of the received signal.
A polyphase filterbank can be used to implement such a batch process as illustrated in Figure 5. The application of polyphase filters to symbol timing synchronization for the SISO case
was discussed in [10]. The M receiver branches are sampled at a rate 1/T samples/second which
corresponds to N samples/symbol. Thus, the sampling process on receiver branch m presents to
the receiver the sequence rm (nT ). A timing estimate granularity of Q parts per symbol can be
realized by upsampling rm (nT ) by Q, filtering at the high rate QN samples per symbol, then
downsampling by QN using the proper timing phase.
The upsampling operation consists of inserting Q − 1 zeros between each sample of rm (nT ) to
produce a new sequence rm (nT /Q). If p0 (−nT /Q) represents the samples of p0 (−t) (computed at
N Q samples/symbol), then the matched filter output is given by
µ
xm

T
n
Q

¶

µ

QN Lp

=

X

l=−QN Lp

rm

T
(n − l)
Q

¶ µ
¶
T
p −l
.
Q

(15)

The polyphase decomposition results from the fact that not all of the multiplies required by (15)
are required since only every Q-th sample is non-zero. Since

µ
¶ 
r(nT ) n = 0, ±Q, ±2Q, . . .
T
rm n
=
,
(16)
0
Q
otherwise

the matched filter output at time instant q is
µµ
xm

q
n−
Q

¶ ¶
T =

N Lp

X

l=−N Lp

µ µ
¶ ¶
q
rm ((n − l) T ) p − l +
T .
Q

(17)

As a consequence, the filter p0 (−nT /Q) can be partitioned into a set of Q filters each of which
is a downsampled version of p0 (−nT /Q) with a different staring index. Thus the polyphase filter
bank consists of Q filters p0q (−nT ) for q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 each operating at the low sample rate
N samples/symbol where
µ
¶
q
0
0
pq (−nT ) = p −nT − T .
(18)
Q
The output of the q-th polyphase filter in³ the filterbank
´ operating on receiver branch m is downq
sampled by N to produce the output xm kTs − Q Ts .
Thus, the polyphase filterbank produces, in parallel, matched filter outputs with Q different delays. These matched filter outputs can be combined with the corresponding matched filter outputs
from the other receiver branches to form, in parallel, Q different error signals, each corresponding to a different delay. The delay corresponding to the smallest error signal can be taken as the
quantized maximum likelihood value. The quantization effects are controlled by Q, the number of
polyphase filter stages.
V. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
As a simple example demonstrating the polyphase filter approach, consider a 4 × 4 MIMO
system where the common modulation format is BPSK using the square-root raised cosine pulse
shape with a roll-off factor of 50%. The sample rate is N = 2 samples/symbol and the timing
delay is set to 1/2 the symbol period. The polyphase filterbank consisting of Q = 32 subfilters was
implemented with a training sequence length of L = 64 bits. The eye diagrams for the inphase
and quadrature signal components at the outputs of the matched filters2 at each of the M = 4
antennas is illustrated in Figure 2. For this example, only the eyes for the quadrature components
of antennas 2 and 3 are open enough to obtain a reasonable timing estimate using the conventional
SISO technique applied independently to each receive antenna.
Computing the error signal (14) using the polyphase filterbank produces Q = 32 error signals
in parallel. The error signals corresponding to the Q = 32 polyphase filterbank outputs is plotted
in Figure 3. Since each filter in the filterbank provides a matched filter output with a different
delay, the set of error signals produced using all the filterbank outputs produces the “S-Curve” for
the timing estimator. Note that the minimum error signal corresponds to the delay input in the
simulation. Clearly, this technique is capable of performing better than a technique that applies
SISO methods independently to each receiver branch.
2

These are plots of the outputs of a filter matched to p(t) rather than the output of the filter matched to p0 (t).
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We derived the ML symbol timing estimator for a frequency non-selective MIMO channel assuming linear modulation and known data and known channel gains. The non-frequency selective
fading assumption means the multipath delay spread is small so that the symbol time delay is the
same across all receive channels. The ML estimator is similar in form to the data-aided ML estimator for traditional SISO channels but differs in that it bases its estimate on weighted data from
all of the transmit antennas.
Both a closed-loop and an approximate open-loop architecture are demonstrated. The open-loop
or “batch” estimator is based on a Q-stage polyphase filterbank implementation of the derivative
matched filter. A simple example demonstrated that the Q parallel error signal form the “S-Curve”
for the error signal.
The estimator assumed knowledge of both the channel gains and the data. The data are known
in the case of a training sequence. The channel gains may or may not be known. The case of
unknown channel gains can be handled in one of two ways: The conditional density (9) can be
averaged over the assumed distribution of the channel gains using the total probability theorem.
Or, the channel gains can be jointly estimated along with τ . Solving for the channel gains and
back-substituting into the likelihood function would produce a likelihood function not explicitly
dependent on H.
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ABSTRACT
In a study sponsored by the Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, California,
Toyon Research Corporation, Goleta, California, demonstrated that shaped pattern
antennas could be used to mitigate interference caused by telemetry signals on GPS
systems. Using a technique for fixed reception pattern antenna (FRPA) design, Toyon built
and tested a GPS antenna that minimizes reception of telemetry signals from a known
location.
KEYWORDS
GPS, Flight Test Instrumentation, Telemetry, L-Band, Radio Frequency Interference
INTRODUCTION
Global Positioning System (GPS) reception has become an imperative on nearly all
airborne test systems. As the complexity of tests performed at test ranges increases, a
growing number of signals are crowding into frequencies adjacent to the GPS band. The
low power GPS signals are particularly susceptible to radio frequency interference (RFI)
caused by telemetry transmitters operating on adjacent frequency bands, using antennas in
close physical proximity to the GPS receive antenna. While the GPS receiver includes
bandpass filters to mitigate the effect of RFI on GPS reception, the sheer disparity in

power levels between the GPS signal and the telemetry signal creates a need for additional
measures to isolate the two systems.
Toyon Research Corporation, in a study sponsored by the Air Force Flight Test Center at
Edwards AFB, California, has designed and built a prototype antenna that yields an
additional 25 to 30 dB of co- and adjacent channel isolation in addition to that provided by
bandpass filtering. Our approach is to shape the frequency response and pattern of a GPS
receive antenna to minimize its gain in the direction of the telemetry source for frequencies
within or near the GPS frequency bands. The antenna’s ability to receive GPS signals must
also be maintained except at angles very near to the direction of the interference.
Our technique involves attaching carefully selected control devices to a printed antenna.
These control devices effect a change on the surface currents on the antenna, and allow us
to modify the electrical properties of the antenna. We have developed network analysis and
optimization software to automate the process of choosing control devices that, when
attached to an antenna, will yield a desired set of antenna properties. We refer to antennas
developed using this design methodology as Electronically Reconfigurable Antennas
(ERAs).
Under our ERA design approach, we do not view the design of the antenna element itself
as the central task of the antenna design problem. Rather, we see the antenna element as a
frame, with a number of connection points, or ports, where a control device or a feed line
can be attached. The choice of control devices actually determines the electrical properties
of the antenna. In general, the control devices can be either active or passive. In selfinterference scenarios where the power spectrum, direction, and polarization of the
interfering signal are constant and known, passive control devices provide time-invariant
suppression of interference.
ANTENNA DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
In this study, we sought to demonstrate the applicability of this technique to a particularly
severe RFI scenario encountered on some aircraft when configured for flight testing. On
these aircraft, structural constraints restrict the relative placement of the telemetry and GPS
antennas to the configuration shown in Figure 1. In this mock-up of an aircraft panel, two
telemetry blade antennas surround a single GPS receive antenna. The GPS antenna
occupies a circle 4.5 inches in diameter in the center of the plate. The telemetry blade

Figure 1 – GPS antenna set in aluminum housing surrounded by telemetry antennas.

antennas are on opposite sides of the GPS antenna exactly nine inches apart from each
other. The GPS antenna mounts flush with the panel surface, 0.5 inches above a recessed
ground plane. The gap between the antenna and ground plane is filled by a Teflon spacer.
The RFI problem caused by this geometry is considerable, given the frequencies and
power levels of the GPS and telemetry signals. The L-band telemetry transmitter used by
the Air Force produces a +37 dBm signal with a center frequency between 1.4355 and
1.5355 GHz. This signal is run through a 1 by 2 power divider, with one output of the
divider connected to each telemetry blade antenna as shown in Figure 1. The incident
power to each of the two telemetry antennas is +34 dBm. The GPS L1 P(Y) signal
occupies the frequency band from 1.5654 and 1.5854 GHz, with a specified incident power
level of -133 dBm. In addition, spurious signals and phase noise from the telemetry
transmitter will be present at frequencies apart from the fundamental frequency, and may
reach levels as high as -35 dBm based on our observations.
The resulting interference levels are quite severe at frequencies both inside and outside of
the GPS band. We have observed that the coupling between a standard GPS antenna and
each telemetry antenna in the configuration shown in Figure 1 varies from -20 dB to -35
dB across the 1.4355 to 1.5355 GHz telemetry band. Based on the total transmitter power
of +37 dBm, between +17 dBm and +2 dBm of power will reach the GPS receiver, as little
as 30 MHz away from the GPS band.
We have also measured a coupling level of roughly -20 dB between the standard GPS
antenna and telemetry antennas within the GPS L1 band. This relatively low level of
isolation means that the GPS receiver will be highly vulnerable to the transmitter’s
spurious outputs or phase noise that might leak into the GPS L1 band. Even if the level of
these outputs is 80 dB below that of the telemetry carrier signal, -46 dBm is still delivered
to each telemetry antenna, and roughly -66 dBm will reach the GPS receiver. This amount
of power represents a jammer to signal ratio of 70 dB over the -133 dBm P(Y) GPS signal,
well above the threshold at which satellite signals can be tracked.
Toyon’s method of addressing this problem is to use carefully chosen control devices to
modify the frequency response and gain pattern of the GPS antenna to minimize its
response to telemetry signals. The control devices are connected to coaxial cables that
extend through the rear of the ground plane as shown in Figure 2. The opposite ends of
these cables are soldered to the printed antenna element on the top surface of the antenna.

Figure 2 – Reverse side of antenna, showing ports for control devices exiting copper
ground plane.
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With the control devices attached to the antenna, we measured the coupling between the
GPS antenna at its feed and the telemetry antennas using a network analyzer. The results of
these measurements, along with coupling results using a standard GPS antenna, are shown
in Figure 3. The solid trace represents the latest version of Toyon’s anti-RFI antenna and
the dashed trace, a commercially available GPS antenna.1 The results show that we have
improved the isolation between the GPS and telemetry antennas for most frequencies
within the GPS and telemetry bands. Up to 30 dB of improvement is seen at the upper edge
of the telemetry band and at the GPS center frequency. Our antenna’s performance is
slightly worse than that of the standard antenna at frequencies near the lower edge of the
telemetry band. Signals at these frequencies, however, are more easily rejected by the GPS
receiver’s bandpass filters.
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Figure 3 – Coupling to telemetry antennas for a standard GPS antenna and for Toyon’s
anti-RFI antenna in the configuration shown in Figure 1.
Our next step was to measure the GPS reception performance of Toyon’s anti-RFI antenna
compared to the reference antenna in the presence of telemetry signals. We attached the
telemetry transmitter to the two blade antennas, swept the center frequency of the
transmitter across the 1.4355 to 1.5355 GHz band, and recorded the maximum GPS
satellite carrier-to-noise ratio reported by the receiver. Sample measurements are tabulated
in Tables 1 and 2 and complete results are plotted in Figure 4. The maximum carrier-tonoise ratio observed at the GPS receiver in its unjammed state (with the telemetry
transmitter off) is roughly 50 dB-Hz.
Figure 4 shows that the reference GPS antenna is able to receive GPS signals when the
telemetry transmitter is tuned over the lower portion of the telemetry band, but
performance drops off rapidly as the center frequency is increased. Our antenna, in
contrast, performs well over the upper two thirds of the telemetry band. Satellite signals
cannot be received using our antenna when the transmitter is active and tuned to the lower
quarter of the telemetry band. These results agree qualitatively with what would be
predicted based on Figure 3.
1 We used the antenna supplied with Rockwell’s Precision Lightweight GPS Receiver (PLGR) as a reference
antenna for these experiments.

Frequency (MHz)
1440.5
1460.5
1480.5
1500.5
1520.5

Input Power Level (dBm)
37
37
37
37
37

Maximum C/N0 (dB-Hz)
0
0
41
43
41

Table 1 - Sample results from experiment using GPS receiver and Toyon’s anti-RFI GPS
antenna.
Frequency (MHz)
1440.5
1460.5
1480.5
1500.5
1520.5

Input Power Level (dBm)
37
37
37
37
37

Maximum C/N0 (dB-Hz)
49
32
0
0
0

Table 2 - Sample results from experiment using GPS receiver and reference GPS antenna.
Maximum Satellite C/No (dB-Hz)
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Figure 4 – Maximum GPS satellite carrier-to-noise ratio plotted vs. telemetry transmitter
center frequency for Toyon’s anti-RFI antenna and the reference antenna. A value of zero
indicates that no satellites could be tracked when the transmitter was set to that frequency.
Neither antenna, in this case, allows for operation of GPS as the transmitter is swept over
the entire frequency band. Our antenna, however, performs better when the telemetry
center frequency is close to the GPS L1 center frequency, and worse as the telemetry
frequency is moved further away. This capability can be complemented by adding an
additional bandpass filter between the antenna and the GPS receiver, which attenuates
frequencies close to its passband only slightly, but isolates well at frequencies farther
away. In contrast, use of a filter in tandem with the standard antenna appears unlikely to
improve the overall performance of the system, as neither filter nor antenna can provide

good isolation at frequencies close to the GPS
L1 band. We repeated the experiment whose
results are shown in Figure 4 using the GPS L1
chip filter depicted in Figure 5.

Through Loss (dB)
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0

Figure 5 - L1 bandpass filter used in
isolation experiments.
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The frequency response of the filter is shown in
Figure 6. This is not the ideal filter for this
application, because the passband insertion loss
is 3 dB. The filter is placed between the antenna
and the receiver, so its insertion loss decreases
the signal strength of all of the GPS satellites by
3 dB. Despite this drawback, experiments
performed using the RF filter illustrate its
benefit in augmenting Toyon’s antenna
technology.

Measurements of the combined GPS reception
capability of the receiver, antenna, and filter as
the transmitter is swept across several
frequencies in the telemetry band are shown in
Tables 3 and 4. Complete results are shown in
Figure 7. The Toyon antenna with filter
attached is able to track satellites with the
Frequency (GHz)
telemetry transmitter tuned to every frequency
within the 1435 MHz to 1535 MHz band. The Figure 6 – frequency response of L1
relative performance of Toyon’s anti-RFI bandpass filter.
antenna with and without the filter shows that
while the passband insertion loss of the filter degrades the performance of the receiver by 2
– 4 dB at the upper end of the band, isolation is considerably improved at the lower end of
the telemetry band.
Through Loss

1.4 1.425 1.45 1.475 1.5 1.525 1.55 1.575 1.6 1.625 1.65 1.675 1.7 1.725 1.7

The performance of the reference antenna is only slightly improved through the use of the
filter. This is the expected result, even though the attenuation of the filter (Figure 6) is
quite good at 1.525 GHz and below. We hypothesize that as the telemetry center frequency
is raised into the upper half of the band, the telemetry transmitter’s spurious signals and
phase noise occurring in the GPS band become as much of an interference problem as the
telemetry signal itself. These signals are in the passband of both the external filter of
Figure 5 and the GPS receiver’s internal filters. The coupling profiles of Figure 3 show
that Toyon’s antenna is 25 to 30 dB better than the standard antenna at rejecting signals
from the telemetry antennas occurring at 1.575 GHz. Toyon’s anti-RFI GPS antenna is
most effective at frequencies where the filter is least effective, and vice versa.

Frequency (MHz)
1440.5
1460.5
1480.5
1500.5
1520.5

Input Power Level (dBm)
37
37
37
37
37

Maximum C/N0 (dB-Hz)
48
47
48
47
45

Table 3 - Sample results from experiment using GPS receiver and Toyon’s anti-RFI GPS
antenna with filter attached.
Frequency (MHz)
1440.5
1460.5
1480.5
1500.5
1520.5

Input Power Level (dBm)
37
37
37
37
37

Maximum C/N0 (dB-Hz)
47
36
44
0
0

Table 4 - Sample results from experiment using GPS receiver and reference GPS antenna
with filter attached.
Maximum Satellite C/No (dB-Hz)
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Figure 7 - Maximum GPS satellite carrier-to-noise ratio plotted vs. telemetry transmitter
center frequency for Toyon’s anti-RFI antenna and the reference antenna with identical
filters placed between the antenna and the GPS receiver. A value of zero indicates that no
satellites could be tracked when the transmitter was set to that frequency.
CONCLUSION
In our work so far on this program, we have optimized the design of our antenna to
respond to a single, very severe RFI scenario. By using our Electronically Reconfigurable
Antenna (ERA) technique, we designed an antenna to mitigate the effect of radio
frequency interference due to nearby telemetry transmitters. We found that use of our
antenna allowed simultaneous operation of the telemetry transmitter and GPS receiver
when the transmitter was tuned to most, but not all, frequencies within the 1.4355 to

1.5355 GHz telemetry band. When we used our antenna in tandem with a bandpass filter,
we could set the telemetry transmitter to any frequency within the 1.4355 to 1.5355 GHz
band while still tracking GPS satellites.
Because of the proximity of the telemetry transmitters to the GPS antenna, it was necessary
to focus most of our attention in mitigating the coupling between antennas. The gain and
phase patterns of the antenna for GPS reception were secondary concerns during this early
stage, but must be addressed before this antenna can be used in flight testing. The
bandwidth of the isolation in the GPS L1 band and performance at L2 are other areas
where work still needs to be done. The work presented in this paper represents the
feasibility study portion of this program. The remainder of this ongoing work will focus on
transitioning this technology into a broadly applicable tool for mitigating RFI on flight test
platforms.
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ABSTRACT
The transmission of high-rate telemetry data for space-based relay systems yields unique system
requirements. The NASA Space-based Telemetry and Range-Safety (STARS) study evaluated system
design requirements during Phase-1 flight tests. STARS Phase-2 efforts include the development of a
high-rate transmitter and antenna system to demonstrate prototype system performance capabilities
and new technologies for future operational systems to be incorporated into the NASA Next
Generation Launch Technology (NGLT) vehicles. Phase-2 Range User (telemetry) system
performance requirements and a prototype implementation approach are presented.
KEY WORDS
TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System), Intelsat®, NGLT (Next Generation Launch
Technology), STARS (Space-Based Telemetry and Range Safety)
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INTRODUCTION
Current Range User systems do not have the performance to meet requirements for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Next Generation Launch Technology (NGLT)
vehicles. Current systems are limited in data rate and have a rigid format (IRIG-106).1 Furthermore,
because the current systems require the operation and maintenance of remote ground-based sites, the
operational cost is high.
The Space-based Telemetry and Range-Safety (STARS) study has been established to demonstrate
the capability of a space-based platform for providing Range User (telemetry) and Range Safety
support that can supplement remote ground-based assets and do so with a significant increase in
Range User system data rate. The savings in ground-based support will be a factor in realizing the
NGLT reusable launch vehicle (RLV) goals of providing an order of magnitude reduction in payload
costs.
Phase-1 of the STARS study has involved implementing a data system similar in architecture to
current launch vehicle high-rate data systems and flying it aboard an F-15B test aircraft. These flights
have made it possible to characterize system performance on a high dynamic vehicle and serve as a
baseline of comparison for results from Phase-2.
Phase-2 of the STARS study is an attempt to develop the hardware required to implement a reliable
space-based high data rate communication link and to demonstrate an order of magnitude increase in
data transmission rates compared to present day systems.
BACKGROUND: PHASE-1 SYSTEM
The STARS Phase-1 Range User system consists of a data multiplexer that accepts analog video,
voice, pseudorandom data, and Interrange Instrumentation Group, Version B (IRIG-B) time inputs.
The video and voice are digitized, compressed, and multiplexed with the pseudorandom data and time
to create a standard IRIG-106 data stream. The format is programmable at 125 kbps, 250 kbps or
500 kbps for a given test flight, with the compressed video included only in the 500 kbps format.
The data is transmitted to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) using a quadrature
phase shift keying (QPSK) modulated transmitter and power amplifier that feed two omnidirectional
right-hand circular polarized (RHCP) patch antennas on the top and bottom of an F-15B test aircraft.
This system implementation is similar in architecture to current expendable launch vehicle (ELV)
high-rate data systems and is being tested on the F-15B aircraft in order to characterize performance
on a high dynamic vehicle. The STARS Phase-1 Range User and Range Safety systems and
preliminary test results are presented in reference 2.
OVERVIEW OF PHASE-2 OBJECTIVES
The baseline Range User system performance for current ELV’s is inadequate in two areas. First, the
data rate that can be achieved with an omnidirectional antenna is limited because of the free space
loss involved in satellite transmission. The preferred option to increase the data rate would be the use
of a phased-array antenna system. Second, the link implemented for the first flight demonstration was

a standard IRIG-106 data link. The preferred option for future satellite telemetry data links would be
an Internet protocol (IP)-based link allowing uplink command and control, real-time changes in data
format, and repeat requests of corrupted data.
The primary Range User system objective for the STARS Phase-2 is to increase the achievable data
rates through the development of improved data transmission hardware. The greatest weakness in
current satellite telemetry systems is the vehicle transmit antenna. Currently most RLV’s and ELV’s
utilize multiple omnidirectional antennas. These systems may be supplemented by switching
hardware that will direct transmitter power to the antenna pointed at the receive satellite, however
they are limited by the transmitter power available and low-gain antenna utilized. Unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV’s) often make use of steerable dish antennas to achieve increased gain and therefore
greater data rates. These systems result in the requirement for a radome well above the vehicle surface
resulting in thermal problems for launch vehicle applications or limited look angles if recessed in the
vehicle.
PHASE-2 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The STARS Range User system for the Phase-2 flight demonstrations is intended to solve some of the
data rate limitations of current RLV and ELV systems. The minimum return-link data rate
requirement for the Phase-2 STARS Range User system was set at 5 Mbps, which would result in a
significant improvement over current high data rate ELV systems. The range user return-link data
would be relayed through a satellite system in order to demonstrate the STARS objective of
eliminating costly ground-based data relay systems.
The STARS Phase-2 data format would be in accordance with IRIG-106, or possibly a fixed-rate
IP-based format. The IP-based format would operate as a return-link user datagram protocol (UDP)
format. The major components required for the Phase-2 range user flight test are a satellite,
transmitter-transceiver, high-gain antenna system, antenna controller, and data system.
SATELLITE SYSTEM SELECTION
Several satellites were investigated for the Phase-2 flight tests. It was concluded that only TDRSS and
Intelsat® (Washington, D.C.) could readily support the data rate requirements for flights in the
timeframe planned. Intelsat has many advantages, especially in the area of lower cost commercial
transceivers and antenna system hardware. The Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) (Fig. 1),
offers higher data rates at an equivalent effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP), which reduces
transmit power, antenna gain requirements, or both. Figure 2 illustrates the performance of TDRSS
compared with Intelsat for a given data rate and transmit EIRP.3
Two TDRSS frequency bands, Ku and Ka, were evaluated for STARS Phase-2 testing. Though
smaller components can be used when operating in the Ka-band, the Ku-band was selected for
reasons of lower cost, greater availability, and lower-required antenna gain (which allows for a wider
beamwidth and less pointing accuracy in an antenna control system). Table 1 is a summary of
tradeoffs between the two bands. Parallel efforts are underway for development of Ka-band hardware
that would be usable beyond Phase-2.

Multiple access antenna
30 elements
12 diplexed for transmit/
30 for receive
S-band communications
Circular polarization
(LHC only)

Single access
antenna

Space access antenna
Dual-frequency
communications
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(LHC or RHC)

Space-to-ground
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WSC-TDRS uplink/
downlink
K-band
Orthogonal, linear polarization
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Figure 1. Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS).
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Table 1. Comparison of Ku band and Ka band characteristics.
Ku-band

Ka-band

Comment

TDRS gain advantage

–178.6 dB

–180.7 dB

Path loss
Rain loss

208.44 dB
2.5 dB

213.2 dB
7.8 dB

0.5 dB

0.75 dB

35.82 dBW
23.82 dBi
High
High

38.75 dBW
26.75 dBi
Very high
Very high

Moderate

Difficult

F series, H, I, J
50 to 340 in2

H, I, J only
55 to 374 in2

Medium

High

2.1 dB advantage for Ka-band
operation
4.8 dB advantage for Ku-band
For A 0 = 5 percent, Region E,
30° latitude, 10° look angle.
Considered for UAV applications, not
included in link margin.
Ka-band requires higher gain
(narrower beamwidth), resulting in
0.25 dB increased pointing error.
Ka-band requires ~3 dB more EIRP
Ka-band requires ~3 dB more gain
Ku-band is lower complexity
Lower complexity, availability of
parts =lower cost
Estimated, based on survey of VSAT
components
Ka-band is limited to H, I, J only.
Ka-band is slightly larger, because
additional gain is required.
Ka-band is higher, if the monolithic
microwave integrated circuit approach
is used (more elements, more circuitry)

Antenna pointing loss

Required EIRP
Required antenna gain
Development complexity
Development cost
Availability of components
Asset availability
Footprint
Power consumption

indicates preferred option
TRANSCEIVER–TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT
The use of either a transceiver or transmitter is being investigated for Phase-2 flight tests. Several
options are available including the development of new Ku-band hardware or the modification of
existing commercial hardware for the flight tests.
The transceiver options under investigation include the development of a new QPSK Ku-band
transceiver or modification of a commercial QPSK modem and Intelsat transceiver retuned to TDRSS
Ku-band frequencies. The second transceiver option (fig. 3) is the most likely fit for an F-15B flight
demonstration because of the low cost offered and the lack of a requirement to qualify the hardware
for space flight.

TDRSS 15 GHz
return link

TDRSS
13 GHz
forward
link

IF out

Clock/data in
Commercial
QPSK
modem

IF in

Clock/data out

Modified
Intelsat
140MHz to
Ku-band
transceiver
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Figure 3. Low-cost transceiver option.

Three transmitter options under investigation include the development of a new QPSK Ku-band
transmitter, use of a newly developed shaped offset QPSK (SOQPSK) transmitter with a Ku-band
up-converter-amplifier, and a commercial QPSK modulator with a Ku-band up-converter-amplifier.
The SOQPSK option (fig. 4) offers the advantage of a spectrally efficient transmitter that is already
qualified for the aircraft environment and which is expected to be added to a future version of
IRIG-106. Two versions of the SOQPSK are offered, A and B.5 Compatibility simulations at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) have demonstrated that SOQPSK, Version B offers about a
1dB TDRSS implementation loss advantage over SOQPSK, Version A. The implementation loss
characterizes the TDRSS receivers compatibility with the transmit system utilized.6 Therefore, if
selected, a SOQPSK transmitter used for STARS flight demonstrations would use Version B of
SOQPSK. To allow the use of existing low-cost flight-qualified hardware this would require a
firmware change to the current commercially available SOQPSK, Version A, transmitter modulator.

TDRSS 15 GHz
return link
RF out
Clock/data in

Modified
SOQPSK
IRIG-106
transmitter

Commercial
L-band to
Ku-band
up-converter
amplifier
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Figure 4. Low-cost transmitter option.

ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT
The critical item in achieving high data rate performance is the development of a high-gain antenna
that meets the requirements of a RLV-type environment. Several factors drive the determination of
the antenna design including; frequency, available power, required gain, beamwidth, bandwidth,
polarization, and aerodynamic heating effects at hypersonic velocities. As a result of the aerodynamic
heating effects and the power required to close a satellite link it was determined that a low-profile
phased-array antenna was the best option.7 The optimum design would be a two-dimensional
electronically steerable array that would minimize the number of moving parts and the antenna size.
Electronic steering in two dimensions is not a firm requirement for Phase-2, as this phase is only
intended as a proof-of-concept demonstration.
Ku and Ka frequency bands were evaluated for the STARS Phase-2 flight demonstration because of
the reduced antenna size compared with S-band. As indicated previously, the Ku-band antenna was
determined the best choice for STARS Phase-2.
Three antenna system physical configurations were proposed as possibilities for the Ku-band system
(fig. 5) in order to allow as many implementation technologies as possible to be considered.8
However, the requirement for a low external profile was maintained.
Two electrical design options (one passive and one active) were specified to meet the system gain
requirements. Option 1 consists of a “passive” phased-array antenna having no internal amplification
and therefore requiring a high-power radio frequency (RF) input signal but low supply current. The
direct current (DC) power feed to this type of array would be utilized for directional control only.
Option 2 consists of an “active” phased-array antenna having internal power amplifiers and requiring
high-supply current but a low-power RF input signal. The DC power required by this type of antenna
would be much higher in order to provide for internal power amplification of the transmit signal.

Exterior component
(outside of fuselage)
Possible antenna
configuration - A

Possible antenna
configuration - B

Antenna power,
control and
RF interfaces

Aircraft
Possible antenna exterior
configuration - C

Aircraft
interior
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Figure 5. Possible STARS phased-array physical configurations.

The overall total required EIRP for the transmit system was set at 36 dBW to meet minimum link
requirements at 6 Mbps. The “passive” antenna satisfies this requirement with an RF input level of
15 Watts (12 dBW) and an antenna gain of 24 dBi (dB relative to isotropic). The “active” antenna
would satisfy this specification requirement with an RF input level of 1 Watt (0 dBW) and an antenna
gain of 36 dBi. The final antenna design selected consists of “passive” antenna and physical
Configuration-B.
Although the STARS Phase-2 design implementation is Ku-Band, NASA Kennedy Space Center
(KSC) currently has a small business innovative research (SBIR) effort in place to develop
components required for a future Ka-band phased array.

ANTENNA CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT
The antenna controller is to consist of microprocessor, 1553 interface and RS-422 driver cards in a
custom chassis developed at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) (fig. 6). The processor
will import data from an aircraft inertial navigation system/global positioning system (INS/GPS)
through a 1553 interface to determine the aircraft position and attitude. The processor will then
calculate the correct pointing angles and send commands by means of an RS-422 interface to the
phased-array antenna to point the phased array beam at a TDRS. The antenna pointing algorithms are
to be jointly developed by GSFC and KSC. DFRC is designated to develop the hardware and software
for the controller system.

GPS
antenna

RS-422
data out
Vehicle
GPS/INS

1553
interface

Data
processing

RS-422
clock out
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Figure 6. STARS antenna controller system.

DATA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) and DFRC are developing the STARS IP-based data
transmission system. The system is to include IP-based sensors and interfaces that will convert
existing aircraft voice, video, and data sources into an IP format (fig. 7). The IP data formatter is to
consist of a stack of PC-104 cards that provide the interfaces and data processing required to format
the data for transmission and provide a clock and data output to the TDRSS transmitter.
Internet-protocol-based data transmission is also not a firm requirement for Phase-2 flight tests and an
alternative IRIG-106 data format, providing the same data interfaces, may be implemented.

GPS time input
Voice input
Video input
Serial data inputs

RS-422 data out
IP data
formatter
PC-104
card stack

RS-422 clock out

1451 smart sensor inputs
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Figure 7. IP-based data system.

TEST CONFIGURATION
The Phase-2 STARS Range User system is planned to flight test in 2004 aboard a NASA F-15B
research aircraft. Figure 8 shows the planned overall test configuration. The phased-array antenna is
to be mounted on the top of the test aircraft for the flight demonstration. This location was selected
because of the size of the antenna and proximity to other aircraft systems.
The link requirements at 6 Mbps have been analyzed by the NASA Communications Link Analysis
and Simulation System (CLASS) (fig. 9) so the transmit system should provide a sufficient link
margin for reliable operation. However, the actual flight test will likely be conducted at a 5 Mbps
data rate.
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Figure 8. STARS Phase-2 test configuration.
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Figure 9. CLASS Analysis for Ku-band link (generated by GSFC).

STATUS
Procurement of all required hardware for the flight test has been initiated. Integration on the test
aircraft is planned to begin early in calendar year 2004. Compatibility testing of the TDRSS
transmitter hardware is to be conducted in late 2003. Phased-array antenna systems tests are to be
conducted in late 2003 and tests with the INS/GPS interface are planned for early in 2004. The
STARS Phase-2 flight test demonstration is to be conducted at DFRC in 2004.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, successful demonstration of the STARS system would provide the technology to
implement high data rate systems on future ELV’s, RLV’s and UAV’s. This technology would in turn
result in a tenfold increase in data rates and significant savings in the ground support infrastructure
required for NGLT RLV’s.
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Abstract
A radiolocation problem using DS-CDMA waveforms with array-based receivers is considered. It is
assumed that M snapshots of Ns Nyquist sample long data are available, with a P element antenna
array. In the handshaking radiolocation protocol assumed here, data training sequences are available for
all K users. As a result, the received spatial-temporal matrix R ∈ CM Ns ×P is approximated by a sum
of deterministic signal matrices Sbk ∈ CM Ns ×Ns multiplied by unconstrained array response matrices
Ak ∈ CNs ×P . The unknown delays are not estimated directly. Rather, the delays are implicitly
approximated as part of the symbol-length long channel, P
and solutions sparse in the rows of A are
b
thus sought. The resulting ML cost function is J = ||R − K
k=1 Sk Ak ||F . The Generalized Successive
Interference Cancellation (GSIC) algorithm is employed to iteratively estimate and cancel multiuser
interference. Thus, at the k-th GSIC iteration, the index pk = arg minl6=p1 ,...,pk−1 {minAl ||Rk −Sbl Al ||F }
Pk−1 b
is computed, where Rk =
l=1 Spl Âpl . Matching pursuits is embedded in the GSIC iterations to
compute sparse channel/steering vector solutions Âl . Simulations are presented for DS-CDMA signals
received over channels computed using a ray-tracing propagation model.

Keywords
Code-division multiple access, radiolocation, channel estimation.

Introduction
A radiolocation system based on DS-CDMA is considered following [1]. In the handshaking protocol
for terrestrial radiolocation [2],[3], a master node which wishes to learn its position transmits a RTS
∗
This work was supported in part by grants from DARPA No. MDA972-00-1-0036 and the International Foundation
for Telemetering.

waveform. Multiple reference nodes, with known or estimated positions, immediately respond with
ACK DS-CDMA packets, and ranges are estimated via round-trip travel times. However, the near-far
effect creates multiuser interference between the ACK packets, and power control is not an effective
option in the handshaking protocol.
Even in the single antenna case, the optimum maximum-likelihood solution to the Multiuser Channel Estimation (MCE) problem is intractable, requiring complexity of O(QK ) where K is the number
of received signals and Q the number of discretized delay values [4]. The GSIC algorithm in [4] provides
an effective solution for the short multipath channel case (multipath spread Tm satisfying Tm << T ,
where T is the symbol duration), and has complexity of O(K(K + 1)Q/2). However, for sparse multipath channels, where 0 < TM < T , the ML solution complexity increases to O(QKNP ), where NP is
the number of paths for each user. A combination of GSIC and Matching Pursuits (MP) [5],[6] appears
to be the most effective approach to joint estimation of delays in the radiolocation DS-CDMA channel
[7].
Performance of the radiolocation algorithm can be improved using receiver antenna arrays. Here,
the GSIC/MP algorithm of [7] is extended to the array case, using the received signal model in [8].
In the sequel, the array-based signal model is derived in the Signal Models section and channel estimation algorithms are developed in GSIC/MP Algorithm Derivation section. Simulation results and
conclusions follow in the last two sections.

Signal Models
The single-antenna received signal model [7] is extended to multiple antennas as follows. The received
signal at the array outputs due to K ACK reference packets is bandlimited to 1/Tc Hz., where Tc is
the chip duration. Thus
r(t) =

K M
−1 NX
P −1
X
X

bk (m)ak,p sk (t − τk,p − mT ) + n(t),

(1)

k=1 m=0 p=0

where {bk (m)} are the known preamble data sequences, τk,p ∈ [0, T ) is the delay of the p-th path for
reference k, and n(t) is bandlimited circular Gaussian noise with variance 4N0 /Tc . The ACK signals
sk (t) are Gold codes with support [0, T ) sec. (See e.g. [9] for definitions of sk (t).)
For the purposes of GSIC/MP channel estimation, the array response vector ak,p will be modeled
as unstructured. However, in the generation of the simulated signals, a uniform linear array (ULA)
model for ak,p is assumed, with
d

d

d

ak,p = fk,p [1, ei2π λ sin(θk,p ) , ei2π2 λ sin(θk,p ) , . . . , ei2π(P −1) λ sin(θk,p ) ]T .

(2)

In (2), d is the interelement spacing, λ is the wavelength, θk,p is the arrival angle of the p-th path from
reference k, and fk,p ∈ C represents the phase and attenuation of the p-th path from the k-th reference
node. Note that θk,p and fk,p are computed by a ray tracing algorithm in simulations.
As discussed in [10], the difficult problem of jointly estimating the delays {τk,p } can be solved by
approximating (1) using a linear channel model based on an interpolator. The received signal is then
modeled as
Ns
K M
−1 X
X
X
r(t) ≈
bk (m)ak,p sk (t − pTs − mT ) + n(t),
(3)
k=1 m=0 p=0

where Ns = T /Ts is the number of Nyquist samples/symbol. However, the results for the single antenna
case in [6] suggest that the linear least-squares solution for ak,p in (3) would be non-sparse. Hence,
Matching Pursuits will be applied within the GSIC algorithm to obtain sparse solutions for the ak,p .
Following [8], the received signal vectors over M symbol durations are sampled with Nyquist interval
Ts sec. and stacked to form a matrix R ∈ CM Ns ×P . Thus, R is approximately given by
R=

K
X

Sbk Ak + n,

(4)

k=1

where
with R(m) ∈

CNs ×P


T
R = R(0)T , R(1)T , . . . , R(M − 1)T ,

(5)

R(m) = [r(mT ), r(mT + Ts ), . . . , r(mT + (Ns − 1)Ts )]T .

(6)

equal to

The array output vectors r(t) ∈ CP are defined by r(t) = [r1 (t), r2 (t), . . . , rP (t)]T .
From the interpolator signal model in (1), the matrices Ak ∈ CNs ×P and Sbk ∈ CM Ns ×Ns can be
shown to equal the following.
Ak = [ak,0 , ak,1 , . . . , ak,Ns −1 ]T
Sbk

=

[Sbk (0)T , Sbk (1)T , . . . , Sbk (M

(7)
T T

− 1) ] .

Each block of the signal matrix is given by
−
Sbk (m) = [bk (m)S+
k + bk (m − 1)Sk ],

(8)

where
S+
= [sk (0), sk (Ts ), ..., sk ((Ns − 1)Ts )]
k
S−
k

(9)

= [sk (−T ), sk (Ts − T ), ..., sk ((Ns − 1)Ts − T )] ,

The signal vectors sk (τ ) ∈ RNs (low-pass filtered Gold sequences) are defined by
sk (τ ) = [sk (−τ ), sk (Ts − τ ), . . . , sk ((Ns − 1) − τ )]T .

(10)

GSIC/MP Algorithm Derivation
The goals of GSIC/MP are twofold – (a) Reject multiuser interference via successive interference
cancellation and (b) Compute solutions to the unstructured matrices Ak that are sparse in the number
of rows, or equivalently, paths. A GSIC algorithm that exactly realizes the sparseness constraint
computes the following indices for k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
)
(
pk = arg

min

l6=p1 ,...,pk−1

min

Al ∈ANf

Rk − Sbl Al

F

,

,

(11)

where ANf represents the set of matrices Ak such that at most Nf ≤ Ns rows are nonzero. Thus, as
in [4], GSIC at the k-th stage tries to find the signal matrix that best fits Rk , where Rk equals R with
previously selected users canceled, i.e.
Rk = R −

k−1
X
l=1

Sbpl Âpl .

(12)

Initialize R1 = R
For k = 1, 2, . . . , K
P
b
Rk = R − k−1
l=1 Spl Âpl
For l 6= p1 , . . . , pk−1
For j = 1, 2, . . . , Nf
Matching Pursuits – cancel out previously detected paths
P
b
Rl,j = Rk − j−1
i=1 Sl (:, ql,i )Â
l (ql,i , :)

H

ql,j = arg maxi6=ql,1 ,...,ql,j−1 tr Rl,j Pl,i Rl,j

where
Pl,i = Sbl (:, i)||Sbl (:, i)||−2 Sbl (:, i)H
Compute unstructured array response vector estimate
Âl (ql,j , :) = ||Sbl (:, ql,j )||−2 Sbl (:, ql,j )H Rl,j
Next j
Next l
pk = arg minl6=p1 ,...pk−1 ||Rk − Sbl Âl ||2
Next k

Table 1: Summary of GSIC/MP Algorithm.

However, the minimization in (11) restricted to the set ANf is intractable, and matching pursuits is
thus employed to approximate the sparse solution.
The MP algorithm is defined as follows. Consider the k-th stage of GSIC. Given the canceled matrix
k
R , and the trial index l, the first iteration of MP finds the outer product Sbl (:, i)Al (i, :) (MATLAB
notation) that best matches Rk . That is,


k
b
ql,1 = arg min min R − Sl (:, i)Al (i, :)
(13)
i
F
Al (i,:)
 H

= arg max tr Rk Pl,i Rk .
i

The projection matrix in (13) is defined by Pl,i = Sbl (:, i)||Sbl (:, i)||−2 Sbl (:, i)H . A canceled signal is then
formed by
Rl,1 = Rk − Sbl (:, ql,1 )Âl (ql,1 , :),
(14)
where
Âk (ql,1 , :) = ||Sbk (:, ql,1 )||−2 Sbl (:, ql,1 )H Rk .
The MP step in (13) is then repeated using the canceled signal
overall GSIC/MP algorithm is summarized in Table .

Rl,1

(15)
to find the index ql,2 . The

Simulation Results
A radiolocation scenario was considered in which a master node simultaneously received DS-CDMA
waveforms from four reference nodes. Scenarios in which the master node is equipped with a single

antenna or P element array were considered. Gold sequences with length N = 63 chips were used for
reference node transmissions. Each reference node transmits a sequence of M = 10 data symbols in
the ACK packet, comprising a total signal duration of 630 chips.
A ray-tracing simulation program calculated the attenuations {fk,p }, time delays {τk,p }, and angles
of arrival {θk,p } for each path between the K = 4 reference nodes and master. Nodes 1 and 3 are
located behind buildings such that their line-of-sight paths are severely attenuated. A uniform linear
array with interelement spacing of λ/2 is used at the master node. The maximum number of candidate
paths was set to Nf = 4 and the nominal SNR was Eb /N0 = 10 dB for a master node 200 m away
from the reference transmitter. From Âl , the multipath intensity profile (MIP) is estimated as follows.
First, the estimate of the vector multipath channel hk (t) ∈ CP for node k is
ĥk (t) =

NX
s −1

Âk (i, :)T g(t − iTs ),

(16)

i=0

where it is emphasized that only Nf rows of Ak are nonzero from the Matching Pursuits procedure.
The interpolation function g(t) is typically given by g(t) = sinc(t/Ts ) corresponding to the bandwidth
1/Tc = 2/Ts Hz. Hence, the MIP is given by ||ĥ(t)||2 using equation (16). In Fig. 1 the estimated MIP
||ĥ(t)||2 at a nominal SNR of 13 dB with a P = 4 element array is compared to the true MIPs. It is
seen that the direct path for nodes 1 and 3 is accurately estimated, despite the presence of stronger
delayed paths.
The probability of acquisition (Pacq ) is defined as the event that |τ − τ̂ | ≤ Tc /2 for the direct-path
delay. Pacq s for node 1 (weak signal) and node 2 (strong signal) are computed over 30 ensemble runs
and shown in Fig 2 and 3. The channel estimation error (Ef ) is also computed using a generalized
sine squared function and averaged over the K = 4 reference nodes. In Fig 2-4, it is clearly seen that
increasing the number of antenna elements results in more accurate channel estimates.

Conclusions
A GSIC-based channel estimation algorithm for array-equipped receivers was developed. By integrating
Matching Pursuits with GSIC, long, sparse multipath channels can be efficiently estimated. Furthermore, the direct path delay was shown to be accurately estimated, even when the delayed path signal
strengths were significantly stronger than that of the direct path. GSIC/MP estimates the unstructured array response, and hence does not require array calibration, and is effective in severe angular
spreading. Thus, GSIC/MP may prove to be a practical channel estimation technique for radiolocation
applications and more general wireless network synchronization/channel estimation problems.
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Figure 1: Multipath Intensity Profiles
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ABSTRACT
An improved performance smart diversity was invented to improve the signal performance in a
combined selective fading, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Co-channel interference
(CCI) and Doppler shift environment such as the LEO satellite channel. This system is also
applicable to aeronautical and telemetry channels. Smart diversity is defined here as a
mechanism that selects at each moment the best branch in a n-branch diversity system based on
the error quality with no default branch and no prioritization. The predominant novelty of this
discovery is the introduction of multi level analog based Pseudo Error Detectors (PSED) in every
branch. One of the advantages of PSED is that it is a non redundant error detection system, with
no requirement for overhead and no need for additional valuable spectrum.
This research was motivated by problems in LEO satellite systems due to low orbit and high
relative speed with respect to the ground stations. The system is independent of the modulation
techniques and is applicable to both coherent and non-coherent detections. The results from
simulations using dynamic simulation techniques and hardware measurements over dynamic
channels show significant improvement of both the Bit Error Rate (BER) and the Block Error
Rate (BLER).
KEY WORDS
LEO satellites, smart antenna, selective fading, Doppler Shift, AWGN, BER, BLER, smart
diversity, Pseudo Error Detection, PSED.

* Significant parts of the material in this publication are based on the material which remains property of the
authors.

INTRODUCTION
Due to relatively small latency and lower power consumption, Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites
are ideal for a number of different applications [2][3][7]. The lower latency for example has
made it very suitable for mobile communication, data transfer for navigation, data transfer for
commercial transaction etc. In addition to the commercial interest there are palpable military
interests in LEO systems and this is due to their proximity to earth. This makes them to be
excellent surveillance tools. Unfortunately the same reasons that make the LEO such an
attractive tool, namely the lower orbit, also cause lots of communication issues. The lower
latency and lower orbit make the relative speed to the ground station higher than other satellite
systems. In a typical LEO channel we might encounter a combination of selective fading,
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Co-channel interference (CCI) and Doppler shift
shadowing etc. The same problems are also typical in aeronautical and telemetry channels [14].
There are a number of other ways than diversity, for example equalization which can improve
the performance of the signal especially in the presence of selective fading. But proper diversity
can have a much greater result especially in satellite channels with higher frequency and shorter
wavelength because here two physically separated antennas can have a complete different
selective fading and notch characteristics [7][8][9][10]. In addition combining equalization
diversity can further improve the performance.
There are different diversity methods. One method is the combining method where signals from
different receivers are phase aligned and combined. Although effective under certain
circumstances, it is ineffective in other situations. For example, if we have a notch resulting from
selective fading in one channel and no notch in the other channel, the combined result is going to
be worse than the channel without the notch [14][10].
Another diversity method to be considered here is the selection or switching diversity where we
select the best signal [4][9]. The question is selection based on what? One criterion could be the
signal strength and it can be a good criterion as long as the two received signal spectra have the
same shape. If subjected to selective fading this is not necessarily a good criterion. For example a
signal with high signal strength with a notch can be much worse than a weak signal with no
notch. So signal strength in a selective fading environment cannot be a good criterion. So the
optimum way would be if we could select the best signal based on error quality of the signal.
That is the motivation for what so call smart diversity and smart antenna. The smart antenna
system can be especially effective in a combined selective fading, AWGN, Doppler shift and
CCI like LEO Satellite systems, aeronautical and telemetry system.
SMART DIVERSITY DEFINITION
Smart diversity is defined here as a mechanism that selects at each moment the best branch in a
n-branch diversity system based on the error quality with no default branch and no prioritization.
In this smart diversity system the monitoring is done in real time with one Pseudo Error Detector
(PSED) monitoring each branch. In other words the error monitoring system here is designed
based on non redundant error detection with no requirement for overhead.

SMART DIVERSITY ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1. shows the architecture for a n branch smart diversity system. The signal from different
antennas demodulated separately and then the best signal is selected based on their BER quality.
This requires a real time monitoring of each branch simultaneously. Monitoring the quality of
each branch is done by monitoring the quality of the eye diagram using Pseudo Error Detectors.
The output from each Pseudo Error Detector is an indicator of the error level in that particular
branch. The outputs from the Pseudo Error Detectors are connected to a decision circuit which
decides which branch should be selected. This decision then passed to two hitless switches which
select the best branch and its corresponding clock. Switching and selecting the corresponding
clock is extremely important in especially coherent detections like FQPSK-B [1] because in the
selective fading environment the signal degradation is so high the modem simply goes out of
clock synchronization.
There are three major components in the smart diversity system:
I)
II)
III)

Pseudo Error Detector
Control circuit
Hitless switch

In the following sections each of these components will be described in detail.
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Figure 1. Smart diversity block diagram

Clock Out

PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR IN SMART DIVERSITY SYSTEM
Figure 2. shows the block diagram of the Pseudo Error Detector used in the smart diversity
system. The recovered I channel is passed through an input buffer. The signal is then passed via
voltage comparators. The threshold for the voltage comparator in the upper branch is set at zero
and the lower branch at a little over zero. If the Eye is open and the ISI is small, then the signal
levels in the upper branch and the lower branch are the same. The identical signal levels would
result in “0” output from the XOR gate. On the other hand if there is higher level of error and the
Eye is closed and ISI is high then the positive value falls below the lower branch threshold and
the sample value of the upper branch and lower branch are different. This means that the XOR
produces a one.
For any error the XOR result is one and for the good reception the resulting output from the
XOR is zero. The more errors, the more Ones are outputted by the XOR gate. The LPF with low
cut-off frequency of 50Hz acts as an accumulator. The higher the number on ones inputted into
the LPF the higher is the signal level. By sending the results from the XOR through a low pass
filter it is integrated and we can estimate the error level. The higher the error rate, the higher is
the voltage output from the low pass filter [4][5].

I Channel
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Figure 2. Pseudo Error Detector
CONTROL CIRCUIT
Figure 3. shows the architecture for an n branch control circuit. As we are going to see later in
the hardware implementation section the output of the Pseudo Error Detectors are not only
dependent on the error level but also on other factors like the integration and low pass filter’s
bandwidth. Therefore it is crucial to regulate and calibrate the outputs before any comparison to
ensure the validity of the selection process. The first step is to ensure that we are integrating the
Pseudo Error Detector signals in the same way whether we are integrating using a low pass filter
or integrating using digital averaging. The second step is to calibrate the inputs to the comparator
in a way that each branch represents the same level for the same error environment. The

hardware calibration method is done by connecting all branches to the same signal and then
amplifies the signal until we get the same level.
After regulation we then can compare the outputs and the control circuit will output an address of
length:
Address = log 2(BranchNo )

This is address used in the hitless switch which uses a high speed MUX.
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Buffer
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Figure 3. Control Circuit
HITLESS SWITCH
Figure 4. shows an ‘n’ branch hitless switch for the smart diversity system. Despite the
simplicity of this switch it was a core component in ensuring that the whole system would work.
During the implementation phase it did not take me long to realize that one of the most important
considerations in the switch design is timing and synchronization. By enforcing proper
synchronizations and buffering, the outcome far better than I had initially anticipated all due to
proper timing and synchronization. Even with switching several hundred times per second it
almost did not produce any error after almost an hour of running.
Two of these hitless switches are required - one for the data and one for the recovered clock. The
phase synchronizers are delays that ensure that the data and recovered clocks of all branches are
in phase or at least approximately in phase. Then they are buffered so they can be triggered at a
certain time into the high speed MUX. Later in the hardware implementation phase a time
diagram for a two branch switch is presented.
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HARDWARE MEASUREMENTS SCHEME
Figure 5. shows the hardware measurements scheme. The generated data is modulated and
divided into two and passed via two separate channels. Each channel causes selective fading and
adds AWGN to the signal [14]. Each channel is connected to an FQPSK modulator [1]. Each
modulator provides three sets of data to the smart diversity system.
I)
II)
III)

Received data
Recovered clock
I or Q channel

These three signals from each modem are connected to the smart diversity system. The smart
diversity has six input and two outputs. The outputs from the smart diversity system which are
the selected data and selected clock are connected to the Error Analyzer. Comparing the
transmitted data and the receiver data the analyzer calculates the Bit Error Rate (BER) and the
Block Error Rate (BLER).
During the measurements a number of instruments were used for monitoring and support. Figure
6 shows only part of the lab settings and many instruments are not visible in the picture.
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Figure 5. Hardware measurement scheme

Figure 6. Smart diversity system (left) Lab Setting (right)
HARDWARE MEASUREMENTS RESULTS OF BER IN THE STATIC CHANNEL
Figure 7. shows the PSED response to the error as the notch resulting from selective fading
sweeps across the spectrum.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Pseudo Error Detectors hardware results obtained for channel (1) at 70MHz and 1Mb/s data
rate. (a) Spectrum low error level (b) Corresponding high error level Eye diagram and PSED output
(c) Spectrum high error level (d) Corresponding high error level Eye diagram and PSED output

The results here were measured for selective fading environment as the notch at different
location on the FQPSK spectrum. The transmitter and receiver’s carrier frequency was set at IF
fc = 70MHz with bit rate of 1Mb/s. A 60 m cable was used creating a τ=200ns delay line creates
a selective fading with 1/τ=5MHz notch distance. The attenuator was adjusted so that the notch
depth was 20 dB.
The BER results shown in the following figures were obtained by:
I)

Recording only once the BER for channel 2 for different SNR with no selective
fading
Adjusting the voltage of the voltage control phase shifter in channel (1) so that the
20dB notch is positioned at {-400 kHz, -200 kHz, at the center, 200 kHz, 400 kHz} in
relation to fc =70MHz.
Changing the attenuator of the noise generator and for different SNR for channel 1
Recording BER for channel 1 and the smart diversity output

II)
III)
IV)
0
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Figure 8. Static BER results for the smart diversity system using FQPSK, fc=70 MHz Bit Rate =
1Mb/s. Channel (1) with selective fading with notch at 300 kHz (left graph) and a notch at 200 kHz
(right graph) left of fc, τ=200ns and notch depth of 20 dB. Channel (2) with no selective fading

SIMULATION RESULTS OF BIT ERROR RATE (BER) IN STATIC CHANNEL
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show simulated results in a selective fading environment. The
simulations were done for similar conditions to simulate the hardware measurements.
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Figure 9. Channel (1) with selective fading (upper left) notch at 300 kHz left of the fc and notch
depth of 20 dB. The figure on the right shows the simulated BER for both branches and the smart
diversity output.
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Figure 10. Channel (1) with selective fading (upper left) notch at 200 kHz left of the fc and notch
depth of 20 dB. The figure on the right shows the simulated BER for both branches and the smart
diversity output.

HARDWARE MEASUREMENTS RESULTS OF BLER IN THE DYNAMIC CHANNEL
Real world channels like LEO satellites and the telemetry channels cause moving notches due to
the selective fading and the real performance of the smart diversity system require dynamic
measurements.
The following tests were conducted for a duration of 100s using FQPSK modem at IF fc=70
MHz with 1Mb/s bit rate. A 60 m cable was used in both channels causing a τ=200ns and the
selective fading attenuator were adjusted to cause a 20 dB notch in both channels. The voltage
output of the voltage control phase shifter in both channels were chosen so that the notch sweeps
back and forth between fc-2,5 MHz to fc+2,5 MHz. By adjusting the frequencies of the voltage to
voltage control phase shifter different sweeping frequencies were created. The tests were
conducted for EB/No at 20 dB for different noise levels.
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Figure 11. Measured Block Errors for channel (1), channel (2) and the smart diversity. In the left
graph there is selective fading in only channel (1) sweeping frequency of 100mHz. In the right
graph there is selective fading in both channels with the same sweeping frequencies of 100mHz.
In this case the notches in two channels do not fall in the spectrum at the same time.
CONCLUSIONS
A design and implementation of the smart diversity system was presented and its performance under
different circumstances was evaluated. The measurement results show a great improvement of BER and
BLER in the presence of dynamic selective fading which makes this system very suitable for satellite
systems. This is especially true for non-stationary satellite systems like LEO and MEO. The BER and
BLER in the presence of selective fading under some circumstances can be improved significantly.
The interesting observation was the improvement in the presence of just AWGN. Due to the selective
nature of the proposed diversity system, its performance was expected to be less or at best equal to that of
the best channel. Yet it was better than the best branch. This seems to deviate from conventional diversity
system and it is better. The explanation is that this system constantly monitors each branch and
consequently bit by bit is scrutinized and the final selection changes constantly. This explains why we
observe improvements even in the AWGN environment.
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ABSTRACT
An implementation of a Pseudo Error Detection (PSED) system is presented and its
performance in conjunction with smart antenna and smart diversity systems tested and
evaluated. Non redundancy, instant response and relative simplicity make the Pseudo
Error Detectors excellent real time error monitoring systems in smart antenna and smart
diversity systems. Because of the Non-redundant Error Detection mechanism in Pseudo
Error Detectors, we can monitor the error quality without any coding or overhead. The
output of the pseudo error detector in AWGN, selective fading Doppler shift and other
interference environments is directly correlated to the BER and BLER. This direct
correlation makes it a great tool for online error monitoring of a system and can have
numerous applications
In a PSED the Eye diagram from the demodulator is sampled once per symbol. By
monitoring and comparison of the eye at sampled intervals at different thresholds, we
would know if an error has occurred. By integrating this result over a period of time we
can get the averaged error level. The results provided in this paper were obtained and
verified by both MatLab simulations using dynamic simulation techniques and hardware
measurements over dynamic channels.
KEY WORDS
Smart antenna, selective fading, Doppler Shift, AWGN, BER, BLER, smart diversity,
Pseudo Error Detection, PSED, LEO satellites
* Significant parts of the material in this publication are based on the material which remains property of
the authors.

INTRODUCTION
In a smart antenna system or smart diversity system it is desirable to be able to monitor
the quality of each received branch, instantaneously and in real time. In addition, we not
only want to know whether an error is occurring or not but also want to know the level of
error occurrence. We have to be able to determine which branch has the best BER
performance. In such a system the speed of error detection and error estimation is also
important because we want to make a decision for selecting best branch at the bit level.
[4]
Of course, the use of coding can be a candidate for monitoring each branch. But
considering the mentioned requirements there are a number of issues associated with
using coding. First of all coding requires an overhead especially if we want a coding
system that estimates not only if there is an error but the level of the error. Such a coding
system requires a tangible complexity and overhead. This means that we need to use
some bandwidth for the coding. To estimate the error level we need to monitor a proper
number of bits and such real time coding for monitoring can be complex and considering
that each branch needs its own monitoring system this would make the smart antenna
fairly complex. In many cases for examples in some military applications there might be
requirements for not using coding or we might not even have access to the transmitter
site.
What is presented in this paper is the Pseudo Error Detector (PSED) which has been used
in both Haghdad’s [4] and Feher’s [1] smart diversity systems. There are three major
advantages that make the Pseudo Error Detector very suitable for the smart diversity
system.
I)
II)
III)

Non-redundant error detection system
Instant response to error
Relative simplicity

In the followings we will briefly review the smart antenna and smart diversity
architecture to show the role of the PSED in it. Then we will look at the conceptual
definition, hardware and software implementations and results from simulations and
measurements.
PSED IN SMART DIVERSITY
Figure 1. shows the use of Pseudo Error Detector (PSED) in a n-branch smart diversity
system using Haghdad’s Smart diversity architecture[4]. The signals from different
antennas are demodulated separately and then the best signal is selected based on the
BER quality. This requires a real time monitoring of each branch simultaneously.
Monitoring the quality of each branch is done by monitoring the quality of the eye
diagram using Pseudo Error Detectors. The output from each Pseudo Error Detector is an
indicator of the error level in that particular branch. The outputs from the Pseudo Error
Detectors are connected to a decision circuit which decides which branch should be
selected. This decision then passed to two hitless switches which select the best branch
and its corresponding clock.
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Figure 1. Smart diversity block diagram
PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR (PSED) ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2. shows the block diagram of the Pseudo Error Detector used in the smart
diversity system. The recovered I channel is passed through an input buffer. The signal is
then passed via voltage comparators. The threshold for the voltage comparator in the
upper branch is set at zero and the lower branch at a little over zero. If the Eye is open
and ISI is small then the sampled result of both branches are the same which after XOR it
results in output of zero. On the other hand if there is higher level of error and the Eye is
closed and ISI is high then the positive value falls below the lower branch threshold and
the sample value of the upper branch and lower branch are different. This means that the
XOR produces a one.
For any error the XOR result is one and for any good reception the resulting output from
the XOR is zero. The more errors the more Ones are outputted by the XOR gate. The
LPF with low cut-off frequency of 50Hz acts as an accumulator. The higher the number
on ones inputted into the LPF the higher is the signal level. By sending the results from
the XOR through a low pass filter it is integrated and we can estimate the error level. The
higher is the error rate the higher is the voltage output from the low pass filter.[5][6]
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Figure 2. Pseudo Error Detector

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION PSEUDO ERROR DETECTION
The concept and the conceptual block diagram of the Pseudo Error Detector were already
introduced. Figure 4. shows the block diagram for the hardware implementation and
Figure 5. shows the circuit that was implemented in the lab. During the implementation I
realized that I was getting a better result if I pre-amplified the eye that is why the voltage
regulator is used here and it is adjusted by changing the 5kΩ variable resistor. It is also
very important to do the matching of the eye diagram. Mismatch results in disfigured
Eyes and it can seriously degrade the performance of the Pseudo Error Detector.
The threshold of the lower branch was set at 0.2 volt and could be adjusted based on the
circumstances using 5kΩ variable resistor in the lower branch. The higher the threshold
the more sensitive the Pseudo Error Detector and the error output is higher. If the
threshold is high then it is constantly showing high error level which is not good. There is
an optimum level and I found that 0.2 volt does work in most cases.
Another very important and probably one of the most important things to consider is
where to sample the eye. As it is shown in Figure 3. the best place to sample the eye is
when the eye is widest open. To adjust the clock in order to get the best sampling point a
proper delay and consequently a shift was introduced to the sampling clock of each
branch.

Figure 3. Place to sample the Eye
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PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR HARDWARE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Measuring at IF 70MHz and bit rate of 1Mb/s the following pictures show the picture
taken from the spectrum, Eye diagram and the corresponding Pseudo Error Detector
output for both branches during low and high Bit Error Rate (BER). The output level is of
course depends on a number of factors:
I)
II)
III)
IV)

The threshold in the lower branch of the Pseudo Error Detector
The pre PSED amplification
The post PSED amplification
The place where the Eye is sampled

Because it is important to select the best signal under a fair condition, these measures
were adopted to ensure equality in both branches. The Eye channels were both amplified
to exactly the same level. One of the Eyes was delayed so that both eyes exactly overlap
in time. Both were sampled at the same time in the right when the eyes are widest open.
The post PSED amplification is calibrated so that for the same eye input they produced
the same PSED output level. After the calibration the output overlaps for the same eye
quality.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Pseudo Error Detectors hardware results obtained for channel (1) at 70MHz and
1Mb/s data rate. (a) Spectrum low error level (b) Corresponding high error level Eye
diagram and PSED output (c) Spectrum high error level (d) Corresponding high error
level Eye diagram and PSED output

PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR HARDWARE RESULTS VERSES ACTUAL
ERROR RATE
The BER and Pseudo Error Detector are directly correlated. The higher the BER the
higher is the output of the PSED. Although this statement is true, the relationship is not
linear and it is not directly proportional. The output of the Pseudo Error Detector (PSED)
depends on many factors including the threshold levels and the bandwidth of the lowpass
filter. Figure 7 shows a measured Pseudo Error Detector (PSED) response at different Bit
Error Rates.

Figure 7. Pseudo Error Detector (PSED) response to error

PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR SPEED AND RESPONSE TIME
The speed and response time of the Pseudo Error Detector is dependent on the integration
of the XOR output. Here a low pass filter was used for the integration of the XOR output.
The wider the filter’s bandwidth is the faster it responds the lower it is the smaller it is the
smoother it is but the response time is slower. If it is too wide then the error level jumps
up and down and too much up and down makes the switching and selection process
instable. If it is too narrow then the response time is too slow and by the time it switches
to the best channel substantial amount of data is lost. So there is an optimum and I found
it around 60 to 70 Hz.

PSEUDO ERROR DETECTOR SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The Pseudo Error Detector is a very important component in smart diversity system so
here the simulation scheme and results from the Pseudo Error Detector simulator is
presented first.
Figure 8. shows the flow chart for the simulator. Using the FQPSK modulator module,
the ‘I’ channel vector and the sample number is passed to this function. It first samples
the ‘I’ channel and then passed through two threshold detectors, simply comparing the
values. Then we take the XOR value of the two vectors. Then adding all the ones after
XOR and dividing by the length of the vector. Finally the function returns the Pseudo
Error Detector value as number. The results that are introduced here are the eye, the
sampled eye, the value of the middle steps and finally the error level.
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Figure 8. Flow chart of the Pseudo Error Detector simulation
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Figure 9. Pseudo Error Detector results for FQPSK modulated signal over a channel with
AWGN where Eb/No=4 dB and with small selective fading

CONCLUSIONS
A design and implementation of the Pseudo Error Detector (PSED) was presented and its
performance was tested and evaluated. We saw that non-redundancy, instant response
and relative simplicity make the Pseudo Error Detectors excellent real time error
monitoring systems.
One application of the PSED can be in the smart antenna and smart diversity systems.
Because of the Non-redundant Error Detection mechanism in Pseudo Error Detectors, we
can monitor the error quality without any coding or overhead.
We also established that the correlation between the PSED output and BER/BLER is a
direct correlation but not necessarily a linear one. Furthermore, the output depends on
many parameters and the PSED can be adjusted to different levels of sensitivity using
proper thresholds. The speed of the PSED response can also be adjusted using different
integration lengths.
We also looked at some simulation and hardware measurement results. The results show
the PSED output can be a good indicator for the Bit Error Rate (BER)/Block Error Rate
(BLER). We also showed that we could change the sensitivity of the PSED by changing
the threshold levels. It can detect the errors resulting from AWGN, selective fading,
Doppler Shift, ACI, CCI and therefore is a valuable error monitoring tool in complex
interference environments such as Low Earth Orbit Satellite (LEO) channels.
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Tracking Multiple Airborne 802.11b Wireless Local Area Networks to
Extend the Internet to Aircrafts in Flight
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ABSTRACT
Wireless local area networks (WLANs) enable the extension of the Internet to aircrafts in
flight. To establish this wireless network segment, commercial-of-the-shelve (COTS) 802.11b
wireless Ethernet bridges were used. Wireless Ethernet bridges were chosen over optical wireless
technology and Internet protocol (IP) satellite modems mainly because of their lower costs, ease and
flexibility of implementation. Additionally, 802.11b wireless networks allow a wide range of mobile
data devices such as laptop computers and personal digital assistance high-speed wireless access to
critical information and applications resided on the aircrafts networks. Since 802.11b WLAN media
is shared and traffic generated by other users will degrade the overall performance of the network.
With the continual wide spread use of 802.11b WLAN, an aircraft in flight will experience network
congestions and poor performance across all the frequency channels. The congestion and poor
performance issues can be minimized by tracking the airborne wireless LAN using highly directional
antenna and RF filtering. The method of tracking multiple 802.11 wirelesses LAN and the RF
subsystem will be described. The applications of 802.11b wireless networks to man and unmanned
aircrafts flight research will be discussed.
KEYWORDS
WLAN tracking, 802.11b, UAV, Airborne Internet, Network sensors
INTRODUCTION
To use the Internet as a tool to perform flight research requires a reliable high-speed wireless
Internet connection to the aircrafts. Wireless local area networks (WLANs), based on the IEEE
802.11 standard, operate at speeds from 1 to over 50 megabits per seconds. WLANs are also costeffective and easy to implement. However, one technical problem must be overcome before 802.11
WLAN can use successfully used in aircrafts, that is the interference form other WLAN users
located on the ground. In practice, the interference can reach a level that render the wireless LAN
useless. One way to reduce interference and congestion is to track the airborne WLANs with highly
direction antennas. In this paper we describe a tracking system that can track and maintain reliable
high-speed wireless connections to multiple airborne 802.11b WLAN systems and the airborne RF
system.

TRACKING METHOD
The method of tracking multiple WLAN radio signals from a moving vehicle is based on pointing an
array of directional antennas at the GPS position of the vehicle and adjusts the pointing vector to
maximize the signal strength and quality of the WLAN signals.
A wireless modem, operating in the unlicensed 900 MHz Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM)
frequency band, provides a serial link between the GPS receiver in the vehicle and the ground
computer. The GPS receiver broadcasts NMEA-1083 messages every second at 4800 Baud. A
laptop computer calculates the pointing vectors and sends commands to the antenna pedestal. A
second laptop computer plots the flight tracks, records the NMEA messages, and monitors the
functions of the GPS receiver.
To derive the pointing vectors relative to the local geodetic coordinates of the antenna array, the
geodetic coordinates of the vehicle and the antenna pedestal are first converted to Cartesian Earth
center Earth fixed (ECEF) coordinates. Equations (5) to (7) in the Appendix show the details of this
calculation. The next step is to take the difference between the vehicle and the tracker ECEF
coordinates, Equation (4). This step yields a vector pointing to the vehicle in ECEF coordinated.
The final step is to transform the pointing vector in ECEF coordinates to local geodetic coordinates
of the antenna array in terms of azimuth and elevation angles. Equation (1) and (2) show the details
of this calculation. The NMEA message GGA contains the geodetic coordinates required by
Equations (1) to (7).
The signal strength and quality of the ground radio is always available on the network. And when
the WLAN connection to the vehicle is established, the signal strength and quality of the vehicle
radio will also be available on the network. One can then dither the antenna array under software
control to optimize the signal strength and quality required for a particular application.
AIRBORNE AND GROUND WLAN SYSTEMS
The airborne RF system is designed to maintain wireless broadband connectivity between multiple
airborne networks and the ground networks. To achieve this, an ultra high Q band pass filter first
filters the RF arriving at the antenna and rejects other channels in use. After the band pass filter, an
automatic gain control (AGC) amplifier amplifies the received signal to increase the received signal
strength relative to the background noise. On the transmit path, an AGC amplifier amplifies the
output of the WLAN radio and the band pass filter filters and transmits the signal. It is important to
use antennas with homogeneous radiation patterns without the overhead null.
All the parameters of the airborne WLAN systems can be accessed and changed in real-time via the
network with a Web browser. The center frequencies of the band pass filter can be changed to any of
the eleven 802.11b channels, the transmit power to 100 mW, 250 mW, 500 mW, 1 W, and the
receive gain to 5, 8, 11, 14, 17 dB.

Ground system is consisted of an antenna array of 24” diameter dishes with a gain of 21 dB and a
half power beam width of 12○. The antenna array is mounted on an azimuth and elevation rotor, see
Figure 1 and 3.
CONCLUSION
The tracking system presented here can be built entirely with low-cost, commercial-of-the-shelf
products. Figure 3 shows the tracking system used by Herwitz et al [3] to establish continuous
broadband wireless connections to two networks installed on a solar powered unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV). Figure 3 also shows that the tracking system is quite transportable. The system
takes less than an hour to deploy in the field.
While the ground system uses directional antennas to reduce interference from other WLAN users
on the ground, the airborne RF system uses high-Q band pass filter to reduce interference. The highQ band pass filter reduces adjacent 802.11b channel interference. Also the receive gain of the filter
is programmable and can be adjusted to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio.
A few radio parameters can affect the running commercial application software written to run on a
wired network. They are the distance, RTS/CTS packet size threshold, time to retry, fragmentation
size 2048. Setting these parameters to the maximum help prevent excessive attempts to disconnect
and reconnect. See Reference (1) for an in-depth explanation to these and other parameters pertinent
to WLAN.
UAV flight research commonly requires multiple bi-directional data links that use more complex
modulation techniques such as OFMD, 16-QAM, or 802.11g. Since the tracking method is
modulation independent, these signals can also be tracked.
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Figure 3. Photo shows an array of 3 antennas. The two dishes are WLAN antenna, one for
channel 1, and the other channel 11. The S-Band Yagi antenna is used to receive video from the
vehicle. This particular rotor shown here has a rotation range of 450○ for azimuth and 180○ for
elevation; and a rotation rate 6.2○/S for azimuth and 2.7○/S for elevation.

APPENDIX
Az
El
R
φ
λ
h
a
f
t

Azimuth angle from the local geodetic north
Elevation angle above the local geodetic horizon
Slant range to the vehicle
Geodetic latitude
Geodetic longitude
Distance below or above the WG-S84 ellipsoidal surface
1234567890 WGS-84 ellipsoidal semi major axis
1234567890 WGS-84 ellipsoidal flattening
Subscript t indicates values related to the tracker
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ABSTRACT
Two separate imaging payloads were successfully operated using a wireless line-of-sight
telemetry system that was developed as part of a recently completed UAV (unmanned aerial
vehicle) imaging campaign over the largest coffee plantation in the USA. The objective was to
demonstrate the performance of “off-the-shelf” wireless technology in an effort to reduce the
cost of line-of-sight telemetry for imaging payloads on UAVs. Pre-deployment tests using a
conventional twin-engine piloted aircraft at a flight height of 10k ft demonstrated successful
broadband connectivity between a rapidly moving (ca. 280 km hr-1) airborne WLAN (wireless
local area network) and a fixed ground station WLAN. This paper details the performance of the
wireless telemetry system on a slow-flying (<50 km hr-1) solar-powered UAV at a flight height
of 6.4 km.
KEY WORDS
Ethernet Bridges, WLAN, Line-of-Sight Telemetry, Airborne Imaging Payloads, Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles

INTRODUCTION
The capabilities of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are evolving rapidly. UAV platforms will
soon be offering new alternatives for users needing high spatial resolution imagery delivered in
near-real time (Herwitz, 2000; Masey, 2002). In this context, UAVs are expected to play an
expanded role that will complement satellites and conventionally piloted aircraft (Morgan, 2000;
Lawlor, 2003). One of the fundamental challenges is the development of a suitable telemetry
system (Herwitz et al., 2002). Low cost, ease of use, and a high data transfer rate would be major
strengths for a telemetry system on a UAV imaging platform.
This paper details the performance of a line-of-sight wireless local area network (LOS-WLAN)
based on commercially available wireless hardware configured for imaging system control and
data download. The telemetry system comprising the LOS-WLAN is based on the high-speed
data link provided by Cisco Aironet 340 Series Ethernet bridges. These Ethernet bridges, which
function at 2.4-2.5 GHz and adhere to IEEE 802.11b standards (unlicensed under FCC
regulations), were originally designed for spatially-fixed building-to-building links. Their use on
moving airframes was not originally a consideration. Our NASA-funded UAV science
demonstration mission tested the functionality of Ethernet bridges on both manned and
unmanned aircraft.
PRELIMINARY TESTS USING A MANNED AIRCRAFT
In October 2001, a preliminary airborne test of wireless Ethernet bridge functionality was
conducted using a manned Piper Navajo. This test flight sequence was a demonstration of remote
command-and-control of an imaging payload and the transmission of the acquired airborne
imagery to a ground station. The imaging system used for this preliminary telemetry test was a
Kodak DCS Pro Plus digital camera back (4K by 4K pixel Bayer mosaic array) interfaced to a
Hasselblad 555ELD camera body and lens.
The airborne side of the Ethernet bridge served as the link between the airborne system payload
computer and an omni-directional stub antenna positioned on the underside of the aircraft. The
ground-based side of the bridge was equipped with an omni-directional “rubber duck” antenna,
which served as the link to a portable laptop computer. The ground antenna was positioned 3 km
tangential to the flight lines on a ridge at 0.3 km ground elevation. Each side of the bridge was
amplified to 1Watt using bi-directional amplifiers with automatic gain control. A ground-based
payload operator controlled the digital camera system remotely using the laptop computer.
The payload tests were conducted at a flight height of 3 km. Aircraft flight speed ranged from
275 to 300 km hr-1. Continuous broadband wireless Ethernet connectivity using TCP/IP was
successfully established between the moving aircraft-based WLAN and the fixed ground control
station WLAN. The slant range distance of wireless air-to-ground network connectivity reached
17 km. Error-free 16 MB Kodak/Hasselblad digital images were transmitted with no data
dropouts to the ground-based laptop computer at transfer rates ranging from 1 to 4 Mbit sec-1. At
a distance of 11 km with the data transfer rate exceeding 2 Mbit sec-1, each acquired digital
image was transmitted in less than one minute.

UAV MISSION
Given the success of the preliminary test using a manned aircraft, essentially all the same
Ethernet bridge telemetry system components were used in an actual UAV flight in September
2002. The UAV used for our airborne imaging demonstration was AeroVironment’s PathfinderPlus, a light-weight flying wing equipped with eight solar-electric motors (Figure 1). The
aircraft is an enlarged version of the solar-powered UAV Pathfinder, which in 1997 established a
world altitude record (>21 km) for propeller-driven aircraft. A main attraction of this class of
aircraft for monitoring and surveillance missions is their slow flight speed (generally less than 50
km hr-1 depending on wind conditions) and hence their ability to “loiter” over localized areas for
extended time periods. The image acquisition demonstration in National Airspace was conducted
as a proof-of-concept mission over the Kauai Coffee Plantation (KCP). Takeoff and landing were
conducted within special-use airspace of the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility
(PMRF), located on western Kauai, Hawaii.

Figure 1. Solar-powered UAV Pathfinder-Plus with payload pods on underside of central section.
UAV PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION
The payload integrated on the Pathfinder Plus UAV included the Kodak/Hasselblad digital
camera system and a DuncanTech MS3100 digital camera. The DuncanTech utilizes a single
lens and a dichroic prism to direct incoming light to three separate CCDs (1.2K by 1K pixel
arrays), which provide true multi-band imagery. These two complementary digital camera
systems were configured for remote operation within the severe weight (68 kg), volume, and
power (500W) limits of the solar-powered UAV. The cameras were housed in separate
lightweight exterior-mounted environmental pods (Figure 1) that maintained suitable
temperature, humidity, and pressure conditions. Each pod was fitted with a 10 x 10 cm antireflection coated window. Pod volume was ca. 0.05 m3.

PAYLOAD COMMAND-AND-CONTROL
The hardware configuration for both cameras was identical, each with an Aironet 342 Ethernet
bridge (Cisco Systems, Inc) located inside the environmentally-controlled pods and interfaced to
the data system by Ethernet. The 100mW output of the bridge was amplified to 1W and
broadcast through omni blade antennas mounted in the bottom of the pods. To avoid cross-talk
interference, the bridges were configured to operate at opposite ends of the unlicensed IEEE
802.11b frequency spectrum, with the Kodak set to channel 1 (2.412 GHz center frequency) and
the DuncanTech to channel 11 (2.462 GHz).
Each ground system used an Ethernet bridge attached to a separate 21-db gain dish antenna
(Figure 2). Both antennas were mounted on a single tripod with a computer controlled azimuthelevation tracking device. Tracking was performed deterministically based on GPS information
on aircraft position. During the image acquisition period, the payload was controlled from a
ground station established at the KCP. All payload-related activities were coordinated with the
U.S. Federal Communications Commission and PMRF frequency control.

Figure 2. Directional tracking antenna assembly for imaging payload command-and-control. An
Ethernet bridge is located on the back side of each dish antenna.
The DuncanTech instrument was built on a highly customized RedHat Linux operating system,
which supported two IP network interfaces. A menu-driven interface was implemented, requiring
transfer of only a few ascii characters to control the instrument. The data acquisition program
included subroutines for image assembly, hard disk access, systems health monitoring, quicklook image evaluation histograms, and camera configuration. An algorithm was implemented to

automatically trigger image acquisition at prescribed distance intervals along flight lines. Data
system hardware architecture included an industrial grade single-board computer with on-board
SCSI disk controller, Ethernet, and serial devices, mated to a PCIMG™ passive backplane.
Additional peripheral component interconnect slots expanded the serial communications
capacity, provided a dual networking option, and interfaced to a commercially available framegrabber (Imaging Technology PCDig) operating under a custom-developed device driver.
The Kodak data system involved the use of the Windows XP operating system, and included a
micro AT motherboard computer system with integrated drive electronics disk interface, IEEE
1394 high speed serial camera interface, and on-board. Kodak DCS Camera Manager software
was used for image acquisition in either manually triggered or automatically timed mode. Other
system components included a data logger for recording payload pod temperature, pressure, and
relative humidity, nd an Ethernet hub. The operator interface was designed around the use of
off-the-shelf software, permitting the operator to access the flight computer by wireless Ethernet
and remotely execute camera and data logger operation.
RESULTS
Our solar-powered UAV mission occurred on 30-Sept-2002. The mission was performed under
the auspices of a Certificate of Authorization issued by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). The UAV was equipped with a transponder and its incursion into the NAS above the
plantation was monitored by Honolulu air traffic controllers. Total flight duration was 12 hours.
The time on-station above the KCP was 4 hours (11:30-15:30 Hawaiian Standard time). Onstation flight altitude was 6 km above ground level. Flight speeds were less than 50 km hr-1.
Continuous broadband wireless Ethernet connectivity using TCP/IP was successfully established
between the UAV-based WLAN and the fixed ground control system WLAN’s directional
tracking antenna system. The operational bi-directional Ethernet connectivity enabled airborne
imaging system control and image downlinking throughout the flight. The airborne side of the
Ethernet bridge served as the effective link between each payload’s single board computer and
the corresponding tracking antenna.
Both cameras performed successfully throughout the mission. All images were stored on the hard
disks of the flight computers and transmitted over the WLAN while the aircraft was on-station. A
total of ca. 50 Kodak and 200 DuncanTech frames were acquired over the KCP, totaling in
excess of 2GB of image data. Maximum observed operating range of the WLAN telemetry link
was 29km line-of-sight with image data downlink rates of 3-4 Mbit sec -1. Best system throughput
(>6 Mbit sec-1) was achieved with the aircraft flying tangential to the antenna at a range of 5-10
km. Error-free 16MB Kodak/Hasselbald digital images were transmitted with no data dropouts
to a ground-based laptop computer in less than 35 seconds at transfer rates ranging from 3 to 6
Mbit sec-1, faster than was the case for the manned aircraft test flights.

DISCUSSION
The mission demonstrated the ability of a solar-powered UAV, equipped with downsized
imaging systems, to monitor a localized region for an extended time period and deliver highresolution imagery in near-real-time. During four hours on-station, the UAV exhibited the ability
to navigate pre-planned flightlines, as well as perform spontaneous maneuvers to collect imagery
in cloud-free areas. The line-of-sight WLAN telemetry system using unlicensed radio frequency
enabled rapid image download at rates that led to availability for viewing, enhancing, and
printing within minutes of collection.
The telemetry system represents a significant contribution to the further development of UAVs
as near-real-time earth observation platforms (Morgan, 2000). The project successfully
demonstrated the safe and effective use of a loitering UAV for a precision agricultural
application, specifically, large-scale coffee production. In the near future, loitering UAVs also
will soon be providing provide image support to user communities in environmental monitoring,
disaster relief, fire management, and homeland security (Ambrosia et al., 1998; Gubbels, 2000;
Harvey, 2002; Lopez, 2002).
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the physical and MAC layer performance of the IEEE 802.11b wireless local
area networking (WLAN) standard in range-extended outdoor applications for high speed network
platforms. Physical layer performance is quantified by bit error rate (BER) and packet error rate
(PER) vs. range performance as well as acquisition and tracking performance considering Doppler
effects caused by such high-speed platforms. This performance assessment is ascertained through
the use of modeling and simulation and hardware-in-the-loop testing.
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INTRODUCTION
The Two-Way Robust Acquisition of Data (2-RAD) program is intended to investigate and define an
architecture to enable high-speed data acquisition and command of mobile platforms. The goals of
this architecture are to provide a cost effective ground network while providing high-speed
connectivity to a variety of mobile platforms, including high-speed projectiles that are equipped with
ruggedized, miniaturized radios. The 2-RAD system will be primarily employed within the U.S.
Army test community at various Proving Grounds sites. U.S. Army Yuma Proving Grounds (YPG)
in Yuma, AZ implemented a wireless local area network (WLAN) infrastructure in 1996 using
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment that conforms to the IEEE 802.11b WLAN standard.
That WLAN infrastructure now serves as a candidate architecture for the future 2-RAD system.
Cisco Aironet 340 series wireless bridge products (i.e. base stations) are used to provide the WLAN
backbone, while the same Cisco Aironet 340 series bridge products are used to provide coverage for
mobile platform connectivity.
There are a total of six base stations which provide the primary WLAN coverage across YPG: Site 1,
Site 2, Site 3, Site 4, Site 5 and Site 6. Sites 1, 2 and 3 provide the core 11 Mbps 802.11 WLAN
coverage. The three additional base stations are used to provide coverage to isolated areas not
serviced by the three primary sites. This network topology is illustrated in Figure 1.

3 Types of YPG WLAN Sites:

Figure 1. YPG WLAN site locations
YPG CASE STUDY
There are three classes of platforms in the YPG architecture: 1) infrastructural fixed-sites, 2) fixedposition user platforms, and 3) mobile user platforms. The infrastructural sites provide the backbone
connectivity to the range and are set up as wireless repeaters, generating no data of their own. A
link budget analysis was performed based on the three classes of platforms enumerated above [2].
These tables were generated using the guidance provided by the International Telecommunications
Union (ITU) in recommendation ITU-R M.1225 [3]. From Table 1, the WLAN backbone can be
maintained with base station separation distances of up to ~26 km to ~53 km for the various IEEE
802.11b data rates assuming worst case channel noise characteristics. For a more nominal case,
Table 1 shows a maximum range of from ~71 km to ~165 km. Table 1 implies that, for the WLAN
backbone link, MAC layer functionality can be maintained essentially as long as line-of-sight
connectivity is available (assuming ground-based network sites). Network and transport layer
functionality can be maintained for long distances (26-39 km) for worst-case channel characteristics,
with even longer achievable ranges for more nominal conditions (71 – 97 km). Table 2 shows that
for mobile network users, the maximum ranges vary from ~6 km to ~12 for the various IEEE
802.11b data rates assuming worst case channel noise characteristics. For the more nominal case not
shown (mobile user to infrastructural site), network and transport layer functionality can be
maintained for long distances (6-9 km) for worst-case channel characteristics, with even longer
achievable ranges for more nominal conditions (16 – 21 km).

TABLE 1. Infrastructural Site to Infrastructural Site Link Budget

TABLE 2. Mobile User to infrastructural
Site Link Budget

Figure 2. Topology Map for YPG. Contour lines shown from 100m to 500m.
Figures 3 and 4 show the Eb/No coverage maps for YPG for both 5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps
respectively. We see that as the data rate increases, the coverage decreases as expected. These maps
provide the basis for bit error rate (BER) and packet error rate (PER) coverage predictions. BER and
PER values were determined from Eb/No thresholds found in [4]. Figures 5 and 6 show the BER
regions determined for the different data rates as we have calculated for YPG. Most of the contour
lines collapse upon one another when coverage areas encounter rapid degradation due to terrain.
White space indicates lack of coverage. As is expected, the BER contours shrink with increasing
data rate. Packet error rate (PER) contours were generated for 1000-byte packets as assumed in [4].
Figures 7 and 8 show the PER contour regions for YPG. Once again, these regions shrink with
increasing data rate but are mostly limited by terrain and not distance. Horizontal lines of coverage
for both BER and PER contour areas are visible because of diffraction effects. The results of this
case study were consistent with the anecdotal results reported by YPG personnel.
PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS THROUGH HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP TESTING
While the results presented in [2] are insightful in terms of the range extension capability of the
IEEE 802.11b WLAN standard, it is of interest to support a wide variety of mobile user platforms
with this network. For this reason, it is of interest to address the performance of the IEEE 802.11b
WLAN standard for these types of mobile users in a mobile setting. A testbed approach was

selected due to the difficulty in creating the desired test environment in order to predict network
performance for high-speed network elements (up to Mach4).

Figure 3. YPG Eb/No Coverage Map
for 5.5 Mbps

Figure 5. BER Contour for 5.5 Mbps

Figure 7. PER Contour for 5.5 Mbps

Figure 4. YPG Eb/No Coverage Map
for 11 Mbps

Figure 6. BER Contour for 11 Mbps

Figure 8. PER Contour for 11 Mbps

The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL has developed the Adaptable
Channel Testbed for Investigating On-the-move wireless Nodes (ACTION). ACTION is a
comprehensive testing platform used to analyze the performance of wireless networks with on-themove mobile nodes. ACTION provides a controlled simulation environment to model mobile nodes
and the cellular-like network area they move through. Hardware and software devices that control
and change the signal components form the heart of ACTION. The network analysis software tool
WildPacketsTM is employed to collect statistics on packet errors, latencies, and link availability.

Figure 9 provides a block diagram overview of ACTION. Base stations provide the network
“backbone” to the mobile node. The antenna ports of the base stations are wired into the Amplitude,

Figure 9. Block Diagram Overview of ACTION
Phase, and Frequency Control (APFC) module which controls the signal between the base stations
and the simulated “mobile” node. A PC connected to a Labview control device drives the APFC.
The simulated mobile node is also connected to a PC that controls data flow and measures network
statistics such as bit error rate (BER), packet error rate (PER), and latency. ACTION will only
support three base stations and a single mobile network user. It is possible, however, to simulate
more than three base stations in a hypothetical network being simulated by ACTION. This is
achieved by only considering the nearest neighbors of a mobile network user. In reality, very low
signal levels are being received at far-distance mobile sites. In the ACTION paradigm, those base
stations are receiving no signal power because they are not communicating at all to the mobile user
platform. The communications link between the mobile user platform and three base stations are
simulated at any one time instant.
TEST SETUP
Several tests were performed using ACTION to determine packet drop rate (PDR) performance over
a UDP connection. In each test, 10,000 UDP packets were generated, each 1024 bytes long, at the
source Cisco 350 wireless bridge (henceforth source node) with a fixed interpacket delay and sent
over the wireless link to the destination Cisco 350 wireless bridge (destination node). The packet
drop rate (PDR) was measured:
PDR = 1 - (Number of Packets Received / Number of Packets Transmitted)
An APFC was placed between the source and destination nodes within the RF chain to control the
amplitude and frequency of the signal. Tests were performed with both wireless bridges only
communicating at a fixed data rate, and then for mixed mode.
FIXED DATA RATE PERFORMANCE
For the fixed data rate tests, the interpacket delays and maximum throughput/percent of maximum
data rate for each 802.11b data rate are shown below in Table 3.
Data Rate

Interpacket Delay

1 Mbps
2 Mbps
5.5 Mbps
11 Mbps

20 ms
10 ms
4 ms
2 ms

Max
Throughput/%
of Data Rate
411 Kbps/41%
867 Kbps/43%
2.5 Mbps/45%
3.78 Mbps/35%

TABLE 3. Interpacket Delay for Fixed Data Rate Cases
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Figure 13. PDR for 11 Mbps

The interpacket delay for each data rate was chosen as an expected “typical” loading scenario for a
notional network. Maximum throughput was kept below 50% of the maximum data rate to reduce
the chance that UDP packets would flood the network and decrease the exchange rate of critical
802.11b layer 2 overhead packets (control, management). It is important to note that for fixed data
rate cases, all packets exchanged over the network are at the same data rate in the data payload
portion of the PPDU. This includes beacons, 802.11 management, control, and data packets. Long
preambles are still used, however, to provide the optimal synchronization performance for the
802.11b waveform at Layers 1 and 2. The effects of signal level on the packet drop rate for each
data rate are shown in Figures 10-13. For the 1 Mbps case in Figure 10, the PDR goes to 1 at an
SNR ≤ 11 dB. However, we see a sharp decrease to almost zero PDR for SNR ≥ 13 dB. It was
observed during these tests that for the lower SNR cases with PDR = 1, the source and destination
nodes were exchanging many CTS and RTS messages(fixed length, 60 bytes) often at layer 2
because of the flood of layer 2 retransmission requests from the destination node. This caused
significant network congestion, and since UDP packets are only best-effort with no retransmission,
they were dropped continuously. In a TCP session, however, congestion control algorithms could
mitigate this problem. For the 2 Mbps case in Figure 11, for SNR ≤ 11 dB, the PDR is 1. However,
there is once again a sharp decrease to a PDR of 0 for SNR ≥ 13 dB. In this sense, the 1 Mbps and 2
Mbps waveforms are equivalent in PDR performance given the test setup we employed. The same
congestion conditions were observed at layer 2 for low-SNR 2 Mbps case as compared to the 1
Mbps case. At the lower data rates, the CTS, RTS, and retransmission requests occur with higher
frequency because of the higher probability of collision between retransmission requests, other

management packets, and the UDP packets. The same behavior is not necessarily observed at the
higher data rates for the same SNR levels. For the 5.5 Mbps case in Figure 12, for SNR ≤ 10 dB, the
PDR was observed to be unity. However, the dropoff to lower PDR is slightly less abrupt then the 1
Mbps and 2 Mbps cases, with a near-zero PDR occuring at SNR ≥ 13 dB. For the mid-level PDR
(0.33) occuring at SNR = 11 dB, the congestion in the network is not as apparent as the 1 Mbps and
2 Mbps cases. This is because the loading on the network caused from retransmission requests,
CTS, and RTS messages, is smaller because of the higher data rate. These requests get through the
network faster and with less probability of collision at that higher data rate and take less time to get
to the destination. For the 11 Mbps case in Figure 13, for SNR ≤ 13 dB, the PDR is 1. There is a
less abrupt decrease in PDR than the 5.5 Mbps case. For SNR ≥ 23 dB, the PDR is essentially zero.
Once again, as with the 5.5 Mbps case, the CTS and RTS messages are exchanged less often because
the relative loading on the network for retransmission requests and other management packets is
small compared to the lower data rates.
Figures 14 through 17 show the PDR performance for each data rate when there is a frequency shift
introduced on the channel. Here, a frequency shift was introduced by serrodyning. The purpose of
this test was to investigate the performance of the 802.11b waveform under such real-world
conditions as doppler shift. For the 1 Mbps case in Figure 14, the frequency shift is shown to vary
between -40 kHz and +40 kHz. The packet drop rate is relatively small in this range, only from
PDR = 0 at 0 kHz shift to PDR of approximately 0.06 for +/- 40 kHz. For frequency shifts greater
then +/- 40 kHz, the source and destination nodes were exchanging massive amounts of management
and control traffic because of the errors introduced at these frequency shifts at layer 2. The results
suggest that the cutoff for maintaining a layer 3 IP connection requires a frequency shift less than +/40 kHz. The PDR versus frequency shift curve here looks almost symmetric for positive or negative
frequency shift. This suggests the synchronization circuit implementation of the Cisco 350 radio
does not exhibit a performance benefit preference for positive or negative frequency.
Effects of Frequency Shift (1 Mbps)

Effects of Frequency Shift (2 Mbps)
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Figure 14. PDR for 1 Mbps
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Figure 15. PDR for 2 Mbps

The 2 Mbps case in Figure 15 shows a more skewed, asymmetric PDR profile for frequency shift.
Here, the observed PDR for positive frequency shifts of +10, +20 and +30 kHz are much higher than
their negative counterparts. In fact, for negative frequency shift, a PDR of zero is essentially
realized until -20 kHz when the PDR starts to increase. Ten measurements at each high shift (+/- 10
kHz, +/- 20 kHz, and +/- 30 kHz) were made to make sure this was not an anomalous observation. It
seems that at the 2 Mbps case, the frequency shift is asymmetric and PDR is higher for the same
positive frequency as compared to its negative frequency. This may be an artifact of the particular
Cisco radio implementation or the particular modulation used (DQPSK) at this data rate. It is hard

to determine what the exact performance specification is without obtaining Cisco proprietary
information on their particular implementation of 802.11b.
Effects of Dopple r (11 Mbps)
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Figure 16. PDR for 5.5 Mbps

Figure 17. PDR for 11 Mbps

The 5.5 Mbps case is shown in Figure 16. Here, the PDR is much more sensitive to frequency shift,
though the approximately symmetric frequency shift versus PDR curve shape is maintained. A PDR
of 1 is realized for frequency shift ≥ 0.5 kHz. The source node and destination node were observed
to exchange significantly more CTS, RTS and retransmission request packets at higher frequency
shifts. The 11 Mbps case is shown in Figure 17. Here, the same behavior as in Figure 16 for the 5.5
Mbps case was observed.
MIXED MODE DATA RATE PERFORMANCE
To analyze the effects of the interpacket delay on the network, test cases were performed with both
source and destination node free to operate on any data rate. Interpacket delay was plotted versus
PDR for four different SNRs, ranging from very good to nominal. Here, 10,000 UDP packets were
generated at the source, of length 1024 bytes each. The PDR is defined the same way as in the fixed
data rate cases. Figures 18 through 21 show the mixed mode PDR performance as a function of data
rate. Furthermore, Tables 4 through 7 show the overall (layer 2) packet distribution between the
data rates for each case. These tables give some insight to the way the Cisco 350 radios handle poor
link conditions and congestion caused by small interpacket delay. The maximum throughput of each
interpacket delay is shown in Table 4.
Interpacket Delay
(ms)
1
2
4
8
16
32

Max. Throughput (Mbps)
7.5
3.8
2.5
1.1
0.5
0.25

TABLE 4. Interpacket Delay/Maximum Throughput

The SNR = 9 dB case is shown in Figure 18. Here, there is a graceful degradation in PDR versus the
interpacket delay. It is interesting to observe (Table 5) that at 1 ms delay (PDR = 1), the traffic
distribution is nearly all 2 Mbps packets (89%), whereas at 32 ms delay, the PDR is much lower
(0.04), with most packets (90%) 1 Mbps packets.
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Figure 18. PDR for SNR = 9 dB case

TABLE 5. Packet distribution for SNR = 9 dB case
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Figure 19. PDR for SNR = 12 dB

1
2
4
8
16
32

1 Mbps
0.01538
0.01705
0.05143
0.02523
0.05811
0.12739

2 Mbps
0.08868
0.09425
0.37806
0.48861
0.35174
0.35276

5.5
Mbps
0.49059
0.88119
0.54348
0.47681
0.57154
0.48976

11
Mbps
0.4053
0.0075
0.0270
0.0093
0.0186
0.0300

TABLE 6. Packet distribution for SNR = 12 dB

case

The SNR = 12 dB case is shown in Figure 19. Here, there is a more rapid degradation in PDR
versus the interpacket delay. For the low interpacket delay case (1 ms), Table 6 shows the packets
are highly concentrated between the 5.5 Mbps (49%) and 11 Mbps (40%) waveforms; there are less
1 Mbps (1.5%) and 2 Mbps (8.8%) packets observed. However, for a mid-level interpacket delay (8
ms), the distribution shifts significantly with the majority being 5.5 Mbps packets (54%), next
highest being 2 Mbps packets (38%), and more packets at 1 Mbps (5%). This is because there is
more chance for overhead packets at the lower data rate to manage and control the network more
effectively to increase the chance of packet delivery success.
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Figure 20. PDR for SNR = 18 dB

TABLE 7. Packet distribution for SNR

= 18 dB

The SNR = 18 dB case is shown in Figure 20. Here, the PDR decreases even more rapidly with
increasing interpacket delay. In Table 7, the low interpacket delay (1 ms) case with PDR of 0.8
shows a packet distribution of 97% for 11 Mbps packets, with 0% in the 2 Mbps and 5.5 Mbps bins,
while the 1 Mbps packets only accounted for 3%. This suggests that the massive amount of UDP
packets flooding the network does not give the radios enough time to make use of retransmission
requests and adjusting data rate to provide a higher probability of packet delivery success. In the
very high interpacket delay case (32 ms), most of the packets continue to be transmitted on the 11

Mbps waveform (69%) but more are transmitted in the 1 Mbps (12%) to account for management
and control messages being exchanged between the time when a UDP packet is not traversing the
channel.
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Figure 21. PDR for SNR = 36 dB case

TABLE 8. Packet distribution for SNR = 36 dB

Figure 21 shows the SNR = 36 dB case. Here, the 1 ms delay produces a PDR of 0.35. At this
delay, the packet distribution (Table 8) is composed primarily of 11 Mbps (98% for 1, 2, and 4 ms
delays), and 1 Mbps (approx 1-2% for 1, 2, and 4 ms delays). At the 8 ms delay, the PDR goes to
zero, with a packet distribution of 96.6% for 11 Mbps and 3.4% for 1 Mbps. This is considered to
be the case at which the “optimal” loading is achieved to obtain a zero PDR. Any packet delay
above and beyond this delay would be excess for the high SNR case.
CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the IEEE 802.11b physical layer was performed to determine its applicability as a
candidate for the future 2-RAD system. A case study was performed of the proof-of-concept
network utilized at the Yuma Proving Ground in Yuma, Arizona. Test cases were performed at each
data rate using ACTION to determine the effects on UDP packet drop rate for variable link
conditions including constant SNR changes and constant frequency shift changes. The results
suggest that frequency shift significantly increases PDR for all cases, though less drastically for the
lower data rate cases. Mixed mode test cases were performed to analyze the effect of interpacket
delay on network loading and packet data rate distribution. It was found that low interpacket delays
usually force the Cisco 350 radios to use higher data rates in lower SNR cases, but that higher
interpacket delays allow the Cisco radios to exchange other information in between UDP packets
that allow the radios to adjust and control the link to increase the probability of received packet
success.
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ABSTRACT
Tests for missile defense systems are very complex, and present challenging issues for the extraction of
target lethality data. Future tests will involve the use of multiple interceptors and targets with some of
these assets following over-the-horizon (OTH) trajectories. The use of wireless local area network
(WLAN) technologies for the acquisition of test data offers a novel approach to manage data
bandwidths and link margins over-the-air (OTA) as functions of time and asset. Notional test scenarios
are examined for the suitability of WLAN technologies to missile defense intercept testing.
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Army’s Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) has used COTS-based (commercial-off-the-shelf)
802.11b WLAN devices for data acquisition for several years (Ref 1). The existing YPG WLAN is
currently configured using standard Ethernet Bridging and Wireless Ethernet Access Point/Client
operations with 6 units providing a stationary backbone to provide coverage across the 100 km East-toWest expanse of the test center. One of the wireless sites is tied to the fiber optical network backbone
that services all of YPG’s computer systems. This network connection transfers all test data collected
from the multiple wireless sources to wired data management systems. A computer architecture using
“messaging” protocols also exists at YPG (called the Integrated Test Management Facility or ITMF)
that re-orders and re-assembles data packets into organized files that can be accessed by test users or
returned to the unit under test as needed (a metrological message for example). This WLAN has
transferred test data from static and slow moving platforms under test. The impact of Doppler and
Doppler rate on the 802.11b WLAN was examined analytically (Ref 2). Given the inherent frequency
tolerance of 802.11b transceivers, Doppler effects are not expected to be important. Hand-over issues
are a separate matter and will be addressed via analysis and flight test.
WLAN ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED
There are many issues in the use of WLAN technologies that must be considered. Some of these are
similar or related to standard telemetry, while some are not. A partial list of issues is:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sufficient link margins for accurate data transfer
Doppler and hand-over effects
Multi-band antennas and power amplifiers
Noise problems due to uplink power levels
Amount of data to be transferred
Delay time in air between nodes
Network scalability for various data rates and the number of nodes
Over-the-air (OTA) re-addressing of data rates

9. Protocols for sending data
10. Buffering of data once it is “in the network”
11. Encryption of data and/or node addresses
This paper will address some of these issues. One of the basic features of the 802.11 architectures is
that message traffic across the network can be prescribed as a function of time. This is not the case for
standard point-to-point telemetry, since data pipes must be established in highly dedicated fashions,
thus overwhelming the available spectrum. In order to understand how a WLAN approach might
mitigate this problem, the issues of physical layer, data rates, and the number of nodes must be
considered.
The 802.11 physical layers are very different, not only in transmission frequency (Instrumentation,
Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band from 2.400 - 2.462 GHz for the “b” standard versus Unlicensed
National Information Structure (U-NII) bands from 5.150 – 5.825 GHz for the “a”) but also in the
spreading techniques. 802.11b typically is implemented with direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS)
with data rates of 11, 5.5, 2, and 1 Mbps that use different modulation schemes. 802.11a is
implemented with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) at data rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24,
36, 48, and 54 Mbps. 802.11a also achieves these data rates by using different modulation techniques.
Both standards employ similar networking architectures in that the media access control (MAC)
implementations are the same. This allows for dual mode physical layers without conflicting
networking standards.

Figure 1. The Open Systems Interconnection 7-Layer Reference Model.
Data transfer via a network (wired or wireless) is highly nonlinear. Figure 1 depicts the Open Systems
Interconnection 7-Layer (OSI-7) reference model. Data transfer using this model is highly nonlinear
since a message entering the top of the stack is appended by header information and passed to the next
layer. This process continues at each layer. The physical layer connection between the two users (or
nodes) is shown with a double-headed arrow as a reminder that the traffic is truly 2-way. Consider
some simple examples for network throughput, which will depend upon the transmission protocol
(basic access or request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS)), the payload size, and the number of
transmitting nodes.
The amount of actual data (the payload) handled by the network is governed nonlinearly by the size of
the payload. Figure 2a shows the effect of payload size on network performance for two transmission
protocols. A small payload yields very inefficient throughput. Since the “a” and “b” MACs are the

same, average network throughputs are similar with respect to the number of nodes and scaled by the
respective maximum throughput (Figure 2b) for each standard.

Figures 2a. Network Scaling Issues for 802.11b

Figures 2a and b. Network Scaling Issues.

Figures 2b. Network Scaling Issues for 802.11a.

Interesting concepts spring from Figure 2b when one considers that a single channel in the U-NII band
can support a nominal throughput of 30-35 Mbps for 5-15 nodes (see the dashed lines). A pictorial
representation of the U-NII bands is presented in Figure 3. Some of these frequencies overlap with
traditional C-band frequencies used by the T&E community for tracking radars. In fact, the upper most
U-NII band directly conflicts with FPS-16 radars used at the Pacific Missile Range Facility. The “nonoverlapping” channels are shaded (there are 3 in the lower and middle bands and there are 2 in the
upper band). Combining the concepts from Figures 2b and 3, then 3 channels could support 15 to 45
nodes with a combined throughput approaching 100 Mbps without conflicting with the radars. For the
case of 802.11b (Figure 2a), 3 non-overlapping channels could nominally support 20 nodes with a
throughput of 20 Mbps across 50 MHz of the spectrum. These throughputs are not more efficient than
a standard telemetry system; a WLAN approach cannot invent spectrum. The WLAN concept is to
dynamically allocate the spectrum in time.

Figure 3. Pictorial Representation of the U-NII Bands

CONEPTS FOR MULTIPLE TARGET VECHILE DATA ACQUISTION
There are several issues that make missile defense testing extremely challenging with respect to
telemetry techniques. One is clearly the availability of spectrum, as discussed in the previous section.
Another issue is the very long trajectories producing huge slant range distances (when line-of-sight is
possible) and over-the-horizon or non-line-of-sight geometries. During “target fly-in,” low data rate
range safety information and vehicle health status are required, while close to the intercept point higher
data rates are required to gather lethality data. A WLAN solution can adjust data rates over-the-air
(OTA) to improve link margins and/or to conserve onboard power.
For the case missile defense tests for a single interceptor/single target, 100MHz of bandwidth supports
approximately 30Mbps of data transmissions in S-band. An 802.11a concept could support a similar
data rate over a comparable increment of spectrum (a single channel in C-band) for 5-15 nodes. Some

of the nodes would potentially be relay sites, while some would actually be platforms in the test. It is
highly conceivable that the use of multiple WLAN channels would then be used to support multiple
interceptor/target tests. The interceptors would be on one channel, while the targets would be on a
separate channel. The basic concept for a WLAN, however, is that the nodal structure will be “similar
and replicable” in that a basic node design is established and cloned to provide cost benefits and
redundancy. If one needs an additional repeater node to support a test, a clone can be inserted with the
network quickly re-established. Given that the WLAN is fully 2-way, however, the link must be closed
in both directions. Hence, a telemetry ground station, which is normally considered to be passive,
becomes active due to uplink transmissions. For notional estimates, WLAN symmetry (in terms of
uplink and downlink) in radiated power will be assumed. The practical considerations of radiated
power from sites that were heretofore passive must be considered, especially in terms of safety and
noise generation at other frequencies.
FUTURE ANTENNA TECHNOLOGIES
Given that test objects will “move across or through” the network, it is prudent to investigate multiple
band, electronically steered antennas. The commercial marketplace is driving this technology, and only
one example is provided. Paratek Microwave has developed base station antennas suitable for GSM
(global system for mobile communications) applications. The existing antennas would have to be
reconfigured and re-tuned to other frequencies, but the technology should support such changes. From
the Paratech website, transmit/receive gains along the antenna bore sight are ~ 20 dBi, which is
dramatically higher than conventional wrap-around antennas with standard materials and fabrication
techniques. It will be assumed that antennas of this type will be developed to support the WLAN
infrastructure. Furthermore, since we are examining concepts for the future, we will assume that
present performance levels will be improved in the future. Hence, we will use a receive/transmit antenna
gain of 28 dBi.
MAXIMUM RANGES AS APPLICABLE TO TARGET VEHICLE CASES
Most missile defense target trajectories are classified, hence we will just present the maximum ranges
that the “assumed WLAN system” can support link closure for the “a” and “b” standards.
Channel bit rate (Mbps)
Max total transmit power (dBm)
Cable and combiner losses (dB)
Transmit antenna gain (dBi)
Total transmit EIRP (dBm)
Receive antenna gain (dBi)
Cable and connector losses (dB)
Information rate (dBHz)
Required Eb/(No+Io) (dB)
Receiver sensitivity (dBm)
Propagation effects margin (dB)
Max path loss (dB)
Max range (free space) (km)

1
42
2
28
68
28
2
60
10.4
-90
10
174
2299

2
42
2
28
68
28
2
63.0
10.5
-88
10
172
1865

Table 1. 802.11b Link Performance.

5.5
42
2
28
68
28
2
67.4
8.1
-87
10
171
1680

11
42
2
28
68
28
2
70.4
8.1
-83
10
167
1105

Channel bit rate (Mbps)
Maximum total transmit power (dBm)
Cable and combiner losses (dB)
Transmit antenna gain (dBi)
Total transmit EIRP (dBm)
Receive antenna gain (dBi)
Cable and connector losses (dB)
Information rate (dBHz)
Required Eb/(No+Io) (dB)
Receiver sensitivity (dBm)*
Propagation effects margin (dB)
Max path loss (dB)
Max range (free space) (km)

6
42
2
28
68
28
2
67.78
8.73
-85
5
174
1047

54
42
2
28
68
28
2
77.32
19.19
-65
5
154
129

*[http://www.globalsuntech.com/solution/ieee80211/54mbps_platsolution.htm]
Table 2. 802.11a Link Performance.
Comments on important issues will now be addressed, as if one were to attempt a hardware solution for
each of these cases. The distances in Table 1 are far in excess of the typically stated 802.11b maximum
range of 1,000 ft. This range is limited by the delay time that the network will accept between repeating
nodes, which is normally set at 1 msec. At a distance of 1,000 ft, the air delay time of ~ 1nsec/ft adds
up to that stated delay time. However, there are WLAN products where the delay time can be software
reset, and such is the case for the Cisco Aironet 350 Series Wireless Bridge products typically used at
YPG (Ref 1). The maximum allowable delay time (and, therefore, the maximum range) must be
considered if ranges above 40 km are to be used, which is a typical separation distance for
infrastructure sites at YPG. The maximum delay time is not typically stated by the manufactures, and it
is best determined from actual experience (as in the YPG case).
For the 802.11a link performance estimates, frequency shifts at the receiver must be addressed. The
OFDM spreading scheme is normally used for static infrastructure sites where Doppler issues are
minimal. A single 802.11a channel using OFDM has 52-subcarriers that are closely nested to achieve
high data rates. This close nesting is subject to channel-induced frequency offsets when nodes are in
motion. This means that the receiver must be compensated for frequency shifts of “fast movers,”
which is not an uncommon problem and which can be overcome. Estimates for missile defense
intercept produce frequency shifts approaching 70 KHz, while “a” radios are only designed to
accommodate shifts of 15 KHz. Compensating for large frequency shifts may not be of interest to the
commercial sector. Such a special receiver may only be of interest to the DoD, however. This
difficulty with the “a” physical layer probably restricts experiments on moving nodes to the “b”
standard for the near future. The link performances for the two cases are also impacted by larger
spreading losses that will naturally occur for “a” versus “b.”
NOTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
A notional implementation is shown in Figure 4. In this case a target vehicle is fired from a ship with a
trajectory that is extremely long such that direct line of sight observation of the intercept point is not
possible from the launch point. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) were postulated as airborne
infrastructure sites. UAVs will be used in the future as range safety assets (rather than manned aircraft
that have limited station keeping times) and as high altitude optical tracking platforms. The UAVs can
also be used to buffer data to accommodate network capacities and link margins. With buffering as an
option on the UAVs, data can be passed at slower rates and/or at different channels or at different

frequencies using different standards. For example, a dual-mode WLAN product (such as the Cisco
Aironet 1200 Series) would be capable of receiving data at very high rates (the “a” standard) and then
buffering data for transmission at lower data rates where link margins are more favorable (the “b”
standard). The notional example also utilizes OTA changes in the data rate to preserve power and to
improve link margins. In Figure 4, node 1is positioned to address the OTH problem of relaying data
down range for safety, and the lowest data rate (6 Mbps) is used. Further down range a hand-off is
made to node 2, again addressing OTH problems. Finally, a hand-off to node 3 occurs with OTA
command to increase the data rate to 54 Mbps, which is needed at intercept and which can be
accommodated due to reasonably short transmission distances to node 3. Node 3 could relay data to
another surface ship or to a terrestrial site.

Figure 4. A Notional WLAN Implementation for Long Range Target Vehicles.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed some notional cases of maximum range at which WLAN technologies could
be used. It was assumed that air delay times were increased and that advanced electronically steered
antennas were used. A single power level was examined for several data rates common to the 802.11
standards. A long list of issues was annotated with several of these being discussed. It is apparent that
very high data rates can be supported even with a large number of nodes. It seems reasonable that
experiments with the common 802.11b standard be conducted, but it is also clear that the higher data
rates of the 802.11a standard are very attractive. The spreading techniques of each standard are not the
same, and the “a” receivers must be developed to accommodate nodes that are located on fast moving
test assets. It is also certain that new base station antenna technologies must be reconfigured from the
commercial sector formats.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless LAN (WLAN) has been extensively deployed in commercial, scientific and home applications
due to the availability of low-cost wireless Network lntcrace Cards (N!Cs) based on the IEEE802.l l
standard. The purpose of this work is to study experimentally the behavior of an IEEE802. l l wireless
network when the nodes arc characterized by mobility up to the speed of 240 km/h. This study leads
to the understanding of the survivability and the performance of a connection under various aggressive
mobility conditions. These studies may be adapted for data telemetry from mobile airborne nodes to fixed
networks or between airborne nodes.

INTRODUCTION
Since its birth in the 70s, Wireless LAN technology has become increasingly popular in the network
industry. Wireless l.ANs have been devised to provide ubiquitous communication capabilities and
info11nation access to no1nadic users. A 1101nadic user roa1ns around and wants to be granted with
"anywhere anytime" connectivity (e.g., employees of the same company visiting different branches) [ I ][2].
The WLAN technology was standardized for the first time in 1997 by IEEE within the TTIEE802.1 I
standard which specifies the features of the Medium Access Control (MAC) and of the Physical layer
[3]. This standard is implemented in almost all available WLAN devices.
While the IEEE802. l l standard supports client mobility, it was originally devised to replicate in
a wireless fashion the structures of the wired Local Area Networks (LANs). Only recently the idea of
utilizing IEEE802. l l technology for high mobility scenarios has been taken into account and the range
of WLAN based applications has been enriched.
In [4] authors analyzed the performance of an IEEE802.l lb system under different propagation
and mobility scenarios, even though the performance is only related to an intcr-vchicnlar communication.

Another feasible application of IEbE802. l 1 technology is telemetry. The idea is to equip aircraft
and/or cars with TEEE802.1 I enabled devices which communicate data with a fixed backbone
infrastructure. ln 15 J, authors developed their own frequency hopping transceiver working at 900 MHz for
telemetry purposes. In [6], the project of using a Wil'i-like network for military telemetry applications
is presented and discussed. ln that paper, the authors focused on aspects like frequency selection and
network security. Another interesting work is [7], in which it is assured through analytical considerations
that these kinds of transceivers can guarantee an impressive tolerance to high speeds.
Our work can be considered an extension of the work in [4] because we extend the measurements
for telemetry purposes, and a proof of the work [7], because in some sense we demonstrate the good
perfom1ance of this technology, which was considered only by analytical means. A better understanding
of the IEEE802. l l performance in various mobility and propagation scenarios is the final goal of this
work.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION AND SOFTWARE TOOLS
Depending on the experiment we performed, one or more cars equipped with TEEE802.1 I b hardware
(bridge, access point or client adapter) and laptops were used for the traffic generation and data collection.
We used Intel [8] Pentium TV based laptops running Tperf [9] for traffic generation and transport layer
statistics. ln several experiments, two 5.2 dBi gain outdoor Cisco [ I OJ AIR-ANT2505 omnidirectional
antennas were connected to a Cisco Aironct BR340 bridge configured according to the experimental
requirements. The Cisco bridge was connected to the laptop using a Ethernet cable.
The MAC layer statistics collection was perfonned using a self-made wireless sniffer, named
EMS (El Mirage Sniffer). The sniffer was developed at Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
Depa1iments of UCLA. It is written in C language, by using the pcap [11] library. We wrote our own
sniffer to conduct actual performance evaluation. Note that a wireless sniffer could or could not get all
the packets sent from a source to a destination and vice-versa. So we built a program able to collect
statistics, without making a huge dump of the traffic, and able to reconstruct (if possible) the statistics
of the missed traffic. This is performed by using information in IEEE802. l l headers. The program can
run on a simple PDA with an IEEE802. l lb card.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
In order to study the effects of aggressive mobility on wireless network perfonnance, we devised a set
of measurements in different scenarios. We have selected three propagation scenarios:
, Free space propagation: by free space, we mean that the experiments were performed in the desert
area of El Mirage Dry Lake, CA, USA, even though it should not be called "'free space" properly,
but such an area is completely flat and without plants:
, Highway condition: the experiments were conducted on US Highway I in the Palos Verde area
(South of Los Angeles);
, Semi-free space propagation: the experiments were performed in a parking lot, in which there are
obstacles, such as metallic containers and trees, but they arc fixed.
Several sets of experiments have been performed aiming to exploit time-varying problems related to
outdoor propagation environments with high speed mobility.
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High Speed Experiments

Two sets of experiments were performed:
• Circular: hgure 1 shows the expe1imental setup. A station, equipped with a Cisco bridge with

a high gain antenna, is fixed in the center of a circle. The mobile station is moving around the
circumference. The experiments were conducted changing the circumference radius and the speed of
the mobile station in the free space propagation scenario. We used a GPS system to assure a circular
trajectory.
• Straight: in those set of experiments, the two cars arc moving in opposite directions at predefined
speed. The distance between the cars first decreases and then after the meeting point, increases as
shown in Figure 3 with the relative speed between the two cars as the snm of the two speeds. Herc the
focus is on the impact of the relative speed between the two wireless nodes. This set of expe1iments
have been conducted both in free and semi-free space propagation scenarios.
A reasonable cell size was selected in order to avoid the renegotiation of the link speed according to the
current network conditions of IEEE802. l lb. Thus, we set the link speed to the fixed rate of 2 Mbit/s for
all our experiments. In particular, the following traffic conditions were used:
• 128 kbit/s UDP (User Datagram Protocol) traffic (light load);
• I Mbit/s UDP traffic (medium/high load).

Following T:xperimenls

In this set of experiments, two cars are equipped with a laptop connected to a wireless bridge each
and the 5.2 dBi gain antenna described above. One car follows the other as shown in Figure 4 with an
approximate Lero relative speed and an approximate distance of 20 m between the two cars. Experiments
were performed at different absolute speeds in a highway and free space scenarios. This set of tests aims
lo study the efficiency of the IEEE802. l l in a typical case of group mobility where wireless nodes move
with relative speed near to zero. As in the first set of experiments. we set the link speed to the fixed rate
of 2 Mbit/s. These are the data considered rates:
, 128 kbit/s UDP traffic (light load);
, I Mbit/s UDP traffic (medium/high load).
Hand,~fj· Experi,nents

The IEEE802. l l standard includes mechanisms to allow a client to roam among multiple Access Points
(APs) or bridges, that can be operating on the same or separate channels. Each AP transmits a beacon
signal every Thrncon second (in our experiments T,encon = lOOms ). The beacon includes a time stamp for
client synchronization, a traffic indication map, an indication of supported data rates and other parameters.
Roaming clients use the beacon lo gauge the strength of their existing connection lo an AP. If the signal
is judged too low,the roaming station can attempt to associate itself to a new AP. The roaming station
first performs a scanning function lo locale a new AP on the same or a different channel. The client can
send probes to a number of APs and receive probe responses from each to select the most suitable AP.
Upon finding the strongest signal, the client sends a reassociation request lo the new AP. The AP will
accept and acknowledge the request to complete the handoff procedure.
Dming the handoff procedure, the exchanging of management packets and the eventual scanmng on
other channels cause a latency in which the client is unable to send or receive traffic.
The purpose of this set of experiments is Lo understand the performance in terms of loss packet
due to the handoff with high mobility. In paiticular, we evaluated the network performance in terms of
throughput and delay when the mobile station is traveling across two cells at speeds up lo 120 km/h.
Figure 2 shows the setup of the experiments. The two fixed station are two wireless Cisco Aironet
AP340 access points wired connected (through a Ethernet cable using some repeaters). The distance
between the two station is 600m and with this distance we have a maximum overlapping zone of 70m
(at 30mW as transmission power, 2Mbit/s, the transmission range in free space scenario is about 370111).
We made two type of experiments:
, Access Points in the same channel,
, Access Points in different non-overlapping channels.
The laptop A is the fixed station and it is wired connected with the Access Points. The laptop B equipped
with a Cisco AlR-PCM350 card (PCMCIA) is the mobile station moving through the two cells. The
wireless card was always in line of sight with the two access points. We tried both laptop A and B as
the receiver of the communication. For this experiment, we considered 128 kbit/s and I Mbit/s UDP
traffic generation rate. The considered propagation environment was freespace.
In Table I all the conditions and parameters of the measures are repmted.
The traffic load is generated using Iperf which also permits the collection of statistics indices,
such as:
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Experin1ent Type

I

Propagation

Circular
Straight
Straight
Pol lowing
Following
Handon·

Pree Space
Pree Space
Sen1i-free Space
Pree Space
High,:vay
Free space

I

Jlit Rate
2lvfl,il/.s
2lvfl,il/.s
2Ml,d/s
2Ml,d/s
2Mbit/s
2Mbit/s

I Gene.ration
128!:bil/.s.
128!:bil/.s.
128kbit/s,
128kbit/s,
128!:bd/s,
128!:bd/s,

Rate

I Speed

!Mhilj.s
!Mhilj.s
I iv/ hit/,,
I iv/ hit/,,
!Iv[bitj,,
!Iv[bitj,,

II

up to l?>Ok,n/h
up to '240k,n/h
IOOkm/1,
up to 130krn/h
lOOkm/h
lOOkrn/h
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• Packet Loss: number of coITupted packets;
• Delay Jitter: computed by the server as the difference between the server's receiving time and the
client's sending tin1e.
At the MAC layer, the statistics collected with EMS and the quantities of interest include:
• I>acket loss rate;
• Number of retransmissions before correct delivery of a frame:
• Jitter in transmission ti1ne.
Since ,ve are trying to obtain the perforn1ance in various conditions in a peer to peer co1n1nunication, \\le
have disabled the RTS/CTS control packets handshake of IEEE802. l l protocol. In general, this optional
protocol is used in the presence of hidden terminals [ 12], i.e., when there are nodes out of range of each
other which try to transmit to a common neighbor at the same time.
RESULTS

Free space propagation
In the free space propagation scenario, IEEE802. l 1 is very robust to speed variations. We have tested
speeds up to 130 km/h in the circular scenario (see Fignre 1, we changed the radius R from 300m
to 500m), up to 120 km/h each car (240 km/h absolute) in the straight scenario (sec Fignrc 3), and
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up to 130 km/h in the .following scenario (see Figure 4) with 128 khit/s and I Mhit/s as traffic loads,
obtaining in all the cases zero retransmissions at the link layer and consequently delay jitter very close
to zero (not really equal to zero due to the delay of the processing of the operating system). A transport
layer plot of performance is not shown, since it would present flat lines for each index (jitter and packet
loss are both equal to zero). As a proof, some results concerning with MAC statistics can be shown.
The generated UDP traffic is sent as periodic packets of 1470 bytes (as the default configuration of
!pert). As an example, we consider a traffic generation of 128 kbit/s. One new packet is generated every
t = {(1470 * S)bit)/((128 * 1024)bit/s) = 89722/tS. For such length, the transport layer packet is split
and sent as a couple of packets at MAC layer. Since IEEE802. l l is based on a CSMA (Carrier Sense
Multiple Access) scheme, the vmiance of the delivery time is a function of the backoff time. The backoff
time increases exponentially with the number of the retransmissions. In this case, the packet loss is exactly
equal to zero and so there are no retransmissions. The backoff time t HC! is unifonnly distJibuted as:

trw = U[O, CW]t"
where the Contention Window CvV is a function of the number of retransmissions (in this case, CvV is
constant and CW= CW min), U[n., I,] is a uniformly distrihuted variahle in the set [n., b] and I, is the
time slot. For IEEE802.11 at 2 Mbil/s with a Direct Sequence spreading modulation, the parameters are
, CvVmin=31,
, t., = 20µs.
The expected value of t no is:

tno

CW min
=

2

I'"·

t,

=

310

t2
,H()

--

178 ••')8 /1-8,

and the standard deviation of t no is
2

- _-1-1
O"fuu .H() -

Since other timings, such as the transmission time of data packets and other frame timings, are
deterministic (and known to the layer 2 sniffer), we can compare cr," 0 to the data obtained by the
sniffer (Figure 5). The jitter measured at the MAC layer is effectively close to the expected value. The
number of retransmissions and the packet loss were exactly equal to zero.

As far as the handoff is concerned, Figures 6 and 7 show the packet loss rate and the jitter, computed at
the transpott layer. Overall, they show an interesting behavior. As previously described, the packet loss
is equal to zero within each cell (free space scenario). When the roaming node disassociates from the
first access point to search and to synchronize with the second one. the packet loss rate shows a spike.
Unfortunately, this cannot be avoided and it should be considered in a telemetry system which requires an
extended coverage area. Each point of the plots is an average performed over I second of measurements.
With the help of the MAC layer sniffer, we were able to define two distinct phases of the handoff
process. The first one is the packet loss due to the fact that the first access point cannot receive data from
the roaming node. In this phase, the roaming node tries to send data to the first access point because it
is not yet aware that it is out of radio coverage. In Figure 6, the packet loss related to that is shown.
This phase requires about 160m.s. After that, a time to associate to the second access point is required.
During this time, the wireless adapter buffers the packets coming from the transport layer. So, no more
data packets are lost. After about HOrn.s, the roaming node is associated to the second access point and
it can send over the channel the buffered packets. Thus, the jitter shows a spike in the variance (Figure 7).
Similar measurements were acquired when higher traffic generation rates were considered. In
those cases, the percentage of packet loss is about the same (since the time length in which the packets
are lost is the same) but the variance is greater. It should be noticed that the wireless adapter has finite
memorization capabilities. So, if the generated traffic is too high, the effect is to have some additional
loss in the queuing system.
In those measurements, the transmission retry number at the MAC layer was set lo zero. Nevertheless,
this parameter does not affect the performance, since the backoff time is much smaller than the time in
which there is the packet loss. The value of Tb,acoo would probably affect the timings of the handoff
time. This topic is currently under investigation.
Same performance were experienced when various areas of overlapping zones of access point
radio coverage were considered. If the signal has the sufficient quality to let the handoff, the timings are
not really affected by the distances. f'or the same reasons discussed above, the system performance is
not affected by the speed of the mobile user.
Highivay corulitions
If the propagation scenario is not free space. mobility can heavily affect the overall performance. This

set of expe1iments was conducted in a highway. In this case we measured the network performances
during the ji,/lowing experiments (see f'igure 4). The two cars were going in the same direction with
speed equal to 100 km/h. Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 show packet loss rate and jitter for 128 kbit/s of traffic
load and for I Mbit/s of traffic load respectively. The packet loss and the jitter are heavily affected by
the hostile propagation scenario, which involves reflections of trees, buildings and other cars. It should
be noted that, during all the experiments, the antennas of the bridges were in line of sight, and so low
perfom1ance is not due to shadowing phenomena.
The general trend of these measurements shows that a large number of retransmissions can improve the
delivery percentage, even though the variance of the delivery time obtains higher values. The key point of
these results shows that a teleme!Iy system or any other kind of data transfer based on a reliable transport
protocol which perform retransmissions in case of missed acknowledgments snch as TCP (Transport
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Control l'rotocol),cannot be applied to this scenario. As repmted in 1131, to make TC!' work properly,
the packet loss should be not over I%. Even if we consider using a very high number of retransmissions
to assure this requirement (if it is possible), the jitter of the communication obtains too high values.
This means that TCP is forced to stall because of its mechanisms of link bandwidth adaptation. In fact.
TCP transmits a certain number of packets and waits for an acknowledge. This number is called "TCP
Window". If no acknowledge is received (in a given time), the TCP Window is drastically reduced.
This was introduced for wired scenarios in which the loss of a packet is due to the congestion of
the qncues of the routers and not to the corruption due to the wireless channel outage. which is, in
general, very fast and sudden with respect to routers dropping process. Moreover, this is an optimistic
view of the system. since in the reported plots, only a unidirectional traffic from the sender to the
receiver is considered. If both the end points are considered to transmit (as in TCP case), more collisions
could occnr at the MAC layer, and the global throughput, delay and packet loss rate arc adversely affected.
A consideration involves the fragmentation of the transport layer packets. In our experiments, the
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UDP packet was split and sent as a couple of MAC layer packets. This means that if just one MAC
packet was discharged, the whole UDP packet is considered lost. On the other hand, too long packets
cannot be sent on the channel as a nniquc MAC packet, because the error probability gets worse. This
trade-off, which involves MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) and fragmentation mechanism, is cmTently
under investigation. As a conclnsion of this set of measurements, a telemetry system or a gcnenc
communication system cannot so easily be implemented even with soft reliability requirements.

Semi-free space propagation
This set of experiments was performed in a parking lot. In this case we measured jitter and packet loss
as function of time in the case of the stmight experiments wifh the two cars proceeding at 50 km/h
(absolute speed of I 00 km/h) in semi-free space scenario. Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 report respectively
packet loss rate and jitter with the two different traffic loads, 128 kbit/s and I Mbit/s.
In all the resnlts, the jitter is very low except for three peaks well localized in time. This behavior is

due to the presence of three obstacles which impaired the propagation over the channel. In the parking
lot \:\/here \:\le performed the experiments there \Vere a 1netal container and two trees, vv·hich caused a
shadowing when the cars were not in the line of sight. In this particular case the measured jitter is in
the range of [O - 22]ms. This is due to the increased number of Layer 2 retransmissions.
The main result of this set of measurements is that the IEEE802.11 equipment tested is very
sensitive to scenarios in which terminals lose and re-acquire line of sight very suddenly. In this situation,
the packet loss is much higher with respect to the case in which the stations are not in line of sight but
fixed.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We showed the behavior and performance of a peer to peer communication based on the mEE802.1 I
technology ,vhen the nodes are 1noving at high speeds.
The conclusions are that where the environment is not changing and the performance is not affected by
the speed, or at least, by speeds considered in our measurements. In this scenario, IEEE802.11 can be
used for telemetry. Nevertheless, some issues related to handoff should be considered if the telemetry
system is required to be very reliable.
Schemes that try to make the handoff procedure more reliable will be investigated in the future.
In other cases, changing from a line of sight to the lack of a line of sight dramatically affects the
performance. This would affect many applications based on TCP, because of the high packet loss and
jitter. For this purpose, some new transmission algmithms based on UDP protocol are under investigation
and optimization and they will be tested in further measnrements.
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ABSTRACT
In our prior work [1] we proposed that network-centric data telemetry systems offer
substantial improvements over traditional serial data telemetry systems. This paper is a
follow up to that work and is also a companion to our experimentation paper [2]. In
network-centric telemetry systems, there can be many infrastructure sites that form the
network’s ad hoc communications paths, and there can be many fast-moving nodes, e.g.,
munitions, which enter the network, generate telemetry data, and exit the network. As
the geographic size of such data telemetry networks grows, constraints on link margin
will typically preclude a one-to-one matching of ground-based infrastructure sites to
airborne, fast-moving nodes. That is, the fast-moving nodes will traverse distances that
will require the mobile node to change which specific ground node it communicates with
to transfer telemetry data. This paper describes an analytic model for the generic process
of a fast moving node entering a wireless network and the associated handoffs of that
node among ground stations as the fast mover traverses the spatial region covered by the
wireless network. Our analysis and associated worst-case example demonstrate that
wireless networking technology can handle the stress of rapidly managing connectivity to
high-speed nodes for effective telemetry data extraction.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry, Wireless Local Area Network, IEEE 802.11b, Mobility, Hydra-70
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will describe an analytic model for the process of a fast moving node
entering a wireless network and the associated handoffs of that node among ground
stations as the fast mover traverses the spatial region covered by the wireless network.
The companion experimentation paper [2] describes a specific experimental scenario
depicted in Figure 1 that we will use to validate our analysis.

Network
Re-association
(handover)
Event
Network
Association
Event

AP2

AP1

Hydra
Impact
Site

Hydra
Launch Site

AP2 Coverage Area
AP1 Coverage Area

Figure 1. Experimental scenario to be investigated
In network-centric telemetry systems, there can be many infrastructure sites that form the
network’s ad hoc communications paths, and there can be many fast-moving nodes, e.g.,
munitions, which enter the network, generate telemetry data, and exit the network. As
the geographic size of such data telemetry networks grows, constraints on link margin
will typically preclude a one-to-one matching of ground-based infrastructure sites to
airborne, fast-moving nodes. That is, the fast-moving nodes will traverse distances that
will require the mobile node to change which specific ground node it communicates with
to transfer telemetry data. A major concern of the use of existing WLAN protocols (e.g.,
802.11b) for the case of fast-moving nodes for network-centric data telemetry is whether
or not a high-speed node would travel so far during entry or handover delays that before
the network could stabilize and reacquire the mobile node, the node would either have
already exited the network, been destroyed, or initiated the next handover event.
Essentially, the concern is that a high-speed node will “out run” the handover process of
the wireless network. This event would result in a loss of mobile-node connectivity and
loss of data. Consider, for example the scenario shown in Figure 1. If the handover
event for the fast mover takes too long due to network delays, the node may be destroyed
at impact before the network can reacquire the test vehicle and extract telemetry data.
Our analysis and an accompanying example will show that this concern is not warranted
even under very high stress levels on the wireless network.
WIRELESS NODE ASSOCIATION AND REASSOCIATION:
BUILDING THE NETWORK AND HANDING OFF NODES
The IEEE Standard [3] for wireless LANs describes how individual nodes and
infrastructure sites coordinate to dynamically manage what nodes are considered joined
with the wireless network. This standard also describes the procedures for admitting a
node to a network, handing off “reporting responsibility” for a mobile node among
infrastructure sites, and how the network maintains operation when nodes leave the

network. Figure 2 depicts how the entry of a node into a wireless network occurs in
various stages.
State 1:
Unauthenticated,
Unassociated

Successful
Authentication

DeAuthentication
Notification

DeAuthentication
Notification

State 2:
Authenticated,
Unassociated

Successful
Association or
Reassociation

Disassociation
Notification

State 3:
Authenticated,
Associated

Figure 2. Relationship of node membership with a wireless network
The process shown in Figure 2 starts under the assumption that the mobile node has
identified attractive infrastructure sites with which it may associate. The process of how
a node identifies candidate infrastructure sites is described in [3 (section 11.1.3)], and for
our purposes here, we will assume that active scanning through probing packet
transmissions is the default mechanism. This mechanism has the mobile node
transmitting a PROBE_REQ packet and listening (for a predetermined amount of time,
ProbeDelay) for PROBE_RSP responses from all reachable infrastructure sites. The
process of joining a network (association) begins with the mobile node selecting a
specific candidate infrastructure site (typically determined from signal strength of
received PROBE_RSP frames during active scanning) transmitting an authentication
request (AUTH). If successful, the site with which the node wishes to associate with
attempts to authenticate with the mobile node (with its own AUTH message.) Upon
successful completion of authentication, the mobile node attempts to associate by sending
a request message (ASSOCIATION_REQ), and the infrastructure site responds (for
success) with an ASSOCIATION_RSP message. At this point, if the association is
successful, the operating system on the mobile node can proceed to build higher layers in
the ISO protocol stack (e.g., transport, network, presentation, application), and data may
proceed to be sent and received from the ground based network through the infrastructure
site and to/from the mobile node. The time history for this handshake sequence is
depicted in Figure 3 that also illustrates the fact that, at each stage of the sequence, the
channel used by the mobile node and infrastructure site may be busy due to other nodes
communicating.
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_REQ

Time to Associate with Wireless Infrastructure Site

Probe Timeout
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_RSP
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PROBE

SP
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CHANNEL BUSY
AUTH

CHANNEL BUSY

AUTH

CHANNEL BUSY
ASSOC
_R

EQ

CHANNEL BUSY
_RSP
ASSOC

Figure 3. Time history of handshake sequence for a node to join a WLAN
When a mobile node needs to alter the infrastructure site with which it is associated, a
similar process, called reassociation, is performed. Reassociation differs from
association in that authentication (via exchange of AUTH packets) of the mobile node
does not typically take place.
TIME ANALYSIS OF THE HANDSHAKE PROCESS
To analytically determine how long it takes a mobile node to enter a wireless network, or
how long it takes that mobile node to handoff (re-associate) from one infrastructure site
to another, it is necessary to construct a model that captures the salient aspects of how
long it takes for a mobile node and infrastructure site to send all of the packets that form
the entire handshaking procedures described above. Thus, the model equations we will
present will capture packet transmission times as well how long the channel is busy
between packet transmissions; that is, Figure 3 will essentially be parameterized by our
equations.

Considering, first, the process of a mobile node associating with a wireless network, the
total time required, tassociate, is given by:

t associate = t probe _ delay + ( 2 ⋅ t AUTH ) + t ASSOC _ REQ + t ASSOC _ RSP + ( 4 ⋅ t channel _ busy )
where t probe _ delay is the internal timeout that the mobile node uses to stop listening for
responses from infrastructure sites and to finally select a candidate to associate with,
t channel _ busy is the expected amount of time that the channel is being used by other nodes
and is unavailable to continue the handshake process, t AUTH , t ASSOC _ REQ , t ASSOC _ RSP are the
times required to transmit AUTH, ASSOC_REQ, and ASSOC_RSP packets. The values
for t probe _ delay , t AUTH , t ASSOC _ REQ , and t ASSOC _ RSP are all essentially deterministic and easily
derived from the setting used on ProbeDelay, as well as AUTH, ASSOC_REQ,
ASSOC_RSP packet lengths, and channel data rate. Assuming that the 802.11b basic
access method is used to contend for the wireless channel, AUTH, ASSOC_REQ,
ASSOC_RSP packet lengths are 34 bytes, 78 bytes, and 103 bytes respectively, and a
data rate of 11 Mbps is used to transmit packets, these values are determined to be:
t probe _ delay =
4.000 msec (typical),
t AUTH =
t ASSOC _ REQ =

0.504 msec,
0.536 msec,

t ASSOC _ RSP =

0.554 msec.

The challenge of determining the remainder of the association time rests solely on
calculating t channel _ busy . This value depends upon how many other communicating nodes
there are in the wireless network, and we will use the 802.11b Medium Access Control
(MAC) behavior analysis performed in [5] to continue our discussion. Space constraints
preclude a detailed description of that MAC layer analysis; however, the essential results
rest upon simultaneously solving two dependent nonlinear equations:
2(1 − p )
τ=
(1 − 2)(W + 1) + pW (1 − ( 2 p ) m )
p = 1 − (1 − τ ) n −1
where τ is the probability that a station (mobile or fixed) transmits in a randomly chosen
slot time, and p is the probability of a collision seen by a packet being transmitted on the
channel. (The values W, m, and n are the MAC backoff window size for 802.11b,
number of backoff stages, and number of active wireless stations, respectively. See [3]
and [4] for details.) Given τ and p , we define Ptr to be the probability of at least one
transmission in the considered slot time, and we define Ps to be the probability that a
transmission occurring on the channel is successful:
Ptr = 1 − (1 − τ ) n

Ps =

nτ (1 − τ ) n −1 nτ (1 − τ ) n −1
.
=
1 − (1 − τ ) n
Ptr

The expected number of slots that the channel will be busy is given by n

, and the
Ptr Ps
expected length (in seconds) of each slot is determined by considering the three potential
events for each slot:
1. No station attempts to transmit, and the empty slot time is σ ,
2. A station successfully transmits, and the slot time is Ts ,
3. At least one station transmits, a collision occurs, and the resulting slot time is Tc .
The resulting expression for t channel _ busy is given by
n
⋅ [(1 − Ptr )σ + Ptr Ps Ts + Ptr (1 − Ps )Tc ] .
Ptr Ps
To compute the channel busy time, it now only remains to determine the corresponding
values of Ts and Tc .
t channel _ busy =

PHY
hdr

MAC
hdr

Payload

SIFS

ACK

DIFS

Ts
PHY
hdr

MAC
hdr

Payload

DIFS

Tc
Figure 4. Ts and Tc for basic access mechanism
As shown in Figure 4, during the use of the 802.11b basic access mechanism, the specific
slot length values obtained are
Ts = t PHY _ hdr + t MAC _ hdr + t PAYLOAD + SIFS + t ACK + DIFS
Tc = t PHY _ hdr + t MAC _ hdr + t PAYLOAD + DIFS ,
where t PHY _ hdr and t MAC _ hdr are the times to transmit the PHY-layer and MAC-layer
headers, t ACK is the time for a receiving station to transmit an ACK frame, and SIFS
(short interframe space) and DIFS (DCF interframe sequence) are MAC-protocol wait
periods specified in [4]. The value t PAYLOAD is the amount of time to transmit the payload
data at a specified data bit rate (e.g., 1500 payload data bytes at 11Mbps results in the
transmission of 12000 bits in 1.09 msec.)
ASSOCIATION AND REASSOCIATION TIMES
In this section, we present an example based the analysis provided above. We will
assume that data is always available at all stations in the wireless network and that the
data packets being transmitted by active stations have payloads of 1500 bytes each
(roughly the maximum Ethernet payload size.) Figures 5 and 6 show the association and
reassociation time for a mobile node as a function of the number of existing, active
stations in the wireless network.
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Figure 5. Association (entry) time for a mobile node as a function of the number of
existing, active stations in WLAN
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Figure 6. Reassociation (handover) time for a mobile node as a function of the number
of existing, active stations in WLAN

As expected, the value of t channel _ busy dominates t probe _ delay , t AUTH , t ASSOC _ REQ , and
t ASSOC _ RSP justifying our in-depth analysis. The delays shown in Figures 5 and 6 are
sufficiently small to result in limited distances traveled by high-speed nodes during
network entry and handover. Thus, it is likely over such small distances that no data loss
from the high-speed node will be incurred due to network transients.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper, we described an analytic model for the process of a fast moving node
entering a wireless network and the associated handoffs of that node among ground
stations as the fast mover traverses the spatial region covered by the wireless network.
Our analysis shows that association and reassociation delays are dominated by the degree
to which the channel is used by nodes not directly involved with the association or
reassociation event; however, these delays scale nicely with an increase in the number of
active wireless nodes that exist within the WLAN, that is, the wireless network does not
“break” under the stress of many high speed nodes. A major concern of the use of
existing WLAN protocols (e.g., 802.11b) for the case of fast moving nodes was whether
or not a high speed node would travel so far during entry or handover delays that it would
already have initiated the next handover before the network had stabilized and reacquired
the mobile node. Our analysis quiets this concern. We presented an example based on
worst-case saturation of the wireless network by large numbers of active stations sending
large data packets, and this example demonstrates that entry and handover delays are
sufficiently small to preclude a high speed node from destabilizing the network or loosing
connectivity by “out running” the handover process. Thus, our original assertion in [1]
that network-centric data telemetry systems offer substantial improvements over
traditional serial data telemetry systems remains solid. Our analytical results will be
validated during the Hydra-70 flight tests detailed in [2].
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a follow up to a paper presented at ITC 2002 entitled “Wireless Local Area Network
for Data Telemetry from Fast Moving Nodes” by R. J. Bamberger, G. R. Barrett, R. A. Nichols, and
J. L. Burbank of the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, and M. H. Lauss of the
Yuma Test Center at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground (YPG). In that paper, network-centric
data telemetry systems, specifically those based on commercial off- the-shelf (COTS) technologies
such as the IEEE 802.11b Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), were offered as an improvement
over traditional frequency modulated (FM) data telemetry systems. The feasibility study of using
WLANs for data telemetry considered both the radio frequency (RF) link over extended ranges and
the effect due to Doppler shift. This paper describes an experiment designed to test those previous
analyses.
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INTRODUCTION
COTS technologies such as 802.11b WLANs offer high data rates, quick setup times, configuration
flexibility, and relatively long ranges. These technologies may be readily adapted for data telemetry
from sensors on mobile and airborne platforms. At YPG, 802.11b wireless bridges (WBs) and access
points (APs) are currently being used to remotely control and telemeter data from video,
meteorological, and other data collection equipment throughout the proving ground. The current
YPG wireless network is considered to be a prototype for Two-Way Robust Acquisition of Data
(2-RAD), a system that is being developed to support data telemetry from a number of fast moving
airborne platforms such as missiles, munitions, and aircraft to collection points on the ground. An
effort is underway at the JHU/APL to analyze the current YPG system, and to investigate the
feasibility of using this system for data telemetry from multiple fast moving airborne platforms.
Two primary concerns with using 802.11b as a data telemetry system on fast moving platforms are
robustness to Doppler shifts and the ability to maintain strong RF links over large distances. The
paper presented at ITC 2002 addressed these concerns primarily through analysis. Doppler shifts for
platform velocities of Mach 5 were determined to be 13.241 kHz, well within the specified 802.11b
receiver frequency tolerance of ±60 kHz. The RF link analysis was based on the 802.11b network
infrastructure operating at YPG. Operational line-of-sight (LOS) links of up to 70.7 km were

calculated for an 11 Mbps data throughput, and LOS links of up to 165.3 km were calculated for a
data throughput of 1 Mbps. These values were consistent with anecdotal experience at YPG.
To test the analysis results, a joint JHU/APL and YPG team is setting up an experiment to measure
the system performance of a network consisting of a fast moving airborne 802.11b node and
stationary 802.11b nodes on the ground. The fast moving 802.11b platform for this experiment is an
inexpensive and easily modified Hydra-70 rocket. The ground nodes, called Wireless Repeater
Stations (WRSs), are based on the equipment configuration of the existing YPG WLAN system.
The Hydra-70 flights are planned for June or July 2003. The results of this experiment are expected
to support the previous analyses and demonstrate that 802.11b can be used to telemeter data from
fast moving platforms over distances that far exceed normal 802.11b operation. These tests also
demonstrate the ability to develop very small, lightweight, and inexpensive data telemetry systems
using all COTS equipment.

802.11b SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An 802.11b WLAN is a flexible data communication system that uses RF to extend or replace a
wire/cable/fiber local area network (LAN). In addition to eliminating the wire/cable/fiber
infrastructure, this system allows network nodes to be mobile. It operates in the 2.4000 to
2.4835 GHz frequency band, which is an unlicensed industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM)
frequency band. Data rates of 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps are supported, and the spectrum is spread using
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). In DSSS, the carrier is modulated using differential
binary phase shift keying (DBPSK), which produces the 1 Mbps data rate; differential quadrature
phase shift keying (DQPSK), which produces the 2 Mbps rate; or complementary code keying
(CCK), which produces the 5.5 and 11 Mbps rates. Detailed information on the system can be found
in the IEEE 802.11b standard (ref [6]).
WLAN systems can be configured as either an ad- hoc or infrastructure network. In an ad- hoc
network, the system nodes form a network “on the fly” when they are brought together. There are no
fixed points, and every node can communicate with every other node. In an infrastructure network
architecture, the nodes (mobile and fixed) communicate with fixed network APs. These APs are
usually connected to wire or fiber optic land lines which act as the connection to wired networks
(e.g., the internet). Nodes that travel from one AP service area to another AP service area are
transferred via ha ndoffs. This handoff method is similar to that used by mobile phone cellular
systems. AP service areas can be linked to each other using WBs.

YPG WLAN IMPLEMENTATION
At YPG, an 802.11b-based COTS WLAN is being used to remotely control and telemeter data from
equipment throughout the proving ground. The YPG wireless network was first implemented in
1996, and is considered to be a prototype for the 2-RAD system.
The YPG WLAN consists of various mobile, fixed data telemetry, and dedicated fixed infrastructure
sites. Mobile user platforms consist of wireless 802.11b radios installed into vehicles such as trucks,
vans, or helicopters. The fixed data telemetry sites are located at fixed sites throughout the range and

transmit mostly meteorological and video data. The six infrastructure sites provide the backbone
connectivity to the range and are set up as wireless repeaters only and generate no data. The
infrastructure sites identified: Sites1-6 provide the core 802.11b connectivity, with Site 2, Site 6, and
Site 4 providing coverage to isolated areas not serviced by the three primary sites. The data is
connected to the YPG wired network at Site 1. The infrastructure backbone operates with link
distances of up to 30 km (19 mi).

WIRELESS REPEATER STATIONS
The WRSs used in this experiment each consist of an 802.11b AP connected to an 802.11b WB over
a crossover Ethernet cable. Both the AP and WB are Cisco Aironet 340 Wireless Bridges, which can
be configured as an AP or WB. The AP is used to communicate with the airborne 802.11b node
(Channel 1), and the WB is used to push the data onto the YPG WLAN infrastructure over a separate
channel (Channel 6). The AP uses a 14 dBi gain Yagi antenna, and the WB uses an 11 dBi gain
omnidirectional antenna and a 1 W amplifier. The Yagi antennas are mounted on 100-foot antenna
masts. The WRS configuration is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Wireless Repeater Station equipment and communications architecture

HYDRA-70 ROCKET VEHICLE
The Hydra-70 Rocket System is a family of relatively inexpensive 2.75-in. (70 mm) diameter
unguided rockets. The Hydra-70 rocket is typically fired from armed helicopters or fixed wing
platforms using a 7-tube M260 or 19-tube M261 Light Weight Launcher (LWL). Several motors are
available for the Hydra-70. For these tests an MK66 Mod 2 motor is used.

Figure 2. Hydra-70 rocket being loaded into an M260 LWL (left), and the Hydra-70 rocket
with various warheads (right).

Measurements of the Hydra-70 flight dynamics performed by the Army Research Laboratory (ARL)
in Aberdeen, Maryland, show an erratic spin history that ranges from +30 to -20 rev/s just after
launch, then settles to approximately +10 rev/s for most of the flight. The velocity history peaks at
approximately 650 m/s, and is shown in Figure 3. These flight dynamics provide a robust test
environment for the evaluation of mobile 802.11b system performance.
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Figure 3. Velocity History of Hydra-70 Rocket Traje ctory

HYDRA-70 ROCKET PAYLOAD
The rocket payload consists of two single board computers (SBCs), an 802.11b
PCMCIA client card, a 2.4 GHz band antenna, and a small camera. Although all
payload components are COTS, the usable payload space interior diameter of 2.5 in
(63.5 mm) severely limited component selection.
The camera that was selected is a Logitech QuickCam for Notebooks Pro
with a maximum 640x480 video resolution and frame rate up to 30 frames per
sec. This camera can also be remotely controlled to zoom, pan, and tilt. The
camera is controlled, and image data is sent, via the USB port.

Figure 4. Logitech
camera

The 802.11b radio is a Cisco Aironet 350 PCMCIA client adapter
(AIR-LMC35x) with two MMCX connectors for external antennas. This
card supports up to an 11 Mbps data rate, a transmit power up to 100 mW
(+20 dBm), and communication on all 11 North American 802.11b
channels. Receiver sensitivity ranges from -94 dBm for a 1 Mbps data rate
to -85 dBm for an 11 Mbps data rate.

Figure 5. Cisco 802.11b
card

Of the 65 small (< 24 in.² footprint) SBCs that were identified, only four fit inside the Hydra-70
payload space. None of these four satisfied all the memory, processor, and interface requirements
required for both the camera and 802.11b card. Consequently, two SBCs had to be used for this
experiment.
The Intrinsyc Cerfboard has a 206 MHz Intel 32-bit StrongARM SA-1110 RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computer) processor, 16 MB SDRAM, 32 MB Flash memory, a 10BaseT Ethernet
port, and a CompactFlash port. This SBC is used to drive the Cisco 802.11b card which is
accomplished through the CompactFlash port (a CompactFlash-to-PCMCIA adapter is used).
Although this SBC has a USB port, the port is configured as a slave rather than as a host. Therefore,
this board cannot be used to control or download image data from the Logitech camera. The
operating system (OS) used onboard the CerfBoard is embedded Linux.

Figure 6. Intrinsyc CerfBoard SBC
The SBC used to control and read data from the camera is a CompuLab 586CORE with a 133 MHz
AMD ElanSC520 X-86 compatible processor, 64 MB SDRAM, 64 MB Flash memory, a
100/10BaseT Ethernet port, and a USB host port. Because this board does not provide PCMCIA
support, it cannot be used to drive the Cisco 802.11b card. The OS is Windows CE.
The CompuLab 586CORE interfaces to the Intrinsyc CerfBoard through an Ethernet crossover
cable. The complete payload architecture is shown in Figure 8. Total payload weight is expected to
be approximately 1.2 pounds, not including battery pack. Peak power consumption, which occurs
during WLAN transmissions, is not expected to exceed 4 W.

Figure 7. CompuLab 586CORE SBC top (left) and bottom (right) views
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Figure 8. Hydra-70 payload architecture

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The Hydra-70 rocket flights will take place at YPG in a test area known as Rocket Alley. The total
flight distance of the rocket is approximately 6 km (3.7 mi), and flight time is approximately
20 seconds.
Two WRSs will be located along the Hydra-70 flight trajectory. WRS1 is located 3.6 km from the
launch site, offset from the trajectory ground track by approximately 1 km. WRS2 is located 7.9 km
from the launch site, and beyond the expected flight termination point. These WRS locations, along
with the launch point and expected flight termination point, are shown in Figure 9.
Two test configurations are planned. For the Link Tests, a single WRS (WRS2) located beyond the
flight termination point captures rocket data along the entire flight trajectory. For the Handoff Tests,
two WRSs (WRS1 and WRS2) are used to test the Hydra-70 node handoff from one WRS to
another. At least four Hydra-70 rockets are available for this experiment, so at least two launches are
planned for each test configuration.
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Figure 9. YPG test site with launch, impact, and WRS locations

For both test configurations, 802.11b link and timing information are monitored prior to launch and
throughout the Hydra-70 flight. The primary measurement equipment for these tests is an 802.11b
wireless network sniffer. The sniffer consists of a laptop computer with a Cisco Aironet 350
PCMCIA client adapter connected to an 11 dBi omnidirectional antenna. The sniffer software is the
AiroPeek Wireless Protocol Analyzer, a commercial software product that provides packet
transmission speed, channel number/RF frequency, and RF signal strength of the received packet.
AiroPeek also allows 802.11b management and control packets to be captured along with the data
packets typically recorded by Ethernet sniffers (e.g., Ethereal sniffer software). Corrupted packets
are recorded using AiroPeek to provide packet error rate (PER). During the Handoff Tests, the
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, network layer, and transport layer delays are measured during
the handoff from WRS1 to WRS2.
The primary data carried by the 802.11b packets are camera control messages (uplink) and digitized
camera video (downlink). The camera is mounted with the lens normal to the spin axis. Because a
frame rate of greater than 10 frames per second is required to avoid synchronization with the 10 Hz

rocket spin rate, a frame rate of 15 frames is planned. Picture and color resolution have not yet been
determined. Once the image data is pushed onto the YPG infrastructure, it is organized, stored, and
distributed using the Integrated Management Test Framework (ITMF). The ITMF is an architecture
that operates under the YPG WLAN and is used to manage data throughout the network.

PRE-EXPERIMENT LINK ANALYSIS
A pre-test analysis was performed to predict the expected received signal levels at both the airborne
and ground 802.11b nodes. This analysis assumed a parabolic rocket trajectory with a 300 m apogee.
The orientation of the rocket was assumed to be tangential to the trajectory path. The log-distance
propagation loss model was used for the path loss calculations. LOS was assumed throughout the
trajectory. The antenna patterns, look angles, and rocket pitch angle were used to determine antenna
coupling loss. The azimuth boresight angle for the WRS2 antenna is optimized for each test
configuration.
The results for the received signal level at the WRSs are shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the Link
Test configuration and Handoff Test configuration, respectively. The green line shows the Hydra-70
trajectory, with the elevation axis on the right. The light blue line represents the receiver sensitivity
of -94 dBm for a 1 Mbps data rate, and the pink line represents the receiver sensitivity of -85 dBm
for an 11 Mbps data rate (for a bit error rate of 10-5 ). In Figure 10, the dark blue line represents the
received signal level at WRS2. In Figure 11, the dark blue line represents the received signal level at
WRS1 and the purple line represents the received signal level at WRS2.
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Figure 10. Received signal level predicted for WRS2 for the first test configuration
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Figure 11. Received signal level predicted for WRS1 and WRS2 for the second test
configuration
CONCLUSION
The Hydra-70 rocket experiment described in this paper is intended to investigate the effects of
velocity and extended range on 802.11b system performance. The data from these flight tests should
provide an initial indication of any limitations to using the 802.11b WLAN system for data telemetry
from fast- moving platforms. This experiment also demonstrates the ability to develop small,
lightweight, inexpensive WLAN telemetry systems using COTS equipment.
Because the Hydra-70 flights are not expected to take place until June or July 2003, the experiment
results are not available at this time. However, these results will be presented during the ITC 2003
speakers session for this paper.
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ABSTRACT
Properly formatted XML files can contain telemetry data points, data type definitions, define table
relationships, and other attributes that can expedite database updates. There are a number of methods
to alter a database when using an XML file as the input. Some methods are useful with one aspect,
such as creating tables, while others are better at updating data tables. This paper describes three
methods to accomplish database updates using XML and discusses some positive and negative
aspects to each approach.
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INTRODUCTION
Within the System Simulation and Control Branch of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL),
Space Vehicles Directorate, we have built a laboratory that is capable of simulating satellite
subsystems and satellite formation flying. As part of that laboratory a mission operations center was
built that collects telemetry data from simulated subsystems, and will eventually be the receiving
point for actual satellite data that is down linked to the ground. The data center is a separate
component within that laboratory and is capable of archiving all the telemetry data received from
simulations, as well as actual satellite telemetry data sets, and is also responsible for providing
various customers with access to those data sets.
The data center is making extensive use of XML to satisfy its requirement of receiving and
providing access to satellite data sets. XML is used to build and populate telemetry tables, define
relationships between those database tables, and output the data sets to customers. This paper
describes three processes that enable XML being used to generate database tables and populate those
tables with satellite telemetry data.
BACKGROUND

Visual Studio.NET is Microsoft’s latest push at a platform for XML web services that is their vision
of connecting people and information. This platform enables the use of XML based applications and
processes to work together to perform a task or service to the consumer while using the HTTP
protocol as the vehicle to transport these applications and processes. Conceivably, these applications
will run on any smart device such as phones, handheld computers, and laptops, and is the next
generation of Internet based computing.
The data center is using Visual Studio.NET as its development environment and is developing stand
alone applications as well as web applications in Visual C#. There are four primary reasons for using
Visual Studio and VC#:
1. VC# is similar to C and C++ languages which programmers are familiar with
2. VC# is a single language investment for supporting both web and stand alone Windows
application development
3. VC# lowers the learning curve and cost of maintaining applications and web sites
4. The integration of XML within Visual Studio and the clear connection between Visual
Studio and the database management system
XML INPUT - OPENXML
The data center receives satellite telemetry data sets from the Mission Operations Center component.
That data is either simulated or comes direct from the satellite; in either case the Mission Operations
Center laboratory component produces XML files that define the structure of the telemetry tables.
Under configuration management, the XML files define the table names, columns, and data types as
well as provide the actual telemetry data points.
For many XML files, validating the format is trivial, however, the satellite telemetry file is
constructed using an object-oriented format (Figure 1). When the data center receives the XML file a
utility program is first used to validate that format ( http://apps.gotdotnet.com/xmltools/xsdinference/
) and to ensure it is well formed. Figure 1 is an example of the object-oriented XML file used to
build the tables. It is expected the object-oriented XML file, that will contain telemetry data points
and be used to populate the tables, will be a similar format.
<!-- Start of APID 1400-->
<T_TLM NAME="ADSOH0" DESC="ADCS SOH 0" ID="1501">
<APID>1400</APID>
<PacketLength>264</PacketLength>
<!-- byte offset from header 0 -->
<UI NAME="ADHFILL0" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 2 -->
<SLI NAME="A_SOFTIME_S" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, sec"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 6 -->
<UI NAME="A_SOFTIME_SS" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, subsec">
<CURVE NAME="A_SOFTIME_SS_C">
<COEF NAME="0" VALUE="0.0"/>
<COEF NAME="1" VALUE="2.5E-5"/>
</CURVE>

</UI>
<!-- byte offset from header 8 -->
<UI NAME="ADCS_FILL01" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 10 -->
<SLI NAME="A_EOFTIME_S" UNITS="no units" DESC="ADCS internal time start, sec"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 14 -->
<UI NAME="A_EOFTIME_SS" UNITS="SEC" DESC="ADCS internal time start, subsec">
<CURVE NAME="A_EOFTIME_SS_C">
<COEF NAME="0" VALUE="0.0"/>
<COEF NAME="1" VALUE="2.5E-5"/>
</CURVE>
</UI>
<!-- byte offset from header 16 -->
<UI NAME="ADCS_FILL02" UNITS="no units" DESC="alignment fill"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 18 -->
<SLI NAME="AMC_ADCSMODE" UNITS="no units" DESC="AM-1 CURRENT ADCS MODE"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 22 -->
<SLI NAME="AMC_ADCSCMD" UNITS="no units" DESC="AM-1 CURRENT ADCS COMMAND"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 26 -->
<DFP NAME="AMC_RATECMDX" UNITS="rad/s" DESC="AM-1 X-AXIS CURRENT COMMANDED RATE"/>
<!-- byte offset from header 34 -->
<DFP NAME="AMC_RATECMDY" UNITS="rad/s" DESC="AM-1 Y-AXIS CURRENT COMMANDED RATE"/>
</T_TLM>
<!-- End of APID 1400-->
</SECTION>
</DATABASE>

Figure 1: Object-Oriented XML Input File
Once the object-oriented XML is validated a data center utility program parses the file and creates a
simple hierarchy XML file. The next step in the process is to generate the SQL file (Figure 2). A
data center utility program reads in the parsed XML file and automatically generates SQL statements
using the OPENXML function.
DECLARE @h int
EXEC sp_xml_preparedocument @h OUTPUT, N'<root>
<APID_1400
ADCS_FILL01=" 1"
A_EOFTIME_SS=" 1"
ADCS_FILL02=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDX=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDY=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDZ=" 1">
</APID_1400>
</root>'
USE TLM_Decom
INSERT INTO APID_1400
SELECT *
FROM OpenXML(@h, '/root/APID_1400')
WITH APID_1400
EXEC sp_xml_removedocument @h

Figure 2: SQL Translation of XML

There are advantages and disadvantages to this process:
• The number of steps to transform an XML file into a compatible format to update database
tables
• The lack of automation
• The possible loss of information when parsing the object-oriented XML file
• The lack of “relational” information present in the XML file
• The existence of application programs that will do the necessary transformations
That generated SQL file is saved then later read into the DBMS to fill the tables with data points.
This step completes the process of going from an object-oriented XML input file to updating the
database.
XML INPUT – BULK LOAD
Another approach to updating a database with XML is using Bulk Load. Under a bulk load scenario,
two pieces of information need to be passed to bulk load a document into SQL Server 2000: a XDR
(XML Data Reduced) file and the original XML document. An XDR is an early XML based schema
format file, i.e., an XSD (XML Schema Definition) file, with unique annotations added to the in-line
code.

Figure 3: Bulk Load Control GUI

Bulk loading a document has some advantages such as speed of execution, being able to control the
creation of tables, force table locking, and accepting empty table entries as NULL values.
Safeguards can be made to check for NULL entries in key fields. A NULL entry in a “time” column,
for example, would raise a flag because every row of telemetry data must be time stamped. Under
this scenario, the input XML file is translated into an XDR file and then it is input directly into the
database.
The key impediment to implementing bulk load, however, is translating from XML to XDR requires
some level of manual coding since no complete translation application exists. With simple XML
files this is not a serious barrier, however with extensive XML files, or object-oriented XML files,
this process becomes more difficult and prone to human error. Figure 4 below is an example of a
simple XML file and Figure 5 is the associated XDR file.
<ROOT>
<APID_1400
ADHFILL0=" 1"
A_SOFTIME_SS=" 1"
ADCS_FILL01=" 1"
A_EOFTIME_SS=" 1"
ADCS_FILL02=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDX=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDY=" 1"
AMC_RATECMDZ=" 1">
</APID_1400>
</ROOT>

Figure 4: Simple XML File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="windows-1252" ?>
<Schema xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-data"
xmlns:dt="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:datatypes"
xmlns:sql="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-sql" >
<ElementType name="APID_1400a" sql:relation="APID_1400" content="mixed" order="many" >
<AttributeType name="ADHFILL0" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="A_SOFTIME_SS" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="ADCS_FILL01" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="A_EOFTIME_SS" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="ADCS_FILL02" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDX" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDY" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<AttributeType name="AMC_RATECMDZ" dt:type="string" > </AttributeType>
<attribute type="ADCS_FILL01" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="A_EOFTIME_SS" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="ADCS_FILL02" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="AMC_RATECMDX" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="AMC_RATECMDY" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="AMC_RATECMDZ" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="AMC_ATTCMDQ1" required="no" > </attribute>
<attribute type="AMC_ATTCMDQ3" required="no" > </attribute>
</ElementType>
</Schema>

Figure 5: Annotated XDR File

A utility program, “XMLMapper,” generated most of the XDR file in Figure 5. The output from
XMLMapper, however, is not complete enough to be sent to a DBMS. Supplemental coding is
necessary, specifically the inclusion of the statements “sql:relation=APID_1400,” the alias
name="APID_1400a," and the removal of other statements which are not recognized by the DBMS.
XML INPUT - DATASETS
A third approach to updating a database using XML is by using a DataSet class. A DataSet is an “inmemory representation of one or multiple data tables, relations, and constraints.”1 Data from a
source is read into cache, once in cache the data may be viewed or altered in some way without
actually changing the original data, i.e., a DataSet is an offline or disconnected container of data.
The data center uses DataSets to alter the database once the tables have been built and defined.
While the XML is being read into cache validation of data types is automatically performed and
appropriate flags are thrown if the data in the XML file is not in the correct (or agreed to) format. A
user can view the DataSet once validation of the XML file takes place (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Data Center XML Update Form

DataSets do not require using schema definition files; an XML file may be used to change a database
without generating an XSD file type. The data center, however, uses a function call to infer schema
generation so that the resulting XSD file type is guaranteed to be well formed and in W3C
compliance.
Figure 6 is a screen shot of the data center module that imports an XML file and updates the
telemetry database. It uses a single DataSet class to load both the existing database and the XML
file. It is a “user friendly” interface to examine the existing database entries before merging the
XML data entries. Changes to the database and XML file are blocked in this interface. Any changes
to the XML file must take place earlier to maintain the integrity of the XML file. Also, database
changes only take place using an internal DBMS module that users do not have access to. Using this
interface the user can choose to update all the tables referenced in the XML file. Programmatically
the database affected by the XML file is permanently updated with the changes represented in the
XML file.
CONCLUSION
This paper discussed three methods used at AFRL to update a database when input is from an XML
file: OPENXML, Bulk Load, and DataSet. The data center will likely use a combination of methods
for various processes it needs to execute.
For the AFRL application the most direct means to create database tables is using Bulk Load. Bulk
Load, has a disadvantage of having to create XDR files however, given that tables will not be
created often, and the advantages of table lock, NULL check, etc., the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages.
To update a database, once the database has been created, and the tables defined, the data center will
likely use DataSets. This method is easy to use and understand and can be verified and controlled by
the user. Supplemental files are automatically generated internally which lessens the possibility of
errors being introduced.
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ABSTRACT
One problem facing telemetry engineers is the ability to easily translate telemetry attributes from one
system to another. Engineers must develop a written set of attributes that define a given telemetry
stream and specify how the telemetry stream is to be transmitted, received, and processed.
Telemetry engineers take this document and create the configuration for each product that will be
exposed to the telemetry stream (airborne, ground, flight line). This process is time-consuming and
prone to error. L-3 Telemetry-West chose to implement a solution using relational databases and
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to solve this and other issues.
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INTRODUCTION
A telemetry stream can generally be thought of as consisting of two parts: the transmission side and
the receiving side. On the transmission side, a series of sensors is arrayed throughout a device in
order to capture specific measurements. These measurements are encoded into some kind of data
stream in a pre-defined manner. The data stream is then transmitted from the device, via radio,
network, or other transmission technique to a ground station. Since the data stream is pre-defined,
engineers developing the receiving station can parse the incoming data into usable information for
display and analysis.
PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING IMPLEMENTATIONS
The configuration information that describes the data stream, such as measurement or parameter
word size, data rate, or format information that exists on both sides of the telemetry stream
implementation is usually not easily transferable from one side to the other. More often than not, the
components used to make up a complete telemetry solution come from multiple vendors. Getting
these individual components to work together can be difficult and time consuming.

Many implementations of telemetry systems utilize a proprietary format for the storage of telemetry
configuration information, commonly called a database. This database format is different for each
vendor and many times, for individual products by the same vendor. This can create problems for
telemetry engineers who are unable to easily modify a given database without using vendor software
or are unable to recover a database that has become corrupted.
TELEMETRY ATTRIBUTES TRANSFER STANDARD
The Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) was designed to fill a void caused by the
transition of programs from one test range to another. This transition includes the definition of the
data stream and the attributes used to describe the telemetry. The transition from one range to
another is not always clean, as different ranges supported different technologies and processes.
Developing a TMATS standard allowed a telemetry stream and its attributes to be defined in a
manner that could be recognized by everyone that needed to analyze the data stream. The standard
was written in such a way that the method used to define the data stream could be transferred from
one computer to another in a system independent, machine-readable manner. TMATS was also
required because equipment designed by different manufacturers, or even by the same manufacturer,
did not always work together using the same database or data formats. One reason for that is fairly
simple: all equipment does not support the same level of functionality. For example, A given bit
synchronizer might have functionality that is not supported by a different bit synchronizer.
TMATS has some problems though. TMATS is difficult to read, difficult to construct, and difficult
to interpret into the format needed by the telemetry equipment. Although the format might be well
defined (in some cases), it is not always easy to convert a TMATS document into the configuration
needed to setup multiple pieces of telemetry equipment due to the differences between equipment.
XML FOR TELEMETRY ATTRIBUTES
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is not exactly a new technology. HTML and XML are based
on the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) technology developed for storing and
transferring data used in text applications. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is a derivative of
SGML used for expressing data on the web. All web browsers support HTML standards, though not
all support all the latest standards. Both SGML and HTML are limited by design. They are meant
to represent specific types of data and have defined structures from which applications meant to
interpret their data can understand the document. For example, in HTML the "<a> </a>" element
defines an anchor element. This element definition is absolute and cannot be changed.
XML is different in that there is no specific element definitions for the data contained in the
document. This means that a given element can be defined to mean anything. A solution
implemented with XML consists of three distinct parts: the design of the document, an input
component, and an output component.
To begin this discussion, we should define a few terms. The first line in a valid XML document is
the XML declaration. The declaration defines the version of the XML document, the encoding used

for the document, and any other data that might be necessary to interpret the document. The
declaration is one possible use of a processing instruction. Processing instructions may be placed in
an XML document to indicate how the document should be read or processed. They are always the
first lines in the document. The most common processing instruction is the XML declaration (<?xml
version="1.0"?>), which must exist in order for the document to be well-formed.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DOCUMENT>
<ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE="Attribute data">
Element Data
</ELEMENT>
</DOCUMENT>
The body of an XML document is made up of elements and data. The preceding example illustrates
the use of an XML header followed by the body of a document. The body contains an XML
document element and an inner element with an associated attribute. Elements are the components
of an XML document that contain data. A valid XML document contains only one top-level element
(the Root element). An element tag begins with the element declaration (<ELEMENT>) and the
element ends with the same declaration preceded by a "/" (as in </ ELEMENT >). An element may
contain other elements as shown below.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DOCUMENT>
<ELEMENT ATTRIBUTE="Attribute data">
<INNERELEMENT>
Inner Element Data
</INNERELEMENT>
</ELEMENT>
</DOCUMENT>
The data for the element exists in between the element tags. This data can itself be one or more
elements. An element can also contain attribute data. Attributes are information that helps to
describe the element more fully.
For the purposes of this discussion, the example of a PCM telemetry data stream will be used. Every
telemetry stream has identifiable characteristics such as data rate, frame size, common word size,
and synchronization information. The fictional stream used in this discussion will consist of 16
minor frames with 100 16-bit words per frame. If we define the data stream using XML we get the
following document (a minimum amount of information is shown for example purposes, obviously
more information would be required).

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DOCUMENT>
<PCMStreamInfo DataRate="2000000">
<FrameDefinition>
<MinorFrame>16</MinorFrames>
<WordsPerFrame>100</WordsPerFrame>
</FrameDefinition>
</PCMStreamInfo>
</DOCUMENT>
One of the first things that can be noticed about this document is that it is readable. A quick glance
will allow the user to easily see that the data stream being described has a data rate of 2 megabits and
is constructed from 16 100-word frames.
Suppose that a manufacturer develops a decommutator module that can parse our fictional data
stream. This decommutator module can support only a single format. The document developed
above can describe the data stream for this decommutator module. Now suppose that the same
manufacturer develops a new decommutator module that can support multiple formats. If we choose
to add support for this new decommutator module, we can modify the preceding XML document to
include format information as shown below.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DOCUMENT>
<PCMStreamInfo DataRate="2000000">
<FrameDefinition>
<MinorFrame>16</MinorFrames>
<WordsPerFrame>100</WordsPerFrame>
<NumberOfFormats>1</NumberOfFormats>
</FrameDefinition>
</PCMStreamInfo>
</DOCUMENT>
The way that XML documents are interpreted, both XML documents are valid for both
decommutator modules. The reason is simple. The interpreter can choose not to process a given
element. This same philosophy can apply to most other designs with one exception. If a proprietary
format were used to store the telemetry information, the designer would have to change the format of
the proprietary file to support the new functionality. It can generally be said that as those proprietary
files are modified, they will no longer be compatible with older versions of software.
While XML can provide an easy way to transfer and store human/machine readable data stream
definitions, performance could be impacted when reading and writing large amounts of data.
Although techniques are available for doing this (Xpath), a better solution is to use a relational
database system.

RELATIONAL DATABASES
A relational database solves the problems presented by using proprietary databases, namely that user
administration of those databases is limited to the tools provided by the vendor. Using a relational
database provides the user with a variety of tools for the administration and manipulation of data.
The manufacturer of the database management system (DBMS) typically provides some tools, but
other tools (both proprietary and open source) are available for the administration and modification
of stored data. A variety of relational database products exist. Microsoft Data Engine (MSDE) is a
re-distributable component of Sql Server that is available under certain circumstances, but currently
limited to 2 GB of data. MSDE can be upgraded to a full Microsoft Sql Server solution for more
data storage and better administration tools. MySql is an open-source database that is much less
expensive than competing products, but does not support much of the functionality of more
expensive products. Oracle, Postgres Sql, and other products are also available.
Programming for the relational database does not necessarily require specialized knowledge or API’s
developed by the vendor. Relational databases utilize the Structured Query Language (SQL) for
control of the database. Many developers already know this method of database access and
companies can capitalize on this knowledge by using their existing developer base.
Years after a project has ended, and the vendor has changed the format used for the storage of their
data, the information stored in the relational database may still be read and modified. Tools
available for the modification of SQL databases will allow these databases to be modified or
translated from the old format to the new format without relying on the vendor for a special
conversion application.
It is possible to modify the structure of a table in a relational database without losing the data stored
in the database. If the vendor changes the format of the data stored in the database, by adding a
column, the old data is still available, viewable, and modifiable. It becomes fairly simple to write an
application that can modify the existing tables to support new database structures. Existing DBMS
functionality also allows for backups of entire databases prior to the modification of the database.
Application Software
XML

Database Access
Routines

Relational Database
Figure 1

Many database manufacturers now support XML as a native
component of the DBMS. A typical XML function of the DBMS
might be to output the result of a database query as an XML
document. This output can be formatted to varying degrees by the
implementing DBMS. As a rule, this formatting has yet to provide
the level of detail necessary to eliminate additional formatting by
application code, but is sufficient to prove that relational databases
and XML can work together to provide application solutions.

Figure 1 shows how application software might be designed to work
with both a relational database and an XML layer. As you can see, the relational database stores the
data for quick and easy access by the application, while an implemented XML layer allows the
application to handle XML documents either stored in the database or from other sources.

CASE STUDY: VISTA TELEMETRY GROUND STATION
In 1998, L-3 Communications Telemetry-West made the decision to implement relational database
support as part of its line of telemetry ground processing products. A later decision incorporated
XML into the product line. These decisions were made to achieve three objectives: platform
independence, product independence, and user flexibility. Telemetry-West has several products
including its System 550, Visual Test System (VTS), Avalon and Astra baseband processing system.
Each of these hardware platforms has common elements as far as configuration is concerned. In
addition to the previously listed hardware platforms, Telemetry West developed Vista™ as an
enterprise level solution to the management and control of the many products sold by TelemetryWest. The benefits for the customer include a common database format for each ground station,
centralized database administration, and a common graphical user interface for the definition,
analysis, and display of telemetry data streams.
This combined design also has benefits for the vendor. Relational databases have well-defined
interfaces and a time-tested design. A telemetry system manufacturer doesn’t have the need to spend
time or money developing the database management system, interfaces to the database, and is not
dependent on a single database management solution. A large body of knowledge and experience
exists for the relational database, making implementation easier. Many customers already have
relational database management systems in place. Vista™ has the ability to work with these
customers’ systems by implementing a generic database design from which it can support Microsoft
SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, and other database management systems.
Another benefit derived from the use of relational databases is language independence. Interfaces
into relational databases exist in some form for almost every language. This means that the
manufacturer and the customer can leverage existing skills and technologies in developing telemetry
configuration tools.
XML provided Vista™ with the ability to easily transfer databases from one system to another via an
import and export utility. Since XML provides a format that both the computer and the user can
easily read and understand, this tool became an invaluable tool for the support and debugging of
telemetry configurations not internally developed. In addition, these exported databases can also be
viewed in a web browser, eliminating the implementation of proprietary tools for the viewing of
exported configuration files.
No telemetry stream configuration is usually ever developed correctly the first time. There are
almost always changes. However, implementing an integrated solution such as can be had with
VistaTec™ (allowing development of a single database that supports the creation of both the
airborne PCM format and the ground processing tables from the same database) will allow the user
to eliminate the necessity of transferring attributes between systems. Implementing a version control
system in a relational database creates some interesting challenges. Telemetry-West chose to use
XML as a solution for version control inside the Vista ground station software. XML provided the
perfect tool for wrapping several relational tables inside a single document that can then be stored
back to the database in a compressed format (requiring less space) or stored to disk for transfer
between systems.

DIFFICULTIES WITH A RELATIONAL DATABASE AND XML SOLUTION
Performance is one of the largest problems when implementing a solution using relational databases
and XML. Communication performance with a relational database server on a network is dependent
on network traffic. This means that updates to, and reads from the database should be minimized to
achieve the greatest performance. A careful analysis of query design and the use of application
caching can help to diminish this problem.
When designing an XML document, one might be enticed to make the XML document readable by
making the element descriptions long. This can be a trap for long databases that contain hundreds or
thousands of records as these descriptions increase the size of the XML document. However, since
an XML document is nothing more than ASCII, it can be compressed using existing compression
technology available in many languages and platforms. The key to element naming is to find a
balance between human readability and machine usability (the bigger the file, the longer it takes to
load and search).
RECOMMENDATION
The Range Commanders Council should consider the possibility of transitioning the TMATS
standard to an XML based format. Although XML itself does not define elements, a mechanism is
in place that accomplishes this task. A document type definition (DTD) or XML schema serves this
purpose by defining what elements an XML document that complies with the DTD or schema must
contain and any constraints that may exist for those elements. If an XML document is associated
with a DTD or schema, and processing the XML document against the DTD or schema produces no
errors, then the document is said to be valid. A document may be validated against one or more
DTD’s or schemas. The created DTD’s or schemas would replace or augment the existing TMATS
format.
CONCLUSION
XML and Relational databases can provide an invaluable solution for the development and
implementation of a telemetry ground station. XML provides a platform, product, and language
independent manner of transferring and storing configuration information. Relational databases are
a proven technology that has an existing body of developers and knowledge that solves many of the
problems created by the use of proprietary database formats. The use of DTD’s or schemas
authorized by the Range Commanders Council would allow manufacturers to develop products
whose configuration is not tied to any particular product or manufacturer, yet flexible enough to
contain the exceptions that exist for every manufacturers product.
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ABSTRACT
XML is a simple and powerful way to handle on data transfers between organizations, applications
and/or computer systems. Currently, there is a significant effort within NASA to transition to XML
vocabularies as the means of exchanging electronic data. XML can provide a useful way to transfer
telemetry attributes data between customers and systems. The current standard for airborne telemetry
data description is the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS). TMATS is a well-defined,
structured specification that will map into XML extremely well. This makes XML an excellent choice
to supplement TMATS for the interchange of telemetry attribute information. The Western
Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) is defining an
XML Schema that will be used in support of the WATR Integrated Next Generation System (WINGS).
This paper describes this work in progress.
KEY WORDS
Telemetry, TMATS, XML, Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard
INTRODUCTION
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) is
developing its next generation real time acquisition and processing system, the WATR Integrated Next
Generation System (WINGS) Mission Segment. The purpose of the WINGS Mission Segment is to
acquire data from a variety of sources and process that data for subsequent display and analysis by
project engineers in the WATR Mission Control Centers (MCCs) in real-time and near real-time. One
of the primary goals of WINGS is to provide a flexible, re-configurable system for ground support of the
wide variety of experimental vehicles assigned to Dryden. WINGS is being implemented in an
evolutionary phased approach.

As a significant part of the WINGS architecture, it is planned to implement the mission configuration
segment of the WINGS system around a World Wide Web enabled set of Extensible Mark-up Language
(XML) data objects.
WINGS must support the import and export of mission configuration data and telemetry attributes from
the wide variety of projects and missions. WINGS architecture also defines the use of the Inter-range
Instrumentation Group’s (IRIG) Telemetry Standard (IRIG 106) Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard
as a mechanism of importing new program information into the WATR. Therefore, an effort has begun
which begins with the definition of an XML schema to support the TMATS standard file format and can
easily be incorporated into the WINGS overall mission configuration plans. Figure 1 pictorially
represents how the use of TMATS and a variety of other Configuration Information will be used to
prepare for a Flight Research Mission at DFRC.
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Figure 1 – XML and WINGS Data Flow
This paper describes the efforts that are currently under way to take the existing TMATS standard and
create an XML Schema which can easily import a TMATS file and create an XML file which will carry
all of the necessary information to support mission setup for the WINGS.
WHAT IS TMATS?
As with standards in other industries, the standards developed by the Telemetry Group of the InterRange Instrumentation Group (IRIG) of the Range Commanders Council (RCC) are designed to provide

a standard platform for the development, implementation, and utilization of telemetry systems by the
user and vendor community.
In early 1993, the IRIG introduced the TMATS, which was published in IRIG 106-93 as Chapter 9
(updated in 1996, 1999, 2001, and coming in 2003). This long needed standardization was designed to
provide a common thread through which test programs could move from one test range to another
significantly reducing amount of re-work and cost in the setup environment.
As described in Chapter 9 of IRIG 106, the purpose of TMATS is “... to provide a common format for
the transfer of information between the user and a test range or between ranges. This format will
minimize the ‘station unique’ activities that are necessary to support any test item. In addition, it is
intended to relieve the labor intensive process currently required to reformat the information by
providing the information on computer compatible media, thus reducing errors and requiring less
preparation time for test support.” [1]
The attributes defined by TMATS (shown in Figure 2) are those parameters required by the
receiving/processing system to acquire, process and display the telemetry data received from a test item
or source. Each attribute is represented by a unique code name and associated data (syntax).
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Figure 2 – The TMATS Standard
TMATS is divided into Groups of telemetry attributes, which are described in Table 1.

Attribute Group
General Information
Transmission Attributes
Tape Source
Attributes
Multiplex/Modulation
Attributes
PCM Format
Attributes
PCM Measurement Attributes
1553 Bus Data Attributes
PAM Attributes
Data Conversion Attributes
Airborne Hardware Attributes

Description
Defines various top-level program definitions and defines each data source used
within this TMATS file.
Describes each RF link that was defined in the General Information Section.
Describes each tape data source defined in the General Information Section.
Defines each FM/FM, FM/PM, or PM/PM multiplex characteristic. For analog
measurement, this section defines a link to the Data Conversion Section.
Defines the format and various characteristics of a PCM data stream. This definition
includes subframe and embedded format descriptions.
Defines and describes each PCM measurand to the system. This definition includes
the measurand location(s) and measurement names.
Defines each 1553 data stream by defining the various messages and their locations.
Definition of the Pulse-Amplitude Modulation system. This includes PAM format
characteristics and measurement attributes.
Defines the various conversions that are to be applied to defined measurements.
This section was recently added to the TMATS specification (5 May 1995). It defines
the specific configuration of airborne instrumentation hardware in use on the vehicle
under test.

Table 1 – TMATS Telemetry Attributes Groups
WHAT IS XML?
Extensible Markup Language, abbreviated XML, describes a class of data objects called XML
documents and partially describes the behavior of computer programs which process them. XML is an
application profile or restricted form of SGML, the Standard Generalized Markup Language. By
construction, XML documents are conforming SGML documents.
XML documents are made up of storage units called entities, which contain either parsed or unparsed
data. Parsed data is made up of characters, some of which form character data, and some of which form
markup. Markup encodes a description of the document's storage layout and logical structure. XML
provides a mechanism to impose constraints on the storage layout and logical structure.
A software module called an XML processor is used to read XML documents and provide access to
their content and structure. It is assumed that an XML processor is doing its work on behalf of another
module, called the application. This Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Second Edition)
(provided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as a Recommendation) specification describes
the required behavior of an XML processor in terms of how it must read XML data and the information
it must provide to the application.
XML was designed to enhance the interchangeability of information between applications. Very much
like TMATS, XML has been accepted by the industry as the most appropriate mechanism of sharing
information for a wide variety of applications ranging from financial information to highly technical
data such as telemetry attributes.

THE TMATS XML SCHEMA
The schema being developed for TMATS has a one-to-one relationship to the attributes that are defined
in the telemetry standard. At the top level, shown in Figure 3, each of the TMATS Groups are defined:
<xs:element name="Tmats">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="GeneralInformationGroup"/>
<xs:element ref="TapeAttributes"/>
<xs:element ref="TransmissionAttributes"/>
<xs:element ref="MultiplexModulationGroup"/>
<xs:element ref="StreamFormatAttributes"/>
<xs:element ref="PCMMeasurementDescriptions"/>
<xs:element ref="DataConversionAttributes"/>
<xs:element ref="Bus1553Attributes"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Figure 3 – Top Level XML Schema for TMATS
As an example of the XML Schema for TMATS, Figure 4 presents the structure defined for the General
Information Group of TMATS. Each element (TMATS attribute) is defined along with specific
programmatic information as to the specific data to be supplied, including: List of Possible Choices,
Range of Values Allowed, Type of Values Allowed, Character String Length, etc. This information
comes directly from Chapter 9 of the IRIG 106 Telemetry Standard.

s:element name="GeneralInformationGroup">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="ProgramName"/>
<xs:element ref="TestItem"/>
<xs:element ref="RevisionLevel"/>
<xs:element ref="OriginationDate"/>
<xs:element ref="Revision"/>
<xs:element ref="Update"/>
<xs:element ref="TestNumber"/>
<xs:element ref="PointOfContact"/>
<xs:element ref="DataSource" xOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:element ref="TestInformation"/>
<xs:element ref="SecurityClassification"/>
<xs:element ref="Comments"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Figure 4 – Top Level XML Schema for the General Information Group

Another, more complicated, example of the XML Schema for TMATS is shown in Figure 5. This
describes the telemetry attributes required to define a measurement in the standard.
<xs:element name="Measurement">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element ref="Parity" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="ParityTransferOrder" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="MeasurementTransferOrder" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="LocationType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="MinorFrame" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="MinorFrameSuperCommutated" inOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="MinorFrameFragmented" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="SubFrame" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="SubFrameSuperCommutated" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="SubFrameFragmented" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="TransducerInformation" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="Measurand" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="LinkType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="TelemetryValueDefinition" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="InflightCalibration" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="AmbientValue" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="OtherInformation" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="DataConversion" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="Comments" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element ref="Location" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="Name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

Figure 5 – Top Level XML Schema for Measurement Definition
HOW TO USE THE TMATS XML STRUCTURE
Once the TMATS XML Schema is complete and fully supports the complete telemetry attributes
transfer standard, several applications will be developed to take full use of this effort. These include:
1. An application that will import a standard TMATS file and translate it into the XML language
defined above.
2. An application that will import an XML file and create a standard TMATS file.
3. For those telemetry vendors who utilize XML in their hardware and software configuration
environment (there are several today), an Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation
(XSLT) utility will be developed to transform the TMATS XML into the vendor specific XML
structure.
The finalized version of the TMATS XML schema will be made available to the industry on the Web for
use by other members of the telemetry community. This should occur by late summer 2003.

CONCLUSIONS
Since its inception in the early 1990s, TMATS has gained popularity and overcome the skepticism from
both the telemetry vendor and user communities. This is largely due to TMATS’ ability to significantly
reduce the time necessary to bring a new program to test readiness. Coupling the definitive TMATS
standard with the platform independent XML technology should further enhance the usability and
extensibility of this telemetry standard.
It should be noted that a standard interface between instrumentation groups and ground stations is
extremely valuable not just for ease of use and portability among ground processing stations but also for
commonality, report generation, calibration archiving and pre-flight checkout for instrumentation
personnel. All of these things contribute to lower risk, less cost and less chance of program delay to the
ultimate customer -- the test project.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the basic foundations of XML and the description of a JAVA-based
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) prototype application being developed for the E-9A
Airborne Telemetry Platform. In an effort to eliminate proprietary software and improve
range safety data exchange, radar boat position data will be tagged with pre-defined
XML tags prior to being transmitted from the E-9A. Ground Station software will then
processes the XML-based boat position data to provided a means for ground station
personnel to strip out data and distribute over the Internet. Leveraging XML for a
telemetry application provides the ability to efficiently exchange telemetry data between
users over the Internet and harness a web based standard with industry wide support.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
There are only two E-9A aircraft in the USAF inventory, both of which are stationed at
Tyndall AFB. In addition to its other mission requirements, the Sea Surveillance Radar
system on the E-9A is used to locate an area on the Eglin Gulf Range clear of surface
vessels for live-fire weapons test.

Up to twenty boat positions are down linked once per minute via a High Frequency (HF)
modem for display at the Range Control Facility (RCF). Range safety personnel at the
RCF use this boat position information to determine a clear area in which to conduct
live-fire missile tests.
Different facilities on the Eglin Gulf Range use redundant equipment with proprietary
software to receive and display the E-9A boat data. This increases maintenance and
support costs leaving no room for enhancements or modifications to the downlink.
In an effort to increase system functionality and improve data exchange, the radar boat
position data will be tagged with pre-defined XML tags prior to being transmitted from
the E-9A. Software will then be developed to parse the XML-based boat position data
to provide a means for ground station personnel to strip out data for real-time displays.
With the use of XML, the boat position data sent from the E-9A will be more efficiently
archived and exchanged between range safety personnel using commercial off-theshelf web-based applications thus reducing costs and improving overall safety on the
Eglin Gulf Range.
WHAT IS XML?
XML is designed to improve the functionality of the Web by providing more flexible and
adaptable information identification. It is called extensible because it is not a fixed
format like HTML. Instead, XML is actually a `metalanguage' - a language for
describing other languages - which lets you design your own customized markup
languages for limitless different types of documents.
XML is easy and straightforward to use: easy to define data types, easy to author and
manage data, and easy to transmit and share data across the Web. It defines an
extremely simple dialect that is completely described in the XML Specification. The
goal is to enable data to be sent, received, and processed in the way that is now
possible with HTML.
For this reason, XML has been designed for ease of
implementation, and for interoperability with HTML. XML is not just for Web pages: it
can be used to store any kind of structured information, and to enclose or encapsulate
information in order to pass it between different computing systems which would
otherwise be unable to communicate. It removes two constraints that were holding
back Web developments:
1. Dependence on a single, inflexible document type (HTML) which was
being much abused for tasks it was never designed for;
2. The complexity of full SGML, whose syntax allows many powerful but
hard-to-program options.
XML allows the flexible development of user-defined document types. It provides a
robust, non-proprietary, persistent, and verifiable file format for the storage and
transmission of text and data both on and off the Web; and it removes the more
complex options of SGML, making it easier to develop software programs.

XML itself is not sent between computers. However, XML is used to describe the data
that can be transferred. For instance, a software tool reads the XML, automatically
creates an appropriate user interface for issuing commands, and finally sends the
commands in response to user input. When responses come back, the same tool can
interpret the incoming data and automatically present it with an appropriate user
interface.
Before an XML application can be developed, designers must agree on three things:
which tags will be allowed, how tagged elements may nest within one another and how
they should be processed. Creating and defining tags is relatively easy. Determining
how they are processed is more complicated because requirements must be defined
and software must be developed.
The first two--the applications tag vocabulary and structure--are typically codified in a
Document Type Definition, or DTD. The XML standard does not compel language
designers to use DTDs, but most new languages will probably have them, because they
make it much easier for programmers to write software that understands the markup
and does intelligent things with it. Programmers will also need a set of guidelines that
describe, in human language, what all the tags mean. The purpose of a Document
Type Definition is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document. It defines the
document structure with a list of legal elements. A DTD can be declared inline in your
XML, or as an external reference.
Once you have defined the structure of XML data using a DTD, a large part of the
processing you need to do has already been defined. A DTD provides a grammar that
tells which data structures can occur, in what sequences. That specification tells you
how to write the high-level code that processes the data elements.
There are a number of reasons for XML's surging acceptance:
Plain Text
Since XML is not a binary format, you can create and edit files with anything from a
standard text editor to a visual development environment. That makes it easy to debug
your programs, and makes it useful for storing small amounts of data. At the other end
of the spectrum, an XML front end to a database makes it possible to efficiently store
large amounts of XML data as well. So XML provides scalability for anything from small
configuration files to a wide data repository.
Data Identification
XML tells you what kind of data you have, not how to display it. Because the markup
tags identify the information and break up the data into parts, an email program can
process it, a search program can look for messages sent to particular people, and an
address book can extract the address information from the rest of the message. In

short, because the different parts of the information have been identified, they can be
used in different ways by different applications.
Easily Processed
As mentioned earlier, regular and consistent notation makes it easier to build a program
to process XML data. For example, in HTML a <dt> tag can be delimited by </dt>,
another <dt>, <dd>, or </dl>. That makes for some difficult programming. But in XML,
the <dt> tag must always have a </dt> terminator, or else it will be defined as a <dt/>
tag. That restriction is a critical part of the constraints that make an XML document wellformed. (Otherwise, the XML parser won't be able to read the data.) And since XML is a
vendor-neutral standard, you can choose among several XML parsers, any one of
which takes the work out of processing XML data.
By using XML to describe how data moves between computers and instruments,
manufacturers no longer need to create custom software, specialized device drivers,
and/or distributed objects to communicate with their products. Instead, an instrument
manufacturer will only need to provide an XML description of how the communication
takes place. Tools that can parse and interpret the XML will be able to automatically
generate the required user interface to control the instrument, automatically construct
messages to the instrument, and automatically display the data that is returned.
WHY JAVA?
When the data structure is fully specified, the code you need to process it can just as
easily be generated automatically. That process is known as binding--creating classes
that recognize and process different data elements by processing the specification that
defines those elements. As time goes on, software developers will find that they are
using the data specification to generate significant chunks of code, so they can focus on
the programming that is unique to your application.
The Java programming language is excellent for writing XML-processing tools that are
as portable as XML. Several Visual XML editors have been written for the Java
platform.
Java technology offers a substantial productivity boost for software
developers compared to programming languages such as C or C++. In addition,
developers using the Java platform can create sophisticated programs that are reusable
and maintainable compared to programs written with scripting languages. Using XML
and Java together, developers can build sophisticated, interoperable Web applications
more quickly and at a lower cost.
To achieve the goal of XML processor independence, an application should limit itself to
the JAVA Application Programmer Interface (API) and avoid implementation-dependent
APIs. This may or may not be easy depending on the application. JAVA includes
industry standard APIs such as DOM and SAX.

SAX is an event-driven XML parser that is appropriate for high-speed processing of
XML because it does not produce a representation of the data in memory. DOM, on the
other hand, produces an in-memory data representation, which allows an application to
manipulate the contents in memory. Both SAX and DOM automatically perform
structure validation. An application could perform content validation with SAX and DOM,
but such an application must provide the necessary extra code, which might be
complicated, error-prone, and difficult to maintain.
XML is pretty simple, and very flexible. It has many uses yet to be discovered—industry
is just beginning to scratch the surface of its potential. It is the foundation for a great
many standards yet to come, providing a common language that different computer
systems can use to exchange data with one another. As each industry-group comes up
with standards for what they want to say, computers will begin to link to each other in
ways previously unimaginable.
A DEMONSTRATION OF XML ON THE E-9A
The use of XML on the E-9A boat position downlink is a perfect test platform for the use
of XML in a telemetry application. The data rate is low and the size of the data packets
is extremely restricted. This is beneficial not only for this particular application but
provides for a beneficial learning environment for software developers. However, the
simplicity of this effort does not imply that XML is only meant for limited applications. To
the contrary, XML can handle any level of complexity.
The parameters currently sent from the E-9A to the Eglin ground stations are broken
down into a serial stream of twenty 8-byte messages in the following format:
ID

VALID (1/0)

X-COORDINATE

Y-COORDINATE

X-VELOCITY

Y-VELOCITY

The aircraft and target position data is in a flat earth XY coordinate with True North +Y
and east +X. The position data is relative to the latitude and longitude of Tyndall AFB,
Fla. The conversion to the XY coordinate systems takes into account the curvature of
the Earth and in the case of the aircraft data, the aircraft altitude. The velocity vector in
XY is required for the aircraft and the target. Setting the ID to 127 identifies the aircraft
data. The target data is reflected by the corresponding data ID set to a value between 0
and 99. On power up, all 20 targets slots are unused and are identified with a value of
00. When a target that has been tagged is deleted, the data ID for this target is
transmitted and the delete target bit shall be set to one. The initial target data has the
velocity vector set to zero and is updated accordingly on subsequent taggings. The
message protocol is defined as a compete set of aircraft and target datums, consisting
of 21 different datums. This message is transmitted once every minute. The most
current information on the tagged target is required to be transmitted during the next
transmission period. In each message, the aircraft message is transmitted first,
followed by the 20 target datums.

The first step in the process towards an XML based application is to determine whether
one needs to use a DTD. For the E-9A boat data downlink, a DTD is not necessary at
this time. The process to convert the E-9A boat data to a XML-based format prior to
transmitting requires inserting a laptop between the radar and the HF modem. The
laptop reads the serial output of the radar, adds the appropriate XML tags to the data,
and then sends the data out through a second serial port connected to the HF Modem.

Sea Surveillance
Radar

RS-232

Laptop

RS-232

HF Modem &
Transmitter

A sample image of the XML-based data for this particular application is as follows:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<E-9A Boat Data>
<ID>127</ID>
<VALID>0 </VALID>
<X-COORDINATE>419</X-COORDINATE>
<Y-COORDINATE>727</Y-COORDINATE>
<X-VELOCITY>51</X-VELOCITY>
<Y-VELOCITY>38</Y-VELOCITY>
<ID>1</ID>
<VALID>0 </VALID>
<X-COORDINATE>2231</X-COORDINATE>
<Y-COORDINATE>-1302</Y-COORDINATE>
<X-VELOCITY>0</X-VELOCITY>
<Y-VELOCITY>0</Y-VELOCITY>
</ E-9A Boat Data >

For simplicity, the above example shows only two of the twenty-one target datums.
The ground station software then receives the data and uses standard Java based APIs
to parse the data. Information required for real-time displays is then forwarded to the
required range safety locations. Other information, non-pertinent for real time displays,
is archived for trend analysis and possible future requirements. The Java classes
parsing the data also provide error checking to ensure integrity of the data.
After validating this initial XML demonstration, plans include incorporating additional
parameters to the HF downlink such as aircraft bus data and telemetry mission
equipment data.
CONCLUSION
The concept of XML & Telemetry really seems too simple to be true. Yes, this is a very
simple demonstration of the flexibility of XML. But the ramifications of this technology
are very far reaching. With respect to the telemetry industry, some questions about the

effect of using XML have yet to be answered. First, what is the cost, in dollars and
bandwidth, of inserting XML in the real-time environment? Secondly, who will develop
the software needed to handle the XML based telemetry? The final answer on how
XML will be used in the telemetry community will probably come down to a compromise
– use XML for post mission data processing and inter-range data exchange and
implement XML telemetry into new systems. Individuals involved in the requirements
phase of new systems should consider specifying XML as a part of their real-time
telemetry relay.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the description of a new XML-based data display language called Data
Display Markup Language (DDML) that can be used as an interlingua for different data display
configuration formats. Translation of data display configuration between various vendor- formats
can be accomplished by translating in and out of DDML. The DDML can also be used as a
vendor-neutral format for archiving and retrieving display configurations in a test and evaluation
(T&E) configuration repository.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Data display systems are critical components of a T&E environment. They need to be quickly
assembled, programmed, and tested for both real-time and post-test analysis. Data displays have
a wide range of parameters, attributes, dynamics, and data sources. The T&E systems, at
different locations, need to transfer and share telemetry data among each other. In the traditional
approach, each of these systems would apply its unique display setups; each data display system
itself being quite complex. To compound this situation, there are a variety of data display
vendors, each requiring its own data display specification. The time required to set up and check
these data displays is significant. Currently, the only way to transfer data displays between
display applications is to manually recreate the displays. Also, a change in one of the displays

requires manual changes in the other related displays. Thus, the absence of automated translators
cause delays in test programs because of these manual setup procedures.
Even if the display setup process were to use a set of automated translators, the absence of a
neutral format would require a total of n(n-1) translators to be built, where n is the number of
data display systems. On the other hand, the use of a neutral format would require two
unidirectional translators between the neutral format and each vendor-specific format, or 2n
translators. For example, the availability of a neutral format in a T&E environment of six data
display systems require only 12 unidirectional bridges as compared to 30, if a neutral format was
not available, as shown in Figure 1. An additional advantage of having a neutral format is that a
change in one of the vendor formats requires the recoding of only the translators between that
format and the neutral format.
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Figure 1: Code Development Effort for Translators With and Without a Neutral Format

Our vision of automating the translation of the data display configuration involves two major
steps. The first is to define, validate, and verify the data display neutral format. Because XML is
a widely accepted language specification format that provides the infrastructure to define
domain-specific self-defining tags [1], the data display neutral format has been defined in XML,
and it is called DDML. The DDML is to data display models what the TeleMetry Attributes
Transfer Standard (TMATS) is to telemetry data [2]. The second step is to develop a framework
under which various translators between the vendor formats and DDML can be integrated. We
call this translator software suite the Data Display Translator Framework (DDTF).
While DDML and DDTF have applicability in generic T&E environments, they are especially
beneficial for T&E interoperability in joint service programs such as Joint Strike Fighter (JSF)
and Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile (JASSM), where common data displays are required
for flight-testing, regardless of the testing location or the data acquisition and display system.
First, data displays can be specified in DDML to be a part of a well-defined test procedure. By
specifying graphical displays and their dynamics in a neutral format, T&E procedures can be
defined independently of software implementation. Second, current models in an existing
vendor’s data display system, e.g., Instrumentation, Loading, Integration, Analysis, and
Decommutation (ILIAD) [3], can be saved in DDML by using the appropriate translator. This

translated DDML model can be made part of the T&E standard procedure. Finally, translators
from DDML to any (other) vendor’s display system can be used for real-time test and post-test
T&E analysis. Thus, DDML along with the translators is beneficial in obtaining platform
independence and hence, in facilitating the standardization of T&E procedures.
DATA DISPLAY MARKUP LANGUAGE
The DDML has been developed to be generic enough to encompass various vendor-specific data
display formats and at the same time be unified (not a loose grouping of XML-ized vendor
formats). In addition, it supports reusable concepts such as data variables and data sources within
the same display model; is robust (e.g., use of cross references); and supports future objects
without warranting a change of the core DDML format. The DDML is defined in terms of four
layers: graphics components, dynamics, variables, and data sources; and closely parallels a
typical software layered architecture composed of graphics resources, visualization and user
interfaces, information management and persistence, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: DDML Layers and their Comparison with Generic Layered Software Structure

In DDML, the graphics resources layer includes the visual components of a data display system
such as sliders, plots, strip charts as well as low level graphic elements such as lines, rectangles,
etc. Basic graphical shapes are modeled using W3C’s recommended specification for a
2-dimensional (2-D) vector called Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [4]. High-level objects such
as plots or sliders can also be represented as a composition of basic shapes using SVG. In
DDML, SVG elements are differentiated from core DDML tags by the ‘SVG’ namespace.
The dynamics layer handles the behavior of an object. It manages the rules and the variable
instances attached to an object. The Data Variables layer forms the links between the objects and
the data sources. Data variables can be atomic or derived. Derived variables may use other
derived or atomic variables in a mathematical expression. Finally, the Data Sources layer handles
various data sources such as text files, ODBC, network ports, and ports on DAQ cards.

The DDML layered structure is intended to be a generic structure for various data display tools,
even though different data display tools have different ways of specifying the graphics resources,
dynamics, variables, and data source layers. For example, in Symvionics’ Interactive Analysis
and Display System (IADS) [5], the graphics resources and dynamics are tightly integrated by
embedding the dynamics rules into the graphical objects. These rules are not exposed in the
IADS configuration file. Also, the data sources are not exposed in the configuration file, but they
are handled intelligently by the system. On the other hand, ILIAD has a different layered
structure. In ILIAD, data formats and data sources are handled by the core ILIAD software itself
whereas the graphics and dynamics parts are handled by embedding third-party data display
software such as Sherrill-Lubinski’s Graphical Modeling System (SL-GMS) [6], Quinn Curtis’
Real-Time Graphics, or National Instruments’ LabVIEW.
Because of these differences in vendor implementations, DDML has been designed to be generic
enough to handle different data display architectures. At the same time, it is not a standard that
loosely connects disparate islands of architectural frameworks under the cover of XML. In order
to design DDML, a data dictionary was first developed in order to list all possible elements of
various flavors of data display systems as well as relations between these elements. From this,
logical concepts and relationships were extracted and were syntactically represented using XML.
In addition, specific constructs were provided in DDML to allow the encoding of vendor-specific
data in a generic way. For example, if a data display format uses very specific characteristics of
its graphical resources or dynamics, these can be easily represented using generic “param” XML
tags of DDML that allow custom data to be specified in DDML without changing the DDML
schema.

Figure 3: DDML Tree View

The DDML hierarchical structure is shown in figure 3. As shown in the figure, an object element
can have another object element, which provides the flexibility to group multiple objects
recursively. The object element also has a graphics element and a dynamics element. The
“graphics” element provides the ability to represent basic SVG elements as well as optional
display parameters for the display object. The “dynamics” element provides the necessary tags
for logical operators for building rules and using instances of data variables. There are two types
of pool items to represent template objects—one for variables and one for data sources. The
variable pool provides template variables to be used in the dynamics part. The variables in the
variable pool can be either atomic variables connected to data sources or derived variables
composed of atomic or other derived variables. The DDML data model using the IDEF1X entityrelationship diagram is shown in figure 4. This model depicts the relationship between various
DDML elements and displays their attributes.
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Figure 4: The IDEF1X Data Model for DDML

The DDML also provides the necessary tags for encoding mathematical expressions for derived
variables. The semantics of the encoding is that the operator ‘oper’ is first applied to the variable
‘var_ref,’ then the power is applied and finally the result is multiplied with the coefficient ‘coef.’
Following are two examples showing how to represent mathematical expressions in DDML.

Example: 3x2 - 2(sin y)2
<exp
<exp coef=“3” power=“2” var_ref=“x” />
<exp coef=“-2” power=“2” oper=SIN var_ref=“y” />
</exp>
Example: 4x2 - 5(sin √(y2 + z2)
<exp
<exp coef = “4” power = “2” var_ref = “x” />
<exp coef = “-5” power=“1” oper=SIN>
<exp coef = “1” power = “0.5” >
<exp coef=“1” power=“2” var_ref=“y” />
<exp coef=“1” power=“2” var_ref=“z” />
</exp>
</exp>
</exp>

The ability to support user-defined object types and parameters is crucial to DDML specification.
It allows the adding of nonstandard, vendor-specific graphical objects and attributes or custom
elements and data without changing the DDML schema. An example of a generic object tag is:
<object name=“MyMeter” type=“Mike’s custom meter”> ,
and an example of a user-defined parameter for an object is:
<param name=“Mike’s custom attribute” value=“some value” type=“string”>.
DATA DISPLAY TRANSLATION FRAMEWORK
To test the versatility of DDML, three bi-directional bridges between DDML and data display
vendor formats were developed, and they were integrated into a common translation framework
called DDTF. These applications are ILIAD/SL-GMS, IADS, and DataViews [7]. Figure 5
shows the main panel that depicts the hub and spoke concept. The DDML is the hub language in
the middle, and the various target languages surround it. To translate a data display configuration
between two vendor languages, the user proceeds from the first language to DDML and then
from DDML to the second language. The status and any errors are displayed in the appropriate
boxes at the bottom. On the DDML side, the translators use the Document Object Model (DOM)
Level 2 application program interface (API) to parse and generate documents.
For each target vendor language, a map file can be used to customize the translation between
DDML and the target language. Map files can be edited using a DDTF Map File Editor shown in
figure 6, which is accessible from the main DDTF panel shown in figure 5. The DDML elements
and attributes on the left tree view are mapped to those of the target language on the right. The
map file can be customized for each end-user; this provides flexibility for customized translation
of data display configurations.

Figure 5: DDTF Main Panel

Figure 6: Map File Editor

CONCLUSIONS
The DDML has proven to be an effective neutral format for developing translators among
different data display vendor formats. The re-use of existing display system configurations
facilitated by DDML and DDTF has proven to significantly reduce time and effort in carrying
out various data display functions in T&E, command/control, and process control environments.
The DDML and DDTF can play an important role in the standardization of test procedures for
joint service programs such as JSF and JASSM, where common data displays are required for
flight-testing, regardless of testing location, data acquisition, and display system.
The role of standards in facilitating interoperability and knowledge sharing is well documented.
For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Process Specification
Language (PSL) standard [8] facilitates seamless information transfer between various processcentric tools. In the data display world, DDML can play a similar role in the interchange of data
display configurations.
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ABSTRACT
CCSDS Space Link Extension (SLE) Services enable the ground segment assets of space
agencies to interoperate, allowing for ground stations and space data users to interact without
the need for ad hoc, complicated gateways designed specifically for each new mission. Their
goal is to reduce the development, management, and operational costs of providing cross
support between space organizations for exchange of tracking, telemetry, and command
(TT&C) data. SLE services are actively supporting over a dozen spacecraft, with many more
planned over the next few years.
This paper first presents an overview of the underlying SLE architecture, as defined in the
SLE Reference Model. The SLE data transfer services, which move data between mission
facilities and ground stations are defined, along with the management services that enable
missions to make requests for ground station services. Next, up-to-date status of the testing,
prototyping, and implementation of SLE services over the past few years is presented, as well
as plans for adoption of SLE services by a number of space networks and space mission
organizations. Finally, efforts to adapt SLE services to support legacy missions are briefly
described.
KEYWORDS
TT&C, CCSDS,Space Link Extension, telemetry, telecommand, service management.
INTRODUCTION
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) was formed in 1982 by major space
agencies of the world to provide a forum for discussion of common problems of space data systems.
It is currently composed of ten member agencies, twenty-three observer agencies, and over 100
industrial associates. Since its establishment, it has been actively developing recommendations for
data and information systems standards to:
•

Reduce the cost to the various agencies of performing space missions

•

Enable cross support for space missions

•

Improve understanding of space related data
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•

Ensure preservation of archived space related data.

After CCSDS recommendations are approved by member agencies, they become international data
standards through the International Standards Organization (ISO). Over 100 worldwide space
missions have used CCSDS communications protocols to communicate with their spacecraft.
The Space Link Extension services are the result of an effort undertaken by CCSDS in the early
1990’s to standardize cross support services that transfer spacecraft command and telemetry data
among ground stations, mission operations centers, data processing facilities, and other parties that
communicate with the spacecraft. That effort produced the Cross Support Reference Model
[CCSDSa], which provides an architectural framework for definition of the SLE cross support
services.
THE CROSS SUPPORT REFERENCE MODEL
The focus of SLE services, and thus of the Cross Support Reference Model, is the interface between
ground stations and the mission data systems that they support (Figure 1).

Mission
Operations

CCSDS Space Link
Services

Cross Support Services
(Focus of SLE)

Figure 1: Cross Support Services Extend the Space-Ground Link
A Space Data System (Figure 2) has two primary elements: a space element and a ground element.
The space element and ground element are linked by space link communications services, which
carry return data and forward data. Return data is sent from the space element to the ground element
(e.g., telemetry). Forward data is sent from the ground element to the space element (e.g.,
telecommand).

Space
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Space
Link

Space Link Extension
System
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Data
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Figure 2: Space Data System
The ground element of a Space Data System includes an SLE System and a Mission Data Operation
System (MDOS). It may also contain other components, but these are outside the scope of the
Reference Model.
The SLE System extends the transfer and delivery of forward and return data between a space link
ground termination point and the MDOS. The set-up and use of the SLE System by a mission is
managed by the MDOS (e.g., by mission operators or systems in a control center).
The space link services are extended on the ground using the Space Link Extension services. In
addition to extension over the distance between ground station and data users, SLE services add
annotation to the data, and may provide delayed delivery though off-line services.
The SLE services include two major elements:
SLE transfer services that move space link data units between ground stations, control centers and
end-user facilities; and
SLE management services that control the scheduling and provision of the SLE transfer services.
The SLE services are used both for set-up and for data operations. During set-up, SLE management
services are used to specify the configuration parameters needed to support a mission during an
upcoming spacecraft contact. During execution, SLE transfer services are provided to the mission
over ordinary ground networks. SLE management services are used to monitor progress during the
contact. Off-line SLE transfer services may also be provided, outside periods of contact with the
spacecraft.
The Reference Model defines transfer services for all types of CCSDS data units that can transverse
the space link, but, in practice, only a few are used for cross support. These are:
•

Forward Command Link Transmission Unit (F-CLTU) service, which enables users to
provide CLTUs for uplink to the spacecraft [CCSDSb].

•

Return All Frames (RAF) service, which provides the stream of telemetry frames from a
single space link symbol stream to spacecraft operators and other users who might need all
the frames [CCSDSc].

•

Return Channel Frames (RCF) service, which provides a Master Channel (MC) or specific
Virtual Channels (VCs) extracted from a particular RAF channel, as specified by the RCF
service user [CCSDSd].

•

Return Space Packet (R-SP) service, which enables a user to receive packets with selected
Application Process Identifiers from a Virtual Channel [CCSDSe].
BENEFITS OF SLE SERVICES

SLE services further the goal of interoperability by establishing a standard for services to be used in
the area where most cross support activity occurs - between the tracking stations or ground data
handling systems of various organizations and the mission-specific components of a mission ground
system. The SLE services are applicable to routine, contingency and emergency operations. Since
the SLE protocols run over existing communications infrastructure, they help integrate Space Data
Systems into the global communications network.
The advantages of SLE services are that:
• space organizations are able to provide Cross Support to one another more efficiently;
•

ground station owners are able to provide standard services to operators of CCSDScompliant spacecraft;

•

users of spacecraft data are able to command their payloads and access their data through a
familiar interface, using widely available underlying telecommunications technology such as
the internet or ISDN lines;

•

the standardization of ground station, control center and end user interfaces permits re-use of
systems for successive missions and eliminate the costs and risks associated with missionspecific implementations;

•

a truly global market for standard telemetry, tracking and command (TT&C) commercial off
the shelf (COTS) products will be created, driving down the cost of these systems;

•

SLE services are scalable, so only the services actually required by a service user or a service
provider need to be implemented.

•
SPACE LINK EXTENSION (SLE) SERVICES – STATUS

Several ground networks are already providing SLE transfer services to operational space missions,
and more will do so over the next few years. All of these systems use TCP/IP communications
between the SLE Provider and User facilities. Summaries of current and planned SLE-related
activities are provided below.
Europe-ESA
Currently, there are three ESA mission using SLE services. These are:
INTEGRAL, ESA's International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory, was launched in
October 2002 on a Proton rocket from Baikonour, Kazakhstan. INTEGRAL will pinpoint and
study gamma-ray sources in unprecedented detail. The INTEGRAL Science Data Centre

(ISDC), located near Geneva, is supported and funded by a dozen institutes in Europe and the
United States.
Mars Express was launched from Russia by a Soyuz Fregat in June 2003, and will arrive at
Mars in December. The mission's main objective is to search for sub-surface water from orbit
and to drop a lander on the Martian surface. The lander, called Beagle 2, will perform
exobiology and geochemistry research. Mars Express will also provide relay communication
services between the Earth and landers deployed on the surface by other space agencies.
Rosetta will be launched in February 2004 by an Ariane-5 from Kourou, French Guiana.
Rosetta will study the nucleus of comet Wirtanen and its environment in great detail for a
period of nearly two years, with far-observation leading ultimately to close observation from
about one kilometer.
For each of these missions the following SLE services are provided:
•

Return All Frames (RAF) online/timely, online/complete and off-line for Telemetry

•

Return Channel Frames (RCF) online/timely, online/complete and off-line for Telemetry

•

CLTU service for commanding uplink

These SLE services are implemented cooperatively between ESA’s European Space Operations
Center (ESOC) and NASA/JPL, with ESA in the role of “service user” and JPL as the “service
provider”. SLE Service Management for these missions is implemented as a private (ad hoc)
management scheme to support SLE operational set-up, based on predefined tables that describe
frequencies, bit rates, and other parameters. Any changes needed during a pass are handled over a
voice loop.
ESA has begun deployment of SLE to its Ground Station Network, with completion scheduled for
2005. Thereafter all ESA missions will be supported by SLE services. These are expected to include:
Metop-1 (launch July 05)
Venus Express (launch November 05)
Herschel Plank (launch February 07)
Smart-2 (launch September 07)
ADM (launch October 07).
Germany-DLR
The German Space Agency (DLR) is planning to use SLE services in its German Spacecraft
Operations Center (GSOC) in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany to support future missions. The first two
missions to use SLE services are:
TerraSAR, scheduled for launch in 2005. TerraSAR is a 2-satellite earth observation system
with both X-band and L-band radars having a ground resolution of 1 meter. It is a joint
venture by DLR (Germany), the British National Space Centre, Matra Marconi Space U.K.,
and DaimlerChrysler Aerospace (Germany).

SARLupe is a Space-based reconnaissance system. The Space segment consists of
monofunctional radar satellites providing high resolution images under all weather
conditions.
Prototyping of SLE services is underway at GSOC as part of the DLR modernization program. SLE
services will be implemented between the GSOC Control Center and the ground station in
Weilheim, Germany, and will also be used as the interface from the Control Center to external
agencies. DLR’s SLE implementation will be based on the ESA API.
Japan-ISAS & NASDA
In Japan, both the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) and the National Space
Development Agency (NASDA) are using SLE services to support their missions.
The following are the ISAS and NASDA missions that plan to use SLE in the near future:
Hayabusa (formerly MUSES-C), launched on May 9, 2003, is designed to investigate an
asteroid, and to bring back samples of its surface. The target asteroid is 1989ML, about 400
meters in diameter, and is unusual in that it sometimes closely approaches Earth. Hayabua is
an ISAS mission and is being supported by NASA/JPL’s Deep Space Network.
Solar-B is a Japanese Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) mission consisting
of a coordinated set of optical, extreme ultraviolet, and X-ray instruments that will
investigate the interaction between the Sun's magnetic field and its corona. Instruments from
investigators from the U.K. and U.S. will fly on Solar-B. The Solar-B spacecraft is scheduled
for launch in the fall of 2005, into a sun-synchronous orbit about the Earth. Solar-B will be
supported by SLE services from NASDA.
Both ISAS and NASDA are developing gateways that perform protocol conversion between SLE
and their internal protocols.
U.K.-BNSC
QinetiQ has installed a prototype SLE system in their ground station at West Freugh in Scotland.
This system was developed by VEGA Group (UK), and provides Return All Frames (RAF) and
Forward CLTU (F-CLTU) transfer services, as well as a web-based SLE service management
interface [Ref. 6].
The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) are planning to install a similar system in their ground
station next year, so that this facility can provide SLE services cooperatively with the QinetiQ
ground station to near-earth, deep space, and communications spacecraft.
Future plans include interoperability demonstrations with ESA and NASA networks.
U.S.-NASA/JPL
JPL has developed new interfaces to its Deep Space Network (DSN) to provide SLE transfer
services, in preparation for support of a number of U.S. and international missions. ESA’s
INTEGRAL mission was the first for which SLE services were planned, but NASA’s CONTOUR
mission, developed by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, was the first to
launch (July, 2002) using SLE services. By that time, JPL had already transitioned to using SLE
Forward CLTU service for transfer of command uploads from Pasadena to DSN stations for support
of all JPL flight projects (approximately one dozen currently flying). Those include Mars

Exploration Rover ("Opportunity" and "Spirit"), SIRTF, Mars Odyssey, Mars Global Surveyor,
Cassini, Galileo, Stardust, Genesis, and Voyager.
All future missions supported by DSN are expected to use SLE transfer services, for both forward
and return data traffic.
JPL is also using SLE services for mission critical cross-support operations:
ESA's INTEGRAL and Mars Express missions use F-CLTU, RAF, and RCF services. The
Rosetta mission will also use those services.
Missions led by John Hopkins University's Applied Physics Lab and sponsored by NASA
have used F-CLTU service in the past (CONTOUR) and are expected to use F-CLTU, RAF,
and RCF services in the future (MESSENGER, STEREO, New Horizons).
ISAS's Hayabusa mission (aka MUSES-C) uses F-CLTU and RAF services.
NASA and ESA recently signed a Letter of Agreement such that JPL flight projects will be
able to obtain support from ESA's New Norcia tracking station under certain conditions.
SLE services will be used for all telemetry and command interfaces. This capability is
proposed to be operational by December 2003.
U.S.-NASA/GSFC
NASA, through its CSOC contract, is developing a NASA-wide Ground Data Service Specification
to provide CCSDS SLE Services at all NASA and commercial ground tracking stations serving
NASA missions. A study team was formed to investigate the phasing out of NASA ground
communications services based on Nascom blocks and to propose a replacement data service for all
NASA ground facilities and commercial ground facilities that support NASA missions. The study
team concluded that CCSDS Space Link Extension (SLE) meets the objectives for future science
missions (based on CCSDS space links) for Space Network (SN--i.e., TDRSS), the Ground Network
(GN), and the Deep Space Network (DSN). A proposal to implement SLE Services in these
networks is under evaluation.
ADAPTATIONS OF SLE SERVICES
A uniform interface for arraging for and providing TT&C services is attractive even for systems that
do not use CCSDS data structures on the space link. The SLE concept can be adapted to handle these
legacy data streams. The United States Air Force (USAF) is investigating use of SLE Services in the
Air Force Satellite Control Network (ASFCN) to ease transition from circuit-switched to packetswitched networking, and to provide interoperability with NASA ground sites. Global Science and
Technology Inc. (GST) has developed prototype adaptations of SLE Services to demonstrate that
SLE transfer services can support serial bit stream delivery in support of ASFCN legacy missions.
An extesion of this effort is prototyping adaptation of the SLE Service Management approach to
manage non-CCSDS missions [Pietras].

OUTLOOK–WHERE IS SLE GOING?
The Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG), at its fourth meeting in December 2001,
reached agreement to proceed with CCSDS Space Link Extension (SLE) as the prime data service
for future science missions Also at this meeting, The French space agency, CNES, and the Italian
space agency, ASI, reported plans for use of SLE Services in their new ground stations. At its fifth
meeting in May 2003, the IOAG Cross-Support Mission Model listed more than twenty international
missions that are using or plan to SLE servics.
NASA is developing a NASA-wide Ground Data Service Specification to implement CCSS SLE
Services at all NASA ground tracking stations
ESA's new 34 meter ground station in New Norcia, Australia, will provide Space Link Extension
(SLE) services, including Telemetry (RAF, RVC) and Telecommand (CLTU, FSP), before
December 2005.
SLE SERVICE MANAGEMENT
CCSDS is developing a specification [CCSDSf, CCSDSg] written in the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), based on the CCSDS SLE service management framework. This specification
will enable the automation of service request exchanges using XML-based tools and technology. In
parallel with writing of the specification, several prototypes are being developed to demonstrate the
XML Service Request capability [Pietras].
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ABSTRACT
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is developing standards for the
interface through which spaceflight mission managers request tracking, telemetry, and command
(TT&C) and Space Link Extension (SLE) services from TT&C ground stations and networks. The
standards are intended for use not just by the spaceflight projects and networks operated by the
CCSDS member agencies, but also by commercial networks and networks operated by other
governmental agencies. As part of the process of developing the standards, several prototypes are
under development. This paper presents a summary status of both the emerging service request
standards and the prototypes that implement them.
KEYWORDS
TT&C network management, Space Link Extension, service management, and service request.
INTRODUCTION
Economic and political considerations are leading space-faring organizations to make use of shared
operations infrastructures. Such infrastructure sharing is being contemplated or already taking place
among space agencies of different nations, among different governmental organizations within
nations (e.g., civil space, military space, and meteorological organizations), and through the timeshared use of commercial services.
A prime candidate for such a sharing arrangement is the use of the various networks of ground
tracking stations by spaceflight missions. In this scenario, a spaceflight mission uses other
organizations’ (commercial or governmental) ground stations to provide communications between
spacecraft and their associated ground-based facilities.
In order for a spaceflight mission to make use of a third-party ground station, two interfaces must be
met: the space-ground link between the mission spacecraft and the ground station, and the interface
between the ground station and mission ground facilities that ultimately communicate with the
spacecraft (typically the mission operations center and often a payload data processing center). The
earliest target (and success) of the Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS)
program of standardization was the interface between the spacecraft and ground station. For twenty

years, CCSDS has had in place Recommendations for radio frequency (RF), modulation, coding, and
link-layer protocols (see www.ccsds.org/CCSDS/recommandreports.jsp).
Conformance to the CCSDS space link Recommendations has permitted and promoted
interoperability between spacecraft and ground stations. However, the interface between the ground
station and mission ground facilities was not addressed until the early 1990s, when CCSDS launched
the Space Link Extension (SLE) initiative to standardize the transfer of spacecraft command and
telemetry data among ground stations, mission operations centers, data processing facilities, and
other parties that communicate with the spacecraft. The resulting SLE service architecture (as
defined in the Cross Support Reference Model (CSRM) [CCSDSa] identifies two major service
components: SLE transfer services and SLE service management.
SLE transfer services move CCSDS-standard space link data units (e.g., packet telemetry frames,
command link transmission units) between SLE service providers (i.e., the TT&C ground stations)
and SLE service users (the ground-based mission and payload control systems). SLE transfer
services have been implemented by the European Space Agency (ESA), the Japanese Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s (JPL) Deep Space
Network (DSN). The ESA INTEGRAL and Rosetta and ISAS Muses-C missions have adopted SLE,
and JPL has selected SLE as the standard interface between mission facilities and the DSN for the
foreseeable future. NASA’s Space Network (SN) and Ground Network (GN), as well as other
national space agencies, are evaluating the adoption of SLE services as their standard for future
mission support. Finally, the US Air Force has been experimenting with variations of the SLE
transfer services for possible use in the Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) [Sunshine].
A more-detailed status of SLE transfer service deployment is provided in [Brosi].
The SLE transfer services must be configured for use – service user access authorization and
identification authentication information must be mutually agreed ahead of time, and several quality
of service parameters may be selected on a per-contact/pass basis. In the current TT&C ground
station network environment, exchange of this information would need to be integrated into each
provider’s network-specific system of service contracting procedures and service scheduling
protocols. Thus even though the use of SLE transfer services provides spaceflight missions with a
common interface for exchanging spacecraft command and telemetry data with all SLE-conformant
ground networks, those spaceflight missions would still need to conform to each network’s
proprietary service contracting and scheduling interfaces.
The lack of standards for service contracting and scheduling – not just for SLE, but also for
traditional TT&C services – are an impediment to interoperability and cross support. As part of the
SLE program, CCSDS has been developing standards for SLE service management (SLE-SM) to
provide common services and interfaces to support the acquisition, scheduling monitoring, and
control of the TT&C and SLE services. “SLE service management” is something of a misnomer in
that it is not limited to the management of SLE transfer services. Rather, the name is an artifact of
the management standard’s origin in the SLE program.

SLE-SM ENVIRONMENT
The SLE service management environment is illustrated in Figure 1, which is derived from
[CCSDSa]. In this model, SLE transfer services and service management provide the interfaces
between a Complex (which provides TT&C and SLE services) and a spaceflight mission that uses
the services that the TT&C/SLE Complex provides. The spaceflight mission is composed of the
spacecraft and the Mission Data Operations System (MDOS), which represents all of the mission’s
ground-based functions.
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Figure 1. SLE Service Management Environment
The TT&C/SLE Complex is a collection of ground station resources under a single management
authority. It may be a single ground station or a network of ground stations. In the broadest terms,
the space mission uses the Complex’s services so that the MDOS can communicate with and track
the spacecraft.
A key concept behind the SLE architecture is that the MDOS may have multiple SLE transfer
service users communicating with multiple peer entities (e.g., instruments or computer applications)
onboard the spacecraft. The SLE transfer services provide individual “pipes” (represented by the thin
solid lines in the figure) for these multiple connections. Each such pipe is realized as an SLE transfer
service instance. The Complex is the SLE transfer service provider and is also the provider of the
TT&C services used to communicate the data to and from the spacecraft (the thin dashed lines).
There can be multiple SLE transfer service instances associated with a single space link session. The
transfer service instances rely on shared Complex resources like antennae, receivers, frame syncs,

etc. To facilitate this sharing of link resources among the various transfer service users, a Utilization
Management (UM) function within the MDOS brokers the requests for TT&C and SLE services
from the Complex on behalf of the transfer service users associated with the space mission. The UM
is that part of overall mission management and administration that deals with acquiring and
operating TT&C and SLE services on behalf of the space mission.
The Complex Management (CM) function of the Complex represents the role of the Complex that:
• Establishes the service relationship with the spaceflight mission;
• Negotiates with the mission the levels of service and the length of the service agreements;
• Responds to service requests for individual space link sessions;
• Responds to requests to change configuration;
• Responds to requests from the UM for status;
• Issues status reports to the UM; and
• Interfaces with the resources of the Complex to effect service requests and collect status
information.
The interactions between UM and CM (denoted by the thick solid line in the figure) are the domain
of SLE service management. The transfer service interactions between the transfer service users and
the SLE Complex are the subject of the CCSDS Recommendations for the three currently-defined
SLE transfer services: Forward Command Link Transmission Unit (F-CLTU) [CCSDSb], Return All
Frames (R-AF) [CCSDSc], and Return Chanel Frames (R-CF) [CCSDSd]. Communications across
the space ground link (thin dashed lines) are subject to other CCSDS Recommendations for RF,
modulation, coding, and data links (see www.ccsds.org/CCSDS/recommandreports.jsp). Neither the
interactions between UM and transfer service users (thick dotted lines), nor those between CM and
the various resources that actually provide the SLE transfer and TT&C services (thick dashed lines),
are currently the subject of standardization activity.
SLE SM SERVICE REQUEST SPECIFICATIONS
SLE service management activity within CCSDS is currently focused on those interfaces and
processes by which a UM requests services from a CM for individual contacts (also known as passes
or tracks). The other aspects of SLE-SM – the initial establishment of service relationships, the
negotiations of mission-length service agreements, and execution-time monitor and control of SLE
and TT&C services – are topics for future standardization.
CCSDS is developing two Service Management specifications for this service request phase of cross
support. The Service Request Service Specification [CCSDSe] defines the transactions between a
UM and CM for purposes of requesting services (a process often referred to as scheduling) and the
CM’s behavior with respect to each of the transactions. The Service Request XML Schema
Specification [CCSDSf] defines the messages that are exchanged in those transactions in the form of
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) eXtensible Markup Language (XML) schema [Bray et al].
XML is currently the premier standard for automated information exchange, and its use in this
specification enables the automation of service request exchanges using any of a growing number of
XML-based tools and technologies. These specifications are both currently CCSDS Service

Management Working Group drafts. They are scheduled for development to full CCSDS
Recommendation (Blue Book) status by the end of 2004.
A detailed description of the XML schema is beyond the overview scope of this paper. However, the
approach taken and functionality defined in the service specification are appropriate to this paper.
CCSDS is taking an evolutionary approach in the development of the Service Request Service
Specification, based on current practices of various Agencies and TT&C service providers. These
practices have been examined, and common approaches and best practices have been extracted to
serve as the basis for the standard. With regard to TT&C services, the underlying functionality
already exists in most legacy network scheduling systems, and what the specification brings is a
standard interface to that functionality. Of course, management of SLE services will require
additional functionality in the management systems of the networks that are adding SLE support.
The core of the Service Request Service Specification is the set of management transactions that can
be carried out between UM and CM. The Service Request Service Specification defines four classes
of service management transactions:
• Configuration Profile
• Service Request
• Trajectory Data
• Service Agreement Query
Configuration Profile A common mode of operating is to use configuration profiles, that is,
predefined sets of parameter values for the spacecraft communication system configurations. The
individual requests for service subsequently refer to the configuration profiles. The popularity of this
approach derives from the increased confidence that the full set (potentially many) of parameters are
properly declared for a service request, and from the compactness with which the requests for
service can be created.
The SLE-SM Service Request paradigm uses this configuration profile approach. The two types of
SLE-SM configuration profiles are hierarchically arranged. At the top of the hierarchy is the carrier
profile, which captures RF, modulation, and coding parameters for a single carrier across the spaceground link. Each carrier profile also contains one or more transfer service profiles, each of which
captures a mission-standard set of configuration parameter values for transfer services that connect
the users with the Complex. The use of configuration profiles is well-suited to the majority of
spacecraft that have one or more well-defined modes of TT&C operation, e.g., housekeeping, high
rate instrument operation, tracking, and various combinations thereof.
UM invokes the new carrier profile transaction to add a new carrier profile to the set of
configuration profiles on record at the Complex. CM validates each new carrier profile invocation
against a previously-negotiated service agreement to determine if the new request is within the scope
of the agreement. If it is, CM accepts the new configuration profile and notifies UM. If the request is
invalid, CM rejects the new profile and so informs UM, citing the reason(s) for rejection.
UM invokes the delete carrier profile transaction to delete no-longer-needed profiles. Normally CM
will comply with the invocation, delete the profile, and confirm the deletion to UM. However, under

some circumstances (such as the configuration profile being cited by an active or forthcoming
service request), CM will refuse to delete and will notify UM of the failure of the deletion invocation
and provide the reason for failure.
UM invokes the query carrier profile transaction to query the content of a specified carrier profile on
record at CM. This invocation provides a mechanism for validating consistency between UM and
CM databases.
Service Request The SLE-SM service request class of transactions is used to request new contacts
or modify or delete previously-submitted service requests. UM invokes the new service request
transaction to request a contact at a time specified within the request (with optional lag and lead
times to allow CM some latitude in fitting the request into the schedule). The service requests
identify the carrier and transfer service configurations that are to be applied, and specify the
(relatively few) configuration values that must be set on a per-contact basis.
One feature of the new service request transaction is UM’s ability to incrementally schedule the
resources needed to support a contact. UM may submit a new service request that identifies the
needed RF resources, without detailing the characteristics of the associated transfer services. Once
the RF resources have been scheduled, the details of the transfer services can be added via the
replace service request transaction (see below).
Another feature of the new service request is UM’s optional ability to specify multiple alternative
service scenarios in a single service request. This capability is envisioned for use when event-driven
circumstances may require different service configurations (e.g., those associated with tracking
through not only a nominal spacecraft trajectory change but also any of several preplanned
contingency situations [under burn/over burn/no burn]). The service request identifies the default
scenario, which will be executed unless otherwise changed via an invocation of the invoke alternate
scenario transaction (see below).
In response to a new service request transaction, CM can either accept, reject, or acknowledge the
service request. Acceptance indicates that the resources needed to support the request are being held
in reserve and will be applied at the specified time unless UM deletes the service request. A rejection
indicates that some aspect of the service request could not be accommodated within the time window
specified. Each rejection identifies the configuration parameters that are in conflict. An
acknowledgement indicates that CM has received the service request and has determined that it is of
the proper format, but that completion of the disposition of the request is deferred to a later time.
Typically, a service request would be acknowledged when it is submitted to a CM that schedules on
a periodic basis. The acknowledgement contains a expected disposition time. Acknowledgements are
to be followed up with an acceptance, rejection, or updated acknowledgement at or before the
expected disposition time.
UM invokes the delete service request transaction to remove a service request from the set of
accepted service requests.
UM invokes the replace service request transaction to modify one or more parameters of an already
accepted service request. Such a modification might be driven, for example, by an updated

acquisition of signal/loss of signal calculation, or by the need to complete a partial service request
with transfer service configuration details. If the replacement is accepted, the original service request
is deleted and the replacement takes its place. If the replacement cannot be accepted, CM retains the
original service request and notifies UM of the reason for rejecting the replacement.
UM invokes the invoke alternate scenario transaction to change the scenario that is to be executed
when the service request becomes active, or even while the service request is active. Because CM
has pre-allocated the resources to support all of the alternate scenarios in the service request, an
alternate scenario can be invoked on much shorter time scale and with much higher probability of
success than if UM were to submit a new or replacement service request.
UM invokes the query service request transaction to query the content of a specific service request
on record at CM.
Trajectory Data The SLE-SM trajectory data class of transactions are used to manage the
trajectory data that are used by the Complex to derive the pointing angles and doppler compensation
settings needed to acquire the spacecraft. UM invokes the new trajectory, replace trajectory, and
delete trajectory transactions to provide the CM with trajectory data, update in-place trajectory data,
and delete obsolete trajectory data, respectively. The standard supports two CCSDS trajectory data
formats, the Orbit Parameter Message and the Ephemeris Message [CCSDSg].
Query Service Agreement Finally, UM invokes the query service agreement transaction to query
the contents of the service agreement. The service agreement is the “document” that establishes the
service relationship between the spaceflight mission and Complex, and sets the bounds on the
various configuration profiles that can be created within the context of that service agreement.
Extending SLE-SM Service Request to Non-CCSDS Resources The initial versions of the
service and XML schema specifications focus on managing services that conform to CCSDS
Recommendations for RF and modulation, CCSDS link coding, space link layer protocols, and SLE
data transfer. However, the desirability of a standard interface for acquiring TT&C services applies
to more than just “CCSDS standard” networks, and SLE-SM is being considered for adoption by
users and providers of other legacy TT&C and data transfer services, such as the AFSCN.
To help broaden the potential user base, CCSDS is attempting to structure the service request
standards to facilitate extensions to cover management of non-CCSDS resources. An architectural
framework that can apply to non-CCSDS as well as CCSDS TT&C networks is more attractive to
operators of networks that offer mixtures of service because they can consolidate their operations
under a single management interface, and to developers of TT&C network management systems
because they can develop a core product that can be marketed to the various kinds of TT&C
networks.
SLE-SM SERVICE REQUEST PROTOTYPES
Increasingly, CCSDS is adopting the Internet approach of including prototype implementations as
part of the standards development process. That approach is being applied to the development of the

SLE-SM Service Request specifications. There are four ongoing efforts to prototype the
functionality specified in the draft CCSDS Recommendations for SLE service management. These
prototypes have multiple purposes, but all share two goals: to expose mission operators, TT&C
service providers and implementers to the emerging standards; and to validate the specifications
before their final ratification as CCSDS Recommendations. The following subsections briefly
describe each of these prototypes.
British National Space Centre (BNSC)/QinetiQ SLE-SM Prototype Started in 1999, the
BNSC/QinetiQ SLE-SM implementation is the oldest ongoing SLE-SM prototype. Funded by
BNSC and implemented by the Vega Group PLC at the QinetiQ ground tracking station in West
Freugh, UK, the service management prototype is part of a larger SLE testbed that also includes
implementations of the F-CLTU [CCSDSb], R-AF [CCSDSc], and R-CF [CCSDSd] transfer
services. The BNSC/QinetiQ SLE testbed is currently the only testbed to automate TT&C, and SLE
transfer service operations under an SLE-SM-based management system. The testbed is available for
use by spaceflight missions and organizations interested in SLE-SM and/or transfer services.
The BNSC/QinetiQ SLE-SM system supports the functionality of the CCSDS service request
specifications, but as of Spring 2003 it does so using a Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
interface rather than the current XML-based approach. This is because the SLE-SM component of
the testbed was developed in conformance to an older draft CCSDS service management standard.
Current plans are to add an XML-based interface in the near future. Please contact Tim Wilmott
(TRWillmott@space.qinetiq.com) for more information on this system.
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) SLE-SM XML Prototype The JPL SLE-SM XML
prototype is intended to: serve as a validation platform for the development of the service request
specifications; gain implementation experience with the draft standards, leading to adoption by
JPL’s DSN; and gain mission user insight and feedback from the ISAS Muses-C mission and
possibly other ESA and JPL flight missions. The prototype is being developed as an added capability
of the existing Deep Space Mission Systems (DSMS) Service Management System. By the Spring of
2004, the JPL SLE-SM XML prototype will be capable of handling requests for DSN RF services as
well as F-CLTU, R-AF, and R-CF SLE transfer services. In the intial stages of prototype operation,
the prototype will receive XML-formatted requests that “shadow” real requests sent to the
operational management system. JPL prototypers will then validate the outputs of the prototype
against those of the operational management system.
JPL is developing the prototype on top of a COTS/open standards data architecture that incorporates
(in addition to XML) the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP), Structured Query Language (SQL), Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), Document Object
Model (DOM) and Oracle 9i. Please contact Erik Barkley (Erik.J.Barkley@jpl.nasa.gov) or Emily
Law (Emily.S.Law@jpl.nasa.gov) for further information.
NASA Consolidated Space Operations Contract (CSOC) SLE Management Service Request
Prototype The CSOC Service Request prototype is being developed by Lockheed Martin under
NASA funding as part of a larger NASA SLE testbed. The prototype is intended to provide specific
and timely feedback to CCSDS as a result of implementing the draft standards in a state-of-practice
TT&C operational environment, and to help NASA evaluate SLE-SM.

The CSOC Service Request prototype is being developed for requesting the services of the NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) Wallops Flight Facility (WFF). Current plans are to use the
Wide-Field Infrared Explorer (WIRE) spacecraft as a test vehicle. The CSOC Service Request
prototype uses much of the same COTS/open standards (e.g., SOAP, Java DOM, Oracle)
infrastructure as the JPL effort, but this prototype also addresses issues specific to the WFF
operational environment. For further information please contact Andy Schreckenghost
(Andy.Schreckenghost@csoconline.com).
Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) Service Management Prototype The US Air
Force is sponsoring a multi-phase AFSCN Interoperability Project to explore the evolution of the
AFSCN toward adoption of standards that would permit greater interoperability among the AFSCN
remote tracking stations, the AFSCN user community, commercial and other governmental TT&C
network operators, and (potentially) non-military spacecraft mission operators. Under subcontract to
the Satellite Control Network Contractor (SCNC - a team headed by Honeywell Technology
Solutions, Inc.), Global Science and Technology (GST) has developed prototype applications that
allow spaceflight mission operators to develop XML-formatted Service Requests using a graphical
user interface (GUI), and allow TT&C station operators to display the service request and respond
(also via a GUI).
The AFSCN Service Management prototype applications are deployed at the Center for Research
Support (CERES) in Colorado Springs, CO, the Honewell DataLynx Operations Center (DOC) in
Columbia, MD, and the NASA WFF. The prototype applications are being used to schedule
Interoperability Project contacts provided by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physical
Laboratory ground station (which is controlled via the DOC)and WFF. The Service Management
prototypes differ from the other prototyping efforts in that they are not constrained to “pure CCSDS”
services, but rather are used to set up services that are supported by legacy systems (i.e., the AFSCN
Space-Ground Link System (SGLS)) and other non-CCSDS aspects of the Interoperability Project
test configurations. Please contact John Pietras (pietras@gst.com) for more information.
Prototype Integration The initial versions of each of the aforementioned prototypes have been
developed and tested in isolation. Even in isolation, they have yielded valuable feedback to the
standardization effort, for example by identifying issues with implementability via COTS products,
and identifying the points at which the XML schema will need to be extendable to support nonCCSDS services. But the CCSDS approach requires at least two independent implementations be
developed and interoperated as a condition of ratification as a CCSDS Recommendation. To that
end, plans are being made to begin to interoperate the prototypes in various combinations by the Fall
of 2003. The status of the interoperability of these prototypes will be reported at ITC 2003.
CONCLUSION
CCSDS is developing SLE Service Management Service Request specifications for a standard
interface for exchanging service requests and related information between TT&C networks and their
spaceflight mission users. These standards apply to the management of not only SLE services but
also traditional TT&C services. CCSDS is developing these specifications with Fall 2004 as the
target for ratification as CCSDS Recommendations.
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ABSTRACT
A critical area for achieving interoperability between satellite control networks is the means chosen
to interconnect Satellite Operations Centers and remote antenna systems. The CCSDS Space Link
Extension (SLE) services are good candidates for this purpose, but national security space activities
have demanding requirements for accuracy of data transfer, controlled delay, and security, which
may not be fully achievable with the existing recommendations. The US Air Force developed a test
bed to evaluate the SLE protocols during live satellite contacts, for both data transfer and
management functions such as scheduling, configuring ground resources, and status reporting.
Performance was generally satisfactory, but several extensions were found to be necessary. The
SLE services provide a promising basis for use in ground stations to support both legacy Air Force
interfaces and newer standards based satellite control services.
INTRODUCTION
Greater use of standards can contribute in two key ways toward reducing development time and cost
of satellite control systems: it allows greater interoperability and hence sharing of network assets
between different agencies, and it promotes commercial development of systems with a wider
market and hence lower cost. A number of groups have worked to identify specific areas of
standardization that could benefit satellite operations functions, including the USA’s National
Security Space Architect, who has recommended evolution toward an integrated national satellite
control network that would provide cost-efficient interoperability between satellite control assets
used by the Department of Defense (DoD), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), other government
agencies, and potentially commercial providers as well.

Achieving such a system would allow any government satellite to be controlled from its associated
Satellite Operations Center (SOC) through any space communication antenna system or Remote
Tracking Station (RTS) that is designated to support multi-user operations. The fundamental
premise of such an approach is that increased productivity and cost effectiveness of the nation’s
separate satellite control networks can be achieved via the ability for “cross support” among the
various agencies’ satellite control resources. A corollary premise is that this interoperability is most
possible if there are standard protocols and interfaces between the telemetry, tracking, and
commanding (TT&C) resources such that they can be interconnected easily.
One promising candidate for such standards is the set of protocols developed by the Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) for supporting TT&C functions. While space link
standards received early attention within CCSDS, another critical area for interoperability is the
means chosen to interconnect SOCs and remote antenna systems using commercially available Wide
Area Network (WAN) communications services. CCSDS has recently developed initial standards
for Space Link Extension (SLE) services to serve this purpose in the context of Internet protocols
over a WAN. However, national security space activities have demanding requirements for
accuracy and completeness of data transfer, controlled delay, time-data correlation, and security,
which may not be fully satisfiable with the existing standards.
The Satellite and Launch Control Systems Program Office of the Air Force Space and Missile
Systems Center (SMC) has undertaken a project to evaluate the suitability of SLE and other
candidate protocols for supporting national security TT&C functions. A testbed has been
constructed, and tests are now underway of the existing core SLE protocols. Extensions are being
developed to handle the legacy serial bit stream interfaces utilized by most DoD satellite control
missions today, and to support necessary management functions such as scheduling, RTS
configuration, tracking data reporting, and status monitoring.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Equipment supporting the standards to be assessed was first installed in a lab setting with simulated
telemetry and WAN behavior. Initial results from lab testing showed that SLE can convey time
tagged bit stream telemetry and commands over IP WANs with acceptable delays (1-2 seconds) if
-6
WAN quality and delay is within normal ranges. For higher packet loss rates (>10 ) and delays
(250 msec) that might be encountered in networks including space links, lower data rate limits and
longer startup delays are needed to ensure reliable delivery [Ref. 1]. Variants of the standard TCP
(such as the SCPS TP) can provide better performance since they handle links with higher delay and
error rates better [Ref 2].
In 2002 the lab equipment was fielded to support live satellite contacts using TCP or SLE over
WAN links, between AF R&D facilities at Schriever AFB, Colorado, and Kirtland AFB, New
Mexico. Two type of equipment were used. In one case, a specialized multiplexor/demultiplexor
device was used, operating directly over TCP/IP streams, to provide highly accurate timing and rate
control of the delivered telemetry (time/data correlation). In a second configuration, commercial
workstations were used to host an available SLE software prototype, with extensions to handle serial

input and output needs typical of DoD missions. With this low cost commercial equipment,
somewhat longer startup delays and less accurate time/data correlation were achieved, but greater
tolerance for WAN delays and errors was demonstrated [Ref. 3].
Security is another key concern for national security space operations. Primary methods for
ensuring security reside in the SOC and on the spacecraft, based on end-to-end encryption. To
provide additional protection against traffic analysis, denial of service, and other threats, data
transmission is also protected over the WAN links between SOC and RTS. For these experiments,
commercial security gateways implementing the standard IP-Security functions were utilized for this
purpose. Tests were run both with the IP-Security functionality enabled and disabled. No
significant difference in performance was observed. In particular, the security devices did not add to
the delay or worsen error rates.
WORK IN PROGRESS
Additional testing is now underway, with similar equipment fielded at commercial, NASA, and
NOAA ground stations. The goals for this phase are to further characterize the performance of the
systems, and to demonstrate dual support for both military and civil space downlinks using common
standards. In addition to the data transfer services for spacecraft commands and telemetry, the
current phase of experiments examines use of standards for management functions such as
requesting ground station time; defining ground station configurations/services needed; and
exchanging orbit data, tracking data, and ground station status data. The Service Management
portions of the SLE standards are being implemented and evaluated, with recommendations for areas
needing extension [Ref 4].
As shown in the figure, a common set of network interface equipment is provided at the ground
station to support both NASA and DoD contacts. This interfaces with the appropriate RF and
Production equipment to support either CCSDS (Unified S Band) or DoD (SGLS) TT&C space
links. Common management protocols can be used to schedule and set up the ground station from
both types of SOC.
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ABSTRACT
NASA and Lockheed Martin-CSOC have been supporting in the development of plans for the
evolution of NASA’s Ground Network (GN) and Space Network (SN), and where possible,
synchronizing those plans with plans for the evolution of the Deep Space Network (DSN). This
paper describes a recommendation for a common ground system communication architecture based
on the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) Space Link Extension (SLE).
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INTRODUCTION
NASA has been developing plans for the evolution of NASA’s Ground Network (GN) and Space
Network (SN), and where possible, synchronizing those plans with plans for the evolution of the
Deep Space Network (DSN). Both organizations want those networks to have certain key attributes.
Among the desired attributes are: 1. Provide a common interface for all NASA networks to allow
users to reduce development and operations costs by using common standards-based system
interfaces; 2. Network interoperability to allow the sharing of resources among space agencies and
other government agencies; and 3. Provide a common interface for integrating commercial ground
network providers and network users.

A multi-center and multi-contractor study team (The NASCOM Block Phase Out work Group) led
by Lockheed Martin-CSOC concluded that the Space Link Extension (SLE) set of Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) recommendations has the desired attributes to support
the evolution of the GN and SN. The team recommended that NASA set up an interoperability
testbed to show how most future NASA missions can use CCSDS SLE and that SLE could meet
NASA’s interoperability goals.
NASA’s involvement with SLE started with its support for the development of SLE as the primary
interface for future Deep Space Network missions. The current effort, including the buildup of an
SLE interoperability testbed, centers on proving that SLE can also be used for both legacy and future
GN and SN science missions.
Inter-agency interoperability plays a major role in the plans for the SLE testbed. NASA has a
program for interoperability with the Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN). As part of this
program, the SLE testbed set up connectivity between a ground station at NASA’s Wallops Flight
Facility (WFF), a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) ground station, and
an AFSCN control center to allow downlinks and uplinks using NASA and DoD test satellites.
SLE Management Services Request as defined by the CCSDS Panel 3 Operations Concept White
Paper is being prototyped in the SLE testbed. As part of this activity, we plan to submit automated
SLE Service Requests to a Wallops Flight Facility test ground station from an AFSCN and a NASA
test operations center. One final product of this testing activity is to support the development of
CCSDS SLE recommendations by providing inputs and results on our testing and prototyping
activities to the CCSDS Panel 3 SLE standards committee.

CURRENT ARCHITECTURE
The primary National Aeronautical Space Administration (NASA) ground data communications
(NASCOM) architecture is based on NASCOM Internet Protocol (IP) transition data format and
protocol. The NASCOM IP Transition protocol distributes data encapsulated in a legacy NASCOM
block data structure using an IP infrastructure and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP-Multicast).
NASCOM block is a NASA unique fixed length data format, which is an artifact of the days when
data communications consisted of point-to-point communications interfaces.
The NASCOM block Phase-Out work group evaluated the key requirements for current and future
missions, and also evaluated many data protocols and standards currently in use. The work group
concluded that CCSDS SLE Transfer Services has become the predominant internationally accepted
standard for interoperability between ground data services and mission user facilities. Based on this
investigation, the NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group agreed to propose a NASA wide data
standard based on CCSDS SLE for ground data communications as the first step toward phasing out
NASCOM Blocks.
The NASCOM block data structure is a NASA unique fixed length 4800 bit or 1200 bit data block
which is used to carry spacecraft bit stream data asynchronously or ground data messages such as
tracking messages, site status messages, etc. The NASCOM block levies no framing structure for the

data packed into the data fields of the NASCOM block data structure. The NASCOM IP Protocol
effectively tunnels NASA’s legacy NASCOM block data formats through the IP Transition protocol.
The ground tracking site performs no processing on the spacecraft data and packs the data into the
NASCOM bock asynchronously.
NASA’s ground tracking sites for the SN and GN utilize specialized equipment such as NASCOM
Block Programmable Telemetry Processors (PTP), Small Converter Devices (SCD), and enhanced
Multiplexer / Demultiplexer (MDM) equipment to support the NASCOM IP Transition protocol and
the legacy NASCOM block data structure. The PTP/SCD devices provide conversion between the
legacy NASCOM Block protocol and the NASCOM IP Transition protocol. The use of the
NASCOM block PTP/SCD and MDM equipment minimized changes to many legacy user facilities
based on NASCOM block point-to-point communication protocol. Many new missions using NASA
ground facilities have elected to use other reliable data protocols based on COTS technology or
proprietary data structures. Figure 1 shows several of the major NASA ground communications data
structures and protocols in use today.
In Use Today
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Figure 1. Major NASA Ground Data Structures and Protocols in Use Today

NASCOM BLOCK PHASE-OUT WORK GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS

The NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group defined a set of requirements based on current and
future missions and identified a new NASA wide standard data service to replace data services based
on NASCOM block data structures and protocols. The NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group
also investigated the known major standards and data structures in use today and found that CCSDS
SLE was the only protocol in use that is an internationality accepted standard with the potential to
meet the interoperability requirements.
The NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group found the benefits of SLE included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

SLE can be a common ground data service standard for future SN and GN science missions.
SLE can provide interoperability among NASA sites and with international agencies.
SLE builds upon the wide spread adoption of many CCSDS recommendations in use by
missions already using CCSDS standards for their space links.
SLE places no additional requirements on spacecrafts using CCSDS space link protocols.
SLE offers cost savings potential by using of common equipment at all ground stations

The NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group also found shortcomings with SLE. Among them:
•
•
•
•

As designed, SLE is not intended to support the NASA legacy data protocols
communications data structures and protocols in use to day.
SLE is still in the early stages of maturity.
Several challenges exist in implementing CCSDS SLE at GN and SN tracking sites.
Security related to SLE needs to be further developed to operate over the NASA networks.

The NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group concluded that the CCSDS SLE Services could meet
the requirements identified for most future Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) SN and GN science
missions. The work group also concluded that most of the shortcomings will be resolved with further
SLE testing and proposed enhancements.

CCSDS SLE SERVICE REFERENCE MODEL
Figure 2 shows a high level view of the CCSDS SLE service reference model as defined in the
CCSDS cross-support reference model and the SLE service specifications. The service model
includes data transfer services and management services. Transfer services provide a standard
means to transfer spacecraft forward and return data between the ground tracking station (provider
site) and a Mission Control Center (user site). SLE management supports the means to allocate and
configure resources under management authorities within the SLE complexes (SLE service provider
sites).
The CCSDS Cross Support Reference Model Part 1 Space Link Extension Services describes eight
return data services and ten forward data services. To date, the CCSDS SLE Panel has defined and
released draft service specifications for following five of the eighteen data services defined in the
Cross Support Reference Model:

•
•
•
•
•

Return All Frames (RAF) data service. Provides data service to transfer all return link
frames to the user center.
Return Channel Frames (RCF) data service. Provides data service to transfer pre-agreed
selected virtual channels to the user center.
Forward Command Link Transmission Unit (CLTU) data service .
Provides forward
command service from the user control center to the provider site.
Forward Space Packet (FSP) Service. Provides service for user control center to send
forward telecommand packets to the provider site.
Telecommand Frame Service. Provides service for user control center to send forward
telecommand frames to the provider site.

Of these, only the RAF, RCF, and CLTU services are being implement by JPL for its DSN sites and
these are the same services that were selected by the NASCOM Block Phase-Out work group for the
initial NASA-wide data service standard.
Figure 2 shows the RAF, RCF, and CLTU data services within the SLE Transfer Services Provider
and User functions. The provider service resides at the SLE provider facility (tracking station), and
the SLE user service resides at mission control facility. These transfer services operate at the
application level at each site and establish a communications relationship between the user and the
provider transfer service to set up the ground communications link via a Wide Area Network.
As shown in figure 2, the return link data production process receives return link telemetry from the
RF production function at the provider site. The provider return link data production function
includes frame synchronization, de-randomization, error detection and correction, virtual channel
sorting per CCSDS packet processing standards. The data production routes framed data with
ground receipt time stamp and data quality information to the SLE RAF and RCF return provision
service. The return link data production function also includes data capture and playback for line
outage recording and playbacks via the SLE RAF and RCF transfer services.
The forward link data production receives the CLTUs from the SLE forward CLTU provision
service, and applies the forward service physical link operations procedure (PLOP) to build the
command stream to the Radio Frequency (RF) forward production for transmission to the space-link.
The PLOP defines the carrier modulation sequences. The forward data production also performs
required buffering and interface required at the tracking site for RF production.

NASA RECOMMENDED STANDARD AND MODEL
All ground sites used by NASA missions need to support CCSDS SLE for interoperability. JPL is
currently integrating CCSDS SLE RAF, RCF, and CLTU transport services into its DSN Sites, but
major challenges still remain for installation of SLE in the NASA SN and GN. This includes adding
SLE capability to commercial ground tracking sites supporting NASA space missions.
The NASA SN is composed of two primary ground sites for supporting spacecraft communications
via multiple NASA Tracking Data Relay Satellites (TDRS). The SN can support several spacecrafts
simultaneously using the TDRSS satellites. The NASA GN consists of several NASA sites and

commercial sites for communicating directly with the spacecrafts. All NASA ground tracking sites
currently have RF production, data handling, data routing, site scheduling systems, and site
configuration and management systems in place and these are well ingrained into NASA data service
operations concepts. NASA ground data systems were developed separately and many are uniquely
designed.
Implementing SLE Management will require major change in the way site scheduling and
management are done today. Scheduling and management for the NASA SN and GN sites are
different and very integrated into the existing ground site configuration and management systems.
Initial SLE installations will not implement SLE Management and will utilize existing site
scheduling and management operations concepts and systems until the SLE management becomes
more mature.
Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed view of the SLE Model being proposed for the initial
implementation for SN and GN sites. The initial delivery shows use of the existing site scheduling,
resource configuration system, and RF systems. It adds CCSDS data production and SLE RAF,
RCF, and CLTU transfer services at the ground tracking sites as described in a previous section of
this paper. The initial SLE implementation will utilize the SLE APIs developed by ESA and JPL for
the INTEGRAL mission and which utilized standard TCP/IP protocol. As SLE management
requirements mature and site equipment is replaced, the full SLE model can be deployed.
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Figure 2. Proposed NASA SLE Service Model – Initial Phase

SLE INTEROPERABILITY TESTBED
NASA has identified SLE as a key area of interest and the agency has been exploring SLE definition
and implementation for several years. NASA and contractor personnel are testing and investigating
the use of SLE on SN and GN ground tracking sites.
The primary goal of the SLE testbed is to demonstrate the use of SLE for GN and SN science
missions and for potential cross-support between NASA and the Air Force Satellite Control Network
(AFSCN). Additional high-level goals include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate, test, and promote CCSDS SLE as proposed by the NASCOM Block Phase-Out
work group.
Gain experience in the CCSDS SLE APIs developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and
the European Space Agency (ESA) for the INTErnational Gamma Ray Astrophysics
Laboratory (INTEGRAL) mission.
Conduct interagency interoperability testing using CCSDS SLE.
Evaluate Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) CCSDS SLE products from Avtec Systems.
Investigate SLE service management.
Monitor on-going SLE service management working group activities.

The first user/provider system is based on a collection of SLE user tools and a COTS
Telemetry/Command processor (See Figure 3). They are based on the JPL SLE API set. The SLE
user tools provide the forward and return service user applications. The COTS processor provides
the SLE Forward Command Link Transmission Unit (CLTU) service.
The second user/provider system is a prototype developed by Global Science and Technology, Inc.
under AFSCN sponsorship. Since DoD space vehicles do not use CCSDS protocols, this system
performs additional production processing to break the encrypted bit stream interface into arbitrary
data blocks to be passed to the SLE provider service.
One instance of each of the above SLE provider systems has been installed at a development and test
ground station at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WFF). The second instance of these systems
was installed at a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Command and Data
Acquisition (CDA) Station. Satellite testing at WFF began in February 2003. The satellite tests use
the Wide-field Infra-Red Explorer (WIRE) and COsmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellites to
represent NASA missions as well as a DoD engineering test satellite to represent DoD missions. The
current test configuration is shown in Figure 3, FY03 Final Architecture.

SPACE LINK EXTENSION TESTBED RESULTS
Lockheed Martin-CSOC has provided technical and management coordination to ensure successful
interoperability demonstrations between NASA, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the DOD/Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN). Lockheed
Martin-CSOC has led and participated in numerous working group meetings with NASA Wallops
Flight Facility (WFF), NOAA and AFSCN personnel to coordinate installation and test planning

activities. Lockheed Martin-CSOC has also provided the planning and integration skills to support
interoperability across vendors, agencies and facilities.
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Summaries of SLE testbeds’ major accomplishments in the SLE testbed arena are included below:
• Supported NASA’s goals for the evolution of SLE COTS products by successfully working
with Avtec, an SLE products vendor, to test and verify that the Avtec SLE COTS product
met all of the requirements for SLE as stated by the CCSDS standards organization.
• Tested the Avtec SLE COTS implementation using NASA’s WIRE and COBE satellites
through NASA’s Wallops 5.4 m Station. This is the first time that an SLE implementation
has been used on a NASA GN station thus furthering NASA interoperability goals.
• Contributed successfully towards NASA’s inter-agency interoperability goals on the Ground
Network by designing and implementing the interoperability architecture and developing the
operations concepts required to support spacecraft data exchange with DOD/Air Force
Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) satellites via NASA’s Wallops 5.4 m Station.
• Contributed successfully to NASA’s inter-agency interoperability goals included performing
technical analysis and design to determine that SLE could be installed at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Wallops Command and Data Acquisition

(CDA) site. We also successfully managed the installation of a second instance of an SLE
system at the NOAA Wallops Command and Data Acquisition Station and led the testing of
NASA’s WIRE and COBE satellites through this site.

SLE MANAGEMENT SERVICE REQUEST PROTOTYPE
The purpose of the Space Link Extension (SLE) Management Service Request (SR) Prototype is to
advance architectural concepts and develop “lessons learned” in support of CCSDS SLE
Management standards development. This prototype provides an opportunity to evaluate processes,
message content, and specific eXtensible Markup Language (XML) formats including configuration
profiles and service requests that have been put forth in the CCSDS SLE standards community.
To evaluate CCSDS SLE Management standards in a realistic environment, the SLE Management
SR prototype implements a COTS architecture representing a typical near-future GN telemetry
service provider and consumer management environment (Figure 4). Proposed CCSDS SLE
Management standards are then overlaid and evaluated
To assure that this prototype is as broadly useful as possible, well understood and widely available
system components were utilized. The architecture is based on Web Services and fully leverages the
capabilities of current XML based tools. This approach promotes interoperability, web access, selfdescribing services, and, to the greatest extent possible, operating system and programming language
independence. The ubiquity of Web Services tools also ensures ease of use and a robust set of
implementation options. The specific elements being utilized include Web Services Description
Language (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and eXtensible Stylesheet Language
for Transformations (XSLT).

SLE MANAGEMENT SERVICE REQUEST PROTOTYPE RESULTS
Lockheed Martin-CSOC has provided expertise in ground station operations and technical standards
implementation to the CCSDS SLE Service Management standards development group. Lockheed
Martin-CSOC’s contributions to this group have reinforced the goals of the CCSDS SLE Service
Management by infusing the group with senior technical leadership and by providing a “real world”
approach and platform for testing the technical specifications being developed by the group.
Specific contributions to CCSDS SLE Service Management standard development include:
• Successful advocacy to maintain focus on producing near term products for interoperability.
• Demonstrated how CCSDS and ‘non-CCSDS’ spacecraft can fit into the SLE Service
Management standard.
• Developed recommendations for standard and Ops Concept extensions needed in NASA’s
highly reliable environments.
• Shared practical experience in web and database design and implementation, SLE COTS
products integration, and Wallops RF systems integration in the NASA environment.
• Provided prototype feedback and lessons learned to the committee generating the standard.

•

Provided cutting edge architecture experience on the use of emerging standards and
technologies within the NASA infrastructure.

•
•
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ABSTRACT
As part of the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
(NPOESS) Preparatory Project (NPP), the Direct Readout Laboratory (DRL) of
NASA/GSFC Code 935, is developing the prototype NPP In-Situ Ground System
(NISGS). The NISGS supports earth remote sensing, and its functions bridge from all
EOS satellites to planning for future NASA and interagency launches. The NISGS
solution enables the end user to acquire and process NPP and predecessor instrument
data, and provide a means to make these technologies and data products available to the
Direct Broadcast Community. This document describes the NISGS model, methodology,
and system architecture.

KEY WORDS
Direct Broadcast, Direct Readout, Direct Broadcast Community, NISGS Model, NISGS
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last 30 years there has been a rapid increase in the number of remote sensing
satellites that support environmental monitoring. These have evolved to have greater
complexity and an increased number of sensors, resulting in increased data bandwidth
and data volume. This increase in capability and enhancements has placed a significant
burden on the user community. The community must keep up with the evolving
spacecraft communication system and instrument specifications, and it must handle the
exponentially increasing data volume and complex data processing algorithms required to
make the data useful.

Under the NPP, NASA is developing the NPP In-Situ Ground System (NISGS) , to
provide a Direct Broadcast (DB) solution that incorporates instruments from the Earth
Observing System (EOS), Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites (POES), and Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and provides the foundation for, and path to,
the future NPOESS satellites. The NISGS solution will be available at no cost to the DB
community through a software public-release program.
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The goal of NISGS is to enable and develop technology that benefits the entire DB
community. The DB community is defined as any person or group that uses, benefits
from, or contributes to the acquisition of remotely sensed direct broadcast data. The
community ranges from the commercial sector that provides processing components to
the scientist that evaluates the most recent data acquisition results. Other members of the
community include but are not limited to academia, forest service personnel, fire fighters,
meteorologists, general public, Department of Defense (DOD), Integrated Program
Office (IPO), researchers, algorithm developers, and NASA. The DB community
currently has over 2000-fielded POES and EOS systems worldwide.
NISGS is comprised of integrated DB technologies in order to provide a complete direct
readout ground system solution. The NISGS technologies include the Real-Time
Software Telemetry Processing System (RT-STPS); the Multi-Mission Scheduler
(MMS); the NPP Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO) Portal for Science,
Technology and Environmental Research (NEpster); Simulcast; and Direct
Broadcast/Institutional science processing algorithms. RT-STPS performs Consultative
Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) protocol processing and Level-0
formatting. MMS performs scheduling and control of the ground system elements.
Simulcast distributes quick look instrument data to internet-based clients in real-time.
NEpster serves as a virtually connected network of data archive systems providing access
to direct broadcast data to anyone with a web browser. The science processing
algorithms process Level 0 data to geolocated, calibrated radiances, from which a number
of geophysical value-added products can be generated. Each of these technologies
function stand-alone and can be easily implemented into any in-situ ground terminal.
The NISGS technologies target most of the necessary steps prior to value added image
product generation. They also incorporate all instrument and spacecraft-specific
formatting, encoding and configurations, thereby alleviating the end-user of this resource
consuming task.

DRL ROLE IN THE NPP IN-SITU ELEMENT
The Direct Readout Lab (DRL) plays a vital role in the DB community as intermediary
between NPP and the “non-NPP” community. The DRL encourages communication and
maintains an open-door policy with the commercial and Research and Development
(R&D) sectors. This process provides the DRL with critical information such as what
equipment is currently in use, what technology is being developed commercially, and
what the needs of the community outside NPP are. As a result, the DRL can report the
“state of the community” to NPP while simultaneously providing the community outside
NPP a roadmap to future NPP technology.
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NISGS inherits the DRL’s knowledge, experience and lessons learned from prior
missions, which brings continuity from the EOS mission to NPP, and subsequently, to
NPOESS. With its experience, the DRL can predict problem areas in the design and
development of NISGS and mitigate them before problems develop.
The following roadmap shows the DRL history of involvement and the path to the
NISGS solution, and highlights many of the features, differences, and similarities
between missions.
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NISGS MODEL
It should be recognized that the NISGS Model is a system architecture and a
methodology. In this methodology, the DB community is the driving force for DB
service-type requirements, which often translates to system design requirements. The
goal is to make every NISGS product and function a reflection of the community voice
and the community needs within the scope of the NPP mission.
An essential component of the NISGS model is the technology transfer and technology
sharing methodology. The NISGS model is focused on ultimately becoming a conduit
for technology and information sharing for the DB community. As a conduit for DB
data, technology, and information, NISGS becomes the central point for the community
sectors to share and obtain information. NISGS provides a central communication point,
which ultimately resuls in greater accessibility of information and technologies to the DB
community.
An important feature of the NISGS model is that the commercial sector is recognized as
part of the DB community. As such, the commercial sector is included in system design
decisions and kept in the ‘‘information loop.” This gives the commercial sector the
option to develop and design solutions that meet upcoming and established DB
requirements.
The goals of the NISGS model can be summarized as follows:
1) Provide prototype NISGS to satisfy the NPP mission requirements while
incorporating the philosophies of other NISGS model goals. The system
architecture and technologies will be made available to the DB community at no
cost.
2) Reflect DB community voice that defines requirements and future development
plans. The DB community voice is multi-faceted because the community is
comprehensive. Therefore, to truly reflect the community, all the different sectors

must be canvassed and information congealed into an encompassing repository of
facts.
3) Incorporate lessons learned to promote the development of a realistic
development timeline. The advantages of using knowledge gained through
practical experience are vast. Using lessons learned advances development
without past mistakes being repeated, without redesigning existing components,
and with less error as the process is based on established methodologies.
With its history of close involvement with the Terra and Aqua missions, the DRL
is the common thread from those missions to NISGS. This maintains continuity
and ensures that knowledge is not lost between missions.
4) Enable technology to support DB by both providing an infrastructure to develop
technology and enabling the evolution of technology. The goal of technology
enabling is accomplished as a two-part concept.
The first part of enabling technology is to provide the technology. This is a literal
scheme, for which technology transfer is the primary method. This means that the
NISGS develops and verifies the technology to acquire and process remotely
sensed earth science data, and then provides the technologies at no cost to the DB
community.
The second part of enabling technology is to enable the commercial sector, or any
other interested DB community member, to develop solutions that will meet
future mission needs. To do this, the DRL provides mission requirements and
defines where technologies should be heading to meet community needs.
5) Develop technology to support specific needs of DB for NPP by providing
technologies that process instrument data end-to-end, to provide a multi-mission
solution, and to provide re-configurable technologies for the acquisition and
processing of remotely sensed earth science data.
Technology development has two different paths in the NISGS model: 1) NISGS
enables commercial development, which is then made available to the DB
community. For this path, NISGS provides Non Recurring Engineering (NRE) to
a vendor with the understanding that the developed technology can be
redistributed; 2) The DRL, under the NISGS Model, develops technology that
meets custom mission requirements.
6) Share technology and information via the NISGS Model, which disseminates
technology, data, and information, and encourages feedback. The medium
created to achieve this objective is the Direct Readout Web Portal located at:
http://directreadout.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Another primary goal for the NISGS is that it manages and provides access to a
global DB near real-time data repository. The level-0 data is kept indefinitely and
higher-level products are available on-line for 30 days. The data repository
provides a web-based interface that allows users to select data by region. The
repository must accept global DB data input from subscribers.
7) Provide outreach, by making the community aware of the types of technology
and information that comprise a Direct Readout System. The goal is to provide a
bridge from the scientific community to the general public, focusing on the
interface with the educational sector.

NISGS ARCHITECTURE
The NISGS accepts a satellite downlink and provides information and data products to
the DB Community. The processing between input and output is complex and is best
defined by grouping elements into subsystems that can then be further dissected and
explained.
The NISGS Architecture is separated into the following functional subsystems:
1) NISGS Front-End System (NISFES) provides orbital modeling and autonomous
pass scheduling, decodes data, performs all CCSDS protocol processing, and
outputs level zero data products for archival. It also outputs filtered instrument
packets to a socket, which will be used by another subsystem (Simulcast) for
quick look images that provide real-time data quality monitoring via the Internet.
2) NISGS Data System (NISDS) autonomously accepts level-0 data products,
generates level one data, and uses level-2 algorithms for data verification. All
data products are archived.

3) Web Portal provides technology, information, and data sharing with the DB
community.
4) Simulcast provides quick look instrument images broadcasted over the Internet.
5) NEpster provides a single access point that represents a virtually connected
network of DB receiving stations to provide global access for DB data for data
management and distribution.

NISGS SUBSYSTEMS
MMS
The Multi-Mission Scheduler (MMS) provides NISGS automation. The MMS is a
configurable, client-server processing element that automates ground system data
acquisition, data processing, and data distribution. The future JAVA implementation of
MMS will include a documented Application Programming Interface (API) so that it can
be easily integrated into any ground system environment.
A MMS client resides on each piece of equipment to be controlled. The scheduler,
within MMS server, serves as the central point for control of all software and hardware
subsystems. Scheduler communicates with each client via a User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) socket, and uses data and events as feedback to dynamically control data
acquisition and processing. The client configures, starts and stops software tasks local to
the device on which it is installed.

Scheduler is configured by a Graphical User Interface (GUI), which allows the operator
to completely configure and control MMS.
RT-STPS
RT-STPS provides the NISFES Protocol Processing and Level-0 Data Production. RTSTPS is designed as a collection of independent processing nodes. This is so a user can
create standard or custom pipelines by plugging together selected nodes using XML setup
scripts. It does not require any special hardware or native library support. Therefore, it
runs on any system where Java is installed, yet it runs as fast as C and C++ equivalents.
RT-STPS ingests satellite data, performs complete CCSDS protocol processing, and then
provides level-0 data distribution to end-users. RT-STPS has two modes of operation. In
stand-alone batch mode, the source is a local file. In server mode, RT-STPS runs
continuously and waits for raw data input to arrive at a TCP/IP or UDP socket. RT-STPS
can send processed data units to a file or directly to a network destination via TCP/IP
sockets.
The primary job of RT-STPS is to synchronize CCSDS version 2 telemetry frames
(CADUs) and to compose independent CCSDS packet streams, which are distinguished
by spacecraft (SCID), virtual channel (VCID), and application (ApID). To support the
DB community, it also includes a node that creates EOS-compliant PDS level-0 files.
However, RT-STPS can also receive and identify non-CCSDS frames, and it provides
additional CCSDS services to those previously listed. Other RT-STPS features include a
rate-buffering client, which regulates transmissions for unpredictable or slower network
connections, and a graphical viewer, to ease configuration and observe processing status.
RT-STPS processing has been successfully verified with live Terra MODIS data and with
live Aqua data. The most CPU intensive RT-STPS processing, which includes ReedSolomon decoding, has been bench marked at rates in excess of 20 Mbps.
SIMULCAST
Simulcast is the NISGS Real-Time Data Quality Monitoring Subsystem. Simulcast
generates quick look real-time images to provide data quality monitoring during a
satellite pass. Simulcast has been verified with live Terra and Aqua MODIS instrument
data, and the redesign in Java will include multiple instruments of the NPP.
Simulcast is a client-server subsystem that is designed to allow a client connected
anywhere on the Internet to display a real-time instrument image. The Simulcast server
receives CCSDS packet data from the ground system, decodes the packets and processes
and sends reduced volume images to connected clients. The Simulcast remote clients
display the imagery and other data statistics in real-time during the satellite pass.
Simulcast works without modification of front-end hardware since the interface is either
socket or file-based. It is useful for monitoring and for troubleshooting both ground
systems and spacecraft systems. The client-server design allows for remote monitoring
from virtually anywhere via the Internet.
ALGORITHMS
The NISGS system incorporates instrument algorithms, which would be required as a
pre-processing step to value added, Level-2, product generation. These steps primarily
consist of calibration and geo-registration. Historically, these algorithms, considered
“Institutional”, have been embedded in a large, interdependent system that process global
data. Therefore, by definition, they will not run in a standalone, or direct broadcast mode
without environment variable changes, ancillary data sets, math libraries and prior

processing steps. Consequently, it has been incumbent upon the user to make the
necessary changes and environment set-ups to run these algorithms; delaying use of
NASA’s data by the DB community by as much as two years after launch.
Based on these lesson’s learned, the NISGS concept preempts this scenario by working
with the Level-1 algorithms during their conception, in an attempt to create standalone,
DB algorithms that would be available prior to launch. Additionally, select Level-2
algorithms would be ported for the purpose of validating the end-to-end NISGS system.
This will be done by comparing the resultant physical parameters with the “Institutional”
global data products generated by the Science Data Segment (SDS).
The current algorithm test-bed used in the formulation of the NISGS data system is the
Terra/Aqua Direct Readout System that provides level-1 processing, archives the data
products, and then makes the level-1 and select level-2 data products available to the DB
community.
The test instrument algorithm used in this test-bed is the MODIS Level-1 processing
software which is a set of science processing algorithms that produce geolocated,
calibrated radiance from raw Level 0 production data sets. It includes:
The Level-1A algorithm, which reorganizes the raw data;
The geolocation algorithm which geolocates each MODIS field of view; and
The calibrated radiance (Level-1B) algorithm, which outputs calibrated radiance
at 1 KM, 0.5 KM and 0.25 KM resolutions.
Similar processes and procedures will be undertaken for the NPP’s VIIRS, CrIS, ATMS,
OMPS and CERES instruments. Therefore, the implementation approach undertaken by
the NISGS team is to work with the instrument calibration and georegistration algorithm
developers to bring these algorithms into NISGS as a stand alone, but integral part of the
end-to-end processing of all NPP instrument data.
NEpster
The NEpster System serves as a virtually connected network of data archive systems
providing access to DB data to anyone who has access to the Internet. This model is
based on a peer-to-peer architecture of sharing and exchanging remote sensing data
among end users. The architecture borrows the idea from a well-known system known as
Napster, where music files are shared and exchanged among the end users across the
Internet. In NEpster, this type of functionality is emulated, but several additional features
have been added to handle the uniqueness of remote sensing data and its sources. The
principle features include: a temporary data storage area for remote sites that do not wish
their servers accessed on a continual basis, an intelligent broker that controls data access
based on the data distribution policies of each independent data source, and a
comprehensive geographically-based query interface to allow efficient data searches.
The system works as follows: A DB community member initiates a request via the
NEpster Operator Interface (NOI). The query request from NOI is sent to a database,
which contains metadata information on the data set registered with the server. Based on
the metadata, a database server sends the query results back to the user via the NOI. The
results contain metadata information, data file sizes, and policy information on the
availability and the location of the requested data. At this point, the user has the option to
initiate an ftp session or URL request to the data repository site.

SUMMARY
The NISGS solution is a multi-mission, multi-instrument ground system that will insure
integrity, reliability, and easy access to NPP and EOS mission data. NISGS creates a
bridge from legacy to future missions so that capabilities are not lost and technology is
not reinvented. The design and implementation of NISGS will follow the DRL
methodology that includes the DB community in each phase, and ensures technology and
information is shared as the DRL acts as a conduit between NPP and the other sectors of
the DB community.
The DRL insures the success of NISGS by the implementation of the credible and
successful approach used to provide Terra and Aqua DB ground system support.
Information will flow bi-directionally through the DRL to insure communication between
sectors of the DB community and the NPP. The numerous satellites require
standardization in communication and data format protocols. The DRL will maintain an
approach that encourages consistency and standardization. As the DB community grows,
making changes on the DB satellite will become more dramatic and have further reaching
effects, increasing the need of standardization and consistency from satellite to satellite.
The DRL is also prepared for any non-standard features or changes that must be
implemented, by either enabling or developing the technology to accommodate the
changes. The methodology and foresighted approach used by the DRL insures that the
NISGS will remain a successful and vital part of the DB community.
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ABSTRACT
A large selection of hardware and software components are readily available for supporting Internet
communication in the ground network environment. These components can be used to construct
very powerful and flexible communication systems. The Operating Missions as Nodes on the
Internet (OMNI) project at NASA/GSFC has been defining and demonstrating ways to use standard
Internet technologies for future space communication. Theses concepts and technologies are also
applicable to test range telemetry applications.
This paper identifies the network equipment and protocols to support end-to-end IP communication
from range sensors and spacecraft instruments to end users. After identifying the end-to-end
network hardware and software components, the paper discusses which ones are currently available
and lists specific examples of each. This includes examples of space missions currently using
Internet technology for end-to-end communication. It also lists missing pieces and includes
information on their current status. The goal of this paper is also to stimulate thought and discussion
on what steps need to be taken to start filling in the remaining missing pieces for end-to-end range
and space network connectivity.
KEYWORDS
Space Internet, radiation-hard network components, Internet Protocol (IP), Operating Missions as
Nodes on the Internet (OMNI), File transfer protocols, Multicast Dissemination Protocol (MDP)
INTRODUCTION
This paper will provide a high level view of end-to-end network capabilities for range and space
applications. Then it will begin to develop a list of the hardware and software areas that need to be
filled in to provide network capabilities for future range and space applications that are similar to
those available in ground networks. The list is intended as a starting point to assist in preparing
roadmaps to begin filling in the missing pieces for space networking. The list will include simple
networking components that can be developed in the near term as well as more far reaching visions
for future development.

In the 1990’s there were many network protocols such as OSI, DECnet, SNA, Novell, AppleTalk,
and IP that were supported by a wide range of hardware and software built for each one. All of these
protocols provided network support in many environments. However, during the mid 1990’s the
Internet evolution/revolution took over and most of these protocols were dropped in favor of the
Internet suite of protocols. Internet protocols gained in popularity worldwide and for a wide variety
of network communication functions. The Internet protocols were not necessarily better than the
other protocols in all areas but they provided a very wide range of capabilities that scaled well
around the world. Now the Internet protocol suite and associated hardware and software
components dominate the communication world and are beginning to move into the test range and
space flight world.
The goal of an Internet based communication approach is to provide the simplest, most costeffective delivery of measurement and science data when and where needed. The Operating
Missions as Nodes on the Internet (OMNI)[ 1 ] project at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has
been demonstrating these concepts and working with future missions to baseline these approaches.
Some of these concepts have already been deployed on operational missions such as AlSAT-1[2],
CHIPSat [3], and CANDOS [4].
Extending standard Internet protocols into range and space applications has already shown cost
savings and enabled simpler testing and operations of missions. Deploying network connectivity
across future range and space systems will provide further savings while also enabling new
operations concepts with increased automation and interaction between systems.
RANGE AND SPACE END-TO-END NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The first step in identifying the missing pieces of a network architecture is to identify all elements of
the network. Then we can start from one end and walk through the architecture from one end to the
other and determine the status of each component. Figure 1 shows a network based architecture that
begins at the remote instruments on the left side and goes through ground stations, control centers,
and finally to the users of the data.
The key element in this architecture is the use of the Internet Protocol (IP)[5] to provide end-to-end
addressability and routing of data. This is indicated by the dotted line in the protocol stack diagrams
at the bottom of the figure. This is the one protocol that is common on all systems from one end to
the other.
The protocol layers beneath IP will utilize a variety of different technologies and media to provide
either local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN) capabilities. However the various
LAN or WAN packet headers are only used within the LAN or over the point-to-point WAN link.
As packets with IP headers travel across the LANs and WANs the IP headers and user data remain
the same while various lower level headers and trailers are added and removed. This is the concept
that has allows the Internet to provide global connectivity across an ever growing array of data link
technologies without constantly changing the user applications.
This layered communication approach helps break the end-to-end network problem into smaller
pieces that can be addressed individually. The IP layer provides a major separation between the
software applications running at the upper layers and the actual network hardware at the lower
layers. This allows the developers of the remote instruments to focus on collecting data and
delivering it to their users without worrying about the details of the communication hardware. It
also allows the developers of the lower layer hardware components to focus on building simple
packet forwarding technologies and not worry about the details of user application software.
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Figure 1 - End-to-end architecture for range and space networking
The rest of the paper will start from the lower left corner and work its way across the diagram to
identify the components needed to provide basic IP network communication. Then it will finish with
a brief discussion of some of the higher layer protocols and software applications that might be used
to support mission operational requirements over this end-to-end IP datagram delivery network.
SPACECRAFT/REMOTE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Providing true end-to-end networking requires changing the sources of data in range and space
systems to be full network devices. This includes devices such as command and data handling
systems, science instruments, power systems, attitude control systems, and storage systems. Another
option is for these data sources to be connected to a computer via direct interfaces and the computer
then provides the network access to the instruments. However, in either case, components are
needed to complete the network architecture for range and space systems.
The primary reason for the missing pieces in this area is the challenging environment in which the
components must operate. This includes issues such as:
• radiation - some radiation hardening in LEO orbits, higher and polar orbits need more
• power
- spacecraft/remote systems with solar or battery power have limited power
• cooling
- devices may require redesign for conduction cooling, relates to low-power
• thermal - devices must operate over extended thermal ranges and temperature cycling
• vibration - range/space equipment must survive launch and operational vibration
• weight
- launching or flying more weight costs more money
• size
- larger size results in more weight and associated launch issues
• reliability - devices must be highly reliable, replacement or repair is often impossible

These issues have limited the network hardware components currently available. The most common
interfaces that have been used for onboard connectivity are MIL-STD-1553 and various serial
interfaces. The 1553 technology was developed many years ago and significant investment was
made to make it rugged, reliable, and radiation hard. However, 1553 technology is not well suited to
network environments and it has limited data rates compared to modern network technologies.
Since there are lots of possible components needed in the onboard network area, the discussion will
break them into three areas which are indicated in a representative architecture in figure 2:
• Upper level protocols
• Onboard LAN hardware
• Onboard WAN hardware
If a remote system doesn’t use an onboard LAN it can still use the WAN components to provide a
single network interface to the system. Conversely it could also just have an onboard LAN and not
use a network interface over the RF or optical link. However, using network technology both
onboard and over the RF or optical link provides the maximum communication flexibility and
enables full end-to-end communication as shown in figure 1.
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Figure 2 - Representative remote system architecture
Onboard LAN Hardware
This category covers the hardware components that are needed to provide onboard LAN capabilities.
The primary components are the network interface cards (NICs), connectors, hubs, and switches that
provide network communication capabilities among onboard components. It may also include
standard network accessible mass storage systems and timing systems. These systems are included
due to performance issues such as high-rate transfers to mass storage and precision timing needs of
time servers.
The primary LAN technologies currently identified are Ethernet, Firewire, and ATM. These
technologies all support standard IP networking and are widely available in standard ground COTS
products. There has also been some work in developing rad-hard flight qualified components for all
of these technologies.
Ethernet is currently the most promising of these LAN technologies due to its universal usage in
ground LANs. It supports and ever increasing range of data rates including 10, 100, 1000, and
10000 Mbps with currently available ground equipment. With increasing data rates and LAN

switching technology, Ethernet is moving into environments with high reliability and deterministic
response times such as factory floor monitoring and control systems.
Table 1 lists components needed for supporting onboard LAN functions along with notes on current
activities developing or using these components. The information on status is not exhaustive but is
an attempt to start developing a list of what is happening to fill in missing pieces.
Component

Status

Space qualified Ethernet, Firewire, ATM connectors

Rugged Ethernet connectors for factory floor

Radiation-hard Ethernet 10/100/1000 network
interface cards (NICs)

Spectrum Astro working on 10/100 Ethernet
using rad-hard and qualified COTS components
NASA/GSFC building rad-hard Ethernet FPGA

Rad hard Firewire (IEEE 1394) NICs

Being developed for NPOESS mission

Rad hard ATM NICs

Northrop Grumman (TRW) Astrolink design

Rad-hard Ethernet, ATM hubs, switches,

NASA/GSFC working on Ethernet switch
Spectrum Astro working on hub
Astrolink has onboard ATM switch

Device drivers for NICs in standard OS’s

Should be similar to standard NICs but may
incorporate fault-tolerance features

Fault tolerant LAN equipment and failure recovery
strategies

Factory automation and process control
community working on components/concepts

High-speed, network attached random access
mass storage for file systems

Possible application of SAN and iSCSI network
storage concepts

High stability, radiation-hard, time systems (clocks,
network time servers)

Work needed on low-cost stable clocks and fast
access mechanisms

Table 1 - Onboard LAN Component Status
Onboard WAN Hardware
This category focuses on the components that move data between the LAN, the WAN link, and the
rest of the network. This includes the device between the LAN and WAN as well as the components
associated with the transmitter/receiver. Current transmitters/receivers are based on radio frequency
(RF) technology but future technology is expected to include optical components at data rates up to
10 Gbps. However, both RF and optical technologies will need similar components for functions
such as data link framing, encryption, forward-error-correction, and modulation. Significant
challenges arise and hardware development is needed as data rates move to 10 Gbps
With a large amount of ground network equipment already available with WAN interfaces,
developing matching range and space WAN components provides the simplest way to extend
network capabilities. Current network spacecraft are using ISO standard, high-level data link control
(HDLC) framing which is supported by standard synchronous serial interface chips and cards that
are directly supported by standard ground routers. HDLC framing has been successfully used in
satellite systems for over 20 years but only in low-earth orbits with limited radiation. The relatively
low radiation levels have allowed the use of standard HDLC components but more radiation hard

components will be needed for future missions in more severe radiation environments. Also, HDLC
interfaces currently only support rates up to about 100 Mbps on the ground and new interfaces will
need to be developed for higher rates or other framing options will need to be identified. Some other
candidates for higher rates are ATM, EIA IS-787, DVB, packet over SONET, and 10 Gbps Ethernet.
Moving data between the LAN and WAN can be done using various techniques. A basic approach
is to have both a LAN and WAN interface attached to the primary command and data handling
processor in the remote system and have software on the processor that routes data between the
interfaces. However, the processor may be busy performing other functions and it may be better to
perform the LAN/WAN transfers using a separate component. Some missions at GSFC are
currently working on a LAN/WAN bridging component to offload this function from the main
processor and also provide more fault tolerance by using multiple LANs and bridges. In order to
reduce complexity this device will only support minimal bridging capabilities to move packets
between the LAN and WAN interfaces and will not perform full IP routing.
Eventually, full function routers will be developed that will move data between the LAN and WAN
while also providing additional higher level functions such as mobile routing protocols, security
functions, traffic prioritization, and hot standby recovery. This will provide all networking functions
in a standardized device and allow the onboard LAN to function identically to any ground LAN.
Table 2 summarizes components needed to support the onboard WAN interface functions.
Component

Status

Link level encryption/decryption hardware

Some military components available

Radiation-hard, forward-error-correction hardware
(e.g. Reed/Solomon, Low Density Parity Check,
Turbo Product Code)

Reed/Solomon encoders available for space

Radiation -hard framing hardware (e.g HDLC, ATM,
EIA IS-787, DVB, packet over SONET, 10 Gbps
Ethernet)

COTS HDLC chips used on LEO spacecraft for
over 20 years. Simple to implement in rad-hard
FPGAs.

Work underway on TPC and LDPC

Need higher rate rad-hard components for others
High-rate versions of coding, encryption, and
framing hardware (up to 10 Gbps)

Possible solutions coming from
Transformational Communication project

DoD

Rad-hard Ethernet or ATM bridges to transmitter/
receiver

GPM mission working on Ethernet/serial bridge

Rad-hard routers with Ethernet, Firewire, ATM,
serial interfaces

General Dynamics (Motorola) and Cisco working
on prototype rad-hard router/transceiver
ITT adding routing features to LPT transceiver
Spectrum Astro starting on router

Basic mobile IP routing protocols for single IP
address mobility

Mobile IP available and flown on CANDOS

Mobile Routing to hide mobility details from and
entire subnet of onboard systems

Cisco Mobile Routing being prepared for test
flight on SSTL DMC spacecraft in 2003

More mobility solutions coming in IPv6

Table 2 - Onboard WAN Component Status

GROUND STATION COMPONENTS
The ground system part of end-to-end networking is fairly simple since it does not have the
constraints of a space environment such as radiation, cooling, and power. Most of the ground
technology already exists and the goal is to develop comparable components for the remote system.
Ground network components already operate at rates of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps in Ethernet LANs and
rates up to 9.6 Gbps in SONET WANs. These technologies are readily available and will continue
to increase in capability since they are driven by Internet growth. Figure 3 shows a basic ground
station architecture using standard LAN technologies connected to standard wide area links.
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Figure 3 - Representative Ground Architecture
The primary areas that need work are in the WAN link to the remote system and some of the upper
level protocols for things such as time synchronization and file transfer. The protocols will be
discussed in the next section. For the WAN link, components are needed to support efficient
framing, encryption, coding, and modulation schemes that work well over range and space RF and
optical links. Work is already underway in some of these areas since solutions are needed for
commercial applications with constrained RF links. Additional work is needed to identify options
that provide efficient utilization of the WAN link and that can be easily implemented in both the
ground system and remote system. Table 3 shows some of the key components needed in this area
and their current status.
Component

Status

High-rate, forward-error-correction hardware (e.g.
Reed/Solomon, Low Density Parity Check, Turbo
Product Code)

Reed/Solomon and Turbo Code available
LDPC becoming popular
Gbps rate support still needed for all

High-rate framing compatible with remote system
framing (e.g. HDLC, DVB, ATM, SONETetc.)

HDLC framing available up to 100 Mbps
DVB framing available up to 240 Mbps
Need space hardware at these and higher rates

High-rate mass storage systems

Large storage area network (SAN) systems
available with increasing capacity and speed

Network timing systems for use by S/C

Standard NTP time servers are available but may
need special features for higher precision timing
and to accommodate RF/optical links

Standard high-rate ground networking technologies

Available at rates of 10 Gbps, constantly growing

Mobile routing protocol support

Mobile IP protocol readily available (flown 1/03)
Mobile routing technologies being deployed
(flying in 2003
IPv6 evolving in test environments (e.g. 6Bone)

End-to-end IP addressing concepts

Work needed on scalable system addressing
schemes and operational security mechanisms

Security approaches

Commercial security options available but
scalable addressing and security schemes need
to be developed for range and space applications

Table 3 - Ground Component Status
UPPER LAYER PROTOCOLS AND APPLICATIONS
End-to-end IP network connectivity enables new ways to develop, test, and operate future remote
systems. This allows the use of a huge amount of Internet protocols and applications that perform
remote system monitoring, management, and data handling. However, not all Internet protocols and
applications are well suited to all range and space communication applications.
A basic rule of thumb is that applications using the UDP[6] protocol will work well. Some common
UDP based protocols and usage that have been demonstrated in space are UDP blind commanding,
UDP telemetry packets, Network Time Protocol (NTP) [7] and Multicast Dissemination Protocol
(MDP)[8]. The UDP transport protocol provides a basic datagram delivery service identical to
current frame delivery mechanisms such as TDM and CCSDS. The big difference is the global
network addressing capabilities of IP. Also, most missions will be required to use UDP to support
communication requirements during conditions such as one-way links, high link errors, high link
bandwidth asymmetry, and long propagation delays. Once missions have implemented all their
critical functions using UDP, consideration can be given to using TCP protocols in some
environments where it’s performance is not as seriously impacted by delays, errors, and high rates.
Applications that use the TCP[9] transport protocol need to be examined more carefully for use in
range and space applications. TCP provides a mechanism for reliably delivering a stream of bytes
but, to provide reliable delivery, it uses a two-way exchange of data and acknowledgements. This
feedback loop poses problems when it encounters the following type of communication links:
• one-way links (e.g. blind commanding or TDRSS return-only links)
• high link bandwidth asymmetry (TCP can’t go much beyond 50:1 asymmetry)
• high link error rate (TCP will keep trying until it gets all data through, may not be possible)
• long propagation delays (TCP feedback loop limits throughput with long delays)
Many UDP and TCP based applications are already available for range and space use. Table 4 lists
some of the more basic areas that need more investigation for range and space use. These protocols
and applications can be used for just onboard communication or all the way from instruments to end
users. File transfers can occur from end-to-end in real-time if conditions permit or in a store-andforward method from one storage system to the next.

Component

Status

Security algorithm accelerator chips for supporting
network and application level security

Ground based components available but radhard ones needed

Application level data encryption and key
management

Many standard commercial solutions available
but best solutions for range and space use need
to be identified

Standard time stamping mechanisms (e.g. time
stamped PING, RTP) for IP packets

Options exist but may be different than legacy
mechanisms. New concepts built on Internet
standards are needed.

Time synchronization and clock management
mechanisms (e.g. NTP)

NTP being used on some spacecraft but more
work needed on higher timing precision.

Standard messaging protocols

GMSEC task at GSFC working on messaging
protocols to provide end-to-end software bus

UDP based highly reliable protocols for one-way
links (e.g. FEC, MDP, NORM, Digital Fountain)

MDP successfully tested on CANDOS shuttle
mission over one-way downlink
Digital Fountain is an interesting option for highly
reliable file distribution over one-way links.
Work needed on memory efficient versions

UDP based reliable protocols for asymmetric,
intermittent links (MDP, NORM, CFDP)

MDP being used for various unicast, mulitcast,
and one-way link applications
NORM being developed as IETF standard with
modular building blocks for FEC
CFDP being used on AlSAT-1 spacecraft

Table 4 - Upper Layer Protocols/Applications Status
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an end-to-end architecture for IP network communication to space and
range systems. It provided a list of the components needed to support this end-to-end architecture
and identified the existing and missing components. It also listed some of the activities underway to
address missing pieces. Some missions are already using end-to-end networking. For a class of
missions in low-earth orbits and with minimal radiation exposure, components are already available
to support basic networking. There is also lots of work underway in network environments such as
the Industrial Ethernet world that could be highly applicable to range and space needs.
However, there are many missions that must have significantly radiation-hard components. There is
some work underway on Ethernet components and routers built on rad-hard processors. These are
still individual activities working on only very small quantities of products. As the benefits of
network technologies become more apparent for range and space applications the quantity of
network components should grow rapidly. Simply hardening widely used network technologies
such as Ethernet and HDLC will allow for rapid acceptance and incorporation of these components
into future systems. Significant cost and time savings will result when developers can prototype

systems using standard network technologies and then just substitute hardened components for the
final flight systems.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the Reference Architecture for Space Data Systems (RASDS) that is being
developed by CCSDS. RASDS uses five Views to describe architectures of space data systems.
These Views are derived from the viewpoints of the Reference Model of Open Distributed
Processing (RM-ODP), but they are slightly modified from the RM-ODP viewpoints so that they can
better represent the concerns of space data systems.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Interoperability of space data systems is of great concern to Space Agencies because sharing or
reusing interoperable resources among multiple projects and multiple Agencies can reduce the cost
of developing and operating space data systems. However, an on-going problem is that each space
data system often has a different architecture and therefore the elements of one system cannot be
easily used by other systems. Moreover, the method of describing the architecture is usually different
from system to system and it is sometimes difficult to even describe the problems associated with
interoperability among systems. Standard interfaces and protocols, and standard architectures, are
ways of providing interoperability and reuse, and reducing costs.
To cope with this situation, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) [1] has
developed various architectures to describe space data systems. CCSDS is an international,
consensus based, space system standards organization which has as members NASA, ESA, ISAS,
and all the other major space agencies. Recognizing that there are already different architectures of
space data systems, the approach taken by the CCSDS System Architecture Working group (SAWG)

was to generate a reference architecture that can be used as a framework to generate various
architectures in a coherent way. This reference architecture is known as the Reference Architecture
for Space Data Systems (RASDS). From this reference architecture, architectures of different space
data systems can be generated in a standard way so that the commonality and differences among the
systems can be easily understood. This leads to the understanding of how a system can be used by
other systems and which interfaces should be used to connect the systems. This further leads to the
identification of standard interfaces and protocols that can be used by multiple systems and standard
elements that can be shared by multiple systems.
Once they are developed and approved these interfaces and protocols are broadly adopted by the
space agencies and commercial products are produced that are compliant with these standards. The
end result is a high level of interoperability and cross support, lowered costs for individual missions
and agencies, and reduced risk due to the availability of well tested and proven components.
OVERVIEW
Space data systems are complex entities, which may be viewed from various aspects. In order to
generate the architecture of a space data system in a manageable way, RASDS uses multiple Views
to present the architecture of a space data system, each view focusing on one aspect of the system.
The Views used by RASDS are derived from the viewpoints defined in the Reference Model of
Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [2] but they are slightly modified from the RM-ODP
viewpoints so that they can better represent the concerns of space data systems. The views used in
RASDS range from the organizational to the physical component and from abstract representation to
concrete implementations, they include: Enterprise, Connectivity, Functional, Information, and
Communications.
Management Interfaces:
How objects are configured
controlled, and reported upon

Object
Service Interfaces:
How services are
requested & supplied

Core functions:
Decision
Action
Processing

External Interfaces:
How external elements
are controlled
Concerns:
Issues
Resources
Policies

Figure 1. Representation of Objects

Each View is an abstraction that uses a selected set of architectural concepts and structuring rules, in
order to focus on particular aspects within a space data system. Each of the Views describes the
space data system in question as a set of Objects, the interactions among them, and the concerns that
must be addressed for that viewpoint. An Object is an abstract model of an entity in the system.
As shown in Figure 1, each Object is described with its core functions and interfaces with other
Objects. Also, a set of concerns is associated with each Object.
RASDS uses the five Views that are explained in the subsequent sections to describe the architecture
of space data systems. The user may decide not to use all of these five Views to describe a particular
system if the system can be characterized with less than five Views. The user may also choose to
combine Views using the basic concepts defined in RASDS if it is impossible to capture all the
important aspects of the system with a single pre-defined View. Examples of this are shown in the
text.
ENTERPRISE VIEW
The motivation for the Enterprise View is that we often have complex organizational relationships
involving spacecraft, instruments, ground systems, scientists, staff, and contractors that are
distributed among multiple organizations (space agencies, science institutes, companies, etc). The
Enterprise View is used to address these aspects of space data systems and the relevant concerns that
arise, i.e. polices, contracts, agreements, organizational interfaces and, from a security perspective,
trust relationships.
The Enterprise View describes the organizations involved in a space data system and the
relationships and interactions among them. The Enterprise View is depicted as a set of Enterprise
Objects and interactions among them, where each Object is an abstract model of an organization or
facility involved in a space data system. An Enterprise Object represents an independent Enterprise
(such as a space agency, a government institute, a university, or a private company) or an element
belonging to an Enterprise (such as a tracking network, a control center, a science center, or a
research group). An Enterprise Object may be composed of other Enterprise Objects. A group of
Enterprise Objects that plays some role in a space data system (such as a community, a committee,
or a joint project) can also be an Enterprise Object.
Table 1 shows typical Enterprise Objects used in space data systems.
Table 1. Typical Enterprise Objects
Enterprise Objects
Space Agency
Ground Tracking Network

Spacecraft control center

Description
An Enterprise Object that is responsible for building and
managing space missions.
A multi-mission Enterprise Object that may be comprised of
one or more tracking stations, used for communicating with
spacecraft and performing radiometric measurements against
spacecraft.
An Enterprise Object that is responsible for controlling a
spacecraft.

Instrument control center
Science Institute

An Enterprise Object that is responsible for controlling (a)
instrument(s).
An Enterprise Object that requests activities of a spacecraft
and analyzes data obtained from that spacecraft.

Figure 2 shows an example of an Enterprise View for Mission A, in which Agency P builds and
operates a spacecraft, Agency Q provides tracking support and Science Institute R performs
scientific data analysis.

Data Utilization
Agreement

Science Institute R:
performs data
analysis service

Agency P: builds
and operates a
spacecraft
Support Service
Agreement

Agency Q:
provides tracking
service

Figure 2. Example of Enterprise View (Mission A)
CONNECTIVITY VIEW
The Connectivity View describes the physical elements, how they are connected, and the physical
environment of a space data system. The Connectivity View is depicted as a set of Nodes and Links.
A Node is an abstract model of a physical entity or component used in a space data system, which is
connected to other Nodes by a Link of some sort. A Node represents a system (such as a spacecraft,
a tracking system or a control system) or an individual physical element of a system (such as an
instrument, a computer, or a piece of equipment). A Node may be composed of other Nodes. A Link
is a physical connection between or among Nodes. A Link represents an RF link, a wired link, or a
network of some kind (such as the Internet, a LAN, or a bus). Both Nodes and Links have
associated behavioral properties, which include performance, location, and possibly motion. The
entire set of Nodes and Links is embedded in a physical environment, which has its own properties
and behaviors.
The motivation for the Connectivity View is that we have system elements that are in motion
through space and consequently connectivity issues associated with pointing, scheduling, long round
trip light times, and low signal-to-noise ratios, all of which require special protocols and
functionality to deal with. The Connectivity View is used to address all of these physical and
performance aspects of space data systems. This is a concrete view of system elements, used in
conjunction with more abstract views, such as the Functional View, to show allocation of functions,

and with more concrete views, such as the Communications View, to show the protocols that are
required to deal with the link and environmental characteristics.
Tables 2 and 3 show typical Nodes and Links, respectively, used in space data systems.
Table 2. Typical Nodes
Nodes

Description
A Node in space used to achieve mission goals.
A spacecraft that relays data between spacecraft and a
tracking station or between different sets of spacecraft.
A sub-Node in a spacecraft used to achieve mission
goals.
A Node used for communicating with spacecraft and
performing radiometric measurements against
spacecraft.
A Node used to control a spacecraft.
A Node that requests activities of a spacecraft and
analyzes data obtained from that spacecraft.

Spacecraft
Relay satellite
Instrument
Tracking station
Spacecraft control center
Science center

Table 3. Typical Links
Nodes

Description
A Link between a Node in space and a Node on the
ground, or between two Nodes in space.
A Link between Nodes on the ground.
A Link among multiple Nodes on a spacecraft.

Space link
Ground link
Onboard bus

Figure 3 shows Nodes and Links used for Mission A , as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Example of Connectivity View (Mission A)

An Enterprise Object owns each Node. Figure 4 shows which Enterprise Object from Figure 2 owns
which Node(s) from Figure 3.
Agency P

Agency Q
Tracking
Station

Science
Spacecraft

Science Institute R
Science
Center

S/C Control
Center

Figure 4. Example of Enterprise and Connectivity Views (Mission A)
FUNCTIONAL VIEW
The motivation for the Functional View is to separate functional elements and their logical
interactions from the engineering concerns of where functions are housed, how they are connected,
which protocols are used, or which language is used to implement them. The Functional View is an
abstract view used to address these aspects of space data systems.
The Functional View describes the functional structure of a space data system and how functions
interact with each other. The Functional View is depicted as a set of Functional Objects and the
logical links among them. A Functional Object is an abstract model of a functional entity that
performs actions and generates or processes data in a space data system. Each Functional Object has
a set of associated behaviors and a set of defined interfaces. An Object that only moves data is
called a Communications Object and is treated in the Communications View. A Functional Object
may be realized as either software or hardware. A Functional Object may be composed of other
Functional Objects. A Functional Object may use a service provided by other Functional Objects,
provide a service to other Functional Objects, or perform actions jointly with other Functional
Objects. These kinds of interactions are described in the Functional View.
Table 4. Typical Functional Objects
Functional Objects
Data Acquisition
Directive execution
Directive generation
Mission planning

Description
A Functional Object to collect data using an instrument.
A Functional Object to execute a set of directives (goals or a
time-ordered set of commands).
A Functional Object to generate a set of directives (goals or a
time-ordered set of commands) based on a mission plan.
A Functional Object to generate a mission plan (time-ordered
set of goals or sequence of activities).

Spacecraft analysis
Science analysis
Data management
Tracking

A function to analyze the status of a spacecraft using data
received from a spacecraft.
A Functional Object to analyze the status of instruments and to
extract scientific values from collected data.
A Functional Object to manage data exchanged among other
spacecraft and ground-based functions.
A Functional Object to track a spacecraft in order to
communicate with the spacecraft and to performing radiometric
measurements.

Figure 5 shows some of the Functional Objects used for Mission A together with the logical
interactions between them (shown with dotted lines).
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Figure 5. Example of Functional View (Mission A)
Functional Objects actually reside in physical entities (i.e., Nodes) of the system. Overlaying the
Functional View on the Connectivity View of the same system will show the distribution of
Functional Objects among Nodes. Such an example is shown in Figure 6, in which the Functional
objects from Figure 5 are overlaid on the Connectivity View from Figure 3. The allocation of
Functional Objects to Nodes is a part of the system design trade space.
INFORMATION VIEW
The motivation for the Information View is to clarify relationships among data objects that are
passed among the functional elements, and to define their structures, relationships, and policies.
Data Objects are managed (that is, stored, located, accessed, and distributed) by information
infrastructure elements. The Information View is used to address these aspects of space data systems.
The Information View describes the space data systems from the perspective of the Information
Objects that are exchanged among the Functional Objects. It includes descriptions of Information
Objects (their structure and syntax), information about the meaning and use of these Objects
(contents and semantics), the relationships among Objects, rules for their use and transformation,
and policies on access. It also provides descriptions of the Distributed Information Infrastructure
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Figure 6. Example of Functional and Connectivity Views (Mission A)
(DII) that supports the location, access, delivery, and management of these Information Objects and
descriptions of the Information Management Functional Objects that support the operations of DII.
Finally, this View shows the relationship between the Information Objects and the Functional
Objects that manipulate and exchange them.
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Figure 7. Example of Information and Functional Views (Mission A)

Figure 7 shows the relationship between some typical Functional Objects and the Information
Objects that they exchange. This example shows a mission planning flow for Mission A, where the
green objects are Functional Objects and the blue objects are Information Objects.
COMMUNICATIONS VIEW
The motivation for the Communications View is to define the layered sets of communications
protocols that support communications among the functional elements. These protocols, and the
Communications Objects that implement them, are needed to meet the requirements imposed by the
connectivity and operational challenges. The Communications View describes the engineering
solutions to these space data systems challenges and is a key area of technical focus within CCSDS.
The Connectivity View describes the operating environment and the physical connections among
Nodes and links.
The Communications View describes the mechanisms for information transfer among physical
entities (i.e., Nodes) in a space data system. The Communications View is depicted as a set of
Communications Objects and interactions among them. A Communications Object is an abstract
model of a communications protocol that may be realized as either software or hardware.
Communications Objects support information transfer between or among Functional Objects over
Links (i.e., physical connections between or among Nodes). A stack of Communications Objects is
usually used to support information transfer from a Functional Object to another Functional Object
for a sequence of functional interactions. In the communications stack, the topmost
Communications Object directly supports the Functional Object, and the lowest Communications
Object handles the Link.
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Figure 8. Example of Communication, Functional and Connectivity Views (Mission A)

The selection of Communications Objects to support information transfer between Functional
Objects over a Link heavily depends on the characteristics of the Functional Objects, the Nodes, the
physical Link and the space environment. Therefore, it is useful to show the Functional Objects, the
Nodes and the Link together with the Communications Objects in the Communications View. Such
an example is shown in Figure 8, in which the Communications View (Communications Objects) are
overlaid with a simplified Functional View (Functional Objects) and the Connectivity View (Nodes
and Links).
CONCLUSION
This paper has briefly presented the Reference Architecture for Space Data Systems (RASDS) that is
being developed by the CCSDS System Architecture Working Group (SAWG). The SAWG
generated some sample architectures (spacecraft onboard architectures, space link architectures,
cross-support architectures) using this RASDS approach, and RASDS was proven to be a powerful
tool for describing and relating different space data system architectures.
In order to enable sharing and exchange of information on architectures of space data systems
among different organizations or teams, we plan to develop formal methods for describing these
architectures (for example, UML profiles and/or XML schemas). With these methods, each View of
a space data system will formally described with the Objects contained in the View and the
interactions among the Objects. The properties of Objects, their behaviors, and their interactions will
also be formally described. In order to facilitate generation and manipulation of architectures, we
plan to develop software tools, based on existing commercial or academic tools, for generation and
manipulation of architectures.
Many aspects of space data systems that are considered in the RASDS have not been addressed in
this brief paper, but are covered in the full report of the SAWG. These include security, system
management, engineering details, lifecycle issues, IV&V, and other aspects of designing and
building real systems. This Reference Architecture offers a consistent way of dealing with a variety
of critical system viewpoints, starting with high level abstractions and working toward more
concrete realizations and implementations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper overviews the Research Environment for Vehicle-Embedded Analysis on Linux
(REVEAL), which is an open standards framework for the creation and deployment of realtime
embedded and network distributed data systems. REVEAL is an ongoing project at NASA Dryden
to evaluate the feasibility and benefits of using Linux in a modern generic web-enabled data system
for measurement and telemetry network research, by actually building such a system. Novel features
are described, such as XML based self-configuring, self-verifying and self-documenting software,
and automatic XML metadata generation. The REVEAL architecture is described, including the core
server and scheduler, and the management of system and user job processing. Performance, timing,
determinism, and security issues are discussed, as well as the advantages and limitations of Linux.
KEYWORDS
embedded Linux, sensor webs, XML, embedded networks, realtime data acquisition networks
INTRODUCTION
Distributed systems of smart sensors and actuators connecting computer technologies to the physical
world have the potential to revolutionize a wide array of application domains. In the aerospace
industry, the distinction between aerospace technology and information technology is blurring and
we are seeing an evolution toward distributed system architectures. Future aerospace projects and
infrastructures are increasingly described as network-centric, complex systems of systems that
collaborate and adapt in pursuit of various goals. Applications in this arena face many challenges
such as latency and link constraints, as well as uncertainty, irregularity, and scale issues.
Interoperability, security, and configuration tracking also pose major challenges. It was decided that
a research tool was needed to make it easier to develop and explore realtime network-distributed
sensors and sensor processing systems. The REVEAL project was identified as a systems oriented,
cost effective, and leading edge approach for realtime telemetry and measurement networks R&D
(Figure 1). The Linux operating system was specifically targeted in order to gauge its capabilities
and potential value in this type of application.

Figure 1: Conceptual REVEAL deployment: sensors and computers connected over networks
THE REVEAL ARCHITECTURE
System resources (software, hardware and data) and user processing are specified by simple XML
files. Resources are verified during system initialization; user processing ("jobs") are hierarchically
verified based on all the needed resource's existence and functionality. Jobs can be started by default
at boot time, and dynamically in runtime. Since the validation is automatic, archives of the XML
files together with the generated metadata and system messages constitute the per-run configuration
documentation. Once verified and instantiated, jobs (which may have multiple processes or threads)
are then scheduled via an IPC semaphore until they finish.
As an analogy, REVEAL is similar to inetd (the "internet super-server" standard internet services
daemon), which watches for incoming port requests and then spawns the server programs based on a
look-up table. Instead of port requests, REVEAL watches for XML job specifications and spawns
realtime jobs based on the list of system resources; it also validates the jobs, schedules them at the
requested rate and priority, and sets up a secure environment with some enabling infrastructure.
The core software is written in C, for speed and scalability down to the smallest devices capable of
running embedded Linux; even so, the overall system design is fairly object oriented. Iterative (rapid
prototyping or spiral) development is encouraged by using REVEAL; jobs can be stopped and
restarted with new object code, libraries, formats, rates, or priorities without restarting the system or
affecting other jobs. By following simple coding conventions, new applications can be created with
far less effort than for traditional built-from-scratch realtime networked data systems. Although
written for Linux, REVEAL should be easily portable to any POSIX-1003.1b compatible OS with
System-V style IPC facilities, such as OpenBSD, Solaris, VxWorks, QNX, and LynxOS.

FEATURES OF REVEAL
Besides more traditional functional requirements for network-enabled data systems, several novel
features were identified as desirable and subsequently implemented:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-configuring software via simple XML documents
Self-verifying software via built-in tests and XML resource descriptions
Self-documenting software via XML output documents
Self-generated metadata via XML output documents
Acquires and processes data both locally and from remote peers
Uses caching middleware to enable efficient interoperability, even to the desktop
Open architecture and simple API make hardware and software additions much easier
Security: processes/users can't bother or snoop on each other, by error or by purpose
THE XML DOCUMENTS

XML documents are used for system configuration and documentation, to enable open-standardsbased interoperability and web-based development. These documents exist as files on REVEAL, to
expose them for easy debugging and because file I/O serves as the lowest common denominator
enabling access by all possible means. After much thought, we explicitly decided to not use any
existing schema, although several schema are good candidates (SML, IML, SensorML, etc.). This
decision was driven in large part by the realization that no schema can be all things to all people; any
particular schema will generally be more complex than needed, and at the same time missing
features. Instead a modular approach is taken that can encapsulate any schema, allowing developers
to use the schema of their choice. Rather than monolithic documents, REVEAL uses multiple
smaller documents, each with just the information that a level of software needs. The XML data
needed by a lower layer is encapsulated as a character data URI, which the calling layer needs not
parse or validate, but rather just passes as an argument. Thus the software modularity/layers are now
mirrored by the XML modularity/layers. Besides greatly simplifying the documents, this enables
web-based document component reuse and also minimizes the required number of elements.
Following is a sampling of the XML documents and elements used in REVEAL.
Example resource definition element (a typical "resources.xml" file will have many). Note that it
specifies the type, identifier, entry point and file, descriptive information, and a string describing
functionality ("provides") used for RDF-style automated validation.
<resource id="a2dAccel" type="software">
<entrypoint>a2dAccel</entrypoint>
<file>a2d_convert.so</file>
<provides>parameter table function for local data acquisition</provides>
<requires>(not implemented yet)</requires>
<info>Converts specified analog channel to acceleration in Gs</info>
</resource>

Example job specification file. Note it specifies the resource ID of the job software to spawn, the
argument to give it, the priority and rate, a label, and descriptive information.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal" id="standardJob">
<argument>/reveal/job_test_arg.xml</argument>
<priority>75</priority>
<rate>100.0</rate>
<label>Parameter Job Test</label>
<info>Parameter table input/output job test</info>
</job>

Example of the job's argument file, "job_test_arg.xml" above. Note that it tells the standard job
executable to spawn the specified input and output tasks, with the given arguments. Developers can
create their own tasks using arguments of their own schema.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<standard_job xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal">
<gather>
<task>gatherParamTable</task>
<argument>/reveal/job_test_acq.xml</argument>
</gather>
<output>
<task>outputRemote</task>
<argument>/reveal/job_test_out.xml</argument>
</output>
</standard_job>

Example elements of the parameter table input task's argument file "job_test_acq.xml" above. This
example specifies a local, a remote, and a calculated parameter. Note the local parameter has an
argument of "7": at this low level not a URI but rather an analog channel number (also used to get
calibration information from the A/D configuration data resource). Remote parameter arguments
specify the location of the remote data. Calculated parameters have parameter ID arguments.
Multiple arguments are allowed.
<parameter id ="accel_Z">
<label>NZ (ST215)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 215</info>
<function>a2dAccel</function>
<argument>7</argument>
</parameter>
<parameter id ="st855_NZ">
<label>NZ (ST0855)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 855</info>
<function>remoteParam</function>
<argument>/reveal-003.dfrc.nasa.gov/reveal/accel_Z</argument>
</parameter>
<parameter id ="td_NZ">
<label>NZ sample time offset</label>
<info>Time difference between the local and remote NZ samples</info>
<function>deltaTime</function>
<argument>accel_Z</argument>
<argument>st855_NZ</argument>
</parameter>

Example of automatically generated metadata (only one parameter shown), based on the system
resource and job specification information. This includes information from the A/D configuration
data resource, and provides traceability for the parameter.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job_meta xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal">
<rate>100.000000</rate>
<host>10.2.1.7</host>
<start>Tue Apr 22 05:07:34 2003</start>
<label>Parameter Job Test</label>
<info>Parameter table input/output job test </info>
<system_info>Gathers and processes parameter table data</system_info>
<file>/reveal/bin/gather_param</file>
<entrypoint>main</entrypoint>
<parameter id="accel_Z">
<label>NZ (ST215)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 215</info>
<system_info>Converts specified analog channel to acceleration in Gs</system_info>
<file>/reveal/bin/a2d_convert.so</file>
<entrypoint>a2dAccel</entrypoint>
<argument>7</argument>
<channel xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal" id="accelerometer_Z">
<rate>10000</rate>
<label>Accelerometer Z-Axis</label>
<info>Crossbow Technology accelerometer Z-axis. M/N:CXL10HF3 S/N:0110232</info>
<cal_factor>2.520</cal_factor>
<cal_factor>0.088</cal_factor>
</channel>
</parameter>
</job_meta>

THE SYSTEM EXECUTIVE
The main program is a Linux realtime process, as are all jobs it creates by default. At startup all the
resources are verified, and a security check is performed. Main then creates a job list in shared
memory, spawns the scheduler, cleans up any files from the previous run, registers itself for
scheduling, starts all the jobs specified in the (write protected) start-up directory, and finally waits
for the scheduler. When periodically scheduled, main checks for new job specifications in the (user
writeable) runtime directory and starts them. The scheduler, running at the highest priority, simply
walks the job list and checks to see if it's time for each job to run. If so, the job is given it's
semaphore, which it should be pending on. If more than one job is made ready, the Linux kernel
gives the CPU to the one with the highest priority. The scheduler itself is driven by a timer at the
maximum scheduling rate. Shutdown is done by signaling main, which in turn signals all jobs in the
system job list and also the scheduler.
The steps main takes in creating a job include checking that the requested software provides job
functionality, creating a semaphore, creating an XML file with more information for the job,
defining the scheduling, installing resource limits, launching the job as a new process with the given
priority, and adding it to the job list. The new process, semaphore and file have the same ownership
as the job specification document. When jobs finish, main removes their entries from the job list.

THE WORKING PROCESSES (JOBS)
Jobs are implemented by executables with the standard C "main(int argc, char *argv[])" calling
convention. Job arguments are as follows:
•
•
•

argv[0]: The resource ID of the job, for naming purposes
argv[1]: User-supplied argument, from the job specification XML document
argv[2]: System-supplied argument: the pathname of the system-generated XML file

To provide job functionality (ie, have a resource attribute of <provides> = "job task for use in
REVEAL"), a job executable will conform to these conventions:
•
•
•
•

The job must verify it's arguments and exit with error message if any are bad.
It must pend on the semaphore each time thru its main loop for scheduling
It must catch the SIGTERM signal and shut down itself and any children
If it has children, it must catch the SIGCHLD signal

Jobs all share these requirements and the implied implementation mechanisms; therefore generic job
executables are provided as an abstraction layer, that is, as a wrapper for the actual working code.
Jobs can be categorized as three types:
•
•
•

"simple jobs" using the generic executable that just calls a function
"standard jobs" using the generic executable for data acquisition and distribution
"special jobs" for when having an abstraction layer doesn't really help.

A simple job just calls the specified function with its argument. If the rate is zero (one-shot mode) it
exits after the scheduled call, otherwise it repeats until stopped. The function object code is
dynamically linked in after verifying that its resource ID is valid.
A standard job is one that spawns coordinated input/output tasks with XML arguments. An
acquisition/process "gather" task pends on the semaphore for scheduling, and writes data frames to
an IPC message queue. An output task pends on the message queue and feeds the output driver. Note
that the gather task is strictly scheduled, while the output task simply pushes data as fast as possible.
Both are stand-alone executables with the same argument scheme as the parent standard job; this
means the gather and output tasks, via their XML arguments, can serve as another abstraction layer.
The gather task typically places metadata in the system-supplied argv[2] temporary file for use by
the output task (developers might also use special messages). Working object code, specified by
argv[1] resource ID elements, is dynamically linked in at runtime.
A special job has no generic wrapper executable, but rather has special purpose self-contained code.
One example of this is the A/D driver, which gets it's configuration information from a file specified
by a configuration data resource.
It's worth noting a few job coding practices. The scheduled part of a job should not pend on anything
but the semaphore; code that might block is best off-loaded into another process or thread, so as not
to lose a kernel timeslice. Any time consuming operations should be done up front so that the
runtime code is lean and deterministic. Software development V&V should be done such that the
automatic verification has confidence. All errors should be checked (the reporting level is

configurable). Any job-specific information is private, so data must be explicitly shared. One
example is data output to a network cached server for distribution; another is the A/D driver, which
places data in shared memory for access by other jobs via provided software resources.
RUNTIME SYSTEM VALIDATION
A system is configured with software, hardware and data resources by declaring then in a rootowned, read-only XML document. The resources are verified during the system initializations, by
checking that specified files exist in the correct directory (which has already been checked for
permissions), and that the specified symbols exist in the files. Hardware resources have their BIT
called (given by file and entry point). Since the system administrator has vetted them (by having
enough confidence to add them to the system), this mechanism makes certain that all the resources
are approved, present and secure. Conversely, software present but not listed as a resource is not
available for use.
Runtime verification involves each layer of software checking that software in the next lower layer
"provides" what the higher layer "requires". All software also checks that it has the hardware and
data resources it needs to function. The "provides" information is an attribute of each system
resource, and comes from the <provides> sub-element of a <resource> element. For example, the
main server only accepts jobs that provide "job task for use in REVEAL". The standard job only
accepts one each of "gather task for standard jobs" and "output task for standard jobs". Continuing
deeper, the job code calls working code that also only accepts resources (functions and data)
providing what's required. Note this verification hierarchy matches the software and XML layers.
This verification scheme is in the spirit of RDF, where an RDF resource (anything with an URI, in
our case the XML resource description) has a property (the <provides> tag) which has a value. The
complimentary "requires" property is coded in software but is currently only a stub in the XML
resources; we plan to implement it, including a full RDF implementation, because this will enable
web-based tools which can do automated configuration and off-line verification. Note that
implementing <requires> will require sub-elements because objects can require multiple, various,
and conditional things.
DATA FLOW ACROSS THE DETERMINISM BOUNDARY
Determinism is key to realtime systems, but increasingly realtime systems also include nondeterministic interfaces. Prime examples are the output of realtime data to the network, and the
merging of input data from the network with locally acquired realtime data. This becomes a real
problem when multiple processes running at asynchronous rates and different priorities are accessing
multi-channel data objects. The opportunities for race conditions, loss of coherency and other
problems are enormous. Simple methods were identified which enable data flow between
deterministic and non-deterministic areas of software which eliminate these problems, at the expense
of using more memory.
Data destined for multiple processes is staged in a shared memory ring buffer by the deterministic
data-producing process, which sets a "current sample" index after updating the buffer. The reading
processes check the current sample index once per scheduled iteration, and read all channels from

that index. The ring buffer is large enough (nominally one second) that no semaphores or locking
mechanisms are required; reading processes simply check the time to see if they have stalled too
long (for example, because of system bog) so that the buffer may have been overwritten. Note that
this random access is necessitated by the fact that the reading processes are arbitrarily scheduled and
competing for the CPU. This method is simple and efficient, never forces any process to pend, and
has an inherently graceful "best effort" behavior if the system is overloaded.
Data destined for a single process is sent via an IPC message queue; note this is how the standard
jobs work. This decouples the processes, never causes the deterministic data-producing process to
pend, and allows them both to perform best efforts for gap-free throughput. Multipoint network
distribution is best accomplished using this foundation, with the message reading (network output
driver) process pushing the data onward to the network distribution middleware.
TIMESTAMPING AND SYNCHRONIZATION
Time is a property of data, but is often viewed as just another parameter; however, in complex
environments great care must be taken. Locally acquired data objects need precise timestamps taken
at the time of acquisition so that, even with asynchronous tasks at different priorities, their time
attribute remains valid. Distributed data also requires accurate timestamps for meaningful analysis.
The Linux system clock is used for time housekeeping purposes, including timestamps, because it is
always available and very high resolution. NTP is used to monitor and adjust the clock, with several
special configuration options and calibration strategies to help it perform well in the dynamic sensorweb domain. GPS is used as the NTP time reference when available; fallbacks include other GPSenabled nodes, network time servers, and general agreement of the sub-net as a last resort. Other
time signals could be used, but in any case the signal is filtered through NTP to keep the system
clock well-conditioned. Since all REVEAL nodes (and most internet servers) use NTP, they
synchronize with a common time base and with each other; quality depends on the link constraints
and available time servers. Clocks are set to UTC for simplicity and earth-centric standardization.
SECURITY ISSUES
Networked systems demand security, and realtime systems are challenging even without networking
or security. Linux security is typically very good, and REVEAL uses the multi-user Linux security
model, with some additional work. Users need a mechanism to upload XML job files, but not login
or shell access. Only approved software can be used (ie system resources that provide the right
functionality). Since the system job list is in private shared memory, jobs cannot even tell what other
jobs are running, unless that's allowed by a resource. Job data is private unless explicitly shared, and
the kernel memory management keeps jobs within their own address space. All of this prevents jobs
from corrupting or spying on each other. Where possible, system resource limits also keep jobs from
growing too large in memory, files or children. Environment variables, standard I/O, and signal
handling are reset to prevent many traditional exploits. The REVEAL software is designed to be as
small and simple as possible, which is important for secure programs. All of this helps give "defense
in depth" against malicious or faulty code.

LINUX PERFORMANCE ISSUES
Linux's determinism in interrupt dispatch and task switching is not as good as most of the traditional
RTOSs. However, Linux is good enough for many applications today, and it continues to get better.
Ongoing Linux kernel improvements and more powerful hardware keep driving non-determinism
down. Not all kernels are equal; optimizations help improve performance. The "preemption patch"
lets single-CPU systems use kernel spinlocks as preemption points. The "realtime scheduler patch"
improves the kernel scheduler performance for realtime processes. The "high resolution timers
patch" adds very precise POSIX-1003.1b software timers. Increasing the kernel scheduler rate may
also help in some situations. Parts of these are included in some Linux kernels by default.
Linux can sometimes be used even when determinism or rate requirements are higher than the kernel
can provide. For instance, driver tasks can be driven directly by hardware. An example is acquisition
using an A/D cards on-board counter/timer circuit and FIFO; the limit then is kernel interrupt
latency causing timestamp jitter. For high precision applications microkernels are available (RTAI
and RTLinux), which function as an interrupt abstraction layer under the Linux kernel. These work
well but have a different API and no memory protection.
ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF LINUX
Linux has potentially significant advantages for aerospace and data system applications. Open
Source means engineers have access to (and control of) all system software, with no cost; Linux is
free as in speech and beer. Paid support is available when needed, and talent is easier to find than for
a traditional RTOS. In general Linux is reliable and secure, resource-efficient, leading-edge in new
technologies, and has a huge pool of software and knowledge available on the internet. All of this
promotes productivity, reduces development and life cycle costs, and helps with interoperability.
However, the configuration and hardware support from the traditional vendors can be critical for
some projects, and Linux is best suited for higher end embedded systems with less demanding
latency requirements. The GPL license is not an issue for most organizations, as new applications
typically do not fall under it, and source code for any that do (ie, kernel modules) must be shared
only if the binary code is distributed outside the organization. Note that by design new REVEAL
projects can be shared or not, as developers see fit.
THE INITIAL REVEAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The initial implementation of REVEAL is a set of PC/104 systems with low power 300MHz Geode
or 500Mhz Crusoe CPUs running MontaVista Linux, for use in the R&D of vehicle sensor-web
applications (Figure 2). I/O includes analog, discretes, video, sound, serial, USB, KVM, etc. An
internal sensor suite includes GPS, accelerometer, magnetometer, inclinometer, temperature,
pressure and humidity data. Live data helps with application development, in that vehicle access is
not required; conversely, the sensors also let the systems work as self-contained "getaway special"
packages. Spare channels and pins are provided for external I/O, and the architecture makes adding
bus interfaces simple. Self-aware systems and vehicle health monitoring are research target areas,
and so one of the system jobs simply monitors the internal sensors for hardware environmental
limits. Characterization of the system performance is ongoing, but we can observe that the REVEAL
framework works as intended, with extremely low CPU overhead.

Figure 2: Initial REVEAL System Hardware S/N-001
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Building on the REVEAL framework, additional features are planned. While not all are possible in
the short term, the baseline code was designed with enabling these features in mind, which should
help make the implementations straight forward.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide Java tools for system resource discovery and configuration editing
Finish the implementation of RDF for system resource descriptions
Additionally verify the system resources using checksums and certificates
Automate self-configuration via resource/metadata discovery using JXTA and DHCP
Enable mobile code, by allowing runtime addition/verification of new resources
Design Java applet service for viewing/browsing data based on the XML metadata
Schedule coordinated events across distributed REVEAL nodes
Use Deadline Monotonic Analysis to verify scheduling stability of instantiated jobs
Enable IEEE-1451 compatibility by implementing a metadata converter
Create driver jobs enabling REVEAL to act as a bus/network interface (gateway)
Use Pluggable Authentication Modules to verify users and set resource permissions
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

REVEAL was created as a foundation for the research and development of realtime telemetry and
measurement networks applications. While its primary use in the near term will indeed be for
systems research, we hope that it will find use in many practical applications, and to that end are
planning to release it under one of the Open Source licenses. Features such as the open architecture,
the simple XML API, the self-configuring, self-verifying and self-documenting software, and the
distributed system capabilities, should prove to be a major advancement in the art; or at least point
us in the right direction. Possible application areas include Integrated Vehicle Health Management,
embedded networks, intelligent and adaptive systems, geophysical research, education and robotics.
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ABSTRACT
There is a gulf that separates measurement and telemetry applications from the full benefits of
Internet style communication. Whereas the Web provides ubiquitous infrastructure for the
distribution of file-based “static” data, there is no general Web solution for real-time streaming data.
At best, there are proprietary products that target consumer multimedia and resort to custom pointto-point data connections. This paper considers an extension of the static file paradigm to a dynamic
file and introduces a streaming data solution integrated with the existing file-based infrastructure of
the Web. The solution approach appears to maximize platform and application independence leading
to improved application interoperability potential for large or complex measurement and telemetry
networks.
KEY WORDS
Test and Measurement, Data Distribution, Web Interface, File System, Sensor Web
INTRODUCTION
Test and measurement systems can be viewed as having three primary components:
•
•
•

Data acquisition
Data distribution
Data monitoring

At one end, data acquisition for performance reasons is largely in the domain of real-time
(deterministic) computing and hardware. At the other end, data monitoring (including end-user
signal processing) for practical economic reasons is largely comprised of non-real-time components.

In the middle, data distribution is often tightly coupled with and part of the real-time domain. Thus,
the dividing line between the real-time and non-real-time domains has historically been between the
distribution and monitoring components, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Real-Time (RT) Interface Downstream of Data Distribution

Real-time systems are inherently very expensive. They have demanding performance constraints,
and utilize custom or low-volume hardware and software. For large-scale and/or distributed
operations, it thus makes economic sense to minimize the size of the real-time part of the overall
system. With this goal in mind, we propose to move the real-time dividing line upstream, closer to
the data acquisition component, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Real-Time Interface Moved Upstream of Data Distribution

Per Figure 2, this means utilizing a commodity, non-real-time data distribution system. The obvious
candidate for this is a standard Internet Protocol (IP) computer network, which is so ubiquitous and
serves the preponderance of worldwide computer communications today. With little imagination,
adopting network-centric distribution solutions allows one to see the convergence between test and
measurement activities and what people will eventually be doing with so-called sensor webs and
embedded networks (EmNets). [1]
The potential benefits of network distribution are very significant, enhancing cost, performance, and
responsiveness. Cost savings accrue through using much less expensive hardware, reducing custom
software development effort, and maximizing the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
components. The modularity and flexibility of commodity solutions often allows for much quicker
deployment and reconfiguration, with potential for greatly reduced life cycle costs.
Whereas one may argue that expensive custom hardware and software will always hold the
performance edge, this is not true if you compare old, out-of-date custom solutions to new
state-of-the-art COTS equipment and software. Furthermore, deterministic networks (even IP) and
deterministic commodity software platforms and operating systems (like Linux) are steadily
emerging. The technology forecasts for challenges related to network-centric test and measurement
favor increasing consideration of network-centric services for data distribution.

APPLICATION INDEPENDENCE
Present methods to monitor and collect real-time test data are very application and platform
dependent. Whereas there are many off-the-shelf solutions for general data analysis and display,
real-time constraints make it difficult to access live test data. To counter this problem, an
application-independent approach to real-time data access must be found. We suggest a solution that
employs a distributed file-system paradigm for how the data is communicated between acquisition
and monitoring stations.
In this approach, data monitoring applications simply open what appear to be standard files in
standard file folders, and access historical or live streaming data as if the data were available over a
network disk drive. Ideally, data acquisition modules simply write data, each at their own rate, to
these special files.
Figure 3 illustrates the basic concept. In this portrayal, a Real-Time Box representing the full range
of real-time activities (data acquisition software, hardware in the loop, etc.) has internal nodes from
which data is written at various rates to a Dynamic File Server. To this, off-the-shelf and custom
applications connect and monitor live data through a standard file interface.

Figure 3. Application and Platform Independent Data Monitoring Via Dynamic File Server

Just about every computer, operating system, programming language, shell script, Web browser, and
software application supports data I/O via files. Thus, this approach provides the broadest possible
range of platform independence, for use with almost any analysis and display software.

A NEW TYPE OF “DYNAMIC” FILE
To succeed, our solution must tackle the many-to-many scalability, bandwidth, and latency issues
common to measurement and telemetry network applications. Existing distributed file systems are
lacking in both performance and data streaming features.
Consider a new kind of data file, one to which streaming data sources continuously write, and one
from which streaming data clients randomly access data (including oldest, newest, and “next”). Such
a file substitutes a generic interface for a custom streaming connection to the (real-time) data source.
Let us map the streaming data concept to this new type of “dynamic file.” As illustrated in Figure 4,
a unified view of static and dynamic information emerges—a static file is simply a specific time
slice of a potentially larger time-sequenced data stream.

Figure 4. Static Data File as Time Slice of Data Stream

The syntax to access the time dimension of a data stream is where existing file-based paradigms fall
short. We propose a simple file name extension, consistent with the common Web practice known as
“URL munging,” to specify time slices of a dynamic file. Consider the following examples
(Figure 5), illustrated by Unix shell commands executed in a mounted “dynamic file” folder:
$
$
$
$

cat c0@t=4&d=1
mkdir mySource
cp /usr/x mySource
echo “hi” > c0@t=47

%
%
%
%

get channel ‘c0’ at time=4, duration=1
create a new dynamic file source
put local data ‘x’ (at default time-of-day)
put message at time=47

Figure 5. Example Shell Commands to Read and Write Dynamic Data Files

To add a time-reference to a dynamic file, follow the name by the “@” symbol, followed by
key=value pairs, as shown above. Of course, if shell commands can access dynamic files, so can
programs written in any language that supports simple file I/O.
With a single representation that encompasses both static and streaming data, it becomes possible to
access “slices” of streaming data from applications hitherto only capable of reading static data files.
Applications designed to read streaming data can “subscribe” to continuously updated “versions”
(frames) of these dynamic files. There is no pressure to “keep up,” as any time-stamped data frame,
including historical information, can be accessed at the leisure of the requesting application.

A NETWORK SOLUTION
Our solution design is based upon a middleware streaming data server called Ring Buffered Network
Bus (RBNB®). A product of government-sponsored research, this technology provides the
performance and features to support high-speed many channel real-time data acquisition to
monitoring over networks. Figure 6 illustrates the RBNB concept, where peer-to-peer networks of
RBNB servers connect widely distributed clients. Key to RBNB is that it buffers data between
source and destination, turning the data distribution network itself into a data acquisition server. It is
written in Java, and uses standard TCP/IP networking, thus it is very platform independent.

Figure 6. RBNB Middleware Buffered Servers Connect Data Sources to Viewers

RBNB adds the notion of “time history” to the traditional file construct, a most relevant feature with
respect to test and measurement data. Similar to a Web server, RBNB provides a middleware buffer
between source and consumer (sink). But unlike traditional Web servers, RBNB supports a seamless
transition between “real-time” and historical (playback) data.
How can one build an interface that makes middleware look just like a networked file system?
Building upon WebDAV, we have achieved this goal. WebDAV stands for “Web Document
Authoring and Versioning.” WebDAV is an open standard extension of the HTTP protocol, enabling
a client to write content to a Web server. Using operating system or third party utilities, a WebDAV
server can appear as a mounted network drive, as desktop file folders on a PC, Mac OS X, Unix, or
Linux machine. Its advantage versus other approaches is its use of the existing Web infrastructure.
The popular open-source Apache Tomcat (Java) Web server includes a fully featured WebDAV
interface implemented as a servlet. We have adapted this to connect to an RBNB server, instead of
the traditional local file-set. With this change, network-mounted WebDAV “files” can be in actuality

streaming RBNB data channels. In the same stroke, dynamic data in RBNB can be accessed using
traditional Web browsers and other URL-based clients.
This provides a file-folder interface to the entire contents of the RBNB. An example showing five
live signals viewed as dynamic data files in a Web folder is shown in Figure 7. The absence of
ad hoc client side interfaces to live data is a significant achievement.

Figure 7. Dynamic Data Files from Web Folder Interface

THE REAL-TIME INTERFACE
The dynamic file interface discussed above is most applicable to the “downstream” data distribution
and monitoring parts of the system. A key remaining challenge is to maintain an acceptable level of
performance, particularly at the interface between the real-time data acquisition and non-real-time
data distribution parts of the system. Such an interface requires:
•
•
•
•

Minimal impact to the timing of the real-time process.
High aggregate throughput capability.
Low latency (“near” real-time) from data access to monitoring.
Precise time-stamping and synchronization between channels.

We see several levels of real-time interface:
1. A low level shared-memory or equivalent “raw” interface for maximum performance.
2. An application programming interface per the existing RBNB Java socket-based API.
3. An intermediate level using the HTTP protocol, upon which the WebDAV file interface
is based.
4. A completely application independent file interface per the new dynamic file concept.
The first level provides highest performance at the expense of least platform and application
independence. Ongoing and proposed efforts not discussed in this paper are under way that target
this as the next critical step in bringing this vision to full fruition.
The second level has the advantage that it already is implemented, works very well at high aggregate
data rates, but has the disadvantage of tying a non-real-time Java Virtual Machine (JVM) into the
real-time part of the system. This may or may not be acceptable, especially when very tight real-time
constraints or lightweight, resource-constrained devices are involved.
The third level completely decouples the real-time data source from third party interface libraries,
relying only upon the common HTTP Web protocol supported by most modern computer operating
systems. It is less application independent, yet can be more efficient than a WebDAV file system
layered upon it.
The fourth level becomes completely application independent, and consistent with the interface to
downstream data monitoring applications. Real-time systems can be attached to the distribution
network as easily as opening up a traditional file or document. A worthy goal, this approach has the
most layers and thus lowest absolute real-time performance.
STATUS OF THE TECHNOLOGY
The dynamic file system described here has not yet been fully developed, but very functional aspects
of it are operational and of practical use today. The file interfaces shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7 of
this document are actual, working examples. We have demonstrated various aspects of this system in
scenarios and applications such as:
•
•
•
•

LabVIEW writing data frames via HTTP to a dynamic file system and accessed over a
network at 50 frames per second.
Windows, Macintosh, and Linux computers reading and writing file-mapped RBNB
data at megabyte per second rates.
Microsoft Office applications such as Excel directly reading dynamic file data from live
software signal generators.
Live video data monitored and replayed via Web browsers as time-sequenced images
(see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Live Video Stream via RBNB Web Interface

The work accomplished to date demonstrates the basic feasibility of this approach, and is ready for
limited deployment for scenarios weighted towards the “downstream” end of the acquisition-tomonitoring spectrum of Figure 1. This approach can be extended to reach further “upstream” to
tackle ever more challenging and large-scale real-time system needs.
CONCLUSION
There has been much discussion to date regarding how to incrementally advance network-based data
distribution for test and measurement systems. However, a sequence of small incremental steps
cannot always bridge the chasm posed by a paradigm shift. In this paper, we have examined this
issue from the perspective of a fully integrated application-independent interface built upon modern
networking technology. This view leads us to an attractive, cost-effective, high performance, and
readily adaptable solution. Key to this approach is to relocate and re-implement the boundary
between the real-time and non-real-time system components. Over time, we envision integration of
live data into network file systems to enable greater interoperability amongst networks of sensor
systems. There are certainly hurdles that stand between current technology and the proposed
dynamic file system solution, yet we see this as a worthy goal towards which next-generation
measurement and telemetry networks should be targeted.
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ABSTRACT
The United States Government, through the Integrated Program Office (IPO), currently operates a
converged polar orbiting constellation of POES and DMSP satellites to acquire, process and
disseminate meteorological and environmental data on a global scale. Because of the increasing
need for more precise and timely meteorological data, the IPO is developing the follow on system
known as the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS). The
NPOESS system is expected to use a modernized, CCSDS compatible data acquisition and
distribution network, and will provide more timely data than for the current POES/DMSP satellites.
The NPOESS satellite system will also continue the collection of long-term environmental data as a
follow on to NASA’s Earth Observation System (EOS). The continuation of NASA’s EOS system
will begin with a risk reduction effort in support of NPOESS, known as the NPOESS Preparatory
Project (NPP). This paper will describe the CCSDS implementation that both the NPP and NPOESS
satellites are expected to use beginning with the launch of the NPP spacecraft in 2006. The launch
of the first NPOESS satellite is anticipated in 2009.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The overall system architecture for the NPOESS system will ultimately consist of a three-satellite
constellation of sun synchronous satellites in different orbit planes. The first satellite in the
constellation will, in fact, be the NPP spacecraft, although it will not have the full complement of
instruments that will fly on the NPOESS spacecraft. A simplified diagram of the final NPOESS
system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, with the NPP spacecraft shown as a residual.
The NPP spacecraft and each of the NPOESS spacecraft will carry a suit of advanced instruments
for gathering environmental data to enable the production of significant environmental data records
for both short term weather forecasting and long term climate modeling. Key new instruments on
the NPP spacecraft and each NPOESS spacecraft include the Visible Infrared Imager Radiometric
Suite (VIIRS), the Cross track Infrared Sounder (CrIS), the Advanced Technology Microwave
Sounder (ATMS) and the Ozone Mapper/Profiler Suite (OMPS). The NPOESS spacecraft will also
carry a Conical Microwave Imager Sounder (CMIS), a GPS Occultation Sensor (GPSOS), a Space
Environmental Suite (SESS), and a number of heritage instruments. Because of the complexity and
advanced performance characteristics of these instruments, the volume of data produced by the three
operational spacecraft, as well as, the NPP spacecraft will be more than an order of magnitude
greater that that produced by the current POES and DMSP satellites. Additionally, the NPOESS

system will be capable of delivering weather data products with a much shorter latency, compared
to the current system.
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Figure 1. NPOESS System Architecture

Stored Mission Data (SMD) from an NPOESS Satellite will be downlinked to individual, globally
distributed receptors whenever the receptor is in view. This SMD will be sent to four processing
centrals in the United States via a Data Routing and Retrieval (DRR) wide area network. The
processing centers include the NESDIS facility at Suitland, MD, FNMOC in Monterey, CA,
NAVOCEANO in Stennis, MS and AFWA in Omaha, NE. The Interface Data Processing Segments
(IDPS) at each of the centrals will process the raw SMD data records into the environmental data
records and data products and distribute them to the users. Because of this distributed, automated
system architecture, the latency time between the time of observation and the availability of the data
products is expected to be less than thirty minutes. For the NPP spacecraft only, the SMD will be
downlinked to a polar Mission Ground Station (MGS) to be located at Svalbard, Norway.
Direct broadcasts of High Rate Data (HRD) and Low Rate Data (LRD), NPOESS only, will be
provided to appropriately equipped field terminals. The HRD data stream will contain all of the data
records collected by the satellite, on a real time basis, while the LRD data stream will contain
selected data records intended for a more limited user. All NPOESS and NPP mission data,
including SMD, HRD and LRD, will use CCSDS type 1 packetization and Grade 2 service. [1]
Command and control of the NPP and NPOESS missions will reside in a Mission Management
Centers (MMC’s) located in Suitland, Maryland. During the NPOESS era, a second MMC will
reside in Schreiver AFB, Colorado. Normal operations are expected to be based in the Suitland
MMC, with the Schreiver MMC providing redundancy. Communications for command and
telemetry to each of the spacecraft (both NPP and NPOESS) will be accomplished via the MGS at

Svalbard, Norway. Back up communications capability for LEO & A will be provided via NASA’s
Space Network (SN).

ON-BOARD DATA FLOW
A simplified diagram of the on-board data flow data flow for the NPOESS spacecraft is shown in
Figure 2. (The data flow will be similar for the NPP spacecraft, except for the number of
instruments.) Each of the instruments will form the raw data from the sensors into CCSDS
Application Packets (AP’s), using the application ID field (See Figure 3) to identify the content of
the data field, according to the individual data channel within the sensor, such as wavelength band,
or other distinguishing characteristic. Virtual Channels (VC’s) will be used to identify the
originating instrument and the intended downlink pathways. For example, the VIIRS instrument
collects data in twenty-two frequency bands on a continuous basis. The data from each of these
bands is formed into an application packet whose APID’s, together with VIIRS unique VCID’s
identify the particular band. A subset of these bands with unique APIDs are also image compressed
on NPOESS and sent down the LRD path. This allows the data to be routed directly to the
appropriate algorithm within the IDPS. Similarly, each of the other instruments will have unique
combinations of APID’s and VCID’s to identify the data content. Telemetry from the instruments
and commands from the ground will also identified according to their respective APID’s and
VCID’s.
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Figure 1 On-Board Data Flow:

Because of the high data rate associated with VIIRS, CrIS and CMIS, the NPOESS and NPP
spacecraft will use a space qualified IEEE 1994 data bus to route their respective AP’s to the
Command and Data Handling (C&DH) subsystem. At the time this paper was written, the peak data
rate for the VIIRS instrument alone is about 26.5 Mbps(including LRD data), with about 2.5 Mbps
needed for CrIS, and about 500 kbps for CMIS. The aggregate data rate of the other sensors is

significantly less, allowing the proven 1553 data bus to be used for these sensors. The AP’s will be
segmented by the bus protocol at this layer of the on-board processing to fit the data into the correct
block sizes. At the time of the writing of this paper, CCSDS recommendations concerning on board
interfaces were still under development, and hence, for NPOESS and NPP, theses interfaces were
developed independently.
Within the C&DH processor, the AP’s are formed into the Virtual Channel Data Units (VCDU’s) ,
and Coded Virtual Channel Data Units (CVCDU’s) with the Reed-Solomon code applied are
formed and passed to the Solid State Recorder (SSR) for delayed broadcast to the SMD. Finally,
Channel Access Data Units (CADU’s), directly or delayed by the SSR, are formed and broadcast by
the SMD and HRD down links. The C&DH also selects the desired VC’s for delivery to the LRD
subsystem for this downlink. The details of the packet structure for the mission data are shown in
Figure 3. [2] (NOTE: The NPOESS specific insert zone is not shown.) Each of the instruments and
the C&DH also receives a time code packet and a one pulse per second signal from an on-board
GPS receiver. This information is used to time tag all collected data through the CCSDS time code
format recommendation. [3]
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Figure 2 Mission Data Packet Structure

ON-BOARD TELEMETRY PROCESSING:
The C&DH handles the on-board processing of instrument and spacecraft telemetry in essentially
the same way as mission data, especially for instrument telemetry, which is delivered to the C&DH
as CCSDS AP’s. Other on-board telemetry for the spacecraft bus is delivered directly to the C&DH
and must be packetized within the C&DH. Sensor telemetry (house keeping, health and status, etc.)

is sorted according to APID and VCID. All NPOESS telemetry is encrypted at the multiplexer
service level forming an encrypted data field for insertion into VCDU data fields. Telemetry and
mission data are multiplexed into the mission data stream in the form of CADU’s that, in turn, are
provided to the SSR for SMD. Real time telemetry is also provided via a separate communications
subsystem, which will be transmitted directly to the MGS at the data rates summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 NPOESS and NPP Telemetry Data Rates
Parameter
Normal Operations

NPOESS Value
I-Channel: 32.768 kbps
Q-Channel: 524.288 kbps stored

LEO&A

I-Channel: 1.024
Or 4.096 kbps
Q-Channel: N/A

SN SSA Data Rates
For all telemetry links:

1.024 or 4.096 kbps
(Does not include convolutional
encoding overhead in accordance with
SNUG convention)

NPP Value
16.384 kbps real-time
32.768 kbps real-time
524.288 kbps playback
1.024 kbps or 4.096 kbps

1.024, 4.096, or 16.384 kbps
(Does not include convolutional
encoding overhead in accordance
with SNUG convention)

The format for telemetry is essentially the same as for mission data, except for the size of the data
fields in the VCDU’s and CVCDU’s, as shown in Figure 4. All spacecraft telemetry is multiplexed
with the mission data in the SSR and is downlinked to the receptor sites. The MGS also provides
real time reception of the HRD and LRD RF communications links for the purposes of monitoring
the quality and content of the HRD and LRD data streams, i.e., including frequency, signal strength,
data rate and APID content from the AP Primary headers. The instrument data will not be processed
by this monitoring function.
For both spacecraft, routing of telemetry data back to the United States from the MGS will be
accomplished via commercial satellite links, or under sea fiber optic links, if available in the
appropriate time frame. Telemetry (and Commanding) contact between the MMC and the
NPP/NPOESS spacecraft is expected to occur as often as once per day.
RF COMMUNICATIONS
The RF communications subsystem consists of four transmit modules (see Figure 2) for each of the
SMD, HRD and LRD data downlinks, and the real time telemetry, except there is no LRD on NPP.
The modulation format for the three mission data links on NPOESS satellites will be QPSK, with
rate one half convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding, per CCSDS recommendations, [4] for
SMD, HRD and LRD. The NPP satellite will use only the Reed Solomon encoding for SMD, and
SQPSK for HRD. The real time telemetry will use a combination of BPSK and Spread spectrum, to
maintain compatibility with the existing Space Network conventions. For the NPP spacecraft,
transmission of SMD will be in X-Band, (8212.5 MHz) at a channel data rate of 300 Mbps, with
HRD at 7800 MHz, at 30 Mbps. For the NPOESS spacecraft, SMD transmission will be in Ka
Band, at a convolutionally encoded channel data rate of 300 Mbps, while HRD will be in X-Band
(7800 MHz) at an encoded channel data rate of 40 MBps. For NPOESS only, LRD will in L-Band

(1706 MHz), at an encoded channel data rate of 7.8 Mbps. Real time telemetry will be transmitted in
S-Band, at the data rates shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Telemetry Data Format
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STORED MISSION DATA PROCESSING
The specified goal for NPOESS is to process 95% of the data into environmental data products in
less than thirty minutes. To accomplish this, the globally distributed network of receptors will
receive the SMD data multiple times per orbit, and deliver, via a Virtual Private Network with
Multicast capabilities, the data to each of the centrals via the DRR subsystem. Since this is an
automated process, and the receptors will not have the capability to transmit, each spacecraft will
downlink all SMD data twice.
A simplified block diagram of the processing architecture from receptor through DRR to the IDPS is
shown in Figure 5. The first portion of any pass will downlink the most recently collected data
(‘first copy’), followed immediately by the data transmitted that was ‘first copy’, at the previous
receptor site (‘second copy’). If necessary, additional older data can be transmitted, as requested by
the MMC during the most recent contact via MGS. Within the receptor, a receiver will demodulate
the downlink signal and perform the Viterbi decoding. A pre-processor within the receptor will
perform the CCSDS Reed-Solomon decoding of the CADU blocks to provide error detection, as
part of the monitoring of link quality. The fully formatted CCSDS data stream, for ‘first copy’ data
only, will be encapsulated into the VPN protocol for delivery to each of the centrals. (‘Second copy’
data will be held at the receptor, pending possible retransmission requests from the MMC.)

Final processing of the data into CCSDS AP’s is accomplished at each central in the Front End
Processor (FEP), which appends an extended data field that is used to increase the effective size of
the packet counter. This permits the unique identification of the data in the onboard SSR. The data
flow is monitored by a Data Monitoring & Recovery subsystem, which insures that 99.9% or more
of the data collected is delivered; the packets are in order, and duplicates eliminated.
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Figure 5 Ground System Data Routing Flow

Retransmission of missing data may be requested from the receptors, or possibly from the
spacecraft, by the MMC. The FEP provides the AP’s to the IDPS for processing.

FIELD TERMINAL PROCESSING:
The processing of the broadcast data in a field terminal is similar to that performed in the receptors.
The receiver will demodulate the downlink signal and perform the Viterbi decoding while a preprocessor will perform the Reed-Solomon decoding of the CADU’s. Since the field terminal
processing software is an integral part of the field terminal architecture, the pre-processor can fully
process the remainder of the data to provide CCSDS AP’s directly to the algorithm processing
software, within the field terminal. Actual design and development of field terminals is not currently
part of the NPOESS program, hence a precise description of a field terminal architecture is not yet
available.

COMMAND PROCESSING, AND TRANSMISSION:
While the functioning of the NPP and NPOESS spacecraft and data retrieval system will be largely
automated, it will still be necessary to provide regular command and control of spacecraft systems
for such functions as the uploading of calibration tables for each of the instruments, instrument or
spacecraft flight software uploads, as well as, the normal requirements for control of the spacecraft
systems, such as attitude maneuvers. The NPOESS system will use an S-band uplink from the MGS
as the primary path for spacecraft commanding and uploads. For LEO&A , the MMC will also have
the means to communicate with any spacecraft via the NASA Space Network. The functional flow
for this command uplink is shown in Figure 6.
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Spacecraft command and control begins in the MMC, where the command words are generated
according to the particular operational scenario in progress. The MMC Satellite Operations
subsystem will form the command packets and TeleCommand (TC) transfer frames which will be
encoded with the CCSDS BCH code. [4] The idle and start sequence are then added to form the
Command Link Transmission Unit (CLTU) (See Figure 7) for routing by the DRR, which also
handles the command uplink encryption. The DRR subsystem delivers encrypted CLTU’s to the
Preprocessor subsystem at the MGS, where they are passed to the PLOP function and Baseband
hardware for uplinking to the satellite.
The commands are received by the spacecraft command receiver and provided to the C&DH which
extracts the TC Codeblocks from the CLTU’s, performs the error control decoding (detection only
for NPP), de-randomizes the transfer frame and recovers the command packets. The C&DH
subsystem also implements the COP-1 protocol [5] to validate the CLCW’s, which are delivered to
the appropriate destination for execution. The process for uploading calibration tables, sensor
memory upgrades, flight software upgrades are similar to the command-processing path. The
transmission data rates will also be higher that the normal command data rate. Table 2 lists the
uplink data rates for NPP and NPOESS.

Table 2 NPP/NPOESS Uplink Data Rates
Parameter
Normal Operations

NPOESS Value
4.0 kbps

NPP Value
2.0 kbps

Memory Upload

256.0 kbps

128.0 kbps

SN SSA Data Rates
For all command links:

250 or 2000 bps
(Includes all overhead,
including encryption and
authentication as appropriate)

125 or 1000 bps
(Includes all overhead,
including encryption and
authentication as appropriate)
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The NPOESS system architecture, as described in this paper, will the CCSDS recommendations to
provide a highly advanced, automated system for collecting, processing, and disseminating
meteorological data on a world wide, operational basis. This system will provide this data with an
optimized latency that can give the user the required environmental data products within thirty
minutes of observation, 95 % of the time. The use of CCSDS APID’s, VCID’s and error control
mechanisms will allow the NPOESS system to achieve significant data availability, with 99.9% of
the data delivered on an overall basis. The system configuration will also permit ease of
expandability and maintainability that will allow it to incorporate technology advances in the ground
system architecture and continue to provide high quality environmental data produces over the
lifetime of the program.
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BUILDING BRIDGES: LINKING CAIS TO ETHERNET AND OTHER
PROTOCOLS
Diarmuid Corry
Director of Engineering
ACRA CONTROL Inc.
ABSTRACT
The technologies used for flight test are evolving. Trusted standards like CAIS and
IRIG106 PCM are giving way to new “trusted standards” (and proven
technologies/protocols) found in telecommunication and networking such as Ethernet,
fiber channel, TCP/IP, UDP, ATM and so on.
Currently there is $100Ms+ invested in CAIS and IRIG compliant equipment in the
world. A key challenge in this evolution is to provide a reliable solution that allows the
FTI engineer to immediately take advantage of these advanced technologies while
protecting prior investment in equipment, knowledge, and resources during this
transition. This paper presents an analysis of how to protect existing assets while still
leveraging the power of the latest technologies. It looks at the characteristics of a
“bridge” system, and suggests solutions for merging and linking data from and to
different transmission protocols using data synchronization and deterministic data
management cycles.
KEYWORDS
Flight test instrumentation, Networks, CAIS, Ethernet, Gateway
OVERVIEW
Over time the world of flight test instrumentation has developed a method of operation
that addresses the complex problem of acquiring co-related data in a hostile
environment. Figure 1 shows a typical complex flight test data acquisition system. It
uses several protocols that are common within the flight test community (IRIG106 PCM,
CAIS, MIL-STD-1553 etc.) This configuration and its associated protocols will have
been developed over months for a specific test sequence. It provides synchronous and
time-tagged data reliably; with rigorously defined timing sequences and using no
microprocessors.
Outside of the flight test industry the commercial world has been solving a different set
of problems. The concern here is to transfer large amounts of data over ill-defined (and
often dynamic) network infrastructures reliably. The time taken is not important (within
reason) and some data loss is tolerable.
Compared to the flight test world, the commercial world is huge - $100B/annum
compared to $100m/annum. Competition in this world has driven the cost of hardware
down and led to widely accepted and supported mediums for data transmission such as
Ethernet. Moreover things change quickly in this world. Network bandwidth increases

according to Moore’s law. Copper gives way to fiber, and 10Mbit LANs give way to
1Gbit SANs. Today Fiber-channel, FDDI and ATM are all transmission mediums that
are finding favor in the commercial world. This leaves those of us in the flight test world
hungrily eying develops in the commercial world and wondering how we can leverage
their cost benefits into our programs.
In this paper a COTS solution is presented that marries the two worlds. It tries to:
-

Let the FTI equipment do what it does well – sample synchronously
Let the commercial word do what it does well – move large amounts of data
around
Perform the exchange in a rigorous and well-defined way
Maintain flexibility so that new developments in the commercial world can be
quickly adapted.

Figure 1: A typical Flight Test Instrumentation Configuration

WHEN FTI MEETS COMMERCIAL
Communications jargon speaks of Bridges, Routers and Gateways. Although the
definitions can be a little fuzzy, it is possible to think of them as follows:
•

A bridge is a connection between two physically separate networks that forwards
packets from one to another. It does no protocol changing, and has limited ability
to handle errors or communication failures.

•

A router is a more intelligent bridge that can handle communication failures and
make decisions about the best path to use to deliver a package.

•

A gateway is a translator between networks that may use different protocols. It
can strip out the payload of a packet and re-package it in a different protocol.

So in order to transfer data from, say, a CAIS network to a fiber-channel network it looks
like what we need is a gateway. But in the commercial world gateways are typically
intelligent devices, often implemented by a PC with several networking cards. So you
might have a PC with a CAIS bus-controller PCI card, and a fiber-channel SCSI card.
The PC provides the intelligence through software to strip out the CAIS payload and repackage it for storage via fiber-channel. This is a perfectly good solution in a benign
environment, but what about on-board a fighter during flight test? How long does a PC
and the associated software take to recover from a brown-out?
So we are looking for the functionality of a gateway, but implemented in a way that is
closer to a flight data acquisition unit (DAU) – with small size and rugged performance.
Consider the task of moving two parameters from a CAIS bus DAU to an Ethernet
packet. If we view it in terms of the classic ISO 7-layer model then we have to strip
away the lower four layers up to the Transport layer, and then re-package the data
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Moving data from CAIS to Ethernet

A principal difficulty in all this is that it takes time, and commercial protocols (such as
Internet Protocol – IP) do not worry too much about determinism in the transport
mechanism. In a system where a late answer is the wrong answer this means that we
must incorporate some kind of time-correlation into the picture.
We can solve this problem by borrowing from the flight test world and using the concept
of an acquisition cycle. We implement the “protocol stripping” function as two
independent and simultaneous tasks and then perform these tasks in a completely predetermined way through a synchronized cycle of events.
A GATEWAY IMPLEMENTED USING COTS EQUIPMENT
The KAM-500 from ACRA CONTROL is a modular rugged data acquisition unit based
on a digital backplane. This can be used to construct a gateway device that does not
involve any PC configuration, and which is entirely flight-qualified.
Figure 3 below shows how such a device would work using a CAIS Bus controller
module (KAD/CBC/001), an Ethernet module (KAD/ETH/001) and a standard KAM-500
backplane and controller (KAM/SYS/00x).
The CAIS bus controller module acts like any CAIS bus controller. It drives a CAIS
acquisition cycle which involves sequences of data requests, and data returned from the
remote DAU(s). This data is fed into a RAM on the controller card (which can be viewed
as a current value table or CVT).

Figure 3 A Gateway device from CAIS to Ethernet

Independently (although, as we shall see, synchronously) the KAM/ETH/001 is running
a “packet cycle”. It builds UDP packets based on the contents of its own RAM,
according to some sequence and cycle that is determined by the user, but is exactly
synchronous with the CAIS bus cycle.
The controller has the task of synchronizing both cards to ensure they start their cycles
at the same instant, and of transferring the data from the CAIS RAM to the Ethernet
RAM in a precisely deterministic fashion.
Consider now the time co-relation of samples. Figure 4 shows the timelines of each of
the cycles that are in operation here.
Assuming that the CAIS DAUs are operating in Synchronous mode and that X and Y
are sampled twice per CIAS cycle, then we know they are sampled at time 0 and time
T/2.
At some point after this, the CAIS controller demands the sample and receives it for X
and Y.
Once in the RAM of the CAIS Controller, the KAM-500 backplane controller can transfer
it to the Ethernet Packet builder.

The Ethernet card has a built in microsecond counter that resets at the start of each
acquisition cycle. So we can include this value to the packet that contains the sample
instances of X and Y. Note that adding just one time tag tags all data in the packet due
to the deterministic and cyclic nature of the acquisition cycle. Alternatively (or
additionally) we can include IRIG time directly in the payload of the packet.
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An important aspect of this system is the distribution digitally over the backplane. This
allows us to expand the concept to include several CAIS busses. Additionally we can
add several sinks of the data and transmit the same instances of CAIS samples on
different protocols.
When the commercial standards move on (as they inevitably will) we need to add a new
module to implement the latest flavor of commercial network. Our underlying
architecture is not affected, we do not need to strip out our tried and tested equipment,
and we do not need to return to a blank drawing board to leverage the new technology.

Figure 5: Multiple protocols in a single chassis

CONCLUSION
This paper has demonstrated how a rugged and simple gateway device can be
constructed to integrate traditional flight test instrumentation systems with commercial
standards and interfaces.
The features of such a device are:
wSimplicity

– built form off-the-shelf components
– all acquisition driven by a cycle
wAbility to accept and distribute IRIG time
wIndependent RAM stores for both data sinks and data sources
wA digital backplane for data distribution.
wSynchronosity

It achieves our four goals by:
-

Let the FTI equipment do what it does well – we use our existing FTI equipment

-

Let the commercial word do what it does well – by using commercial interfaces
and standards exactly as is
Perform the exchange in a rigorous and well-defined way – using an acquisition
cycle concept taken straight form traditional flight test configuration
Maintain flexibility so that new developments in the commercial world can be
quickly adapted. By using a digital backplane the unit is just one module away
from the next commercial standard.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s flight test programs are experiencing increasing demands for a greater number of high-rate
digital parameters, competition for spectrum space, and a need for operational flexibility in flight test
instrumentation. These demands must be met while meeting schedule and budget constraints. To
address these various needs, the Boeing Integrated Defense System (IDS) Flight Test
Instrumentation group in St. Louis has developed an onboard processing capability for use with
airborne instrumentation data collection systems. This includes a first-generation Onboard Processor
(OBP) which has been successfully used on the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet flight test program for four
years, and which provides a throughput of 5 Mbytes/s and a processing capability of 480 Mflops
(floating-point operations per second). Boeing IDS Flight Test is also currently developing a second
generation OBP which features greatly enhanced input and output flexibility and algorithm
programmability, and is targeted to provide a throughput of 160 Mbytes/s with a processing
capability of 16 Gflops. This paper describes these onboard processing capabilities and their
benefits.
KEYWORDS
Keywords: onboard processing, bandwidth reduction, data compression
INTRODUCTION
In previous years, flight test data collection systems consisted of low-rate digital data collection in
conjunction with banks of voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO’s) for higher-rate (e.g. 2kHz)
parameters. Though resolution and accuracy of the VCO’s was poor, it was possible to telemeter a
number of VCO channels (approximately 20) using complex mixer/translator configurations. This
provided engineers at the ground station with good visibility into aircraft performance, and allowed
cost-effective test point decisions to be made in real-time.
With the advent of all-digital data collection systems, the luxury of telemetering numbers of fairly
high-rate parameters became impractical due to bandwidth limitations: 30 parameters at 10,240
samples/second consumes an entire 5 Mbit/second telemetry stream.

In the mid-1990’s, Boeing IDS Flight Test in Saint Louis began development of an onboard
processing capability to address this issue. When the first-generation Onboard Processor (OBP) was
deployed in several F/A-18E/F Super Hornet Engineering Manufacturing Development (EMD) flight
test aircraft at Patuxent River, Maryland, it became obvious that an onboard processing capability
provided benefits well beyond initial expectations.
FIRST-GENERATION OBP ARCHITECTURE AND AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
The aircraft configuration for the first-generation OBP and a simplified internal block diagram are
shown in Figure 1. The OBP receives parallel ECL PCM from the input data system, decommutates
selected data, processes the data, and sends it to the output data system in a serial format as
requested in the output data format.
For the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet Flight Test program, the primary data collection system was the
Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS), augmented by the Boeing-developed Digital
Data Acquisition System (DDAS) for collection of wideband data. The OBP was configured on
various test aircraft in the DDAS-in DDAS-out, DDAS-in CAIS-out, and CAIS-in CAIS-out
configurations, depending on the test requirement.
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Figure 1. First-Generation OBP Configuration

Referring to Figure 1, the OBP receives input PCM from a parallel 8-bit ECL source that drives the
onboard recorder. The decommutator decodes selected PCM words and passes the data to two
Analog Devices ADSP-21020 DSP processors. Input data is transferred coherently using a bufferswapping scheme. The DSPs process the data according to the selected algorithm and send the
output data to output buffers that are also coherently swapped. The output data system retrieves data
sequentially upon format command in a serial request-response format.
Figure 2 shows the first-generation OBP hardware. Boeing IDS Flight Test developed an OBP for
the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet Flight Test Program, which was used as an interface with the Wideband
portion of the CAIS data system; thus the unit was identified as the “Wideband CAIS Interface” for
that program. Despite the name, however, the OBP is a general-purpose device.

Figure 2. First Generation OBP Hardware
Operationally, the data systems are loaded with formats created from software that generates format
loads from a parameter database. An OBP compiler program creates appropriate load files for the
OBP, which is loaded via an RS-422 link from the ground support system. Algorithm development
is performed in C and assembly code, and DSP firmware is loaded via the ground support system.
FIRST-GENERATION OBP APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
The initial application used on the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet flight test program was a statistical
algorithm, used for noise and vibration parameters. This algorithm provided statistical
characteristics in the form of minimum, maximum, root-mean-squared (RMS) and mean. To
increase the overall dynamic range, the parameters were high-pass filtered at 2 Hz prior to
processing. In one configuration, 62 parameters sampled at three different rates between 5208

samples/second and 39062 samples/second (an aggregate rate of almost 15 Mbits/second) were
reduced to 62 min/max/mean/rms groups at 10 samples/second (an aggregate rate just over 39
Kbits/second). This was a reduction on the order of 380 to 1.
Such a significant reduction in telemetry bandwidth allowed characteristics of these parameters to be
transmitted in real-time, permitting a substantially enhanced decision-making capability on the part
of the technology engineers at the ground station. This capability permitted engineers to determine
worst-case flight conditions in real-time, and these test points could then be flown and refined
immediately, rather than requiring post-flight processing and additional subsequent flights. The
result was a conservative estimate of a 30% decrease of several hundred noise and vibration flights
flown on the program, equating to a considerable savings in the tens of millions of dollars, not to
mention reducing the risk to the aircraft and aircrew.
Additionally, the ability to assess instrumentation system health in real-time was also greatly
improved. Because the instrumentation engineer could identify which parameters appeared to be
malfunctioning, an informed decision could be made during the flight as to whether to continue with
the flight, or whether the failed instrumentation was critical to the test point. As a result,
unnecessary risk to the test vehicle and aircrew was avoided because failed critical parameters could
be readily identified in real time.
Another application for the first-generation OBP was a filtering algorithm that provided a decimated
version of input parameters. In this configuration, the aircraft was scheduled to perform two
different tests, one of which required a group of parameters to be sampled at high rates (2604.2 or
1302.1 samples/second), and the other of which required the parameters to be sampled at 81
samples/second. Telemetering the 157 parameters at the high rate would have consumed
approximately 3.9 Mbits/second, which was impractical given other parameter requirements. The
OBP allowed this to be accomplished in a telemetry bandwidth around 20 Kbits/second. However,
the major savings occurred because the aircraft did not require an expensive one-month layup to
reconfigure data collection system pre-sample filters for the 157 parameters: the OBP allowed a
single hardware configuration to suffice for both test configurations without reconfiguration.
The first-generation OBP was also pressed into service to perform simplified loads calculations. In
this configuration, the OBP performed a linear weighted sum of several parameters and calculated
the mean, min, max, and rms statistical averages. Though this algorithm performed successfully,
due to its limitations (for example, it could not apply non-linear or high-order processing) use of this
algorithm was abandoned.
The final algorithm used on the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet flight test program was a simple transfer of
three high-rate parameters available in the DDAS data collector into the CAIS data collector, so
these parameters could be telemetered. This eliminated the complexity of requiring additional
rewiring and reconfiguration of the aircraft to measure these parameters with the CAIS system, or to
add equipment to telemeter the DDAS output. The result was the elimination of a time-consuming
and expensive layup and reconfiguration of the aircraft.
Two notable points should be made with respect to this application: 1) Once the onboard processing
capability is present, users identify uses for that capability that are not initially planned. 2)

Especially in a multiple data system configuration, the location of the OBP in the instrumentation
system provides the opportunity for a wide range of versatile capabilities beyond the traditional
concept of “processing”.
SECOND-GENERATION OBP ARCHITECTURE AND AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
Experience with the first generation unit identified a number of areas for potential improvement in
OBP performance. An improvement in internal and input/output bandwidth was desirable. An
appropriate operating system would isolate the hardware implementation from the application
software, considerably improving the ease of application development. Additionally, the secondgeneration unit is targeted to a wider range of data input and output options (e.g. both legacy and
networked data systems, traditional PCM recorders as well as random-access RAID or solid state
recorders). With these added capabilities, it was also desirable to improve visibility into OBP
operation for hardware and system-level troubleshooting; this could also provide benefits in allowing
upgrades or fixes of firmware and programmable hardware without removing the unit from the
aircraft.
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Figure 3. Second-Generation OBP Configuration
As shown in Figure 3, the Second-Generation OBP consists of a host processor (PowerPC),
multiple DSP processor cards (Analog Devices TigerSHARC, 4 per card), and modular I/O cards,

which communicate data via a RapidIO bus, with control on a VME64 bus. The system
architecture provides processing and input/output capability that are modular and expandable. The
host processor runs an operating system that schedules processing and memory resources to
maximize throughput and to allow substantially improved flexibility in the programming of DSP
application software. The second generation OBP hardware is shown in Figure 4.
The second generation OBP is currently in development, with planned completion in late 2004. The
initial second generation unit will be configured with I/O options to provide a legacy PCM system
interface for functional compatibility with the first generation unit, and the initial set of algorithms
will match the first generation OBP as well. Ground support loading will be performed through an
RS-422 serial interface, but an Ethernet-based link to the host will also be available.
Because of the host operating system, the flexibility of writing DSP application software is
substantially improved. Initial capabilities will provide an interface library that will make it possible
to write DSP applications in C or C++ without an intricate knowledge of OBP operation. It is
subsequently planned to provide a graphical user interface (similar to, or based on, LabView) that
will allow technology users to specify input parameters, transfer functions to apply to those
parameters (filtering, non-linear operations etc.), and methods to combine those parameters in an
arbitrary fashion to create an output parameter or parameters.

Figure 4. Second Generation OBP Hardware
A comparison of the first- and second-generation OBP units is shown in Table 1.

Characteristic

First-Generation OBP

Second-Generation OBP

Size (inches)
Weight (pounds) {full configuration}
Power
Host Processor
DSP Processor Cards

6.8 x 6.9 x 12
<15
+28V @ 1A
8751
ADSP 21010 (25 MHz)
2 per card
5.0
0.48

7.3 x 7.3 x 8.0
23
+28V @ 2A
PowerPC (600 MHz)
TigerSHARC (250 MHz)
4 per card
160.0
16.0

C and assembly;
Very hardware-dependant

- C and C++; simplified
programmer interface.
- Graphical user interface.
Strong visibility through host
via Ethernet and RS-422
interface

I/O Throughput (Mbytes/second)
Processing Speed {full configuration}
Gflops (floating point operations per
second)
DSP Application development
System Troubleshooting &
Monitoring

Minimal capabilities

Table 1. Comparison of first- and second-generation OBP units

SECOND-GENERATION OBP APPLICATIONS
A number of proposed DSP applications have been created and tested on lab versions of the DSP
processor cards, to provide insight into the design of the host operating system and various multiprocessing architectures, and to verify that the processors will provide the desired throughput.
Third-octave filters and variable-bandwidth power spectral density (PSD) algorithms have been
written and verified.
An application for weapon separation image processing was also tested for potential use on a typical
tactical development flight test program. In traditional weapon separation testing, a number of highspeed film or video cameras located at various locations on the aircraft monitor the release of stores.
These aircraft must return to the ground and the film or video must be processed (a time-consuming
task) before the next set of flight envelope test points can be flown. Algorithms investigated for
potential use in the second-generation OBP included 1) techniques to identify the centroids of threedimensional location of targets placed on the stores, and to track these target locations from onboard
recorded images and 2) image compression algorithms to allow near real time telemetering of the
image data. Simulations were run on lab DSP hardware that demonstrated that the store tracking
information could be processed and transmitted back to the ground (based also on typical telemetry
link limitations) on the order of 60 seconds after each weapon separation event. Having the
capability to make decisions in near real-time while the test vehicle is in the air was estimated to
reduce weapons test flights by approximately 25%, resulting in a substantial cost reduction in the
millions of dollars for the flight test program, and reducing risk to the vehicle and aircrew.

A technique also proposed involved a NASA-developed algorithm intended to reduce flutter test
points, reduce flights required for flutter, and increase the total number of flights per month. This
concept took advantage of a software tool that updates an analytical model for the aircraft with real
time test data in order to produce post-flight-quality near real time flutter boundary projection. This
technique takes input transfer functions computed by the OBP from sine sweeps and compares them
to the transfer function predicted by the analysis model. The second-generation OBP, then, would
be an enabling technology to make this approach practical.
Another potential application proposed for the second-generation OBP is telemetry bandwidth
reduction. Compression of any arbitrary PCM stream pattern may or may not be practical (and is
beyond the scope of this paper) but the practical bandwidth reduction already experienced with the
first-generation OBP indicates such compression is best achieved by techniques specific to a
particular class of data (such as providing low-rate statistical measures for a high-rate parameter).
Because of its modular I/O architecture, the second-generation OBP lends itself to a variety of
system configuration applications, such as: 1) a data combiner for multiple PCM streams and/or
networked streams, 2) a bridge to link legacy PCM systems with networked data systems and 3) an
interface to the aircraft Fibre Channel bus.
A final potential application is to monitor instrumentation system health by taking a “snapshot” of
various parameters during a known flight condition (such as a phasing maneuver) that would then be
compared against a previous snapshot of that same flight condition. The OBP would then perform
an assessment of the health of those parameters and provide an answer in real time. This would
allow an informed decision to be made at the ground station in case mission critical parameters were
not operating correctly, reducing risk to the aircraft and aircrew.
CONCLUSION
The first-generation OBP has proven to be a valuable tool to provide visibility into aircraft
performance that has not previously been available in real time. This visibility has substantially
enhanced decision-making by test conductors and technology engineers, allowing tests to be run
during one flight that would have previously required multiple additional flights. This results in
substantial cost savings, greatly enhanced flexibility in test scheduling, and considerable reduction in
risk to the test vehicle and aircrew.
Cost savings attributed to the OBP include not only the savings due to reduced number of flights, but
also to reduction in processing costs associated with ground-based processing. This was estimated
to be approximately 2000 hours per year for the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet flight test program. The
increased visibility into aircraft performance further decreases processing costs by allowing
technology customers to identify points of interest for further processing before leaving the ground
station.
Experience also indicates that the availability of the OBP as an instrumentation system tool causes
new and creative uses to be developed that had not been envisioned during development. These
applications have resulted in significant reductions in layup time and aircraft reconfigurations.

The second-generation OBP is expected to provide a substantial increase in internal and external
bandwidth and processing capacity, as well as greatly improved flexibility in the development of
DSP applications. A graphical user interface, allowing arbitrary combination and processing of
multiple parameters is planned.
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ABSTRACT
There is growing interest in the airborne instrumentation community to adopt commercial standards
to obtain scalable data rates, standards based interoperability, and utilization of Commercial Off The
Shelf (COTS) products to reduce system costs. However, there has been few such data acquisition
systems developed to date. L-3 Telemetry East has developed a prototype called the Network Data
Acquisition System (NetDAS), which is based on the 10/100 Base-T Ethernet standard,
TCP/UDP/IP network protocols and an industrial Ethernet switch. NetDAS has added network
capability to the legacy MPC-800 telemetry system by replacing the existing formatter module with
a formatter/controller based on a COTS CPU module and a custom designed bridge module.
NetDAS has demonstrated transmission bit rates as high as 20 Mbps from a single unit using
UDP/IP and an Ethernet switch. The NetDAS system has also demonstrated scalable and distributed
architecture.
KEYWORDS
Airborne Telemetry, Network Data Acquisition System, Ethernet, COTS

INTRODUCTION
The NexGenBus program recognized that new applications in airborne telemetry require modern
airborne data acquisition systems to handle much higher data rates than previous systems [1]. Video
recording, for example, often requires bandwidth as high as several megabits per second. This is near
the capacity of legacy busses, such as CAIS[2], which was designed to run at 5 Mbps. To handle
multiple channels of high bit rate acquisition, building a system from multiple sub-systems becomes
necessary. However, such a design suffers from high cost due to redundancy of functional units and
high complexity of the system. This clumsy arrangement of units does not offer satisfactory
solutions to future growth of testing requirements [1].
Legacy products based on proprietary busses use non-standard and often proprietary protocols, with
no common form-factors and interconnections. Building these systems using custom designs
afforded great space savings and provided the capability to build the exact features that were
required/desired into the design. However, it dramatically increased the cost due to the increased
engineering effort for design and development. It also hindered the ability to stay current with new
standards, requirements or technology changes, as any of these would add to a new development
effort.
The CAIS bus standard lacks the bandwidth or the open-systems standards that will be required to
support network-based data acquisition systems of the future. It has only a small number of
supporting vendors and has not resulted in significant price reduction of the units.
On the other hand, the commercial industry has made great strides in standards based high-speed
interconnections. One example is Ethernet. Since its inception in 1976, it has been gradually
accepted as a worldwide Local Area Network (LAN) standard. In 1991, 10 Base-T (10 Mbps using
Category 5 cable) Ethernet was standardized. In 1995 100 Base-T (100Mbps using Category 5 cable)
Fast Ethernet was released and in 1998-1999, Gigabit Ethernet. To date, the 10/100 Base-T Ethernet
has become a mature technology supported by many Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) hardware
and software products available at low price. Recent advances in Gigabit Ethernet and 10 Gigabit
Ethernet offers a migration path for even higher bit rate transfers.
There is growing interest in the airborne instrumentation community to adopt commercial standards
to obtain scalable data rates, standards based interoperability, and utilization of COTS hardware and
software to reduce system costs. However, there have been few data acquisition systems developed
based on low cost COTS and commercial data transfer protocols. This paper presents the NetDAS
prototype system developed by L-3 communications Telemetry East which uses commercial 10/100
Base-T Ethernet, has a scalable architecture, uses COTS hardware and software, and has
successfully migrated from a centralized to a distributed system architecture.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The NetDAS system was migrated from the L-3 TE MPC-800 product line, which was a small form
factor data acquisition telemetry system [3]. A legacy MPC-800 system consists of a master module
and optional multiple slave modules. The master module includes a formatter which controls the
data acquisition of the system, and various data acquisition cards stacked up on a proprietary MPC
bus. The control of the data acquisition by the formatter is based on a simple command-response bus
protocol. This was extended to multiple slaves through a daisy-chained 10-wire interface, which can
transmit data up to 5 Mbps. The overview of the system is shown in Figure 1.
The migration to a network based system was primarily accomplished by replacing the existing
formatter module with a formatter/controller module based on an off-the-shelf credit card sized CPU
and a “bridge” module that used an FPGA to interface the existing MPC bus to the processor bus
(Figure 2). The processor used was a Motorola PowerPC 860 that had 8MB Flash and 16MB DRAM
and ran at 50 MHz. The Bridge module was based on a Xilinx VirtexII 500 FPGA, with an
embedded formatter and a processor-to-MPC Bus Bridge. The module was controlled by
multitasking embedded software running under a commercial Real Time Operating System (RTOS).
The software provides system control, configuration and status monitoring functions.
A 10/100Base-T Ethernet interface was implemented in the controller and bridge module to replace
the simple command-response based 10-wire interconnection interface. With no centralized
formatter in the NetDAS system, the local formatter in each bridge module mastered the data
acquisition in each unit. Multicast or unicast Ethernet commands from a control station in the
network were used to control the bridge module. This control station was an Ethernet enabled laptop
PC, but could be replaced by a remote control unit in the future. This architecture separated the
command flow (control station) path from the data transfer path. Acquired data could be transmitted
to and aggregated at any device within the network, whereas in the legacy system, the data was
always aggregated at the centralized formatter. Thus the system architecture was migrated from a
centralized system to a distributed system. In our prototype design, the sampled data was
transmitted to an Ethernet-to-PCM converter, where the packetized data was converted to a legacy
PCM stream, for recording or Telemetry. The PCM stream was then fed into a bitsync and
decommutator for data analysis and display.
All units in the NetDAS system were connected through a COTS industrial Ethernet store-andforward switch. This data acquisition subnet was optionally connected to company wide LAN
through a gateway. In this configuration, remote set-up and control could be controlled from a
desktop or easily done with a wireless computer. The overview of the NetDAS system is illustrated
in Figure 3.
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DATA TRANSFER
Data acquired in a NetDAS module was transmitted to a destination (data sink) designated by a
configuration computer prior to system operation. The data transfer was through UDP/IP protocol
[4,5]. UDP was chosen instead of TCP because it was more suitable for the real-time data delivery
for most of our telemetry applications. Although TCP [6] is connection oriented and provides higher
transmission integrity, its shift window algorithm requires large buffers and this introduces
uncertainty in message latency, which is undesirable for real-time data transfer where timely
delivery is of high priority. UDP on the other hand is connectionless and therefore does not require
a shift window or acknowledgements, which enables the latency of the messages to be more
deterministic. Another advantage of UDP over TCP is its smaller overhead, which means higher
bandwidth utilization. For a 1K-byte data packet, for example, the overhead for UDP over
IP/Ethernet is about 5.9%, whereas for TCP it is about 8.2%.

The maximum size for a UDP packet is 64K bytes. However, in the data link layer, the packet size is
subject to the limitation of MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) of the link, which is 1500-bytes for
Ethernet. To avoid undesirable IP fragmentation, we designed the data packet size to be the size of
one minor frame, which ranged from 512 to 1024 bytes in our prototype system.
The format of the data packets conformed to the “source data format” defined in CCSDS 102.0-B-5
[7]. The primary header for each packet was only 6 bytes. It is capable of encapsulating various
lengths of data in each packet and grouping various packets into larger major packets.
The throughput of a NetDAS unit was tested for a point-to-point data transfer using back-to-back
UDP sent through a 100 Base-T interface. The test was repeated for different data payload sizes,
varying from 128 bytes to 1024 bytes, as summarized in Table 1. At first, the data transfer was
through a commercial UDP/IP stack, which was compatible to a Berkeley Software Distribution
(BSD) network stack. It demonstrated a linear increase in throughput with an increase of data
payload size. For data payload of 128 bytes, the average throughput was 1.17 Mbps excluding
overhead, and increased to 8.46 Mbps when the packet payload was increased to 1024 bytes (Table
1).
Further analysis showed that the latency in the network stack was significant. For example, the
average duration for sending a UDP packet with a 256 byte payload was 896 µs. Only 100 µs was
consumed by the Ethernet driver to do the actual sending. The majority of the rest was consumed in
the network stack. To further verify the finding, we developed a zero-copy stack, which eliminated
the copy of data from the software application to the Ethernet driver and optimized the algorithm for
the generation of Ethernet packets and UDP/IP header. The result tripled the data throughput for all
data payload sizes. The comparison of the results for the commercial stack and the optimized stack is
listed in Table 1.

Data payload size (bytes)
128
256
512
1024

Maximum Throughput
obtained using commercial
driver (Mbits/sec)
1.17
2.25
4.14
8.46

Maximum throughput
obtained using custom
designed driver (Mbits/sec)
3.10
7.64
13.43
21.72

Table 1: Test results of maximum throughput using commercial and custom
designed UDP/IP stacks

PCM GENERATION
An Ethernet to PCM converter was developed to convert the packetized Ethernet acquisition data
into a PCM stream. The PCM converter consisted of a COTS PC/104 system and a custom designed
PCM Converter. The PCM Converter design was based on a Xilinx FPGA. It accepted acquisition
data from the ISA bus of the PC/104 system and converted the data into a continuous PCM stream.
The PCM Converter ran at a fixed bit rate set by the configuration computer. The functions of the
software application included data buffering, command and configuration handling, and an
embedded web server for status reporting.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND CONTROL
System configuration and control was done through an Ethernet enabled laptop PC residing in the
same sub-network. The configuration and control commands were transmitted using the UDP
protocol. UDP was chosen for this function mainly because of its support of broadcast and multicast
transmission, which is important for certain commands such as simultaneous sampling. Since UDP
does not guarantee delivery, a communication protocol based on a sequence number (provided by
the sender for each out-going command) and acknowledgement message (provided by the command
receiver) was implemented in the application to provide delivery confirmation over UDP.
The end-to-end system was initially tested in a minimal system configuration, which included a
configuration PC, a network enabled data acquisition unit, a PCM converter and a PCM
bitsync/decommutator and display. The depth of the format was 64 bytes with no sub format and ran
at 256Kbps. Two analog channels controlled by a variable voltage, two strain gauge channels and
two digital channels controlled by switches were demonstrated. The sampled data was successfully
transmitted to and displayed by the bitsync/decommutator.
DISCUSSION
The following is a discussion of the choices made by L3 in the design of the NetDAS system.
Because this is a prototype and is still evolving, some design choices may be changed, added upon
or deleted depending on the results from testing, customer’s and government input.
1. Bus Selection
L3 has selected 10/100Base-T Ethernet as the network bus for the NetDAS system. L3 has found
that 100Mbps transfer rate is sufficient for most of our field applications. The use of Ethernet was
justified by the availability of low cost interface devices and COTS industrial switches. For higher
bit rate transmission and for the backbone bus for avionic instrumentation, the Next Generation
Instrumentation Bus Team (NexGenBus) of the Naval Air Warfare Center has performed intensive
research. They have suggested the Fibre Channel Avionic Environment (FC-AE) as the leading
candidate for a next generation avionic bus [8]. The major advantage of FC-AE over Gigabit

Ethernet is its support of time synchronization, guaranteed delivery in the link layer, and the better
standardization of cables. However, FC-AE is not widely available nor as widely accepted as Gigabit
Ethernet has become, especially in the commercial sector. The NetDAS prototype leaves the next,
higher bandwidth layer interconnects, undefined. It is expected that small (few ports) Industrial
Temperature range Gigabit Ethernet switches are on the threshold of being commercially available.
When they are, they will offer a strong argument against FC-AE.
Some disadvantages of Ethernet, such as no assurance in quality of service and no time
synchronization mechanism, can be overcome by selecting suitable higher-level protocols. Sending
acknowledgments for UDP packets can increase the reliability in data delivery. Precision Timing
Protocols (PTP) [9] can provide time synchronization within the subnet to the sub microsecond
level, which will be discussed later in this paper.
Should the FC-AE bus be adopted as the backbone bus of our system in the future, an Ethernet-toFC-AE bridge can provide the connection of the NetDAS Ethernet to FC-AE bus.
2. Interoperability and Scalability
Interoperability was attained by the use of Ethernet, which is well defined and understood. The
combination of Ethernet and Fast Ethernet allows scalability by supporting 10 Base-T on the low
end and up to multiple 100 Base-T inputs to data “sinks” on the high end. Store and Forward
switches allow many acquisition units to send data to sinks by buffering. Ultimately, the limit is the
number of Fast Ethernet connections to the sinks, data rates of each link, and the number of ports of
the switches. Switches can be cascaded, acting as concentrators, but their aggregate bandwidths must
be monitored. “Load Balancing” is unlikely after the system is assembled and must therefore be
determined apriori. A sink could ultimately be used to form a bridge to another network standard.
For example, a sink could have multiple Fast Ethernet links with a Fibre Channel link to another
network. Figure 4 illustrates an example of the Tree Network Topology of the future system.
3. Time Synchronization
The initial NetDAS system only included one data acquisition unit. Should multiple data acquisition
units be in the system, clock synchronization between units is necessary. Among several available
network time synchronization protocols, PTP (IEEE 1588) protocol [9] offers excellent accuracy in a
closed network. This protocol defines a means of a Master Clock and a Slave Clock to exchange
timestamp messages. To increase timestamp accuracy by minimizing software effects, this
timestamp can be obtained with the assistance of dedicated hardware without intrusive modification
of the interface. In Ethernet, an ideal solution is to sniff packets at the MII interface of the PHY
Integrated Circuit and record the timestamp in registers. With careful design, very accurate time
synchronization can be achieved. Recent publications have shown that standard deviation of clock
offset was below 50 ns level in a network with repeaters. When switches were used, this number was
approximately 100 ns [10].

We plan to implement PTP protocol in the prototype system. The design of the NetDAS bridge card
allows MII interface signal be captured by the on-board FPGA. The time synchronization accuracy
will be measured and published in the future.
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Figure 4: Scalable Network Topology of the NetDAS system

CONCLUSION
A legacy proprietary bus based data acquisition system has been successfully migrated into a
networked based data acquisition system. The NetDAS prototype demonstrated high bit rate data
transfer, COTS interoperability and architecture scalability. Starting with a traditional sensor, this
analog data was formatted and then packetized. The packetized data was sent through an Ethernet
switch to a PCM converter and finally to a data display. Thus an end-to-end network based data
acquisition system has been successfully implemented and demonstrated.
The 10/100 Base-T Ethernet throughput is largely effected by processor speed, packet size and stack
implementation. The selection of a commercial protocol stack must be carefully chosen to keep
overhead to a minimum and to prevent unpredictable message latency. By making simple

modifications to the UDP/IP stack the demonstrated data rate throughput was tripled in the NetDAS
prototype.
By implementing an Ethernet to PCM converter the ability to use legacy systems (PCM data systems
or TM) can be preserved.
When implementing multiple network based data acquisition units accurate time synchronization
between units will be required. A strong candidate for synchronizing nodes within a network based
data acquisition system is with the use of PTP IEEE1588.
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ABSTRACT
Space vehicle telemetry requirements have evolved considerably over the past decade. More and
more onboard data need to be acquired, not only for purposes of launch vehicle qualification in
flight, but also for calibrating simulations. The flexibility required of the architecture has also
changed the hardware considerably in order to fit into many different configurations without redoing
the whole equipment development. EADS-LV accommodates these evolving needs and costs with a
modular, distributed Telemetry channel architecture. This uses a single product line to meet the
various needs ranging from the small launch vehicle to the heavy Ariane 5 vehicles.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry architecture; Distributed architecture; Modular architecture; Space launch vehicles
INTRODUCTION
EADS-LV produces a wide variety of space vehicles to meet a variety of needs - from small
launchers to heavy Ariane 5 satellite launch vehicles. Telemetry requirements have grown
considerably over the past decade, in terms of the number of measurement channels, variety of
measurements, and acquisition rate. All this goes along with a strong demand for modularity to
control costs and increase reactivity. EADS-LV’s answer to this demand is organized around a
modular telemetry channel architecture for acquisition and processing, using onboard equipment
developed by Insnec, of the Zodiac group.
Today’s architectures make many configurations possible, with:
•
•
•
•

One or more main encoders to collect data and downlink it, either by wire in ground testing or by
RF link in flight.
Decentralized encoders to collect launch vehicle data as close as possible to the measurement
points with widely varied conditioning capacities (voltage, current, bridge or other).
One or more transmitters with their antennas.
Sensors conditioned by encoders or supplied from onboard power.

Small launcher

Heavy Ariane 5 launch vehicle

TYPICAL ARCHITECTURE FOR HEAVY ARIANE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Ariane 5 is a heavy launch vehicle of the 700-ton class (total mass at lift-off) that can place a payload
of five to ten tons in geostationary orbit, depending on the configuration.
Ariane 5 has two lateral solid rocket booster stages (EAPs), one central cryogenic stage (EPC), and
an upper part including the upper stage with storable propellants (EPS), the Vehicle Equipment Bay,
and the fairing.
The telemetry requirement is covered by a Telemetry Subsystem architecture that accommodates
spying of the 1553 functional buses, more than a thousand analogue sensors (CZ), and as many status
channels (TOP).

The Telemetry Subsystem is an integral part of the Launch Vehicle Avionics System. The heart of
this system is the Telemetry CPU (UCTM), which collects data from the decentralized signal
acquisition and conditioning units (UCATs) distributed throughout the stages. The UCTM has two
telemetry message coding outputs. The standard CCSDS message is sent during the flight to two

transmitters (EMEZ) and a set of aerials (ATM). The UCTM spies on the two SDC 1553 functional
buses, which are connected to equipment like the inertial units (SRI), the piloting computers (OBC),
the piloting electronics (EPE and EPH) and the neutralization remote control (BCS). The UCTM is
connected to the decentralized UCATs distributed in the stages, which acquire the measurements
through “Cannes” PCM buses developed by EADS-LV, with a transmission capacity of 1 Mbits/s.
Each Cannes bus includes two UCATs to collect data from one launcher zone. The main
characteristic of the “Cannes” bus is to ensure the independence of the measurement channels in
each of the stages.
During the ground preparation phase, the telemetry content is sent by hardwire link during test
operations.
The architecture used in a technological configuration has two UCTMs and an additional set of
aerials. This configuration is used when the number of elements to be acquired exceeds the capacity
of a single UCTM. The additional UCTM is then placed into the EPC with its transmitters and its
aerials.
In Ariane 5, the UCTM is protected against the radiative effects of the environment. The UCTM has
two separate channels for acquisition of the 1553 bus and transmission of the telemetry data to the
ground. This is done to comply with the redundant duplex architecture of the launch vehicle’s Flight
Control Subsystem.
Specialized versions of the UCATs, called UCAFs, are used both to recover the functional data the
launch vehicle needs and to send these to the 1553 functional buses.
The UCTM is an integral part of the launch vehicle system, for which it is subscribed to the 1553
networks during ground tests. However, at the time the switch is made from ground to vehicle, the
onboard computers flip the UCTM to spy mode for the flight.

SMALL LAUNCHER ARCHITECTURE
The architecture on a small launcher is similar to that of Ariane 5, with specific arrangements due to
the small size or the simpler avionics architecture.
Small launchers consist of three main stages (EP1, EP2, EP3), a vehicle equipment bay, and fairing.
With EADS-LV modular telemetry system, streamlined telemetry architecture can be used with
equipment of the same family as Ariane 5, like the UCTM and UCAT.
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The UCTM spies on only one 1553 bus. The telemetry for the functional equipment can be done
directly by RS 422 links. The “Cannes” PCM buses are used to dialogue with the UCATs in the
stages. The UCTM can retransmit the telemetry data through two standard IRIG 106/96 outputs.
The UCTM is then a spy on the 1553 bus. The telemetry is then no longer an integral part of the
Vehicle Electrical System. It is there as a temporary system only for purposes of knowledge and
surveillance, contrary to the Ariane 5 system that integrates telemetry as a subset of its Avionics
System.
DESCRIPTION OF THE UCTM AND UCATS
To ensure the acquisition function for operational and technological measurements, the system uses
telemetry channels including:
•
•
•

Transducers that convert physical quantities into electrical signals
Remote signal conditioners that adapt the electrical signal to the measurement range at the
acquisition unit input
Acquisition units:
UCTM or UCAT modules that can accept several acquisition modules. The 20-channel MCI
module converts analogue quantities. There is also a 20-channel “RMS” filtering module,
and an 80-channel TOP module to acquire state data.
The UCTM has integrated signal acquisition and conditioning functions. It has eight slots for
analogue MCI, RMS, or TOP state modules. It has one interface with the 1553 buses, other
possible interfaces with RS422 links, and three “Cannes” PCM buses.
This unit has the capability to reconstruct measurements offline. It integrates 16 possible
formats triggered by commands transmitted by the CPU on the 1553 buses.
The signal acquisition and conditioning units (UCAT) have four slots for MCI, RMS or TOP
modules. They make parameters available on the Cannes PCM bus on command from the
Telemetry CPU. Each UCAT can serve as a relay for the Cannes PCM bus.
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The MCI modules are the heart of the UCTM and UCAT system for analogue measurement channel
acquisitions. These modules can perform signal acquisition and conditioning for transducers:
•
•

Voltage or current source: Each channel of a unit is associated with a current or voltage source,
the value of which can be programmed by format or sequence. This source can be used to supply
a sensor or, more generally, a load.
Bridges: Each channel of a unit is associated with a 3-arm bridge for measuring resistance by a
three-wire circuit. This bridge is supplied by the channel current source. The user can program
the bridge measurement range by format or sequence.
Block diagram of an MCI module channel
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EXAMPLES OF SENSORS USED
Type of sensor
Absolute pressure

Interface with MCI module
Gauge bridge transducer, programmed regulated power
supply, digital filtering and possibly digital zoom and shift.
Differential pressure
Built-in electronic sensor.
Rapidly varying pressure Piezo-electric transducer supplied with programmed
current, integrated coupling capacity, digital filtering
Temperature by platinum 100 Ω, 200 Ω or 1 000 Ω platinum probe, integrated signal
probe
conditioner, Wheatstone type bridge with line impedance
compensation (3-wire circuit) or calibrated and integrated
current supply (4-wire circuit).
Temperature and heat flux Type E, K or S thermocouple, reference J-box.
by thermocouple
Vibration or shock
Piezo-electric transducer with built-in load amplifier;
programmed current supply; integrated coupling capacity;
digital filtering; and, possibly, integrated RMS signal
conditioner.
Acoustic noise
Piezo-electric transducer, load amplifier, integrated RMS
signal conditioner.
Stress
Stress gauge, integrated conditioner, Wheatstone bridge
with line impedance compensation.
Linear or angular
Potentiometer, regulated voltage supply, programmed at
displacement
5 V.
Position
Optical transducer, regulated voltage supply, programmed
at 5 V.
Level
Capacitance gauge, specific signal conditioner.

CONCLUSION
EADS-LV has chosen a modular telemetry channel architecture common to all its space launch
vehicles. The modularity of the telemetry and validation equipment offers great flexibility of use
while helping to control costs, architecture design time, and equipment development control.
This option thus helps improve launch vehicle efficiency and cost.

Flight Safety System for Unmanned Air Vehicle
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ABSTRACT
A Flight Safety System (RAFS) for multiple, reliable Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV’s) capable of
flying Over-the-Horizon (OTH) and outside test range airspace. In addition to the flight safety
application, the described full-duplex data link is suitable as a backup command and control link for
UAV’s, and for sensor control & data exfiltration.
The IRIDIUM satellite system was selected to provide the communications link and because of its
global coverage and requisite data throughputs.
A Risk Reduction activity ensued to quantify IRIDIUM performance. Hardware and software was
developed to demonstrate the feasibility of using IRIDIUM in a flight safety scenario.
KEYWORDS
Flight Safety, Unmanned Air Vehicles, Over the Horizon Communication, Range Safety, IRIDIUM
INTRODUCTION
RSS Corporation is the prime contractor for the Robust Affordable Flight Safety (RAFS) system
program being developed for the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards Air Force Base,
California. The RAFS System is being developed to provide significant architectural and capability
upgrades from the existing limited communication, tone-based system of Flight Safety functions for
unmanned airborne vehicles (UAV). RAFS will expand current operations to include multiple,
simultaneously active vehicles that will operate outside the range airspace and beyond line-of-sight.
The Phase I research for the Robust Affordable Flight Safety (RAFS) System investigated existing
and developing technologies for replacing the communications channel between the Range Safety

Officer and the Vehicle with one or more alternatives. The effort examined the operational
requirements for a forward Hazard Control Communication channel (for Flight Termination and/or
vehicle command) and for the reverse communication channel to provide Safety Critical Information
about the vehicle’s operation (vehicle and/or sensor data, and Time Space Position Information,
TSPI), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Safety Critical Information
•RAFS health and status
•Vehicle health and status
•Vehicle generated TSPI
•RAFS generated TSPI

Hazard Control Action
•Hazard control actions
•Special vehicle instruction

Range Safety
Officer

Figure 1

Robust Affordable Flight Safety (RAFS) System Concept

A set of key functional and performance requirements were synthesized to assist in the selection of
candidate technologies:
•
Maximize use of existing commercial and/or government systems (communications,
infrastructure).
•
Maintain interoperability with existing CONOP and interfaces. A seamless and transparent
migration to the RAFS architecture was desired.
•
Make better use of frequency spectrum by either incorporating multiple, simultaneous missions
in same and/or smaller bandwidth currently used for a single mission or use less than ½ the
currently allocated bandwidth for a single mission.
•
Maintain independence from primary vehicle communications link.
•
Provide high reliability, redundant operation.
•
Provide full duplex operation to support both Hazard Control (to vehicle) and Safety Critical
Information (from vehicle) data paths as shown in Figure 2. Hazard Control information is low
rate, requiring less than 100 bps. The Safety Critical data path requires greater than 1 kbps
continuous data, with a desired rate of greater than 10 kbps (assuming a higher 20 updates per
second rate).
•
Low link latencies (less than one second, either direction) are required.
•
True global (pole to pole) coverage
•
Vehicle altitudes to beyond 100,000 ft, and hypersonic velocities, should be supported.
•
The developed hardware should be consistent with existing flight safety hardware size, weight
and power requirements. (~ 7 in3, ~8 oz, <6 Watts).
•
Flight hardware should be non-complex and easily integrated into the vehicle.
Out of 60 potential technology candidates that included both terrestrial and space-based solutions,
and a subsequent examination of a smaller subset of selected candidate technologies, IRIDIUM was
the recommended choice for additional Phase II investigation. A Flight Safety System architecture,
shown in Figure 2, was proposed that satisfies RAFS objectives with minimal impact to existing
systems.

UAV Systems Interface

- Vehicle provided TSPI
- Vehicle health and status

Special Instructions

Flight Safety Interfaces

GPS
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Safety Critical
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- Vehicle Provided TSPI
- FSE Provided TSPI

Link
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Key (encryption) Port

IRIDIUM
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Vehicle Power
FLIGHT SAFETY
EQUIPMENT (FSE)

• Hazard Control
• Special instructions

Connection Options
NETWORK
•Internet (Future)
•ARINC (Future)
DIRECT RF
•Satellite Transceiver
Formatted
IRIG telemetry

Direct Wire
•Dial-up modem

GROUND PROCESSOR

Figure 2

Robust Affordable Flight Safety (RAFS) System Architecture

The IRIDIUM system is an existing network of 66 low earth-orbit IRIDIUM satellites designed to
deliver reliable real-time voice, data, paging, and facsimile communications all over the planet.
Telephone and supervisory links (handset to/from satellite are L-Band (1616 to 1626.5 Mhz ). Intersatellite links, and ground segment links are all K-Band (23 to 29 GHz).
Full duplex data rates in excess of 2.4 kbps are supported. IRIDIUM uses a ‘switched’ architecture,
ensuring true global coverage. Access is via a cell-phone like unit with omni-directional antenna, or
a data modem unit. The heart of the handset (and data modem) is the L-Band Transceiver (LBT),
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
IRIDIUM LBT
The maximum possible data throughput between the handset and the IRIDIUM satellite is a function
of the TDMA/ARQ protocol. This protocol permits a maximum packet size of 314 bits in 90 ms, for
a maximum 3488 bps. This is seldom achievable, however. According to IRIDIUM engineers,
typical rates are 2800-2900 bps. The advertised 2400 bps rate provides operating margin. The rate
variation is explained by the ARQ protocol. If errors are detected in any packet, the packet will be
retransmitted, resulting in an effective decrease of data throughput.
Establishing a data communications path via IRIDIUM may take several forms: an LBT to LBT
based system design, with data flowing through a ground station; an LBT to LBT design, excluding

a ground station; a computer to LBT architecture, using an Internet (or other) link to an IRIDIUM
gateway system. For RAFS, a computer to LBT architecture is desirable and affords the best
implementation flexibility.
A component of system availability is IRIDIUM’s effectiveness in handing-off calls between
satellites. According to IRIDIUM engineers, the handoff mechanism is very robust, and operates in a
similar fashion to cellular telephone handoffs. The LBT continuously monitors Received Signal
Strength (RSS) of the satellites, and will handoff, seamlessly, at the appropriate time. Because of the
packet nature of the system, no loss of data occurs in the handoff process.
The investigation of the technological possibilities and the selection of IRIDIUM as the prime
technology candidate raised performance issues. The on-going Phase II effort is performing risk
reduction activities, described in this paper, to address these issues.
Phase II activities also include the design and development of prototype flight hardware and a
ground control station, and will culminate in multiple demonstrations representative of the RAFS
System capabilities to satisfy Range Safety objectives. The first demonstration, in May 2003, will
employ a surrogate UAV (manned aircraft) flying between Ogden, Utah and Edwards Air Force
Base (EAFB). The second demonstration, planned for June, 2003, will employ a light UAV flying at
the Maritime UAV Development and Operations (MUDO) range at the Patuxent River Naval Air
Station.
RAFS RISK REDUCTION (TESTING) ACTIVITIES
The selection of IRIDIUM raised issues related to performance. The open literature contains little
information on IRIDIUM performance, with most data based on informal testing and ad-hoc
demonstrations. The risk reduction effort is a formalized performance assessment of the IRIDIUM
system.
The RAFS system is being tested in PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network, a.k.a. POTS dialup) to L-Band Transceiver (LBT) and LBT to LBT configurations, as shown in Figure 4. Custom
hardware and software was developed to measure performance in terms of connection rates, link
availabilities, latencies, data quality, sustainable data throughputs and link margins. Several
thousand minutes of airtime have been expended in support of the testing. The collected data is
currently being analyzed to assess whether the IRIDIUM performance envelope satisfies specific
flight safety system requirements.
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Figure 4
IRIDIUM Risk Reduction Testing Setup
Figure 5 illustrates the results from a single test. The left portion of the figure is a scatter plot that
shows latency vs transmitted packet. As seen in the diagram, most packets exhibited latencies of ~
550 milliseconds. However, a portion of the packets exhibited latencies between 2.5 and 3.2
seconds. A Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot of the data indicates that >95% of all
packets were received with a latency of less than 625 milliseconds.
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Example IRIDIUM Test Results

Testing to date includes expected performance levels of:
• Connection Times
– ~40 seconds, using PSTN connection
– Probably reduced with network connection (service not yet available from IRIDIUM)
• 0.930 to 0.990 link availability
– Multiple options exist to increase availability---protocol, different IRIDIUM mode, use of
Internet vs PSTN dial-up, new LBT software (corrects problems in this area)
– Excludes scheduled maintenance, unplanned ground station downtime. Use of DOD
Gateway may minimize effects.
• Given link is available:
– >0.99999 all packets are received without error (guaranteed data delivery)
– >0.99999 no missed packets (guaranteed data delivery)
– Latencies:
• 0.96 of all packets are received with a latency of < 700 ms
• 0.99 of all packets are received with a latency of < 3 seconds
• 0.999 of all packets are received with a latency of < 4 seconds

–

Data Throughput
• >2350 bps (based on 24 hour duration testing)
DEMONSTRATION USING SURROGATE UAV (MANNED AIRCRAFT)

Equipment is being developed in support of a June 2003 demonstration with an Aerolight UAV The
equipment includes the Flight Safety Equipment (FSE), which is the airborne RAFS hardware and
software, and the Ground Unit hardware and software.
The airborne FSE is a prototype PC 104-based unit, with an IRIDIUM L-Band Transceiver (LBT).
The unit forms the basis for a smaller and more integrated package that will be tested in June 2003
on board an Aerolight UAV, shown in Figure 7. The Aerolight UAV has a wingspan of 13 ft, overall
length of 8 ft and supports an 11 lb payload. The FSE includes all hardware and software to
effectively, and automatically, utilize the IRIDIUM link.
The Ground Unit is shown in Figure 6, and consists of a Windows XP-based processor, and a
custom Flight Safety Control Panel. The Ground Processor supports mission operations, including
IRIDIUM transceiver and link control, mapping, vehicle status display, vehicle backup control,
flight safety control and flight safety status display.

Figure 6

RAFS Ground Processor

Figure 7
Aerolight UAV Planned for June 2003 RAFS Testing and Demonstration
The FSE for the UAV testing is an upgraded (lower power, more highly integrated, smaller size)
version of a previously developed PC-104 based unit. Figure 8 shows the FSE. The unit,
approximately 7” X 4” X 4”, consists of Host and Personality Modules. The Host Module contains
items common to all missions. The Personality Module contains mission (vehicle) unique interface

circuitry. The FSE architecture is flexible, and allows for the creation of vehicle-unique personality
modules, and tailoring of Host Module components.
Personality Module

I/O function of
personality
module

GPS Antenna

Iridium Antenna

Host Module

Test Port
DC Power

Figure 8
IRIDIUM-based Flight Safety Equipment (FSE)
A block diagram of the FSE is provided in Figure 9. As described in the previous paragraph, the FSE
consists of the Host and Personality Modules.
The Host Module contains an Attitude Heading and Reference System (AHRS), IRIDIUM L-Band
Transceiver (LBT), GPS Receiver, and a motherboard. The motherboard contains a DC power
supply, and required interface components. The core processor, a low power microcontroller
module, plugs into the motherboard. The AHRS, along with the GPS Receiver, generates Time,
Space and Position Information (TSPI). Included in the TSPI data are position, time, heading,
altitude, attitude (roll, pitch), and attitude rates (roll rate, pitch rate). An external battery,
independent from the main UAV power source, may be used. External interfaces to the Host Module
consist of DC Power, IRIDIUM Antenna Port, GPS Antenna Port, and Test Port.
The Personality Module contains a module dependent interface circuitry, and a personality memory.
The personality memory contains mission parameters, including unit serial number, personality
module type, encryption (3-DES only, if used) keys and interface configuration information.
External interfaces to the Personality Module currently being built consist of an asynchronous (RS
232C) UAV command and status port, relay contact closures for sensor specific interfaces, discrete
lines for sensor control, and an auxiliary Ethernet interface.
Software is a key component of the FSE. Software functionality includes management of the
IRIDIUM transceiver and link, status collection, message coding and decoding, data privacy
(optional, 3-DES) and interface management. Future production units will require certification for
flight safety and mission critical operation. The existing software is being written to allow an
evolution to DO-178B certification. For example, the operating system being used is MicroC/OS-II,
a DO-178B certifiable package. The supporting application software is being written in a high level
language (C), to ease migration to the production units.
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SPACE-BASED TELEMETRY AND RANGE-SAFETY STUDY
TEST RESULTS AND FUTURE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
GOALS* †
Don Whiteman and Robert Sakahara
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ABSTRACT
The use of remote ground stations for telemetry data-relay in space launch applications is costly and
limits the geographic locations for launches of future Reusable Launch Vehicle (RLV) systems. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Space-based Telemetry and Range-Safety (STARS)
Study is investigating the use of satellite data relay systems as a replacement or supplement for
ground-based tracking and relay stations. Phase-1 of STARS includes flight testing that evaluates
satellite data-relay feasibility, defines satellite system performance limitations, and generates
requirements for the development of future satellite telemetry data relay systems. STARS Phase-1
ground-test results and goals for the Phase-2 system development and flight-testing are also
presented.
KEY WORDS
TDRSS (tracking and data relay satellite system), FTS (flight termination systems), Launch head,
STARS (Space-based Telemetry and Range Safety)
INTRODUCTION
The Space-based telemetry and range safety (STARS) study project is based on proposals submitted
in response to a NASA Research Announcement (NRA) in August of 2000 for second generation
reusable launch vehicle (RLV) operational requirements. Two proposals submitted by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) and one by
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) with Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) were combined into a
single study proposal and the resulting proposal was accepted and funded in January 2001.
*Note

that use of trade names or names of manufacturers in this document does not constitute an official endorsement
of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
†This work was prepared as part of the author’s official duties as an employee of the U. S. Government and in accordance with 17 U.S.C. 105, is not available for copyright protection in the United States. NASA is the owner of any foreign
copyright that can be asserted for the work.

The STARS goal is to demonstrate the capability of a space-based platform to provide range user and
range safety support and to evaluate a reduction in the operational cost of ground-based range assets
by providing a reliable communications link for next generation launch technology (NGLT) vehicles
utilizing current state-of-the-art satellite technologies. The high cost is a result of the operations and
maintenance of these remote range systems that are manned to support launches. Figure 1 shows the
differences between current and future range implementations. The space-based concept could
support future expendable launch vehicle (ELV) and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) range
requirements.
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Figure 1. Space-based range and range safety—today and 2025.

FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW
The STARS flight demonstration incorporates two systems required for a future satellite-based range.
The first is a range safety (RS) system which provides a platform for investigating the feasibility of
replacing current range safety assets with an integrated on-board flight termination transmit and
receive system that is capable of providing position, vehicle health, and flight termination functions.
The second is a range user (RU) system providing a test bed for the study of telemetry links
performance limitations over satellite links. The first flight demonstration (FD-1) will be conducted
on a F-15B aircraft at DFRC using the NASA tracking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS).1

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION: RANGE SAFETY SYSTEM
The STARS RS system consists of the following hardware; TDRSS low-power transceiver (LPT),
command and data handler (C & DH), S-Band power amplifiers, transmit and receive bandpass filters
(BPF), hybrid couplers, a power divider, global positioning system (GPS) receiver, GPS low-noise
amplifier (LNA) as well as TDRSS receive (RCV), TDRSS transmit (XMT), and GPS antennas. The
configuration of the RS system is shown in figure 2. The configuration on the aircraft includes upper
and lower (dashed lines) GPS, and TDRSS antennas, which feed or are fed from the hybrid couplers
and a power divider.
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Figure 2. Range safety system for STARS.

The RS system includes both TDRSS and launch head (ground station) forward and return links. The
forward link is a 400 bps link that allows the transmission of range safety commands directly to the
F-15B research aircraft from the launch head transmit system at DFRC or to the satellite link through
NASA Integrated Services Network (NISN), White Sands Complex (WSC) and the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). The return link is a 10 kbps data link that can be received at DFRC
directly or through TDRS, WSC and NISN. Figure 3 illustrates the paths of data flow for the RS data
links.
The RS 400 bps forward link data is comprised of frame synchronization, frame counter, and
command word information. The commands transmitted to the range safety system include digital
words, which represent standard analog flight termination systems (FTS) Monitor, Arm, and
Terminate commands. The forward link data is generated using a custom programmable logic device
(PLD) design and the data is transferred from the DFRC mission control center (MCC) to the launch
head and TDRSS forward link transmitters.
The RS return link data format consists of status and data from the LPT (TDRSS receiver and
transmitter), C & DH, and GPS receiver (RCVR). The data includes receiver estimates, the ratio of bit
energy to noise power-spectral-density (Eb/No), average Doppler, hardware temperatures, FTS
commands received, FTS status, frame synchronization, frame counter, GPS satellite and GPS
receiver performance data. The C & DH controls the LPT and GPS receiver, collects forward-link
data from the LPT and GPS receiver, and formats the data for return-link transmission.
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Figure 3. Range safety data flow.

The launch head and TDRSS forward link utilize different pseudorandom noise (PN) codes, which
enables simultaneous transmission and reception of launch head and TDRSS forward links. The LPT
includes four receivers; two that receive launch head PN encoded data and two that receive TDRSS
PN encoded data. Hybrid couplers are utilized to allow the combined outputs of in-phase and
out-of-phase upper and lower antennas to feed each receiver, (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Range safety system receiver configuration.

The RS forward link is designed for 95 percent spherical coverage and a 12 dB link margin as stated
in the RCC-3192 requirements for analog flight termination system (FTS) requirements. The Range
Commander’s Council (RCC) Range Safety Group (RSG) is currently investigating digital FTS
through the Enhanced Flight Termination System (EFTS) Program.3 This investigation may indicate
that the 12 dB link margin is not required for a digital system to yield performance and reliability
equivalent to analog FTS. Phase-2 of STARS also plans to investigate system performance for cases
when two satellites are used for range safety in order to determine link requirements for this alternate
setup to allow a performance equivalent for current analog FTS and perhaps lower the link margin
requirement.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION: RANGE USER SYSTEM
The STARS RU System consists of a data multiplexer, TDRSS transmitter (XMTR), power divider,
RF power amplifiers, and TDRSS transmit antennas, (fig. 5). As with the RS system, the RU system
includes a lower S-Band TDRSS power amplifier and an antenna fed by the power divider.
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Figure 5. Range user system for STARS.

The RU system includes only a TDRSS return link, with no forward link implemented for FD-1.
Range user data consists of International Telecommunication Union (ITU) H.261 Standard
compressed digital video, digitized and compressed voice, digitized IRIG-B and an embedded ITU
O.151 Standard 2047 (211-1) pseudorandom pattern, which is used for real-time pseudorandom bit
error rate (BER) estimates. A custom PLD design is utilized to separate embedded BER data from the
RU return-link data when received at DFRC.
The existing F-15B research aircraft instrumentation system has been modified to monitor
temperature and status of some of the STARS hardware as well as the status of two analog flight
termination receivers which have been installed for performance comparison with the RS FTS. This
information is transmitted from the aircraft and received directly by DFRC for display in the DFRC
MCC.

FLIGHT TEST PLAN
The STARS flight demonstration No. 1 involves ground testing and approximately eight flights on a
NASA F-15B research aircraft, (fig. 6). The tests in the STARS flight test matrix include a combined
systems test (CST) on the aircraft to verify that no electromagnetic interference–electromagnetic
compatibility (EMI–EMC) issues exist between the STARS hardware and the aircraft systems, which
is a standard DFRC procedure prior to flight tests of any experiment.
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Figure 6. Flight test matrix for STARS.

The first three flights consist of level flight, pushup-pullover maneuvers, and dynamic maneuvers;
including rolls, 360 deg turns, loops, and cloverleafs. The maneuvers for each of the first three flights
are the same, however, the RU system will be set to a low (125 kbps), medium (250 kbps), or high
(500 kbps) data rate to evaluate system performance. Two flights at medium and high data rates
evaluate system performance in a simulated launch vehicle flight profile, both with and without an
induced low-rate roll to simulate a shuttle-type liftoff roll. Two supersonic flights are used to evaluate
Doppler performance and a long distance flight is also included, to demonstrate what happens on a
hand-off between satellite and launch head. The aircraft heading and attitude is controlled as much as
possible for all maneuvers in order to test the TDRSS link at various look angles and Doppler
conditions.
The measurement of latency in satellite and ground links is not a goal of Phase-1 flight tests as the
ground links have not been optimized. After the first flight demonstration has successfully
demonstrated the capability to support RS and RU functions, hardware and data links will be
optimized for Phase-2 testing and latency will be measured.

TEST RESULTS
Compatibility testing of the flight hardware for both the RS and RU systems was completed at GSFC4
in 2002. A calibrated GSFC antenna system was used for the test as opposed to actual flight antennas.
The test included transmission of a 2047 pseudorandom pattern to characterize system performance.
Figure 7 shows the BER curve for the 500 kbps RU system observed during the GSFC testing. The
systems performance is within 1 dB of what an ideal TDRSS transmitter would be.
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Figure 7. Goddard Space Flight Center 500 kbps TDRSS compatibility tests
results.

End-to-end RU data flow ground tests (fig. 8) were performed at DFRC in early 2003 with the flight
hardware installed on pallets for aircraft integration utilizing flight antennas. This test included
transmission of actual flight data and yielded better than a 10E-6 BER at 250 kbps for the Eb/No
values plotted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Dryden Flight Research Center 250 kbps end-to-end
TDRSS test Eb/No.

Installation of the flight hardware on the test aircraft and combined systems tests are planned for
completion at DFRC in May of 2003 and the hardware integration is expected to result in no
detrimental affects to aircraft systems. Flight tests are scheduled in May and June of 2003 and the
results of these tests will be presented during the October 2003 International Telemetry Conference.

SECOND FLIGHT DEMONSTRATION GOALS
STARS second flight demonstration (FD-2) goals include enhancements to RS system hardware and
the development of new RU system hardware. The RS system enhancements planned include
modification of the RS hardware and ground links to optimize latency, link margin, test vehicle
position measurement, and acquisition performance. The system modifications will support testing
with multiple TDRSS satellites. Goals also include integration of the RS system LPT, C & DH and
GPS hardware into a single standalone piece of flight hardware. The RU system for FD-2 will include
the development of new hardware to support high data rates, 5 Mbps minimum, from the vehicle to
TDRSS. The hardware under development includes a transceiver-transmitter, high-gain antenna
system and Internet protocol (IP) data formatter.5

SUMMARY
Successful demonstration of the STARS system should provide the technology to implement
satellite-based range safety and telemetry systems on future RLV, ELV and UAV systems. The
STARS systems would result in a significant savings in the ground support infrastructure required for
these vehicles.
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THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROTOTYPE
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ABSTRACT
Range Safety Systems are used for destruction of a vehicle should a malfunction cause the vehicle to
veer off course. All vehicles launched into space require implementation of a Range Safety System.
For years the IRIG receivers have been used with relatively good success. Unfortunately, the IRIG
receivers do not provide a high level of security. High alphabet receivers were later developed for
use on the big launchers (Atlas, Delta, Titan, etc) and the manned missions (Shuttle) to provide
added security. With the IRIG based system, several problems have occurred resulting in the loss
millions of dollars worth of equipment. Due to the problems that have occurred it has become
apparent that there is a need for a more secure, low cost, type of range safety receiver.
This paper describes the design and development of the prototype EFTS system. Mission critical
parameters are discussed including selection of the encryption and forward error correction
algorithms. Actual measured performance including message error rate characteristic is presented.
KEY WORDS
Flight Termination, Range Safety, EFTS, FTR, Encryption, Reed-Solomon, FPGA.
INTRODUCTION
The Encoder and Receiver described in this paper were designed to meet the requirements for the
prototype EFTS system, issued under contract to CMC Electronics Cincinnati (CMCEC) from
Edwards Air Force Base. The Encoder unit will be integrated with the existing ground-to-air data
link transmitting stations and operate in conjunction with the flight termination receiver unit. The
modulation format of the EFTS waveform is Continuous Phase/ Frequency Shift Keying (CPFSK),
also known as Pulse Code Modulation/Frequency Modulation (PCM/FM), operating at a 7.2 kbps
coded bit rate. A block diagram of the Enhanced Flight Termination System (EFTS) is shown in
Figure 1.

The Encoder is implemented with a laptop computer executing Windows based software and a 19
inch rack mount unit. The Windows software allows user entry of commands and outputs a serial
command to the rack mount unit for message formatting and precise message timing. The output of
the Encoder rack mount unit is baseband audio suitable for direct connection to a variety of FM
transmitters.
The Receiver is implemented reusing an existing, field-proven RF design and a new digital decoder
design. The CR-122 RF section was chosen for reuse as the RF portion of the EFTS due to its small
size and industrial grade parts program. The RF assembly receives a 428 MHz UHF carrier and
delivers demodulated audio to the decoder assembly. An FPGA based DSP processor samples the
audio and performs all the message processing necessary to decode and output the received message.
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Figure 1. EFTS System-level Block Diagram
EFTS MESSAGE FORMAT
The EFTS message format is shown in Figure 2. The encrypted and coded EFTS messages are 144
bits in length and are sent continuously at a 50Hz rate. The content of the message does not change
unless the user initiates another command. A19-bit Barker code frame sync is located at the start of
the coded message to permit detection of the “start of block” through the use of a correlator. The
location of the start of the coded data is required due to the use of block based FEC encoding, which

requires determination of the exact location of bit one of the block for proper decoding1. In this case,
Reed Solomon encoding was selected because of its maximum distance property, allowing for
selection of a shorter code, and due to its common use and availability thus promoting multi-vendor
implementations (additional discussion of the code selection is provided below under “EPLRS
Compatibility”). Following Reed-Solomon decoding, the resulting encrypted message is reduced to
65 bits since the parity bits are removed. After Triple-DES decryption, the resulting 65-bit message
is parsed into the fields shown in Figure 2 and processed as discussed below.
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Figure 2. EFTS Message Format
A brief description of the EFTS message fields is provided in Table 1 and the commands in Table 2.
Table 1. EFTS Message Fields
Field
Check Channel
Range ID
1

Description
Used to test FTR’s ability to receive a command.
Note, can test all FTR’s links without having to
uniquely address each unit.
Uniquely addresses each Range. Multi-range

An alternate form of locating the start of block is being investigated. This method eliminates the
requirement for a frame sync, because here the receiver would attempt a decode/decrypt/command
authentication each and every bit. If the message passed all these checks, then it is deemed a valid
message. The probability of an inadvertent message being authenticated is at an acceptably low risk.
This approach is only possible since the processing time of the receiver is less than one bit (<139us).

TX ID
Vehicle ID
Counter
Command
User Defined
Spare

missions will be assigned common Range-ID
Uniquely addresses up to 16 transmitters on each
Range
Uniquely addresses each Vehicle
Authentication counter, must be equal to or greater
than counter stored in receiver for command to be
processed
See Table 2 below
General-purpose digital control lines. May be used
to control rudders, engine speed, etc.
General purpose digital control line (unencrypted)
Table 2. EFTS Commands

Field
Default
Optional
Arm
Terminate
Test
Disable
Command
Counter Clear
Wireless Enable
Wireless Commit

Description
Resets all other outputs
Sets Optional output
Sets Arm output
Sets Terminate output, must have received Arm first
Sets Test output, no specific tests performed in this
prototype unit. Receiver contains several online tests
Disables reception capabilities of the receiver. Power
remains on
Sets the command counter to 0
Readys the receiver to change configurations. User
Defined field contains new configuration number.
Actually changes receiver to new configuration. Must
receive the Wireless enable first. Benefit is that
configuration can be changed without physical
connections, i.e., receiver remotely located in missile.
EFTS ENCODER

The primary function of the Encoder is to generate properly formatted EFTS messages from usersupplied data for transmission via existing range UHF transmitters. A top-level block diagram of the
Encoder is shown in Figure 3. The PC Controller is implemented using a laptop2 executing Labview
GUI software and performs the following functions:
•
2

Provides the Graphical User Interface (GUI), which allows the user to control the bits in
the EFTS Frame.

Laptops executing Labview may not be an acceptable solution for real flight missions, but is a good
choice for this prototype effort due to the flexibility and ease of modification.

•
•
•

Formats the data into the EFTS packet, which is sent to the Coder Unit.
Outputs to the Coder Unit only when a new message is generated.
Displays status information from the Coder Unit.

The Coder is a 19” rackmount unit implemented using the same digital decoder card developed for
the receiver but executing a different VHDL program. The functions of the Coder are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Performs the Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) encryption as well as ReedSolomon (RS) encoding.
The 64 bits from the 3DES, plus the Unencrypted Spare bit, are encoded to 125 bits by the
RS(25,13) encoding.
A 19-bit Barker Code is added to the resulting 125-bit stream to provide a 144-bit packet.
Responsible for continuously outputting messages.
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Figure 3. EFTS Encoder System-level Block Diagram
As shown in Figure 4, the GUI is setup to control three vehicles at a time. Three were chosen since
only three prototype receivers were produced for this prototype phase. Encoder requirements for the
next phase will likely require control of more vehicles. Vehicles 2 and 3 are shaded since they were
disabled when the GUI image was captured. When enabled, the Encoder outputs commands to each
vehicle in a round robin fashion. The GUI allows the user to enter a Range ID, Vehicle ID, and
Transmitter ID, which uniquely address a vehicle. Clicking on a command causes a serial message to
be output to the coder unit where it is TDES encrypted, Reed-Solomon encoded and inserted into the
frame output buffer. The GUI automatically increments the command counter each time a command
is sent. Controls are provided for test purposes to reset the command counter in the Encoder only.
Other controls are provided to set the consecutive number of times a command is output after a
command is initiated by the user (ICQ) and the number of commands output to each vehicle before
proceeding to the next (CRQ).
Reference Figure 5 for a picture of the Encoder Rackmount front panel. Connectors are provided to
allow connection to a DS-102 type fill device, such as the DTD, and a data connector to monitor
commands currently output by encoder. A data insertion port is provided for test purposes to allow
insertion of a master clock, which introduces timing error on the biphase outputs, or to directly drive
the biphase outputs through the internal 4-pole shaping filters.

Figure 4. EFTS Encoder GUI

Figure 5. EFTS Encoder Rackmount Unit
EFTS RECEIVER
The EFTS Receiver is a UHF band receiver operating at 428 MHz capable of receiving the CPFSK
digitally formatted EFTS message discussed above. 428 MHz was a convenient frequency for this
phase and is not a requirement for the EFTS system. Any frequencies (420-450MHz) currently being
used for FTRs will also be acceptable for the follow on EFTS phases. A few features of the Receiver
are as follows:
•
•

UHF Band Receiver (428 MHz)
Front end RF section is a field proven CR-122

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Performs Message Based Processing per EFTS specifications
50 Hz Message Rate
-107 dBm Guaranteed Sensitivity (1E-4 MER), -116 dBm Threshold
Immune to ELPRS Burst
Utilizes Reed Solomon Decoding
Utilizes 3DES Encryption, DS-102 compatible
All Commands Output as TLM Level Data
1 Pound (0.45 Kilograms)
27 in3 Volume
2.4 Watts Power Dissipation
Parts are Commercial COTS, Industrial Grade Plastic

The Receiver Interfaces are shown in Figure 6 and consist of an RF Input, 28 VDC power, fill, and
telemetry output. Note no high current outputs were required or provided for this phase.
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Figure 6. EFTS Coder Unit
The Receiver is divided into three assemblies: RF/IF, Demod/PowerSupply, and Decoder. The RF/IF
and Demod/PowerSupply assemblies were essentially reused from other products so will just be
mentioned briefly here. A few features of the RF/IF are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Single conversion receiver with 21.4 MHz IF
Quadrature demodulator for CPFSK demodulation
Predetection RF signal gain 166 dB with 90 dB AGC range
Noise Figure approximately 5.0 dB

A block diagram of the decoder is shown in Figure 7. The decoder receives demodulated data from
the Demod assembly, performs the necessary EFTS message processing and outputs the appropriate
TLM command.
A 4-pole Bessel was used for the anti-aliasing filter. Four poles provide sufficient attenuation at the
sample rate to prevent any significant aliasing. Only 5 out of the 12 bits from the serial A/D

converter are used. At this low sample rate, a 12 bit converter didn’t add to the cost yet provided a
very small package size. All of the digital processing functions are performed in an FPGA. Figure 8
shows the Windows software status display used to monitor receiver performance via the serial RS232 port.
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Figure 7. EFTS Decoder Functional Block Diagram
EPLRS Compatibility
One of the key requirements levied on the EFTS receiver was to make it interoperate in the presence
of Enhanced Position Location Reporting System (EPLRS) equipment. The EPLRS is a synchronous
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system that can generate up to ~1ms bursts of RF energy
on the same carrier frequency as EFTS. The EFTS requirement is to operate normally with up to two
of these pulses within each 20ms message frame. The RS(25,13) code was selected to meet this
requirement. It corrects up to six, five bit symbols or 6 to 30 bits (depending whether there is one bit
error per symbol or five bit errors per symbol). Since each pulse can straddle a codeword, one extra
symbol per 1ms burst is required.
MEASURED PERFORMANCE
The EFTS architecture described in this paper has been constructed as engineering units and several
deliverable units. ATPs where performed and performance measurements have been taken. Figure 9
shows the MER error rate performance of the EDU and production units.

Figure 8. EFTS Status Monitor Display
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented information regarding the prototype Enhanced Flight Termination System. The
key components being the Encoder and Decoder unit have been presented in detail. The document
outlines the digital message format used in the system and the fundamental analog parameters used
in the working prototype EFTS. The prototype EFTS Encoder and Receivers have been delivered to
Edwards Air Force Base. During the summer of 2003 the customer will perform a battery of tests to
measure the effectiveness of the new system. This includes mounting the unit within an F-15 in an
effort to simulate the harsh conditions Flight Termination Systems must operate under. Testing of
the prototype EFTS will confirm accidents, such as the inadvertent destruction of the Global Hawk
aircraft that occurred on March 20, 1999, are prevented. The loss of this aircraft highlighted the
need for a more secure, low cost type of range safety receiver, such as the EFTS.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the system-level architecture and design concept of a communications security
(COMSEC) equipment intended for space-based low data rate (< 1 Mbps) command and telemetry
applications. The COMSEC Unit is a stand-alone piece of equipment which provides decryption of
uplink command and control information and encryption of downlink telemetry data. The systemlevel architecture is described followed by an overview of the digital design concepts and a
discussion of applications. Finally, although specifically targeted for narrowband command and
telemetry applications, this design approach is flexible enough to accommodate other algorithms of
choice as well as operate in higher data rate applications.
KEY WORDS
Cryptography, Communications Security, Encryption, Decryption, Key, Authentication.
INTRODUCTION
The need for communications security (COMSEC) in command, control and telemetry functions of
satellite operations is vital toward the protection of space-based assets from unauthorized access and
the dissemination of sensitive information. This security model may be implemented on a spacebased asset by incorporating an encryption/decryption engine into the receive and transmit data paths
between the receiver/transmitter and the command and data handling (C&DH) subsystem of the
spacecraft. Encrypted command and control messages from an authorized ground station would be
transmitted to a satellite which would utilize the corresponding decryption algorithm. Telemetry
data from the satellite would be encrypted prior to downlink transmission followed by decryption by
the ground station. In addition, encryption/decryption may be utilized for higher rate data traffic
where secure communications is desired.

Several cryptographic algorithms in common use today include the Data Encryption Standard (DES
and TripleDES), Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) for
commercial use as well as the VINSON (KY-57/58), Advanced Narrowband Digital Voice Terminal
(ANDVT) and KG-84 for military applications. More recently, algorithms such as Caribou and
Centurion have gained popularity in both the commercial and government sectors. Development of
equipments which use these algorithms often involve a comprehensive U.S. government certification
process to insure the cryptographic integrity of the design for use in processing sensitive
information. The level of certification required, if any, is directly dependant upon the classification
of the information the equipment is being designed to protect. This also reflects on the evaluated
“strength” of the algorithm chosen for the intended application i.e. certain algorithms are certified
for protecting classified information whereas other algorithms are suitable only for unclassified data.
The focus of this paper is the description of the design concept of a stand-alone encrypt/decrypt
COMSEC equipment for space-based applications which is currently in development. This
COMSEC Unit will interface between the on-board receiver/transmitter and the command and data
handling subsystem of the spacecraft as shown in Figure 1. Encryption and decryption algorithms
can be implemented with either off-the-shelf application specific integrated circuits (ASIC’s) or field
programmable gate array’s (FPGA).
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Figure 1. COMSEC Unit Top-level Spacecraft Interface Diagram
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The COMSEC Unit design currently in development utilizes a flexible architecture to meet the
requirement for one or more algorithms to be implemented in various applications. This flexibility
translates to a cost effective product which may be easily adapted to customer needs with little or no
redesign effort. The current implementation of the COMSEC Unit utilizes a dual-algorithm for both
encryption and decryption. Algorithm selection is via control input from the spacecraft command
and data handling subsystem. A top-level functional block diagram of the COMSEC Unit is shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. COMSEC Unit Functional Block Diagram (dual-algorithm)
Control inputs, which are driven by the spacecraft C&DH subsystem, provide algorithm selection
and bypass control. In addition, a loopback path of the encrypted telemetry output data stream is
available to the C&DH for monitoring purposes. Bypass paths for both encrypt and decrypt
functions are available when it is desirable to operate in a non-secure mode (i.e. “in the clear”) or to
functionally remove the COMSEC device from the communication path. This may be necessary for
interoperability with ground stations not having encryption and decryption capabilities or to simply
relay encrypted information in the case of non-processing or “bent-pipe” transponders. Note that
plaintext telemetry data is applied to both encryption engines whose outputs are multiplexed for
algorithms selection. Similarly, the receive cipher text command data is applied to both decrypt
engines whose outputs are multiplexed according to algorithm selection. Control and data
routing/handling are provided via two FPGA’s. A simplified top-level hardware block diagram of
the COMSEC Unit is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. COMSEC Unit Hardware Block Diagram (dual-algorithm)
The COMSEC Unit design is logically and functionally partitioned to provide isolation,
manufacturability and testability resulting in a robust and cost effective product. As indicated in the
figure, the current design consists of two circuit card assemblies (CCA). The main or parent CCA
contains one algorithm (encrypt and decrypt) and the controlling FPGA’s as well as all the
supporting input/output interface circuitry. The second or daughter CCA contains the second
algorithm (encrypt and decrypt) and the power supply. Interface and data routing to/from the two
CCA’s is facilitated via board-to-board inter-connectors. For applications requiring only a single
algorithm to be implemented, the daughter CCA would not be populated with the second algorithm
integrated circuits. Alternatively, this board stack concept could be extended to include more than
two algorithms, if desired, by including additional algorithm CCA’s to the design. This concept is of
course limited by the routing capabilities of the FPGA’s on the parent CCA and the available size of
the board-to-board inter-connectors.

Plaintext/Ciphertext Separation
The two FPGA’s provide plaintext (PT) and ciphertext (CT) interfaces as well as system timing and
control. Plaintext data refers to unencrypted data that must be strictly controlled to prevent
unauthorized access due to its sensitive or classified nature. Ciphertext data refers to encrypted data
that is suitable for transmission since the information content is protected.
Proper cryptographic design practices require both logical and physical separation between plaintext
and ciphertext interfaces to prevent inadvertent crosstalk. This separation also prevents hardware or
software failures from allowing plaintext information to flow unencrypted to the transmitter. The
design must also provide ways to test the security and integrity of the system and report failures
when detected. In this design, plaintext/ciphertext separation is provided by the encryption
algorithm devices and dedicated FPGA’s as well as multiple (redundant) layers of data routing and
control within these devices.
DESIGN PROCESS FOR SPACE PRODUCTS
Products developed for space applications typically go through a rigorous design, development and
test process. In order to develop a suitable spacecraft subsystem, requirements must first be defined
by the spacecraft integrator. Subsystem requirements typically are contained in a detailed
performance specification that describe the subsystem function, electrical interface, mass, power,
volume and environmental specifications.
During the life of a space product, it is exposed to hostile environments that need to be addressed
throughout the design process starting with the design concept. Typical launch environments include
extreme temperature variation, pressure change, intense vibration and shock events. Earth orbital or
deep space environments include extreme temperature variation and radiation concerns. During all
lifecycle phases, the subsystem may be subjected to high levels of RF energy or reside in close
proximity to RF sensitive scientific equipment. Therefore, environmental requirements for space
equipment usually include electromagnetic susceptibility and emissions requirements that must also
be considered during the design phase. It is important to specify and understand the impact of these
environmental requirements to facilitate all aspects of the product development including circuit
design, determining allowable component technologies, part selection, mechanical design, assembly
and test. Quite often, heritage designs or components that have reliably flown on previous missions
are used to ensure long-term reliability and reduce development cost.
System level design addresses all aspects of the system specification and provides enough detail for
a design team to develop an acceptable product. Typically, the subsystem is partitioned into
subassemblies, subassembly interface specifications are developed and functional descriptions of
each assembly are published. System level analysis is performed utilizing various CAE tools to
ensure that the system level concept is sound. A mechanical packaging concept is developed that
addresses the volume required by each partitioned subassembly and provides the interface and
interconnect scheme. The packaging concept also typically considers strategies to survive long term
thermal cycling, permit rapid evacuation of the subsystem, remove heat from components in vacuum

and endure launch vibration and shock. The system level design phase concludes with a system
level peer review.
Detailed design involves circuit design and simulation including development of programmable
logic functions, component selection, electrical stress derating analysis, worst-case analysis,
schematic capture and subassembly printed wire board (PWB) layout. Detailed mechanical design
implements packaging and interconnection concepts developed during system design and realizes
strategies for thermal management, vibration and shock. Individual chassis components are
developed along with PWB outlines and component height specification drawings. Mechanical
modeling and thermal analysis is performed to verify packaging implementation meets
environmental requirements and to identify subassembly thermal profiles used in electrical stress
derating analysis. Additionally, during the detailed design phase, test procedures and unique test
equipment are developed to support integration testing, qualification testing and flight unit
acceptance testing. Integration testing typically involves semi-formal verification against the
specification and limited temperature cycle verification. Qualification testing typically involves full
specification verification over temperature, electromagnetic compatibility, vibration and shock.
Environmental qualification stress levels are typically applied at levels exceeding flight acceptance
levels. Acceptance test procedures are developed to verify flight units meet specifications and to
stress the subsystem beyond flight expected levels, but within design margin. Several peer reviews
are typically included at logical milestones throughout the detailed design phase.
Qualification test unit subassemblies are manufactured and integrated. Integration testing is
performed and specification out-of-tolerance issues, if any, are identified and corrected.
Qualification testing is executed and documented. Flight units are then built and verified using the
flight acceptance test procedure prior to delivery for spacecraft integration.
Component Considerations for Space Applications
Since the cost of a subsystem failure after launch can be in the hundreds of millions of dollars, high
reliability components are typically selected. These components undergo extensive screening at the
component level to eliminate failure due to manufacturing defects that would show up as “infant
mortality” of a component after installation in the subassembly. Additionally, the parts are subject
to lot testing that includes destructive physical testing (DPA), particle impact noise detection (PIND)
and residual gas analysis (RGA) testing.
Radiation effects are of special concern. Many of the existing commercial technologies do not
function properly or may fail completely when exposed to radiation. The most notable effects
include total ionizing dose (TID) degradation, single event latch-up (SEL) and single event upset
(SEU).
Total ionizing dose effects accumulate over time and may cause certain device technologies to
exhibit increased current demand, increase gate leakage, modified detection thresholds or complete
failure. TID effects are specified as the energy absorbed by matter or radiation absorbed dose (rad).
Parts for space applications will typically be designed and/or tested to operate with little degradation
in excess of 100 krad.

Single event latch-up effects are instantaneous and can be destructive to an electronic device. SEL is
induced when a device is impacted by a heavy ion or proton that causes continuous high operating
current. The condition is typically not self-correcting and power of the affected device must be
cycled to clear the latch-up state. This high current state may load down the subsystem power bus
and, if device power is not removed quickly, may destroy the component. Current monitoring
circuits have previously been used to detect an SEL event and interrupt device power but typically,
components specified for space applications must not be susceptible to SEL effects for the predicted
environment. A component is considered SEL immune if the latch-up effect is not seen when the
device is exposed at linear energy transfer (LET) thresholds greater than 100 MeV cm2/mg.
Single event upset does not typically induce a physically damaging effect, but instead can cause
electronic components to change state arbitrarily. In the case of a linear circuit, this may induce a
temporary change in output voltage. When a logic gate is the victim of SEU, it may change logic
state and remain in the incorrect state until reinitialized. This can cause temporary failures in
systems when the logic gate is part of a state machine or critical configuration register. SEU
mitigation techniques such as self-synchronizing state machines and counters or triple module
redundancy (TMR) strategies are typically employed to prevent or gracefully recover from these
events.
APPLICATIONS
The COMSEC Unit currently in development will be suitable for spacecraft applications requiring
secure command (uplink) and telemetry (downlink) traffic utilizing multiple encryption/decryption
algorithms. The capability to select from more than one algorithm via ground command is valuable
for maintaining compatibility with ground stations worldwide. The flexibility of the design also
permits the COMSEC Unit to be manufactured for encryption only or decryption only, if desired, to
suite a given application. In addition, although this design is targeted specifically toward relatively
low data rate command and telemetry applications, the design concept is extendable to higher data
rate applications.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an approach to the design of a communications security equipment for
space-based applications. Top-level functional and hardware block diagrams were presented to
provide an overview of the fundamental capabilities of the device. Design awareness regarding
separation of plaintext and ciphertext information in cryptographic devices was discussed. Also, the
basic design process and underlying considerations associated with the development of spacequalified equipment was summarized. Finally, general applications for this type equipment was
briefly discussed. This paper has provided some initial background and insight into the design of
space-based cryptographic equipment by focusing on a current development effort as an example.
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ABSTRACT
As more satellite ground station systems use the Internet as a means of connectivity, the security of
the ground stations and data transferred between stations becomes a growing concern. Possible
solutions include software-level password authentication, link encryption, IP filtering, and several
others. Many of these methods are being implemented in many different applications. SSH (Secure
Shell) tunneling is one specific method that ensures a highly encrypted data link between computers
on the Internet. It is used every day by individuals and organizations that want to ensure the security
of the data they are transferring over the Internet. This paper describes the security requirements of a
specific example of a ground station network, how SSH can be implemented into the existing
system, software configuration, and operational testing of the revised ground network.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The Internet has been used for many different purposes. One of these many uses is to connect
satellite ground communications stations together. When multiple ground stations are used to
communicate with a satellite or constellation of satellites, it is usually a requirement that the data
from these stations can be collected to a central location. These communications are usually needed
to be done in as close to real-time as possible. The most practical way to do this is to use the largest
computer network in the world; the internet.
With the use of the Internet comes risk. The very nature of the internet is to connect as many
computers to each other as possible. Human nature causes some computer users to be dishonest and
destructive. Therefore it is very important to protect important computer systems that are connected
to the internet, as well as the data they transfer between each other. A common way to do so is to use

encryption technology. Several methods of encryption exist, but due to its popularity and simplicity,
the type of encryption that was chosen for this particular application is Secure Shell (SSH)™.1
Small satellites known as “nanosats” are more commonly being designed and built by small
organizations and research institutions. With these nanosat projects come various designs of ground
station networks to accompany them. It would be helpful to these organizations if the security of the
ground networks is included as part of the ground station software package. To demonstrate one way
this could be done, a specific nanosat project called 3 Corner Satellite will be used as an example.
The 3 Corner Satellite (3CS) project is part of the AFOSR/DARPA University Nanosatellite
program. It is a joint effort among Arizona State University, University of Colorado at Boulder, and
New Mexico State University. The project is building a constellation of three satellites that will
demonstrate new types of nanosat technology such as stereo imaging of cloud and land formations,
formation flying, and new types of command and control scheduling. [1] Because of the nature of
the constellation and communication system configurations, a custom design for the ground station
network is needed, and its security is critical.
This paper will discuss a means of constructing and ensuring the security of such a ground network
using the LabVIEW version 6 software suite developed by National Instruments, version 3.2.3 of
the SSH network client, and version 3.2.3 of the SSH network server by SSH Communications
Security. The original components of the network are two different Multi-platform Virtual
Instruments (VIs). [2] These VIs were designed to be compatible with many computing platforms
and operating systems. In this paper, we will examine the design goals for this secure ground
network, the server/client configuration, the encrypted data interaction between the server and client,
selection of a secure data protocol for implementation, and the virtual instruments that were created
to complete the design.
SECURE GROUND NETWORK DESIGN GOALS
There are many existing ground station network designs; however none met the specific design
requirements for the 3CS project. Therefore, keeping in mind the security requirements placed upon
this network, the following design goals will be followed during development and testing:
1) Data passed between stations shall be encrypted with no less then 128-bit encryption
schemes.
2) The encryption key should not be public. Only private keys shall be used.
3) Initiation of an encryption connection shall be password protected. The password shall not
pass through the network as unencrypted data.
4) Ground station software must be able to run without encryption layer in case of temporary
encryption failure.
5) Encrypted link must be able to transfer data at a rate greater then 10 KB/sec.

1

SSH Secure Shell is a trademark of SSH Communications Security.

This project builds upon the baseline discussed in [2]; therefore these requirements are only for the
security aspect of the networked ground stations. Other more general requirements apply, but are
assumed to be part of an existing ground network software package.
GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION
The current ground station software that is being used for the 3CS project is arranged in a
client/server configuration. The client resides at each remote ground station. The server resides at a
central location, such as the mission operations center. The server communicates with each client
simultaneously over unencrypted TCP/IP socket connections. Unencrypted TCP/IP connections can
be easily intercepted, modified, or destroyed by someone with wrongful intentions on the internet.
Therefore, the TCP/IP socket communications will be “tunneled” through an SSH encrypted data
link.
SSH tunneling is a feature built into most SSH client and server software packages. Tunneling
allows a local TCP/IP networking port on a user’s computer to be mapped to a port on a remote
computer through an encrypted SSH link. An SSH session must first be started between the user’s
computer and the SSH server on the remote computer. Once this session is established, any data that
is sent to/from the user computer tunnel port will be sent to a specific port on the remote computer.
This is commonly used for applications such as an e-mail client program obtaining a user’s e-mail
from a POP e-mail server. If tunneling is supported by the POP mail server, a user can have their email software try to connect to a local tunneling port instead of directly to the POP server. This
provides a level of security to the transfer of the user’s e-mail. Figure 1 shows the overall layout of
the 3CS implementation of this concept:
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Figure 1: Secure ground network organization
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TUNNELING CONFIGURATION
For use of this tunneling technique, the appropriate software must first be installed on both the client
and server computers. The server computer must have a SSH compatible server package installed
that supports SSH tunneling. The client computer must have a SSH client software package installed
that also supports tunneling. The file transfer capability of many SSH server packages is not needed
in this application, since the SSH connection itself provides the necessary tunneling feature.
Most SSH servers use the user names and passwords that already exist on the operating system of
that computer. It is important to note that any user who has an account on that computer will have
access to the SSH server as well.
The client software must then be configured to map a specific local port to a port on the server
computer. This is usually done in the main configuration of the software. An example of how to do
this in SSH is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Tunneling setup in SSH software

This figure shows an example configuration where the SSH client listens to port 1002 on the local
user’s computer. Any attempted connections to that port will be redirected to the server computer’s
port 1000. If the server computer has some software that is listening to port 1000, a connection will
be made between that software and the local user over an SSH link. Multiple tunnels can generally
be set up by adding more to the outgoing tunnel list. Each tunnel only supports the redirection of one
local port to one remote server port.
There are several different encryption schemes that most SSH clients and servers support. For this
particular application the “Twofish”2 256 bit encryption algorithm was selected because it is
inherently more secure than 128 bit encryption schemes. The server must also support this algorithm
for successful communications. Some older SSH servers do not support this level of encryption.
SOFTWARE COLLABORATION
Once the tunneling is set up and functioning properly, the software running on the server computer
must be configured to connect to the local SSH tunneling port instead of a normal TCP/IP
connection to the destination remote port. In our specific example, the LabVIEW VI programs were
modified to support the following connection scenarios:
Direct TCP/IP socket connection to remote server
a. This is necessary in the case that the SSH system is having problems or is not useable
for some reason. It will allow temporary insecure connectivity to the remote server.
Local connection to a SSH tunnel-mapped port.
a. This mode is used during normal operations.
The client VI was modified to include and accept these two different modes of connectivity. These
modes are selectable with a toggle button on the front panel, as shown in Figure 3. Other features
were also added to monitor the status of the TCP/IP links.

2

Twofish was developed by Counterpane Labs™.

Added SSH-capable features
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Figure 3: Client VI front panel view

The server VI (shown in Figure 4) was also modified to be able to initiate a TCP/IP connection to
the client using both of these modes. In the SSH mode, the server connects to a specific local port
that is mapped to a particular remote client computer through the SSH software configuration. In
non-SSH mode, the server connects directly to the remote port on the client VI computer. Because of
this, the remote address of each client computer must be entered into the server VI software, as well
as the SSH software. The address in these two parallel software packages must agree for each client.
This brings up a unique separation of connection responsibility. In the SSH mode, the original server
VI is not responsible for making the actual remote connection. This means that the connection can
be maintained out of the main processing loop. Therefore, a certain amount of processing load is
effectively removed from the main loop.

TCP/IP monitoring features

Address set to localhost for SSH
operations

Figure 4: Server VI front panel view

TESTING AND VALIDATION
The ground station VI’s have been extensively tested in their original insecure configuration in the
first three phases of the 3CS team effort. Since then, the project has passed through two additional
phases to attempt to increase the security of the system. The next phase explored various means of
increasing the security of the ground network system. The concept of designing a custom security
protocol was explored. This idea was dropped because of the complexity that it added to the server
and client VIs. The search was then directed towards a third-party software package that could
provide the necessary security. Several different packages were explored, but most proved to be
very cumbersome to set up and utilize. Finally, SSH was selected due to its reliability and easy
configuration. SSH also seemed to support many encryption algorithms that other packages did not.

In the last phase, the cooperation between the existing LabVIEW VIs and the SSH software
packages was ironed out. A list of modifications to the VIs that were needed was created, and these
changes were performed. Finally, the entire collaborative combination of software was tested in a
communications lab at New Mexico State University. A basic connectivity test was performed on
the local LAN in the lab. After this successful test, a more long range test was performed. In this
test, a computer in the lab acted as a client with actual radio hardware attached to it. Sample digital
data was being collected from a local amateur radio packet network. This data was transferred to an
off-site location in Las Cruces, NM to a computer that was running the server VI software.
During these phases, a few challenges were encountered. First, if there is a network firewall in place,
some negotiation with a network administrator may be necessary to allow a direct connection to a
machine behind this firewall. More testing will be necessary to assess the difficulty of dealing with
the various different kinds of firewalls. Another aspect that will need additional study is the case
where packets are lost across the network. If there is any packet loss, it is unknown how well the
encryption algorithms will recover, and how quickly the recovery occurs.
Future phases for this project will also include testing the ruggedness of the encryption algorithms
by sending the data over wireless networks, heavily loaded networks, and over long distances (such
as Las Cruces to the east coast).
CONCLUSION
In a world where the internet is increasingly used as a form of connecting systems together, security
becomes a serious matter. Millions of people have access to the internet. There are a few safeguards
that help ensure the data that a particular user is sending across the net is not being monitored or
modified. However, there are very few that come close to guaranteeing that your data will travel
from point A to point B without modification or compromise. Satellite ground networks definitely
fall into the category of systems that should not be compromised by an unauthorized user. This could
reek havoc on the satellites they communicate with in orbit. For this reason, the 3CS project has
implemented the SSH encrypted link protocol to attempt to increase the security of its ground
network significantly. In this specific project, an off-the-shelf solution was used to reduce the man
hours and funding required. The 3CS team hopes that this example of an inexpensive increase in
information security will help other nanosat or similar programs that are in search of such a solution.
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ABSTRACT
Phase-locked loop (PLL) frequency synthesizers used for high-speed data transmission must rapidly
hop and lock to new frequencies. The fundamental problem is that the settling time depends
inversely on the loop bandwidth, and increasing the bandwidth causes unwanted noise interference
and stability problems for the circuit. We demonstrate the feasibility of replacing the analog
integrator in the PLL with a digital integrator. This circuit has advantages of increased hopping
speed, ability to compensate for temperature drift and system stability. PLL lock-in was
demonstrated in a prototype circuit designed and built with both discrete components and with a
programmable logic device.
KEY WORDS
Phase-locked loops, frequency synthesizers, fast frequency hopping
INTRODUCTION
PLL frequency synthesizers are a basic building block of communication systems. When used for
high-speed data transmission, the PLL must be able to rapidly hop and lock to a new frequency. The
fundamental problem is that the settling time is inversely proportional to the loop bandwidth.
Increasing the bandwidth in order to decrease the settling time allows unwanted sidebands from the
phase detector to pass through. The noise interference from these sidebands causes stability
problems for the circuit. The loop bandwidth depends on the loop gain, the filter cutoff frequency
and the frequency divide ratio. In practice, the filter cutoff is often the limiting factor [1].

To solve this problem, a PLL using a digital summer to replace the analog integrator is proposed. In
this approach, three advances are achieved simultaneously: (1) the hopping speed is greatly
increased by the replacement of the analog integrator with digital; (2) the system is adaptive and can
compensate for temperature drift in its components; and (3) the digital circuitry provides lead
compensation to assure system stability.
BACKGROUND
The idea of replacing analog PLL circuitry with digital to reduce size and cost and improve
performance and versatility has been around since the late 1960’s [2]. (It should be clarified here that
the Emhiser PLL discussed in this paper is not really a digital PLL at all, but is a hybrid circuit using
an analog VCO and other analog components.) One early approach for designing fast frequencyhopping PLL synthesizers was to use non-integer ratio dividers [3,4]. In a traditional PLL, the
frequency step size is an integer multiple of the reference frequency (fref). The bandwidth also
depends on fref for system stability. The bandwidth needs to be much less than fref, typically 1/10 or
less, to avoid unwanted sidebands [5]. Since the settling time depends inversely on the bandwidth,
there is a trade-off between step size and hopping time. In these “fractional-N” or “cycle-swallower”
PLLs, however, the step size can be a fraction of fref. Therefore, fref and the bandwidth can be
increased and the hopping time correspondingly decreased. However, these PLLs suffer from serious
noise problems, including sideband spurs at fractional multiples of the reference frequency.
Another early approach was to preset the VCO target frequency [6]. This method as conceived did
not find wide use as the pre-programming was not simple and it did not easily allow for
compensation of temperature drift. However, the Emhiser approach of holding voltage information
in RAM is based on the same concept. More recently, a popular approach is to combine a direct
digital synthesizer (DDS) and a PLL [7,8,9]. Like the fractional-N PLL, the main advantage of this
approach is to improve resolution. By making the frequency step size, here controlled by the DDS,
independent of fref, the circuit can operate with higher fref and faster hopping time. Including the PLL
with the DDS allows a higher output frequency than with a DDS alone. The disadvantages are that
some of these designs are quite complex, and the speed is still limited by the loop filter.
Another approach is based on temporarily increasing the loop bandwidth to speed up the loop during
hopping. This is most often done by switching between multiple loops [10,11,12,13]. Typically,
there will be one narrow bandwidth, slow, low noise loop for in-lock operation, and a higher
bandwidth, faster loop for jumping to a new frequency. While the switching in these cases can be
very rapid, there are issues of glitches during switching, dead zones and synchronization, and
additional circuitry and power are required. Finally, several recent approaches use a digital
calculation of phase error to speed up the locking process [14,15,16]. These are in some ways similar
to our approach. However, none of these references demonstrate closed-loop response in a
comparable frequency range (2.4 GHz).

A FAST FREQUENCY-HOPPING PLL
For reference, a block diagram of a traditional PLL frequency synthesizer is shown in Figure 1. The
high frequency output signal is generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), a tunable
oscillator whose output frequency can be adjusted by an input voltage. The output of the VCO is
integrated to give an output phase θo and is then stepped down by a factor N by the frequency
divider. The phase detector compares the divided VCO phase signal θo/N to a reference phase θi,
where θi represents the phase of the crystal oscillator input signal. The phase detector output is a
voltage proportional to the difference between the divided VCO output phase and the reference
phase. The phase detector output signal is amplified, filtered to remove noise and high-frequency
components, and fed to the VCO input. If non-zero, this provides a correction to the VCO to keep it
locked to the desired frequency.
Input
Reference

Phase
Detector

Loop
Filter &
Amplifier

VCO

Output
Frequency

Frequency
Divider /N

Figure 1. Block diagram of a PLL frequency synthesizer.
The concept for a fast frequency-hopping PLL-based transmitter was proposed by Emhiser
Research, Inc. [17]. A block diagram of the transmitter is shown in Figure 2. The information that
sets the different frequencies is stored in the RAM. When the command to switch frequencies comes
in, the RAM location with that frequency information is immediately accessed. Until the output
stabilizes at the new frequency, the digital adder will increment the signal up or down as needed
based on the error signal from the phase detector. It is expected that the hopping time is less than 1
microsecond. If operating conditions such as temperature have shifted the voltage required to
establish a certain frequency, the new information will be stored in the RAM for the next time.
Therefore, this transmitter can learn and adapt to changing environments.
In a traditional PLL, the error signal from the phase detector goes through an analog integrator. In
this PLL, the digital circuitry consisting of the adder and RAM replaces the analog integrator. As
well as replacing the time-integration function with a clocked adding function, the digital circuitry
must supply the lead compensation provided by the integrator to assure stability of the digital circuit.
In general, stability is a more difficult issue in digital systems as compared to analog systems. This is
primarily because the requirement for stability in the z-domain (all poles within the unit circle) is
more restrictive than that in the s-domain (all poles in the left-hand plane). In addition, the clock rate
adds an additional variable to the stability analysis. A stability analysis of this circuit is submitted for
publication elsewhere [18].

Figure 2. Block diagram of the fast frequency-hopping PLL.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The PLL with digital integrator was implemented using an existing 2.2525 GHz transmitter provided
by Emhiser for the VCO, phase detector and frequency divider circuitry. The usual integrating
amplifier and low-pass filter are disconnected so that the digital integrator and
combiner/amplifier/offset blocks can be inserted. The digital integrator portion (decoder-adder-RAM
loop) was fabricated in both discrete chips and in a programmable logic device (PLD).
The digital integrator circuit consists of a 16-bit adder, RAM and sixteen D-type flip-flops. The
RAM was not included in the discrete chip board for initial testing, but is included in the PLD. The
inputs are the decoded up and down commands, as shown in Table 1. The signal ZU is applied to the
first adder input and ZD is applied to the remaining 15 inputs. The output is applied to a 16-bit
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). This DAC is a critical component, and needs to be chosen for
high linearity, monotonicity and speed. The DAC used was the Burr-Brown DAC701. Additional
circuitry contains the combiner/amplifier/offset block, decoders and low-pass filters. The design is
shown in Figure 3. The phase detector outputs are first held in a pair of flip-flops for synchronization
with the adder (or RAM) output. The phase detector decoder is simply a resistor bridge. The phase
detector outputs are logic active low, and, as seen in Table 1, the voltage at the center of the bridge is
approximately 5, 2.5 or 0 V for the “up”, “no change” and “down” commands, respectively. The
simple RC low-pass filters were designed to filter out higher frequency signals from the phase
detector. The filtered signals from the DAC and the phase detector decoder are summed at the input
to the op amp. The offset is controlled by a potentiometer that can be adjusted to give an output in
the desired range for the VCO.
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Figure 3. Design of combiner/amplifier/offset block.
Table 1. Decoded UP and DOWN commands.
Phase Detector Outputs
Adder Inputs
ZU = UD ZD = D
UP DOWN
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1

Amplifier Inputs

Meaning

2.5 V
5V
0V

no change
increase
decrease

The PLD used was the EPF10K20 provided by Altera Corporation. The PLD was programmed in
AHDL (Altera Hardware Description Language), which is very similar to the industry standard
VHDL. The program was simulated before it was used to program the PLD, and typical results are
shown in Figure 4. The decoded up and down commands, ZU and ZD, are cycled through the
combinations of 01 (add one), 11 (subtract 1) and 00 (stay the same). It can be seen that the 16-bit
output will count up, count down or stay constant as appropriate.

Figure 4. Simulation of PLD program.

The circuit was tested in closed-loop with the transmitter. A typical output spectrum is shown in
Figure 5. The circuits with discrete chips and with the PLD had nearly identical results. It can be
seen that the output does peak at the correct frequency, but has more noise than is desirable. This is
not surprising since the test configuration was not optimal. The discrete chip circuits were
implemented on separate test boards with numerous leads and additional connections, and the PLD
was on a test board designed for a laboratory package with many long traces and unused connectors.

Figure 5. Transmitter output spectrum with digital integrator.
CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this research was to test the feasibility of replacing the standard PLL analog
integrator with a digital adder circuit. The purpose of this is to speed up the loop response for fast
frequency hopping. In this work, we have shown that the loop will lock with the digital integrator
circuit. However, the circuit performance was not ideal, with higher noise and slower settling time
than desired. While we have tested the operation and stability of the digital integrator circuitry, we
have not yet attempted frequency hopping. Therefore, future work remains to be done in two areas:
improving the circuit performance through integration and optimization, and testing its frequencyhopping capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
The impact of multipath fading parameters on the probability of error for Offset QPSK (OQPSK)
is derived. The multipath fading channel is modeled using the aeronautical telemetry channel
model [1-2]. Expressions for the probability of bit error are derived that are a function of the multipath model parameters. The expressions are shown to agree with computer simulations and show
that a strong multipath reflection with a short delay causes much more degradation than a weak
multipath reflection with a long delay.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Let s(t) be the complex baseband representation of the transmitted offset QPSK (OQPSK)
signal. The OQPSK signal can be represented by
¸
∞ ·
X
1
s(t) =
an p(t − nTs ) + jbn p(t − Ts − nTs )
(1)
2
n=0
where an , bn are respectively the real and imaginary parts of OQPSK symbols sn , sn ∈ {±1 ± j}.
p(t) is the unit energy pulse shape with support on −LTs ≤ t ≤ LTs , and Ts is the symbol time in
seconds.
The optimum detector is a matched-filter detector illustrated in Figure 1. The inphase and
quadrature components of the received signal I(t) and Q(t) are filtered by a filter whose impulse
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Figure 1: Optimum Detector of OQPSK Signals
response is a time-reversed copy of the pulse shape: hMF = p(−t). The output of the inphase
matched filter, x(t), is sampled at t = kTs , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , to produce an estimate of ak while
the output of the quadrature matched filter, y(t), is sampled at t = kTs + 21 Ts , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , to
produce an estimate of bk .
The aeronautical telemetry channel may be modeled as a multipath channel with complex baseband impulse response[2]
Nr
X
h(t) = δ(t) +
Γi δ(t − τi )
(2)
i=1

where Γi , τi , i = 1, · · · Nr are the complex gain and delay of the i multipath propagation path,
and Nr is the number of the multipath rays. Note that channel normalizes the gains and delays to
the line-of-sight propagation path so that the line-of-sight propagation path has unit amplitude and
zero delay. The received signal r(t) may be represented as
r(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + w(t)
= s(t) +

Nr
X

Γi s(t − τi ) + w(t)

(3)
(4)

i=1

where w(t) = wI (t) + jwQ (t) represents the additive noise which is modeled as a complex Gaussian random process with zero mean and where the real and imaginary parts have power spectral
density N20 Watts/Hz.

MULTIPATH BER ANALYSIS
Substituting (1) into (4) and solving collecting the real and imaginary components produces:
I(t) =

∞
X

"
an p(t − nTs ) +

n=0

Nr
X

<{Γi }an p(t − nTs − τi )

i=1

−

Nr
X
i=1

Q(t) =

∞
X

"

n=0

#

1
={Γi }bn p(t − nTs − Ts − τi ) + wI (t) (5)
2

N

r
X
1
1
<{Γi }bn p(t − nTs − Ts − τi )
bn p(t − nTs − Ts ) +
2
2
i=1

+

Nr
X

#

={Γi }an p(t − nTs − τi ) + wQ (t) (6)

i=1

where <{Z} denotes the real part of Z and ={Z} denotes the imaginary part of Z.
The matched filter output x(t) = I(t) ∗ p(−t) may be expressed as
x(t) =

∞
X

"
an Rp (t − nTs ) +

n=0

Nr
X

<{Γi }an Rp (t − nTs − τi )

i=1

−

Nr
X

µ
={Γi }bn Rp

i=1

y(t) =

∞
X
n=0

"
b n Rp

µ

1
t − nTs − Ts
2

¶
+

Nr
X
i=1

1
t − nTs − Ts − τi
2

¶#

¶
µ
1
<{Γi }bn Rp t − nTs − Ts − τi
2
+

Nr
X

+ wI (t) (7)

#

={Γi }an Rp (t − nTs − τi ) + wQ (t) (8)

i=1

where Rp (·) is the deterministic pulse correlation function
Z ∞
Rp (τ ) =
p(t)p(t − τ )dt.

(9)

−∞

and

Z

∞

vI (t) =

wI (λ)p(λ − t)dλ

(10)

wQ (λ)p(λ − t)dλ.

(11)

Z−∞
∞
vQ (t) =
−∞

The output of the inphase matched filter x(t) is sampled at t = kTs , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , to produce
x(kTs ) =

∞
X

"
an Rp ((k − n)Ts ) +

n=0

−

Nr
X

<{Γi }an Rp ((k − n)Ts − τi )

i=1
N
r
X

µ

={Γi }bn Rp

i=1

1
(k − n)Ts − Ts − τi
2

¶#
+ vI (kTs ) (12)

To simplify the equation above, let Ts = 1. It can be re-expressed as
x(k) = ak Rp (0) +

∞
X

an Rp (k − n) +

Nr X
∞
X

<{Γi }an Rp (k − n − τi )

i=1 n=0

n=0,n6=k

−

Nr X
∞
X
i=1 n=0

={Γi }bn Rp

µ

¶
1
k − n − − τi + vI (k) (13)
2

where vI (k) is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance
satisfies the Nyquist no-ISI condition [4], then

1 k = 0
Rp (k) =
0 k 6= 0

N0
.
2

If the pulse shape p(t)

(14)

and the first term in the first summation of (13) disappears. The terms in the first summation of
(13) can be thought of as intersymbol-interference while the term in the second and third double
summations can be thought of as cross-channel interference (or I-Q coupling caused by the phase
shifts of the multipath propagation paths).
Following the same procedure for the quadrature matched filter output, y(t) is sampled at
t = k + 21 , k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , to produce
µ
¶
Nr X
∞
∞
X
X
1
bn Rp (n − k) +
<{Γi }bn Rp (k − n − τi )
y k+
= bk Rp (0) +
2
i=1 n=0
n=0,n6=k
µ
¶
µ
¶
N
∞
r
XX
1
1
+
={Γi }an Rp k − n − − τi + vQ k +
(15)
2
2
i=1 n=0
where vQ (k + 21 ) is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance 12 N0 .
Before using standard techniques for error rate analysis, let us define the following variables
generated by multipath effects. Let τ = [τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τNr ] be the delay vector, Γ = [Γ1 , Γ2 , · · · , ΓNr ]
be the complex coefficient vector, and
·
¸
s(k, τi ) = sk−bτi c−2L , sk−bτi c−2L+1 , · · · , sk−bτi c+2L−1 , i = 1, · · · , Nr .
(16)

Using these vector definitions, we make the following definitions:
£
¤
s(k, τ ) = s(k, τ1 ), s(k, τ2 ), · · · , s(k, τNr )
µ
¶ X
Nr k−bτX
i c+2L−1
MIa s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L =
<{Γi }an Rp ((k − n) − τi )

(17)
(18)

i=1 n=k−bτi c−2L

µ

¶

MIb s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L

µµ

1

=−

c+2L−1
Nr k−bτi +
2
X
X

={Γi }bn Rp

i=1 n=k−bτi + 1 c−2L
2

¶

µ
MQb s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L

=

Nr k−bτX
i c+2L−1
X

1
k−n−
2

¶

¶
− τi

(19)

<{Γi }bn Rp ((k − n) − τi )

(20)
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MQa s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L

=

Nr
X

k−bτi + 12 c+2L

i=1

n=k+1−bτi + 12 c−2L

X

µµ
={Γi }an Rp

1
k−n+
2

¶

¶
− τi

(21)

In these equations, MIa and MIb are the contributions to the I-branch matched filter output by
the multipath components <{s(k, τ )} and ={s(k, τ )}, respectively. Similarly, MQa , MQb are the
contributions to the Q-branch matched filter output by the multipath components <{s(k, τ )} and
={s(k, τ )}, respectively. An interesting property of the four multipath equations above is that they
are all the odd functions of s(k, τ ).
Using standard techniques for error rate analysis, the probability of error can be derived for a
given channel multipath fading parameters (Γi , τi ) and a given symbol sequence. The conditional
probability that the detector makes a correct decision given ak = 1 and bk = 1 is
½ µ
¶
¾
1
Pr(C | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = Pr{x(k) > 0}Pr y k +
>0
(22)
2
Substituting (13) and (15) into the above, we have
Pr(C | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = Pr{ak + MIa + MIb + vI > 0}Pr{bk + MQa + MQb + vQ > 0}
(23)
= Pr{vI > −(ak + MIa + MIb )}Pr{vQ > −(bk + MQa + MQb } (24)
= {1 − Pr(vI > ak + MIa + MIb )}{1 − Pr(vQ > bk + MQa + MQb )}
(25)
where the arguments of the expressions for MIa , MIb , MQa , and MQb have been omitted for clarity.
Since the noise variable v ∼ CN (0, N0 ), vI and vQ are independent Gaussian random variables
with zero mean and N20 variance. Applying the Gaussian tail function Q(·), the probability of

correct detection is
"

Ãp
!#
E/2 + MIa + MIb
p
Pr(C | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = 1 − Q
N0 /2
"
Ãp
!#
E/2 + MQa + MQb
p
· 1−Q
N0 /2

(26)

where E is the OQPSK symbol energy. If all the symbols and multipath components are normalized, then
"
Ãr
!#
E
Pr(C | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = 1 − Q
(1 + MIa + MIb )
N0
!#
"
Ãr
(27)
E
(1 + MQa + MQb )
· 1−Q
N0
Note that the product of two Guassian tail functions is often tiny, so the conditional probability
that the detector makes an incorrect decision given (ak , bk ) = (1, 1) is
Pr(E | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = 1 − Pr(C | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1))
Ãr
!
Ãr
!
E
E
≈Q
(1 + MIa + MIb ) + Q
(1 + MQa + MQb ) . (28)
N0
N0
Also note that E = 2Eb and the BER Pb = 12 Pr(E), thus Pb is
Ãr
!
Ãr
!
Eb
Eb
1
1
Pb (E | (ak , bk ) = (1, 1)) = Q
(1 + MIa + MIb ) + Q
(1 + MQa + MQb ) .
2
2N0
2
2N0
(29)
So the conditional probability of Pb (E | (ak , bk )) is
!
Eb
(1 + MIa (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L) + MIb (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L)
2N0
Ãr
!
1
Eb
+ Q
(1 + MQa (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L) + MQb (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L) . (30)
2
2N0

1
Pb (E | (ak , bk )) = Q
2

Ãr

Now let us consider the average BER. The matched filter outputs in the I branch MIa , MIb are
functions of the vectors of {s(k, τ )} which means the set of all possible values of the vectors. The
average BER can be directly calculated by the number of these vectors. Let | · | be the number of
elements of a set. Then all the possibilities of symbol permutation is |{s(k, τ )}|, the average BER
can be denoted by

!
Ãr
1
Eb
(1 + MIa (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L) + MIb (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L)
Q
2
2N0
{s(k, )}
Ãr
!#
1
Eb
+ Q
(1 + MQa (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L) + MQb (s(k, τ ), Γ, τ , L)
(31)
2
2N0

X
1
P̄b =
|{s(k, τ )}|

"

SIMULATIONS

The aeronautical telemetry channel is characterized by a complex valued impulse response of
the form (2) with Nr = 2 [1-2]. The first ray is the line-of-sight component, the second ray is
a specular reflection characterized by a large amplitude and small delay, and the third ray is a
diffuse multipath component characterized by a small amplitude and large delay. To compare the
impact of the multipath parameters, four cases of different combinations of (Γ1, Γ2, τ 1, τ 2) are
chosen as shown in the titles of the four subplots. Theoretical calculation of BER with and without
multipath rays are given in Figure 2. It can also be seen that the simulations of multipath cases
match well with the calculation of the derived multipath equation. To simplify our calculation, the
None Return Zero(NRZ) pulse shape is used. This gives L = 0.5.
It can be shown from the left two subplots that a multipath ray with a small amplitude and a
large delay has an extra 0.5dB requirement to obtain the same BER = 10−4 as the OQPSK no
multipath case. The case (0.05ejπ , 0.05ejπ , 0.2, 4.2) has a little bit better performance compared
with the case of (0.05ejπ , 0.05ejπ , 0.2, 0.2).
From the right two subplots, it can be concluded that a multipath ray with a large amplitude
and small delay plays a more dramatical role in the degradation of the BER performance. And the
multipath effect is so dominant that the increase of the SNR from 0dB to 10dB only makes a small
improvement in BER and the delay, whether big or small, does not change the BER performance
too much.
Further, to completely investigate the relationship of BER versus the multipath parameter pair
(Γ, τ ) a 3-dimensional plot is given at SNR = 8 dB as shown in Figure 3. Here only one multipath
ray is assumed. As we can see from the plot that the BER has a quasi-periodic property with the
change of τ , and the BER gets worse with the increase of Γ. This demonstrates that the multipath
component with a large Γ with a small τ causes more degradation than the multipath component
with small Γ and large τ . From the contour plotting of Figure 4, we can also find the quasiperiodic property of the BER curve for τ > T s. For a given Gamma, the BER obtains the worst
point shortly after half the symbol time.
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Figure 2: Calculated and simulated BER performance for OQPSK with an NRZ pulse shape for
three-ray multipath channels.
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CONCLUSION

OQPSK BER expressions over the aeronautical telemetry multipath channel have been derived.
Simulations show that for the case of a single multipath ray, the BER gets worse with increasing
Γ for a fixed delay, and that the BER has a quasi-periodic property for fixed Γ and increasing τ .
For the case of two multipath rays, the multipath component characterized by large amplitude and
small delay is the main factor of the BER degradation, while the BER is not very sensitive to the
change of multipath delay.
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ADAPTIVE SIGNAL DEGRADATION INDICATION (SDI)
FOR
DIVERSITY BRANCH SELECTION (DBS)
Daniel T. Laird
412TW/ENTI(ARTM)

ABSTRACT
One of several methods currently under investigation to increase telemetry efficiency is channel
diversity selection. A spatial technique we are exploring exploits a signal quality indicator of phase
demodulation to select ‘competing’ telemetry channels sourced by antenna separated by fractional
wavelengths. The Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program, a Centralized Test and Evaluation
Improvement Program (CTEIP) research project funded by the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD), recently investigated three switching criteria for a multiple antenna system. This paper will
discuss an algorithm that controls channel selection, or diversity branch selection (DBS), using a
combination of the techniques investigated.
KEYWORDS
channel-basis, channel-switch, bivector, trivector, multivector, cliffor, pseudo-scalar, threshold
functional, Kalman gain, variance diffusion filter.
INTRODUCTION
The ARTM project has contracted the development of a signal quality (or degradation) indicator (SDI)
for quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) demodulators; the indicator is a vector of two QPSK ‘eye
pattern’ counts as an indicator of excursions around two thresholds. The components, designated
exterior and interior counts, form the components of a threshold vector1. To switch efficiently between
competing channels requires criterion to switch and a balance between switching rate and channel
errors. The counts are constructed such that ‘lower counts’ indicate ‘better’ quality; an error is selection
of ‘higher counts.’ A switching technique is based on an adaptive algorithm that uses three decision
functions for component switching and a coincidence algorithm for channel switching.

1

The exterior and interior counts are quality indicators developed under previous ARTM research by

Robert Jefferis (Tybrin Corp.) and Kenneth Temple of ARTM; concept by R. Jefferis.

CHANNEL MESSAGE
The simplest system compares two channel sources, each channel carries a 2-component vector of
quality indicator counts. Our sources have two indicator counts each: interior and exterior counts. The
system discussed here has three channels, each of two counts. We denote the four channel count set as
nc:{ncm}; m∈{0,1},c∈{0,1,2}.2
The receiver has a priori knowledge of the message form, and count range, thus the counts are bounded
random sets of independent components. Each channel count forms a random vector,
nc ≡ (n0e0c, n1e1c); c∈{0,1,2}.
We have two such random vectors. The set of channel vectors is denoted
{nc}; c∈{0,1,2}.
For thresholding we shall require the count difference between competing channel components, so we
have a random difference, or distance vector,
∆nm ≡ n0m – n1m.
Since we have two counts components per vector and two decisions, we may also define a cross-channel
vector for each vector component,
nm ≡ (n0em, n1em); m∈{0,1},
therefore, we have a set of cross channel, or cross-vectors,
{nm}; m∈{0,1}.
For adaptation we shall also require a sample set,
ncms(k):{ncm0, ncm1,…, ncmk-1}s; m∈{0,1},c∈{0,1,2}, k∈Nk, s(k)∈Ns.
k is the sample memory length and s(k) indexes thru the messages modk. Combinations of these data are
arguments for all switching logic functions derived below.
CHANNEL-SWITCH MODULE
Denote a three channel, two-count channel as a (3,2). For a vector of interior and exterior counts,
n(n0e0,n1e1), assume a channel-switch vector space,

2

Channels are an upper index, exterior/interior counts the lower.

cc,d ≡ (ec0,ed1); e0⊥e1, |e0| = |e1| = 1,
sc,d ≡ (sc0,sd1) ≡ (s0ec0, s1ed1); s0,s1∈{0,1}; c,d∈{0,1,2}.
The basis, (ec0,ed1), is the channel and switch vector-basis. A channel-switch is coded as a multivector,
sd,gcc,f ≡ sd0cc0 + sg1cf1;
where a channel switching action is from previous (c,f) state to next (d,g) state. Define a componentswitch as,
sdmcdm ≡ δcdm + (1−δcdm)smεcdeηmeme.
Where,
δcd∈{0,1};edm∧ecm∈ ±κd,cm ; εcde∈{−1,1}; c,d,e,f∈{0,1,2}; m∈{0,1}.
The Boolean switching scalars are coded as Heaviside step functions,
0 if t < τ
sm ≡ u (t - τ) = 
.
 1 if t ≥ τ
The inner-products are non-zero if and only if the next state is the previous state, i.e., a no-switch
condition. The rotation planes are bivectors,
κc,dm ≡ ecm∧edm = − edm∧ecm
have associate axial vectors of rotation of either 0 or a basis vector, eme,
ηmκc,d∈{0, eem}; m∈{0,1}.
Where,
ηm ≡ e0m∧e1m∧e2m,
is the 3-vector (trivector) pseudo-scalar of the space. The switch angle is bivalent:
 0 if c = d
θc,dm ≡ 
.
π / 2 if c ≠ d
This algebra carries all the channel-switching information of a channel-switching module. The channel
space has a representation as a 1-vector,
c ≡ (c00, c01, c02, c10, c11, c12)

and as a 2-vector,
c ≡ (c00∧c10, c00∧c11, c00∧c12, c01∧c10, c01∧c11, c01∧c12, c02∧c10, c02∧c11, c02∧c12).
Both are used for convenience. The switching cliffor is an even multivector of inner- and outer-product
of both the interior and exterior counts, i.e.,
sd,fcc,g ≡ δcd + εcdeη0se0 + δfg + εfghη1sh1.
This cliffor operates on a vector channel,
c ≡ (e0c, e1f); c,f∈{0,1,2},
as,
c c,fsd,gcc,f = cc,f∧(δcd + δfg)c + cc,f•(εcdeη0(1−δcd0)se0 + εfghη1(1−δcd1)sh1),
c c,fsd,gcc,f ≡ cd,g.
The ‘acceptable channel memory’ in bivector form is,
t
c ≡ ((c00∧c10),(c01∧c11),(c02∧c12)).

To verify acceptability, the switch channel, coded as a bivector,
memory. If d=g∈{0,1,2} the projection,

c ≡ e0d∧e1g, is projected into this

t
Proj(cd,g, c ) = cd,g,

and the channel is acceptable.
VECTOR-BASIS SWITCHING
The channel-switch has the same form on both the vector and basis levels. The basis switching cliffor is
given by,
s±(θ x,ym) ≡ δxym + (1−δxym)exm∧eym,
where,
θx,ym≡θ(nmx,y, ∆nmxy, sx(y)-m, nmx,y,∆±),
is the switching angle functional derived below.
 0 if (φm )(ϕm ) = 0
; y = (x+1)mod3.
θ(nmx,y, ∆nmxy, sx(y)-m, nmx,y,∆±) ≡ 
π / 2 if (φm )(ϕm ) = 1

sx(y)-m designates sx−m or sy−m, the component switch memory of the rotator, and the logic conjunction,
(φ)(ϕ), is defined below. Simply: the threshold functional selects the rotator switching angle and serves
as the bridge between the statistical analysis of threshold diffusion and the channel rotation.
There are three such cliffors per 3-vector component grade. Since each has identical form, we simplify
nomenclature and designate the vector-basis switch,
s±x,ym(θx,ym) ≡ cosθx,ym + (1−δxym)ex,ymsinθx,ym.
This has an exponential form,
z

xy

s±(θ x,ym) ≡ eηe m θ( δ ) ∈{1,ηmezm}.
This set is a composite of scalars and vectors. The 3C1 = 3 scalars, e0m•e0m = e1m•e1m = e2m•e2m = 1, act
as ‘pass’ or ‘hold’ filters for the memories; while 3C2 = 3 bivectors:
ηe2m ≡ e0m ∧e1m; ηe0m ≡ e1m ∧e2m ; ηe1m ≡ e2m ∧ e0m,
serve as associative switches, which rotate the switch memories for given inputs. The resultant set of
the three component rotations has three components – one for each rotator – two of which are additive
opposites. The chosen component is the element which appears with its opposite. To select the positive
element of the additive opposites, compare each of the three choices. The component switch selection
algorithm is
for m = 0,1
if s0,1m = −s1,2m∪s0,1m = −s2,0m: s+m→s0m
else if s1,2m = −s2,0m: s+m→s1m
else s+m→s2m
next m
This algorithm returns the positive m-component to the vector switch. Designate the switch memories
sets,
s0-:{e0-0(1), e0-1(2), e0-2(0)}, s1-:{ e1-0(1), e1-1(2), e1-2(0));,
and the returned switching vector as
spq01:(s0e0p, s1e1q); p,q∈{0,1,2}.
These eight elements are the switching memory and switching vector. The switch structure,
s±(θx,ym) ≡ δxym + (1−δxym)ηezm; y = (x+1)mod3; z = (x+2)mod3,
permits an exclusive ‘OR’ (XOR) switching decision via the Krönecker delta, δxym. So we abuse
notation to write the component switch logic as,

s±(θx,(x+1)mod3m) ≡ 1⊕ηme(x+2)mod3m.
The multivector connective, ‘+’ is replaced by an XOR operator. This indicates either the switch is a
unit scalar or a bivector; but not both. A switch operation on memory, s−x((x+1)mod3)m,
s±x,(x+1)mod3ms−x((x+1)mod3)m = (1⊕ηme(x+2)mod3m)sx((x+1)mod3)m,
s±x,(x+1)mod3ms−x((x+1)mod3)m = sxm⊕s(x+1)mod3m.
Note that the switch ‘passes’ one or the other components of the bivector – the switching associates.
Since the result may be either positive or negative, we always take the positive basis. The total vector
switch returned is,
(s±p,q0 s0p(q), s±v,w1 s1v(w)) = (s0p⊕s0q, s1v⊕s1w),
from above, this is
(s±p,q0 s0p(q), s±v,w1 s1v(w)) ≡ sqw01:(s0e0q, s1e1w); q,w∈{0,1,2},
i.e., the returned switching vector of a memory rotation.
BASIS-SWITCHING FUNCTIONAL
ARTM investigated three component functionals: minimum count variance, a simple count comparator,
and adaptive thresholding. Each decision requires previous data on the channel set; thus, there is a 1 bit
channel memory. For simplicity denote the channel memory c-∈{0,1}, and the next channel selection,
c+∈{0,1}. The functional module uses a thresholding technique for channel selection. The switch is
composite logical operator of three count threshold decisions of the previous channel (c-) memory.
Optionally, fx is a single or double-sided indicator function:

 0 iff n x- ≤ n x ≤ n x+
x±
f (n x , n ) ≡ 
; x∈{x,(x+1)mod3,∆}.
xx+
x
x
 1 n < n or n > n
Channel thresholds have three regions – nxm±(nxms(k)) and n∆m±(nxms(k),nyms(k)) – as a function of the
channel count and count memory. Single-sided thresholds are implemented by setting the lower limit to
zero (nx-m = n∆−m=0). The basic threshold switching logic equations are
fm ≡ ((fx⊕f(x+1)mod3)f∆)m,
ϕm ≡ (f-~s-⊕s-)m, θm(φm,ϕm) ≡ (φm)(ϕm).3

3

This is a variation on Kenneth Temple’s original logic.

f-~s- denotes the functional on the channel opposite the switch memory, and juxtaposition, (x)(y) denotes
logical ‘x AND y’. The switch selects the angle of rotation in the plane ηmezm, where ezm is the axial
vector dual of bivector sx,ym ≡ exm ∧ eym. The switch-angle map is given above and shown here again,
 0 if (φm )(ϕm ) = 0
θx,(x+1)mod3m ≡ 
.
π / 2 if (φm )(ϕm ) = 1

Also,
s+m = s±*m(θx,(x+1)mod3m )s-,
as shown above4. The decision threshold function ( fx) arguments are cross-channel (component) count
vectors, nx,ym, and threshold scalar sets, {nmx}, x∈{±x, ±∆}, x∈{0,1,2}; ∆ = (x+1)mod3 – x. The
switching operator with explicit two-component, two--channel arguments is,
φ(fx(nxm, nxm±)) ≡ (f(n0m, n0m±)⊕f(n1m, n1m±))•f(n∆, n∆m±).
Or in general
φ(f(nxm, nxm±), f(nym, nym±), f(n∆j, nj∆±)).
Where
nxm±(nxms(k)) ≡ {nx+m, nx-m}; n∆m±(n0ms(k),n1ms(k)) ≡ {n∆+m, n∆−m};
m∈{0,1}, x∈{0,1,2} k∈Nk,
are the adaptive thresholds. The scalar sets,{nxm+, nxm−}, are statistical measures on the channel quality
indicators derived below. For a component switching module we have a set of switching functionals of
vector-scalar complexes,
nm:{{nx+m,nx-m}, {n(x+1)mod3+m, n(x+1)mod3-m}, {n∆+m, n∆−m}};
m∈{0,1}; x∈{0,1,2}.
THRESHOLD DIFFUSION
To determine the threshold limits, the SDI module use an adaptive algorithm around a sample mean.
The statistics are calculated in a submodule that takes k samples of counts (sample memory depth),
assumes a uniform density (1/k) for the samples and calculates the mean and mode (µ(nk), µ*(nk)) and
variance (var: σ2(nk); std dev: ±σ(nk)) at every 0 = s mod k of loop iterate, s.5 From the statistics of the
extrema variance we establish 3 threshold sets. The 1st two sets, nxm±(nxms(k)), are derived from µ0, µ1 &
σ0, σ1.

4
5

The conjugate, s* is used for convenience in the sign.
ARTM also investigated using ‘dc-rms’ values, these are also viable parameters for thresholding.

nxm±(nxms(k)) ≡ µ(nxms(k)) ± mσ(nxms(k));
m∈{0,1}; x∈{0,1,2}; k∈Nk, s∈Ns, m∈{K\3½}6.
Where m is a ‘mass function’ or ‘fractional Kalman gain’. From this point on, for convenience, the
mean, mode or dc value is represented as µ, and std dev and rms is σ. The 3rd threshold (delta) set, and
nm∆±(nxms(k),n(x+1)mod3ms(k)), is ½ average of σ0, σ1 around (±) the difference of means (or modes).
n∆±m(nxms(k), n(x+1)mod3ms(k)) ≡ |∆µ(nms(k))| ± ½ mσ(nms(k)),
where, σ(nms(k)) denotes the average standard deviation between channels for sample s(k). µ is selected
as the threshold point, from which upper/lower bounds are calculated. The statistical sets (or random
vectors) are those of the extrema variance, calculated at sampling intervals s mod k = 0.
σ2(nxms+1(k) ) ≡ v01(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2( nxms(k))).
Next state variance is computed independently for each channel, x:{0, 1,2}; the thresholds are
determined independently for each count queue nxms(k).
The statistical data set is designated,
χ(µ,σ,n):{µ(nxms(k)),σ2(nxms(k)),{nxm±(nxms(k))}};
c∈{0,1}; m∈{0,1,2}; x∈{0,1,∆}, k∈Nk, s∈Ns,
or simply,
χ(µ,σ,n)s ≡ {µxmk,σ2 xmk,{nxm±}}s.
The deviation mass has a rational weights of a gain, g. This gain is a ‘Kalman type’, i.e., derived from
variations and a ‘noise variance’, R. The gain equations are
g ≡ min(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2( nxms(k)))[min(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2(nxms(k)))+R]-1,
R ≡ σ2(∂0nxms(k)).
The noise variance is derived from the discrete derivative of the counts samples. ARTM also used a
variance difference to calculate the gain,
g ≡ ∆(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2( nxms(k)))[∆(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2(nxms(k)))+R]-1,
∆(σ2(nxms+1(k)),σ2( nxms(k))) ≡ ½(σ2(nxms+1(k)) – σ2(nxms(k))),
R as above. The data memory (queue) of the channel is erased every s increment, and the statistics are
stored for comparison next s. The longer the queue the better the statistic, but this also takes time away
from count processing; thus, there is a trade-off between better estimates and channel switching. The
delta threshold has several possibilities. I chose an adaptation between std dev extrema above and
below the two channel means. The general delta threshold equations (w/o gain) are,
6

This denotes the set {1, ½, 1½,…,3} weighted with g, an empirical ‘gain’.

n∆+ = (µmax + σmax) − (µmin − σmin); n∆− = (µmax − σmax) − (µmin − σmin).
This technique results in a threshold range between limits (±Σκσκ) of the difference of means. This
easily shown to be
n∆+ = |µ0 − µ1| + (σ0 + σ1); n∆− = |µ0 − µ1| − (σ0 + σ1).
In simplified notation, for each interval, s = 0mod k, with gain, we have the particular channel delta
thresholds,
nm∆±(∆nms(k)) ≡ |∆µ(nxms(k),n(x+1)mod3ms(k))| ± mΣmσm(nxms(k) ).
This actually skews the swing, so I average rather then sum the deviations, as the extrema are ‘rare’
occurrences anyway. So, the delta threshold equation is
n∆m±(∆njs(k)) ≡ |∆µ( nxms(k),n(x+1)mod3ms(k))| ± ½ mΣxσx(nxms(k));
m∈{0,1,2}, m∈{g\3½},
where g is as shown above. ARTM used ‘fractional weighting’, {3½}∈Q, for the gain weight to allow
for more options to fit the empirical data, as the actual probability density is unknown and generally not
uniform.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
To select the ‘best quality’ signal in a diversified, or multi-source channel environment, ARTM has
developed a SDI channel for each source and an algorithm for diversity branch selection (DBS). The
technique incorporates an adaptive thresholding algorithm that ‘fits’ to the present channel states, this is
an advantage, as the data to drive the decision algorithm. The decision algorithm is an implementation
of a minimum variance filter which incorporates a Kalman type gain using a data derivative as the noise
variance source. The switching thresholds for channel selection diffuse on the gradient of a data sample
mean. The switching algorithm incorporates a logic functional based on the threshold diffusion and
channel memory to select channel components, or basis elements, from the active and memorized
switching states. The selected switching state forms a ‘rotation cliffor’ with the channel memory to
rotate the present channel state into the next. The use of an even cliffor allows for either the ‘hold’ of a
channel state, or a rotation into one of (3C2)2 = 9 possible states, of which only three are acceptable –
those in which the selected interior and exterior switches coincide in one of three channels. The use of a
‘logical cliffor’ is not necessary; it was done as an interesting application of geometric algebra.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss a Block Adaptive Vector Quantization(BAVQ) Algorithm for
Synthetic Aperture Radar(SAR). And we discuss a realization method of BAVQ
algorithm for SAR raw data compressing in digital signal processor. Using the algorithm
and the digital signal processor, we have compressed the SIR_C/X_SAR data.
KEYWORD
Synthetic Aperture Radar(SAR), Raw Data Compress, Block Adaptive Vector
Quantization (BAVQ)
Introduction
Vector quantization(VQ) is a relatively new coding technique that has aroused wide
interest. When applied to image coding, VQ provides many attractive features in
applications where high compression ratios are desired. In these applications, the
performance objective is good subjective visual quality rather than an accurate match
between the original and coded video waveforms. One unique feature of VQ is that high
compression ratios are possible with relatively small block sizes, unlike other
compression techniques such as transform coding. Use of smaller block sizes in block
coding has been known to lead to better subjective quality. A second feature of VQ is that
the decoder is very simple to implement, making VQ attractive for single-encoder,
multiple-decoder application.
In this paper, we first discuss the Vector Quantization principle, and then discuss the
Block Adaptive Vector Quantization(BAVQ) algorithm for Synthetic Aperture Radar(SAR).
Then we introduce a realization method of BAVQ algorithm for SAR raw data
compressing. Using the method, we have compressed the SIR_C/X_SAR raw data. The
raw data is 2048×4096(8M_byte), after compressed the data is 2M_byte.

1.

Vector Quantization

Dividing the N×K sampled data which is a raw serial {xi} into N random vectors of K
dimensions, forming the raw signal space X={X1，X2，…，XN} (X∈RK , RK is Euclideam
Space), the jth vector is :
Xj={x(j-1)K+1，x(j-1)K+2，…，xjK}，

j=1,2, …,N

(1-1)

here X={X1，X2，…，XN} and Xj ,called an output point, is in RK for each j. A quantizer
is referred to as vector quantizer to distinguish from the special case of a one-dimensional
quantizer where k=1.
Associated with every N point quantizer in RK is a partition R1，R2，…,Rj ,
where:

R j = Q −1 ( x j ) = { x ∈ R k : Q ( x ) = x j }

(1-2)

With this definition, it follows that
 J
K
 U Ri = R
 i =1
 Ri I R j = Φ,


(1-3)
i≠ j

The quantizer Q is thus uniquely defined by jointly specifying the output set X and the
corresponding partition {Rj}.
We will seek a vector Zi each subspace Rj , set substitute vector volume:
Z i = {Z i1 , Z i 2 , L Z iN }

(1-4)

Z is called out-space or codebook, Zi is called code-vector or code-word, the N is
codebook length. The basic structure of vector quantization is shown in figure 1.

codebook

codebook

Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 ,L , Z i }
Xj
Vector
data

if d ( X j , Z i ) ≤ d ( X j , Z k ) for
k=1,2,…,J， Z i instead of X j ，

Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 ,L , Z i }
Transmit
channel

search Z i from
codebook

output i
Figure.1 The Basic Structure of Vector Quantization

X j = Zi

At the figure 1, when we ensure the vector X j ∈ R k that is an input vector of vector
quantization is belong to a space, the Z i will be output as the space.
We briefly describe the basic idea of a vector quantizer at figure 1 for the sake of
completeness and to introduce notation. The input X to seeker is a vector of k dimensions.
The seeker computes the distortion d(X,Zi) between the input X and each codevector Zi ,
i=1,2,…,N from a codebook Z. The optimum seeker rule is the nearest neighbor rule, in
which the index i is transmitted to the seeker if codevector Zi yields the least distortion.
In the case of a tie, some tie-breaking rule, such as picking the smallest index, is
employed. We need log2N bits to transmit the index if fixed length codewords are
employed. The quantity R=(1/k) log2N is the rate of the coder in bits per pixed(bpp). The
seeker simply looks up the ith codevector Zi from a copy of the codebook Z, and the
output X$ is Zi . The performance of VQ is measured by the average distortion,
D = E [d ( X , X$ )] , where the expectation is taken over the k-dimensional probability
density of X. Since we must compute N distortion values in general to encode each vector,
and since N grows exponentially with R and k, both high-rate and high-dimensionality
vector quantizers are impractical.

Using the vector quantizer, we could quantizate several data at one time by an input
vector X that has vary data.
X = { X 1 , X 2 ,L, X N }

(1-5)

Using the substitute vector Z i = {Z i1 , Z i 2 ,L , Z iN } , that is called codevector. Each
codevector is coded only by codeword Wi, all N codevectors will be composed a
codebook. The d{Zi,x} is called distance of codevector and input vector, the d{Zi,x} is
given by
d{Z i , x} = ( x1 − Z i1 ) 2 + ( x 2 − Z i 2 ) 2 + L + ( xi − Z iN ) 2

(1-6)

the (6) states that the N quantizated data(X1,X2,…XN) will be composed a vector X, then
seeking the vector Zi which is similitude with vector X from the codebook, the vector Zi is
minimum distance d{Zi,x}. When finding the vector, the vector’s codeword Wi will be
transmitted to decoder, the decoder will seek the same codebook and will made the
reproduction vector Zi.
2.

Block Adaptive Vector Quantization(BAVQ)

An N-level k-dimensional quantizer is a mapping, q, that assigns to each input vector,
X={X1，X2，…，XN}, a reproduction vector, x=q(x), drawn from a finite reproduction
alphabet, A={yi;i=1,…,N}. The quantizer q is completely described by the reproduction
alphabet (or codebook) A together with the partition, S={Si;i=1,…,N}, of the input vector

space into the sets Si={x:q(x)=yi} of input vectors mapping into the ith reproduction
vector (or vectorword). Such quantizers are also called block quantizers and vector
quantizers.
The block adaptive vector quantizater is composed of block adaptive quantizer and vector
quantizer. By using the method, we could advance the signal and noise ratio(SDNR) with
BAVQ even if the input data is composed of independence random data with
Gauss-distribution.
Because the orthogonal data of SAR raw data is Gauss-distribution of zero-mean, if the
data is normalized a normal-distribution which is zero-mean and the squared error is one,
vector quantizating all SAR raw data which is fulfilled by a matched normal-distribution
codebook, the codebook data will be reduced. The SAR raw data would be divided into
small block, such as: 32 × 32 or 64×64. To fulfill normalize the raw data, we must
estimate the squared error at real-time. In fact, the block adaptive quantizer is a good
normalizing processor for SAR raw data, the output data of Block Adaptive
Quantization(BAQ) would be vector quantizatted, see figure 2. The SAR raw data will
be encoded by BAQ, the BAQ encoder output two result, one is block data standard
squared error which is calculated the SAR block raw data, the other is the encoded result.
The output result of BAQ will be input to vector quantization encoder, and re-encoded
the input data, the compressed data of vector quantization encoder and the standard
squared error data will be output. There are some feature of BAVQ:⑴ using the high
encode-ratio of vector quantization, ⑵ predigest the process of vector quantization, ⑶
hold the feature of BAQ.

SAR
Raw Data

Vector
Quantization
Encoder
Compressed
Data Output

BAQ
Encoder
squared error
Figure 2

BAVQ Algorithm principle

3.

The Application of BAVQ Algorithm

For realizing the compressed process at real-time, we take use of high digital signal
processor(DSP) for compressing SAR raw data. At the DSP, we have realized
multi-algorithm for compressing SAR raw data, such as, BAQ-algorithm,
BAVQ-algorithm, and so on. According to the need, we would select different algorithm
to compress SAR raw data.

Computer

Digital
Signal
Processor

Parallel Port Dupl-RAM

RAM

CPLD
Figure 3 The hardware principle realization

The SAR raw data compressor hardware principle is described at figure 3, and the
BAVQ algroithm principle at figure 4. The raw data compressor is composed with digital
signal processor(DSP), duple-RAM, RAM and complex programme logical driver.
Through the computer parallel, the processor receive the SAR raw data, and then
according to the need, the DSP could compress the raw data with vary compressed
algorithm, such as 2-bit BAQ algorithm, 4-bit BAQ algorithm and BAVQ. After
compressed the data, the processor transmit the compressed-data to the computer by
parallel port, and at the computer, we could decode the compressed-data and use RD or
Chirp Scaling algorithm to image. Using the BAVQ algorithm, we have utilized the
vector decode principle to decode the compressed raw data, see figure 4. The figure 5 is
raw image which isn’t compressed, the figure 6 is decoded and imaging by the
compressor.
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Figure 4 Vector Quantizater Decode principle

Figure 5

Un-compressed Raw Image

Figure 6 Compressed and Decoded Image

Using the Normaled Mean Squared Error(NMSE), we would analy the compressed result
of SAR raw data, the Normaled Mean Squared Error is defined:

NMSE data =

1
M

M

∑ ( s − ~s )

1
M

2

(3-1)

M

∑ ( s)

2

s is the output signal of quantization, M is sample number.
where s is input signal, ~

Defining the signal distortion rate(SDNR) is the reciprocal of NMSE:

SDNRdata

1
M

1
=
= 10 log
1
NMSE data
M

M

∑ ( s)

2

M

∑ ( s − ~s ) 2

(3-2)

using (7) and (8), we could evaluate the quality of the compressed algorithm for SAR raw
data. Using DSP for compressing, the NMSE and SDNR of the compressed for SAR raw
data is follow:
NMSEdata=0.010816, SDNRdata=19.65934dB

4.

Conclusion

We have applied the BAVQ algorithm for SAR raw data at DSP, the research is becoming
increasingly important and the application should play an important role in future study
of the real-time compressing SAR raw data at satellite and airborne.
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TEMPORAL ALIGNMENT OF TELEMETRY STREAMS WITH
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ABSTRACT
In many test ranges, it is often required to acquire a number of telemetry streams and to process the
data simultaneously. Frequently, the streams have different delay characteristics, requiring temporal
alignment before the processing step. It is desired to have the capability to align these streams so
that the events in each stream are coincident in time. Terawave Communications has developed
technology to perform temporal alignment for a number of streams automatically. Additionally, the
algorithm performs the delay compensation independent of the source data rate of each stream.
Terawave will present the algorithm and share the results of their testing in a test installation.
KEYWORDS
Temporal Alignment, Delay Compensation, Packet-Based Telemetry Transport, Adaptive Clock
Recovery
INTRODUCTION
The staff at Terawave has been developing algorithms for transmission of telemetry streams over
packet-based networks for a number of years. As part of their development efforts, Terawave has
been developing algorithms that allow the user to easily configure the characteristics of a telemetry
transport system. One particular characteristic is the ability to configure the delay characteristics of
a telemetry transport system. In packet-based networks it is highly desirable to have the ability to
mitigate the effects of differential delay in the transport of packets across the network. One method
of accomplishing this is to provide a receive packet buffer of sufficient depth that short term
variations in the packet arrival time can be accommodated without loss of data or perturbations to
the recovered telemetry source clock.
Providing a deep receive packet buffer has the desired effect of providing the ability to
accommodate large packet arrival variations, but it also has negative effects, not the least of which is
the large amount of delay introduced by large buffers. Another negative effect is that with a given
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buffer level, the delay of the recovered telemetry stream varies with the source telemetry stream rate.
This requires the user to reconfigure the delay settings for telemetry streams with different bit rates.
Terawave has developed an algorithm that provides a constant delay for a recovered telemetry
stream, independent of the source telemetry stream rate. This algorithm has applications in
providing temporal alignment of telemetry streams with different delay characteristics, allowing
events to be aligned in time.
In this paper, Terawave will describe the algorithm in the application of temporal alignment of
telemetry streams. The results from a proof of concept installation will be provided. Finally, areas
of further development will be identified and discussed.
PACKET-BASED TELEMETRY TRANSPORT
Packet-based transport of telemetry streams is characterized by the basic operations of conversion of
the telemetry stream to packets at the network ingress, the transport of the packets through the
network, and the regeneration of the telemetry stream from the received packets at the network
egress.
At the network egress packets are stored in a buffer. The serial telemetry stream is then regenerated
by removing the packets from the buffer, re-serializing the data, and clocking it to the output
interface at the regenerated telemetry stream rate. In this paper, the regeneration of the source
telemetry rate is accomplished using adaptive clock recovery techniques.
One of the effects of packet-based telemetry transport is the delay introduced by the packetizing
process. The delay is the amount of time required to assemble a packet and is dependent upon the
bit rate of the telemetry stream. At the network ingress, this delay can be limited to the time required
to assemble one packet, if the packet is transmitted immediately upon assembly.
At the network egress, an additional amount of delay is added, due to the adaptive clock recovery
process. This is mainly due to the delay introduced by the buffering of receive packets at the
network egress, and is dependent upon the nominal level of the receive buffer, and the source
telemetry stream rate. This delay can be varied by changing the nominal level of the receive buffer,
and is the basis for the delay equalization algorithm described in this paper.
However, the packetizing process also adds an uncertainty to the output delay in addition to the
inherent delay introduced by the receive buffer. This uncertainty is introduced because the adaptive
clock algorithm functions by sampling the buffer level, and adjusting the regenerated telemetry
stream clock accordingly. The sampling of the buffer level is independent of the cell arrival time, so
at any sample time, the buffer level will be at some nominal level plus or minus a fraction of a cell
depending upon the cell arrival time. This delay adds uncertainty to the delay equalization process,
and is dependent on the source telemetry rate.
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Figure 1 shows the delay uncertainty for packet assembly/disassembly for telemetry source rates
from 1 to 15 Mb/s. The values range from 376 µsec for a source rate of 1 Mbit/s to 37.6 µsec for a
source telemetry rate of 10 Mbit/s.
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Figure 1--Packet Delay Characteristics

The effects of packetizing uncertainty will be evaluated as part of the study of the delay
compensation method.
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DELAY EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM
The Delay Equalization Algorithm provides the user the ability to configure the delay contributed at
the network egress point for a telemetry stream, and will maintain this delay independent of the
source telemetry stream rate.
A simple block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The delay equalization function is
implemented at the network egress point, and the inputs to the algorithm are the telemetry packets
that are received from the network uplink, and the required nominal delay setting, δ0, which is a
value programmed by the user. The outputs from the algorithm are the regenerated serial telemetry
stream with the bit rate of the source stream, and with the delay as set by δ0.

NETWORK
EGRESS

δ0

INPUT
CLOCK

PACKET
BUFFER

TM
CLOCK
REGEN

TM STREAM
SERIALIZER

TM
OUT

OUTPUT
CLOCK

RATE
CALCULATION
Figure 2--Delay Equalization Algorithm

The Network Egress is the point at which the telemetry packets are removed from the network and
fed to the Delay Equalization Algorithm. Examples of the Network Egress are DS3 or OC3 uplinks
if connected to a WAN, or an Ethernet interface in IP networks.
The packets received from the Network Egress are stored in the Packet Buffer. The Packet Buffer
provides temporary storage for the telemetry packet prior to the serialization process. Additionally,
the Packet Buffer is used by the TM Clock Regeneration functional block in the adaptive clock
recovery process.
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The Rate Calculation block provides an estimate of the telemetry stream rate to the TM Clock
Regeneration block. The telemetry stream rate can be estimated from the incoming packet rate. The
packet rate is integrated to remove short-term variations due to delay variations in the transmit time
of the individual telemetry packets.
The TM Clock Regeneration uses the estimated telemetry stream rate from the Rate Calculation
functional block, coupled with the nominal stream delay, δ0, to regenerate the source telemetry
clock. The source telemetry clock is regenerated using adaptive clock recovery techniques. The
adaptive clock recovery algorithm uses the fact that the source telemetry stream rate can be deduced
from the rate of packets received at the Network Egress. As packets are received, they are placed
into the Packet Buffer at the Input Clock rate, which is equivalent to the packet rate. The packets are
removed from the Packet buffer at the Output Clock rate, which is controlled by the TM Clock
Regeneration block. By controlling the Output Clock rate such that a constant Packet Buffer level is
maintained, the Input Clock and Output Clock rates will be equal, and the Output Clock rate will
match the source telemetry clock.
In typical adaptive clock recovery implementations, the nominal level of the Packet Buffer is
normally set to a static value. This level translates into a constant delay introduced by the adaptive
clock regeneration algorithm, and is a function of the buffer level and the source telemetry stream
rate. The Delay Equalization algorithm manipulates the nominal level of the Packet Buffer to
provide a variable amount of delay, which is automatically adjusted as the source telemetry stream
rate changes.
Using the nominal delay, δ0, and the estimated telemetry stream rate, the TM Clock Regeneration
block calculates the required nominal Packet Buffer level to achieve the delay requirements for the
recovered telemetry stream. The adaptive clock algorithm described above is then used to
regenerate the source telemetry clock, using the calculated value for the nominal Packet Buffer level.
A number of design considerations were addressed in the implementation of the algorithm.
Rate Estimation—The Delay Equalization Algorithm needs an indication of the rate of the source
telemetry stream in order to adjust the delay at the network egress point. The algorithm must be able
to distinguish between short-term variations in the packet rate causes by network transmission
delays, and actual changes in the packet rate. The Rate Estimation function used in this algorithm
implements a filter to reject short-term variations in the packet rate.
Nominal Buffer Calculation—It is most important in this case to quickly and accurately determine
when a rate change has occurred, and to reconfigure the nominal level of the Packet Buffer. The
Delay Equalization Algorithm implements an adaptive mechanism that optimizes the switchover
time to a new buffer value, while maintaining resistance to short term packet rate changes.
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RESULTS
To test the algorithm, a network was assembled with three telemetry sources of different source rates
connected to a WAN interface at the network ingress. The sources were generated using standard
BERT test equipment. As the telemetry streams were regenerated at the network egress, the delay
was measured using a software monitoring application. A delay setting of 50 milliseconds was
configured as the nominal delay for each stream. The source telemetry streams had rates of 10 Mb/s,
5 Mb/s and 1 Mb/s. The delay data was then captured for each stream to measure the adaptation
time, and the delay uncertainty. The results are shown in Figure 3 (10 Mb/s), Figure 4 (5 Mb/s), and
Figure 5 (1 Mb/s).
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Figure 3--Delay characteristics for 10 Mbit TM stream
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Figure 4--Delay characteristics for 5 Mbit TM stream
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Delay, 1 Mb/s TM Stream
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Figure 5--Delay characteristics for 1Mb/s TM stream

As can be seen from the figures, the Delay Equalization Algorithm was able to maintain the delay of
the regenerated streams to 50 milliseconds within an error band of + 100 µseconds. The short-term
uncertainty in the delay is attributed to the packetization uncertainty described earlier.
From this data it can be concluded that the basic Delay Equalization Algorithm has the ability to
maintain a constant delay for a number of telemetry streams with different source rates.
CONCLUSION
The Delay Equalization algorithm described in this document was developed to provide a means to
configure the delay characteristics of a number of telemetry streams such that streams with different
network transmission delays can be temporally aligned. A basic algorithm was described to perform
automatic delay compensation, and was verified in a test environment. A number of additional
developments can be pursued to add additional features to the Delay Compensation algorithm.
The Delay Compensation algorithm described in this paper can be used to compensate for delays
observable to the algorithm. The user is required to have knowledge of the delay characteristics of
the transport network and to configure the delay characteristics for each source telemetry stream. In
some cases the delay characteristics are not known, or are dynamic in nature. One method to
support “end-to-end” delay compensation is to time stamp each packet at the network ingress, and
have all time stamps synchronized to a common clock, such as a GPS clock. At the network egress
point, the timestamps for each stream are examined to determine the worst-case differential delay
between the telemetry stream with the lowest delay, and the telemetry stream with the greatest delay.
The Delay Compensation algorithm can then be applied to provide the required temporal alignment
of the streams.
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It is believed that the Delay Compensation algorithm as described in this paper can be used in its
current form, and in the future as the basis of further development to alleviate the effects of
telemetry stream delay inequalities in the test range.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, based on the parallel move equivalent sequence of m sequence ,one type of CDM
telemetry system is issued. Also the method for anti multi-path interference(MPI) of the system is
proposed and its performance is analyzed. We proved that this system not only holds the merits
which are inherent in common spread-spectrum communication system, but also has better
transmission efficiency.

KEYWORDS
Spread-Spectrum Communication, CDM Telemetry System, m Sequence, Parallel Move
Equivalent Sequence.

INTRODUCTION
It is known that, in many multiplexing telemetry systems, the multiplexing telemetry data have to
be simultaneously transmitted, thus the multiplexing communication technology should be
adopted in these systems[1~4]. FDMA, TDMA and CDMA are these commonly used multiplexing
technology, in which CDMA is the best multiple access mode. In CDMA, orthogonal codes are
used to realize multiple access. Since m sequence has good pseudo-random nature, it is
commonly adopted in spread-spectrum communication system. The common spread-spectrum
communication system has better characteristics than other communication systems such as
FDMA and TDMA communication systems. It has good merits such as good anti-interference
ability, low signal trapped rate, good anti multi-path ability, easily realized, sharing the bandwidth
with the traditional modulation mode and etc. Therefore, more and more attention has been paid
to the development of the spread-spectrum communication technology. In this paper, we
proposed one type of spread-spectrum CDM system used in multiple telemetry system whose
error probability is lower than the common spread-spectrum communication system.

THE SYSTEM MODEL
As is known, m sequence has good pseudo-random nature, especially has periodic autocorrelation
1，τ = 0
nature: ρ (τ ) = 
where N is the m sequence’s cyclic. The parallel move equivalent
1 N，τ = others
sequence of m sequence is adopted as the orthogonal codes for the CDM system. This not only
makes this type of multiplexing system own the inherent merits of common spread-spectrum
communication system, but also can enhance the data transmission rate. But unfortunately, since
the parallel move sequences of m sequence are quasi-orthogonal, there exists multiplexing
interference when they are used as the orthogonal codes for the CDM system. In order to
counteract the multiplexing interference, one method is proposed in this paper. This method
makes the CDM system in this paper different from the common CDM system. The difference is
described as follows: for one path data, it is modulated not only by the parallel move equivalent
sequence of one m sequence, but its negative signal is modulated by another parallel move
equivalent sequence. With the same way, other paths’ data are pseudo modulated. If the
synchronization for the codes is strictly accurate, it can be proved that such CDM system
constructed by the parallel move equivalent sequence of m sequence can subtract out the
multiplexing interference completely, also the channel has higher output SNR than the common
CDM system which adopts the common spread-spectrum modulation mode. Its block diagrams
are shown follows as Figure.1 and Figure.2.
As is shown in Figure.1, there are M-path data that will be transmitted, in which
PN11 , PN12 , PN 21 , PN 22 ,K , PN M 1 , PN M 2 are the same m sequence’s parallel move equivalent
sequences, for example, PN11 = an , PN12 =an−2 ,K , PN M 1 =an−4( M −1) ,PN M 2 =an−4( M −1)−2 .( an is a m
sequence, an−2 is an ’s left shift two bits parallel move equivalent sequence, the other sequences
are expressed with the same way.) According to different synchronization methods, we can also
select other respective parallel move equivalent sequences which have different phases. At the
source end, PN11 is used to modulate the first path data d1 ( t ) , PN12 is used to modulate the
first path’s negative signal − d1 ( t ) , the others are dealt with the same way. For example, the M th
path data d M ( t ) is modulated with PN M 1 , its negative signal − d M ( t ) is modulated with PN M 2 .
After modulation, the multiplexing data is linearly accumulated firstly, then is multiplied with
signal carrier and transferred by the antennas.
The block diagram of the system’s reception end is presented with Figure 2: First, the carrier is
demodulated, then the received signal is multiplied with PN11 , PN 21 ,K , PN M 1 through
correlation

calculation.

Thus

every

path

data

is

separated

from

its

carrier(Here

PN12 , PN 22 ,K , PN M 2 don’t need to be dealt with correspondingly).Since the fixed phase is

ensured between PN11 , PN12 , PN 21 , PN 22 ,K , PN M 1 , PN M 2 , after reception , one path signal is
synchronously dealt with correlation calculation, the interference from others is only +1/ N or
−1/ N ，N is the m sequence’ s period, which is determined by the m sequences’ self-correlation
nature. As well as for any path signal, it and its negative signal are modulated with two different
parallel move equivalent sequence of a m sequence. So after dealt with correlation calculation,
the residual interference is just

( +1/ N ) + ( −1/ N ) = 0 , thus it can be seen that the multiplexing

interference is completely removed. It is not difficult to prove that the demodulated signals
consist of PN1 ( t ) d ( t ) and − PN1 ( t ) d ( t ) . After being demodulated, the output SNR and the
anti-interference ability are enhanced corresponding.
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Figure 1 The source end’s schematic diagram of the CDM system
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Figure 2 The reception end’s block diagram of the CDM system

THE PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM
1.The data transmission rate of the system
In common spread-spectrum communication system, a PN sequence is used to fulfill the
modulation by adding it to the data with modulus 2. After reception, two phases “+” and ”-” can
be demodulated, so at any transmission time, the information quantity is log 2 2 1 = 1(bit ) .
The M-path CDM system which is constituted with the parallel move equivalent sequence of m
sequence can encode M paths data, which has M states, thus at any transmission time, the
information quantity is log 2 2 M = M (bit ) . This shows that the M-path CDM system which is
constituted with the parallel move equivalent sequence of m sequence has M times data
transmission rate and effectivity than common spread-spectrum communication system, which is
obtained just through transmitting 2M PN code sequence synchronously.

2.The error probability of the system
We assume that the transmitted signal of the M-path CDM system which is constituted with the
parallel move equivalent sequence of m sequence is:

s ( t ) = 2P d1 ( t ) PN11 ( t ) − d1 ( t ) PN12 ( t ) +…+ dM (t)PNM1(t) − dM ( t ) PNM 2 ( t )  Cos(ω0t +ϕ )

(1)

and it can be rewritten as such forms:
M

s ( t ) = 2 P ∑  di ( t ) PNi1 ( t ) − di ( t ) PN i 2 ( t ) Cos (ω 0t + ϕ )

(2)

i =1

Where P is the signal’s power, di ( t ) is the i th path’s data, PN i1、PN i 2 are the i th parallel move
equivalent sequences of m sequence. Without loss of generality, considering the noise added on
the channel when the signal is transmitted, the received signal can be written as:
u (t ) = s (t ) + n (t )

(3)

Where n ( t ) is the noise added to the channel. In order to encode the k th path data, the carrier is
demodulated first, then PN k 1 is used to process the correlation calculation, thus the encoded signal

is:

Vk ( t ) = ∫

T

0

M

2 P ∑  di ( t ) PN i1 ( t ) − di ( t ) PN i 2 ( t ) Cos (ω 0t + ϕ ) 
 i =1


× 2 PPN k 1 ( t − τ ) Cos (ω t + ϕ
n

n

) dt + ∫ n ( t )
T

0

2 PPN k 1 ( t − τ ) Cos (ω t + ϕ
n

n

) dt

(4)

When the local PN code is not accurately synchronized with the received signal, then

τ = 0,ω n = ω 0 ,ϕ n = ϕ .After being filtered by a LPF, the encoded signal can be expressed as
follows:
T M
T

Vk (t ) = P ∫ ∑ [ di (t ) PN i1 (t ) − di (t ) PN i 2 (t )] PN k1 (t ) dt + 2 P ∫ n(t ) PN k1 (t )Cos (ω 0t + ϕ ) dt (5)
0
0
 i=1


The first term of the right-hand side（RHS）of formula (5) is:
T M

Vk1 ( t ) = P ∫ ∑  di ( t ) PN i1 ( t ) − di ( t ) PN i 2 ( t )   PN k1 ( t ) dt
0
 i =1


(6)

When k ≠ i , the cross correlation coefficients between PN k1 (t ) and PN i1 (t ) 、 PN i 2 (t ) 、 PN k 2 (t )
are -1/N ， N is the circle of m sequence. But the cross correlation coefficients between

PN k1 (t ) and PN k1 (t ) is 1, then (6) can be rewritten as:
M


Vk1 ( t ) = PT dk ( t )(1 + 1 N ) + ∑ di ( t )( −1 N ) − di ( t )( −1 N )   = PT (1 + 1 N ) dk ( t )
i=1,i≠k



(7)

This shows that the branch signal d k (t ) PN k 2 (t ) has enhanced the useful signal. The second
item of formula (5) is:
T

N ( t ) = 2 P ∫ n ( t ) PN k1 ( t ) Cos (ω 0t + ϕ ) dt
0

(8)

According to [1], we know that: The mean of N (t ) is E [ N (t )] = 0 , the variance of N (t ) is
N0
N0
,in which
is the two sided power spectrum density of N (t ) .So the SNR of
2
2

σ 2 N ( t ) = PT

the system’s reception end can be deduced as follows:
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(9)

According to reference [1], we can know that the error probability is:
 2 PT (1 + 1 N ) 2
Pe = Q
N0

Where Q (

)






(10)

is the error function. Using this result, we can derive that the error probability of

the common spread-spectrum communication system is:

 2 PT 
'
Pe = Q

 N0 

(11)

3. Multiplexing interference
From formula (7), we can know that the multiplexing interference of this CDM system is:

RM ( t ) = PT

M

∑ d ( t )( −1 N ) − d ( t )( −1 N ) = 0

i=1,i≠k

i

(12)

i

Thus it can be seen that, in this system the multiplexing interference is removed completely. The
increasing of the transmission paths does not affect the anti-interference ability of this system.

THE NUMBERIC RESULT AND CONCLUSION
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Figure 3 The error rate probability curves of the proposed CDM system and the
common spread-spectrum communication system
In order to compare with the common spread-spectrum communication system, through the
computer simulation we give the curve of the system’s error probability performance versus
PT/N0(dB). It was given in Figure 3.
In Figure 3 , the circle of the m sequence is N which is equal to 127, the curve 1 is the error
probability for the common spread-spectrum communication system, the curve 2 is the error
probability of the parallel moves equivalent sequence of the m sequence. It is obvious that the
CDM system constituted with the parallel moves equivalent sequence of m sequence has less
error probability than the common spread-spectrum communication system. Simulation results
also show that the system’s reliability is enhanced through the method we have proposed.
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ABSTRACT
Global Positioning System (GPS) was analyzed in terms of its repeatable accuracy, UTM projection
for 2D plane coordinate system, satellite visibility performance and the horizontal dilution of
positioning (HDOP). The principle of Dead Reckoning together with body coordinate system
transformation was introduced. The complementary performance of GPS and DR, and GPS/DR
integration using gyroscope and accelerometer were given. Test results were demonstrated that the
repeatable accuracy of GPS alone is about 10 meters in open air, and DR can provide continuous
positioning output within sufficient accuracy when GPS signal is outage.
KEYWORDS
Test and Evaluation, Global Positioning System (GPS), Accuracy, Dead Reckoning (DR), Integrated
positioning

INTRODUCTION
Car navigation system is one of important sub-system in Intelligent Transport System (ITS), which
utilizes the positioning and information technologies to improve the traffic flow, decrease the traffic
congestion, decrease the energy wasted and environment pollution [1]. In a car navigation system,

the positioning, data transmission, map displaying are the main three parts for providing the control
center with the real-time position and status of the car for traffic information generation and route
guidance. Amongst all of them, the positioning is the basic component for car navigation system
and even for other sub-systems in ITS such as Commercial Vehicle Operation and Advanced Public
Transport System.
GPS has much better accuracy without SA(selected availability) and can work in all weather, at any
time of the day, and under specified conditions of radio-frequency interference, signal availability.
It is a passive satellite based positioning method which has been widely used in management of land
vehicle for some years. It uses at least 4 or 3 satellites for 3-dimension or 2-dimension positioning
separately. But GPS alone is not always sufficient especially when the car runs in an environment
with tall buildings or trees. When the satellite number GPS receiver tracked is less than three or
four, the position will also not be given if there is no additional information as compensation.
Many aided positioning methods such as DR (Dead Reckoning), wireless aided were adopted in car
navigation system [2] to provide continuous position output.
In comparison to DR aided methods, wireless aided methods are still dependant on the radio
environment, while Dead Reckoning is one stand-alone positioning system if the original location
and heading was given. However its error will accumulate over time. So DR alone is not enough
for vehicle navigation with randomicity and for a long time.
In this paper, GPS is analyzed in terms of its repeatable accuracy, UTM projection for 2D plane
coordinate system. The principle of Dead Reckoning together with body coordinate system
transformation is introduced in the next section. Based on the complementary performance of GPS
and DR, simple integration of the sensors is introduced using gyroscope and accelerometer. When
GPS solution is available, it is used for DR ensors calibration or error estimation, DR provides the
position output as a substitute during GPS’s outage. Test results are given in corresponding section
for GPS and DR individually.

TEST OF GPS
GPS is an all-weather, worldwide, continuous coverage satellite-based radio-navigation system.
GPS receivers measure the time delays and decode messages from in-view satellites to determine the
information necessary to complete position and time bias calculations. The accuracy of the position
and time solutions obtainable from a GPS receiver is the product of the two factors:
(1) UERE: user equivalent range error
UERE depends on the quality of the broadcast satellite signals and will vary between satellites
and also from time to time. It also depends on receiver/processor designs and can therefore vary from
equipment to equipment.

(2) DOP: dilution of precision
DOP is a geometric quantity depending on the relative positions of the user and the visible satellites.
High values of DOP cause small range measurement errors to become large positional errors.
Denoting the measure accuracy by σ (i.e. the standard deviation), the positioning accuracy follows
from the product of DOP and σ . For two-dimensional Cartesian plane car navigation system, the
position accuracy can be described as shown in equation (1).

var( x) + var( y ) = σ i HDOP

(1)

HDOP is a specific definition of DOP for horizontal positioning, var (x) and var (y) are variance of
east and north coordinates of the position. In general, if more satellites are visible, the standard
deviation of horizontal positioning is smaller with smaller HDOP and same σ . Figure 1-4 is HDOP,
Satellite Number, the changing of latitude and longitude in one static test result (11:13:58-19:01:17).

Figure 1 Visible satellite VS Time

Figure 2 HDOP VS Time

GPS receiver provides WGS 84 coordinates, which is an ECEF geodetic coordinates whose
semi-major axis length (i.e. a) equals 6378137.0 m, semi-minor axis length (i.e. b) equals
6356752.3142m. In WGS 84 coordinate system, one point is presented as (latitude, longitude,
altitude).
For transforming the longitude and latitude into plane Cartesian coordinate system, Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) is widely used as a conformal mapping and cylindrical projection [3].
For a given point (lat, lon), the transformation equation is as
e = f1 (lat , lon, lon0)

(2)

n = f 2 (lat , lon)

(3)

e and n are east and north coordinate in UTM projection respectively. Lon0 is the central meridian
longitude.

Figure 3

Latitude VS Time

Figure 4

Longitude VS Time

For GPS, there are three kinds of accuracy which describes the system performance named
predictable accuracy, repeatable accuracy and relative accuracy. Amongst them, the repeatable
accuracy is often used for evaluating the positional solution in car navigation system as the true
coordinate value of each point is not known accurately in the car trace. It means that the accuracy
with which a user can return to a position whose coordinates have been measured at a previous time
with the same receiver.
As US government cancelled SA from May of 2000, the repeatable accuracy of SPS is much better
than that with SA was on. Figure 5 shows the test result corresponding to Figure 1-4 and the
mean value is set to (0,0) in UTM projection. The CEP and RMS is 11.8m, 15.2m individually.
Figure 6 shows the dynamic test result (HDOP<1) and the mean value is set to (0,0).

Figure 5

Static test result.

Figure 6

Dynamic test result

PRINCIPLE OF DEAD RECKONING

DR is autonomous positioning in the condition of the original point coordinates and direction are
given. So it utilizes distance, direction changing during a time interval for recursive process.
Principle of DR is shown as Figure 7 [4]. Here it is assumed that there is no change of distance and
direction during sampling interval.
Let ( x0 , y0 ) and θ 0 is the coordinate and the direction of vehicle original point, where it is
assumed GPS signals are blocked. Distance and direction changing is provided by corresponding
sensors and named si and θ i separately, then the recursive process is as follows:

θ1 = θ 0 + ∆θ 0

x1 = x0 + s1 ⋅ cos θ1

θ 2 = θ1 + ∆θ1

x2 = x1 + s2 ⋅ cos θ 2

θ k = θ k −1 + ∆θ k −1

k

xk = x0 + ∑ si ⋅ cos θ i
i =1

y1 = y0 + s1 ⋅ sin θ1
y2 = y1 + s2 ⋅ sin θ 2
k

yk = y0 + ∑ si ⋅ sin θ i

(4)
(5)

(6)

i =1

In a modern approach to dead reckoning, body frame acceleration, velocity, or distance and heading
are measured electronically. If the velocity is measured, instantaneous navigation-frame velocities
are computed at a high rate based on the measured heading and the body-frame velocity. The
navigation-frame velocities are then integrated to determine the navigation-frame positions. The
differential equations describing the ideal mechanization of this approach are.
n(t ) cos(ψ (t )) − sin(ψ (t )) u (t )
e(t )  =  sin(ψ (t )) cos(ψ (t ))  v(t ) 



 

(7)

Where ϕ is the angle from the navigation north axis to body u axis measured positively in the
right-hand sense around the navigation-frame down axis (i. e. true heading), (n, e) are the north and
the east position components, (u, v) are the components of vehicle velocity in the body frame shown
as in Figure 8. If one - dimensional velocity sensor is used, let v = 0.
From the principle of DR, the sensors that comprise the DR system can be classified as either sources
of distance or sources of heading information. Distance information can be acquired from odometer
of vehicle itself, or longitudinally mounted accelerometers. Possible sources of heading information
include magnetic compasses and gyroscopes. So there are many different sensor configurations for
DR system such as gyroscope and odometer or gyroscope and accelerometer [5]. An accelerometer is
a self-contained device while an odometer must be fixed to the shaft of some wheels which can make
some inconveniences at times.
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Principle of DR ( θ 0 = 0 )

Figure 8 Body coordinate system of DR

GPS/DR INTEGRATION

The integration of GPS/DR comprises of GPS receiver, gyroscope and accelerometer (Figure 9).
These sensors’ raw data are acquired via serial port and I/O (input/output) port of the
micro-controller. For gyroscope and accelerometer sensor, the A/D (analog /digital) converter and
optional operational amplifier is needed. GPS receiver is used for providing the position of the car,
calibrating the DR sensors for decreasing the accumulative error for a long time, and providing the
original point for DR algorithm when the visible satellite number is 3 or more. Gyroscope and
accelerometer are used to compensate the GPS’s outage. The data processing flow chart is shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 9 Block diagram of GPS/DR integration
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Figure 10 Data processing flow chart

The calibration of DR sensors is mainly for their error estimate including the bias and noise. The
simplified calibration process can be described as follows. Given that the acceleration and angle
rate from accelerometer and gyroscope at one time epoch t i are written in equation (8), (9):
a = a + δa

(8)

ω = ω + δω

(9)

Where a, ω are the measured value of acceleration and angle rate, a , ω are the ideal value, δa, δω
are the error of sensors. Assuming that there is no acceleration and angle rate changing during the
sample interval, so the velocity of car at time t i +1 = t i + ∆t will be

v = vt + a ⋅ ∆t = vt + a ⋅ ∆t + δa ⋅ ∆t = vt +1 + δa ⋅ ∆t

(10)

and the heading at time t i +1 will be

ϕ = ϕ t + ω ⋅ ∆t = ϕ t + ω ⋅ ∆t + δω ⋅ ∆t = ϕ t +1 + δω ⋅ ∆t

(11)

based on the measurement of DR sensors. Where v, ϕ are from DR recursive process,
vt , vt +1 , ϕ t , ϕ t +1 are from GPS. The error of DR sensors δa, δω can be estimated on line when
GPS signal is available.
The test was conducted in Singaporean highway and urban areas, where there are two tunnels. The
test trajectory for GPS availability performance and the DR compensation is shown in Figure 11 and
the corresponding visible satellite number in Figure 12. GPS receiver can not give the position when
the visible satellite number is less than 3 where DR can provide continuous position for the mobile
vehicle.

SUMMARY
GPS has been widely applied in car navigation system as the positioning method. However, GPS
receiver can’t give continuous position when visible satellite is not enough because of tall buildings,
foliages or tunnels. DR is self-contained positioning system while it needs initialization and its error
accumulates over time. So GPS/DR integration is a complementary way that can provide continuous
position output for the car even GPS signals are blocked for a short time. DR sensors’ error
estimation also can be done using Kalman Filter if the sensors’ accurate dynamics model is described
successfully, which is the future work for GPS/DR integration in the car navigation system.

Figure 11 trajectory of test in Singapore

Figure 12 visible satellite number during the moving
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ABSTRACT
Quartz crystal is an important electronic element in the field of communication systems, computer
systems, etc. It is important to precisely measure the frequency of quartz crystal unit for
manufacturing. The Pi-network transmission system recommended by International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) is generally acknowledged as a measurement technique. However it needs a
precise frequency source. The frequency source must be calibrated within a regular period in the
process of manufacturing. Frequency counters, time internal counters, phase comparisons, which are
the most common frequency calibrations, are introduced in the paper. Nowadays GPS has also
become the primary system for frequency calibration. GPS receivers provide 1 PPS (Pulse Per
Second) with accuracy < 100 nanoseconds to UTC under normal conditions. Motorola UT Oncore
timing GPS with time accuracy < 50ns (1 sigma) uses time RAIM algorithm to ensure the validity
and reliability of measurements. The comparison between the precise 1PPS and local reference is
implemented. And the phase differences are logged and read by computer. According to the values,
the frequency output of DDS is coordinated. In order to reduce the phase ambiguity, local reference
is divided before comparison. The calibration can be implemented at any time by GPS. Block
diagrams of calibration are presented in this paper.
KEYWORDS
GPS (global positioning system), Calibration, PI Network
INTRODUCTION
Quartz crystal is widely used in the field of communication systems, computer systems, etc. Quartz
crystal has Piezoelectricity, which can convert mechanical energy into electric energy and vice versa.
Energy losses of the conversion become the least at the appropriate frequency. Quartz crystal has
much higher quality (Q) than other circuits, so it has high frequency stability. In general-purpose
Quartz crystal, the Q values are generally in the range of 104 to 106. It is important to precisely
measure the frequency of quartz crystal unit for manufacturing. Pi-network transmission system

recommended by International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is generally acknowledged as a
measurement technique for quartz crystal up to 200MHz. According to IEC-444, the PCI-based
transmission system is designed as follow figure 1. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the
measurement jig with other circuits of a frequency generator, a local oscillator, a power divider, an
attenuator, mixers, a phase difference measurement, a frequency calibration, a GPS receiver, and an
A/D converter. To minimize the measurement error and phase ambiguity, frequencies of
measurements are reduced to IF 450KHz by mixers. The determination of quartz crystal parameters
is based on the measurement of complex impedance [1]. While quartz crystal is inserted in the
pi-network jig, the signal from frequency generator is split into two paths by the power divider. One
path’s signal is directly mixed with the local oscillator to form an IF signal, the other path’s signal is
done like that through pi-network. Thus the phase difference and amplitudes of two paths’ IF signals
can be measured separately by the built-in phase meter and the A/D converter. After obtaining the
data from measurements, parameters of an quartz crystal can be calculated. The measurement
precision and error also depend on the frequency generator besides arrangement of pi-network, the
accuracy of voltages and phase measurements. Accordingly the measurement method needs a precise
frequency source. Moreover, the frequency source must be calibrated within the regular period in the
process of manufacturing. Generally the standard frequency source is stored in the special place and
kept by certain person. Thus the interval time between two calibrations is longer and the process of
calibration is not convenient. How to frequently and conveniently calibrate the signal source?
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Figure 1 Block diagram of the transmission system

GPS satellites are controlled and operated by the United States Department of Defense (USDOD).
The constellation includes at least 24 satellites (21 primary satellites and 3 in-orbit spares) that orbit
the earth in six fixed planes inclined 55°from equator. Typically six satellites or more are in
line-of-sight view all the time. GPS signals reception must be line-of-sight, which means that the
antenna must have a clear view without blockages due to buildings, towers, etc. If a clear sky view is
available. The signals can be received anywhere on the earth. By processing signals from the
satellites, a GPS receiver can determine its position with an uncertainty of < 10m. GPS, well known
as a worldwide positioning system, has also become the primary system for distributing time and
frequency. As we know, each satellite carries either rubidium or cesium oscillators, or a combination
of both. They are steered form USDOD ground stations and are referenced to what is known as
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), a worldwide basis for measuring time, maintained by the United
States Naval Observatory (USNO) in Washington DC. This allows GPS users to measure UTC
through solving for GPS time in equations and using broadcasting time parameter [2]. Thus GPS
receiver can provide one pulse per second (1PPS) signal synchronized to UTC. Before we discuss the
details of calibration, let's first take a look at the accuracies of the GPS System. First of all, the

system guarantees that the accuracy of the reference 1PPS will be within 100 nanoseconds to UTC
under normal conditions, and within 300 nanoseconds under the conditions of Selective Availability
(SA). GPS receivers are fixtures in calibrations. They make it possible to calibrate in any facility that
can place an antenna outdoors for line-of-sight reception of GPS satellites. Through the use of the
GPS system, we now have a worldwide reference that can be affordable. Therefore, this is a better
and more cost-effective way for calibration.

COMMON FREQUENCY CALIBRATION METHODS
The comparison is made between the device adjusted and a precision frequency source. We call it
frequency calibration. All secondary frequency sources require periodic calibration, usually against
local reference standard, for the highest precision against a national reference standard. There are
three main frequency calibration methods: frequency counters, time interval counters, phase
comparisons [4].
The frequency counter is widely used, which can be used directly measure the frequency of the
signal applied to its input port. This method is very simple. The accuracy depends on the
performance of the frequency counter. If it is synchronized by an external reference source, the
accuracy and stability can be greatly improved. However, because of the limitation of internal
designs of counter, high precision frequency sources cannot be adequately evaluated. Thus the
heterodyne technique is applied to frequency measurements. It can significantly improve the
resolution of frequency counters.
The time interval method uses a device called a Time Interval Counter (TIC) to measure the time
interval between two signals. A TIC has two inputs for electrical signals. One signal starts the
counter and the other stops it. If the two signals have the same frequencies, the time interval will not
change. If the two signals have different frequencies, the time interval will change, although usually
very slowly. By looking at the rate of change, we can calibrate the device. The TIC methods are
mainly used as the dual-mixer time-difference technique and the direct time-interval technique. Some
interval counters even have limited math ability. However, this level of equipment must have a good
internal oscillator and units can be expensive.
The phase comparison used in our calibration circuits is the common use in frequency calibrations, in
which two signals are applied to a linear phase comparator. The phase difference is the number of an
external frequency source.
MOTOROLA UT ONCORETM GPS RECEIVER
The GPS signals through ionosphere are very low at the Earth’s surface, and below the noise floor.
Since they are at such a low power level, GPS signals are susceptible to interference from external
sources, such as RF interference that may cause the GPS receiver to lose lock on the GPS signal.
Motorola UT Oncore has many improvements aimed at the precise timing applications

[2][3]

. Many

precise timing GPS installations require locating the GPS antenna at close range of radiating
antennas such as cellular telephone, paging, or other wireless communication systems. Some of these
transmitters may randomly cause the GPS receivers to lose lock on tracked satellites. This can be
very disconcerting to the timing user since the system must rely on clock coasting' until the satellite
signals are reacquired. GPS receiver selectivity, or the ability to select only the GPS band of
information and reject all the other signals, is an important feature for GPS receivers, especially in
cases such as those often encountered in timing applications. To reduce the risk of unintentional
jamming from high power out-of-band signals causing dropouts, additional filtering has been added
to the UT Oncore. As the result, the selectivity of GPS receivers is greatly improved.
Motorola has developed an innovative software technique to further improve the Adaptive Tracking
Loops jamming immunity of the UT Oncore receiver. The technique takes advantage of the fact that
the receiver is not moving for precise timing applications. In mobile applications, the receivers must
have wide tracking loops to track satellites in the maximum expected vehicle acceleration and
velocity. When the GPS receiver is stationary, the tracking loops do not need to be such wide in
order to track the satellites. In the UT Oncore 2.x firmware, the satellite tracking loop is narrowed
once the receiver has acquired the satellites and reached a steady state. This adaptive approach
allows the tracking loops to be narrowed for maximum interference rejection.
Additionally, Time Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) is an algorithm in the
Oncore timing GPS receivers that uses redundant satellite measurements to confirm the integrity of
the timing solution.
FRQUENCY CALIBRATION CIRCUIITS DESCRIPTION
As shown in the block diagram of figure2, calibration circuits include an OCXO, a frequency
generator, a Motorola UT Oncore timing GPS receiver, a phase measurement, and a PCI bus
controller.
An oven-controlled oscillator has a stable, high performance, which is used as the frequency
reference by a frequency generator and a local oscillator, and widely used in high stability test
equipments. A frequency generator and a local oscillator are direct digital synthesizers AD9852. The
AD9852 digital synthesizer is a highly integrated device that uses advanced DDS technology,
coupled with an internal high-speed, high-performance D/A converter to form a digitally
programmable agile synthesizer function. When referenced to an accurate clock source, the AD9852
generates a highly stable, frequency, phase, amplitude programmable cosine output that can be used
as an agile L.O. in communications, radar, and many other applications. The AD9852’s innovative
high-speed DDS core provides 48-bit frequency resolution (1 micro Hertz tuning resolution with 300
MHz SYSCLK)
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Figure 2 Block diagram of the GPS-based Frequency calibration

To lessen the ambiguity, phase differences between 1PPS GPS pulses and the output signals from the
OXCO are not directly measured, but those between 1PPS pulses and divided the OCXO outputs [5].
Therefore, after amplification and shaping circuits, the 10MHz signal from the OCXO is divided by
32 to produce an output of 312.5KHz. The phase difference is measured by counting the number of
the 75MHz signal pulses from the frequency generator. After that, the phase difference can be read
through PCI bus controller and kept in a file by the computer. If the phase difference is constant, we
know that the OCXO is synchronized to the GPS atomic clock.
As the calibration device is built in the transmission system, the computer monitors the phase
difference between GPS and the OCXO through PCI bus and responds appropriately during
calibration. If the phase difference begins to drift, the computer must correct the frequency generator.
As the differences between the UT Oncore 1PPS outputs in position hold mode and Cesium standard
output show the sawtooth behavior, which is Gaussian distribution, a long-term average of the pulse
output is not biased by the sawtooth error. Thus we average lots of phase differences to eliminate the
sawtooth error.
CONCLLUSION
The built-in calibration device makes the Pi-network transmission system calibrated convenient.
Thus many quartz crystal manufacturers need not to keep the high precise standard, and save much
money and time.
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ABSTRACT
It is widely recognized that telemetry channels, particularly airborne channels, are
afflicted by multipath propagation effects. It has also been shown that adaptive
equalization can be highly effective in mitigating these effects. However, numerous
other factors influence the behavior of adaptive equalization, and the type of modulation
employed is certainly one of these factors. This is particularly true on modulations that
exhibit different operating bandwidths. Computer simulations using the Constant
Modulus Algorithm (CMA) have recently been reported for PCM/FM, ARTM Tier 1
SOQPSK, and Tier II SOQPSK. These encouraging results have led to a hardware
implementation of a CMA equalizer. This paper presents the latest results from this
work.
KEY WORDS
Adaptive Equalization, CMA, PCM/FM, Tier 1, SOQPSK, Tier II, Multi-h CPM

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this effort is to evaluate the benefit of adding adaptive equalization to
three telemetry waveforms, namely legacy PCM/FM, Tier 1 SOQPSK, and Tier II Multih CPM. In particular, this paper investigates the performance gains attainable with a
constant modulus algorithm (CMA) equalizer. Since CMA bases its adaptation solely on
the modulus (or envelope) of the signal, it is particularly attractive because it is
applicable to all three waveforms. Simulation results from [1] with static multipath
showed that a dramatic reduction in signal distortion, typical of air-to-ground telemetry
links, was attainable with adaptive equalization. This improvement was quantified in
terms of the mean squared error (MSE) as compared to an uncorrupted signal.
Improvements on the order of 10 to 20 dB were typical depending on the modulation
type, data rate, time delay, and notch position. To evaluate the equalizer’s effectiveness

with real-time signals, a programmable hardware implementation was embedded into
Nova’s MMD44 multi-mode demodulator. At the time of this submission, only the
PCM/FM and Tier 1 SOQPSK modes have been integrated with the equalizer.
Therefore, results for the Tier II Multi-h CPM are not yet available.
Measurements of the performance with and without equalization will be presented to
determine, 1) loss due to having the equalizer activated if no multipath is present, 2)
performance improvement in static and dynamic multipath environments typical of
airborne telemetry channels, 3) relationship between improvements in MSE (mean
squared error) and bit error probability (BEP).
MULTIPATH CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
Based on channel sounding results from [2], it has been determined that the wideband
aeronautical telemetry channel is dominated by a line of sight path plus a strong specular
reflection with a relative amplitude of 70% to 96% and a delay of 10-80 ns. Therefore, a
two-ray model consisting of a signal, reflection, and noise (r(t) = s(t) + Γs(t-τ) + n(t)) will
be used in the hardware evaluation of the equalizer. Figure 1 (reprinted with permission
from [3]) shows the magnitude of the frequency response H(f) for this channel.
Frequency selective notches occur at intervals equal to the reciprocal of the time delay τ
with the depth and offset being determined by the magnitude |Γ| and phase θ of the
reflection coefficient. Multipath testing was conducted with both strong-short delays
(Γ=0.9,τ=0.2Τ b) and weak-long delays (Γ=0.9,τ=2Τ b). However, since the weak-long
delay condition only caused a very small amount of degradation, with or without the
equalizer, it was not tested further. All the following results are for channels with a strong
specular reflection (Γ=0.9).

Figure 1. Frequency Response of Multipath Channel.

WAVEFORM DESCRIPTIONS
Several recent papers have been published describing these particular modulations [4] [5]
[6], so they will only be briefly described here. The objective of the Tier 1 and Tier II
waveforms was to improve the spectral efficiency as compared to legacy PCM/FM while
maintaining similar detection efficiency. Figure 2 shows the measured BEP performance
of the three modes and demonstrates that PCM/FM (with traditional detection),
SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM all require around 13 dB Eb/No to achieve an error rate of
10-6. However, if a more sophisticated multi-symbol detector is used with PCM/FM, the
performance can be improved by roughly 3 dB.

Figure 2. PSD and BEP performance of the modulations.

HARDWARE SETUP
The equalizer performance was evaluated using real-time hardware measurements. A
modified digital processing board (from a MMT28) was used to generate a 5 Mbps
multipath corrupted signal at an IF frequency of 70 MHz. This circuitry synthesizes the
modulated signal (line-of-site path) plus a time-shifted, scaled, and complex rotated
version (reflection) to produce the desired multipath test signal. Noise was then added
using an analog noise source and passed to a MMD44 Hypermod demodulator with
embedded CMA equalizer. Measurements were taken with the equalizer enabled and
disabled and the performance was evaluated using bit error rate statistics along with
analysis of the waveform samples at various points within the demodulator. A Fireberd
6000A bit error rate tester and logic analyzer were used to collect the data. A diagram of
the hardware setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Configuration for Hardware Measurements

BASELINE PERFORMANCE WITH NO MULTIPATH
To establish a performance baseline, BEP curves of PCM/FM and SOQPSK without
multipath were measured and are shown in Figures 4 and 6. They show that when no
multipath is present, having the equalizer turned on costs less than 0.5 dB, as compared to
the case when the equalizer is off. This is a reasonable trade since it will be shown in
later sections that the equalizer can outperform the unequalized case by 10’s of dB when
severe multipath is present. A single set of equalizer parameters was used for all testing
(no multipath, static and dynamic multipath) since it is envisioned that equalizer would
be enabled all the time. Figures 3 and 5 show a typical PCM/FM eye diagram and a
SOQPSK constellation for reference purposes.
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PCM/FM WITH STATIC MULTIPATH
This section examines the behavior of PCM/FM in a static multipath channel. The
magnitude of the reflection coefficient is |Γ| = 0.9 and its angle θ is varied to set the
position of the notch. Figure 7 shows measured spectra of PCM/FM without multipath,
the channel response, and the resulting multipath signal. Significant distortion is seen in
the unequalized eye pattern at the top of Figure 8 which is completely eliminated when
the equalizer is turned on. This improvement will be measured in two ways: 1)
difference in mean squared error (MSE) relative to an ideal signal with and without the
equalizer, and 2) the difference in the additive noise level that produces a BEP of 10-5.
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Figure 7. 5 Mbps PCM/FM PSD with Multipath
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By analyzing waveform samples from the demodulator, the difference in MSE (relative
to an ideal signal) with and without the equalizer can be computed as a function of notch
position. The additive noise was turned off for this measurement and the results are
illustrated in Figure 9. The improvement is seen to increase as the notch moves towards
the center of the signal and decreases as the notch moves away. This seems reasonable
and is typical of the simulation results from [1].
The second test consists of first establishing the noise level to achieve a BEP of 10-5
without multipath, turning on the multipath component, and recording the amount that the
noise has to be attenuated to achieve the same reference BEP. This test is performed with
and without the equalizer over a range of notch offsets. Generally speaking, this test
measures the amount of additional SNR required to overcome the multipath distortion.
Figure 10 shows the measured results with the equalizer on and off as well as the
difference. In general, as the notch approaches the center of the signal it takes more
SNR (or less noise) to maintain the reference BEP. At a notch position of 0.2, the desired
BEP could not be reached with the equalizer off regardless of the SNR level. This is due
to fact that the multipath induced distortion completely closed the eye pattern causing
data recovery to fail. The equalized case always outperformed the unequalized case and
was symmetric and well behaved. The advantage is small when the notch is far away
(very little distortion) and very large towards the center (significant distortion).

Figure 9. MSE Improvement due to equalizer
vs Notch Offset ( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 40 ns)

Figure 10. 5 Mbps PCM/FM - Noise reduction
required to achieve 10-5 BEP vs Notch Offset

Figure 11 plots the MSE improvement, additional SNR required, and difference between
equalizer on and off. Notice the strong correlation between the MSE improvement and
the additional SNR required. One interpretation is that if the equalizer can provide 15 dB
of MSE improvement, roughly 15 dB of additional link margin (SNR) is required to take
full advantage of the equalizer capability. From a spectral perspective, if the multipath
causes a 15 dB fade relative to a fixed noise floor, the equalizer must have an additional
15 dB in SNR to achieve the same BEP as the non-multipath case. From an equalizer
perspective, the adaptive filter will only invert the channel response to the point at which
the cost of accentuating the noise doesn’t outweigh the improvement in distortion.
Although this seems reasonable in hind-sight, it was a surprising that the MSE and Noise

tests correlated so well. Last but not least, the difference between the equalized and
unequalized case is quite dramatic. As mentioned previously, the reference BEP cannot
be met without the equalizer at a notch offset of 0.2 regardless of the SNR.

Figure 11. Comparison of MSE and Eb/No Improvement with PCM/FM
SOQPSK WITH STATIC MULTIPATH
The same static testing was performed with SOQPSK. Figure 12 shows measured spectra
of SOQPSK without multipath, the channel response, and the resulting multipath signal.
Significant distortion is seen in the unequalized constellation at the top of Figure 13
which is completely eliminated when the equalizer is turned on.

Figure 12. 5 Mbps SOQPSK PSD with Multipath
( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 40 ns)

Figure 13. Equalizer
OFF (top) & ON (bottom)

Figure 16 shows the improvement in MSE (relative to an ideal signal) with and without
the equalizer as a function of notch position. As with PCM/FM, the improvement is seen
to increase as the notch moves towards the center of the signal and decreases as the notch
moves away. However, note that the plateau is narrower as compared to PCM/FM due to
narrower spectrum of SOQPSK.
Figure 17 shows the measured results from the noise level test with the equalizer on and
off. As before, when the notch approaches the center of the signal it takes more SNR (or
less noise) to maintain the reference BEP. At a notch position of -0.2, the desired BEP
could not be reached with the equalizer off regardless of the SNR level. With the notch
in the middle, the equalizer improved the situation by 30 dB. Again, the advantage is
small when the notch is far away (very little distortion) and very large towards the center
(significant distortion). It is apparent that without equalization, SOQPSK is more
susceptible to multipath than PCM/FM, but it is affected over a narrower range. Again,
the equalized case was symmetric and well behaved.

Figure 16. 5 Mbps SOQPSK MSE
Improvement vs Notch Offset (G = 0.9)

Figure 17. 5 Mbps SOQPSK AWGN
Improvement vs Notch Offset (G = 0.9)

Figure 11 plots the MSE improvement, additional SNR required, and difference between
equalizer on and off for SOQPSK. Again, the correlation is almost perfect between the
MSE improvement and the additional SNR required. The difference between the
equalized and unequalized case is quite dramatic especially with the notch near the center
requiring many dB’s of additional SNR to match the performance with the equalizer. As
mentioned previously, the reference BEP cannot be met without the equalizer at a notch
offset of -0.2 regardless of the SNR.

Figure 18. Comparison of MSE and Eb/No Improvement with PCM/FM
PCM/FM WITH DYNAMIC MULTIPATH
In addition to the static testing, dynamic multipath testing was also conducted. Typically,
the notch does not stay in a stationary position, but sweeps through the signal as the
vehicle moves. In contrast to the static case, the phase angle of the reflection is rotated at
a constant rate to produce the desired dynamic test signal. A rotation rate of 2 Hz (period
of 0.5 seconds) is typical of notch sweep rates seen in recordings of the IF during flight
tests and was used for all dynamic testing.
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Two delays were tested, 40 ns and 200 ns, with a 5 Mbps PCM/FM signal. The
frequency response of the two channels along with their relationship to the modulated
signal is shown in figures 19 and 20. For τ = 40 ns (0.2Tb), the notch period is 5 times
the bit rate resulting in a fairly flat fade as the notch sweeps through the signal. In
contrast, with τ = 200 ns (Tb), the nulls are spaced at the bit rate causing the signal to be
distorted throughout the entire range of notch positions.
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Figure 19. Frequency Response ( | Γ | =
0.9,τ = 40 ns) and 5 Mbps PCM/FM
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Figure 20. Frequency Response ( | Γ | =
0.9,τ = 200 ns) and 5 Mbps PCM/FM

The resulting BEP curves for no multipath and dynamic multipath, with the equalizer on
and off, are shown in Figures 21 and 22. The first observation is that with τ = 40 ns,
PCM/FM without equalization hits an average error rate floor due to the fact that it
produces errors regardless of the SNR when the notch sweeps through the center of the
signal. Conversely, the shape of BER curve with the equalizer is the same as the baseline
case (no multipath), but it needs about 14 dB of additional SNR to make up for the signal
fade. For the τ = 200 ns case, PCM/FM without equalization is not viable regardless of
the SNR. With the equalizer, the curve moves out another 5 dB or so from the τ = 40 ns
case, but it still allows reliable communication over the link.
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Figure 21. BEP Performance with and
without Equalizer ( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 40 ns,
2 Hz sweep rate)
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Figure 22. BEP Performance with and
without Equalizer ( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 200 ns,
2 Hz sweep rate)

SOQPSK WITH DYNAMIC MULTIPATH
The same two delays, 40 ns and 200 ns, were tested with a 5 Mbps SOQPSK signal. The
frequency response of the two channels along with their relationship to the modulated
signal is shown in figures 23 and 24. Since SOQPSK is narrower than PCM/FM, the τ =
40 ns (0.2Tb) channel looks even more like a flat fade as the notch sweeps through the
signal. The τ = 200 ns (Tb) still causes the signal to be distorted throughout the majority
of notch positions.
The resulting BEP curves for no multipath and dynamic multipath with the equalizer on
and off are shown in Figures 25 and 26. With τ = 40 ns, SOQPSK without equalization
has a much higher average error rate floor than does PCM/FM. However, when the
equalizer is turned on, the BEP curve has the same shape of the baseline BEP curve (no
multipath) but it needs about the same 14 dB of additional SNR to make up for the signal
fade. For the τ = 200 ns case, SOQPSK without equalization is not viable regardless of
the SNR. Interestingly enough, the equalized SOQPSK at τ = 200 ns outperforms the τ =
40 ns case by about 4 dB. Only 10 dB of additional SNR is required to match the no
multipath case. It may be that the signal doesn’t experience as much of a loss in signal
power with the narrower notches.
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Figure 23. Frequency Response ( | Γ | =
0.9,τ = 40 ns) and 5 Mbps SOQPSK
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Figure 24. Frequency Response ( | Γ | =
0.9,τ = 200 ns) and 5 Mbps SOQPSK
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Figure 25. BEP Performance with and
without Equalizer ( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 40 ns)
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Figure 26. BEP Performance with and
without Equalizer ( | Γ | = 0.9,τ = 200 ns)

CONCLUSIONS
Measured hardware results for PCM/FM and SOQPSK with a CMA equalizer in static
and dynamic multipath typical of airborne telemetry channels have been presented. For
both modes, the penalty incurred for leaving the equalizer on was seen to small (0.5 dB or
less) in an AWGN environment without multipath. Testing with static multipath was
performed using two different methods: 1) calculation of the MSE based on the
waveform samples and 2) the amount of additional SNR that was required to overcome
the multipath distortion. For both tests, the distortion increased as the notch moved
towards the center of the signal as did the performance difference between the equalized
and unequalized cases. For example, at a notch position of 0.2, unequalized PCM/FM
could not meet the reference BEP regardless of SNR while the equalized version

performed well. Similar results were seen with unequalized SOQPSK at a notch offset of
-0.2. It was shown that the equalizer can significantly improve the communication ability
of a link with moderate or severe multipath. SOQPSK was more sensitive to multipath,
as compared to PCM/FM , but was affected over a smaller frequency span due to its
narrower spectrum.
An interesting correlation was noted between MSE improvement and the amount of
additional SNR required to maintain the reference BEP. For both PCM/FM and
SOQPSK, the two curves were very similar. The results indicate that the equalizer needs
additional link margin of roughly the amount of MSE distortion it has to correct to
achieve the same performance of a signal without multipath.
Dynamic multipath using a sweep rate of 2 Hz and time delays of 40 and 200 ns were
investigated. The equalizer was shown to provide signficant benefit as compared to the
unequalized case. Somewhat surprising was the fact that equalized SOQPSK performed
slightly better with τ = 200 ns as compared to τ = 40 ns.
This work proves the feasibility of applying this technology in airborne telemetry
equipment. Although more lab and flight testing remain, it appears that adaptive
equalization has the potential to provide significant improvements in data quality over
telemetry links with multipath fading.
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ABSTRACT
Improving the spectral-efficiency of aeronautical telemetry has been a principal area of
research over the last several years due to the increasing demand for more data and the
limitation of available spectrum. These efforts have lead to the development of the
ARTM Tier 1 SOQPSK and Tier II Multi-h CPM waveforms which improve the spectral
efficiency by two and three times, as compared to legacy PCM/FM, while maintaining
similar detection efficiency. Now that more spectrally efficient waveform options are
becoming available, another challenge is to further increase the detection performance.
Better detection efficiency translates into additional link margin that can be used to
extend the operating range, support higher data throughput, or significantly improve the
quality of the received data.
It is well known that Forward Error Correction (FEC) is one means of achieving this
objective at the cost of additional overhead and increased receiver complexity. However,
as mentioned above, spectral efficiency is also vitally important meaning that the FEC
must also have a low amount of overhead. Unfortunately, low overhead and high coding
gain are generally conflicting trades, although recent work has shown that Turbo Product
Codes (TPC) are a particularly attractive candidate. Computer simulations predict that
very impressive gains in detection performance are possible for a relatively small
increase in bandwidth. The main drawbacks are the additional complexity of the
decoding circuitry and an increase in receive side latency. This paper presents the latest
simulation and hardware performance results of PCM/FM, SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM
with TPC.
KEY WORDS
PCM/FM, Tier 1, SOQPSK, Tier II, Multi-h CPM, FEC, Turbo Coding

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this effort is to evaluate the potential benefit of adding Turbo Product
Coding (TPC) to three telemetry waveforms, namely legacy PCM/FM, Tier 1 SOQPSK,
and Tier II Multi-h CPM. In particular, this paper investigates the performance gains
attainable with an off-the-shelf TPC decoder chip from Advanced Hardware
Architectures (AHATM) [1]. Simulation models as well as a hardware evaluation platform
were used to perform this study. Although all of the above modulations could be treated
as a concatenated coding scheme (phase coding + TPC code), joint detection is not
considered here due to the increased complexity and the fact that a large interleaver is not
generally suitable for military telemetry applications due to the latency involved at the
transmitter. Therefore, the modulation and coding will be processed separately to
maximize the use of existing demodulator hardware and a commercially available AHA
TPC decoder chip. Simulations and hardware results are presented in the following
sections.

WAVEFORM DESCRIPTIONS
Several recent papers have been published describing these particular modulations [2] [3]
[4], so they will only be briefly described here. The objective of the Tier 1 and Tier II
waveforms was to improve the spectral efficiency as compared to legacy PCM/FM while
maintaining similar detection efficiency. Figure 1 shows the measured BEP performance
of the three modes and demonstrates that PCM/FM (with traditional detection),
SOQPSK, and Multi-h CPM all require around 13 dB Eb/No to achieve an error rate of
10-6. However, if a more sophisticated multi-symbol detector is used with PCM/FM, the
performance can be improved by roughly 3 dB.

Figure 1. PSD and BEP performance of the modulations.

TURBO PRODUCT ENCODING AND DECODING
There are many types of FEC that could be used in this architecture including ReedSolomon, Convolutional, concatenated Reed-Solomon and Convolutional, BCH, as well
as many others. However, Turbo Product Codes appear particularly attractive due to
their large coding gain, rate flexibility, simple structure, modest synchronization
requirements, and availability of commercial encoder and decoder integrated circuits.
Interleaving will not be used in this study since the added latency at the transmitter may
not fit typical mission requirements.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple (7,4)x(7,4) product code constructed from multiple (7,4)
codewords. For each block, 16 information bits are used to compute the 33 parity bits.
The algorithm performs encoding row-by-row and then column-by-column. Note that the
completed block contains parity bits calculated on other parity bits. After the encoding
process is finished, 49 bits of information and parity are serialized and sent to the
modulator. The code rate for this example, ratio of source bits to source bits plus parity,
is 0.327 (=16/49).
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Figure 2. (7,4) x (7,4) Product Code Example
A ‘Turbo’ decoding procedure is used to recover the information bits from the 49 bits of
noisy received data. The rows are decoded using a soft (7,4) decoder that outputs not
only the decoded bit, but also the confidence on the decision. Similarly, the columns are
decoded using the soft information from the decoded rows. This iterative process of
decoding the rows followed by the columns continues until the decoder converges on the
best answer. Issues that affect the decoder performance include the code parameters,
channel characteristics, modulation type, soft decision quality, and number of iterations.

SIMULATION MODEL
Computer simulations with different code parameters and soft decision techniques were
used to evaluate the system performance. Codes with low to moderate overhead were
evaluated in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with perfect
synchronization. Table 1 lists some of the codes supported by the AHA 4540 integrated
circuit [1] and their projected performance with coherent BPSK for an AWGN channel at
an error rate of 10-6 using a sufficient number of decode iterations. However, this level of
performance will not be realized since the modulations, although much more spectrallyefficient, are not as power-efficient as BPSK. Figure 3 shows the simulation model with
and without TPC.
Code
(n1,k1)x(n2,k2)
(64,57)x(64,57)
(128,120)x(64,57)
(128,120)x(128,120)

Block Size
(Bits)
4096
8192
16384

Data Size
(Bits)
3249
6840
14400

Rate
0.793
0.845
0.879

Coding Gain
(dB) for BPSK
7.1
6.8
6.6

Table 1. Attractive TPC candidates supported by AHA integrated circuits

Figure 3. Simulation Model with and without TPC

SOFT DECISION APPROACHES
PCM/FM
The decoder requires soft-decision inputs from the demodulator. For coherent BPSK, a
simple decision slicer that quantizes the matched filter output is suitable for creating the
soft decision values. For PCM/FM, the multi-symbol detector compares the received
input signal with the ideal transmitted values over several symbols and computes a score
for all possible transmitted patterns. The correlation with the largest magnitude
determines the recovered data bit (hard decision). Two methods of creating a soft
decision output were investigated. The first approach takes the difference between the
magnitudes of the largest ‘0’ filter and the largest ‘1’ filter which can be normalized and
quantized to be compatible with the input requirements of the Turbo decoder. The soft
decision x(k) can be expressed mathematically as

 max C 0 − max C 1
x (k ) = quant

A


(






)

where C i = c1i , c 2i , c3i ,..., c iN is the set of correlations that produce the binary output (i)
and A is a normalization factor based on the size of the correlator scaling and the
quantization scheme desired.
SOQPSK
For the uncoded case, SOQPSK uses differential encoding to resolve the carrier phase
ambiguity. Although this degrades the BEP performance by only a factor of 2 at high
SNR, the loss in dB is much worse at the lower SNR’s where the coding starts to become
effective. Furthermore, not only is the BEP curve worse but the soft-decisioning is
complicated by the fact that the output is also a function of the previous symbol. One
option is to not differentially encode SOQPSK and use the FEC structure to resolve the
phase ambiguity. This scheme will perform better, but it will take longer to acquire and it
will have to resynchronize if the carrier slips.
If differential encoding is used, the soft decision is a function of the current and previous
symbols. Several methods of creating a soft output exists based on algebraic rotation,
angular difference, and metric combining. One approach is to use the minimum quality
of the two matched filter outputs that make up the overall bit decision as shown below. If
differential encoding is not used, the soft decision is simply the quantized matched filter
output.
 I (k ) 
 Q (k − 1) 
 Q (k ) 
 I (k − 1) 
i (k ) = min(quant
, quant
) , q(k ) = min(quant
, quant
)
A 
 A 

 A 
 A 

Multi-h CPM
Since Multi-h CPM is demodulated by forming a phase trellis and using the Viterbi
algorithm, soft-decision generation is somewhat more difficult. Typically, at each add,
compare, select (ACS) operation, only the index of the surviving path is saved and a
traceback algorithm is used to determine the data bit, thereby resulting in a hard decision
output. One method for generating a soft output is to use a soft output Viterbi algorithm
(SOVA). The basic premise is that the confidence in the decision is a function of how
close the path metric comparisons were that would have produced a different decision.
Ideally, one could save all comparisons that could have produced a different result and
use the minimum as the confidence measure of the traceback output. Although this
approach can be included in a multi-h CPM computer simulation, modification of the
existing hardware demodulator has not completed at the time of this publication.
SIMULATION RESULTS

Bit Error Probability

TPC simulation results for PCM/FM with TPC and perfect synchronization are shown in
Figure 4. Included for comparison are some measured hardware results for the uncoded
case using both a traditional detector (RCB2000) and Nova’s multi-symbol detector. The
multi-symbol detection algorithm was used in the simulation when the TPC was added.
Even though the TPC results assume perfect synchronization , the conclusion is that TPC
has the potential to provide a significant improvement in detection efficiency.
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Figure 4. Performance of PCM/FM Systems
(Conventional, MSD, MSD+TPC(16 iterations per decode, 6 bit quantization))

Simulation results for SOQPSK with TPC and perfect synchronization are shown in
Figure 5. Curves with and without differential encoding are presented. Although
differential encoding only slightly degrades the performance of an uncoded system, it has
a much greater effect with TPC. This occurs due to the relatively larger loss in dB at low
SNR’s and the fact that the soft-decisioning is coupled with the previous bit. These
results indicate that differential encoding causes a relatively large penalty in detection
efficiency and should not be used if acceptable synchronization can be maintained
without it.
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Figure 5. Performance of SOQPSK Systems
(Conventional, MSD, MSD+TPC(16 iterations per decode, 6 bit quantization))
At the time of this publication, the simulation results for CPM have not yet been
completed.

HARDWARE SETUP
In order to evaluate the performance improvement that can be realized in practice, the
following equipment was used to construct a communication link. A Rohde and Schwarz
modulation generator was loaded with waveform samples corresponding to a TPC
encoded test pattern modulated with PCM/FM, SOQPSK, or multi-h CPM. The 70 MHz
IF analog signal was corrupted with additive noise and was demodulated using the
Hypermod multi-mode demodulator. The recovered clock and soft decisions were passed
to an AHA EVB4540 board containing the TPC decoder. Finally, the recovered clock
and data output from the decoder was sent to a Fireberd 6000A error rate analyzer. The
setup is shown below in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Configuration for Hardware Measurements
HARDWARE RESULTS
At the present time, only hardware results for PCM/FM and SOQPSK with TPC have
been measured. These preliminary results indicate that SOQPSK is working very well
and PCM/FM is not yet performing as expected. Optimization of the TPC parameters
and the soft decision metrics for PCM/FM is expected to produce results closer to that of
the computer simulation. Figure 7 shows the PCM/FM results which are approximately 2
dB worse than the simulation performance. This may be attributed to several causes: 1)
optimization is not yet complete, 2) synchronization is not perfect as in the simulation, 3)
only 4 bit soft-decisions can be used due to interfacing limitations of the evaluation board
(8 were used in simulation). However, these results already demonstrate that at least 6
dB of improvement in detection efficiency (as compared to traditional equipment) can be
obtained with the (128,120) 2 code that only requires 12% of bandwidth overhead.
Figure 8 shows the results for SOQPSK. Adding TPC improves the detection efficiency
of non-differential encoded SOQPSK by at least 6 dB as compared to the non-TPC case
with differential decoding. The improvement is a result of the TPC as well as being able
to eliminate the differential encoding. It also appears that the overall system performance
is currently limited by synchronization rather than the capability of the TPC code.
Although the synchronization thresholds in the demodulator could be modified to extend
the range, a trade-off in resynchronization time would likely be required. Again, this
dramatic improvement can be obtained with only 12% of bandwidth overhead using the
(128,120)2 code .
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Figure 7. Current Hardware Results for PCM/FM
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Figure 8. Current Hardware Results for SOQPSK
As mentioned above, no hardware results are yet available for multi-h CPM at this time.

CONCLUSIONS
Simulation and hardware results for PCM/FM and SOQPSK communication systems
with turbo product coding have been presented. In PCM/FM, it was found that even
without optimization and working under limitations of the evaluation board, the
combination of the multi-symbol demodulator and the TPC outperformed a conventional
demodulator by at least 6 dB in detection efficiency. For SOQPSK, an improvement of 6
dB was also observed. This was due to the TPC as well as being able to eliminate the
need for differential encoding. It was noted that the current configuration was
synchronization limited, and that further improvement may be gained through modifying
the demodulator thresholds. Performance for both systems may also improve once the
embedded TPC decoder is integrated in the demodulator thereby allowing full utilization
of the AHA part.
This substantial increase in link margin can be used to extend the operating range,
support higher data rates, or significantly improve the data quality. All of this is achieved
with no increase in transmitter power or antenna gain. The price for this dramatic
detection performance is a slight increase in transmitted bandwidth and the addition of
encoding and decoding circuitry.
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ABSTRACT
Two receivers are presented for the general case of noncoherent detection of multi-h continuous phase
modulation (CPM). Both receivers yield performance gains using multi-symbol observations. The first
is an existing receiver [1, 2] which has previously been applied to PCM/FM [3] and is now applied to
the ARTM Tier II telemetry waveform. The second receiver is presented for the first time in this paper.
The existing noncoherent receiver is found to perform poorly (and with high complexity) for the ARTM
Tier II case. For single-symbol observations, the new receiver outperforms conventional FM demodulation
for both telemetry waveforms, and for multi-symbol observation lengths its performance approaches that
of the optimal coherent receiver. The performance is evaluated using computer simulations. Receiver
performance is also evaluated using a simple channel model with varying carrier phase. The traditional
FM demodulator approach is found to outperform both receivers as channel conditions worsen.
INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Tier II modulation format is multi-h CPM. Some of the
attractive features of this modulation format are that it has constant envelope and narrow bandwidth [4].
However, the existing optimal MLSE receiver for CPM [2] can have high complexity, both in trellis size
and coherent demodulation requirements.
In this paper, two new receivers for multi-h CPM are presented. Both receivers are noncoherent and
allow for multi-symbol observation. The first receiver is an existing receiver and has successfully been

applied to PCM/FM by Geoghegan [3], where a 5 symbol observation length was found to be 2.5 dB superior to traditional FM demodulation. One difficulty with the receiver is that the branch metrics are solely
a function of the data in the multi-symbol observation window; meaning that the influence of previous
observations is not passed along in the form of a cumulative path metric. The performance improves as
the multi-symbol observation length increases; however, the penalty for this is that trellis complexity increases exponentially with increasing observation length. For the ARTM Tier II case, the existing receiver
is found to perform poorly for practical multi-symbol observation lengths.
The second receiver is derived from a similar standpoint as the first. The novel element of the receiver
is that it allows for the controlled use of a cumulative metric, where the reliance on past observations is
adjusted using a so-called “forget factor”. By including a cumulative metric, the receiver is able to perform
well while keeping the multi-symbol observation length to a minimum. This new receiver performs well
for both PCM/FM and ARTM Tier II waveforms. For PCM/FM, a two-symbol observation length (2 trellis
states) is a few tenths of a dB inferior to the optimal maximum likelihood sequence estimating receiver
(MLSE) in [2], and is 3.5 dB superior to conventional FM demodulation. For the ARTM Tier II case, the
same two symbol observation length (64 states) is 2 dB inferior to the MLSE receiver and 4 dB superior
to FM demodulation.
In the following, the CPM signal is summarized. The existing noncoherent receiver is then described.
The second receiver is presented in detail, and the performance of the two receivers is examined with
computer simulations. The simulations investigate the receiver performance under ideal conditions, and
under a simple channel model with varying carrier phase.
CPM SIGNAL MODEL
CPM refers to a general class of digitally modulated signals in which the phase is constrained to be
continuous. The complex-baseband signal may be expressed as


s(t) = exp jψ(t, α)
(1)
n

ψ(t, α) = 2π
αi h(i) q(t − iT ),
nT < t < (n + 1)T
(2)
i=−∞

where T is the symbol duration, h(i) are the modulation indices, α = {αi } are the information symbols in
the M -ary alphabet {±1, ±3, · · · , ±(M − 1)}, and q(t) is the phase pulse. The subscript notation on the
modulation indices is defined as
(3)
h(i) ≡ h(i mod Nh )
where Nh is the number of modulation indices (for the special case of single-h CPM, Nh = 1). The phase
pulse q(t) is related to the frequency pulse f (t) by the relationship
 t
f (τ ) dτ.
(4)
q(t) =
0

The frequency pulse is time-limited to the interval (0, LT ) and is subject to the constraints
 LT
1
f (τ ) dτ = q(LT ) = .
f (t) = f (LT − t),
2
0

(5)

In light of the constraints on f (t) and q(t), Equation (2) can be written as
n


ψ(t, α) = θ(t, αn ) + θn−L = 2π

αi h(i) q(t − iT ) + π

n−L


αi h(i) mod 2π.

(6)

i=−∞

i=n−L+1

The term θ(t, αn ) is a function of the L symbols being modulated by the phase pulse. For h(i) = 2k(i) /p
(k(i) , p integers), the phase state θn−L takes on p distinct values 0, 2π/p, 2 · 2π/p, . . . , (p − 1)2π/p. The
total number of states is pM L−1 , with M branches at each state. Each branch is defined by the L + 1-tuple
σn = (θn−L , αn−L+1 , αn−L+2 , . . . , αn ). The ARTM Tier II modulation is M = 4, h = {4/16, 5/16}
(Nh = 2), 3RC (raised cosine frequency pulse of length L = 3).
DECISION RULE FOR EXISTING NONCOHERENT RECEIVER
The model for the received complex-baseband signal is
r(t) = s(t, α)ejφ(t) + n(t)

(7)

where n(t) = x(t) + jy(t) is complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise with zero-mean and singlesided power spectral density N0 . The phase shift φ(t) introduced by the channel is unknown in general.
There are many instances where this signal model is considered. In [1], the binary CPFSK case is
considered and φ(t) is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the interval [−π, π]. It is also assumed
to be slowly varying so that it is constant over a multi-symbol observation interval N T . The receiver
correlates the received signal against all possible transmitted sequences of length N T and outputs the
maximum likelihood decision on the middle bit in the observation.
In [2](ch. 10), the more general CPM case is considered and φ(t) is modeled as a slowly varying
process with the Tikhonov distribution. The Tikhonov distribution is parameterized by β and has three
important special cases: the fully coherent case where β = ∞, the noncoherent case where β = 0 and φ(t)
reduces to a uniformly distributed value over [−π, π], and the partially coherent case where 0 < β < ∞. A
practical receiver is then given for the noncoherent case (β = 0), which is a generalization of the CPFSK
receiver in [1]. This more general receiver has the complex-valued decision variable
 (n+N2 )T
r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) e−j θ̃k−L dτ,
nT < t < (n + 1)T, kT ≤ τ ≤ (k + 1)T (8)
λα̃ (n) =
(n−N1 )T



−j θ̃n−1−L−N1

= λα̃ (n − 1) − e

+e−j θ̃n−1−L+N2
θ̃k−L = π

k−L


α̃l h(l) mod 2π



(n−N1 )T

(n−1−N1 )T
(n+N2 )T

(n−1+N2 )T

r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) dτ

r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) dτ

(9)
(10)

l=−∞

where α̃ is a hypothesized data sequence and the observation interval is N1 + N2 = N symbol times.
The term θ̃k−L accumulates the phase of the hypothesized symbols after they have been modulated by the

length-LT phase pulse in e−jθ(τ,α̃) ; it is necessary to match the phase of the individual length-T segments
of the integral in Equation (8). Equation (9) shows that this metric can be computed recursively using the
Viterbi algorithm with a trellis of M L+N −2 states. It is important to point out that the recursion does not
maintain a cumulative path metric, but rather functions as a sliding window that sums N individual lengthT correlations (each rotated by the proper phase). The receiver does not perform a traceback operation
to determine the output symbol, but instead outputs the symbol α̃n corresponding to the metric λα̃ (n)
with the largest magnitude (the symbol α̃n is the N1 -th symbol in the length-N observation, which is not
necessarily the middle symbol). Since φ(t) is assumed to be constant over the N -symbol observation
interval, the magnitude of the metric λα̃ (n) is statistically independent of the channel phase.
There are two difficulties with the receiver described by Equation (8). The first is that the number of
states grows exponentially with the observation interval N . The second is that, depending on the particular
CPM scheme, a large value for N may be required to achieve adequate performance [2](ch. 10).
DECISION RULE FOR MODIFIED NONCOHERENT RECEIVER
A receiver that addresses these difficulties is described by the recursive metric
(i)

λα̃ (n) = aλα̃ (n − 1) + e−j θ̂n−L zα̃ (n)
 (n+1)T
zα̃ (n) =
r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) dτ
(i)

θ̂n−L = π

nT
n−L


(i)

α̂k h(k) mod 2π

(11)
(12)
(13)

k=−∞
(i)

where the forget factor a is in the range 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. The term θ̂n−L represents the phase contribution
(i)
of all the previous symbol decisions α̂k for the i-th state in the trellis. Each state in the trellis stores
(i)
two values: a cumulative metric λα̃ (n − 1), and a cumulative phase θ̂n−L . The receiver uses a traceback
(i)
matrix of length DD to output the symbol α̂n−DD corresponding to the state whose metric has the largest
magnitude. Here, the branch metric λα̃ (n) is only a function of the L symbols being modulated by the
phase pulse q(t), thus the number of states is M L−1 . For the special case of a = 1 this branch metric
reduces to
 (k+1)T
n

(i)
n−i −j θ̂k−L
a e
r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) dτ
(14)
λα̃ (n) =
k=−∞



=

(n+1)T

−∞

kT

(i)

r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) e−j θ̂k−L dτ,

kT ≤ τ ≤ (k + 1)T.

(15)

This identifies an important tradeoff. As a approaches unity, the branch metric in Equation (11) approaches the one in Equation (15). The metric in Equation (15) is a loose approximation to an infinitely
long observation interval because it “remembers” previous observations through the use of a cumulative
metric. The optimal MLSE receiver also uses a cumulative metric to recursively compute a correlation
from (∞, (n + 1)T ). The only difference here is the noncoherent receiver cannot account for the phase

states θn−L (shown in Equation (6)) in the trellis since the magnitude of the metrics (rather than the real
part for the MLSE case) is used to determine survivors. However, when the slowly varying channel phase
φ(t) is taken into account, the branch metric in Equation (15) will trace a curved path in the complex
plane as φ(t) changes. This will reduce the magnitude of the metric and increase the probability that the
competing paths through the trellis will have metrics with a magnitude larger then the true path. As a
approaches zero, the branch metrics “forget” the infinite past more quickly and allow φ(t) to change more
rapidly with less impact on the magnitude of the branch metrics.
EXTENDING THE DECISION RULE FOR MULTI-SYMBOL OBSERVATIONS
The metric in Equation (11) can be extended to more closely approximate an infinitely long observation
interval. The reason for the inherently loose approximation in Equation (11) is that the trellis only allows
for M L−1 states, when the underlying CPM signal is described by pM L−1 states, where the p-fold increase
is due to the phase states θn−L . The extended metric for an observation interval of length N ≥ 1 is given
by
(i)

λα̃ (n) = aλα̃ (n − 1) + e−j θ̂n−L−N +1 zα̃ (n)
 (n+1)T
−j θ̃n−L
r(τ )e−jθ(τ,α̃) dτ
zα̃ (n) = e

(16)
(17)

nT

θ̃n−L = π

n−L


α̃k h(k) mod 2π.

(18)

k=n−L−N +2

The important difference between Equations (11)–(13) and Equations (16)–(18) is that N − 1 symbols
(i)
have been removed from the cumulative state phase θ̂n−L−N +1 to form θ̃n−L , which is associated with the
branch metric. This means that as paths merge and survivors are determined, we keep more options open
in the trellis. The number of states in this trellis is M L−N −2 .
PERFORMANCE
For convenience, we will refer to the receiver defined in Equations (8)–(10) as “Receiver-A” and
the receiver defined in Equations (16)–(18) as “Receiver-B” (Equations (11)–(13) are a special case of
Receiver-B for N = 1). Both receivers have the parameter N , which is the multi-symbol observation
length. Receiver-B is also parameterized by the forget factor a.
The first CPM scheme considered is the PCM/FM waveform in [3], which is M = 2, h = 7/10, 2RC
(this is actually an approximation, where 2RC is very close to the fourth order Bessel pre-modulation filter
used by Geoghegan). The performance of this waveform is given to demonstrate that the more general
Receiver-A is equivalent to the receiver in [1, 3] for the M = 2 (binary) case. Three of the curves in
Figure 1a appear in Geoghegan’s paper: the one for the FM demodulator (FMD), and the two Receiver-A
curves for the observation lengths N = 3 and N = 5. Figure 1a also shows two curves for Receiver-B,
where the observation lengths are N = 1 and N = 2, and a = 0.9 (this value of a = 0.9 was found to
yield the best receiver performance). The performance of the optimal MLSE receiver [2] is also shown as

a) M=2, h=7/10, 2RC (PCM/FM)
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Figure 1: a) Six performance curves are shown for a PCM/FM waveform. Receiver-A is superior to the FMD
for both observation lengths shown. Receiver-B is superior to Receiver-A, with appreciably less trellis complexity.
Receiver-B performs close to the optimum receiver for N = 2. b) Six performance curves are shown for the ARTM
Tier II waveform. Receiver-A performs poorly in this case, and is inferior to the FMD. Receiver-B demonstrates
strong gains over the FMD, and is within 2 dB of the optimum receiver for N = 2.

a reference. As reported by Geoghegan, the Receiver-A with N = 5 yields an improvement of 2.5 dB over
the traditional FMD. Figure 1a also shows that Receiver-B produces additional performance improvement
over Receiver-A, in addition to requiring shorter observation intervals. At BER = 10−6 , Receiver-B with
N = 1 performs with 1 dB improvement over Receiver-A with N = 3; these receivers have a trellis of
2 and 8 states respectively. A 0.7 dB improvement also exists for Receiver-B with N = 2 (4 states) over
Receiver-A with N = 5 (32 states). Figure 1a indicates that Receiver-B with N = 2 performs very close
to the optimal MLSE receiver, which shows there is little to be gained by further increasing N for this
CPM scheme.
The next CPM scheme in the simulations is the ARTM Tier II waveform, which is M = 4, h =
{4/16, 5/16}, 3RC. Figure 1a shows the same set of six curves in the previous PCM/FM example. Here
the results are very different. Receiver-A is shown to perform at a loss relative to the FMD. At BER = 10−6
this loss is 1 dB for N = 5, and 7 dB for N = 3. This is a surprising result when considering that these
receivers have 4096 and 256 states respectively. The sharp difference in the performance of Receiver-A
for these two CPM schemes would likely be explained by differences in distance properties of the two
waveforms under noncoherent reception. In [2](ch. 10) it is shown that some CPM schemes require much
larger values of N to achieve noncoherent performance close to the coherent case; However, analysis of
this sort has not been performed for the ARTM Tier II case at this time. For the case of Receiver-B, it
outperforms the FMD by several dB at BER = 10−6 , and is only 2 and 3 dB inferior to the optimum
MLSE receiver for N = 2 and N = 1 respectively (64 and 16 states each).

a) ARTM Tier II, carrier phase variation δ = 5°/symbol
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Figure 2: a) Performance curves are shown for the channel where δ = 5◦ /symbol. The FMD outperforms both
Receivers-A and -B. For Receiver-B, the less complex case where N = 1 is superior to the more complex N = 2.
b) Performance curves are shown for δ = 5◦ /symbol. For both channel cases, the forget factor a was reduced to
achieve better performance.

Up to this point, we have only considered performance for the case of perfect symbol timing and carrier
phase. Since the motivation for a noncoherent receiver is the case where the carrier phase is not known
and assumed to be varying, a simple model will be introduced for variations in the carrier phase. Let [5]
φn ≡ φ(nT ) = φn−1 + νn mod 2π

(19)

where {νn } are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance δ 2 . This models the phase noise as a first order Markov process with Gaussian transition probability distribution. For perfect carrier phase tracking, δ = 0.
Figure 2a shows the performance the ARTM Tier II waveform with the two receivers for the case where
δ = 5◦ /symbol. Among the noncoherent receivers, the traditional FMD performs best for this particular
channel model. What is particularly interesting is that in the case of Receiver-B, the shorter observation
interval (N = 1) outperforms the longer one (N = 2). Also, a lower value of a = 0.75 was found to yield
the best performance under these channel conditions. These performance characteristics of Receiver-B
would appear to be a result of the very structure of the receiver. Under these channel conditions, lowering
the value of the forget factor reduces the dependence of the branch metrics on previous noisy observations.
Increasing the observation length under these channel conditions would only exacerbate the situation by
increasing the reliance on previous noisy observations. Figure 2b shows that when δ is increased to
10◦ /symbol the performance of Receiver-B with N = 2 is the worst (note that a was further reduced to
0.6). For both values of δ, Receiver-B with N = 1 (2 states) outperformed Receiver-A with N = 5 (4096
states), and the FMD outperformed them all.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Geoghegan has found Receiver-A to be an attractive alternative to the conventional FMD receiver
design for the case of PCM/FM [3]. The performance results presented here show that this is not the case
for the ARTM Tier II waveform. The case for Receiver-A is further eroded by its high complexity.
A new design for a noncoherent receiver was presented (Receiver-B) which allows for multi-symbol
observations and an adjustable dependence on previous observations. The controlled use of a cumulative
metric by this receiver is an important difference from Receiver-A. This receiver was found to perform
well with low complexity (single-symbol observations) for both CPM schemes (PCM/FM and ARTM
Tier II).
An additional dimension of receiver performance was modeled by simulating a channel with random
phase variations. In this case, the traditional FMD outperformed both Receivers-A and -B. It was also
found that Receiver-B performed best under these channel conditions when its reliance on previous observations was reduced (i.e. lowering the forget factor a) and using single-symbol observations.
Future work might be done to analytically explain some of the simulation results; including the exact
cause of Receiver-A’s poor performance with the ARTM Tier II waveform, and the reasons for ReceiverB’s behavior under harsh channel conditions. Also, work could be done to derive an analytical expression
for the performance of Receiver-B. This would shed light on optimal values for the receiver parameters
N and a. Work might also be done to investigate an adaptive means of adjusting the forget factor of
Receiver-B as channel conditions change.
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ABSTRACT
An artifact of QPSK modems is ambiguity of the recovered data. There are four
variations of the output data for a given input data stream. All are equally probable. To
resolve this ambiguity, the QPSK data streams can be differentially encoded before
modulation and differentially decoded after demodulation. The encoder maps each input
data pair to a phase angle change of the QPSK carrier. In the demodulator, the inverse is
performed – each phase change of the input QPSK carrier is mapped to an output data
pair.
This paper discusses a very simple and unique differential encoder/decoder that handles
all possible data pair/phase change permutations.
KEY WORDS
QPSK, Differential Encoding / Decoding, Data Ambiguity, Permutation .
INTRODUCTION
All coherent QPSK demodulators recover a local version (F'c) of the modulator’s premodulation carrier (Fc). “A stable lock state can be achieved at any of four different
1
phases [phase angles between the two carriers]: 0, +90 and 180.” The four lock states
are equally likely to occur. In each of the lock states, the data output by the demodulator
is a different function of the original modulation data.
A QPSK signal can be represented as two data streams (I and Q) modulating a carrier of
frequency Fc Hz.. The I data modulates sin Fc, while Q data modulates cos Fc. The
normalized output of the modulator is:
I sin(Fc) + Q cos(Fc).

I and Q have values of + 1 volt depending on the logic state (0,1) of the input I and Q
data. See Figure 1.

I [DATA IN]

X
SIN Fc
COS Fc

Q [DATA IN]

CARRIER
OSCILLATOR

SUMMER

QPSK OUT

X
Figure 1. QPSK Modulator

QPSK demodulators have two outputs:
1. The input QPSK signal down converted by the recovered sin F'c.
2. The input QPSK signal down converted by the recovered cos F'c.
These outputs are called A and B, respectively. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2. QPSK Demodulator

B OUT

Because of the four lock states, either A or B can have a value of I, Q, -I or –Q. In all
four lock states, some version of I and some version of Q will simultaneously be
available at A and B. The data ambiguity of demodulator A,B vs modulator I,Q caused
by the four lock states is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Lock State Ambiguity
Lock
State

A, B
Output

0°
90°
180°
270°

I, Q
Q, -I
-I, -Q
-Q, I

See Appendix for proof.
“ The ambiguity is not a defect of the squaring loop—or other carrier synchronizers—but
1
is inherent to suppressed-carrier, phase-shift keying.” .
THEORY OF OPERATION
As shown above, data ambiguity is an inherent, though undesirable, characteristic of
QPSK demodulation. A differential encoder/decoder approach can be used to resolve
this ambiguity. We may not know the absolute phase of the input QPSK signal, but we
do know how many degrees it has moved since the last I/Q pair of data bits was
transmitted. In differentially encoded QPSK, the transmitted signal phase changes a
predetermined amount as a function of the input data pair. At the demodulator, the
output data is a function of how much the input carrier phase has changed from one data
pair to the next. A new data bit pair is output as a function of the amount of this phase
change.
Differential encoding/decoding does have a drawback. The differentially encoded output
data error rate is nominally twice the error rate in the channel. One error in the channel
turns into two errors in the output data stream. This is because the amount of phase shift
to the error phase state is the wrong value and the amount of phase shift from the error
phase state is also the wrong value.
Refer to Figure 4 which illustrates a QPSK Constellation. This unit circle phasor diagram
shows the four possible phases that the QPSK modulator can transmit. The phase states
change as a function of input data (I,Q) bit-pairs.

Q axis (cos Fc)
0
|
|
(Q,I)
01
|
00
|
|
1 ----------------------- 0
|
|
11
|
10
|
|

I axis (sin Fc)

1

FIGURE 3 QPSK Constellation
Assigning the values of Q and I as shown above, the values of the four quadrants starting
from upper right and going counter clockwise are 0,1,3,2. Table 2 shows how the four
possible transmitted data combinations are output for each of the four lock states.

Table 2
------------------B, A Output @ Demodulator For Each Lock State-----------------Q,I
Transmitted

0°

90°

180°

270°

00(0)
01(1)
11(3)
10(2)

00(0)
01(1)
11(3)
10(2)

10(2)
00(0)
01(1)
11(3)

11(3)
10(2)
00(0)
01(1)

01(1)
11(3)
10(2)
00(0)

Remember that when moving in a CCW direction, the quadrants of the unit circle
phasor diagram are numbered 0, 1, 3 and 2. Notice that moving the transmitted phasor a
given number of quadrants also moves the output phasor of any of the four lock state an
equivalent amount. If the value of quadrants 2 and 3 were switched, we could use a
standard adder for phase incrementing. The logic shown below in Figure 4, 3-to-2/2-to-3
Mapper, performs that function. Input values of 2 and 3 are output as 3 and 2
respectively. This logic block leads to the following (en/de)coder for a QPSK modem.

MSB

MSB

LSB
LSB

Figure 4 3-to-2/2-to-3 Mapper
Refer to Figure 5 illustrating a Permutation Encoder for a QPSK Transmitter. The leftmost block, Map Input Data Bits to Phase Change, is a look-up table that maps the four
possible QI data pairs to a unique phase change. An output value of 0 causes a 0° phase
change, 1 causes a 90°change, 2 cause a 180° change and 3 causes a 270°change. In our
application, the mapping is not fixed and can be set to any of the 24 possible input-datato-phase-change permutations. Twenty four mappings/permutations occur because there
are four possible data bit-pairs [00,01,10,11] and each of them can correspond to one of
the four possible phase change values [0, 90, 180, 270]. There are 24 permutations when
four items are taken four at a time. The mapping block is a combination of an eight bit
register and a two-bit wide, one-of-four mux. The host computer writes an eight bit word
to the register. Bits 1,0 set the phase change for when the QI data bits are equal to 00.
Bits 3,2 set the phase change for when the QI data bits are equal 01. Bits 5,4 set the
phase change for when the QI data bits are equal to 10 and Bits 7,6 set the phase change
for when QI data bits are equal to 11. Register bits 1,0 are present at mux input #0. Bits
3,2 are present at mux input #1. Bits 5,4 are present at mux input #2. Bits 7,6 are present
at mux input #3. The QI data bits are used to select the mux input. Depending on the
values of the QI data bits, a desired phase change value is input to the 2 bit adder at the A
input. It can be seen that this phase change value is added to the present phase (B input).
The value of the current phase state is increased by an amount that is a function of the QI
data input. The output of the Adder is the new current phase state. The fact that the
phase values count in a 0, 1, 3, 2 sequence is handled by the 3-to-2 / 2-to-3 mapping
block. The mapper outputs are level shifted to be bipolar and then input to the sin Fc and
cos Fc multipliers.
DATA BIT I
DATA BIT Q
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INPUT DATA BITS
TO
PHASE CHANGE.

CARRY

MSB
LSB
MSB

A IN

MSB

TWO BIT
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>
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MAPPER
3 to 2
and
2 to 3
__________

To cos(Fc) mult (Q)

LEVEL
SHIFTER

clock

Figure 5

Permutation Encoder for a QPSK Transmitter

The Permutation Decoder for a QPSK Demodulator is shown in Figure 6. The
demodulator decoder is basically the reciprocal of the modulator encoder. The bipolar
multiplier outputs are level shifted to TTL and then mapped 3-to-2/2-to-3. The four
phases are now represented by values of 0, 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to phases of 0, 90,
180 and 270, respectively. These binary versions of the phase are clocked through a
two-bit wide flip-flop so that both the current and previous phase are simultaneously
available. The modulator’s adder is replaced by a subtractor (A-B) which is the next
step in the decoding. The previous phase is subtracted from the current phase and the
phase difference is output from the subtractor. It is a three bit subtractor with fixed
MSBs to account for wrap around. On a bit-pair by bit-pair basis, the output of the
subtractor is the change in carrier phase. This phase change value goes to a mapper that
converts phase change to output bit-pair. While the mapper can be a fixed look-up table ,
this approach is more flexible. Like the modulator encoder, an 8 bit word from the host
computer is input to the mapper. This allows one to make the output bit-pairs correspond
to any one of the 24 possible permutations.
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A from sin(Fc) mult
B from cos(Fc) mult
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Figure 6 Permutation Decoder for a QPSK Demodulator

DATA BIT I
DATA BIT Q

CONCLUSION
Differential Encoding in QPSK has been utilized for many years. Originally, a QPSK
modem would have a fixed mapping of “data bits in to phase change out” at the
modulator and “phase change in to data bits out” at the demodulator. Later QPSK
modems would have a permutation selector ( with choices 00 to 24) at both ends. These
selectors used cumbersome logic or look-up tables for the mapping.
The approach in this paper simplifies the design. The novelty of this design is the
renumbering of the phasor diagram quadrants which allows adders and subtractors to be
used for the mappings.
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APPENDIX
DATA AMBIGUITY IN A QPSK DEMODULATOR
The following is a proof of how the four lock states of the QPSK Costas demodulator
affects the demodulator A and B data outputs.
The original signal from the modulator is:
Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc).
I and Q have values of +- 1v depending on the logic state (1,0) of data inputs.
In Figure 2, the recovered carrier has a frequency of F'c. The modulator frequency is Fc.
When in lock, , F'c and Fc are equal. F'c is only used in the first equation to illustrate
where a specific signal was developed. After that, Fc is used for F'c.

1. Setting the Demodulator LO Phase = 0°
The A signal output of the demodulator in Fig. 2 is:
2sin[F'c + 0°] x [Isin(Fc) +Qcos(Fc)]
= Icos[Fc-Fc] – Icos[2Fc] + Qsin[2Fc] + Qsin[Fc-Fc]
= I.
In the last step, the 2Fc terms were eliminated by the low pass filter. Cos0 °= 1 and
sin0° = 0, so those terms were set accordingly.
The B signal output of the demodulator in Fig. 2 is:
2cos[F'c + 0°] x [Isin(Fc) +Qcos(Fc)]
= Isin[2Fc] – Isin[Fc-Fc] + Qcos[2Fc] + Qcos[Fc-Fc]
= Q.
For Costas demodulator locked in the 0° state, the A output is the I signal from the
modulator and the B output is the Q signal from the modulator.
2. Setting the Demodulator LO Phase = 90°
The A signal output of the demodulator is:
2sin[F'c + 90°] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= 2cos[Fc] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= Isin[2Fc] - Isin[Fc-Fc] + Qcos[2Fc] + Qcos([Fc–Fc]
=Q
In step (1), trig identity sin[x +90°] = cos x was used.

(1)
(2)

In step (2), the 2Fc terms were eliminated by the low pass filter also, cos0° = 1 and
sin0°= 0, so those terms were set accordingly.
The B signal output of the demodulator is:
2cos[F'c + 90°] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= 2 x -sin[Fc] X [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= -Icos[Fc-Fc] + Icos[2Fc] - Qsin[2Fc] – Qsin[Fc-Fc]
= -I
In step (1), cos[x + 90°] = -sinx was used.

(1)
(2)

For Costas demodulator locked in the 90° state, the A output is the Q signal from the
modulator and the B output is the -I signal from the modulator.

3. Setting the Demodulator LO Phase = 180°
The A signal output of the demodulator is:
2sin[F'c + 180°] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= 2 x -sin[Fc] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= Icos[2Fc] - Icos[Fc-Fc] - Qsin[2Fc] - Qsin [Fc–Fc]
= -I
In step (1), sin[x + 180°] = -sin x was used.
The B signal output of the demodulator is:
2cos[F'c + 180°] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= 2 x -cos[Fc] X [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= -Isin[2Fc] + Isin[Fc-Fc] - Qcos[2Fc] - Qcos[Fc-Fc]
= -Q
In step (1), cos[x +180°] = -sin x was used.

(1)

(1)

For Costas demodulator locked in the 180° state, the A output is the -I signal from the
modulator and the B output is the -Q signal from the modulator.
4. Setting the Demodulator LO Phase = 270°
The A signal output of the demodulator is:
2sin[F'c + 270°] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= 2 x -cos[Fc] x [Isin(Fc) + Qcos(Fc)]
= -Isin[2Fc] + Isin[Fc-Fc] - Qcos[2Fc] - Qcos [Fc–Fc]
= -Q
In step (1), sin[x + 270°] = -cos x was used.

(1)

The B signal output of the demodulator is:
2cos[F'c +270°] x [Isin(Fc) +Qcos(Fc)]
= 2 x sin[Fc] X [Isin(Fc) +Qcos(Fc)]
= -Icos[2Fc] + Icos[Fc-Fc] + Qsin[2Fc] + Qsin[Fc-Fc]

(1)

=I
In step (1), cos[x +270°] = sin x was used.
For Costas demodulator locked in the 270° state, the A output is the -Q signal from the
modulator and the B output is the I signal from the modulator.
The A,B outputs for all of the lock states were shown in Table 1, which is repeated
below.

Table 1. Lock State Ambiguity
Lock
State

A, B
Output

0°
90°
180°
270°

I, Q
Q, -I
-I, -Q
-Q, I
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ABSTRACT
Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (SOQPSK) has the advantages of low sidelobes and
high detection probability; however, its main lobe has a fixed width set by the number of constellation
points. By slightly modifying the modulation scheme, the four constellation points of quadrature
shift keying can be changed to M constellation points where M is a power of 2. After this change,
the power spectral density (PSD) retains low sidelobes, and the desirable property of being able to
detect the signal by integrating over two symbol periods is retained.

KEYWORDS
Power Spectral Density, Shaped Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, Shaped Offset M-ary Phase
Shift Keying, Markov Chain

INTRODUCTION
SOQPSK is a modulation scheme commonly used for satellite telemetry and other forms of communication [1] [2]. The original (MIL-STD) version of SOQPSK allows the phase to transition between
constellation points in a linear fashion during a single bit period. Recently, more spectrally efficient
versions of SOQPSK have been found [3] that dramatically lower the sidelobes of the PSD while
keeping the main lobe width approximately the same. This improvement arises by allowing the
phase to transition between constellation points in a non-linear fashion during multiple bit periods.

Q

(-1,1)

(1,1)

I

(-1,-1)

Fig. 1.

(1,-1)

The Constellation of SOQPSK

What has not been shown to date is an extension of the SOQPSK waveform to similar waveforms
with more constellation points. Increasing the number of constellation points decreases the spectral
width of the waveform at the expense of required power. This paper shows that such an extension is
possible. The resulting waveforms share much in common with the SOQPSK waveform including
the low sidelobes, the availability of variants with even lower sidelobes, and the ability to integrate
for two symbol periods when detecting the transmitted signal.

THE SOMPSK MODULATION SCHEME
The chief advantage of SOQPSK concerns the ability to detect the transmitted modulation. In
reference to the constellation diagram in Fig. 1, SOQPSK is constructed so that the phase remains in
the left or right half-planes for two symbols in a row. Beginning in the alternate bit, it also remains
in the upper or lower half-planes for two symbols in a row. Thus, the waveform might begin at the
point (−1, −1). It can then stay where it is or move up to the point (−1, 1). In either case it remains
in the left half-plane for two bit periods. Assuming it moved to (−1, 1), it can next stay where it is
or move to point (1, 1). In either case it remains in the upper half-plane for two bit periods.
The strength of this scheme is realized when one divides the data into I and Q channels. I corresponds
to the left- and right-half planes, and Q corresponds to the upper and lower half-planes. Keeping I or
Q constant for two subsequent bit periods means that the processor has twice as long to determine
whether the bit is a −1 or a +1. The result is a very efficient detection scheme, one that is equivalent
to boosting the power by about 3dB when compared to other modulation schemes.
To derive the SOMPSK waveform, we first place M equally-spaced constellation points on the unit
circle. Next, we understand that every symbol will direct us to one of M2 constellation points in
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Fig. 2.
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The Constellation of SOMPSK with M = 8

such a way that we stay in the same half-plane for at least two symbols in a row.
One such scheme is illustrated by Fig. 2 for the case, M = 8. We assume that we began at the
point marked 1. The next symbol directs us to move to any of the four points in the left-hand plane.
Suppose we move to the point marked 4. The next symbol then directs us to any point in the upper
half-plane. Continuing this approach, we fulfill the goal of staying in the same half-plane for two
symbols in a row.
THE PSD OF SOMPSK
Using the Markov chain approach, the PSD of a modulated signal with constant bit period is given
with minor modification as [4, Eq. 22]
2 ∞

Ns
X 


1 X
n
1
2
G(f ) = 2
pi,i hi
δ f−
+
(ph)∗ h +
Re (ph)∗ P e−jωt0 h
(1)
t0 i=1
t0
t0
t0
n=−∞
In this equation, t0 is the bit period, p is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are the
stationary probabilities of being in the ith state out of Ns possible states, h is a vector that contains
the Fourier transform of the transmitted signal during each state, h∗ is the conjugate transpose of h,
f is frequency, and ω is radian frequency. P (e−jωt0 ) is a term that describes how the modulation
scheme affects the frequency domain. This term can be written as
∞
X

−jωt0
P e
=
(Pz)k
(2)
k=1

where P is a matrix containing the probabilities of transition and
z = e−jωt0

(3)
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The SOMPSK Trellis Diagram with M = 8 Showing the State Numbering

Assuming that ω t0 is not a multiple of 2π, (2) can be rewritten as

P e−jωt0 = (I − Pz)−1

(4)

where I is the identity matrix.
(1) describes the power spectral density of an aperiodic Markov process. An aperiodic process has
a transition matrix, P, whose powers converge rather than repeat. A similar equation exists for
periodic processes [5, Eq. 20]. Under certain conditions valid for all modulation schemes studied
here, the equation for periodic processes reduces to that of aperiodic processes. These conditions
relate to the waveforms appearing in pairs with opposite phases so that the spectral spikes and an
additional term vanish.
Since we require vanishing spectral spikes, we ignore the first term of (1). The second term represents
the part of the spectrum due to the transmitted signals, themselves, and the third term represents
the part of the spectrum that is due in some part to the particular modulation scheme.
To number the states we refer to the phase trellis for M = 8 illustrated by Fig. 3. We order by
grouping states that begin in the same quadrant; for example, all the states that begin between 0◦
inclusive and 90◦ non-inclusive. Next, we consider all the quadrature (Q) states first and the in-phase
(I) states last. Within each of these groupings, we list the states in order from the least starting phase
to the greatest starting phase. Finally, we list the states from the most negative phase trajectory to
the most positive phase trajectory.

TABLE I
T HE S TATES OF SOQPSK (M = 4, N = 1)
State No.

4
φ
π s

α

0

1

-1

1

1

0

2

1

0

3

1

1

4

3

-1

5

3

0

6

3

0

7

3

1

8

5

-1

9

5

0

10

5

0

11

5

1

12

7

-1

13

7

0

14

7

0

15

7

1

For M = 4 (SOQPSK) the transmitted waveform during each state has the form
Z t0
h(ω) =
ej [φs +α(Ω(t)+φc )] e−j ωt d t

(5)

0

where t0 is half of a symbol period. φs is the starting phase of each state; it corresponds to the
locations of the constellation points. Ω(t) is a phase pulse that for MIL-STD SOQPSK is a linear
ramp. φc is zero. α indicates the direction of the ramp: 1 means ramp up in phase, −1 means ramp
down in phase, and 0 means hold the phase constant.
Between the constellation diagram and the phase trellis, we see that there are four states that begin
at φs = π4 . For the Q bits these correspond to α = −1 and 0, and for the I bits they correspond to
α = 0 and 1. Thus, the order of the 16 states for MIL-STD SOQPSK is given by Table I. The table
reveals that we do not really need to list the last 12 states, since they are just phase-shifted versions
of the first four states.
The process just described is sufficient for half-symbol SOMPSK. By “half-symbol” we mean that
the frequency pulses that define each transmitted waveform are non-zero only within a half-symbol
period. (With M = 4 [SOQPSK], a half-symbol period is also a bit period.) Half-symbol SOQPSK,
for example, corresponds to MIL-STD SOQPSK. The variants SOQPSK-A, SOQPSK-B, and others
have waveforms that exist over multiple half-symbol (bit) periods. Let us define the number of
half-symbols over which the waveform extends as N . To analyze SOMPSK with N > 1, we need
to list all possible combinations of the overlapping of waveforms.
Using only the first four states of the N = 1 SOQPSK example just given, we can extend the

TABLE II
P OSSIBLE P HASE T RAJECTORIES FOR SOMPSK
State No.

α1

α0

0

-1

-1

1

-1

0

2

0

0

3

0

1

4

0

-1

5

0

0

6

1

0

7

1

1

WITH

M = 4 AND N = 2

results to N = 2 SOQPSK by listing all possible combinations of phase trajectories as shown in
Table II. In this case there are 32 unique states. α1 represents the older symbol, and α0 represents
the newer symbol. Ignoring the initial phase of each state, State 0 can transition to itself or to State
1. A transition to State 1 occurs if the previous two waveforms were represented by α = −1, −1
(meaning the system is currently in State 0) and the next waveform has α = 0 (the α’s shift to the
left in the table, and the new 0 enters on the right). A similar extension for higher values of N is
readily found.
When N > 1, α in (5) becomes a row vector that contains αN −1 through α0 , and Ω(t) becomes a
column vector that contains the segments of the waveforms valid during the current bit periods. φc
is a column vector that contains the amount accumulated by the older bits (that is, bits 1 through
N − 1). φs becomes a column vector of starting phases.

RESULTS
Using the developed equations, the PSD’s of SOMPSK waveforms for various values of M and N
were computed. Fig. 4 illustrates the case of N = 1 for various values of M . In this case the phase
trajectory was assumed to be linear. Fig. 5 illustrates the PSD of 4-ary and 8-ary signalling with
N = 4. A raised cosine phase trajectory, given by n(t) and w(t) below, is assumed. This is the
same phase trajectory used for SOQPSK-A; however, SOQPSK-A has N = 8. The waveform is
Z t
Ω(t) =
n(τ )w(τ ) d τ
(6)
−∞




Bt
Bt
A cos πρ 2t
sin
π
2t0
0
(7)
n(t) =

2
Bt
π
Bt
2t0
1 − 2ρ 2t0

t

1


 t
 | 2t0 | < T1

|
|−T1
T1 < | 2tt0 | < T2
(8)
w(t) = 12 + 12 cos π 2t0T2



0
| 2tt0 | > T1 + T2

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF SOMPSK
N =4

Parameter

N =8

ρ

1

1

B

1.35

1.35

T1

0.7

1.4

T2

0.3

0.6

20
0
PSD (dB/Hz)

M=4
M=8

-20

M=16
-40

M=32
M=64

-60
-80
0

1

2

3

4

Frequency (half-symbol rate)

Fig. 4.

The PSD of SOMPSK with Linear Phase Trajectories
(9)

The row vectors, 0, 1, 2, and 3, are filled with 0’s, 1’s, 2’s, and 3’s, respectively. The values of the
parameters B, ρ, T1 , and T2 are given by Table III. A is chosen so that the phase pulse yields 2π
M
at t = t0 .

CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new set of modulation schemes that are an extension of SOQPSK. This set
allows the user to decrease the spectral width of the transmitted signal at the expense of power and a
slight rise in sidelobe level. We have further shown that variants exist that allow one to suppress the
sidelobe levels in a manner analogous to the use of SOQPSK variants SOQPSK-A and SOQPSK-B.

20

PSD (dB/Hz)

0
-20

M=4
M=8

-40
-60
-80
0

1

2

3

4

Frequency (half-symbol rate)

Fig. 5.

The PSD of SOMPSK with N = 4 Raised Cosine Phase Trajectories

Because of the great numbers of states involved for modulation schemes such as SOQPSK-A and
SOMPSK with M = 32 and higher, it was necessary to implement the computation of the PSD in
a very efficient manner. Though not shown here, efficiency was gained by directly computing the
required inverse matrix and matrix multiplications.
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ABSTRACT
Structures for power-efficient systems, requiring the use of non-linear amplifiers
and thus Mis-Matched filtering, are presented. These architectures allow for changeable
amounts of power, bit rate, and modem selectable formats. The benefits include
power/spectral efficiency, in addition to robust operation in mobile environments .
Alternatives to matched filter receivers are addressed for power constrained systems
associated with mobile systems in frequency selective channel environments. Two types
of modulation format FQPSK[1][2][3] and GMSK[4], with different mismatch filters at
the receiver, are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
While the common rule in communications is to have matched transmit and
receive filters, cases may arise where this is not practical. At present, many digital
communications system are designed under the assumption that their electronic
components will a operate in a linear mode. In other words, the output of the device is a
linear function of the input signal. However, many components offer a linear response to
an input only under a restricted range. RF amplifiers, mixers, and filters are typical
devices that contribute noise and nonlinear effects to the generated and received signal.
Much research is focused on the design of electronic components with a longer linear
range of operation and on devising techniques to compensate for the distortion
introduced. The operation of devices in their linear range is usually power inefficient.
The continuous demand for more power-efficient devices, carrying more traffic,
spurs the search for solutions that take advantage of the characteristics of the real devices
that we are forced to use. Thus, in the reception of signals by a receiver, we have to
consider both noise, and undesired responses due to circuit nonlinearity. The Texas
Instrument's report [5] about Receivers for Wireless states that a low-noise system does
not necessarily give a total linear response, while, on the other hand, high linearity is
associated with more noise. The phase noise produced by the oscillator in the receiver
can enhance the reception of unwanted signals of large amplitude in detriment to weak,
desired signals of similar frequency. Although, we are still far from developing digital
communications systems based on nonlinear electronics, research on controlling the

overall response of "chaostic" signals, once thought impossible, is much closer to being
realized at present. There are many physical circuits that exhibit a chaotic behavior,
nevertheless the overall responses have been proved to be controllable [6]. This opens
the possibility in the near future of having transmitter/receivers based exclusively on nonlinear circuits accomplishing the goals of power and efficiency that linear electronic
cannot render. In this paper, we look at the limitations of matched filter theory for the
design of real systems and the exploration of transmitter/receiver structures that can
better realize present needs.

Figure 1: Generic Transmitter (Tx) block-implemented diagram for an architecture
utilizing bit rate agile, selectable modulation formats, and mismatched filtering. [1]

DESIGN LIMITATIONS BASED ON MATCHED FILTER THEORY
The matched filter is the optimum receiver for maximizing the instantaneous
signal power to average noise power (S/N) at time t= T at the output of a receiving filter
of a signal with additive noise.
s(t)

H(f)

s( t ) + n( t ) = r( t )
max(S / N)= Power Signal / Power Noise = (Es^ 2) / (Es No / 2 )= 2Es/No
The maximum ratio depends on the signal energy at the sampling time and the
power spectra of the noise, no on the waveform of the input signal. Because the physical
channel is ban limited, the initial data information sequence needs to be filtered through a
pulse-shaped filter prior to transmission. This linear filter introduces distortion, resulting
in Inter-Symbol Interference(ISI). Figure 2 shows a simple block diagram of a
communication system.

Figure 2 Simplified transmitter/receiver block diagram model

At the output of the sampler, the maximum signal to noise ratio is:
max(S/N)T = Power signa/ / Power noise = (Er ^2) / (Er No /) 2 = 2 Er / No
where Er is energy of the received signal and No is the power spectral density of the
noise. The optimum receiver is matched to the received signal no to the transmitted. In
orden to know the received signal , we need to know the transfer function of the channel
which may not be known. The energy of the received signal depends on the
characteristics and bandwidth of the channel [11] .
The solution occurs under the assumptions that the noise is only additive white
Gaussian random process, and the transfer function of transmitter, receiver filter, and
channel are linear transfer functions . In non-linear amplifier systems, the output is not a
scaled-up version of the input and the optimum receiver is not necessarily the scale up

matched copy of the transmitted waveform before amplification. For time invariant
channel, channel equalization can compensate for channel irregularities using a training
sequence. For time variant channel, additional distortion is caused by Doppler shift.
Time variant conditions appear in cellular mobile communication, telemetry applications,
line-of-sight microwave, and UHF radio.
In the design of a system, the receiver's response range limits the reception of
desired signals. Noise limits the smallest signals and distortion arising from non-linearity
inherent in the receiver structure limits the largest ones. An optimal design based on
noise does not translate into an optimal large signal reception. An unwanted signal of
large amplitude is precluded for reaching the receiver by filtering the incoming signal.
This narrow filter may limit the reception of the desired signal as if the noise will have
increased. Adding a low noise amplifier, although it can reduce the noise figure, can
introduce intermodulation products that, for a digital modulation, are equivalent to an
increase in co-channel and adjacent interference [5].
There is a trade-off between bandwidth and power efficiency. The spectral
efficiency depends on the adopted modulation format and is a function of the symbol
rate and waveform pulse. To comply with International Regulations, the bandwidth of
the digital signals are filtered to limit the output bandwidth in order to prevent adjacent
channel interference. The final stage of amplification will be more power efficient if
non-linear amplifiers can be used. For non-constant envelope modulation, the effect is to
re-grow the bandwidth occupancy and IM products. Constant envelope is not affected for
this problem, but tends to have larger bandwidth than the non-constant envelope,
increasing the possibility of adjacent channel interference. Even for this category, there
are differences, as will be stated in the study cases. There are a number of papers that
focus on the effects of nonlinear amplifiers and modulation format to assess the
performance with respect to power and bandwidth requirements [7][8]. In this paper, we
do a qualitative study between two constant or quasi envelope modulations: GMSK and
FQPSK that uses mismatch filter . In both cases, the field implementation may depend
on the requirements to find an optimum balance between bandwidth and BER rate for the
particular user. Another example on mismatch filtering is in the GSM/EDGE standard.
The transmitter has a Gaussian filter and in the receiver a square-root raised cosine. Other
implementation of mismatched filter are reported in [10]
CASE STUDIES
In this study we have simulated the Power Spectral density at the output of the
transmitted and received filter and then we calculate the Bit Error Rate for different
cutoff frequencies and two different types of filters using MATLAB. The channel
simulation incorporates AWGN and a hard limiter amplifier.
In the paper of Murota and Hirade [4], they reported the bandwidth efficiency
obtained using a very sharp cutoff frequency in the transmitter of BTb= 0.25 with very
small degradation using BitTb= 0.63 in the receiver. Here, for comparison purposes, we
use the same values for both modulations. Figure 2 shows the plots for Power Spectral

Density and BER for GMSK with a Gaussian filter in the transmitter and receiver, while
Figure 3 show the case of a Gaussian filter in the transmitter and a Butterworth filter in
the receiver.
Table 1shows some selective values from the graphs. Figure 4 shows the plots
for Power Spectral Density and BER for FQPSK with a Butterworth filter in the
transmitter and receiver, while Figure 5 show the case of a Butterworth filter in the
transmitter and Gaussian in the receiver. Table 2 shows some selective values from the
graphs.
Table 1.
GMSK Power Spectral Value at
transmitter and receiver at value fTb=1
Transmitter
Gaussian BTb*
Receiver
Gaussian 4th
Butterworth 4th

≈ - 55dB
BiTb= 0.45
≈ -75 dB
≈ -80 dB

BiTb= 0.5
≈ -70 dB
≈ -75 dB

BiTb= 0.55
≈ - 65 dB
≈ -70 dB

BiTb=0.6
≈ - 60 dB

BiTb= 0.55
≈ 8.6
≈ 9.6

BiTb= 0.6
≈ 8.7

GMSK Eb/No for BER= 10-3
Transmitter
Gaussian BTb*
Receiver
Gaussian 4th
Butterworth 4th

BiTb= 0.45
≈ 9.3
> 10

BiTb= 0.5
≈9
≈ 10

Table 2.
FQPSK Power Spectral at transmitter and
receiver at value fTb=1
Transmitter
Butterworth BTb*
Receiver
Butterworth 4th
Gaussian 4th

≈ - 60dB
BiTb= 0.45
≈ -90dB
≈ -95 dB

BiTb= 0.5
≈ -80 dB
≈ -90 dB

BiTb= 0.55
≈ - 70 dB
≈ -90 dB

BiTb= 0.6

BiTb= 0.55
≈ 7.9
≈ 8.1

BiTb= 0.6
≈8

FQPSK Eb/No for 10-3
Transmitter
Butterworth BTb*
Receiver
Butterworth 4th
Gaussian 4th

BiTb= 0.45
≈ 9.5
≈ 10

BiTb= 0.5
≈ 8.2
≈ 8.5

The BTb* value[used in 2] used in this simulation is more than the Nyquist
minimum bandwidth requirement for transmission of I/Q signals. The BiTB value does
not match the value in the transmitter. The best realization for both is to use the same
filter that was used in the transmitter side. The best BER GMSK is for a Gaussian filter
in the receiver for BiTB < 0.6, and for FQPSK the best BER is to use the Butterworth

filter in the receiver with BiTB < 0.6. BER rate is better for FQPSK regardless of the
receiving filter when it is compared for GMSK.
Perhaps more interesting is to realize that the power spectral density at the
transmitter is narrower for FQPSK than for GMSK, even though GMSK is a constant
envelope and FQPSK is quasi-constant, and, consequently, should have been more
affected by the nonlinear amplifier. Although it is not quantified here, the reason may be
in the difference variance of the instantaneous power versus the mean power (PAR).
Perfect constant envelope does not exit, and in real implementation this will be more the
case to account for the difference in performance. This parameter and adjacent channel
power ratio (ACPR) has been found to be inaccurate for estimating the spectral regrowth
of a signal after it passes through a non-linear amplifier to assess the interference in
adjacent channels, i.e. O-QPSK was chosen for IS-94 CDMA reverse link and in IS-95
CDMA forward link based on PAR. O-QPSK has less PAR than QPSK, but it has higher
adjacent channel power [9]. Future simulation of these parameters will consider the
statistics description of the input signal and transformation by the non-linear transfer
function channel model.
CONCLUSIONS
Linear analysis is a mature tool that simplifies physical reality. Design based on
linear principle is constrained by the range of operation in which the assumption is valid.
Linear operation of an amplifier in transmitter/receiver structures is power-inefficient.
Matched theory is based on linear analysis and the assumption that the channel is only
affected by AWGN. This is not the case in all environments. Different approaches to
equalization algorithms tend to address cases of deviation of this model.
For power-limited communications systems, a non-linear amplifier is
recommended but with the penalty of power spectral regrowth for existing non-constant
envelope modulation formats. Constant envelope was not affected by this problem in
principle, yet actual implemented envelope may present irregularities, and, consequently,
be subject to equally nonlinear effects that temper their performance.
Digital modulation signals are properly described by random processes, and
differences in the statistical properties among modulation formats will ultimately explain
differences in performance and provide an insight for designing modulation format to
operate in nonlinear environments.
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 2 Power Spectral Density (normalized rspect the transmitted PSD) and BER for GMSK signal using
a Gaussian filter 4th order at the transmitter and at the receiver.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 4 Power Spectral Density (normalized respect to the transmitted PSD) and BER for GMSK signal
using a Gaussian filter 4th order at the transmitter and a Butterworth filter 4th order at the receiver.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 5 Power Spectral Density and BER for FQPSK signal normalized respect the tramistted power
spectral density using Butterworth 4th filter at the transmitter and at the receiver. a) BiTb= 0.45, b)BiTb=
0.5, and c) BiTb= 0.55
Figure 5 Power Spectral Density and BER for FQPSK signal for Butterworth 4th filter in
the tranmitter and Gaussian 4th order in the receiver.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 6 Power Spectral Density (normalized respect to the transmitted PSD) and BER for FQPSK signal
using Butterworth filter 4th order at the transmitter and a Gaussian filter 4th order at the receiver. a) BiTb=
0.45, b)BiTb= 0.5, and c) BiTb= 0.55
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the architecture of a new dynamic multi-protocol network interface implemented
on a TT&C satellite baseband processor. Today Ethernet is the main connection of the equipment in
a satellite system. Various protocols are necessary to optimize support of data exchange and are
implemented using several supports such as Serial lines, Ethernet or Internet. The capability to
dynamically switch from one service to another, using the most adapted interface, is the key factor
for a multi-mission, multi-satellite system.
KEYWORDS
Dynamic Multi-Protocol interface, satellite, baseband, and Telemetry and Tracking Control.

INTRODUCTION
ENERTEC designs and produces high-end data and video acquisition, storage and processing
systems for aerospace, defense, security and related markets. Enertec focuses on seven core markets
and this includes the Ground Space Segment. Within our Ground Space Segment we offer our
Telemetry, Tracking & Control (3801 TT&C) products and baseband systems which are used for
satellite Assembly and Integration Tests, Launch and Early Orbit Phases and in-Orbit house-keeping
activities. Our latest implementation of the 3801 TT&C product range is our 3801-20 family of
TT&C Digital Processors.
The Enertec 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit is modular in nature and supports a number of
configurations to best meet the application-specific operational requirements. These operational
requirements require various communication interface protocols to optimize data exchange and are
implemented using Serial lines, Ethernet, HDLC, Internet, and etc.
In our older version of the TT&C software structure, the various communication interfaces were
implemented by each developer manually adding and changing structures and logic everywhere in
the code – “bit shaping”. It would take us several days or weeks just to understand where the
modifications had to be made. As a result, each time a customer wanted to change a bit in a header,
we would have to change the software in several places and retest it. This was because each time
you touched the heart of the system; the system had to be retrofitted.
3801-20 TT&C DIGITAL PROCESSOR CHASSIS UNIT
The 3801-20 units are very compact, and are based on the use of industry standard processors,
operating systems and busses.
The 3801 TT&C Digital Processor Chassis Unit integrates TELEMETRY, COMMAND,
RANGING, SIMULATION and TEST functions in a single 3 U or 7U 19-inch rack-mount chassis
as indicated in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: 3801-20 TT&C Digital Processor 3U Compact Chassis

Figure 2: 3801-20 TT&C Digital Processor 7U Chassis

In Figure 3, all of the I/O interfaces are grouped together on the rear panel, thereby providing fast
and convenient interconnections to other sub-systems. This configuration contains 2
Telecommand/Ranging Up-Links and 3 Telemetry receivers with 2 Telemetry demodulation links
each. The network interface is TCP/IP Ethernet 10/100 base-T (RJ45 Connector -J1).
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Figure 2: 3801 TT&C 3801 7U Rear Panel
The 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit performs Baseband telemetry, ranging and command
processing with:
-

PM, BPSK, QPSK OQPSK and FM demodulation
Telemetry processing
Range tone processing, compatible with ESA TTC-A-004 and ESA “programmable tone”
standards
Ranging Tone transmission
Command generation, formatting, verification
Telemetry simulation and PM/FM modulation
Ranging measurement using Telemetry as down-link channel and Command as up-link
channel

3801-20 TT&C COMMUNICATION INTERFACE PROTOCOLS
In order to respond properly to a multi-mission multi-satellite application, we have encountered
constraints of having several demodulation channels working in parallel in real-time against
limitation of existing developed software. This existing software protocol principle was not
compatible with the new configurations without a lot of modifications impossible to do within a
reasonable time frame. Our engineers came up with the idea of “Protocol Client/Server” logic. This
logic resides in a Supervisor task. In this example, they added “Demodulation” as the server which
provides the client with Telemetry, Doppler and Ranging data and the client just has to tell the server
where the data has to be distributed. This new innovative approach provided two main advantages:
1. Demodulation is seen from the “outside” as a black box, and the developer who wants to
use this box has to comply with the server rules via the callback or function pointer.
2. As a server the Demodulation does not know what the client does with its data. Thus
there is no reason we could not use two different protocols on two different channels.
The Space Agencies generally ask for a multi-mission system and they want to be able to support
different protocols on different channels (TCP, HDLC, etc.). With the new Protocol Client/Server
logic it is very easy to do – Protocol connect to the Demodulation Servers and provide channels
(TCP, HDLC, etc.) with data:
DEMOD Ù PROTOCOL Ù SCC
(Server)
(Client/Server) (Client)

The following logic illustrates the configuration structure necessary to set up the Protocol
Client/Server:
/*!Demodulator configuration*/
typedef struct
{
int link;
int board;
int doppler_sampling_rate;
int demod_info_sampling_rate;
int agc_rate;
tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL dwell;

/*!<Client Id, usually used as Telemetry stream id */
/*!<Demodulator board USB address
*/
/*!<Doppler measurement period in 10ms ticks
*/
/*!<Demodulation status period in 10ms ticks
*/
/*!<AGC measurement period in 10ms ticks
*/
/*!<Type of dwell to manage if any : NONE, TRUE, */
/* QUEER see demod_adapt
*/
int amplified;
/*!<20dB Amplifier ON/OFF
*/
int TM_remote_process;
/*!<Telemetry processing done on remote processor */
/* ON/OFF
*/
void *PMreceiver;
/*!<Handler on dwell master if any
*/
/*!Get Dwell master config if any
@param Hndl Handler on master dwell receiver
@return Master dwell configuration
@see PMreceiver
*/
tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL_CONFIG (*PMreceiverConfig)
(
void *Hndl
);
/*!Get Dwell slave config if any
@param Hndl Handler on slave dwell receiver
@return Slave dwell configuration
@see DwellReceiver*/
tDEMOD_ADAPT_DWELL_CONFIG (*DwellReceiverConfig)
(
void *Hndl
);
void *DwellReceiver;
/*!<Handler on slave dwell receiver
/*callbacks*/
/*!Client callback for AGC measures
@param link Client ID
@param agcbuf Measurement buffer in mV
@param len Number of measures
@param p_date Time tag
@see link*/

*/

void (*SendAgc)(
int link,
double *agcbuf,
int len,
struct ST_DATE_DSP *p_date
);
/*!Client callback for Doppler measurement
@param link Client ID
@param center Carrier Frequency in Hz
@param doppler Doppler Frquency in mHz
@param p_date Time Tag
@see link*/
void (*SendDoppler)(
int link,
double center,
double doppler,
struct ST_DATE_DSP *p_date
);
/*!Client callback for PM status
@param link Client ID
@param PmlockState PM status
@see link*/
void (*PMlock)(
int link,
int PMlockState
);
/*!Client callback for PSK status
@param link Client ID
@param PSKlockState PSK status
@see link*/
void (*PSKlock)(
int link,
int PSKlockState
);
/*!Client callback for BIT synchronizer status
@param link
Client ID
@param BITlockState BIT status
@see link*/
void (*BITlock)(
int link,
int BITlockState
);
ETC…
}
tCPU_DEM_CONFIG;

/*!Demodulator set-up*/
typedef struct
{
int32s
rng_input;
tRNG_STANDARDS rng_standard;
double
rng_sim_delay;
double
rng_ref_freq;
double
rng_rat_maj;
int
do_ranging;
tCPU_DEM_RNG rangingInfo;
int32s
pm_acq_band;
int32s
pm_trk_band;
int32s
pm_manual_acquisition;
double
carrier_frequency_hz;
tDEM_TYPE
demodulation;
ETC…
}
tCPU_DEM_PARAM;

/*!<Ranging ID*/
/*!<Ranging standard*/
/*!<Ranging simulation delay in us*/
/*!<ranging ref freq in hz*/
/*!<ranging major ratio*/;
/*!<perform ranging or not*/
/*!<ranging callback*/
/*!<PLL acquisition band in PM in Hz*/
/*!<PM tracking band in Hz*/
/*!<PM acquisition in manual or automatic*/
/*!<carrier freq in hz*/
/*!<demodulation type*/

Connect the demodulator (whatever board is precombiner, etc...)
tCPU_DEM_CONFIG
tCPU_DEM_PARAM
tCPU_DEM_RNG

Config;
Param;
MyRangingProtocol;

/*My ranging protocol*/

/*configuration of demod*/
/*connect*/
Demodulator = CPU_DEM_connect(&Config)
/*For instance let's change ranging protocol*/
CPU_DEM_Get_param(Demodulator,&Param);
Param.rangingInfo = MyRangingProtocol;
CPU_DEM_Set_param(Demodulator,&Param);
Most of the agencies exchange services and use protocols from the others. Each agency is able to
track multiple satellites and exchange information and data with several satellite control centers
using various protocols. Each agency is now in touch with the other one and need gateway or
software to exchange its data. The 3801 TT&C baseband unit, as the heart of their system is the best
place to do this. Enertec offers them a way to exchange their data and keep their system as it is, with
no change in their internal protocol.

CONCLUSION
This capability to dynamically switch from one service to another using the most adapted interface is
a key factor for multi-mission, multi-satellite systems. Using our dynamic multi-protocol interface,
the Enertec 3801 TT&C Digital Processor unit is able to support the various communication
interface protocols to optimize data exchange.
We already see the benefits in maintaining a baseline for our code across all of our projects within
our configuration management system. The software base is the same for the majority of our
projects, even with hardware differences. On the remaining few projects the software is a branch off
of the main baseline. On new projects, it has cut our development and integration time from several
days to one day.
In the near future we are expecting to upgrade our Uplink logic to become server based as well. We
should also be able to configure a chassis through a file in our flash file system and enable or disable
different protocols for different channels. We will also be able to provide a “consulting company”
with our specification and ask them to develop a new protocol, or directly connect customer DLLs
on our protocol server, in case of encryption.
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ABSTRACT
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) Integrated Next Generation System (WINGS) Mission
Segment provides data acquisition, processing, display and storage in support of each project’s mission
at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC). The network architecture for WINGS Mission
Segment is responsible for distributing a variety of information from the Telemetry and Radar
Acquisition and Processing System (TRAPS), which is responsible for data acquisition and processing,
to the Mission Control Centers (MCCs) for display of data to the user. WINGS consists of three TRAPS
and four MCCs, where any TRAPS can drive any one or multiple MCCs. This paper will address the
requirements for the TRAPS/MCC network and the design solution.
KEY WORDS
Telemetry Ground Segment Network, VLAN, Real-time Data Distribution
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Dryden Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) is developing its next generation realtime data acquisition and processing system, the WATR Integrated Next Generation System (WINGS)
Mission Segment. The purpose of the WINGS Mission Segment is to acquire data from a variety of
sources and process that data for subsequent display and analysis by project engineers in the WATR
Mission Control Centers (MCCs) in real time and near real time. One of the primary goals of WINGS is
to provide a flexible and re-configurable system for ground support of the wide variety of experimental
vehicles assigned to Dryden. WINGS is being implemented in an evolutionary phased approach.

The WINGS architecture currently has four physical networks connecting data publishers and data
subscribers for the setup of WINGS and the real-time distribution of data. The primary data publishers
are the Telemetry and Radar Acquisition and Processing Systems (TRAPS) which provides data
acquisition, processing and distribution functions. The primary data subscribers are the Mission Control
Centers (MCCs), which display the data processed by TRAPS. All four network architectures currently
consist of 10/100/1000-Megabit switches, and some edge devices using 100-megabit adapters and others
using 10-megabit adapters. All four of these networks are physically isolated from the outside world;
that is, only accessible within the WATR.
These four networks are identified as follows:
•
•
•
•

RES Net – This network distributes real time data (via UDP broadcast) to all display clients.
IADS Net – This network is dedicated to the SYMVIONICS Interactive Analysis and Display
System (IADSTM) for client to server communication.
Command & Control (C&C) – This network supplies setup and command to all of the computers
in the WINGS architecture.
Omega Net – This network is dedicated for transfer of real time strip chart data between Veridian
Omega Sever and the Veridian Omega Thin Client (strip chart server).

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of these networks for a single TRAPS and two MCCs. Table
1 identifies the characteristics for each network. This paper describes the requirements and design to
upgrade theses four physical networks into a single cohesive network using today’s networking
technology.
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Figure 1 – Current WINGS Mission Segment Networks

Network

Type

Protocols

# of Nodes
per MCC

Traffic Type

RES Net

10/100 Mb

26

RT Data

IADS Net

10/100/1000 Mb

UDP
Broadcast
TCP/IP

Up to 26

C&C

10/100 Mb

TCP/IP

36

Omega Net

10/100 Mb

TCP/IP

3

RT Data,
Data Queries
File Transfers,
Periodic Data
RT Data,
Data Queries

Table 1 – Current Network Characteristics

Traffic Rate
Sustained
(Bytes/Sec)
155K
20K per node
6K
850K

WINGS NETWORK REQUIREMENTS
The goal of the new network design is to have one physical network replacing the existing four
‘physical’ networks (C&C, Omega Net, RES Net and IADS Net) while maintaining four ‘logical’
networks. The high-level system requirements for the new WINGS network are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capacity to handle twice the total combined bandwidth of the four existing networks
Software to monitor network performance, configuration and re-configuration
Shall be able to reconfigure without requiring a reset of any other equipment (server, switch,
workstation, etc.) on the system
High Quality of Service (QoS) and reliability for all networks
Fiber connection between TRAPS and MCCs
Ability to perform modular upgrades throughout the WINGS implementation phases (no
wholesale system replacements)
Any TRAPS can drive any combination of MCCs
Concurrent operation of two or more TRAPS driving multiple MCCs independently
Provide data separation between concurrent missions
Ability to reconfigure network so that MCC could be driven from another TRAPS (i.e. hot
backup) within 5 minutes without affecting other operations (refer to Figure 2 for a graphical
depiction of the four types of configurations)
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Figure 2 – TRAPS to MCC Operating Configurations
WINGS NETWORK DESIGN
At the core of the WINGS network is an enterprise-class switch with gigabit connections over fiber to
all of the TRAPS and MCCs. Edge devices that require gigabit connections are connected directly to
this enterprise switch. Edge devices that have lower bandwidth requirements are connected via CAT6
cables to access layer switches at the TRAPS or MCC that uplink to the enterprise switch at gigabit
speed over fiber. Both the enterprise and access layer switches support Virtual Local Area Network
(VLAN) as described in the IEEE 802.1Q specification. VLANs will be used to provide logical network
separation, both with a TRAPS/MCC configuration and between multiple TRAPS/MCC configurations.
VLANs are a group of devices on one or more LANs that are configured (using management software)
so that they can communicate as if they were attached to the same wire, when in fact they are located on
a number of different LAN segments. Because VLANs are based on logical instead of physical
connections, they are extremely flexible. VLANs allow logical network topologies to overlay the
physical switched infrastructure such that any arbitrary collection of LAN ports can be combined into an
autonomous user group or community of interest. The technology segments the network logically into
separate layer 2 “broadcast domains” whereby packets are only switched between ports designated to be

within the same virtual LAN. This offers significant benefits in terms of efficient use of bandwidth,
flexibility, performance and security.
Due to cost and network complexity issues, only a single enterprise switch is used in this design. A
second enterprise switch would have added considerable overhead for both physical and computational
resources, i.e. multiple Network Interface Cards (NICs) in each edge device, duplicates of all cable runs,
doubling of all IP address controls and associated resolution, etc. Instead, the WATR made the decision
to incorporate a single enterprise switch with as much redundancy as possible. This included installing
dual, hot-swap power supplies, dual switch fabric modules installed as prime and hot back-up, and dual
supervisor engines installed as prime and hot back-up. Also, all TRAPS and MCC connections are
striped across the gigabit interface cards to ensure that the failure of any one of the cards cannot disrupt
all service from a TRAPS to a MCC. Figure 3 shows the overall system design of the WINGS network.
Every edge device has a NIC that supports IEEE 802.1Q VLANs, which ensure compatibility with the
VLAN trunks that will condense the four logical networks onto the single physical network. VLANs
facilitate easy administration of logical groups of stations that can communicate as if they were on the
same LAN. Traffic between VLANs is isolated. The enterprise switch and the access layer switches in
the WINGS Network will only forward Ethernet traffic to the VLAN to which the traffic belongs.
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Figure 3 – WINGS Network Architecture Overview

MCC4

CONCLUSION
The initial design of the WINGS network is complete and the required equipment has been purchased.
Implementation of the network design in the WATR Development Lab is commencing and should be
completed during the Fall of 2003. The following major functions that will be verified during testing:
processing overhead associated with implementing VLANs, ease in reconfiguring network architecture
with VLANs, overall effective throughput to handle the WINGS data requirements. The
implementation of this network architecture will provide the foundation to allow WINGS to support the
needs of current and future flight research projects.
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ABSTRACT
The efficient distribution of telemetry data via standard Ethernet networks has become an
increasingly important part of telemetry system designs. While there are several methods and
architectures to choose from, a solution based on IP multicast transmission provides for a fast and
efficient method of distributing data from a single source to multiple clients. This data distribution
method allows for increased scalability as data servers are no longer required to service individual
client connections, and network bandwidth is minimized with multiple network clients being
simultaneously serviced via a single data transmission.
KEYWORDS
IP Multicast, Telemetry Systems, Data Distribution, and Ethernet Networks.
INTRODUCTION
The installation of widespread Ethernet networks, heralded by many as the Internet Age, has
provided the telemetry system engineer with more options, solutions, and challenges in acquiring
and distributing telemetry data to various geographical locations, organizations, and individuals than
ever before. Bandwidth utilization and optimization concerns are no longer confined to the telemetry
link, and local system boards and buses, but have been broadened to include the network that
connects the various nodes and monitoring stations of today’s telemetry systems. Implementation,
configuration, and optimization of this network are now as much of a key concern to system
designers as their choice of sampling rates, modulation and encoding techniques, and
decommutation schemes. Unfortunately, the network requirements of a telemetry ground station are
not satisfied by a simple, traditional IP network installation.
TRADITIONAL IP NETWORK COMMUNICATION
Traditional IP network communication consists of simple point to point communications. A single
source node on the network talks with a single receiver node. This type of communication does not
appeal to a typical telemetry system scenario, which can have one or more source nodes
simultaneously talking to many receiver nodes, and is referred to as multipoint communications. The

only way to accomplish this with traditional IP communication techniques is to use either a unicast
or a broadcast design.
A unicast design (Figure A) requires that the source node send an individual data transmission to
each of the interested receiver nodes. While this approach allows for easy implementation and
receiver node selectivity, it comes with a high cost. The source node must use more processing time
sending individual transmissions to each interested receiver node, while network bandwidth is
consumed by the multiple movements of identical data over the network. These two design
inefficiencies result in a system architecture that has limited scalability beyond a single source and a
small number of interested receivers.

Figure A – Multipoint Unicast Communication Design
The implementation of a broadcast design (Figure B) addresses the two main scalability
inefficiencies of the unicast approach while reducing the additional latency induced from multiple
sends. This efficiency comes at the cost of interested receiver selectivity. While the source and
network perform only a single data transmission, all network nodes receive the transmission whether

or not they are interested in the data. Besides the loss of receiver selectivity, there is the additional
problem that some interested nodes will not receive any data. This is due to WAN connections being
configured to prevent the forwarding of broadcast transmissions, in an effort to protect the network
from crippling broadcast storms. The loss of WAN data distribution limits system scalability to
small local area network configurations where at least a majority of nodes are interested in the data
being distributed.

Figure B – Multipoint Broadcast Communication Design
IP MULTICAST NETWORK COMMUNICATION
The increasing need for to efficiently broadcast streams of time-sensitive data to multiple parties and
the limitations of traditional IP network communication strategies led to the creation and adoption of
better data distribution technologies such as IP multicast. IP multicast technology contains the
unicast design advantage of receiver selectivity combined with the efficiency that comes by using
the single data transmission approach of the broadcast design.

Figure C – Multicast Communication Design
The multicast communication design is based on a group concept. Each multicast group represents a
number of receivers that are interested in receiving the specified data stream. In order to receive data
a network node simply joins the multicast group. The multicast group has no physical or
geographical limits and is simply represented by what is known as a multicast IP address.
Multicast IP addresses are defined by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) as being the
IPv4 Class D range, which translates to the IP address range of 224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255. Of
particular interest to telemetry system designers, are the address ranges of 224.0.1.0 to
238.255.255.255 and addresses in the 239.0.0.0/8 range.
The 224.0.1.0 to 238.255.255.255 multicast address range is commonly referred to as the “globally
scoped address range”. Globally scoped addresses are used when an application needs to multicast
data between various organizations or over the Internet. These addresses are controlled and assigned
by the IANA.

The 239.0.0.0/8 range of multicast addresses is referred to as “administratively scoped” or
“addresses of limited scope.” These addresses may be used by any organization or individual but
will be confined to the local or wide area network and thus cannot be forwarded outside of their
respective domains. This is done by implementing the appropriate data filters on the network routers
along the LAN/WAN edges.

Figure D – Scope of Multicast IP Ranges
Source nodes required to send data with the desired multicast scope simply insert the multicast IP
address of the desired group into the destination field of a standard unicast IP data packet. This
packet will then be routed to all joined group members based on the scope of the multicast IP
address.
Implementing a Multicast Design for Telemetry Data Distribution
In situations where a single PCM downlink is going to be distributed and recorded, the multicast
network configuration is fairly straight forward. The data acquisition system becomes the multicast
source node and simply multicasts the telemetry data out to a single multicast address. All interested
receiver nodes simply join the designated multicast group.

Figure E – Single PCM Stream Multicast Distribution Design
Since the various display nodes may be interested in different data sets, and quite possibly be
performing different engineering unit (EU) conversions, the most efficient system architecture is to
multicast the raw decommutated frame aligned data. Sending the raw data allows for a single
uniform multicast design, that leverages the distributed processing power available as each node
performs its own EU conversions and data processing. Applying this same distributed computing
design philosophy to a multi-stream scenario results in an easily scalable system architecture for
multi-stream applications.

In most multi-stream applications there are both multiple multicast sources and multiple remote
receiver nodes. The benefits of a distributed computing approach on the receiving node side have
been discussed, but significant benefits can be derived on the source node side as well. By breaking
each PCM stream into its own telemetry unit provides for a distributed and modular telemetry
system that is easy to implement, adapt, upgrade, and identify. Each modular telemetry unit would
be responsible for recording and distributing a single PCM stream. If all of the receiver nodes are
interested in the data from all of the multicast sources then a single multicast address can be used as
shown in Figure F. The individual data stream is easily identifiable by the IP address of the source
node.

Figure F: Multi-source Single Multicast Address Implementation

If some receiver nodes are interested in data from only one of the sources while other receiver nodes
are interested in data from several of the sources then some multicast architecture modification can
be performed to ease processing time and network bandwidth. In this scenario, each PCM data
acquisition node sends its data to a separate multicast address. Receiver nodes then join those
multicast groups of interest to them. Individual stream data is easily identified by the multicast IP
address as well as the IP address of the source node.

Figure G: Multi-source Multiple Multicast Address Implementation

Conclusion
From complex multiple stream scenarios to the simple distribution of a single PCM stream, IP
multicast offers a scalable and easily implemented telemetry data distribution solution. Combining
the best features of the unicast and broadcast approaches provide an efficient network distribution
technique that allows for receiver node selectivity, without compromising network bandwidth
utilization. When this distribution approach is leveraged with a distributed system architecture on the
source and receiver sides, the additional benefits of a modular, scalable, robust telemetry system can
be realized.
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ABSTRACT
The integrated Network-Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) study is a unique effort that will, for the
first time in fifty years, redefine the basic test and evaluation telemetry infrastructure used at every
DoD major range and test facility base (MRTFB). Sponsored by OSD/DOT&E, the iNET study is
a single-year effort in progress dedicated to identifying end-user needs, developing an experimental
network-enhanced architecture, documenting technology gaps, and reporting on the overall
feasibility of implementing and deploying telemetry network(s) at the MRTFBs. Using
organizational approaches similar to that used to manage the Internet, the vision is to establish and
iterate an experimental architecture toward mature and stable standards that accommodate the
needs of the broadest possible user base.
The Integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) study will produce a needs discernment
document, telemetry network architecture document, technology shortfalls document, and
feasibility report that addresses the ability of a telemetry network system to enhance current pointto-point telemetry systems to meet the future needs of the Major Range Test Facility Base
(MRTFB). The conclusions of the feasibility report will be backed up with an extensive analysis of
the future needs of the MRTFBs, a draft telemetry network architecture that meets these needs, and
analysis of the technical challenges of implementing the system. The scope of this study include s
the on-vehicle data acquisition network, the RF network, and the interface to the data management
and archival system.
This forum will present an overview of the study efforts and viewpoints to date, followed by an
interactive panel discussion.
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ABSTRACT
Disk Recorders now represent a high performance, low cost and reliable alternative to traditional
tape recorders for a wide range of platform data recording applications. This paper discusses the
latest advances in disk-based recording technology in the context of multi-channel Telemetry
applications, showing the degree of flexibility that is now possible in terms of both channel count
and the ability to record synchronous and asynchronous digital data streams alongside multiple
wideband analog channels. The techniques described are equally applicable to Acoustic, SIGINT
and Telecommunications data capture and analysis applications aboard static, airborne and maritime
platforms. Topics covered include how new disk-based data capture technologies have been able to
extend bandwidth, storage capacity, signal fidelity and the overall capability of mission recorders.
Advanced operational issues, including true ‘read-after-write’, data security, portability and
archiving, enhanced data management and analysis strategies are also covered. The Paper includes
detailed test results from COTS Disk Recorders already in service as well as an informative Road
Map for this exciting new technology.
KEYWORDS
Data, recording, capture, acquisition, storage, telemetry, acoustic, sonar, RAID, JBOD, magnetic,
tape, disk, solid-state, new technology, legacy, acoustic, SIGINT, ELINT, COMINT.
DISK RECORDERS – OVERVIEW
The evolution of recorders based on hard-disk technology has been astounding. Just a couple of
years ago, this approach was little more than a ‘promising concept’. But already, disk recorders have
pushed the bandwidth/data rate envelope far beyond anything that was considered practical with
tape-based recorders, and at a fraction of the price. They are already in use in a wide range of
platform environments, supporting long-term or even continuous recording of analog data to 75 MHz
and beyond, as well as a number of telecommunications formats, including E1, E3 and OC-3. Now
‘second generation’ versions are appearing, taking advantage of recent advances in hard disk
technology to provide even greater performance and flexibility.

Disk recorders come in two flavors; RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) and JBOD (Just
a Bunch of Disks). While both use high-end computer peripheral hard-drives as their primary
storage medium, it is important to understand the differences between the two approaches. RAIDbased recorders generally convert the input data (typically digital, analog, pcm, telecommunications
or video data) to a conventional computer file that is written directly to several disk drives
configured as an industry-standard RAID. Although these files may later be converted back to their
native format for analysis it is more normal for them to be analyzed directly on a Workstation. This
means that the traditional problems of getting instrumentation data into a computer format for
analysis are largely overcome. By contrast, JBOD recorders simply commutate a digital bit stream
across all the available disks in a continuous, unformatted manner in order to gain the maximum
possible speed advantage. The JBOD technique is not restrained by the vagaries of an Operating
System and is therefore generally able to support higher sustained data rates for longer periods of
time. JBOD recorders are also more efficient in their use of the available disk space since no
redundancy is involved. Although implementations differ, JBOD recorders tend to emulate
traditional tape recorders so that data can be analysed in its original form (analog, pcm, etc.). When
conversion to a computer file or other data format is necessary this will generally involve some form
of separate ‘export’ process.
Disk-based recorders are an attractive proposition on several counts. Digital data rates in the 1
Gbps* range and beyond are already available on the some COTS products now in service. 1 Gbps is
equivalent to about 50 MHz of signal bandwidth in analog terms (8-bit sampling), and more than
twice the capability of the fastest tape recorders currently available. For SIGINT, reconnaissance
imaging and similar applications where raw bandwidth really matters, this is an important gain. It is
predicted that the next generation of disk recorders incorporating 144 GB† disk drives will support a
sustained recording rate of up to 2 Gbps – or DC to 100 MHz in analog terms. A typical JBOD
recorder incorporating eight 36 GB hard drives has a storage capacity of some 275 GB (2 Terabits) –
nearly three times that of the largest ANSI ID-1 tape cartridge, for example. Second generation disk
recorders typically use 144 GB disk drives to extend this figure to over 1 TeraByte (more than 8
Terabits). The random access element of disk recording can be used to good effect to achieve a true
read-after-write capability. This has the advantage not just of allowing the user to confirm that errorfree data has actually been recorded but, much more importantly, offers the possibility of accessing
previously acquired signals for examination or analysis without interrupting the recording process in
any way. Maintenance costs on disk recorders are minimal.
Professional-grade disk drives are considerably more robust than might at first be supposed. A wellengineered disk recorder is capable of operating reliably in all but the most severe of platform
environments, and in reality shares virtually all of the attributes of a solid-state recorder – high
recording rates, high storage capacity, excellent Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR)
performance, random access, a read-after-write capability and (surprisingly) a superior bit error rate
– but at a significantly lower unit cost. Hard-drives also have an excellent road map. When disk
recorders were first introduced two or three years ago they typically incorporated 9 or 18 GB drives
– soon to be superseded by 36 GB media. By late 2002 recorders with 144 GB drives became
commercially available. Historically, capacities have doubled annually and industry sources indicate
that this trend is set to continue.

SINGLE CHANNEL APPLICATIONS
The primary motivation for the development of disk-based data recorders was the need for evergreater data bandwidths. While users, particularly in the SIGINT world, were highlighting the need
to be able to record analog signals accurately at bandwidths of up to 100 MHz, recorder
manufacturers were coming to the conclusion that this level of performance could not be achieved
reliably (or economically) with a tape-based solution. For example, although some recorders
designed to the ANSI I-D1 19 mm tape standard support data rates up to 500 Mbps (Megabits/sec),
this equates to only 25 MHz in analog terms (8-bit). By contrast, the same data rate can be
supported by a disk recorder fitted with just two 144 GB hard drives – and for a fraction of the price.
Since disk recorder architecture is easily scaleable, doubling the number of disks working in parallel
doubles the data rate (and bandwidth); four drives support 1 Gbps (50 MHz), eight drives support 2
Gbps (100 MHz), and so on. Not surprisingly, therefore, the first disk-based data recorders to appear
were aimed at single channel wideband recording applications. For example, Avalon’s AE7000 Disk
Recorder (Figure 1a) introduced in 2001 is able to record a 50 MHz analog signal for 37 minutes on
a single 288 GB hot-swappable disk crate. For contrast, the company’s second generation AE8000
Disk Recorder (Figure 1b) offers identical capacity but with two 144 GB disk drives instead of the
eight 36 GB disk drives of the AE7000. AE8000 was primarily designed as a replacement for legacy
S-VHS tape recorders to provide long duration recording of analog signals in the 1, 2.5, 6, 8, 12 and
25 MHz bandwidth range. It can also accommodate up to two channels of 155 Mbps OC-3
telecommunications data.

Figure 1a: Avalon AE7000 High Performance Disk
Recorder fitted with a hot-swappable disk crate
(right half of front panel) containing eight 36 GB disk
drives (288 GB total).

Figure 1b: Avalon AE8000 High Performance Disk
Recorder. Note that the disk crate (extended) has exactly
the same 288 GB capacity as the much larger AE7000 disk
crate (Fig 1a)

Since there is no ‘tape noise’ or bit error rate to worry about with a disk recorder, excellent levels of
signal fidelity can be achieved. For example, Figure 2a is a spectrum analysis plot made on a 12
MHz analog disk recorder showing the spurious signals from a 1 MHz sine wave at –1dBfs. The
analyser sweep is 12 MHz (average 100 sweeps of 30 kHz bandwidth). The plot clearly shows that
all spurious signals are >63 dB down. Figure 2b, taken on the same recorder shows the intermodulation products of a 1 MHz sinewave and an 11 MHz signal at –50 dB (modulation 20 kHz,
deviation 200 kHz). The analyser sweep is 12 MHz (single sweep at 30 kHz bandwidth) showing
the FM signal 7 dB above spurious.

Figure 2a

Figure 2b

MULTI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS
When the world moved away from the ubiquitous multi-track IRIG‡ tape recording format and into
new ‘digital recording’ techniques (tape, disk or solid-state), it lost one feature that was extremely
important to certain sections of the user community. This was the ability easily to record multichannel asynchronous digital data. For example, many telemetry receiving sites routinely have to be
able to capture a wide range of parallel analog, digital and pcm data channels. To complicate the
problem still further, there are sometimes occasions when the data rate of the incoming pcm data
stream may not be known a priori. Likewise, maritime patrol platforms are accustomed to receiving
data from both analog and digital sonar buoys. Until now, these two classes of data have usually
been recorded on separate recorders, due in part perhaps to the absence of a viable multi-role data
recorder.
Virtually all digital recorders are essentially single channel device so far as the actual recording
process is concerned. For example, data applied to a helical-scan tape recorder is simply converted
to a serial bit stream that is applied to the writing head (sliced to fit a series of helical footprints on
tape). If the data is an analog signal, it is typically digitised by a sampling clock whose frequency is
dictated by Nyquist’s criteria (Figure 3a). Multi-channel analog signals can be accommodated
simply by sampling these at a rate which is an exact sub-multiple of the writing clock rate and then
multiplexing the resultant sub-streams into a single composite bit stream for recording (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3a: Typical digital recorder equipped to record a single analog signal.
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Figure 3b: Typical digital recorder equipped to record multiple analog signals.

While it is reasonably straightforward to use a digital recorder (tape, disk or solid-state) for
recording single channel analog or digital data, or indeed multiplexed analog data, it has hitherto
proved extremely difficult to record multi-channel asynchronous digital data at anything more than
extremely low bit rates. The problem is how to relate the data rates of a number of asynchronous
digital signals to the single master recording clock. Until now the two standard methods for
recording multiple asynchronous digital data streams have been either to digitise the digital
waveforms as though they were actually analog signals, or to ‘packetise’ the various digital channels
into a composite bit stream.
Although quite easy to implement, the digitisation method is inefficient in terms of the data rate
needed to preserve the transitions in anything like their original form. According to Nyquist’s
Theorem an analog signal can be successfully digitised using a sampling clock that is about 2.5 times
its nominal band-edge frequency. For example, an analog signal of DC to 100 kHz bandwidth can
be sampled at 250 kHz provided that suitable anti-aliasing filters are incorporated at the appropriate
points within the channel. Using 8-bit digitisation as an example, the resultant bit stream would be
2 Mbps. Unfortunately, to retain a reasonable approximation of the wave shape of a 100 kbps NRZ
digital waveform a somewhat higher sampling rate is needed. The rule of thumb is to use a sampling
rate at least ten times higher than the bit rate (say 1 MHz in this case), giving a digital bit stream of
8 Mbps (just to record a 100 kbps digital signal). Clearly, this is extremely wasteful in terms of data
rate and storage requirements and is really only useful for a small number of relatively low-rate
digital signals. A typical airborne maritime application, for example, might require the recording of
up to sixteen digital signals of up to 250 kbps each. To record these channels as a group of
asynchronous ‘analog’ signals would require an aggregate data rate budget of
16 channels x 250 kHz x 10 samples x 8 bits = 320 Mbps
Given that there may also be a number of analog channels to be recorded in parallel, the data rates
quickly become very large indeed, and would certainly have a major impact on the maximum
recording time for a given mission recorder.
The ‘packetisation’ method might appear to be a more efficient approach on paper since the data bits
are recorded more or less one-for-one (ignoring packet counts and other housekeeping data). In this
case, the data from each incoming digital data channel is accumulated into packets. These packets of
data are then multiplexed into a composite data stream together with a count of the actual valid

content. However before this technique can be utilised a clock must be extracted from the data
stream. In a multi-channel data recorder the average data rate of each channel can vary widely so
this clearly offers a significant challenge to the designer of suitable clock recovery circuits. If the
phase lock loop such clock recovery devices usually employ is disturbed by noise, extra (or missing)
clock transitions may result. This will spoil the phase accuracy of this channel from this point
onward. Similarly, in replay an output clock must be reconstructed. Typically a numerically
controlled oscillator is adjusted until the pointers representing the difference between the “stuff” and
“strip” rates of the output FIFO are stabilised. These techniques cannot be expected to produce
inter-channel skew figures better than a fraction of a millisecond under all circumstances.
Instrumentation recorders do not generally need a clock and so do not normally suffer from this
problem. If a clock recovery device is only required in the replay process and happens to be
disturbed, then another attempt at replay can be attempted. However, if the disruption occurred
during recording, the data is irreparably damaged. So, taking these various problems together, the
‘packetisation’ approach is also somewhat limited in terms of performance for most practical
applications.
A NEW APPROACH TO RECORDING MIXED ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIGNALS
Two important user requirements have now caused the problems of recording mixed analog and
digital recording to be given more serious and urgent consideration.
Telemetry users wish to extend the bandwidth of analog channels and the data rates of pcm
channels beyond anything which can be reasonably accommodated by either of the traditional
methods described above, while in many cases increasing the overall channel count at the
same time. There are also occasions where the clock rate of the digital bit streams may not
be known or predictable.
Acoustic recorder users, faced with the obsolescence of several types of recorder aboard their
platforms, are now seeking to upgrade to a single mission recorder capable of simultaneously
handling data from as many classes of sensor as possible (both analog and digital).
Disk-based recording technology is ideally suited to solving this problem, as the following
paragraphs will demonstrate. Unfortunately, at this writing (May 2003) the techniques involved are
currently the subject of a patent application and cannot be described in detail here. However, the
results of tests conducted on a practical system amply demonstrate the power and utility of the
techniques involved.
A practical example of an acoustic recorder may serve as a useful basis for discussion. Assume that
the requirement exists to record sixteen channels of analog data with a bandwidth of (say) DC to
50 kHz in parallel with sixteen channels of asynchronous digital data running at (say) 250 kbps.
Analog Section
The analog element is perfectly straightforward. To record a 50 kHz analog signal digitally, a
sampling clock approximately 2.5 times the band edge frequency is required, say 125 kHz.
Assuming 16-bit sampling, the resultant data rate per analog channel is

125 kHz (sampling rate) x 2 Bytes per sample = 250 kB/s (2 Mbps)
Sixteen such channels, all sampled under the control of a single clock, would therefore produce a
total rate of 4 MB/s (32 Mbps), well within the scope of a 2 x 144 GB drive disk recorder.
Digital Section
As has already been mentioned, to record a 225 kbps digital waveform using the analog/digital
conversion method, while at the same time preserving a reasonable representation of the transitions,
would require a sampling rate of at least 1.125 MHz. Even with 8-bit sampling (rather than 16-bit),
the data rate per channel would be 1.125 MB/s (9 Mbps), or 18 MB/s (144 Mbps) for sixteen
channels. This is clearly a very inefficient way of recording what is effectively quite low rate data.
To overcome these problems, Avalon has developed what it believes to be a completely new way of
describing a digital waveform using advanced DSP (digital signal processing) techniques. In general
terms, the method involves the creation of a continuous sequence of ‘descriptor words’ that
accurately ‘describe’ the salient elements of the digital waveform. The primary advantages of the
scheme are:
While it uses no more than the minimum data rate needed to describe an analog
representation of the digital waveform by conventional means, near perfect
encoding/decoding of the digital waveform can be achieved.
The decoding algorithm can be readily implemented both within the recorder/reproducer and
within the user’s software package in order to create a near-perfect representation of the
original multi-channel asynchronous digital waveforms.
The use of a common clock source for both analog and digital channels ensures that the interchannel and intra-channel timing and phase information for all channels is preserved
throughout the recording/reproduction process (unlike multi-track instrumentation recorders).
The use of a high stability master clock ensures that the placement of transitions within the
reproduced digital waveform is always within 1% of nominal.
Likewise, there is no cumulative error over time. Each transition is always correctly placed
within one count of the master clock.
Although there is an upper limit to the input bit rate (determined by the chosen master clock
rate), the coding scheme will work at all lower input bit rates. This permits the use of
multiple record streams of totally unrelated data rates.
It is even possible to record different coding schemes in different channels (say, bi-phase in
parallel with NRZ-L).
The system has an intrinsically high immunity to electronic noise – an important
consideration for many applications.
The master clock used for recording and reproduction can, if required, be locked to a suitable
high stability external reference source, guaranteeing that the replay clock rate is exactly the
same as the original record clock rate.
Timebase upshifting and downshifting is also possible.

TEST RESULTS
The following measurements were made using four record/reproduce channels of an Avalon AE8000
disk recorder using the DSP techniques discussed above. The recorder was set up to record
independent channels of digital data at any rate between zero and 250 kbps. The technique itself is,
however, valid for any data rate up to 2 Mbps given the current state-of-the-art for commercially
available DSP components.

Figure 4: Three streams of NRZ data at 230 kbps plus one of a significantly lower rate.

Figure 4 shows three streams of NRZ data at 230 kbps plus a fourth running at a significantly lower
rate. The even numbered channels 0, 2, 4 and 6 are the input waveforms from a PC Test Set. The
odd numbered channels are the reproduced waveforms after the inputs have been through the coding,
multiplexing, demultiplexing and decoding process using Avalon’s proprietary DSP techniques. The
replayed waveforms are shifted to the right simply due to the processing delay. Note how the
processing delay is constant, preserving phase relationship of all channels, even for the lower rate
channel.
Figure 5 shows Inter Channel Skew and Jitter. One of the test set outputs has been applied to the
inputs of Channels 1 and 2 of the AE8000 recorder and is shown in trace 1. The outputs from
Channels 1 and 2 are shown in traces 2 and 3. This image was captured in infinite persistence mode
and is a two-minute “exposure”. Figure 6 shows a magnification of the eye diagram with a 100 ns
time base, again as a two-minute “exposure”. The cursors show a pk-pk deviation of 96ns. With a
bit cell period of 4.6 microseconds this equates to +/- 1.04%.

Figure 5: Interchannel Skew & Jitter

Figure 6: Two minute exposure of ‘eye pattern’

Figure 7 demonstrates the performance of analog channels operating in parallel with digital channels.
Traces 1 and 3 are Inputs while Traces 2 and 4 are the corresponding Outputs. The digital channel is
running at 230 kbps and the analog channel is running at 50 kHz.

Figure 7: Analog and digital channels operating in parallel.

EXAMPLE OF MISSION DURATION

Figure 8: Proof-of-concept demonstration Avalon AE8000
Disk Recorder containing two channels of analog plus
eight channels of digital record/replay electronics.
Practical implementations offering greater channel
capacities require an expansion chassis.

Continuing with our previous example, the following calculations can be made:
Data Rate needed to support 16 x 50 kHz Analog Channels @16-bits):
Data Rate needed to support 16 x 225 kbps Digital Channels:
Total Data Rate to support 16 Analog plus 16 Digital Channels:
Capacity of a 2-disk Avalon AE8000 Disk Recorder
Recording Duration

4 MB/s
4 MB/s
8 MB/s
288 GB
10 hours

The architecture of the system just described is essentially scaleable in several directions (channel
count, analog bandwidth and digital data rate) so that these parameters can be simply traded for more
or less mission duration within the context of a given disk storage capacity. When the storage
capacity of a 2-disk recorder is insufficient for the desired combination of channels, a larger
(typically 4 or 8-disk) recorder can be specified. Within the existing architecture, the following
performance parameters are possible*
Up to 48 analog channels
Up to 48 digital channels
Analog bandwidths to 1 MHz
Digital data rates to 2 Mbps
288 GB Disk Crate
Timebase upshifting / downshifting
*Note: these parameters represent the maximum values currently available in each case and are not
necessarily all available within a given system. They are mentioned here simply to illustrate what is
now possible with current DSP technology.
*

Throughout this document, lower case b refers to one binary bit. Hence 1 Gbps = 1 Gigabit per second.
Throughout this document, upper case B refers to Bytes (8 binary bits). Hence 1 GB/s = 1 GigaBytes per second.
‡
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (US DOD Range Commanders Council).
†
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses ongoing regulatory effects on efforts aimed at developing data infrastructures
that assist test engineers in achieving information superiority and for maintaining their information,
and on possible architectural frameworks for resolving the engineer’s need versus the regulatory
requirements. Since current commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) Enterprise Content Management
(ECM) systems are targeted primarily at business environments such as back office applications,
financial sectors, and manufacturing, these COTS systems do not provide sufficient focus for
managing the unique aspects of flight test data and associated artifacts (documents, drawings, pretest data, etc.). This paper presents our ongoing efforts for deploying a storage infrastructure
independent enterprise data management system for maintaining vital up-to-date information and for
managing the archival of such data.
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INTRODUCTION
A study conducted in 2000 reviewed the make up of all the information in the world today. At that
time, it was estimated that 75 percent of this content was fixed in nature. Fixed content is defined as
records that are typically written once and then never changed. Examples of fixed content records
include legal contracts, technical specifications, vendor specifications, purchase orders, wiring
diagrams, installation diagrams, quality assurance documents, and flight test data, just to name a
few. This content is further characterized by requirements for online access, guaranteed authenticity,
and long-term retention. Typically, such records serve as the corporate memory of daily business and
flight test program actions or events and enable development and testing organizations to later
review, analyze or document the specifics of those actions and events. These fixed content records
are, in effect, the evidence of transactions that enable organizations to support current and future
management decisions, satisfy testing obligations, achieve regulatory compliance, and, in some
cases, protect against adverse litigation.

In a recent study conducted by the University of California, Berkeley, the researchers noted that a
reference information “Big Bang” is approaching (with total human information sky rocketing from
a few billion gigabytes in 2000 to over 57 billion gigabytes in the coming year). Underlying this
research was the question of whether we really need to retain all of this data? The answer is a
qualified yes, but without a clear demarcation of what data must be retained versus what can be
purged. In a recent poll of information technology (IT) managers, 91% indicated they were storing
unneeded data and that deleting at least some of that data was necessary and wouldn’t be noticed by
anyone [DMG 2002]. But the reality is that IT managers are not in control of their own destinies
when it comes to managing data retention. Further impacting the decision of what can be kept versus
what can be thrown away is the plethora of more than 15,000 federal and state laws and regulations
in the United States dealing with records retention and how records should be stored, including the
requirements that data must be kept in its original form for years, decades, or in some cases forever
(such as for some NASA geo-satellite obtained data) [Cahill 2003, DMG 2002].
With this in mind, we see the focus shifting from what must be retained to the process by which
records should be maintained. One of the most important components of the record retention process
is how the accuracy, reliability, and trustworthiness of the records are maintained over time. This
involves not only the protection and security of the media on which the records are stored, but also
the integrity of the content. Jolted by recent events in business, finance, and geopolitics, regulators
and legislative bodies have acquired a newfound appreciation for the value and importance of
records. In addition, the digital age and the increasing prevalence of electronic records have forced
these regulators and legislators to revise promulgated legal requirements and standards previously
passed that were created when paper, microfilm, and tape were the only viable recording mediums.
For organizations seeking to implement solutions that adhere to these increasing regulatory
requirements while maintaining competitiveness in an ever-changing business world, conventional
archiving technologies have proven inadequate. Labor-intensive management, data accessibility, and
slow retrieval times are just three of the many inadequacies of the fixed content records storage
solutions available until now. Recognizing this gap, a new magnetic-disk-based archival technology
optimized around the cost-effective retention, protection, and disposition of fixed content records has
also been developed.
This paper presents an overview of several of the major regulatory drivers that resulted in the
development of this new technology, and then delves into a description of how this technology
works and the shortcomings that must be addressed to utilize the commercial solutions in the DoD
test industry, while facilitating fulfillment of records-retention compliance. The specific intent of this
paper is to provide additional support for software technology refreshes to upgrade centers and data
storage facilities that share in the responsibility of processing and managing telemetry information.
THE REGULATORY WORLD
Every industry has them and internationally, each country has their own for each industry. They are
regulations and laws regarding the retention and preservation of electronic records. Whether it is
financial services, life sciences, healthcare, legal, manufacturing, government, telecommunications,
or utilities, each industry has a different set of standards that companies and organizations within
that particular industry must abide by. Stemming from recent fraudulent activity of public

companies, the ever-increasing quantity of electronic records (e.g., in the flight test industry), the
explosion of e-mail volumes and its prolific adverse use in litigation, and from more recent
homeland security issues, electronic records regulations are increasing in both quantity and legal
importance.
To simplify the regulatory landscape, it is best to look at a four-tier classification of regulations:
1. End-User Compliance – Reliance on
BSI DISC PD
DoD 5015.2
0008:1999
the end user to ensure adherence to the
Dublin Core SEC 17a-4
Data Protection Act
specified standards (Example: HIPAA,
HIPAA
NASD 3010
of 1998
NARA Part 1234
SEC 17a-3
21 CFR Part 11, Sarbanes Oxley,
FERC Part 125
DICOM
UK Metadata Framework
FERC Part 125)
NASD 3110
MoReq
Public Records Office
21
CFR
Part
11
2. Application Compliance – Reliance on
Rev. Proc
Freedom of
ISO 15489-1 Sarbanes-Oxley
97-22
the application provider to have its
Information
e-Government Z42-13 Afnor
ISO 15489-2
application certified as compliant with
Act of 2000
Interoperability Norm
Framework (eGif)
FSA specified standards before it is sold to
Common Criteria
SYSC SEC 17ad-7
end users (Example: DoD 5015.2,
eSign Act
“Design Criteria Standard For
Electronic Records Management Software Applications”)
3. Media Compliance – Specifically targets attributes of the storage media that must be
incorporated into an end-user solution in order to be in compliance (Example: SEC Rule 17a4)
4. Best Practices – These are not required regulations but are instead recommended best
practices within a particular industry or environment (Example: DISC 0008:1999 Legal
Admissibility & Evidential Weight of Information Stored Electronically, ISO 15489)
Laws and regulations that pertain to records management have a common objective: the creation,
retention and preservation, and subsequent accessibility of records that are accurate, reliable, and
trustworthy for anyone who may need them throughout their lifecycle. Accordingly, records
management laws and regulations typically address what to do and how to do it, with laws focusing
primarily on the “what” and regulations dealing more with the “how.” The specificity of the “how”
can vary significantly from one regulation to another. Increasingly, both laws and regulations are
emphasizing the process by which stipulated objectives are achieved.
Certain laws and regulations focus on specific parts of managing records. For example, there are
more than 3,000 that deal with just the storage of electronic records on magnetic media [Cahill
2003]. This component of regulations is concerned with implementing the proper retention and
preservation mechanisms to ensure that if and when they are needed, all regulated records can be
guaranteed authentic and retrieved in a timely manner. Addressing other records storage issues are
components of laws and regulations that deal with policies and procedures, security measures, access
requirements, information verification, records migration, and audit trails. In addition, there are a
large number of other records management laws that focus on retention policies.
Understanding the laws and regulations that are relevant to each user’s specific business interests –
including their legal and regulatory requirements – is very important, but not easy to accomplish.

Like the proverbial iceberg, there is much more that needs to be taken into account than is initially
perceived.
To successfully address the issues, problems, and challenges of managing fixed content electronic
records requires thinking “outside the box” by applying new perspectives, developing new concepts,
and applying new technologies. The storage infrastructure behind this growth must be able to scale
accordingly. This environment must be able to consume terabytes of information with minimal
storage management overhead, as organizations are reluctant to dedicate significant financial and
human resources to the management of these records. It must be able to support unpredictable access
to record stores. It is impossible to predict which record will be needed when, but it is a certainty
that such a record will need to be retrieved quickly when needed. Think of a patient’s medical record
in an acute care situation, or a flight test outcome resting on the production of a critical document.
Not having a record in time could have significant ramifications. The subject of medical errors alone
has gained recent national attention due to a study by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) published in
2002. The IOM found that medical errors kill an estimated 44,000 to 98,000 Americans every year
[IOM 2002].
Add to these requirements the regulatory demands of content authenticity, long-term preservation,
and the stringent controls in place for record retention and disposition and you begin to understand
the challenges organizations are faced with on a daily basis. With limited financial and human
resources, an organization must employ a solution that can cost effectively meet these requirements
while maintaining the flexibility to evolve with changing regulations and technology standards.
THE PROBLEMS TODAY
When choosing a solution for managing and archiving regulated records or sensitive / required
content there are six key questions that must be answered:
1. Can I verify that my test program and other records will be stored and remain authentic over
its required retention time?
2. How will this solution overcome technology obsolescence and ensure long-term availability
of my records?
3. Does the solution meet my program and regulatory requirements while adequately supporting
the needs of my organization, both today and as it grows?
4. Can this technology be leveraged across the enterprise with other content-generating
applications?
5. How will this solution address the data retention and discovery challenges that I am faced
with today?
6. Am I prepared to answer a test program’s objectives within stipulated timeframes?
These questions can be answered only through the combination of hardware and software solutions.
On the hardware front, the future IT infrastructure will be the heart of successful operations,
providing continuous availability of networks (e.g., via Storage Attached Networks a.k.a. SAN,
and/or via Network Attached Storage a.k.a. NAS), applications, servers and information storage. In
the area of compliant information storage, our approach incorporates a Content Addressed Storage
(CAS) solution. This design was targeted at meeting the unique requirements of fixed-content

management, comprised of any form of digitized information asset retained for reference and value,
including documents, e-mail, telemetry, satellite photos and imagery, streaming video/audio, X-rays,
final form CAD/CAM drawings, etc. Federal civilian agencies and military services that require
WORM (write once, read many) storage capabilities will find our infrastructure approach a viable
option.
While the hardware layer issues can now be addressed by available commercial technologies, viable
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) software that is fully compatible with the DoD flight test
industry remains problematic. “Out-of-the-box” ECM products are focused on the commercial world
and the types of data encountered there. Although commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions are
capable of being implemented in ways to support most of the current Defense Acquisition
Management Framework, these COTS solutions neither encompass integrated support for the variety
of flight test data formats, nor do they encompass integrated support for the interface control
document (ICD) formats in use in our industry (e.g., TMATS, iDx, and the numerous vendor unique
data dictionaries).
In addition to the challenges posed by attempting to incorporate support for these unique formats and
data dictionaries, DoD organizations seeking to deploy an ECM also have the added weight of the
5015.2 Records Management Application (RMA) directive. This directive sets mandatory baseline
requirements for all RMA software utilized by any DoD organization. An important facet to
understanding this directive is that it focuses solely on defining what the RMA must do. For
example, 5015.2 is based on National Archives & Records Administration Regulations and defines
system interfaces and search criteria that must be supported by RMAs that will be utilized by DoD
components. To date, only a few COTS products have achieved 5015.2 certification, with the
majority having done so by having a CAS hardware architecture underlying their software. Even
when certified, COTS products do not contain the necessary components for effectively managing
test data in the flight test environment. In addition to the ability to guarantee authenticity and
retention of data, RMAs for the flight test industry must have the ability to encompass whole
program’s document sets including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Test Plans;
ICDs / Metadata;
Test Data;
Analysis Algorithms;
Test Results;
Test Reports;

and to encompass logical management and intelligent access to any data type encountered in a test
program, including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video Sources (Gun, Missile, IR, Weapons Separation, etc.);
Audio Sources (Cockpit, Air To Air, Air Traffic Control, etc.);
Bus Data (1553, ARINC 429, H009, Ch 8, etc.);
PCM Data (Primary, Secondary, Embedded, Ch 4, etc.);
Combined Data (Ch 10); and,
Data formats not yet defined!

Our efforts have been targeted at resolving this issue by implementing a Repeatable Program
Architecture (RPA) that contains components for closing the gap between compliance requirements
and actual operational use needs. To this end, we extended our Auto Information Systems (AutoIS)
strategy to include a fourth initiative:
•
•
•
•

Intelligent Supervision – automate monitoring, reporting, and control of the networked
storage infrastructure;
Information Safety – provide intelligent data protection, ensuring the operational integrity of
the business;
Infrastructure Services – provide a logical presentation and seamless mobility of
information; and,
NEW: ETDMS – provide intelligent object storage based on groupings of associated data and
object management based on access management and rights.

Incremental Function

Our goal was to achieve the fourth initiative without relying on a single COTS product platform. The
end result would be a repeatable solution architecture that could be implemented using any 5015.2
certified RMA. Realizing that some environments would not be held to a 5015.2 level of
compliance, our solution focused on deploying a solution framework that was scalable and
incrementally capable of compliance through the use of COTS products. The framework we devised
allows an environment to be incrementally increased in functionality, capacity, or both, as mission
needs expand or grow more complex.

Incremental Capacity
Our initial architecture was implemented as a 100% web-based deployment, thereby allowing
disparate operating system environments to access and benefit from the RMA. The diagram below

depicts an architecture we deployed as our baseline, using the Microsoft portal and back office
service engines (see area below and to the left of the dashed gray line). This design was implemented
to allow an organization to begin with a much smaller baseline and, as needs grow, to extend into
enterprise class solutions.
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To address the gap in managing flight test industry data, we implemented a “web part” within the
document management framework Microsoft SharePoint, which provided us a front-end to a
database repository that tracked the association of test data to all related records. We chose
SharePoint as the entry point platform based on cost versus performance considerations.
Where we had IRIG 106 Chapter 10 data formats in use, we noted that the data was self-describing
with regards to parameter and stream content (via the TMATS header file standard to a Chapter 10
data file), and simply augmented our object encapsulation by adding an extended XML description
that emulated the concept of test cards (also known as “flight cards” by test pilots). This design was
analogous to using the “Properties” feature available with any Microsoft Office document or artifact,
and provided a method whereby a user could perform data lookups based on the characteristics and
parameters used in each data file.
CONCLUSIONS
Regulations and data retention requirements are increasing. At the same time, the volume of
electronic records is growing very rapidly, in some instances, at more than 100 percent per year. The
need to address these challenges has taken what was traditionally a back-room process and made it a

Program Office and boardroom issue. Ineffective retention and disposition of regulated or legally
discoverable information can result in direct fines for regulatory violations, organizational risk due
to the exposure of un-disposed records, and the significant cost of maintaining an outmoded
technology infrastructure. The policies, processes, and systems you incorporate to manage your
sensitive electronic records are
Integration
Systems Integrators
a strategic imperative that will
have implications on your
Third-party service
People
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
organization for years to come.
providers
Properly implemented, an
+
ETDMS architecture can
ISV and homeprovide fast and easy online
Processes INTEGRATED APPLICATION grown applications
access to petabytes of
CAS RECORD SERVICES
Storage platform APIs
information, all the while
+
providing a technology basis
CAS storage
for overcoming the limitations
COMPLIANT STORAGE MEDIA
Media
platform
and problems discussed here.
An ETDMS solution
framework should be capable
of solving your most pressing current challenges while providing the power and flexibility to expand
across multiple projects and forward into the future. ETDMS based systems are optimized to
tactically solve immediate, guaranteed data retention and IT dilemmas, while strategically
addressing the need for long-term records management solutions.
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Abstract
Telemetry recorders have historically been used as standalone systems with each user
responsible for operation and data interpretation on that system. Utilizing the latest peerto-peer networking technologies, telemetry recorders can now be linked to provide
instantaneous communication between systems. This fully distributed, network-based
architecture can be used for command and control of multiple recorders, as well as
message passing between them. A centralized server is no longer required, resulting in
considerable logistical and cost savings. The peer-to-peer communication topology can
efficiently connect telemetry recorder “islands of information”.
Keywords
recorder, peer-to-peer, networking, data recording, strip-chart

Introduction
Telemetry recorders have been used for many decades to visually indicate and record
real-time parameters for flight test, rocket and missile testing, and satellite telemetry.
Historically, these were called strip-chart recorders as they used a direct-writing method
of recording waveforms to a moving piece of paper. The latest generation telemetry
recorders have evolved beyond their strip-chart roots to become display and recording
workstations in which the user can visualize and record data in many different ways. As
telemetry recorders have advanced over many generations, communications to and from
these systems has become increasingly important to any telemetry facility.
A Brief History of Telemetry Recorder Communications
The earliest telemetry recorders did not have any communications capabilities. These
recorders were designed to record analog signals onto paper with pre-printed grids and
relied on the user controlling the recorder locally as well as documenting almost all of the
test information by writing on the chart. This included both pre-test information such as
parameter names, values, test name, date and time as well as real-time information such
as status changes, events and points of interest.

The early need for recorder communication was driven by two factors: setup and control.
Multi-recorder telemetry facilities needed a way to set up the recorders before a test was
started. Analog settings, chart settings, annotation buffers and system information were
all configurable settings ideally performed by a host system. In addition, these facilities
required the ability to remotely control the recorders in order to automate the recording
process. The ability to control functions such as start/stop of recording, chart speed, page
marks and chart layouts was important for real-time recording.
One of the first telemetry recorder interfaces was the ubiquitous RS232 serial port. Using
an 8-bit serial data, the RS232 port was ideal for setup and control of the telemetry
recorder. Since RS232 was limited to a length of 50 feet by specification, other serial
interfaces such as RS422 were also used for communication with telemetry recorders.
For multiple recorder systems, however, serial interfaces such as RS232 or RS422 were
not optimal solutions.
The IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface was also used in early generation recorders This 8-bit
parallel interface could connect up to 15 devices, which lent itself well to multiple
recorder environments. The main drawback to IEEE-488 was the maximum total cable
length of 20m, with only 4m between any two devices.
While both RS232 and GPIB are still in use today, the latest telemetry recorders utilize an
Ethernet interface(10/100 BaseT) for command and control of the system. This interface
offers a number of advantages such as high bandwidth, standard protocols, and
inexpensive implementation. With twisted pair wiring, recorders can be placed with
distances up to 100m. For the first time, telemetry recorders could be efficiently
networked together.
Bridging the Islands of Information
One of the capabilities that has been missing on telemetry recorders is the ability to
communicate from one recorder to another. Although many of the communication
methods mentioned above are bidirectional, they all operate through a host system. The
users at different telemetry recorders can not communicate to other users within the
recorder interface itself. Thus, each individual telemetry recorder is an island of
information.
Bridging these islands during real-time recording is desired by the telemetry community
for the following applications:
1. Simultaneously controlling several recorders within a workgroup
2. Marking multiple units during an event or other points of interest
3. Messaging between recorder users
The latest generation of telemetry recorders, with their Ethernet interfaces, offer an
efficient platform for peer-to-peer networking that can address these requirements.

The term “peer-to-peer” (P2P) refers to a class of systems and applications that employ
distributed resources to perform a critical function in a decentralized manner.1 This
network topology differs from the client-server topology in that there is no central server
coordinating the communication between client systems. As seen in figure 1, each peer
system can communicate directly to all other peers.
Peers

Clients

Server

Client-Server

Peer-to-Peer

Figure 1: Client-Server and Peer-to-Peer architectures
In general computing, P2P is becoming widely embraced for many network-based
applications. One benefit of P2P networking is reduced infrastructure costs. Since a
central server is not required, P2P simplifies the physical layer of a given network.
Another benefit is that a P2P network offers improved scalability over a client-server
network. It allows for spontaneous communication between small groups that can be
created on the fly. Additionally, it can reduce the bandwidth on a network as peers can
direct messages between each other. Some of the the specific capabilities of P2P in
general networking are:
•
•
•
•

P2P allows instant communication between peer systems through applications such as
instant messaging.
P2P is very efficient for file sharing.
P2P enables work collaboration with multiple users.
P2P offers distributed computing power for large computational jobs.

Many of these P2P capabilities can be applied to the telemetry community. The latest
telemetry recorders incorporate this P2P technology by using the Microsoft DirectPlay
API. This technology was originally intended for P2P gaming sessions, but works very
well for multiple recorder communication. Utilizing the Microsoft DirectPlay transport
protocol, these recorder networks can derive the benefits from this gaming technology
including reliable delivery of messages, congestion control, message prioritization and
message timeouts.

With a P2P topology, each of the recorders is set up with a lobby client application,
whose purpose is to communicate directly with other lobby clients on the same LAN
subnet. A typical telemetry recorder configuration is shown in figure 2.

Lobby client
and host

Lobby client

Lobby client

Lobby client

Figure 2: Telemetry recorders in P2P configuration
As seen in figure 2, one of the recorders is also designated as a host for the P2P session.
The host is responsible for adding or deleting other recorders for a given session. It is
important to note that this host role is not that of a central server, but rather one of
logistics. In fact, the connection can be such that host migration can occur without the
loss of a particular session.
A good example of a telemetry recorder P2P application being used today is called
highlight marking. During a flight test, for example, an engineer watching a recorder will
often want to mark a specific point when a planned maneuver is performed, or if
something unexpected happens. Using a touch-panel interface on the recorder, the
engineer can make this highlight mark and add annotation. With the P2P connection, any
other recorder that is defined as being part of the workgroup will also receive and record
this highlight mark. In this manner, one flight test engineer can mark several recorders at
any given point in time.
Another application for recorder P2P is workgroup control. During a test, it is often
required that multiple recording systems needs to be started or stopped at the same point
in time. These commands can be sent as a P2P messages, allowing a single user to
coordinate and control multiple systems in a telemetry facility without the need for a host
server.

The needs of the users of multiplayer network games are not incongruous with the needs
of telemetry recorder users. One application currently being considered for telemetry
recorders is P2P instant messaging, where any user in the workgroup can communicate
instantly with another. Another capability of the DirectPlay API is voice communication,
which could also be applied to telemetry recorder users. A future enhancement would be
to allow this voice communication to occur over the P2P network for different users at
different workstations. This could eliminate the requirement of a voice-only line between
recorder installations.
Conclusion
The telemetry recorder has traditionally been an important but standalone piece of
instrumentation for telemetry applications. The latest P2P technologies directly address
many of the communication requirements of these recorder users. Recorder-to-recorder
communication, multiple unit control and user communication are three areas where P2P
can be utilized to serve the needs of telemetry facilities. By applying existing P2P
standards and protocols already in use, the networked telemetry recorder no longer needs
to be an island of information.
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STANDARD SPACECRAFT INTERFACES AND IP NETWORK
ARCHITECTURES: PROTOTYPING ACTIVITIES AT THE GSFC
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ABSTRACT (100 words)
Advancements in flight semiconductor technology have opened the door for IP-based networking in
spacecraft architectures. The GSFC believes the same significant cost savings gained using MILSTD-1553/1773 as a standard low rate interface for spacecraft busses can be realized for highspeed network interfaces. To that end, GSFC is developing hardware and software to support a
seamless, space mission IP network based on Ethernet and MIL-STD-1553. The Ethernet network
shall connect all flight computers and communications systems using interface standards defined by
the CCSDS Standard Onboard InterFace (SOIF) Panel. This paper shall discuss the prototyping
effort underway at GSFC and expected results.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the GSFC activities to develop prototype software and hardware for a Flight
Ethernet-based Spacecraft implementing an onboard IP network. The network is patterned after a
network stack architecture defined by the CCSDS Standard Onboard InterFaces (SOIF) activity.
The goal of SOIF is to develop and promote standard onboard networks and enable the development
of interoperable space hardware components. The GSFC prototype activity will develop and
demonstrate a seamless space mission network based on UDP/IP, Ethernet and MIL-STD-1553.
The prototype supports missions requiring high-speed data busses with ground-based interface
standards. The first phase of the prototype activity is a proof-of-concept for the Global Positioning
Measurement (GPM) mission, which has base-lined Ethernet for its spacecraft bus. This phase will
include the modification of heritage flight software to support IP onboard networking and
communications with the ground. It will also use commercial Ethernet hardware to demonstrate a
fully functional C&DH system. The second phase will replace four of the commercial Ethernet
interfaces and the Ethernet switches with flight prototypes developed by the ESTO/SC&DS
SpaceLan technology activity. It is expected that the prototype will quantify the reductions in
development and test costs possible by using commercially compatible Ethernet interface standards
in an onboard IP network architecture. It will also demonstrate enhanced flexibility, portability, and
software and hardware reuse among missions.
Following the initial prototype, the onboard network activity will continue development of a more
comprehensive onboard network that addresses issues such as managing time-critical data
(isochrony) and quality of service components. In addition, a MIL-STD-1553 bus and related
software will be added to the prototype.
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ARCHITECTURE
Overview: The onboard network architecture is directly drawn from the CCSDS SOIF
implementation model recommended for space mission data systems. The model terminology is
consistent with the OSI Basic Reference Model and includes the Physical, Data Link, Network,
Transport, and Applications Layers, shown in figure 1 (reference 1).
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Figure 1. SOIF Implementation Model
Many of today's spacecraft follow CCSDS protocols, specifically, routing data as CCSDS telemetry
packets and CCSDS telecommands. When using MIL-STD-1553 as the Data Link, a CCSDS data
packet generated by the application layer is directly routed to the data link layer, following the path
of the vertical black arrow in figure 1. No standard transport or network layer is used on the MILSTD-1553 and Spacelink. SOIF advocates using a standard network and transport to provide
connectivity for sub-networks using different Data Links. To achieve interoperability, standard
Convergence sub-layers are required for each Data Link. One of the long-term goals of SOIF and
the GSFC prototype activity is to develop and coordinate convergence sub-layers for Ethernet and
MIL-STD-1553. A convergence sub-layer for Ethernet will be developed and demonstrated in the
testbed.
The GSFC has baselined IPv4 as the network layer protocol for both the testbed and the GPM
spacecraft bus. The GPM spacecraft bus architecture includes two command and data handling
systems (C&DH), two communications systems, and redundant power and ACS subsystems. In
addition, GPM supports two MIL-STD-1553 busses, one for instruments and one for ACS
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components. The prototype IP network, implemented within the context of GPM, is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Prototype Spacecraft Bus
The prototype C&DH software is based on the New Millenium Program ST-5 C&DH architecture
that uses an inter-task messaging system called the Software Bus. A network bus service,
developed for the prototype, connects the Software Bus to the network for inter-processor
messaging. When architecting the network used for spacecraft communications, two transport
options are available, TCP and UDP. Neither provides a comprehensive solution to the onboard
network requirements. While TCP provides reliability, the timeliness of the reliability is not
sufficient for mission critical, real-time applications. UDP is similar to the transport methods used
today, however, characteristics such as packet-retry, and in-order delivery are lacking. Solving the
issues associated with UDP is straightforward; hence it was selected as the transport. Data is routed
as UDP/IP packets onboard the spacecraft and the enhancements necessary to meet flight
requirements are added at the Application Layer. This allows a standard IP stack to be used in the
prototype. The device drivers, developed for the prototype, interface the network stack to both
commercial and flight Ethernet cards. The flight Ethernet card uses a standard MAC core with a
custom LVDS physical layer interface, enabling the use of commercial network components and
software for development, test, and ground operations, the core premise for cost savings. Both the
hardware and software components are detailed in the following paragraphs.
Hardware: Ethernet is one of the most common computer network Physical and Data Link layers
in use today. It has evolved over the years from a Collision detect, Multiple access, half duplex, 10
Mbps interface to a high speed network using cross point switches and full duplex twisted pair
physical interfaces at data rates up to 1 Gbit per second. It is this switched full duplex topology that
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enables Ethernet to meet Spacecraft interface requirements such as latency while maintaining
compatibility with ground networks. The current effort is restricted to 10/100 Mbit Ethernet over
twisted pair and Flight Ethernet using a 12.5/125 Mbit DS Link encoded physical layer.
GSFC has developed a prototype flight PCI network card that supports connections to two Ethernet
networks simultaneously. A twelve-port flight switch prototype has also been developed. The
designs are to be ported to Flight FPGAs to support the GPM mission. Both the NIC and Switch
support a GSFC D/S Physical interface using Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) drivers.
A media converter has been developed to translate between the LVDS physical layer and Standard
Ethernet. It is expected that we can support both 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps networks with the flight
FPGA implementation. See figures 3 and 4 for the configuration of the flight interface card and
switch respectively.
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Figure 3. Prototype Flight Ethernet Card
GSFC concluded early on that using one of the existing Ethernet physical layers for flight would be
a costly and time-consuming process since the development of a flight-qualified Ethernet Physical
layer integrated circuit would be required. Consequently, GSFC has developed and demonstrated a
Low Voltage Differential Switching Physical interface utilizing DS link encoding that supports
Ethernet data transition up to 100 Mbps. The actual signaling rate on the bus is 12.5/125 Mbps with
the Ethernet encoding leading to a 6.25/62.5 Mhz frequency on the D and S signals. This custom
physical layer eliminates the need to develop a flight qualified Ethernet physical layer chip while
allowing the use of standard Ethernet protocols and MAC cores by preserving the standard MII
interface between 10/100 MAC cores and the physical layer circuits. Indeed, preserving the MII
enabled the construction of our low cost media converters. The media converter is used to interface
any flight system or switch port to a 10/100 Base-TX commercial network. Figure 5 illustrates the
different physical layers.
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Figure 4. Prototype Flight 12-Port Switch
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The topology of the GPM spacecraft bus and our technology testbed has two independent networks
each with a single string 12 port switch mirroring the testbed. Each spacecraft box is attached to
both networks. Four twisted pair cables connect each network port to a switch. Thus eight twisted
pairs are required to connect each flight box to both switches. A 9-pin connector is needed to
support this interface.
Redundancy is very important to space missions. GSFC studies indicate that two independent
networks are required to meet fault tolerance and redundancy requirements. The flight network
card has two protocol engines, two physical layers, and a single PCI bus interface. Each of the
redundant networks has a fully independent, single string switch. Wide latitude exists in the design
of Ethernet switches. The GSFC switch supports features like fixed MAC table entries for critical
systems, pause command frame processing, broadcast mode to support configuration, and support
for a fixed latency mode for distributed time ticks. Spanning tree algorithms will be eliminated
because of the simplicity of the onboard network topology, broadcast traffic will be sent to all ports
with the exception of the port the data entered. Ethernet broadcast messages are used for time
distribution and commands that must traverse a switch that has not been configured.
Software: The New Millenium ST-5 flight software, representative of typical flight architectures
onboard spacecraft today, is being used as the baseline for the prototype activity. The baseline
provides a real-time flight environment where performance and implementation issues of an
onboard network can accurately be assessed. All application tasks, such as the command and
telemetry handling, health and safety, and data storage tasks, communicate via the Software Bus
service using the standard CCSDS packet format. The Software Bus also provides an interface to
the open source Real-Time Operating system called RTEMS, which is responsible for task
scheduling, interrupt handling, and other real-time system services. The baseline software does not
include any external communications service. However, the prototype required development of an
external communications service compatible with standard network and communication services.
This service is called the Network Bus.
Applying the SOIF implementation model to the prototype architecture required development of a
Network Bus Service. As mentioned earlier, the Software Bus (SB) service passes CCSDS packets
between application tasks, based upon the App Id in the packet header. If the sending and receiving
tasks reside on the same processor, the packet passes from application to application, never
requiring the services of any layer below the Application Layer. If the sender and receiver are on
different processors, a transport mechanism is required for transmitting the data across the bus to
the receiving task, as is the case with a power system application sending its telemetry to the C&DH
telemetry handling task (TO). For systems using a MIL-STD-1553 data bus, custom interface
software is needed between the Software Bus service and the Data Link. Conversely, the
IP/Ethernet stack only requires a Network Bus Service, described below, to interface the Software
Bus to the commercially available IP stack. UDP/IP and Ethernet are supported by all modern
Operating Systems, reducing the amount of custom code needed for inter-processor messaging and
enabling greater portability of applications between missions with different physical busses. A
long-term goal of SOIF and the GSFC prototype activity is to coordinate standard convergence sublayers for Ethernet and MIL-STD-1553 to achieve interoperability. A comparison of the two
communication stacks is illustrated in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Comparison of Stacks
Network Bus Service: The Network Bus (NB) software provides peer-to-peer and client-server
services needed for inter-task communication across the network. All packets destined for a
different subsystem are passed from an application task via the Software Bus to NB and all
incoming packets are passed from NB to the application via the Software Bus. This provides a
seamless interface to applications communicating between processors. NB does not schedule its
outgoing IP traffic, instead relying on the convergence/data link layer infrastructure to allocate and
manage bandwidth.
NB handles UDP command and telemetry packets by separating the data into categories. Each
category has a separate connection/port to NB. Categories may include data to/from other
subsystems, the ground system, test equipment used during development or special types of data.
For the prototype, six sources of data were defined, hence, six ports: incoming UDP ground
commands; incoming UDP special commands (described below); outgoing UDP telemetry; UDP
packets to/from the GNC & PSE subsystems; UDP/CLCW packets; and an optional TCP
connection to the ground, which has no defined function to date. This design allows ports to be
easily added or removed as the prototype evolves.
Transport/Network Layers: A commercial IP stack with no modifications is used in the Transport
and Network Layers. The IP Stack encapsulates the data, in this case a software bus message, in the
transport protocol UDP, and the network protocol IP and vice versa.
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Convergence Sub-Layer: SOIF has developed the concept of a convergence sub-layer between the
top of the Data Link layer and the bottom of the network. The need for this “Shim” layer is driven
by the wide variety of capabilities provided by standard network Data Link /Physical layers, the
fixed Service provided by IP and SCPS-NP, and the QOS requirements typically imposed on flight
networks. While Ethernet has a well-established IP interface and would not necessarily require a
Convergence sub-layer for ground applications, a flight Ethernet network may require a
convergence sub-layer to implement flight level QoS. For example, schedule-driven
communications, time distribution, and asynchronous message priority would be implemented in
this layer. Reliability could be implemented in the convergence sub-layer or the application layer.
Studies are ongoing to decide which will be used on GPM. The typical spacecraft defines the QOS
on a per connection basis. For example, time distribution requires a message be delivered to users,
with defined latency, from the time source. Another user might request a connection using reliable
service that provides a finite retry capability within a defined time interval. Switched Ethernet
provides a highly capable, reusable network fabric that when properly scheduled can provide near
real-time performance. While this is not an area of concentration in the prototype, it will provide a
testbed for future development.
GSFC has extensively studied flight quality of service for the JWST, SDO, and GPM missions. The
following service classes cover most, if not all flight needs: Asynchronous with priority (options:
reliability, segmentation), and Isochronous with scheduled time slot(options:
reliability(notification), finite retry, segmentation). The major challenge in implementing the shim
layer is in defining a standard slot-scheduling scheme that covers all flight applications. The other
challenge is the lack of support for QOS on some network Data Link/Physical Layers.
Unfortunately, Ethernet and MIL-STD-1553 do not have standard QOS implementations. The
GSFC efforts in this area will revise and extend our successful schedule table concept used on our
MIL-STD-1553 bus implementations.
Device Driver: The device driver software was developed in two phases, first in Linux for checkout
of the hardware. The driver was then ported to RTEMS, a Real-time Operating system, and
customized for the flight Ethernet. The device driver software uses DMA (Direct Memory Access)
to transfer the data to the Ethernet card for output over the bus and to read data from the card.
While the GSFC Ethernet card has the capability to use traditional interrupt driven I/O for
transferring the data, DMA was chosen for performance reasons. First, more bytes are sent in less
time, and second, using DMA frees the CPU/Memory resources, which is in short supply on a
spacecraft.
Network Services: Other common services provided by onboard applications include a reliable
command link and reliable file delivery. Reliable commanding is typically implemented using the
CCSDS Communications Operation Procedure-1 (COP-1). This Data Link Protocol has a
retransmission control mechanism that provides a function of retransmitting lost or corrupted data to
ensure delivery of data in sequence, without gaps or duplication over a Spacelink. While not a
requirement of the onboard network, the first phase of the prototype activity includes many "COP1-like" features including sequence verification, retransmit, bypass, and lock-out. It is anticipated
that follow-on activities will address the flight component of COP-1 in the Data Link/Convergence
layer software for the Spacelink.
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In the baseline software, COP-1 functionality was handled by an application task called Command
Ingest (CI). For the prototype, however, the bypass flag, control command flag, and sequence
counter, normally defined in the CCSDS transfer frame, were added to the secondary header of the
CCSDS command packet. The CLCW, used for verification, is maintained by CI in its original
format. The CLCW is downlinked in a UDP packet where it is processed by the ground system,
completing the reliable command link.
In addition to general commands executed in software, missions often have a need for "special"
commands, which are executed by hardware and provide a minimal set of capability if there are
problems with the spacecraft that cannot be resolved with general commanding. These commands
are handled at the Physical and Data Link Layers. The prototype hardware supports special
commands by assigning special UDP/IP destinations and ports to the packet. The controller on the
NIC will look for this UDP port and process the command. Special commands are broadcast over
the network.
Reliable File Transfer applications, such as CFDP and MDP, are easily implemented by interfacing
the onboard component directly to the IP stack, as shown in Figure 7.
IP/UDP
IP/UDP
IP/TCP/UDP

MEDIA
CONVERTER

SWITCH
IP/TCP/UDP
GSFC NIC

MEDIA
CONVERTER

COMM
ROUTER

MEDIA
CONVERTER

GSFC Driver

File
Delivery

Stack
PSE
Simulator

NB

CI

TO
Ground
System

SB

C&DH Subsystem
Figure 7. Prototype Configuration
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GNC
Simulator

Summary
At the writing of this paper, one thing had already become clear, the initial premise that the use of
commercially available components for development and test is a valid one. While waiting for the
spacecraft NIC and switch, it was easy and inexpensive to assemble a basic software system using
commercial network cards and Linux device drivers. In addition, the use of the commercially
available Ethernet Protocol engine has saved countless dollars in the development of the Flight
Ethernet Network interface card design, both through the use of a standard MAC core and the
ability to use existing standards and methods as templates for our flight applications. Future cost
savings will also be realized by using commercial network cards and switches in system
breadboards and ground test equipment.
While the prototype is not a complete, ready-for-flight solution, enough has been developed to
mitigate the risks of using Ethernet as an onboard spacecraft bus. Future work includes supporting
100Mbps Flight physical layer, adding standard network support for MIL-STD-1553, and the
development of a Quality of Service (QoS) implementation for flight Ethernet.
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ABSTRACT
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), an international organization of
national space agencies, is branching out to provide new standards to enhanced reuse of onboard
spacecraft equipment and software. These Spacecraft Onboard Interface (SOIF) standards will be
based on the well-known Internet protocols. This paper will provide a description of the SOIF work
by describing three orthogonal views: the Services View that describes data communications services,
the Interoperability view shows how to exchange data and messages between different spacecraft
elements, and the Protocol view, that describes the SOIF protocols and services. This paper will
give the reader an excellent introduction to the work of the international SOIF team.
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INTRODUCTION
The CCSDS Work Area for Spacecraft Onboard Interface (SOIF) Services is setting out to develop
recommendations for spacecraft onboard interfaces [1] [2]. We firmly believe that these
recommendations will profoundly affect the development of both the flight hardware and software of
future spacecraft. This paper discusses the SOIF activity, detailing its scope, objectives, and the
progress made so far.
The Scope of SOIF: SOIF addresses the electrical and communications interfaces onboard the
spacecraft, and encompasses the electrical, software, and protocol aspects of those interfaces. In
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order to limit the activity so that we can generate the first stable recommendations within two years,
we are concentrating initially on the communication interfaces between flight units, which include the
spacecraft onboard buses, and electrical interfaces to sensors, actuators devices, subsystems, and
payload instruments. Our expectation is that, with recommendations on these aspects deployed,
support for SOIF will grow and the activity will expand to address other areas, such as the more
complex software aspects of these interfaces.
The results of the SOIF activity will be published in the form of CCSDS Blue Book
recommendations containing the specifications for the interfaces. Since the scope of SOIF is so large,
these recommendations will be published in several parts [3], and projects can elect to comply with
one or more parts as appropriate. This allows us to promote a phased adoption of SOIF with some
parts of the recommendation being available before others, to simplify project tailoring, and adapt to
changes in the future.
Furthermore, there will also be a number of CCSDS Green Books developed, which will provide
background and descriptive information. In order to fully understand the SOIF recommendations
before implementation, it is best to first consult the Green Books, especially for the Concept and
Rationale Green Book [1], and the other Green Books listed in that reference.
The Need for SOIF: Standardizing the onboard interfaces, and producing well-structured and
comprehensive recommendations should lead to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Plug and Play” for instruments, subsystems, components, devices, and sensors
Reduced development costs and risks for onboard hardware and software,
Shorter development times for the spacecraft flight element,
Shorter spacecraft flight element integration times,
Shared design and test documentation for spacecraft onboard systems,
Increased potential for flight equipment re-use,
Increased potential for flight software re-use,
Increased potential for test equipment and procedure re-use,
Potential for improved quality of flight and test equipment,
Potential for development of standard components,
Potential for second-sourcing of flight and test equipment,
Better potential for secondary or “quick-ride” payload development,
Easier adoption of new and evolving technologies in the future, including hardware and
software upgrades, autonomy and vehicle health management.

It is clear from this list that SOIF impacts just about all areas of the development of the flight
electronic systems, including both the electronics hardware and the software.
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THE OBJECTIVES OF SOIF
The generation of internationally agreed recommendations and the realization of the benefits listed
above are clearly the primary objectives of SOIF. However, there are three other objectives that must
also be met.
The first of these objectives is to develop a set of SOIF communications services for the users that
will meet the specific needs of spacecraft systems. These services (and the elements that support
them) will need to meet the needs of the users without excessive overhead or excessive use of
resources. This is certainly true of spacecraft, since mass, power, volume, and computational &
communications resources onboard spacecraft are always limited.
The second of the SOIF objectives is to select a set of protocols to support the SOIF services that
make sense in the spacecraft environment. These protocols will include the popular TCP/UDP/IP
protocols (Transmission Control Protocol/User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol) [4], but
perhaps with a selected set of RFC’s (requests for comments). The Space Communications Protocol
Standards (SCPS) [5] will also be an option.
The third of the SOIF objectives is to be able to change the underlying data bus to meet the specific
needs of a particular spacecraft mission without affecting the implementation of the protocols or the
SOIF communications services. In this way, it will be possible to change the underlying data bus
without affecting the user applications. It will also be possible to use wireless communications
media, and to use the SOIF communications services and protocols to provide seamless
communications between nearby spacecraft, such as in constellations, formation flyers, and
cooperating spacecraft.
A byproduct of these objectives is that the SOIF standards will enable a “Plug and Play” capability,
specifically for space and earth science instruments. SOIF compliant science instruments will be able
to move from one SOIF compliant spacecraft to another, even if there is a different data bus
implemented on the new spacecraft. This movement of instruments should be possible with only a
change in the actual data bus interface card, and the software drivers for that data bus.
Finally, SOIF must be compatible with other, existing standards that are used onboard spacecraft,
such as the CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand standards [6] [7], and the ESA Packet Utilization
Standard (PUS) [8].

THREE VIEWS OF SOIF
The preceding sections have painted a rosy picture of the SOIF objectives, but making SOIF a
reality, i.e. taking these objectives and turning them into a set of recommendations that can be
understood and used in spacecraft projects, requires a well-chosen, pragmatic approach.
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One of the main problems is that, because of its broad scope, SOIF is seen as many different things
by many different people. For example, spacecraft onboard hardware developers are expecting to see
detailed electrical specifications for onboard interfaces. Onboard software developers are looking for
abstract interfaces that make it easier for them to access common services for data transfers, device
data acquisition and commanding. Spacecraft system engineers are looking for recommendations that
will increase the ability to interoperate and to re-use flight components across different platforms.
The space instrument (payload) developers are looking for the “Plug and Play” capability that will
allow them to move their instrument/payload to another mission with a minimal effort. And project
managers are looking for solutions that will save them schedule time and money on their projects, and
reduce cost and schedule risks.
User Applications
View

Interoperability
View

Protocol
View

Figure 1 - Three Orthogonal Views of SOIF

All of these views, and many others, must be taken into account in the preparation of the SOIF
recommendations, and we are putting a great deal of effort into making the recommendation easily
understood by these different communities. The solution that we have adopted is a careful
structuring of the recommendation document tree [3].
Another problem that we face, again due to the broad scope of SOIF, is that within this work area we
have people with a broad range of skills and specializations. Many of these specializations have
their own distinct way of looking at problems, and their own vocabulary for describing things. In
order to get the most out of the individual participants in the SOIF work area, we have divided the
tasks up into key areas, each of which is addressed by a Working Group or Birds of a Feather group.
This new organization within CCSDS (introduced in April of 2003) is similar to the previous SOIF
sub-panel organization, and has reduced the need for the Work Area members to become distracted
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by issues that they are not interested in, and has allowed work on the key areas to be carried out
much more efficiently and in parallel with other activities.
The recognition of several views of the SOIF problem domain has been an important step in our
standardization activities. Figure 1 shows three orthogonal views of the SOIF problem domain, and
discussion of each of these views can give some insight into how the SOIF work area is attempting to
accommodate them.

SOIF Command &
SOIF Time Distribution
Data Acquisition Service
Service

Message Transfer
Service

File Transfer
Service

CCSDS Packet
Service

SOIF Plug & Play
Service

Connection Oriented
Transport Service

SOIF
Services

Connectionless Oriented
Transport Service

Communications Services

Figure 2 - User Applications View of SOIF Services

The User Applications View: The first view to consider is the user applications view. This is the
view of software engineers and programmers developing flight applications for a spacecraft. Since
these are one of the most important ‘customers’ for SOIF, we need to fully understand their view.
Typically, application developers see a set of application programming interfaces (APIs), i.e. a set of
procedure and function calls, which are shown in Figure 2, that they can bind with their applications
to access the services offered by SOIF [9].
From the user application view, not only is the underlying hierarchy not visible, but also is not of
interest. Users see only a set of APIs that are uniformly accessible from each application. These
APIs correspond to the service access points exposed by the SOIF stack.
The Interoperability View: The second of the three views of SOIF is interoperability.
Interoperability is the ability of a device or application to operate with another device or application,
where the two devices or applications are both SOIF compliant. This would mean that it would be
possible for two spacecraft application to locate and communicate with each other if they are both
using SOIF compliant protocols (including Data Link and Physical Layers). This communications
between devices would be possible as long as: both of the devices shared a common understanding of
the SOIF protocol that flows between the devices, both devices shared a common definition of the
functionality that is implemented in each SOIF layer, and both devices used a common PDU to
communicate between the two SOIF layers.
This concept of SOIF interoperability is shown in Figure 3. This diagram shows how the only
physical connection between these two devices will be the physical media between them. The bits
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of that flow on the physical media between the devices are used to move the encapsulated PDUs
from each of the different layers. But across the physical interface, we not only have the indirect
physical flow of these encapsulated PDUs, but also an implied direct connection of the protocols
between the two different implementations of each layer. So each layer in a device uses the PDU for
that layer to transfer the information necessary for the two instantiations of the layer to operate in
concert with each other, providing the agreed functionality to move the information from one user to
another.
SOIF Device
User
Applications
Layer

SOIF Device
User Protocol

Spacecraft
Application

Application Service
Layer

Application Protocol

Spacecraft
Application

Application Service
Layer

Application-PDU

Transport Layer

Application-PDU
Transport Protocol

Transport Layer

Transport-PDU

Network Layer

Transport-PDU
Network Protocol

Network Layer

Network-PDU

Data Link Layer

Network-PDU
Data Link Protocol

Data Link Layer

Data Link-PDU

Physical Layer
Physical-PDU

User
Applications
Layer

Data Link-PDU
Physical Protocol

Physical Layer

Physical Media

Physical-PDU

SOIF Interoperability
Interface

Figure 3 – Interoperability View of SOIF

Implied in all of this, it is also necessary for the two spacecraft applications (or two instantiations of
one application) to be able to communicate with each other, by having a shared understanding the
contents of the User PDU that flows between them, and by using the same functionality and
protocol. This will be necessary; otherwise SOIF would accurately deliver messages between the
spacecraft applications that could not be interpreted.
The Protocol View: The last view can be called the protocol view, and is shown in more detail in
Figure 4. This sees the SOIF problem as being similar to that addressed by classical communication
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architectures like the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) 7-layer reference model [10], or the Internet protocol stack. Under this view, the
solution to the problem is seen as a set of hierarchically ordered services. The key to meeting the
SOIF goals of being able to tailor and scale the solution for different situations, and to allow
evolution and development in the future, is in the relationships between the services, which are
determined by the definition of the service interfaces.
Space Applications
Application Layer
Transport Layer
Network Layer
Data Link Layer
Physical Layer

Figure 4 – Protocol View of SOIF

This view is natural to many of the sub-panel members, particularly those who have been involved in
protocol design and communication system engineering in the past. It is quite likely that the protocol
view will be that seen by the implementers of SOIF, i.e. the engineers responsible for providing SOIF
services on a given spacecraft. However, this view is not intuitive to many of the potential users of
SOIF, particularly software application developers who write the flight application software, and
hardware designers who make hardware interface components.

THE SOIF ARCHITECTURAL MODEL
The SOIF architectural reference model is layered according to the principles of the ISO OSI
Reference Model, and is depicted in Figure 5.
The SOIF reference model layers differ from the actual layers named in the OSI reference model
because we have chosen not to include Presentation and Session layers. The correspondence between
the SOIF layers and the OSI layers is shown in Figure 6.
The SOIF space application layer contains user-oriented services that are presented to SOIF users
that reside outside of the model. Typically a SOIF user is an onboard application that makes use of
the SOIF services to access other onboard applications, and onboard hardware devices (sensors and
effectors). This layer does not have an equivalent layer in the ISO 7-layer model, but would be
equivalent to a possible eight layer.
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Transport Layer

Transport Layer
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Data Link Layer
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Physical Layer

Physical Layer
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Figure 5 – Simplified SOIF Reference Model

Figure 6 – Comparison of SOIF and ISO
Reference Models

The SOIF applications layer provides the fault tolerant message capability that is required by the
SOIF services in the space application layer. This layer also provides the fault tolerant file transfer
capability that can be used by the SOIF services or the applications. And the applications layer will
also have a CCSDS packet service that can be used to move these packets as required. The SOIF
application layer is equivalent to the application layer of the OSI 7-layer model.
The SOIF transport layer contains services that enable end-to-end transfer of messages between
users. The SOIF transport layer is the equivalent of the transport layer of the OSI 7-layer model.
The SOIF network layer contains services that control the operation of the underlying sub-networks
and enable data to be routed throughout the spacecraft network. This layer would also allow data to
be routed to where ever it would need to be move. This layer corresponds directly with the network
layer of the OSI 7-layer model.
The SOIF data link and physical layers contains services that implement the onboard sub-network
and interfaces to other onboard devices, subsystems, and instruments. Typically, onboard subnetworks comprise onboard buses as well as point-to-point links between flight units. The SOIF
data link and physical layers corresponds to the data link layer and the physical layer of the OSI 7layer model.
The SOIF management service provides the capability of managing the SOIF stack. Because this
service is accessed as a user application, and controls the configuration of each layer, it is represented
as another user application connected to a vertical slice spanning all of the layers of the reference
model in accordance with accepted OSI convention.
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CONCLUSIONS
SOIF is a very active, international initiative by the CCSDS and fully supported its sponsoring
agencies and industry to define standards for spacecraft onboard interfaces. This work has a very
broad scope, and is likely to have a beneficial effect on many aspects of spacecraft onboard systems
in the future. Within the space of this short paper we have only been able to give a brief introduction
to SOIF and its progress so far.
We apologize to many of our SOIF colleagues for not having featured some of their activities,
particularly relating to the SOIF messaging service and network management aspects. This has been
due only to a shortage of space. These and other aspects of the SOIF work will be published in the
future.
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ABSTRACT
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an international organization of
national space agencies that is branching out to provide new standards to enhanced reuse of
spacecraft equipment and software. These Spacecraft Onboard Interface (SOIF) standards will be
directed towards a spacecraft architecture, as a distributed system of processors and busses. This
paper will review the services that are being proposed for SOIF. These services include a Command
and Data Acquisition Service, a Time Distribution Service, a Message Transfer Service, a File
Transfer Service, and a CCSDS Packet Service. An Instrument & Subsystem “Plug & Play Service
is currently under study, but is included in this paper for completeness.
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INTRODUCTION
The CCSDS work area for Spacecraft Onboard Interface (SOIF) Services is setting out to develop
recommendations for spacecraft onboard interfaces [1] [2]. We firmly believe that these
recommendations will profoundly affect the development of both flight hardware and software of
future spacecraft. This paper will expand on a SOIF overview paper [3], by providing a description
of the SOIF user services. These are the services that the users can and will expect to use to access
the advantages of SOIF.

THE SOIF REFERENCE MODEL
The SOIF Services Working Area has developed a SOIF Reference Model. Within the SOIF
Working Area, we are using this model to describe and document our work, both for ourselves, and
to others.
Figure 1 shows the SOIF Reference Model [1]. This figure shows how the SOIF layers relate to
each other, and where the SOIF communications services fit within these layers. The access points
for these SOIF services are shown in this figure as the ellipses [3].
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Figure 1: The SOIF Reference Model
THE SOIF SERVICES
We are going to be introducing these services by the layer in the protocol stack, as shown in Figure
1. The services are located in the Transport Layer, the Applications Layer and in the Space
Applications Layer. There are seven (7) SOIF services that are presently defined and will be
available to the users.

SOIF TRANSPORT LAYER SERVICES
The users will have the ability to directly access the Transport Layer. The services being considered
at the Transport Layer will be a reliable (acknowledged) and unreliable (unacknowledged) transport
service. In the Internet protocols, these services could be provided by the well know TCP/UDP
protocols. The designer may also wish to use an alternate protocol, such as the Space
Communications Protocol Standards (SCPS) [4], which has been optimized for the space-ground
communications link, when the spacecraft is in a near-earth orbit.
The Transport Layer interfaces will not always be available because not all implementations will
require the use of the Transport and Network Layers. For example, if a spacecraft has only a single
subnetwork, then the functionality of these two layers may not be required or implemented.
Therefore these implementations do not have these Transport Layer Services available, and it is not
possible to use these services as a generic interface.
SOIF APPLICATIONS LAYER SERVICES
As we can see in Figure 1, there are three more data services in the Applications Layer.
Each of these Applications Layer services will provide the same standard interface to all of its users,
and can then use all the services provided by the protocol. Otherwise the user will either need to
supply the service itself (e.g. reliability, routing, multi-link transparent transport), or do without the
service. However, for most applications the use of these higher-level interfaces will provide
significant benefits in terms of portability, functionality, and isolation from changes at the lower
layers.
Because of this, the Applications Layer services will isolate the details of the underlying data bus
from the users. In a later section of this paper we will show how these services in the Applications
Layer will provide this isolation.
The Message Transfer Service [5] is used to move arbitrary-sized discrete messages between
software processes (users) within the spacecraft, where the user can define the Quality of Service
provided by the service (e.g., guaranteed or non-guaranteed delivery). The interface supports both
peer to peer and client server interaction models, and provides primitives that can be used to
construct basic publish / subscribe interaction pattern if such is desired. The basic elements of this
include: name and address resolution, connection establishment, synchronous and asynchronous
message transfer mechanisms, and synchronization mechanisms for cooperating processes.
Mechanisms are also provided to enable discovery of available Quality of Service (QoS), to select
QoS, and for error reporting and service monitoring suitable for operation in a space environment.
The File Transfer Service is used to move files between users onboard or within the vicinity of the
spacecraft. This data structure would be preferred in a number of cases, such as a complete set of
related scientific observations (telemetry), a set of commands to a particular destination, or a patch
or update to the flight software for a particular instrument or subsystem.

The CCSDS Packet Service is the final of the three services, and is specifically used to move
CCSDS Packets around the spacecraft at the Applications Layer, as required by the users. This
format is particularly useful because some Space Applications Layer services are specifically
designed to operate with data in this format. The European Packet Utilization Standard (PUS) [6] is
perhaps the most popular of these Space Applications Layer users, even to the point that a standard
for this service has been created for use by the European Space Agency.
SOIF SPACE APPLICATION LAYER SERVICES
And in Figure 1, we can also see that there are three other SOIF services in the highest of the layers,
the Space Applications Layer. The Space Applications Layer services use the Applications Layer
services to move data around the spacecraft.
The Command and Data Acquisition Service (C&DA) is used to provide low overhead access to
read data from spacecraft sensors and to also provide low overhead commands to spacecraft
actuators. A central aspect of this service is that it will be able to provide access to any sensor or
actuator, no matter where on the spacecraft (relative to the user) that the sensors or actuators are
located.
There are six capability sets that make up the functionality of the C&DA service, and they are as
follows:
•

Device Access: where a user-supplied logical address of the device is converted by the service
into a network address, allowing the device to be accessed from anywhere in the network.

•

Engineering Unit Conversion: which will convert the binary value obtained from reading the
device into the engineering units of the measurement. In other words, by using this capability,
the user will be reading a temperature, voltage, or pressure, instead of receiving a raw number in
which the user must make this conversion.

•

Data Product Acquisition: where data from multiple sensors can be read from a single access,
and simple calculations can be made from these multiple readings.

•

Data Monitoring: the requested data is monitored against declared limits (for example red-line
and yellow-line limits) and only reported to the user when the data goes outside the limits.

•

Device Virtualization: devices are read and controlled using a virtual generic device image, or
model. Models can also be used to control more complex devices, such as a reaction wheel.

•

Data Pooling: where the Data Pooling function performs a periodic read of the sensor data, and
places the most recent into a data pool (data base). The user can access the periodic data from
the sensor data pool or database, and will access the most recent data.

The Time Distribution Service allows users to obtain a time value that is correlated with the
centrally maintained spacecraft onboard time. This service is also used for distribution of time from

a central spacecraft clock to any distributed clocks that may be located in different elements of the
spacecraft avionics. However, the methods that are used to keep the central spacecraft time
synchronized to the ground or control center are beyond the scope of this SOIF Time Distribution
Service.
The Plug and Play Service is the newest addition to the SOIF Reference Model. Indeed, the Plug
and Play Service is so new that this discussion is still somewhat speculative. However, much of our
user feedback has requested this type of service, so it will be included herein.
It is intended that the Plug and Play service provide a capability to allow software components,
complex instruments, and subsystems to be dynamically inserted into the spacecraft while it is
operating. This will allow, for example, software upgrades to take place in a running system, a new
instrument to be inserted during spacecraft integration, or a spare instrument to be powered up and
brought into operation during the course of a mission.
ACCESS TO THE DATA LINK LAYER
Figure 1 showed the SOIF Reference Model, and we have briefly mentioned how the services in the
SOIF Application Layer can be used to isolate the user applications from the underlying data bus.
This section describes in more detail the alternate implementation approaches that may be taken.
For this discussion, we will assume that all users from the Space Applications Layer will access the
lower layer communications by way of one of the three Application Layer services: the Message
Transfer, File Transfer, or CCSDS Packets services.
Figure 2 illustrates two alternate protocol paths down the stack that the service implementation may
take to the Data Link Layer. The path of the arrow on the right shows the case when there is only
one subnetwork (data bus) onboard the spacecraft. This means that there is not only one type of
subnetwork, but there is only one physical subnetwork on the spacecraft.
The arrow on the left in Figure 2 shows the other case, when there are multiple subnetworks
available to the spacecraft. In this case, it will be necessary to implement the Transport and Network
Layers, in order to provide the functionality of these layers across the multiple subnetworks. In this
case, there can be several subnetworks on the spacecraft, and they can even be of different types. It
is even possible that a spacelink subnet (RF) can be used to connect two different spacecraft, if they
are close enough for the Transport and Network Layer protocols to still work.
In either case, the services in the Space Application and Applications Layers isolate their user from
which protocol path through the stack is used for a particular implementation/deployment.
The implication of this discussion is that SOIF will be able to deliver on its promise for
interoperability. With all of the users (be they subsystems, instruments, or hardware devices) using
the SOIF Space Applications and Applications Layer Services, the users can be interchanged at will.
Similarly, it will be possible to change out the underlying data bus without any effect on the users.
Or, it will be possible to move a user from one spacecraft (for example if it has only one data bus) to

another spacecraft, (even if it has multiple data busses, and none of them use the same data bus
technology as the first spacecraft) without effecting the user implementation.
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FIGURE 2: TWO PATHS TO ACCESS THE DATA LINK LAYER
Of course, the effect on the overall system must still be accounted for, e.g. an increase in bus
utilization. However, through the use of such standard services, it should be simpler to characterize
these parameters, and hence determine the resulting performance of a system being designed from
re-used user components and SOIF services.
CONCLUSIONS
Ultimately, this flexibility of SOIF to operate in any number of different interoperability scenarios
will be very important in the ultimate acceptance of SOIF in the larger spacecraft community. As
these capabilities are diffused throughout the industry, we can expect that SOIF will start to bring
increased levels of cost savings and reduced risk to a large number of different missions. Indeed, we
in the SOIF Work Area believe that once SOIF is well known and understood, these

recommendations and their successors will be the dominant spacecraft interface technology for the
next few decades.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless interfaces are becoming ubiquitous in terrestrial applications ranging from local area
networking in business and commercial environments to large scale factory automation and process
control. The pressure to develop these wireless interfacing techniques has come from the need to
reduce cabling, reduce installation costs, and make it easier to extend network infrastructures.
Concerns about electromagnetic compatibility, safety, reliability, and security have lead to the
development of techniques and protocols that enable such wireless interfaces to be operated in
electromagnetically harsh environments, without generating unacceptable interference, and providing
reliable, dependable and secure data communications.
On the face of it, the use of wireless interfaces onboard spacecraft looks like a good way of reducing
the spacecraft harness mass and bulk. However, recent work by the European Space Agency has
shown that, while harness reduction will undoubtedly be one benefit of using wireless interfaces,
they offer many other benefits that will be more significant in the near future. Amongst these are
significant advantages during integration and testing, the ability to retrofit and upgrade facilities, and
cable replacement in moving structures such as robotic arms.
In this paper we briefly survey the benefits of wireless interface technologies for spacecraft onboard
use, and identify the challenges involved in adapting them for flight use. We then look at the
considerations that should be taken into account in establishing the financial case for developing
wireless interface technologies for flight applications.
KEYWORDS
Optical wireless interface, RF wireless interface, spacecraft onboard bus.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last ten years or so there has been a growing awareness and concern over the mass, bulk,
and difficulty of implementing and testing spacecraft wiring harnesses. The harness includes the
cabling and connectors that connect spacecraft flight units to each other and to all of the onboard
sensors and actuators, and the power distribution cabling. Official figures show that in terms of mass
alone, the harness can account for between 6% and 10% of the total dry mass of a spacecraft,

regardless of the spacecraft type or mission. However, even this figure is probably less than the truth
because it does not include the connector receptacles that are mounted on the closure panels or the
cabling inside the flight units between the connectors and the electronics. Furthermore, balance
weights are frequently needed to compensate for the harness mass distribution, which is difficult to
predict at design time. While the mass of these balance weights is not included in the harness mass, it
is undoubtedly directly attributable to the harness.
A recent study of European spacecraft [Ref. 1] revealed that the data cabling accounted for 55% of
the harness mass, while power distribution cables accounted for 25%. The remainder is made up of
fasteners and special shielding. Studies in the US have shown similar results. Of the 55% of mass
attributable to the data cabling, the vast majority (around 98%) is made up of discrete interfaces to
sensors and actuators, with the remainder being devoted to multipoint bus type interfaces (see Figure
1).
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Figure 1 - Harness breakdown by interface type and cable function
The study also revealed several other problems related to the spacecraft harness, such as its bulk,
especially close to the main control units, and the difficulties of harness manufacture and integration.
These problems typically manifested themselves at a late stage in the project and are difficult and
costly to overcome, often introducing an unacceptable degree of risk at a critical phase. The harness
also poses significant problems during spacecraft testing, particularly when the spacecraft is being
tested in environmental simulators such as vacuum chambers and shakers. Typically, this calls for a
significant amount of test harness to be developed, and if this is to be used in vacuum chambers it
often has to meet or exceed the requirements imposed on the flight cabling. Even with a very
extensive test harness, it is usually not possible to obtain a complete visibility of the data flowing in
the spacecraft, and the ability to stimulate sensors may remain limited.

Partly as a result of this study, the problem of harness reduction has been addressed on several fronts
in Europe. Solutions that are under scrutiny include more cable efficient power distribution
techniques, better use of wired onboard buses and sensor/actuator interfaces, and the use of wireless
interfaces.
The use of wireless interfaces onboard spacecraft is now being addressed by an ESA commissioned
working group, which has acted as a forum for the exchange of ideas on wireless techniques from
several communities both inside and outside the space industry. This document attempts to
summarise many of the interesting concepts and potential solutions that have been discussed so far.
TYPES OF WIRELESS INTERFACE
For the purposes of this paper, we consider a wireless interface to be any form of interface that uses
unguided, connector less transmission of data. These include RF wireless interfaces as well as diffuse
and line-of-sight optical interfaces. However, we do not include fibreoptic interfaces because of the
need for a waveguide (the fibreoptic cable) and the consequent need for connectors.
RF wireless interfaces include several different classes. Obvious candidates for data transfer between
flight units onboard spacecraft include 802.11b and Bluetooth, both of which are widely used in
terrestrial applications. While giving very good performance in terms of data throughput, reliability,
and security, and being covered by very mature standards, these classes of interface are demanding
in terms of the electronics required at each transceiver. Moreover, they are designed to provide LAN
or multipoint bus type capability that, as has been shown by the survey in [Ref 1], accounts for only
a very small fraction of the total harness mass. Even if such interfaces could be incorporated into
each sensor/actuator, or if sensor cluster controllers could be developed, these would still require
power to be provided in some way.
Another interesting class of RF wireless interface is the ultra low powered wireless devices being
developed for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN), particularly those being developed to
meet the 802.15.4 ZigBee standard. These devices are small enough to be integrated into individual
sensors and actuators, and can be operated for many years when powered by a simple micro-battery.
Remote nodes with a total mass of 20grams including the battery, and an operating lifetime of 15
years are already feasible [Ref 2]. These interfaces offer very significant potential for harness
reduction.
Optical wireless interfaces basically fall into two classes, diffuse and line-of-sight. Diffuse optical
interfaces radiate an unfocused and undirected light signal, which can be received by any node
within range. Typically the range and data rates are both very limited, but the power requirements are
modest and the transceiver electronics can be very simple. These interfaces are ideal for point-tomultipoint transmission of data. Distribution of the signal throughout a spacecraft could be achieved
in a number of ways, such as using a central reflector or by using multiple repeaters [Ref 3].
Line-of-sight optical interfaces transmit a focused beam of light that must be aimed precisely at the
receiver. Typically, these provide greater range and higher data rates that diffuse optical interfaces,

but they operate strictly on a point-to-point basis and require careful alignment. They are difficult to
intercept for monitoring purposes, but they do offer very good security and immunity to interference.
BENEFITS OF WIRELESS INTERFACES FOR SPACECRAFT
Wireless interfaces undoubtedly offer significant benefits for spacecraft applications. In addition to
the potential for harness mass reduction, the following non-exhaustive list can be cited:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simplified harness manufacture and integration;
Galvanic isolation;
Improved visibility of data during testing;
Simplified check-out harness;
Simplified spacecraft integration;
Retrofit and enhanced system upgrade potential;
Cable free joints and movable/deployable structures;

Simplified harness manufacture and integration comes about because there are fewer wires in the
harness to worry about. As a result, the harness is less bulky and can be more easily integrated into
the harness. This is a significant advantage considering the number of anecdotal reports we have
heard from spacecraft prime contractors and integrators concerning harness problems during final
integration. These problems inevitably arise at a critical phase of spacecraft development and are
costly to overcome, and the solutions that are adopted are often risky and undesirable. For example,
removal of connector back-shells has been used to reduce the cable mass and bulk around the central
computers. We have also heard reports that the sheer number of wires between the flight unit
electronics and the connector receptacles mounted on the closure panels has made it difficult to close
equipment housings!
By reducing the number of cables required in the harness, the harness bulk can be reduced, making it
more pliable and easier to route through the spacecraft, without requiring drastic measures such as
the removal of connector back-shells. Furthermore, fewer cables in the harness will result in fewer
connector pins being required on the closure panels and a corresponding reduction in the number of
wires inside flight units. This could also allow the volume of flight units to be reduced as less
connector space is required on the closure panels.
It should also be remembered that any reduction in harness cabling will reduce the problem of cable
mass concentration around the main flight units, which in turn may reduce the balancing masses that
need to be added to accurately position the spacecraft centre of gravity prior to flight.
Galvanic isolation is an inherent characteristic of wireless data interfaces. Most projects insist on
galvanic isolation across many of the onboard interfaces, and this is often achieved using transformer
coupling. Aside from adding mass and complexity, the isolation provided by transformers is limited
by the breakdown voltage of the coupler, and is only effective at DC and low frequencies. Wireless
interfaces obviate the need for transformers, and effectively enable perfect galvanic isolation.
RF wireless and diffuse optical interfaces can provide greatly improved visibility of spacecraft data
during testing when compared to wired solutions. In order to monitor data on a wired spacecraft

onboard data bus it is necessary to physically attach the monitoring equipment. This immediately
influences the bus characteristics by imposing an additional load, and may require the provision of
additional connectors (e.g. skin connectors) if testing is to be carried out after integration of the
spacecraft. Monitoring of discrete interfaces to sensors is even more difficult and is often not even
attempted to any serious degree. Instead, reliance is placed on special software applications and test
routines running on the flight computers.
By contrast, wireless interfaces can easily be monitored and do not require any physical connection
to be made. Total visibility of data flowing across the interfaces in each direction can be achieved.
This significantly improved visibility without the need for additional cabling results in a simplified
check-out harness. This can have important cost savings, particularly when the spacecraft is
subjected to testing in environmental chambers where the check-out harness must meet or exceed
flight cable outgassing requirements. One particular facility that may be obviated by wireless
interfaces is the slip ring assembly used in solar vacuum chambers. This facility is used to de-spin
the test harness cables and route them out of the chamber where they are connected to the check-out
equipment. The true cost of using this equipment, i.e. the cost of routing hundreds of the check-out
harness cables through the unit and checking their integrity, for each project has proved impossible
to ascertain, but common sense suggests that it is not insignificant. We believe that wireless
interfaces would obviate the need for de-spinning on most, if not all of the data cables to/from the
spacecraft under test, and would result in significant project cost savings.
Wireless interfaces, particularly RF wireless interfaces, result in simplified spacecraft integration
because there is no need to physically interconnect the flight units before they can be tested. This
means that the operation and behaviour of the flight components can largely be verified while they
are laid out on a bench, in so-called flat-sat configuration. It is much easier to resolve problems in
this configuration than after all of the components have been physically integrated into the
spacecraft, when they become difficult to access. It should also be noted that wireless interfaces are
not limited by mate/de-mate count restrictions that apply to wired interfaces. Mate/de-mate counts
are often so restrictive that testers are obliged to use connector savers, which introduces yet another
element into the electrical path of the interface that may subtly change its performance. No need for
connector savers with wireless interfaces!
The benefits of wireless interfaces cited so far have mainly been realized during the development
phase of a project. However, wireless interfaces also offer substantial advantages after launch on
certain classes of mission. One obvious such benefit is the retrofit and enhanced upgrade potential
that they offer. Retrofitting involves the addition of components not foreseen in the original design of
the spacecraft, such as additional sensors and data acquisition units. This is extremely difficult with
wired interfaces because it involves laying new cabling and the provision of additional physical
connection points (connectors and/or connector pins). Wireless interfaces obviate the need for
cabling and physical connection points and therefore make retrofitting relatively straightforward. We
know that this technique has been successfully applied to the space shuttle when additional sensors
have been required [Ref 4]. Generally, retrofitting is only applicable to man serviced missions such
as space stations and associated service vehicles.

Upgrade potential is enhanced by wireless interfaces because it becomes easier to swap out existing
equipment with new, upgraded units. The new unit need not be located in the same place as the old,
and is not required to mate up with existing physical connection points (except possibly for power).
This advantage applies not only to man serviceable missions, such as space stations, but also to
missions where they may be a progressive build up of capability, such as a collection of landed assets
arriving at different times in a planetary surface exploration mission.
The final benefit of wireless interfaces that we would like to cite is the potential for cable free joints
and movable/deployable structures. Cable free joints are an advantage for structures such as robotic
arms. Data cabling across movable wrist and elbow joints often limits the joint mobility. Wireless
interfaces can obviate the need for data cabling across such joints, so that only power may need to be
transferred across the joint and a much greater degree of mobility can be achieved.
Similar problems of data cabling occur in deployable structures such as booms and antenna arrays.
Eliminating data cabling by the use of wireless interfaces can avoid many problems and result in
more reliable deployment with less risk of failure. In some cases, the deployable component may
separate completely from the mother craft, e.g. in the case of probes or surface excursion vehicles.
These often rely on techniques like cable cutting or pull release connectors to part wired data
interfaces, and these are often problematic. Yet again, wireless interfaces can avoid these problems.
DISADVANTAGES OF WIRELESS INTERFACES
Despite the many benefits of wireless interfaces discussed above, there are some disadvantages, the
two most important being:
•
•

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC);
Security and susceptibility;

The need for complex electronics in the transceivers is often stated as a disadvantage, but in our view
this is incorrect. There is invariably a need for electronics in each interface, regardless of whether it
is wired or wireless, and more capable interfaces usually require more complex electronics. Wireless
interfaces provide a range of capabilities and therefore the electronics is more or less complicated to
match. For example, 802.11b and Bluetooth interfaces are very capable and performant and require
correspondingly complex electronics. At the other end of the scale there are many very simple
wireless interfaces that are of interest for onboard applications, such as diffuse optical and very low
power RF wireless interfaces, that need only simple electronics, often simpler than comparable wired
interfaces. The implementation of the required interface electronics is therefore a challenge to be
overcome, rather than a disadvantage per se.
Electromagnetic compatibility of wireless interfaces must be considered both for the flight
environment and during integration and test. In the flight environment it is important that the
wireless interfaces are neither susceptible to disturbances from other onboard equipment, nor
generate emissions that interfere with other onboard equipment. The main concern is usually out of
band interference, and early analysis with some candidate interfaces has indicated the EMC is not a
significant problem. However, each mission may have very specific EMC requirements that have to
be met.

During integration and test the main problem may be interference from local terrestrial sources.
While this may not prevent the interface working, it may alter its performance. For example if a data
transfer requires several retries because of interference, the data throughput of the interface may be
degraded to a level far below what would actually be achieved in flight. It should also be
remembered that radio frequency regulations governing the use of frequencies and the power levels
that we can use may be much more constraining on earth than in space.
Security and susceptibility of wireless interfaces may be important concerns in some missions.
Security is an issue because for most wireless interface types the signal can be intercepted (line-ofsight optical interfaces are an obvious exception to this). Generally, the type of interfaces we are
considering for onboard use are very low power and limited range, so an eavesdropper would
probably need to be located on the same spacecraft. If eavesdropping is really considered to be a
problem, it may be necessary to use encryption techniques, but these both complicate the transceiver
electronics and reduce the overall data throughput across the interface.
Susceptibility refers to the potential for the wireless signal to be jammed by a more powerful
transmitter. This is only really applicable to RF wireless interfaces, and many of the more capable
interfaces such as 802.11b can channel hop to reduce their susceptibility. Obviously, whether this
issue is really a problem will depend on a proper security threat analysis of the mission.
MIGRATING WIRELESS INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES TO SPACE APPLICATIONS
The two main problems to be overcome in order to apply wireless interface technologies in
spacecraft applications are the migration of the electronics onto space hardened technologies, and the
provison of power to wireless devices.
The ease with which the electronics can be migrated onto space technologies is clearly dependent
upon the complexity of the electronics required. In some cases, the electronics is so simple that there
is no problem, for example for some diffuse optical wireless interfaces. In other cases, e.g. for 802.11
and Bluetooth, this may be a significant problem as the electronics is complex by space standards.
Supplying power to wireless components represents a serious problem in spacecraft applications,
particularly for simple sensors and actuators. Typically, these devices are powered through the wired
data interfaces used to connect them to the central data management units. For example, temperature
sensors are usually thermistors where the temperature is determined from the current flowing
through the device, with the driver electronics located in the controller to which the device is
attached. If we wish to eliminate the data cables between the controller and a simple temperature
sensor, we need to provide local power in the sensor itself. Distributing power to the device through
conventional cables would largely defeat the objective of harness reduction since it merely replaces
the data cables by power cables. Therefore, we need to consider other options such as battery
powering devices, or using small solar cells for externally mounted devices. Supplying power to
wireless connected devices is therefore one of the major challenges to be overcome if wireless
interfaces are to become commonplace onboard spacecraft.

Another problem that may need to be addressed is to understand and cope with the signal
propagation environment of the spacecraft. Most terrestrial wireless interfaces are designed to
operate in fairly open path environments, with fairly benign multipath characteristics. By contrast, a
spacecraft may present a closed environment with many obstacles and reflectors resulting in very
disadvantageous multipath properties. Existing terrestrial standards might not work well under such
conditions.
Optical wireless interfaces present their own propagation problems. Diffuse optical links operate
over very short distances and require unobstructed paths between the transmitter and receivers. This
is often difficult to arrange in a spacecraft and novel solutions have been proposed such as the use of
convex reflector surfaces, or repeater stations at strategic locations inside the spacecraft. Line-ofsight optical interfaces require unobstructed paths and the transmitter and receiver must be accurately
aligned. Optical paths are usually straight, but may be bent using prisms or mirrors, but the
alignment must withstand the rigours of launch and in-flight operations.
MAKING THE FINANCIAL CASE
Clearly there is a cost associated with the development of wireless electronics for spacecraft onboard
use. The actual cost will depend on the particular interface that will be used. For example, although
interfaces such as Bluetooth and 802.11b are well understood and supported on the ground and
therefore present a low technological risk, they are very demanding in terms of transceiver
electronics and will consequently be relatively costly to migrate onto space worthy hardware. By
contrast, other wireless interfaces, such as ZigBee devices, are not so widely used in terrestrial
applications and so represent slightly greater risk of adoption, but they require much simpler
electronics and will therefore be easier to migrate onto space qualified hardware.
In order to justify the cost of developing wireless interfaces for spacecraft onboard applications, we
need to identify significant cost savings and/or risk reduction associated with their use. Low power
RF wireless interfaces, such as ZigBee devices, which are likely to have modest development costs,
will probably bring significant cost savings due to harness mass reduction as well as savings during
integration and test. A strong financial case can therefore be made for the development of this type of
interface on harness mass reduction alone. The case for more capable RF wireless interfaces such as
802.11b and Bluetooth is less clear cut. Recall that the spacecraft data bus typically accounts for only
about 1% of the harness, and bear in mind that development costs for these interfaces will probably
be high because of the complexity of the electronics required, so there is probably no justification for
this development on harness reduction grounds. However, the main benefit of 802.11b and Bluetooth
type interfaces could be realized during integration and testing, and it might be shown that over
several projects the savings during this critical phase of the project will justify the development!
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed some of the potential benefits for using wireless interfaces onboard
spacecraft taking into account a realistic view of the functions and interface types in modern
spacecraft wiring harnesses. We have then looked at the disadvantages that might be associated with
wireless interfaces and have identified the obstacles that must be overcome in order to migrate

wireless interfaces onto space qualified hardware. Finally we have shown that the financial case for
developing wireless interfacing technologies for spacecraft might not depend on harness reduction
but could be based on savings made during integration and testing.
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ABSTACT
SSL protocol is one industrial standard to protect data transferred securely on Internet. Firstly SSL is
analyzed, according to its characteristics, one solution plan on mobile bank based on SSL is
proposed and presented, in which GPRS technology is adopted and elliptic curve algorithm is used
for the session key, finally several functional modules of mobile bank are designed in details and its
security is analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years wireless communication boosts significantly in China. It is statistical incompletely
that there are more than two hundred millions mobile subscribers, and the mobile devices with
GPRS technology are invented for great convenience to connect Internet. How to implement more
added-value services effectively using GPRS technology on the mobile devices has become one of
most hot topics, and the solution plan on mobile bank based on SSL in this paper may bring fresh
wind to us.
In this paper firstly the handshake protocol of SSL protocol is analyzed mainly, if SSL is embedded
in both bank center and mobile devices, thus one secure wireless channel using GPRS is built
between them, in which ECC is used to generate the session key, finally the functional modules are
designed and the security of system is analyzed. Thus the users can perform transactions with bank
center through the channel anytime and anywhere, this is the concept of mobile bank.

SSL PROTOCOL
SSL protocol is short for security socket layer, which is presented by Netscape in 1995. The public
key algorithm is adopted in SSL to aim at security and reliability between the two applications, now
SSL is one industrial standard of secure communication.
SSL protocol comprises record protocol and handshake protocol. The format of transferred data is
defined in the record protocol, and its details are ignored in the paper. Handshake protocol has two
phases, one is used to build secure channel, and another optional phase is used to authentication for
the customers.
Client
ClientHello

Certificate*
ClientKeyExchange
CertificateVerify*
[ChangeCipherSpec]
Finished
Application Data

Server
ServerHello
Certificate*
ServerKeyExchange
CertificateRequest*
ServerHelloDone

[ChangeCipherSpec]
Finished
Application Data

Figure 1 Flowchart of handshake protocol

Phase 1 is the initialization of communication beginning with HELLO message. HELLO message is
used to determine if the new key is required or not. If not, phase 1 ends and phase 2 begin.
Otherwise, the server sends the client SERVER－HELLO message to generate one new key. If one
new key is generated successfully, the client will send CLIENT－MASTER－KEY message,
otherwise the error message returns. At last the new key is obtained, the server sends the client
SERVER－VERIFY message, the flowchart of phase 1 is showed in figure 1, in which the items
with an asterisk are optional[2].
Phase 2 is the authentication for the client. The server sends the client REQUEST－CERTIFICATE
message to request the authentication, then the client sends its certificate to the server. If the server
authenticates the client, SERVER－FINISH message will return, otherwise the error message will
return.

TOPOLOGY STRUCTURE OF MOBILE BANK SYSTEM
The solution plan of mobile bank aims at little changes of Intranet structure in the bank center, but
the indispensable components are added. Topology structure of mobile bank system is showed in
figure 2, in the figure only one GPRS platform and gateway is added, which are used for data

communication between the mobile device and bank center. In addition SSL protocol is embedded in
both them.

Figure 2 Topology structure of mobile bank system

IMPLEMENTATION OF FUNCTIONAL MODULES
Functional modules are so flexible that the customers can reorganize them to save the costs to the
maximum extent. The modules include two parts, one is hardware module, and another is software
module. GPRS module is one new hardware module which implements wireless communication,
and it is connected with GPRS gateway of communication service provider [5], the hardware frame is
showed in figure 3. In which, firstly the session key is obtained by handshake between the mobile
device and the bank server. After successful handshake the transaction data are partitioned,
encrypted, and packaged before they are transferred securely, in addition the symmetrical key
algorithm is used.
Software module comprise process of transaction, supervision and control of system, management
of database, management of certificate and key, their details are as follows.
The first is process of transaction, this module includes two parts, one is the client, and another is
the server.
In general the clients are mobile phone with GPRS, or other wireless devices, the below is the
transaction process of the client.

Mobile Service
Server

Mobile
device
GPRS
module

Handshake protocol

Internet
GPRS
module
Mobile
device

Bank
GPRS
Gateway

Bank
Intranet

Supervision
Center

Record protocol
Database

Figure 3 Frame of hardware modules

(1) Connection of GPRS: The client requests connection of GPRS, if connection fails, error
will response.
(2) Negotiation of session key: The client requests to handshake with the server using SSL
protocol, if handshake fails, error will response.
(3) Control of access: Control of access is required for the different accounts of user,
RADIUS protocol is recommended for control of access.
(4) Preparation of transaction data: One example below is taken to describe the transaction
data, and the format of data is TLV (Tag + Length + Value).
(5) After the data stream is encrypted and packaged, they will be sent to GPRS gateway.
(6) After the data received from GPRS gateway is parsed, the result of transaction returns to
the user.
We suppose that the code of fund transfer is 10 (two bytes). The code of one account (AAA) is 1001,
and the code of another account (BBB) is 1002, and the code of transaction amount is 1003. Now
the fund of 10000$ transfers from one account AAA to another account BBB, thus we define as:
1001 03 AAA one account code＋length＋account
1002 03 BBB
another account code ＋length＋account
1003 04 10000 transaction amount code＋length＋amount (four bytes)
Hence the data stream of transaction is as follows:
10 22 1001 03 AAA 1002 03 BBB 1003 04 10000
The server will process the requests from the clients such as connection of GPRS, handshake of SSL,
parse of transaction data, return of results, their details are ignored.
Supervision and control of system is the second module is which is optional, this module locates in
the bank network, and it aims at supervision of the mobile bank and control of behaviors of the users.
Its functions can be redefined according to the customers.
The third module is management of database, which is optional, this module locates in the bank

network, and it aims at management of accounts and users of mobile bank.
The last one is management of certificate and key, in which the certificate is one entity with the
signature of trustworthy authority CA (Certificate Authority), and it connects the public key and the
holder. In addition the database of certificate can be created by the bank center, or apply for CA.
This module aims at generation and request, download, storage, refresh of certificate and key. The
generation of certificate and key should be completed in the server, and the client will download
them using old expired certificate and key in cipher text.

PUBLIC KEY ALGORITHM IN MOBILE BANK SYSTEM
Public key algorithm is used to generate the session key for encryption of transferred data. We all
know that RSA is one common public key algorithm, but RSA can be attacked using the computer
with high performance, thus the keys with more length are required. In the SET of e-commerce the
length of key must be 1024 bits, and CA will use the key with 2048 bits, thus it will bring two
problems, one is low speed of process, and another is problem of storage and management of the
keys. Comparing with RSA, ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) is faster in generation and
authentication of digital signature, and the security of ECC with 160 bits is equivalent to the one of
RSA with 1024. For these reasons, it is highly commended that ECC is adopted because of mobile
device with limited resources. The differences between RSA and ECC are showed in figure 4 [6].

Figure 4 Comparison between RSA and ECC in security level

ANALYSIS OF SECURITY
It is recommended that WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security) based on SSL is adopted because
of mobile devices with limited resources. Thus there are public key of the server, private key and
SSL/WTLS protocol in the client, and there are public key of the client, private key, encryption
device, random number generator and SSL/WTLS etc in the server.
When the mobile device requests to the bank center, firstly the connection is performed based on

SSL/WTLS, its security subjects to the certificates and keys, the details of connection refer to
handshake protocol of SSL. If the digital signature is added, the more secure level can be obtained.
The digital signature can be used for the evidence of the transaction according to its characteristics.
For these reasons above, there are three kinds of security mechanisms in mobile bank system. Firstly
it is the authentication in two directions to protect the validity of the mobile device and the bank
center, secondly it is the security that two authorized sides can access and recognize the transaction
information, lastly it is the integrity that both sides can prevent the communication data from being
modified.

CONCLUSIONS
Authentication in two directions is performed using the certificates in SSL/WTLS, and the public
key algorithm is adopted to generate the session key. If possible, digital signature is used to achieve
the integrity. All these methods will provide the assurance of security for mobile bank system.
At present e-commerce is not true concept of mobile bank because it subjects to the fixed PC
terminals, but mobile PC is likewise. The concept of mobile bank in this paper is not limited by the
time and places, thus the solution plan based on SSL/WTLS must bring us extensive future of
application.
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THE IMPACT OF XML SECURITY STANDARDS
ON MANAGING POST PROCESSED TELEMETRY DATA
Jeffrey R. Kalibjian
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ABSTRACT
Today many organizations use the Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL, now known as TLS, or
Transport Layer Security) to secure post processed telemetry data transmitted over internal or
external Internet Protocol (IP) networks. While TLS secures data traveling over a network, it
does not protect data after it reaches its end point. In the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
layer model, TLS falls several layers below the application category. This implies that
applications utilizing data delivered by TLS have no way of evaluating whether data has been
compromised before TLS encryption (from a source), or after TLS decryption (at the
destination). This security “gap” can be addressed by adoption of a security infrastructure that
allows security operations to be abstracted at an OSI application level.
KEY WORDS
Link data security, application data security, XML, TLS, XKMS, SAML, XACML, SOAP.
INTRODUCTION
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is rapidly becoming the universal data exchange
language. Additionally, the concepts of XML encryption and XML signatures have been
established to provide privacy, integrity, and authorization in XML documents. These
fundamental building blocks are being further used by both the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) and the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS)
to define more sophisticated security abstractions utilizing XML including XKMS, the XML
Key Management Specification; SAML, the Security Assertion Markup Language; XACML, the
XML Access Control Markup Language; and, SOAP, the Simple Object Access Protocol. After
providing overviews of these important application security standards, examples will be given of
how they maybe used to better secure and manage telemetry post processed data.

APPLICATIONS AND NETWORKED COMPUTERS
With the connectivity of computers via networking came the goal of developing applications that
would both enable individuals on those computers to exchange information and communicate as
well as develop applications that could autonomously exchange information with each other to
perform business operations [1]. It has turned out that the former goal has been much easier to
achieve; examples of tools that have been developed to allow humans to communicate include email (SMTP) and the World Wide Web (HTTP and HTML). Achieving the later goal has been
fraught with promise and frustration. Concepts such as the Distributed Computing Environment
(DCE) evolved that attempted to standardize various remote procedure call approaches to remote
application interaction. The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [2]
attempted to standardize distributed procedure technology based on making requests on remote
objects. DCE never attained widespread industry support, while CORBA wasn’t as scalable.
While these technologies found their place in product offerings they never reached the ubiquity
of use as the web (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) or e-mail (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).
INFORMATION EXCHANGE BASICS
In order to exchange information, there needs to be a paradigm for understanding the message
and the data in the message as well as a method for sending it. The success of the WWW has
made HTTP the communication mechanism of choice. Today most standards bodies involved
with Internet protocol or process definition utilize the Extensible Markup Language (XML) for
data definition.
THE HYPERTEXT TRANSFER PROTOCOL
HTTP [3] is a simple client/server stateless communication protocol that runs on top of the
TCP/IP protocol. Its primary purpose is to have a server supply resources requested by a client.
Typically the resources are files (e.g. HTML page), but they can also be dynamically generated
data as well. The communication model is very simple. A client opens a connection (to port 80
of the server) and sends a request message to a HTTP server. A request has an initial line
comprised of three parts separated by spaces: a method name, the local path of the requested
resource, and the version of HTTP being used. The most common method is GET. In the
example below the HTTP 1.0 protocol is being used to request the recipes file:
GET /home/data/recipes.html HTTP/1.0
A response is similar in that there is an initial line also comprised of three parts: the HTTP
version, response code, and English “reason” phrase:
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Actually after the initial line in both the request and response there can also be zero or more
header lines, a blank line (carriage return, line feed), then an optional message body (in the
response this is the requested data). A more complete example is shown below in Figure 1.

Request
GET /home/data/colors.html HTTP/1.0
User-Agent: AHTTPBrowser/1.1
<CR><LF>
Response
HTTP/1.0 200 OK
Server: PiratedServer/1.1
<CR><LF>
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Length: 50
<html>
<body>
<h1>The Colors are:</h1>
<p>red <br>green<br>blue<p>
</body>
</html>
Figure 1. A simple HTTP request/response dialog. Observe the MIME information in the
response message body.
THE EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [4][5] is what its name implies: a markup-language
much like HTML. However, unlike HTML, XML was designed to describe data and explain
what the data is. HTML focuses on displaying data and specifying how displayed data should be
rendered on a screen. The central element of a XML file is its Document Type Definition (DTD)
[6] that effectively defines the legal entities allowed to be in the file.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elements---Primary anchor entities.
Tags----markup elements.
Attributes—provide additional important information about elements.
Entities---variables used to define common text.
PCDATA—parsable character data.
CDATA—character data that is not parsable.

Consider the following example describing rate data:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE rate [
<!ELEMENT rate (time, rate_x, rate_y, rate_z)>
<!ELEMENT time
(#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT rate_x
<!ELEMENT rate_y
<!ELEMENT rate_z
]>

(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>
(#PCDATA)>

An XML file containing such data might look like the following (assume that the above
definition was in a local file named rate.dtd):
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE rate SYSTEM “rate.dtd”>
<rate>
<time>1.10</time>
<rate_x> 04234563 </rate_x>
<rate_y> 01232324 </rate_y>
<rate_z> 02345589 </rate_z>
</rate>
The power of XML is in the DTD, this allows independent groups of people to interchange data
in a standard way. An alternate to a DTD is something called an XML Schema.
PUTTING SOME OF THE PIECES TOGETHER
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [7][8] is XML based and defines a message protocol
that enables applications to exchange information over HTTP. Since SOAP is defined using
XML it has many nice attributes including platform independence, language independence, and
extensibility. In addition, utilizing HTTP for the transport mechanism enables SOAP messages
to pass through firewalls and be handled appropriately by proxy servers (a claim RPC based
CORBA can’t make). Thus, applications written in different programming languages and
running on different operating systems can utilize SOAP to communicate in a seamless manner.
An outline of a SOAP message is illustrated in Figure 2. Observe that a SOAP message use the
SOAP envelope (http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope) and encoding
(http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding) namespaces.
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope
xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope"
soap:encodingStyle="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">
<soap:Header>
...
...
</soap:Header>
<soap:Body>
...
...
<soap:Fault>
...
...

</soap:Fault>
</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>
Figure 2. An outline of a SOAP message.
THE SECURITY FACTOR
An infrastructure to flexibly and extensibly define data, as well as a mechanism to send/receive
messages containing such data, is a necessary requirement for remote application interaction.
Yet, it is not sufficient. Sufficiency requires that the messages and data be secured. Specifically,
that
•

They can be kept private (privacy).

•

Their originating application can be confirmed.

•

Their integrity can be validated (i.e. that the message was not altered during
transit).

There are two XML security standards that implement these security notions
•

XML Digital Signature [9] provides authentication and integrity.

•

XML Encryption [10] provides privacy.

The XML digital signature can be applied to an entire XML document, multiple XML
documents, non-XML documents, specific elements in an XML document or element content
portions of an XML document. XML signatures can even contain other XML signatures. The
XML signature itself maybe stored separate from the data the signature is over (detached
signature), or in the same XML file (enveloped signature). The primary signature elements
include
•

<Signature> -- The XML signature element.

•

<SignatureValue> -- The cryptographic signature.

•

<SignedInfo> -- The data that was signed. Will typically contain <Reference> elements
that contain a digest of the data, digest algorithm and a URI to where the data can be
found. URI’s may refer to non-XML content. Reference elements may also specify
transforms to be performed on data before they are digested. Canonicalization transforms
exist that insure simple variations in syntax (e.g.whitespace) will not prevent “identical”
texts from “digesting” differently.

The XML encryption facility, like the signature capability, can also be applied to an entire XML
document, multiple XML documents, non-XML documents, specific elements in an XML
document or element content portions. The primary encryption element is the <EncryptedData>
element. This element will replace an element that is encrypted. The <EncryptedData> element
may include a type attribute that describes the MIME type of the element or element content that
was encrypted. The <EncryptedData> element also defines the algorithm that is used for
encryption. User defined properties may also be associated with an encrypted element. Other
encryption elements include
•

<CipherData> -- Stores result of encryption operation.

•

<CipherValue> -- Contains actual encrypted data.

•

<CipherReference> --- URI reference to encrypted data stored at another location.

Thus, we see in the encryption and digital signature realm, XML security delivers true end-toend security while facilitating selective privacy. This is in direct contrast to security protocols
like TLS that provides only point-to-point security at non-application layers and does not provide
for a selective encryption capability. These are key shortfalls because it precludes TLS from
being readily utilized in a general computer networked environment in which automated
(business) applications are exchanging information. This is because in these situations many
intermediate applications need to process pieces of a transaction. For these scenarios only XML
type security will suffice.
OTHER IMPORTANT XML STANDARDS
Key management, authorization, and authentication must be robust in a secure application
environment. There are three XML based initiatives supporting these areas:
XML Key Management Specification [11] (XKMS) – This specifies the XML message formats
(implemented with SOAP) necessary to support interaction for public key management including
certificate request/response, certificate revocation, identity query, etc. It includes a key
registration service specification and a key information service specification.
Security Assertion Markup Language [12] (SAML) – This specifies a mechanism to share
authorization and authentication information (assertions). This data can be shared via a
request/response messaging format implemented with SOAP. Possible applications include
single sign on.
XML Access Control Markup Language [13] (XACML) – This specifies policies for making
authorization decisions (i.e. whether to grant a privilege/action given an entity has been
authenticated, etc.)

THE WEB SERVICE ABSTRACTION
A “web service” [14] is defined to be computer-to-computer application interactions within or
between enterprises utilizing platform independence and programming language neutrality
concepts. The web service model uses XML, HTTP and SOAP to link applications together. A
key requirement of web services is that they be secure. There are seven proposed Web Service
specifications to achieve this
WS-Security [15] – Specifies how XML signatures and XML encryption maybe used to secure
Web service.
WS-Policy – Specifies how security policies impact intermediate entities and end points.
WS-Trust – Specifies how trust can be established between web services.
WS-Privacy – Specifies how web services and web service clients can define and establish
privacy preferences.
WS-SecureConversation – Specifies how to dynamically establish trust using key exchange.
WS-Authorization – Specifies how authorization can be managed in a web services.
WS-Federation -- Specifies trust management in a heterogeneous federated environment.
XML AND TELEMETRY DATA: NEW OPPORTUNITIES
While CCSDS [16] recommended packet formats define protocols for passing data from one
device to another, the Spacecraft Markup Language (SML) [17] was released in late 1999 in an
attempt to establish a neutral and extensive approach for describing contents of exchanged data
packets. While there have been many attempts to develop languages to do this in the past (e.g.
Record Definition Language, RDL) they all suffered from some drawbacks. SML hopes to
leverage the tremendous infrastructure being developed for XML (e.g. compilers, etc) and make
it available to the telemetry community. Opportunities also abound for XML and associated
XML security standards to significantly impact telemetry data reduction and analysis. The
following areas can be affected:
•

Data Sharing – Reduced data maybe placed in XML formatted files. By making the DTL
or XML schema for classes of data freely available to partner organizations data maybe
easily exchanged. Each partner company would also be free to develop their own custom
applications that could further reduce/analyze the agreed upon data DTL. The XML files
could be moved utilizing SOAP messages.

•

Data Security – XML Encryption could be used to secure telemetry data in XML files
and while the data is in transit. This would result in complete end-to-end privacy for the
telemetry data in contrast to systems that might encrypt the data while in transit, but leave
the data unencrypted when it reached its endpoint destination. In addition, since the

encryption granularity is at an element level, the same file could contain both
unencrypted (when appropriate) and encrypted data.
•

Remote Group Analysis – The DTL of the telemetry data could be expanded to include
XML digital signatures that could, in turn, be utilized to indicate who has reviewed the
data. As the data is passed around to the appropriate parties, each party can see who has
reviewed it. The DTL could even be modified to contain reviewer comments (which
could also be digitally signed and encrypted); so as different parties reviewed the data,
they could review the comments and be aware of the concerns of the other data
reviewers.

•

Automated Analysis – Applications could be written that could use the DTL or Schema
to make sure data had been put through an appropriate business flow. That is, an
application could check to make sure that the data had been
seen/reviewed/approved/disapproved by appropriate engineering or QA personnel. If
problems with the analysis are detected (i.e. digital signatures not obtained, or signatures
indicating concern with data) automated alerts could sent to management for further
action.

•

Rule Enforcer – Once data is in the appropriate XML format, it may undergo required
automated processing before engineers are allowed to examine the data. An example of
such automated processing might be calibration.
CONCLUSION

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol together with the Extensible Markup Language are providing
the foundation for a platform neutral approach for connected applications to exchange
information. The Secure Object Access Protocol and XML Signatures/Encryption are providing
the practical framework by which data can be seamlessly and securely interchanged. These
technologies can and will have an impact in telemetry data analysis and have specific application
in the areas of data sharing, data security, remote group analysis, automated analysis and rule
enforcement. Even more benefits to telemetry post processing and analysis lie ahead when a
robust Web Services framework (based on SOAP, XML, XML Encryption/Signature) is
architected by the standards community.
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ABSTRACT
While healthcare industry is striving to achieve e-health systems for improvements in healthcare
quality, cost, and access, privacy and security about medical records should be considered carefully.
This paper makes a deep study of Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs) and Privilege Management
Infrastructures (PMIs) and how they can secure e-health systems. To access resources, e.g. patient
records, both authentication and authorization are needed, so public key certificates and attribute
certificates are both required to protect healthcare information. From a typical medical scenario, we
see not only static but also dynamic permissions are required. Dynamic authorization maybe the
most complex problem in e-health systems.
KEYWORDS
security, PKI, PMI, public key certificate, attribute certificate, smart token, e-health, digital signature

INTRODUCTION
The Internet has become the most important, and potentially the most effective, communication
medium the world has ever seen. More recently, the Internet has become a useful education and
information tool for healthcare providers and healthcare consumers. E-health is defined as the
application of Internet and other related technologies in the healthcare industry to improve the access,
efficiency, effectiveness, and quality of clinical and business processes utilized by healthcare
organizations, practitioners, patients, and consumers in an effort to improve the health status of
patients[1].
While the e-health trend is going on, privacy and security of patient records should be considered
carefully, for this is demanded by both ethic and legality. To protect patient records, security

requirements need to be defined, e.g. confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiation.
These requirements can be met by means of cryptographic mechanisms as well as access control
mechanisms. Substantially, the security depends on the authenticity of data like public keys as well
as on the authenticity of special attributes of entities like roles and authorized rights. An authentic
link between a public key and its owner can be provided by a public key certificate, while an
authentic link between an entity and its attributes can be provided by a attribute certificate. So all the
things involved in the management of these certificates can regarded as security infrastructures, that
is PKIs/PMIs. PKIs manage public key certificates, and PMIs manage attribute certificates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines a common framework of PKIs and
PMIs, especially a detail description about attribute certificates is given. Section 3 introduces the
smart tokens and their usage. Section 4 describes how to use PKIs and PMIs and smart tokens in
e-health systems, and a prototype is designed. Finally, in section 4 we conclude the paper and point
out some future works.

PKI/PMI FRAMEWORKS
In order to control access to a resource, e.g. a patient record, both authentication and authorization
are needed. Early version of the ITU-T X.509 standard[2] have concentrated on standardizing strong
authentication techniques, based on digital signatures, public key certificates, and Public Key
Infrastructures (PKIs). The latest version of X.509[3], published in 2002, is the first edition to
standardize an authorization technique, and this is based on attribute certificates and Privilege
Management Infrastructures (PMIs).
A PMI is to authorization what a PKI is to authentication. Consequently there are many similar
concepts shared between PKIs and PMIs. These are summarized in Table 1.
Concept
Certificate
Certificate issuer
Certificate user
Certificate
binding
Revocation
Root of trust
Subordinate
authority

PKI entity
Public Key Certificate (PKC)
Certification Authority (CA)
Subject
Subject’s Name to Public Key

PMI entity
Attribute Certificate (AC)
Attribute Authority (AA)
Holder
Holder’s Name to Privilege Attribute(s)

Certificate Revocation List (CRL)

Attribute Certificate Revocation List
(ACRL)
Source of Authority (SOA)
Attribute Authority (AA)

Root Certification Authority
Subordinate Certification Authority

Table 1. A Comparison of PKIs and PMIs[9]
A public key certificate (PKC) is used for authentication and maintains a strong binding between a

user’s name and his public key, whilst an attribute certificate (AC) is used for authorization and
maintains strong binding between a user’s name and one or more privilege attributes. The entity that
digitally signs a public key certificate is called a Certification Authority (CA), whilst the entity that
digitally signs an attribute certificate is called an Attribute Authority (AA). The root of trust of a PKI
is sometimes called the root CA whilst the root of trust of the PMI is called the Source of Authority
(SOA). CAs may have subordinate CAs that they trust, and to which they delegate the powers of
authentication and certification. Similarly, SOAs may delegate their powers of authorization to
subordinate AAs. If a user needs to have his signing key revoked, a CA will issue a certificate
revocation list (CRL). Similarly if a user needs to have his authorization permissions revoked, an AA
will issue an attribute certificate revocation list (ACRL).
While PKCs have been widely used, ACs are relatively new concept, so we give a more detail
discussion about ACs. Typically, a AC contains attributes about a entity, these attributes tell what
permissions the holder have, so what a AC looks like is tightly restrict to the authorization scheme.
Various authorization schemes have been devised in the past, and X.509 supports each of them.
Traditionally, the most popular and well-know model is the Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
scheme. In the DAC scheme, users are optionally given access rights to resources by the resource
administrator, and the access rights are typically held as access control lists within each target
resource. In an X.509 PMI, the access rights are held within the privilege attributes of attribute
certificates issued to users. Each privilege attribute within an AC will describe one or more of the
user’s access rights. A target resource will then read a user’s AC to see if he is allowed to perform the
action that he is requesting.
Another authorization scheme is the Mandatory Access Control (MAC) scheme, which is popular
within military systems. A MAC system is often a Multilevel Secure (MLS) system. Every target is
given a security label, which includes a classification, and every subject is given a clearance, which
includes a classification list. The classification list specifies which type of classified target the
subject is allow to access. A typical hierarchical classification scheme used by the military is:
unmarked, unclassified, restricted, confidential, secret, and top secret. A typical security policy,
designed to stop information leakage, is “no read up and no write down”. This specifies that a subject
cannot read targets with a higher classification than his clearance, and cannot write to targets with a
lower classification. X.509 supports MLS, by allowing subjects to be given a clearance AC. The
privilege attribute in the AC now holds the users clearance. Targets can be securely configured with
their own security label and the security policy that is to direct them.
More recently, research has focused on Role Based Access Controls (RBAC), and a standard for
RBAC has been proposed[5]. In the core RBAC model, a number of roles are defined. These roles
typically represent organizational roles such as secretary, manager, employee etc. In the authorization
policy, each role is given a set of permissions i.e. the ability to perform certain actions on certain
targets. Each user is then assigned to one or more roles. When accessing a target, a user presents his

role(s), and the target reads the policy to see if this role is allowed to perform this action. X.509
supports core RBAC by defining role specification attribute certificates that hold the permissions
granted to each role, and role assignment attribute certificates that assign various roles to the users.
In the former case, the AC holder is the role, and the privilege attributes are permissions granted to
the role. In the latter case the AC holder is the user, and the privilege attributes are the roles assigned
to the user.
The hierarchical RBAC model is a more sophisticated version of the core RBAC model. With this
model, the roles are organized hierarchically, and the senior roles inherit the privileges of the more
junior roles. So for example we might have the following hierarchy:
employee > programmer > manager > director.
If a privilege is given to an employee role e.g. can enter main building, then each of the superior
roles can also enter the main building even though their role specification does not explicitly state
this. If a programmer is given permission to enter the computer building, then managers and
directors would also inherit this permission. Hierarchical roles mean that role specifications are more
compact. X.509 supports hierarchical RBAC by allowing both roles and privileges to be inserted as
attributes in a role specification attribute certificate, so that the latter role inherits the privileges of
the encapsulated roles.
Another extension to core RBAC is constrained RBAC. Constrained RBAC adds Separation of Duty
relations to the RBAC model. Separation of duty relations are used to enforce conflict of interest
policies that organizations may employ to prevent users from exceeding a reasonable level of
authority for their positions. This allows various constraints to be applied to the role and permission
assignments. One common constraint is that certain roles are declared to be mutually exclusive,
meaning that the same person cannot simultaneously hold more than one role from the mutually
exclusive set. For example, the roles of student and examiner, or the roles of tenderer (one who
submits a tender) and tender officer (one who opens submitted tenders) would both be examples of
mutually exclusive sets. Another constraint might be placed on the number of roles a person can hold,
or the number of people who can hold a particular role. X.509 only has a limited number of ways of
supporting constrained RBAC. Time constraints can be placed on the validity period of a role
assignment attribute certificate. Constraints can be placed on the targets at which a permission can be
used, and on the policies under which an attribute certificate can confer privileges. Constraints can
also be placed on the delegation of roles. However many of the constraints, such as the mutual
exclusivity of roles, have to be enforced by mechanisms outside the attribute certificate construct e.g.
within the privilege management policy enforcement function.

SMART TOKENS
Smart tokens are devices with a memory and processor which can generate and store keys[6]. It also
supports cryptographic functions such as encryption, digital signature, or key agreement. Smart
tokens come in two forms. The most common takes the form of a rectangular piece of plastic with an

embedded microchip. The second is as a USB token. The two forms have no real difference. Some
noticeable characteristics of smart tokens are portability, tamper-resistant storage, and isolation of
computation activities (i.e. leveraging the features of cryptographic functions without revealing
private keys to other system component). These features make smart tokens ideal devices for PKI use,
for a person can store his private keys and corresponding public key certificates in a smart token, and
log on a system very easily with high security with this token. We propose to use smart tokens in
healthcare also.

PKI/PMI AND SMART TOKEN BASED E-HEALTH SYSTEMS
Similar to many other business sectors, healthcare and welfare are challenged by the new electronic
media – Internet, and also a well-crafted and certificate-based security infrastructure is required.
After a general discussion about PKIs/PMIs and smart tokens, we will describe how to use public
key certificates and attribute certificates in e-health systems. Then, we will give an example for a
case study.
The use of public key certificates
When we use public key cryptography to realize ciphers, digital signatures, and strong authentication,
an authentic binding between the public key and its owner is needed. Such a binding is provided by
public key certificate. Since each public key corresponds to particular private key, a binding of the
private key to its owner is given indirectly. By the use of certificates, a lot of attacks fail like the
man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack, masquerade attack, etc.
In the healthcare sector, there is a clear distinction between the identity-related part of security
services and the professional part, both represented by certificates and related key pairs. So each
health professional is issued PKCs, and these PKCs and their corresponding private keys should be
carried by their owner conveniently. In several European countries, a smart card is used for this
carrier, which is known as health professional card (HPC). In this paper, as mentioned above, a smart
token is recommended for such use. Whether a card or a key is used is determined by a professional
himself at his convenience.
A PKI in the healthcare sector mainly supports the following three security measures: confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity. Accordingly, each health professional needs at least three different key
pairs, to be used for ciphers, digital signatures and strong authentication.
The use of attribute certificates
Attributes about an entity, such as authorization information, are undesirable to be with the entity’s
PKC. For two reasons, first, authorization information often does not have the same lifetime as the
binding of the identity and the public key. Second, the PKC issuer is not usually authoritative for the
authorization information. This results in additional steps for the PKC issuer to obtain authorization
information from the authoritative source.

For these reasons, it is often better to separate authorization information from the PKC. Yet,
authorization information also needs to be bound to an identity. An AC provides this binding; it is
simply a digitally signed (or certified) identity and set of attributes. In healthcare sector however,
there is more information besides authorization, like qualification information. A general approach to
illuminate several aspects of attribute certificates is show in the documents of the specification of a
German electronic doctor’s license[10].
For qualification, attribute certificates firstly point out the profession of a health professional.
Examples for some Europe-wide types of professions have been defined by CEN/TC 251 WG7
N45/46, namely: physician, dentist, pharmacist, midwife, nurse, physiotherapist, psychologist,
psychotherapist, speech therapist, chiropractor, optician, dental nurse, dispending pharmacist,
administrator, and dental hygienist. Additionally, attribute certificates hold general information about
a health professional which means to have a qualification to practice as a specialist with a certain
experience on behalf of, and accepted by, regional or national health bodies. Further information
might also reflect any kind of knowledge in terms of specific surgeries or investigation methods
using devices as, e.g., tomographical devices, ultra sound devices, X-ray devices, etc.
For authorization, attribute certificates hold permission information. As we have mentioned in
section 2, permissions are different heavenly at different authorization scheme, so attribute
certificates are application-related. Because there are a wide range of processes and procedures
deriving from different application area within healthcare sector, and this leads to a large amount of
specific and different roles, rules, and access rights for each health professional, so RBAC is more
suited to healthcare than other schemes. To adopt RBAC in healthcare, a good model must be
designed carefully, which includes role hierarchies and permissions allocated to each role. When
implement a PMI, there are two kinds of attribute certificates: role specification attribute certificates
and role assignment attribute certificates. Each health professional is issued role assignment attribute
certificates, and access resource as the roles declared in the certificates.
A medical scenario
In healthcare sector, different from other business sector, apart from economic and organizational
aspects, security and privacy requirements have to be taken more and more into account. As health
professionals at all mostly work with highly sensitive medical data, appropriate administrative,
technical, ethical, and legal solutions have to be developed and implemented. In the following we
intend to explain the basic statements of this paper by introducing a typical example within the
healthcare sector.
Contrary to the banking sector where a clerk is very often allowed to get access to client-related
personal data, the healthcare sector is managed in a rather different way. Even doctors within the
same department of a clinic or hospital are by law not allowed to get access to the same amount of
personal data even for the same patient. It depends on the roles they are engaged to play within a
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Figure 1. Aspects of access
From access point of view, this situation should be seen like two triangles (Figure 1). The top
represents a lot of people sharing only a few rather general data items about a patient. In the middle
section, a diagnostic or therapeutic team has to share much more information about the specific
patient in order to treat him well. And at the bottom of this triangle, we find the one and only
responsible doctor with access to all medical and administrative patient-related information. So this
access aspect could be seen as the major problem of providing
the right amount of patient-related medical and administrative information
to the right person
at the right time
in order to achieve the highest possible quality in the care and treatment process.
This may seem to be rather simple – but it isn’t. Even when it comes to the example explained before
(doctors in the same department of a clinic) it very much depends on their roles within the care
process. If one of them became the caring doctor of a specific patient, he has of course access to all
data. This is both a legal and ethical requirement. If the other doctor is “just” another doctor of this
department he may have access to data which are relevant for the services he provide for the
department. But as soon as he might become the deputy chair of the department (even for a couple of
hours if the chair is absent for a surgery or a meeting) he has to have access to the medical data. In
this case, he (as the deputy chair) is responsible for all activities provided by his team.
This example might have illuminated that the rights of professional in healthcare consist both static
and dynamic permissions and admissions. Due to that, the content of attribute certificates varies from
case to case. Basically, static permissions may be issued by health authorities, dynamic permissions
may be issued even by employers (hospitals, clinics). Static permissions can be connected with
dynamic permissions by a supervisor or administrator within the IT environment of a hospital. This
kind of realizing application security functions is even possible only identity-based.

CONCLUSIONS
Secure access to patient-related medical and administrative data guaranteeing both security and
privacy is one of the main challenges in e-health systems. Security infrastructures should be built to
meet these security and privacy requirements. We have given a general discussion about PKI/PMI
and a case study of how to use public key certificates and attribute certificates in e-health systems.
It’s just a beginning, for in China, many hospitals just have Hospital Management Information
Systems (HMIS), and only a few have Electronic Medical Records (EMR). Furthermore, we have no
legal acts to protect electronic patient records. We still have a lot of works to do.
To build a security infrastructure for healthcare, national or regional health authorities play an
important role for their knowledge of health professionals. A formal act to protect electronic patient
records is also needed. From technique point of view, a well-crafted authorization model is critical
for protecting patients’ records. This needs further study.
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ABSTRACT
Security hardware based on asymmetric algorithm is the key component of Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI), which decides the safety and performance of system. Security
device in server or client have some common functions. We designed the client token and
cryptographic server to improve the performance of PKI, and got obvious effect.
KEYWORDS
Security hardware, key pair, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), token

INTRODUCTION
Secure hardware is a main topic when constructing a PKI system. It is the foundation of
security in information system, and its security reliability and rapidity directly affect the
performance of security system. One of the reasons to choose hardware encryption is
speed. Parallel compute can accelerate the encryption in hardware. More importantly,
hardware realization is safe. Developers can manage all the process of data and attackers
can not get any open source. I have completed my design of secure hardware and utilized
it to PKI system.
Firstly, the paper describes the PKI operation process and present security hardware
device in this structure, including client, server and key manage center. Secondly, the
common function of all these devices is abstracted: encryption and decryption, signature
and verification, key and data certificate storage, and so on. Then, the paper introduces
token in client and cryptographic server. In fact, token is a carrier of data certificate,
which can storage certificate and perform signature or verification by certificate.
Cryptographic server is large in size, and its function is stronger than token in processor.
In the end, the real performance of PKI system is analyzed, and we pointed out unsolved
problem regarding hot backup of sensitive data, access control of token.

PKI OPERATION PROCESS
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) has already become the main way to establish secure
communication, electronic commerce security, and information system security. Digital
Certificates are the basis of Public Key Infrastructure, Which are based on the concept of
a public-private key pair. Private key must be kept a secret, and an associated public key
must be made public. Given the public key, it is infeasible to find the private key. Digital
Certificate can provide three important security services including integrity, source
non-repudiation, authentication and confidentiality.
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PKI process

The PKI process is shown in the above figure. In the sender side, sender use hash
function to converge the Plain text and get a Hash Result. The next step Sender use it’s
Private Key to encrypt the Hash Result with RSA algorithm as the sender’s Digital
Signature. Then, sender create a Random Key through a white-noise generator to encrypt
the whole result of last step with DES algorithm. The next step, sender uses receiver’s
Public Key to encrypt the same Random Key and create an Encrypted Key with RSA
algorithm. Finally, send the encrypted message through a Secure Channel.
In the Receiver side, receiver get the encrypted message through a secure channel. Then
use receiver’s Private Key to decrypt the Encrypted Key and get the Random Key with
RSA algorithm. The next step, receiver use the Random Key to decrypt the Cipher text

with DES algorithm and get the Clear text. Then, use sender’s Public Key to decrypt the
Digital Signature and get the Hash Result with RSA algorithm and check authentication
of the Sender .Finally, receiver uses Hash function to converge the Plain text and get a
Hash result, compare two Results to check integrity of the Plain text.

COMMON FUNCTIONS
Public-private key pair management is the key problem to ensure the safety of PKI
system. Private key must be invisible to user and attacker whether it is in static storage or
in dynamic operation. The ideal situation is that the storage and operation of private key
are managed in a black box which is not understandable and analytic to user and attacker.
If the black box is established in software on the computer, we can not ensure its safety,
because computer environment is open and analyzable. Hardware-based black box
greatly improve the safety of private key, further more hardware can accelerate
encryption and improve security system’s performance.
Security hardware device is the cryptographic primitive which can provides
cryptographic services including encryption and decryption, signature and verification,
random generation, key and data certificate storage, and so on. Security hardware device
in client, server and key manager center provides the common functions, however the
realization and performance are different. The client is a token plug in computer; server
and key manage center is realized by remote cryptographic servers.

Cryptographic Services Application Interface
Secure Communication Protocols
Basic Function Firmware
The least hardware resource needed:
Communication Interface
Security Processor
Security Data Storage Area
Random Generator
Symmetric Algorithm Accelerator
Asymmetric Algorithm Accelerator
Hash Algorithm Accelerator

Table 1

Common functions of security hardware

Cryptographic Services Application Interface is a software module on application host
computer which provide the cryptographic functions on which public-key security is
based (including secret-key primitives, such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES)).

The PKI Task Group believes that it is important to standardize a single interface for
cryptographic services, and recommends that CSSM from CDSA, Version 2.0 be chosen
as the basis for the standard. In fact RSA Lab PKCS#11 and Microsoft CSP are the
widely used standards.
Secure Communication Protocols is a bridge from application interface to hardware
function, however safety is a very important factor. Most of security hardware devices are
command-response devices, the application request a function then the device give the
result.
Basic Function Firmware is program executed by security processor, which respond to
the application request. It is mini operation system, including security state manage, file
manage, hardware drive, and communication protocol.
Communication Interface is the data flow channel to Application. The class of interface
includes PCI, USB, ISO7816, TCP/IP, and so on. Which type is adopted is lie on the
performance needed.
Security processor is the core of device, all of the hardware resource is managed by it.
The disposal ability of the processor is not important because hardware accelerator , the
safety is the key problem.
Security data storage area is the location to place the sensitive data including private key,
data certificate, secret key, and other information should be in secret. The information in
this area should never be read by user or attacker in plain, and can be destroyed when in
crisis.
Random Generator is the source of key pair or secret key. the randomicity is very
important and must be checked when the device power on.
Symmetric Algorithm Accelerator can improve the performance of algorithm. In some
application, such as SSL, the symmetric algorithm determine the secure data bandwidth.
There are many standard algorithm, DES and AES are very popular now.
Asymmetric Algorithm Accelerator can improve the performance of digital signature. The
asymmetric algorithm is much more slower than symmetric algorithm in software, even if
in hardware. This characteristic is decided by the different algorithm operation. The most
popular asymmetric algorithm is RSA and ECC.

REALIZATION SCHEME
The PKI Architecture is intended to support at least two kinds of hardware security
device: security tokens and cryptographic modules. The class of tokens includes
Smartcards, memory cards, time-synchronized tokens, and challenge-response tokens and
some USB PK token. These devices may provide cryptographic primitives and services,
and authentication functions. memory cards, time-synchronized tokens, and
challenge-response tokens are not based on asymmetric algorithm and not so strong with
smartcards and USB PK token. In our project, we designed the USB PK token, which is
carrier of data certificate, can storage certificate and sign or verify by certificate. Because
the token is portable, all the functions must be complete by one chip, that is a typical
security system integration chip. It includes embedded CPU、all kinds of encryption

accelerate coprocessors、large nonvolatile memory、lots of data memory and USB
interface. The PKCS11 and Microsoft CSP interface is provide with the token. The
performance of this token is : RSA sign 5 times every second, RSA verify 40 times every
second, DES encrypt 500K bits every seconds.
Cryptographic modules includes chipsets, bus-connected cryptographic adaptors, and
remote cryptographic servers providing cryptographic primitives and services, but not
providing user authentication functions. Cryptographic modules are assumed by the PKI
Architecture to provide the full range of cryptographic services (and they may provide
direct access to some cryptographic primitives for the convenience of designers of new
cryptographic services. In our project, we designed the remote cryptographic servers. A
PCI cryptographic accelerate card is plug on the server, which can provide cryptographic
services. Application server is connected to cryptographic server by cable. The PCI board
is the key component of cryptographic servers. On the board, basic hardware mentioned
above must be used, further more the performance of these hardware must be very high.
Because its function is much stronger than client token, whether the processor,
accelerator and communication to meet multiple links demand. Because the encryption
machine on server is key device, its stability is very important to whole system. The
performance of our cryptographic server is : RSA sign 600 times every second, RSA
verify 4000 times every second, DES encrypt 400M bits every seconds.

SUMMARY
The security hardware in client or server we designed have greatly improved the PKI
performance, including safety and speed. There are unsolved problems regarding hot
backup of sensitive data, access control of token, which should resolve in the next
version.
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ABSTRACT
Ad hoc networking protocols enable the formation of self-organizing networks with automatic selfhealing operation in dynamic environments. There are a number of existing or planned ad hoc
implementations and a body of research on protocols and performance. Ad Hoc technologies
promise significant impact in future communications architectures.
This paper presents a general overview of ad hoc networking and presents specific examples,
including a recent implementation of a prototype ad hoc networked sensor system. The protocols
used have unique characteristics derived by tailoring particular protocols to the specific application
requirements. The potential relevance of ad hoc networking to possible telemetry applications is
discussed.
KEY WORDS
Ad Hoc Networking Protocols, Telemetry Networks, Wireless Networks, Low Cost Ad Hoc
Network Nodes
INTRODUCTION
Interest in ad hoc networking has grown tremendously in recent years due to the convergence of
multiple technologies and a number of related factors. The ubiquitous nature of cellular telephones
has conditioned people to “think wireless.” The availability of several types of low-cost IEEE
802.11 wireless interfaces has allowed flexibility in the configuration and operation of both business
and home computer networks. Bluetooth technology has enjoyed extensive media coverage and
Bluetooth products are reaching the commercial market, which has primed the technical and
business communities into considering the possibilities of networking anything to anything else, via
low cost, low power interfaces. Advancements in computing and communications technologies
made through government, academic, and industrial research efforts have paved the way for
automobile nets, sensor nets, personal area networks, wireless access hotspots, and numerous other
applications of networked computers.

The concept of autonomous wireless computer networks is not new. The packet-switching network
technologies and principals pioneered in the ARPANet in the 1960s were subsequently extended into
the wireless domain. The DARPA packet radio network (PRNet) project of the 1970s addressed and
refined issues related to node addressing and mobility, self-initialization and self-organization,
routing and forwarding, multiple access to media, congestion, flow control, and error processing [1].
This work was continued through the 1980s and into the 1990s with the DARPA Survivable Radio
Networks (SURAN) program and numerous US military efforts. The radio hardware, protocols, and
software technologies in use today can find their roots in much of this work.
Interest in this area has grown dramatically since the mid-1990s.
Advances in VLSI
microelectronics, DSP, and memory capabilities, due in part to Moore’s law, have led to the
development of small portable computers and radios that support good communication rates.
Industry standards such as IEEE 802.11 set the stage for the commercial development of compatible
low-cost, commodity radio interfaces. Research and development efforts for ad hoc networking
protocols and related techniques have increased both in anticipation of and in support of these
hardware capabilities.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section presents an overview of ad hoc networking
concepts and introduces a few of the protocols being investigated in the research community. The
next section covers some of the complexities and issues relevant to developing ad hoc networks, the
practical problems encountered with the technology, some promising fixes and new issues those
fixes raise. Next, a prototype implementation of an Ad Hoc Networked Battlefield Sensor System
developed for the U.S. Army is described in some detail, and other recently completed and on-going
developments using ad hoc Networking protocols are mentioned. Conclusions are then presented
followed by references.
AD HOC NETWORK CONCEPTS
An ad hoc network is a collection of nodes that can discover
one another and operate in an autonomous manner without
relying on pre-existing or pre-defined network infrastructure.
The nodes can communicate directly with one another using
point-to-point radio communications. This is in contrast to
an “access point network” which relies on fixed
infrastructure, the access point, to supply network
coordination functionality. In an access point network the
access point serves as a middleman for traffic to and from
each node. Figure 1 illustrates these concepts.
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Figure 1: Access Point and Ad Hoc Networks
In this simple approach to ad hoc networking, all nodes must be in direct radio contact. This is an
inherent limitation of current industry standards such as 802.11 and Bluetooth, which supports the
formation of more complex organizational “piconet” and “scatternet” structures but provides no
basic support for communications beyond one hop [2]. If an ad hoc network is to support
communications for nodes that are out of direct communication range, it must provide a facility for
multihop routing. Multihop routing is a technique whereby one or more intermediate nodes forward

data messages from a source node to a destination node. Thus, in addition to their normal roles as
sources and destinations of data on the network, the nodes must also cooperate by functioning as
routers to deliver data on behalf of other nodes. This dual role distinguishes multihop ad hoc
networks from other networks. Figure 2 illustrates a simple multihop ad hoc network where two
nodes are functioning as intermediate data relays for two distant nodes.
The basic multihop routing functionality of the ad hoc
network just described is similar to that of the Internet.
Hop 1
One intent of the original ARPAnet was “survivability”–
the ability of the network to continue functioning even
Hop 3
after some subset of the routers have been disabled. The
Hop 2
job of Internet routers is to learn the topology of the
network that interconnects them and then to determine the
path a packet should follow to its destination. Internet
routers use routing protocols to exchange the information
they need to coordinate with one another. The algorithms
Figure 2 Multihop Ad Hoc Network
they use perform best on networks where links change
only occasionally, and the amount of information exchanged can be quite large. These protocols are
not well suited to the low-bandwidth, highly dynamic links encountered on mobile ad hoc networks,
where the topology changes dynamically as nodes enter, exit, and change location. For that
environment, specialized ad hoc routing protocols are required.
MANET Routing Protocols
MANET (Mobile Ad hoc NETwork) is the term that is applied to ad hoc networks where support for
mobility is a required feature. The mobility implied is not just a local mobility of nodes within radio
range of one another, but also a more extensive mobility that requires multihop support as nodes
move arbitrarily throughout a network. The MANET working group of the Internet Engineering
Task Force was formed to develop and standardize routing protocols that will support networks
scaling to hundreds of nodes [3].
MANET routing protocols vary in the approaches they take to provide self-organizing, autonomous
operation and multihop routing capabilities. The protocols are typically defined as being
“proactive,” “reactive,” or “hybrid” protocols.
Proactive protocols are sometimes called “table-driven” protocols. They attempt to maintain a table
of valid routes to all nodes in a MANET whether or not the route is actually needed at a given
instant. A benefit of proactive protocols is that valid routes are usually available when needed, so
initial communication latency is very low. However, the control overhead needed to maintain global
routing information consumes significant network resources when the network topology changes
frequently due to node mobility or RF signal propagation effects. Hence, proactive techniques are
not widely used in MANET protocols.
Reactive protocols are sometimes called “on-demand” protocols. They attempt to learn and maintain
valid routes to other nodes only when communication to those nodes is actually ongoing. Because
valid routes are learned “on-demand,” there is usually a higher initial latency compared to proactive
protocols. However, the control overhead on the network in conditions of high node mobility is

generally much lower than that of proactive protocols, leaving more bandwidth for data
communication. The resulting overall network performance increase is the main reason that most
MANET protocols use reactive techniques.
Hybrid protocols attempt to combine proactive and reactive techniques in order to achieve the low
initial-latency benefits of “table-driven” approaches while maintaining the low control overhead
benefits of “on-demand” approaches.
The following is a brief summary of some of the many ad hoc routing protocols under development:
Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV): DSDV is a reactive protocol that
attempts to maintain a table listing the first relay node (the “vector”) and route length (the
“distance”) to every other node in the network [4]. A node distributes this routing table, tagged with
a sequence number, to its neighbors periodically. The routing information, along with new sequence
numbers marking updated routes, percolates through the network as each neighbor updates and
advertises its new table. A source node chooses the most recently updated path to a destination node
by comparing the destination sequence numbers advertised by the neighboring relay nodes.
Although it suffers from high control overheads, this proactive protocol introduces techniques used
by other reactive protocols.
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR): DSR is a reactive protocol in which a source node invokes a
route discovery process using Route Request messages to learn the route to a destination node,
which uses Route Reply messages to convey the route information back to the source [5]. Each
packet in the subsequent data stream carries a header containing the complete ordered list of nodes
through which this packet should pass. As intermediate nodes receive the packet, they parse the
header to determine the next relay on the route. Nodes overhearing these packets can cache these
inherently loop-free routes for later use.
Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance-Vector Protocol (AODV): AODV builds on the DSDV protocol
by replacing the periodic routing table updates with a reactive route discovery process [6]. Distancevectors and destination sequence numbers are used to maintain loop-free routes only when the routes
are actively needed. A node uses periodic “Hello” messages to notify neighbors of its presence so
that fresh routing information can be maintained. These techniques combine to achieve a much
lower control overhead compared to DSDV.
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR): OLSR is a proactive protocol in which nodes attempt to
maintain an updated view of the network topology at all times by periodically exchanging data
summarizing the connectivity of all possible network links [7]. To reduce the network overhead that
this operation might take, the OLSR protocol elects a subset of the nodes in the network to act as
multipoint relays (MPRs). To conserve network bandwidth, only MPR nodes exchange topology
data, and they may elect to share a partial view of the network to reduce overhead further.
Furthermore, only MPR nodes propagate broadcast or flood packets, helping to limit unnecessary
network traffic.
Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP): ZRP is a hybrid protocol that is optimized on the assumption that
ad hoc nodes are most likely to communicate with nearby nodes rather than distant nodes. Each

node defines a zone containing the local neighborhood of nodes within some multihop distance and
maintains routes to these nodes using a reactive protocol such as DSDV. To route to a destination
that is not within its zone, a node initiates a route discovery “on demand” by forwarding a route
request directly to the nodes on the border of its zone. These nodes consult their route tables to
determine if the destination node is within their own local zones. If not, these nodes forward the
Route Request directly to their border nodes. This process continues until a node discovers the
destination node within the route tables for its zone. The Route Reply returned back to the source
contains the hop-by-hop list of nodes that define the path from the source to the destination.
Comparisons between the protocols are typically made based on performance metrics measured
through benchmarks or simulations, where parameters such as network size and density, number of
traffic sources, traffic load, and node mobility are varied over some range. Target metrics generally
include network efficiency (packet delivery %), end-to-end packet delay average and variance
(jitter), average route length, throughput as a function of input load, and control overhead. Fair,
direct comparisons between all the protocols are difficult to make due to the number of input
variables and the ever-evolving nature of the protocols themselves. Comparisons reveal that one
may excel in high-load cases while another excels in high-mobility cases while another excels when
the number of nodes is large. Hence, which protocol performs “best” is highly context and
application dependent.
AD HOC NETWORK COMPLEXITIES
There are a number of complexities that make the practical operation of multihop ad hoc networks a
challenge. Some of these difficulties are due to the nature of the wireless nodes, but many are
inherent to the use of wireless communication medium.
Node-Related Complexities
Many of the nodes envisioned for use in multihop MANETs will be of limited size. Reduced battery
capacity limits the power available for radio communications and impacts the transmission range,
the data rate, and the operational lifetime of the node. These factors impact a node’s ability to
function as a router on behalf of other nodes. Ideally, the power constraints of all the intermediate
nodes should be factored into the route discovery process.
The mobility of the MANET nodes can cause frequent changes to the topology of the network,
which can result in performance degradations on a number of levels. The node movement can cause
a link breakage and result in dropped packets whether the node is a data source, a destination, or a
relay node. Retransmissions of this data consume network resources, so protocols must attempt to
detect the link breakages as early as possible. Techniques used for link breakage detection that
employ beacons or “hello” messages consume bandwidth and add additional overhead. Packets that
are delivered on sub-optimal routes will consume additional network resources until a more optimal
route is established. The control overhead needed to communicate updated routing information
limits the overall network bandwidth further.
The Medium Access Control (MAC) or data link layer of the wireless networking interfaces can
potentially supply useful information to the routing algorithms. Many protocols could benefit from a

MAC layer that can report topology changes in the form of announcements of new neighbors or the
movement of previous neighbors. This would obviate the need for routing protocol beacons and
“hello” messages used for this purpose. Feedback in the form of transmission failure notification
would benefit algorithms attempting to provide reliable data delivery and could serve as link
breakage detection. Information regarding received and transmitted signal power and direction
could benefit some algorithms. Unfortunately, this type of communication violates the traditional
network protocol layering conventions that attempt to isolate link layer issues from network layer
issues. New methods for conveying this information between layers are needed.
Wireless Media-Related Complexities
MANETs present multiple security risks that threaten the behavior of the network due to the
characteristics of the communication medium. The broadcast nature of the networks elevates the
danger of eavesdropping, spoofing, man-in-the-middle, and denial of service attacks. Furthermore,
the routing protocols function under an assumption of cooperation—that intermediate nodes will
route packets correctly and that they’ll share accurate routing information with other nodes. A
malevolent node can easily break this assumption. Although weaknesses in the IEEE 802.11 WEP
security have been reported, proper link-layer encryption can mitigate some of these risks [8].
However, the anonymous nature of certain operational contexts limits the effectiveness of traditional
security techniques.
The signal propagation characteristics of the radio interface present fundamental issues that every
protocol must face. Due to noise, interference, multipath propagation effects and differences in
transmission power capabilities, two neighboring nodes on a network may create an asymmetric
link. The link may support a higher data rate in one direction, or it may simply be unidirectional.
This condition is likely to be the norm rather than the exception, but many protocols operate under
the assumption of bidirectional links and do not factor signal strength and error rates into route
discovery calculations.
RF propagation effects can trigger unintended detrimental behavior in standard networking protocols
and algorithms designed and optimized for use on wired networks. For example, packets dropped
due to isolated signal collisions, momentary multipath interference or noise can invoke the
congestion control algorithms in the Transmission Control protocol (TCP) even when the channel is
lightly loaded. This can degrade network performance unnecessarily. A full discussion of this
problem can be found in [9].
The broadcast nature of the wireless medium results in contention for access to the communication
channel. The general lack of overall synchronization capabilities makes the use of Time-Division
Multiple-Access (TDMA) schemes unattractive, so Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access (CSMA) schemes
are typically employed. Nodes listen to the channel before transmitting to avoid collisions and use
automatic repeat request (ARQ) schemes such as “request to send/clear to send” (RTS/CTS)
handshakes to reserve the channel to avoid.
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Figure 3 “Hidden Nodes” and “Exposed Nodes” limit channel capacity
RTS/CTS mechanisms are used to alleviate the “hidden node problem” in which a node cannot use
carrier sensing to detect an ongoing transmission from a distant node to a nearby node. A
subsequent transmission from the node causes interference at the nearby node, corrupting one or
both messages as shown in Figure 3. RTS/CTS mechanisms reserve the channel by notifying all
nodes in the vicinity of the transmitter and receiver about the impending transmission. Figure 3
illustrates that these techniques have an unintended side effect known as the “exposed node
problem,” which limits the spatial reuse of the channel by non-interfering nodes and reduces the
overall channel capacity.
The inefficient use of channel capacity in a MANET due to broadcast packet collisions in general
and to the “exposed node problem” in particular can greatly reduce the performance of the network
[10]. Directional antenna technology is one potential solution to this problem. A directional
antenna is able to concentrate signal power toward a designated receiver and limit the interference
caused to other neighboring nodes. On the receiving node, antenna directionality boosts signal
strength and minimizes interfering signals. When network nodes are in motion the antennas must
be steered in order to maximize the benefits of directionality.
Adaptive beam forming techniques are frequently used to create reconfigurable directional and
steerable antennas. The antennas are adjusted to maximize signal strength at the receiver based on
the local propagation conditions. Therefore, the proper transmit and receive orientations are based
on logical node positions instead of geographic node location. Thus, the direction finding
capabilities should come from the antenna system itself if steering is to be based on received signal
characteristics rather than absolute position.
Directional antennas do not satisfy many of the requirements of MANET protocols where
omnidirectional antennas excel. Thus, dual antenna systems or reconfigurable antenna systems are
warranted, and reconfiguration rates must support the requirements of the underlying wireless
network. Packet guard intervals in IEEE 802.11 systems can be on the order of 10–50 µsec. Thus,
optimized steerable antenna systems have to be tightly coupled with the MAC layer in order to
achieve synchronized configuration switching at these high rates.
IMPLEMENTATIONS
Sarnoff Corporation has prototyped multiple systems that make use of Ad Hoc network-based
communications infrastructures. Our MANET protocol, called DAMAN, was developed as part of

the DARPA Small Unit Operations/Situational Awareness System (SUO/SAS) project, where high
node mobility was the rule rather than the exception. This protocol was subsequently used in
systems targeting commercial peer-to-peer applications and wireless “hot spot” range extension. It
is currently being used with the networked battlefield sensors described below in a prototype system
to provide networking support for small rotary wing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for the Air
Force Research Laboratory. A similar effort is currently underway with the U.S. Army’s
Telemedicine and Advanced Technology Research Center to use this system for relaying
physiological sensor data for wounded warfighters en route from the battlefield to field hospitals.
An additional ongoing U.S. Army effort will provide voice and data communications for warfighters
operating in urban and subterranean environments.
Ad-Hoc Networked Battlefield Sensors
Unattended networked sensors play a critical role in the Army’s strategy for Future Combat Systems
(FCS) by providing new levels of situational awareness. Unattended sensor networks are composed
of multiple sensor nodes that are randomly deployed and supported by an ad hoc network
communications architecture. Every node in the network can have the capability to interface to
sensor devices, to send information to Command and Control (C2) or collection/analysis points, and
to relay messages for nodes which do not have a direct path to the C2 elements. The ad hoc network
will interconnect with the existing fixed networks at one or more nodes to communicate the sensor
information to remote C2 elements.
Sarnoff Corporation has developed an ad hoc network architecture that is specifically optimized to
support sensor communications. The special characteristics of the sensor environment include large
numbers of nodes, low levels of traffic and very low node mobility. The sensor network
incorporates Information Assurance, Quality of Service functionality, inherent Low Probability of
Intercept (LPI), Low Probability of Detection (LPD), and is designed for very long battery life.
Design
The implementation utilizes commercial-based processing and communications infrastructure
capabilities to provide low cost ad hoc networking. The current implementation utilizes both
Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b wireless links in a heterogeneous network. Bluetooth is an emerging
technology using low power RF components and an associated protocol stack. It is expected to
mature into a very low cost, low power solution for wireless interconnects. IEEE 802.11b is a
widely utilized commercial Wireless LAN infrastructure.
The Ad-Hoc networking protocol is focused on efficiency in the use of network bandwidth and
power resources. The protocol is designed to support high levels of scalability. Globally optimized
routing is established via only local neighborhood communications. Rerouting, when necessary, is
done using cached next best route information or via reestablishment of local neighborhood route
information. This methodology handles the failure of individual routes caused by the unavailability
of an intermediate relay along the route, and also the cases where all routes from a node are
invalidated because the node has been moved to a different local neighborhood. No route update or
other network “housekeeping” messages are sent as a normal means of route maintenance. The

nodes are always silent unless they are polled for information by a C2 element or have a sensor event
or other information to transmit.
The protocol has been implemented as efficient C software and has been simulated to verify proper
operation and scalability. Information Assurance capabilities are fully integrated in the network
software; nodes and C2 elements are mutually authenticated via the exchange of digital certificates
and all transmissions are protected with strong commercial grade encryption technologies. Quality
of Service capabilities are incorporated to assure prompt, prioritized data delivery in a heterogeneous
traffic environment. These protocols can be easily integrated with radio devices other than those
currently employed.
Hardware Prototype
Fifty Intelligent Sensor Devices (ISDs) have been designed,
constructed and field tested as prototype network nodes to
demonstrate the operation of the ad hoc protocols. The
prototype, shown in figure 4, incorporates several sensors: a
2-dimensional accelerometer (seismic sensor), a temperature
sensor, an acoustic level detector and a GPS receiver for
reporting the physical locations. It also has internal voltage
sensors for monitoring its health and battery condition and
will alert the need for battery maintenance. An optional RF
ID Tag Interrogator can be integrated with the ISD to
determine whether sensor alerts are due to known assets.
The ISD includes RS-232, GPIO and I2C interfaces for
connection of additional external sensors.
Figure 4 Intelligent Sensor Device
The prototype Sensor Network node can incorporate a Bluetooth wireless interface or attach to an
external IEEE 802.11 interface. Sensor nodes equipped with an IEEE 802.11 interface can also
support a digital still image / video camera. Images are transmitted on demand or when a sensor
alarm is triggered.
Software Architecture
The software for the Ad-Hoc Sensor Network nodes is divided among several modules and
organized to allow each node to perform any or all of the functions of interfacing sensors, relaying
messages or serving as a gateway to an external network. The only differences in configurations are
the physical communications interfaces installed, whether sensors are attached, and whether or not
the Tactical Control Application (TCA) software is loaded. A single sensor network node can
support a TCA and / or an ISD. It can support multiple communications devices and multiple types
of communications interfaces, making the Ad-Hoc network protocol software independent of the
physical radio or wired interface.

At the application level, an Intelligent Sensor Device
module manages the sensors, accepting and responding to
commands and queries from the Tactical Control
Application and formatting sensor activity messages to send
to the TCA. The Tactical Control Application (TCA) is a
prototype C2 element. It contains a Graphical User
Interface to display sensor alarms and the multi hop routes
used for all communications through the network. A “drill
down” capability is provided for querying the status of any
Sensor Network Node. This interface also provides
capabilities for setting individual node parameters such as
sensor alarm thresholds. Figure 5 shows a screen shot of the
TCA application working in conjunction with multimedia
visualization windows.
Figure 5 Tactical Control Application
APPLICATIONS TO TELEMETRY
Most telemetry is currently carried via direct point-to-point links, typically using high-gain
directional antennas to boost range and signal strength. Occasionally these links are relayed via one
or more intermediate communications nodes, e.g., chase aircraft, intermediate ground stations or
satellites. Modern systems will employ clusters of UAVs, multiple linked ground vehicles, groups
of munitions, or combinations of several types of platforms. These test articles and their telemetry
collection platforms will be changing their spatial relationships and their connectivity options
dynamically. An ad hoc network architecture can provide a means for automatically supporting
these dynamic communications environments to maintain network connectivity and provide
uninterrupted telemetry.
CONCLUSIONS / SUMMARY
This paper presented an overview of ad hoc networking concepts. A summary of five routing
protocols illustrated some of the key issues involved in learning, using, and maintaining multihop
routes in an autonomous system of nodes. Numerous other protocols exist and continue to be
refined even as new protocols are being developed. Two major communication complexities
addressed by ad hoc networks, namely mobility and signal propagation effects, were introduced, and
some of the ramifications of these complexities were discussed. Potential solutions to mitigate these
complexities by using directional antenna techniques were shown to raise some new issues and
complexities of their own.
To illustrate the utility of ad hoc networking, several implementation examples were discussed. Ad
Hoc networking in support of a small UAVs, telemedicine and a commercial telecommunications
application were outlined, and an Ad Hoc Networked Battlefield Sensors system implementation
was discussed in some detail. Finally, the potential use of ad hoc networking in telemetry systems
was briefly described.
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ABSTRACT
Tactical unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s) can deliver real-time battlefield video directly to the
soldier providing unprecedented situational awareness. The video communications system must be
compact, lightweight, secure, and easy to deploy without a complicated ground station. Pacific
Microwave Research, Inc. is developing a system capable of providing reliable and secure video
communications to handheld terminals throughout the theater. PMR’s Coded Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplex (COFDM) video transmission system is designed for tactical video transmission
in battlefield or Military Operations in Urban Terrain (MOUT) environments. Using digital
modulation coding, the system provides a very robust link in the mobile environment.
KEYWORDS
Airborne Video, Digital Microwave Transmission, COFDM, Non-Line-of-Sight Wireless Video,
Tactical UAV.
INTRODUCTION
Military and Law Enforcement users of analog microwave video links have long contended with the
debilitating effects of multipath on the performance of analog links. Multipath occurs when a radio
frequency signal is reflected off a surface (or multiple surfaces) and arrives at the receiver antenna at
some later time. These time-delayed signals combine in such a manner as to create non-linear
response across the channel of interest. As a result, certain frequencies within the received
bandwidth are reduced in level while others are increased. When this effect occurs at critical points
with the transmission baseband (video synchronizing pulses, for example) the video signal will roll
and tear across the screen making the image data unusable. Multipath is an environmental problem
that is particularly difficult to avoid.
Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (COFDM) is a multi-carrier digital transmission
scheme that consists of approximately 2000 radio frequency carriers contained within an 8 MHz
bandwidth. Each carrier can be modulated using QPSK, or16-QAM, (depending on data throughput
requirements and channel response) to form an aggregate data transmission rate between 5 Mb/s to
20 Mb/s. Using forward error correction and interleaving techniques (this is the Coded part of
COFDM), the data is coded onto the multi-carrier system and transmitted at the desired microwave

frequency. If an adverse channel response should occur as a result of multipath reflections, the
forward error correction coding scheme is able to recover the data from the lost carriers and
reconstruct the proper video image at the receiver. COFDM is able to provide a high immunity to
multipath and make possible true mobile high-bandwidth communications with simple antennas.
This opens the door to a wide range of first responder and tactical UAV applications.
Non-Line-of-Sight Microwave Digital Microwave Transmission for Tactical UAV’s
Small tactical UAV’s can provide realtime battlefield imagery from on-board visual and thermal
sensors direct to soldiers on the ground. In order for this scenario to operate effectively, ground
troops cannot be bothered with the requirement to erect tracking antennas and an elaborate ground
station to receive aerial reconnaissance imagery. A system that uses lightweight portable antennas
(either stationary or mobile) would better suit the mission profile of a fast moving tactical response
unit. Such a hardware configuration, however, would result in poor performance in the dynamic
battlefield environment if it is a conventional analog microwave video transmission system. The
solution to reliable and secure wireless video communications in the tactical UAV environment is
COFDM digital transmission.
The unavoidable problem of multipath in analog systems can make video collection difficult, and in
some cases, impossible in the tactical environment. Digital transmission differs substantially from
analog by incorporating both digital video compression and transmission techniques. Chief among
the benefits of this technology is its ability to deliver reliable video imagery in an environment that
is rife with multipath. This facilitates rapid deployment systems, mobile surveillance, and highquality tactical video collection in urban environments. In addition, because the system operates in
the digital domain, scrambling techniques can be implemented to provide secure links that exceeds
the level of security (immunity to intercept) possible with analog links by many orders of magnitude.
Digital video transmission technology holds the promise of offering tactical video from a UAV
platform that is reliable, robust, and free of the multitude of problems that frustrate that effort when
analog transmission is employed. Airborne digital video can be delivered to simple portable and
mobile ground stations to provide realtime situational awareness in the tactical environment. Since
COFDM digital transmission can provide true non-line-of-sight functionality, both battlefield and
military operations in urban terrain (MOUT) requiring airborne video intelligence may be effectively
supported from a tactical UAV with a visual or thermal sensor.
MULTIPATH
Typical line-of-sight video links use large tracking dish antennas. This is not the way tactical video
collection systems are deployed. Tactical video applications require a ground station that is portable
and simple to set-up and operate. In some applications the receive system may be mobile during the
collection activity. As a result, large directional antennas and tracking systems are not well suited to
the application. The most desirable antenna configuration for tactical operations is a low to medium
gain omni-directional antenna. This allows the ground station or individual soldier to move freely
within the environment without the concern of maintaining a track on the support tactical UAV.

Unfortunately, an installation configured in such a manner would be plagued by multipath
reflections and yield poor results using analog technology.
Multipath is problematic in tactical video collection. Signals reflect off the ground, trees, vehicles,
buildings, and thousands of other surfaces in the environment. When this happens, the desired (or
direct) signal is not the only one that arrives at the receiver. The reflected signals also arrive at the
receiver at some point later in time. Therefore, when the energy travels a greater distance to arrive at
the same destination, it must arrive later in time. This time delay degrades the analog video signal.
The direct wave is shown as D1 in Figure 1, while the reflected wave is shown in its component parts
as D2 and D3. It is important to note that only a single case of multipath reflection is shown. In realworld applications, thousands of reflected signals conspire to diminish the quality and reliability of
the analog link.
Multipath
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Fig. 1. Graphic Representation of Multipath

Short time-delay reflections cause the transmitted analog picture to break-up and roll. To understand
how multipath fading effects the transmission channel refer to Figure 2. This graph represents the
signal characteristic of an ideal transmission channel. The signal amplitude (or level) is constant
across the bandwidth (frequency of operation) of the transmission channel. This is what might be
expected with a direct coax connection or parabolic dish antennas in a clear line-of-sight
environment.
When a transmitted radio frequency signal reflects off surfaces in a multipath environment, the
energy arriving at the receiver is no longer equal across the desired bandwidth due to phase
cancellations. The phenomena results in loss of signal at certain frequencies within the channel. A
multipath channel response might resemble that shown in Figure 3. The deep nulls in the response
graph represent a significant loss of signal at these frequencies.
Channel response will change as it is influenced by the unique multipath conditions in the tactical
environment. This is why slight changes in antenna position at the transmitter or receiver locations
can have such a profound impact on the quality of an analog link. Since it is difficult or impossible
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to control the reflective surfaces in the environment, multipath is often a problem with only a
temporary solution. Movement of objects in range of the transmission system (people, vehicles,
equipment, etc.) will result in a change in the destructive effects of multipath. This is one of the
primary reasons that make it so difficult to maintain the quality of an analog tactical surveillance link
over time.
Therefore, multipath in an analog system results in both modulation phase distortion and loss of
signal. As a result, the artifacts of multipath limit the practical applications of analog technology for
tactical deployment. Digital COFDM modulation overcomes most of these problems making
possible a variety of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) tactical video applications.
THE TECHNOLOGIES BEHIND DIGITAL VIDEO TRANSMISSION
Digital video transmission technology provides a significant advantage over analog technology due
largely to the modulation technique. It is the modulation scheme that results in a reliable and robust
link that is virtually immune to the effects of multipath. Digital modulation makes it possible to
realize NLOS wireless video transmission. Digital video transmission combines two important
technologies to deliver high-quality video, audio, and data signals in the microwave frequency
bands. These primary technologies are MPEG-2 and COFDM. MPEG-2 is a video compression
technique and COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex) is a modulation coding
technique. Together, with advanced error correction schemes, they comprise digital video
transmission.
MPEG-2 VIDEO COMPRESSION
Most video cameras today produce a compliant analog video signal. In North America cameras
conform to the National Television Systems Committee (NTSC) standard. In Europe, and many
other parts of the world, the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) standard is
recognized. The CCIR standard is commonly known as PAL. Before an analog video signal can be
transmitted over a digital wireless link it must first be digitized. Digitizing an NTSC video signal
results in a data stream at 168 Mb/s. This data rate is far too large for digital transmission in a

reasonable bandwidth. To reduce the bandwidth (data rate) the data must be compressed. This is
accomplished using a motion prediction coding technique known as MPEG-2. MPEG-2
compression can reduce an NTSC data stream from 168 Mb/s to 2 – 3 Mb/s. The result is a highdefinition digital video signal at a data rate that is suitable for transmission using COFDM.
Pacific Microwave Research has implemented a low-latency coding derivative of the MPEG-2
standard to reduce the processing delay experienced between the source coder at the transmitter and
decoder at the receiver. This is accomplished eliminating the bi-directional frame (B-frame) and
distributing inter-frame (I-frame) image data across a series of predictive frames (P-frame) instead of
transmitting the I-frame data all at the same time. As a result, it is easier to pilot a remote controlled
vehicle using an on-board camera as a reference since the image latency is reduced to less than 50
ms.
CODED ORTHOGONAL FREQUENCY DIVISION MULITPLEX
COFDM is a complex modulation technique designed to transmit digital data and provide substantial
immunity to multipath artifacts. The technique was developed to serve as a missile telemetry
transmission system as a result of the problems encountered when receiving data from a moving
object in a multipath environment. At the time the technique was developed, technology was not
mature enough for a practical system to be built. Today’s technology, including large Field
Programmable Gate Arrays, high-speed microprocessors, and Direct Digital Synthesis makes
COFDM a practical modulation scheme.
Unlike conventional analog transmission that utilizes a single radio frequency carrier to transmit
video information, COFDM uses approximately 2000 carriers to transmit the information. Since the
data is spread over 2000 carriers instead of just one, signal cancellation due to multipath reflections
have significantly less impact on the quality of the signal. Coupled with forward error correction,
the signal can be reconstructed and the data extracted even under the most adverse transmission
conditions.
The 2000 data carriers are spread across an occupied spectrum of only 8 MHz. Reduction of the
system noise bandwidth as compared to an analog video transmitter requiring 16 MHz of occupied
bandwidth provides system gain. The carriers may be modulated using quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) up to 64-QAM. Fixed links can take advantage of high-order modulation to pass up
to 32 Mb/s. However, tactical links operate best using QPSK modulation because it is the most
robust format with respect to multipath performance. For practical purposes, it is reasonable to limit
high-order modulation to 16-QAM for tactical deployment.
If multipath should corrupt a handful of carriers, the forward error correction (FEC) will predict
what the data should have been and reconstruct the data. In general, the modulation technology
results in at least a 10 dB improvement when compared to analog transmission technology. While
this improvement can be quantified at 10 dB on the bench, the actual improvement experienced can
be significantly greater in real-world applications when various levels of multipath conspire to
degrade the analog signal. A difference in 10 dB is equivalent to comparing the performance of a
0.1W digital transmitter to a 1.0W analog transmitter. Of course, the resultant performance
differential is manifest as more than simply a difference in power levels. The ability to resist
multipath means consistently good video images up until no further energy is available for the link to

operate properly. In comparison, as an analog signal degrades the picture will become noisy and
may tear or roll.
A simple path calculation for a 1 W system at 2300 MHz indicates that an analog system will yield a
reliable signal over a line-of-sight path at up to 2 miles. A digital system will provide reliable
signals with a 1 W transmitter at 2300 MHz at up to 6.5 miles! The advantage of COFDM is that the
picture will be good using the digital system almost anywhere within the maximum calculated range
while the analog signal is unpredictable within its maximum calculated range due to the effects of
multipath.
For most tactical UAV applications the actual range the system will operate over is not as important
as how well the system performs over a short to medium range in a difficult environment. While an
analog system may have the potential to operate over a predicted line-of-sight range of over one
mile, it may be completely useless when the transmitter and receiver are separated by only 50 ft.
because of the effects of multipath. In most cases, a digital link will give exceptionally good results
until the receiver has inadequate signal input. This independence from the environment makes
COFDM digital technology the best choice for reliable tactical applications.
A digital COFDM signal occupies half of the spectrum that an analog signal does. This means that
more signals can be used within any given bandwidth as compared to using analog transmission.
This is important because spectrum is quickly becoming a scarce resource. Pressure from
commercial interests is forcing the government to transfer microwave spectrum from government
use (military and federal law enforcement) to commercial use to satisfy the demands of new public
telecommunications technologies. The spectrum efficiency of digital transmission enables agencies
to do more with less.
Additionally, the carrier level of the digital system is lower than that of the analog level in the
graphic to illustrate the performance advantage discussed above. As a general rule, it can be
assumed that approximately 10 times less power may be transmitted using digital technology as
compared to analog technology for a given range. This also means that the radio frequency
signature is lower making detection by an adversary much more difficult.
It is the mathematically derived spacing of the carriers that diminishes the negative effects of
multipath. Unwanted reflections (or echoes) are time delayed as described above. As a result, the
reflected signals fall between the desired carriers in what is essentially unused inter-carrier spectrum
(guard interval). The demodulator performs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the energy present
as a result of the reflections is processed out leaving only the data on the desired carriers. It is the
amount of carrier spacing in a COFDM system that determines the range performance of the system
in a multipath environment. Greater carrier spacing accommodates longer echo delays at the
expense of requiring more spectrum for a given number of carriers. Carrier guard interval is
expressed as a fraction of the symbol rate of an individual carrier.
The carriers in a COFDM system are positioned such that the energy contained in the sin(x)/(x)
response of each carrier is aligned with the adjacent orthogonal carrier as shown in Figure 4. When
integrated, the energy from each carrier yields a zero-sum resulting in the creation of the inter-carrier
guardband. This phase relationship ensures that the carriers do not interfere with each other. While

Fig. 4. The Relationship Between RF Carriers in COFDM
the modulation envelope appears to be 2000 distinct RF carriers, it is not generated by 2048
individual phase-locked voltage controlled oscillators. The COFDM carrier is mathematically
derived in the transmitter by performing an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) on the waveform
in the time domain to arrive at a representative waveform in the frequency domain. The resulting inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals are then applied to the modulator and the RF waveform is
amplified for transmission on the desired frequency band.
The spacing between carriers in a COFDM system is defined by the guard interval. Guard intervals
are referred to as a fraction of the symbol time allocated to each carrier. Reflections or echoes that
fall within the guard interval do not degrade the performance of the system. For a 2000 carrier
QPSK system, a guard interval of 1/4 is equal to 56µs. When converted to distance this equates to
approximately 48 kilometers. Therefore, a COFDM system operating in QPSK mode with a guard
interval of 1/4 a multipath reflection at 0dB from as far away as 24 kilometers (one-half of the round
trip distance) can be tolerated. A path loss calculation for 2200 MHz over a distance of 48 km
indicates a path loss of -133 dB. Clearly, COFDM provides a high degree of rejection of unwanted
reflections.
Each carrier is modulated using QPSK or 16-QAM at a low bit-rate. The aggregate bit-rate of the
transmission is the sum of the number of carriers multiplied by the bit-rate of each individual carrier.
For example, when transmitting a signal at 8 Mb/s the payload for each carrier is approximately 4
kb/s. In practice, a 2000 carrier system (2K) consists of 1705 payload carriers as some are
designated for system overhead (synchronization and channel characterization, etc.). Additionally,
the aggregate data throughput is dependent upon the channel coding (Viterbi and Reed-Solomon
forward error correction) and guard interval selected. High code rates and short guard intervals
(very high bandwidth applications) are more susceptible to interference issues than are low
bandwidth applications (such as video at 8 Mp/s).

Code rates are expressed as fractions that define how much data bandwidth is available for user data
transmission. Bandwidth not available for user data transmission is encumbered by forward error
correction overhead. For example, a code rate of ¾ indicates that 75% of the total bandwidth is
available for user data. Transmission data rates are affected by code rates and guard intervals for an
8 MHz COFDM system. By distributing the coded data across the available carriers in an
interleaved, channel disturbances (selective fading) have even less impact on transmission system
throughput.
Since the COFDM transmission system requires only 8 MHz of occupied spectrum, system gain is
achieved by improving the carrier-to-noise ratio over that of an analog system occupying 16 MHz of
spectrum. Additionally, more COFDM channels can be fit into any given amount of spectrum as
compared to a conventional wideband analog video transmission system. Pacific Microwave
Research has conducted testing that reveals a high tolerance for co-channel and adjacent channel
interference with COFDM. In one instance, two systems were operated in close proximity on the
same RF channel using different code rates and guard intervals with excellent results. For tactical
operations, COFDM provides a high immunity to jamming.
Not all multipath related issues are a direct result of reflections in the environment. It is possible to
encounter phase-delayed signals as a result of Doppler shift. Laboratory tests conducted in 1997 by
Deutsche Telekom Berkom examined the effects of Doppler shift on a 2000 carrier COFDM system
operating in QPSK and 16-QAM modes. The study used a channel simulator to quantify the
increase in system carrier-to-noise (C/N) required to maintain image quality over a range of
velocities. According to the results of the study, an increase of only 1.5 dB in C/N performance is
required for both QPSK and 16-QAM operating at 1/2 code rate at a velocity of 50 km/h. Increasing
the velocity from 50 km/h through 200 km/h in both cases did not require additional C/N
improvement. The study indicated that in an urban environment (as would be found in MOUT
operations), the predicted maximum vehicle speed for QPSK is 330 km/h and for 16-QAM is
240 km/h. In these modes, the payload capacity for QPSK is approximately 5 Mb/s and for 16QAM is approximately 10 Mb/s. These data rates are more than adequate for high-quality imagery.
In fact, multiple high-quality images could be transported at the 16-QAM data rate. Clearly, the
performance degradation for COFDM systems as a function of Doppler shift at reasonable velocities
is not a factor for effective tactical UAV operations.
A common criticism of COFDM systems is the apparent power inefficiency when compared to
analog FM transmitters. While on the surface this appears to be the case, a complete system
understanding helps put the issue in perspective. The primary reason COFDM transmitters produce
less power output for a given primary power consumption is that the amplitude modulated carrier
requires a high degree of linearity for proper operation. A typical linear amplifier for COFDM is
operated 10 dB below the point an amplifier used for FM operation would be operated. For
example, an amplifier that would deliver 5W of power in an analog FM application would be
configured to provide 500 mW of power in a COFDM application. While less power is output from
the amplifier in the COFDM application, the current consumption is the same as the FM application.
This does not imply that a COFDM system provides 10 dB less performance than an FM system.
Bench characterization of COFDM systems by PMR has revealed that, under static conditions, the
COFDM system will perform 10 dB better with respect to receiver threshold than an FM system.

Where an FM system fails at a level of -80 dBm, the COFDM system delivers excellent video down
to -90 dBm. Additionally, the quality of the digital video image is consistent down to the minimum
threshold while the analog video image becomes noisier as signal level is reduced. This is primarily
due to the reduction in noise bandwidth of the receiver as the COFDM system occupies only 8 MHz
of spectrum compared to a 16 MHz wide analog FM carrier.
However, while the playing field is leveled somewhat by virtue of the bandwidth improvement
inherent in the COFDM system, performance in the field is substantially better with COFDM. This
is a result of the frequency diversity afforded by the multi-carrier modulation system and the forward
error correction applied to the data as described above. As a result, COFDM systems operating with
an RF power level output 10 dB less than an analog FM video link will work substantially better in
the real-world environment.
Pacific Microwave Research has conducted tests of its COFDM system in a variety of scenarios in
both urban and rural environments using both directional and omni-directional antenna systems.
When compared to analog FM systems, a COFDM transmission system behaves more as a “set it
and forget it” appliance. As long as sufficient signal level is available, the system will deliver
reliable video to the user. System performance is especially spectacular in an urban environment
that is rife with short period multipath reflections. Such an environment would be consistent with
MOUT operations where realtime aerial video imagery would provide valuable mission intelligence.
Another significant advantage for tactical operations using COFDM systems lies in the ability to
scramble the bit-stream using an encryption key based algorithm to prevent unauthorized
interception. Analog systems use cut and rotate scrambling technology that only provides a basic
level of interception protection. With COFDM, it is possible to implement the 128-bit Advanced
Encryption Scheme (AES) algorithm in the MPEG Transport Stream (MTS) to provide a highdegree of security. This digital encryption technology provides the type of security required when
conducting surveillance on terrorism or national security targets. Use of the security feature in
COFDM does not degrade system performance.
APPLICATIONS
PMR has developed a compact COFDM transmitter for tactical UAV applications following two
years of development. Using a compact COFDM receiver, the system can deliver tactical UAV
imagery to a mobile command post or even directly to dismounted troops to support realtime tactical
deployment decisions and situational awareness. A variety of tactical video missions are possible
when COFDM is used as the transmission mode. COFDM provides a non-line-of-sight video
transmission system that can truly be used for mobile applications.
Assuming a tactical UAV configured with a visual or thermal sensor and a 2200 MHz COFDM
transmission system outputting 1W into a 6 dB gain omni directional antenna (6 dB omni antenna at
receive location) and operating at 1000 m, the expected operational range is approximately 25 km.
This range is calculated with low-gain omni-directional antennas on each end of the link. This
configuration is typical for tactical UAV support of MOUT operations. A compact directional
antenna located at a temporary-fixed command post would provide even greater system range. It is

important to recognize that within the 25 km mobile operational range, video link quality will be
excellent as a result of the multipath rejection capabilities of COFDM.
In addition to tactical UAV applications, PMR envisages a compact and rugged digital video and
audio transmitter worn by military team members with a helmet mounted or handheld video camera
and noise canceling microphone. The helmet mounted camera (visual or thermal) captures images
as the solider moves through the tactical area of interest. The soldier also provides voice narration of
the scene over the digital audio channel. Command post and unit personnel receive and evaluate the
images and sounds and then direct the soldier over a secure 2-way radio link to obtain additional
imagery of special interest. Because of the benefits of a digital microwave link, the soldier can roam
freely (without the requirement of maintaining line-of-sight) while providing reliable and secure
imagery to the command post. Such a system would be useful in MOUT and Homeland Security
applications for first responders.
The system provides substantial utility in MOUT operations because it is not necessary to maintain
the line-of-sight conditions demanded of conventional analog FM video systems. Responders can
move around corners and enter buildings while still providing command staff with high-quality
video. All that is necessary with the COFDM system is sufficient energy reflected back through the
environment to the command post receiver. Tactical observation systems using COFDM
transmission technology can be quickly attached to buildings or other structures, or even airdropped, to provide command structure and troops with real-time video surveillance of key
objectives. This video intelligence will provide a significant operational advantage and ultimately
save lives in military and first responder missions.
SUMMARY
Digital video transmission using Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex is a transmission
technique that will transform the quality and reliability of video collection activities for military
operations. The technology’s ability to perform exceptionally well in a multipath environment with
simple omni-directional antennas makes it ideal for tactical operations in both the battlefield and
urban environments. Tactical UAV’s using COFDM can provide reliable and secure close-in aerial
intelligence direct to field command units and dismounted troops. Advanced scrambling of the
COFDM signal in the digital domain reduces the risk of unintentional interception. COFDM is well
suited for tactical UAV and MOUT missions where simple and lightweight portable equipment is
required for mobile operations. COFDM provides reliable and secure non-line-of-sight digital video
transmission to a variety of military missions.
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ABSTRACT
The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet fighter aircraft program is currently flight testing a Fibre Channel
Network (FCN), which will initially replace certain Avionics Systems’ MIL-STD-1553
communications. The Advanced Mission Computers and Displays (AMC&D) and the Active
Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) RADAR are replacing their MIL-STD-1553 counterparts to
fulfill performance enhancements and growing data requirements. The maximum amount of data
that can be transferred between these systems is significantly increasing. Each remote terminal on a
MIL-STD-1553 bus can transmit or receive approximately 1Mbps. Each node on a FCN can
simultaneously transmit and receive 1Gbps. With a Fibre Channel Network Switch (FCNS),
multiple systems can communicate concurrently, thus increasing overall system throughput even
further. Several other systems will be replaced in the near future utilizing the FCNS.
The Fibre Channel Interface Unit (FCIU) was designed for the F/A-18E/F AESA program as a nonintrusive way to monitor multiple nodes, extract node specific information, and record this
information using conventional on-board recorders. In order to reduce the risks associated with
developing hardware and software concurrently with the Avionic System’s protocol, the FCIU was
developed as an upper-level-protocol (ULP) (layer FC-4) independent device. Two big advantages
of ULP independence are the avoidance of complex protocol programming for each different type of
monitored network system and the non-intrusive nature of the FCIU connection to the FCN. This
facilitates the quick installation of the FCIU to monitor any FC network and the FCIU IRIG-106
PCM type output lends itself to be integrated quickly into a typical Flight Test data recording or
telemetry system.
KEYWORDS
Keywords: Fibre Channel, airborne monitoring and recording
INTRODUCTION
Previous generations of fighter aircraft used the MIL-STD-1553 for Avionic communications.
Current and future aircraft are migrating towards the use of Fibre Channel networks. A completely
new method for monitoring and recording Avionics systems is required. For the MIL-STD-1553
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bus, a simple passive coupler tap can non-intrusively monitor a single bus. By today’s standards,
with the relatively low data rate per bus of 1Mbps, multiple busses can easily be recorded entirely
using several methods. On the other hand, the multiple links of a Fibre Channel network (FCN),
each with a full-duplex capacity of 2Gbaud, cannot be recorded entirely using today’s typical
airborne recording systems. Also, non-intrusive monitoring requires much more complex hardware.
Single chip solutions are available today for MIL-STD-1553 Remote-Terminals (RT), whereas FCN
nodes require several chips using various designs to support the many different upper-level-protocols
(ULPs) that the FC can support. (See Table 1 for more comparisons.)
In the year 2000, Boeing IDS Flight Test in Saint Louis began development of the Fibre Channel
Interface Unit (FCIU) to address the requirement to monitor and record FCN data on the F/A-18E/F
AESA Development Flight Test Program.
Note: The term “telemetry” can be substituted for “recording” anywhere in this paper.
Characteristic
Actual Transmission Rate
Data Word Size (Bits per Word)
Data Words per Message/Frame

Max. Effective Data Rate
Transmit/Receive Protocol
Maximum System Rate

MIL-STD-1553
1MHz
16
1 to 32
Bus Controller & 31 Remote
Terminals, 32 Sub-Addresses
per RT (2^10 = 1,024)
< 0.8 Mbps (Bus Rate)
Half Duplex
# of Busses * Bus Rate

Bus/Link Instrumentation
Attachment

Simple, Passive Transformer,
Non-Intrusive

Max. Number of Addresses

Message/Frame Timing

Structured Scheduling,
Time Deterministic,
Command/Response

Message/Frame Definition

Typically Non-Varying,
Well-Defined/Ordered,
Fixed Locations

Fibre Channel
1.0625 GBaud
32
0 to 528
256 Domains, 256 Areas, 256
Ports (2^24 = 16,777,216)
2 * 800 Mbps (Node Rate)
Full Duplex
# of Nodes * Node Rate
Passive Coupler (Reduces
System Margins), Active
Coupler (Complex, Must be
Fault Tolerant, May slightly
change system margins or
Timing), Instrumentation Node
(Changes system performance),
Instrumentation Port on switch
(Increases cost of network
switch, May run out of ports)
Random, Multi-Tasking,
Event Driven,
Data-On-Demand
Non-Consecutive Frames,
Payload Protocol (FC-4) Varies
from general data to audio/video
information (See References)
[FC-AV, FCP, FC-AE, etc.]

Table 1 – Comparison of MIL-STD-1553 and Fibre Channel
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MIL-STD-1553 MESSAGES VS. FIBRE CHANNEL FRAMES
At first glance (See Table 2), MIL-STD-1553 messages and Fibre Channel frames may look similar.
They both start with an address and both contain a data block. However, the similarities end there.
A MIL-STD-1553 message typically stands on its own, while the FC frame is only part of a
sequence of frames and these sequences can be part of different exchanges. Therefore, one frame is
out of context without the other frames from the same sequence of an exchange. A sequence is a
collection of related frames, similar to pages in a chapter of a book. In MIL-STD-1553, a data word
in a predetermined position of a message usually refers to a fixed parameter, whereas the meaning of
the words in the payload of a FC frame continually vary. Another aspect of FC is that several
sequences could be open at the same time from and could be intermixed in time. In FC systems that
contain several interconnected switches, frames can actually appear at their destination out of order.
This helps to increase system throughput by keeping nodes of a switch busy; however, this can
significantly complicate the interpretation of a FC message by instrumentation if it needs to
understand the ULP in order to decide which messages to record or ignore. In this situation, the
instrumentation would need to be capable of buffering the entire frame sequence before deciding if it
needs to be recorded. With the possibility of several sequences occurring simultaneously, an
unlimited number of buffers would be required. This is one of the main reasons why it was chosen
that the FCIU would work more like a switch. A switch only needs to interpret the correct
destination address for routing, and therefore only requires a small amount of buffering. The FCIU
is slightly different than a switch in that it can also use the source address to determine if the frame
should be recorded.
MIL-STD-1553 Messages
•Receive Message (BCÆRT)
Command Word
Data Word #1

Fibre Channel Frame
Start of Frame (SOF)
Destination Address (D_ID)
Source Address (S_ID)
Frame Control (F_CTL)
Sequence ID / Frame Count
Exchange ID (OX_ID/RX_ID)
Parameter Field (PARM)
(Optional Headers)
Payload Word #1
...
Payload Word #M
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
End of Frame (EOF)

...

Data Word #N
RT Status Response
•Transmit Message (RTÆBC)
Command Word
RT Status Response
Data Word #1
...

Data Word #N
•Xmit/Rcv Message (RTÆRT)
Command Word #A (Rcv)
Command Word #B (Xmit)
RT #B Status Response
Data Word #1
...

Data Word #N
RT #A Status Response
Table 2 – Comparison of MIL-STD-1553 Message and Fibre Channel Frame Structures
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FIBRE CHANNEL SYSTEM NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
The illustration on the left side of Figure 1 shows the simplest connection of two FC nodes. All FC
connections are single point-to-point (i.e. one transmitter connected to one receiver and visa-versa).
The illustration on the right demonstrates the use of a simple 4-port switch. With a switch, various
communication paths can occur simultaneously between two nodes. For example, A with C and B
with D as illustrated by the dotted lines or A with B and C with D as illustrated by the dashed lines.
Network switches are usually constructed with binary numbers of ports such as 8, 16, 32, etc. The
FC specification also defines arbitrated loops, however, since these loops are typically used only
internal to devices such as RAID controllers; they will not be described in this paper. Nevertheless,
techniques described in this paper could be used to monitor these loops using the FCIU.
Node A

T R
Port A

Node X

Port B
R T

Port D
R T

Node D

T R
Port Y

Node B

Port X
R T

Port C
R T

Node Y

Node C
Figure 1 – Fibre Channel Network Configurations

FCIU NETWORK APPLICATIONS
In fighter aircraft applications, dual redundancy is usually a requirement. With MIL-STD-1553, at
any given moment in time, only one of the redundant busses is active with a single conversation.
With FC, dual redundancy takes on a whole new meaning. Redundancy implies only that there are
at least two paths between every node and that the exact same conversation will not occur
simultaneously. A device such as “AM”, which is shown in Figure 2, could be communicating with
two other devices such as “B” and “O” at the same instant in time using its two node connections to
the redundant switches. Devices “AM” and “DP” could actually have two communication paths
open between them at the same time depending on fault or path timeout determination. Devices “B”
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and “O” only have one connection to their respective switches; however, they have multiple paths to
devices “AM” and “DP” because of the interconnect between the switches. As can be seen from
these previous examples, the use of switches creates numerous possibilities for communication paths
between any of these devices. MIL-STD-1553 only has a single set of wires connecting all of the
remote terminals, so therefore only one conversation can take place on the bus at a time. With a
network switch, a FC network can have multiple devices conversing with each other at the same
time since each of the ports on the switch is isolated from the others. Consequently, trying to
monitor these communications can be a difficult task. Fortunately, flight testing for a given program
may be limited to a particular device such as the AESA RADAR. In other cases, monitoring may
need to be set to the device with the highest probability of containing the information of interest such
as a mission computer. In this case, however, there may be much more information than can
reasonably be recorded, thus, monitoring devices such as the FCIU must be able to “thin” the data
(i.e. capture only the FC frames with the source or destination address of interest).
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Figure 2 – FCIU FC Connections using Network Switch with Instrumentation Ports
“Instrumentation Port” or “I-Port” (which could be a special mode of a normal switch port) is
defined in this paper as a port that has special instrumentation characteristics. While in this mode,
the instrumentation does not converse with this switch port and is assumed to be capable of receiving
the full bandwidth of the link. Also, an I-Port is programmable to be able to listen to any transmit or
receive of a port on the switch. This programmability enables system reconfiguration during flight
since the switch decides which ports are monitored. This feature is usually not a difficult task to add
to a network switch under development because it uses the normal ports and the ports only need to
be disabled from shutting down due to the lack of incoming communication. Also, the internal
routing tables of the switch need to be modified to replicate the transfer of the switch’s port-to-port
communications to multiple ports (i.e. the original data port and the instrumentation port).
“Instrumentation Node” or “I-Node”, as defined in this paper, is a normal FC node that supports fullduplex operations (i.e. a node which can receive data as well as communicate back to the switch
while observing the FC protocol), but is not part of the typical production aircraft and is used for
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monitoring the production traffic. The FCIU currently has the hardware to support this
configuration; however, software support was not added at this time due to the complexity and
possibility of changes during development of the initial Avionic System’s FCN upper-level-protocol
(ULP). Using an I-Node has the advantage that at any time, any node in the system can write
information to this I-Node; however, some of this data could be lost due to bottlenecks at the I-Node
(i.e. at a given moment in time, only one node can be communicating with the instrumentation).
Some rather big disadvantages of using an I-Node as opposed to an I-Port are that an I-Node is
intrusive to the system being monitored and the I-Node’s software and/or hardware design may need
to be changed to support each different installation’s special ULP. An I-Node is intrusive because
when the instrumentation isn’t there, neither is the associated traffic, and therefore the system timing
of messages will change drastically. The complexity of the instrumentation device’s hardware
and/or software will be increased when using I-Nodes. As an analogy, if one could monitor an
Ethernet connection between a desktop computer and a switch or hub, one might see many different
types of ULPs occurring, intermixed in time. Designing a monitor to understand different categories
of applications such as word processing, spreadsheets, computer simulations, etc. each with it’s own
method of operation would be a very complex task. At the lowest level of protocol (i.e. FC-2, the
signaling level), the information on the link just consists of frames going by with a source and
destination address. Each frame is routed to the appropriate device and each device sends the correct
frame of a sequence to the correct application that understands it’s own ULP. Without a standard
instrumentation protocol, “I-Nodes” typically cannot be used by generic instrumentation equipment.
Figure 3 shows the use of the FCIU without a FCNS. Much more caution must be used when
designing an installation without a FCNS because the link between the two nodes must be broken
and a coupler added. If a relatively simple passive coupler is used, it may affect the system’s signal
margin by enough that the link becomes unreliable. An expensive active coupler would solve this
problem. However, the coupler would need to be very complex in order to be fault tolerant and it
may significantly change the signal’s timing if the coupler itself has any non-trivial re-timing circuits
built into it. Another drawback of using couplers instead of a FCNS is that reconfiguring of the
monitoring point cannot be easily achieved. This would prohibit in-flight configuration changes;
however, in a laboratory environment, this wouldn’t be a problem.
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Figure 3 – FCIU FC Connections using without Instrumentation Ports
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FCIU ARCHITECTURE
The FCIU design was modularized into three functionalities: 1) FC Input, 2) Recorder / Telemetry
Output (currently encoded as PCM), and 3) Host Processor (See Figure 4). By doing this, new
optional input and/or output configurations can be added without impacting the entire design. The
fiber inputs could be replaced with electrical connections or the 1Gbps transceivers could be
replaced with 2Gbps ones. The PCM output interface could be replaced with higher-speed interfaces
such as SCSI Fibre Channel or Ethernet.
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FC Tap

Time Data
FC
INTERFACE

RECORDER
/ TELEMERY
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(PCM)

FC Data
HOST
PROCESSOR

Host Data

FCIU
COM Port

Ground
Support
System

Flight Test
Recorder /
Telemetry

F
C
P
U
Figure 4 – FCIU System Configuration

The current FCIU design contains two identical FC Interface cards, each with two identical FC
optical inputs. Four was chosen as the number of FC inputs for the FCIU in order to support a
transmit and receive pair from two redundant switches. The FC input cards can be easily modified
to remove the optical FC transceiver and replace them with an electrical FC transceiver. Changing
to an electrical connection instead of optical does not require any changes to the mechanical chassis
design; it is only a matter of replacing the optical termini with electrical terminations. Because of
the modularity of the input cards, more channels can be added to the FCIU design relatively easily.
The number of channels can be increased by creating a new chassis design with a larger motherboard
and by changing a very minimal amount of the FC input design and/or the host processor firmware.
Each FC input has an independent, programmable filter to capture everything or to thin the input
data based upon the source or destination address. If thinning is enabled, the FCIU can either keep
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or filter the selected addresses in order to eliminate data that is not required for a particular flight test
program. This can significantly reduce the output recording bandwidth requirements. Each FC
input has hardware that can transmit a frame of data out of the FCIU and have it wrapped back in
using an external cable. This feature can be used to verify the integrity of the aircraft’s cable link
without the need for Avionic equipment to be present. Also with this transmit capability, if a Flight
Test data acquisition system input was added to the FCIU, Flight Test sensors could be placed into
the FCN using an I-Node.
PCM was chosen as the FCIU output to take advantage of the large number of processing options
currently available with this format. In this way, the FCIU output can be merged onto recorders with
other PCM streams using currently available combiners or directly onto a recorder. The format of
the PCM is similar to IRIG-106, Chapter 8 for the MIL-STD-1553 Mux-All. The serial output word
size is 36 bits instead of the Chap. 8 size of 24. This size was chosen to optimize the overhead
attached to each 32-bit FC word. The PCM interface can create up to two serial streams, each of
which can have a rate up to 20Mbps for a combined rate of 40Mbps. Since the output stream is
PCM, it could be telemetered and recovered using standard decoms. For real-time monitoring of the
FCIU, Boeing is using a Fibre Channel Playback Unit (FCPU). It consists of a typical, off-the-shelf,
PC processor with two standard decoms for accepting and merging the two FCIU PCM streams.
Non-real-time analysis is performed by directly recovering the data from the recording media using
software decoms. For higher data recording requirements, the PCM interface also includes an 8-bit
parallel output with rates up to 160Mbps. Another programmable feature of the PCM interface is the
ability to use “low fill”. In the normal mode of operation, if FC data is not available, a “fill” word is
added to the PCM frame to maintain a constant output frame rate. In “low fill” mode, if FC data is
not available, the PCM interface will significantly lower the frame rate by only adding a “fill” word
to the frame every 10mS. This keeps the PCM frames functioning in order that fault isolation and
activity information may be retrieved; it also has the benefit of conserving record storage space
when there is no FC activity. The 36-bit PCM format supports up to 4 FC streams and could support
embedded PCM, digital voice, etc. The FCIU parallel output uses a 40-bit format, which is upward
compatible with the 36-bit format and could accommodate up to 64 FC streams. The FCIU internal
back plane that connects the FC interface cards to the PCM cards has a capacity of greater than
2Gbps. This enables the FCIU output rate to be enhanced in the future by substituting the PCM
output with an alternate interface when high-speed, large capacity airborne recording devices
mature.
The Host Interface uses a common RS-422 serial link for communication with the Ground Support
System. This interface is used for items such as for programming the FCIU parameters (i.e. FC
filtering, PCM rates, etc.); for determining the health of the FCIU and activity of the FC interface,
IRIG time code, etc.; for obtaining the FCIU hardware configuration; and for modifying the design
of the FCIU so that features can be added to a unit without requiring the unit be returned to the
factory. The FCIU accepts IRIG-B DC time code. This time is used to tag the beginning of the
output PCM frames as well as time stamping the occurrence of a FC Start-Of-Frame (SOF). The
FCIU attaches two words of time ahead of every FC frame it captures. This SOF time has a
programmable resolution of either 250nS or 1uS.
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Figure 5 – Picture of a Fibre Channel Interface Unit (FCIU)
CONCLUSION
The FCIU is a quick installation instrument for monitoring a Fibre Channel Network (FCN) because
of its non-intrusive nature and because it does not require knowledge of the upper-level-protocol
(ULP) used in a particular system. The best Avionic System design for non-intrusiveness includes a
network switch that has Instrumentation Ports (I-Ports). This allows simple reconfigurations without
affecting the Avionics system’s performance. The FCIU also has the hardware available to connect
to an Instrumentation Node (I-Node) when a system becomes too large and too unpredictable to
determine where a monitor could listen to a single Avionic node and obtain the required Flight Test
information. The I-Node also gives the capability to transfer FT sensor data to the Avionics System.
The FCIU contains the essential hardware to eliminate unwanted source or destination address
frames to remove unnecessary information thereby reducing superfluous recorded information.
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NOMENCLATURE
FC-2
FC-4
FCN
FCNS
Gbps
I-Node
I-Port
Mbps
Node
Payload
Port
Sequence
ULP

Signaling Protocol Level – Responsible for assembling words into frames
ULP or Application Level – Examples are SCSI, IP, A/V, Proprietary, etc.
Fibre Channel Network
Fibre Channel Network Switch
giga-bit-per-second
Instrumentation Node – A full-duplex FC node used for instrumentation support.
Instrumentation Port – A transmit only port from a switch that is programmable to
monitor any transmit or receive port of the switch.
mega-bit-per-second
A node is the source or destination of information. (i.e. computer, disk array, etc.)
Frame location where information is contained (i.e. commands, data, status, etc.)
Physical connection to/from a node.
A set of one or more related frames transmitted from one node to another.
Upper Level Protocol
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DELAY PERFORMANCE OF PR-CFDAMA MAC PROTOCOL
VIA SATELLITE
Shilou Jia, Xi Zhou
Communication Research Center of Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China

ABSTRACT
A novel satellite multiple access scheme called PR-CFDAMA (Predictive Request-Combined
Free/Demand Assignment Multiple Access) is proposed in this paper. The delay performances
between PR-CFDAMA and R-CFDAMA (Round Robin-CFDAMA) scheme were compared by
computer simulation. Simulations were carried out with the Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) and
Interrupted Fluid Process (IFP) traffic models. Simulation results demonstrate that comparing with
R-CFDAMA scheme, the PR-CFDAMA scheme achieves a lower delay, meets a much lower delay
constraint.
KEY WORDS
PR-CFDAMA Protocol, IPP traffic, IFP traffc.
INTRODUCTION
In broadband satellite network, the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol plays an important role
in the efficient utilization of scarce bandwidths resource while supporting the quality of broadband
services. In situation where the traffic is bursty, fixed allocation of satellite bandwidth leads to
inefficient use of channel capacity. It is desirable to dynamically allocate the channel bandwidth in
response to ground station requests. Dynamic bandwidth allocation using on-demand reservations
increases channel throughput. The reservation process can be explicit or implicit. In explicit
reservation over a TDMA satellite channel, a single reservation slot is assigned to each ground
station within the control sub-frame of every TDMA frame. In implicit reservation, the ground
station employs slotted Aloha to compete for the reservation slots. There exist several DAMA
(Demand Assignment Multiple Access) protocols that operate in this efficient on-demand reservation
mode. Pure-DAMA (P-DAMA) scheme assigns bandwidth based on present traffic load of ground
stations without considering how to utilize the unassigned free bandwidth. Combined Free/Demand
Assignment Multiple Access (CFDAMA) protocol [1-4] removes this shortcoming by allocating the
free bandwidth according to some strategies (such as Round Robin, referred as R-CFDAMA).
In this paper, we proposed a new scheme called PR-CFDAMA to improve the delay/throughput
performance of CFDAMA protocol with ON-OFF traffic. In PR-CFDAMA scheme, the ground
station employs the predictive request strategy to request the demand assignment slots. To focus on
the utilization of data sub-frame, we will consider explicit reservations only, although PR-CFDAMA

can work in both explicit and implicit reservations. The relative performances of the R-CFDAMA
scheme [5] and our proposed scheme are compared by computer simulation in the paper. Section 2
describes two protocols. The traffic models are described in section 3. Simulation results comparing
the performance of two schemes are presented and discussed in section 4. At last, we draw a
conclusion.
THE PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Protocol Frame Structure : The protocol system scenario is shown in Figure 1 below. The ground
station makes a request in the Pre-Assigned request slot in every frame. The requests send by ground
stations will be received and processed by the On Board Scheduler (OBS) located in GEO satellite.
Scheduling is normally implemented in a centralized manner, either at the satellite or by a hub station
on the ground. A satellite On Board Scheduler is considered in this paper, which is advantageous due
to the shorter DAMA request to acknowledgement time (one satellite Round Trip Delay).
GEO Sat el l i t e
wi t h OBS

Gr ound St at i on
Wor k St at i on

Wor k St at i on

Gr ound St at i on
Gr ound St at i on
Gr ound St at i on

Figure1: The satellite scenario

The uplink frame format for two protocols is shown in Figure 2. The uplink frame consists of a
number of Pre-Assigned request slots followed by the uplink data traffic slots assigned by on-board
scheduler in free/demand assignment fashion. The control packets used to notify the ground stations
the slot assignment information and downlink data packets are transmitted in downlink frame. In PRCFDAMA scheme, the frame duration is set to one Round Trip Delay, which means the ground
station’s prediction cycle for traffic source is one Round Trip Delay.
...

Pr e- Assi gned
Request Sl ot s

...

Dat a Tr af f i c Sl ot s

Figure2: Uplink frame structure for PR-CFDAMA and R-CFDAMA protocols

Algorithmic Protocol Descriptions: In order to facilitate an algorithmic description of two schemes,
we define the following system parameters.
que _ num i : Number of packets queued in i th ground station at current requesting time.
pre _ que _ numi : Number of packets queued in i th ground station at previous requesting time.

req _ numi : Number of slots requested by i th ground station at current requesting time.
data _ num : Number of data traffic slots.

m : Number of requesting ground stations at current frame.

left _ slots : Number of data traffic slots left in a frame after demand assignment.
ass _ slotsi : Number of slots assigned to i th ground station at current frame.

Based on above parameters, we give concise algorithmic descriptions of two schemes. The ground
station makes a request in the pre-assigned request slot in every frame. The number of slots
requested by two schemes is quite different as explained bellow.
For R-CFDAMA scheme, the number of slots requested is calculated according to equation (1).
req _ numi = que _ numi
(1)
For PR-CFDAMA scheme, the ground station will first calculate the minus between que _ numi and
pre _ que _ numi according to equation (2).
∆ = que _ numi − pre _ que _ numi
(2)
If ∆ >0, the ground station will request the demand assignment slots according to equation (3). In
equation (3), k is the prediction factor.
req _ numi = que _ numi + k ⋅ ∆
(3)
Else, the ground station will request the demand assignment slots according to equation (4).
req _ numi = que _ numi
(4)
The scheduling algorithms of two schemes are explained bellow.
The On Board Scheduler maintains a reservation request table and a Round Robin free assignment
table. The reservation request table queues ground station requests for demand assigned slots. Each
time a request is received, the scheduler will place a record in the bottom of the reservation request
table indicating the identity (ID) of the requesting ground station and the corresponding number of
slots requested. The Round Robin free assignment table consists of the ID numbers of all active
ground stations in the system. For two schemes, at the beginning of slot allocation, the scheduler will
first calculate the number of left over slots, based on following equation.
m

left _ slots = data _ num − ∑ req _ numi

(5)

i =1

If left _ slots ≤0, no free slot is left for further assignment, the requesting ground stations will share
the resource in proportion to their demand slots number according to equation (6).

ass _ slotsi =

data _ num
m

∑ req _ num
i =1

req _ numi

(6)

i

Alternately, if left _ slots >0, free assignment is available for further assignment to ground stations.
After assigning up the demand assignment slots, the scheduler will assign the left over slots for all
active ground stations in Round Robin free assignment fashion till the data traffic slots in a frame are
assigned up.

TRAFFIC SOURCES
The traffic model is important in evaluating the performance of medium access control protocol. The
bursty behavior of traffic is often modeled by ON-OFF model, such as the IPP, IFP traffic model.
The state transition diagram for IPP and IFP models is shown in Figure3. The process is in either the
ON or OFF state. Arrivals occur in the ON state, and no arrival occurs in the OFF state. The
transition from ON to OFF state occurs with a probability β , and the transition from OFF to ON
state occurs with a probability α . In IPP model, arrivals occur in the ON state according to Poisson
process with rate λ , and the time spent in ON and OFF states is exponentially distributed with mean
1/ β , and 1/ α , respectively. IFP model differs from IPP in that arrivals occur deterministically at a
constant rate λ in ON state. The burstiness of the traffic is defined in equation (7).
α −1 + β −1
burstiness =
(7)
−1

β

In the paper, the IPP and IFP traffic models with different burstiness are used to evaluating various
schemes respectively.

α

1− α

1− β
OFF

ON

β
Figure3: Transition diagram for IPP and IFP traffic models

THE SIMULATED PERFORMANCES
The schemes have been simulated for a star based satellite network consisting of a number of ground
stations via GEO satellite with On Board Scheduler (see Figure1). The simulations were carried out
with IFP and IPP traffic respectively. The chosen simulation tool was powerful network simulation
software. The simulation parameters are given in Table 1. The overheads of Pre-Assigned request
slots were not considered in simulation.
Satellite Altitude
Number of Ground Stations
Channel Data Rate
Uplink Data Traffic Slot Size
Number of Traffic Slots per Frame
Frame Duration
Channel Load
IPP and IFP Traffic
Prediction Factor(PR-CFDAMA)

37,500Km
32
2 Mbits/s
53 Bytes
1280
0.27136s
0.1 to 1.0
Burstiness = 2, 4
0.5 , 1.0

Table1: Simulation parameters for PR-CFDAMA and R-CFDAMA schemes

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the delay/throughput performance of protocols with carrying IPP and
IFP traffics respectively. Results show that comparing with R-CFDAMA scheme, the PR-CFDAMA
scheme achieves a lower delay and higher channel utilization within the whole channel loads.
At lower channel loads, the delay/throughput performances are very similar between R-CFDAMA
and PR-CFDAMA scheme. The reason is that at lower channel loads, the packet arrivals do not occur
frequently at the ground station, then the number of slots reserved by ground stations is less, which
means the scheduler mainly works in Round Robin free assignment fashion. Hence, at lower channel

loads, two schemes achieve the similar delay performance. At higher channel loads, the
delay/throughput performance of PR-CFDAMA scheme distinctly outperforms that of R-CFDAMA
scheme. The reason is that when channel load increases, the number of slots requested by ground
stations will increase, then the scheduler will mainly work in demand assignment fashion. In this
situation, the delay/throughput performance of PR-CFDAMA scheme employing the predictive
request strategy will distinctly outperform that of R-CFDAMA scheme.
When traffic burstiness increases, the delay/throughput performance of two protocols will decrease.
The reason is that at certain channel load, the scheduler will more likely work in demand assignment
fashion with the increasing traffic burstiness. In this situation, the delay/throughput performance of
PR-CFDAMA scheme will more distinctly outperform that of R-CFDAMA scheme, which is
contributed to PR-CFDAMA protocol successfully employing predictive request strategy in demand
assignment.
Simulations were carried out with IPP and IFP traffic respectively. The comparative delay
performances between two schemes with the IFP traffic are similar as those with IPP traffic, which
demonstrates the fact that the ON-OFF nature of a traffic model is a significant factor in MAC
protocol performance evaluation [6].
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Figure4: End to end delay performance with the IPP traffic

Figure6: Cumulative distribution of end to end delay
with IPP traffic (burstiness=2) at 80% channel load
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Figure5: End to end delay performance with the IFP traffic

Figure7: Cumulative distribution of end to end delay
with IFP traffic (burstiness=4) at 70% channel load

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of end-to-end delay indicates how reliably a packet
could meet a delay constraint at given channel load. The CDF of two schemes with IPP and IFP
traffic is shown in Figure6 and Figure7 respectively. From the figures, we can see that under a
certain delay constraint, more packets can match the delay constraint in PR-CFDAMA scheme than

in R-CFDAMA scheme. As expected, PR-CFDAMA scheme can meet much lower delay constraint
than R-CFDAMA scheme.
CONCLUSIONS
In order to improve the delay performance of CFDAMA protocol with ON-OFF traffic, a novel
satellite multiple access scheme called PR-CFDAMA was proposed in this paper. The PR-CFDAMA
and R-CFDAMA schemes have been simulated for a typical satellite scenario with IPP and IFP
traffic respectively. Simulation results demonstrate that comparing with R-CFDAMA scheme, PRCFDAMA scheme can provide improved delay/throughput performance of a satellite channel, meet a
much lower delay constraint. The improved delay performances of PR-CFDAMA scheme are
contributed to successfully employing the predictive request strategy. Simulations were carried out
with IFP and IPP traffic respectively. Simulation results demonstrate the fact that the ON-OFF nature
of a traffic model is a significant factor in MAC protocol performance evaluation [6]. In PRCFDAMA scheme, satellite on-board scheduler employs a simple scheduling algorithm, which is
advantageous to satellite on-board processing.
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CIGTF Enhanced Precision Reference Systems
Robert S. Lawrence, George Gregory, Derryl Stutz,
Jerry Sanchez, Brent Neal
746th Test Squadron, Holloman AFB, NM

ABSTRACT
The 746th Test Squadron at Holloman AFB has developed and utilized the Central Inertial
Guidance Test Facility (CIGTF) High Accuracy Post-processing Reference System (CHAPS).
CHAPS is a multi-sensor navigation reference system used to evaluate position, velocity, and
attitude performance of Global Positioning System (GPS), Inertial Navigation System (INS), and
Embedded GPS/INS (EGI) navigation systems on large vehicles and aircraft. Reference data is
processed post-test with accuracy ranges from a meter to sub-meter depending on the reference
configuration and test environment (profile, trajectory dynamics, GPS jamming, etc.). The GPS
Aided Inertial Navigation Reference (GAINR) system developed by the Air Force Flight Test
Center (Edwards AFB) offered other utilization capabilities (test beds and post-processing time).
The basic sensor assembly is an EGI navigation system. The data are post-processed with Multisensor Optimal Smoothing Estimation Software (MOSES). Incorporating CHAPS and GAINR
capabilities generates a reference system with enhanced accuracy (sub-meter) in a dynamic GPS
non-jamming/jamming environment. This paper will present the enhanced reference system
combination of CHAPS/GAINR capabilities, characterization process and development
methodology.
KEYWORDS
Reference System, Instrumentation, Data Acquisition System, Embedded Navigation System
INTRODUCTION
The 46th Test Group CIGTF, officially known as the 746th Test Squadron, established in May
1959, is the world’s premier facility for system/component testing of missile guidance and
control systems, aircraft INS, GPS and EGI navigation systems. The inertial laboratory consists
of a variety of test beds; centrifuges, two and three axis test tables, rotary and linear vibrators,
environment chambers, and seismically stable platforms. The GPS Navigation Test and
Evaluation Laboratory (NavTEL) consists of a variety of GPS simulators supporting the test and
integration of GPS receivers, antennas, INS’s and EGI systems. In conjunction with laboratory
testing, field testing (van, flight and sled track) provides an operational test environment with
accurate references to perform comprehensive quantitative analysis.
In the early 1970’s, the Completely Integrated Reference Instrumentation System (CIRIS) was
the van and flight test reference system (10-meter accuracy), designed to evaluate unaided
inertial navigation systems. In the early 1990’s the CIGTF High Accuracy Post-processing

Reference System (CHAPS) was the replacement reference with significantly improved accuracy
(sub-meter) and performance in a GPS electronic countermeasures (ECM) jamming
environment. With the evolution of design enhancements, and future test requirements, the GPS
Aided Inertial Navigation Reference (GAINR) system developed by the Air Force Flight Test
Center (Edwards AFB) offered other advanced capabilities, specifically EGI utilization. Both
reference systems, offering unique capabilities to accommodate specific test requirements, were
upgraded for future requirements, and combined creating the present CIGTF Reference System
(CRS).
The objective of the paper is to present the enhanced reference system combination of
CHAPS/GAINR capabilities, characterization process and development methodology; using PC104 technology to accomplish the data acquisition and control tasks.
CHAPS DESCRIPTION
CHAPS, operational 1996, is a rack-mounted loosely integrated reference system, consisting of
navigation sensor components, data acquisition system and post-mission data processing
software. The VME-based data acquisition computer controlled and collected measurements
from; SNU-84 INS, Rockwell-Collins Miniature Airborne GPS Receiver (MAGR), Ashtech Z12 carrier phase GPS receiver, two Cubic CR-100 range/range rate interrogators/transponder
system (RRS) and altitude an encoder. The post-mission processing mechanization utilized INS,
differential GPS and RRS measurements in an extended Kalman filter/smoother algorithm. The
loosely integrated configuration enhances the navigation sensor interchangeability, specifically
INS performance, which quantifies velocity accuracy. Nominal performance accuracies of the
reference trajectory characterized for specific environments are:
1. (sub-meter) low-to-medium dynamics
2. (meter) high dynamics (hardware/space limited)
3. (meter) GPS jamming
GAINR DESCRIPTION
GAINR is a rack-mounted and standalone loosely/tightly integrated reference system consisting
of an EGI, additional navigation sensors, data acquisition system and post-mission data
processing software. A DOS-based computer collects measurements from the reference/EGI
navigation system. The tightly integrated raw EGI measurements are post processed with the
Multi-sensor Optimal Smoothing Estimation Software (MOSES) providing a reference trajectory
and sensor error estimates. Additional measurements are collected from the RRS and Ashtech Z12 carrier phase GPS receiver. The additional reference trajectories are generated utilizing the
loosely integrated EGI inertial, differential GPS and RRS measurements in an extended Kalman
filter/smoother algorithm. These additional trajectories and MOSES trajectories are combined
using a Federated Filter algorithm, improving specific test scenario accuracy. Nominal
performance accuracies of the reference trajectory characterized for specific environments are:
1. (sub-meter) low-to-medium dynamic
2. (meter) high dynamics
3. (meter) GPS Jamming

CRS DESCRIPTION
CRS is a rack mounted (Figure 1) and standalone, loosely/tightly integrated system, consisting of
navigation sensors/subsystems, data acquisition system (DAS) and post-mission processing
mechanization (Figure 2). The DAS, DOS-based PC-104 technology, computer performs the
primary functions of data collection and real time control for the following subsystems: [1] EGI
navigation system, [2] GPS receiver/receivers, [3] INS and [4] RRS. Other subsystems
supported in the CRS architecture are the GPS environment measurement system (GEMS), data
link, altitude encoder and Satellite Reference Station (SRS) receiver, supporting differential GPS
(DGPS) algorithms. The post-mission processing mechanization utilizes combinations of the
subsystem measurements in an extended Kalman filter/smoother algorithm to produce an optimal
reference trajectory. Nominal performance accuracies of the reference trajectory characterized
for specific environments are:
1. (sub-meter) low-to-high dynamic
2. (meter) GPS jamming
Characterization results will quantify accuracy estimates, depending on the configured
subsystems.

Figure 1: CRS
[1] GPS/INS Subsystem (EGI): The sensor assembly is a Honeywell H-764GU Embedded
GPS/INS (EGI) Navigation system modified to produce high rate (256 Hz) gyro (∆θ) and

accelerometer (∆υ) measurements. A Rockwell Collins GEM IV all-in-view receiver provides
GPS satellite pseudo-range, delta-range and carrier-phase data. The inertial sensor assembly
incorporates the Honeywell Digital Laser Gyros. In addition to the raw measurement data,
inertial, GPS and blended GPS/INS solutions are available on the 1553 bus interface.
[2] GPS Receiver Subsystem (DGPS): The GPS receiver is normally a commercial 12-channel
dual frequency carrier phase Ashtech Z-12. The L1-L2 P-code is tracked using a P-W codeless
technology. The SRS Z-12 receiver provides differential code and carrier phase corrections.
Post-processing software, Precision DGPS Navigation / Survey Software (PNAV), combines the
two measurements to form a fixed-ambiguity carrier phase or code (pseudo-range) differential
GPS (DGPS) position vector at a 1 and 10-Hz rate.
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Figure 2: CRS Architecture
[3] Inertial Navigation Subsystem (INS): The inertial navigation system is a Honeywell H423
strapdown ring laser gyro system, which complies with the USAF standard medium accuracy
(0.8 nm/hr) navigation unit specification, SNU-84-1. A modification needed for reference
velocity requirements utilizes the enhanced SNU-84 (ESNU), providing increased position
accuracy (0.1 nm/hr). Altitude aiding of the INS is performed using a combination of GPS and
baro-altimeter altitude.
[4] Range and Range-Rate Subsystem (RRS): The CR-100 RRS consists of multiple groundbased transponders and one or more interrogators. The transponders are portable and are
arranged to provide good geometry throughout the aircraft flight profile. Up to 255 different
transponder identifications are available, although a typical flight test uses only 20-50 different
transponders.

The interrogator transmits and receives on one of three channels in the 2325 to 2412 MHz range.
Since this frequency band is much higher than the GPS L1 and L2 frequencies, the interrogator
can continue to collect measurements in the presence of GPS jamming.
The range measurement is normally accurate to within 1-2 meters including atmospheric delays,
survey errors and calibration errors. The "range-rate" measurements are actually delta-ranges
where the change in carrier phase is tracked over a short integration interval. The resulting lineof-sight (LOS) range rate is accurate to within 0.03 m/sec.
GPS Environment Measurement Subsystem (GEMS): The GEMS measures real-time GPS
jamming signal levels, specifically the GPS Jam-to-Signal (J/S) ratio.
Data Acquisition System (DAS): The DAS, using PC-104 technology (Figure 3), functions as
the control/monitor/collect component of CRS architecture to tie all the subsystems together as a
hybrid reference system. Software performs all initialization functions and records navigation
sensor data to the 1 Gbyte Flashdisk. All timing is referenced to GPS UTC time using
Havequick data from the EGI.

Figure 3. DAS Hardware
The DAS is configured using the following modular PC-104 cards:
1. Real Time Devices (RTD) 100W power supply
2. RTD Am486DX100 based Computer Processing Unit (CPU)
3. RTD VGA video card
4. RTD ATA Flashdisk card
5. RTD asynchronous serial cards
6. SBS MIL-STD 1553B card
7. JX12 PC-104SG synchronizable clock card.
The DAS software is written in C language running under the DOS 6.22 operating system,
supporting data requirements demanding a real-time system with deterministic and preemptive
scheduling guarantees. The C general-purpose language, well suited for embedded applications,

is widely used, concise and features high-level control flow as well as low-level access to the
computer hardware.
POST-MISSION PROCESSING
The post-mission mechanization (Figure 4), loosely/tightly integrated configuration, utilizes
processed combinations of the subsystem measurements in an extended Kalman filter/smoother
algorithm, generating the optimal reference trajectory. The Kalman filter is a nonlinear aided
INS navigation filter; of which the INS output serves as the indicated (nominal) trajectory and
GPS/RRS measurement vectors are processed to estimate position, velocity, attitude and other
errors. The smoother, classification fixed-interval, generates smoother estimates, from apriori
filter error estimates, covariance and model dynamics. The smoother estimated errors are then
subtracted from the indicated trajectory to produce the reference trajectory, position, velocity and
attitude. The error models for the INS, GPS and RRS subsystems are additional states,
depending upon the mission subsystem configuration.
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Figure 4: Processing Mechanization

CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS
The Holloman High-Speed Test Track (Figure 5) was the primary test bed for the
characterization of performance accuracy. The test track, spanning a linear distance of 15,480
meters, is uniquely applicable for testing strategic guidance systems and components. Providing

controllable profile dynamics and an accurate reference system (Position: <0.001 m, Velocity:
<0.0005 m/sec, Azimuth: <0.5 arcsec) permitted comprehensive quantitative analysis. Track
tests consisted of low velocity (8-to-16 m/sec) recovery support vehicle tow tests and variable
medium velocity (≈160 m/sec, 3g acceleration) rocket sled tests. Van and flight tests provided
the characterization of operational performance for low (Figure 6), medium (Figure 7), and high
(Figure 8) dynamics, depending on the scenario/environment and subsystem utilization or
availability.
CHAPS performance was characterized with an extensive test series (sled track, van and flight)
under optimum and degraded conditions (loss of transponder and/or differential corrections).
GAINR performance was characterized with a test series in conjunction with CHAPS consisting
of sled track (low velocity), van and flight. CRS performance accuracy, quantified from CHAPS
and GAINR configurations, and additional characterization tests, according to the subsystem
configuration selected (Figure 2), is detailed in the position and velocity accuracy estimates
(Table 1).
Table 1: CRS Subsystem Configuration Accuracy
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Figure 5: Holloman High-Speed Sled Track

Figure 6: Vans (LNV) Low Dynamic

Figure 7: Aircraft (C-12J) Medium Dynamic

Figure 8: Aircraft (T-38) High Dynamic

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
CRS is presently the primary reference system for van and flight tests at the 746th Test
Squadron, with special requirements in the GPS jamming environment. Performance has been
exceptional within the development design constraints. However, sub-meter position accuracy
during high dynamic and GPS jamming environments is a future requirement.
The EGI subsystem GPS module has been updated to all-in-view and carrier phase measurement
capability, which allows sub-meter position accuracy in a high dynamic environment. Presently
the capability is being characterized for future test programs.
A future goal is replacement of the RSS (transponders/interrogators) subsystem, with a more
accurate sub-meter system to increase the reference system performance in a GPS-jammed
environment.

CONCLUSIONS

The characterization and evaluation of state-of-the-art navigation systems require accurate
reference systems. CRS, supporting a selectable subsystem configuration, was designed to test
highly accurate navigation systems and possesses many unique capabilities, especially the ability
to maintain sub-meter accuracy in high dynamic environment. However, the evolution of inertial
components, aiding (GPS) and processing capabilities requires similar reference system
advancements. Incorporating future improvements with present capabilities produces reference
systems of the future.
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ABSTRACT
Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a Central Test and Evaluation Investment
Program (CTEIP) initiative, is developing advanced telemetry system components that can be
used in an integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small missile test and training
applications. JAMI demonstrated significant improvement in the performance of low-cost
Global Positioning System (GPS) based Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI) tracking
hardware that can be used for world-wide test and training. Acquisition times of less than 3
seconds from a cold start and tracking dynamics to over 60 Gs were demonstrated. The design
of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm device has been completed. High dynamic
testing results of GPS and Inertial measurement Unit (IMU) devices and problems encountered
are discussed. Initial flight-testing of the JAMI components used on the missile and target and
the ground processing of the data have been completed. This paper discusses the progress of the
program during the past year and the efforts planned for fiscal year 2004.
KEY WORDS
GPS, TSPI, telemetry, flight termination
INTRODUCTION
The JAMI project was initiated in 1997 to address enhancements in missile instrumentation
primarily through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. The
concept of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device was included as
well as the development of sophisticated post mission processing to obtain End Game Scoring
(EGS) quality measurements.

JAMI has progressed from a concept, through demonstrated and working hardware, to an
operational system and has been integrated onto national ranges in support of missiles and
targets.
BACKGROUND
The JAMI system was developed under a spiral development concept in an effort to reduce risk,
take advantage of the latest technology available, and in response to the planned project funding
allocation. Since the JAMI project included elements of flight safety, TSPI, multiple-band
telemetry antennas, and EGS, the government was designated as the system integrator to reduce
risk. This approach has its risk however in that the JAMI team is responsible for many of the
milestones in supporting weapon programs.
The JAMI program leveraged off technology developed under other CTEIP programs such as the
Hardened Subminiature Telemetry and Sensor Systems (HSTSS) project for the high dynamic
GPS concept and the IMU sensors needed for the JAMI TSPI Unit (JTU). In addition, the JAMI
program investigated the capability of existing flight termination receivers and identified
shortfalls in their applications to many weapons.
2003 PROGRESS
The JAMI progress during the past year has been primarily in the area of defining a complete
system and integrating all or parts of that system into weapons and ranges. Actual flight
hardware was developed to supplement the test bed hardware that had been developed to validate
the component specifications. A JAMI System Description and Interface Guide was published
that defined all of the range user interfaces between various JAMI components. Range surveys
were conducted at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), Tyndall AFB, and Point Mugu to
define range equipment capabilities and interfaces. Extensive testing was done at both the
component and integrated system levels.
The JAMI project has some challenging technical goals covering several technologies. The most
challenging are shown in Table 1 and include the dynamics and acquisition time of the GPS, the
environmental vibration environment, and the production cost goals. The JAMI TSPI
requirements were divided into real-time (RT) and post mission processing.
JAMI Design Goals
GPS Acquisition Time
Attitude Accuracy
Velocity
Acceleration
Position Accuracy
Velocity Accuracy
Altitude
Participants (missile/target)

Threshold
3 sec max
5 degree (RT)
1500 m/s
40 G
8 meters (RT)
1 m/s (RT)
30,000 meters
Four on four
Table 1 JAMI Design Goals

Objective
2 degree
2000 m/s
50 G
0.5 meters
0.1 m/s
60,000 meters

GPS Tracking Technology- Work continued on the high dynamic GPS tracking technology
developed by ParthusCeva. The GPS sensor demonstrated a capability of tracking much higher
that the 40 G JAMI objective. The original GPS sensor dubbed the Position Location Sensor
(PLS) was refined. Testing revealed that half of the receiver channels were reporting out a
psudorange time that was offset form the other channels. This inter-channel bias resulted in
several problems. 1- The channels exhibited tracking noise of over 9 meters RMS, 2- Usable
carrier phase recovery was not possible using post mission software tools, and 3- very large
position biases were observed during simulator testing on the order of 50 meters. These
problems were corrected and a new GPS sensor was developed and designated the GPS Sensor
Unit (GSU). Testing of the new units indicate that carrier phase recovery is now possible but
further tests are needed. A contract was awarded ParthusCeva to develop a custom Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) to replace the four existing GPS ASICs. This device which is
due for delivery in August 2003 will improve performance by reducing the initial acquisition
time to less than 3 seconds, reduce the code tracking noise by implementing adaptive tracking
loops and reduce power by at least 50% compared to the PLS. As with the PLS, the high
dynamic GSU requires a ground processor unit to complete the GPS receiver function and form
the GPS output message. This unit has been called either the ParthusCeva ground segment or the
ground processor and is the second half of the GPS receiver hybrid concept. A separate ground
unit is required for each participant and is part of the JAMI ground processing system.
JAMI TSPI Unit- The JAMI program identified the need for a low dynamic TSPI unit for
target applications and a high dynamic TSPI unit for missile applications. The development of
the low dynamic unit was considered low technical risk but since the investigation into IMU
sensors and processing was still underway, a Creative Research And Development Agreement
(CRADA) partnership was solicited between the government and industry to co-develop the unit.
After an open advertisement and evaluation of proposed cooperation, Herley Industries was
selected as the industry partner
responsible for the mechanical
design and power design of the
unit. The pre-qualification unit is
shown in Figure 1. Initial testing
indicated the need for some
vibration damping material which
has been added. Prequalification
testing has been completed and
qualification testing is planned for
summer 2003.
Another goal of the CRADA was
the validation of the on-board IMU
processing
algorithms
which
Figure 1 Low Dynamic TSPI Unit
process the raw IMU sensor inputs
and create accumulated delta velocity and quaternion solutions that are combined with the GPS
data and sent to the ground processor in a JAMI developed message structure. The IMU
accumulations were designed for robustness of the system in high noise environments where

telemetry dropouts are common. This IMU processing technique appears to be quite robust
based on the analysis of the test bed flight data.
Based on the results of design and testing on the high dynamic GSU and the low dynamic JTU, a
contract was awarded in May 2003 for a high dynamic TSPI unit for high dynamic applications.
The contract is expected to provide flight hardware for missile integration and testing by the
summer 2004. Additional improvements to the ability of the high dynamic GSU are planned to
increase the carrier phase tracking capability of the unit up to 40 G by creating an aiding file
based on the real-time position data and using this file during post mission phase recovery.
JAMI Test Bed- The JTU test bed pods were developed as a way to validate the IMU signal
processing and the complete TSPI unit functionality. They provide real flight data to the JAMI
Data Processor in the JTU TUMS format. The Advanced Range Data System (ARDS) pods
were selected as the independent tracking “Truth”
source since they were readily available and were
useful for accuracies similar to the JAMI TSPI realtime requirements. Four configurations of test beds
were flown, each with carefully selected variations
from the previous version. In August 2002, test bed
#2 was flown and demonstrated that position and
attitude accuracies equivalent to the ARDS system
were possible using low cost, miniature
components. The test beds also demonstrated the
utility of the IMU accumulation algorithms by
processing the data during periods of high telemetry
noise or drop-out conditions. An example of the
JAMI IMU reported roll angle during a GPS
Figure 2 IMU roll verses ARDS
dropout verses ADRS data is shown in figure 2.
JAMI Data Processor- One of the goals of the JAMI project was to develop low cost
components for weapon applications. The goal of the TSPI unit was to be less than the cost of a
C-band radar transponder. For the ground station, the original JAMI goal was to field a system
that could be installed on a range with a hardware cost of under $12K total for a system that
could track four targets and four missiles. For this goal to be met, the unique ground station
hardware had to be minimized. Although the final configuration is still under development, it
looks like the original cost goal is attainable in that only the ParthusCeva ground processor is
required to perform the GPS sensor function on the ground. The ParthusCeva ground processor
is a single card that processes the GPS sensor message into a standard GPS message structure.
The rest of the JDP hardware consist of a standard rack mount computer with removable hard
drive, CD ROM, and standard computer accessories. All of the real-time and post mission
software are government owned and controlled and will be made available to the ranges at no
cost.
The JDP software supports both real-time TSPI processing and post mission analysis although it
is assumed that most post mission analysis will be done on a separate standard Windows PC. A
Graphical Users Interface was design for the range operator that displays a large variety of

information used for setup, operation, and
troubleshooting functions. An operator
can easily monitor for TSPI quality,
vehicle heading and attitude, the number
of satellites tracked, etc through the
graphics display. A typical display is
shown in Figure 3 with only one
participant selected as seen in the left box.
The first JDP was installed at NAVAIR
Point Mugu to support missile flight
testing in December 2002 and used for the
first time in March. The second JDP was
installed at Tyndall AFB in June 2003.
The first end-to-end test of the JAMI
Figure 3 JDP User Screen
system came in March 2003 when both a
low dynamic test bed and high dynamic test bed configuration were flown on an F-18. Although
several test bed hardware failures were noted that prevented complete data analysis of the TSPI
data, the complete system did provide tracking data to the range display boards at China Lake
and indicated that the specified range interfaces worked as planned.
Flight Termination Component Development- The JAMI project partnered with industry to
increase the capability of existing flight termination hardware during the past year. The JAMI
status report in 2002 reported that an effort was underway at the White Sands Missile Range
(WSMR) to extend the testing on existing flight termination receiver hardware. This effort is
now complete and both the Herley Industries HFTR-060 and the L-3 Conic FTR-925 have
completed qualification testing to the JAMI environmental levels. These level are substantially
higher than the original qualification levels and demonstrate the rugged packaging technology
available in the smallest flight termination receiver technology commercially available. A
qualification test report is available from the range safety office at WSMR.
The JAMI project also proposed a Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device with the
capability of setting the arming conditions at the
factory using programmable logic.
The
qualification testing of this device has been
delayed but should be completed by the end of
2003. The unit is less than 10 cubic inches in
volume and is shown in Figure 3. Due to the
small number of parts required to implement the
design, the free flight reliability prediction is
greater than .9999 for a 30 minute flight which
easily meets the RCC-319 requirements for flight
safety equipment. The FTSA design incorporates
Low Energy Explosive Foil Initiator technology
to reduce the high voltage requirement on the
Figure 4 JAMI FTSA
firing circuit.

The JAMI project was expanded during the past year to enhance the flight safety operational
capability at Tyndall AFB. An automated over-the-horizon UHF uplink will be added to the E-9
range support aircraft. This upgrade will provide the capability to automatically link 400 MHz
flight safety signals through the E-9 and on to a missile and is needed on many of the new
missiles that are planned for testing at Tyndall AFB. A flight safety upgrade is also planned for
the Navy as part of an effort to shift the P-3 range support aircraft capability into the C-130
aircraft platforms.
CONCLUSIONS
All of the major components and modules of the JAMI concept have been demonstrated during
the past year. An end-to-end system consisting of the low and high dynamic JTU devices, JAMI
Data Processor, range interfaces, GPS reference receiver, range telemetry, Local Area Network
infrastructure, and range display boards were demonstrated during missile launches and captive
carry flights. Contracts for all of the final JAMI deliverables are now in place with production
costs well in line with the JAMI life cycle goals. Further refinement of the ground processing
software and validation that specified requirements can be met are the goals for the next year.
JAMI has supported flight safety range upgrades both in the air and on the ground. Plans and
initial work in support of integrating JAMI components into weapons and targets is underway.
The productions cost goals for both flight hardware and range integration are attainable.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes key points in the field of Galileo application abroad spacecraft and normal
vehicles. On the basis of ephemeris of Galileo constellation, the mathematic model and procession
are given in high dynamic signal environment, the digital simulation is also completed, the results
are statistics and analyzed and presented. On the topic of navigation satellite constellation orbit and
visibility, the paper presents the Galileo frame system, time system, navigation satellite orbit
elements, constellation structure, and GDOP calculation. The users include low dynamic as well as
high dynamic spacecraft. The analysis for relevant GPS is also showed. About the navigation signal
structure, main points are Galileo system working frequency, including E5, E6 and L1 frequency
spans, the modulation and navigation data, ets. At the same time, this paper compares Galileo with
GPS. On the aspect of signal communication link, Dopplar frequency shift and power level
calculation are present as well as compare with GPS system.
KEYWORDS
High-Dynamic, GDOP, Budget Link, Galileo, GPS

INTRODUCTION
With the normal start of Galileo navigation system, there will be two radio global positioning
navigation system in the world-GPS and Galileo systems. How to apply these systems, especially
under the high dynamic environment, is a key and difficult project to complete. This paper analyzes
and compares in detail these global satellite navigation systems and their applications for high
dynamic users such as a launching spacecraft. Together with defined space mission, simulation and
analysis are finished. The background of the project is the pre-research of China satellite navigation
system.
According to the design of Galileo constellation, two scenarios were selected for investigated: the
user is under high dynamic environment such as spacecraft, including launching period and another
one is in-orbital period.
The compatibility and Interoperability of Galileo and GPS are also well analysized. Afterwards
detailed considerations of the constellation and signal in space are presented. Results from the
different users analyses are discussed and showed. The result shows that Galileo in the design phase

has its more advantages than GPS.
The figures and results are very important to design the Galileo receiver and simulator, especially for
the bigger Dopplar frequency shift, which means the user is under high-dynamic environment, the
circuit and tracking acquireed and positioning algorithms must be considered.
GALILEO CONSTELLATION ANALYSIS
Galileo constellation is different from GPS system. Galileo constellation will comprise 30 MEO
navigation satellites, which has been optimized considering the various requirements. The design of
the Galileo constellation can reach 99.7% availability level. The orbital parameters are showed in
table 1.
Table 1 Galileo and GPS Orbital Parameters
Galileo
GPS
Orbital plane
3
6
Number of one plane
10
4
Semi-major Axis (km)
29602
26400
Eccentricity
0
0
Inclination (deg)
56
63
In the ECI classical Frame (J 2000), it is easy to find the differences between two systems orbits. It is
necessary to compare the Coordinate Reference Frame and Time Reference Frame.
Table 2 Coordinate Reference Frame
Galileo
GPS
Name
GTRF
WGS-84
Standard
ITRS
ITRS
Established by
IERS
IERS
It is clear that the difference (Table 2) betweenWGS84 and GTRF are to be only few cm [2]. This
accuracy is sufficient for our spacecraft mission research and simulation.
The Time Reference Frame is another important factor we have to consider about, especially for the
spacecraft navigation and positioning mission, The two Time systems comparison is showed as table
3.The difference between the GST and TAI, GST and UTC shall be broadcasted to the users via the
ephemeris and almanac.
Table 3 Coordinate Time Frame
Galileo
GPS
Name
GST
UTC(GPS)
Standard
TAI
UTC
The situation of Galileo positioning application onboard spacecraft is quite different from that under
the low dynamic environment, for example, the car and ship. The high relative velocity between the
user spacecraft and Galileo satellites leads to the visibility and DOP values changes quickly. From

the following figures with respect to specific satellite launching period and in-orbit period simulation,
the conclusion can be got. The results are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: the number of visible satellite for the high-dynamic spacecraft launching and in-orbital
periods under30-MEO Galileo constellations (one and four antenna)
From Figure 1 it is evident that the visible Galileo satellite from the spacecraft body frame is
changing, which is the main reason why the fast-satellite-selection algorithm for high-dynamic
should be considered in the flight mission. Comparing with the GPS, at the same situation, the results
are better.
DOP (Dilution Of Precision) is also completed for the Galileo and GPS, considering the stand-alone
and compatibility. Figure 3 presents the DOP values when the receiver onboard spacecraft has one
antenna, Galileo shows the better positioning precision (DOP) than GPS. From this point we can
improve the positioning precision for users. The compatibility of four antennas shows a very nice
improvement on the accuracy.

Figure 2: GDOP values for the high-dynamic spacecraft launching and in-orbital periods
under30-MEO Galileo constellations (one and four antenna)

GALILEO SIGNAL IN SPACE LINK BUDGETS
Galileo will provide 10 navigation signals in the frequency ranges E5a-E5b,E6, and E2-L1-E1, Table
4 shows the carrier frequency , type of modulation, the chip rate and the data rate of each signal.
Freq. band
Range (MHz)
Channel
Modulation Type

Chip rates (Mcps)
Symbol rates (sps)
Spreading codes
Service mapping

Table 4 Galileo Signal Structure
E5a
E5b
E6
1164
1215
1215-1300
I
Q
I
Q
A B C
TBD
TBD
A—BOC
(BPSK)
(BPSK)
B—BPSK
C—BPSK
10
10
50 N/A
CDMA
OS DF
OS IA
SoL
CS MC

E2-L1-E1
1559-1592
A B C
A—BOC
B—BOC
C—BOC

10 10
250 N/A

5.115
TBD

1.023
TBD

OS IA
SoL
CS MC

PRS
CS VA
CS MC

OS SF
OS DF
OS IA
SoL
CS VA
CS MC
PRS

2.046

When the spacecraft is launching, with along the velocity is getting bigger and bigger, the relative
Dopplar frequency shift is changing, which is the main reason for the Galileo receiver acquiring and
tracking circuit. If the receiving signal power is too low or Dopplar frequency shift changes too
sharply, the circuit will be lose the signal, how to lock the signal is one first task on the space flight
mission. So the link budgets between navigation satellite and spacecraft is calculated

Figure 3: EIRP and Power values
Figure 3 implies that power received by spacecraft receiver ranges from –153 dBw to –160 dBw,

which is similar to GPS power level comparing with the actual flight test data.

Figure 4: High-dynamic signal Dopplar frequency shift

value

High-dynamic link budgets show that Dopplar frequency is a necessary factor we must consider to a
spacecraft Galileo receiver loop design.
CONCLLUSION
The satellite constellation and signal link budget with respect to high dynamic spacecraft user are
described in detail. The data shows that Galileo has its system advantages on satellite orbits and links
design.
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ABSTRACT
The intelligent vehicle navigation system is a multifunctional and complex integrated system that
uses autonomous vehicle navigation, geography information, database system, computer technology,
multimedia technology and wireless communication. In this paper, an autonomous navigation system
based on embedded hardware and embedded operation system that is Linux is proposed. The system
has advantages of low cost, small mass, multifunction and high stability, especially connecting with
Internet.
KEY WORDS
Vehicle Navigation, Embedded System, Global Positioning System (GPS), General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS)
INTRODUCTION
Embedded Systems are special computer systems that fit for strict applications on function, reliability,
cost, volume, and power consumption. Embedded systems are found in a variety of common
electronic devices including: (a) consumer electronics such as mobile phones, calculators and
personal digital assistants; (b) home appliances such as microwave ovens, answering machines, and
washing machines; (c) office automation such as fax machines, copiers, and printers;(d) business
equipment such as cash registers, alarm systems and smart card readers; (e) automobiles such as
transmission control, and vehicle navigation system.
We developed a new autonomous vehicle navigation system based on Linux, which uses GPS
technology and the newest embedded technology. In this system, it utilizes GPS for positioning,
which can offer all weather availability, highly precise positioning, strong anti-jamming and high
secrecy. We also make use of Linux’s opening and sustaining Internet, so that it can be easily

connected with Internet and use resource supplied by Internet. So the system that we developed is so
low cost, small volume and high reliability that adapts for the demands of the vehicle circumstance.

OBJECT OF THE EMBEDDED INTELLIGENT VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
GPS is based on satellite navigation system. The system can offer whole globe, whole capability
(land, ocean, aviation and astronautics), all weather availability for positioning, timing and
measuring velocity. The intelligent vehicle navigation system integrates GPS, GIS, computer,
multimedia and wireless communication technology, which can provide the driver all kinds of
importance information and various effective services.
Vehicle navigation system has functions of positioning, map matching, information query, routes
planning. In this system, we can use this vehicle navigation system as a computer terminal online by
GPRS module. Thus we can solve the problem of software and map upgrade, and receive and send
emails by GSM Net. Moreover, we can also use GPRS module as a remote monitor and annunciator.
At the same time, it also can receive the traffic information that serves navigation better. The
relationship of all function modules shows in figure 1.
Positioning
Module

GSM Network

GPRS Module
Map Matching Module
User Interface

Digital Map Database

Route Planning Module

Route Guidance Module

Map Information Module

Figure 1 Intelligence Navigation System Function Frame

REALIZATION OF EMBEDDED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Embedded systems have several common characteristics:
1) Single-function: An embedded system usually executes only one program repeatedly.
2) Tight constraint: All computing systems have constraints on design metrics, but those on
embedded systems can be especially tight .A design metric is a measure of an implementation’s

features, such as cost, size, performance and power. Embedded system often must cost just a few
dollars, must be sized to fit on a single chip, must perform fast enough to process data in real-time,
and must consume minimum power to extend battery life.
3) Real-time: Many embedded systems must continually react to change in the system’s environment,
and must compute certain results in real time without delay.
4) a long lifecycle: Embedded systems are organically connected with special applications. The
newer edition is offered with the newer product, so the embedded products must have a long
lifecycle when they come into market.
5) Program solidification: For improving the executing velocity and system reliability, software of
embedded systems usually is solidified in ROM or SCM, not in hard disks.
6) transparence: When embedded systems have been designed , they can not be modified by users
without special tools and condition.
HARDWARE DESIGN OF EMBEDDED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
Based on intelligence navigation system functions and embedded system design demands ,the
hardware is composed of Intel PXA250 and other peripherals, which includes memory system, LCD
display, positioning module, touch panel, audio output, infrared remote control,wireless
communcition port and so on.

GPRS Module

Position
System

Embedded
Computer

LCD Display

Audio Device

Memory System

infrared remote control

Figure 2 Intelligence Navigation System Structure

The CPU in embedded computer of the intelligence navigation system has characteristics such as
smaller volume, lower cost and higher reliability than common CPUs. Intel PXA250 is a 32-bit RISC
CPU offering a high efficiency power manager system, whose main frequency is up to 200MHz.
Positioning system makes uses of GPS/DR positioning modules to acquire position information, so
that improves positioning precision. When GPS is not available, we can use the absolute position as
the start point that was offered last time to compute the position of vehicle by a velocity sensor and

an angle velocity sensor. When GPS is available again, GPS receiver can seizure the satellites at
current position.
The memory system uses ROM or FLASH to save the application program and operation system,
compact FLASH to save map information. It does not use big volume and heavy weight hard disk.
Today the CF technology is more and more mature, and the volume is bigger and bigger. At the same
time, the CF price is cheaper and cheaper .On the other side, we only need change CF to modify map
information so that navigation systems can be used in different cities easily.
The user interface includes a LCD display, audio equipment and an infrared remote control.Users can
handle the navigation system by the infrared remote control,and the result is showed for users on the
LCD display. Also users can acquire sound information of navigation with the audio equipment.
Because the volume of memory system is limited, and drivers may encounter emergent incident such
as theft and accident. Wireless communication is proposed in the intelligence navigation system.
Therefore, GPRS is employed to connect GSM network and Internet. The main benefits of GPRS are
that it reserves radio resources only when there is data to send and it reduces reliance on traditional
circuit-switched network. The vehicle navigation system can download the newest map data of
current city on website, transmit real-time information to center station and communicate with police
office and hospital by GPRS. We choose MC35 produced by Simens as communication moudle.
MC35 can be used as a GSM and GPRS module. With MC35, we can realize these functions.
The intelligence navigation system, which has the structure above, can not only meet the system
functions, but also reduce its volume and weight. Thus it can meet the demands better.
SOFTWARE DESIGN OF THE EMBEDDED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
When we design the software of the intelligence navigation system, it is importance for us to choose
what kind of embedded operation system to use. Generally, the common relevant metrics we must
consider include time to market, transplant, resource available, customization, cost and support
Chinese.
Now in global embedded software products, the sub-company of 3Com---PalmOS occupies 50
percent (3Com do not provide licenses except 3Com), and Windows CE occupies 29 percent.
Navigation systems ask for a lot of functions so that embedded operation systems must have high
performances. That makes cost so high that not all can accept. Windows CE has a lot of resources
and can meet our demands. It is a tidy Windows 95. So the most attracting is that we are familiar
with Windows. Thus we can grasp Windows CE so fast that products can be put into market earlier.
But it is not free that we must pay for it when we use it. Moreover, Windows CE is not a good
embedded system in technology. Because embedded systems pay more attention to personality, but
Windows CE is not an open operation system that the third one has difficulties to customize products.

Embedded systems pursue high efficiency, low power, but Windows CE is not. It occupies much
more memory and its application program is big.
As second generation, Linux is another attractive choice for embedded operation systems. Just as
Unix, Linux is based on the kernel, which is an operation system of whole protect memory,
multi-task and multi-routine. The kernel supports a lot of computer hardware including X86, Alpha,
Sparc, MIPS, PPC, ARM, NEC, and MOTOROLA. All in all, the source code is open, and everyone
can modify and releases it by GNU. Then developer can customize the operation system without
worrying about the danger of “back door” like MS Windows. At the same time, products developed
are compatible with GPL. When one has problems, he can ask thousands of Linux developer for help
on Internet. That makes the most difficult problem be settled more easily. Linux is developed on
Internet, so it offers a strong network function. Furthermore, it has many window managers (X
windows), strong language compilers including gcc, g++. These compilers not only are mature and
perfect, but also can be expediently used. Linux not only has a lot of resources applied like Windows
CE, but also has advantages in customization because of the source code opening. From the angle of
cost, Linux is free. That is more attractive for developing countries.
All in all, the main causes that Linux is applied in the embedded intelligent vehicle navigation
system are:
First, Linux has a good availability. It has been customized in much equipment. That attracts research
projects that are limited to cost and time. Prototypes can be developed on the standard platform, and
be customized to hardware. That can accelerate the development of software and hardware.
Second, Linux can be configured free without limits of license.
Third, Linux is free. That can save a lot of developing cost.
Fourth, Linux supports TCP/IP network. With GPRS, an IP data transmission protocol being
introduced to GSM. So we can use GPRS module as the transmission tool.
The navigation software is based on map information system, which is scheduled by the main
application to deal with the positioning module, map matching module, the route planning and route
guidance module, the GPRS module and the infrared remote control. The most important
characteristic is intelligent navigation. We use rapid best route search algorithm, dynamic navigation
route updating algorithm and map database technology, and make use of multimedia as output so that
the interface is direct and lovely. Operation of the system is easy and concise. Functions are
abundance.
FOREGROUND AND VIEW

Intelligence vehicle navigation system will be an important part of vehicle in the future, which can
receive real-time traffic information by the wireless communication port. It can offer more exact and
circumspect service for divers. Moreover, its functions include surfing and messages manage. It also
can receive voice demands of drivers that can ease operation.
With the development of China economy and improvement of people’s life, the whole society
demands to high efficient and convenient traffic service are bigger and bigger. Therefore, the market
of intelligent navigation is wide.
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ABSTRACT
An integrated design, Test and Evaluation (T&E) system for GPS receiver is proposed in the paper, which
can perform T&E early in R&D cycle, and combine new designs into a conceptual GPS receiver directly. The
flowchart of its development mode is given. The architectures of the system, especially of the
signal-computing software are described with frame diagrams. The mathematical models of three reference
points are derived, with the impact of oscillator errors modeled. Future plans and further developments are
also discussed.
KEY WORDS
Test and Evaluation, GPS Receiver, SOPC, System Modeling and Simulation, GNSS

INTRODUCTION
With the evolution of satellite navigation, wireless communication, embedded system and microelectronic
technologies, more and more new techniques, methods and products emerge in GPS receiver design.
Commercial industries have made large investment in these new designs to achieve higher positioning
accuracy with improved robustness, reliability, and availability. It is necessary to provide a powerful,
unbiased and flexible Test and Evaluation (T&E) platform to help parameters measurement, software &
hardware debug and performance analysis, and to compare different designs at various product development
phases. Traditional T&E tools are either held individually by the designers and manufactures to give T&E
results of their own designs, or put to work after the prototype of a new receiver is completed[1,2].
The paper proposes an integrated design, T&E system, which can not only offer T&E capability at different
R&D phases, but also combine new designs into a conceptual GPS receiver and transform them into a

working prototype directly. After explaining thought trains for the development of this integrated system, the
paper describes its architecture, with focus of the testbed on the composition and data flow of the
signal-computing software. Then the mathematical models of three reference points of the system are derived.
It is presented that the Radio Frequency (RF) signals can be completely controlled by the sequence of several
signal parameters, among which two parameters should be added to simulate a high-dynamic environment.
The method to model the impact of oscillator errors on the digital Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals is also
discussed. It is pointed out at last that this integrated system can be expanded to tools for new GNSS
receivers.

DEVELOPMENT MODE
Most modern GPS receivers adopt Digital Signal Processing (DSP) circuits to process multi satellite signals
after RF Front End (FE) down-conversion, filtering and Analog-Digital Conversion (ADC). In order to
integrate new DSP methods, and to adapt to new signal structure of the next generation of GPS system (i.e.
L5 carrier and C/A code on L2 carrier for civil use, new spread-spectrum M code) and Galileo system easily,
many manufactures construct their DSP circuits of receiver prototypes on FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) platform[3,4]. FPGA can perform real-time multi-channel satellite signal processing which cannot be
achieved by pure software in current technical conditions, while provide the flexibility and expandability
which cannot be achieved by ASIC. Actually today’s FPGA can combine the GPS correlator, CPU and its
interfaces, and more functional units into one chip with kernels of DSP or other processors embeded, which
forms a System On a Programmable Chip (SOPC)[5]. A good comprehensive analysis is needed to realize
SOPC on FPGA instead of nothing more than validation of timing sequence. System level simulation
accounts for the ratio more than 30% in electronic design periods nowadays.
GPS receiver designs and system level modeling & simulation tools can be integrated into one development
platform and perform validation and transformation for each other. This platform not only provides a system
level simulation tool containing GPS knowledge engineering or GPS expert system resources, but also forms
the new conceptual GPS receiver directly by tailoring relevant components. In virtue of today’s new design
technology we can get the behavior level model and HDL (Hardware Description Language) design from it
and apply them in advanced GPS receiver and chip design.
As illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2, we choose to perform algorithm development and analysis in Matlab,
system level design in Simulink. The validated designs are transformed to HDL implementation through third
party tools (e.g. Altera SOPC Builder, Altera DSP Builder, Xilinx System Generator, etc.). We can build
system model in Simulink with blocks communicating through signals, and custom test signals to drive
simulation and analyze results in Matlab. Through third party tools a hardware testbench can be generated to
compare Simulink simulation against downstream HDL simulation. The simulation speed in Simulink is
much faster than HDL simulation, which makes the simulation of complex system feasible. The results of

Simulink simulation exactly match those produced by hardware implementation. Producing a working design
is greatly simplified because the results that are expected from hardware can be seen even at the earliest
phases of development through this coordinated simulation. Such a development mode has advantages on
cost, usability, multi-rate mixed signal support, implementation of complex system-level designs, etc [6]. With
this integrated platform the designers can pursue an optimal design actively and effectively and avoid doing
poorly done work over again after T&E. Based on the validated behavior level model of GPS receiver, the
designers can easily accomplish a receiver prototype and get further T&E.
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
There are usually four T&E levels in the point of view of new GPS receiver design: (1) theoretical analysis
and software simulation for a particular technique, method or algorithm; (2) design validation of a GPS
conceptual receiver; (3) T&E of a GPS receiver prototype which is often based on programmable design (e.g.
FPGA or software radio); (4) T&E aiming at GPS receiver products provided for the end users. In order to
achieve all these T&E capability and combine validated techniques directly into new receiver design, we
propose the architecture of an integrated design, T&E system as shown in Fig.3.
This integrated system consists of a GPS signal simulator, a conceptual GPS receiver, a signal/data analysis
and design validation tool. The first part and the third part make up of a testbed for the conceptual receiver
and the receiver prototype (which is also shown as the fourth part of the hardware-in-the-loop test system in
Fig.3). The solid lines in Fig.3 represent signal/Data flow, where the dotted lines represent transform from
conceptual receivers to working prototypes by the help of succeeding smooth-interfaced tools.
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Fig.3 architecture of the integrated design, T&E system for GPS receiver
I. GPS signal simulator
The signal simulator acts as the test signal source by simulating the signals at several reference points of GPS
navigation system under given circumstances. The composition and data flow of the signal-computing
software running on the control computer is shown in Fig.4.
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For traditional RF signal simulators, mostly test can only be carried out after receiver prototypes or products
are completed, and the way to generate signals by hardware determines poor expandability both in signal
structure and system function. Generally they need complex configuration and calibration before being used.
Furthermore, simulators with high accuracy are costly. In order to go deep into DSP circuits containing
code/carrier tracking loops, it is necessary to provide simulated digital IF signal, which can be generated by
pure software as sampled data files. Both programmability and high accuracy can be achieved by software
signal generation[2]. It is easy to adapt the signals to the next generation GPS specifications and to modify
interference characteristics. The uncertainty of signals brought by hardware signal modulation is eliminated.
By modeling various error sources in GPS system with high fidelity, the simulator can generate highly
accurate signals for test of carrier phase measurement. Other benefits of software signal generation are the
repeatability and playback capability for digital signals. By adding the RF signal modulator hardware, the
simulator can simulate real-world RF signals to be radiated.
II. Conceptual GPS Receiver
As previously stated the conceptual GPS receiver is based on the system level mathematical models
established in powerful simulation software—Matlab & Simulink, where it is very convenient to generate or
transform various signals, to accomplish statistical analyses, to plot results, and to interface other back-end
designing or simulation tools. The designers can integrate their algorithms/methods into the basic frame and
assess its performance. As shown in Fig.3, the conceptual GPS receiver consists of three modules:
RF FE module. The RF FE carries out RF signal reception, pre-amplifying, down-conversion, filtering,
AGC, and ADC. Usually it is implemented in hardware (e.g. a RF FE ASIC). To realize circuit level accurate
simulation of analog RF signals depends upon time-intensive high-speed sampling and processing, which is
resource/time-exhausting. For a system level design and a conceptual validation it is tolerable to establish
abstract RF FE models using software. Since the outputs of most RF FE hardware are digitized IF/zero-IF
signals, they can be accurately simulated on discretely processing computers. Using Matlab compilers,
real-time workshop or appropriate third party tools we can generate high performance C or HDL codes from
Matlab/Simulink designs. These codes can be used in simulation/design tools for general hardware or only
for RF electromagnetic field.
Multi-channel GPS DSP module. The GPS DSP module executes digital signal demodulation and provides
original observed values (pseudorange and/or carrier phase) under the control of CPU software. We are
concerned more about the multi-channel correlator than peripheral functions here. Other than time base
generator, address decoder, bus interface and status registers, the core of the correlator is the tracking units
which are usually composed of carrier DCO, code DCO, carrier cycle counter, PRN code generator, carrier
mixer, code mixer, accumulate & dump, code-phase counter, code slew counter, epoch counter[7]. Based on
accurate mathematical models of these components, the blocks established in Simulink can simulate dynamic
behavior of physical DSP circuit. By adjusting parameters we can get deep view of DSP details.

CPU software module. The CPU software mainly completes three tasks. (1) using I/Q accumulated data to
provide DCO commands through specific signal processing algorithms, such as algorithms about correlation
peak value detection, frequency/phase discriminator, digital loop filter, Doppler/PRN code
searching/acquiring and signal tracking, which tightly cooperate with the DSP hardware to form closed
code/carrier-tracking loop. (2) using original observed values and demodulated navigation data to provide
position, velocity, accelerate, and time solution through specific navigation algorithms (e.g. the Kalman filter,
RAIM). (3) to control the whole GPS receiver hardware.
III. signal/Data analysis and design validation tool
This tool analyzes simulation results and measured data of the GPS receiver, and gives function validation
and performance evaluation of specific designs or the whole receiver. All the inputs/outputs of Matlab .m files,
Simulink blocks, and receivable hardware outputs can be taken for its signal/data sources. Some of them are
stored in databases/data-files for future use. The basic functions of this tool include signal/data segment
selecting, data interpolation, statistic analysis, curve fitting, performance evaluation methods, etc.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF THREE REFERENCE POINTS
Establishing accurate mathematical models is key to the system performance. We choose three logic
reference points (as shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 with the same serial number on the signal lines): (1) the satellite
RF signals arriving the antenna of a GPS receiver; (2) the digital IF signal which is usually the output of RF
FE circuit and the input of GPS DSP circuit; (3) the sampled and accumulated in-phase/quadrature (I/Q)
signals produced by digital base-band signal processing circuit.
I. RF signal
For a single frequency L1 C/A code system, the RF signal to be simulated at GPS system time T can be
expressed as[8,9]:
N

RL1 (T ) = ∑ 2 Pr j C j (T − τ gj ) D j (T − τ gj ) ⋅ cos[2π ( f L1 + f dj )(T − τ pj )
j =1

+φ j + φ svj (T ) + 2π d

T2
] + n(T ) + RL1− MP (T )
2

(4)

Where N = number of visible satellites at time T , j = serial number of these satellites, C j () and D j ()
are the C/A codes and navigation Data sequences of the j th satellite (SVj) respectively, Pr j = power level
on reception, τ gj = group delay (code delay), τ pj = phase delay (carrier delay), f L1 = 1575.42 MHz is

L1 carrier frequency, f d j = Doppler shift of carrier frequency, φ j = fixed item of carrier phase errors,

T2
φ (T ) = random phase errors, 2πd
= phase error caused by frequency shift or aging effect. n(T ) =
2
j
v

surrounding noises, into which L1 P code signals are merged being regarded as random noises. RL1− MP (T )
= multi-path signals. We define the carrier phase shift as:

ϕ j = −2π ( f L1 + f d j )τ pj + φ j + φ svj (T ) + 2πd

T2
2

(5)

From equation (4), (5), we know that the signal status can be described only by the following ( 2 + N ⋅ 5)
parameters at any time:
{T , N , j, Pr j , f d j , τ gj , ϕ j }

(6)

Under high-dynamic conditions the signals change very fast, so it is requisite to update the sampled data
quickly. Generally the updating rate f u should be greater than 10Hz. But it demands much on the speed of
software computation and hardware real-time control to improve dynamic performance only by increasing
f u . An effective solution is to introduce fd j , the rate of change, and fd j , the second derivative of Doppler
shift f d j , into the parameters to reflect the impact of acceleration and jerk. Thus equation (4) comes down to
a sequence of ( 2 + N ⋅ 7) parameters as follows:
{T , N , j, Pr j , f dj , fdj , fdj , τ gj , ϕ j }

(7)

II. Digital IF signal
The IF signal can be expressed as:
N

RIF (T ) = ∑ 2 PIFj C j (T − τ gj ) D j (T − τ gj ) ⋅ cos[2π ( f IF + f d j )T + ϕ j ] + nIF (T )

(8)

j =1

Where f IF = IF frequency, PIFj = IF signal power of SVj (which is not simply proportional to Pr j ),
n IF (T ) = IF noises containing those passing through filters and falling within the final IF band from n(T ) ，

harmonics produced by mixing and filtering, feedback or leak-through of local oscillator, image noises, etc.
The rest terms in equation (8) are as defined previously.

In view of the receiver oscillator errors (clock errors), f IF in equation (8) is composed of nominal IF
frequency f IF _ nom and error item f IF _ err : f IF = f IF _ nom + f IF _ err . Theoretically the oscillator errors
cause random changing of f IF and the sampling time TS =

1
( f S = sampling frequency). We use
fS

uniform TS and the frequency error item in f S which can be added to f IF _ err to avoid significant
reducing of simulation speed caused by uneven sampling time. Then the digital IF signal outputted by RF FE
circuit can be expressed as:
N

RIF ( kTS ) = ∑ 2 PIFj C j ( kTS − τ gj ) D j ( kTS − τ gj ) ⋅
j =1

(9)

cos[2π ( f IF _ nom + f IF _ err + f d )kTS + ϕ ] + nIF ( kTS )
j

j

If the sampling process is a sub-sampling instead of Nyquist sampling (namely f S < 2 f IF ), there would be a
theoretically negative (alias) IF frequency in the final sampled IF signal and a reversal of Doppler frequency
shift and carrier phase shift. The error of final IF frequency is proportional to the oscillator error[1]:
f IF _ err =

∆f
f TDC
f

(10)

Where ∆f / f is the relative error of oscillator frequency, f TDC is the total frequency down conversion
from L1 to sampled IF.
Receiver oscillator errors are important receiver errors to model in this integrated system, which is not
essential in both traditional GPS simulators and GPS receivers where the clock error can be solved as an
unknown factor of the navigation equations[8,10]. It is relatively easy to simulate a deterministic error, but it
seems a problem to simulate the stochastic errors with power law spectrum with high fidelity. An applicable
computer numerical simulation method can be found in [11]. The major idea of it is to determine the Allan
variance parameter of each main stochastic error component at the given sampling interval, then to deduct a
set of corresponding frequency error sequences and superpose them together.
III. Sampled accumulated I, Q signal
Taking a specific GPS DSP chip，GP2021 by Zarlink SemiConductor[7], as an example, the output of
inphase-quadrature integrator-dumper of one tracking module in the GPS digital correlator are accumulated I
and Q samples as follows:

 I ( k ) = 2 PI ⋅ D ( k ) ⋅ R[ε ( k )] ⋅ sinc{∆f d ⋅ π TI } ⋅ cos φk

Q ( k ) = 2 PI ⋅ D ( k ) ⋅ R[ε ( k )] ⋅ sinc{∆f d ⋅ π TI } ⋅ sin φk

(11)

Where k = time tag, PI = power of the integrated signal, D (k ) = navigation data bit at time k , R[⋅] is
the autocorrelation function of PRN code, sinc( x ) =

sin( x )
, ε (k ) = code synchronization error of code
x

tracking loop, ∆f d = estimation error of Doppler shift, TI = integration interval, φk = carrier phase error of
carrier tracking loop. There is an assumption in Equations (11) that PI , D ( k ) ,τ gj and f d are constant over
the integration interval. The model errors in high-dynamics can be limited by short integration time
elaborated to match both sample rate and actual hardware output rate.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall project of an integrated design, T&E system for GPS receiver is proposed in this paper. It is
aimed at high-fidelity GPS signal generation/control/reconstruct/playback on different levels, easy
modification of signal structure and interference characteristics, T&E capability at various development
phases, as well as smooth flow, low cost and short cycle of new receiver design & development.
Both the top-down development flow (from concepts, functions, systems, subsystems to devices) and the
reverse bottom-up flow rely on smooth interfaces between tools and elaborate designs of every module of the
system. Based on the idea and models above-mentioned, the integrated system can simulate various effects of
signals on concrete hardware in order to compare with true measured data. At the same time it is easy to adapt
to different receiver configuration such as frequency plan, filter features, AGC characteristics, number of bits
of ADC, number of channels, number of arms of each channel, changeable PRN code, sampling rate,
accumulation interval, correlator chip spacing, data latching interval, etc. It is not difficult to accomplish
adequate adjustable parameters, modular framework and a plug-in mechanism in Matlab/Simulink. With the
fast grow of Galileo navigation system, We expect to expand this integrated receiver/testbed system to tools
for new GNSS receiver compatible with Galileo, though there are much work left to do, for example, special
receiving band & channels for Galileo (E1, E2, …) & GPS (L1, L2, L5), channel separation in the RF FE
module, the adaptive compensation of the BPSK-modulation from a Binary Offset Code (BOC) in the DSP
module, TCAR algorithm in CPU software, simulation of GPS/Galileo interoperability, and so on.
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ARTM TIER II WAVEFORM PERFORMANCE
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ABSTRACT
One of the charters of the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) program was to develop more spectrally
efficient waveforms while trying to maintain similar performance to the legacy waveform, Pulse Code
Modulation/Frequency Modulation (PCM/FM). The first step toward this goal was the ARTM Tier I
family of waveforms which include Feher patented, quadrature phase shift keying, -B version (FQSPKB) and shaped offset quadrature phase shift keying, Telemetry Group version (SOQPSK-TG). The final
step was development of Tier II, an even more spectrally efficient waveform, multi-h Continuous Phase
Modulation (CPM). This paper characterizes the performance of this waveform when applied in an
airborne telemetry environment and, where appropriate, comparisons are made with existing Tier 0 and
Tier I waveforms. The benefits, drawbacks, and trade-offs when applying this waveform in an airborne
environment will also be discussed.
KEY WORDS
Multi-h Continuous Phase Modulation (CPM), spectral occupancy, bit error probability,
resynchronization
INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, the Government telemetry community has been losing precious radio
frequency (RF) spectrum to commercial interests. This coupled with increasing data rates has forced the
Government to invest time and resources into finding more robust and bandwidth-efficient means of
transmitting test data. The ARTM program was formed to examine and provide solutions to these
problems. The first phase (Tier I) of the program was to find a more bandwidth efficient modulation
scheme than the current standard, PCM/FM, sometimes referred to as Continuous Phase Frequency Shift
Keying (CPFSK). The goal of the new scheme was to perform at least as well as PCM/FM in terms of
bit error probability (BEP) and resynchronization time and be compatible with nonlinear amplification.
The second phase (Tier II) was to find an even more bandwidth efficient scheme while still trying to
satisfy the same goals.

A program called HYPERMOD was started in order to research, define, and develop a Tier II
waveform. The waveform that was chosen was a continuous phase modulation scheme that varies the
modulation index, h, between two values on a symbol by symbol basis [1, 3]. In addition to this, pulse
shaping is performed utilizing a raised cosine pulse. The result of this is a very spectrally efficient
waveform but one that is very hard to correctly detect. This led to the design of an FPGA-based trellis
demodulator specifically designed to unravel this waveform. This paper provides test results of this
waveform/demodulator combination and identifies pros and cons of utilizing this waveform in an
airborne telemetry environment. Spectral occupancy, bit error performance, synchronization speed, and
distortion (multipath) sensitivity are compared the measure performance with existing Tier 0 and I data
where applicable. The final piece of the puzzle, how the waveform performs during an actual flight test,
will also be presented.
LABORATORY WAVEFORM PERFORMANCE TESTS
The ARTM program has tested production Tier I ground station demodulators in order to assess
demodulator and system level performance in an airborne environment. This assessed performance was
based on bit error rate performance, the ARTM developed adjacent channel interference (ACI) tests
[15], and other ARTM developed tests such as resynchronization and multipath sensitivity tests. These
are all system level tests designed to simulate real-world conditions. Of interest in this paper are the
BEP, resynchronization speed, and multipath sensitivity tests. The combined results of these tests, when
viewed together, should give an accurate picture of how the waveform will perform in an actual airborne
test environment.
The ARTM test station, configured for spectral occupancy, bit error probability, and demodulator
resynchronization testing, was covered in detail in the 2002 International Telemetry Conference (ITC)
proceedings [5]. One configuration worth mentioning is the multipath sensitivity configuration. This
test tries to gain insight into how sensitive the waveform/receiver/demodulator is to a multipath event
similar to an airborne scenario.
Through the channel sounding efforts of the ARTM program and the Brigham Young University
Telemetry Laboratory, frequency selective fading was found to be the dominant source of short-term
telemetry link drop-outs [4]. It was found that for a large amount of these fading events, a two-ray
model could be used to describe these drop-outs. Because these fading events are so commonplace,
system (receiver/demodulator) sensitivity to these events, or simulated events, is an important parameter
to measure in order to ascertain how well a system may function during an actual flight test. Per 1999
ITC proceedings [6], the transfer function of the telemetry channel model can be described with the
following equation:
h(t ) = δ (t ) + Γe jγ δ (t − τ ) 0<Γ<1
where δ(t) is the line of site path
Γ is the strength of the reflected path relative to δ(t)
γ is the overall phase shift of the reflected path
τ is the delay of the reflected path

As was stated above, most multipath events can be described with a simple two-ray model which
includes the direct line-of-sight path and one reflected path with the range of τ (for the Edwards Test
Range) from 20-500ns [6].
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
How well does the ARTM Tier II waveform perform in a multipath environment when compared to
classic PCM/FM and to the Tier I waveforms? What advantages are there for using this waveform? Is
link availability comparable? What other factors may degrade the performance of the Tier II waveform?
Spectral Occupancy Comparison
Figure 1 shows the modulated spectrum of nonlinearly amplified PCM/FM, Tier I and Tier II
waveforms. Various criteria exist for measuring occupied bandwidth. The three shown, 99 percent,
99.9 percent, and -60dBc can be expressed in terms of bit rate as shown in table 1. One newer criteria,
channel spacing based upon adjacent channel interference (ACI), is not given here due to its complexity
and specific receiving equipment relationships [15]. Depending upon which criteria is chosen, different
conclusions can be drawn. The assumption here is that a modulator of good quality is chosen. If a
suboptimum modulator is chosen, these bandwidth numbers will only increase.
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Table 1 – Occupied Bandwidth Comparison
99% Bandwidth 99.9% Bandwidth
-60dBc Width
1.2 x bit rate
1.8 x bit rate
3 x bit rate
0.8 x bit rate
1 x bit rate
1.8 x bit rate
0.6 x bit rate
0.8 x bit rate
1.4 x bit rate

Modulation
PCM/FM
Tier I
Multi-h CPM

Bit Error Probability Comparison
One method to test detection efficiency and link performance is to transmit a known bit pattern, detect
it, and check for any errors. Figure 2 is a plot of BEP measurements taken with the same transmitting
source operating in one of three modes at 5Mbps with differing receive and bit detection methods.
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Figure 2 – BEP Comparison Curves, 5Mbps
The curve labeled “Tier 0 RCB2000” is currently the best performer of the family of legacy receiver/bit
synchronizer bit detection schemes and is considered the baseline for this comparison. The curve
labeled “Tier 0 HYPERMOD Demod” utilizes a telemetry receiver (in this case a Microdyne M700) to
down convert the RF signal to a 70MHz IF and then utilizes a Nova Engineering MMD22 to
demodulate the Tier 0 waveform. Because of the multi-symbol detection scheme implemented in the
demodulator, nearly a 3dB gain in detection efficiency is realized. It is shown here for reference for
how well an uncoded telemetry link can perform when frequency occupancy is not a concern. If we
concentrate on the remaining two curves, the Tier II waveform suffers roughly a 1dB penalty in
detection efficiency when compared to the Tier I waveform.
Table 2 shows the point in which a given system looses bit synchronization. This is an important
parameter when comparing the waveforms during a link analysis. Notice the point in which multi-h
CPM looses synchronization, it is approximately 5dB sooner than the Tier I waveform.

Table 2 – Synchronization Threshold
Modulation
Threshold (Eb/No)
PCM/FM, RCB2000
3.5dB
PCM/FM, HYPERMOD
2dB
Tier I
4dB
Multi-h CPM
9dB
Resynchronization Tests
The RCC adopted, ARTM synchronization speed tests are designed to represent real-world scenarios
when some channel anomaly, usually a flat fade, causes the demodulators to loose synchronization.
This test measures the time, in bits, it takes the demodulator to resynchronize. The smaller number of
bits the better; less test data are lost. The resynchronization test has two variations. One test assumes a
very large signal-to-noise ratio (termed flat fade recovery test) and the second one sets Eb/No to a value
of 10dB (termed initial acquisition test). This requires the demodulator to acquire the signal in the
presence of noise.
Flat fade recovery and initial acquisition tests were performed on the Tier I and Tier II waveforms.
These waveforms were compared due to their coherent detection schemes. To simulate fade
characteristics of the telemetry channel, a switch rate (from noise to signal and back) of 210mHz was
selected. Lastly, to simulate an accelerating test vehicle Doppler shift) a sweeping carrier was utilized,
sweeping at a rate of 2.5kHz/sec. This requires the demodulator first to locate the carrier and then lock
onto it. The range in which it swept was set to +20kHz. The carrier sweep was controlled by a triangle
wave so the rate in which it swept from end point to end point was constant. Carrier acquisition range
was set to +100kHz on the demodulators. (Note: Values down to +20kHz can be selected for
improvement in synchronization speed). At each test point, 20 resynchronization times were recorded
and an 80th percentile rank of that set was used to establish one number for the resynchronization time.
Figure 3 shows that regardless of the test, flat fade or initial acquisition, CPM will always take longer to
resynchronize than the Tier I waveform. In some cases, significantly longer.
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Static Multipath Sensitivity Testing
This test is used to characterize waveform sensitivity to static multipath events. Though not a dynamic
test, the static test does give some indication of performance in an airborne environment. This test,
which is based upon a two-ray, point-to point microwave link test sometimes referred to as a Static MCurve test [16]. For this test, γ (in degrees) and τ (in nanoseconds) are fixed and Γ (referred to as path
loss in dB in figures 5-7) is varied in order to generate a series of sensitivity curves at various bit rates.
Referring to figure 4, the piece of equipment that allows this fixed channel emulation is the Rohde &
Schwarz SMIQ with a built-in 6-path fading simulator.
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Figure 4 – Static M-Curve Test Block Diagram
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the results of this test for all three waveforms at a bit rate of 5Mbps. These
graphs are just a snap-shot of static multipath performance with the tests done at high values of Eb/No
but do give an indication of multipath sensitivity. A more rigorous approach would involve doing the
tests for a family of curves at differing Eb/No values for each delay.
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Notice how much more sensitive the Tier II waveform is to a second ray incident on the receiving
antenna. In general, the Tier I waveform is more sensitive to a null placed at the carrier where the Tier 0
and Tier II waveform is more sensitive to a null offset from the carrier. If path loss numbers are
analyzed, the curves for CPM have higher path loss numbers. In other words, for equal performance,
the second ray requires more attenuation for CPM. For the flight testing, the terrain is the same for both
waveforms, so this data says CPM will always under perform the Tier 0 and Tier I waveform in a
multipath environment.
Flight Test Results
The goal of the flight testing of the Tier II waveform was to ascertain how well the waveform performed
in terms of link availability when compared with the Tier I waveform. The platform for this testing is
the ARTM modified Air Force C-12. Two transmitters were installed, a Herley Industries FQPSK
transmitter, model 6090, and a Nova Engineering model MMT28 multimode transmitter operating in
mutli-h CPM mode. Data rate was set to 10Mbps due to constraints in the source clock on-board the
aircraft. It would have been preferable to transmit at a higher rate, thinking potential users of the Tier II
waveform would use it at high bit rates because of its lower spectral occupancy. Both waveforms were
transmitted through the same antenna located on the belly of the aircraft. Power levels were matched
and the same pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) was modulated and amplified. Flight paths matched
the ones used for channel sounding and Tier 0/Tier I flight testing so any channel anomalies encountered
through the test have been analyzed and documented [6].
The data presented covers both total link availability during a test run and individual characterization of
selected multipath events comparing the two waveforms. Link availability [4], expressed as a
percentage, is defined as:
 ET − (ΣSES + ΣSLS )
LA(%) = 

ET

where LA is Link Availability
SES is Severed Error Seconds
SLS is Sync Loss Seconds
ET is Elapsed Time

Four flight paths were utilized, two which are rich in multipath events (Black Mountain and Cords
Road), one that is virtually free from multipath with high signal-to-noise ratios throughout the flight
path (Alpha Corridor), and one that is again free from multipath events but is flown out to the point both
demodulators loose synchronization (Race Track). Link availability for both waveforms are shown for
these flight paths in table 3.
Table 3 – Link Availability
Link Availability (%)
Wavefor Blk Mtn Blk Mtn Cords Rd Cords Rd
Alpha
Race
Race Trk
m
W-E
E-W
W-E
E-W
E-W
Trk S-N
N-S
Tier II
87.45% 78.18%
80.61%
73.12% 88.58% 97.50% 96.95%
Tier I
95.99% 96.19%
87.55%
82.39% 99.47% 98.14% 98.54%
To gain further insight into these link availability numbers, lets analyze a few specific multipath
instances that make up the above numbers. The first set of graphs, figure 8, shows received signal

strength of both signal paths, FQPSK link and CPM link, along with tallied errors during the same time
during the flight. This in-flight event, typical for the Edwards test range, is a strong, transient specular
reflection event with excess delay, τ, short enough to behave like a flat fade. The time dispersion shown
in the graphs is due to the frequency diversity between the signals.
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Figure 8 – Discrete Multipath Event, Short Delay (flat fade)
Figure 9 depicts a long delay multipath event that is not evident in the received signal strength (RSS)
graph but very evident in the bit error tally graph. The RSS plot shows virtually no signal loss but the
bit error graph shows a significant hit on the CPM link.
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Figure 9 – Discrete Multipath Event, Long Delay (frequency selective fade)

Figure 10 shows the time history of bit errors and RSS while the plane completes a test point, turns, then
starts back. This is included in this analysis as a point that simulates a dynamic maneuver to show the
effect on both telemetry links. Notice the loss of signal as the belly of the aircraft shadows the receiving
antenna and then a flat fade, both events causing synchronization loss in both demodulators.
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Figure 10 – Discrete Multipath Event, Turn Around Point
Looking back though all of the flight test data, we notice the CPM link is always worse than the Tier I
link in both total link availability and discrete multipath events. With the increased synchronization
time of the demodulator coupled with the waveforms greater distortion sensitivity, this will be true when
both links are compared equally.
One last data point tries to exhibit the fact that the Tier I waveform stays in synchronization longer into
smaller values of Eb/No than the Tier II waveform. This flight path is characterized by very little
multipath and is intended to show that given the same amount of transmitter power, the Tier I link will
remain useable longer than the CPM link. Looking back, if figure 3 has any real-world applicability, as
the signal strength gets lower and lower, the Tier I link should still be receiving useable data where the
CPM link will loose synchronization.
Figure 11 shows the time history of bit errors and RSS while the plane is on an outback track then
completes the test point and turns around to start the test point for the inbound track. Notice the gradual
loss of signal as the aircraft reaches the minimum signal-to-noise ratio point. Somewhere along this
slope both systems loose synchronization. Then, in the turn, the belly of the aircraft shadows the
receiving antenna, which shows up in the plot as zero RSS. As the plane finishes the turn and starts
back on the inbound track, RSS gradually increases until both demodulators are back in synchronization.
By doing this, the bit error data should show that the Tier I link provides data longer and then recovers
faster as the plane comes back into acquisition range. Figure 12 shows this to be indeed true. This graph
shows the accumulated bit errors through the same point in space as figure 11. Notice the bit error total
for the CPM link increases first (as the CPM demodulator looses synchronization as signal to noise ratio

drops) then decreases last (as a higher signal-to-noise ratio is attained and the demodulator
resynchronizes).
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CONCLUSIONS

The ARTM Tier II waveform is the most spectrally efficient of the three ARTM waveforms.
The multi-h CPM waveform, due to its complex generation and detection schemes, looses
synchronization roughly 5 to 6dB sooner than the Tier I and PCM/FM waveforms.
Performance, in terms of detection efficiency, suffers a 1 to 3dB degradation when compared to the
other two waveforms.
The Tier II waveform is very sensitive to distortion, regardless of the source of this distortion. Sources
of distortion could be from generation, channel impairments, or receiver phase noise.
Synchronization time after sync loss, depending upon data rate, is between 2 and 5 times that of the Tier
I waveform.
The ARTM Tier II waveform, without equalization or forward error correction, is not as robust a
waveform as the other two waveforms. Because of this, the waveform is not a good candidate as a “do
all” waveform.
Due to the distortion sensitivity and greater resynchronization time, link availability over time in a
multipath rich environment will always be less than the other two waveforms.
Because of its requirements for larger Eb/No values to maintain synchronization, multi-h CPM may not
be the best choice for data links that routinely operate at low signal-to-noise ratios.
More work is still required in the areas of receiver phase noise characterization, co-channel interference,
and over water testing to fully characterize this waveform for use in an aeronautical telemetry
environment.
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ABSTRACT
A linear pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) receiver for the ARTM Tier II multi-h waveform is presented. The receiver is optimal and can be implemented using maximum likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE). The linear signal model also allows many attractive complexity reductions. The performance of
these reduced-complexity receivers is evaluated via computer simulation. One simplified receiver consists
of three matched filters and a 32-state Viterbi trellis and is shown to perform with a 1.5 dB degradation
relative to the optimal receiver.
INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Tier II modulation format is multi-h continuous phase modulation (CPM). Some of the attractive features of this modulation format are that it has constant envelope
and narrow bandwidth [1]. However, the existing optimal MLSE receiver for CPM [2] can require a large
number of matched filters and trellis states. This is due to the non-linear nature of the modulation. For the
ARTM Tier II modulation, the optimal receiver requires a set of 64 matched filters for each modulation
index, and a 512-state trellis.
In this paper, a new receiver for multi-h CPM is presented which is based on a PAM representation,
and is an extension of previous work [3, 4] to the multi-h case. The receiver is optimal in the MLSE sense,
but offers no complexity reduction as it requires a set of 48 matched filters for each modulation index
and uses the same 512-state trellis as the existing MLSE receiver. However, the linear PAM signal model

allows for various complexity reduction techniques. One receiver presented reduces the number of states
from 512 to 32, and the number of matched filters from two sets of 48 to a single set of three 3 filters,
with a performance degradation of 1.5 dB at BER = 10−5 . Another strength of the linear decomposition
is that it preserves the gain which multi-h CPM achieves over single-h CPM. This gain is lost in other
complexity-reduction techniques [2, 5].
In the following, the CPM signal is described. The linear PAM decomposition is then summarized
for the ARTM Tier II case. The optimal MLSE receiver is presented, along with the various complexityreduction techniques. The performance of these receivers is evaluated with computer simulations. The
results are summarized and conclusions are presented.
CPM SIGNAL MODEL
CPM refers to a general class of digitally modulated signals in which the phase is constrained to be
continuous. The complex-baseband signal may be expressed as
¡
¢
s(t) = exp jψ(t, α)
n
X
ψ(t, α) = 2π
αi h(i) q(t − iT ),

(1)
nT < t < (n + 1)T

(2)

i=−∞

where T is the symbol duration, h(i) are the modulation indices, α = {αi } are the information symbols in
the M -ary alphabet {±1, ±3, · · · , ±(M − 1)}, and q(t) is the phase pulse. The subscript notation on the
modulation indices is defined as
h(i) ≡ h(i mod Nh )
(3)
where Nh is the number of modulation indices (for the special case of single-h CPM, Nh = 1). The phase
pulse q(t) is related to the frequency pulse f (t) by the relationship
Z t
f (τ ) dτ.
(4)
q(t) =
0

The frequency pulse is time-limited to the interval (0, LT ) and is subject to the constraints
Z

LT

f (t) = f (LT − t),
0

1
f (τ ) dτ = q(LT ) = .
2

(5)

In light of the constraints on f (t) and q(t), Equation (2) can be written as
ψ(t, α) = θ(t, αn ) + θn−L = 2π

n
X
i=n−L+1

αi h(i) q(t − iT ) + π

n−L
X

αi h(i) mod 2π.

(6)

i=−∞

The term θ(t, αn ) is a function of the L symbols being modulated by the phase pulse. For h(i) = 2k(i) /p
(k(i) , p integers), the phase state θn−L takes on p distinct values 0, 2π/p, 2 · 2π/p, . . . , (p − 1)2π/p. The
total number of states is pM L−1 , with M branches at each state. Each branch is defined by the L + 1-tuple

σn = (θn−L , αn−L+1 , αn−L+2 , . . . , αn ). The ARTM Tier II modulation is M = 4, h = {4/16, 5/16}
(Nh = 2), 3RC (raised cosine frequency pulse of length L = 3).
EQUIVALENT PAM REPRESENTATION OF THE ARTM TIER-II WAVEFORM
Laurent [3] showed that a binary CPM signal (i.e. M = 2) could be decomposed into a linear combination of PAM waveforms. The M -ary PAM representation was derived by Mengali [4], where he showed
that the M -ary signal could be obtained by first applying the binary Laurent decomposition P = log2 M
times and then multiplying the parallel binary systems together. To obtain the PAM representation of a
multi-h signal, the binary and M -ary decompositions are extended to obtain the expression
s(t, α) =

N
−1
X

n
X

ak, i gk,(i) (t − iT ),

nT ≤ t < (n + 1)T

(7)

k=0 i=n−Dk +1

where the signal is a sum of pulses gk,(i) (t) scaled by the pseudo-symbols ak, i , and each pulse is non-zero
for a duration of Dk T . This expression differs from the single-h case in that a modulo-Nh time-index is
added to gk,(i) (t). The definitions of ak, i and gk,(i) (t) will be summarized in this section for the ARTM
Tier II case, with a more detailed description of the general multi-h case to appear in a later paper.
The 4-ary signal is obtained from two binary Laurent decompositions, indexed by l (0 ≤ l ≤ 1). The
set of pseudo-symbols for each of these binary subsystems is given by
(l)
bk, n

½ · X
¸¾
n
L−1
X
(l)
(l)
= exp jπ
h(m) γm, l −
h(n−i) γn−i, l βk, i
m=−∞

(8)

i=0

where the important feature is that the two binary data streams are scaled by different modulation indices
(l)
(l)
h(n) = 2l h(n) . Equation (8) shows that the scaled binary data symbols h(n) γn, l are fed into a summing
filter and into a bank of FIR filters (indexed by k). The output of the k-th FIR filter is subtracted from the
output of the summing filter, forming the exponent of the non-linearity exp{jπ(·)}. The bank of Q = 2L−1
FIR filters have taps given by the radix-2 decomposition of the index k
k=

L−1
X

2i−1 βk, i ,

0 ≤ k ≤ Q − 1,

(9)

i=1

where βk, 0 is always zero. Table 1 gives the mapping from 4-ary symbols to binary symbols, and the FIR
filter coefficients for the L = 3, M = 4 case (ARTM Tier II).
The signal pulses gk,(n) in Equation (7) are also obtained from the two binary decompositions. The
function u(t) is defined as
 ¡
¢


sin 2πhq(t) / sin(πh) 0 ≤ t ≤ LT
u(t) = u(2LT − t)
(10)
LT ≤ t ≤ 2LT


0
elsewhere.

Table 1: Decomposition parameters for the L = 3, M = 4 case
αn γn,1
−3 −1
−1 −1
1
1
3
1

γn,0
−1
1
−1
1

k
0
1
2
3

βk,2
0
0
1
1

βk,1
0
1
0
1

βk,0
0
0
0
0

This function can be divided into 2L segments, each of which has a duration of T
uj (t) = u(jT + t),

0 ≤ t ≤ T,

0 ≤ j ≤ 2L − 1.

(11)

In the ARTM Tier II multi-h case, we have uj,(i) (t), where we account for each h(i) .
The binary Laurent pulses are ck,(n) (t), where 0 ≤ k ≤ Q − 1. For the ARTM Tier II case, the modulo
index (n) has two values, i.e. ck, 0 (t) and ck, 1 (t). The k = 0 pulse for “even” symbol intervals is


u0, 0 (t)u1, 1 (t)u2, 0 (t)
0≤t≤T





T ≤ t ≤ 2T

u1, 0 (t − T )u2, 1 (t − T )u3, 1 (t − T )
c0, 0 (t) =

u2, 0 (t − 2T )u3, 0 (t − 2T )u4, 1 (t − 2T ) 2T ≤ t ≤ 3T




u3, 1 (t − 3T )u4, 0 (t − 3T )u5, 1 (t − 3T ) 3T ≤ t ≤ 4T




0
elsewhere

≡ [u0, 0 u1, 1 u2, 0 ; u1, 0 u2, 1 u3, 1 ; u2, 0 u3, 0 u4, 1 ; u3, 1 u4, 0 u5, 1 ].

(12)

(13)

The entire set of pulses for both even and odd symbol intervals is shown in Table 2 using the compact no(l)
tation defined in Equations (12)–(13). We define ck,(n) as the set of pulses from the l-th binary subsystem.
With the pseudo-symbols and pulses specified for the binary case, the 4-ary pseudo-symbols ak, i and
pulses gk,(i) (t) are given by Table 3. These give an exact representation of the multi-h CPM signal in
Equation (7). We also use Table 3 to recognize important characteristics of the pseudo-symbols. For
(0) (1)
example, the k = 7 entry shows that a7, n = b1, n b0, n . From Equation (8) and Table 1, we see that
½ · X
¸¾
n
(1)
(1)
b0, n = exp jπ
2h(m) γm, 1
= b0, n−1 ej2πh(n) γn, 1
(14)
m=−∞

(0)

b1, n

½ · X
¸¾
n
(0)
= exp jπ
h(m) γm, 0 − h(n−1) γn−1, 0
= b0, n−2 ejπh(n) γn, 0 .

(15)

m=−∞

This shows that a7, n is a function of the 3-tuple σn = (θn−2 , αn−1 , αn ). Additional analysis shows that all
of entries in Table 1 where Dk = 2 are a function of the same 3-tuple. Based on the 4 different values of
Dk , the 48 pseudo-symbols and pulses can be grouped into the sets
Kj = {k : Dk = 4 − j},

0 ≤ j ≤ 3.

These sets will be important in deriving reduced complexity receivers in the following sections.

(16)

Table 2: Laurent pulses for binary case, L = 3, Nh = 2
k
0
1
2
3
k
0
1
2
3

ck, 0
[u0, 0 u1, 1 u2, 0 ; u1, 0 u2, 1 u3, 1 ; u2, 0 u3, 0 u4, 1 ; u3, 1 u4, 0 u5, 1 ]
[u0, 0 u4, 1 u2, 0 ; u1, 0 u5, 1 u3, 1 ]
[u0, 0 u1, 1 u5, 0 ]
[u0, 0 u4, 1 u5, 0 ]
ck, 1
[u0, 1 u1, 0 u2, 1 ; u1, 1 u2, 0 u3, 0 ; u2, 1 u3, 1 u4, 0 ; u3, 0 u4, 1 u5, 0 ]
[u0, 1 u4, 0 u2, 1 ; u1, 1 u5, 0 u3, 0 ]
[u0, 1 u1, 0 u5, 1 ]
[u0, 1 u4, 0 u5, 1 ]

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD SEQUENCE ESTIMATING RECEIVER
The MLSE receiver for the equivalent PAM representation was derived by Kaleh [6], and requires only
trivial extension to accommodate the multi-h case. The receiver has pM L−1 states, with M branches at
each state. The state transitions and trellis diagram are identical to the optimal receiver presented in [2].
Here, the i-th branch in the trellis has a set of N = 48 pseudo-symbols aik,(n) associated with it. The
branch metric for the i-th branch in the trellis is
λi (n) ≡ Re
Z

N
−1
X

zk,(n) āik,(n)

(17)

k=0
(n+Dk )T

zk,(n) =

r(t)gk,(n) (t − nT ) dt

(18)

nT

r(t) = s(t, α) + n(t)

(19)

where zk,(n) is the output of the k-th matched filter at the n-th symbol interval, and n(t) is additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). Practically speaking, the limits of integration in Equation (18) require a delay
of L symbol intervals, since max{Dk } = L + 1.
The structure of this MLSE receiver is shown in Figure 1. The received signal r(t) is fed into the
bank of matched filters. The sampled filter outputs are the inputs to the Viterbi algorithm, which computes
branch metrics, determines the surviving path at each merging node, and outputs a decision. Figure 2
shows an expanded view of the k-th filter in the bank. Each filter actually consists of a set of Nh filters
whose sampled outputs are cyclically selected using a commutator and then delayed by the amount needed
to have an overall filter delay of L symbol times.

Table 3: 4-ary pseudo-symbols, pulses, and pulse lengths for the ARTM Tier II case
k
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

gk,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−1) (t + T )c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c0,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n−1) (t + T )c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c0,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c0,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c0,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c0,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−1) (t + T )c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c1,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )c1,(n) (t)

ak,n
(0) (1)
b0,n b0,n
(0)
(1)
b0,n−1 b0,n
(0) (1)
b0,n b0,n−1
(1)
(0)
b0,n−2 b0,n
(0) (1)
b0,n b0,n−2
(0)
(1)
b0,n−3 b0,n
(0) (1)
b0,n b0,n−3
(0) (1)
b1,n b0,n
(0)
(1)
b1,n−1 b0,n
(0) (1)
b1,n b0,n−1
(0) (1)
b1,n b0,n−2
(0) (1)
b1,n b0,n−3
(0) (1)
b2,n b0,n
(0) (1)
b2,n b0,n−1
(0) (1)
b2,n b0,n−2
(0) (1)
b2,n b0,n−3
(0) (1)
b3,n b0,n
(0) (1)
b3,n b0,n−1
(0) (1)
b3,n b0,n−2
(0) (1)
b3,n b0,n−3
(0) (1)
b0,n b1,n
(0)
(1)
b0,n−1 b1,n
(0) (1)
b0,n b1,n−1
(0)
(1)
b0,n−2 b1,n

Dk
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2

g0(−t)
g1(−t)

...

...

r(t)

gN-1(−t)

k
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

gk,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n−1) (t + T )c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c1,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c1,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c1,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c1,(n−1) (t + T )
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−1) (t + T )c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n−1) (t + T )c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c2,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n) (t)c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−1) (t + T )c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−2) (t + 2T )c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c0,(n−3) (t + 3T )c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n) (t)c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c1,(n−1) (t + T )c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c2,(n) (t)c3,(n) (t)
(0)
(1)
c3,(n) (t)c3,(n) (t)

z0,(n-L)
z1,(n-L)

Viterbi
Algorithm

zN-1,(n-L)

Figure 1: Linear MLSE receiver structure
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(1)
b0,n−3 b1,n
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b1,n b1,n
(0)
(1)
b1,n−1 b1,n
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b1,n b1,n−1
(0) (1)
b2,n b1,n
(0) (1)
b2,n b1,n−1
(0) (1)
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Dk
1
2
1
1
1
1
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1
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gk,0(−t)
nT
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r(t)

delay =L+1−Dk

zk,(n-L)

g k , N h −1 (−t )

Figure 2: Expanded view of multi-h matched filter with delay
REDUCED COMPLEXITY RECEIVER
The linear decomposition of the CPM signal allows for some attractive complexity reductions. For
example, in the ARTM Tier II case, the signal is fully described by 4-tuple σn = (θn−3 , αn−2 , αn−1 , αn ).
This results in 32 ∗ 4 ∗ 4 = 512 states, with 4 branches at each state. However, we can describe the pseudosymbols in K0 and K1 , as defined in Equation (16), with only two values: (θn−1 , αn ). A signal composed
of these three pseudo-symbols and their respective pulses has only 32 states. Numerical calculations show
that these first three pulses contain 98.26% and 98.49% of the signal energy at even and odd symbol times
respectively. If we include the pulses in K2 we account for 99.999% of the signal energy and have a signal
with 128 states. The reduced complexity receivers described in these examples have the branch metric
X
zk,(n) āik,(n)
(20)
λi (n) ≡ Re
k∈K

where K is a subset of indices as described in the examples above.
Further complexity reduction can be made by reducing the number of matched filters. For example,
the multi-h nature of the signal increases the number of filters required by a factor of Nh , as Figure 2
demonstrates. However, if the difference between the Nh filters for a given k is negligible, then one filter
might be used to approximate the set of Nh filters. This is illustrated in Figure 3a. The fact that the pulses
in this figure are difficult to distinguish from each other underscores the point. There are three “groups”
of pulses, one each for k = 0, 1, 2. In each group, there is a pair of individual pulses: even symbol times
(solid line) and odd symbol times (dashed). The group with the largest pulses is k = 0 (which is the set
K0 ), the smaller pulses are k = 1, 2 (which is the set K1 ). While there is a slight difference between the
even and odd pulses, the average of the two pulses can be used in the receiver with a performance loss of a
few tenths of a dB, as shown in the following section. This averaging reduces the filter-commutator-delay
structure in Figure 2 to a single filter gk (−t) followed by the delay element.
There are additional filter reductions that can be made on an ad hoc basis. In Figure 3a, all four pulses
in K1 are very similar, and can be averaged over K1 in addition to averaging over h to give a single pulse
gK1 (t). This can also be applied to the pulses in K2 . A close-up view of the 9 h-averaged pulses in K2 is
shown in Figure 3b. These 9 pulses can be represented by a single averaged pulse gK2 (t), and then scaled
by dk , where dk minimizes the mean-squared error
Z Dk T
¡
¢2
d · gK2 (t) − gk (t) dt.
(21)
dk = arg min
d

0

a) Multi−h Laurent pulses for ARTM Tier II case, k=0,1,2
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Figure 3: a) Pulses for k = 0, 1, 2. The solid lines are for even symbol times and the dashed lines are for odd
symbol times. b) Close-up view of the 9 pulses in the set K2 . c) Final three pulses in order from largest to smallest,
gK0 (t), gK1 (t), and gK2 (t).

This scale factor can be applied offline to the pseudo-symbols
X
aiK2 ,(n) =
dk aik,(n) .

(22)

k∈K2

The same technique can be applied to the two pulses in gK1 (t). This simplified receiver with only three
filters has the branch metric
©
ª
λi (n) ≡ Re āiK0 ,(n) zK0 , n + āiK1 ,(n) zK1 , n + āiK2 ,(n) zK2 , n
(23)
where the modulo-Nh notation (n) has been dropped on zKj , n due to the averaging over h. These final
three pulses are shown in Figure 3c. It is important to point out that the pseudo-symbols aiKj ,(n) on each
branch still vary from even to odd symbol-times, as do the state transitions in the trellis. This implies that
there will still be a multi-h performance gain in this receiver.
PERFORMANCE
The performance of these receivers was investigated using computer simulations. Four receivers were
simulated. The first is the optimal MLSE receiver described by Equation (17). The second is the 32-state
receiver using the pseudo-symbols and pulses in the set K = {0, 1, 2} (K0 and K1 ). The pulses in this
second receiver not averaged in any way. This is the receiver recommended by Mengali [4] for the M = 4
case. The third receiver uses the averaged pulses for K0 –K2 . The trellis for this receiver is a function
of σn = (θn−2 , αn−1 , αn ) and requires a 128-state trellis. An additional simplification is made by using
i
at each state, rather than accounting for αn−1 in the trellis. This reduces the
the surviving symbol α̂n−1
trellis to 32 states. The fourth receiver is the single-h MLSE receiver for h = 1/4, M = 4, 3RC, which is
spectrally similar to the ARTM Tier II waveform. It is included to provide a single-h/multi-h comparison.
Figure 4 shows the simulated bit error rate (BER) vs. Eb /N0 for each of these four receivers. There
are a number of significant observations to be made. As expected, the performance of the MLSE receiver
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Figure 4: Performance of the four receivers simulated. The performance loss relative to the optimum receiver at
BER = 10−5 is 3.5 dB for the 32-state k = 0, 1, 2 receiver. The performance loss for the 32-state K0 –K2 receiver
at the same point is 1.5 dB. The figure also shows that a multi-h gain is achieved with the simplified PAM receiver
against a MLSE receiver using a comparable single-h scheme.

presented in this paper exactly matches previously reported results [5] for the existing MLSE receiver in
[2]. The second receiver (32-state k = 0, 1, 2) has a performance loss of 3.5 dB relative to the optimum
at BER = 10−5 . The loss narrows at higher bit error rates. The third receiver (32-state K0 –K2 ) has a
performance loss of only 1.5 dB relative to optimum at the BER = 10−5 operating point. The 2 dB gain of
the third receiver over the second is surprising given the similar complexity of the receivers (three filters,
32 states). The important difference between the two receivers is that the third receiver accounts for an
i
additional symbol in memory (α̂n−1
). This accounting produces appreciable results despite using previous
decisions (instead of a 128-state trellis) and a highly averaged pulse with a very small amplitude (gK2 (t),
shown in Figure 3c). The 1.5 dB loss of the third receiver was further explored by taking an additional
simulation point for each of the approximations at the BER = 10−5 operating point. The averaging all
48 pulses over even and odd symbol-times has a loss of 0.2 dB. The reduction to a 128-state trellis with
i
K0 –K2 has an additional loss of 0.1 dB. The 32-state trellis approximation using α̂n−1
incurs a further loss
of 0.9 dB. Finally, the pulse averaging over K1 and K2 adds a loss of 0.3 dB, for a total loss of 1.5 dB.
All of these simplifications allow for a multi-h gain; meaning a simplified multi-h receiver should out
perform a similarly simplified single-h receiver. However, comparison of the third receiver with the fourth
(single-h) shows that a much-simplified multi-h receiver can outperform the optimal receiver for a similar
single-h scheme. This single-h scheme requires a 128-state trellis with 64 matched filters.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The linear PAM multi-h CPM receivers presented in this paper are a viable alternative to the existing
MLSE receiver for several reasons. The first is that the linear decomposition is very flexible and allows
many different possibilities for significant complexity reduction. These approximations include averaging
the signal pulses over h, averaging the pulses over common pulse-duration, and reducing the number of
trellis states. In particular, it was found that even highly averaged pulses with small amplitudes could have
a significant impact on receiver performance. The loss incurred by these approximations is small, ranging
from fractions of a dB to 3.5 dB for an extreme case. One attractive receiver required only three matched
filters and a 32-state trellis and incurred a loss of only 1.5 dB. Another advantage is that the approximations
preserve the multi-h gain in the signal. This gain is often lost when using reduced-complexity receivers
[2, 5]. A further advantage is that it results in a linear receiver, and linear techniques can be applied to
other receiver design problems such as synchronization.
Future work in this area will include a general presentation of the equivalent PAM representation for
the M -ary multi-h case. Further work might also derive an analytical expression for receiver performance.
Such an expression might also lead to methods of optimizing the various approximations presented here.
There is also work to be done regarding receiver synchronization.
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATION INTO
FQPSK OPERATIONAL CHARACTERSITICS
John A. Wegener, MSEE
Boeing Integrated Defense Systems
Flight Test Instrumentation– Saint Louis

ABSTRACT
Due to increasing data rates required for Flight Test telemetry on upcoming programs, and because
of increasing competition for spectrum space, Boeing Integrated Defense Systems (IDS) Flight Test
in Saint Louis is considering use of the Feher-patented Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK)
modulation scheme. To determine potential operational issues associated with FQPSK, Boeing IDS
Flight Test initiated a laboratory investigation of FQPSK using commercially available equipment
including a transmitter from Herley and a demodulator from RF Networks. This paper describes the
results of this laboratory investigation, including spectrum occupancy, bit-error rate performance,
demodulator acquisition performance, demodulator bit-rate tracking, demodulator pattern sensitivity,
and other operational characteristics.
KEYWORDS
Keywords: FQPSK-B
INTRODUCTION
Boeing IDS Flight Test Instrumentation in Saint Louis has significant experience with PCM-FM
telemetry in past flight test programs on military aircraft. Past experience, among other things,
indicates that making significant changes in a telemetry system without adequate investigation into
the effects of those changes is unwise.
For this reason, the Flight Test Instrumentation department in Saint Louis initiated an investigation
into operational performance characteristics of the FQPSK modulation technique. The goals were to
identify significant performance degradations (such as link performance), differences between PCMFM and FQPSK in operational use, and issues that users would need to know in using the new
technique. This investigation was not intended to be the definitive investigation into FQPSK
performance, but was intended to acquaint a group of users with the operational characteristics of
FQPSK.

TEST SETUP
The equipment tested for this investigation was a Herley Lancaster FQPSK-B transmitter, Model
6009-101 (VLT), SN 00009, and an RF Networks telemetry demodulator, Model 2120, SN 001. A
typical test setup is shown in Figure 1(in this case for Bit Error Probability (BEP) testing). This
setup was modified as required for each test. The transmitter and attenuators close to it were placed
in a screen enclosure to reduce leakage into lower-level parts of the setup.

Transmitter
Herley
6009-101
(VLT)

Attenuators

Splitter

Spectrum
Analyzer
Agilent
6563EC

Screen Enclosure
Attenuators

Data &
Clock

Power
Meter
HP 436A
Link
Analyzer
DSI 7192

Data &
Clock

Demodulator
RF Networks
2120

IF

Receiver
Microdyne
1400MRA

Figure 1. Typical Test Setup

CARRIER-LEVEL ESTIMATION
To measure the transmitter spectrum, it is necessary to establish the unmodulated carrier level. With
PCM-FM, disabling the PCM input produces an unmodulated carrier at the transmitter output, but
this is not true for FQPSK. Three approaches were investigated: 1) Applying an alternating
“1010…” pattern and directly measuring the unmodulated carrier thus produced1, 2) With typical
PCM applied, setting the spectrum analyzer video and resolution bandwidth to 3 MHz (with max
hold) and measuring the peak level2, and 3) Measuring the peak level of a normal randomized
spectrum and estimating the carrier level from the formula given in IRIG 106-013.

These measurements were made with the spectrum analyzer settings suggested in IRIG 106-01,
namely (except as indicated): resolution bandwidth of 10 kHz, video bandwidth of 1 kHz, and a
maximum hold detector4.
With a 5 Mbit/second PCM input, all three techniques produced an unmodulated carrier level within
0.4dB. For checkout purposes on a test vehicle, this indicates that any of the three methods is
adequate, with the choice based on which is most practical to implement.
TRANSMITTER SPECTRUM
With a 5 Mbit/second randomized input, the transmitter spectrum was measured. A spectral mask
from IRIG 106-01 Appendix A was overlayed5. The result is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. 5 MBit/second Spectrum and Spectral Mask
The spectrum shows several components that lie above the mask limit. The exact level of these
limits depends on spectral analyzer settings; the figure shows the results with the recommended
IRIG 106-01 settings6. The spreading of the components at ± 5 MHz and ± 10 MHz is a result of

multiple sweeps of the spectrum analyzer in maximum hold mode; the components at these
frequencies were observed to be single-frequency values when the frequency scale was expanded.
These components represent an issue for the user community, since they tend to make the –60dBc
bandwidth appear somewhat larger than it would be without them: Ignoring the components gives a
–60dBc bandwidth of 8.4 MHz for 5 Mbit/second PCM, but including the components gives a –
60dBc bandwidth of 10.4 MHz. This larger figure is the one that must be used to request frequency
assignments at military test ranges. It should be noted that these components represent a cosmetic
or regulatory issue, rather than a technical one, since they do not seem to have any affect on system
performance.
The supplier was contacted and indicated that the components are a product of the FQPSK I and Q
processing, and are present before modulation. The supplier indicated this had been verified in
simulations. The absolute level of these components, however, increases due to signal spreading in
the final amplifier stage. Because the absolute levels are only slightly above the spectral mask limit,
the supplier believes that they may have a potential redesign solution, should it be required.
BIT ERROR PROBABILITY PERFORMANCE
A test was performed to measure Bit Error Probability (BEP) versus Eb/N0 (equivalent to carrier-tonoise ratio when the bandwidth equals the bit rate). The test procedure followed that called out in
IRIG 118-027. The results are graphed in Figure 3. This shows measured 4 Mbit/second and 5
Mbit/second curves for FQPSK-B and a comparison for ideal PCM-FM8.
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These results show that BEP performance is slightly worse for FQPSK-B than for an equivalent
PCM-FM system (with optimum premodulation filter settings and modulation index). However, this
degradation was only about 1.2 dB at a BEP of 1 x 10-6, for the 5 Mbit/second case with a 4 MHz
bandwidth. Decreasing the bit rate to 4 Mbits/second with the same receiver bandwidth produced
almost identical performance between FQPSK-B and PCM-FM.
This demonstrates that setting the receiver IF bandwidth to match the bit rate is desirable. However,
in the real world, the number of bandwidths is limited, but the resulting degradation from a slightly
narrow IF choice is small.
These curves also show that for higher BEP performance (around 1 in 10-7 or 1 in 10-8), that FQPSK
requires a greater Eb/N0, and thus a larger signal is required to produce this improved BEP
performance. These results are consistent with those previously published9.
DEMODULATOR ACQUISITION TIME
This test was performed per IRIG 118-0210, and the test setup is shown in Figure 4. In this test the
transmitter is driven by an IRIG 106 randomizer with a logic “1” input. The demodulator and
derandomizer recover the logic “1” when the system has acquired the transmitted signal. The input
to the demodulator is switched between the receiver output and a comparable noise signal,
simulating signal acquisition for a fading signal. Two different tests are run: 1) with the signal
present for 20% of the time during a ten-second period, simulating initial acquisition, and 2) with the
signal present for 75% of the time in a two-second period, simulating flat fade recovery.
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Figure 4. Demodulator Acquisition Time Setup
The results demonstrated little difference between the acquisition and flat fade portions of the test.
The average acquisition at 5 Mbits/second was around 25 mS, but rose to over 300 mS at 1

Mbit/second. It should also be noted that the RF Networks demodulator is not specified to operate
below 1 Mbit/second.
However, the supplier indicated in subsequent conversations that the specific demodulator used was
an early production model, and current units have been redesigned to produce substantially quicker
acquisition times. An upgrade is available for the early units from RF Networks. The upgraded unit
reportedly provides acquisition times on the order of 3 mS for rates of 5 to 20 Mbits/second,
increasing to approximately 20 mS for 1 Mbit/second.
SENSITIVITY TO FREQUENCY MODULATION ON THE BIT RATE CLOCK
FQPSK is reportedly susceptible to jitter in the bit rate clock, perhaps especially at frequencies
within the acquisition loop bandwidth of the demodulator, as would be expected. The test setup was
unable to produce bit rate jitter at high frequencies, but it was possible to apply a known frequency
modulation to the bit rate clock with a 1kHz sinusoidal modulating source.
A test was performed measuring BEP degradation when the bit rate clock was modulated with the 1
kHz sine wave. In this case, a frequency modulated function generator drove a stand-alone
randomizer, and the demodulator output stream was monitored on the link analyzer to identify the bit
error rate. Peak-to-peak modulation above 0.2% (e.g. ± 5 kHz modulation on a 5 MHz clock)
caused a dramatic reduction in BEP performance: The BEP increased from 1 x 10-8 to 1 x 10-3
regardless of signal level. At a fairly moderate signal level (Eb/N0 = 13.6dB), the error rate rose
approximately five-fold by adding 0.1% peak-to-peak modulation.
It should be noted that these levels of modulation on the bit rate clock are fairly high for modern data
systems that generate their clock from a crystal reference. Systems that generate their clock directly
from a crystal reference or phase locked loop are likely to produce jitter significantly below these
figures. Those that generate their clock from a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) may or may
not meet this limitation. However, the NCO jitter may occur at frequencies too high to affect
FQPSK demodulation. These jitter characteristics were not part of this investigation.
DEMODULATOR PATTERN SENSITIVITY
In the course of testing, it was observed that the demodulator could not properly lock to a short
repeating pattern (such as the “1010...” pattern that creates an unmodulated carrier). To determine
the degree to which the demodulator was susceptible to this phenomenon, a format was created with
normal frame syncs and a frame counter and random (though fixed) patterns in most words. When a
16-bit “1010...” word was formatted every five-word slots, the demodulator could not properly lock.
When this word was repeated every six word slots, proper lock was achieved.
It should be noted that IRIG 106-01 specifies that FQPSK should only be used with a randomizing
PCM source11. Although it is possible that the IRIG 106 randomizer could produce some sort of
repeating pattern, the investigation determined that this would generally be very difficult to do, and
very unlikely. The results underscore the necessity of using some form of randomization with
FQPSK.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES
Various combinations of failed clock and data inputs were presented to the transmitter to identify its
behavior in these real-world situations. With the data not present (shorted, no connection etc.) the
transmitter produced the characteristic unmodulated carrier spectrum, as expected. When the clock
was not present, however, the transmitter produced an extremely wide spectrum on the order of
80MHz at the –60dBc points.
The supplier was contacted about this issue. They were aware of the problem, and indicated their
plans to modify the design to disable the output in case of clock loss for future production units.
The transmitter does not require a premodulation filter or setting of the modulation index as in PCMFM. This specific transmitter requires a TTL-level clock and data input; other transmitters may be
configured for differential RS-422 style input signals.
FQPSK is somewhat less prone to adjacent channel interference from other FQPSK sources than is
PCM-FM. This is apparently due to the coherent nature of FQPSK. This was not tested in this
investigation, but has been reported in the literature12.
CONCLUSION
Based on these test results, Boeing IDS Flight Test in Saint Louis has recommended to its internal
telemetry users the following:
•

•
•
•

•

FQPSK should not be used just to be using the latest technology. There is slight performance
degradation in link performance at the Bit-Error Probability normally used by Boeing IDS
Flight Test as a baseline, and a lack of experience is a risk. FQPSK should be used when the
program requires reduced bandwidth, or when the test range requires it.
Using FQPSK does not eliminate the performance degradation in link performance caused by
increasing the bit rate.
FQPSK demodulators are somewhat susceptible to modulation on the bit rate clock in the
area around 1 kHz. The modulation level had to be fairly high, however, to produce
substantial BEP performance degradation.
FQPSK does not require premodulation filters or the setting of modulation index as in the
case for PCM-FM. Thus, the aircraft setup and checkout is considerably simpler. Checkout
requires a method for measuring or estimating unmodulated carrier power, which can be
performed adequately through several straightforward methods.
FQPSK is a workable system, and the risk of implementing it on a flight test program is low
after obtaining experience, which was the reason this investigation was performed.
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NOMENCLATURE
BEP
dBc
Eb/N0
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Bit Error Probability (analogous to Bit Error Rate)
decibels with respect to the unmodulated carrier power
Signal energy per bit / Noise spectral density
(Equivalent to carrier-to-noise ratio with receiver bandwidth equal to bit rate)
Intermediate frequency stage of a receiver
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ABSTRACT
This paper will present equations for calculating the minimum recommended frequency separation
of two digital telemetry signals. The signals can be filtered continuous phase frequency shift keying
(CPFSK), multi-h continuous phase modulation (CPM) [1], shaped offset quadrature phase shift
keying-Telemetry Group (SOQPSK-TG, aka SOQPSK-A*) [2], or Feher’s patented quadrature
phase shift keying FQPSK-B (or FQPSK-JR [3]). The equations are based on measured data in an
adjacent channel interference (ACI) environment for filtered CPFSK (aka PCM/FM), multi-h CPM
(or CPM for short), SOQPSK-TG, FQPSK-JR, and FQPSK-B. This paper is an extension of my
2001 and 2002 International Telemetering Conference papers on this topic [4, 5]. The quantity
measured was bit error probability (BEP) versus frequency separation at a given signal energy per
bit to noise power spectral density ratio (Eb/No). The interferers were CPFSK, CPM, SOQPSK-TG
or FQPSK-B (-JR) signals. The results presented in this paper will be for a desired signal bit rate of
1 to 20 Mb/s, one interferer 20 dB larger than the desired signal (a few tests included two
interferers), and various center frequency spacings, interfering signals, receivers, and demodulators.
The overall ACI test effort has collected data sets at several bit rates and with one and two
interferers. The results will be useful to system designers and range operators as they attempt to
maximize the number of Mb/s that can be simultaneously transmitted with minimal interference in
the telemetry bands.

KEY WORDS
Adjacent channel interference, CPFSK, PCM/FM, FQPSK-B, FQPSK-JR, CPM, SOQPSK,
aeronautical telemetry signal spacing

INTRODUCTION
Telemetry data rates are increasing and the amount of available telemetry spectrum has been
decreasing. The combination of these two facts is driving efforts to increase the telemetry channel
packing density. Methods to increase channel packing density include more spectrally efficient

modulation methods (including FQPSK, SOQPSK, and multi-h CPM) and the use of “better”
receiver filters. A test program was initiated to measure the effects of carrier-to-interference ratio
(C/I) and channel spacing on BEP at various Eb/N0 values. The test setup is shown in figure 1. The
test setup shows three radio frequency (RF) sources however only two were used for most of the
tests included in this paper. The data sources were independent, pseudo-random signals of length
215-1 or 211-1. The non-return-to-zero-level (NRZ-L) CPFSK, multi-h CPM, SOQPSK and FQPSK
signals were generated with laboratory test equipment and amplified with a Class C non-linear
amplifier. The RF signals were applied to a FastBit 2000A test set that controlled Eb/N0 and C/I.
The shaded items in figure 1 are part of the FastBit 2000A. The FastBit 2000A keeps the signal
power fixed and varies the interference and noise power levels. The composite signal was connected
to a telemetry receiver. The receiver’s intermediate frequency (IF) signal was connected to a RF
Networks model 2120 demodulator or a Nova Engineering multi-mode trellis demodulator model
MMD22 when SOQPSK-TG or FQPSK-B (or –JR) was the desired signal and to a Nova
Engineering model MMD22 when multi-h CPM was the desired signal. When CPFSK was the
desired signal, either the receiver’s internal demodulator and bit synchronizer or the Nova model
MMD22 [6] were used.
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Figure 1. Test setup.
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driving the FM input. CPM and
SOQPSK-TG signals were generated
Figure 2. Signal spectra.
using a Rohde&Schwartz AMIQ
driving the I/Q inputs of the RF
generator. Mark Geoghegan of Nova Engineering supplied the above AMIQ files. FQPSK-JR (and
–B) base band signals were generated using either a RF Networks base band processor board
assembled into a chassis by Edwards AFB personnel or AMIQ files supplied by Robert Jefferies,
Tybrin Corp., Edwards AFB. The RF sources were Agilent model E4433As. These RF signal
generators have both frequency modulation (FM) and quadrature (I/Q) modulation capability. The
FQPSK tests were conducted with I/Q modulator imbalances that cause spectral expansion typical of
the near-worst case measured FQPSK transmitters (note where FQPSK-JR spectrum is wider than
SOQPSK-TG below –45 dBc in figure 2; this spectral regrowth is caused by a combination of I/Q
modulator errors and the effects of the non-linear amplifier).

TEST RESULTS
BEP versus Eb/N0 data were measured with various frequency spacings for a variety of desired and
interfering bit rates, desired and interfering modulation methods, and various receivers and
demodulators. Some of the test data will be presented in this paper but additional data will be
contained in the 2004 edition of the Telemetry Applications Handbook (RCC Document 119-04).
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Figure 3. ACI effects with 5 Mbps PCM/FM.

happening is that the interfering power getting to the bit detector is starting to be a significant
fraction of the noise power. The curves are similar for all of the combinations of modulation
methods. The difference in Eb/N0 values for a given BEP (a BEP of about 10-5 was used for this
study) was estimated and used as the criteria for acceptable spacing.
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8 and 16 MHz respectively. Note in figure 8 the
curves for the 3 lowest rate interferers are all
bunched together. The problem illustrated here is that the dynamic range of the demodulator is
being exceeded because the receiver IF filter is not attenuating the interfering signal.
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Figures 9 and 10 show the results of tests where the C/I ratio was varied from –8 dB to –26 dB.
These figures show that with a C/I ratio of –8 or –11 dB the differences between the performance
with the two IF filters is small whereas with C/I ratios of –20, -23, and –26 dB the differences are
fairly large. One of the main functions of the IF filter is to control the amount of interference power,
which minimizes the instantaneous dynamic range at the input to the demodulator.
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Figures 11 and 12 show the results with the desired signal being 1 and 20 Mb/s PCM/FM and the
interfering signal being 15 Mb/s PCM/FM. The receiver in this case had digitally generated IF
filters. The minimum required separation is about 18 MHz in figure 11 and 31 MHz in figure 12.
Since the interfering signal is the same, the difference is a function of the desired signal and the
receiver/demodulator. For this case, the minimum required frequency spacing can be approximated
by 0.7*S + 1.2*I where S is the bit rate of the desired signal and I is the bit rate of the interferer.
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Figure 13 shows the co-channel interference performance of the various modulation methods with
both desired signal and interferer set to 5 Mb/s (the first group of letters indicates the desired signal
and the second the interferer, that is, FM-JR indicates the desired signal is PCM/FM and the
interfering signal is FQPSK-JR). This figure shows that PCM/FM is the most resistant to co-channel
interference and multi-h CPM is the least resistant.
Co-channel Interference Test Results
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Figure 13. Co-channel interference test results.
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The minimum required frequency separations can be calculated using the formula:
DF = A*S + B*I
Where:
DF is the minimum required frequency separation in MHz
S is the bit rate of the desired signal in Mb/s
I is the bit rate of the interfering signal in Mb/s
A is determined by the desired signal type and receiving equipment (see table 1 below)
B is determined by the interfering signal type (see table 1 below)
Table 1. Coefficients for frequency separation calculation.
Modulation Type
NRZ PCM/FM

A
1.0* for receivers with RLC final IF
filters
0.7 for receivers with SAW or digital
IF filters
0.5 with Nova multi-symbol detectors
(or equivalent devices)

B
1.2

FQPSK-B, FQPSK-JR,
SOQPSK-TG
Multi-h CPM

0.45

0.7** FQPSK-B or –JR
0.65 SOQPSK-TG
0.5

0.35

*The minimum frequency separation for typical receivers with RLC final IF filters and NRZ-L
PCM/FM signals is the larger of 1.5 times the actual IF –3 dB bandwidth and the value calculated
using the equation above.
**The value of B for FQPSK signals is a function of the modulator errors and is equal to 0.65 with
no significant modulator errors.
The minimum spacing needs to be calculated for signal 1 as the desired signal and signal 2 as the
interferer and vice versa. It is interesting to note that the values for B match the normalized –50 dBc
points for the four modulation methods shown in figure 2 quite closely. It isn’t surprising that the
required frequency spacing from the interferer is directly related to the power spectrum of the
interfering signal. The values for A are a function of the effective detection filter bandwidths and
the co-channel interference resistance of the modulation method and detector. The values for A and
B are slightly conservative for most cases and assume that the receiver being used does not have
spurious responses that cause additional interference.
Main assumptions:
The NRZ PCM/FM signals are assumed to be premodulation filtered with a multi-pole filter with -3
dB point of 0.7 times the bit rate and the peak deviation is assumed to be approximately 0.35 times
the bit rate.

The receiver IF filter is assumed to be no wider than 1.5 times the bit rate and provides at least 6 dB
of attenuation of the interfering signal.
The interfering signal is assumed to be no more than 20 dB stronger than the desired signal.
The receiver is assumed to be operating in linear mode; no significant intermodulation products or
spurious responses are present.
Examples:
5 Mb/s PCM/FM and 6 Mb/s PCM/FM using Microdyne 1200MRC receivers with 6 MHz IF
bandwidths (these receivers have RLC IF filters)
1.0*5 + 1.2*6 = 12.2 MHz 1.0*6 + 1.2*5 = 12 MHz
1.5*6= 9.0 MHz; the largest
value is 12.2 MHz and the frequencies are assigned in 1 MHz steps so the minimum spacing
is 13 MHz
5 Mb/s PCM/FM and 6 Mb/s PCM/FM using Microdyne 1200MRC receivers with 10 MHz IF
bandwidths (these receivers have RLC IF filters)
1.0*5 + 1.2*6 = 12.2 MHz 1.0*6 + 1.2*5 = 12 MHz
1.5*10= 15.0 MHz; the largest
value is 15.0 MHz and the frequencies are assigned in 1 MHz steps so the minimum spacing
is 15 MHz
5 Mb/s PCM/FM and 6 Mb/s PCM/FM using Microdyne 1200MRC receivers with 6 MHz IF
bandwidths and Nova demodulators
0.5*5 + 1.2*6 = 9.7 MHz
0.5*6 + 1.2*5 = 9 MHz; the largest value is 9.7 MHz and the
frequencies are assigned in 1 MHz steps so the minimum spacing is 10 MHz
5 Mb/s PCM/FM and 6 Mb/s FQPSK-B using Microdyne 1200MRC receivers with 6 MHz IF
bandwidths (these receivers have RLC IF filters)
1.0*5 + 0.7*6 = 9.2 MHz
0.45*6 + 1.2*5 = 8.7 MHz 1.5*6= 9.0 MHz; the largest
value is 9.2 MHz and the frequencies are assigned in 1 MHz steps so the minimum spacing is
10 MHz
5 Mb/s PCM/FM and 6 Mb/s FQPSK-B using Microdyne RCB2000 receivers with 6 MHz IF
bandwidths (these receivers have SAW/digital IF filters)
0.7*5 + 0.7*6 = 7.7 MHz
0.45*6 + 1.2*5 = 8.7 MHz; the largest value is 8.7 MHz and
the frequencies are assigned in 1 MHz steps so the minimum spacing is 9 MHz
5 Mb/s SOQPSK-TG and 6 Mb/s SOQPSK-TG using Microdyne 1200MRC receivers with 6 MHz
IF bandwidths (these receivers have RLC IF filters)
0.45*5 + 0.65*6 = 6.15 MHz 0.45*6 + 0.65*5 = 5.95 MHz; the largest value is 6.15 MHz so
the minimum spacing is 7 MHz

SUMMARY
The minimum required frequency separation can be calculated using a fairly simple linear equation.
The coefficients for this equation are contained in table 1. The most important factors in

determining the required minimum separation are the power spectral density of the interfering signal,
the C/I ratio, the receiver filter bandwidth and roll-off rate, and the demodulator characteristics.
Receiver spurious responses will cause problems that may cause degradation at spacings wider than
the minimum required spacing. Having a receiver that does not have spurious responses is very
important if one wants to minimize interference effects. Some receivers don’t have spurious
responses with low input levels but do have spurious responses with larger input levels therefore the
gain before the receiver should not be larger than required.
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SMALL VOLUME, FEHER-PATENTED QUADRATURE
PHASE SHIFT KEYING, JR VERSION, TELEMETRY
TRANSMITTER
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the implementation of a Feher-Patented Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying (FQPSK) waveform variant that reduces overall design complexity, which in turn
results in a telemetry transmitter that provides all the benefits of the existing FQPSK-B
waveform, in a 3.0 x 2.0 x 1.0 volume. This variant is referred to the as the FQPSK-JR
version. This waveform differs from the “near constant” envelop response of the
qualified Herley airborne FQPSK-B telemetry transmitter in terms of the time domain
wavelet transition functions and the amplitude scaling term associated with those
functions. The end result is a “constant envelop” design, which employs simplified antialias filtering and more efficient digital design techniques.
KEYWORDS
FQPSK-B, FQPSK-JR, Telemetry, Spectrally Efficient
I. INTRODUCTION
Missile programs, like aircraft programs, need more spectrally efficient telemetry
transmitters. As demonstrated by the Advanced Range Telemetry Project (ARTM)
office, Tier 1 waveforms (Offset Quadrature Phase shift Keying (OQPSK)) can provide
that capability. In addition, missile telemetry transmitters need to be both small in
volume and high in DC efficiency. Herley Lancaster is developing L-Band and S-Band,
5 watt, bit rate agile, transmitters that meet those efficiency (spectral and DC) and
volume needs. Use of the FQPSK-JR modulation scheme is key to the development of
these new transmitters. Testing at both ARTM and Herley Lancaster facilities has
demonstrated that the FQPSK-JR modulation provides equivalent performance to that of
the FQPSK-B modulation. The combination of the FQPSK-JR and the proven and
qualified design techniques of the Herley Lancaster airborne FQPSK transmitter, results
in a OQPSK transmitter that will meet or exceed the performance of any of the presently
fielded telemetry transmitters, in a volume consistent with older, PCM/FM telemetry
transmitters.

II.

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

Figure 1.0 contains a simplified functional block diagram of the FQPSK-JR telemetry
transmitter. It consists of a phase lock loop (PLL), baseband processor, quadrature
modulator, and power amplifier chain. All but the power amplifier chain are common to
both the L and S Band transmitters.
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Loop
Filter

Synthesizer

L-Band: 1435.5 - 1534.5 MHz
S-Band: 2200.5-2389.5 MHz
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Oscillator
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I
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Q
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Driver
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Figure 1.0 FQPSK-JR Functional Block Diagram

The PLL is a low noise source that steps the transmitter frequency in 500 KHz steps
across the entire S (L) Band range. As mentioned earlier the heart of the design resides
within the baseband processor. This structure provides for the differential encoding
function, symbol splitting and cross correlation, wavelet selection and lookup tables, and
required filtering. A functional block of this process can be found in Figure 1.1 The
quadrature modulator uses the baseband I & Q inputs to translate the PLL CW signal to
the specified FQPSK-JR output, at the desired bit rate (1-20 Mb/s). By employing the
JR variant, significant reduction in both parts count and complexity has been achieved.
The power chain is composed of LDMOS stages that achieve efficiencies equivalent to
existing non-linear amplifier approaches. At this writing, all design tasks associated with
the FQPSK-JR transmitter have been completed. Breadboard circuits of the PLL,
baseband processor, quadrature modulator, and its associated drivers have been
successfully tested. The form, fit, function (F3) power chain starts testing in the next two
weeks, to be quickly followed by the F3 processor testing. It is Herley’s intent to have a
fully qualified transmitter prior to ITC2003. The net result of this effort will be a FQPSK
transmitter that will meet all the requirements of the latest ARTM released airborne,
digital data transmitter specification.
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FQPSK Wavelet
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Clock Input
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Clock
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D/A
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Figure 1.1 Baseband Processor Functional Block Diagram

Figure 1.2 is a spectrum analyzer plot demonstrating carrier and unwanted sideband
suppression at the output of the modulator. As can be seen in this plot, sideband
suppression was approximately 39 dB, with carrier suppression approximately 37 dB.
Testing to date has demonstrated that the indicated rejection levels can be met over the
entire S-Band telemetry bandwidth. Figure 1.3 shows the resultant FQPSK spectrum, at
20 Mb/s, for the rejection levels indicated in Figure 1.2. This spectrum was captured at
the highest assigned S-Band frequency (2389.5 MHz). Note the spectral remnants of the
bit rate (±N*BR/4, abs(N) >1). These remnants, referred to as “symbology artifacts” were
also noted in the FQPSK-B waveform.
As discussed above, the FQPSK-B and FQPSK-JR are quite similar with respect to their
spectral content. This can be seen in Figure 1.4, which depicts measured data of both
spectra at an output level >5 watts.

Figure 1.2 Modulator Suppression Levels

Figure 1.3 FQPSK-JR Spectrum
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Figure 1.4 Comparisons of B and JR Spectrums

III.

MECHANICAL DESIGN

To achieve the 6 in3 volume, while meeting all electrical requirements in a dense
package, requires that significant attention be applied to the mechanical design at both the
board level and housing level. Figure 1.5 is a 3D representation of the packing concepts
of the FQPSK-JR transmitter. As can be seen from Figure 1.5, the design consists of
basically two rectangular structures, of approximate equal height. The upper structure
supports the baseband processor and power supply. The bottom contains the PLL,
modulator and power chain. The RF soft substrates are soldered directly to the housing
floors. This approach reduces both radiation coupling and micro-phonics.
IV CONCLUSIONS

Herley Lancaster has undertaken the task of providing a spectrally efficient, low power
consuming, telemetry transmitter in a small volume package, suitable for missile and
other unmanned vehicles. Preliminary testing and sizing has indicated that this is an
achievable goal. Integration and qualification testing should occur before ITC2003, thus
providing complete testing results at that time.

Figure 1.5 FQPSK-JR Mechanical Stack-Up
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ABSTRACT
For simpler implementations of ultra high bit rate systems, combined analog/digital techniques,
described here in, provide implementations with the smallest number of component count utilizing
minimal “real-estate” and smallest DC power. While digital implementations with tradition Read
Only Memory (ROM) and Digital to Analog Converters (DAC’s) have been proven in several
commercial, NASA –CCSDS recommended, and U.S. DoD-IRIG standardized Feher’s QPSK
(FQPSK) [2,3] products, such implementations can be further simplified, and in particular for ultra
high bit rate product applications. Several waveform generating techniques such as linear
approximation, analog approximation and mixed analog and linear approximations are investigated
using preliminary simulation results.

KEYWORDS
Waveform Generation, Feher’s Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK)
INTRODUCTION
With the limitations on standard digital components at higher bit rates, particularly DAC’s, the need
for investigating alternative means is justified. For example, a system operating at 1 Gb/s has a 500
mega symbol rate in both the I and Q channels and DAC’s in traditional systems operate at 8
samples per symbol. This system operating at 1 Gb/s would require DAC’s to operate at 4 GSamp/s,
which is not practical in terms of power consumption, number of components or “real-estate”.
For high data rate systems, which require fast DAC’s and ROM storage units, a proposal for
alternative architectures is presented. In particular, waveforms currently generated with ROM/DAC
units can also be implemented with analog techniques such as using the processing of the clock
signal to estimate sinusoidal functions with DC, increasing, and decaying exponential functions. In
particular, an innovative waveform generation technique using a hybrid of analog and digital
techniques may be warranted. The incorporation of the clock signal with passive components such
as shown in Fig. 1 and 2 of this study is an example of a structure which can be implemented for this
purpose.
Using FQPSK waveforms as a reference, a combination of approximately 14 distinct waveforms
(when constructed from one bit duration signals [1]) can be generated. These wavelets are generated
from sines, cosines, and DC signals. Other wavelets can be formed such as cos2 and sin2 combined
with DC signals. In addition there are also other attenuated sine and cosine functions. The samples
for each of these functions are stored in a ROM lookup table in conjunction with DAC’s. This has
been the traditional method of generating FQPSK and other modulated signals [4,5].
With high speed switching, all of these functions can be generated with a passive network and/or
individual analog function generators. A detailed diagram of the analog function generators are
shown in Fig. 1. A system overview, shown in Fig. 2, provides one such architecture for hybrid
analog waveform (or passive network) generation for high data rate structures. This method
eliminates the need for the use of ROM’s and DAC’s.

ANALOG WAVEFORM APPROXIMATIONS
Sine and cosine wavelets can be approximated using resistor and capacitor (RC) networks in
conjunction with the clock signal. For example the clock signal is used to simulate a step function
inputted into first order RC network. This produces a signal which approximates a sine wave
segment from 0 to π/2 radians. Figure 3 shows the comparisons of an FQPSK signal (generated
from a ROM lookup table) with the “analog” waveforms generated by the combination of the
modified clock signal and RC network. The analog waveform segments illustrated in Fig. 3 were
created using first order RC networks only. This concept may be further enhanced with multiple
order RC networks. Figure 4a illustrates the time pattern (I channel) for the analog waveform

segment, which approximates an FQPSK signal (ROM generated). Note the differences from the
time pattern waveform shown in Fig. 4c depicting the filtered FQPSK waveforms. Note that there is
more distortion of the analog time pattern versus the FQPSK time pattern. This is expected since we
are simply approximating the FQPSK waveform segments with simple analog components.
However, a tradeoff is present in the form of spreading Power Spectral Density (PSD) when the
signal is Non-Linearly Amplified (NLA) versus improved BER performance of the analog method
from the FQPSK ROM lookup method. As shown in Fig. 6, the PSD of the analog waveform
generation method has a wider spectrum in a NLA environment compared to FQPSK. From Fig. 7,
we note that at 10-4 there is a 0.5 dB improvement in the BER.
LINEAR WAVEFORM APPROXIMATIONS
Another approach to simplicity in waveform generation is straight line approximations. First order
waveforms can be easily generated using a clock signal. For example, first order linear
approximations of ROM generated FQPSK wavelets are also shown and compared in Fig. 3. Note
that the first order approximations are generated using a mixture of various slopes and dc offsets.
Figure 4b illustrates the time pattern (I Channel) for the filtered linear waveform approximation of
ROM generated FQPSK. Note that the waveforms generated using the filtered linear method
produces very similar wave patterns as the ROM generated in FQPSK in a non-linearly amplified
environment. The power spectral densities of both the ROM generated FQPSK and the filtered
linear methods are similar up to -50dBr even after spectral spreading caused by non-linear
amplification as illustrated in Fig. 6. Fig 7 shows that the BER of the linear method has less than
0.5 dB degradation from FQPSK at 10-4. Additional effort in determining the variations in slope and
dc offsets may produce even better results.
HYBRID WAVEFORM GENERATION METHODS
Another approach to waveform generation is a hybrid of linear and analog waveform approximation
methods. Sine and Cosine wave patterns can be divided up between analog and linearly generated
waveforms. By approximating these waveforms with cascaded analog and linear waveform
components, we can approximate the ROM generated FQPSK waveform with minimum amount of
error. By selecting certain linear waveforms and certain analog waveforms, we can generate the
FQPSK waveforms. For example, in Fig. 3, certain linear approximations may provide better
approximation than certain analog waveforms and vice versa.
Fig. 4d shows the approximation of a FQPSK time pattern using the hybrid waveform generation
method. Comparing this time pattern with the FQPSK time pattern (Fig. 4c), these time patterns are
very similar. The hybrid method PSD is comparable to the FQPSK PSD down to -40dB in a NLA
environment as show in Fig. 6. The BER of the hybrid method is within 0.5 dB degradation of the
FQPSK waveform at 10-4.

CONCLUSION
For ultra high bit rate systems, the use of DAC’s and ROM’s to generate FQPSK wavelets could be
less efficient than alternatives presented in this paper. The estimations of the ROM generated
FQPSK using passive and analog components may be more practical. Techniques such as step
responses to an RC network and first order “linear” approximations require less power consumption
and were presented.
For certain FCC-15 regulated applications such as IEEE 802.11 WLAN, Wi-Fi and or Ethernet
applications where spectral efficiency is specified to -20dBr, the analog waveform approximation
method provides the best BER at 10-4. For other ultra high bit rate systems using FQPSK-B, where
spectral efficiency specified to -40dBr, a more practical waveform generation using linear or mixed
analog and linear approximations is more practical than using digital waveform generation using
DAC’s and ROM’s.
While the analog method provided the best BER performance (0.5 dB improvement at 10-4 versus
ROM generated FQPSK), the filtered linear method provided the best spectral efficiency
(comparable to ROM generated FQPSK to -50 dBr) in a non-linearly amplified channel. The mixed
analog and linear approximation method provided similar spectral efficiency comparable to ROM
generated FQPSK to -40dBr. Tradeoffs existed such as the presence of significant spectral
spreading in the analog estimation and BER improvement of 0.5 dB compared to ROM generated
FQPSK at 10-4. Combinations of the linear and the analog techniques were introduced as a potential
method to mitigate both the spectral spreading and BER degradation. Further improvements on the
analog approximation method could reduce both spectral spreading and improve BER performance.

Figure 1: Mixed Analog and Digital implementation components for cross-correlated and/or Time
Constrained Signal (TCS) – filtered data patterns and signals for bit rate agile and/or high bit rate
applications are shown [1].
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Figure 2: Alternate implementations using passive components or standard analog function
generators for high speed waveform generation. Note that waveform generation can be performed
with a free running oscillator or the clock signal [1].

Figure 3: Various waveform approximations of selected ROM generated FQPSK waveforms. The
thick line represents FQPSK ROM generated wavelets. The thin line represents the analog
generated wavelets. The dotted line represents the wavelets using linear approximation. The x-axis
represents samples per bit duration.

Figure 4: This figure represents a sample data time pattern generated by the various different
waveform approximations in a filtered and non-linearly amplified environment. (a) Analog (b)
Filtered linear (c) FQPSK-B and (d) Mixed Analog and Linear waveform approximations. The xaxis is in bits and y axis is in volts.

Figure 5: Constellations generated by the various waveform approximation generation methods in a
filtered and non-linearly amplified environment. (a) Analog (b) Filtered linear (c) FQPSK (d) Mixed
Analog and Linear approximation methods.
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Figure 6: Power Spectral Density of various waveform approximations of FQPSK-B in a filtered
and non-linearly amplified environment. Note the similar performances of the mixed analog and
linear approximation and the linear approximation techniques compared to FQPSKB up to -40dB
and -50dB respectively.
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Figure 7: Bit Error Rate (BER) plot of several implementation FQPSK alternatives in a filtered and
non-linearly amplified environment. Note the 0.5 dB improvement of the analog approximation
method over FQPSK-B at 10-4. Note that the other techniques used provided similar performance
within 0.5 dB degradation of FQPSK at 10-4.

Method of
Approximation
FQPSKB
Linear
Analog
Mixed Analog and
Linear

PSD to -20dBr
0.4 fTb
0.4 fTb
0.6 fTb

PSD to -40dBr
0.7 fTb
0.7 fTb
1.6 fTb

PSD to -50dbR
0.8 fTb
0.8 fTb
2.4 fTb

BER at 10-4
9.8 dB
10.2 dB
9.3 dB

0.4 fTb

0.8 fTb

1.2 fTb

10.2 dB

Table 1: Table of results comparing performances in PSD and BER using various approximation
techniques.
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Introduction
This paper outlines the GPS data acquisition of two PCM encoders. The design of
the first PCM Encoder uses an embedded GPS Receiver module, the Thales G12HDMA receiver. The G12 Receiver has been integrated into the electronics of the
PCM Encoder to provide a seamless tool for the Telemetry Engineer to acquire GPS
position and time data with the sensor data acquired from the PCM Encoder.
The second telemetry encoder discussed in this paper adds the GPS Interface
Module for the Time Space Position Unit (TSPI) currently under development at
Herley Industries. The TSPI Unit will also be integrated with the PCM Encoder tools
to create a seamless user interface. The TSPI unit is available in both the “Low
Dynamic (JTU-I)” and the “High Dynamic” (JTU-II).
Herley Industries
Herley Industries, Inc. headquartered in Lancaster, PA, is one of the largest
telemetry firms in the world. The corporation provides sophisticated electronics,
systems, and services to its customers in the United States Department of Defense,
National Aeronautical Space Administration, and Aerospace Industry, as well as to
non-defense international governments, and the international commercial
marketplace.
The PCM Encoder, Model 1030 with a Thales G12 Receiver
The PCM Encoder that hosts the GPS Receiver is Herley’s PCM880 Product. The
PCM880 Encoder architecture is a structure assembled from modular units that
integrate an acquisition function to the system bus.
Figure 1 is a mechanical
drawing of the PCM Encoder designed for this application.

Figure 1: PCM Encoder with Embedded GPS Receiver
The GPS Receiver used is the Thales Model G12 HDMA Board. The G12 HDMA
Board is a 12 Channel GPS Receiver Board designed specifically for rugged
environmental applications found in missiles, with the additional capability of
calculating GPS position while traveling at high rates of speed. The G12 HDMA
GPS Receiver Board has a history of applications in aeronautical environments, and
the rugged construction of this board makes it suitable for the environments it would
be exposed to during the flight mission.
The G12 HDMA GPS Receiver Board connects to a Computer Interface Board that
provides serial communication electronics between the Encoder and the GPS
receiver. A one kilo-byte FIFO buffer is used to interface the two asynchronous rates
between the GPS receiver and the PCM Encoder.

Analog Signal Conditioning
The encoder includes sixty channels of customized signal conditioning for this
application. The analog signal inputs are designed to interface to differential input
amplifiers and single pole passive filters. The outputs of the pre-conditioning circuits
are connected to a standard analog-to-digital multiplexing circuitry used for analog
acquisition. The analog inputs are digitized with a high speed, 12 bit Analog to
Digital converter and interfaced with the encoder circuitry.
GPS Receiver, Thales G12
The GPS receiver selected for this application is the Thales G12 HDMA Board. This
board uses twelve discrete parallel channels for Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) codephase (psuedo-range) measurements and carrier measurements on the L1 (1575.42
MHz) band. The G12 receives satellite signals using an active L-band antenna.
The GPS Receiver is designed with two asynchronous serial output ports. Each port
can be individually configured to transmit GPS data. In this design, Port A is used to
transmit Real-Time GPS data to the encoder for telemetry through the optical
isolation circuits. Port B of the GPS receiver connects connector J12 for the user to
directly interface with the GPS board from other equipment for test purposes. This
allows the telemetry engineer direct access to the GPS receiver to evaluate the data
using OEM provided software.
Thales G12 Performance Specifications
Environmental performance specifications of the receiver are summarized in Table
1: G12 Performance Specifications.

Table 1: G12 Performance Specifications
Temperature
Acceleration
Jerk
Vibration
Altitude
Velocity
stand-alone
accuracy
Velocity
accuracy
Time to First Fix
Update Rate

Environmental
-30oC to +70 oC
23 G’s
463 G’s
9.8 Grms from 30 Hz to 1000 Hz
1100 km
to Mach 9
Electrical
3.0 meters Circular Error Probable
(CEP) when Position Dilution of
Precision (PDOP) is less than 4.
0.1 meters per second
45 Seconds
10-20 Hz
G12 GPS Data Acquisition

The GPS data acquisition is done using a UART design followed by a FIFO. The
GPS Data encoded into the bit stream takes the form detailed in Figure 2. The FIFO
buffer is over-sampled by the PCM encoder providing an asynchronous data stream
containing Real Time GPS data followed by bytes of data that represent the FIFO as
being empty.
B9
FB1

B8
FB2

B7
DB7

B6
DB6

B5
DB5

B4
DB4

B3
DB3

B2
DB2

B1
DB1

B0
DB0

Figure 2: GPS PCM Word
The bits FB1 and FB2 of each GPS PCM word are Flag Bits that describe the state
of the GPS data that follows. The post processing software searches the format
words assigned for GPS data processing the first two bits of each word. Each PCM
word that represents a new GPS data value is streamed from the received PCM
format to a separate output that provides processing software the ability to determine
a differential GPS position.

B9
0
0
1
1

B8
0
0
0
1

B7 – B0: DATA
N/A
GPS DATA
2AA HEX
N/A

State
Invalid State
New Data Word
FIFO Empty
Invalid State

Table 2: GPS PCM Word Flag & Data Bit Definitions

Figure 3: Encoder with TSPI Interface

The PCM Encoder, Model 1026 with a TSPI GPS Interface
The PCM Encoder that interfaces to the TSPI Unit is the PCM880-1026. The
PCM880 Encoder architecture is a structure assembled from modular units that
integrate an acquisition function to the system bus. A TSPI Unit interface supports a
high speed digital transfer between the TSPI Unit and the Telemetry Encoder.
The GPS Receiver in the TSPI Unit uses twelve discrete parallel channels for
Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code-phase (psuedo-range) measurements and carrier
measurements on the L1 (1575.42 MHz) band. The TSPI Unit receives satellite
signals using an active L-band antenna. Specifically designed for use in Military
applications, the TSPI Unit is operational from –40 degrees C to + 85 degrees C.
There are three discrete “Event Mark Input” channels to the TSPI. The TSPI Unit
provides time stamps for each of the Event Mark inputs to an accuracy of 1
microsecond with respect to GPS time. The time stamps can be inserted into the
encoder downlink message.
Analog Signal Conditioning
The encoder includes sixty-four single ended analog channels of signal conditioning
for this application. The outputs of the pre-conditioning circuits are connected to a
standard analog-to-digital multiplexing circuitry used for analog acquisition. The
analog inputs are digitized with a high speed, 12 bit Analog to Digital converter and
interfaced with the encoder circuitry. In addition to the analog signal conditioning,
the encoder supports 128 channels of discrete input conditioning with programmable
thresholds.
Performance Specifications
Environmental performance specifications of the receiver are summarized in Table
3: TSPI Performance Specifications.
Table 3: TSPI Performance Specifications
Temperature
Acceleration
Jerk
Vibration
Altitude
Velocity

Environmental
-40oC to +85 oC
50 G’s
500 G’s
20+ Grms from 30 Hz to 1000 Hz
100,000 ft
5000 ft/sec

stand-alone
accuracy
Velocity
accuracy
Time to First Fix
Update Rate

Electrical
5.0 meters rms
< 3 ft per second
< 45 Seconds
10-20 Hz

TSPI Unit GPS Data Acquisition
The GPS data acquisition is accomplished through a high-speed parallel interface.
The Parallel interface has two modes of operation. The TSPI Unit initiates data
transfer after it asserts a “Block Transfer” signal to the PCM Encoder. The sixteen
bit data value is captured by the encoder after the encoder asserts a receive signal.
Data continues to be transferred from the TSPI Unit to the PCM Encoder until the
GPS Data Block is complete. There are two methodologies for the GPS Data Flow
management: Scheme A and Scheme B.
Data Flow Management Scheme A clears the TSPI GPS data at the end of each TM
Major Frame. Data is encoded in a First-In/First-Out basis, and the FIFO buffers are
cleared when no more data from the TSPI Unit is available. Data synchronization
occurs by the encoder interface module automatically detecting the frame
boundaries and aligning the encoding of PCM Major Frame.
Data Flow Management Scheme B repeats the GPS data with a stale indication until
a new block of GPS data is received. Similar to Data Flow Management Scheme A,
GPS data is aligned with the occurrence of Major Frame. Unlike Scheme A, the data
is buffered and tagged for staleness.
TSPI Unit Acquisition, Buffered Design
The use of a FIFO technique in the G12 encoder encodes the data as an
asynchronous data stream that is parsed as a separate processing step after the
data has been encoded. Referring to Figure 4: GPS Data Format, the GPS data
block can begin and end anywhere in the example frame where GPS data is
identified.
The TSPI Interface design uses multiple buffers to synchronize the data with the
telemetry downlink. The synchronizing electronics simplifies the ground processing
and makes displaying real-time GPS data simpler.
In Data Flow Scheme A, Logic circuits detect the presence of GPS data for encoding
into the PCM frame. FIFO memory buffers are used to buffer the data until the
encoding electronics is prepared to encode the data into the output telemetry data
stream. There is a minimum of a “Read FIFO” and a “Write FIFO” for the GPS data.

The assumption is that the GPS Unit can transfer all the data into the FIFO buffers
for a GPS epoch in either a Minor Frame or a Major Frame period.
In Data Flow Scheme B, the same two FIFO buffers are be used, but the data is reread out of the same FIFO until new data is available. This is typically done by resetting the read pointer of the FIFO device to the first location in memory and
repeating the read for the memory contents. This technique is useful when the GPS
data content may exceed the size of the PCM Frame allotted. Headers in the GPS
data inform the ground equipment how many bytes of GPS data to process before
searching for the next header.
Figure 4: GPS Data Format
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The Data Flow management scheme aligns the GPS data to the first word after the
SFID as shown in Figure 4: GPS Data Format. A message status header in GPS
words 1,2, and 3 inform the ground equipment the condition of the message. This
header details the number of GPS words to expect and if the data block is a stale.
Similar to the G12 GPS product, the interface is integrated into the electronics of the
PCM encoder to simplify programming and setup of the GPS interface.
Conclusions
The ability to embed the GPS Receiver function into the Data Acquisition and
encoding electronics allows telemetry engineers to maximize real estate in the test
vehicle for other functions. With the use of ASICS, DSP processors, and state-ofthe-art surface mount electronics, the ability to combine the GPS Receiver data with
the Telemetry Encoder is not only practical, it is a natural product evolution.
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ABSTRACT
Gigabits and hundreds of megabit communication buses are starting to appear as the avionic buses of
choice for new or upgraded airborne systems. This trend presents new challenges for instrumentation
engineers in the areas of high speed data multiplexing, data recording, and data transmission of flight
safety information.
This paper describes the approach currently under development to acquire data from several types of
high-speed avionic buses using distributed multiplexer and acquisition units. Additional input data
may include PCM, wideband analog data, discrete, real-time video and others. The system is capable
of multiplexing and recording all incoming data channels, while at the same time providing data
selection down to the parameter level from input channels for transmission of flight safety
information. Additionally, an extensive set of data capture trigger/filter/truncation mechanisms are
supported.
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INTRODUCTION
Flight test instrumentation finds itself in a constant struggle to accommodate the ever-increasing
demands placed upon it by modern avionics systems. As avionics systems continue to expand and
embrace modern digital communication technologies, test instrumentation finds itself with the
difficult task of efficiently acquiring and preserving a wide range of input sources. From low-speed
analog data, medium-speed PCM-encoded time-division multiplexed data, high-speed packetized
digital messages and very-high speed (gigabit) protocols, it becomes increasingly difficult to build
flexible, cost-effective, and performance-efficient systems that can handle this mix of data in a way
that can satisfy the requirements imposed on the flight test engineer by the avionics community.
One approach used by the community today is premised upon building specialized and highly
integrated units that merge the functions of data acquisition and data recording. Such a unit has the
ability to handle a wide range of data acquisition rates and provides some degree of flexibility, but
lacks as a cost-effective and performance-efficient solution when deployed as a total solution for

flight test instrumentation in a modern military fighter or large commercial jet aircraft. In addition,
today’s integrated data acquisition/multiplexer systems don’t address the acquisition and selection of
flight safety data, resulting in a need to implement two separate but equal data acquisition networks.
An alternate approach will be described here, which results in a better system level solution to the
problem of flight test instrumentation when confronted with today’s heterogeneous avionics systems.
This approach follows from viewing the flight test instrumentation implementation as a distributed
problem, which can be resolved by using a layered system approach (both physically and in
bandwidth). Distributed data acquisition and multiplexing represents a natural and incremental step
in the development path being followed by TTC products and whose need was driven by the
requirement to accommodate gigabit data sources for a major fighter program in an evolutionary
manner.
The remainder of this paper outlines the design goals used to shape the framework of our solution,
details the process used to resolved three key system architecture decisions, and describes the main
features and capabilities of our solution.
DESIGN GOALS
The framework for our distributed gigabit data acquisition and multiplexer system was driven by the
choices made for the design goals. The design goals themselves were derived from a variety of
sources, including past experience, corporate strategy, customer input, and technology constraints.
These goals were:
•

Support a minimum system burst data rate of 1 gigabit per second to the flight recorder(s)
with a future growth path to over 2 gigabits per second.

•

Each system unit should be processor-based (not state machine based) to allow for maximum
flexibility in programmability.

•

Data transfers between multiple units (if needed) must be capable of reaching the same
bandwidth as supported between a single unit and the flight recorder(s).

•

Capability to configure a single unit to acquire data from a variety of sources with low to
very high bandwidth requirements (few Mbits/sec to a few Gigabits/sec)

•

The design should leverage, where possible, use of the latest proven commercial chip
technology for high-speed interfaces and buses.

•

The unit should be able to accept IRIG time codes and/or a CAIS bus interface without
requiring the use of a dedicated peripheral slot.

•

The hardware design for each unit must be flexible enough to allow for a variety of
peripheral cards to be plugged into the unit to create multiple personalities:
o A multiplexer and data recording unit with support for any media
o A high-speed data acquisition unit
o A high-bandwidth health monitoring unit, or

o A general-purpose airborne computer.
•

The system should support the use of a general-purpose real-time operating system
(preemptive kernel with real-time scheduling).

•

The bus architecture of the unit should lend itself to supporting 4-12 slots.

•

The system must not require the use of forced-air cooling.

•

It is desirable to restrict the number of processors used in the system in order to reduce the
heat, power, and space required and minimize operating system software complexity.

•

The aggregate bandwidth of the system backplane, at a minimum, should be at least twice as
large as the bandwidth of the fastest peripheral card plugged into the bus.

•

The number and type of data acquisition ports is configurable through peripheral card
selection by the user in his/her lab.

Finding a solution that optimizes all design goals is a very difficult problem, usually the number of
variables involved results in an under-constrained system of equations. A common algorithm used in
such a situation is known as the Greedy algorithm. Rank the variables according to some benchmark
of importance to the final solution and choose the highest ranked variable and solve it independently.
Reorder the variables again and repeat until a solvable system of equations is reached. During the
design process used for the distributed system described here, the three top design variables found
during this process were bus architecture, processor architecture and operating system.
BUS SELECTION PROCESS
Early on in the design process, it became clear that building the customizable unit needed for our
gigabit distributed system would require the availability of a multi-slot chassis. The chassis would
incorporate a backplane to bus signals between the various peripheral cards within the unit. Based
on this architecture, a suitable high-speed bus was required to fit the needs of the product family.
When selecting the backplane bus for the unit, several criteria were considered. The bus had to be
capable of sustaining the bandwidths required to move data to/from the boards present on the
backplane. It was also important to choose a bus that was supported by the industry. Using an
industry standard bus usually implies that there is a wealth of compatible devices, software and tools
available. The availability of such items lends itself to lower cost implementation as well as reduced
development time. There are sometimes downsides to adopting standard bus structures. For
example, being locked into a certain protocol that may not fulfill a given design need. These factors
must be weighed when making the decision as to which bus to adopt. Another factor considered was
the scalability of the bus. It was important for the design effort to choose a bus that would allow
migration to higher bandwidths if and when needed.
Several buses were evaluated for use in the system. Initially the decision was made not to pursue a
totally custom bus. Although a custom proprietary bus could be tailored to this application, the
amount of effort required to develop the necessary backplane devices (i.e., ASICs and FPGAs) was
deemed prohibitive. Also, as it would be desirable to support a wide variety of high-speed

commercial interfaces (such as FireWire and Fibre Channel), the effort to build bridges between a
custom backplane and standard components would become excessive. As such, the evaluation
focused on industry standard buses.
The decision was made to use a CompactPCI£ Bus-like backplane. CompactPCI is based on the PCI
Bus protocol. CompactPCI and PCI Bus are established industry standards and there is a wealth of
support for these standards in the marketplace. The system would use a 64-bit wide backplane
operating at 66 MHz. This translates to a peak bandwidth of 528 megabytes per second (MB/s).
Accounting for real-world data traffic and protocol overhead, bandwidths of over 200 MB/s are
realizable. For this application, however, additional signaling (such as IRIG time codes) would be
required between boards. Also, the physical form factor defined by the CompactPCI standard was
not suitable for this application. To work around these limitations, modifications were implemented.
The unit would use boards that are somewhat wider than those defined by the 3U CompactPCI
standard. Additionally, the bus itself was extended to add the additional timing signals needed to
fulfill the design goals. These signals included, among other signals, a time bus and a master clock to
support IRIG Chapter 10 data time tag format. These signals were added in a way that does not
impact the CompactPCI defined bus signals. This allowed the use of third party boards and tools
during the development phase of the product and the ability to plug our boards into standard PCI
backplanes.
With the advent of the PCI-X protocol, the PCI Bus has a migration path to higher bandwidths,
albeit at the expense of the number of slots supported. PCI-X not only has the ability to operate at
higher frequencies, the protocol itself is more efficient. This results in peak bandwidths exceeding 1
gigabyte per second. The backplane within the unit was designed to support the PCI-X protocol.
Consequently, the system will be ready to take advantage of the benefits of this latest enhancement
to the PCI Bus when needed.
The CompactPCI Bus is a good choice for this airborne instrumentation application. The standard is
widely supported which results in a cost-effective unit with a reduced development cycle. The
physical aspects of the packaging are adaptable to the demanding airborne instrumentation
environment. Lastly, the bus performance enables the delivery of a high performance unit today with
a migration path that will future-proof the system for tomorrow.
PROCESSOR SELECTION PROCESS
When selecting the processor for the distributed system, several key features were required. First,
the processor would need to provide an adequate amount of performance to fulfill the roles of system
manager and data manipulator. It would need to accomplish this while consuming a relatively small
amount of power and under specific environmental conditions. In addition, the processor would
need the appropriate level of peripheral support in order to interface to other buses and circuits while
minimizing the number of additional support devices. Lastly, the availability of an appropriate
operating system with associated development tools and support would be required for the processor
candidate.

Several processors with varying architectures and from various suppliers were considered.
Ultimately, a PowerPC£ (PPC) based processor was chosen. In addition to the PowerPC core, the
processor provides integrated peripheral controllers on-chip. These include a PCI-X Bus controller,
a DDR-SDRAM controller, a peripheral bus controller, two Fast Ethernet MACs, two UARTs, two
I2C Bus controllers as well as other functions (e.g., DMA and interrupt controllers).
The processor core has a peak performance rating of 800 Dhrystone 2.1 MIPS. Peak performance is
attained with the help of integrated Level 1 instruction and data caches. Another key element to the
performance is the memory controller. A high performance Double Data Rate Synchronous
Dynamic RAM (DDR-SDRAM) controller, which is capable of peak data rates of 2.1 gigabytes per
second, is supported. Adding to the primary functional blocks of the processor is a PCI-X Bus
controller. The controller supports both 64-bit conventional PCI and PCI-X Bus protocols. At a
maximum speed of 133 MHz and in PCI-X mode, the bus has a peak data rate of just over 1 gigabyte
per second. In conventional PCI Bus mode, the peak data rate is 533 megabytes per second.
Another important interface to the processor is the peripheral bus. The available 32-bit
demultiplexed, general-purpose bus is ideal for interfacing to non-volatile memory, SRAM and
slower peripheral devices. The peripheral bus can operate up to 66 MHz for a peak rate of 266
megabytes per second.
Power consumption and thermal emissions was another important factor when choosing the
microprocessor. Because the unit will need to make extensive use of conduction cooling, the
processor has to provide an elevated level of performance with a minimum heat signature. Again the
PPC architecture was able to deliver the performance needed while consuming less than 4 watts
while running the core processing unit at 400 MHz. Packaging also has an impact on thermal
performance. The chosen processor is packaged in a small ceramic ball grid array that lends itself to
good thermal dissipation.
Industry support for the PPC architecture is extensive. There are many companies actively
marketing software, development tools, etc. for these devices. Also, there are roadmaps from the
chip manufacturers showing the migration path of the PPC family. This should ensure the
advancement and longevity of these devices.
OPERATING SYSTEM SELECTION PROCESS
An evaluation of embedded operating systems was made to choose a solution that would serve as the
basis for application development for the distributed gigabit system. The following types of
operating systems were considered for this unit:
•

A customized 2.4.18 Linux distribution that provides a preemptive kernel with real-time
scheduling for use in embedded systems.

•

A customized 2.4 Linux distribution that uses a dual kernel approach to provide hard realtime performance.

•

A POSIX-compliant real-time proprietary operating system that can emulate Linux at the
binary level.

•

A POSIX-compliant real-time proprietary operating system.

•

A customized 2.4 Linux distribution that offers near-real-time performance using customized
loadable kernel modules.

•

A real-time proprietary operating system.

Eight attributes were chosen which represented what were deemed the most important considerations
for choosing the appropriate development operating system and development environment. Each
attribute was assigned a percentage out of 100% relative to all the others based on its relative
importance to the distributed system. Partial percentages are assigned for the range of encountered
values appropriate for each attribute. The higher the value, the better the result. Maximum score
would be 100.
Each decision attribute is described in more detail:
•

Development Cost. This is the cost associated with a single developer seat plus 1 year of
priority support from the vendor. Any one-time costs required by the vendor (such as
choosing an architecture) are included. Assigned weight of 5%.

•

Runtime Cost. This is the cost required to purchase 100 runtimes from the vendor when
buying the first development seat. Some vendors charge more for runtimes bought
incrementally. Assigned weight of 5%.

•

Source. The ability to have source code to the operating system has proved itself to be
invaluable in the past. The amount of source code provided by the vendor and the cost
associated with obtaining this has been weighted here. The total assigned weight is 20%.

•

IDE. A well integrated development environment with a rich set of tools increases the
productivity of the software development team. Assigned weight of 10%.

•

Chosen Processor Support. Preexisting and well-tested support in the operating system for
the PPC processor itself and the associated development system would be invaluable.
Assigned a scaled weight of 20%.

•

FireWire and Fibre Channel Support. The availability of supported drivers in the operating
system for both Fibre Channel and FireWire will be very important to the project. This
includes both freeware and 3rd party (for sale) versions of this software. Assigned a scaled
weight of 20%.

•

Qt/GTK+ Support. Application support for the integration of cockpit display devices was
deemed worthwhile. Assigned weight of 10%

•

Real-Time Capable. The ability of the operating system to support various levels of real-time
processes is an important attribute for a software system that performs data acquisition. It is
difficult to assign a true value to this attribute because most real-time requirements turn out
to be soft real-time, not hard real-time. Assigned weight of 10%.

Based on the assigned weightings, the customized 2.4.18 Linux distribution that provided a
preemptive kernel with real-time scheduling scored highest, with a final score of 92.

DISTRIBUTED MULTIPLEXER/ACQUISITION ARCHITECTURE
The basic architecture consists of a multi-slot custom cPCI chassis populated with a common set of
system and peripheral cards, configured for use as either a high-speed acquisition, general airborne
computing, or multiplexing device through a software load, and interconnected into a group of 1-5
units for integration into a total onboard flight instrumentation package. An example of a valid
system configuration is shown in Figure 1:
Figure 1. Example of Distributed System Configuration.
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In Figure 1, two of the chassis have been software configured to perform the data acquisition
function and loaded with high-speed data acquisition cards and one of the chassis has been
software configured to perform the multiplexer function and loaded with a high-speed interconnecting card and other peripheral cards.
Each unit in the distributed system contains a fixed number of slots and the number of slots is
dependent upon the required backplane speed. The baseline unit supports a total of 4 peripheral
slots and contains a backplane that provides a peak system throughput of 533 Mbytes/sec. The unit
is enclosed in a ruggedized airborne enclosure with outer chassis dimensions of 6.3 inches by 6.0
inches by 6.6 inches. The total estimated power consumption is 43 watts. A photo of the finished
four slot unit, stuffed with an overhead card and several peripheral cards is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Completed Chassis and Boards.

An alternate chassis using a backplane that provides a peak bandwidth of 264 Mbytes/sec and
allowing for 6 peripheral slots is also supported. All peripheral cards are interchangeable between
different chassis sizes and allow the user to configure a unit to support a large variety of different
interfaces and port count per interface. Every unit is required to support an overhead card called
the OVH-300 that provides system-wide support for general-purpose programming. This card does
not occupy a peripheral slot in the chassis, but instead is inserted into a doublewide slot opposite
the power supply card. The PowerPC processor is contained on this card along with 128
megabytes of high-speed SDRAM and 32 megabytes of non-volatile storage. Two RS-232/422
configurable serial ports are supported along with eight general-purpose input/output signals.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the overhead card, system backplane and peripheral cards
within a single unit. The PowerPC processor provides a centralized location where system
configuration and management are performed, and acts as a traffic cop in scheduling the
movement of data between peripheral cards in the unit. Central to the performance of the unit is
the use of a 16.8 gigabits per second memory bus that allows for peak data throughput within the
system.

Figure 3. Unit Bus Architecture.
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The system backplane makes use of a 66 MHz, 64-bit backplane to move data between cards. The
backplane is transparently compatible with both the PCI 2.2 specification and the PCI-X 1.0
specification, allowing an incremental path for the user in the future to achieve backplane speeds
approaching 8 gigabits per second. Each peripheral card contains either a PCI 2.2 or PCI-X 1.0
compatible bridge to interface with the system backplane, depending upon the bandwidth
requirements need.
The supported peripheral cards as described in detail below.
•

The RCI-305 card provides 1 looped port of a 5 megabits per second CAIS bus interface and
an IRIG AC/DC input, DC output port. This card doesn’t actually plug into a peripheral slot;
instead it is attached to the overhead card via a mezzanine connector. This allows all
peripheral slots to remain open while providing a modular way of supporting multiple system
command and control interfaces. This card accepts IRIG-B time for purposes of time
stamping data acquired directly on the unit. The CAIS bus interface is used for programming
the system (although programming and setup can also be done through the RS-232/422 ports)
and providing support for selected data retrieval, recorder status, and peripheral card status
for transmission.

•

The FCH-302E peripheral card supports 2 independent 1.0625 gigabits per second electrical
Fibre Channel ports. This card serves a dual role in the distributed architecture; it can be used

to connect a single data acquisition unit to the multiplexer unit in order to expand the
capacity of the flight instrumentation system or it is used to interface the multiplexer to the
data storage devices using Fibre Channel arbitrated loop.
•

The FCH-304L card supports 4 independent 2.125 gigabits per second optical Fibre Channel
ports for data acquisition.

•

The BIM-394Q card supports 4 independent 1394b FireWire ports running at 400 megabits
per second for data acquisition.

•

The PCI-304 card supports 4 independent 20 megabits per second PCM data ports for data
acquisition.

•

The VID-302 card supports dual MPEG-II video and audio compression ports capable of bit
rates of 1 to 25 megabits per second.

•

The BIM-553Q card supports 4 independent dual-redundant MIL-STD-1553 bus interfaces
for data acquisition.

•

The GIO-302 card supports a variety of general-purpose input/output signals.

•

The MCI-305 card performs the function of a CAIS bus master, allowing a unit to aggregate
data from a variety of downstream low to medium speed data acquisition devices.

The four slot chassis, when configured as a Multiplexer, makes use of an external data storage
device (either hard-drive or solid-state). The default interface is a 1.0625 gigabit per second
electrical Fibre Channel configured to support arbitrated loop (thus allowing for multiple devices
to be attached to a single interface), but other interfaces can be supported (such as FireWire or
SCSI). The six slot chassis allows for an internal data storage slot using the same media interfaces
as supported by the four slot chassis.
CONCLUSION
Choosing to build a distributed high-speed data acquisition and multiplexing architecture from a
single customizable and programmable unit allows for maximal return on the design and
development investment in a market where the number of systems sold is very small. The distributed
system architecture discussed here allows for the creation of a flight test instrumentation solution
that allows over 100 megabytes per second of data acquisition, multiplexing, health monitoring,
recording and general-purpose airborne processing in a modular, yet compact package rugged
enough for the avionics environment.
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ABSTRACT
High altitude scientific balloons have been used for many years to provide scientists with
access to space at a fraction of the cost of satellite based experiments. In recent years,
these balloons have been successfully used for long duration missions of up to several
weeks. Longer missions with durations of up to 100 days (Ultra-Long) are on the
drawing board. An enabling technology for the growth of the scientific balloon missions
is the use of the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) for
telemetering the health, status, position and payload science data to mission operations
personnel. The TDRSS system provides global coverage by relaying the data through
geostationary relay satellites to a single ground station in White Sands New Mexico.
Data passes from the White Sands station to the user via commercial telecommunications
services including the Internet. A forward command link can also be established to the
balloon for real-time command and control.
Early TDRSS communications equipment used by the National Scientific Balloon
Facility was either unreliable or too expensive. The equipment must be able to endure
the rigors of space flight including radiation exposure, high temperature extremes and the
shock of landing and recovery. Since a payload may occasionally be lost, the cost of the
TDRSS communications gear is a limiting factor in the number of missions that can be
supported. Under sponsorship of the NSBF, General Dynamics Decision Systems has
developed a new TDRSS compatible transceiver that reduces the size, weight and cost to
approximately one half that of the prior generation of hardware.
This paper describes the long and ultra-long balloon missions and the role that TDRSS
communications plays in mission success. The new transceiver design is described,
along with its interfaces, performance characteristics, qualification and production status.
The transceiver can also be used in other space, avionics or terrestrial applications.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Scientific Balloon Facility was established in Boulder, Colorado in 1961
under the auspices of the National Science Foundation. The facility was moved to
Palestine, Texas in 1963 and designated as the NSBF in January 1973.
In 1982, sponsorship of the NSBF was transferred from the National Science Foundation
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the NSBF became a
separate entity under the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR).
In October, 1987, the NASA contract to operate the NSBF was awarded to the Physical
Science Laboratory (PSL) under the auspices of New Mexico State University located in
Las Cruces, New Mexico. The contract is administered by Goddard Space Flight
Center's Wallops Flight Facility.
The NSBF provides complete balloon operations services and engineering support to the
United States and foreign scientific communities. The operations services include
inflation, launching of the balloon, tracking and recovery of the payload, and
telecommand and data retrieval with reliable electronics systems. Some of the areas of
engineering support are design of balloon systems, research in balloon materials,
electronics design, gondola design and thermal analysis. Also included are power system
design, instrumentation design and integration, and recovery system design.
In over 30 years of operation, the NSBF has launched more than 1700 balloons for 35
universities, 23 other research agencies, and 33 foreign groups. During this span of years
there has been a dramatic increase in sophistication of experiments and demands for
service. This can best be shown by comparisons of the growth in payload weight, balloon
size, and the amount of electronic support provided between 1963 and 1988. The average
payload increased from 407 pounds in 1964 to more than 3000 pounds in 1988. Average
balloon volume has increased from 2.8 million cubic feet (MCF) in 1964 to over 20.0

MCF in 1988. Today, payloads weighing 5000 pounds are quite common and balloons of
20 to 40 MCF are flown routinely.
In 1988, NASA made a decision to dedicate significant resources toward the
development of a Long Duration Balloon (LDB) capability. The objective of the project
was to develop global communication systems in order to conduct flights of scientific
experiments weighing 1500 pounds or more for durations of up to 3-4 weeks. The longer
duration flights allow more scientific data to be obtained in a single balloon flight for
basically the same amount of money.
Shown in Figure 1-1 is a Support Instrumentation Package (SIP) that was developed by
the PSL, which includes the telecommunications, positioning, data acquisition and
storage, solar power, and command control sub-systems required for safe and reliable
LDB flights. In order for the NSBF to operationally control the balloon flight and allow
for scientific data to be relayed globally, it was necessary to develop satellite
communications. The most important of these developments was to use NASA’s
Tracking Data and Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).

FIGURE 1-1. LDB SUPPORT INSTRUMENTATION PACKAGE WITH THE TDRSS TRANSCEIVER COMMLINK
SHOWN.

At this stage in the LDB development, TDRSS provides the most reliable and constant
communication to the balloon payloads in order to operationally maintain safe flights.
Future developments include using the transceiver with a high gain antenna, which will

allow data rates approaching 150 kbps. Shown in Figure 1-2 are two typical ground
tracks of flights in Antarctica with and without TDRSS coverage. Other types of satellite
communication equipment haven’t proven as reliable or near real-time as the TDRSS
link.

FIGURE 1-2. THE GROUND TRACK ON THE LEFT SHOWS THE CONTINUOUS REAL-TIME CONTROL AND
TELEMETRY COVERAGE PROVIDED BY THE TDRSS FOR A RECENT ANTARCTIC SCIENTIFIC BALLOON
MISSION. THE GROUND TRACK ON THE RIGHT SHOWS THE COMMUNICATIONS OUTAGES THAT
OCCURRED WITH PRIOR SYSTEMS.

Typical science disciplines flown on LDB flights include, x-ray/gamma ray astronomy,
upper atmospheric research, solar physics, high energy astrophysics, and infrared
astronomy. With the TDRSS link, important science data can be relayed to the ground
real-time nearly continuously.
2.0 TRANSCEIVER OVERVIEW
A functional block diagram of the transceiver is shown in Figure 2-1. The primary
function of the receiver is to demodulate control command data and present it to the
command decoder. The transceiver provides redundant command data, clock and lock
indication interfaces for this purpose. Command data rates can be customized via
firmware. For TDRSS mode operation, the transceiver design currently features eight
data rates (125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 and 16000 bps) but data rates up to 512
kbps are possible.
The transmitter accepts data from the balloon’s data encoder and will phase modulate it
(either QPSK or BPSK) on the downlink signal. Redundant interfaces are provided. The
data is modulo-two added to the internally generated TDRSS PN spreading codes prior to
the modulator for TDRSS transmissions.

The health and status information of the transceiver can be read serially via a NASA
standard serial digital interface. Discrete bi-level status and analog telemetry is also
provided. The transceiver design is tolerant of input power variation and will operate
within specifications at any voltage between 21 to 35 volts DC.
Control of the transceiver operating modes is accomplished using discrete RS-422 line
receivers. The line receivers must be driven to a logic one or zero condition and held in
that state to retain the mode selection. The commands available include:
x PN codes ON/OFF (transmitter spreading codes enabled or disabled)
x Transmitter ON/OFF (turns the transmitter on and off)
x A/B Select (select which of two redundant data sources are to be transmitted)
x Data Rate HI/LO (choose from two forward link command data rates)
The transceiver is packaged as three modules (RF module, Digital Processor Module and
Power Amplifier Module), which are stacked horizontally to form a rugged mechanical
assembly. A photo of the transceiver is shown in Figure 2-2 and a system block diagram
is shown in Figure 2-3.
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2.1 RF MODULE DESIGN
The RF module is the top module in the stack and contains all of the radio frequency
circuitry for the receiver and transmitter with the exception of the high power amplifier.
The transceiver derives all of its internal frequencies from a single temperature
compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) located in the RF module. The oscillator
frequency stability is better than 1 ppm from –15 to +55 degrees C. Good frequency
stability allows the TDRSS ground station to accurately compensate the forward link
signal for Doppler shift and oscillator uncertainties, which simplifies the signal
acquisition process. The transceiver transmits and receives at the S-band frequencies
allocated for space use.
In the RF module the S-band RF input to the receiver is amplified with a low noise
amplifier (LNA) and bandpass filtered before undergoing a double RF downconversion
to a second intermediate (IF) frequency. The local oscillator signal for the first
downconversion is generated from the TCXO using a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
multiplier. This feature allows the receiver frequency to be changed easily via software.
The PLL frequency is programmed by the microprocessor in the digital processor module
via a three wire serial interface. The second IF frequency is output to the digital module
for signal processing along with a buffered output from the oscillator which is used as the
digital processor’s system clock.

FIGURE 2-2 THE MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVER IS PACKAGED IN A LIGHT WEIGHT, RUGGEDIZED,
MODULAR CONFIGURATION TO WITHSTAND THE HARSH ENVIRONMENTS OF HIGH ALTITUDE
BALLOONING.

The receiver is able to accommodate over 90dB of input dynamic range (noise floor to
max signal level) by leveling the second IF output power via a non-coherent AGC loop.
The AGC control voltage is provided to the digital processor module for signal strength
telemetry.
The transmit frequency is generated by a second PLL frequency synthesizer. The TX
synthesizer consists of the PLL IC, the loop filter and a voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO). The range of the VCO is sufficient to enable the synthesizer to generate all of the
allowable TDRSS transmit frequencies. The output of the VCO drives the LO port of a
Vector Modulator where the QPSK modulation takes place. The module receives I and Q
baseband data signals to be transmitted from the digital processor module. These signals
are low pass filtered prior to being applied to the modulator. This pre-modulation
filtering limits the frequency spectrum of the transmit output to meet the power spectral
density requirement imposed by the TDRSS specifications. The modulated output of the
Vector Modulator is amplified prior to being sent out to the Power Amplifier module.
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THE TRANSCEIVER CONSISTS OF THREE MODULES. A SEPARATE DIPLEXER AND FILTER
ARE USED TO TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE ON A COMMON ANTENNA

2.2 DIGITAL PROCESSOR MODULE
The Digital Processor Module (DPM) provides the digital signal processing functions and
also contains a DC to DC power converter, which converts the prime power input voltage
to regulated secondary voltages for the transceiver’s digital and RF circuits.
The majority of signal processing functions are contained in complex microcircuits.
These circuits include the microprocessor, RAM, PROM and a CMOS Receiver Signal
Processing ASIC (RX ASIC). The DPM also provides nearly all of the interfaces to the

host vehicle including command data, serial telemetry, discrete control, transmit data,
analog telemetry and bi-level telemetry.
The transmitter circuitry includes RS-422 differential line receivers for the data to be
transmitted, a control circuit to select between the redundant data inputs, PN code
generators and Exclusive OR gates to modulo-two add the data to the PN sequence and
drive the vector modulator interface in the RF module. The DPM also provides control
inputs and outputs for turning the transmitter circuits and the power amplifier on and off.
The receiver section of the module samples the second IF signal from the RF module
with an analog to digital converter. The resulting digital signal samples are input to the
RX ASIC for processing. The AISC implements the high clock rate functions that are too
fast to be handled by the microprocessor. It:
Generates a digital clocking signal for the PN code generators.
Produces the PN codes for the receiver and transmitter.
Despreads the PN spread TDRSS signal.
Performs the final downconversion to baseband using a numerically controlled
oscillator
i Includes Bit synchronizer loop, data detection and lock functions.
i Provides a digital AGC multiplier to scale the loop error signals.
i
i
i
i

The code and carrier tracking loops and the lock detector functions are implemented in
the microprocessor’s software allowing the flexibility of tailoring loop characteristics to
mission unique requirements.
The DPM also contains a DC to DC power converter section that receives the prime input
voltage (28VDC nominal) and generates the required DC voltages for the DPM and RF
modules. Isolation of greater than 1M ohm between primary and secondary (chassis) is
provided by a power transformer. A current limiter on the front end of the power
converter limits in-rush current upon initial application of prime power.

2.3 POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE
The Power Amplifier (PA) module amplifies the modulated S-band TDRSS transmitter
signal output from the RF module to a minimum of five watts. The transmit signal enters
the PA module through an SMA connector passes through an input isolator and is
amplified by a modular class A/B FET power amplifier which includes an output isolator
which protects the PA against shorts or opens at the output. The output RF power is
detected and conditioned to provide a “Forward Power” telemetry signal
The Power Amplifier module is turned on and off by the Digital Processor module via an
optical isolator interface. It also contains its own DC to DC power converter. These
features allow the Power Amplifier module to be remotely mounted near the antenna if
desired to reduce cable losses in the RF output path. Temperature Telemetry is also

provided via a thermistor that is mounted next to the power amplifier. The PA module is
the highest power dissipator of the three modules and is placed at the bottom of the stack
to facilitate the removal of heat through conduction in the vacuum environment
encountered at high altitudes.
2.4 DIPLEXER AND BAND REJECT FILTER
In addition to the three transceiver modules, two external microwave filter assemblies
complete the system configuration. The diplexer allows the transmitter and receiver to
share a common antenna for simultaneous full duplex operation. It consists of two
bandpass filters, one from the transmitter to the antenna port and the other from the
antenna port to the receiver port. The Band Reject Filter (BRF) prevents desensitization
of the receiver by rejecting broadband noise that the transmitter produces in the receive
frequency band. The BRF is placed in series with the transmitter output and the
diplexer’s transmit input. The receiver relies upon the preselector filter in the diplexer to
provide a portion of the required image and spurious rejection. For users with separate
transmit and receive antennas, the receiver may need an external preselector filter if the
diplexer is not used.
3.0 CONCLUSIONS
The National Scientific Balloon Facility provides scientists with the opportunity for high
altitude research at a fraction of the cost of a scientific satellite mission. The TDRSS
communications equipment supplied by General Dynamics Decision Systems allows the
investigator to have continuous real time control and transmission of the science data
during the NSBF missions. To learn more about the NSBF visit
http://www.nsbf.nasa.gov/. General Dynamics information can be found on the web at
http://www.gd-decisionsystems.com/space/.
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ABSTRACT
The IMS(In-vehicle Monitoring Subsystem) of VMS(Vehicle Monitoring System) is the
multifunctional and complex integrate embedded system, which sends the data of various in-vehicle
devices to MC(Monitoring Center) and accepts commands and schedules from there. Using GPRS
platform in this system make it possible for real-time and effective data transmission. This paper
proposes some new insights on IMS applied to public traffic, including its software and hardware
composition, and its realization method.
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INTRODUCTION
Under the background of cities traffic changing rapidly and degree of complexity improved
increasingly, the research and development of ITS have become urgent and necessary. Since 1950s
European, American and Japanese have begun the research in ITS and achieved a great progress
from the end of 1980s to the beginning of 1990s. As for as VMS of ITS, it develops with the
improvement of wireless transmission technology, experiencing several stages from conventional
radio, analog trunking system to SMS (Short Message Service). The appearance of GPRS
undoubtedly gives stimulation to development of, which intensifies the function, improves the
reliability, and enhances utility of the IMS. We can safely say that GPRS pushes the research of VMS
into a completely new stage.

THE CHARACTERISTICS AND REALIZATION OF GPRS SYSTEM
GPRS is the acronym of General Packet Radio Service, one member of content realized by GSM

Phrase 2.1.It is a new kind of data transmission service. The appearance of GPRS has two important
meanings: ①Introducing packet switching ability into the GSM network; ②Rate of transmission
exceeding 100kbit/s. It is well known that GPRS adds two crucial nodes to the primary GSM
network----GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node) and SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) and
modifies some software and hardware correspondingly, which could protect the investment in fixed
assets of GSM farthest and make the communication system to stride a large step to the direction of
UMTS.
On the point of the entire Internet, GPRS network could be considered as a IP subnet of the Internet,
and the GGSN is its gateway which performs the function of a router approximately, by which the
GPRS network could connect to external TCP/IP and X.25 network. And the property of GPRS is
invisible to external data network simultaneity.
The transmission platform of GPRS is suitable for intermittent and aperiodic data transmission, the
interval time between twice transmissions much greater than average transmission delay. It is not
only fit for frequent transmission of modicum data but also for frequent transmission of mass data.
GPRS has many incomparable advantages that other transmission methods possess:
Higher frequency resource using ratio, the same frequency resource as GSM
Always on-line, on line forever once connecting
Real time and high efficient, the highest transmission rate up to 171.2kbit/s
Low cost, charging in accordance with data flux
GPRS could provide many kinds of service, including carrying service, user terminal service, bear
service and so on. Thereinto carrying service consists of PTP (Point To Point) service and PTM
(Point To Multipoint) service which both sustain the IP standard. So we can use GPRS as Internet,
browsing WAP site and Email online and exchanging data with Internet. Our IMS is a new embedded
system based on the characteristics of GPRS.

METHONDS OF ARCHIVING SYSTEM HARDWARE
VMS based on GPRS contains IMS, data transmission channel and MC. Figure1 shows the position
of these parts in the system:
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Data Collect Server
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Fig. 1 VMS (Vehicle Monitoring System) architecture
In this system, IMS(in-vehicle monitoring system) is located in the underlayer, including
IMU(In-vehicle Monitoring Unit) and some peripheral. Data transmission channel contains mobile
base-station, GPRS gateway and Internet network. MC is located in the toplayer, including one or
more computer with external network IP address, GIS(Geographic Information System) and
interactive monitoring platform.
Compared with MC, IMS is the pivotal part in the entire system. How to realize IMS successfully
becomes the sally port in the system because its environment is so complicated and it requires high
reliability. IMS consists of many devices, such as MCU processing unit, GPRS data communication
module, GPS receiver, LCD, VIR (Vehicle Information Recorder), ICTA (IC Card Ticket Agent,
audio communication unit, ASN（Automatic Station Notifier）and so on. Every part undertakes
relatively respective function and exchanges the data with IMU, so how to disposal the in-vehicle
devices in line is one of the important work for IMU. The structure fig of IMS is shown in figure. 2
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Fig. 2 IMS (In-vehicle Monitoring Subsystem) hardware architecture

In the MCU processing unit, we select the high performance to price ratio microcontroller—W77e58.
Its especial advantages are shown as following:
Two enhanced full duplex serial ports
32kByte on-chip Flash EPROM
We consider one of the serial ports as data output which could send the useful data to ANS and be
monitored by computer. The other serial port should be taken for the multiplex port which could
initiate the system parameters, receive GPS signal, ICTA data, VIR data etc. By using the 32kByte
on-chip flash EPROM, we can save the step of adding external EPROM. By this means, the cost of
hardware is also cut down.
We select the G18 wireless modem manufactured by MOTOROLA co. as our GPRS communication
module, which is considered as hardcore when accomplishing the GPRS data communication. The
operation for GPRS module is a significant step in IMU program. GPRS module integrates TCP/IP
stack and the serial port for user according to RS-232 standard that is very convenient to operation.
VIR should gather various data via all kinds of sensors, such as the number of passengers who go on
or got off in every station, the using condition of the fuel, the temperature and the humidity in the bus
and so on.
We needn’t extract the data about the sum of money got from the ICTA until that the bus go back to
the terminal, but could send them to the MC via GPRS platform.
ASN should calculate the distance between the bus and the station by using the Positioning data
which is received via the GPS receiver and disposed by MCU processing unit, and report the name of
the station etc. automatically.
The chip 24c01A based on I2C bus standard stores the initial system parameter which is read and
written by byte. Its capacity is 1kByte, storing PDP context, data sending interval, MC phone number,
local port, MC IP address and port, SIM card username and password, bus number, route number,
and team number etc.
On the whole point of view, The system utilizes the multifunctional MCU which has the advantages
of low cost, low power consumption, high stability and reliability to realize the logging on GPRS,
transmitting data by TCP/IP and controlling various peripheral to work in line. So we can say that it
is a very practical advanced system with high performance to price ratio.

METHODS OF ARCHIVING SYSTEM SOFTWARE

On this IMS, the software part of GPRS data transmission is contained in the IMU. The GPRS
module is absolutely necessary component so that it is the only device should be self-checked on
starting up. The flow chart of this program is shown in Figure.3.
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Fig. 3 The embedded software flow chart
Note: TE（Terminal Equipment）refers to MCU, MT（Mobile Terminate）refers to G18 wireless

modem.
In general, after the necessary initiation, this program will enable serial port 0 and serial port 1, timer
0 interrupt and external interrupt 1, and then complete a serial of judging jobs: if MT is connected to
GPRS network; if TE receives commands; if TE requests a voice call; if time of transmission is
reached; if peripherals send data to TE; if emergencies have taken place and so on. Each situation
should be dealt with responding segment of program, and return to main loop to judge new working
conditions.
IP package is transmitted on the GPRS network, so it should enter data channel from voice channel,
namely active PDP Context, which is the key technology of software of IMS. Specifically explain as
follow: MCU initiates G18 Module with AT commands, including:
AT&C2------DCD is set to ON when PDP is active; AT+CSQ------Signal quality;
AT+CGDCONT------define PDP context. Then use ATD*99# to active the PDP context, after this
operation, We enter into PPP negotiation phase, and will use LCP (Link Control Protocol), PAP
(Password Authentication Protocol), and IPCP (IP Control Protocol). Now we describe the progress
approximately:
step 1. TE (MCU) send LCP Request to MT (G18)
step 2. TE receive an LCP Request
step 3. TE send an LCP ACK (for step 2)
step 4. TE receive an LCP ACK (for step 1)
step 5. TE send a PAP Request
step 6. TE receive and ACK to its PAP (from step 5)
step 7. TE send an IPCP request for an IP of 0.0.0.0
step 8. TE receive an IPCP request
step 9. TE reject an IPCP option (from step 8)
step 10. TE’s IP--0.0.0.0 was rejected (from step 7) but get an IP suggested
step 11. Send new request requesting the suggested IP
step 12. Receive a new IPCP request with the option TE rejected (in step 9) removed
step 13 TE ACK his new request (from step 12)
step 14 TE receive an ACK for its request
By this means, we can setup the wireless channel from terminal equipments to GPRS aerial interface
so that peripherals of IMU can take advantage of this channel to send data to the MC, while accept
commands and schedules from there. On considering the data transmitting characteristics of IMS
such as lower quantity of flow, higher burst rate, discontinuous data and so on, so we adopt the
simpler UDP protocol. It has been proved that the effects are very striking after testing.

METHODS OF IMPROVING SYSTEM RELIABILITY
In order to ensure IMS to work steadily and reliably, we take appropriate measures to improve it in
software and hardware aspects, which can be shown as follows:
1.

First of all, we improved index of power supply quality. This system uses DC power supply
with wide-range input and two isolated output. We adopted some measures such as multiple
filter, over-voltage and over-current protection and reverse protection in input end as well as
two-stage voltage-regulated technology and repeated filter in output end so as to get safe
and reliable power.
2. The whole system selects components with first level industrial standard. Digital ground,
analogue ground and shielded ground are isolated each other so as to isolate high frequency
signal farthest.
3. On programming software, we use watchdog to prevent system breakdown and adopt
sending counter to ensure normal sending speed of signal, examine the working status of all
modules at regular intervals so as to guard against error operation from MC etc.
By using a series of effective means, we have improved reliability of system dramatically while met
the demand of all-weather running without increasing system’s power consumption.

SUMMARMY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
After three-month experiment run on the buses, we coordinated lots of experimental data, result can
be shown as follow Table.1

Insufficiency of protecting means
Sufficiency of protecting means

Rate of data
losing
6%~12%
3%~8%

Rate of data
delaying
1.5%
0.01%

Rate of error
code
<0.001%
≈0

Table. 1 Experimentation data
It can be seen from table.1 that each index of system had been notably improved after making several
improvements on system reliabilities. However, because of existence of blind area, delay and loss of
data also occurred occasionally. We believe that this situation will appear less and less while system
performance will be perfected day by day with the increasing construction of GPRS network.

CONCLUSIONS

IMS based on GPRS has many outstanding characteristics such as real time, higher speed and lower
error code rate. Its realization will greatly improve the present situation of our more and more
disordered traffic. With the rapid development of relative technologies and increasing demands from
society, we are deep confident that the ITS based on GPRS would be in new movement to promote
applied development in few years.
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ABSTRACT
Calculating the power spectral density (PSD) at the transducer or data acquisition system offers
advantages in a network-based telemetry system. The PSD is provided in real time to the users. The
conversion to PSD can either be lossless (allowing a complete reconstruction of the transducer
signal) or lossy (providing data compression). Post-processing can convert the PSD back to time
histories if desired. A complete reconstruction of the signal is possible, including knowledge of the
signal level between the sample periods. Properly implemented, this method of data collection
provides a sharp anti-aliasing filter with minimal added cost. Currently no standards exist for
generating PSDs on the vehicle. New standards could help telemetry system designers understand
the benefits and limitations calculating the power spectral density in a network-based telemetry
system.
KEY WORDS
Power Spectral Density, Lossy Data Compression
INTRODUCTION
A useful and convenient format to review certain types of data is provided by the power spectral
density (PSD). This format is often used to evaluate accelerometer and microphone data but can by
used on other types of transducers. The power spectral density can be calculated using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT).
GUIDELINES FOR GENERATING A PSD
The FFT is a computationally easy way to calculate the discrete Fourier transform of a waveform.
First, N samples of data are collected. The FFT algorithm operates on a number of samples that is a
power of 2 (2, 4, 8, 16, etc). If N is not a power of 2, a sufficient number of zero samples must be
added to the end to make N a power of 2.

The FFT algorithm output is a set of N real numbers and N imaginary numbers. In other words,
putting N numbers through the FFT algorithm results in 2N numbers out. However, N-2 of these
numbers corresponds to complex conjugates and can be eliminated. The DC term and the highest
frequency term have no imaginary part, so the imaginary part of those two terms may also be
eliminated. The net result is N numbers into the FFT algorithm result in N numbers out.
The magnitude and phase are calculated from the real and imaginary parts of the numbers as follows:
Magnitude = (real part ) 2 + (imaginary part ) 2

 imaginary part 

Phase = tan −1 
 real part 
The FFT is equivalent to running the data through a bank of N/2 bandpass filters. In addition, the N
samples are averaged to produce the zero frequency (DC) term. Since the highest frequency is equal
to the sample rate divided by 2, and there are N/2 bandpass filters, the spacing between each
bandpass filter is the sample rate divided by N. Therefore, to increase the frequency resolution, N is
increased.
USING A PSD AS AN ANTI-ALIAS FILTER

Data must be sampled at greater than twice the highest frequency in the signal. Any frequency
higher than twice the sample rate will appear as a lower frequency (an alias frequency) and
contaminate the data. It is not possible to discriminate between these aliased frequencies and real
data without a-priori knowledge of the signal, so these aliased frequencies contaminate the data.
An anti-alias filter is typically used to filter out any frequencies higher than twice the sample rate.
Because realizable analog filters do not have an infinitely sharp rolloff, the data must be sampled at
higher than twice the highest frequency of interest. Typically, the data are sampled at 2.5 to 5 (or
more) times the highest frequency of interest. This represents a waste of bandwidth because the
frequency content of the sampled data between the highest frequency of interest and ½ the sample
rate is contaminated with aliased frequencies and is unusable.
An effective solution to this problem is to:
(1) Filter the data with a simple analog anti-alias filter.
(2) Sample the data at a sample rate much higher than the highest frequency of interest.
(3) Run the sampled data through an FFT algorithm.
(4) Eliminate any spectral components higher than the highest frequency of interest.
Filter specifications may be very loose, as long as the filter has sufficient rejection to filter out any
alias frequencies between 0 Hz and the highest frequency of interest. This allows a low-cost filter to
be used that has few poles poles and loose tolerances on the cutoff frequency. For example, suppose
that data are required to be collected from DC to 2000 Hz, and that the data are sampled at 20,000
samples per second. Any frequency component higher than 18 kHz will alias down to 2000 Hz or
lower, and must be filtered out.

By calculating the PSD, the bit rate is reduced by 40% to 80% compared to a system sampled at 2.5
to 5 times the highest frequency of interest, along with a potential cost reduction by using lower cost
anti-alias filters.
RECONSTRUCTING TIME HISTORIES

If the phase is retained, the time history can be reconstructed by calculating the inverse FFT as
follows:
N −1

V (t ) = ∑ ( Magnitude m ) cos(mω o t + Phasem )
m =0

Where

ω o = 2π ( Sample Rate) / N
N = number of samples processed by the FFT
Magnitudem is the magnitude of the m th spectral component
Phasem is the phase of the m th spectral component

Note in the equations above that there is no restriction that time (t) must be a time that a sample was
taken. In other words, sending PSDs instead of the sampled data facilitates a complete
reconstruction of the original data, including recovery of the data between the sample points
DATA COMPRESSION

Random vibration or acoustic data frequently have an approximately gaussian amplitude
distribution. The high degree of randomness makes the usual data compression algorithms
ineffective. Generating PSDs provides a method of data compression.
If a reconstruction of the time history of the data is not required, the phase information need not be
retained. This provides an immediate reduction of the bit rate by one-half.
Knowing that a particular spectral component exceeds the maximum predicted PSD is more
important than knowing that a spectral component is less than the maximum predicted. Therefore
the data can be compressed as follows:
(1) Run the FFT algorithm on the data.
(2) Divide each spectral component by the maximum predicted level at that frequency.
(3) Eliminate the spectral components that have the lowest levels relative to the predicted level.
If the network supports a variable data rate, only the spectral components that exceed a given percent
of the maximum predicted level are sent down. Otherwise, a fixed number of spectral components
are eliminated each time the PSD is calculated. Additional word(s) must be added to the data stream
to show which spectral components were deleted.

Calculating and transmitting the overall RMS level enables calculation of the average level of the
spectral components that were eliminated. The peak G level could also be transmitted if the peak
value is of interest.
A filtered version of the time history can still be calculated if the phase is retained for the remaining
spectral components.
SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRUM

If the accelerometer is intended to measure a shock event, calculating a shock response spectrum
(SRS) instead of a PSD may provide an even higher level of data compression.
Shock events can produce high-frequency components, which require a high sample rate. For
example, monitoring a shock over a typical frequency range of 100 Hz to 10,000 Hz would require a
sample rate of 25,000 to 50,000 samples per second or higher.
A typical shock transient from the sudden application or release of loads decays in about 5 to 15 ms.
The window over which the shock transient is measured should be at least this long. To ensure that
the data-collection period includes a complete shock pulse, overlapping measurement windows
could be used. For example, every 20 ms the data over the previous 40 ms could be analyzed.
The SRS is typically calculated at intervals of at least 1/6-octave intervals. Over the frequency range
of 100 to 10,000 Hz, this would require calculation of about 41 data points. Assuming that the SRS
is calculated every 20 ms, the sample rate is reduced to 2050 samples per second.
The data can be compressed even more by sending down only the components that are higher than
the predicted SRS, similar to that done for PSD plots.
Because different time histories can produce the same SRS, the time history cannot be recovered
from the SRS.
CONCULSIONS

Calculating PSDs at the sensor or in the data acquisition system has several advantages in a networkbased telemetry system. The PSD provides a meaningful display of many types of data, helping an
understanding of the health of the system both in real-time and in post-launch data review.
Calculating PSDs has the potential for reducing system cost by allowing the use of lower cost antialias filters. The primary advantage of calculating and transmitting PSDs is providing data
compression that may not be obtainable by other means.

THE USE OF IEEE P1451.3 SMART SENSORS IN A DATA
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the use of an IEEE p1451.3 Smart Sensor bus as part of a network centric data
acquisition system. IEEE p1451.3 provides for synchronized data acquisition from a number of
transducers on a bus. The standard provides for Transducer Electronic Data Sheets (TEDS) that the
manufacturer can use to describe the function and capabilities of the sensor module. The standard
also provides for TEDS where the user can store information relevant to a particular application. The
information in these TEDS can be used to generate much of the information that is required to be
able to process the data during or after a test. The use of this information to configure and operate a
Network Based Data Acquisition is described.
KEY WORDS
Networks, Data Acquisition, Transducer Electronic Data Sheet, Meta-data
INTRODUCTION
This paper is not intended to be a dissertation on how you should use IEEE p1451.3 sensors in a
system but it is a description of some of the possibilities. Some of these ideas may not work in your
system at all and others may be considered undesirable for one reason or another, but they are the
features that are available in the standard. You will need to choose the set of features that you want
to use and build your system around them. That also means that the parts that you buy need to
support the feature set that you want. Many of the features of the standard are optional and a given
manufacturer may or may not choose to implement them. This is typical of the introduction of a new
standard and it leaves it to the marketplace to decide just what is the optimum feature set. That may
take a few years.
This paper is going to make some assumptions about how you operate and build on those
assumptions to describe the available features of a system using IEEE p1451.3 sensors. The first
assumption is that you are using an IRIG 106 chapter 4 compatible PCM system. It further assumes
that this system has many programmable features and that you have a computer based system that
you use to configure and manage this system. When the data arrives at the ground processing system
either by a removable media, probably magnetic tape, or telemetry the ground data processing
system uses information from the configuration and management system to decide how to

decommutate and process the data. This information about the data is called Meta-data and it is
critical to the data processing system to have up to date Meta-data about the data stream that it is
currently processing. Another aspect of this type of system is that the Meta-data is usually defined
before a test and cannot be changed during the course of a test.
THE SYSTEM CONCEPT
Figure 1 is a block diagram of a system containing a number or IEEE p1451.3 transducer modules
known as Transducer Bus Interface Modules or TBIMs. The sensor may be included in the TBIM or
it may be external. The Transducer Bus, that is simply labeled Bus in the figure, connects these
TBIMs together and to a bus controller. The bus has a linear rather than a star topology. Included in
the unit containing the bus controller is the network interface. This device is referred to in the
standard as a Network Capable Application Processor or NCAP. In a normal system there will be
many NCAPs each with its own bus on a network. The data recorder, telemetry system and any other
devices are connected to the network to allow access to all of the sensors in the system.
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Figure 1 The System Concept
There are three separate signals available on the bus. The most obvious one is the data packets. The
second signal is a synchronization clock running at two MHz. The final one is dc power. All of these
signals share a common twisted shielded pair of wires. There are two ways in which the bus can be
operated, command/response or streaming. For command/response operation the bus controller
issues a trigger to one or more TBIMs on the bus that causes them to acquire one or more samples of
data. After enough time has elapsed for the data to be acquired the bus controller issues a read data
command to each TBIM that was triggered and reads back the data. This works well and is simple to
understand but is not very bandwidth efficient. In the streaming mode of operation, time is divided

into epochs. As shown in Figure 2, each epoch contains an isochronous interval and an asynchronous
interval. The isochronous interval is further subdivided into 200 µsecond time slots. When the bus
controller sets up each sensor, it assigns it a number of contiguous time slots in which to transmit its
data. Then the bus controller issues a single trigger to the TBIM causing it to acquire a set of data
samples and transmit them to the bus controller during its time slot. After that initial trigger the
TBIM will acquire and transmit a set of data samples in each epoch without intervention of the bus
controller. This streaming mode of operation requires the use of the two MHz synchronization clock
to keep all TBIMs running synchronously. The asynchronous interval may be used to acquire data in
the command response mode or to manage the bus.

Epoch
Isochronous Interval

Slot time n

Asynchronous Interval

Slot time n+1

200 µsec
Figure 2 Bus Timing During Streaming Operation
An IEEE p1451.3 sensor is intended to be used in a packet based data acquisition system rather than
a conventional PCM system. One of the big impacts that this has is that the transmission overhead on
the transducer bus consumes all of your bandwidth if you try to transmit a lot of one-word packets.
This makes it desirable to collect several samples of data from each sensor and to transmit them in a
single packet to preserve bandwidth. Yes, this does mean that there is some latency in the data. We
have not found any way to avoid it in a packet-based system. However, the latency can be managed
and kept within bounds. The epoch defined above determines the maximum latency when operating
in the streaming mode. The standard allows the epoch to be up to 250 milliseconds long. In the
command/response mode of operation, the number of individual data samples acquired on each
trigger and the sample rate determines the latency. The bus controller can increase the latency if it
waits too long to read the data.
In either mode of operation it is possible to accurately time stamp the data samples in the bus
controller. This does not eliminate the latency but it allows the data processing system to accurately
time align the data for processing purposes. The time stamp must be applied in the bus controller in
order to minimize the problems associated with the variable latency associated with transmitting the
data over a commercial computer type network.
DATA FORMAT
IEEE 1451 assumes that all data is in eight bit bytes or octets when transmitted over the bus. With
that as a limitation, a single data sample can require from one bit to 2,040 bits. There are seven

different data models that can be used as listed in Table 1. There are N-octet Integers that may
require up to eight octets and Long Integers that may contain up to 255. Long Integers will not be
supported in most systems. N-Octet Fractions and Long Fractions are similar to the integer formats.
With the integer formats the least significant bit of the data is in the least significant bit of the word
and any unused bits, which occupy the most significant bit positions, are set to zero. In the fractional
representations the radix point is assumed to be between the two most significant bits of the word
and any unused bits, which must be set to zero, are in the least significant bits of the word. The data
can also be in a bit sequence for things like a bank of switches, single or double precision IEEE 754
floating point or in a Time-of-Day format. For a given transducer, the data model, the number of
octets required and the number of significant bits in the word are given in the Transducer Electronic
Data Sheet or TEDS. Depending on several factors there may be more than one sample acquired by a
single trigger or during a single epoch. The collections of samples are called data sets. A data set
may contain from one to 65,535 samples of the data.
Table 1 Data Models
Data Model
N-octet integer (unsigned)
Long integer (unsigned)
N-octet fraction (unsigned)
Long fraction (unsigned)
Single precision real
Double precision real
Bit sequence
Time of day

Constraint on
data model length
0≤N≤8
9≤N≤255
0≤N≤8
9≤N≤255
N=4
N=8
1
N=8

Another feature of the TBIM is that the manufacturer may choose to combine the output of several
sensors into a single packet for transmission. This is accomplished by defining what is called a
TransducerChannel proxy. A proxy has an address and can be read but it does not respond to many
setup commands and does not have TEDS. There are two ways that the data from the sensors making
up a proxy can be arranged as shown in Figure 3. If all data sets are the same length they can be
interleaved otherwise they are arranged in blocks with the block of data from each sensor being
appended together to form a larger block.
SETTING UP THE MEASUREMENT
The META-Data required to set up the TBIM can come from a variety of sources and will depend
upon just what features a manufacturer decides to build into the TBIM. For example, a TBIM could
be built that contained a 10 g accelerometer. In this example, the TBIM becomes a self-contained
unit. The sensor, signal conditioning and the A/D conversion are all built into the TBIM and are set
up by the manufacturer. The user can simply plug it in and use it. This is considerably different from
the usual process of setting up the signal conditioning to get the best resolution from the A/D
converter and matching that to the sensor. If you wanted to use this 10 g accelerometer in an 8 g
application you would have the choice of deciding to accept the 20 % decrease in resolution or
changing the set up of the TBIM. Assuming that the manufacturer has implemented the commands
that are required to do the set up, you would send the unit into the Calibration lab and they would

return an 8 g accelerometer. The sensor, signal conditioner and A/D converter would all be covered
by the same calibration. Most of the META-Data required for setup can be built into the TBIM and
never seen by the user. However, there are two pieces of setup data that the user must supply. The
first is the sample rate for the sensor. The sample rate can be fixed at the time of manufacture but
that would be unusual in a vehicular instrumentation environment. There are provisions in the
standard for a small non-volatile memory called the End User Application Specific TEDS that
allows the user to store this type of information in the TBIM either in the lab or on the vehicle. The
other piece of information that only the user can supply is the measurement title. The measurement
title is not required to operate the transducer but it is convenient when using the installed TBIM. The
Commissioning TEDS is a small non-volatile memory that is provided for this function. This same
discussion could also apply if the transducer and the TBIM can both be sent into the Calibration Lab
and calibrated as a pair.
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data set from transducer 1

1st data sample from transducer 1
1st data sample from transducer 2
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Figure 3 Combining Multiple Sensor outputs

There is also the other class of measurements where the Sensor and TBIM cannot be calibrated as a
set. Structural strain gages and thermocouples are common examples of this type of measurements.
For these types of measurements we need to consider a TBIM that is separate from the sensor and is
calibrated separately from the sensor. Another way of looking at this is that the TBIM becomes a
signal conditioner similar to the ones in use in present day systems. There are two different scenarios
that we will consider in this paper. The first scenario is the traditional approach. We take the
general-purpose signal conditioning that we have used in the past, integrate an A/D converter, if one
is not already present, and add the bus interface. It works just like the device that we have used in the
past and is just as expensive as it ever was. The approach at the other end of the cost spectrum is to
use hardware that is not as costly but requires that it be set up for the measurement and calibrated for

that specific application. An untrimmed analog ASIC will normally provide tolerances of around
20%. However, with a little bit of overkill in the A/D converter, i.e. higher resolution than absolutely
required, this can be digitally compensated. The same mechanism that can digitally correct for
component tolerances can also compensate for drifts caused by temperature. That mechanism is the
Calibration TEDS and the correction method that it supports. In either case the setup for the TBIM is
expected to be stored in non-volatile memory in the TBIM. Thus it can be done ahead of time in the
laboratory and will retain the setup when installed on the vehicle. It can be changed on the vehicle if
required.
SETTING UP THE ACQUISITION
In the IRIG 106 PCM systems in use today a great deal of effort is put into defining the major/minor
frame format that is to be used to transmit and record the data. The use of IEEE p1451.3 sensors in a
network based data acquisition system eliminates the need for the PCM structure. The frames used in
the PCM system are replaced with packets and the structure of a packet may be completely different
from the structure of the PCM frame. In the PCM frame individual samples of a measurement are
assigned to positions in the frame. In the IEEE p1451.3 the data is transmitted from the TBIM to the
bus controller in “data sets.” A data set is a number of samples of a given measurement collected
into a structure and transmitted at one time. If TransducerChannel proxies are used a data set may
include multiple samples from multiple sensors. These packets, as the bus controller receives them,
may be small or large depending on the sample rate of the sensor and the allowable latency. To
transmit the small packets over the network it is desirable that they be combined into larger packets
to improve the overall bandwidth efficiency of the network. The Network Interface shown in Figure
1 can be used to accomplish this combination of the data packets. However, who determines how
this is accomplished as well as when and where are open to debate. To most of us who have been
doing this with ground based support systems for years the answer is obvious. It works so why
change it? Well consider what else is happening in the industry. IRIG 106 Chapter 10 is a standard
for Solid State data recorders. One of the features of this standard is that the META-Data that is
needed to be able to interpret the recorded data is stored on the same media as the data. If that step
can be taken why not generate the META-Data on the system as well? Much of the information
required to define the structure of the packets that are to be placed on the network is available in the
TEDS in each TBIM. The network interface could read the information from the TEDS, determine
the structure to be transmitted across the network and send that information to the recorder and
telemetry transmitter. It can be done on the ground just as well but doing it on the airplane using
information from the TEDS means that there is less chance of a mix up about some characteristic of
the data and that it can be changed during the test if needed. Today we normally do not make this
kind of changes without stopping testing, getting access to the vehicle and making the changes. One
reason for this is that we do not have access to the vehicle during a test so it is not physically
possible but there is talk of changing that and allowing telemetry up links for other reasons so that
reason could go away. The other, and more important reason is that the data processing is set up by
the information that was developed on the ground and used to set up the vehicle and any unplanned
changes could cause us to lose the ability to process the data. However, with the META-Data
available on the recording media and generated on the vehicle, any change in the setup can also
result in a change to the META-Data. It can become possible to go out to the test item or vehicle,
load a list of parameters to be recorded into the system and have the system set itself up.

THE TIME PROBLEM
Another problem that must be faced by any network based data acquisition system is the problem of
knowing when the sample is taken. In most vehicular instrumentation systems it is important that
each parameter is sampled at a precise and repeatable interval. When trying to make comparisons
between multiple parameters it is important to be able to determine the time or phase relationship
between the parameters. The IEEE p1451.3 bus was designed to allow the time that a data sample
was taken to be determined by the bus controller. Thus for data being acquired on one bus it is quite
possible to determine the timing relationships. However, IEEE p1451.3 does not cover the data
acquisition network so the same thing cannot be said about data acquired on different buses. The
solution to this that is usually proposed is to provide a common time reference to the bus controllers
and to time tag the data in the bus controller. If this is accomplished the lack of repeatable timing on
the network is not a major issue.
There are two ways to accomplish this that have been proposed. One is referred to as “In-Band”
meaning that the time is transmitted over the network and no additional wires are required to
transmit time to the network interfaces. There has been a standard written around an in-band
approach to this problem. That standard is IEEE Std 1588. If the network is simple, without switches
and routers this approach works well and is simple. However when switches and routers are added to
the network, the switches and routers must contain additional features for this approach to work and
commercially available switches and routers do not have these features yet. Perhaps in the future the
ruggedized switches and routers will have the added features. The other approach is referred to as
“out of band” because it requires additional wires to be added to the system. With this approach a
separate time signal such as IRIG G is transmitted to each network interface and that signal is used
to generate a clock and time-of-day information. Either approach will work but there is no consensus
within the industry as to which is the most desirable approach. Perhaps iNET should address this
issue.
THE META-DATA
The META-Data that is required to be able to interpret the data can be generated on the system as
was discussed above. However, the form that this information should take is not as clear. One
possibility is to use the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) similar to what is defined
in IRIG 106. This would require significant modification since the TMATS format is intended to
describe a PCM format. The work currently being done to modify TMATS for the solid state
recorder standard would be similar to what would be needed for a network based acquisition system.
Another option is to consider the use of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) to describe the
data. The work would be the same as is required for TMATS but it would take a different form.
Instead of a document defining the structure of the data either a Document Type Description (DTD)
file or an XML Schema would be produced. The use of XML is not a panacea but it would give
greater flexibility. XML files can be displayed using a browser and can be readily parsed to extract
the needed information. They are extensible meaning that a new element can be included in a file
and not cause problems for the system using the file. For example a new tag could be included in an
XML file that was not described in the version of the Schema that someone is using. As long as the
party trying to use the XML data did not require that information for processing it would not matter.

For a simple example, comments can be added this way. However, if a program needs the
information to function, there needs to be an agreement on the DTD or Schema that is being used.
CONCLUSIONS
IEEE p1451.3 is a new standard for smart sensors for use in a network based data acquisition
system. This standard describes the characteristics of the sensor module and provides TEDS to
provide detailed information about the module. However, it does not describe how the overall
acquisition system should work. There are still many questions to be answered about the system.
Some of those questions relate to just how we want to use the tools that the standard provides. We
can stick with tried and true methods or we can investigate possible new architectures and processes.
We may be able to automate features that we now do by hand and thus achieve considerable cost
reductions. This has been a somewhat non-technical description of some of the possibilities.
Hopefully it has given you some ideas and will open up new approaches to old problems for you.
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ABSTRACT
The US Army Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) is acquiring, transferring, and databasing data during all
phases of automotive testing using networked data acquisition devices. The devices are small
ruggedized computer-based systems programmed with specific data acquisition tasks and then
networked together with other devices in order to share information within a test item or vehicle.
One of the devices is also networked to a ground-station for monitor, control and data transfer of any
of the devices on the net. Application of these devices has varied from single vehicle tests in a
single geographical location up to a 100-vehicle nationwide test. Each device has a primary task
such as acquiring data from vehicular data busses (MIL-STD-1553, SAE J1708 bus, SAE J1939 bus,
RS-422 serial bus, etc.), GPS (time and position), analog sensors and video with audio. Each device
has programmable options, maintained in a configuration file, that define the specific recording
methods, real-time algorithms to be performed, data rates, and triggering parameters. The
programmability of the system and bi-directional communications allow the configuration file to be
modified remotely after the system is fielded. The primary data storage media of each device is onboard solid-state flash disk; therefore, a continuous communication link is not critical to data
gathering.
Data are gathered, quality checked and loaded into a database for analysis. The configuration file, as
an integral part of the database, ensures configuration identity and management. A web based
graphical user interface provides preprogrammed query options for viewing, summarizing, graphing,
and consolidating data. The database can also be queried for more detailed analyses. The
architecture for this network approach to field data acquisition was under the Aberdeen Test Center
program Versatile Information System Integrated On-Line (VISION). This paper will describe
how the merging of data acquisition systems to network communications and information
management tools provides a powerful resource for system engineers, analysts, evaluators and
acquisition personnel.
KEYWORDS
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BACKGROUND
The methods associated with acquiring, transferring, consolidating and analyzing automotive data
for long-term tests have evolved as electronic technology has evolved. In the late 1970’s, one
method of data acquisition during automotive tests was a cassette tape recorder that recorded
continuously for a fixed period of time. The cassette was then removed from the recorder, inserted
into a reader, played back to a computer, and then the data were printed for review and analysis. In
the mid-1980’s, the introduction of solid state memory and microprocessors allowed for more
intelligent data acquisition systems. Data could be recorded at variable rates, different formats, and
when triggered by out of limit conditions. Data were commonly transferred by serial data links,
processed to reformat it for viewing, and then formatted for import to a database.
SYSYTEM DESCRIPTION
Aberdeen Test Center’s Versatile Information Systems Integrated ON-line (VISION) initiative
integrates data acquisition with information systems technology. VISION encompasses data
acquisition, data communication, data archiving, and data presentation. The data acquisition portion
of VISION is called the Advanced Distributed Modular Acquisition System (ADMAS). ADMAS is
a suite of network data acquisition devices that are configured for the required application. All
ADMAS devices are industrial embedded computer systems with common operating system, solidstate storage, and the communications interfaces. Each device operates with a Commercial off the
Shelf (COTS) operating system and ATC developed application software that works with a
configuration file to make the system very flexible. The programmable configuration file controls
the operation of each device. The configuration file is the keystone for the VISION system because
its content controls the networking, data acquisition, real-time data views, real-time data processes,
data communication and loading of the data to the database.
Individual ADMAS devices have the specific interface circuits for analog sensor inputs, digital
inputs and serial data busses. The Global Positioning System (GPS) Device is the centerpiece of the
typical ADMAS application because it acts as an Ethernet gateway, time synchronizer and metadata
input device. The device interfaces to a GPS receiver, records the time and position information and
broadcasts the time to other devices on the network. The other devices on the network may be the
Analog Device, Mil-Std-1553 Device, the SAE J1708 and SAE J1939 Device, and the Video
Device. Each device is programmed individually or may be programmed over the network. Data
are recorded on each device in the solid-state removable flash memory. The amount of memory
required for each device can be tailored to the application because there is a wide selection of
storage capacity in COTS memory cards. Each device is also a web server thereby allowing data
viewing and control software to be a generic web program such as Internet Explorer. The real-time
display from each device may then be viewed over the network.
The Analog Device is utilized for acquiring data from sensors. It has 16-bit 32-channel analog-todigital capability with programmable sample rates up to 6000 samples-per-second. It can record
data in different formats such as continuous time history or pre-trigger/post-trigger format. The
configuration file can set the conditions for recording, the format and the pre-trigger and post-trigger
duration. The Mil-Std-1553 Device records a dual-redundant data bus in several modes. It can be

configured to record every message on the bus, to record only specific messages on the bus or to
record the complete bus in a compressed format. The SAE J1708 and J1939 Devices record data
from the automotive data busses on commercial and military trucks. The Video Device accepts
NTSC video and can record continuously or on event. The event occurs based on the data from one
of the other devices. When the event occurs on the other device, the Video Device will store in a
pre-trigger/post-trigger format surrounding the event. This flexibility allows only video of interest to
be recorded based on the data from the other devices. The VISION initiative has been implemented
in during several military automotive tests but the implementation during the Intelligent Vehicle
Initiative project is described in detail in this paper.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Through previous research, the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA)
was able to develop initial estimates which show that rear-end, lane change, and roadway departure
crash avoidance systems have the potential, collectively, to reduce motor vehicle crashes by one
sixth, or about 1.1 million crashes annually. Such systems may take the form of warning drivers,
recommending control actions, and introducing temporary or partial automated control of the vehicle
in hazardous situations. U.S. DOT has harnessed these efforts into one program, the Intelligent
Vehicle Initiative. Research has been focused on eight safety related areas: rear-end collisions,
roadway departure collisions, lane change and merge collisions, intersection collisions, driver
impairment monitoring, vision enhancement, vehicle stability, and safety impacting systems. The
areas of research are also divided among light (cars), transit (city busses), specialty (snowplows) and
commercial vehicles.
Commercial vehicles are heavy trucks and interstate busses. The problem areas for this type of
vehicle are well defined and documented. Commercial vehicles will leverage the performance
specifications being developed under the light vehicle program for rear-end, lane change/merge,
roadway departure, and intersection collision avoidance. The commercial vehicle platform will lead
the research in drowsy driver, rollover and stability-related crashes, intelligent diagnostics, and
electronic braking. The Volvo Trucks North America (VTNA) portion of the research emphasizes
the adaptive cruise control, rear-end collision warning, and implementation of electronic braking
systems. Electronic braking systems are being fielded for the first time in the United States. The 2year, 100 vehicle, nationwide operational test will allow DOT, VTNA, the evaluator, Battelle, and a
commercial fleet, U.S. Xpress, to understand the required technical performance, user acceptance,
and benefits of the collision countermeasures.
DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS
The IVI data acquisition requirements for the Field Operational Test were for an instrumentation
system that would record data under specific conditions, transfer the data from anywhere in the
continental U.S. and Canada, and provide a database for data viewing and reporting (fig.1). The
standard ADMAS physical footprint was not practical in this application due to location restrictions.
Therefore a modified ADMAS was fabricated that contained all the capabilities but in an applicable
form factor.

The operational requirements for the Data Acquisition System (DAS) were to record one set of
parameters in a histogram format, another set of parameters in the triggered time history format and
a third set in a time-tagged event format. The histogram format is to provide the evaluator a
statistical overview of the environment the vehicle experienced. The triggered time history format is
one where if one or more of the monitored parameters exceeds a limit, a flag or trigger is generated.
On the occurrence of the trigger, data pertaining to X number of samples prior to the trigger and Y
number of samples after the trigger are recorded. This data versus time record will allow an analyst
to ascertain what led up to a situation and how it was resolved. To better understand the data, video
recordings were desired during the triggered time history. The time-tagged event format provides
just a single sample of data from a set of parameters when an event has occurred. This provides a
compressed method of recording all occurrences of an event and the conditions in which the event
was generated.
The parameter sources are three vehicle data busses, three analog sensors and Global Positioning
System (GPS) time and location. Each DAS unit had to be non-intrusive with data retrieval
accomplished with minimal human contact. The test length of two years required that data
acquisition be selective and concise; therefore it was desired that the DAS communicate status and
data to a central facility in order to flag faulty units for replacement. The communication was also
desired in order to allow modifications to the data acquisition plan to be implemented without
stopping a truck. This was critical because the test trucks were in standard revenue generating
operations and there was to be no interference with their activity. The communication coverage had
to be nationwide because each truck is independent of a fixed schedule and route. Data received
were to be databased and query and reporting tools were to be provided.

Fig. 1: IVI Instrumentation System

DATA ACQUISITION SOLUTION
The requirements matched the VISION initiative objectives. The DAS for the IVI project is a
modification of an ADMAS device. An existing ADMAS device met many of the requirements but
modifications were required in order to meet all the project’s requirements. The modifications were
the integration of a cellular modem for nationwide communication, a modified outer shell, an
integrated bi-axial accelerometer, custom front panel connectors and a custom serial port to accept
the Collision Warning System (CWS) data bus. Implementation of the Video Device was limited to
six vehicles. The Video Device was networked to the DAS over Ethernet.

Fig. 2: IVI Data Acquisition System (DAS)

The DAS hardware consists of a single-board PC-104 form factor computer with additional PC-104
data acquisition and communications interface boards. The computer utilizes a real-time operating
system and stores the operating system, application program, and configuration file in solid-state 32Mbyte Disk-On-Chip (DOC) media. The system includes a removable PCMCIA 220-Mbyte flash
memory card for data storage and an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) in a rugged aluminum
enclosure (Fig. 2.).
The DAS software works with a configuration file. The configuration file denotes which parameters
to record, how and when to record the data, which real-time algorithms to perform and the limit or
trigger conditions that will initiate data recording. The SAE J1708, SAE J1939 and CWS data buses
contain many parameters. The configuration file has the appropriate fields to designate the specific
data word, data byte or individual bit that requires monitoring and/or recording. Once a parameter
has being selected, it can be recorded and used as a variable in real-time algorithms. Some
parameters, such as road speed and following distance, are recorded continuously in the histogram
format. Simultaneously, the following distance divided by road speed process is performed and the
result is the following interval (in seconds). That parameter is also recorded in the histogram format.
The following interval parameter is one of the trigger conditions, therefore its value is limit checked
by another line in the configuration file. When the limit is exceeded, data is recorded in the
triggered time history format.
From the SAE J1708 data bus, the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and vehicle fault codes are
recorded. The DAS was programmed to request the VIN from the truck. This allowed any DAS to
be installed on any vehicle without having to maintain a paper trail. The vehicle fault codes are
recorded, as they occur, to record the vehicle health status. From the SAE J1939 data bus, nine
parameters are parsed including road speed; brake pedal percentage, ABS active, and the odometer.
The CWS data bus provided seven parameters including following distance, relative velocity and
collision warnings indicators.
The DAS has 16 analog input channels but for IVI only 3 channels are used. The longitudinal and
lateral accelerations are measured by accelerometers integrated to the DAS package. The third
analog input is a string potentiometer situated to measure steering wheel position. All the analog
inputs are sampled at 6 samples-per-second with a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter. Monitoring
and recording the serial data from a GPS receiver provides the time and position data. This data is
recorded at the beginning and end of each histogram file and the trigger time of each triggered time
history file.
For the IVI project data are stored in three formats, histogram, triggered time history and timetagged events. The histogram format stores nine data parameters at the rate of six samples per
second. A histogram data file will begin from the time the DAS is turned on. The data file is closed
after three hours if the vehicle is in operation, at which time a new histogram file is begun, or it is
closed when the vehicle is turned off. With the triggered time history format, seventeen data
parameters are monitored continuously at six samples per second in a circular data buffer. The
circular data buffer is an area in memory that temporarily stores a specified amount of data. If one of
eight designated limits is exceeded, then a trigger event is created. When the trigger event occurs,
the previous ten seconds of data will be stored permanently along with the five seconds of data after

the trigger event. In addition to the seventeen parameters, six additional values are stored at the
trigger time such as GPS time, latitude, longitude and the trigger source. These values are
considered metadata. The time-tagged event data file is opened at the same time the histogram file is
created. One sample of data from seventeen parameters and time is stored in the time-tagged event
file whenever the CWS emits an audio tone. This maintains a record of how many tones a driver
hears and the snapshot of data that is associated with the tone.
After the individual histogram, triggered time history, or time-tagged event data files are closed, the
DAS compresses the data file and copies the compressed file to a temporary directory on the solidstate flash drive. From this temporary directory the data files are transferred using the cellular
modem. When the DAS detects that the vehicle has stopped for a least three minutes and the cellular
signal is adequate, it will initiate a phone call to the data-harvesting servers at ATC. With the
cellular modem connection established, the DAS will transfer the compressed data files in a last-in
first-out order. All transferred files are cyclic redundancy checked (CRC) and the confirmation of a
correct transfer will allow the compressed file in the DAS to be erased. If the connection is broken,
the DAS will try again at the next opportunity until all data files in the temporary directory are
transferred. If the modem connection is noisy or intermittent, the DAS will cease attempting until it
detects more favorable conditions.
DATABASE DESIGN OVERVIEW
Data is transferred from each harvesting server to the main database computer by an automated
computer program every three hours. The database computer is located at the Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) Major Shared Resource Center (MSRC) at Aberdeen Proving Ground. The
designated computer has 64 processors of which 16 are utilized for the VISION application. Each
processor has one gigabyte of memory to work with. The MSRC provides the Oracle database
where the data is loaded.
The design of the database deals with three basic areas. First the configuration file previously
mentioned is loaded into tables. This portion of the database documents the operations of the DAS as
well as the active event triggers, the events to be counted, and the definitions of the channels for both
the histogram and time history files. The second portion documents the metadata associated with
each file. All files contain a basic set of metadata such as configuration file identification, unique
identification for each truck, data file start time, odometer, latitude and longitude values.
Additional file-type specific metadata is recorded with each file. For example, the triggered time
history files include CWS target data and active trigger data. Histogram data files record the file
closing time, odometer, latitude and longitude values. The third portion of the database is for the
actual parameter data collected for that data file.
Each file that is created on the DAS has embedded in it the unique identification of the configuration
file. This configuration file must be registered in the database before any of the files can be loaded
into the database. When a new version of a configuration file is developed, before it is put on the
system for distribution, it is loaded into the database. This allows for multiple configurations to be
active in the field at any given time.

While access to the database is tightly controlled by a multi-step log-on procedure, the data are
accessible through any web browser. A combination of JavaServer pages (JSP), servlets, and
applications was developed to aid the user in accessing the required data in report or download
format. Because the chosen database is one of the industry leaders there exist many third party tools
available to aid in the manipulation of the data. Some of the identified requirements are composite
histograms, histogram comparisons from similar events, and time history comparisons from similar
events. Individual data files may be examined in detail and saved at the user’s local computer in a
common spreadsheet format.
CONCLUSION
Aberdeen Test Center’s VISION initiative is an evolving test and evaluation tool designed to make
the acquisition and utilization of data more timely and less costly. The implementation of embedded
instrumentation interfaced with the appropriate communications that link the data to a database
repository is proceeding with several Army programs. The opportunity to participate in this
nationwide field operational test helped verify that the initiative is progressing and developing new
tools. The advent of networked acquisition devices adds flexibility, scalability and expandability to
acquisition systems. Analysts are providing input for improving the database query tools and user
interface. On-going efforts are improving the initiative while providing valuable data to designers,
users, and decision makers.
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ABSTRACT
The IEEE 1451.4 smart transducer interface standard [1] provides a mechanism for both analog
and digital, or mixed mode, interfacing to sensors and actuators, which are collectively referred to
as transducers. The analog mode allows normal interfacing to the transducer. The digital mode is
intended to provide the ‘smarts’ by allowing the transducer to provide basic information to the
application system. This information is referred to as the transducer electronic data sheet (TEDS)
and contains information ranging from serial number to calibration data and electrical
characteristics. A major driving force behind the development of the standard was to minimize
the amount of memory required to store a TEDS; with a stated objective of only needing 256 bits,
although more are allowed. This requires a method of mapping the bits in a precise fashion. This
bit mapping is accomplished through templates which are text based files written in the Template
Description Language (TDL). The TDL is a formal language similar to programming languages,
but with considerably less looping and conditional control. This is because the entire purpose of
the language is to map bits and not to implement general processing or mathematical capabilities.
This paper outlines the functionality and syntax of the TDL.
INTRODUCTION
The use of smart transducers will greatly increase the plug-and-play nature of data acquisition
systems. This will increase overall flexibility by allowing easier and potentially dynamic
configuration. The ability to easily attach sensors and to query them for basic information will
also make installation, pretest setup, and maintenance faster and more efficient.
Perhaps the most fundamental ability that makes a smart transducer ‘smart’ is its ability to
provide basic information about itself. This implies an ability to store this information. The
IEEE P1451.4 standard [1] addresses making a transducer smart while still maintaining the ability
to receive its analog signal directly. This is the reason for the phrase ‘Mixed-Mode
Communication’ in its title. This mixed mode ability usually implies the transducers are being
used in applications where it is not desirable to place a large digital or computerized component
collocated with the transducer. As such, a primary tenet of the IEEE P1451.4 working group has
always been to minimize the impact of adding intelligence. Specifically, the working group has
attempted to require no more than the addition of a 256-bit (yes, bit, not byte) memory and
necessary communications electronics; although more memory can be added if the manufacturer
wants to. The information kept in this memory is, as with the entire IEEE 1451 family, referred
to as a TEDS.
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In order to accommodate such a small memory and still be able to contain significant information
in the TEDS, it is necessary to provide a very precise definition of what every bit means. Since
every transducer will need to store different types of information (e.g., a temperature sensor is
described with different properties than an accelerometer), a mechanism for describing the TEDS
for each individual transducer must be provided. The adopted mechanism is referred to as a
template. A template is a text file that provides a series of commands describing a TEDS bit by
bit. The language the templates are written in is the TDL.
The TDL encapsulates a large portion of the software needed in any IEEE P1451.4
implementation. In order to be able to read data from a transducer, a system must be able to parse
a template written in TDL. This paper describes the TDL, although it does not cover every
command. The TDL is a language in the formal sense. However, it is important to realize that
the TDL is not a programming language in the way C++ or FORTRAN is. For example, it does
not have an If-Then-Else ability. This is because the TDL has one purpose: to define bits in a
TEDS. It is not intended to provide the ability to calculate or implement general logical control.
BASIC STRUCTURE
A template begins with a Template command and ends with an EndTemplate command.
More than one template can be in a single text file. The file as a whole ends with a
ValidationKeyCode command that provides a basic checksum for the file. A template
command has the following syntax:
Template <manufacturer code>, <ID number of bits>, <Template ID>,<title>
The <manufacturer code> is an integer that defines who the manufacturer is that wrote the
template. Manufacturer codes are maintained and allocated by the working group. The
manufacturer code of 0 indicates an IEEE defined template. Every template has an identification
unique within the manufacturer code. That is, the combination of a manufacturer code and
template ID uniquely defines a template. The manufacturer code is read from the TEDS prior to
starting the parse of a template. (The full bootstrap process is outside the scope of this paper but
is described in Clause 6 of the standard.) The <ID number of bits> identifies how many bits in
the TEDS make up the <Template ID> and represents the first bits of the TEDS mapped by the
template. The <title> is a quoted string describing the template.
After the Template command is the TDL_Version_Number command, which is selfexplanatory. There are no other required commands. Between the TDL_Version_Number and
EndTemplate commands are all other commands used to define the bits in the TEDS. The
most important commands are the property commands, which define the information describing
the transducer. There are also control commands and a variety of other commands that allow
additional functionality. Figure 1 shows a simple template written in TDL.
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TEMPLATE 0,8,25,"Example template"
// Comments are preceded by two back slashes.
TDL_VERSION_NUMBER 2
PHYSICAL_UNIT "Hz",(0,0,0,0,0,-1,0,0,0,0,1,0)
// Frequency: Hertz = 1/second
%Reffreq, "Reference frequency", CAL, 6, ConRelRes,
7.9, 3.26, "0p","Hz"
ENUMERATE DirectionEnum,"x","y","z"
%Direction, "Sensitivity direction (x,y,z)", CAL, 2,
DirectionEnum, "e", ""
EndTemplate
Figure 1 – A simple template.
PROPERTY COMMANDS
Property commands are the core of templates and everything else simply provides a support
structure to specify which bits define the properties describing the transducer. Although there are
other forms described in the standard, the basic syntax of a property command is:
%<property_tag>,<”description”>,<access_level>,<data_type>,<format>,<physical_unit>
All property commands are prefixed with a percent sign, ‘%.’ Figure 1 contains two property
commands with <property_tag>s of Reffreq and Direction. As of the time of writing,
Annex B of the standard identifies and defines 88 reserved properties. These characteristics are
broken into four major categories: sensitivity and mapping properties, electrical signal properties,
calibration properties, and miscellaneous properties. For the purpose of this paper it is enough to
understand that these properties define characteristics of or information about transducers. For
example, the %CalDate property indicates the date of the last calibration of the transducer. Each
property command defines how many bits to read from the TEDS and the data type of the bits
read. Working through the fields in the command: The <”description”> is a quoted string
describing the property. The <access_level> identifies whom has permission to change the data
in the TEDS related to this property. The <data_type> defines how many bits to read and the
data type of the data for this property. The <format> is a suggested way of displaying the data
read from the TEDS for this property. The <physical_unit> defines the physical unit of the data
associated with this property. The only field required other than the <property_tag>, is the
<data_type>. Omitted fields must still be delimited by commas.
Part of the <data_type> is a <number_of_bits> field, which defines how many bits are read from
the TEDS. There are twelve data types identified. Many of them are standard enough not to need
much explanation. For example, UnInt is an unsigned integer. However, an interesting twist is
that it can take up any number of bits – as defined in the <number_of_bits> field – which helps
illustrate what levels of effort were implemented to minimize the number of bits in the TEDS.
For example, if you only need the integers from 0 to 3, then you only need to take up 2 bits in the
TEDS. Two of the floating-point data types illustrate the attempt to minimize bits even further
and need some thought and consideration to understand.
The floating point types of ConRes and ConRelRes require two parameter fields:
<start_value> and <tolerance>. These data types map a set of integers onto a real interval. The
<start_value> is the lower bound of this interval. The <tolerance> can be thought of as the
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granularity. The <number_of_bits> field determines the upper bound of the interval. At this high
level of description, this is no different than standard floating point or integer types. For
example, a standard 8-bit integer has a start value of -128 and a tolerance of 1. In fact, the
ConRes type can be used to define such an integer data type. Similarly, although most people
don’t think about it, there is some smallest increment possible between the discrete values of a
32-bit floating-point number. This is the tolerance, and the start value is some very large negative
number. The unusual thing here is that the ConRes and ConRelRes allow you to specify
arbitrary start values and tolerances. For example, ConRes allows you to say that the difference
between every binary integer represents a difference of, say, 0.13 in the actual value. The
difference between these two types is that ConRes specifies a linear mapping, whereas
ConRelRes specifies a logarithmic mapping. That is, for ConRes, the numbers mapped are
equally spaced, whereas, for ConRelRes, the differences between the mapped numbers increase
logarithmically. To illustrate this further, consider the definition of the value for a property with
data type ConRelRes:
property = <start_value> * [1 + 2 * <tolerance>] ^ <teds_value>
For the example in Figure 1 for property %RefFreq, the parser would read 6 bits from the
TEDS. These 6 bits are interpreted as an unsigned integer and are the <teds_value> in the
equation. So, if the 6 bits are 000010, then we have:
Reference Frequency = 7.9 * [1 + 2 * 3.26] ^ 2 = 446.74816
The following table shows the calculated property values for some potential values read from the
TEDS with <start_value> = 7.9 and <tolerance> = 3.26.
<teds_value> Binary
000000
000001
000010
000011
111110

<teds_value> Decimal
0
1
2
3
62

Calculated Property Value
7.9
59.408
446.74816
3359.5461632
1.6716e+55

The last entry with a <teds_value> of 62 represents the maximum possible value that can be
stored in the TEDS using these ConRelRes parameters. That is, this floating-point structure
allows 63 discrete values over the interval [7.9, 1.6716e+55]. There are only 63 values instead of
64 because the standard defines a floating-point value of all ones as NaN (Not a Number).
The point here is that these data types allow scaling of floating type points to the exact scale and
accuracy required for any specific application while minimizing the number of bits needed. This
example only requires 5 bits for a very large range in contrast to the 32 or 64 bits normally used
for floating point numbers.
There is also an enumeration data type. As illustrated in figure 1, an Enumerate command
allows a discrete enumeration of values. The %Direction property command uses an
enumeration type. The number of bits defined in this command is 2, because it takes exactly 2
bits to specify 1 of 3 enumerated values.
One other useful ability is to be able to define physical units. Anyone who has ever looked at the
issue of standardized units knows that this is an incredibly difficult problem. The International
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System of Units (SI) [2] are as close as anything to a standard set of units, but not everybody likes
or uses these metric based units. The Physical_Unit command allows a mapping between SI
units and a text based description. It is outside the scope of this paper to describe the approach to
defining the SI units. The important thing here is that the SI part of the mapping (the twelve
element array) allows computers to determine unit equivalences. While the text based side allows
users to define units in symbols they understand. As indicated in the comment, the
Physical_Unit command maps ‘Hz’ to the unit ‘1/second.’
CONTROL COMMANDS
There are several commands lumped together under the heading of “Control Commands” in the
standard. However, this control is always in the context of how to interpret bits in the TEDS.
There is only the smallest amount of branching or looping control. Some of the commands under
this heading do not map any bits in the TEDS at all. The two most significant control commands
are the SelectCase and StructArray commands.
The SelectCase is the only command that allows any type of branching in a template. The
command looks much like case commands in programming languages in that there is an outer
delimitation using SelectCase and EndSelect. There are also Case and EndCase
statements. Within the syntax of the Selectcase statement, there is a <number_of_bits>
field. Once again, this indicates the number of bits to be read from the TEDS. The integer value
of the bits read is used to determine which of the various cases to implement. A main benefit of
the ability to specify cases is that it reduces the number of templates. Without a case selection
ability there would be large numbers of templates with large identical sections. That is, the
SelectCase command allows templates to be usable over a fairly general class of transducers.
The StructArray command is the only command that allows any looping, while at the same
time it allows a way of grouping a set of properties. Once again there is a field in the
StructArray syntax that indicates the number of bits to be read from the TEDS. The value of
these bits determines how many times the elements in the structure are to be read. It thus acts
much like a dimension variable in an array declaration of a programming language.
SOME MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS OF TDL
One more feature of the TDL is the ability to describe extended functionality of transducers
through the use of subproperties. Syntactically, these are identified by putting a subproperty
name inside square brackets immediately following a property tag. Although there are probably
other uses, the main use of subproperties is to describe switches on the transducer. These may be
actual, physical switches (perhaps dip switches or other toggles) or programmable switches. This
functionality starts to overlap with user interfaces and actual control of the transducer. That is,
this allows a description of how to modify the settings of a transducer rather than just getting
information about its static transducing ability. Examples of subproperties include
SwitchType, which indicates how many settings the switch has, and SwitchValue, which
allows the description of what value each setting of the switch has. A specific example might be
a gain switch that has four settings with different gains.
A couple of functionalities in the TDL are described here to emphasize to users that they should
only be used as a last resort. Most standards have ‘back doors’ that allow a user to do pretty
much anything they want just in case there is something that was not adequately covered in the
main body of the standard. One such is the %MDEF property. By appending a string to %MDEF, it
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is legal to create a manufacturer-defined property. This allows a manufacturer to introduce a
property if there is no reserved property that fits the bill. The danger here is that a generic TDL
parser will not know what to do with the property. The naming convention is provided so that a
parser can identify it as legal and pass it on to a higher-level application. Other back doors are
the free form properties. The %user property allows the user to put information in to the TEDS
in any form desired. Once again, the danger is that this format will not be understood by anybody
that hasn’t been given a description of the format. These properties should only be used as a last
resort and avoided if at all possible!
There is also a %XML property. There is recognition by the working group that the extended
Markup Language (XML) is growing in use. Thus, this property indicates that a portion of the
TEDS is in XML. This is considered a free form property and the same danger applies that no
one will know how to parse it. However, another aspect of using this property is that XML takes
a lot of space. This is in direct contrast to the objective of needing only a minimal memory on the
transducer.
It is worth mentioning that the use of XML instead of TDL was considered. A primary reason for
not using XML is a legacy issue. The initial version of TDL was implemented quite a few years
ago when the working group was first established and XML was not yet mature. A secondary
reason is that XML takes a lot of space. Because of the use of tags and end tags for everything in
XML, the same information contained in a TDL file would take up considerably more space in an
XML file. The working group not only had concerns about the amount of memory needed on a
transducer, but also the amount of memory needed for support software on a small embedded
system. It is, however, the author’s opinion that an XML schema equivalent to the TDL (and
associated translation software) would be useful and that such a schema should ultimately be
added to the standard.
This paper has emphasized that a template maps bits in a TEDS. It is not true, however, that a
single template maps every bit in a TEDS. There are two reasons for this. First, it is possible to
concatenate templates. One suggested scenario is that a manufacturer might use a standard IEEE
template along with one of their own manufacturer templates. These might then be added to with
a template defined by the end user. A benefit of this approach is that a generic parser may have
access to the IEEE standard template, but not the other two. This would allow at least some
information to be obtained. (Although ideally, of course, all required templates should be
available to the application parser.) Second, both in order to bootstrap and to concatenate
templates, there is a control loop outside the template structure. In particular, the manufacturing
code is not mapped in templates since this information is needed in order to find the appropriate
template. This control loop is described in Clause 6 of the standard.
Finally, the working group recognizes that, although they did their best to identify all properties,
users of the standard are going to want to add more. The immediate out is the %MDEF property as
mentioned above. However, the standard establishes a mechanism for adding properties to the
standard (without having to revise the standard through a formal reballoting). In essence, desired
properties can be submitted and the working group (or designee) will periodically review the
submissions.
THE FORMAL GRAMMAR
Annex C of the standard contains a formal grammar for the TDL. This is written in syntax
compatible with flex and bison (which are variants of lex and yacc, [3]). These software
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packages are compiler compilers. That is, they use formal grammars as input and produce
compilers for the specified language. The inputs to these packages have there own grammars,
which are variants of regular expressions and Backus-Naur Form (BNF). In its raw form, this
formal grammar is simply a method of verifying syntax: Is a given instance of TDL syntactically
correct. However, also included in the annex are semantic routines (written in C++) that provide
a basis for an application program. Mostly, the semantic routines just spit out the components of
each command. This provides the core set of routines a programmer could use to develop
whatever level of application is necessary. However, the semantic routines do a couple of other
things such as verifying that property tags are valid and calculating the minimum and maximum
number of bits possible in a TEDS for the given template. At some point, it is intended for the
syntax-checking program based on the code in the annex to be readily available to anyone who
wants it. This is to aid any would be user to bootstrap their development.
SUMMARY
As a quick summary, let us walk through the example in figure 1. After the initial bootstrap
process, the Template command forces the reading of 8 bits from the TEDS to verify the
Template ID. The TDL version is verified. The text value of ‘Hz’ is associated with the SI unit
of 1/second. Then 6 bits are read from the TEDS to calculate the value of the property
%RefFreq. Finally, an enumerated type is defined and used to interpret the 2 bits read from the
TEDS to determine the value of %Direction. The outer control loop then checks to see if
there is another template to parse further bits in the TEDS. This illustrates that the primary
function of templates and the TDL is to map bits in a TEDS.
Although there is a formal syntax and quite a few support structures in the TDL, the key to
understanding templates are the property commands. These property commands provide the core
functionality of templates. They are what define the information associated with a transducer,
and obtaining that information is the primary reason for the IEEE 1451 family of standards.
STATUS NOTE
At the time of writing, the IEEE P1451.4 working group had voted to send the draft standard to
ballot. The balloting should thus be complete by the middle of April 2003.
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ABSTRACT
When a sensor is replaced or added to a legacy data acquisition system, information for that sensor has
to be incorporated by the software programmer into the main system software – a costly and timeconsuming process. The new ’smart‘ sensors that are being designed according to the new IEEE
P1451.3 and .4 standards will have the necessary information contained in their Transducer Electronics
Data Sheet (TEDS). A method has been developed to give the old sensors the intelligence to meet the
requirements of these new IEEE standards without changes to the legacy hardware and a minor change
to the system software.
KEYWORDS
AATIS, NCAP, TEDS, IEEE P1451.3, and IEEE P1451.4.
INTRODUCTION
Many of the existing legacy sensor systems do not have the capability of being interrogated to determine
their working status, calibration information, serial number, or manufacturing and service history since
the sensors themselves have no intelligence. When defective sensors are detected, replacement generally
requires removing the system from service instead of simply unplugging the defective sensor and
plugging in a replacement sensor or ‘hot swapping.’ A major software effort is then required in the
ground support equipment (GSE) to input each sensor’s unique characteristics on a case-by-case basis.
“Smart’ sensors are being designed and developed according to the new IEEE P1451.3 and.4 standards
that have the necessary information contained in their TEDS to give them plug-and-play capability. A
system is being developed for Edwards AFB, California, which is discussed in this paper, to give old
sensors the same plug-and-play capability as the new sensors. The information needed to describe a
particular sensor is located with each individual sensor, thus removing the requirement of programming
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the main system with this information. The IEEE P1451.4 compliant sensor identification transducer
electronic data sheet (SITEDS) information is located with each sensor and will be available to the GSE
when the particular sensor is inserted into the system. A device called a Network Capable Applications
Processor (NCAP) was developed to interface the Universal Smart Transducer Interface Modules
(USTIMs) to the Advanced Airborne Test Instrumentation System (AATIS) Party Line bus. Other buses
can be interfaced to the USTIMs by simply reconfiguring the NCAP. The legacy sensors with their
associated SITEDS are connected to a USTIM, which resides on an NCAP-USTIM Party Line (NUPL)
bus with other USTIMs. This bus is connected to the NCAP that, in turn interfaces to an external bus,
such as the AATIS Party Line bus. A TEDS meeting the proposed IEEE P1451.3 standard will be
contained in each USTIM allowing future expansion with other IEEE 1451 compliant devices.
LEGACY PLUG-AND-PLAY PROBLEMS
A significant challenge is required to bring a legacy system up to the new IEEE 1451 standards without
wholesale and costly replacement of the system. Old sensors must be used since many
are imbedded in the aircraft. The existing computer system and interface controllers must be maintained
in place to eliminate a major software redesign as well as costly hardware replacements. However, from
a maintenance standpoint, it is desirable to replace and/or add sensors with all the advantages of the
IEEE 1451 standards including ‘hot swapping,’ automatic sensor identification, automatic calibration,
etc. This can be accomplished by adding a small interface module between the sensor and the legacy
system that contains the ‘smarts’ for a particular sensor.
THE IEEE P1451.4 SPECIFICATION STANDARD FOR SITEDS
The IEEE P1451.4 is a draft standard for adding sensor parameter information in a TEDS stored in an
electronically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) that resides in the sensor. The
IEEE P1451.4 smart TEDS sensors provide both an analog signal for traditional measurement, along
with a serial digital link for accessing the TEDS information for plug-and-play operation. The standard
defines two types of mixed-mode interfaces, designated as Class 1 two-wire and Class 2 multiwire
interfaces. The Class 1 two-wire interface works with constant-current powered, or Integrated Circuit
Piezoelectric (ICP®), transducers, such as accelerometers. The ICP is a registered trademark of PCB
Piezotronics, Inc. Class 1 transducers include diodes or analog switches with which the multiplexing of
the analog signal with the digital TEDS information on the single-pair of wires is possible. This is
shown in the first diagram in figure 8. For other types of sensors, the Class 2 interface uses a separate
connection for the analog and digital portions of the mixed-mode interface. The analog input/output of
the transducer is left unmodified, and the digital TEDS circuit is added in parallel. This enables the
implementation of plug and play transducers with virtually any type of sensor or actuator, including
thermocouples, RTDs, thermistors, bridge sensors, electrolytic chemical cells, and 4-20 mA current loop
sensors. For example, the second drawing in figure 1 illustrates the implementation of a Class 2 mixedmode interface with a bridge interface. A Class 2 implementation of the IEEE P1451.4 specification is
well suited for a legacy sensor and a SITEDS combination. The memory module that is connected to
each legacy sensor will contain the SITEDS. The SITEDS will contain those portions of the channel
TEDS that can be predetermined, regardless of the hardware and operation of the USTIM, as well as the
sensor-specific data that are required by the USTIM or desired for possible use at the system level. The
USTIM will use the SITEDS to create a complete transducer channel TEDS.
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Class 1 Sensor

Class 2 Sensor

Sequential access of analog and TEDS on
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Parallel access of analog and TEDS; TEDS
separate from sensor circuit
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-5V
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Digital

Analog
Signal
Output

Digital I/O

Figure 1. IEEE P1451.4, two types of mixed-mode interfaces

An example of the transducer channel TEDS data that will be determined dynamically, rather than being
stored in the USTIM of the SITEDS, is the upper range limit. While all of the data will be unitless
digital data, coming from an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), not every channel will necessarily use
the full digital range of the ADC output. Depending on the sensor output and USTIM electronics, it may
not be practical to scale the sensor signal to utilize the entire ADC output range. Thus, the USTIM will
determine the upper range limit of the channel TEDS based on the capability of its analog hardware and
on the data that it receives, from the SITEDS, concerning the output of the sensor that is connected to a
given input channel.
Because the USTIM will generate a standard format TEDS, as well as having a standard Meta-TEDS
stored within it, the unique data set that is contained in the SITEDS, and the flexibility that it affords in
sensor configuration, will be transparent to the overall system. The collection of USTIM and
sensor/memory units will appear to the overall system to be a standard NCAP and STIM.
Some of the data fields contained in the SITEDS specified in the IEEE P1451.4 are shown in the
examples in table 1.
The information required for the channel TEDS specified in the IEEE P1451.3 proposed standard is
shown in table 2. Each octet listed in column 5 (table 2) is 8 bits long. The column specifying ‘type’
designates the data type. Unsigned 8-bit integers are designated by U8C for counting. An unsigned 16bit integer is designated for counting by U16C and field length by U16L. An unsigned 32-bit integer is
designated for counting by U32C and field length by U32L. The F32 designates a single precision real
number and F64 a double precision number. A string is implemented with the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) controlled by the document W3C XML 1.0. Physical units are designated by ‘Units’
and are 10 octets long.
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Table 1. Example Contents of the SITEDS for Two Sensors
IEPE Accelerometer

Basic TEDS

Standard and
Extended
TEDS

User Data

Bridge (mV/V) Load Cell

Manufacturer ID
Model ID
Version Letter
Serial Number
Calibration Date
Sensitivity @ ref.
Reference freq.

34
8113
A
00461G
Jun 14, 2002
1.094E+03 mV/g
100.0 Hz

Reference temp.
Measurement
range
Electrical output
Quality factor
Temp. coefficient
Direction (x,y,z)
Sensor Location
Calibration date

23 °C
± 50 g
±5V
300 E-3
-0.48 %/°C
x
3A-p2
April 15, 2003

Manufacturer ID
Model ID
Version Letter
Serial Number
Calibration Date

64
24
C
0003461
Dec 15, 2001

Measurement
range
Electrical output

± 100 lbf
± 3.01 mV/V

Bridge impedance

350 Ω

Excitation, nominal

10 VDC

Excitation, min.

7 VDC

Excitation, max.

18 VDC

Response time
Sensor Location
Cal. record ID

5 ms
R32-1
543-01.23

Table 2. Contents of the Transducer Channel TEDS
Field Description
—
1
—
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
—
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
—
17
18

Type

TEDS length
TEDS identifier
TransducerChannel related information
Calibration key
TransducerChannel type key
Physical units
Design operational lower range limit
Design operational upper range limit
Worst-case uncertainty
Self-test key
Data converter related information
Data model
Data model length
Model significant bits
Maximum data repetitions
Series origin
Series increment
Series units
Maximum pre-trigger samples
Timing related information
TransducerChannel update time (tu)
TransducerChannel write setup time (tws)

U32L
U8E
—
U8E
U8E
UNITS
F32
F32
F32
U8E
—
U8E
U8C
U16C
U16C
F32
F32
UNITS
U16C
—
F32
F32

#
octets
4
1
—
1
1
10
4
4
4
1
—
1
1
2
2
4
4
10
2
—
4
4

19
20
21
22
23
—
24
25
26
27
—
28
29
30
31
32
33
—
34
35

TransducerChannel read setup time (trs)
TransducerChannel sampling period (tsp)
TransducerChannel warm-up time
TransducerChannel read delay time (tch)
TransducerChannel self-test time requirement
Time of the sample information
Source for the time of sample
Incoming propagation delay through the data transport logic
Outgoing propagation delay through the data transport logic
Trigger-to-sample delay uncertainty
Attributes
Sampling attribute
Buffered attribute
End-of-data-set operation attribute
Streaming attribute
Edge-to-report attribute
Actuator-halt attribute
Sensitivity
Sensitivity direction
Direction angles

—
36
—

Options
Event sensor options
Checksum

F32
F32
F32
F32
F32
—
U8E
F32
F32
F32
—
U8E
U8E
U8E
U8E
U8E
U8E
—
F32
Two
F32
—
U8E
U16C

4
4
4
4
4
—
1
4
4
4
—
1
1
1
1
1
1
—
4
8
—
1
2

SENSOR IDENTIFICATION TEDS MODULE

In this system, the sensor/memory units are connected to a USTIM, which is essentially the same as the
transducer bus interface module (TBIM) that is described in the IEEE P1451.3 D106/draft standard.
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Since the USTIM is able to accommodate a changing number and variety of sensor/memory units, a
complete TEDS, as described in the IEEE 1451.2-1997 standard, cannot be predetermined and stored in
the memory module. In addition, data that are not incorporated into the TEDS descriptions in the IEEE
1451.2-1997 standard is required by the USTIM in order to properly configure the interface hardware to
the sensor/memory unit.
In order to accommodate the unique requirements of the USTIM, a method of creating the overall TEDS
and configuring its storage in the system had to be devised. With this method, all of the unique, sensor
specific information and portions of the transducer channel TEDS (including appropriate sub-TEDS for
the transducer channel TEDS - such as the calibration TEDS) will be stored in the SITEDS. The rest of
the TEDS will be stored in the USTIM. Further, portions of the TEDS will vary depending on the
number and types of sensors that are connected to the USTIM. These portions of the TEDS will be
dynamically created by the USTIM on power-up and in response to changes in the USTIM's sensor
configuration.
An EEPROM containing the transducer channel TEDS information, resides at
the sensor instead of the USTIM, allowing the legacy sensors to become plugand-play. The 24CXX family of EEPROMs is used since it offers a wider range
of available memory and package sizes. For example, 128 x
8 bits of nonvolatile memory can be contained in a small 5-pin SOT-23
package. For many sensor types, this amount of memory may be sufficient for
storing transducer Channel TEDS information, assuming calibration data are
stored as coefficients as opposed to a large look-up table array.

Figure 2.
SITEDS Adapter

A voltage regulator accompanies the memory device to provide a stable power
source for the memory device. The memory circuit could also tap the sensor
excitation voltage. Since the memory is only accessed at power-up, the serial
clock and data in-lines will be held in a DC state during normal operation.
Hence, cross coupling of the digital to analog signals will not be an issue.
Figure 2 shows a SITEDS module contained in a snap-on housing for legacy
sensors. The I2C bus is used to communicate with the USTIMs.

THE IEEE P1451.3 SPECIFICATION STANDARD FOR USTIM

The USTIM described previously is similar to the Transducer Bus Interface Module (TBIM) described
in the IEEE P1451.3 standard. Figures 3 and 4 represent two possible contexts for the specification.
Figure 3 gives the electrical connectivity that the interface implements. In this representation there are
two conductors between the Transducer Bus Controller (TBC) and the TBIMs. These two conductors
carry both the power and the signals to implement the interface. In the case of the USTIM, signal and
ground are provided over two wires and power is provided over an additional two wires, in particular, 28
V aircraft power. The USTIMs and NUPL bus still conform to the proposed standard since the standard
allows the case where more power is required for a particular TBIM than can be supplied over the bus.
In this situation, an auxiliary power source can be used. In Figure 4, the proposed standard shows that
DC power, a synchronization signal and communications all sharing a single pair of conductors. The
interface between the TBIM and the bus, the TBC and the bus, the bus itself and the TEDS that reside in
the TBIMs are the subject of the IEEE P1451.3 specification.
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A TBIM (USTIM) may be used to sense or control multiple physical phenomena. Each phenomenon
sensed or controlled shall be associated with a Transducer Channel in a TBIM (USTIM).

Network

Transducer Bus
Controller
(TBC)

Signal & Power
Return

Network Capable Application
Processor
(NCAP)

Transducer Bus
Interface Module
(TBIM)

Transducer Bus
Interface Module
(TBIM)

Transducer Bus
Interface Module
(TBIM)

Figure 3. Physical context for the transducer interface specification
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xducer
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Bus Interface

Transducer Bus
Interface Module
(TBIM)

TEDS

Transducer Bus
Interface Module
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Figure 4. Functional context for the transducer interface specification.
The IEEE P1451.3 standard specifies a synchronization signal as a sine-wave signal that is provided to assure that
all TBIMs have access to a clock running at the same frequency. The TBIM communications is implemented
using the HomePNA communications standard. In the case of the USTIMs, a synchronization signal in the form
of a square wave is provided to all of the USTIMs. However, the HPNA protocol cannot be used since this
system has to appear seamless to the legacy system. This design is being tailored to the AATIS legacy system
that requires data packets as small as 16 bits to be delivered within a 2.4 µS timeframe. The NCAP must forward
the command from the AATIS bus over the NUPL bus to the USTIM and return the data to the AATIS bus within
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the 2.4 µS timeframe. Since the communication between the NCAP and USTIMs adds another level of
communication, the NUPL bus must run at a higher speed. Commands are sent to the USTIMs within 0.8 µS,
data conversions occur within 0.8 µS, and the data are returned to the NCAP within 0.8 µS.

LEGACY SYSTEM UPGRADE TO IEEE P1451.3

The legacy system upgrade modules contain the intelligence and TEDS for each sensor. The modules
are then connected together on their own four-wire NUPL bus with other USTIMs, thus eliminating the
need for the large cabling systems that are currently being used.
Changing to the information contained in the USTIM modules can be accomplished either through the
main system, if allowed, or through a laptop computer. An IEEE 1451 TEDS can be loaded onto a
USTIM in one of three ways. 1) It can be downloaded from the main system; 2) it can be loaded at the
factory; or 3) it can be loaded locally from a floppy disk with a laptop computer. An IEEE P1451.4
compliant TEDS associated with each legacy sensor will be located in a small module called a SITEDS.
This module will be located next to the USTIM and plugged into the same connector as the sensor. A
general purpose USTIM can be used with a variety of legacy sensors with no changes to its hard
circuitry.
Once the USTIM is configured, the main system will be able to detect its addition to the system and
automatically download all the information necessary to describe the sensor. Thus, no special software
or hardware will be required for the legacy systems. A block diagram of the current AATIS system is
shown in figure 5. The USTIM can connect the respective transducers directly to the System Control
Unit’s (SCU) Party Line bus through a NCAP as shown connected to the heavy black line in figure 5.
No additional interfaces are required since RS-232 circuits are built into the NCAP for GSE as well as
the interface to the NUPL bus. An in-circuit reprogrammable logic device is contained within the NCAP
that could be reconfigured with a laptop computer to accept other protocols.
ADVANCED AIRBORNE TEST INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
(AATIS)
FUNCTIONAL
BLOCK DIAGRAM
(DIRECT)

Smart Sensors
interface though
the NCAP directly
to the AATIS four
wire Party Line
(PL) bus.
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Figure 5. AATIS Block Diagram with USTIMs
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NCAP DESIGN
The NCAP provides the interface between the AATIS party line bus, the USTIM, and the GSE. The GSE
interface uses the RS-232 (or RS-422) standard. A local Party Line bus, called the NUPL bus, using a
RS-485 interface, is used to interface multiple USTIMs to the NCAP. A top-level block diagram of the AATIS
system, with the NCAP and USTIMs included, is shown in the left side of figure 6. As can be seen in the diagram
of figure 6, the NCAP allows the USTIMs to interface to the AATIS system SCU without an analog to digital
acquisition unit (ADAU). It is also clear that the interface between the multiple USTIMs and the NCAP requires
only two wires compared to the discrete wiring that is required to connect each individual ‘dumb‘ transducer or
embedded sensor to the SCC in the ADAU.
In addition to the three interface blocks (AATIS, RS-485, and RS-232) shown in figure 6, there is one circuit
block that controls the data flow through the NCAP. Because the USTIM provides all signal conditioning and
data conversion that is required for the transducers and embedded sensors that are connected to it, the NCAP does
not need to have any processing capability. Instead, the NCAP is strictly a communication device that multiplexes
multiple USTIM modules to the AATIS Party Line bus. This helps to minimize fan-out/loading of the AATIS
Party Line bus while still providing access to a large number of transducers and embedded sensors. It also
simplifies the USTIM design so that the USTIM can be made smaller and cheaper. The NCAP provides the
interface between the three different buses that are used in the enhanced AATIS system, as shown in figure 6.

NCAP
Data Out
AATIS Party Line

AATIS Interface

Data In
Control

Local Party Line

RS-485 Interface
(Local Party Line
to USTIM)

Data Out
Data In

Data Flow Control
Logic

Control
Data Out

To GSE

RS-232 Interface
(to GSE)

Data In
Control

AATIS Party Line Bus

NUPL Bus

Power

GSE Interface

Figure 6. Network Capable Applications Processor (NCAP) Module.
NCAP-USTIM PARTY LINE

The RS-485 interface was chosen for the NUPL bus because it provides the required communication
bandwidth with just two wires and readily available COTS components. Programming the USTIMs and
loading the TEDS with the GSE is accomplished utilizing a simple, low overhead RS-232
communication protocol. At the command level, (i.e., interpreting and acting upon the transmitted
bytes), a simple protocol that is designed specifically for the AATIS system is used. Again, this is being
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done in order to provide the required data throughput. Because of the additional level of device
addressing that must be communicated through the NUPL, the NUPL will operate at two to three times
the bit rate of the AATIS Party Line - assuming that a minimal, custom, high level communication
protocol is used.
The TEDS information that is contained in the USTIMs will conform to the completed IEEE 1451.2
standard until the IEEE P1451.3 standard is finalized and approved. At that time, the TEDS contained in
the USTIM can be converted to that standard. The IEEE P1451.3 standard closely matches the
architecture
being
used
in
this
program,
but
the
communication
protocol
contains communication overhead, which cannot be used with the AATIS system. For example, a 15byte communication overhead is used in some cases with the IEEE P1451.3 standard. If two commands
are needed, one to trigger the ‘smart sensor’ and one to read the data, then 32 bytes must be transferred including the two data bytes. With the minimum AATIS command period being
2.4 µs, this would require a bit rate of over 133 Mbaud on the NUPL bus, which is above the maximum
rate of 100 Mbaud allowed in this design.
USTIM DESIGN

A general purpose USTIM, shown in Figure7, was developed which will satisfy the interfacing
requirements of most legacy sensors. It was designed to be fully in-system programmable and in-system
hardware reconfigurable. It contains a nonvolatile memory for the TEDS information, which can be
expanded within a single integrated circuit. Additional features, along with the 8051 core processor,
include a high speed 12-bit data acquisition system, a programmable logic element, 8 fully
programmable analog channels which have programmable gain and offsets, high speed RS-422 bus
interface, and 3.3-volt operation. The block diagram for the USTIM is shown on the left of Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Universal Smart Transducer Interface Module (USTIM)
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IMPLEMENTING A HYBRID AATIS IEEE 1451-COMPLIANT SYSTEM

The goal is to minimize system impact in downtime for both software and hardware modifications
during the transition to IEEE-1451 compliance. Minimizing cost during the upgrade to the
IEEE 1451 standard is also important. The existing AATIS system hardware will remain unchanged
both during and after the modules are added to convert the sensors to IEEE P1451.4 compatibility. This
will be accomplished by containing the sensor software and TEDS information in the USTIMs and using
the NCAPs to interface and format the data streams to be compliant with existing AATIS systems.
Standard CAIS/AATIS commands will be used to transfer data to and from the NCAP. Since the NCAP
contains in-circuit reconfigurable hardware, its characteristics can be modified with software to conform
to future system upgrades, bus speed improvements, etc. Figure 4 shows the system block diagram and
its connection to the Party Line bus. The NCAP transfers its data to and from the SCU via the Party Line
bus. Figure 6 also shows that the NCAP effectively isolates IEEE 1451 compatible devices from the
AATIS hardware. All IEEE P1451.4 compliant sensors present a uniform software and hardware
interface to the system via the NCAP. All the calibration, identification, etc., is located in the SITEDSs
and the USTIMs.
CONCLUSION

The development of the NCAP, USTIM, and SITEDS has paved the way to reduced installation,
maintenance, and configuration management for legacy systems such as the AATIS. With the
incorporation of these innovations, cabling systems will also be greatly reduced. A low-cost, low-impact
transition to IEEE P1451.4 compliant sensors is provided by these components.
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ABSTRACT
Prototyping an Internet Protocol (IP) compliant architecture will demonstrate a realistic basis for
satellite communication design. The prototype IP architecture should prove seamless and secure
communications between the satellites and ground stations. Using commercial off the shelf (COTS)
equipment, design and development of satellite communications becomes easier and less expensive
than developing specialized equipment. IP space applications will improve communications while
minimizing development costs.
KEYWORDS
Satellite network, Internet Protocol.
INTRODUCTION
Internet Protocol (IP) has a wide variety of communication tools, and commercial vendors that
provide easy interoperability. To keep space system development costs down, to leverage off the
existing capabilities, and to access the rapidly-improving technology, we are investigating potential
methods to use these components and protocols in satellite communications systems. Additionally,
sensor designers are beginning to develop sensors with standard networking interfaces. These
techniques can be used for both payload science data and payload health & welfare data.
Connecting satellite maintenance and controls with the payload science missions utilizing IP
equipment will allow scientists to seamlessly access their experiments while satellite controllers are
monitoring health & welfare status and controlling the satellite.
This research project and paper investigates the potential for using Commercial Off the Shelf
(COTS) equipment for IP satellite communications. Issues that will be addressed include security,
different IP protocols with varying packet sizes/types, and the harsh space environment. The
wireless IP network components will be placed in RF shielding boxes so programmable attenuators
can be placed in between. The attenuators will then be programmed to simulate the distance
between the satellite and the ground station, or another satellite. The attenuation will be maximized
when simulating the satellite being out of range from the ground station. The delay will be modeled
in a LabView Virtual instrument [5].

After the space environment has been simulated, testing various IP traffic loads will verify that
different protocols will operate through the space channel conditions. Encryption and security
measures will also be added in order to verify these necessities don’t create too much overhead or
take up too much bandwidth. Options such as Reed-Solomon encoding improves IP performance
over the error-prone channel, and can be verified as well. Testing COTS equipment will validate the
IP architecture for potential satellite use.
The main goal of this project has been to develop a prototype IP-compliant architecture that can be
used to demonstrate a realistic basis for a satellite design. Included within the main goal is showing
that the design can interface with typical ground networks. Plus show that the design is ‘secure’ and
can prevent intentional or accidental access. Lastly, determine if modifications are needed to
convert COTS products into satellite communication applications.
One expected outcome of this project is to assist NASA in making the architectural evolution from a
legacy switched communication system to a full packet routed system with minimal human
intervention. Another outcome is to demonstrate how commercial technology can be readily adapted
to fulfilling the space communications needs. Demonstrating that ‘test as one operates, operate as
one tests’ can be applied here as well. Meaning that the prototype will be operated in the lab much
like the satellite will be communicating to the ground stations.
THE PROTOTYPE IP NETWORK DESIGN
Ideally the prototype IP network design will support a variety of mission needs. The communication
requirements include payload communications with the scientist, and health and welfare
communications to a satellite operator. An actual satellite radio system will provide error-correction
encoding and similar support to enhance the reliability of the channel. Therefore the prototype IP
system will treat the data stream as an unobstructed bit stream, or use a CCSDS-type channel access
format into which the IP frames will be inserted [8].
Candidate mission models for the prototype lab setup have been selected for testing purposes. The
models chosen have firm data specifications that are accessible. These include: small mission
support for small-sat to nano-sat type communications, plus science mission support with advanced
cosmic ray composition experiment for space science [4]. Based on communication specifications
from candidate missions, the baseline data rate requirements are as follows. The forward data rate of
at least 9600 bps, simultaneous return data rate of at least 100,000 bps for science data, and 15,000
bps for housekeeping data so two virtual channels are required.
The services requiring support include Telnet to flight computer and instruments, ftp to flight
computer and instruments, and ‘finger’ service to instruments. The ‘finger’ service is a pointer to an
instrument socket where the socket returns a data file. The data within the files and in the file
structure includes science data arranged per the user’s format. The housekeeping data is arranged as
either real-time (streaming) or file data which is multi-casting. The information in the files may
require confidentiality or classified types of security. Security is provided by the COTS equipment

that supports Virtual Private Networking (VPN) capabilities in the routers. The equipment also
provides Secure Shell (SSH) login capability.
The block diagram of the prototype IP configuration is illustrated in Figure 1. The satellite
addressing template includes the local domain (nmsusat.net), the flight computer
(flight.nmsusat.net), and the instruments (instrument_n.nmsusat.net).

Off-site
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Inst. 1

Firewall
Access
Point

Bridge

Router
/Hub

Port
Control
Computer

NMSU

Inst. N
IP Satellite

Figure 1 Block diagram of the prototype IP configuration [1]
Accessing IP Satellite includes local ground station access from logical Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC) at the Ground station Access Point (GAP). Remote access to IP Satellite is also
possible from external POCC connection through the GAP firewall.
The ground segment is labeled NMSU and includes a COTS wireless access point. This access point
is connecting through the NMSU networking backbone via the NMSU firewalls. The IP Satellite
segment includes a COTS client or bridge. The IP data is passed through Ethernet 802.11b utilizing
the COTS network structure. The CPU selected for this project is a Diamond Systems PC/104
Prometheus CPU. This was chosen as the satellite computer for the small size, the built in
communications ports, and low power consumption.
The channel will be modeled in Satellite Tool Kit (STK) for acquiring the access timing and link
distances between the IP Satellite and a ground station [6]. The estimated gains from the antennas
will be taken into consideration. A typical satellite antenna gain is about 10 dB, and the ground
station has about 60dB gain. The attenuators will then be programmed to simulate the links changing

distance like the satellite would be passing overhead. Using the LabView program [5], delays and
channel error scenarios can be simulated [3]. Secure and reliable data transmission in the presence
of many channel errors is required. Typical commercial wireless equipment includes VPN’s, IP
security support, a firewall, protection against denial of service attacks, and address filtering. These
features minimize intentional or accidental access to the IP Satellite.
THE PROTOTYPE IP NETWORK RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the lab setup including the programmable RF attenuators and RF isolation boxes.
One programmable attenuator can range from 0 to 127 dB and can be installed in series with another
attenuator for modeling the RF link. This attenuation range models the effective received power
level for a transmission given the quarter watt transmit power.

Control Box for Attenuators

RF Shielding Boxes with

Programmable

network hardware inside

Attenuators

Figure 2 Lab setup with the RF shielding boxes and attenuators [2]
Initial testing included verifying connectivity and socket operation from a local POCC at GAP to the
router, the flight computer, and instruments on the IP Satellite. Another test was verifying the
connectivity and socket operation from a remote system to the IP Satellite. SSH connections from
both POCC configurations are also verified. Operations validated are: transmit “command file”
using ftp, transmit “telemetry” data file using ftp, real-time streaming of data, secure access and data

transmission, and changing router settings. All the initial results verified the data was transmitted
without problems for both the remote and local access.
For testing the RF shielding and programmable attenuators, the Cisco Aironet equipment was used
[7]. Within the Aironet diagnostic directory, RF signal strength and quality can be selected. The
results scroll by as shown in Figure 3. The top set of data in Figure 3 has the attenuation at 0 dB and
1dB for the two radios within range. The second set of data has the attenuation set to 40 dB and 80
dB simulating a large distance. Notice that the RF signal strength is lower but the quality of the
signal remains relatively high. When the attenuation is maximized, the radios no longer see each
other then the radio is no longer in the data set like shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 RF Signal strengths for minimal attenuation, top, and more attenuation, bottom
Pictures were sent via UDP/IP, text files were sent via TCP/IP and UDP/IP for verification. As long
as there was a radio link the data and pictures transmitted successfully. As soon as the attenuation
was increased to the point where the radios no longer registered each other the traffic could no
longer be sent. Therefore, while there is a link, IP traffic will reliably get to the destination.

CONCLUSION
Satellites will benefit from incorporating IP architecture for communications. Benefits include
allowing scientists to directly access their experiments, at the same time an operator is sending
health and welfare commands. Commercial IP equipment allows many levels of security with
additional levels readily available. Reliability of the IP transmission is high as long as there is a
decodable RF link.
More validation needs to be done for a variety of IP based equipment. Equipment that has been
modified with radiation hardened components should also be tested to verify there are no timing
issues causing data loss. Prototyping and verifying an IP network on the ground will assure
confidence for satellite mission communications.
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ABSTRACT
While the transition to IP internetworking in space-based applications has a tremendous upside, there
are significant challenges of communications efficiency and compatibility to overcome. This paper
describes a very high efficiency, low-risk, incremental architecture for migrating to IP
internetworking based on the use of proxies. In addition to impressive gains in communications
bandwidth, the architecture provides encapsulation of potentially volatile decisions such as particular
vendors and network technologies.
The specific benchmarking architecture is a NetAcquire Corporation COTS telemetry system that
includes built-in TCP-Tranquility (also known as SCPS-TP) and Reed-Solomon Forward Error
Correction capabilities as well as a specialized proxy-capable network stack. Depending on network
conditions, we will show that the effective bandwidth for satellite transmissions can be increased as
much as a factor of one hundred with no external changes to existing internetworking equipment.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry distribution networks, COTS internetworking, TCP-Tranquility, and SCPS-TP.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Introduction
Using commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) networking equipment to carry telemetry data over an
Internet Protocol (IP) internetwork has the potential to greatly reduce cost and complexity as well as
to improve the reliability, flexibility and functionality of large-scale telemetry distribution networks.
In this paper we consider the problem of delivering real-time telemetry over an internetwork that has
a relatively high bit error rate (BER) and long latency. These conditions are typically caused by a
space-resident segment being included in the internetwork, but a wireless segment can also produce
these network properties. Our approach uses the NetAcquire architecture to create a legacy-friendly
system architecture that addresses the challenges of space-based communication links.

Physical Structure
Figure 1 shows a typical physical layout. Telemetry is collected from an object, be it a satellite,
spacecraft, aircraft, or other vehicle, by a ground receiver. The telemetry is sent over the local area
network into the facility’s network, which can route data to other facilities via several means
including one or more satellite links. Data arriving at a remote facility is then routed through the
facility network to specific users.
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Figure 1: Physical system layout (components shown in gray are volume COTS)
100% IP Architecture
In this architecture, the Object has an IP address and users access the Object directly. IP traffic
moves across the opaque Object-to-Ground Receiver link, likely encapsulated in a serial framing
format, but potentially using a wireless network format such as IEEE 802.11.
Object A

any over IP

User B

Figure 2: 100% IP Architecture.
The main appeal of this architecture is that it is “100% IP”. IP is inherently designed as a common
language for communication in a heterogeneous system.
However, the main appeal of this architecture is also a key reason that we did not adopt it: it is
inflexible in that requires every system component to communicate natively in IP, even if this is not
the most attractive solution in current environments. For many existing systems this would require
wide-scale, simultaneous equipment upgrades and thus would prove to be too costly and too risky
for many projects. In short, 100% IP does not offer a straightforward incremental path forward.

We do not suggest that moving towards 100% IP is a bad idea. On the contrary, there are many
compelling reasons to make this move: engineers and support staff only need to know one
technology, effort is not expended developing and maintaining proprietary technology with similar
functionality, various COTS components are less expensive and more reliable than their proprietary
equivalents, and infrastructure items such as test frameworks can be shared more readily. However,
we will show that it is not necessary to mandate a complete switch to IP technology in a single step.
There are additional technical problems with a 100% IP architecture. First, the presumably
expensive Object to Ground Receiver link is used for retransmission of data lost anywhere in the
network. Under the assumption that the internetwork is not especially reliable, it is likely that data
will be lost within the internetwork and therefore unnecessary retransmission over this last hop link
will be performed. This space-link bandwidth is very expensive; it would be preferable to have data
lost in the internetwork retransmitted by an element in the local facility rather than the Object itself.
Another technical problem with the 100% IP approach is that both the Object and the users directly
participate in the data transport protocol. This means that changing this protocol would likely require
changing software in both of these locations. This is not ideal since a space-based Object may have
limited upgrade capabilities and the User PCs and workstations are almost certainly administered
independently. Although protocols tend to evolve slowly, over a long-lived project it is nearly
certain that the protocol will be enhanced. At this point in time, many protocols are in the initial
deployment phase and are therefore even more likely to be updated. The protocol also may be
replaced due to changes in the environment such as new technology adoption or changing usage
patterns.
Modular Architecture
A high efficiency design places proxies at the Object and User sites. Data is transferred in multiple
stages: from Object A to the Ground Receiver proxy; from the Ground Receiver to the User-Side
Proxy; from the User-Side Proxy to the User. Each step is done independently so that any errors can
be corrected only once for that segment.
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Figure 3: Modular Architecture.
A key advantage of this architecture is that it is legacy-friendly. The technology used to
communicate between the Object and the Ground Receiver and between the User-Side Proxy and the
User is opaque, meaning that currently existing Object and User protocols can be used if the proxies
can speak them (these protocols do not need to change).
This also allows for different user-side proxies to speak different protocols. Therefore it is not
necessary to update every site simultaneously when switching to the telemetry over IP architecture,
so long as the proxy can be configured to speak the local site protocol.

If general Internet users are to access the Object, a “public access” proxy can be installed where
convenient, for example, at the Object’s down station site, at a central command site, at a University
or other research facility. The public Internet generally does not have the bit error rate problems that
we are concerned with, so there is no great need for the proxy to be co-located close to the actual
users. Also, since different proxies are free to use different communications protocols, the Internet
proxy can employ a data transport appropriate for mass dissemination, such as unreliable IP
multicast, while the core user base proxies simultaneously employ a reliable transport.
From an architecture perspective this is a major improvement, while from the user perspective it
need not even be visible. In both architectures the user identifies the Object with a host name or IP
address. In the 100% IP architecture, this address identifies the Object directly, while in the Modular
architecture, the address refers to a proxy. This distinction is not apparent to the user. The difference
might be visible to a single user traveling to multiple sites, since the local proxy IP address would
differ. However, this can be hidden by using a common host name (e.g., “sat42”) that maps to the
local proxy address at each site.
This technique is also applicable on a larger scale, and may be especially relevant for an Internet
proxy. High-volume web sites such as CNN.com use host names in a similar way to transparently
route users to the most appropriate server replica[1]. This would allow for the establishment of proxy
servers on different continents so that users worldwide can experience smooth data transfer.
Finally, this architecture encapsulates the protocol used to move data over the internetwork, making
it much easier to upgrade or replace this protocol as necessary. The proxies need to be upgraded to
the new protocol (likely in phases) but neither the Object nor the user base is affected. This
evolvability is important because “the protocol” between the proxies is potentially several
protocols—in addition to basic data transfer, the proxies may be involved in data security, fault
tolerance, user authentication, auditing, etc.
The encapsulation of the proxy-to-proxy protocol has an important implication: it enables a vendorspecific protocol to be run between the proxies without tying the system to the vendor in the long
term. The rationale is that the proxies can be replaced with relatively little disruption to the system.
Naturally, any substituted proxy solution would need to have adequate capabilities, but technology
choice is otherwise unconstrained.
The modularization approach addresses all of the limitations identified for the 100% IP architecture
and therefore is our architecture of choice.
DATA TRANSPORT IMPLEMENTATION
Communication Properties
There are several communication properties that determine which network protocols are suitable for
a given system. Three key properties are:
1. Reliable vs. unreliable: is every bit of data needed or can some loss be tolerated?

2. Ordered vs. unordered: does data need to be delivered in a fixed order or is reordering
tolerated?
3. Timeliness: does the data need to be transmitted in real-time or can it be sent in
“batches”?
Our system ensures reliable, ordered, real-time transport of data, which is a requirement for most
telemetry applications.
In addition to these properties, the arrangement of the communication is another important
consideration. Our application has only a small number of data consumers per data source and little,
if any, commonality between different consumers’ network paths.
Based on these properties, TCP and its variants are the best-suited protocols from the Internet
family.
Standard TCP’s Challenges
The core challenge is to find a TCP variant that is able to move data effectively across the high bit
error rate and high latency internetwork. Standard TCP[1,2] was not designed for this type of
network environment.
The problem can be understood in the context of TCP’s core data delivery algorithm. This algorithm
allows TCP to provide the reliability and ordering properties that our application requires.
There is a fixed amount of buffer space available on the receiver allocated to each TCP connection.
The sender will not send data on a connection unless buffer space at the receiver is guaranteed to be
available. The receiver sends an acknowledgement message for every packet of data it receives in
sequence, informing the sender that space has been freed up and that more data can be sent.
When a packet gets lost due to bit errors (see below), the receiver notices the missing data, transmits
an indication of the problem to the sender, and the sender retransmits the lost data. Assuming that
the retransmission is delivered successfully, this recovery adds one round-trip time (RTT) latency for
receiving the lost packet. While the receiver is waiting for the retransmission, all the later data
received is held up at the receiver because the application requires delivery of the data in order.
Therefore, on the receiver side, data stops flowing for one RTT.
The data stream is broken up into discrete packets typically around 1460 bytes in length; these are
the smallest units of data transfer. The packets contain a weak checksum that allows for detection of
most bit errors but not for error correction. If a corrupted packet arrives at the receiver, it is dropped
as if it was lost in transit. Therefore, a single bit error causes the loss of 1460 bytes of data and, even
worse, puts TCP into its undesirable retransmission mode.
There are a variety of other challenges but these are the two main obstacles to achieving reasonable
throughput over the internetwork.

Managing Retransmits
TCP’s standard scheme for dealing with retransmits can only support one retransmit at a time, which
means one retransmit per RTT. For a space-based internetwork with a 500ms one-way delay, 1
Mbps data rate, 1000 byte packets, and 1e-5 BER, 10 packets are lost on average per RTT—so being
able to recover from one loss per RTT would not be sufficient.
There are several proposals for enhancing TCP’s retransmission capability, but based on an
evaluation by NASA’s Glenn Research Facility [3], TCP-Tranquility (SCPS-TP) provides the best
performance. TCP-Tranquility, known formally as SCPS-TP, is a backwards-compatible extension
to TCP for dealing specifically with the problems of communication in a stressed environment.
SCPS-TP[4] is one of several protocols in the SCPS package from the CCSDS. The acronym SCPS
officially abbreviates “Space Communications Protocol Specification” but “Stressed
Communications Protocol Specification” has been proposed[5] so as to include other
communications environments with similar properties (notably wireless communication). “TP”
abbreviates “Transport Protocol”.
We chose to use TCP-Tranquility’s selective negative acknowledgement (SNACK) feature.
SNACK allows the receiver to communicate multiple missing data segments (“holes”) in the
received data explicitly. There is no limit to the number of holes that may be reported, as multiple
SNACK messages can be sent. However, even with SNACK the data stream will encounter a
throughput limit because retransmits and even the SNACK messages themselves can also be lost.
The sender still needs to wait for positive acknowledgement of the reception of any retransmitted
packets, so SNACK does not make filling in the holes faster or change the delay pattern on the
receiver side. If only one packet is dropped per round trip then SNACK will behave essentially the
same as standard TCP.
TCP-Tranquility is not widely implemented in commodity operating systems, but, as explained in
Modular Architecture section, our modular architecture encapsulates this protocol within the
proxies, so the lack of mainstream OS support is irrelevant. In fact, TCP-Tranquility as a whole is
not intended to gain widespread deployment because it is designed specifically for stressed
communications rather than the public Internet[6].
Reducing Packet Loss
The second weakness that we addressed was that bit errors cause packet loss. Our strategy was to
develop a novel Reed-Solomon Forward Error Correction (FEC) capability at the TCP level. Each
packet contains redundant data that allows a given number of bit errors to be corrected. If the
receiver sees that FEC was applied, it will forgo the weak TCP checksum and use the much stronger
FEC to detect and correct any bit errors that may have occurred in transit.
This is a substantial improvement: not only is bandwidth saved by avoiding data retransmission due
to bit errors, but also the time-consuming TCP retransmit operation is avoided. The use of FEC adds
at about 3.3% overhead to the data but can correct at least 4 bit errors per 247 bytes of data.
Even though external COTS internetwork components do not specifically support our FEC
technology, the packets are still routed correctly and the scheme is effective. This is because packets

are forward error corrected at the TCP level and the internetwork routes packets at the IP level.
Some compatibility problems may be encountered if firewalls are present, since they inspect the
TCP information. In this case, the firewall may drop the packet unnecessarily if it uses the weaker
TCP checksum to determine the fidelity of the packet.
The only errors our FEC scheme cannot defend against are in the headers. There are typically 22
bytes of header that are not covered by FEC. If a bit error occurs in this region, the packet will be
dropped within the internetwork, the same as in standard TCP.
Figure 4 illustrates the advantage of using FEC to reduce retransmissions on poor networks. The data
is based on four typical bit error rates and a packet size of 1000 bytes. It does not include multiple
retransmissions, which will amplify the difference further. Note that lower numbers are better and
that the scale of both axis is logarithmic: at an error rate of 10-6 FEC retransmissions are completely
eliminated, at 10-5 FEC retransmissions are improved by a factor of 10, and at 10-4 FEC
retransmissions are improved by a factor of over 40.
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Figure 4: Theoretical reduction of packet retransmissions due to Forward Error Correction.
Deployment
These advanced network protocols are available as a NetAcquire “Extreme Network” product option
for the NetAcquire satellite gateway system. The capabilities are configured on a per-Ethernet-port
basis. Both TCP-Tranquility and FEC automatically detect whether the remote host supports the
enhanced protocol, and will fall back to standard TCP/IP if the enhancements are not supported. This
allows COTS PCs and workstations to access the units even if the advanced network capabilities are
engaged.
This deployment strategy further separates the use of specific vendor technology at the proxies. For
example, NetAcquire systems have extensive build-in processing capabilities like data compression
and real-time data analysis, and it is desirable to enable this vendor-specific functionality in a way

that is transparent to end-user applications. In a NetAcquire proxy architecture, this extended
functionality can occur in parallel with the basic proxy functions.
PROXY CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTIONALITY
The system architecture uses two proxies to increase system modularity, with the benefits of
increased flexibility, compatibility, and evolvability. The proxy test platform described below uses
two off-the-shelf NetAcquire C-SIO units (the C-SIO product specifically includes PCM serial I/O
capabilities). In addition, the NetAcquire “Extreme Network” processing option was installed.
No custom proxy software needs to be developed for this application—NetAcquire C-SIO’s standard
product capabilities make proxy and gateway configuration trivial. The proxies on both ends can
communicate with other system components via serial, TCP/IP, and UDP/IP. The NetAcquire
proxies can also perform a wide variety of data processing functions such as decommutation, data
reformatting, data compression, archiving, and a wide variety of computations. On the data
consumer side, the proxy has the additional option of using a real-time publish/subscribe protocol for
transmitting data updates to users.
The real-time foundation of the NetAcquire Server platform is important in this system – NetAcquire
systems run real-time operating system (RTOS) instead of a desktop operating system like Windows
or Unix. Without this RTOS, the proxy would be susceptible to unexpected delays. When dealing
with extreme networks, “unusual” system states such as large amounts of retransmissions and large
amounts of buffered data are not really unusual. In system with a desktop operating system, these
“unusual” conditions can cause sudden, unexpected operating system and network delays. With an
RTOS and with other real-time software extensions, one can be assured that the system will function
as expected even under degraded conditions.

Test Procedure
Two NetAcquire Server units were connected via a simulated degraded internetwork connection.
The degraded network link simulator was capable of adding between 0 and 1000 milliseconds of
delay and adding bit errors at probabilities ranging from 10-3 and 10-9. Server #1 received
synchronous serial data from a Bit Error Rate Testing (BERT) device capable of both detecting bit
errors and reporting latency. The data was read and sent over a TCP/IP, TCP-Tranquility/IP, or TCPTranquility&FEC/IP connection to Server #2. Server #2 output the received data via a serial
interface back to the BERT device.
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Figure 5: System configuration for simulation testing.
The goal of the test was to determine the limits of each protocol as the internetwork connection
became increasingly degraded. We chose three test conditions:
1. Baseline: no additional latency and 1e-9 bit error rate.
2. Moderate degradation: 350 mS one-way latency and 1e-5 bit error rate.
3. Severe degradation: 700 mS one-way latency and 1e-4 bit error rate.
The test consisted of setting the bit error testing device to a given bit rate and observing the system
for 30 minutes. If the data was transmitted successfully and the delay was constant, then the rate was
considered sustainable and a higher rate was attempted. 2048 Kbit/S was the maximum rate tested.
This proved to be a high enough rate to differentiate the protocols.

Results
The following graph in Figure 6 shows the performance of the various protocol configurations under
various WAN conditions.
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Figure 6: Throughput results for internetwork simulation testing.
The circles indicate complete breakdown of the protocol due to the network conditions. Network
delays are one-way and the TCP window size was set to a large value. The system was run at various
rates to determine the maximum rate at which the time offset between sender and receiver was
constant (i.e., the network is keeping up). The maximum speed for the telemetry stream used for
testing was 2048 Kbit/S, so the readings of 2048 on the graph do not represent maximum system
speeds.
For a baseline (non-degenerated) network connection, all three protocol variants perform equally
well. As soon as significant transmission errors and communication delay are introduced, plain TCP
quickly becomes unusable and exhibits essentially zero-throughput. Furthermore, as bit error rates
continue to increase, TCP-Tanquility also become unusable and throughput drops to zero. Only the
combination of TCP-Tranquility and FEC provide good throughput under the worst network
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
While the transition to space-based IP internetworking has a tremendous upside, the path to the goal
is not clear. In this paper we address two specific challenges: the need for incremental system
migration and the requirement to support error-prone and high-delay space-communications links.
We presented the technology used by NetAcquire systems for addressing these challenges.
NetAcquire systems offer both native TCP-Tranquility (also known as SCPS-TP) and ReedSolomon Forward Error Correction capabilities built into their network stack. In addition, a real-time
operating system ensures that the system will behave as expected even in extreme conditions. The
functionality of a NetAcquire interconnect is exposed using a proxy architecture that provides COTS
tools for implement gateways to legacy systems.
Finally, the actual benchmark results provide compelling evidence for the importance of addressing
unique space-segment architecture demands in real-world systems.
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TELEMETRY IN BUNDLES: DELAY-TOLERANT NETWORKING
FOR DELAY-CHALLENGED APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT
Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) is a system for constructing automated data networks in which
end-to-end communication is reliable despite low data rates, possible sustained interruptions in
connectivity, and potentially high signal propagation latency. As such it promises to provide an
inexpensive and robust medium for returning telemetry from research vehicles in environments that
provide meager support for communications: deep space, the surface of Mars, the poles or the subArctic steppes of Earth, and others.
This paper presents an overview of DTN concepts, including “bundles” and the Bundling overlay
protocol. One possible scenario for the application of DTN to a telemetry return problem is
described, and there is a brief discussion of the current state of DTN technology development.
KEYWORDS
Delay, latency, intermittent connectivity, reliable communication, Bundling.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, Internet communication technology and (in many cases) the Internet
itself have enabled rapid growth in the scope and speed of telemetry return from research and
industrial equipment. So cost-effective are these capabilities that Internet connectivity is
increasingly seen as vital to successful deployment of some kinds of remotely monitored devices
(see for example [1]).
However, the Internet protocols are built on a design paradigm of continuous and rapid end-to-end
data interchange. They cannot readily be extended into deployment realms in which this paradigm
does not hold, due to intermittent connectivity, very low data rates, and/or very long signal
propagation delays. Such realms, from which inexpensive and reliable telemetry return may be
highly desirable, include deep space, the surfaces of other planets, and extremely isolated terrestrial
research sites such as the polar regions and many of the sub-Arctic areas of Alaska, Canada,
Scandinavia, and Russia. At the extreme, such as the extended mission of the Deep Space 1
spacecraft, a deep space probe might be in radio contact with Earth for only a single 8-hour period
each week, transmitting at only 20 kbps over a distance of 16 light minutes; round-trip

communication latency in this scenario would vary from 32 minutes at the beginning of the tracking
pass to 160 hours in the final minutes of the pass.
Alternative communication protocols have been developed for these environments, but in many
cases those specialized protocols are conversely unsuitable for use within the Internet, where
researchers’ computers reside. Client software products that implement the protocols may not be
widely available or commercially supported, and the protocols themselves may omit security and
congestion control mechanisms that are mandatory in the richly connected and heavily used Internet.
Remote research and industrial operations in these configurations might therefore benefit from a
single generalized communication architecture that could insulate end-to-end, device-to-researcher
application software – and its users – from these variations in protocol capability and constraint.
Delay-Tolerant Networking is intended to provide that benefit.
The rationale for Delay-Tolerant Networking and the design concepts of the DTN architecture are
discussed in detail in [2]. The balance of this paper first summarizes that rationale and those concepts, then discusses the application of Delay-Tolerant Networking to a telemetry return problem.
RATIONALE
The unsuitability of the Internet protocols in environments that are not characterized by continuous
and rapid end-to-end data interchange is most apparent when we consider (a) reliable transport and
(b) routing.
Many network applications require reliable data delivery. While forward error correction can reduce
data loss substantially, it offers no protection against sustained link loss; some kind of automated
repeat request (ARQ) service is required for maximum reliability. The Internet’s TCP transport
protocol provides just such a service, but over long and intermittent links its performance will
typically be unsatisfactory:
•

Establishment of a TCP connection normally entails at least one round trip exchange between
client and server. Over short-duration, long-latency link episodes, connection establishment
may consume most or all of the communication opportunity.

•

TCP delivers received data to the application only in transmission order on any single
connection, so any loss of data will delay delivery of not only the lost packets but also all
subsequently transmitted packets that were not lost.

•

The throughput of TCP itself diminishes with increasing round-trip latency due to the manner
in which TCP responds to data loss and handles network congestion [3].

•

TCP retransmission is end-to-end. Since retransmission is possible only when the sender
retains a copy of all transmitted data until receipt of acknowledgements from the receiver, the
length of time that this transmitted data must be retained – and therefore, if transmission is
continuous, the aggregate amount of storage space allocated to these retransmission buffers –

increases as round-trip communication time increases. For telemetry sources with limited
local storage resources, this effect may render reliable communication impossible.
The Internet routing system poses additional problems. Routing packets through the Internet is
made possible by a family of concurrently operating protocols that continuously compute available
routes from each device in the system. The global Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is based on
TCP, so the difficulties posed by TCP afflict it as well. The local routing protocols operating within
Autonomous Systems rely on regular reachability reports from agents; transient connectivity losses
may delay these reports, causing permanent connectivity losses to be incorrectly inferred. A
sequence of transient connectivity losses on multiple segments of an end-to-end path may even be
incorrectly interpreted as complete loss of connectivity on the path.
In short, the Internet protocols work very well within the Internet and other Internet-like
environments (such as local area networks deployed at remote research sites), but they work far less
well in environments characterized by large message exchange latencies – whether those latencies
are due to signal propagation delay, transient connectivity loss, or both. This makes them unsuitable
for end-to-end communication over paths that include one or more links within such high-latency
environments.
DESIGN CONCEPTS
Delay-Tolerant Networking architecture was developed for just such paths. The basic idea is to
install a new overlay network protocol at a layer above the transport protocols that work best in each
environment, and to expose only that overlay protocol to applications. The overlay protocol utilizes
the capabilities of the underlying transport systems as far as possible, bridging between them at the
boundaries between communication environments. This enables it to offer applications an end-toend data transmission service that is both reliable and efficient.
Because the overlay protocol must operate end-to-end, spanning both Internet-like and high-latency
environments, its design cannot rely on any end-to-end expectation of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

continuous connectivity
low or constant transmission latency
low error rate
low congestion
high transmission rate
symmetrical data rates
common name or address expression syntax or semantics
data arrival in transmission order

Yet for optimum end-to-end performance it must be able to take advantage of any of these favorable
circumstances that are present, wherever they are present. The DTN architecture therefore is built
on the following fundamental principles:

1. A postal model of communications. Modern communications media tend to be telephonic
and conversational in nature because they are based on continuous electronic data exchange
over relatively short distances at the speed of light. Long-latency communication takes us
back to pre-telephony, to the communication methods and techniques suitable for postal
exchange. Absent conversational interchange, each message should constitute a selfcontained, atomic unit of work; the receiver’s potential questions regarding each message
should be anticipated by the sender, and the answers should be “bundled” with the original
message. For this reason, the DTN overlay network protocol is named Bundling and the
messages conveyed via this protocol are termed “bundles”.
2. Tiered functionality. The transport protocols designed for each environment already exploit
whatever favorable circumstances the environments offer, while operating within their
constraints. Bundling does not attempt to replicate all of this functionality; it instead does
only the minimum necessary to bridge between environment-specific transport systems.
3. Terseness. Although data rates may be high in some environments, they may be very low in
others. It’s safest to avoid wasting bandwidth wherever possible.
Informed by these principles, the DTN architecture includes the following structural elements:
•

Tiered forwarding. A DTN region is a set of DTN communication entities (nodes) that can
mutually exchange bundles using a common environment-specific transport system; a delaytolerant network is simply a set of concatenated regions. Each node is addressable by the
concatenation of (a) the region ID of the region it resides in and (b) a regional endpoint ID
that is meaningful only to the regional transport system. Regional network protocols are
used to accomplish bundle forwarding within each region traversed by the end-to-end path
from sender to receiver; the Bundling protocol encompasses this transmission in end-to-end
forwarding that crosses region boundaries at gateway nodes.

•

Deferred transmission. Because connectivity may be intermittent, a Bundling node may be
unable to forward a newly received bundle to the next gateway (or to the final destination) at
the moment of reception. Nodes must be prepared to store received bundles, preferably in
some non-volatile medium, until an opportunity to transmit them arises.

•

Tiered routing. DTN relies on regional routing protocols for route computation in support of
intra-regional forwarding. End-to-end forwarding is subject to the occurrence of connectivity
episodes (contacts) which may be continuous, on-demand, scheduled, predicted, or wholly
opportunistic; new DTN routing protocols are used to develop the necessary contact
information at forwarding nodes.

•

Tiered ARQ. Regional transport systems are expected to assure reliable point-to-point
communication between nodes, effectively advancing the point of retransmission toward the
destination at each region boundary to avoid the performance problems inherent in longlatency end-to-end ARQ. In the event of data loss at a retransmission point, a “safety net”
ARQ system built into Bundling – custody transfer – may optionally be invoked.

•

Tiered security. Unauthorized use of DTN infrastructure is minimized by authentication of
the bundle sender upon each bundle reception. End-to-end application data confidentiality
and integrity are left to the application, with some built-in support from Bundling.

•

Tiered congestion avoidance. Regional transport systems are expected to use regionally
appropriate measures to control regional congestion. In addition, Bundling detects DTN
congestion (local depletion of the resources needed for bundle storage and forwarding) and
responds to it by invoking tiered flow control.

•

Tiered flow control. Regional flow control may be protocol-based (in the Internet) or
managed and rate-based (in deep space). Bundling may exert additional flow control by
refusing to accept custody of selected bundles.

•

Tiered coding. Regional protocols may encode data at one or more layers of the stack to
optimize link utilization. Additionally, Bundling’s interfaces to regional transport systems
may compress bundle headers in ways that are regionally appropriate.

•

Tiered fragmentation and reassembly. Regional protocols are expected to fragment bundles
as necessary for regional transmission, e.g., to comply with MTU constraints. Bundling itself
may subdivide bundle payloads in recognition of contact duration limits.

•

Resilient delivery. A destination application entity (task, process, thread) may not be running
at the time a bundle destined for it arrives. In this event, Bundling may retain the bundle
locally until the destination entity resumes operation (deferred delivery) or may even restart
the destination entity itself so that bundle delivery can be completed (reanimation).

•

Postal service levels. In recognition of the success of more traditional communication
systems based on the postal model – postal systems – Bundling similarly offers three postal
service levels (low, standard, and high) and three postal notification services: notice of initial
transmission, notice of delivery to destination application entity, and report of route taken.
APPLICATION

As an example of the use of DTN technology for telemetry return, consider the following operational
scenario (Figure 1).
Connectivity. Two rovers and a stationary lander on the surface of Mars communicate among
themselves using an 802.11b-based wireless local area network. The lander also has a UHF
transceiver that is sufficiently powerful for communication with two low-orbiting relay satellites that
pass overhead at infrequent but predictable intervals. The relay satellites, in addition to their UHF
transceivers, have X-band radios for communication with a tracking station on the surface of Earth,
which is between 4 and 20 light-minutes distant. The tracking station has an Internet interface, as
does the workstation used by the scientist who operates the rovers.

Protocols. The lander, orbiters, tracking station, and workstation all operate as Bundling
communication nodes; application software on the workstation issues and receives bundles via the
workstation’s own Bundling engine, while application software on the rovers uses an RPC-based
application programming interface to issue and send bundles via the Bundling engine on the lander.
The RPCs exchanged between the lander and rovers over the wireless LAN are conveyed by TCP/IP.
The lander and orbiters communicate via the reliable CCSDS Proximity-1 protocol [4], underneath
Bundling. The orbiters communicate with the tracking station via the CCSDS AOS protocol [5]
with supporting link-layer ARQ, underneath Bundling. Finally, the bundle traffic between the
tracking station and workstation is carried by TCP/IP on the Internet.

relay orbiter 1
Proximity-1 R/F link
lander

rover #2

AOS deep space R/F link,
with link-layer ARQ

workstation

rover #1
TCP/IP over wireless LAN

Earth

Mars
Internet

tracking station

relay orbiter 2

------------- Earth -------------|--------------- Interplanetary --------------|----------- Mars ----------Figure 1. A sample application of delay-tolerant networking.
Application. Each rover periodically captures photographic images, stores the images as files in its
on-board computer’s file system, and uses the CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) [6] to send the
files to the scientist’s workstation. For each transmitted file, CFDP issues a Metadata protocol data
unit (PDU), containing such information as the name of the file and the time the image was captured;
a single “file data segment” PDU containing the file’s content; and a end-of-file PDU containing a
computed checksum for the file. CFDP on the rover passes the PDUs to Bundling on the lander (via
the RPC interface) for transmission. Bundling encapsulates the PDUs in bundles and uses the
available regional transport systems to forward the bundles reliably, end-to-end: Proximity-1 in the
“Mars” region, reliable AOS in the “Interplanetary” region, and TCP/IP in the “Earth” region.
CFDP, running on the scientist’s workstation, reconstructs each image file from the PDUs delivered
in the received bundles and uses the checksums to assure that image integrity has been preserved.

A few points to note:
•

Application software – CFDP and the image capture and display systems – operates in
complete ignorance of all the underlying complexity of this scenario. Bundling’s tiered
routing and deferred transmission insulate the applications from the constantly changing
topology of the network and the scheduling constraints on the expensive deep space link.

•

A continuous, contemporaneous end-to-end path from rover to workstation might never exist,
but the store-and-forward nature of Bundling operations makes such a path unnecessary.

•

Tiered, point-to-point ARQ shifts from the lander to the orbiters the responsibility for
retransmitting data lost over the deep space link. This is advantageous, because storage and
processing power are less expensive (and thus likely more abundant) on a spacecraft in Mars
orbit than on one on the surface: incident solar energy per square meter is greater, and
relaxed constraints on structural robustness leave more of the device’s mass budget available
for electronics.

•

Bundle fragmentation and reassembly optimizes utilization of the radio contacts between the
lander and orbiters. At the end of a contact, when the last bundle (e.g., file data content
PDU) to be sent is too large for complete transmission before loss of link, that bundle can be
automatically divided for partial transmission on the current contact, with the balance to be
transmitted at the beginning of the next contact – possibly with the other orbiter. The two
resulting fragmentary bundles are forwarded independently through the network and
reassembled at the final destination node (the scientist’s workstation), the original CFDP
PDU is extracted from the reassembled bundle, and the image file is reconstructed in the
usual way.
DEVELOPMENT STATUS

An Internet Draft describing the DTN architecture in detail was offered for peer review in March of
2003, and an initial specification for the Bundling protocol has been drafted. Prototype
implementations of Bundling and supporting software have been developed, although not all
functionality is yet in place. The prototype implementation source code and the architecture and
protocol specification drafts are freely available for download at the web site of the Delay-Tolerant
Networking Research Group of the Internet Research Task Force: http://www.dtnrg.org.
The end-to-end prototype system has been demonstrated to be tolerant of system reboots and of
simulated regional connectivity lapses lasting up to 60 minutes, and we know of no structural
obstacle to tolerating much longer interruptions.
CONCLUSION
As the above example illustrates, Delay-Tolerant Networking provides a simple yet powerful
framework for telemetry return from environments characterized by a variety of highly challenging

communication constraints. Although the original motivation for its development was support for
the operation of research robots in deep space, DTN is potentially applicable to terrestrial research
and operations scenarios where the absence of continuous high-speed Internet connectivity poses
similar problems: undersea exploration, email delivery to remote Arctic villages, pipeline
management, and others.
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CCSDS FILE DELIVERY PROTOCOL (CFDP) – WHY IT’S
USEFUL AND HOW IT WORKS
Tim Ray
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT
Reliable delivery of data products is often required across space links. For example, a NASA
mission will require reliable delivery of images produced by an on-board detector. Many missions
have their own (unique) way of accomplishing this, requiring custom software. Many missions also
require manual operations (e.g. the telemetry receiver software keeps track of what data is missing,
and a person manually inputs the appropriate commands to request retransmissions).
The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) developed the CCSDS File Delivery
Protocol (CFDP) specifically for this situation. CFDP is an international standard communication
protocol that provides reliable delivery of data products. It is designed for use across space links. It
will work well if run over the widely used CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand protocols.
However, it can be run over any protocol, and will work well as long as the underlying protocol
delivers a reasonable portion of the data. The CFDP receiver will autonomously determine what
data is missing, and request retransmissions as needed. The CFDP sender will autonomously
perform the requested transmissions. When the entire data product is delivered, the CFDP receiver
will let the CFDP sender know that the transaction has completed successfully. The result is that
custom software becomes standard, and manual operations become autonomous.
This paper will consider various ways of achieving reliable file delivery, explain why CFDP is the
optimal choice for use over space links, explain how the core protocol works, and give some
guidance on how to best utilize CFDP within various mission scenarios. It will also touch on
additional features of CFDP, as well as other uses for CFDP (e.g. the loading of on-board memory
and tables).
KEYWORDS
CCSDS, CFDP, File Transfer Protocol
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INTRODUCTION
Technology improvements have enabled spacecraft to fly with larger and larger amounts of memory,
and have made on-board filesystems practical. Most new space missions are ready to reap the
benefits of a standard file transfer protocol. The CCSDS international standards group looked at the
use of existing standard file transfer protocols. After finding that none of the existing protocols were
feasible for communication over space links, the CCSDS developed CFDP. CFDP is specifically
designed for reliable transfer of files over the existing space link protocols, and can also be used over
links based on the Internet protocols. In addition to providing basic file transfer capabilities, CFDP
also provides some important features that are tailored to the needs of space missions.
THE PROBLEM – CUSTOMIZED LOADS AND DUMPS
In the twenty years that I have been developing software to communicate with NASA spacecraft, I
have noticed certain trends. The software that delivers individual spacecraft commands has been
reused from mission to mission to mission (over a 10 year period). This software is based on the
CCSDS Telecommand protocols. Software to receive real-time spacecraft telemetry has also been
reused from mission to mission. This software is based on the CCSDS Telemetry protocols.
However, software to load on-board programs and tables, and to dump science data has often been
customized for the particular mission. While the goal is the same from mission to mission (i.e.
reliable delivery of programs, tables, and science data), the method used varies. There is clearly
room for improvement of loads and dumps.
THE SOLUTION - CFDP
How can loads and dumps be improved? The programs and tables being uploaded are essentially
“files”, as is the science data being downloaded (e.g. an image from a detector). Therefore, a
reliable file transfer protocol can help. It can provide a standard mechanism for these data transfers,
enabling extensive software reuse, as well as automation of manual operations.
Which reliable file transfer protocol should be used? The answer depends on one’s perspective. If I
were a mission manager, I would want a protocol that works well for my particular mission. On the
other hand, if I were in charge of NASA, I would want a protocol that works well for all missions
(near-Earth, Deep Space, intermittent contacts, full-time contact, etc). I would want the protocol to
be standard, and the standard to be stable, so that software developed this year would still be valid 5,
10, 15 years down the road. While not absolutely necessary, I would prefer that the chosen protocol
be compatible with both the existing infrastructure (CCSDS protocols) as well as the Internet
transport layer protocols (TCP and UDP).
The candidate protocols are the Internet File Transfer Protocol (FTP), CFDP, Multicast
Dissemination Protocol (MDP), and Nack-Oriented Reliable Multicast (NORM). The following
table summarizes each protocol versus the NASA-wide requirements.
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Table 1 – Comparison of reliable file transfer protocols
Protocol Works for missions? Stable? Existing infrastructure + IP?
FTP
Some
Yes
No
CFDP
All
Yes
Yes
MDP
Some/all
No
No
NORM
?
No
No
From the NASA-wide perspective, the best choice is CFDP. It works well for all missions,
including both near-Earth and Deep Space, as well as full-time or intermittent contact. While it is a
relatively new protocol, it should be stable (historically, CCSDS standards have been stable). It can
be run over the existing infrastructure (CCSDS Telemetry and Telecommand protocols) as well as
the Internet transport-layer protocols (UDP and TCP). FTP is not feasible for Deep Space missions,
where the data link has an extremely long round-trip lifetime. NORM is still under development,
and enhancements to MDP are in-progress. Neither MDP nor NORM can run directly over the
exiting infrastructure.
WHAT IS CFDP?
Summary
CFDP is a protocol that can provide reliable delivery of virtual files across various links, including
space links (see Virtual Filesystem below for a discussion of virtual files). Reliable means that the
received file is a duplicate of the sent file (nothing missing, nothing added, no errors). In addition to
this basic capability, there are features tailored for space missions, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

pause all transactions between contacts
attach file-manipulation directives to a file transfer (e.g. “if this upload of ‘table_xyz’ is
successful, replace the current version; otherwise, leave the current version intact” – see
Filestore Directives below)
send mission-defined messages (e.g. “the ancillary data for this detector image is contained
in the accompanying User Message” - see User Messages below)
record-oriented files (e.g. a file consisting of a set of compressed detector images, each of
which is a separate record, and mostly likely of different lengths)
open-ended files (i.e. a “file” whose length is not known until after transfer has begun)
Virtual Filesystem

With the name “CCSDS File Delivery Protocol”, one might expect to be locked into the use of files.
However, that is not true. CFDP delivers a block of data with an accompanying “filename”. The
CFDP Receiver maps that filename to a Virtual Filesystem. Neither a traditional disk nor a
traditional filesystem are required. For example, to load on-board memory, the filename
“RAM:1000” may be interpreted as “put this block of data into RAM, starting at location 1000” (the
Sender and Receiver have to agree on the file-naming convention).
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Nodes, Transactions, and Service Classes
There is one CFDP node per Virtual Filesystem. Each file transfer is a separate transaction. Each
CFDP node can have multiple concurrent transactions. A node can play the Sender role in some
transactions and the Receiver role in other (concurrent) transactions. The core CFDP protocol is
point-to-point – files are transferred directly from one node to another. Extensions to the core
protocol provide multi-hop capability – files are transferred from one node to another via
intermediate nodes. There are two classes of service. With Acknowledged Service, reliable delivery
of the file is guaranteed (CFDP will request and supply any necessary retransmissions itself). With
Unacknowledged Service, there is no feedback loop within CFDP, and therefore, no guarantee of
reliable delivery (unless reliable delivery is provided within another protocol layer).
Filestore Directives
Each transaction can optionally include transfer of Filestore Directives (e.g. “rename file”). If
desired, a transaction can include Filestore Directives without any file transfer. If Filestore
Directives are included with a file transfer, they are only executed if the transfer is successful. This
feature is especially helpful for loading on-board tables and programs. The transaction can include
the transfer of a file named something like “table_xyz.tmp”, with the attached Filestore Directive
“rename table_xyz.tmp table_xyz”. The current table will only be replaced if the file transfer is
successful.
User Messages
Each transaction can also optionally include transfer of User Messages (messages defined by the
User; i.e. by the mission). If desired, a transaction can include User Messages without any file
transfer.
How do I implement it?
CFDP can be implemented with 4 main modules. The protocol engine module contains the protocol
logic. This logic is the same for all implementations, so the protocol engine is reusable. The Virtual
Filesystem module interfaces between the CFDP concept of a file and the actual implementation of
files within the CFDP node. For example, a typical CFDP transaction will deliver a block of data
with an accompanying “filename”, and the Virtual Filesystem module will write the data to the
“file”. The Lower-layer communications module transfers Protocol Data Units to/from the
underlying communications protocol layer (e.g. UDP). Finally, the User module makes requests of
the protocol engine. Despite the name “User” module, there is no need for a person. For example,
the User module might monitor the directory where detector images are stored, and request the
transfer of each new image file that appears in that directory.
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HOW DOES CFDP WORK? – ROUGH SKETCH
All transactions are started by a Put Request from the User. Each transaction requires the transfer of
a file and/or optional messages (such as Filestore Directives and User Messages).
With Unacknowledged Service, the Sender transmits all the data once (if an underlying protocol
layer provides reliable delivery, all the data will get to the Receiver). There are no retransmissions.
With Acknowledged Service, the Sender transmits all the data once, the Receiver periodically
requests retransmission of all missing data, and the Sender fulfills each retransmission request.
When all data has been received, the transaction shuts down. Shutdown requires the Receiver to tell
the Sender that it is finished, and the Sender to acknowledge receipt of this Finished message.
HOW DOES CFDP WORK? – PROTOCOL DATA UNITS (PDUS)
CFDP uses the following Protocol Data Units (this discussion leaves out error-handling):
•
•

•
•
•
•

Metadata – specifies the source and destination nodes for the transaction, the destination
filename (if there is a file transfer), and may contain optional fields such as User Messages
and Filestore Directives.
File-Data – Contains one “chunk” of data from the file being transferred (the file is broken up
into chunks that will fit on the underlying link). Each File-Data PDU specifies its starting
offset within the file (this makes it easy for the Receiver to reassemble the file if PDUs are
received out-of-order, and also makes for easy detection of gaps).
EOF – specifies that the all data has been sent once. If the transaction includes a file transfer,
the file-length and file-checksum are included in the EOF.
Ack-EOF – acknowledge receipt of an EOF.
Finished – specifies that all data has been received.
Ack-Finished – acknowledges receipt of a Finished PDU.
HOW DOES CFDP WORK? – UNACKNOWLEDGED SERVICE

Table 2 shows the sequence of PDUs for file transfer via the Unacknowledged Service.
Table 2 – PDU sequence (Unacknowledged Service)
Sender sends
Receiver sends
Metadata
File-Data #1 (if file transfer)
File-Data #2 (if file transfer)
…
File-Data #n (if file transfer)
EOF
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HOW DOES CFDP WORK? – ACKNOWLEDGED SERVICE
Table 3 shows the sequence of PDUs for file transfer via the Acknowledged Service.
Table 3 – PDU sequence (Acknowledged Service)
Sender sends
Metadata
File-Data #1 (if file transfer)
File-Data #2 (if file transfer)
…
File-Data #n (if file transfer)
EOF

Receiver sends

Ack-EOF
Nak (if needed)
Metadata and/or File-Data (if Nak)
Nak (if needed)
Metadata and/or File-Data (if Nak)
Finished
Ack-Finished
The Sender drives the first stage of the transaction (sending all the data once), and then gives control
to the Receiver for completion. This handover occurs when the Receiver receives EOF. If the first
transmission of EOF is not delivered, the Sender will recognize the situation (when no Ack-EOF is
received), and retransmit the EOF periodically until the Receiver responds. When the Receiver
takes over, it sends Naks periodically, as necessary, until all data is delivered. Once all data is
delivered, the transaction can be shut down. Shutdown requires the Receiver to send a Finished, and
the Sender to respond with an Ack-Finished. If the first transmission of Finished is not
acknowledged, the Receiver will retransmit it until the Sender responds.
Configuring CFDP to match the mission environment (timers)
Among the CFDP configuration parameters are these timers:
•
•
•

Ack-timer – Used by both the Sender and Receiver, to trigger periodic retransmission of
EOF and Finished, respectively, if the partner does not respond. This timer is typically set to
be slightly longer than the communications link round-trip lifetime.
Nak-timer – Used by the Receiver, to trigger periodic checks to see if all data has been
received. If there is missing data, the appropriate Nak(s) are generated; otherwise, shutdown
begins. This timer is also typically set slightly longer than the round-trip lifetime.
Transaction-lifetime-timer – Used by both the Sender and Receiver to get rid of very old
transactions (presumably, any transaction alive this long has run into a problem that the
protocol cannot otherwise handle). This timer is typically set longer than 12 hours.
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HOW DOES CFDP WORK? – MISCELLANEOUS
How does CFDP ensure that the transferred data is valid? A file checksum is transmitted with each
file, so that the receiver can validate the received file. Optionally, a CRC may be included with each
Protocol Data Unit (e.g. with each “chunk” of the file that is sent); this enables the Receiver to
discard data with errors (and request retransmission of that data).
CFDP transactions are initiated and controlled via these User Requests:
•
•
•
•

Put – starts a transaction
Cancel – cancels one transaction
Suspend/Resume – for pausing one transaction
Freeze/Thaw – for pausing all transactions (for example, between contacts)

User Indications are output by CFDP so that its work can be monitored. The implementer is free to
output User Indications as desired; e.g. text messages to a console, formatted messages to an onboard program, etc.
CONCLUSION
The use of a reliable file transfer protocol by space missions enables significant improvements in
both the loading of on-board programs/tables and dumping of science data. CFDP is the only
standard file transfer protocol that is directly compatible with the existing space link protocols as
well as the Internet protocols. Along with basic file transfer capabilities, features tailored to the
needs of space missions are provided. CFDP is an international standard that is gaining acceptance
within the space community. Among the missions that are currently using, or planning to use CFDP:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AlSat-1 – An Algerian satellite that is currently flying CFDP over IP protocols. This nearEarth mission has achieved reliable file transfers at 8 megabits per second via the CFDP
Acknowledged Service Class.
Deep Impact – A NASA Deep Space mission being built by the Jet Propulsion Lab.
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter – a NASA Deep Space mission being built by the Jet
Propulsion Lab.
MESSENGER – A NASA Deep Space mission being built by the Applied Physics Lab.
James Webb Space Telescope - the NASA follow-on to the Hubble Space Telescope; a
NASA/Goddard mission currently being designed. Will operate at the Second Lagrange
point (1 million miles from Earth).
Global Precipitation Measurement - a NASA/Goddard mission (near-Earth); currently being
designed; currently planning to use CFDP.
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INTEROPERABILITY TESTING OF THE CCSDS FILE
DELIVERY PROTOCOL
Richard D. Carper
Consultant, Space Data Systems

ABSTRACT
The CCSDS recently developed the CCSDS File Delivery Protocol which can operate in
configurations from simple point-to-point space/ground systems to complex
arrangements of orbiters, landers, relaying spacecraft, and multiple ground facilities. An
international interoperability test program has been developed in support of the
development and fielding of the protocol. The first phase was successfully completed in
the Fall of 2002. The second phase is to be completed about the time of the presentation
of this paper.
First phase testing involved five independent implementations of the Core Procedures of
the protocol. Since these Procedures are for point-to-point file transfers, only two
protocol “entities” were involved in each executed test. The second phase tests other
Procedures, which involve multi-hop transferring of files. This phase will involve two
separate, independent implementations, with one implementation being hosted on
multiple hardware/OS platforms. Each test will involve three or more entities.
KEYWORDS
File Delivery Protocol, CSDS, interoperability testing.

OVERVIEW OF THE CFDP
The CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) was developed to provide the using
community with an efficient and effective file transfer protocol containing design
features making it especially effective in the space environment in both performance and
operational characteristics.
The CFDP provides the capability to transfer files to and from a spacecraft, or among
spacecraft. It has the following characteristics:
• Files can be transferred reliably, where it is guaranteed that all data will be
delivered without error, or unreliably where a ‘best effort’ delivery capability is
provided
• Files can be transmitted with a unidirectional link, a half duplex link, a full
duplex link
• File transfer can be triggered automatically or manually
• File transfer can be point to point between ground and a single spacecraft, or
between ground and a destination spacecraft via single or multiple ‘relay
spacecraft’ to a destination spacecraft, or between spacecraft, with or without
intermediate ‘relay spacecraft’.
Compared to the common terrestrial file transfer protocols, the CFDP has many
distinctive features, including:
• Transfers which can span ground station contacts (time disjoint connectivity)
• Transfers which can span multiple ground stations
• Effectiveness over highly unbalanced link bandwidths
• Minimization of link traffic
• Effectiveness spanning low earth orbit and deep space speed-of-light delays
• End-to-End accountability even through multiple store and forward
intermediaries
• Automatic store and forward operation
• Store and forward initiation before the file is completely received at the
forwarding entity
• Data availability to the user as the file is received
• Minimization of on-board memory requirements through buffer sharing.
In order to accomplish the above wide variation in tasks while at the same time
minimizing the complexity of the required implementation for any particular mission
requirements set, the CFDP has a modularized architecture. For simple point-to-point
needs, as for a near-earth orbiting spacecraft which directly contacts ground stations, the
Core Procedures are sufficient.

In more complex situations where relaying through intermediate spacecraft is required,
as, for example, in the case of a Mars rover communicating with an earth station via a
Mars lander and Mars orbiter, two options are provided. First, the Extended Procedures
may be implemented. These procedures enhance the capabilities of the Core Procedures
and provide the capability to deliver files in situations where the source of the file has no
direct communication with the file destination and therefore must send the file through
intermediate “waypoints”, Alternatively, the Store-and-Forward Overlay (SFO)
Procedures may be used. These Procedures operate at the Application layer and utilize
only the Core Procedures and do not require the Extended Procedures.
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The decision as to whether to use the Extended Procedures or the SFO is strictly
implementation specific and rests on many factors. Simplistically speaking and viewing
from outside implementation specifics, the most obvious difference between the two
methods is that the Extended Procedures provide the option of having Waypoints begin
forwarding a file even before the file is completely received by that Waypoint.

Conversely, using the SFO, a Waypoint can begin forwarding a file only after receiving
the complete file. Thus, in some but not all mission configurations the Extended
Procedures may provide faster end-to-end file transfers. On the other hand, if that feature
is not needed, the SFO provides a more detailed reporting capability as to the status and
location of in-transit files.
OVERALL CFDP TESTING
As with any protocol development, there are several parts to a comprehensive and
effective testing philosophy. In general, for CCSDS space/ground and space/space
communications protocols, testing steps as shown in the figure below are needed. The
interoperability testing which is the subject of this paper is only one part of such a testing
program, specifically the third block from the top in the diagram.
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INTEROPERABILITY TESTING
The purpose of interoperability testing is to provide a high level of confidence that
independent, separately developed implementations operate correctly with one another.
This not only increases confidence in the ability to provide cross-support among the
implementations, but is a very powerful method of evaluating and improving the
readability and precision of the protocol specification document. Interoperability testing
among independent implementations quickly pinpoints statements in the protocol
definition which are subject to different interpretations, which are unclear, which are or
appear to be in conflict with another part of the specification, or which are simply
incorrect. It also finds areas which need to be but are not in the specification. Of all of
these, perhaps identifying statements in the protocol definition which are subject to
different interpretations is the most important, and is also the most difficult to achieve by
any other kind of testing. It is of particular importance for international standards, where
the nuances of language can be and often are a serious problem.

CORE PROCEDURES TESTING
To aid in the finalization of the protocol specification and to increase the confidence of
potential users in the CFDP Core Procedures, a series of interoperability tests was
designed, documented, and executed among the several different CCSDS member
Agencies’ implementations of the Core Procedures. Development of the Core Procedures
benefited greatly from the inter-agency, interoperability testing program. The program
began with face-to-face workshops and over time developed into a worldwide distributed
configuration utilizing the Internet. Testing tools and test procedure documents were
developed and a great deal was learned not only about the CFDP but also about the
processes of such inter-agency testing.
The first Workshop was held in May, 2000, at the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of
the Johns Hopkins University, and was so productive that it resulted in a series of
Workshops. Workshops were held at DERA, Farnborough, UK, in November 2000, and
then at JPL, Pasadena, USA, in May, 2001.
Although the face-to-face workshops were very beneficial, they involved extensive travel
and therefore were necessarily infrequent, they required that the host organization
provide significant amount of equipment, working space, and technical and
administrative support and thus were expensive. These were strong motives for
developing an arrangement in which the various implementers could test with one
another while remaining at their home sites. The Internet was the obvious technology to
use to create such a distributed testing capability. It is free, available 24 hours per day,
365 days per year, provides almost unlimited connectivity (i.e., no limit on number of
parties involved in tests), and all of the implementers were already connected.
Following the Pasadena Workshop the testing configuration migrated to what has become
a worldwide Distributed Inter-Agency Testbed, operating over the Internet. The resulting
configuration is shown below. It is especially interesting that the implementers are
distributed in a truly worldwide manner, from the Netherlands to the United Kingdom to
the east coast of the U.S. to the west coast of the U.S. to Japan, and back to the
Netherlands.

Several support items were developed and contributed by various participants to assist in
the testing and to place the tests on a common basis so that valid test comparisons could
be made and progress assessed. An ESA provided Relay Module tester provides for the
insertion of known errors in the protocol stream (either inbound or outbound), including
dropping of specific PDU types, insertion of duplicate PDUs, insertion of random noise
type errors, insertion of link delays for simulation of deep space environment, etc.
The NASDA NEC Conformance Tester provides both the software system and the
attendant (software) scripts which allow an implementer to perform true CFDP
Conformance tests on his/her implementation of the Core Procedures.
As the culmination of the testing of the CFDP Core Procedures, a series of proctored tests
were held as a “Final Exam Week” before requesting that the CFDP go from Red (draft)
to Blue (final) status. In most (but not all) cases, the proctor was not one of the
implementers, and was located separately from the implementers, Fifteen Test Sessions
of approximately four hours each were held with implementers and a proctor. Four
hundred ninety tests were conducted, of which four hundred sixty two were successful.
Of the unsuccessful tests, areas of the specification which were subject to different
interpretations were found, but no true errors in the protocol. While all of the tests were
functional, four (all successful) simulated an inter-entity range of 2.7 million miles
(mission configuration tests).
EXTENDED PROCEDURES TESTING
Additional CFDP “Extended Procedures”, which add the capabilities of store-andforward file transfers through multiple waypoints in series are now a part of the fully
approved (Blue Book) CCSDS Recommendation. The interoperability testing approach
was so successful with the CFDP Core Procedures that it has been determined to extend
such testing to the Extended Procedures and to the Store and Forward Overlay
Procedures. However, at this time there are only two independent implementations of the
Extended Procedures (and also the SFO), those by ESA/ESTEC and NASA/JPL.
Particularly in the case of the Extended Procedures in which each participating entity,

whether original sender, Waypoint, or final destination, must have the Extended
Procedures, and in which each test requires at least three entities, the testing
configuration is necessarily more limited than it was for the Core Procedures. To provide
the greatest practical diversity among the entities in the tests the JPL implementation will
be operated on significantly different host operating systems and platforms. It is planned
to have versions of the JPL implementation operating under Linux, Unix, and Apple
Macintosh OS X operating systems, on platforms at least including PCs, Macintosh, and
a Power Computing PowerTower.
The physical configuration of participants will include the ESA/ESTEC at Noordwijk,
Netherlands, NASA/JPL at Pasadena, CA, USA, and the author’s facility in Corvallis,
OR, USA.
The Test Series for the Extended Procedures are documented in CFDP Notebook Of
Common Inter-Agency Tests for Extended Procedures as Test Series F6 through F9, a
continuation of the numbering of the tests for the Core Procedures described in CCSDS
File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) Notebook Of Common Inter-Agency Tests. It is necessary
that those Core Procedure tests be performed on the entities before attempting the
Extended Procedure tests.
Test Series F6 demonstrates the basic functioning of the Extended procedures in order to
establish a confidence baseline for Series F7 tests, which will initiate thorough checking
of the Extended procedures. Test Series F6 utilizes one Waypoint. Demonstrations are
made of Unacknowledged and Acknowledged modes, of canceling an ongoing
transaction, and of user messages.
Test Series F7 initiates thorough checking of the Extended procedures (utilizing one
Waypoint) in Acknowledged mode, including automatic recovery from dropping of the
metadata PDU, of each of the positively acknowledged PDUs (EOF and Finished), of the
positive acknowledgements to those PDUs, and also simulation of an extremely noisy
link in which every PDU except the EOF in each direction is dropped once. The Deferred
Transmission Procedure operation, and handling of a fault are demonstrated.
Test Series F8 checks the functioning of the forwarding methods (Incremental and
Immediate and In Total Upon Custody Acquisition) of the Waypoint. Test Series F8
utilizes one Waypoint.
Test Series F9 demonstrates the functioning of a Waypoint that is positioned between two
other Waypoints. Test Series F9 utilizes three Waypoints.

CFDP Functional Test
Series
F6
F7
F8

F9

Extended Procedures Test Series
Features Exercised
Unreliable Transfer via One Waypoint, and Reliable Transfer
via One Waypoint
Reliable Transfer via One Waypoint
Checks the functioning of the forwarding methods (Incremental
and Immediate and In Total Upon Custody Acquisition) of the
Waypoint. Utilizes one Waypoint.
Transfer via Multiple Waypoints in Series, and Currently
Undefined-Reliable Transfer via Multiple Waypoints in Series

STORE AND FORWARD OVERLAY TESTING
An alternative method of store-and-forward file transfers through multiple waypoints in
series, called the Store-and-Forward Overlay, is also now a part of the fully approved
(Blue Book) CCSDS Recommendation.
As mentioned above, at this time there are only two independent implementations of the
SFO, one by ESA/ESTEC and one by NASA/JPL. However, in the case of the SFO, the
final destination may optionally have only the Core Procedures. This allows more
flexibility in the test configuration, since the “Core only” implementers can participate as
a final destination. As with the Extended Procedures, each test requires at least three
entities. Also as with the Extended Procedures, to provide the greatest practical diversity
among the entities in the tests it is planned that the JPL implementation will be operated
on significantly different host operating systems and platforms. At this time it is planned
to have versions of the JPL implementation operating under Linux, Unix, and Apple
Macintosh OS X operating systems, on platforms at least including PCs, Macintosh’s,
and Power Computing PowerTower.
The physical configuration of participants will include the ESA/ESTEC at Noordwijk,
Netherlands, NASA/JPL at Pasadena, CA, USA, NASDA/NEC in Yokohama, Japan, and
the author’s facility in Corvallis, OR, USA.
Documentation of the test plans for the SFO are still in draft form. However, the plan is
based on the matrix shown following.
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ABSTRACT
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is developing the Remote Internet Protocol
Communication (RIPCom) system, which is a wireless communication system that makes an aircraft
look like a network node in the sky. RIPCom provides an Ethernet to Radio Frequency (RF)
connection solution for real-time data transmission, and its design allows the end points of the
communication system to become nodes on a network with assigned IP addresses. RIPCom’s design
is especially suitable for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) applications, and its versatility makes it
valuable for many systems that require a high speed, digital wireless network.
KEYWORDS
Wireless Communication System, Fire Monitoring, Remote Internet Protocol, Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle
INTRODUCTION
Concurrent with the development of the RIPCom system for UAV platforms, is the joint
collaboration of NASA and the United States Forest Service (USFS) to refine the current USFS fire
monitoring system. This technical collaboration entails the further development and deployment of
a low-cost, high-bandwidth digital data communication system to be used on a USFS fire monitoring
jet aircraft. The RIPCom System provides the solution. The RIPCom System has several

improvements over the previous USFS system including: multi-station access, near real-time data
access, ease of system expandability and minimal set-up and configuration time.
This paper presents an overview of the RIPCom System concept and it details the USFS
implementation of RIPCom for fire detection.
The NASA GSFC Code 935 Direct Readout Laboratory (DRL) is developing the RIPCom
technology as a platform-independent communications system that provides a wireless Ethernet
solution for real-time data transmission. With the RIPCom System, end points of the
communication system are nodes on a network as shown below in Figure 1. The result is that the
RIPCom system greatly simplifies the development of payload systems by eliminating the need for
specialized serial communications interfaces and custom software.

IP Address #1

IP Address #2

Figure 1
RIPCOM CONCEPT
RIPCom uses Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) components. Its architecture is flexible so that
different components can be interchanged depending on the application requirements. For example,
being able to communicate across a longer distance may be more important than providing a wide
bandwidth. There are also times, especially with a UAV, where power, size and weight are major
considerations.

BACKGROUND - FIGHTING FIRES WITH THE USFS
The USFS is responsible for monitoring and tracking wildfires using airborne remote sensing
technology. Currently, there are no operational methods in place for delivering digitized data to the
analysts in near real-time. The existing methods require significant manpower and result in long
time delays. One method requires the pilot to fly over and take data from fires before landing the
plane and delivering the data. Though this and other current methods provide valuable data, the data
is often hours old before it reaches the analyst. These methods also cost valuable time and
resources.

USFS REQUIREMENTS
As the RIPCom System has evolved, the requirements were expanded to consider unique USFS
needs. The USFS goal is to efficiently provide airborne remotely sensed data to the firefighters in
near real-time. The USFS requirements that were incorporated into the RIPCom solution follow:
Provide a wireless network connection at a distance of up to 10 miles
Supply a data rate of at least 1 Mbps
Provide a long distance wireless network that can also maintain a connection with an aircraft
traveling at up to 300 miles-per-hour (mph)
Plan for Aircraft that is 10,000 feet above-ground-level (AGL)
RIPCOM SOLUTION FOR USFS
RIPCom provides a point-to-point connection for data transfer and no manual data processing, which
reduces manpower. RIPCom offers the USFS an affordable solution, increased data bandwidth, and
a transmission distance of up to 10 miles. Also, RIPCom is platform independent so that the only
requirement is that the ground system and aircraft have a TCP/IP connection.
For the USFS RIPCom application, the aircraft-side of the RIPCom system is installed on a USFS
Cessna Citation jet. To collect data, the plane flies over the area of interest, and the on-board
infrared detection instruments collect the data. This concept is shown below in Figure 2. To
download the data, the plane flies within 10 miles of a ground station site and transmits via RIPCom.
As soon as RIPCom establishes a link, transmission begins and data is available in near real-time at
the RIPCom ground station.

Figure 2
RIPCom provides a low-cost solution for ground stations allowing the USFS the option to purchase
several ground systems and place them at strategic points. This option allows the USFS to map out
several different fires in rapid succession. As the pilot collects the data from one fire, he can dump
the data at one ground station, and then move to the next fire and repeat the process.

USFS RIPCOM APPROACH
RIPCom consists of Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) components from different vendors that were
each chosen because of their unique performance characteristics. Numerous wireless network
technologies currently exist that are candidates for RIPCom, and many factors such as frequency, RF
power output, size, and cost were considered for the USFS system design. The aircraft and ground
station were designed individually due to the unique conditions of each environment. Figure 3
provides a top-level summary of the key functional components in the USFS RIPCom system.
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RADIOS
The choice of radios for bi-directional communication is a key decision because it influences much
of the system design. Two 802.11 radios were considered: Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum
(FHSS) and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) technologies. Both radios have specific
strengths that make them desirable for specific applications. The FHSS radio is intended for use
with either a stationary or a moving remote unit. The FHSS radio is also multipath fading tolerant.
The DS.11 radio, which uses DSSS technology, is designed for applications where clear line of sight
(LOS) is available and the remote radio is stationary. The DS.11 radio can be more susceptible to
multipath fading depending on implementation. However, the advantage of the DS.11 system is
“…DSSS systems can operate with lower signal levels and therefore, for the same level of
transmitted energy, DSSS systems can operate over longer distances.” (Schwartz, 2001)
The USFS RIPCom system needs to incorporate the advantages of each of these radios. The radio
that best met the system design requirements is the DS.11. For the USFS, FHSS is not an option
because of its limited transmission range, while DS.11 provides the required 10-mile network
connection. The effects of multipath fading are minimal on the system because the USFS
application is airborne and the system is designed to be line of sight. The effects of Doppler that

result from the aircraft moving toward or away from the ground station are eliminated with careful
planning of the flight pattern during data download.
In addition, the DS.11 radio is a half-duplex radio that can provide from 1Mbps to 4.5Mbps of
usable bandwidth. The radios are equipped with an internal quality check system that is part of a
proprietary protocol to send a constant stream of header packets between the radios. Based on the
quality of the received header packets, the radios throttle the data rate in order to maintain link
quality.

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
The RIPCom aircraft components consist of a DS.11 Remote Bridge radio, a power injector, a 1-watt
amplifier and 5dBi blade antenna.
The USFS aircraft travels at approximately 300mph, so the chosen aircraft antenna has to be very
aerodynamic. For example, an omni-directional whip antenna would likely be torn from the plane
due to wind resistance. The blade antenna provides a near circular pattern in azimuth, and it
provides an elevation main lobe that is adequate for this implementation. Antenna azimuth and
elevation patterns are shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4

GROUND STATION COMPONENTS
The RIPCom Ground Station design is less restrictive than that of the aircraft, which is the reason it
is the focus of this study. The ground station side of the link compensates for the aircraft. To do
this, the RIPCom Ground Station design requires extensive analysis. Specifically, the ground station
design requires development so that it provides bi-directional communication with a low gain

antenna 10 miles away. For example, the chosen aircraft antenna provides only 5 dBi of gain,
therefore the ground station must compensate with higher gain antennas.
The DS.11 radio’s native design is for non-mobile applications, therefore, the manufacturer was
unable to supply data for the Doppler effects on the system. The FHSS system, however, does have
a Doppler effect specification which allows the remote unit to travel up to 60 mph without having
Doppler issues.
The USFS Aircraft with the Remote Bridge Radio unit onboard flies at approximately 300 mph.
NASA/GSFC established a flight plan for the aircraft that will allow the plane to download the
sensor data by flying a circular path around the Ground Station. A circular pattern at 10 miles
radius reduces the Doppler effects on the system to effectively zero. If the aircraft is not able to
maintain a circular pattern, we believe Doppler effects could be introduced into the system. The
faster the airplane travels, the more careful attention must be paid to the uniformity of the flight path
to reduce the Doppler effects.
A high-gain, omni-directional antenna capable of a network connection 10 miles away is a key
element to the Ground Station solution. The chosen antenna is a 3-sector, omni-directional antenna
that is adjustable from 0-15 degrees in elevation. Each sector overlaps resulting in a 360 degree
azimuth coverage. The 360 degree coverage is achieved while still providing 14dBi gain.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND FINAL DESIGN
The required ground station application was unique and presented many integration issues that
resulted in technology development. While the aircraft was a fairly straightforward use of COTS
equipment, the ground station design process had to undergo several iterations. Issues such as radio
reassociation delays and phase distortion influenced the final configuration of the USFS RIPCom
implementation.
Lessons-learned and design analysis from the initial versions came together to define the final
solution for the RIPCom Ground Station USFS application. The final design (shown below in
Figure 5) replaced three DS.11 radios from the initial design with one DS.11 radio and a three-way
splitter/combiner at the radio output. The elimination of two DS.11 radios significantly reduces the
cost of the ground station. Power injectors, phase matched LMR-400 cable and amplifiers were
added to each output of the three-way splitter/combiner.
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Phase matched LMR-400 cables are utilized in the final configuration of the system to eliminate
phase mismatching issues. If phase matched cables are not used in the ground station portion of
RIPCom, the transmitted and received signals are likely to become distorted as shown below in
Figure 6. The figure on the left shows the theoretical azimuth pattern of the 3-sector antenna when
there is a 10 degree tilt of all sectors in elevation and all inputs are phase-matched. The figure on the
right shows the same antenna configuration with cables that are 90 degrees out of phase.

Figure 6
Phase mis-matched cables can also affect the receive capabilities of the ground station by summing
the received offset signals in the combiner. The signal received at the input of the Base Unit radio
will be distorted and will likely result in a dropped link.
All components in the system were evaluated for phase and amplitude error. The two major
components in the USFS system that are most likely to cause phase distortion are the
splitter/combiner and the cables that feed the amplifiers. The 3-way splitter/combiner specifications
must be no more than 1 degree phase error and 0.1dB amplitude error introduced by the sum of the
ports. A 20 foot length of LMR-400 cable will introduce no more than 3 degrees of phase error into
the system. The total allowable phase error introduced into the RIPCom system should be less than
4 degrees to maintain a high link quality.

USFS RIPCOM SOLUTION FLIGHT PATTERN
Using USFS defined flight criteria that include plane speed, maximum bank angles, and flight
altitude, the NASA/GSFC DRL defined the flight pattern for data downlink. Based on the final
system architecture and the requirement for minimal Doppler effects on the radios, the DRL defined
the following flight pattern for a solid connection during RIPCom data downlink.
As shown in Figure 7, the plane is flown in a circular pattern around the base station. The pilot can
choose a comfortable radius of up to 10 miles from the base station.

Figure 7
GROUND TESTING
To provide verification before operational implementation, the USFS RIPCom solution was ground
tested. The RIPCom system was shipped to New Mexico for a simulated aircraft test.
To simulate the aircraft scenario, the Remote Bridge unit was placed on top of Sandia peak which is
approximately 5000 feet AGL. The ground station was driven out to a location 12 miles from the
Remote Bridge. The two radios immediately made a connection, which allowed an FTP session to
transfer data from the Remote Bridge to the Base Unit. Despite inherent complexities associated
with the test environment, our system proof-of-concept was still successful. As a result of some
questions that arose from the GSFC ground testing, the manufacturer was asked to perform further
tests on the radios that were used. The tests showed that the radio output power was not to
specifications. Therefore, the manufacturer replaced the radios with new units.

AIRBORNE TESTING
RIPCom was taken to Boise, ID where it was installed in the USFS / National Interagency Fire
Center’s (NIFC) Cessna Citation jet. The ground station was set up approximately 20 miles from the
city to eliminate possible interference from other wireless sources and several flight tests were
conducted at ranges from 6 to 15 miles away from the ground station. The ground station antenna
tilt angles were set for each range and the height of the ground station antenna was tested at 8 and 20
feet. The jet flew circular patterns around the ground station at 10,000ft AGL. The jet speed was
276 mph and the jet bank angles varied from 0-10 degrees As predicted, 0-3 degree bank angle
provided the strongest signal from the jet.
The test results exceeded expected results. A maximum data rate of 3.2 Mbps was achieved during
the test. In order to fully characterize the system, the flight path was modified for several passes.
During these passes, the link was maintained and data continued to flow. It was determined that
when the ground station antenna height was set at 8 feet, the signal quality suffered greatly from
ground effects and multipath fading effects. Once the antenna was raised to 20 feet, the ground
effects and multipath were significantly reduced.

The RIPCom system made solid network connections at radii of 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 miles and
supplied transfer rates of up to 3.2 Mbps. Although the link was marginal at a radius of 15 miles
from the Ground Station, RIPCom was able to make a connection and successfully transfer data.
The test also confirmed that if the link is dropped for any reason, RIPCom will continue to attempt
data transfers for approximately 45 seconds before data loss occurs.
CONCLUSION
The RIPCom concept employs a generic functional components approach rather than a single
applications solution. The elegance of the RIPCom concept is that it provides flexibility, and allows
the architecture to be adapted to application-specific equipment.
The RIPCom Ground Station can be modified to accommodate numerous receive and transmit
configurations, which includes shorter-range networks. Each functional component of the ground
station can be replaced with a more application-specific component. For example, with a smaller
UAV platform, weight becomes a major consideration, and typically long-range communication is
not a requirement. In this case, the DS.11 radios used for the USFS application can be replaced with
FHSS units that are significantly smaller and require less power. Further, if 360-degree azimuth
visibility is not required, a more directional antenna can replace the 3-sector antenna. This scenario
eliminates the requirements for a complex 3-sector configuration as was required by the USFS
application.
If interested in RIPCom technology development and applications, please visit the DRL at
http://directreadout.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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ABSTRACT
During certain hypersonic flight regimes, shock heating of air creates a plasma sheath resulting in
telemetry attenuation or blackout. The severity of the signal attenuation is dependent on vehicle
configuration, flight trajectory, and transmission frequency. This phenomenon is investigated with a
focus placed on the nonequilibrium plasma sheath properties (electron concentration, plasma frequency,
collision frequency, and temperature) for a range of flight conditions and vehicle design considerations.
Trajectory and transmission frequency requirements for air-breathing hypersonic vehicle design are then
addressed, with comparisons made to both shuttle orbiter and RAM-C II reentry flights.
KEY WORDS
Hypersonic plasma telemetry, plasma sheath, radio blackout alleviation, aerodynamic shaping,
nonequilibrium plasma.
INTRODUCTION
For the realm of hypersonics (characterized by velocities greater than five times the speed of sound),
ground testing is only possible to a certain point after which flight testing becomes necessary. The test
and evaluation (T&E) of operational air-breathing hypersonic cruise vehicles will be a challenge. One
of the major challenges will be the difficulty of radio frequency telemetry through a plasma field.
During certain hypersonic regimes, the plasma field generated around a vehicle can cause signal
attenuation or complete communication blackout. Standard T&E procedures require real-time telemetry
monitoring at all times, primarily for flight safety reasons. Without real-time monitoring it is extremely
difficult to make quick decisions on when to abort a flight. This safety issue becomes significant if the
vehicle is capable of sustained hypersonic flight. (Note that Mach 10 flight allows travel to anywhere in
the world in about 2 hours; a strong military reason for developing a vehicle capable of such velocities.)

A secondary reason for desiring the ability of real-time telemetry is for catastrophe analysis. Data
collected milliseconds prior to a catastrophe could be critical in determining the cause, especially at
hypersonic velocities (greater than about 1.5 km/s). In this case, real-time data telemetry could be
absolutely critical since the velocities and altitudes involved imply that it is unlikely that onboard
recorders would survive a crash (or be found if they do survive). These points are further reinforced by
the recent shuttle Columbia tragedy; telemetry was lost prior to vehicle disintegration and little data was
available on the recorder once it was recovered. A tertiary reason for real-time monitoring is flight point
validation. This is mostly a cost issue, but during normal envelope expansion, it is faster and cheaper to
be able to verify a test point during flight and proceed to the next test point without having to land and
takeoff in between.
There are three dominant mission scenarios for which telemetry through a plasma sheath is a concern: 1)
an air-breathing hypersonic cruise vehicle, 2) an access to space vehicle, and 3) a ballistic missile.
Although these missions seem fundamentally different, the general physics involved in the
electromagnetic wave/plasma sheath interaction are the same. The access to space vehicle and ballistic
missile are designed to leave and subsequently reenter the earth’s atmosphere. These types of vehicles
could be traveling at velocities up to Mach 26 (about 8 km/s). An air-breathing access to a space vehicle
would spend much more of its flight within earth’s atmosphere than a ballistic missile, and would likely
be in a communication blackout for a significant amount of time. The air-breathing hypersonic cruise
vehicle, which remains within the earth’s atmosphere to provide oxidizer for its engine(s), also has the
added concern that for a majority of its flight profile, the vehicle could be enveloped within a plasma
sheath. The cruise vehicle can be envisioned as a missile, a weapon delivery platform, or a
reconnaissance vehicle, and thus be traveling at any hypersonic Mach number. Current Air Force T&E
concerns are to develop the ability to test air-breathing hypersonic cruise and access to space vehicles
before the need arises. The trajectories that these types of vehicles might take are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Flight corridor for various access-to-space type vehicles (from Anderson13).

Telemetry through plasma layers becomes essential when acknowledging the fact that most air-breathing
hypersonic vehicle concepts are unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), including missiles, reconnaissance
and weapon delivery platforms, and test versions of access to space vehicles. Public acceptance of a
UAV in sustained hypersonic flight under autonomous control, especially if it is a weapon or capable of
delivering a weapon, would be unlikely. As such, if current hypersonic vehicle designs were to become
operational they could not be tested in the United States (or elsewhere) for the reasons cited previously
unless continuous telemetry could be guaranteed.
HYPERSONIC FLOWFIELD
The ability to communicate through a plasma sheath (the layer of ionized gas between the shock wave
and the vehicle surface) remains a critical area of research in hypersonic flight.1-5 The plasma is an
electrically charged gas consisting of neutral and ionized species as well as free electrons and is assumed
to be neutrally charged for this study (equal number of ions and free electrons). Although it is known
that the mechanism of plasma generation is through the shock heating of the air above the molecular
dissociation and ionization temperature, the mechanism of how to control or modify the plasma is not
sufficiently understood.
During the communication blackout portion of the flight the plasma is generally characterized by
electron concentrations on the order of 1014 to 1020 electrons/m3, depending on the configuration,
trajectory, and location within the shock layer. It is the free electrons that attenuate or absorb the
electromagnetic wave, especially when the transmission frequency is near to or less than the plasma
frequency.6 The signal attenuation problem can also be further complicated by the presence of ablation
products in the flowfield.
A rudimentary understanding of the blackout mechanism is generated by numerically integrating the
conservation equations for mass, momentum, energy, and species for flow through inviscid, onedimensional shock waves for a range of flight conditions. An 11 species (N2, O2, N, O, NO, N2+, O2+,
N+, O+, and e), 20 reaction mechanism11,12 is used to model the nonequilibrium flow across normal
shocks, as well as shocks generated by 20, 30, and 40 degree wedges. The oblique shocks are assumed
to be the frozen values for simplicity.
Since hypersonic vehicles that have been flown until now have been reentry vehicles, they will be used
as test points. Two such vehicles are the space shuttle orbiter, as shown in figure 2, and the Radio
Attenuation Measurements C-II (RAM-C II) flight test vehicle14,15 as shown in figure 3. The shuttle
orbiter represents a blunt body type reentry (although not as blunt as an Apollo capsule) and the RAM-C
II is a slender type vehicle, which may be more indicative of the leading-edge shape of an air-breathing
hypersonic vehicle. Air-breathing hypersonic cruise and access to space vehicles currently being
researched are designed with sharp leading edges to minimize losses due to drag7, as shown by the
missile in figure 4.
Regardless of the vehicle configuration, at some point and scale on the vehicle, a normal bow shock will
exist (assuming a realistic amount of leading-edge blunting for heat transfer considerations), which will
taper off to a weaker oblique shock. Depending on the configuration and angle of attack, some or all of
the flow ionized by the leading edge will pass by the transmitter/receiver (generally located as far aft as

possible). The more slender the body and shallower the angle of attack generally will result in lower
ionization rates, thinner plasma sheath, and a much more benign flowfield for telemetry considerations.
However, shallow angles of attack result in all of the stagnation flow passing over the vehicle and a
thinner plasma sheath may indicate a relative increase in electron concentration.

Figure 2: Space Shuttle Orbiter

Figure 3: Radio Attenuation Measurements C-II flight test vehicle16

Figure 4: Air-Breathing Hypersonic Missile Concept7

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE INTERACTION WITH PLASMA SHEATH
With a general understanding of the type of flowfield a vehicle might encounter, a broader
understanding of what causes the problem of communication blackout must be addressed. This will aid
in determining solutions to possible alleviation of the signal attenuation associated with the interaction
between an electromagnetic wave and the plasma sheath.
The plasma frequency ωp is the natural frequency at which the free electron oscillates in the presence of
a plasma9

ωp =
where:

ne q e2
≈ 56.416 ne
ε 0 me

(1)

ne = electron density [m-3]
qe = electron charge constant [-1.602 × 10-19 C]
ε0 = free space dielectric constant [107/(4πc2) F/m]
me = electron mass constant [9.107 × 10-31 kg]

For one-dimensional plane-wave solutions of electromagnetic wave propagation into a plasma, it can be
shown that E = E 0 exp[(α p − iβ p ) x ] with the plasma attenuation coefficient αp and phase coefficient βp
given by2,10
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k0 = ω/c is the free space wave number [m-1]
ω = electromagnetic wave frequency [s-1]
c = speed of light [3×108 m/s]

The real and imaginary parts of the effective dielectric coefficient are given by
εr = 1−

and
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ω2 + ν 2

(4)

εi =

ω 2p (ν ω)
ω2 + ν 2

(5)

respectively, where ν is the electron collision frequency [s-1].
Using equations 2 and 3, the special case of an electromagnetic wave propagating in a collisionless
plasma (i.e., ν=0) can be considered. In this instance, both the attenuation coefficient αp and the
imaginary part of effective dielectric coefficient εi are identically equal to zero. Therefore, for a wave
frequency ω greater than the plasma frequency ωp, the wave propagates without attenuation. When ω is
less than ωp, the electric field is given by an exponentially decaying wave. If ω = ωp then εr is also zero
and the electromagnetic wave is totally reflected at the surface and does not propagate into the plasma.
The simple distinctions which were made previously for a lossless plasma do not hold when the electron
collision frequency becomes significant. For this lossy plasma case (i.e., ν≠0), the value of εi exists at all
frequencies. Therefore, the plane wave will propagate with attenuation for all cases. Generally, as the
wave frequency increases, the attenuation coefficient αp decreases, prompting a desire for large values
of ω. Also, in the instance where the electron collision frequency ν becomes greater than the wave
frequency ω, the attenuation coefficient αp decreases thereby reducing attenuation (although not as
significantly as for cases where ω > ωp). The plasma attenuation and phase constants are plotted versus
normalized frequency for various normalized collision frequencies in figure 5.

a) Plasma attenuation coefficient

b) Plasma phase coefficient

Figure 5: Plasma Attenuation and Phase Coefficients versus Normalized Transmission Frequency
for a Range of Normalized Collision Frequencies.6
COMPARISON WITH BLACKOUT FLIGHT DATA
Using the methodologies defined previously for solving the steady, inviscid, nonequilibrium plasma
flow through shock waves to determine the electron concentration and attenuation constant (equation 2),
the space shuttle orbiter and RAM C-II flight tests were examined. Figure 6 shows the space shuttle

blackout trajectory while figure 7 shows the RAM C-II blackout trajectory. The plasma attenuation
coefficient αp = 1 for nonequilibrium flow through shock waves are plotted as contour lines for various
wedge angles using the peak electron concentration. The right side of each contour line is the blackout
area and the left side is where telemetry can take place.
It should be noted that errors in the calculations are evident at both high and low altitudes where the
peak electron concentrations will likely never be reached due to velocity and pressure effects,
respectively. At higher altitudes, the mean free path will become sufficiently large where continuum
modeling of the flow is inaccurate and a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methodology should
be used. Also, the collision frequency was set equal to the electron production rate, which is an
underestimation of ν since each collision does not necessarily result in an ionization or recombination
reaction taking place.
Space Shuttle Orbiter
The space shuttle orbiter ascent and descent trajectories along with the known blackout start and
termination points are shown in figure 6. The shuttle orbiter transmits at a frequency f = 2.1064 GHz and
has an angle of attack of about 40 degrees throughout its 16 minute blackout. During its reentry the
orbiter uses a large number of ‘S-turns’ to slowly dissipate energy. It is likely that the unsteady effects
from the turning in combination with the high altitude velocity effects mentioned above contribute to the
shuttle exhibiting the effective attenuation coefficient equivalent to a 30-degree wedge during the
deceleration from Mach 26 to Mach 18. After this point the effective attenuation coefficient steadily
increases from a 30-degree wedge equivalent (at Mach 18) to a flat plate equivalent (at Mach 9), where
the shuttle emerges from blackout. It is through this second part of the reentry that the shuttle transitions
from a slender body approximation to a blunt body, flat plate flow field. This indicates that the
stagnation flow region on the shuttle is exhibiting greater influence on the telemetry mechanism, most
likely due to boundary layer, and frozen flow effects.
Radio Attenuation Measurements C-II Flight Test Vehicle
Being a much more slender body, the RAM C-II flight test vehicle will have a much more viscous
dominated plasma sheath, with higher electron concentrations than calculated here using Euler
equations. Strong shock boundary layer interactions at the leading edge will produce larger shock angles
than predicted by inviscid theory, resulting in higher electron concentrations. Also, since the beryllium
heat sink nose cap was ejected at about 56 km (near its melting point), Teflon ablation products in the
flowfield increase the electron concentration over the theories presented here. Finally, since the vehicle
was only 1.3 m long with a 0.3 m nose diameter and the total wind angle was oscillating between 2 and
6 degrees (both pitch and yaw wobble) the flowfield was unsteady and wake flow likely contributed to
signal attenuation. Since the effects of ambipolar diffusion are not included, errors are expected17 in the
computed electron concentration above 70 km. The RAM C-II vehicle transmitted at a frequency f =
259.7 MHz.
The effective attenuation coefficient for the RAM C-II vehicle varied from about 30 degrees at the onset
of blackout, dropped below 20 degrees for a short while, and was about 22 degrees at the end of
blackout. Overall, the RAM C-II vehicle behaved much more like a simple slender body, accounting for
the errors as previously mentioned, than the shuttle orbiter. It should be noted that errors are expected

when using a two-dimensional wedge approximation for an axisymmetric configuration. Conical flow
solutions would result in larger cone angles (than wedge angles) for a similar attenuation coefficient.

Figure 6: Blackout Points Along the Reentry Trajectory for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Along with
Plasma Attenuation Coefficient Unity Lines for Various Wedge Angles

Figure 7: Blackout Points Along the Reentry Trajectory19 for the RAM C-II Flight Test Vehicle
Along with Plasma Attenuation Coefficient Unity Lines for Various Wedge Angles

AIR-BREATHING HYPERSONIC FLIGHT TESTING
With a little bit of insight into the complications of blackout prediction at various points in a trajectory,
as well as configurational effects, an investigation into the blackout phenomena for air-breathing
configurations can be done. Figure 8 shows the calculated values for plasma frequency as a function of
trajectory position for four different wedge angles. The range of plasma frequencies of interest on the
figures are ωp = 1E9 s-1 to 1E11 s-1 which translate to transmissions frequencies of
f = 0.16 GHz to 16.0 GHz. The air-breathing flight corridor from figure 1 has been overlaid for
reference. Air-breathing hypersonic vehicle configurations will be significantly different than either of
the two extremes presented previously, but sources of error will be similar, such as shock boundary layer
interaction effects (making slender bodies appear much blunter), frozen flow, and ambipolar diffusion.
As expected, the trends show that the more slender the body, the higher the altitudes and Mach numbers
are before blackout occurs for frequencies in the S, C, X, and Ku-bands.

a) 90° Wedge

b) 40° Wedge

c) 30° Wedge
d) 20° Wedge
Figure 8: Plots of Mach Number verses Altitude with Plasma Frequency Contours for four
Different Wedge Angles. Solid Lines Indicate the Air-Breathing Flight Corridor from Figure 1.

CONCLUSIONS
The exercise of approximating a complex configuration along a three-dimensional trajectory with an
unsteady flowfield using a single point shock comparison calculated using an inviscid, steady,
nonequilibrium plasma chemistry approach has been detailed. Comparisons to flight data for both the
space shuttle orbiter and RAM C-II reentries have been done to understand the nature of the
approximations. The approximation was then applied to the air-breathing hypersonic vehicle flight
regime resulting in approximate bounds for blackout frequencies for simple body approximations.
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ABSTRACT
The Bit Rate Agile Onboard Telemetry Formatting (BRAOTF) system was developed by Killdeer
Mountain Manufacturing to address increasing demands on the efficiency of telemetry systems. The
BRAOTF thins and reorders data streams, adjusting the bit rate of a pulse code modulation (PCM)
stream using a bit-locked loop to match the desired information rate exactly. The BRAOTF
accomplishes the adjustment in hardware, synthesizing a clock whose operating frequency is derived
from the actual timing of the input format. Its firmware manages initialization and error
management. Testing has confirmed that the BRAOTF implementation meets its design goals.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of organizing, capturing, and processing a telemetry stream requires solutions that
satisfy increasingly stringent constraints. The amount of bandwidth available for transmitting the
data stream is shrinking. At the same time, increasingly sophisticated data acquisition systems
increase the volume of data that must be transmitted [Luten and Diekmann 1999, Cox 1999,
Chalfant 2002]. In order to be effective, any mechanism for improving current practice must support
a range of telemetry system capabilities. In practice this implies that Inter-Range Instrumentation
Group (IRIG) 106-96 Class I systems must be supported. Finally, any adjustments to physical
operations must produce results within acceptable tolerances.

Several responses to these requirements have been proposed [Luten and Diekmann 1999, Cox 1999,
Chalfant 2002, Jones 1998]. The solution described in this paper is based on producing an efficient
telemetry stream. One of the authors, Dr. Jones, has found that current procedures result in bit
streams in which typically over 50 percent of the bits transmitted are not required to process the data.
Dr. Jones notes that elimination of these unnecessary bits is practicable if the telemetry system
includes bit-rate-agile hardware; i.e., a component that can adjust the rate of transmission [Jones
1998]. This component should also be capable of thinning the bit stream and, to support legacy
systems, of reordering the bits to produce an IRIG 106-96 Class I output.
The BRAOTF described in this paper provides this bit rate agility. It interfaces to an existing data
acquisition system (DAS), decommutates the PCM stream produced by that system, thins the bit
stream and transmits the resulting stream to a ground station. The bits removed in the thinning
process are specified by a bit mask stored in BRAOTF control memory. If the ground station
requires it, the BRAOTF may be configured to generate a Class I output stream by re-ordering the
bits retained from the original PCMstream. This reordering is specified by a table stored in BRAOTF
control memory.
The BRAOTF uses commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components to implement this capability as
well as other capabilities as described below. Embedded firmware controls its operation, using
specifications produced and uploaded by supporting software.
SYSTEM DESIGN
The BRAOTF is capable of removing selected bits (bit masking) and, at the user’s option, of
reordering the bits (bit mapping). It comprises a hardware module and controlling firmware. A
supporting software module creates the file (load image) that contains operational data used to
control the output bit rate and the specification of the mask or map, and manages the ground support
equipment used to upload the load image.
The values of performance and environmental parameters used in the design have been chosen to
ensure that BRAOTF will interoperate with current and future telemetry systems. The BRAOTF
supports input rates of up to 10 Mbytes/sec and output rates of up to 10 Mbits/sec. Power
requirements and ranges of values of environmental parameters are essentially identical to those of
current data acquisition systems.
The BRAOTF interfaces to an existing DAS. It modifies the stream produced by the DAS and
outputs the modified bit stream. The details of the modification are specified by a control program.
Using the control program, an internal decommutator parses the stream output by the DAS and
supplies data to the BRAOTF control processor. The processor manages the production of the output
format (data cycle map [DCM]). A clock generator uses these data to synthesize a clock whose
frequency controls the transmission of bits retained. These bits are stored in a dual-bank memory,
supporting parallel processing and transmission of successive data cycles (major frames). The PCM
stream output by BRAOTF is typically Class II unless the user is careful in selecting the bits to be
retained and/or optionally re-ordered. However, when operated in the map mode and supported by
appropriate software algorithms the BRAOTF can be guaranteed to produce a Class I output. As

described later, the supporting software will provide a description of the BRAOTF format, which
can be processed to produce a setup for a decommutator with the appropriate capabilities.
The control program is created by supporting software. This software interfaces to to a database that
contains the specification of a DCM. This DCM is modifed using both mask data contained in the
database and user input. It creates the load image (file) containing the control program and updates
the database. The control program is uploaded to BRAOTF memory from ground support equipment
(GSE). The preflight configuration process uses standard GSE and communication protocols as
detailed later. Figure 1 depicts the design of BRAOTF and its interfaces.
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Figure 1 BRAOTF System Design

HARDWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The core functionality of BRAOTF is the creation of a stable output bit rate that is based on data
characteristics. The output bit rate is maintained by a ‘bit-locked’ loop. This loop is synchronized
with the input stream from the existing DAS by the BRAOTF decommutator. It is implemented
using a numerically-controlled oscillator (NCO) under the control of a digital signal processor
(DSP). Initial values of the parameters for the bit-locked loop are determined using the specification
of the DAS output stream. The DSP computes subsequent adjustment of these parameters, locking in
and maintaining a stable output bit rate. The NCO directly controls the output bit rate.
All hardware components are COTS units. The BRAOTF packaging ensures that it will interface
with existing DASs easily.
HARDWARE VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
Validation of the design was an integral part of the development process. The design underwent
numerous internal reviews, and both hardware and software emulations contributed to the validation
effort. One result of these activities was a simplification of the implementation of the control loop.
The original design required maintaining data on the number of bits in a frame that had been
processed. The redesign eliminated this requirement. As a result of the validation effort, we have
concluded that the design principles used to construct the prototype BRAOTF hardware provide a
usable bit-rate-agile system meeting the requirements outlined above.
Bench tests of the prototype BRAOTF hardware show that it meets the performance criteria
identified in the system design. In particular, we have shown that the output bit rate is accurate and
stable. This is important since one of the primary considerations in the design of BRAOTF is that it
must be reliable. That is, the clock rate that it generates must produce a bit rate that exactly matches
the rate at which the retained bits are to be transmitted. Our tests have shown that the number of bits
transmitted exactly matches the bits retained by using the difference between bits retained and bits
transmitted as the error signal in a closed loop control system. The control loop is implemented by
DSP. These tests were conducted using a range of DCM characteristics as follows:
Frame rate:
50 frames/sec to 2,000 frames/sec
Bits retained per major frame: 4,096 to 2,097,152
Minor frames/major frame: 1 to 256
For this test suite the typical average (mean) variation in the ratio of output bit rate to input bit rate
was 2.2*10-9; the maximum variation was 7.3*10-9. These numbers are within the resolution error of
the test setup and substantiate the fact that the ratio is exactly equal to that required. The bit rate
short-term stability for this test suite was .005 percent (rms) typical and .027 percent maximum.
Finally, these tests show that the design will lock to the incoming bit stream in fewer than 10 frames.
Further testing compared the bit error rate performance of the BRAOTF (synthesized clock) to
traditional systems (crystal oscillator) for data transfers over a real base band PCM/FM (frequency
modulated) telemetry link. Degradation was found to be of the order of 0.2 dB.

FIRMWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The BRAOTF firmware is functionally an embedded operating system. The design of the firmware
is relatively simple and consequently robust. It runs on a Dallas Semiconductor DS87C530
microprocessor. This processor implements the functionality of the industry-standard 8051
processor.
The tasks to be managed by the BRAOTF control firmware comprise transfer of the load image,
management of the data stream, system initialization and management of errors. The BRAOTF
prototype implements the first three functions and provides for inclusion of error-detection
functionality as part of future development. This design is supported by drivers for map memory,
mask memory, nonvolatile memory, the internal decommutator, the digital signal processor, and the
output generator.
Transfer of the load uses a modified Xmodem file transfer protocol. The first packet transferred
consists of control and setup data. Its contents are used to configure the microprocessor nonvolatile
control memory. The protocol processes it separately from the subsequent packets, each of which
consists of data and is stored in mask or map memory as appropriate. Transmission errors are
managed with checksums with provision in the design for use of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) if
required. Since the physical connection used for the transfer is industry standard, use of checksums
provides an adequate level of robustness in operational use.
The system initialization task programs and initialize the BRAOTF control hardware using the
header packet in the load image. The design of this task also supports future enhancements including
specification of a default DCM, a power-on DCM and a current DCM.
During BRAOTF operation the firmware selects and, if bit mapping is enabled, reorders bits. In the
case of bit masking this function is driven by the mask stored in mask memory. In the case of bit
mapping the reordering of bits is controlled by a sequence of addresses stored in map memory. In
either case this memory is organized to ensure efficient processing of the data stream. The bit mask
is an ordered collection of bits, one bit for each bit in a major frame, specifying which bits are to be
retained. Mask memory size supports as many as eight DCMs of up to 8,192 bits/minor frame and
up to 256 minor frames/major frame. The map memory size will support up to two maximum length
formats of 8,192 bits per minor frame by 256 minor frames per major frame. The memory can be
allocated flexibly to support up to eight formats of lesser size.
Future releases of BRAOTF firmware will provide in-flight error detection and recovery. The design
includes support for hardware capabilities such as checksum computation and comparison, and the
ability to choose an alternative DCM and to designate a default DCM. These capabilities will also be
implemented in future releases.

FIRMWARE VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
The key components of the firmware have been verified with bench tests. These include system
initialization and management of the bit stream processing functions. The formats used in these tests
were based on data supplied by the flight test group at Edwards Air Force Base, California.
SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The supporting software for the BRAOTF system comprises two modules. One interfaces with the
flight test engineer and the supporting database; it produces the load image file. The other interfaces
with BRAOTF to support transferring the load image to BRAOTF control memory.
Each of these modules is factored into two submodules. The module that produces the load image is
factored into a submodule that manages user and database interfaces and a submodule that manages
the creation of the load image. The interface submodule is further factored, producing a design that
supports access to multiple database environments and thus meeting the design goal of portability.
Similarly, the load image submodule supports future adjustments to the structure of that file.
The module that interfaces to BRAOTF is factored into a submodule that manages the transfer and
one that manages the user interface. The module that produces the load image updates the database
with which it interfaces to support decommutation of the bit stream output by BRAOTF, using
standard SQL for its accesses and updates. The prototype system supports the ILIAD database and
uses an interface to IDX.
The module that interfaces to BRAOTF uses an Xmodem-based protocol to manage the transfer of
the load image. The protocol used treats the first packet as a header that specifies how subsequent
packets are to be processed.
SOFTWARE VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
The design of the software has been validated by internal review, including structured walkthroughs
and assessment of response to a suite of test scenarios. These include masks consisting entirely of 0s,
entirely of 1s and of random patterns of 0s and 1s. Additionally, the design was evaluated against
production DCMs. They also include maps (reorderings) such as no reordering, a front-tobackreordering and random reorderings.
Generation of the load image was tested using production DCMs. These were used to test both the
database interface and the user interface. The results confirm that the load image produced is correct
and that the database is updated correctly.
The file transfer was tested at connection rates ranging from 9.6KBaud through 115.2KBaud. Byteby-byte comparison confirmed success at all rates. Error handling was tested by artificially forcing
an invalid checksum. The retry mechanism performed correctly in all cases.

CONCLUSION
BRAOTF provides bit rate agility in a package that is adaptable to existing systems. It uses an
innovative technique, the bit-locked loop, to accomplish this objective. It is capable of thinning a
telemetry stream and reordering the stream to support systems requiring IRIG 106 Class I DCMs. Its
operational parameters ensure interoperability with existing systems. The prototype has
demonstrated its ability to process production DCMs successfully. The BRAOTF provides the test
flight community with a powerful tool for meeting current and future telemetry needs.
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ABSTRACT
Reduction of signal transmission is of paramount concern to many in the telemetry and wireless
industry. One technique that is available is the compression of the data before transmission. With
telemetry type data, there are many approaches that can be used to achieve compression. Data
compression of the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) PCM data sets in the frame and packet
modes, and for the entire data file will be considered and compared. The technique of differencing
data will also be applied to the data files by subtracting the previous major frame and then applying
compression techniques. It will be demonstrated that telemetry compression is a viable option to
reduce the amount of data to be transmitted, and hence the bandwidth. However, this compression
produces variable-length data segments with implications for real-time data synchronization.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry data compression, lossless data compression, telemetry frames
INTRODUCTION
With the current push towards more efficient data communications techniques, much emphasis has
been placed on bandwidth-efficient modulation techniques; see, for example [1]. However, another
approach to the problem is to remove data redundancy by means of data compression. Since most
payload designers wish to be able to fully recover the transmitted data, only lossless compression
techniques will be considered here. Data compression techniques can be utilized both in the
traditional frame environment and in the packet telemetry environment. However, both
environments present their challenges to using data compression as well. In the traditional major
frame/minor frame format [2], the data values are arranged to cycle through all of the values on a
periodic basis and provides sufficient management structure to allow rapid resynchronization if there
are link drop outs [3]. The resynchronization is based, in part, in maintaining the periodic structure
of the synchronization markers. Because the data compression will produce random sized frames,
the periodicity can be removed from the synchronization process. Packet telemetry formats will

frequently support variable-length data fields [3] so compression will not change this aspect.
However, the random length compression result may require buffering and fill packets to maintain
link synchronization on some channels.
A number of investigators have applied lossless compression techniques to virtual-channel mode [3]
sampling; see, for example [4]. These investigations have shown good results with typical data sets.
The question being investigated here is can similar results be found with the IRIG frame formats that
are transmitted in normal major frame/minor frame environments or encapsulated into telemetry
packets. The data set to be compressed can be organized in two ways:
1. compressing in real-time as the individual minor frames and major frames become available
and then transmitting immediately, and
2. storing the data in a disk file and then compressing that file on a periodic basis.
In both cases, the result will be a variable length data structure. In the first case, buffering, fill
sequences, and related techniques may be required to obtain proper synchronization. In the second
case, the resulting files will probably be transmitted using a protocol such as ftp to transmit the
variable-length files.
The lossless techniques can be divided into several classes: arithmetic encoding, Huffman encoding,
and dictionary-based encoding. For a good summary of lossless data compression see [5]. The
Arithmetic code is a mapping to a region on a line, and the location of that portion of the line is what
is sent. For a more detailed description of the compression techniques see Sayood’s Introduction to
data Compression [6]. The Huffman codes are typically based on the probabilities of the data in the
file. Adaptive forms of the Huffman codes can be used to generate the code as the data is being
compressed instead of analyzing the entire data set first. Dictionary-based encoding includes
methods such as the Ziv-Lempel-Walsh (LZW) encoding. This is the basis for the common PK-ZIP
and related packages used on many computer systems. While dictionary-based encoding can
achieve data compression, there is a price for the technique. The transmitter must supply a
dictionary along with the encoded data so that the data set can be recovered. This extra overhead
can actually increase the transmitted file length and give a net expansion. There is a potential
optimization process with dictionary-based techniques. The more the data set looks random, the
larger the data dictionary becomes. It is possible to have a net smaller transmission volume by
compressing smaller segments where the amount of redundancy is high than by compressing a larger
data volume where the dictionary becomes a smaller percentage of the total transmitted.
In this paper the following questions will be investigated:
1. Is it more efficient to compress on an individual major frame or an individual minor frame
basis?
2. Is there an advantage to compressing the differences between major frames over the
individual major frames individually?
3. What is the variability in the compression result from compressing major or minor frames?
4. How does individual frame compression compare with compressing the same data as a stored
file?
The next section will describe the test data set to be used in this investigation. Then the compression
results for file-oriented and frame oriented compression calculations will be discussed.

DATA SET DESCRIPTION
The data set used in the frame analysis is the Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) disk set of
thirteen different telemetry profiles [7]. The characteristics of the data files are given in Table 1.
These files contain a large number of frames with a mix of data word sizes and frame organizations.
It is expected that the typical user will have configurations similar to one of the example data sets in
the table.

File
Name
SDS001
SDS002
SDS003
SDS004
SDS005
SDS006
SDS007
SDS008
SDS009
SDS010
SDS011
SDS012
SDS013

Table 1 – Characteristics of the ARTM telemetry data sets used in the analysis.
Minor
Word
Words/
Bytes/
Frames/
Bytes/
Size
Minor
Minor
# Minor
Major
Major
# Major
(bits)
Frame
Frame
Frames
Frame
Frame
Frames
12
200
300
61976
8
2400
7746
12
160
240
59544
8
1920
7443
12
40
60
328065
1
60
328065
10
300
375
165600
209
7500
8280
10
300
375
411700
20
7500
20585
10
300
375
296920
20
7500
14846
10
300
375
782540
20
7500
39127
12
128
192
720208
16
3072
45013
12
128
192
718096
16
3072
44881
12
128
192
720000
16
3072
45000
12
128
192
423136
16
3072
26446
16
625
1250
219432
4
5000
54858
24
256
768
560456
4
3072
140114
METHODOLOGY

For the frame-wise analysis, the philosophy taken is that the data compression will be performed on
either an individual minor frame or a major frame basis. That is, the code dictionary covers only one
frame and is independent of the previous frame when making the data compression computations.
The compression study of the major and minor frames was performed using a Virtual Instrument
(VI) developed in LabVIEW [8] to control reading the data files and processing the data. The LZW
technique as encoded in PK-Zip is used to perform the lossless compression. This is viewed as
being representative of the lossless techniques and is readily available in many realizations. The PKZIP module for LabVIEW is not part of the normal LabVIEW distribution but was obtained from
[9]. In the LabVIEW the VI performs the following steps
1. read in the frame description for the file of interest
2. extract the frame data from the file; when processing minor frames, the frame data is
separated into the frame data words
3. perform the PK-ZIP compression of the frame data
4. record the length the compressed frame

5. upon completion of the processing of the frames, record the minimum, maximum, average
and variance in the mean compressed data size for the processed frames
After the frame analysis, compression of the entire file, as if it had been stored internally in the
payload, is performed for comparison. First the Adaptive Huffman [10], Arithmetic [10] and PKZIP [9] compression schemes are used on the entire file. Next the major frames are differenced and
the Adaptive Huffman and Arithmetic compression schemes are used to compress the entire
differenced file.
RESULTS
If we designate the original frame size as α and the compressed frame size as β (this is independent
of analyzing major frames, minor frames, or files), then the compression ratio, R, is computed as

 β
R(%) = 100  1 − 
 α

(1.1)

In Table 2, we show the results for analyzing the data files blocked as major frames. In the table, we
present the minimum compressed frame size, the maximum compressed frame size, the average
compressed frame size and the variance in the average. Also given is the equivalent number of bits
to represent the entire data file analyzed. Finally the compression ratio as computed with Equation
(1) is given. The compression ratio ranges from a low of -11.5% to a high of 71.4% with an average
of 47.7%. The low value being negative indicates that the compression actually results in an
expansion of the file size. As can be seen in the table, the variances are fairly large. This is
illustrated in Figure 1 where the histogram of the compressed frame sizes for file SDS013 is given.
This is the largest variance of the group but the other files also have instances of considerable
variation as well. The large variation indicates that there will be large differences in the compressed
data block sizes.
Table 2 – Applying PK-Zip to major frame data taken as independent blocks.
File
Name
SDS001
SDS002
SDS003
SDS004
SDS005
SDS006
SDS007
SDS008
SDS009
SDS010
SDS011
SDS012
SDS013

Min.
Size
(bytes)
25
23
12
233
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
28
25

Max.
Size
(bytes)
2217
1287
71
5041
5689
5205
5167
1540
2031
1782
2041
2132
2095

Avg.
Size
(bytes)
1892.57
770.68
66.89
3709.6
4773.38
4294.23
4200.22
1100.3
1615.14
1142.2
1219.16
1429.59
889.75

Variance
(bytes2)
231331
124785
6.4
541581
133099.8
181724.3
116596.7
7041.47
12473.92
14671.83
221100.2
7290.52
247460.5

Equivalent
Whole
File (bits)
117278778
45889370
175554143
245723904
786080218
510017109
1314736064
396222431
579912787
411192000
257935243
627395586
997331452

Average
Compression
Ratio (%)
21.1
59.9
-11.5
50.5
36.4
42.7
44.0
64.2
47.4
62.8
60.3
71.4
71.0

Figure 1 - Histogram of compressed major frame sizes for file SDS013. The Size is in bytes.
In order to determine if this result can be improved, the same analysis was performed on the
differences between the major frames. In this case, each major frame was separated into its
telemetry word and minor frame format and then differenced with the immediately preceding major
frame. Table 3 gives the results for this major frame differencing operation. The columns
describing the compression are the same as Table 2. Also given is the improvement over the undifferenced major frame analysis. In this set of experiments, the average compression ratio was
70.9% and there was no expansion in the file sizes. As we can see in Table 3, the minimum
advantage to this type of processing is a gain over the non-differenced case. Figure 2 illustrates the
histogram for the differenced major frame compression results. The variance for the differenced
major frame analysis is generally smaller than the variance for the non-differenced major frame
analysis indicating that there will be less frame-to-frame size variation.
In a payload, the amount of memory required to process a major frame or the time delay may be
prohibitive. However, as hardware is developed there would only be a start up delay. To consider
the possibility of further compression, reduced delay of data, and reduction in required memory, a
compression analysis on individual minor frames in the file are performed as well. Table 4 gives the
performance data for compressing one minor frame at a time. The histogram of the compressed
frame sizes for file SDS013 is given in Figure 3. Again, we can see that file 3 has an expansion
rather than a compression. The compression ratio for these files is also smaller than the major frame
case with an average compression ratio of 26.2%.

Table 3 – Applying PK-Zip to the difference from the previous major frame with each differenced
major frame taken as independent blocks.
File
Name

Min.
Size
(bytes)

Max. Size
(bytes)

Avg.
Size
(bytes)

Variance
(bytes2)

Average
Compression Ratio
(%)

SDS001
SDS002
SDS003
SDS004
SDS005
SDS006
SDS007
SDS008
SDS009
SDS010
SDS011
SDS012
SDS013

21
18
12
29
29
29
29
23
23
23
23
25
17

1479
944
51
4436
4838
4266
4205
1508
1666
1658
1890
1484
990

1166.07
491.64
40.01
1919.01
2773.5
2785.5
2741.69
297.06
555.5
414.11
1038.97
285.51
618.04

92232.84
55809.56
8.69
303192.1
204048.8
201599.8
126509.4
14989.7
14528.39
53164.73
312281.2
2251.61
42567.31

51.4
74.4
33.3
74.4
63.0
62.9
63.4
90.3
81.9
86.5
66.2
94.3
79.9

Improvement Over
Non-Differenced
(as compression
ratio)
143.2
24.3
190.1
47.2
73.3
47.1
44.2
40.7
72.7
37.7
9.7
32.0
12.5

Figure 2 -- Histogram of differential major frame sizes for file SDS0013. Size is in bytes.

Table 4 – Applying PK-Zip to minor frame data taken as independent blocks.
File
Name

Min.
Size
(bytes)

Max.
Size
(bytes)

Avg.
Size
(bytes)

Variance
(bytes2)

Equivalent
Whole
File (bits)

Average
Compression
Ratio (%)

SDS001
SDS002
SDS003
SDS004
SDS005
SDS006
SDS007
SDS008
SDS009
SDS010
SDS011
SDS012
SDS013

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

311
251
71
386
386
368
380
182
194
191
203
1049
752

292.2
201.5
66.9
307.7
346.8
313.6
309.8
108.8
157
111.7
120.2
418.8
253.6

5330.9
7992.7
6.7
2203.4
701.1
293
223.5
1251.7
160
1342.5
2407.5
1274.6
31189.7

144875098
95984928
175580388
407640960
1142220480
744912896
1939447136
626869043
901928576
643392000
406887578
735184973
1137053133

2.6
16.0
-11.5
17.9
7.5
16.4
17.4
43.3
18.2
41.8
37.4
66.5
67.0

Figure 3 -- Histogram of compressed minor frame sizes for file SDS013. Size is in bytes.
The variations in the compression results imply the need for further processing if a synchronous
channel is being used. This can be done in several ways:
1. add fill data to make the transmitted frame fit a periodic synchronization structure
2. encapsulate the data into another structure that maintains the synchronization.
In either case, some of the compression gain will be lost.

The compression ratios obtained by applying the Adaptive Huffman code, the Arithmetic code and
the PK-ZIP to the entire files and the Adaptive Huffman and Arithmetic codes to the entire
differenced files are given in Table 5. The compression ratios for the major and minor frames are
included for comparison. In almost every case, the PK-ZIP applied to the differenced major frames
gives the best results. On the three files where this compression technique does not give the best
results, PK-ZIP on the full undifferenced file, or Arithmetic on the full undifferenced file gives the
most compression. The PK-ZIP is able to make use of the patterns in the data to enable such good
compression ratios. The highlighted compression ratios indicate the best compression for that file.
Table 5 –Applying Compression Techniques to data files, differenced files, major and minor frames.
File
Name

Adapt.
Huffman
On full
file

Arith.
On
full
file

SDS001
SDS002
SDS003
SDS004
SDS005
SDS006
SDS007
SDS008
SDS009
SDS010
SDS011
SDS012
SDS013

6.9
25.5
15.5
27.7
19.0
25.9
26.5
48.3
29.4
47.5
39.7
51.8
53.7

6.6
92.5
11.9
25.5
18.7
25.4
41.9
46.7
27.7
45.9
38.1
51.8
51.4

PKZIP
On
full
file
27.3
69.3
46.8
64.7
50.3
50.5
52.0
84.1
76.0
81.8
77.4
91.1

Adapt.
Huffman
On
differenced
file
-3.8
29.9
41.1
39.7
27.9
29.4
30.3
56.4
54.1
50.7
-3.9
70.0
30.8

Arith.
On
differenced
file

PK-ZIP
on Major
Frames

PK-ZIP on
differenced
major frames

PK-ZIP
on
minor
frames

-14.2
15.0
23.8
23.8
12.3
15.3
16.4
45.5
39.8
38.7
-18.4
67.3
28.6

21.1
59.9
-11.5
50.5
36.4
42.7
44.0
64.2
47.4
62.8
60.3
71.4
71.0

51.4
74.4
33.3
74.4
63.0
62.9
63.4
90.3
81.9
86.5
66.2
94.3
79.9

2.6
16.0
-11.5
17.9
7.5
16.4
17.4
43.3
18.2
41.8
37.4
66.5
67.0

One of the problems with compression is that corruptions of the data stream by channel errors can
make the recovery impossible. Compressing at the minor frame or major frame level rather than at
the file level will act as a natural break to keep errors from propagating. However, if all of the data
is to be recovered, then either the link needs to be operating in an error-free state or some form of
Forward Error Correcting (FEC) coding is required. For example, a rate-1/2 convolutional code can
be used for FEC. This will remove much of the compression coding gain and the transmitted file
can be approximately the same length as the original file. Naturally, if the channel required a FEC to
maintain quality of service, there will be a net gain in transmission efficiency with compression. If
the compression of the file is greater than 50%, then there will still be some total reduction in data
sent even with the FEC code.
CONCLUSIONS
Using data compression is a viable option to reducing the amount of data to be sent over a channel.
The lossless compression techniques can achieve compression ratios greater than 50% implying that
they will still have bandwidth reduction even if FEC codes are applied. In the data sets examined,

the greatest compression usually occurred by compressing the differences between major frames.
This can be accomplished in a payload by proper buffering and introducing a delay of one major
frame to the data transmission. There is considerable variation in the compressed data set block size
so that periodic major frame synchronization markers may no longer be useful. The use of fill data
or other encapsulation techniques will remove some of the compression gain. Because this study is
based on only thirteen data sets, it should be taken as an indicator of trends for lossless compression
of frame-structured data but not an absolute result for all possible payloads.
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ABSTRACT
Telemetry systems designed to support the current needs of mission-critical applications often
have stringent real-time requirements. These systems must guarantee a maximum worst-case
processing and response time when incoming data is received. These real-time tolerances
continue to tighten as data rates increase.
At the same time, end user requirements for COTS pricing efficiencies have forced many
telemetry systems to now run on desktop operating systems like Windows or Unix. While these
desktop operating systems offer advanced user interface capabilities, they cannot meet the realtime requirements of the many mission-critical telemetry applications. Furthermore, attempts to
enhance desktop operating systems to support real-time constraints have met with only limited
success.
This paper presents a telemetry system architecture that offers real-time guarantees while at the
same time extensively leveraging inexpensive COTS hardware and software components. This is
accomplished by partitioning the telemetry system onto two processors. The first processor is a
NetAcquire subsystem running a real-time operating system (RTOS). The second processor runs
a desktop operating system running the user interface. The two processors are connected together
with a high-speed Ethernet IP internetwork. This architecture affords an improvement of two
orders of magnitude over the real-time performance of a standalone desktop operating system.
KEYWORDS
Telemetry, COTS, Real Time, Low Latency, Deterministic, Distributed Systems

INTRODUCTION
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) systems are attractively priced due to their volume
production that lowers per-unit costs. This is a true cost savings when the user application of a
unit perfectly meets what was the vendor’s intended application when the system was produced.
For example, a new desktop PC with a Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition operating system
(O/S) is currently available for under $500. This is an incredible bargain for a home use PC.

For an office application, a faster CPU, more RAM, and the Windows XP Professional O/S are
needed, adding $1000 to the cost. Thus, tailoring the computer to the application has tripled the
cost, but this is still a good buy. For use in a telemetry application, such as processing data in a
Telemetry Data Center, the plastic case needs to be replaced with a metal rack mounted chassis
that includes extra fans and air filters as designed for this industrial application. The cost of the
system rises incrementally again for this higher-reliability form factor. Windows runs on this
industrial PC, so Windows can be kept, right? Well, actually it shouldn’t.
Microsoft Windows is a wonderful operating system for desktop and server use. It provides an
environment that has a great graphical user interface (GUI), the best software development tools
available, and state-of-art networking support for just about any networking protocol. Various
Unix and Linux systems are equally capable of running on an industrial PC and have nearly the
same level of capabilities for the GUI, development tools, and networking support.
If these operating systems are so powerful, why can’t they be used exclusively for a telemetry
application? The answer is that a desktop operating system has these limitations when used in
mission-critical telemetry applications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of real-time performance
Inherent instability due to sheer size of code base and mixed heritage third-party software
components
Inappropriate interactive nature through reliance on user prompts
Intolerance to power loss and other hardware faults
Vulnerability to hacker attacks due to widespread availability
Difficulty of remote management without a connected keyboard and monitor

This paper focuses solely on the first issue, lack of real-time performance: the ability to read in
multiple telemetry data streams, perform data processing, and output results in a guaranteed,
time-bound fashion. “Latency” refers to the delay between receipt of input data and the creation
of final output results – desktop operating systems lack the low latency characteristics required
by many telemetry applications.
MISSION CRITICAL REAL-TIME APPLICATION EXAMPLES
Presented here are two applications that have fixed, low latency requirements: a radar range and
communications with a low-earth-orbit satellite.
A radar range is a geographically large area containing multiple radar and telemetry antennas and
ground stations. The range is used to test new and improved vehicles such as aircraft and
missiles. The vehicles have on-board acquisition of flight parameters and other data that are
combined into telemetry streams and sent out via RF transmissions. Multiple ground stations will
monitor the vehicle’s telemetry stream.
Simultaneously, multiple radar systems will track the vehicle’s position, velocity and direction.
In the case of an autonomous missile, the position data in the telemetry stream (where the missile
thinks it is) and the radar’s tracking position of the vehicle (where the missile really is) is
compared in real-time. For safety reasons, a discrepancy outside of a small band between the two
positions is grounds for an immediate abort of the test flight and destruction of the missile.

Given the speed of missiles, it is critical for the flight test operator to be given the position
information as fast as it is acquired. In other words, the lowest possible latency of the telemetry
processing system is essential. A “latency budget” is allocated out amongst the various
components of the system, and the telemetry processor typically gets only a small portion of the
overall budget. In one deployment of the NetAcquire product, the absolute worst latency was
required to be under 10 milliseconds on all of 32 simultaneously processed data streams, and a
typical latency of 1 millisecond was desired.
Depending on the mission requirements of the range test, there also may be a requirement to
process data from multiple streams into an aggregate value. In these cases, it is critical that timecorrelation be maintained across the channels. Small discrepancies in time can produce invalid
results. Some ranges will also have a requirement to automatically detect the “best” source of the
data, switching between multiple antennas that are all receiving the same data. The NetAcquire
Correlating Source Selector (CSS) performs this function by comparing the various streams’ data
to each other. The data must be read quickly, the comparison done, and the best data must be
output, all with as little latency addition as possible.
Another example of low latency requirements is a low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellite. A LEO
satellite will come into view of a given ground station for only about ten minutes on each orbital
pass. The very first thing that occurs during a pass is for the telemetry data to be analyzed to
ensure that the satellite position and orientation are correct and if not, corrections are
commanded. Then the high volume payload data starts streaming in. It is usually the case that the
same unit handles both the telemetry data and the payload data. The latency of the telemetry data
processing must remain low even though there is now a high volume of payload traffic handled
by the same processor. In fact, in many applications even the payload traffic must be processed
with low latency. With the current generation of communications and multimedia handling
spacecraft systems, there is much more data than ever before and it travels through complex
multi-hop networks, but users still demand low end-to-end latency that avoids noticeable
communications delays during interactive voice and video communications.
In the case of both of these example applications, the addition of conventional telemetry system
functionality can further negatively impact latency. As an example, there is often a requirement
to store all the raw telemetry data for later off-line processing. For efficiency reasons, this often
needs to be done on the unit receiving the incoming telemetry stream, and the data is written to a
local hard disk. This must occur in parallel with the primary data processing, but without special
operating system support, disk accesses will impact the latency performance of the primary realtime processing.
An additional challenge is that signal processing advances have allowed steady increases in
satellite data rates, which in turn has an impact on telemetry processing systems. Individual data
items come in faster and just as important, higher-fidelity data are acquired. This implies that, as
the data rate increases, the user expectation of latency decreases. Some newer missile intercept
telemetry systems are now using 500 Hz frame rates and requiring response times that are within
one frame period, 2 ms!

OPERATING SYSTEM ADD-ONS
Typically there is a large variation between "average" latency and "worst case" latency; this
variation can be as large as a factor of one hundred times. Windows or Unix may seem to do
okay "a lot of the time" but the true worst-case latency is much worse and is simply unacceptable.
Software vendors have recognized that desktop operating systems do not meet the needs of many
telemetry and data acquisition applications. The desire to leverage the richness of the desktop O/S
is strong and so the natural response is to see if it can be adapted to become more embedded and
more real-time. Several add-on software products are available that provide near real-time
capabilities to Windows or Linux. These work acceptably in certain industrial applications that
do not have stringent real-time requirements or complex processing.
A major issue with operating system add-ons is that they do not address the fundamental problem
that a desktop operating system kernel is too complex to be turned into a preemptible real-time
operating system kernel. Portions of a desktop operating system can be made more responsive,
but major portions of the operating system like networking, disk I/O, and alarm processing cause
the system to drop out of real-time. Since operating system functions like networking and data
archiving are required in most modern-day telemetry systems, an operating system add-on
doesn’t provide the hoped-for real-time gains.
Another problem with these add-ons and their variants is that the resulting system loses the ease
of development that the original desktop systems had. A part of the application works just like it
would on Windows but part of it doesn’t. Which is which isn’t usually obvious. When the
application is finished, what real-time performance will it really have? Furthermore, due to the
complexity of a desktop operating system and the number of background tasks in the system, it is
quite difficult to empirically determine the true worst-case latency by simple testing. Complex
and extended-duration stress tests are needed to try to observe which is hopefully the true worstcase performance.
A LOW-LATENCY LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
An architecture for a telemetry system can be described as a set of hardware and software
“layers” built upon each other. The descriptions below are provided roughly in a bottom-up
order.
Base Hardware Layer
The best thing about the Windows operating systems is that they have caused PC manufactures to
standardize the hardware-to-software interface. Thus, all PCs look similar to the low level
software in regards to such things as CPU instruction set, BIOS memory locations, peripheral
buses, etc. This has led to high volume production, lots of competitive hardware production, and
thus low hardware costs. It is this standardization of PC hardware that allows other operating
systems, such as Linux, to run on inexpensive computer platforms. This desktop hardwareinterface standardization has even been driven into the industrial PC market and that is why
Windows and Linux will run on many industrial computer platforms. In turn, the industrial PC
vendors have brought their costs down by using high-volume desktop CPU chips, bus bridge
chips, I/O chips, connectors, etc. Driven by the desktop market’s insatiable desire for faster and
faster PCs, the hardware in these industrial computers has state-of-art capabilities. Due to the low
cost, high performance and standard peripheral buses, an industrial computer is the perfect
hardware platform for the foundation of a robust telemetry-processing architecture.

Operating System Layer
Not just desktop operating systems, but also true real-time operating systems (RTOS) can
leverage the fact that the hardware-software interface of industrial computers is standardized. An
RTOS vendor can produce their software with the ability to run on many different hardware
vendors’ computers. This increases the RTOS sales, and leads to higher volumes and lower persystem costs.
A true real-time operating system is designed from the very start with the primary goals of having
the highest possible performance in areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) response time
Pre-emptive, priority-based multi-threading at the kernel layer
Fast task switching time
Priority-aware mutex, semaphore, and other inter-process communication/scheduling
mechanisms
Use of non-virtual memory for predictable and timely memory management
Small thread time slices

The use of small thread time slices is of special note. Windows typically services each process at
about 200 Hz (every 5 milliseconds). This clearly cannot meet the 2 ms latency requirement of
the missile intercept application above. In contrast an RTOS, such as is used on a NetAcquire
system, can time slice at up to 50,000 Hz (every 20 microseconds) giving it one-hundred time
slices per data frame to do the required internal processing. In fact, the time slice size is
something that is tune-able in a RTOS so that the latency can be traded off against a little more
overall total throughput.
With its primary focus on performance, an RTOS is a far better choice than a GUI-centric
desktop O/S when designing a telemetry front-end system. Telemetry trends are toward faster
telemetry rates and higher densities of channels per unit. Desktop O/S trends are toward more
GUI features and complex transaction-processing subsystems like Microsoft .NET. These trends
mean that the overall latency difference between an RTOS and a desktop O/S will continue to
grow. With each generation, desktop O/S’s continue to improve, but never in the direction of
providing “good enough” operation in low latency telemetry applications.
Another advantage of an RTOS is that it is designed for embedded, 7x24 “always on”
applications. Unlike a desktop operating system with millions of lines of code, an RTOS consists
of a carefully controlled execution environment designed for mission critical applications. It is
small, exhaustively qualified, and purpose-built for mission-critical front-end processor activities.
An RTOS is not perfect however, and its intentional focus on real-time responsiveness usually
means that less attention is paid to areas such as support for a wide variety of peripheral hardware
drivers and for GUI user interfaces. Addressing these limitations is discussed in the following
sections.

Driver/Peripheral Layer
Just as the Base Hardware layer benefits from production volumes, so can many of the peripheral
hardware interfaces. Off-the-shelf cards for Ethernet, IEEE 1394 Firewire, and even PCM serial
I/O are commonly available. Less known but still common are mezzanine approaches to I/O such
as Industry Pack (IP) and PMC where one or more daughter cards resides on a larger carrier card
that adapts it to the main computer bus.
Most of the time, needing a driver for a RTOS means writing it from scratch. In order to preserve
COTS cost efficiencies, it is important to have a mechanism for developing new drivers for
telemetry hardware in a timely fashion.
Telemetry hardware vendors will almost certainly have either a Windows or a Unix drivers
available. However, Off-the-shelf Windows/Unix drivers from hardware vendors rarely meet the
low latency requirements since the vendor’s primary focus is on the hardware production, not the
driver. In addition, desktop operating system drivers are normally optimized for maximum
throughput without concern for low latency.
NetAcquire Corporation has a long history of producing real-time hardware drivers, and the
NetAcquire real-time operating system has an abstracted real-time object-oriented driver
architecture that makes the task of creating real-time drivers much more direct. For example, a
capability of this abstraction is to automatically break up large data transfers into small ones in
order to avoid “hogging” the peripheral bus and to preserve low-latency across many incoming
data channels. This streamlined device driver development architecture means that a wide
spectrum of low-latency drivers is available for the NetAcquire RTOS. Interfaces such as
analog/digital I/O, serial and PCM I/O, MIL-STD-1553, IEEE 1394 (Firewire), Gigabit Ethernet
and many others are available as COTS offerings.
Data buffering is key aspect of real-time device drivers. For example, a PCM serial input card
may synchronize to the start of a frame and then convert the serial stream into multiple-bit bytes
or words read by the CPU. At slow data rates, the frame sync and serial-to-parallel conversion
can add quite a bit of latency. At high rates, the data may be presented with very little time
between bytes read. Thus, the bytes/words are commonly put into a First In First Out (FIFO)
hardware buffer so that the CPU can read multiple bytes per interrupt.
With this approach, the timing of the FIFO-data-present interrupt needs to be set with
consideration of the operating system’s ability to service the interrupt. A shallow FIFO means
low latency, but the O/S must service the interrupt frequently, taking the CPU away from other
tasks. Even worse, with many serial channels, the O/S may not be able to quickly service
multiple interrupts that occur at the same time and so the shallow FIFOs will overflow causing
data loss. On the other hand, a deep FIFO results in longer times between interrupts, making the
O/S job easier, but also then contributing significantly to latency. The best solution to this is to
use an operating system that has very fast interrupt service response times, low task switching
times, and high data transfer rates – in short a RTOS.

Network hardware device drivers deserve special mention. Operating systems support network
peripherals like Ethernet with a number of software-implemented layered protocols called a
network “stack”. The network stack that comes with a desktop O/S is not real-time responsive, in
that it is not priority based and typically does large amounts of buffering. Anyone who has seen
his PC cursor “go away” for awhile while the network activity light on the PC lights up has
experienced this. A similar delay in a unit handling multiple PCM serial I/O streams means loss
of incoming data and gaps in transmitted data streams. RTOS vendors are well aware of this
problem and use network stacks that are carefully designed to not “go away” despite the
existence of other active tasks, network retransmits, and variable latency at the computer
interacting on the other end of the network.
Data Processing Layer
“Data Processing” is a term used to describe just about any kind of program running on a
computer. This is because almost every application is unique in some way. So the primary
consideration at this layer is flexibility. But with flexibility there is a danger of losing ease of use.
In addition, there is a potential for inadvertently increasing processing latency through poor
algorithm design. A good solution is needed to the flexibility/ease-of-use/latency issue.
Telemetry applications often can be specified in a special form that can be used to reduce latency,
called “graphical data flow representation”. Graphical data flow representation allows an
application developer to simply draw a diagram of the data processing flows within the telemetry
application (i.e., connecting a “frame synchronization” icon to a “disk archiving” icon with a line
and an arrow). This data flow representation provides the telemetry processor with high-level
information about how incoming data should propagate through the system with minimum
latency. A latency-aware implementation of a data flow diagram can ensure that buffering depth
at each level is dynamically adjusted to reflect dynamic data flow demands during system
operation.
Because most telemetry systems use networks to connect between various computers for display
and data distribution purposes, and it is important to provide application-level network
communications that are low latency. This is in addition to the previously discussed latency
issues at the network device driver layer. At the application level, network output data streams
that exit through the data flow processing sub-system should allow a user-selectable range of
network communication options that offer tradeoffs between latency and other factors like
reliability and cost. A common choice is whether to use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for transmitting IP-based data. UDP has lower latency than TCP
but is not as robust as TCP. On newer systems, a superset of both protocols can be used to
achieve both low latency and high robustness, often called a “Publish/Subscribe” protocol.
Publish/subscribe allows for individual data items to be “published” to the network as soon as
they are available with no buffering delays associated with waiting for complete packets.
Computers connected to the network can then “subscribe” to the published item by calling a
simple software library function. Without any explicit network programming, the receiving
computer’s local data variables are automatically kept up-to-date with the latest published data.
The published data is transparently “pushed” from the publisher to the subscriber without any
network polling operations and, if the publisher is running on an RTOS, with very low latency. In
fact, a publish/subscribe protocol allows a low latency RTOS telemetry front-end to help higherlatency desktop O/S subscribers to achieve the best possible end-to-end latency. NetAcquire
Corporation even offers publish/subscribe capability over specialized, extremely low latency
communications interfaces like reflective memory (VMIC and SCRAMnet).

User Interface Layer
From the perspective of latency, the primary consideration of the user interface is that it not
impede real-time processing. To do this, the user interface processing must be at the lowest
priority level. This is exactly the opposite of how Windows or Unix works, where the O/S
considers user interaction top priority.
To ensure that data processing is the highest priority, it is best to completely separate the user
interface from the data processing. The user interface support should be handled in a separate
task allowing it to run at a lower priority than the data processing. In Windows NT 3.5, Microsoft
had the user interface separated this way. However, they found that for desktop applications, the
responsiveness of the user interface wasn’t good enough, so in Windows NT 4.0 they mixed the
user interface back into the core O/S. This is the opposite of what is needed for real-time data
processing.
On the other hand, real-time operating systems have the disadvantage that they have less highly
developed user interfaces than Windows or Unix. This is because real-time applications
emphasize data processing over advanced user interfaces. Furthermore, over the years millions of
desktop users of Windows and Unix have supported desktop operating system vendor investment
in additional COTS user interface capability.
An architecture that achieves the best of both worlds is to run a telemetry application on two
separate systems. The first system runs the time-critical telemetry acquisition, data processing,
and the archive functions from a real-time operating system (RTOS). The second system runs a
desktop operating system for its advanced user interface features. The two systems are connected
together with a high-speed Ethernet IP Internetwork. If PC hardware is used for both systems,
low-cost COTS pricing is maintained across the entire system, while still supporting the
partitioning of each task onto the operating system best suited to process it.
One powerful way of achieving a transparent network separation between a system optimized for
real-time operations and a system providing a user interface is through the use of Web-based
communication. In this architecture, the real-time system runs an embedded Web server task for
providing data to one or more user interface systems running standard desktop Web browsers.
The real-time operating system can carefully control the priority of the Web server to ensure that
it does not interfere with real-time data processing. On the user interface side, the application
achieves all the advantages of a graphical/mouse ease of use of a modern PC.
The desktop operating system uses a Web browser to display graphical user interfaces in both
HTML and Java – since these technologies run on any operating system, there is not a restriction
on the type of machine that can be used for user interfaces. Also, since Web architectures are
inherently multi-user, more than one system serving as a user interface can simultaneously
receive data from a single real-time system. CPU-intensive user interface operations like
graphical rendering and interactive updates can thus run on one or more dedicated user interfaces,
and this further frees the real-time time processor to dedicate all of its CPU cycles to hardware
interface tasks and real-time data processing. Of course, a network-based architecture also
removes any distance limitation: telemetry front-end processing can be separated from the user
interfaces by several feet or by thousands of miles.

In a distributed multi-processor architecture, it is important to achieve very efficient network
communication between the real-time system and the user-interface system(s). This requires
multiple communications protocols between the two systems, not just HTTP. The
publish/subscribe protocol described earlier is one such protocol. In addition, NetAcquire
systems use a system-wide CORBA-based distributed “registry” of configuration and control
parameters. This registry allows very efficient configuration and control of a large network of
eal-time telemetry front-end processors.
Summary of Low Latency Telemetry System Architecture
Below is a summary of the architecture described above – it leverages many of the technologies
of the commercial PC market, abandons those that compromise robustness, and costs only a small
fraction of the $100K cost of non-COTS telemetry systems used in the past.
Layer
User Interface

Architecture
Partition application into a real-time
component on one system and a user
interface component on another system.
Remote access using a Web browser.
Efficient distributed protocols for data
distribution and configuration and control.
Data Processing Graphical data flow architecture for
configuring front-end processing.
Latency-aware implementation that
dynamically optimizes data propagation
from input to output.
Peripheral/Driver Leverages COTS PCI peripheral devices.
• Low latency, abstracted device
drivers developed for RTOS.
Programmable FIFO depth vs. ISR
frequency for latency optimization.
Network support of different hardware:
10/100BaseT Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet,
Reflective Memory.
Network support for different software
protocols: TCP, UDP, publish/subscribe
HTTP, SCPS, CORBA protocols
Special network protocol stack designed
for hard real-time operations.
O/S
Real-time operating system for I/O and
processing in conjunction with desktop
operating system for user interface.
Base Hardware
Industrial ruggedized computer based on
PC hardware-software interfaces.

Benefit
Combination of advanced user
interface with guaranteed realtime performance.
Multiple user interface
locations, no distance
limitations.
Low-latency processing while
preserving convenient
graphical configuration of
applications without
programming.
Lowest latency without risk of
CPU overload.
Faster adaptation to new
interfaces.
COTS pricing.
Many choices for
communication approach.

Lowest latency, higher data
rates, higher density channels,
COTS pricing.
COTS pricing.
Multiple hardware suppliers.

CONCLUSION
This paper has shown examples of real-time telemetry applications which require low latency as
well as evidence that desktop operating systems are not able to address these requirements, even
with add-on “soft real-time” extensions. We have also shown that COTS pricing efficiencies are
achievable by partitioning the system into a real-time telemetry processor and a desktop computer
handling only the user interface. The NetAcquire telemetry processor leverages COTS hardware,
a true real-time operating system, real-time aware drivers and network stack. These qualities
combine to provide the lowest possible cost system that is guaranteed to meet very low latency
requirements of current and future telemetry applications.
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ABSTRACT
Test and training ranges have sought the holy grail of large-scale range interconnectivity
for many years. The ability to test at any range and transmit the information to the
engineers at the home base and control the mission without sending the entire test team to
a remote location improves the test schedules, reduces the cost of testing and improves
the testing capabilities. New opportunities of interconnecting ranges are changing the
business of open air range testing and the resulting capabilities. Two predominant
opportunities will be discussed in this paper. First, is taking advantage of the fiber glut
that the US is currently experiencing along with opportunities for government-acquired
assets to service the testing community. This approach provides the government the
ability to fiber-optically create a virtual test range and provide full interconnectivity of all
data. Second is to take advantage of the existing networks such as the Defense Research
Engineering Network (DREN) to make efficient on-demand type connectivity where,
otherwise, it would be cost prohibitive.
KEY WORDS
Inter-range connectivity, virtual test range, telecommunications
INTRODUCTION
The Test and Evaluation (T&E) community is searching for new ways to stretch budgets
to meet ever more complex and demanding weapons systems and testing scenarios. As
each test center develops specific expertise to meet the needs of a system under test, the
cost for full deployment to a geographically distributed test range grows with the
complexity of the platform. The revolution in the information age is providing new
opportunities both in capability and economics.

Early methods of connecting ranges included analog and relatively low rate microwaves
to transmit data for little more than a single mission at a time. As the
telecommunications industry matured its capability, leased lines became a popular option
for interconnecting ranges, which typically carried significant cost. Some programs in
the specifically designed their telemetry streams to fit in a single T1 (1.544 Mbps) to
allow the transmission across the public telecommunications infrastructure. This was
used several times including climatic testing at Eglin AFB while the data was returned to
Edwards in real-time for analysis.
Another alternative is the use of satellite communications. Programs leased bandwidth
from commercial satellite providers due to the larger available data rates and geographic
coverage offered.
VIRTUAL TEST RANGE ISSUES
Three of the more significant challenges of developing a virtual test range include
mission control, geography, and growing bandwidth requirements. Although technology
allows the development of a virtual test range and distributed analysis, operational
personnel are reviewing and revising their policies and procedures to ensure that safety is
not compromised during mission conduct. The economic impact of increasing bandwidth
and the wider geography are driving implementers to new and innovative solutions.
Controlling Missions
Mission control is one of the most important aspects of flight safety that must be
considered. Current operational policy requires that all participants actively controlling
the test mission be collocated. Test conductors are trained to observe the test data
mission and the body language of the engineers to determine overall risk during a
mission. While data can be transmitted to remote locations for processing, the
operational requirements to distribute the mission control room capability have not
changed for many years.
Consider low altitude flutter testing; the data must reach the engineers with the highest
quality and lowest possible delay while also allowing the test conductor to instruct the
participants to abort the maneuver when a dangerous condition arises. A distributed
virtual control room is not conducive to maintaining the highest level of safety.
Geography
The geography of test mission are changing as the platforms become more capable and
scenarios become more complex. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) may require long
duration tests in excess of 24 hours over an area the size of the Western United States.
Hypersonic re-entry vehicles have very large footprints with demanding range safety

requirements. Modeling and simulation integration from distributed centers can increase
the test footprint from the Western United States to a nationwide support requirement.
Figure 1 shows the Major Range Test Facility Base installations. These will be the likely
sources and sinks of data in the DoD test community, although other labs and contractor
and academic facilities may be required.

Figure 1 - MRTFB

As can be seen from the MRTFB locations, there is opportunity for regional and
nationwide solutions. Securing cost effective solutions that provide the required
capability, scalability, and reliability is the key to the success and safe conduct of the
missions.
Bandwidth
The T&E community is requiring larger bandwidths to satisfy larger telemetry
bandwidths from more tracking locations. For instance, one aircraft flying a low level
weapons mission may require two 5 Mbps telemetry streams from the aircraft and a
combined two telemetry 5 Mbps streams from two weapons. Combine these four
telemetry streams from four different tracking locations and the requirement is for 80
Mbps on the network.
The requirement for video is also increasing. Digitized video requires over 200 Mbps
when not compressed. However, digital compression techniques allow video to be
compressed into 4-8 Mbps for transport while still high enough quality for situational
awareness on many tests. Many ranges have dozens of video sources and many can be
required for a single test. Programs have stated requirements for remote range testing for
up to 14 video streams. For this example, a minimum of 56 Mbps is required while 112
Mbps would be more suitable for higher quality video. Video will become a much higher
concern as the commercial world and Department of Defense transitions to High
Definition Television (HDTV) standards. Suitable compression for the HDTV in a high

dynamic environment will require a minimum of 15 Mbps. Using the same video
requirements, 210 Mbps of network bandwidth will be required within a few years.
Other bandwidth requirements including voice, situational awareness, environmental and
Radio Frequency spectrum monitoring require another 30 to 50 Mbps of network
bandwidth.
Therefore, within 2 or 3 years, it would not be unreasonable for a single complex mission
to consume 340 Mbps of network bandwidth
VIRTUAL TEST RANGE OPPORTUNITIES
From an economic perspective, the ability to own infrastructure is changing
tremendously. The opportunities to leverage existing government programs and to take
an opportunistic approach to the downturn in the telecommunication industry can allow
the government to acquire capability only dreamt of before.
Regional High Capacity Transport Acquisition
Within the past year, many commercial long distance carriers have sold off assets to
reduce their operational cost and improve their business conditions. Edwards AFB lead
the charge to purchase capability from about 20 miles from Edwards to Layton Utah, just
outside the gate of Hill AFB. This program, named the Enhanced Range Optical
Network (EnRON) Data Transmission System (DATS) would have provided
approximately 40 Gigabits per second of data (GBPS) between Edwards AFB in
California, Nellis AFB in Nevada, and Hill AFB in Utah with the possibility of including
Plant 42 in Palmdale, CA, Fort Irwin in Barstow, CA, China Lake in Ridgecrest, CA,
Marine Air-Ground Combat Center in 29 Palms, CA, Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah,
Utah Test and Training Range in Utah, and Mountain Home AFB in ID.

Figure 2 – Proposed EnRON DATS Fiber Optic Capability

This opportunity allowed the purchase of capability installed and operational for about 6
cents on the dollar and provided a 20-year lease-to-own on fiber optic strands within a
commercially owned cable. The effort became a political discussion of responsibilities
between government organizations and was halted days before the acquisition was
complete.
The EnRON concept provided for multiple activities from multiple services to share a
common infrastructure including T&E, M&S, and joint training. EnRON DATS
provided a way of bringing multiple funding sources together for sustained capability and
cost control. However, it is recognized that test programs have been very reserved in
contributing to cost sharing of assets to avoid any perception of paying for another
program’s capability, even if the effort lowered their own costs.
The EnRON DATS program had challenges beyond the political issues mentioned. The
concept of last mile connectivity provided challenges of its own. The last mile is defined
as the connection between the final customer location and the fiber backbone. Carriers
could not provide a suitable dark fiber solution under the present tariff structures. These
same carriers are required to install new fiber cable in parallel to their existing fiber runs.
Many alternatives were explored including power companies, cable television companies,
and commercial fiber optic installation companies. The power companies were the most
promising of the alternatives due to their access to the fiber backbone terminal buildings
and proximity to the required government facilities.
The total cost for this effort was estimated at 5-6 Million dollars. The total return on
investment (ROI) ranges from about 5 years versus a few commercially leased DS-3 (45
Mbps) down to about 6 months versus commercially leased OC-3 (155 Mbps)
connectivity between 4 sites. The EnRON capacity would have greatly surpassed both of
the capabilities used for comparison in the ROI calculations. Although the opportunity to

acquire the assets from this particular telecom liquidation sale is no longer available, the
opportunity still exists to purchase and install a similar capability and still be cost
effective compared to leasing services.
Utilizing DoD Shared Resources for T&E
An EnRON-like approach may be reasonable from a regional perspective but may not be
feasible at the national level. The cost of implementing a long-haul system through areas
of no particular value can be very expensive. Another alternative to owned or leased
infrastructure is sharing existing resources to obtain required services and reduce cost.
The Air Force and Navy tested a possible solution using the Defense Research
Engineering Network (DREN), a Department of Defense (DoD) shared asset, to
demonstrate the possibility of joining test ranges at a national level.
The DREN test between Patuxent River Naval Air Station and Edwards AFB has
demonstrated simultaneous transmission of real-time video and two streams of telemetry,
one at 12 Mbps and one at 5 Mbps. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the system used
during the test.
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Figure 3 - Patuxent River to Edwards Capability Using the DREN.

The test was very successful. The bit error rate on the telemetry was tested to be better
than 10–11 bit error rate with a round trip latency of 87 milliseconds. The video was
MPEG-2 compressed at 5 Mbps and various Group of Picture (GOP) structures were
used. At IPPP structure the delay was measured at 369 msec using a frame-by-frame
analysis with time code inserted at the origination site and inserted again after decoding.
Since T&E support is included in the DREN charter, the test was performed without cost
to the ranges; however, the cost of supporting missions using this network asset is not
fully determined. These tests were configured using automated routing within the

network, the ability to meet availability/reliability/repeatability requirements for mission
support remains to be validated.
The data quality and delay of these tests were deemed acceptable for most missions. This
test is a demonstration that technology and economics can now support the virtual test
range concept. The remaining challenge is to integrate the technology into the
operational policies and procedures for conducting tests.
CONCLUSIONS
Although the technology and telecommunications sector may be undergoing difficulties
to sustain the rapid growth of the 1990s, those same difficulties may present opportunities
to the T&E community to improve capabilities at a very reasonable cost. The current
“fiber glut” provides cost effective means of linking test ranges in regions to greatly
enhance capabilities by increasing the effective range area, eliminating bandwidth
bottlenecks and ultimately reducing the schedule and cost of test programs.
Partnering with other government agencies provides the opportunity to create a
nationwide virtual range capability. Partnerships similar to the DREN effort can reduce
costs compared to traditional bandwidth leasing arrangements and provide a sustainable
common infrastructure.
Operational integration of the virtual range capability is not an easy challenge. Testers
rely on centralized staffing to maintain safety of flight and safety of test. A new
paradigm of a virtual test range supports a distributed test team concept that removes
some of the direct communications that are valuable during risky mission profiles.
The T&E community is trying to do more with less. Partnering with other government
agencies and leveraging the commercial sector provide unique opportunities to improve
capabilities in a cost efficient and innovative manner. These means should be explored
with an eye on improvement of capability and the required maturation of operational
policy to ensure maximum benefit.

NAVY FLIGHT TEST
AND
THE REAL-TIME TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEM

William R. Hummel
Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD

ABSTRACT
The architecture and capabilities of Navy Flight Test’s latest generation telemetry system
are described. The Real-time Telemetry Processing System (RTPS) is the name ascribed
to successive systems at the Patuxent River Navy Flight Test complex since 1973. This
version of the system, dubbed RTPS IV, and the associated facility improvements will
enable the Navy to support the next generation military fighter, the Joint Strike Fighter,
and every other ongoing and planned Navy test program.
KEYWORDS
Real-time, Ground Station, Telemetry Processing, Flight Test

INTRODUCTION
Flight Testing has been conducted at the Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, MD
(commonly referred to as “Pax River”) since its creation in 1943. For the past 30 of those
60 years, Navy Flight Test has benefited from the ability to monitor tests in real-time,
with successive jumps in productivity with succeeding generations of the ground station,
collectively known by the name the Real-time Telemetry Processing System (RTPS).
RTPS is recognized throughout the Navy flight test community as an essential
productivity and safety of flight tool. It has handled tens of thousands of flights for
virtually every Navy test program over its 30-year history.
Telemetry transfers results from test aircraft to a team of flight test engineers at RTPS. In
Project Engineer Stations, flight test results are instantly displayed on computer screens
and strip charts. The test team analyzes the data to confirm that planned test points have
been achieved and that it is safe to proceed. This ability to evaluate test points as they
happen is at the core of the RTPS mission. Indeed, the mission is as focused today as it
was in 1973, when the original Installation Bulletin (Xerox Corp) stated:
“The RTPS was specifically developed ... for the primary purpose of reducing data
turnaround time, improving quality and depth of testing, as well as providing immediate
safety of flight information.”

RTPS III - THE CURRENT SYSTEM
The current system was installed in 1988. It was developed by Computer Sciences
Corporation, Lompoc, California under contract with the Naval Air Test Center at
Patuxent River, MD. It consists of eight identical configurations of Encore computers,
Aydin Monitor telemetry front ends, and Adage vector refresh displays. Silicon Graphics
workstations and servers were added in 1995-96. The system resides at the Cedar Point
complex at the Naval Air Station, Patuxent River. Each configuration can handle 4 PCM
signals at 10 Mbits each and process 250,000 engineering unit converted measurements
per second. An aggregate 2000 telemetered measurements can be processed. An
additional 512 calculated measurements are produced by the Encore 32/97. The system
is divided into two basic parts: the lab containing the computers and the project
preparation and support functions; and the Project Engineer Stations which are operated
by customer flight test teams. A PES is shown in Figure 1. The building is laid out as
shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

RTPS IV – THE FUTURE SYSTEM

To meet the challenging workload coming in the near future, especially the Joint Strike
Fighter, Pax River is developing and installing the next generation RTPS. The new
system, entitled RTPS IV, will be phased in over the next two years. The project is
currently in the fourth year of a six-year program to replace the system and overhaul the
facility at Cedar Point. The new system is being funded primarily with $9.5 million from
the Navy’s Improvement and Modernization (I&M) program. This will provide the
capacity for eight simultaneous flights. Additional funding is planned to increase
capacity to ten. The Telemetry Branch development team, with an aggregate 200 years
RTPS experience, is designing, assembling, programming, integrating and installing the
system in-house. This approach allows state-of-the-art technology and customer
recommendations to be incorporated much more readily than with the long lead-time
turnkey procurements of previous systems. The capacity for ten simultaneous tests
coupled with the ability to convert from one project to the next in a matter of minutes
means RTPS IV will handle more than 25 highly complex yet totally different flight tests
a day. The system has many new features as described below and has built-in compliance
with applicable IRIG Telemetry Standards: Chapter 4 (PCM); Chapter 8 ( 1553 );
Chapter 9 (TMATS).
REMOTE SITE SUPPORT

A key area being addressed by the RTPS IV project is remote site support. Pax River
supports detachments aboard aircraft carriers and land-based sites with personnel and
portable telemetry handling systems. As part of RTPS IV, the portable systems will be
100 percent compatible with the central system at Pax River. This will dramatically
reduce preparation time needed for taking equipment into the field and will provide the
same advanced features as the home system.

RELIABILITY FEATURES AND MAJOR EQUIPMENT
Reliability is the primary factor driving the architecture of the system. This is manifested
at several levels: 1) There is no connection to the Pax River base-wide network (and
consequently the Internet). 2) Each Project Engineer Station and its associated
equipment is separate from the others. 3) Setup & Control and Data are handled by
separate networks. An Ethernet network connects each PES to a central file server.
Telemetered and computed data are distributed via replicated memory network (See
Figure 3). 4) Each user within a PES operates an independent graphics workstation with
access to 100% of the telemetered and computed results.
RTPS IV consists of L3 Communications 550 telemetry front ends with Silicon Graphics
display workstations and servers, Astro-Med Everest and Western Graphtec strip charts,
Metrum tape recorders, and 4 50-inch flat plasma video displays. A block diagram is
provided as Figure 3.

FIGURE 3

PROJECT ENGINEER STATIONS
Among the more visible changes are the size and shape of the remodeled Project
Engineer Stations (PES). Each of the eight rooms will be 50 percent larger (34’x30’) and
all rooms will be the same rectangular shape as compared to the different pie-wedge
shapes of the current rooms (see Figures 4 and 2). This will make each PES large enough
for 35-40 project engineers as required by the larger projects such as JSF. An addition to
the facility will add space for two PES rooms. The entire addition will be capable of
supporting Top Secret missions.

FIGURE 4

The basic building block of each station is a user console as depicted in Figure 5. Each
console provides two identical independent Silicon Graphics Octane2 displays and a
video repeater monitor. The use of monitors mounted on swing arms allows full use of
the top surface.
.

FIGURE 5

Two additional console types are shown in Figure 6. Traditional Western Graphtec paper
strip chart units are provided as well as Astro Med Everest display/recorders. The
Everest provides a hybrid video/paper display.
The consoles are arranged in a classroom configuration (see Figure 7).
FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

Other remarkable changes will vastly improve the utility of the rooms. A new video
routing capability will allow any of monitor displays, the video portion of the Everest
strip charts, or external video sources to be viewed at any of the consoles as well as any
of the four large plasma displays suspended at the front of the room. Figure 8 shows the
displays. Each workstation will provide independent real-time analysis and display and
an innovative data recall capability. The recall feature allows any engineer to review data
independently and perform intensive intermaneuver analysis, while real-time monitoring
continues at the other workstations. This will provide a new dimension in safety of flight
as test conductors can make more informed decisions regarding proceeding to the next
test point.

FIGURE 8

COMPUTATIONAL CAPABILITIES
Of critical importance to test program productivity are the improvements in applications
software capacity and data throughput. Applications software is the means by which
RTPS is customized for each project and is at the heart of the ability to handle all Navy
test projects no matter how varied the test requirements. Pax River has developed
hundreds of computational functions, dozens of display types, and many major specialty
packages, most notably the highly sophisticated flutter analysis package. RTPS IV will
increase the capacity for executing these programs substantially in multiple dimensions.
First, room displays, which host project-specific graphics such as aircraft schematics and
frequency domain plots, will be increased from seven to fourteen. Second, the number of
parameters computed from telemetered measurements will be increased by a factor of 20
(from 512 to over 10,000). And third, computing power for complex analysis routines
will be dramatically increased. The L3 550 will handle traditional “derived”
measurements (those computed based on a combination of telemetered measurements.
The SGI Origin 3200 will available for more complex computations. The SGI Octane2’s
will each be able to handle any display formatting computations. Data throughput
capacity will also be dramatically improved: total aircraft instrumented measurements
will be increased from 2,000 to over 30,000; data handling rates from 250,000 to 2
million samples per second; and Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) transmission from ten to
thirty megabits per second.

POST-FLIGHT FEATURES
Post-flight data distribution has always played a key role in the productivity of test
programs. With RTPS IV, full compatibility between real-time and post-flight systems
will be designed-in and provide rapid turnaround of test results. The data recall capability
identical to that in the Project Engineer Station will also be provided to post-flight users.
A high volume Storage Area Network is being added in summer 2003 to collect and
house all telemetered and derived results. Planned development will make the SAN
accessible via secure network connection from flight test engineers’ workspaces.
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CONCLUSION
The first of the ten planned RTPS IV Project Engineer Stations has already been
constructed and is supporting flight tests. A 3500 sq. ft. addition to the facility is well
underway and is expected to be complete this summer. Conversion of existing spaces in
the facility will begin in July 2003. A major effort to re-host the complex array of
displays and computational functions to the new system is underway. The entire
transition from old to new is expected to be completed by the end of 2004, at least a year
ahead of the arrival of the Joint Strike Fighter.
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ABSTRACT
We develop novel methods for compressing volumetric imagery that has been generated by single platform
(mobile) range sensors. We exploit the correlation structure inherent in multiple views in order to improve
compression eﬃciency. We show that, for lossy compression, three-dimensional volumes compress more eﬃciently
than two-dimensional (2D) images. In fact, our error metric suggests that accumulating more than 9 range
images in one volume before compression yields up to a 99% improvement in compression performance over 2D
compression.
Keywords: Compression, Laser RADAR, Volumetric Imagery, Range Imagery

1. INTRODUCTION
The existence of volumetric imagery is a natural consequence of distributed imaging and is a signiﬁcant potential
beneﬁt of the sensor-network paradigm. Volumetric image data has become important for many commercial,
scientiﬁc, and military applications. There are numerous sensor modalities (e.g., PET, MRI, Interferometry)
from which it is possible to produce volumetric imagery.
With the increasing importance of three-dimensional (3D) imaging, eﬃcient storage and transmission of
the large resulting data sets is necessary. There exist several two-dimensional (2D) compression algorithms that
perform well when treating the volume as multiple 2D slices. These include JPEG2000 1–3 and the context-based
adaptive lossless image codec (CALIC) 4 . These algorithms exploit the correlation structure inherent in the 2D
slices. However, it is also important to consider the volumetric correlation structure that is naturally available
in 3D. Several methods that utilize dependencies in all three dimensions have been proposed 5–8 . Unfortunately
however, most eﬀorts have been devoted to the development of algorithms for compressing “intensity volumes”
while little work has been done for the compression of range imagery. Moreover, these eﬀorts are generally based
on highly iterative geometric and topological lossy compression schemes, which makes them less suitable for
real-time applications 9, 10 .
This paper is concerned with eﬃcient methods for the compression of volumetric imagery. We will focus
primarily on volumetric data that have been generated by single platform range sensors (e.g., ladar); however,
many of the approaches will be extensible to the more traditional intensity sensor data. We analyze the compression performance of two-dimensional range images as well as three-dimensional volumes. We show that 3D
volumes are easier to compress than a collection of 2D range images.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of laser range imaging as well as a description
of the physical setup used in our simulations. Compression performance of 2D range images using JPEG2000 is
evaluated in Section 3, while Section 4 analyzes the compression performance of volumetric imagery. Concluding
statements are presented in Section 5.
Further author information: (Send correspondence to J.C.D.)
E-mail: joseph@ece.arizona.edu, Telephone: 1 520 621 9769, Address: Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1230 E. Speedway Blvd, Tucson, Az, 85721

2. SENSOR GEOMETRY AND PHYSICAL SETUP
2.1. Laser Range Imaging
Laser radar (ladar) is an imaging modality that employs pulsed laser illumination. The light scattered back from
objects in the scene is detected and a time-of-ﬂight measurement determines the distance at which reﬂection
occurs according to D = cT /2, where T is the measured time-of-ﬂight and c is the speed of light. (Here
we assume that objects are non-transparent to the laser illumination.) Compact solid-state laser systems are
becoming capable of suﬃcient pulse energy to facilitate laser ranging to distances of more than 150 m, resulting
in a range record of roughly 150m/15cm = 1,000 bins. Such a system might scan over an array of more than
1000 × 1000 angles in order to obtain an acceptable ﬁeld of view. With a laser repetition frequency of 1MHz,
such an image measurement will take 1 second and will generate more than 10 9 data values. The need for data
compression within such a sensor environment is clear.

2.2. Physical Setup
Figure 1 shows an overview of the sensor geometry that we will study. We are interested in a single platform
ladar sensor and the sensor is assumed to make a series of range measurements at ninety equally spaced locations
along a straight line 30.48 m above the scene (i.e., the sensor follows the line y = 0, z = 30.48m). The
distance between the ﬁrst and last measurement location is 60.96 m and the distance between two consecutive
measurement locations is constant and is equal to 0.684 m. The sensor operates in a scanning conﬁguration
and, at each of the ninety measurement locations, generates a 1500 × 1500 array of range measurements (a range
image). Only the strongest return is retained along each line-of-sight.

60.96 m
Frame
1 2 3

90

30.48m
z

x
y
Figure 1. Geometry describing the mobile ladar sensor under study. Sensor scans scene with uniform angular step sizes
from 90 positions.

Figure 2 shows four candidate representations of simulated data acquired from a single viewing location. The
measured data spans the range of 22m to 116m. Figure 2a is a pictorial representation of this range data. Each
pixel in Figure 2a is the range value (a real number that was quantized to an 8-bit value for display purposes)
at which the maximum return was received. Thus, large and small range values are denoted by bright and dark
pixels, respectively. The number of pixels in this image (1500 × 1500) is equal to the number of scan angles that
were used during the measurement process.
A convenient alternate representation of the data from Figure 2a is provided by the “z-image” of Figure
2b. This image is obtained by using the known sensor geometry to compute the height above the ground (Zcoordinate) of each range measurement depicted in Figure 2a. This representation is more visually pleasing and
demonstrates the expected pixel correlation structure that a typical visible image might display.

A third potential range representation is shown in Figure 2c. In this ﬁgure we have generated a volumetric
representation of a single range image. A black dot is placed at each point in 3-space from which a ladar
return was received. This strategy produces the so-called “point-cloud” shown in Figure 2c and facilitates the
convenient generation of alternate viewing perspectives as shown in Figure 2d. This representation also enables
visualizing accumulated data acquired from multiple sensor locations on the same plot. In subsequent sections
we will investigate the utility of these and other data representations toward the goal of eﬃcient volumetric data
compression.
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Figure 2. Candidate representations of a single range image. (a) Range of strongest return depicted as grayscale pixels at
8bpp. (b) Elevation-only data extracted from (a). (c) Data from (a) rendered as a volume. (d) Same as (c) but rendered
from a diﬀerent perspective.

3. 2D RANGE IMAGE COMPRESSION
As indicated in Section 2, there exist various ways to represent a range measurement from a ladar sensor. In
this section, we investigate the compression performance of 2-space representations of range imagery as depicted
in Figure 2a. We propose two approaches for compressing measurements generated by the single platform ladar
sensor setup described in Section 2.
In the ﬁrst approach, each sensor measurement is treated individually, i.e. range images are independently
compressed and transmitted. This exploits the correlation structure within each image. The other approach is to
treat the set of sensor measurements as a sequence of images. This second approach aims to increase compression
eﬃciency by exploiting the correlation structure between images.

3.1. Independent, Frame-by-Frame
3.1.1. Range Pre-processing and Compression
We start with the grayscale range representation discussed in Section 2, and shown for three sensor positions
in Figure 3. Although the images of Figure 3 are printed using 8 bits per pixel (bpp), the ﬂoating-point range
values were digitized to 16 bits per range pixel for compression purposes. It should be noted that there is some
distortion introduced with this digitization process. We will treat this subject in more detail in Section 3.1.2.
However, it suﬃces to mention here that the average RMSE introduced by digitizing to 16 bits per range pixel
is approximately 1 millimeter.
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Figure 3. Sample range images associated with diﬀerent sensor positions. (a) Range Measurement from sensor position
1. (b) Range Measurement from sensor position 45. (c) Range Measurement from sensor position 90.

Figure 4 shows the RMSE resulting from lossy compression of thirteen of the range images using JPEG2000
. The 13 views are chosen in an equally spaced fashion from the possible 90 diﬀerent positions. For each rate,
we indicate in the ﬁgure the average, µ, and the variances, σ 2 , of the RMSE values. Each image in the ﬁgure is
independently compressed to the rate denoted. For example, when the ﬁrst image is compressed/decompressed
using 0.2 bits per range pixel, the resulting RMSE is approximately 1.5 meter.
1

It is interesting to note the symmetry in the results of Figure 4. Speciﬁcally, the RMSE for image 1 is roughly
equal to that of image 13. The situation for images 2 and 12 is similar, and so on. This is due to the symmetry
of the sensor geometry. Speciﬁcally, the range sensor acquires each one of those “pairs” of images at the same
slant angle, but while at opposite ends of the scene. Image 6 corresponds to nadir viewing conditions. Another
point to note from Figure 4 is that, for a given bit-rate, the high slant angle imagery is more diﬃcult to compress
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Figure 4. RMSE for independent lossy compression of range images using JPEG2000.

(larger RMSE) than the nadir imagery. A direct consequence of this is the high variances of the RMSE curves,
especially at lower rates. To justify this phenomenon, three reasons have been proposed and studied. Due to
page limit constraints, we only list the reasons here. For a more thourough discussion, the interested reader is
referred to 11 .
Reason #1: The high slant angle imagery of Figure 3 contain more objects that are hard to compress (e.g.,
trees) compared to the nadir range imagery.
Reason #2: Object positions that are far apart do not exhibit much correlation and thus do not compress as
well as near-by object positions.
Reason #3: Looking back at Figure 3 we also notice that images measured from oﬀ-nadir locations show
a trend in range values going from bright (i.e., farther) to dark (i.e., nearby). This linear trend increases the
dynamic range of the pixel values and makes the images harder to compress. In particular, oﬀ-nadir images
possess range values with a large dynamic range compared to that of nadir images (95 m vs. 10 m).
3.1.2. Resolution Specific Compression
Recall from Section 2 that our ladar sensor collects range measurements that are accurate down to some resolution
∆ meters. This range resolution determines the eventual ﬁle size that would be required to store the uncompressed
image. Speciﬁcally, we require B bits to store one measurement, where B is given by
B = log2 (

rmax − rmin
),
∆

(1)

rmax and rmin being the maximum and minimum possible range values that could be detected, respectively.
It is apparent from this equation that the coarser the resolution is, the fewer the number of bits that are
required to represent the range value. Now, assume that we are to store the range measurements using a bitdepth
b, less than B. This might be achieved by using a coarser resolution, say δ > ∆.
One implementation would quantize all the range measurements down to resolution, δ using a uniform
quantizer. The resulting RMSE between the original and the lower resolution image would be 12 ,

RM SE = δ 2 /12.
(2)
One ﬁnal step might be to compress the uniformly quantized image losslessly. Let R be the average number of
bits per pixel required for such compression.
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Figure 5. Comparison of “lossless” vs. lossy compression of range imagery.

Anotherimplementation might apply lossy compression directly to the original data to achieve the same
RM SE = δ 2 /12. We illustrate a comparison of these two approaches in Figure 5. For this ﬁgure, continuous
simulated range data was directly quantized to a resolution of δ = 0.0762 m, yielding 11-bit integer range
representations. Each of the the range images was so treated, and then compressed losslessly. The bit-rate
required (in bits per range pixel) is shown for each image by the dotted curve in the ﬁgure. Next, each continuous
simulated range image was compressed using suﬃcient rate to achieve the same average RMSE = 0.022 m,
obtained using Equation (2). The required bit rates for this procedure are shown using the solid line. It can
be seen that the rates (and eventually the ﬁle sizes) obtained using lossy compression are on average 26.5%
smaller than those obtained by the lossless compression method for the same RMSE. Also we can see that for
the target spatial resolution, a lossless compression eﬃciency up to 70:1 can be achieved (9:1 on average). It is
worth noting however, that in the uniform case, the maximum range error corresponding to any given pixel is
limited to ±δ/2 = 0.0381 m. This is not necessarily true in the lossy case.

4. 3D VOLUMETRIC LADAR COMPRESSION
Throughout this paper, we deal with multiple range images acquired and processed by a single mobile sensor.
Such a sensor may acquire many views of a single scene. Of course, the simplest strategy is just to compress and
downlink each range image independently as it is acquired. Alternately, multiple views may be collected prior
to compression and downlink. In this section, we present 3D representations of range measurements that yield
signiﬁcant compression improvements compared to the traditional 2D approaches that we discussed in previous
sections.

4.1. 3D Representations
As noted in Section 2, a range image may be converted to a 3D volume by plotting a “point” at every location in
space that produces a ladar return. Examples of such “point cloud” representations are given in Figures 2c and
2d. One of the advantages of such a representation is the ability to plot multiple range images on the same 3D
volume thus generating a point cloud containing the aggregate information from all corresponding views. Several
representations of point clouds are possible. For example, an unstructured list of all (x, y, z) triples, resulting from
all views, will suﬃce. Another representation is the histogram 3D volume shown in Figure 6. This representation
is suggested naturally by the point cloud ﬁgures discussed above. When plotting point clouds, (x, y, z) can be

(at least conceptually) continuous. However, for the purpose of representation or storage/transmission of 3D
data cubes, discretization of (x, y, z) is often required. In other words, for a given 3D “bin” or “voxel” size of
(∆x , ∆y , ∆z ), the value of the histogram h(x0 , y0 , z0 ) is set equal to the number of returns occuring within the
voxel centered at (x0 , y0 , z0 ). Thus, a histogram volume will tend to a point cloud equivalent representation as
the voxel size tends to zero. Figure 6a shows a plot of the 3D histogram volume corresponding to Figure 2d for
a voxel size of 10 cm on each side.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. 3D volumetric representation. (a) data from Figure 2d quantized to 10cm × 10cm × 10cm spatial resolution,
viewed from a diﬀerent angle. (b) Same as (a) but rendered using all data from 13 viewing positions.

Histogram volumes give the distribution of returns within the space of the scene, and may be useful in many
applications. An area of interest could be determined by knowledge of the reﬂectivity of a region. This is
important in applications such as target recognition, multi-view compression in a multiple sensor framework,
etc. Moreover, this reﬂectivity could be integrated across multiple viewing positions. Figure 6b shows a 3D
histogram volume generated from 13 diﬀerent views. These are the same equally spaced views used in previous
sections.
Another potentially useful representation is the binary 3D volume. This representation can be derived from
the histogram 3D volume described above. It simply consists of replacing every non-zero voxel by 1, which is
equivalent to placing a 1 at any location where a return is indicated in one or more range images.

4.2. Volumetric Compression
Lossy compression of 3D histogram volumes is also of interest. However, in the case of volumetric compression,
the choice of quality metric is not obvious. One choice might be to compute the RMSE on voxel counts, as we
did for range pixels in Section 3. However, the interpretation is quite diﬀerent. Errors in range induce errors
which have units of distance. On the other hand, errors in the 3D volumetric representation are measured in
“number of returns.” Nevertheless, the RMSE on voxel counts may be a useful metric for applications that need
information about local reﬂectivity within a scene. However, for the purpose of facilitating comparison between
2D and 3D compression, we introduce another performance measure based on “remeasuring” range data from
3D histogram volumes.
Figure 7 illustrates the steps involved in computing this metric. We start with a 3D volume computed from
one or more original range images. From that volume, we create a number of “simulated” range images (shown
on the left in Figure 7). The number of these simulated range images is the same as the number of original range
images used to create the volume. Furthermore, the sensor locations used to create the simulated range images
are the same as the locations used to gather the original range images. We refer to these simulated range images
as “initial images.” Note that because of discretization in the 3D volume, the initial images are not generally
identical to the original range images.

The 3D histogram volume is then compressed and decompressed. The process described above is repeated
using the resulting lossy volume to generate simulated range images. We refer to these as “ﬁnal images” (as
shown on the right side of Figure 7). The RMSE is then computed for each initial/ﬁnal pair.
For the sake of comparison, a similar process is carried out for the 2D case. For a given original 2D range
image, we render a 3D volume. From this volume, we create a single simulated range image (as shown on the left
side of Figure 8). As before, the location used to generate this “initial” simulated range image is the same as the
location used to gather the original 2D range image. The original range image is next compressed/decompressed
(as a 2D image) as described previously in Section 3. The resulting lossy range image is then subjected to the
same rendering and measurement process as the original range image. The result of this process is the “ﬁnal”
simulated range image (as shown on the right side of Figure 8). Finally, the RMSE between the initial and ﬁnal
simulated range image is computed.
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Figure 7. Computation of lossy compression metric for 3D Volumes.

Figure 9 shows the results of these performance measures applied to lossy compression of 2D and 3D data.
All of these data points correspond to 0.44 bits per range pixel used. The family of non-solid curves represents
the computed RMSE for 3D volumetric compression. As in the lossless case, diﬀerent 3D volumes contain
diﬀerent numbers of accumulated range images. From these results, we can observe how accumulating range
images in a 3D volume aﬀects compression performance. For example, the square symbol represents the RMSE
resulting from compressing a volume rendered from a single range image. That value is obtained by computing
the RMSE of a single initial/ﬁnal pair. The two circle symbols depict the RMSE resulting from compressing a
volume rendered using the ﬁrst two range images. Note that there are now 2 RMSE values corresponding to 2
initial/ﬁnal pairs. This continues for 3 pairs, 4 pairs, etc., until the dashed bold line which represents the RMSE
values resulting from compressing the 3D volume rendered from all 13 original range images. For comparison,
the solid bold line represents the RMSEs from performing 2D compression on individual original range images.
One can readily see from Figure 9 that, after accumulating 9 (or more) out of the 13 range images in one
3D volume, 3D lossy compression is always better than 2D lossy compression for this performance criteria.
Eventually, after accumulating all 13 range images in one 3D volume, 3D lossy compression yields an average
RMSE value that is 99% lower than that obtained by 2D lossy compression of the same 13 range images at the

Reconstructed Image

Original Image

Compress/
Decompress

Final
Image

Initial
Image

RMSE
Figure 8. Computation of lossy compression metric for range imagery.

same nominal target rate. Finally, we should note from Figure 9, the RMSE curves start to “rise” back up again
after accumulating 11 range images. This is expected. As we noted earlier in Section 3, high slant angle images
are harder to compress compared to near nadir imagery. This fact manifests itself here again. With the addition
of high slant angle imagery, the compression performance of the entire volume suﬀers: bits are taken away from
the “easy” to compress data and given to the “harder” to compress data.

5. CONCLUSION
The goal of the work presented in this paper is the eﬃcient compression of volumetric image data, generated by
a single platform mobile ladar sensor. We exploit the correlation structure inherent in multiple views in order to
improve compression eﬃciency. Our error metric suggests that accumulating more than 9 range images in one
volume before compression yields up to a 99% improvement in compression performance over 2D compression.
It may be possible to enhance the compression performance of 3D volumetric data by designing a special
purpose compression algorithm with optimized 3D context models. This is the subject of future work. Finally,
it should be noted that all algorithms presented in this paper relate to compression data acquired from a single
(mobile) sensor. Results pertaining to compressing data acquired from multiple sensors is the subject of future
research.
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EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE VIDEO SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT
The Delta expendable launch vehicle has been flying onboard video cameras. The camera is an
NTSC analog camera that directly modulates an FM transmitter. A standard FM deviation is used to
maximize link performance while minimizing transmitted bandwidth. Pre-emphasis per CCIR
recommendation 405 is used to improve the video signal-to-noise ratio. The camera and transmitter
obtain power from either a separate battery or the vehicle power system. Lighting is provided by
sunlight, or a light may be added when sunlight is unavailable. Multiple cameras are accommodated
by either using multiple transmitters or by switching the individual cameras in flight. IRIG-B timing
is used to correlate the video with other vehicle telemetry.
KEY WORDS
Video, NTSC
INTRODUCTION
The Delta expendable launch vehicle is used to place payloads in orbit. Frequently, an onboard
camera is used to provide video coverage of vehicle events such as staging, faring separation, and
spacecraft separation. The camera provides dramatic views of the vehicle rising into space and
views of the Earth from orbit, as shown in Figure 1.
The basic camera system consists of a video camera connected to a transmitter. The output of the
transmitter is fed to an antenna system for transmission to the ground.

Figure 1
Pictures From the Onboard Video System
CAMERA SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The camera is a small analog video camera using standard National Television System Committee
(NTSC), 525-line format with an aspect ratio of 4:3.
The camera has been mounted on various locations on the vehicle. When mounted external to the
vehicle, the camera is placed in a pod to protect against aerodynamic and thermal loads. When used
inside the vehicle, the camera is shock-mounted to protect against shock and vibration.

A block diagram of the camera system is shown in Figure 2
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Recorder
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DeEmphasis
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Figure 2
System block Diagram
Power System
The transmitter runs on the vehicle 28-V batteries and is powered through a fuse to protect the
vehicle power system. The camera requires 12-VDC power. Two different types of power systems
have been used for the camera: a regulator to convert 28V to 12V, or a separate 12-V battery added
for the camera.
The camera draws about 250 mA when operating, but the regulator should be capable of delivering
more than this to enable camera startup current. Otherwise, the regulator enters current limit when
power is applied and the camera does not turn on.
The camera battery consists of ten NiMH cells connected in series. A trickle charge circuit and a
switching circuit is also added when a separate camera battery is used.

Lighting
The best lighting source is sunlight entering the camera from the side. When the camera faces the
payload with the sun directly behind the camera, reflections off the spacecraft thermal blankets can
adversely affect picture quality. In general, the Sun in the field of view of the camera is to be
avoided, but the results are not as bad as might be expected. The Sun will appear as a bright spot in
the frame, but the remainder of the frame still provides a remarkably good picture given the
conditions.
On some vehicles the camera has been placed inside the fairing. When the fairing is separated, the
camera is immediately exposed to bright sunlight. The first frame is totally washed out, but details
start to appear in the next few frames. It takes several seconds for the camera automatic gain control
(AGC) to adjust to the increased light and provide a good picture
The camera lens F-stop is staked to prevent movement in flight. The camera has an AGC to adjust
for changing light levels. Under low light conditions the camera may “hunt” between two AGC
levels, causing the video signal light level to flicker.
Some launches have occurred at night or with the camera placed inside the launch vehicle where
there is no sunlight. In these cases, a metal halide light was added with power for the light provided
by an 11-cell NiMH battery.
Multiple Cameras
Multiple cameras on a vehicle are accommodated by either adding a separate transmitter for each
camera or switching cameras in flight. A separate transmitter for each camera allows multiple
cameras to be used simultaneously. The cameras also may be switched. For example, one camera
may film the first stage and then switch to a different camera on the second stage. The cameras are
switched by routing the video signal through a coaxial switch. Voltage is applied to the relay coil by
the guidance system at the appropriate time to switch the cameras.

Pre-emphasis
A frequency modulated transmitter is used in the video system. The modulated waveform received
on the ground can be described by
F (t ) = A cos(2πf c t + Θ(t ) + n(t ) + θ )
where:
f c is the carrier frequency,
d
v(t ) = Θ(t ) is the video signal, and
dt
θ
is the carrier phase.
The noise n(t ) can typically be described as additive white gaussian noise (AWGN). The video
signal is the frequency deviation from the unmodulated carrier,
v(t ) =

d
d
d
(2πf c t + Θ(t ) + n(t ) + θ ) − 2πf c = Θ(t ) + n(t ) .
dt
dt
dt

Consider a noise spectral component v n (t ) = sin(2πf n t ) . The receiver noise will be the derivative of
d
this, v n (t ) = 2πf n cos(2πf n t ) , so the higher frequency noise will have a higher amplitude.
dt
Therefore, noise that started out as AWGN with a flat spectral noise density does not have a flat
spectrum at the receiver output. The higher frequency video signals are corrupted to a greater extent
by noise than the lower frequency signals, degrading the video. To overcome this effect, preemphasis is used. Pre-emphasis decreases the signal amplitude at the lower frequencies and
increases the amplitude at the higher frequencies. The net result is a constant signal-to-noise ratio
across the video bandwidth at the output of the receiver.
The pre-emphasis used on the video system flown on Delta is per CCIR recommendation 405-1.
This type of pre-emphasis approximates the ideal pre-emphasis over the video bandwidth and can be
constructed as a passive filter using resistors, inductors, and capacitors. The pre-emphasis filter is
built into the transmitter.
De-emphasis
A de-emphasis network is needed on the output of the receiver to restore the video signal. The
frequency response of the de-emphasis network is the inverse of the pre-emphasis network, as shown
in Figure 3.
Because receivers typically do not have built-in de-emphasis networks, a de-emphasis network
should be installed on the receiver video output between the receiver and recorder.
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Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis Filter Response
RF SPECTRUM
The baseband bandwidth of the video signal is about 4.2 MHz. Almost all of the power of the
luminance signal is contained in the first upper and lower sideband, so the video signal bandwidth is
about 2 X 4.2 MHz = 8.4 MHz. The Intermediate Frequency (IF) bandwidth of the receiver must be
set at least this wide to receive the signal.
The amplitude of the luminance plus sync signal from the video camera is 1V peak-to-peak. For
color cameras, there is also a color subcarrier at about 3.58 MHz. The chrominance signals are
quadrature amplitude modulated onto the subcarrier. The subcarrier amplitude varies depending on
the colors in the scene, but the maximum excursion of the color subcarrier should be less than 0.44V
peak-to-peak.
The transmitter deviation sensitivity is set at 8 MHz peak-to-peak/1V peak-to-peak
The frequency deviation for the color subcarrier is about (0.44V peak-to-peak)(8MHz peak-topeak)/(1V peak-to-peak) = 3.5 MHz peak-to-peak, or about 1.75 MHz zero-to-peak. The modulation
index is therefore β=1.75 MHz/3.58 MHz = 0.5. The second sidebands are at
2 X 3.58MHz=7.2MHz above and below the carrier. The amplitude of the second sideband should
be less than 10Log10(J22(0.5))=30 dB below the unmodulated carrier, with values around 40 dB
typically measured. The third sideband at 3 X 3.58MHz=10.7 MHz above and below the carrier

should be less than 10Log10(J32(0.5))=52 dB below the unmodulated carrier, with values greater than
60 dB typically measured
TIMING
An Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG-B) time signal is recorded on the audio track of the
video recorder at the ground station. IRIG-B uses a 1-kHz carrier, which is in the recorder audio
track bandwidth. This enables time correlation of the video with the other vehicle telemetry, which
is time-tagged using this same clock. When the tape is played back, a time code reader can place the
time on the video frame.
A Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) time code can also be used;
however, there are drawbacks to this format for video telemetry. SMPTE time codes each frame
with hours, minutes, seconds, and frames. The camera frame rate is about 29.97 frames per second.
Because the frame rate is not exactly 30 frames per second the frame counter periodically drops
frames. This makes it difficult to correlate the video exactly with other vehicle telemetry.
Alternately, SMTPE time can be set to count every frame, but then the absolute time will be wrong.
If SMPTE time is requred, both SMPTE time and IRIG-B time codes could be recorded on the tape,
or converters are available to convert IRIG-B time to SMPTE time.
SOUND TRACK
Accelerometer data from the vehicle telemetry stream can be recorded on the audio track. This not
only makes the video more interesting to watch, but also aids in engineering reviews of the video.
For example, viewers can hear the click of a vent valve opening and watch the effects of venting.
This makes the video more intuitive in understanding events occurring on the vehicle.
CONCLUSIONS
Video systems have been flown on a number of Delta rockets. The video not only shows an
impressive view of the climb into space, but also aids in engineering analysis of the vehicle flight.
REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the research prototype of a high-performance GPR imaging system is
presented. The system is equipped with the capability of synthetic-aperture scan, stepfrequency FMCW illumination, and high-resolution tomographic image reconstruction.
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methods

INTRODUCTION
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been commonly utilized in subsurface imaging in
recent years. However, the operating mode has been largely limited to localized mapping
with simple CW-pulse waveforms as the illumination signals. To advance the GPR
imaging technology, we need to elevate the capabilities in three key areas of (1)
optimization of illumination waveforms, (2) formation of aperture coverage, and (3)
development of high-resolution image reconstruction algorithms.
One effective approach to the improvement of the illumination waveforms is to utilize
step-frequency FMCW signals as the transmitting waveforms. This is to step through a
well-organized sequence of coherent signals over a designated frequency band to produce
sufficient bandwidth for range resolution. Because of the unique properties of the FMCW
signals, it improves the information content of the echoes and simplifies the computation
structure of the image formation procedure.

The size of the aperture is the fundamental parameter governing the resolving capability
of the imaging system. The formation of an aperture span enables us to elevate from the
local-mapping mode to synthetic-aperture imaging, which will significantly improve the
resolution of the images.
The Imaging Systems Laboratory at UC Santa Barbara has recently developed a research
prototype for high-performance imaging. The system utilizes a step-frequency system,
capable of operating with a frequency range from 500 MHz up to 4 GHz, in 1024
frequency steps. The system is also automated with a mobile-scan mechanism for the
formation of synthetic apertures. The image reconstruction is conducted by the backward
propagation algorithm operating in the multiple-frequency mode. The transmission of
illumination waveforms, physical scan for the formation of synthetic aperture, and image
formation, are all conducted with a portable computer unit.
This paper consists of an overview of GPR technology, theoretical background, overall
design of the system, and results from field experiments.

GPR IMAGING
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been playing an increasingly important role in many
applications in non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and subsurface profiling. Common
applications include locating and documenting utility lines, environmental site
characterization and monitoring, archaeological and forensic investigation, unexploded
ordnance and land mine detection, groundwater detection, pavement and infrastructure
characterization, sinkhole detection, and cave and tunnel detection.[[1] ]
At UC Santa Barbara, significant research has been performed over the years on multiplefrequency topographic imaging algorithms for the elevation of the performance of GPR
imaging. More recently, system integration has been conducted for the optimization of
system performance.
The performance of the antennas is an important factor in data acquisition, which has
been long overlooked. In system integration, the optimization of the antennas can
improve resolution, maximize wavefield information content, and minimize signal
distortion. With improved data acquisition capability, the quality of image reconstruction
can be significantly enhanced.
In addition to the improvement of signal quality through antenna design, the expansion of
aperture coverage by synthetic-aperture scan is a critical factor to high-resolution
imaging. The formation of synthetic apertures can be achieved by scanning a single
antenna element, a dual transceiver pair, or an antenna array.

To maintain the accuracy of the formation of synthetic apertures, dynamic tracking of the
transmission-receiving positions is crucial to the precision of the subsequent wavefield
migration procedures.
The movement of the transceiver can be conducted either automatically or manually. In
either case, the research prototype is equipped with an optical encoder for high-precision
tracking of the synthetic-aperture scan. This element has proven to be crucial in practical
applications.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
GPR data acquisition employs microwave illumination as the probing waveforms. The
system detects the microwave echoes at various receiving positions. The pulse-echo
system, the GPR provides the target range with the estimate of the time delay of the
echoes. For CW or FMCW systems, the dual quadrature channels detect the complex
waveform and convert into the magnitude and phase of the resulting wavefield. [[2] , [3] ]
A common artifact of this far-field assumption in the target range profile is that a point
target will produce a hyperbolic pattern. Far-field assumption is often applied for the
simplicity of image reconstruction both mathematically and computationally. Because of
the far-field assumption, the degradation due to the artifacts remains apparent in many
cases. The backward propagation method eliminates the far-field assumption and, as a
result, the artifacts are effectively removed.
The image reconstruction algorithm was developed based on the concept of coherent
backward propagation method. The backward propagation technique is a numerical
wave-front migration procedure, operating in coherent mode. For linear or planar
apertures, the migration is conducted from the apertures to a collection of parallel lines or
planes sequentially. The use of multiple frequencies causes the wavefields from each
frequency to be superimposed constructively or destructively, resulting in target
formation.[[4] ] The Green’s function of the backward propagation procedure can be
written as,
h(r) = (1/jλr) exp(-j2πr/λ)

(1)

where λ is the wavelength corresponding to the operating CW frequency and r is the
propagation distance from the transceiver position to a point in the target region.[[5] , [6]
, [7] ] One important step in high-resolution GPR imaging is the formation of the
synthetic aperture. It is achieved by scanning a transceiver along a designed path at a
steady rate to provide uniform spacing of the receiving positions. Wavefield data from a
linear synthetic aperture can produce a two-dimensional cross-sectional image.
Equivalently, three-dimensional images require a two-dimensional planar aperture.

During image formation process, the properties of the propagation medium need to be
provided. [[8] , [9] , [10] ] The knowledge of the dielectric constant is of great
importance. (For example air is close to 1, dry sand is around 4, and wet clay can be as
high as 20.) The dielectric constant is directly related to the propagation speed of the
microwaves in the medium, which is a governing parameter in the image formation
algorithms. Errors in propagation speed can lead to serious image degradation. Also the
dielectric constant may not be constant throughout the region. Thus, in order to estimate
the dielectric profile, preliminary tests or prior information will be utilized. Alternatively,
it can be achieved empirically by observing the focus of the image formation as the
dielectric constant is varied systematically. The dielectric level also governs the range
capability of the GPR system as higher dielectric values limit the range distance due to
greater attenuation loss during propagation.

SYSTEM OPERATIONS
The Imaging Systems Laboratory of UCSB has recently developed a research prototype
GPR for high-performance synthetic-aperture imaging. The GPR unit is designed to
optimize the effectiveness of data acquisition. The system is equipped with mechanism
for the control for steady scans for the formation of the synthetic apertures. The scan rate
is programmable to accommodate various data-acquisition parameters, such as designed
frequency band, frequency sweep rate, and desired resolution. Both automated and
manual drive mechanisms were constructed and evaluated. Manual drive with tracking
proved to be most versatile as monitoring slippage and alignment for various surfaces.
The automated system proved to be slower than manual drive. For laboratory
experiments, automation proved to be less time consuming but the manual drive will be
more adaptable in practical applications.
Two types of apertures, a large scanning array and a scanning transceiver pair, can be
utilized. The scanning array is the more effective for three-dimensional imaging from a
single pass whereas the scanning transceiver pair requires multiple passes, thus increasing
the time required for data acquisition. On the other hand, the single transceiver pair is
much smaller and mobile than the array.
Two antennas designs, the Bowtie and Vivaldi, were considered. Under analysis using
spectrum and network analyzers, the overall performance of Vivaldi antennas proved
superior over the bowtie antennas. The Vivaldi Aerial is a class of an aperiodic
continuously scaled antenna structure and has theoretically wide instantaneous frequency
bandwidth. It has large gain and linear polarization and has constant gain over the
frequency band, which is important to our applications. The key for obtaining constantbeamwidth with the Vivaldi is to maintain a curve of an exponential expansion. [[11] ]
Lastly to maximize the power emitted from the transmitter to the air, the antenna must be
impedance matched to the transmitter (50 ohms) and the Vivaldi can achieve that with
proper slot-line techniques.

The antennas selected for the research prototype were the Vivaldi antennas. The size of
the antenna is governed by the longest wavelength of the transmission-receive signal,
which is corresponding to the lowest frequency of the designated band. Therefore, lowfrequency operations require larger-size antennas. For our system, we utilize a pair of
Vivaldi antennas, one for transmission and one for receipt. The data-acquisition
electronics can operate up to four antennas simultaneously.

Figure 1: Vivaldi antenna pair

Figure 2: Vivaldi antenna pair with shielding

Image reconstruction algorithms were developed for all versions of imaging modalities.
These algorithms are various versions of the multiple-frequency backward propagation
technique. First is the monostatic version, which is the standard backward propagation
algorithm with a scaling factor to compensate for the round-trip propagation. When the
transmitter is placed adjacent to the receiver, it is often approximated as a monostatic
system. If the separation between the transmitter and receiver is small with respect to the
range distance of the target, the approximation is valid and the degradation to the
reconstructed images is negligible. On the other hand, for near-field applications, the
approximation errors can be substantial and the degradation becomes apparent. Thus, a
modified version is developed, by replacing the propagation distance in the Green’s
function with,

r=

(x + d/2)2 +(z)2 + (x - d/2)2 +(z)2

(2)

where d is the separation distance between the transmission and receiver antennas and z is
the depth from the antennas. In our case, the separation is perpendicular to the scan path.

The two versions discussed are mainly designed and developed for post processing. In
many applications, it is desirable to have real-time display of the images with sequential
updating as additional data samples are collected. In this mode, the two versions of the
backward propagation algorithm conduct the wave migration in the spatial-frequency
domain and are not computationally effective. A time-space domain version was
developed for the capability of instantaneous display. Operating in the time-domain mode
proved to be useful in scanning apertures due to its inherent nature of being able to
display the image after each collection point whereas in the multiple-frequency mode
requires all points to have been already collected. Thus, viewing of the image can occur
in real-time rather than post-processing. A side effect though, is a loss of image quality
due to the quantization effects of the FFT.
In terms of signaling modality, the research prototype is a step-frequency FMCW system.
The waveform-generating device is specified to be able to generate waveforms with a
3.5-GHz bandwidth, covering a spectrum from 500 MHz to 4 GHz. Within the available
spectrum, the selection of frequency band is programmable. The system scans through
the selected frequency band with a designed scan rate. The scan rate is also
programmable, and can be as high as 1028 frequency steps per second. One of the most
crucial elements of this system is the tunable waveform-generation capability. It enables
us to utilize various segments of the frequency band according to the applications and
resolution requirements. It also allows us to skip over certain frequencies to avoid
interferences with the local wireless communication and sensitive electronics. In
addition, the flexibility makes the system adaptable to in field experiments, interfacing
with various antenna sizes.

Figure 3: RF electronic control unit for waveform generation and data acquisition.

The system for all configurations was equipped with this step-frequency system, and
operated with a frequency range from 1 GHz to 2 GHz, in 128 frequency steps. The
device was not operated normally at the maximum specification to accommodate the
arrangement of the antennas and the speed of data collection and image processing. This
step-frequency system was selected due to its availability, suitability and ease of
interfacing.

In order to maintain the system portability and flexibility, a laptop computer was used for
image reconstruction and display. For this system a laptop with a Pentium4 1.7GHz with
512 Mb of ram was chosen and proved to be adequate.
Both Linux and Windows systems were developed for data collection and Matlab used
for image reconstruction and display. It is also planned to move completely over to
Matlab allowing a single platform to operate the GPR unit as well as reconstruct and
display the images. Matlab was chosen over C development for the rapid development
cycle and ease of coding as well as platform portability.
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Figure 4: Shown here is the overall layout of the entire system

The unit was prototyped using wood because it has a low dielectric and will not effect the
wave propagation as much as other materials. Wood also has the advantage of being easy
to work with.

Figure 5: GPR Unit Front

Figure 6: GPR unit back

Figure 7: Automated scanner

RESULTS
The field test included in this paper is a near-field experiment. The operating frequency
band is from 1GHz to 2 GHz, with 128 of uniformly spaced frequency steps. Figure (7)
shows the subsurface rebar profile. Figure (8) is the reconstruction with the accurate
version of the backward propagation based on bistatic configuration. The coverage of the
synthetic aperture is 2.5 meters, with 200 uniformly spaced receiving positions.

Figure 8: Scan area before second set of rebar was placed and concrete was poured

Figure 9: Resulting image formed by backward propagation algorithm operating in the multiplefrequency mode.

CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a GPR imaging system is governed by several important factors.
However, research tasks in this area have focused on isolated components on the overall
technical problem. The research prototype is the result of the successful system
integration efforts, incorporating the optimization tasks of all technical elements,
including data-acquisition electronics and waveform generation, synthetic-aperture scan

for aperture expansion, high-resolution image reconstruction, computation complexity,
adaptability to various environments, and efficient user interfacing. This research
development represents not only the successful execution of a university research
program, but also the realization of high-performance GPR imaging technology for the
direct industry.
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ABSTRACT
Sensor technology is continually advancing to meet demands of a wide range of potential applications. Many of these applications could be better served by distributed sensing than by
traditional centralized sensing. To support these emerging applications, it is important to design and develop a uniﬁed framework for communication and network infrastructure capable of
supporting various sensing functions. A research prototype operating in the 915 MHz Industrial,
Scientiﬁc, and Medical band (ISM band) has been developed as potentially the core component
of this infrastructure. In this paper, we will present the design and optimization of the system,
data processing procedures, system parameters, network protocols, and experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION
There is currently great interest in applying wireless distributed sensor networks (DSNs) to
a broad range of problems in telemetry, surveillance, and control. Past research eﬀorts have
been largely focused on sensor development, while conventional wireless network solutions are
generally lacking in appropriate features[1]. In order to realize the full potential of distributed
sensing, a more uniﬁed and ﬂexible approach is necessary.
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Figure 1: Prototype sensor unit block diagram. Note: see Figure 3 for network component
detail.

NODE PROPERTIES
We recognize that the network component can be separated from the computational component
of the smart sensor, as shown in Figure 1. This is an example of orthogonalization of concerns
[2]. Thus, a focus on the networking component should allow the production of a transceiver unit
with wide applicability. Accordingly, our prototype sensor unit uses a laptop computer whereas
application devices would likely use a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) for computation. At
present we merely compress the image data before transmission, whereas an actual sensor would
perform operations such as feature extraction and event classiﬁcation. In the context of mobile
communications, many of the traditional problems of wireless networks (link or node dropout,
splits, joins) are exacerbated. Additionally, conditions can change relatively quickly, potentially
over timescales of minutes or seconds as opposed to hours or days [3]. Under these conditions, it is
not feasible to use master/slave or tree architectures, since they require substantial initialization
and use nonredundant paths. Accordingly, it is desirable to use a nonhierarchical design [4].
Every transceiver unit will also act to relay messages between other sensors, allowing the creation
of a homogeneous network, where any node may act as a source and/or sink of data as well
as routing it; protocols for the latter are already emerging [5],[6],[7]. This implies that queries
to the network may be posed at any node, which is a postulate of distributed computation
based on sensed data. Homogeneity is also important since the use of relatively simple local
routing strategies [8] can then produce robust scalable dynamic networks as well as simplifying
the system design by reducing variability.

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC)
Most available networking protocols use time-division multiple access (TDMA) since it can reduce both collisions and power consumption [4],[9],[10],[11], but at the expense of requiring
network synchronization. In a network of the type described here, there is no way to transmit
a time signal to all nodes simultaneously. Some nodes may have accurate clocks (e.g. Global

Figure 2: AAFH protocol example with 3 beacon frequencies and 6 data frequencies.

Positioning System receivers) but this cannot be depended upon. Synchronization is still possible using beacon and/or control signals, but such transmissions require a possibly appreciable
fraction of the network capacity.
The use of Adaptive Asynchronous Frequency Hopping (AAFH) eliminates the need for TDMA,
while simultaneously minimizing hidden terminal problems and fading. Adaptive hopping uses
a small number of beacon frequencies for making RTS-CTS-based connections, and ﬁxed backoﬀ
timers to enable joint receiver-transmitter (R-T) hopping when carrier sensing detects interference. The asynchronous nature of AAFH makes it a good candidate protocol for ad-hoc wireless
networks where TDMA is diﬃcult to implement.
An example of the AAFH protocol timeline is shown in Figure 2, where there are Nb = 3 beacon
frequencies {fb (1), fb (2), fb (3)}, and Nh = 6 data hops fh (1), . . . , fh (6). Node A has packets
to send to Node B, and hence transmits a RTS ﬁrst on fb (1). However, Node B is currently
receiving in idle mode on hop fb (3), and only receives the RT S on A’s third hop. Node B then
transmits a CTS, and A responds with the data hopping pattern {fh (1), fh (2), . . . , fh (6)}. At
this point, both nodes start the ﬁxed backoﬀ timer with duration TBK . Node A transmits the
ﬁrst data RTS on fb (1), but B hears a hidden terminal, and does not sent CTS. Nodes A and
B having failed to connect, then jump to the next data hop fh (2) when their backoﬀ timers
TBK expire. However, on fh (2), Node A detects interference while carrier sensing, and does not
transmit RTS. Again, both nodes started a backoﬀ timer at the beginning of hop fh (2), and after
TBK sec. together hop to frequency fh (3). Finally, A and B exchange a RTS-CTS handshake
on fh (3) and A transmits the ﬁrst data packet. An ACK from B triggers a jump to the next
hop fh (4), and the data transmission procedure repeats.
The operating band extends from 902 to 928 MHz, for a bandwidth of 26 MHz. If 400 kHz
channel spacing is used (conservative for a 100kbps system [12]) we obtain 65 channels. Thus,

Figure 3: Networking component block diagram as implemented in prototype.

even with several channels reserved for beacon use and others unusable due to interference, the
remaining channels will be suﬃcient to support a relatively high throughout. Spatial reuse of
frequencies will occur automatically; also, reduction of transmit power can be implemented on
low-loss (short) links to minimize interference.
The present system uses uniform pseudorandom channel selection. Ranking channels to favor
those which are more reliable could improve performance and may be implemented if simulation
results indicate it will. This approach depends on the assumption that interference will be sustained over time on some subset of frequencies whose use can then be reduced. Transmitters can
then compile lists of frequencies with high incidences of interference or corrupted transmissions,
and weight their choice of frequency sets for transmission by this data.

PACKET CONSTRUCTION
The data format for the prototype system was based on that of [13] and will be revised to improve
network capability and forward compatibility. Several features of the transmission format are
required by the transceiver IC [14]. The basics of the data packet format in use are shown in
Figure 4.
Each transmission mustbegin with a preamble which has no DC component. This is required for
the proper operation of the demodulation circuitry. Following the preamble is the informationbearing part of the packet. This consists of headers, data, and a checksum. The headers contain
a transmission ID code, format version info, and datatype speciﬁers. The data section contains
64 bytes, some or all of which may be meaningful data as speciﬁed by the header. The packet
ends with a 2 byte checksum, implemented as a standard cyclic redundancy checksum of 16 bits
(CRC16).

Figure 4: Packet format diagram.

RECEIVER SYNCHRONIZATION
The ﬁrst part of the synchronization algorithm operates as a very simple correlator in the method
of [12]. During the packet preamble, alternating ±1 symbols are transmitted to yield a DC-free
sequence. The end of the preamble contains a longer +1 ”start” symbol so that the beginning
of the data part can be detected easily. This will insure initial synchronization of the symbol
clocks to within the edge jitter time. However, the transmitter and receiver clocks will not run
at exactly the same speed, so they will gradually skew apart.
The clock drift is a relatively slow process, but important over the packet length. Correct symbol
recovery in spite of it requires tight oscillator tolerance, small packet size, or repeated synchronization. The ﬁrst two options are unsatisfactory, as the prototype nodes had mismatched
oscillators, yielding a signiﬁcantly greater clock drift than would occur in production models.
This would have limited the allowed interval between re-synchronizations to less than 6 bytes.
Adding additional synchronization symbols to the packet is possible, but inelegant.
The symbol clock, however, is present in the data to a signiﬁcant extent, in the sense that
the expectation of a transition is small everywhere except at symbol boundaries. Therefore,
comparing the actual and predicted times of a symbol transition will show whether the receiver
clock is ahead of or behind the received stream. The receiver clock is then adjusted slightly
in the appropriate direction, yielding a software phased-locked loop. This technique has been
proven to correct abnormally large clock drift, and consumes few enough processor resources to
be practical.

RESULTS
The prototype pair of transceivers (one shown in Figure 5) successfully carried fairly high-rate
data in the form of a series of JPEG images produced by a PC camera, eﬀectively providing
low-quality video (0.8 frame per second at 160x120 pixel resolution). This link operated at only
57.6 kbit/s due to the ﬁlter settings on the transceiver evaluation board - adjusting appropriate
component values would have allowed operation at the tentative goal rate of 100 kbit/s. Uncorrected error rate averaged ≈ 0.5 bits per packet even on links approaching dropout, due to the
”threshold” eﬀect of FSK deodulation. The CRC16 is guaranteed to correct 1 and detect 2 bit
errors, and on a packet this short (< 1% of the checkable length) is highly likely to detect many
more; thus, the system can be considered reliable in delivering error-free data.

Figure 5: TRF6900 testbed, with USB hub, PIC microcontroller, and camera (lower right).

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a system and board-level design for an adaptive frequency hopping radio
that is targeted for sensing and telemetry applications. The PIC microcontroller permits ﬂexible
control of the TRF6900 transceiver carrier/hopping frequency, data rate and synchronization.
An adaptive asynchronous frequency-hopping (AAFH) MAC protocol has also been presented
that eliminates the need for network synchronization in wireless sensor networks. Future work
will focus on implementation of AAFH in the PIC microcontroller / TRF6900-based radio, and
demonstration of sensor/telemetry data transmission.
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ABSTRACT
The Range Instrumentation and Control System (RICS) is a PC-based multi-platform data
acquisition and display system utilizing CORBA and Multicast UDP in a client/server architecture.
Its main purpose is to collect time-space position information (TSPI) from one or more remote radar
sites and distribute it in real-time across a wide area network (WAN). This paper describes the
collection of MS Windows-based software applications that are designed to control and monitor data
acquisition in real-time from a remote console.
KEYWORDS
C++, CORBA, Multicast-UDP, VxWorks, MS Windows
INTRODUCTION
RICS is collaborative effort between the 46th Test Wing and the 96th Communications Group to
replace the aging radar data acquisition systems on Eglin’s Test Range with a twenty-first century
solution. A number of the systems have been in place for over 30 years and the antiquated
technology poses limits on expandability, data rates, throughput, and repairs (many components are
no longer commercially available). The goal of the project is to provide a scalable distributed data
acquisition and collection system that builds upon commercially available components, follows
industry standards, and utilizes the latest software and hardware technologies.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
RICS is composed of three main parts: a data acquisition computer to collect radar data, a console
computer for remote control and display, and a network for communication and data distribution.
Communication between any two computers on the network is platform independent, using CORBA

(ref [1]) and multicast-UDP (ref [2]), thereby avoiding dependence on any specific hardware,
operating system, or computer language. The initial phase of the project includes development of
three new test sites with three or more console computers each and a mobile data acquisition PC for
each site.
Data acquisition is accomplished from the Data Interface Adaptor (DIA). The DIA is a PC-based
computer that interfaces directly to the radar. The main functions of the DIA are data acquisition,
distribution, recording, playback, slew tests, and radar slaving. The implementation of the DIA at the
three initial RICS sites is a rack mount system with a PCI-backplane (ref [3]), single-board
computer, and a collection of interface cards for input and output, all housed in a mobile climatecontrolled trailer. The DIA’s software is written in standard C++ and runs on a real-time operating
system, VxWorks by WindRiver Systems (ref [4]).
The RICS Console Computer is the command and control component of the system providing a
remote graphical interface to one or more radar systems. The console provides a windows-based
operating system to launch several GUI-based utilities for DIA control and data monitoring. The
initial implementation of the RICS Console is with the Microsoft Windows operating system. The
RICS system design allows console computers to be developed under other operating systems (i.e.
LINUX, Mac, etc.) and participate in the RICS system by communicating with other computers via
platform-independent protocols. The remainder of this paper will focus on the software applications
developed by the Test and Analysis Division of the 96th Communications Group for the RICS
Console Computer for the first phase of the RICS project.
DIA ADMINISTRATOR
The DiaAdministrator application (Figure 1) provides the user with the capability to detect,
configure, monitor, and control one or more remote DIAs. The application listens for DIA heartbeats
on a multicast-UDP channel and displays a list of available DIAs on the network. If the user chooses
to monitor a DIA, the DiaAdministrator will open a two-way CORBA connection with the selected
DIA. Status information will be updated on the application display showing the state of the DIA. To
control a DIA, the user must lock the DIA to prevent others from manipulating it.

Figure 1. DiaAdministrator Main Window
During a mission, the DiaAdministrator application can control a DIA’s data acquisition, recording,
playback, slew tests, and radar slaving. The application can be used to configure a DIA by setting
bit-weights, scale factors, and mapping. After a mission, the application can download radar data
recorded at the DIA for post-mission processing.
DIA VIEWER
The DiaViewer application is used to monitor radar data collect by a DIA in real-time. The main
screen (Figure 2) allows the user to select between available radar data being transmitted via
multicast-UDP by one or more DIAs. Once the data stream is selected, the application displays the
radar source ID, mission information, pad location, timestamp, packet number, and target tracking
information.

Figure 2. DiaViewer Main Window
The DiaViewer application can also display raw source-specific information collected from the radar
(Figure 3). This includes various analog and digital data, time-interval measures, discrete bits, and
event times. The application provides the ability to display a list of discrete bits with user-defined
names to monitor one or more key events (e.g. bomb tone, on track, etc.)

Figure 3. DiaViewer Source Specific Information Window

RANGE MAP
The RangeMap application (Figure 4) displays the target track of one or more DIA-equipped radar
systems in real-time. The target track is drawn over a map background that depicts the Eglin Range
and South-East United States coastline. The application provides the ability to pan and zoom the
display and to automatically center on a target of interest. Target tracks are color coded to allow
distinction between multiple targets.

Figure 4. RangeMap Display
CONCLUSIONS
The RICS system design has met our original goal of providing a 21st century solution for distributed
data acquisition and collection. Commercially available components were used to build the system
to minimize production and replacement costs. In fact, the console computers are standard Dell
desktop PCs. Industry standards were followed to accomplish data distribution and communication
by utilizing multicast-UDP and CORBA, thereby allowing flexibility in the implementation choices
of the computer components.

The RICS Console Software applications provide the user with a set of easy to use tools to quickly
and accurately perform test missions to validate a system under test. To monitor a mission, a user
needs only a standard desktop (or laptop) PC and access to the RICS network. Due to the passivelistener nature of multicast-UDP, there is no software-imposed limits on the number of PCs
receiving and monitoring data. Additional users will not affect the performance of the DIA.
As of this writing, RICS has undergone extensive system testing covering multiple test sites,
multiple DIAs, and multiple radar types. The system has proven operational, and is ready for
production. The next phase will further proliferate RICS on the Eglin Test Range by replacing the
data acquisition systems at several existing radar sites.
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ABSTRACT
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) operates the ground stations for research vehicles
operating at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC). Recently, the WATR implemented
a new system for distributing Time, Space, and Position Information (TSPI) data. The previous
system for processing this data was built on archaic hardware that is no longer supported, running
legacy software with no upgrade path.
The purpose of the Radar Information Processing System (RIPS) is to provide the ability to acquire
TSPI data from a variety of sources and process the data for subsequent distribution to other
destinations located at the various DFRC facilities. RIPS is built of commercial, off the shelf
(COTS) hardware installed in Personal Computers (PC). Data is transported between these
computers on a Gigabit Ethernet network. The software was developed using C++ with a modular,
object-oriented design approach.
KEY WORDS
TSPI, Radar, Ethernet, TCP/IP data distribution
INTRODUCTION
The WATR previously used hardware designed to handle distribution of the 240 bit per second (bps)
synchronous serial data from the instrumented tracking radars to the central data processing facility.
At this central facility, the radar data underwent the parallax correction and matrix transformations
required so that reformatted data was sent to point Telemetry, Communication, Video, and Flight
Termination pedestals at the same target and provide vehicle position information to the Mission

Control Center (MCC). This previous system was in place for over ten years, during which time the
transport hardware in use became obsolete and unsupportable. Various attempts were made to
handle the changes in technology without addressing the basic problem: How to handle distribution
of the synchronous IRIG formatted tracking data using modern technology?
At DFRC, two changes were made. The first was to modify the local instrumented tracking radar
computers to output data that is not yet one of the IRIG standard formats. This new format complies
with the RS-232 standard for asynchronous data transmission (a description is in Appendix 1). The
second was to change the paradigm of how and where radar data is processed. The decision was
made to distribute the radar data acquired at a local facility in the local or IRIG formats and
distribute that data over an Ethernet network to any or all other facilities in the WATR. At each of
these remote facilities, any radar available on the network can be used to drive the local pedestals
involved in the research mission of the specific target. The result of that decision is the Radar
Information Processing System (RIPS).
RIPS provides the capability to acquire data from a variety of sources and process that data for
subsequent distribution to Project Users in the WATR MCCs in real-time. RIPS also provides
formatted data for post-mission analysis. Sources of data can be local, downrange, and mobile
instrumented radars, on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) data, and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) data. Additionally, RIPS is used to provide pointing or acquisition data to
radar, telemetry, communication, video, and FTS assets.
The combination of functions presented below constitutes the capabilities accomplished by RIPS.
•
•
•
•
•

Scaleable and Configurable for each adaptation or configuration
Reliability achieved using a Redundant Design and Architecture in which a single point-offailure will not impact system operation
Provide a Common Data Format and a well-defined Application Program Interface (API)
Support up to ten radars and eight pedestals per adaptation
Support concurrent multi-mission activities
WHAT IS RIPS

RIPS is a distributed processing system, which is to say that every RIPS machine can do the data
processing required by its’ local environment. Any RIPS PC can be a data source for any other
RIPS PC, and any RIPS PC can be a data destination for any other RIPS PC. For the RIPS
architecture, we defined a RIPS node as two PCs and two Ethernet switches. This allows
redundancy for both the PC and Network elements. One node is installed at each of the WATR
facilities using the RIPS for TSPI data acquisition, distribution, and processing. These nodes are:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

ATF, Aeronautical Tracking Facility, Building 4982
COMM, RF Communications and FTS, Building 4824
LRO, Long Range Optics, Building 4800 Room 2613
WINGS, WATR Integrated Next Generation Systems, Building 4800 Room 3113
DEV, WATR Development Laboratory, Building 4800 Room 2404

We will present RIPS in two sections: first, the COTS hardware supporting the TSPI data
acquisition and data distribution; and second, we will present the software developed to meet the
requirements of the TSPI data users at DFRC.
1) RIPS HARDWARE
RIPS is based on the PC platform, and uses Windows 2000 © as the operating system. The PC
platform in use is an Intel motherboard with a single 2 Gigahertz (GHz) Central Processing Unit
(CPU). One Gigabyte (GB) of Random Access Memory (RAM) is installed in each system. Refer
to Figure 1.1 RIPS PC Block Diagram.
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the synchronous serial input and output of IRIG-formatted tracking
data. This hardware is a SuperFastCom 232/4-PCI card provided by CommTech. As this card only
supports 4 channels, there are two installed in each of the RIPS systems to meet the requirement of 8
channels of synchronous data. Each channel supports full duplex operation, and at rates that exceed
the requirements of the standard IRIG formats for instrumented radar tracking data.
RIPS uses COTS hardware provided by the same vendor for all asynchronous input and output
requirements. This card is the FastCom 232/8-PCI, with 8 channels on a single card. The formats
currently supported are unique to DFRC requirements, with the addition of the asynchronous format
provided by the Pacific Missile Range Facility at Barking Sands HI for support of the NASA Helios
project. Further information about the formats available will be discussed in Section 2, Software,
below.
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the input of IRIG-B Amplitude Modulation (AM) timing. This
hardware is the True-Time ® PCI-SG2 card. RIPS makes calls to the system time for all time stamp
events, and the PCI-SG2 is used to provide an accurate time reference for the Windows system time.
Please note, this card is being discontinued due to the recent merger of True-Time and Datum. The
card the new company (Symmetricom) is offering is an acceptable substitute; unfortunately, this will
require additional work to integrate a different driver.
RIPS also uses the Ethernet interface built-in to the motherboard described above. This interface
operates at 100 Megabits per second (Mbps), and is the foundation of our network-based data
distribution.
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the network data distribution. The Cisco ® Catalyst 3512 Ethernet
Switch has twelve Cat5 ports operating at 100 Mbps for the connection to the local RIPS PC, and
two fiber-optic ports using Gigabit Ethernet for the connections to other RIPS switches. For
redundancy and reliability, each switch at any node is interconnected to the other switch at that node
using four 100 Mbps connections utilizing the Cisco EtherChannel protocol. Using the four uplink
ports available at each node, every node is connected to every other node in a fully meshed pattern.
With the Gigabit backbone, the RIPS network is highly underutilized for the five nodes currently in
use at DFRC. Refer to Figure 1.2 RIPS Network Block Diagram.

Up to Eight channels of
full-duplex synchronous
serial in any supported
IRIG format

Up to Eight channels of
full-duplex asynchronous
serial data in any
supported format

2 GHz Intel CPU, 1 GB RAM,
40GB HDD, CD-RW, PS-2
Keyboard and mouse, AGP
Graphics card

Time input card,
complies with
IRIG B-AM
specification

Built-in 100Mbps Ethernet
Network Interface Card

To Network Data
Distribution Element
Figure 1.1 - RIPS PC Block Diagram
This is a block drawing of a RIPS PC configuration, showing serial synchronous and asynchronous
I/O, timing, network connectivity, and standard keyboard, video, and mouse capabilities.
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Figure 1.2- RIPS Network Block Diagram
This is a generic block drawing of the RIPS network configuration, showing the redundant, fully
meshed, peer-to-peer topology. The solid lines depict 100 Mbps copper connections, while the
dashed lines indicate 1 Gbps fiber-optic connections.
2) RIPS SOFTWARE
RIPS was developed using current C++ with a modular, object-oriented design approach. Microsoft
Visual Studio was the development environment, with Visual C++ Version 6.0 being the specific
compiler used. This software package was chosen based on the requirement to use Windows 2000 ®
as the operating system for all RIPS PCs.
RIPS utilizes all the benefits of C++ for our modular approach to system design. A new module is
created as each new format or interface is defined. The WATR owns all the source code for RIPS,
and can rapidly modify that code to support new Range or Project requirements.
The following paragraphs outline the overall design of the RIPS software. The RIPS hierarchy
organizes the system into eight functional elements, or Computer Software Components (CSC):
A)
The Data Acquisition element contains the front-end hardware. It interfaces with the ground
systems and hardware to perform the basic data acquisition. This is the Acquisition CSC.

Connection to existing hardware is via RS-232 DB-25 connectors. Data can be acquired from 10
unique data sources at different baud rates and in any of several IRIG formats (See RIPS Interface
Control Document (ICD) for a description of all supported formats). In addition, RIPS also
processes weather data and INP, IRV, and TLE satellite position data. Each received data sample is
time stamped and checksum validated if appropriate. Data can also be received from other RIPS
nodes via Ethernet TCP/IP connections. Multicast UDP data packets containing FAA-supplied
position information are also received via Ethernet.
B)
The Data Processing element performs the function of converting the raw input data into
Vehicle Geodetic positions such as range, azimuth, and elevation (RAE) or Vehicle Geocentric
positions such as latitude, longitude, and altitude (LLA). This is the Math CSC which processes data
at input data rate. All calculations are made using double precision variables during processing of
any input data. The input data can optionally be filtered and also be refraction corrected using
current weather data measurements.
C)
The Data Distribution element is responsible for the actual transport of source data to the
Data Processing element and is also used for subsequent delivery of data to the Pointing and Slaving
element. This is the Network CSC. Within a local RIPS node, data is shared using the common data
buffer and a set of queues. If the data is to be transmitted to another RIPS node, a TCP/IP
connection is established to transmit common data packets. This CSC is the connection between the
Data Acquisition CSC and Data Processing CSC. Use of data queues removes any ‘Lock-Step’
requirements and allows each data resource or destination to operate at its own rate.
D)
The Pointing and Slaving Data element performs the functions necessary to drive the various
pedestals in use at DFRC. This is the Pedestal CSC. Connection to existing hardware is via RS-232
DB-25 connectors. Data can be sent to eight unique data sources at different baud rates and in any
of several formats (See RIPS ICD for a description of all supported formats). In addition to the
pedestal formats, RIPS also can provide pointing data to any radar device as slaving data in any of
the formats described in the RIPS ICD. Data can also be sent to other RIPS nodes via Ethernet
TCP/IP connections.
E)
The Data Recording and Formatting element performs the processing required to make data
available to local and external users in various formats in real-time or post-flight. This is part of the
Process CSC. Data can be recorded in two forms, raw or engineering data. Raw data packets from
any data source are written to disk as they are received without any intervening processing. This
data file can be read back by any RIPS node at a later time for alternate processing. Engineering
data is converted from raw input data to any of the Dryden Time History (DTH) formats and then
written to disk. These standard formatted data files can then be read by any number of NASA
programs that read and process DTH data. A comma-separated format is useful for input into
Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets.
F)
The Health and Status element performs continuous gathering and dissemination of system
performance parameters associated with each of the subsystems. This is part of the Process CSC,
although it utilizes parts of the Network and GUI CSCs. All RIPS nodes broadcast their status on
UDP port 801 every 10 seconds. The status of all active resources is provided. If the node contains
input from a weather station, it is also provided to all other nodes. Each node collects the broadcast
status information from all the other nodes for local display to the operator. Messages can be an
error (Red text), a warning (Yellow text), or information (Black text). The Message Log, along with
the Health and Status display, keeps the operator informed about the operation of the system.

G)
The Command and Control element performs the functions necessary to configure the RIPS
system for any given mission. This is part of the Process and GUI CSCs. The Command and
Control element is a series of dialog boxes that allows the operator to start a radar, start pedestal
output in some format, start or stop data recording, reconfigure radars, pedestals, I/O channels, etc.
The operator can also use pre-configured scripts to set up often-used configurations. See the RIPS
Users Guide for a description of all the menus and controls.
H)
The Data Display and Visualization element is responsible for the depiction of data in a
graphical means that can be utilized by various types of personnel located locally at NASA Dryden,
downrange and at other facilities. This is the GUI CSC. This CSC is composed of three parts: the
Radar Touch Screen, Pedestal View, and Map View. The Radar Touch Screen displays data being
received from a radar resource; either locally connected or a network resource. It can be displayed
in a variety of formats and engineering units. The Pedestal View displays data that is being sent to a
pedestal with capabilities similar to the Radar Touch Screen. The Map view is a graphic
presentation of radar data. Three different views are available. The first is a 2-D top view of the
radar site showing azimuth and range to the target. The second is a 2-D side view of the radar site
showing elevation and range to the target. The third view is a 3-D round earth view showing the
target location. Target data can be saved from 1 to 60 minutes for display in any of the Map views.

CONCLUSION
RIPS is an excellent replacement for the legacy TSPI system at DFRC. It provides a modular and
scaleable architecture, utilizing commercially available hardware. The software is fully owned by
the Western Aeronautical Test Range at the Dryden Flight Research Center, NASA’s Center of
Excellence for Aeronautics.
RIPS has unlimited growth potential. As new requirements are delivered, the flexible and welldocumented Application Program Interface (API) will support any new software development.
Hardware requirements can be addressed by adding workstations configured with the COTS
hardware to the node or facility that is bringing new requirements to the system; i.e. if more input or
output channels are required at a particular location, the end user only has to provide another PC
with the appropriate hardware and tie into the RIPS network. The Gigabit network backbone can
support many more nodes.
Future expansion currently being planned includes support for the Simulation Facility at DFRC, and
also for the Mobile Systems Group. The Simulation Facility will use RIPS as a data source to drive
the various simulation labs. It will also provide data to the RIPS network for use in MCC training
and system testing for other MCC customers. The Mobile Group includes telemetry and other assets
that deploy to remote areas to support various customers. The RIPS is designed such that other
expansion is possible, with no limitations on hardware or software, other than original design
constraints.

Appendix 1

Dryden Flight Research Center Asynchronous Radar Data Format
The RIR16 instrumented tracking radars, S/N 34 and 38, currently use an asynchronous, serial
ASCII data format at 19,200 Baud conforming to the EIA RS-232 standard to exchange position
information with local assets. Figure A-1 describes the bits in each field of this data stream with
definitions provided below.
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Figure A-1
Notes:
1) Everything is comma delimited.
2) AA is the synchronization pattern.
3) Seconds-time-of-day, Universal Time Code (UTC), Floating Point (FP) in 9.3 format
4) Azimuth in degrees, FP10.6
5) Elevation in degrees, FP 10.6
6) Range in International yards, FP11.2
7) Signal-to-noise in dB
8) Plunge bit where a “1” means antenna is upside down
9) Refraction bit where a “1” means refraction correction is applied
10) Beacon bit where a “1” signifies beacon track
11) On-target bit where a “1” signifies on target
12) Site address either “2” for Radar 34 or “3” for Radar 38
13) The messages ends with a non-comma delimited <CR><LF>
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Wireless Transducer Systems Architectures – A User’s
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides essential requirements and describes some possible architectures of
so-called Wireless Transducers Systems from the user’s perspective and discusses the
application advantages of each architecture, in the airplane-testing environment. The
intent of this paper is to stimulate discussion in the transducer user and supplier
communities and standards committees, leading to increased product suitability and
lower cost for commercial off the shelf wireless transducer products.
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INTRODUCTION
Wireless transducer systems hold the potential for reducing cost, flow time, engineering
design and manufacturing effort, while increasing flexibility to accommodate emerging
instrumentation requirements during flight testing. In order to achieve these benefits, it is
necessary to consider when, how, where and why wireless transducers offer advantages
over conventional wired systems and to configure these systems so that advantages are
optimized and disadvantages are minimized. In addition, it seems highly desirable that
these systems fit seamlessly into the architecture of the data systems of the future.

COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE FLIGHT TEST APPLICATIONS FOR
WIRELESS TRANSDUCER SYSTEMS
To fulfill their promise, wireless transducer systems must meet some essential
requirements. These include:
Accommodate diverse sensor capability
Highly reliable
Rugged design

Electromagnetic compatibility with aircraft systems
A method of testing the performance of the RF link
Ability to cause a group of wireless sensors to sample simultaneously
Definable and repeatable latency
No cross talk between sensors
Data/sensor dropouts readily apparent
Electrical power status on demand
A traceable link between the sensor and the recorded data
o Sensor unique identification
o Base group unique identification
Deterministic timing
Fault tolerant RF link
Transmission range of 100 meters or more
Long (> 30 days) battery life (if used)
High sample rate (up to 6400 sps)
Diminutive size
It may be some time before all of these requirements can be accommodated. The needs
for transmission range and battery life, for example, seem to offer some insurmountable
obstacles. A combination of innovative approaches will be required to generate a
solution. These are likely to include a combination of battery improvements, energy
scavenging, data transmission only on change, sleep mode operation, high gain
receivers/antennas and wireless mesh architecture; although wireless meshes could result
in increased power consumption for relaying data to its ultimate destination.
In flight testing of Boeing commercial airplanes, there are several specific application
scenarios where wireless transducer systems offer the potential of breakthrough
improvements in flight test instrumentation flow times and costs.
The first BCA flight test wireless application scenario is for measurements made external
to the airplane cabin or pressure vessel. These include measurements on wings, control
surfaces, and engines as well as environmental parametric measurements. Measurement
types include local accelerations, surface positions, temperatures, pressures, fuel flows,
strains and vibrations. The potential advantages of wireless systems for these
applications are elimination of long run wire routing, structural penetrations and the need
for lightning protection. For this application, a wireless architecture that seems to provide
the optimum configuration, while minimizing the need for separate power supplies and/or
batteries is one which is designed to scavenge power from local sources (e.g. engine
generators) and provide it to transducers via a common power bus. The system should
also be designed to collect the data from the various transducers in the local area and
transmit it via a wireless link to a receiving antenna and host computer inside the airplane
cabin. Figure 1 illustrates an example of this architecture, employing IEEE p1451.3
smart sensors and IEEE 802.11x1 wireless link. In this illustration, a TBIM is a
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The appropriate wireless specification will be determined by a number of factors, including bandwidth,
system interoperability and transmission range.

Transducer Bus Interface Module and a GPTBIM is a General Purpose TBIM. An NCAP
is a Network Capable Application Processor.

Figure 1 IEEE 1451.3 Smart Transducer Bus to IEEE 802.11x (Wireless) NCAP

A second BCA flight test wireless application scenario is measurements on moving parts.
These measurements include landing gear wheel measurements (e.g. tire bead seat and
fuse plug temperatures) and control surface measurements (e.g. position, vibration). The
architecture, which best suits this application, is a stand-alone wireless sensor, sensor
group, or wireless mesh. Stand-alone sensors offer the advantage of minimum power
requirements, whereas a wireless mesh offers the potential of improved data transmission
reliability. Any self-contained wireless sensor, which incorporates a battery as its
primary power source, will need to be capable of surviving and possibly operating at very
low temperatures and operating for a reasonable period of time (at least 30 days). Figures
2 and 3 illustrate two possible architectures for this application. At the current time, the
IEEE p1451.5 is just beginning its development and could select a physical layer which
differs significantly from the two illustrated below. These concepts are offered for
consideration and to encourage discussion of the pros and cons within the user and
supplier communities.

Figure 2 IEEE 1451.5 Wireless Transducer System

Figure 3 IEEE 1451.5 Wireless Mesh Transducer System

A third BCA flight test wireless application includes last minute add-on measurements,
for which no additional wiring can be added. Often during test, phenomena differ from
prediction and require further investigation and the addition of instrumentation. Adding
wires may be impractical, or even impossible. In these cases, the ability to add wireless
stand-alone, or wireless mesh sensors would be highly desirable. In cases where there is
a smart sensor bus nearby, a possible solution would be to add a transceiver to the smart
sensor bus, then add as many wireless sensors as needed (within the smart sensor buss’
and wireless link’s capabilities). This architecture is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4 IEEE 1451.5 Wireless/IEEE 1451.3 Hybrid Transducer System

In the past, we in BCA Flight Test have avoided wireless technology. It was simply
unsuitable for most of our needs. Major challenges remain for the industry to realize
viable wireless transducer systems for use in a flight test environment.
Power
Reliability
Error rate
Environment
Cost
Size
System compatibility and interoperability
Producability

In addition, the advent of “packetized” data transmission over networks has exacerbated
the problem of meeting the time determinism requirements. These are challenges that we
hope the test and measurement community can overcome within the next few years. In an
era of limited funding for technology development, Boeing has decided to contribute
significantly to this effort, because we realize its potential for high payoff.
For wireless to fulfill its promise in our industry, it must meet all of the requirements, be
low cost, flexible and reliable. In addition, the architectures must adapt to the needs
presented by the application scenarios. I am aware that other industries may pull the
architectures in different directions, but I am confident that suppliers can and will step
forward to meet the needs of the aerospace community as articulated in this paper.
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ABSTRACT
The usage of Internet is explosively growing. Satellite has become a choice solution breaking
through the bandwidth bottleneck and the terrain limit. TCP, which is well suited to terrestrial
networks, performs poorly on a satellite channel. The reduced efficiency and QoS(Quality of
Service) mainly result from three characteristics of a satellite link: higher bit error rate, the high
latency, asymmetry. For this issue, the paper presents connection-subsection network architecture,
and brings forward S-TCP based on the architecture.
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INRODUCTION
The demand for Internet has grown explosively in the past several years and the need for
enterprises to employ IP standards to transport the information has become increasingly
important. Terrestrial networks like PSTN and ISDN, however, which are used to access the
Internet, are not fast enough to transfer multimedia information. Moreover, the desire to transport
common content to numerous sites has strained the use of traditional terrestrial methods for
transmitting such multicast data. Satellite networks, on the other hand, have enough bandwidth to
easily transmit large amounts of data to multiple points simultaneously, and satellite receiver
equipment has become cheaper since the start of digital satellite broadcasting. But, the traditional
TCP/IP, which is designed and optimized to operate in terrestrial environment, performs
inefficiently over a satellite link. The reduced efficiency and quality of service can be attributed
to three characteristics of a satellite link: higher latency, higher bit error rate and asymmetry. Of
course these issues mainly revolve around the fact that while the TCP/IP flow control algorithms
are optimized to operate on terrestrial networks it leads to serious bandwidth waste operating on
satellite links.

ISSUES AND CHANLLENGES
TCP throughput is the most significant QoS in the system because it is a performance factor that
users can perceive directly. The decrease of TCP throughput is mainly result from the three
inherent characteristics of satellite and it is important to analyze the characteristics and their
effect on TCP throughput.
Higher Bit Error Rate: Measurements demonstrate that satellite channels have higher BER (Bit
Error Rate) values around 10-6 than common terrestrial channels. Unfortunately, the TCP flow
control algorithms are a loss sensitive and always mistake link corruption loss falsely for
congestion loss. So satellite channels corruption loss falsely triggers congestion avoidance
mechanism and reduce window size, even though the network is uncongested [1]. Additionally,
the loss of ACK packets reduces throughputs further. As a result, TCP’s congestion avoidance
mechanism can severely limit growth of congestion window, so that satellite channel bandwidth
can be wasted.
Higher Latency: Satellite links have a higher latency than terrestrial links. For example, one-way
propagation delay is approximately 280ms for GEO (geostationary earth orbits). TCP uses a
closed-loop feedback mechanism to transmit data. To avoid congestion in the network, every
connection sends data at the lowest rate at first and then increases its transmission rate as
corresponding acknowledgements are received for the data sent [2]. The bandwidth detection
process consists of two phases. In the first phase (i.e. slow start phase), congestion window is
initialized to one segment and is increased by one segment for every new acknowledgement
received. Once congestion window threshold is reached, the congestion avoidance phase is
started and the increase in congestion window is increased by one segment each round-trip time.
So the amount of time required for a TCP connection to achieve full bandwidth is substantially
dependent on round-trip time [3]. And the average channel utilization efficiency is very low in
satellite links of long latency and large amount of bandwidth is wasted. However, the algorithms
are necessary to prevent congestive collapse in a shared network.
Asymmetry: There are large bandwidth asymmetries between up and down data channels in
many satellite systems. Bandwidth asymmetry can limit TCP’s throughput. The downlink
bandwidth (from the satellite to the ground) is substantially larger than the uplink bandwidth,
with rations of 1000:1 common. This is due to cost limitations associated with increased
transmitter power and antenna size requirement for higher bandwidth. Slower reverse channels
seriously limit ACK speed so that forward channels data throughput can be greatly reduced.

CONNECTION-SUBSECTION NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Since TCP inefficiency is result from the difference between satellite link and terrestrial link, if
satellite link can be made transparent to end client, the issues above would be solved. Based on
this thought, connection-subsection network architecture is brought forward. In this architecture,

the connection between client and server is broken into three separate connections (see Figure 1):
a TCP connection between the client and the gateway G1, a satellite protocol connection between
the two gateways(G1 and G2)and a TCP connection between another gateway G2 and server. The
gateway G1 translates TCP to a specialized protocol for satellite channel, and then gateway G2
translates back to TCP. The primary advantage of this architecture is that the segment over the
satellite can use a protocol optimized for satellite channel, while the terrestrial segments of the
connection can continue to use TCP. This provides improved performance while remaining
entirely transparent to the end user. More importantly, a protocol optimized for satellite channel
on segment between two gateways should be considered and designed. In fact, this optimized
protocol is an updated TCP for satellite channel, so we name it S-TCP.

Satellite

Internet
Client

Internet
Satellite
Modem
Gateway G1

Satellite
Modem
Gateway G2

Server

Figure 1 connection-subsection network architecture

S-TCP
Since S-TCP is updated TCP, it is necessary to discuss how to improve on TCP for a satellite
channel.
Large Window: TCP utilizes a sliding window mechanism to limit number of packets in flight.
The original TCP limits the window size to 64KB. The throughput of a TCP connection is
bounded by the TCP’s window size and the round-trip time (RTT) [4](see Formula (1)):
window
throughput =
(1)
RTT
TCP historically has been limited to a maximum window size of 64KB(65536bytes) and many
TCP implementations use a default window size of only 8KB, so only throughput 114kbps per

connection can be achieved. It is also obvious that the throughput of a TCP connection is
independent on the channel bandwidth. Large mount of satellite channel bandwidth is wasted. It
is imperative under the situation to adjust window size to a large value for a satellite channel.
8kbytes
throughput =
≈ 114kbps (2)
560ms
A New Acknowledgement Mechanism: From the section 2, we can conclude that the traffic of
acknowledgement must be decreased to improve throughput of a TCP connection since back
channel bandwidth is a bottleneck to the throughput of forward data. Traditionally, receiving
terminal send an acknowledgement for every received data packet. To decrease the mount of
reverse acknowledgement data, a new acknowledgement mechanism should be thought of, in
which receiving terminal sends an acknowledgement for several received packets. The question
that how many pockets should be received before sending an acknowledgement need be studied.
It is not only dependent on the bandwidth rate of back channel to forward channel.
New Flow Control algorithms: TCP’s flow control algorithms are sensitive to delay so that the
long delay of satellite links results in a decreased utilization efficiency of channel bandwidth.
What we can do is to change flow control algorithm because the delay of link cannot be adjusted.
It is not difficult to discover that increasing the initial window size (i.e. allowing more packets to
be sent at slow start, thereby triggering more ACKs and hence quickening growth) will increase
bandwidth utilization efficiency. But we have to consider the fact that too large initial window
can be aggressive and increase the packet loss probability. So the exact choice of the initial
window size is an open issue. It is cheering that the exact initial window size has been found out.
An initial window of four segments save start time significantly [5]. If the rate of window growth
is increased, then average ramp up time before reaching full window is decreased and average
channel utilization efficiency is increased. To achieve this goal, the step length of window growth
should be increased or the law of window growth should be changed. In the new slow start
algorithm, the value of window should be increased by multiple segments for each received ACK,
while the value of window is increased by 1 segment for each received ACK in original slow start
algorithm. In the new congestion avoidance algorithm, the value of window should be increased
by several segments every RTT, while the value of window is increased by 1 segments every RTT
in original congestion avoidance algorithm.
Loss Distinguishing Mechanism: TCP’s congestion avoidance mechanism cannot distinguish
between the corruption loss and the congestion loss, and then both the corruption loss and the
congestion loss can trigger congestion avoidance mechanism so that the value of window and
throughput is decreased. When only the corruption loss occurs, the congestion avoidance
shouldn’t be triggered because there is no congestion in the network path. If a mechanism that
can distinguish packet loss due to congestion from a loss due to corruption is found, a large
amount of bandwidth wasted will be saved on satellite links of higher BER. However, confusion
between the corruption loss and the congestion loss is not allowed. A failure to identify
congestion loss can exacerbate congestion.

CONCLUSIONS
TCP flow control algorithms affect its throughput on satellite channel substantially. The issue
mainly arises from three characteristics of satellite links: higher BER, high latency and
asymmetry. Fortunately, many methods are found to improve TCP performance on satellite
channel. This paper proposes the connection-subsection network architecture and S-TCP (i.e. an
updated version of TCP for satellite channel) based on this network architecture. This design
provides a transparent solution to terminal users and improves end-to-end performance.
Nevertheless, there is a lot of work to do for the optimization of the performance.
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ABSTRACT
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes are powerful codes capable of nearly achieving the
Shannon channel capacity. This paper presents a tutorial introduction to LDPC codes, with a
detailed description of the decoding algorithm. The algorithm propagates information about bit
and check probabilities through a tree obtained from the Tanner graph for the code. This paper
may be useful as a supplement in a course on error-control coding or digital communication.
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Introduction
In 1948, Claude Shannon established the concept of the capacity of a channel, which is the maximum rate of transmission for reliable communication over the channel, and proved the existence
of a sequence of error-correcting codes that can achieve arbitrarily small probability of error as the
block length of the code increases [1]. Since that time, establishing a communications system with
a rate approaching the channel capacity that can be encoded and decoded with reasonable complexity has been a holy grail of engineers and mathematicians. The end of the search was (nearly)
declared in 1993 with the introduction of a family of codes known as turbo codes [2]. Using an
iterative decoding algorithm, instances of these codes are able to reach within a fraction of a dB of
channel capacity in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
Since the introduction of turbo codes, researchers have rediscovered a family of codes proposed
in 1962 by Robert Gallager [3, 4], the low-density parity-check codes (sometimes called Gallager
codes [5]), which have performance exceeding, in some cases, that of turbo codes (see, e.g., [6] and
[7]), with iterative decoding algorithms which are easy to implement (with the per-iteration complexity much lower than the per-iteration complexity of turbo decoders) and are also parallelizable
in hardware [8]. There are other potential advantages to LDPC codes as well. In a very natural
way, the decoder declares a decoding failure when it is unable to correctly decode, whereas turbo
decoders must perform extra computations to determine if the algorithm has converged [9, 10, 11].
Also, LDPC codes of almost any rate and blocklength can be created simply by specifying the

shape of the parity check matrix, while the rate of turbo codes is governed largely by a puncturing
schedule, so flexibility in rate is obtained only through considerable design effort. Unlike turbo
codes, which can exhibit a noise floor phenomenon due to low-weight codewords [12], LDPC
codes do not exhibit a noise floor [3]. As an additional boon, LDPC codes are not patent protected
[13]. On the negative side, LDPC codes have a significantly higher encode complexity than turbo
codes, and decoding may require many more iterations than turbo decoding (with implications for
latency).
It is a curious twist of history that LDPC codes, which are among “perhaps the best error-correcting
codes in the world” [13] should have been largely unnoticed for so long, and in fact, have occasionally been perceived to be “bad” codes [14, p. 114].1 Among the reasons that the codes might
have been overlooked are that contemporary investigations in concatenated coding overshadowed
LDPC codes, and the hardware of the time could not support effective decoder implementations.
As a result, LDPC codes remained largely unstudied for over thirty years, with only scattered references to them appearing in the literature, such as [15, 16, 17]. Recently, however, they have been
strongly promoted, beginning with the work of MacKay [5, 18, 13, 19, 7, 20, 21]. Because LDPC
codes have iterative decoding algorithms, they fall in the purview of graph-based algorithms for
decoding; see, e.g., [8, 11, 22, 23]. Both historically and recently, LDPC codes have been proven
to be capable of closely approaching the channel capacity. In fact, the proof of the distance properties of LDPC codes demonstrates such strong performance for these codes that it has been termed
a “semiconstructive proof of Shannon’s noisy channel coding theorem” [5, p. 400].
The study of LDPC codes provides an introduction to many of the themes of modern error-control
coding: block codes described by matrices, graphs associated with a code, trellis-based algorithms,
soft decision decoding, and iterative decoding. Given the strength of LDPC codes, it seems important for students to learn about them — they will be used in forthcoming communications and
data storage systems. Given the variety of concepts necessary to understand the decoding, it seems
pedagogically valuable — though challenging — to present the material to students.
Because of the “novelty” of these rediscovered codes, it is not surprising that current digital communications textbooks do not discuss them. Recent books on error-control coding [24, 25] briefly
present them, but the presentations are too brief to explain the decoding algorithm. Furthermore,
the available literature on LDPC codes presumes a fairly high level of background. The intent of
this paper is to provide an introductory exposition of LDPC codes, with particular focus on clarifying the decoding algorithm. The paper could be used, for example, as a supplement to a course
in error-control coding.
Despite their relative novelty, work is underway in a variety of laboratories to implement LDPC
codes in DSL, wireless links, and high density magentic recording applications, as well as applications to space-time coding.
1

In fairness, it should be pointed out that in [5] and on the web version of the paper, the author retracts his
denigration of the LDPC codes, recognizing that they are “very good” codes.

Coding theory background
Error-correction codes are a way of introducing redundancy into a data stream in a preciselydefined manner, so that errors that occur in the data stream can be corrected. For N > K, an
(N, K) block coder partitions a data stream into successive blocks of K bits, to which N − K
additional bits are adjoined; these additional bits are called the parity bits. 2 The block of N bits is
called the codeword and the quantity N − K is the redundancy of the code. One measure of the
utility of a code is the number of errors that it can correct. The rate of a code is the ratio of the
number of input bits to the number of output bits, R = K/N . It is typically desirable to have codes
with good error-correction capability and the highest possible rate (or smallest redundancy).
An important class of block codes is the linear block codes, which can be characterized by two
matrices, the generator matrix and the parity check matrix. The generator matrix of a linear block
code is an N × K matrix3 G. The code is the span of the columns of G. That is, a vector c of
length N is a codeword if and only if
c = Gm
(1)
(operations modulo 2) for some “message” vector m of length K. When the generator matrix
contains a K × K identity, so that
 
P
,
G=
I
then the message vector m appears explicitly as part of the codeword c; such a generator is said to
be in systematic form.
The parity check matrix A of a linear block code is an M × N matrix, with M < N , with the
property that c is a codeword in the code if and only if
Ac = 0.

(2)

Writing

aT1
 aT 
 2
A =  ..  ,
 . 


aTM

we see that c is a codeword if and only if aTm c = 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . , M . The equation aTi c = 0 is
said to be a linear parity-check constraint on the codeword c. We will use the notation z m = aTm c,
and call zm a parity check, or, more simply, a check. By (1) and (2), AG = 0.
2
While binary codes are the only codes discussed in this paper, it is straightforward to generalize to codes with
larger symbol sets.
3
In most of the error-control coding literature, G is taken to be a K × N matrix, and message vectors and code
vectors are taken to be row vectors, so that c = mG. However, in the literature of low-density parity-check codes, the
convention is to use column vectors, which is followed in this paper.
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be a binary parity check matrix. Then, for example, for a codeword c = [c 1 , c2 , . . . , c10 ], we must
have
c1 + c2 + c3 + c6 + c7 + c10 = 0
c1 + c 3 + c 5 + c 6 + c 8 + c 9 = 0
etc. Thus, bits c1 , c2 , c3 , c6 , c7 and c10 participate in check z1 . Also, from A it may be observed that
bit c1 is involved in checks z1 , z2 and z5 . (The italicized elements of A are discussed below.)
A parity check code of length N is a linear block code whose codewords all satisfy a set of M
linear parity check constraints [26, 27]. That is, the code can be specified by an M × N parity
check matrix A. Each linearly independent constraint reduces the number of valid codewords in
the code by a factor of one half. Let r = rank(A) ≤ M be the number of linearly independent
constraints; then the dimension of the code is K = N − r, and each codeword can represent K
information bits. The code rate is thus R = K/N .
For a code specified by a parity check matrix A, it is expedient for encoding purposes to determine
the corresponding generator matrix G. A systematic generator matrix may be found as follows.
Using Gaussian elimination with column pivoting as necessary (with binary arithmetic) determine
an M × M matrix A−1
p so that


I
A
H = A−1
A
=
.
2
p

(If such a matrix Ap does not exist, then A is rank deficient, r = rank(A) < M . In this case,
form H by truncating the linearly dependent rows from A −1
p A. The corresponding code has R =
K/N > (N − M )/N , so it is a higher rate — better — code than the dimensions of A would
suggest.) Having found H, form
 
A2
G=
.
I
Then HG = 0, so Ap HG = AG = 0, so G is a generator matrix for A. While A may be sparse
(as discussed below), neither the systematic generator G nor H will necessarily be sparse.
Associated with a parity check matrix A is a graph called the Tanner graph [15] containing two sets
of nodes. The first set consists of N nodes which represent the N bits of a codeword; nodes in this
set are called “bit” nodes. The second set consists of M nodes, called “check” nodes, representing
the parity constraints. The graph has an edge between the nth bit node and the mth check node if
and only if nth bit is involved in the mth check, that is, if A m,n = 1. Thus, the Tanner graph is a
graphical depiction of the parity check matrix. Figure 1 illustrates the graph for A from example
1. A graph such as this consisting of two distinct sets of nodes and having edges only between the
nodes in different sets is called a bipartite graph. The Tanner graph will be used below to develop

insight which will be used to develop the decoding algorithm. It should be pointed out that the
Tanner graph exists for every linear block code, so the decoding algorithm described here applies
not just to LDPC codes.
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10
bit
nodes

z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
check
nodes

Figure 1: Bipartite graph associated with the parity check matrix A. (The dashed edged correspond
to a cycle of length four, as discussed below.)

LDPC codes: construction and notation
A matrix is said to be sparse if fewer than half of the elements are nonzero. A LDPC code is
simply a code which has a very sparse parity check matrix [5].
The weight of a binary vector is the number of nonzero elements in it. The column weight of a
column of a matrix is the weight of the column; similarly for row weight. A LDPC is regular if
the column weights are all the same and the row weights are all the same. To generate a regular
LDPC code, a column weight wc is selected (typically a small integer such as wc = 3) and values
for N (the block length) and M (the redundancy) are selected. Then an M × N matrix A is
generated, typically at random, which has weight wc in each column4 and row weight wr in each
row. Attaining uniform row weight wr requires that wc N = wr M . This structure says that every
bit participates in wc checks, and each check involves wr bits.
Example 2 The parity check matrix A of (3) has column weight w c = 3. Strictly speaking, A
is not a sparse matrix, since more than half of its elements are nonzero. However, it was chosen
as a small matrix to illustrate the concept of a random matrix with fixed-weight columns. Space
considerations preclude explicit presentation of more realistic parity check matrices.
In many LDPC codes, N is taken to be quite large (such as N > 10, 000), while the column weight
is held at around 3 or 4, so the density of 1s in the matrix is quite low. (A column weight of
4

Actually, it is not necessary for an LDPC code to have equal column weight. In fact, it has been shown [28] that
irregular codes having varying column weights can achieve superior performance to the regular codes described here.
However, for simplicity of exposition, attention is restricted in this paper to regular codes.

wc = 2 has been found to be ineffective [5].) For the Tanner graph representation of the parity
check matrix, each bit node is adjacent to wc check nodes, and each check node is adjacent to wr
bit nodes.
Since the A matrix is sparse, it can be represented efficiently using lists of its nonzero locations.
This notation is used in practical software implementations, as well as to describe the decoding
algorithm to be presented below. In this notation, bits are typically indexed by n or n 0 (e.g., cn0 )
and the checks are typically indexed by m or m0 (e.g., zm ). The set of bits that participate in check
zm (that is, the nonzero elements on the mth row of A) is denoted
Nm = {n : Amn = 1}.
The set of bits that participate in check zm except for bit n is denoted
Nm,n = Nm \n.
The notation |Nm | indicates the number of elements in the set Nm . These sets should be considered
ordered lists, with the ith element of Nm being indicated by Nm (i).
The set of checks in which bit cn participates (that is, the nonzero elements of the nth column of
A) is denoted
Mn = {m : Amn = 1}.
For a regular LDPC code, |Mn | = wc . Let
Mn,m = Mn \m
be the set of checks in which bit cn participates except for check m.
Example 3 For the parity check matrix of (3),
N1 = {1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10},
M1 = {1, 2, 5},
N2,1 = {3, 5, 6, 8, 9},
M2,1 = {4, 5},

N2 = {1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9},
M2 = {1, 4, 5},

etc.

N2,3 = {1, 5, 6, 8, 9},
M2,4 = {1, 5},

etc.

etc.

etc.

Transmission through a Gaussian channel
The decoding algorithm described below is a soft-decision decoder which makes use of channel
information. We will develop the decoder for codewords transmitted through an additive white
Gaussian noise (AGWN) channel. When a codeword is transmitted through an AWGN channel,
as shown in figure 2, the binary vector c is first mapped into a transmitted signal vector t. For
illustrative purposes, a binary phase-shift keyed (BPSK) signal constellation is employed, so that

√
the signal a = Eb represents the bit 1, and the signal −a represents the bit 0. The transmitted
signal vector t has elements tn = (2cn − 1)a. This signal vector passes through a channel which
adds a Gaussian noise vector ν, where each element of ν is independent, identically distributed
with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The received signal is
y = t + ν.

(4)

Given the received information, the posterior probability of detection can be computed as
p(yn |tn = a) Pr(tn = a)
p(yn )
p(yn |tn = a) Pr(tn = a)
=
p(yn |tn = a) Pr(tn = a) + p(yn |tn = −a) Pr(tn = −a)
p(yn |tn = a)
=
p(yn |tn = a) + p(yn |tn = −a)

Pr(cn = 1|yn ) =

(5)

where it assumed that Pr(cn = 1) = Pr(cn = 0) = 12 . In (5), the notation Pr(·) indicates
a probability mass function, and p(·) indicates a probability density function. For an AWGN
channel,
1
1
2
2
1
1
=√
p(yn |tn = a) = √
(6)
e− 2σ2 (yn −tn )
e− 2σ2 (yn −a) .
2πσ
2πσ
tn =a
Applying (6) in (5) we obtain
Pr(cn = 1|yn ) =

1
1+

e−2ayn /σ2

.

(7)

We shall refer to Pr(cn = x|yn ), for x ∈ {0, 1}, as the channel posterior probability, and denote it
by pn (x).
ν
m

Encoder

c

−a
a
“0”
“1”
Modulator

t

+

y

Figure 2: Transmission through a Gaussian channel.


T
Example 4 The message vector m = 1 0 1 0 1 is encoded using a systematic generator
G derived from (3) to obtain the code vector

T
(8)
c= 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 .

This is mapped to a signal constellation with a = 2 to obtain the transmitted vector

T
t = −2 −2 −2 2 −2 2 −2 2 −2 2

which is transmitted through an AWGN channel with σ 2 = 2. The vector

T
y = −0.63 −0.83 −0.73 −0.04 0.1 0.95 −0.76 0.66 −0.55 0.58

is received. Using (7), it is found that the channel posterior probabilities are

T
Pr(c = 1|y) = 0.22 0.16 0.19 0.48 0.55 0.87 0.18 0.79 0.25 0.76

(9)

If y were converted to a binary vector by thresholding the probabilities in (9) at 0.5, the estimated
vector


0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

would be obtained. This differs from the original code vector at the two underlined locations. However, note that at the error locations, the channel posterior probability is only slightly different than
the threshold 0.5, so that the bits only “weakly” decode to the values 0 and 1, respectively. Other
bits more strongly decode to their true values. These weak and strong indications are exploited by
a soft-decision decoder.
Decoding parity check codes
The optimal (minimum probability of decoding error) decoder seeks a codeword ĉ which maximizes Pr(c|y, Ac = 0), that is, the most probable codeword which satisfies the parity checks,
given set of received data y = [y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ]. However, the decoding complexity for the true
optimum decoding of an unstructured (i.e., random) code is exponential in K [29], requiring an
exhaustive search over all 2K codewords, so a modified decoding criterion is employed. Instead,
the decoder will attempt to find a codeword having bits c n which maximize
Pr(cn |y, all checks involving bit cn are satisfied),
that is, the posterior probability for a single bit given that only the checks on that bit are satisfied.
As it turns out, even this easier, more computationally localized, task cannot be accomplished exactly due to approximations the practical algorithm must make. However, this decoding algorithm
has excellent demonstrated performance, and the complexity of the decoding is linear in the code
length.
The decoding algorithm deals with two sets of probabilities. The first set of probabilities is related
to the decoding criterion, Pr(cn |y, all checks involving bit cn are satisfied). We will denote this by
qn (x) = Pr(cn = x|y, all checks involving cn are satisfied),

x ∈ {0, 1},

or, using the notation defined in section ,
qn (x) = Pr(cn = x|y, {zm = 0, m ∈ Mn }),

x ∈ {0, 1}.

(10)

This probability is referred to as the pseudoposterior probability and is ultimately used to make
the decisions about the decoded bits. A variant of this probability, called q mn (x), is also used (as
seen below) which is
qmn (x) = Pr(cn = x|y, all checks, except zm , involving cn are satisfied)

or, more briefly,
qmn (x) = Pr(cn = x|y, {zm0 , m0 ∈ Mn,m }).
The quantities qn (x) and qmn (x) are probabilities of codeword bits given the observations and
the checks. The second set of probabilities employed in the algorithm has to do with the probability of checks given the bits. These indicate the probability that a check is satisfied, given the
value of a single bit involved with that check and the observations associated with that check:
Pr(the mth check is satisfied|cn = x, y). This probability is denoted by rmn (x), with rmn (x) =
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y).
The quantities qmn (x) and rmn (x) are computed only for those values of (m, n) of A that are
nonzero. The decoding algorithm incorporates information from the measured data to compute
probabilities about the checks, as represented by rmn (x). The information about the checks is then
used to find information about the bits, as represented by q mn (x). This, in turn, is used to update
the probabilities about the checks, and so forth. Iteration between bit and check probabilities (qs
and rs) proceeds until all the parity checks are satisfied simultaneously, or until a specified number
of iterations is exceeded. Algorithm 1 is a concise statement of the decoding algorithm; the details
are discussed in the sections below. (This particular formulation of the decoding algorithm is due
to [5], while concepts from the description are from [4].)

Algorithm 1 Iterative decoding algorithm for binary LDPC codes
Input: A, and the channel posterior probabilities pn (x) = Pr(cn = x|yn ), and the maximum # of iterations,
L.
Initialization: Set qmn (x) = pn (x) for all (m, n) with A(m, n) = 1.
Horizontal step: For each (m, n) with A(m, n) = 1:
Compute δqml = qml (0) − qml (1)
Compute
Y
δrmn =
δqmn0
(11)
{n0 ∈Nm,n }

Compute rmn (1) = (1 − δrmn )/2 and rmn (0) = (1 + δrmn )/2.
Vertical Step: For each (m, n) with A(m, n) = 1:
Compute
Y
qmn (0) = αmn pn (0)
rm0 n (0)
and
qmn (1) = αmn pn (1)
{m0 ∈M

n,m }

where αmn is chosen so qmn (0) + qmn (1) = 1.
Also compute the “pseudoposterior” probabilities
Y
qn (0) = αn pn (0)
rm0 n (0)
and
{m0 ∈M

qn (1) = αn pn (1)

n}

where αn is chosen so that qn (0) + qn (1) = 1.
Make a tentative decision: Set ĉn = 1 if qn (1) > 0.5, else set ĉn = 0.

Y

{m0 ∈M

Y

{m0 ∈M

rm0 n (1)

n,m }

rm0 n (1)
n}

(12)

If Aĉ = 0, then Stop. Otherwise, if #iterations < L, loop to Horizontal Step
Otherwise, declare a decoding failure and Stop.

The Vertical Step: Updating qmn (x)
We will now explain in detail the decoding algorithm. Consider figure 3(a), which is obtained by
selecting an arbitrary bit node cn from the Tanner graph and using it as the root of a tree, with
the subset of the Tanner graph connecting this bit to its checks and the other bits involved in these
checks as nodes in the tree. The bits other than cn which connect to the parity checks are referred
to as bits in the Tier 1 of the tree. We shall assume that the bits represented in the first tier of the
tree are distinct, and hence independent.
In reality, the portion of the redrawn Tanner graph may not be a tree, since the bits on the first tier
may not be distinct. For example, figure 3(b) shows a portion of the actual Tanner graph from figure
1 with the root c1 . In this figure, for example, bit c2 is checked by both checks z1 and z5 . There is
thus a cycle of length four in the graph, indicated by the dashed lines. This cycle corresponds to
the italicized elements of the matrix A in (3). Such a cycle means that the bits in the first tier are
not independent (as initially assumed). However, for a sufficiently large code, the probability of
such cycles is small (at least for trees represented out to the first tier). We will therefore assume a
tree structure as portrayed in figure 3(a), with its corresponding independence assumption.
ci , i ∈ Nm,n , m ∈ Mn

Tier 1

zm , m ∈ M n
cn
(a)
c10

c9

c8

c7

c6

z5

c5

z2

c4

c3

c2

z1

c1
(b)

Figure 3: A subset of the Tanner graph. (a) Viewed as a tree, with node for c n as the root. (b) An
actual portion of the Tanner graph, with node for c1 as root, showing cycle.

Under the assumption of independence of bits in the first tier (no cycles), the checks in the tree
are statistically independent, given cn . The decoding algorithm uses information that the checks
provide about the bits, as indicated by the following.
Theorem 1 For a bit cn involved in parity checks {zm , m ∈ Mn }, if the checks are independent
then
Y
qn (x) = α Pr(cn = x|yn )
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y),
(13)
m∈Mn

where α is a normalizing constant.
Proof
qn (x) = Pr(cn = 0|y, {zm = 0, m ∈ Mn }) =
=

Pr(cn = 0, {zm = 0, m ∈ Mn }|y)
Pr({zm = 0}, m ∈ Mn }|y)

1
Pr(cn = x|y) Pr({zm = 0, m ∈ Mn }|cn = x, y)
Pr({zm = 0}, m ∈ Mn }|y)

Due to independence of bits and noise, the conditional probability Pr(c n = x|y) can be written as
Pr(cn = x|yn ). Under the assumption that the checks are independent, the joint probability on the
checks can be factored, so that
Y
1
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y).
Pr(cn = x|yn )
qn (x) =
Pr({zm = 0}, m ∈ Mn })
m∈M
n

The factor dividing this probability can be obtained by marginalizing:
Q
Pr(cn = x|yn ) m∈Mn Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y)
Q
qn (x) = P
;
x Pr(cn = x|yn )
m∈Mn Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y)

that is, the factor is just a normalization constant, which we denote as α, which ensures that q n (x)
is a probability mass function with respect to x.
2
Q
In (13), qn (x) has two probability factors. The factor m∈Mn Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y) has been
called the extrinsic probability [26]. Like the extrinsic probability used in turbo code decoding
[30], it expresses the amount of information there is about c n based on the structure imposed by
the code. The other factor in (13), P (cn |yn ), expresses how much information there is about cn
based on the measured channel output yn corresponding to cn .
As before, let
rmn (x) = Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y)

(14)

denote the probability that the mth check is satisfied, given bit c n . We will derive in section an
expression to compute this probability. Using (14) and theorem 1 we can write
Y
rmn (x).
(15)
qn (x) = α Pr(cn = x|y)
m∈Mn

If the Tanner graph were actually a tree with a single tier, as in figure 3(a), theorem 1 could be
used immediately for decoding. However, each bit in tier 1 of the tree has its own set of checks,
each with their own corresponding checked bits. This leads to a situation as in figure 4. To do
decoding on this tree, we again invoke an independence assumption: the set of bits connected to a
check subtree rooted at a bit in the first tier are independent. (As before, cycles in the Tanner graph
violate this assumption.) The probability of a bit in the first tier of the tree is computed using using
bits from the second tier of the tree. Let n0 be the index of a bit in the first tier connected to the
check zm . Let
qmn0 (x) = Pr(cn0 = x|all checks involving cn0 , except for check zm )
or, more briefly,
qmn0 (x) = Pr(cn0 = x|{zm0 , m0 ∈ Mn0 ,m }, y).
Then, slightly modifying the results of theorem 1,
qmn0 (x) = α Pr(cn0 = x|yn0 )

Y

rm0 n0 (x).

(16)

m0 ∈Mn0 ,m

If there are wc parity checks associated with each bit, then the computation (16) involves w c − 1
checks. Using (16), the probabilities for bits in the first tier can be computed from the checks in
the second tier, following which the probability at the root c n can be computed using (15).
Process from
leaves toward
root

Tier 2
z m0

Tier 1

c n0
zm
cn

Figure 4: The two-tier tree

Since the product in (16) is computed down the columns of the A matrix (across the checks),
updating qmn (x) is called the vertical step of the decoding algorithm. Equation (16) computed for
each nonzero element of A corresponds to (12). The process can be described in words as follows:
For each nonzero position (m, n) of A, compute the product of r m0 ,n (x) down the nth column
of A, excluding the value at position (m, n), then multiply by the channel posterior probability.
There are wc N values of qmn to update, each requiring O(wc ) operations, so this step has O(N )
complexity.
If the graph associated with the code were actually a tree with independence among the bits associated with the checks on each tier, this procedure could be recursively applied, starting at the
leaf nodes of the tree — those not connected to further checks — and working toward the root.
The probabilities at the leaf nodes could be computed using the channel posterior probabilities,

pn (x) defined in (7). Working from leaves toward the root, the probability q mn0 (x) would be computed for each node cn0 on the second-to-last tier, using the leaf nodes (the last tier). Then q mn0
would be computed for each node on the third-to-last tier, using the probabilities obtained from the
second-to-last tier, and so forth until the root node is reached.
However, it is time to face reality: The graph associated with the code is not actually a tree. The
node cn which we have called the root of the tree is not a distinguished root node, but is actually
an arbitrary node. We deal with this reality by considering each node c n in turn as if it were the
“root” of a tree. For each cn , we consider each parity check zm , m ∈ Mn associated with it, and
compute qmn0 (x), as defined in (16), involving other wc − 1 checks and the other bits of the first tier
of the “tree” with that cn as the root. The algorithm does not actually propagate information from
leaf to root, but instead propagates information throughout the graph as if each node were the root.
If there were no cycles in the tree, this algorithm would, in fact, result in an exact computation
at each node of the tree [31]. But as bits connect to checks to other bits through the iterations,
there must eventually be some cycles in the graph. These violate the independence assumptions
and lead to only approximate results. Nevertheless, it has been found [5] that the approximation is
very good, and excellent decoded results are obtained by this approximate algorithm.

Horizontal Step: Updating rmn (x)
The probability of the satisfaction of the check zm , rmn (x) = Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y), depends on
all of the bits {cn0 , n0 ∈ Nm } that participate in zm , so an expression involving all of the bits that
influence check zm is necessary. The desired probability can be computed by marginalizing,
X
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y) =
Pr(zm = 0, {cn0 = xn0 , n0 ∈ Nm,n }|cn = x, y),
(17)
{xn0 ,n0 ∈Nm,n }

where the sum is taken over all possible binary sequences {xn0 } with n0 ∈ Nm,n . (Continuing
example 1, for N2,1 = {3, 5, 6, 8, 9}, the variables in the sum {x3 , x5 , x6 , x8 , x9 } take on all 25
possible binary values, from (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) through (1, 1, 1, 1, 1).) The joint probability in (17) can
be factored using conditioning as
X
rmn (x) =
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, {cn0 = xn0 : n0 ∈ Nm,n }, y) Pr({cn0 = xn0 : n0 ∈ Nm,n }|y).
{xn0 :n0 ∈Nm,n }

(18)
Under the assumption that the bits {cn0 , n0 ∈ Nm,n } are independent — which strictly speaking is
true only if there are no cycles in the graph — (18) can be written as
X
Y
rmn (x) =
Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, {cn0 = xn0 : n0 ∈ Nm,n })
Pr(cl0 = xl0 |y), (19)
{xn0 :n0 ∈Nm,n }

l0 ∈Nm,n

where the conditioning on y in the first probability has been dropped since the parity is independent
of the observations, given the values of the bits. The conditional probability in the sum, Pr(z m =
0|cn = x, {cn0 = xn0 : n0 ∈ Nm,n }) is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the check condition for

P
the bits in Nm is actually
P satisfied. Only those terms for which n0 ∈Nm xn0 = 0 — or, in other
words, for which xn = n0 ∈Nm,n xn0 — contribute to the probability, so
X

rmn (x) =
{{xn

0 ,n0 ∈N

m,n }:x=

P

l

xl }

Y

l∈Nm,n

Pr(cl = xl |y).

(20)

That is, rmn (x) is the total probability of sequences {xn0 , n0 ∈ Nm,n } of length |Nm,n | whose
sum is equal to x, where each element xn0 in each sequence occurs with probability Pr(cn0 |y). At
first appearance, (20) seems like a complicated sum to compute. However, there are significant
computational simplifications that can be made using a graph associated with this problem.
For a sequence of bit values {xn0 , n0 ∈ Nm,n } involved in check m, let
ζ(k) =

k
X

xNm,n (i)

i=1

be the sum of the first k bits of {xn0 }. Then
ζ(L) =

L
X

xNm,n (i) =

i=1

X

xl ,

(21)

l∈Nm,n

where L = |Nm,n |. The sum in (21) appears in the index of the sum in (20).
The values of ζ(k) as a function of k may be represented using the graph 5 shown in figure 5. There
are two states in the trellis, 0 and 1, representing the possible values of ζ(k). Starting from the 0
state at k = 0, ζ(1) takes on two possible values, depending on the value of x Nm,n (1) . Then ζ(2)
takes on two possible values, depending on the value of ζ(1) and x Nm,n (2) . The final state of the
trellis represents ζ(L).
0

xNm,n (1) =0

xNm,n (2) =0

xNm,n (L) =0

xNm,n (1) =1

xNm,n (2) =1

xNm,n (L) =1

xNm,n (2) =1

xNm,n (L) =1

1

xNm,n (2) =0

ζ(0)

ζ(1)

0

1

xNm,n (L) =0

ζ(2)

ζ(L − 1)

ζ(L)

Figure 5: The trellis associated with finding rmn (x). The probability of all possible paths through
the trellis is computed inductively.

Let the values xn0 occur with probability Pr(xn0 ) = Pr(cn0 |y). Using this graph, it may be observed
that rmn (x) is the probability that x = ζ(L), where the probability is computed over every possible
5

Because of its regular structure, a graph of this form is called a trellis.

path through the trellis. The problem still looks quite complicated. However, due to the structure
of the trellis, the probabilities can be recursively computed. Note that
Pr(ζ(1) = x) = Pr(xNm,n (1) = x) = Pr(cNm,n (1) = x|y),
Knowing Pr(ζ(1) = 0) and Pr(ζ(1) = 1), the event that ζ(2) = 0 can occur in two ways: either
ζ(1) = 0 and xNm,n (2) = 0, or ζ(1) = 1 and xNm,n (2) = 1. Similarly, the event that ζ(2) = 1 can
occur in two ways. Thus,
Pr(ζ(2) = 0) = Pr(ζ(1) = 0, xNm,n (2) = 0) + Pr(ζ(1) = 1, xNm,n (2) = 1)
Pr(ζ(2) = 1) = Pr(ζ(1) = 1, xNm,n (2) = 0) + Pr(ζ(1) = 0, xNm,n (2) = 1).

(22)

By the (assumed) independence of the bits, the joint probabilities in (22) can be factored, so (22)
can be written
Pr(ζ(2) = 0) = Pr(ζ(1) = 0) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 0) + Pr(ζ(1) = 1) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 1)
Pr(ζ(2) = 1) = Pr(ζ(1) = 1) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 0) + Pr(ζ(1) = 0) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 1).

(23)

Let wk (x) be the probability
wk (x) = Pr(ζ(k) = x).
Then (23) can be written
w2 (0) = w1 (0) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 0) + w1 (1) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 1)
w2 (1) = w1 (1) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 0) + w1 (0) Pr(xNm,n (2) = 1),
and, in general (under assumptions of independence)
wk (0) = wk−1 (0) Pr(xNm,n (k) = 0) + wk−1 (1) Pr(xNm,n (k) = 1)
wk (1) = wk−1 (1) Pr(xNm,n (k) = 0) + wk−1 (0) Pr(xNm,n (k) = 1).

(24)

This recursion is initialized with w0 (0) = 1, w0 (1) = 0. (It may be noted that the recursion (26) is
a particular instance of the celebrated BCJR algorithm, named after its originators [32], which also
appears in turbo decoding and hidden Markov model scoring, and a variety of other applications.
In this case, the w probabilities are directly analogous to the forward probabilities of the BCJR
algorithm, usually denoted by α.)
By the recursive computation (24), the probabilities of all possible paths through the trellis are
computed. By the definition of wk (x), Pr(ζ(L) = x) = wL (x) and by (20),
rmn (0) = wL (0)

rmn (1) = wL (1).

(25)

Now consider computing Pr(zm = 0|cn = x, y) for a check node zm in the first tier of a multi-tier
tree, such as that portrayed in figure 4. In this case, the bit probabilities Pr(x 0n ) = Pr(cn0 |yn0 )
necessary for the recursion (24) are obtained from the bit nodes in Tier 1 of the tree, which depend
also upon check nodes in Tier 2, excluding check zm . That is, we use
Pr(cn0 = x|y) = qmn0 (x)

as the bit probabilities. Then the recursive update rule is written
wk (0) = wk−1 (0)qm,Nm,n (k) (0) + wk−1 (1)qm,Nm,n (k) (1)
wk (1) = wk−1 (1)qm,Nm,n (k) (0) + wk−1 (0)qm,Nm,n (k) (1).

(26)

This recursive computation is used for each iteration of the decoding algorithm.
The probability update algorithm (26) can be extended to codes with larger than binary alphabets,
by creating a trellis with more states. For binary codes, however, (26) can be re-expressed in an
elegant way in terms of differences of probabilities. Let δq ml = qml (0) − qml (1) and δrml =
rml (0) − rml (1). From (26),
wk (0) − wk (1) = (wk−1 (0) − wk−1 (1))(qmNm,n (k) (0) − qmNm,n (k) (1)).
Inductively,
wk (0) − wk (1) =

k
Y
i=1

(qmNm,n (i) (0) − qmNm,n (i) (1)).

Using δrmn = rmn (0) − rmn (1), we have
δrmn =

Y

l0 ∈N

δqm,l0 .

(27)

m,n

This is (11). In words, what this update says is: For each nonzero element (m, n) of A, compute
the product of the δqmn0 across the mth row, except for the value at column n. The entire update
has complexity O(N ).
Having found the δrmn and using the fact that rmn (0) + rmn (1) = 1, the probabilities can be
computed as
rmn (0) = (1 + δrmn )/2
rmn (1) = (1 − δrmn )/2.
(28)

Terminating and initializing the decoding algorithm
As before, let qn (x) = Pr(cn = x|{zm : m ∈ Mn }). This can be computed as
Y
rmn (x),
qn (x) = αn pn (x)
m∈Mn

where αn is chosen so that qn (0) + qn (1) = 1. These pseudoposterior probabilities are used to
make decisions on x: if qn (1) > 0.5 a decision is made to set ĉn = 1.
Since the decoding criterion computes Pr(cn = x|y, checks involving cn ), with each bit probability computed separately, it is possible that the set of bit decisions obtained by the decoding
algorithm will not initially simultaneously satisfy all of the checks. This observation can be used

bits

checks

bits

checks

bits

Direction of Processing

Figure 6: Processing information through the graph determined by A. The dashed line illustrates a
cycle of length 4.

to formulate a stopping criterion. If Aĉ = 0, that is, all checks are simultaneously satisfied, then
decoding is finished. Otherwise, the algorithm repeats from the horizontal step.
Having the ability to determine when decoding is complete distinguishes LDPC codes from other
iteratively-decoded codes such as turbo codes, in which either a fixed number of iterations is used,
or convergence is declared when the probabilities computed in the algorithm cease changing significantly from one iteration to the next [9, 10, 11].
It may happen that Aĉ = 0 is not satisfied after the specified maximum number of iterations. In
this case, a decoding failure is declared; this is indicative of an error event which exceeds the
ability of the code to correct within that number of iterations. Knowledge of a decoding failure is
important, but not available with many codes, including turbo codes. In some systems, a decoding
failure may invoke a retransmission of the faulty codeword.
The iterative decoding algorithm is initialized by setting q mn (x) = pn (x). That is, the probability
conditional on the checks qmn (x) is set to the channel posterior probability, which is what would
be used if the Tanner graph were actually a tree.

Message passing viewpoint
The decoding algorithm can be viewed as an instance of a message passing algorithm, of the sort
used for inference in the artificial intelligence literature [11, 22, 23, 31, 33]. In this viewpoint,
messages are passed among the nodes in the Tanner graph. In the horizontal step, “messages”
in the form of probability vectors qmn (x) are passed to the check nodes, where the messages are
combined using (27). In the vertical step, “messages” in the form of probability vectors r mn (x)
are passed to the bit nodes, where the messages are combined using (16). The iteration of the
algorithm may be viewed as message passing through the graph obtained by concatenating several
copies of the Tanner graph, as shown in figure 6.

In the absence of cycles, such message passing algorithms compute exact probabilities [33]. However, the presence of cycles in this graph means that the decoding algorithm computes only approximate solutions. Careful analysis of graphs with cycles, however, [34] has shown theoretically that
the approximate algorithm still provides effective decoding capability; this conclusion is borne out
by repeated simulation studies.

A numerical example
For the parity check matrix (3) of example 1 and the received probability vector of example 4, the
decoding proceeds as follows:
Initialization: Set qmn (x) = pn (x) from (9)
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At the end of the first iteration, the parity check condition is not satisfied. The algorithm runs
through two more iterations (not shown here). At the end, the decoded value


ĉ = 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

is obtained, which exactly matches the transmitted code vector c of (8).
Even though the minimum distance of the code is 4, the code was able to decode beyond the
minimum distance (in this case), and correct two errors.

More on code construction
The code construction described previously is very simple: simply generate columns at random
with the appropriate weight. However, there are some practicalities to be dealt with. First, if
the columns of A are not linearly independent, some columns can be eliminated, which serves
to increase the rate of the code by decreasing N . Second, it is important to reduce the number
of cycles in the graph associated with the code. Therefore, eliminating or regenerating columns
which would contribute to short cycles is advised. It can be seen that when two columns of A have
an overlap of more than 1 bit (as in the italicized elements of (3)) there is a cycle of length 4 in the
iterated graph. For large N , this is a very easy condition to check for and eliminate in the random
generation process. With somewhat more work, longer cycles can be detected and removed.

Why low-density parity-check codes?
The iterative decoding algorithm described in this paper applies to any parity check code. For
example, Hamming codes are able to benefit from decoding using this algorithm; [26] reports
coding gains of 1.5 dB using the iterative decoding algorithm compared with conventional hard
decoding of the (7,4) Hamming decoder. Since any linear code can be decoded with this algorithm,
why, then, should low-density parity-check codes be contemplated?
First, the codes have excellent distance properties. Gallager showed that the minimum distance
dmin between codewords increases with N when column and row weights are held fixed [3, p. 5],
that is, as they become increasingly sparse. Sequences of LDPC codes as N → ∞ have been
proven to reach channel capacity [5]. (Incidentally, these proofs establish the fact that there is
no “error floor” for these codes.) LDPC codes thus essentially act like the random codes used in
Shannon’s original proof of the channel coding theorem.
Second, the decoding algorithm is tractable. As observed, the decoding algorithm has complexity
linearly proportional to the length of the code. (For a nonsparse parity check matrix, the decoding
complexity would be proportional to N 2 .) Thus we get the benefit of a random code, but without
the exponential decoding complexity usually associated with random codes. These codes thus
fly in the face of conventional coding wisdom, that there are “few known constructive codes that
are good, fewer still that are practical, and none at all that are both practical and very good.” [5,
p. 399]. While the iterative decoder algorithm may be applied to any parity check code, it is the
extreme sparseness of the parity check matrix for LDPC codes that makes the decoding particularly
attractive. The low-density nature of the parity check matrix thus, fortuitously, contributes both to
good distance properties and the relatively low complexity of the decoding algorithm.

For finite length (but still long codes), excellent coding gains are achievable as we briefly illustrate with two examples. Figure 7(a) shows the BPSK probability of error performance for two
LDPC codes, a rate 1/2 code with (N, K) = (20000, 10000) and a rate 1/3 code with (N, K) =
(15000, 10000) from [13], compared with uncoded BPSK. These plots were made by adding simulated Gaussian noise to a codeword then iterating the algorithm up to 1000 times. As many as
100000 blocks of bits were simulated to get the performance points at the higher SNRs. In all
cases, the errors counted in the probability of error are detected errors; in no case did the decoder
declare a successful decoding that was erroneous! (This is not always the case. We have found that
for very short toy codes, the decoder may terminate with the condition Aĉ = 0, but ĉ is erroneous.
However, for long codes, decoding success meant correct decoding.)
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Figure 7: Illustration of the decoding performance of LPDC codes, and the number of iterations to
achieve decoding.

Figure 7(b) shows the average number of iterations to complete the decoding. (The peak number of
iterations, not shown, was in many instances much higher.) The high number of iterations suggests
a rather high potential decoding complexity, even though each iteration is readily computed. It has
been estimated [5, p. 420] that the decoding complexity per bit is 6w c /R multiplies per bit per
iteration. For the R = 1/2 code with wc = 3, this is 36 multiplies per bit per iteration. For 50
iterations, this is 1800 multiplies per decoded bit. For comparison, the turbo code of [2] is reported
to require 3800 operations per decoded bit.
There are some potential disadvantages to LDPC codes. First, the best code performance is obtained for very long codes (as predicted by the channel coding theorem). This long block length,
combined with the need for iterative decoding, introduces latency which is unacceptable in many
applications. Second, the encoding operation is quite involved, since the G matrix is not necessarily
sparse, so the encoding complexity is O(N 2 ). Work is underway to find structured encoder matrices that can encode with lower complexity or to otherwise efficiently encode; see e.g., [35, 36].

It should also be pointed out that, while this introduction has focused on regular binary codes, the
best known LDPC codes are irregular and over GF (2m ) for m = 3 or 4.
Summary and Conclusion
LDPC codes are very strong codes, capable of approaching channel capacity. It is easy to create a
parity check matrix for them, and the decoding algorithm has complexity only linear in the code
length. It is expected that LDPC codes will be used in a variety of upcoming applications. Work
is underway to implement LDPC in DSL, wireless links, and high density magentic recording
applications, as well as applications to space-time coding.
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ABSTRACT
A joint source-channel coding scheme (JSCCS) used in applications, like sending images, voice,
music etc. over internet/ wireless networks, involves source coding to compress the information and
channel coding to detect/ correct errors, introduced by the channel. In this paper, we investigate the
unequal error protection (UEP) capability of a class of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes in a
JSCCS. This class of irregular LDPC codes is constructed from cyclic difference families (CDFs).
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INTRODUCTION
Telemetry is a process of acquiring data, like temperature, pressure, velocity etc., at a base station
from sensors in a remote location. These sensors in the remote location transmits data to the base
station over a physical wire, like internet, fiber optic cables etc., or over wireless medium, like air,
space etc. In many telemetric applications like deep space communication, a large volume of data,
like satellite images, has to be transmitted over a noisy channel. In a joint source-channel coding
scheme used in such applications, a block of digital data, obtained from sensors, is compressed by a
variable length source code, and then protected by a channel code. The bits of a source codeword
obtained after compression carry varying importance in the reconstruction of the user data at the
base station. Hence, it is important to provide varying levels of protections to bits of the source
codeword based on their significance in the reconstruction process. This can be achieved by using a
channel code with unequal error protection capability.
Any linear (channel) code can be specified by a parity-check matrix, say H. In this paper, we deal
r
with binary codes and hence, H takes values from a Galois field of order 2 (GF(2)). Any vector c
r
r
that satisfies a set of linear equations cH T = 0 is a codeword of the linear channel code. Every
codeword of a linear code can be generated by using a generator matrix, say G, which satisfies a set
of linear equations GH T = 0 . Most of the constructions of linear UEP codes are based on combining
shorter codes [1] as a direct sum of concatenated codes, an approach first proposed by Blokh and

Zyablov, see [2]. Boyarinov and Katsman [3] showed that direct sums of concatenated codes are
UEP codes under some conditions. Also, they proposed a design of optimal binary systematic linear
UEP codes, gave broad classes of iteratively constructible UEP codes, and described a majority
logic-decoding algorithm for iterative linear UEP codes. Lin et al. [4] showed that some binary
cyclic codes of composite length have unequal error protection capabilities.
In this paper, we propose to facilitate UEP and adaptive error protection by using low-density paritycheck (LDPC) codes. The new class of linear block codes called the low-density parity-check codes
was introduced by Gallager in his thesis [5]. As the name indicates, an LDPC code has a sparse
parity-check matrix, say H. In general, an LDPC code is constructed by first designing its paritycheck matrix. In [5], Gallager proposed a specific method to construct a class of LDPC codes. In [6],
Tanner introduced a clever graphical representation of H of an LDPC code. A simple bipartite graph
representation of H is usually referred to as a Tanner graph of the code. A Tanner graph consists of
two sets of nodes, namely variable nodes and check nodes. Each variable node of the graph
corresponds to a codeword bit. The set of constraints, defined by rows of H, on the set of codewords
of the LDPC code is called parity-check constraints. Each check node of the Tanner graph
corresponds to a parity-check constraint. In a Tanner graph, a variable node and a check node is
connected by an undirected edge if the variable node (or the corresponding codeword bit)
participates in the parity-check constraint represented by the check node. The degree of a variable
(check) node is defined as the number of edges incident on the node. The degree of a variable
(check) node is equal to the weight of the corresponding column (row) in H. A regular LDPC code
is represented by a Tanner graph with a uniform variable node degree dv, and a uniform check node
degree dc. Any LDPC code that is not regular is often referred to as an irregular LDPC code. The
girth of a graph is defined as the length of the shortest cycle in the graph. In recent years, LDPC
codes have gained a great importance because they have a potential to achieve theoretical limits [7].
An LDPC code can be decoded iteratively by using various low-complexity decoding algorithms
based on belief propagation on its Tanner graph [8].
In recent years, several systematic methods have been proposed to construct different classes of
LDPC codes, see [9] and [10]. An LDPC code of length n, with k source coded bits is represented as
a (n, k)-LDPC code. This paper introduces a class of UEP code with orthogonal parity-checks, or
one-step majority logic decodable codes. The girth of Tanner graphs of this class of codes is greater
than 4. The proposed scheme is based on irregular LDPC codes obtained from cyclic difference
families.
IRREGULAR LDPC CODES FROM CDFs
Let V be an additive Abelian group of order v. The elements of V are called points. Then t k-element
subsets of V, Bi= {bi,1,…, bi,k} 1≤i≤t, form a (v, k, λ) difference family (DF) if every nonzero element
of V can be represented in exactly λ ways as a difference of two elements lying in the same member
of a family, i.e., occurs λ times among the differences bi,m-bi,n, 1≤i≤t, 1≤m,n≤k. The sets Bi are called
base blocks. If V is isomorphic to Zv, then a group of integers modulo v, then a (v, k, λ) DF is called
a cyclic difference family (CDF).

A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) [10] consists of a set of v-elements (V) called points,
and a set of b k-subsets B called blocks such that each pair of points occur in exactly λ blocks.
Given a base block Bi, a translate of the base block is defined as
Bi + g = {bi ,1 + g , bi ,2 + g ,........., bi ,k + g}, ∀g ∈ V . The point-block incidence matrix of the translate of

Bi is a circulant matrix of dimension v×v. Let us define the set of blocks B as the union of translates
of base blocks Bi, 1≤i≤t. Since there are t base blocks, the total number of blocks in the resultant
BIBD design is b= tv. The point-block incidence matrix of the design can be written as
H = [ H1 H 2 L H t ] , where each sub-matrix is circulant of dimensions v×v. The BIBD obtained from a
(v, k, 1) CDF has λ=1 and hence, an LDPC code, designed with a parity-check matrix equal to the
point-block incidence matrix of the BIBD, is a one-step majority logic decodable code.
The first two constructions of CDFs are due to Netto [10], [11], and are applicable for k=3, and for v
that is a power of a prime v≡1 (mod 6). The CDF is defined by the set { ω i Ψ 2t |1 ≤ i ≤ t } , where ω is a
primitive element in GF(v), v=6t+1, t≥1, d is a divisor of v-1. Ψd is the group of d-th powers in
GF(6t+1), and ωiΨd is the coset of d-th powers of ωi. An alternative combinatorial way of
constructing a CDF is proposed by Rosa [13]. Rosa’s method also generates a (6t+3, 3, 1) CDF.
Netto’s second construction [12] can be used to create a CDF when the number of points v, is a
power of a prime and v≡7 (mod 12). The following two constructions are due to Burratti and are
derived for k=4 and k=5 [14]. For k=4, Burratti's method gives CDFs with v points, provided that v
is a prime and v≡1 mod 12. The CDF is a set {ω6iB : 1≤i≤t}, where base blocks have the form B= {0,
1, b, b2}, where ω is a primitive element in GF(v). The numbers b∈ GF(12t+1) are found by Buratti,
and for some values of v are given in TABLE I. Similarly for k=5, the CDF is given as {ω10iB : 1≤i≤
t}, where B={0, 1, b, b2, b3}, b∈ GF(20t+1). LDPC codes based on CDF have been introduced in [9]
and [15].
TABLE I
BASE BLOCKS PARAMETER FOR BURATTI CDF
k=4
V

k=5
b

k=4

v

b

v

k=5
b

v

b

37

-13

461

5

1741

-5

1021

-8
50

613

61

661

-6

1861

-46
19

157

9

1061

-26

853

-18

2621

-327

349

14

1601

268

877

-5

2861

91

373

-4

1621

-209

937

-12

3301

-345

397

18

1721

-268

997

22

3461

19

A class of irregular LDPC codes is constructed from a CDF (v, k, 1) BIBD. Let the number of base
blocks of the CDF be t>2, and let C1 ∪ C2 ∪ ... ∪ CM , M>1, be a partition of a set {1,..., t} into
(nonempty) disjoint subsets. The point-block incidence matrix of translates of a base block Bj, is a
v×v circulant matrix denoted by Γj. A matrix of dimensions v×|C|⋅v, say Γ(C), can be defined as:
C
Γ( ) = Γ c1 Γ c2 Γ c3 ............Γ c C  ,
where ci ∈ C


The parity check matrix of the irregular LDPC code is defined as

 Γ (C1 )T
H=
0( N −|C1 |)⋅v×v

Γ ( C2 )

T

0( N −|C2 |)⋅v×v

T
Γ ( CM ) 
L

L 0( N −|CM |)⋅v×v 

N ⋅v × M ⋅v

It can be shown that H has orthogonal parity checks. The size of index sets Cj, are chosen to match
the desired error protection levels. In other words, the bits corresponding to the set Cj are checked in
k⋅|Cj| equations. If majority logic decoding is used, then the bit can be corrected if there are no more
than  k ⋅ | C j | /2  errors in the channel codeword.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the bit-error rate (BER) performance of a UEP LDPC code in an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The signal to noise ratio per source bit is calculated as
SNR=1/(2Rσ2), where σ2 is the noise variance and R is code rate. Notice that the redundancy
introduced by a code is spread unevenly over the source bits depending on their sensitivity. The
LDPC code is iteratively decoded using the sum-product algorithm [8].
An irregular (553, 336) LDPC code of rate 0.57 was designed using the concepts of a cyclic
difference families and its parity-check matrix (H) has the following structure:
 H1 H5 H7 H9 H10 H11 H12
H H H
0
0
0 
6
8 0

H= 2
0
0
0
0
0 
H3 0
H
0
0
0
0
0 
 4 0

Each sub-matrix (Hi, 1<= i<= 12) of size 79x79 is cyclic and has a column-weight of 3. This
irregular code was designed to achieve three levels of protection. The first 79 variables of any
codeword receive the highest protection while the next 158 variables of the codeword receive
medium-level of protection, and the last 316 variables of the codeword are the least protected bits. In
Fig. 1, we present the average BER performance of all variables and the BER performance of bits

Fig. 1 BER Performance of an irregular LDPC code

under different levels of protection. It can be observed that the level of protection increases with an
increase in column-weight. Hence, an irregular LDPC code is a good choice in achieving unequal
error protection capabilities.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a UEP LDPC coding schemes based on cyclic difference families. The advantage of
this scheme is that it can provide extremely high levels of protection as well as a large ratio between
protection levels of the most and the least sensitive bits.
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ABSTRACT
Multiple antennas promise high data capacity for wireless communications. Most space-time coding
schemes in literature focus on the rich scatter environment. In this paper, we argue that minimax
criterion is a good design criterion for space-time codes over the avionic telemetry channels. This
design criterion is different than those of space-time codes over rich scattering Rayleigh fading
channels. Theoretical and numerical results show that the codes with optimal performance in
Rayleigh fading channels do not necessarily have optimal performance in avionic telemetry
channels. Therefore, the space-time codes should be carefully designed/selected when used in the
avionic telemetry channels.
KEY WORDS
Space-time coding, minimax criterion, avionic telemetry channels
INTRODUCTION
Wireless channels, including the avionic telemetry channels, are characterized by complex physical
layer effects resulting from time varying impairments such as noise, multipath fading, interference,
etc. In such environments, reliable communication is possible only through the use of diversity

techniques in which receiver processes multiple replicas of the transmitted signal under varying
channel conditions. For the past half century diversity has been used to combat the deleterious
effects of multipath fading in many of the current wireless communication systems [5]. Commonly
used diversity methods include: temporal diversity, in which interleaving and channel coding are
used to replicate and distribute the signal in time; frequency diversity, in which the signal is
transmitted on multiple RF carrier frequencies; antenna diversity in which multiple antennas are
used at the transmitter and/or receiver [1]-[4]. Recently it was shown by information theoretic
studies that spatial diversity provided by multiple transmit and receive antennas allows for a
significant increase in the capacity.
An effective approach to increasing the data rate as well as the power efficiency over wireless
channels consists of introducing temporal and spatial correlation into signals transmitted from
different antennas. The idea of using space-time coding has been introduced for aeronautical
telemetry systems [1]. Most work on the space-time coding, including those for space-time trellis
coding and space-time block coding, assumes a rich scattering environment [2]. The channel would
be modeled statistically as Rayleigh fading or Rician fading. The statistical description of the
channel model allows the use of the average probability of error, with respect to the different
channel realizations, as the design criterion. Therefore, the design criteria advocated in [2] are based
on the rank-and-determinant criterion. In avionic telemetry channels, however, the rich scattering
assumption is not valid anymore. Therefore, the space-time codes designed for Rayleigh fading
channels may not be optimal for the avionic telemetry channels. In avionic telemetry channels, the
complex path gains from the transmit antenna to the receive antenna is a fixed number depending on
the carrier frequency and the geometry. This motivates the code design criterion to optimize the
worst-case performance with respect to all possible channel gains as advocated in [3]. One can think
of this criterion as minimizing the worst-case error rate with respect to all possible aircraft positions,
i.e., a minimax criterion. As in [3], it can be shown that the minimax criterion leads to the following
design criterion: to maximize the smallest eigenvalue of the codeword pair difference matrix. This
criterion means that the full-diversity space-time codes are essential to achieve good performance in
the avionic telemetry channels. However, the coding advantage for the avionic telemetry channels is
quite different from the coding gain for the rich scattering Rayleigh fading channels. Therefore, the
space-time codes should be carefully designed/selected when used in the avionic telemetry channels.
We provide numerical results to corroborate the above arguments. In this paper, we focus mainly on
the frequency flat channels. However, similar arguments are also valid for the frequency selective
channels combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to obtain equivalent
frequency flat channels.
CHANNEL MODEL
Consider a multiple antenna communication system with MT transmit antennas and MR receive
antennas as shown in Figure 1. Assume a flat fading channel where the fading coefficient from the
i-th transmit antenna to the j-th receive antenna is denoted by h j ,i . We assume that the channel
fading coefficients remain fixed for a duration of N information symbols, where N is the frame
length of the code words. Assuming linear modulation, the signal received by antenna j at time t is
given by

ρ

ytj =

MT

MT

¦h
i =1

x + ntj , for 1 ≤ t ≤ N ,1 ≤ j ≤ M R ,

i
j ,i t

(1)

where the noise ntj is modeled as independent samples of a zero-mean complex Gaussian random
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Figure 1 Multiple-antenna channel model
variable with variance 0.5 per dimension, xti is the signal transmitted from antenna i at time t,
2

normalized such that E ª xti º = 1 . Here ρ denotes the signal to noise ratio (SNR) per receive
«¬
»¼
antenna, regardless of the number of transmit antennas. We construct the matrices

H M R ×M T

YM R × N

§ h1,1
¨
¨ h2,1
=¨
#
¨
¨ hM ,1
© R

§ y11
¨ 2
¨ y
=¨ 1
#
¨
¨ y MR
© 1

h1, 2 " " h1,M T
h2, 2 " " h2,M T
#
# #
#
hM R , 2 " " hM R , M T
y 12
y 22
#
y 2M R

" " y 1N ·
¸
" " y N2 ¸
,
# #
# ¸
¸
" " y NM R ¸¹

·
§ x11
¸
¨ 2
¸
¨ x1
¸ , X M T ×N = ¨ #
¸
¨
¨ x MT
¸
© 1
¹

x21
x22
#
MT
x2

" " x 1N
" " x N2
# #
#
MT
" " xN

§ n11
¨ 2
¨ n
=¨ 1
#
¨
¨ n MR
© 1

n12
n22
#
MR
n2

" " n1N ·
¸
" " n N2 ¸
,
# #
# ¸
¸
" " n NM R ¸¹

VM R × N

·
¸
¸
¸
¸
¸
¹

(2)

(3)

then the following matrix form of the input-output relation is given by
Y=

ρ
MT

HX + V .

(4)

DESIGN CRITERIA
Assume that the channel state information (CSI), i.e., the realization of the channel matrix H, is
perfectly known at the receiver, the maximum likelihood (ML) detection corresponds to choosing
the codeword matrix X which minimizes the quantity given by

ρ

Y−

where for a matrix A, A

2

MT

2

HX ,

(5)

is the squared Frobenius norm given by
A

2

= trace( AA H ) = trace( A H A ) .

(6)

Using the methods of [3], conditioned on the channel matrix H, the pairwise error probability (PEP)
of mistaken codeword X in favor of X̂ when X is transmitted is given by
§
ρ
ˆ | H = Q¨
ˆ
P X→X
¨ 2M H X − X
T
©

(

)

(

)

2

·
¸¸ ,
¹

(7)

where Q(x) is the Gaussian complimentary distribution function.
The performance of the space-time codes for the ML detection depends on the underlining
characteristics of the multipath fading. In the following, we will discuss the design criteria that are
appropriate for rich scattering environment and avionic telemetry channels, respectively.
Design criterion for rich scattering environment
In rich scattering environment, even when the transmitter and the receiver are stationary, the path
gains can still be assumed to change independently from one code word to the next due to the
movements of the surrounding scattering medium. Therefore, the channel would be modeled
statistically as Rayleigh fading or Rician fading. The statistical description of the channel model
allows the use of the average probability of error, with respect to the different channel realizations,
as the design criterion. In the following, for simplicity, we assume that the path gain h j ,i follows
independent Rayleigh distribution. In this case, the pairwise error probability averaged with respect
to the randomness of the channel gain is given by

ª
ρ
ˆ = E «Q §¨
ˆ
P X→X
¨ 2M H X − X
«¬ ©
T

(

)

(

)

2

·º
¸¸ » .
¹ »¼

(8)

§ x2 ·
Using Q (x ) ≤ exp¨¨ − ¸¸ , we obtain [2]
© 2 ¹
ª
ˆ ≤ E «exp §¨ − ρ H X − X
ˆ
P X→X
4
M
T
©
¬

(

)

(

§
·
¨
¸
1
¸
= ¨ MT
¨
¸
¨ ∏ (1 + λi ρ 4 M T ) ¸
© i =1
¹
§ r
·
≤ ¨ ∏ λi ¸
© i =1 ¹

−m

§ ρ ·
¨
¸
© 4M T ¹

)

2

·º
¸»
¹¼

m

(9)

− rm

,

where r is the rank of the codeword difference matrix

(

)(

ˆ X−X
ˆ
A = X−X

)

H

(10)

,

and {λi }i =1 are the set of nonzero eigenvalues of the matrix A. From equation (9), the design criterion
for the space-time coding in the Rayleigh fading channels is given by the well know rank-anddeterminant criterion [2]. The rank criterion consists of maximizing the minimum rank r for any
codeword pair X and X̂ , and the determinant criterion consists of maximizing the minimum product
r

r

∏λ

i

for any codeword pair X and X̂ . Full diversity space-time codes means that the minimum

i =1

rank r for any codeword pair X and X̂ is equal to M T . In this case the product

MT

∏λ
i =1

i

is actually the

determinant of the matrix A. For the Rayleigh fading channels, therefore, the design goal for the
space time codes is to satisfy the full rank requirement with maximum worst case determinant.
Design criterion for avionic telemetry channels
In avionic telemetry channels, the complex path gains from the transmit antenna to the receive
antenna is a fixed number depending on the carrier frequency and the geometry. In this case, the rich
scattering assumption is not valid anymore. Therefore, the space-time codes designed for Rayleigh
fading channels may not be optimal for the avionic telemetry channels.
Let us employ for a moment the channel model in [1]. Assume two transmit antennas and one
receive antenna. The two transmit antennas are located at ( x1 , y1 , z1 ) and ( x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) , respectively,
where the coordinates are expressed in a local coordinate system for the air vehicle. Assume that the
receive antenna is located at the point (r ,θ , ϕ ) in spherical coordinates. In [1], the fading coefficient
from the i-th (i=1,2) transmit antenna to the receive antenna is expressed as

h1,i = e

jk ( xi sinθ cosϕ + yi sinθ sinϕ + zi cosθ )

,

(11)

where k = 2π λ and λ is the wavelength.
If the probability density function (PDF) of the angles of the receiver for a flight is denoted by
p(θ , ϕ ) , then the pairwise error probability averaged over the these angles is given by [1]
§
ρ
ˆ = Q¨
P X→X
³³ ¨ 2M T H X − Xˆ
©

(

)

(

)

2

·
¸¸ p (θ , ϕ ) sin θ dθ dϕ ,
¹

(12)

where the channel matrix H (in fact, in this case H is a row vector) is given by
H = ªe
«¬

jk ( x1 sin θ cos ϕ + y1 sin θ sin ϕ + z1 cosθ )

e

jk ( x1 sinθ cosϕ + y1 sinθ sin ϕ + z1 cosθ ) º

»¼

.

(13)

In [1] it is assumed that the PDF on the angles is uniformly distributed within the plane of rotation.
However, it is very difficult to evaluate the PEP in Eq. (12) to gain any insight on the code design
criterion.
Now the interesting question is: what is a good criterion for space-time codes over avionic telemetry
channels. At this point we assume a general M T × M R MIMO channel. A useful criterion for our
problem is the minimax criterion, where the code design goal is to optimize the worst-case
performance with respect to all possible channel gains as advocated in [3]. Therefore, the design
criterion is given by
§
ˆ | H = min max Q ¨ ρ H X − X
ˆ
P
X
X
→
min max
¨ M
ˆ ,H
ˆ ,H
X, X
X,X
T
©

(

)

(

)

2

·
¸¸ .
¹

(14)

One can think of this criterion as minimizing the worst-case error rate with respect to all possible
aircraft positions and geometries. For arbitrary channel gain matrix H, however, the above minimax
criterion seems to be a very complicated problem and does not lead to any insight on the design of
the space-time codes. A meaningful assumption for our problem is given by [3] as
MT

¦h
i =1

2
j ,i

= MT .

(15)

The above assumption assumes that the path gains from different transmit antennas to each of the
receive antennas are normalized. This assumption gives us more insight on the design criterion of the
space-time codes [3]. An intuitive understanding of the above assumption is that when one transmit
antenna experiences deep fading, the other transmit antennas will be able to compensate the fading,
which is exactly the idea of diversity. We also note that the channel model in [1] satisfied the
assumption in (15). Now we follow the methods of [3] to show that under the assumption in (15),
the minimax criterion leads to a new design criterion of space-time codes. We perform the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix A to obtain

A = UΛU H ,
where U is a unitary matrix and Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. We have

(

§
ρ
ˆ
Q ¨¨
H X−X
2
M
T
©

)

2

§
·
·
ρ
H
¸ = Q¨
¸
¨ 2 M tr (HAH ) ¸ .
¸
T
©
¹
¹

(16)

(17)

Since
tr ( HAH H ) = tr ( HUΛU H H H ) ≥ λmin tr ( HUU H H H ) = λmin tr ( HH H ) = λmin M T M R ,

(18)

we obtain
§
ρ
ˆ
Q ¨¨
H X−X
M
2
T
©

(

)

2

·
§ ρ
M R λmin
¸¸ ≤ Q ¨¨
¹
© 2

·
¸¸ .
¹

(19)

In fact, it is show in [3] that
§
ˆ | H = Q¨ ρ M λ
max P X → X
¨ 2 R min
H
©

(

)

(

·
¸¸ ,
¹

)(

ˆ X−X
ˆ
where λ min is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A = X − X

(20)

)

H

.

The above argument gives the following design criterion for avionic telemetry channels: the
ˆ X−X
ˆ H should be maximized among all pairs of
minimum eigenvalue of the matrix A = X − X

(

)(

)

code words. Comparing this design criterion with those for Rayleigh fading channels, we can see
that the rank criterion is valid for both avionic channels and Rayleigh fading channels. However, the
full diversity space-time codes that have optimum worst case performance should have the
maximum λ min among all pairs of code words. For rich scattering Rayleigh fading channels, the
optimal space-time codes should have the maximum

MT

∏λ
i =1

codes designed for Rayleigh fading channels with optimum

i

among all pairs of code words. The
MT

∏λ
i =1

i

do not necessarily have optimal

λmin . Therefore, the space-time codes should be carefully designed/selected when used in the
avionic telemetry channels. In the next sections we provide examples for both space-time block
coding (STBC) and space-time trellis coding (STTC) to show the importance of the new criterion for
avionic telemetry channels.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Space-time block coding
STBC was first discovered by Alamouti [6] for transmission with two antennas. According to this
scheme, to transmit x1 and x2 in two consecutive symbol intervals, the code matrix X is given by
ª x
X = « 1*
¬ − x2

x2 º
.
x1* »¼

(21)

Alamouti’s STBC achieves full spatial diversity at full transmission rate for any signal constellation.
Furthermore, ML decoding involves only linear processing at the receiver due to the orthogonal
spatial-temporal structure.
More recently, a new structure called threaded algebraic space-time (TAST) coding was introduced
in [7]. In Rayleigh fading channels TAST codes offer better performance with multiple receive
antennas ( M R > 1 ) and higher date rates. In TAST constellations with two or more receive antennas,
to transmit x1, x2 , x3, and x4, in two consecutive symbol intervals, the code matrix X is given by
ª s
X = « 11
¬φ s21
T

where ª¬ s11 s12 º¼ = M ª¬ x1 x2 º¼
complex rotation matrix given by

T

and ª¬ s21

φ s22 º

,
s12 »¼
T

(22)
T

s22 º¼ = M ª¬ x3 x4 º¼ , and M is the optimal

iπ / 4 º
1 ª1 e
M=
«
»,
2 «¬1 −eiπ / 4 »¼

(23)

and finally, for a 4-QAM constellation φ = eiπ /12 gives the optimal coding advantage. It is shown
that under the assumption of Rayleigh fading channels with two transmit and two receive antennas at
rate of 4 bits per channel use, TAST codes have better performance than Alamouti’s scheme.
As we argued before, the codes with optimal performance in Rayleigh fading channels do not
necessarily have optimal performance in avionic telemetry channels. In Figure 2 we show the worst
case pairwise error probability versus SNR for Alamouti’s scheme and TAST scheme with two or
three receive antennas. From Figure 2 we can see that that Alamouti’s scheme has much better
worst-case performance than TAST scheme. We conclude that Alamouti’s STBC is a good candidate
for avionic telemetry channels (see also [1]).

Space-time trellis codes
STTC was first introduced by Tarohk et al in [2]. STTC offers more coding gain than STBC. As an
example, Figure 3 shows that the trellis diagram of a 8-state STTC with rate R = 1 bit/channel use for
two transmit antennas [9]. The connection polynomial for this code is (54,64). The edge label x1, x2

Figure 2 The worst case PEP versus SNR for Alamouti’s scheme and TAST scheme.
means that symbol x1 is transmitted from the first antenna and symbol x2 from the second antenna.
The different symbol pairs in a given row label the transitions out of a given state. The ML decoding
a STTC could be implemented efficiently by employing the Viterbi algorithm.

Figure 3 Trellis diagram for the code (54,64).
Now, assume two transmit antennas and consider two space-time trellis codes with connection
polynomials given by (46,72) and (26,52), respectively. The rate of the codes is 1 bit/channel use
and BPSK constellation is used. These two codes achieve full space diversity and the (26,52) code
has better coding advantage compared to the (46,72) code over Rayleigh fading channels [3][8][9].
In Figure 4 we show the worst case PEP performance versus SNR for these two codes with one or
two receive antennas. We can see that the (46, 72) code has slightly better worst-case performance
than the (26,52) code even though the latter code performs better in rich scattering environment.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we argue that minimax criterion is a good design criterion for space-time codes over
the avionic telemetry channels. The space-time codes should be optimized such that the smallest
eigenvalue of the codeword pair difference matrix is maximized. This design criterion is different

Figure 4 The worst case PEP performance versus SNR for the code (46,72) and (26,52).
from those of space-time codes over rich scattering Rayleigh fading channels. Theoretical and
numerical results show that the codes with optimal performance in Rayleigh fading channels do not
necessarily have optimal performance in avionic telemetry channels. Therefore, the space-time codes
need to be carefully designed/selected when used in the avionic telemetry channels.
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ABSTRACT
With the discovery of Turbo Codes in 1993, interest in developing error control coding schemes
that approach channel capacity has intensified. Some of this interest has been focused on lowdensity parity-check (LDPC) codes due to their high performance characteristics and reasonable
decoding complexity. A great deal of literature has focused on performance of regular and
irregular LDPC codes of various rates and on a variety of channels. This paper presents the
simulated performance results of a serial concatenated LDPC coding system on an AWGN
channel. Performance and complexity comparisons between this serial LDPC system and typical
LDPC systems are made.
KEYWORDS
Error control coding, low-density parity-check codes, serial concatenated, and encoding
complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Putting things simply, the primary goal of an error-control coding system is to achieve channel
capacity while minimizing bit-error rate and the complexity of encoding and decoding
operations. Shannon’s landmark work [1] of 1948 showed that random codes were capacity
achieving codes, i.e. high performance codes. However, due to their random construction,
methods for encoding and decoding were very impractical.
Since 1948 much effort has been invested in creating error control coding schemes that could
achieve capacity but with reasonable encoding and decoding algorithms. Low-density paritycheck (LDPC) codes were first introduced in 1963 by Gallager in [2], but except for a few minor
developments that followed were largely forgotten until recently. It wasn’t until the discovery of
Turbo Codes in 1993 by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima in [3] that interest in LDPC codes
resurged. One of the first interesting results published after this dormant period was a paper by
MacKay and Neal that showed that LDPC codes performed as close to the Shannon limit as
Turbo Codes [4].

Since this initial work by MacKay and Neal in the mid nineties, a multitude of papers and
research has followed. A variety of new methods and alterations have been applied to the
original work of Gallager, MacKay, and Neal to further improve system performance and reduce
system complexity [5], [6], [7], [8]. The goal of this paper is to investigate a simple method for
reducing encoding complexity.
LDPC CODE ENCODING COMPLEXITY
LDPC codes are able to achieve near capacity performance on a variety of channels, and because
of this are a very much investigated area of research. Although their performance characteristics
are very pleasing, they do have the undesirable feature of high encoding complexity. Using a
straightforward encoding algorithm the complexity of the encoding is quadratic in the length of
the code, n2. Turbo codes on the other hand have encoding complexity that is linear with n [7].
With the computing power available today, the quadratic encoding complexity is not a
significant issue for short length codes. However, short length LDPC codes don’t achieve
capacity. It is only as the length of the code is allowed to increase that LDPC codes begin to
asymptotically approach the Shannon Limit. Thus, good performing codes require large
computational encoding requirements.
Various authors have addressed the issue of encoding complexity. Sipser and Spielman for
example replaced bipartite graphs used in standard LDPC code construction with expander
graphs to achieve linear computationally expensive codes [9]. Another approach at solving this
problem was proposed in [7]. In this case, the form of the parity-check matrix is manipulated
before encoding with a pre-processing algorithm. Although the pre-processing steps involved in
altering the form of the parity-check matrix have non-linear complexity in n, the resulting
encoding procedure proposed has approximately linear complexity with n. We note that while
both of these approaches were successful in reducing encoding complexity, overall system
performance decreased as well.
The approach to reduce encoding complexity taken in this paper is rather straightforward. Since
the computational burden of encoding arises with long codes, long codes were simply not used.
Instead, multiple stages consisting of relatively short length codes were concatenated in a serial
manner. By keeping the length of each code short, we immediately reduce encoding
computational requirements. However, the question that now must be answered is, “How well
does this system perform”?
As mentioned briefly above, LDPC codes with large n outperform LDPC codes with small n [6].
Although small length LDPC codes were used as building blocks of the serial concatenated
system, since each code is constructed in a random fashion, it is hoped that the encoder as a
whole performs as well as long length codes. By using a second stage of encoding, we obtain a
second “look” at the original message data, similar in concept to the use of interleavers with
Turbo Codes. It is hoped that this second encoding stage will result in a dramatic increase in
performance even though relatively short length codes are used. While we have certainly

decreased the encoding complexity by only choosing small length codes, the performance of this
system will have to be evaluated by simulation.
SERIAL CONCATENATED SYSTEM
The serial concatenated error-control coding system devised in this paper can be seen below in
Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Serial Concatenated LDPC Code System

The output of LDPC Encoder #1 consists of the original message bits and the parity bits added
by this first stage of encoding. All of these bits are then treated as message bits for the second
stage of encoding. Thus, the output of LDPC Encoder #2 consists of the original message bits,
parity bits for the original message bits, and parity bits for the output of LDPC Encoder #1. Both
encoders are (10,000, 7071) codes and thus the overall rate of this system is 0.5.
After transmission over the additive white Gaussian channel (AWGN), the original message bits
are decoded using the belief propagation message passing algorithm. The decoding process
proceeds as follows. First, LDPC Decoder #2 takes the output of the channel and, ideally,
decodes the received bits to the original message bits and parity bits generated by LDPC Encoder
#1. Since LDPC Decoder #1 is expecting some type of soft information, i.e. something that
would have been received at the output of an AWGN channel, the bits output by LDPC Decoder
#2 are converted to the antipodal signals plus and minus one. These values are then treated as
“received” values by LDPC Decoder #1 and, ideally, decoded to the original transmitted
message bits. A maximum of 100 decoding iterations were used for each decoding stage.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The serial concatenated system of Figure 1 was simulated in the C programming language using
software freely available for research purposes at [10]. This software provides all of the
necessary building blocks for LDPC code generation, transmission across a variety of channels,
and message decoding using the belief propagation decoding algorithm. Having obtained the
basic functions necessary for simulation, scripts were written to construct the serial concatenated
system and perform numerous simulations at various signal-to-noise ratios. The performance
characteristics of this system have been plotted below in Figure 2. The error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.

Figure 2 – System Performance
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We note that since the construction of the LDPC codes is done in a random manner, the
performance characteristics given in Figure 2 represent the performance characteristics of an
ensemble of serially concatenated (10000,7071) codes.
It is now important to compare the performance of this serially concatenated system to other
coding schemes in order to determine if the reduction in encoding complexity has come at the
cost of reduced system performance. Figure 3 compares the performance of the serially
concatenated system to the performance of a single LDPC code of equivalent rate and encoding
complexity. From this comparison we reach the disappointing realization that there has been a
significant reduction in system performance. Thus, based on the simulations performed for this
single family of codes, i.e. serially concatenated (10,000, 7071) codes, it appears that serially
concatenating LDPC codes in order to reduce encoding complexity and decoding in the “stageat-a-time” manner described above, leads to the undesirable effect of dramatically degrading
system performance.

Figure 3 – System Performance Comparison
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FUTURE WORK
Although system performance was expected to decline due to the use of short length LDPC
codes, the magnitude of this performance decline was significantly more than anticipated. There
are several thoughts as to why the system performance decreased so dramatically.
First, decoding message bits is currently accomplished by completely decoding each stage
individually, and then passing appropriate information between the encoders for the next stage of
decoding. This decoding method is different in concept than the well known BCJR decoding
algorithm used with Turbo Codes [3]. In this algorithm, information is passed between decoders
during each iteration of the decoding process. This clever method of passing information is one
of the keys in achieving high levels of system performance. Creating a message passing
algorithm that allows the exchange of information between decoders during each iteration of the
decoding process for this serially concatenated system should increase system performance.
Second, the LDPC codes constructed in this work are known as regular LDPC codes since they
are constructed by placing a fixed number of checks per column in the parity-check matrix. It
has been shown [6] that irregular LDPC codes, (codes that are constructed without this
restriction), can significantly outperform regular LDPC codes. In this same work it is also
shown that there are optimal degree distributions for an LDPC code’s corresponding bipartite
graph. Using an irregular construction method to obtain known good degree distributions is
another approach that should be considered to obtain improved system performance. Although
the construction method used here was rather simple, we note that length 4 cycles of the factor
graph representation have been removed whenever possible since they have been shown to
reduce system performance.

CONCLUSION
A serial concatenated LDPC coding scheme has been designed, simulated, and evaluated. The
primary goal of this system was to avoid one of the undesirable characteristics of LDPC codes,
namely, encoding complexity. Although the encoding complexity of the system was kept
reasonably low by using relatively short length constituent codes, the degradation in system
performance as compared to a single LDPC code of equivalent encoding complexity was
significant. While the performance results presented here are mediocre at best, several thoughts
for improving system performance have been presented and will be investigated in subsequent
research.
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ABSTRACT
Space-time coding (STC) for QPSK where the transmitted signals are received with the same delay
is well known. This paper examines the case where the transmitted signals are received with a nonnegligible delay differential when the Alamouti 2x1 STC is used. Such a differential can be caused
by a large spacing of the transmit antennas. In this paper, an expression for the received signal with
a delay differential is derived and a decoding algorithm for that signal is developed. In addition,
the performance of this new algorithm is compared to the standard Alamouti decoding algorithm
for various delay differentials.
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INTRODUCTION
In aeronautical telemetry channels, aircraft are commonly equipped with two transmit antennas
to alleviate signal outages due to aircraft shadowing. However, this configuration causes severe
signal level variation at the receiver when both antennas are in view. In [1], Crummett, et al. proposed using space time coding as a solution to this problem. Their solution involves employing an
Alamouti 2x1 space-time code (STC) to overcome the interference due to the two transmit antennas. However, as was noted in that paper, frequently the two transmit antennas are placed on the
aircraft in such a way that their spacing can cause the path between one of the transmit antennas
and the receive antenna to be significantly longer than the other transmit path. This path length
differential in turn results in a delay differential between the two received signals that can be a

significant fraction of a symbol period. Alamouti’s STC assumes that the differential propagation
delay on the two signal paths is negligible. This paper examines the effect of a non-negligible differential delay on the composite received signal and derives a decoding algorithm designed for the
case where the differential delay is less than a symbol. The performance of this new algorithm is

. In this paper
simulated and BER versus SNR plots are presented for delay differentials up to
QPSK modulation with full response pulse shaping (specifically a half-sine pulse) is examined. It
is expected that the results can be extended to partial response signaling and OQPSK, although the
resulting algorithm would be more complicated.
This paper proceeds as follows: A brief overview of the Alamouti 2x1 STC is given in the next
section to provide a background for the contributions of this paper. That section is followed by a
development of an expression for the received signal when the delay differential is not negligible.
Then modifications of the Alamouti decoding algorithm are presented which account for the delay
differential. After this algorithm is presented, its performance is compared to the original Alamouti
algorithm in the results section and the conclusions of the paper are presented.

OVERVIEW OF ALAMOUTI 2X1 SPACE TIME CODE
In [2] Alamouti proposed a method of signaling that exploits transmit diversity. This section will
provide a brief overview of Alamouti’s space-time coding scheme as a preface to the following
section. Alamouti’s paper showed that the same diversity benefit can be obtained when using
transmit diversity as when using receive diversity. Specifically, he showed that a system with two
transmit antennas and one receive antenna can perform as well in the presence of multipath as
a system with one transmit antenna and two receive antennas. The key to Alamouti’s scheme,
hereafter referred to as the Alamouti 2x1 STC, is that the symbol streams transmitted on the two
antennas are different but related in such a way that the receiver can separate the two overlapping
signals. Specifically, if the first antenna transmits the symbol stream

    

(1)

then the second antenna transmits the symbol stream
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(2)

in which the symbols in  are conjugated, pairs of symbols are switched, and odd indexed symbols are negated. These two symbol streams pass through independent channels $  and $  and
are received simultaneously by the receiver. The receiver passes the received signals through a
matched filter and pairs the matched filter output samples for processing. The pairs of samples can

be placed in a column vector and are represented as
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where the second sample in
has been conjugated. The vector
can be left multiplied by the


conjugate transpose of the matrix . Because is a unitary matrix, this operation results in the
following expression:

 

  
(5)
Thus the matched filter output is transformed into a column vector whose elements are the original
symbols plus independent Gaussian noise. Maximum likelihood (ML) decisions can be made on
the values of the original symbols individually because of the orthogonal nature of the Alamouti
2x1 STC.
Note that the preceding analysis assumed that the two channels vary slowly with respect to the
symbol rate so that the effects of the channel can be considered constant over at least two symbol
periods. It is also assumed that the two channels are known and that there is no differential delay
in the two channel paths. The next section considers the effects of a differential channel delay on
the received signal and the following section develops a decoding algorithm for the Alamouti 2x1
STC that takes a differential channel delay into account.
RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL WITH DELAY DIFFERENTIAL
The received signal will be the superposition of the two transmitted signals,   and   plus additive
white Gaussian noise as expressed in (6).
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The received signal 
is passed through a matched filter (MF) and the output
is sampled
 
at the symbol rate. Because of linearity,
the
contribution
from
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be considered individually.
    !'  The symbol of the first signal, , passes through channel $ and
arrives at time
. The output of the MF due to this symbol can be written as
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is the deterministic autocorrelation function of the pulse shape given by
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Figure 1: Matched Filter Output with Delay Differential of
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where
is the pulse shape which has support over the interval 
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resulting in the MF output
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Noise at the receiver input also passes through the MF. If the pulse shape is full response or if
it satisfies the Nyquist criterion for zero intersymbol interference (ISI), then the noise sampled
at
 
 
intervals
equal to the symbol period will be uncorrelated and can be expressed as
. The
composite signal out of the MF is then
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When   (which is the case when there is a non-negligible delay differential between the two
transmitted signals) it is not possible to have symbol-spaced samples at the output of the matched
filter that are sampled at the optimum time for both transmitted signals. So instead the signal with
the shortest path delay is sampled at its optimum sampling time andthe
is
  delay of the other
  signal
  ' 
then accounted for. If channel 1 is delayed relative to channel 0 and
is sampled at
,
then the sampled signal is
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and setting
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Note that (12) is the sampled output of the matched filter due to a single symbol on each transmit
channel. If the pulse shape is full response or if it satisfies the Nyquist criterion for zero ISI then
that symbol will be the only one that makes a contribution to the output sample on channel 0 (the
channel to which the samples are synchronized). However, regardless of whether the pulse is full
response or satisfies the Nyquist criterion, more than one symbol on channel 1 will contribute to
the output sample because the sample is not aligned with the optimum sample time for that channel. Figure (1) illustrates this principle. The figure shows the response of a matched filter to a
sequence of input symbols when the pulse shape is a half-sine pulse. For this illustration only the

real part of the filter output is shown, the channels $  and $  are set to
, and the responses of
the MF due to the various symbols are overlaid rather than summed. The solid pulses represent
symbols
on channel 0 and the dashed pulses represent symbols on channel 1. Channel 1 is delayed
'
  
by
relative to channel 0. The solid vertical lines show the optimum sampling times
for channel 0. At these times, it can be seen that the corresponding symbols on channel 1 haven’t
fully entered the match filter and so their contribution to the composite signal hasn’t reached it’s
maximum value yet. In addition, the response of the matched filter to the preceding symbol is
not zero. Because in this example full response signaling is used, no other symbols on channel 1
contribute to the MF output at that sampling time.
As a result of the preceding discussion, a complete expression for the sampled matched filter output
is
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Taking into account the Alamouti 2x1 STC (where  

 # ), this expression can be expanded and written for samples at
as
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When channel 0 is delayed relative to channel 1, the symbol
a
 timing
   ' is aligned
 to channel
/     1 ' and

similar expression is obtained. The MF output samples at
and
are
given by
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Note that the analogous expressions to (14) through (17) when there is no delay differential are
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The differences between
 '  (14) – (17) and (18) – (19) are that the symbols on the delayed channel
(
*
are scaled by
and there is an additional term due to the preceding symbol on the delayed
channel. These differences require a modification to the decoding algorithm proposed by Alamouti.

MODIFICATIONS TO ALAMOUTI 2X1 DECODING ALGORITHM TO ACCOUNT
FOR DELAY DIFFERENTIAL
In this section a decoding algorithm for the Alamouti 2x1 STC in the presence of a delay differential is derived. First the algorithm will be developed for the case where channel 1 is delayed
relative to channel 0 and then it will be extended to the opposite case.
Equations (14) and (15) can be expressed in matrix form if (15) is first conjugated. The resulting
expression is
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Inserting these results into (22) gives
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Equation (28) can be written as the two following equations:
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At this point there are two equations in which three symbols,  4  ,  , and  are present. One
option for estimating  , and  from the samples  and  is to assume that the symbol  4 
is known from the previous decision block and so (30) is only a function of one unknown,   ,
plus white noise. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of  under this assumption is given
by the expression
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Then  can be used in (29) to find the following ML estimate of 
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When channel 0 is delayed relative to channel 1 then the receiver synchronizes to channel 1. Then
the received signal is similar in form to the case when channel 1 is delayed but the location of the
symbols changes due to the structure of the Alamouti 2x1 STC and, consequently, (28) has to be
modified. After following the same procedure as for the case when channel 1 is delayed relative to
channel 0, (28) becomes in this case
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Figure 2: Bit Error rates as a function of   for three differential delays.
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are the same as before. Equation (34) can also be written as two equations as
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(35)
(36)

In this case symbol  4  is known from the previous decision block so (35) only depends on the
value of  . The ML estimate of this symbol is given by
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Then  can be used in (36) to find the following ML estimate of 
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The low complexity of this algorithm is attractive. However, it is sub optimal because estimates
of some symbols are used in the estimation of other symbols and errors in the first estimates will
affect the probability of making an error in the following estimates. In spite of the sub optimal
nature of this new algorithm, it does offer a performance improvement over the original Alamouti
decoding algorithm when a differential delay is present as will be shown in the following section.

RESULTS
Figure 2 compares the performance of the new decoding algorithm with that of the unmodified
Alamouti decoding algorithm as a function of delay differential. The bit error rates at differential
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'

 

delays of
,
, and
are displayed. The theoretical BER curve for
QPSK is also included. As can be seen, new algorithm matches the theoretical performance for
QPSK when there is no differential delay. This is expected because new algorithm is equivalent to
the Alamouti decoding algorithm when there is no delay differential and the Alamouti algorithm
performs' the same as uncoded single channel QPSK on the AWGN channel. For a differential
  
the new algorithm is about 0.1 dB better than the original Alamouti decoding
delay of
4 . For
(
algorithm and about 1 dB
than the theoretical performance for QPSK at 
' worse
 
a differential delay of
the modified algorithm is about 3.4 dB worse than theoretical
QPSK and about 2.7 dB better than the original Alamouti algorithm. As can be seen, the new algorithm performs better than the original Alamouti algorithm, and the improvement in performance
increases with increasing delay differential.
Figure 2 also shows that the presence of a differential delay degrades performance for both of the
algorithms examined in this paper. This result is due to the fact that in (30) the term accounting for
the second symbol on channel 1 hasn’t completely entered the matched filter at the sampling time
as illustrated in Figure 1. Consequently not all of the energy in this symbol is used to estimate the
value of the symbol. This degradation increases with increasing differential delays. The algorithm
developed in this paper compensates for the interference due to preceding symbols on channel 1
being delayed into the samples used in the Alamouti decoding but it does not compensate for the
sub optimal sampling of the delayed channel. This fact explains why the algorithm
in
' presented
  
this paper performed only a little better than the original Alamouti algorithm when
. In
this case for the pulse shape used in the simulations, there is very little interference from preceding
pulses but there is a significant decrease in the matched filter output due to the channel 1 pulse
(about 1.2 dB). It is expected that an algorithm which samples both channels at the optimum sampling time would perform better than either of the algorithms presented in this paper. Investigations
are underway to develop such an algorithm.
CONCLUSION
This paper has shown that large differential delays between the two transmit paths can cause performance degradation on systems employing the Alamouti 2x1 STC. This performance degradation
can be reduced by modifying the Alamouti decoding algorithm to account for the differential delay.
A new algorithm has been developed in this paper for decoding Alamouti 2x1 STC signals in the
presence of a delay differential. Simulations show that this new algorithm offers a performance
improvement over the original Alamouti decoding algorithm when a differential delay is present.
For aeronautical telemetry systems employing STC to mitigate co-channel interference due to dual
antenna use, this algorithm promises to improve performance when the antenna spacing is large
enough to cause a significant delay differential.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a receiver design for satellite ground station use which can demodulate a
waveform without specific knowledge of the data rate, convolutional code rate, or line code used.
Several assumptions, consistent with the Space Network operating environment, are made including
only certain data rates, convolutional code rates and generator polynomials, and types of line
encoders. Despite the assumptions, a wide class of digital signaling (covering most of what might be
seen at a ground station receiver) is captured. The approach uses standard signal processing
techniques to identify data rate and line encoder class and a look up table with coded sync words (a
standard feature of telemetry data frame header) in order to identify the key parameters. As our
research has shown, the leading bits of the received coded frame can be used to uniquely identify the
parameters. With proper identification, a basic receiver autoconfiguration sequence (date rate, line
decoder, convolutional decoder) may be constructed.

KEY WORDS
Digital receiver, “smart” receiver, ground station receiver, autoconfiguration, self-configuration

1. INTRODUCTION
Users of NASA’s Space Network (SN) Multiple Access service may transmit their data at different
data rates, i.e. 9600bps, 1Mbps, etc.; may convolutionally encode their data at different rates, i.e. rate
1/2, rate 1/3, etc.; and may line encode their data with one of several standards, i.e. Not Return to
Zero (NRZ) or Biphase (BiΦ) also known as Manchester encoding [1], [2]. Normally, these
communications parameters are known in advance so that the Ground Station Receiver (GSR) can be
configured. The question we address in this paper is whether from the data signal itself, these
parameters (data rate, convolutional encoder rate, line encoder) can be identified. Our motivation is
to design a receiver which can configure itself automatically (autoconfigure).
In addition, a GSR autoconfiguration would be useful in the event of an emergency onboard a

spacecraft. In such an event, the spacecraft might enter into alternate operating modes usually
varying data communications parameters in an attempt reestablish communications. With such an
autoconfiguration receiver, ground station controllers could be aided in fault recovery. As an
example, with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), both the data rate and data format change when it
goes into a “safe-hold.” This event leads to a loss of data until controllers have realized HST is in
the safe-hold condition [3]. Finally, such an autoconfiguration feature might be useful in forming
clusters of autonomous, heterogeneous satellites where communications systems will need to adapt
to different techniques in real-time.
As a first approach toward estimating the parameters, one might consider discriminating temporal,
spectral, or statistical characteristics of the various codes (convolution and line) and make use of
these characteristics to estimate the parameters. However, other than using the DC response to
estimate the line code class (NRZ or BiΦ) but not the particular format (Line, Mark, or Space) or
convolutional code rate, it is not clear this approach can yield information useful in parameter
estimation. As a second approach, we consider the use of standard telemetry frame header bits used
in synchronization tasks. We will generically call these header bits, sync words. The idea is that
these sync words when coded, yield unique information sufficient to estimate the parameters. Of
course this uniqueness depends on significant reduction of the number of sync words, code rates, and
data formats under consideration from the state space of all possible combinations that can be
envisioned.
In the next subsections, we give a brief review of the encoder structures found in the Space Network
User’s Guide (SNUG). We consider only rate 1/2 and 1/3 convolutional coding as well as uncoded
data and six standard line codes (NRZ-L, -M, -S; BiΦ-L, -M, -S) used in most telemetry
applications. In the remainder of the paper, we describe the use of the sync words in estimating the
key parameters. We also present results concerning the accuracy of these estimates.
1.1 Convolutional Coder
Fig. 1 shows a constraint length M+1, rate 1/2 convolutional coder . Here the generator polynomial
for the ith path from input to output is
g( i) ( D) = g(0i) + g1( i) D + g(2i) D2 + L + g(Mi) DM

(1)

where D represents a unit delay [4]. A rate 1/3 coder would have an additional path from input to
output. As described in the SNUG, only convolutional code rates 1/2 and 1/3 are used, each with
constraint length 7. In addition, the generator polynomials under consideration as given in the
SNUG are [1]:
g(1) ( D) = g(01) + g1(1) D + g(21) D2 + g(31) D3 + g(61) D6
g( 2) ( D) = g(02) + g(22) D2 + g(32) D3 + g(52) D5 + g(62) D6
g( 3) ( D) = g(03) + g1( 3) D + g(23) D2 + g(43) D4 + g(53) D5 + g(63) D6

[The third polynomial, g( 3) ( D) is obviously not used in the rate 1/2 encoder]. Finally, uncoded
(straight-through path from input to output) data may also be used [1].

(2)
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Figure 1: Constraint length M, rate 1/2 convolution coder
1.2 Line Coder
Prior to transmission, the data stream is converted to a waveform and the logical zeros and ones are
encoded within this waveform as high (H) or low (L) voltage levels. The waveform or line encoding
is used to assist in clock extraction at the receiver as well as to shape the spectrum of the transmitted
signal [5], [6]. The usual desired spectral properties include a zero DC response and fast rolloff of
the high-frequency spectrum. In this work, we consider the two line code classes which are standard
for space telemetry: NRZ or BiΦ. For BiΦ, we consider the IRIG-106 definitions [4], [5]. Within
each line code class are various formats: Line (L), Mark (M), and Space (S). The basic definitions
are summarized in Table 1 below [2].

Table 1: Line Encoder Definitions
NRZ-L

“1”, “0” is represented by a high (H), low (L) level during the symbol period,
respectively.

NRZ-M

“1” is represented by a change in level. “0” is represented by no change in level.

NRZ-S

“0” is represented by a change in level. “1” is represented by no change in level.

BiΦ-L

“1” is represented by a midperiod transition from H to L. “0” is represented by a
midperiod transition from L to H.

BiΦ-M
IRIG-106
Definition

“1” is represented by a midperiod transition. “0” is represented by no midperiod
transition.

BiΦ-S
IRIG-106
Definition

“0” is represented by a midperiod transition. “1” is represented by no midperiod
transition.

1.3 Overall Encoding System
Fig. 2 illustrates the basic operation of the telemetry frame encoding process. A frame is assembled
with a sync word in the header followed by data. This frame is then passed through the
convolutional encoder and line coder resulting in a coded frame. The goal of the autoconfiguration
receiver is to estimate the convolutional code rate and line code class parameters given only the
coded frame. We will not assume any knowledge of the length of the sync word, thus we are not
able to establish boundaries within the coded frame for where the coded sync word ends and where
the coded data begins.

Sync
Word
Data Frame

Conv.
Coder

Data

Line
Coder

Coded
Frame

Figure 2: Overall coding procedure. Telemetry frame composed of a sync word (header) with a data
payload. After convolutional and line coding, the result is a coded frame.

2. RECEIVER DESIGN APPROACH
The proposed approach toward a design for receiver autoconfiguration involves two stages as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The first stage estimates data rate and the line code class (either NRZ or BiΦ).
The second stage involves a look up table (LUT) whose entries or keys contain the coded sync
words. These keys can be generated by passing all sync words under consideration through the
structure in Fig. 2 for all combinations of convolutional encoder and line encoder that are to be
considered. The LUT is constructed prior to the autoconfiguration and may be stored in a ROM.

Look Up Table
Coded Sync Conv. Code Line Code
Rate
Word

NRZ
or
BiPhase?

Determine
Tb

<ENTRY> <ENTRY> <ENTRY>

Parameter
Estimation

Stage 1

Stage 2

Figure 3: Proposed design for receiver autoconfiguration
In order to establish the data rate, we must know whether the line code is NRZ or BiΦ since the
latter involves a voltage transition mid-period which would otherwise be interpreted as a doubling of
the bit rate. In addition, once the line code class is established, the search space within the LUT can
be reduced by half since only those keys with the line code need be searched.

3. STAGE 1: DATA RATE, LINE CODE CLASS ESTIMATION
We assume a spread spectrum system, knowledge of a user’s Pseudo Noise (PN) code, and PN lock
up to the user have already been accomplished by ground station operations. We assume at the input
a despread, PCM signal (waveform) resembling Fig. 4 is available for analysis. For now, we do not
assume any pulse shaping, e.g., raised cosine filtering, has been applied to the bits. If this has been
applied, we assume that the bits have been processed to yield a waveform with rectangular pulses.
In order to estimate the data rate, we propose to oversample the waveform for a short period of time
and measure the smallest width pulse. Assuming a sample rate of fs, and a shortest pulse width of L
samples, then an estimate for the bit period is given by

T̂b = cLf s

(1)

where c is 1 if NRZ line encoding is used and 2 if BiΦ is used [actual identification of the line code
format (L, M, or S) is handled by Stage 2]. The estimate for the data rate is then
R̂b =

1
.
T̂b

(2)

Once c is known, this estimate can be compared to a list of “most likely” data rates with the closest
match selected. This provides the data rate, Rb. It should be noted that in an effort to reduce cost,
more and more space communication system designs use commercial off-the-shelf chip sets. These
chips normally implement CCITT standards for which only certain data rates are allowed. As a start,
the allowable date rates would form the list of “most likely” data rates which the proposed receiver
design would compare against.

Figure 4: Example waveform.
From the waveform, we must now determine what line code format is used assuming either NRZ or
BiΦ. There are two approaches to identifying the line code class: frequency-domain and timedomain based. The former is, in theory, more accurate but at a relatively high implementation cost
while the latter’s implementation is simple but the accuracy is a function of the length of the
observed waveform.
3.1 Frequency-Domain Approach
By computing the power spectrum, S(ω), of the waveform one can differentiate between NRZ and
BiΦ since the DC response of BiΦ is zero while that of NRZ is a peak. Therefore a simple
procedure for identifying the line code (either NRZ or BiΦ) is to compute the power spectrum for
the waveform and evaluate the derivative of the PSD at zero. If the derivative is negative (spectrum
slopes down from 0Hz) the line code class is NRZ, otherwise the derivative is positive (spectrum
slopes up from 0Hz) and the line code class is BiΦ. The derivative can be approximated by a simple
backward difference equation

m = S(1) – S(0)

(3)

where S(k) is the kth point in the spectrum. This procedure requires an FFT calculation and
evaluation of (3).
This approach has the disadvantage of taking a relatively long period to compute not to mention the
computational requirements. In the next subsection, we investigate a simpler approach that yields
equivalent results.
3.2 Time-Domain Approach
The second approach to identify the line code class is strictly time-domain based. With this method
we exploit the fact that with BiΦ, we cannot have a pulse width more than 1.5 T̂b since each bit must
have a transition. Therefore, we need only examine the waveform and check to see if there exists a
pulse width with duration exceeding 1.5 T̂b . If such a pulse exists, the line code is NRZ otherwise it
could be either NRZ or BiΦ. Since it is unreasonable to examine the entire waveform, we must
determine how much of the waveform one would need to examine to be within some desired
probability of correctly identifying the line code. Assuming +V and –V are equally likely, Fig. 5
illustrates how many bit periods one needs to examine to have a probability, P that no pulse of
duration 1.5 T̂b exists. We can show that to be 99.99% certain there is no pulse of width 1.5 T̂b , we
must examine 48 bits. If during the examination, we encounter a pulse of width more than 1.5 T̂b we
are certain that NRZ is the line code and the procedure can stop. Otherwise we would default to
BiΦ. The implementation for such an approach involves a simple digital filter (assuming ±1 levels)
and is shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: Probability of no pulse width more that 1.5 T̂b as a function of the number of bits examined.
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Figure 6: Time-domain approach to line code class identification.
4. STAGE 2: LOOK UP TABLE
In order to determine the particular line code (-L, -M, -S) and coding rate, we make use of what is
known about the structure of the transmission frames. These are always preceded by a sequence of
known symbols to aid the receiver in synchronization tasks. We use the generic term sync word for
these known sequences.
The sync word used is specified in the data-link protocol. Users of the SN most often employ
HDLC or one of the CCSDS recommendations. The most commonly used sync words from these
are listed in Appendix A. Even if the protocol in use is not known in advance, if the set of possible
sync words is small enough, then we may use a LUT approach to determine the code rate and line
code.
The LUT is constructed by convolutionally encoding each of the sync words at each coding rate of
interest. Then, each resulting sequence is line coded using each line code of interest. The resulting
output sequences become keys in the LUT. When a frame is received, we check the first N binary
symbols of the frame against the keys in the LUT, and when a match is found, we choose the line
code and coding rate corresponding to that key. As in Fig. 7, we find that as long as we choose N
greater than or equal to 13, there is no chance that identical keys will yield different values for the
coding rate or line code. It is likely that when a frame is first received, we will not be examining the
header of the frame. Therefore it is proposed that the above procedure is repeated, shifting in one
new symbol until the match is detected thereby making a running correlator as typically found in
frame synchronization. Work is in progress in quantifying the impact of this initialization.
Let us consider a couple of examples. Since the sixth and eighth sync words from Appendix A are
identical in the first 96 bits, it is clear that, after convolutional encoding and line coding, the
resulting output sequences will be identical in the first 13 binary symbols. But this causes no
ambiguity because we find that any pair of identical output sequences always corresponds to the
same transmission parameters; i.e., the same code rate and the same line code.
On the other hand, suppose we consider only the first N = 12 received binary symbols. We find that
the fifth sync word from Appendix A produces output sequences which are identical in the first 12
binary symbols when it is convolutionally encoded at rates 1/2 and 1/3. Thus, if these 12 symbols
are used as a key in the LUT, it will be impossible to determine which coding rate was applied.

Even with N sufficiently large, one possible difficulty with this approach is in the case of a key with
length K < N. When comparing a received sequence to such a key, we use only the first K symbols.
A problem occurs, though, when the K symbols of this sequence are identical to the first K symbols
of another longer key somewhere else on the LUT. To see this, consider the sync word which results
in the K-length output sequence. The user data that follows this sync word may cause the first N
received symbols to be identical to the longer key. Fortunately, all the sync words of interest, except
the HDLC “flag byte” 0 x 7E are longer than 13 bits, and none of the output sequences resulting
from the HDLC flag byte exhibit the problem just described.

Number of Similar Keys (first N symbols) with Different Parameter Sets
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Figure 7: Number of key entries with the same N leading symbols but different parameters
If we consider the 8 sync words in Appendix A, two convolutional code rates (1/2 and 1/3) as well as
uncoded data, and six line encoders, an 8K ROM will be sufficient to store the table. We note that
both the line decoders and convolutional decoder are implemented with simple digital circuits.
Together with the ROM, the system could easily be implemented in an FPGA and interfaced with a
GSR.
5. FUTURE WORK
Regarding future work, our immediate task is relaxing the assumption that we know beforehand
where the frame begins. Problems to be dealt with include the possibility that a sequence of symbols
from mid frame falsely match one of the output sequences in the LUT. We also wish to investigate
the impact of physical-layer effects, such as noise, pulse shaping and timing jitter, on our ability to
identify the transmission parameters. More long term, we wish to find a more general
characterization of the conditions under which this identification can be made. For example, what

must be true about the set of sync words, or the parameters to be identified? Such knowledge would
allow the techniques developed here to be applied more generally.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a ground station receiver which autoconfigures itself in the sense
that the data rate, convolutional code rate, and line encoder type parameters are all estimated from
the received waveform itself. The approach assumes the presence of a sync word in the frame
header. After passing the sync word through the convolutional and line encoders, a key is produced
and stored in a lookup table. When a frame is received at the receiver, we check the first N binary
symbols of the frame against the keys in the table, and when a match is found, choose the coding
rate and line code corresponding to that key. Our research has demonstrated that with N = 13, there
is no chance that identical keys will yield different values for the coding rate or line code.
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Appendix A: Sync Words Under Consideration
The following table lists the sync words most commonly used on the Space Network.
Table A.1: Commonly Used Sync words, in Hex Notation.
Sync word
1: 7E
2: EB90
3: FAF320
4: 1ACFFC1D
5: 034776C7272895B0
6: 25D5C0CE8990F6C9461BF79C
7: 034776C7272895B0FCB88938D8D76A4F
8: 25D5C0CE8990F6C9461BF79CDA2A3F31
766F0936B9E40863

Comments
HDLC flag byte
CCSDS: TC
CCSDS: Proximity-1
CCSDS: TM
CCSDS: TM rate-1/2 turbo
CCSDS: TM rate-1/3 turbo
CCSDS: TM rate-1/4 turbo
CCSDS: TM rate-1/6 turbo

Appendix B: Sample Lookup Table Entry
The following is a sample entry for IRIG Code 0xFAF320 convolutionally encoded at rate 1/2 and
line encoded with NRZ-L.
Coded Sync word

1100 0000
1111 0011
1100 1100

1111
0000
0011

0000
0011
1100

0000
0000
0000

...
...
1100 0000 1100
0000 1111 1100
0011 0011 0000
...
...

Code Rate

Line Code

1 / 2

NRZ - L
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